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PREFACE.

An eminent French critic has ascribed to the Reclus faniilj' " tlie gift of

geography," and Onfeime Reclus is only less famous in sucli science than his
'

elder brother, Elis^e, with whom he has been associated. Each has travelled

widely and written much (botli are contributors to the famous Tour du Monde),

and eacl) has read and studied with the zeal and enthusiasm of the true

French savant. This " Bird's-Eye View of the Would" is in one sense

the result of the labors of both, for if was written by Onesime Reclus and is in

a certain way an introduction to the " Nouvelle G^ograpliie Universelle ' of his

brother— a publication of many volumes, which has occupied years in the

preparation. He has therefore had this larger work as a source of information,

but he has moved on entirely independent lines, writing his own book witli

his own pen, and giving it all the charm and flavor of his own personality.

This, however, is not a geograjjhy in the ordinary sense of the word, but a

symmetrical description of the eartli and its inhabitants, from the hand of a

man who has the world— its past and its present— under his eye, and who

possesses the power to present it as a wiiole to the view of his readers. Amid
all the details concerning the smallest fragment of land or the pettiest tribe of

men, the relationship to the great whole is never for a moment lost sight of.

At the same time the arrangement of the matter is so rigidly systematic that

it is as easily accessible as though it were put in the form of an encyclopedia.

In these times of world-wide business, of multiplied means of communication,

and of constantly increasing interest on the part of each individual in the whole

world's affairs, questions are arising every day and many times a day for which

tlie answer, if found at all, could only be reached after long search in various

directions, and perhaps among conflicting authorities. But this volume meets

the demand of the hour, and gives its information readily and accurately.

Take up your newspaper of this morning, or of any other date, and look

through its despatches for the peoples or the places that the news of the day

brings for tlie moment into prominence, and then turn here for what you want

to know of them. You will find it.

It is a book of fascinating interest, written with the masterly cleverness of

the French scholar— charming in its style, informing in its contents, and

astonishing in the breadth of its knowledge and the thoroughness of its

investigation. It seems as if no one but a Frenchman, and he a Reclus,

could have combined the industry to gather such a multitude of facts with

the ability to weave what we call mere facts together in such a way as to
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make them more interesting tluin a story. Indeed the.y are a story — the

story of the world. Tlie book is instinct witli life, and it is picturesque

and •'raceful at the same time that it is thorougli and trustworthy as an

authority.

The work has been translated into English with singular fidelity and consum-

mate skill by Miss Howe, who has edited it with great care, bringing it down

to date, and coriecting such mistakes as are liable to occur in the first i.ssue of

any work so comprehensive and minute as this is. After such editing, it is

safe to accept its statements as authoritative ; for they are the result of skilled

investigation sustained by subsequent verification. Miss Howe has also, for

the convenience of American readers, substituted our common standards of

measurement for the metric system, and has occasionally shifted the standard

of comjjarison from some French subject, which the author's nationality made

natural to him, to a corresponding English or American subject, which would

come more naturally to the mind of the American reader. All these are

changes that make the book more acceptable without altering it in any essen-

tial particular.

The subject of the United States, somewhat scantih' treated in the

original,— at least for a work to circulate here— has been rewritten and

expanded by Mr. Forrest Morgan ; from the beginning of America to the end

of the United States the work is nearly all of it original with him.

No other book is like this. It is not an encyclopedia, nor a history, nor a

geogriiphy ; it is all of them. The encyclopedia has been sifted until only

that is left which is wanted. History is given by its results: we have the

peoples, the development of the distinctive characteristics of each out of the

various elements absorbed by it since the dawn of history, we have their lan-

guages and religions, their cities and countries, their works and their ways.

Geography we have too in the description of the physical features of the

world, which are considered especially in their relation to life on the globe.

All this information, industriously sought, carefully tested and proved, and
brilliantly told, is made further attractive by nearly four hundred fine illustra-

tions especially prei)ared for the work. The majority of these, selected as the

best and most appropriate, have been procured from the (u-iginal French
engravings which belong to Messrs. Hachette et Cie of Paris, and imported

at great expense especially for this book ; to these have been added a large

number of others, supplementing and extending the list of subjects, making
in the whole a gallery of appropriate illustration unrivalled elsewhere for

variety and completeness.

Charles Hopkins Clakk.
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Amu Spain.

A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE WORLD.

THE EARTH, THE SEAS, RACES OF MEN
Insignificant Size of the Earth.— Man is born and lives on a nearly round ball

which seems to him immense ; then this ball, this glol)e, the earth, whose offspring

lie is, takes liini back into her vast bosom. For a long time we thought that the

earth was the centre, the end, and the cause of all things. To the barbarians, whose
descendants and proud heirs we are, our globe filled the universe. The sun was a

"light to our feet"; the moon, a "lamp to our path"; and the stars, twinkling sjiarks

in the vault of heaven.

And man, who thought the earth so large, had not scon even the half of it. He
talked vaguely of a lost Atlantis; but the two Americas, Australia, Oceanica, and
almost all of Africa, were unknown to him. So, in our day still, many an islander

limits the world to two or three archipelagoes, m.any a savage confines it to the valleys

where a few wretched tribes hunt.

We know now that the earth is pitifully small. Were it twelve hundred fifty

thousand times greater than it is, it would be no larger than the sun, which is itself

1
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but a griiin of sand. With the moon in its train, the eartli wliivls in an ellipse around

the sun; the sun, with its attendant planets, hastens through infinite space toward a

star in the constellation Hercules; and this star speeds toward another star. Twelve

hundred fifty thousand times smaller than the orb from which it receives light

and life, our paltry ball has an area of one hundred and ninety-seven million

square miles.

Man, the ruler of the earth, does not yet know the mysteries of his realm, and

he never will wholly know them. Though he succeed in sur])rising the secrets of

the forests, of tiie fens, of the deserts, will he ever roach the two poles? And how
many glaciere enshroud mountains so lofty that human lungs cannot breathe upon

them ! Gaurisankar, in the Himalayas, in India, towers 29,002 feet above the sea.

Down to the present day this has passed for the highest point on the globe, but two

neighboring peaks are apj)arently still higher.'

With the excej)tion of the icy polar void an<] mountain tops two leagues above

the ocean, we shall soon know how the eai'th is made ; and before long we shall have

nnder the ])lough every spot that can bear a stalk of grain. In three or four genera-

tions the year 2000 will dawn on men dismayed at the sight of exhausted continents,

worn-out islands, rivers run dry, forests consumed— the world ripe, and famine at

the gates. The planet will be old, but, more than that, it will be mutilated. Our
hands are guilty; we smite our mother earth. The woodman's axe not merely fells

the trees, it levels and destroys the mountains ; and every branch that falls takes a

dro]i out of the springs.

When we shall have cut down, cleared, or burned everything; planted, irrigated^

or drained every spot of land, we shall then have subdued but little more than a

(juarter of our i)lanet, for more than two-thirds of its surface is water. Follow the

tiny silver thread from any spring, however humble, from rill to brook, from brook

' Tliis statement is based mainly on the observations of the noted Englisli mountaineer, Mr. W. \V

.

Graham, wlio saw the two peaks referred to, iu the fall of 1883, from tlie lower summit of Kabru,
2:1,700 feet above the sea. We quote his description of them, from a paper read before tlie Koyal Geo-
graphical Society :

" North-west, less than 70 miles, lay Mount Everest, and I pointed it out to Boss, who
had never seen it, as the highest mountain in the world. ' That it cannot be,' he replied; ' those are
higher'— pointing to two jieaks which towered far above on a second and more distant range, and
sliowed over the slope of Everest, at a rough gue.ss, .some 80 to 100 miles further north. I was astonislied.

but we were all agrceil that, in our judgment, the unknown peaks, one rock and one snow, were loftier.

Of course, such an idea rests purely on eyesight; but, looking from such a height, objects appear in

their true proportions, and we could distinguish perfectly between the peaks of known measurements,
however slight the differences. It has been suggested to me since that we mistook Mount Everest;
but this is impossible, for just here occurs the remarkable break in the chain, and there is no snow range
at all between Xabru and the group of Mount Everest."

Uentenant-Coloncl H. C. B. T.anncr, S. C, of the Indian Survey, in his Narrative Report, issued
almnt a year since by the Surveyor-fiencral for India, makes the following remarks in regard to these
sunmiits: "Where nearly everything is absolutely unknown, it is futile to discuss the probabilities of

there Ix>ing higher monntains than Everest or not. Xative information on the subject of heights is

•piitc untnistworthy ; ami, ivs no Euroi)ean has l)een in a position to obtain any direct knowledge of the
immense mass of snow mountains that exist between Everest and a [loint 80 miles to the westward, and
again for ."lO miles to the north, wliat man will be bold enough to hazard an opinion on the subject."

Mr. I). W. Freshfield, nommenting in the Alpine Jniirnul for February, lS8{i, on Colonel Tanner's
n^port. thus defines the position of the question at that date : " No observer competent to fix absolutely
the elevation of its summits has seen the region north of Gaurisankar. Five persons only, competent to
report at all, have lately .seen it, namely, Pundit No. 0, Balm 'S. CD.,' and Mr. Graham, with Herr
Boss and Kaufniann. These five all agree that it contains mountains of enormous height, which the
Babu .says the natives believe, and the climbers .say they believe, are higher than Gaurisankar. The
value of the climbers' belief depends entirely on their capacity to recognize Gaurisankar. This Mr.
firahaui asserts, but the Survey officers generally deny."— Ed.
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to river, and you will always come to the wide ocean, which, as the Xorwegiaii poet

says, "is forever journeying to meet itself," and, never weary, is ever <lestroying and
ever l)uildiiig anew.

The solid land, with its waters stagnant and in motion, extends over 52J, million'

square miles, while the seas cover 144^ million.-

That is, the land of the globe embraces an area more than seventeen times that

of the United States.^ We must not infer, however, that the capacity of the earth

for population is seventeen times greater than the capacity of the United States, for

there are immense tracts on its surface which seem destined to defy forever tlie

impatience and the avarice of man. They remain uninhabited. Some, vast an.l
boundless, sleep beneatli the ice ; others, boundless also, are furnaces wliieh tlie sun
eacli day heats afresli.

Sea and Rain, Sun and Climate. — If there are burning zones on the earth whicii
are lioi)elessly sterile, the sun is not alone to be blamed for it. The rain is liis

accomplice
:
with it he creates, without it he devours. The more directly liis rays

fall on a region, the more he burns it and penetrates it ; the richer and inore prolific
is the soil if the rain also penetrates it.

1 Exactly .V2,542,7«, one tweuty-foiirtl. of wliicli is in islands. (In rcducinj; areas tlie sqnare
kilometre lias been taken as efiiiivalent to 0.;i8fi] l(i7 square miles.— Ed.) ^ Exactly 144,i07,(}4fi.

I
\\ herever the I'nited .States has been used as a modulus the area has been assumed as 3,000,000

square miles {excluding Alaska) and the population as fiO,000,000. — En.
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From the Pacific, from tlie Atlantic, from the Indian, from the Antarctic, from

all the seas great and small, vapors rise which gather in clouds and are drifted by

the winds to the coasts. Clotids are the rain on its march. The lands over which

these masses of \i\yoY arc frequently rent teem with tufted trees and savory fruits.

Not so, however, those regions where moist breezes rarely blow, such as Aragon,

the plateau of Leon, Castile, La Mancha, and Estremadura, the steppes of the Atlas

Mountains, the Sahara, Southern Africa, Arabia, Persia, Central Asiix, the plateaus

of the Kockics, the desert of Atacania, the Pampa of Tamarugal, half of the

Argentine l{ej)ublie, three-quarters of Australia; and, in all parts of the globe, the

]>lateaus that are sliut off from the sea, and the valleys so guarded that the raoistnre-

liearing clouds never reach them.

No matter how lofty a mountain is, it cannot obstruct the sun's rays for an entire

day or year, but a very low elevation can bar out nearly all the rain. The traveller

who has crossed from Tras-os-Montes to Entre-Douro-c-Minho is aware oi tliis. In

Tra.s-OK-^Iontes, which is a continuation to the west of the high plains of Yalladolid

and Zamora, he sees parched earth, naked hill-sides, fulvid skies, arid valleys, and

waterless river-beds ; .and, after suffering all day with the heat and dust, he not

unfrequently finds himself at night exposed to a biting cold. As soon as he lias

crossed the low mountains, and especially when he is beyond the Serra de Marao

(4665 feet), he descends toward Amarante, into a delightful region of freshness,

splendor, and beauty, with running water and thousands of crystal springs. Hun-

dreds of similar examples might be cited. The contrast is more striking still between

Oviedo, Gijon, or Santander, and the llant/ras^ of Leon, or between the verdure of

Beam and the thirsty rocks of Aragon. In Great Britain the rainfall is five, six, or

even ten times less on the eastern sloj)e th.an on the Avestem; in Norway it is five,

six, or eight times greater on the co.ast than on the higli, wintry, mountain-girt

plateau. There are few countries, however small, where a Serra de Marao, often-

times nothing more than a chain of hills, does not distribute the moisture with

baleful partiality, lavishing it on the valleys near the sea, but withholding it from

the plains of the interior. The wholly rainless districts are barren tracts, where man
neither sows nor reaps ; but, in regions visited by the rains, vegetation sjirings up in

pro])ortion to the amount of water received.

The different forms of j)l.ant life dejiend upon the directness of the sun's rays, and

the duration of the j)enod of illuuunation. The sun regulates the zones of cultiviv

tion. In the extreme north, notwithstanding the length of the d.ays, it is impossible

for the oblique rays to melt the snows heaped up for hundreds of lesignes about the

j)ole; so only mosses, lichens, dwarfed shrubs, and stunted trees grow in the frigid

zone, Avhich is called in the north the Arctic, in the south the Antarctic. Bnt,

moving southward, we find nature becoming fruitful in measure as the sun's rays

lose tiieir obliquity, and in measure as the inecpiality in the length of the days and

nights lessens. From the frigid we enter a cold zone, where superb trees, such as

birches, ])ines, firs, and larches, are massed in majestic forests. Those woods are not,

like those of the tropics, a wild tangle of fantastic slnipes, an inconceivable ]iro-

fusion of climbing jdants, of intertwining trunks and boughs, of pendent l)ranches

and parasites, where a mortal conflict is forever waging between the species, and
where a frenzied struggle goes on unceasingly for air and light. No enemy assails

the tree of the north, no living cord stifles it. It ])resorves its outlines and its inde-

])endence. The suidight glints through the stately avenues of its forest home, while

' riaius.
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in the Selvas of South AuuTica one is imprisoned in a maze of mad vegetation.

With their i.ilhir-like trunks, their leafy vaults, their sombre light and vast silence,

the northern forests iiave something of the architecture an.l the serenity of temi)les.

They are more majestic than the tropical wood, where all order disappears under

the draperies and hangings. Autumn strips them of their leaves every year, after

havincr ,le(^ked them out in the gayest colors, but neither autumn nor winter can

pluck'the needles from the evergreens. Every branch on the dusky i)ines or firs m

the rigid forest bends under the whiteness of the snows.

So, almost at the moment of quitting the realm of ])erpetual frosts and of trees

gnarled by the ice and the night, we enter a zone where already the sun gleams on

huge trunks and grand woods, on rii>ening grain and green meadows. From the

cold temperate zone we pass into the waiin temperate, the glory of which is the

vine ; the oak, liixlen, ash, beech, elm, chestnut, and poplar thrive here side by side

with the evergreens of the north.

With the olive-tree, then the orange, then the palm, we enter the warm zone, which

is that of Cannes, or Menton, in France, of Naples in Italy, of Cadiz in Spain, of Algiers

in Africa, of Carolina, and of Florida. E.venipt from the cold of the north, the fogs

of the temperate countries, the tyjihoons and toi-nadoes of the tropics, this is the most

beautiful and the most favored i)art of the globe,— a veritable pleasure-garden—
especially along the shores of that Mediterranean where Europe, Asia, and Africa meet.

The torrid zone follows the equator around the globe, and stretches from the

tro])ic of Cancer on the north to the tropic of Cajiricorn on the south. Its fruitful-

ness is due to the abundance of the rains borne thither by the regular winds, and to

the heat of the sun, whose rays, becoming more and more nearly direct as one

aitjiroaches the ecjuator, at length fall vertically on the soil. The heat and moisture

evoke a marvellous excess of life in the gigantic forests, where every tree has its

lianas and ])arasites, its multi-colored birds and grinning monkeys. Here roam the

most graceful and the most j)owerful beasts of the earth ; here the most venomous

ser))ents glide ; here innumeraltle insects, man's invincible enemies, buzz, fly, or ho]>,

and bite or sting. Mankind here bears the penalty of the splendors of a moist, hot

climate. The black or red inhabitants of the torrid zone are a sluggish herd. As for

the whites, they grow old there very speedily.

Influence of Altitude. — The universal climates, namely, the frigid, the cold, the

temi)erate, the warm, and the torrid, depend upon latitude. But within the very

precincts of these great zones, local climates of endless varieties are created by the

elevation of the surface.

As one ascends above sea-level, he feels the air fii'st growing cool, then cold, then

icy. According to the exposure to the sun, or the nature of the soil, according to

thousands of local circumstances, three hundred, three hundred fifty, four hundred,

or four hundred fifty feet of altitude determine a depression of one degree Fahrenheit

in the mean annual temperature of a site;* at the same time, the climate of the higher

])laces is singularly more changeable than that of the lower; it is much more capri-

cious ; it is subject to greater extremes of heat and cold ; and it varies more accord-

ing to the time of the day or the season of the year.

At the Peruvian hacienda of Antisana, the mean annual temperature is nearly the

1 111 rcdiiciiic temperature observations for lieiglit, one degree for every tliree Imndred feet is gen-
erally adojiled. In the present state of our knowledge, this or any other estimation is at best no more
than a rougli aiipro.\imation, since the Law of decrease, tlirongli its variations, requires yet to be stated ;

heiiic, in truth, one of the most intricate and difficult jirohlems of climatology awaiting investigation at

the hands of meteorologists. — Ai.kx. ISiciian, Art. Climate, Enc. Brit.
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game as that of Saint Petersburg. Now, the city of winter palaces gazes on the sky

of the 60th parallel north latitude, and the Andean farm-house contemplates the dome

of the ecjuatorial heavens; but Saint Petersburg is at the level of the sea, while the

Peruvian dwelling is nearly 13,500 feet above the oceans. Many a mountain has its

shoulders under the eternal snows ; whilst in valleys so close to the summit that the

eagle, the vulture, an<l the condor descend into them by a few wing-strokes, the

warm winds and hot suns make the year one round of spring and summer. In the

extreme nortli, where the very sea-coasts freeze, the effect of altitude is hardly per-

ceptible; but in the temperate zone its influence is apjjarent to even the dullest

observer. At the equator, ascending one hundred feet is equivalent to going twenty

to twenty-five miles north or south at ocean-level. Under the tropics the white man
finds freshness and coolness at an elevation of sixteen hundred feet; or, better still,

at three thousand, in the shade of trees many of which are unknown in the low-

lands. At sixty-live liundred feet be breathes the air of groves where the vege-

tation of Europe becomes acclimated as readily as himself. At ten thousand he

inhabits delightfully tempered valleys. At thirteen tliousand he suffers from the

cold. At sixteen thousand to twenty thousand, life would be impossible. At twenty-

two thousand to twenty-five thousand he would perish (could he climb to such

heights) amid the polar horrors that so many feet of altitude have spread out among
all the glories of the torrid zone, and which he could reach at sea-level only by jour-

neying a quarter of the way round the globe.

The earth gains wonderfully in variety through this ]iower exercised by the

mountains, of superposing climate on climate, of jiiling ])lant above j)lant, from the

most delicate to the most hardy. Every lofty mountain within the tropics, every

luediocre mountain of the temjierate zone becomes a little earth of itself, ])0S-

sessing all, or nearly all, the climates. France, for exam])lc, lying midway between

the equator and the ]iole, sees beautiful ])alm-trees reflected in the blue waters of the

Proven^^l coves, at the base of Alps where glaciers crumble on lakes seamed by an

infinite, eternal winter.

Geographical Provinces. — The ]n-evalcnce of winds and rains, nearness or remote-

ness of the sea, distance from the pole or the equator, massing of the mountains,

nature of the soil and subsoil,— all these constitute the Geographical Province.

The iisjiect and character of a country are affected by the pro]3erties of the soil

and subsoil almost as much as by latitude, altitude, and the rainfall. A country

where the soil is porous and dry has no likeness to one with an impervious, wet

soil, with abundant springs, lakes, winding rivers, swam]\y woods, and damp

meadows. A granite region is wholly unlike a limestone or chalk region. It never

produces the same species of plants, nor the same men ; and with the lapse of cen-

turies a country may transform an adopted race. Who will ever find in the man of

Poscoff or of Douarnenez a resemblance to the vine-dresser of the Gascon hills, or to

the fisherman of La Cornice, or the sunburnt Saliaran, or the Brazilian Portuguese,

or the Indian who rears his hut on the banks of the mightiest of rivers.

Soil and climate h.ave made a tnotley family out of the inhabit.ants of the globe; a

family which feels its oneness only because of the common possession of articulate

s])eech, and possibly also of what may be termed the ideal faculty. Pace fusions

aside, time alone can diminish — we dare not say obliterate— these extraordi-

nary differences. If the milieu transforms, it does it only with the aid of the

ages. Our experience has been too brief to determine whether it is possible to
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iiiiike a Lapp out of a Frenchman, or an Icelander out of a negro. We are ignorant,

slioi-t-lived, poor, anil insignificant ; we count our yeare by tens, the age of our nations

by Inuulreds, wliile thousands upon thousands of years are but as a moment for tlie

earth, transient as it too may be with its satellite, its sister planets, and its sun.

The earth and tlie sea give life to five hundred thousand species of plants, and to

three hundred thousand species of animals. Shall we be comjielled to repeat the list

of the quadru])eds, the birds, the insects, the trees and the flowers of each country":'

Can the same vegetation spring u|) under Irish skies and in "the yellow immensity

which Tuggurt and Biskara |prick witli white stitches"? Tlie northern countries,

and those septentrionatcd by their altitude, produce the vegetation of the north ; the

temperate zone has the ])lants which the temperate climate calls into being or tolerates
;

the torrid zone has those of the tropics, except in the lofty mountains, where are out-

spread, on successive terraces, the herbs and trees of the temperate, the cold, and the

polar zones. And, now that every country is naturalizing all the plants possible to its

cliin.ate, Vergil's prediction, '' Omuis firet omnia telliis,'" is fulfilled. Since the days of

Christopher Columbus, Europe has sent one hundred fifty or two hundred different

species of plants to America, and has received in I'eturn more than sixty. Almost all

the cereals and the fruit-trees of Europe are said to have been introduced from Asia.

But poisons and pestilences are also disseminated at the same time with precious

woods, savory fruits, and tonic juices. It is not around the Gulf of Mexico and in the

Antilles alone that yellow fever terrifies the pale l>rood of men ; it ravages Brazil to-

day, it jtassesover Kio every year like the destroying angel, and even reaches the once
healthful country of La Plata, where already it has more than once caused the prayers
for the dying to be recited in thousands of dwellings; it has visited Lisbon, and it

will yet strike St. Nazaire. The cholera, bred first in Bengal, is often Europe's guest

;

who will rid her of this livid stranger when the net-work of railways has welded all

its meshes from tlie Rhine to the Ganges ? Every rail joined to another rail on the
way to the east brings her nearer to the hot and miry abode of this the' greatest
devastator generated by Asia.

Number of Mankind.— Civilization and Colonization.— Injustice of the Strong.—
Acclimatization.— The population of the globe is estimated at 1480 million. These
figures are probably correct within one hundred million.'

1 The statistics of popnI,atioii in tliis work are from the most autlioritative sources. Those of towns
are taken frcmi the hitest census returns or from trustworthy estimates. .\11 otliers, except in the case
of certain divisions tor wliich more recent official figures are available, are from Wagner and Supan's
Hie lifiulkernnn der Erde, VIII., Petcrmanns Mitteilungen, " Ergiinzungsheft," No. 101, Aug. 1891.
The following table gives some of the general results of Drs. Wagner and Supan's careful compilations:

DIVISIONS OF THE OLOBE.

Europe (without Iceland, Nova Zembia, etc.) .

Asia (witliout Pol.ar Islands)
Africa (without Madagascar, etc.)
The .Vmericas (without Pol.ir Regions) . .

'.

Australia (including Tasmania)
Oceanic Islands
Polar Regions

. . ,

Total. . . ,

Area in Sq. Miles.'

3,7.')<!,8fi2

17,044,217
ll,277,:i49

14,801,436
2,971,448
733,120

1.730,814

52,315,247

Popultitiou.

,357,379,000
82.'),!iri4,()(H)

l(i:f,!ir):;.(»tH)

121,71.3,000

3,230,000
7,420.000

80,400

1,47'J,72!),400"

Densitv per
.Sq. .Mile.

95
48
14.5

8
1

10

' Area statistics in the text are mainly those adopted by Emilo Levasseur.
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How did man, at first so puny and so poorly armed, win tlie earth over animals with

iiuge claws, sharp teeth, and ever ready weapons? How did he vanquisii the felines,

stronger, handsomer, better clad, and more supple than himself':' We are ignorant of

The "White Kace.

the story of tliis conquest ; we only know that man was more intelligent than tlie

other beasts of jjrey. And how is it tliat the human race has not annihilated itself

since iu warfare, slaughtering for the sake of slaughter? How many times the charnel-
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house has been filled in battle! Ami how many more times it will bo filled! Vet, in

spite of arrow, pike, and lance, in spite of shot and shell, in spite of i)estilen(:e, and

fever, and debanchery, in spite of himself, man is more vigorous to-day than ever
,

before ; he is overs])reading the entire globe. Not the whole race, but certain of its

families, cs])ecially the whites of Europe, on whose banner is written: "Take, kill,

and eat!" The Europeans and their American descendants are driving the small

peoi)les to the shambles or to the hospital. Every day sees a tribe, a language, a

myth, an idea, obliterated.

Thus we colonize, thus we civilize !

But, though the idea, the myth, the dialect of a people be blotted out, the death of

the people itself is only in appearance. A race never becomes wholly extinct, and it

is very rare that even the pettiest tribe is comjdetely effaced. Its language is swept
,

away, its names are rejilaced by those of foreigners, its .altars are overturned, its laws r

forgotten, but the soul of the tribe survives with the blood of its most powerful fam-

ilies. If the soldier, the adventurer, the hunter, law and poverty, leave never so

little of vigor to a few of the vanquished, these penetrate in their turn into the victo-

rious race, sometimes by lawful marriages, but more often by chance unions. The

half-castes springing from these alliances cling tenaciously to the native soil, they

grow up more robust than the children of the conquerors, and, at length, the nation

which was thought to be extirpated has its roots ineradicably fixed in the mother-

land. Among the Anglo-Saxons, who of all the exterminating nations are least

inclineil to allj- themselves with their sav.age victims, not a single j>eopIe has in fact

perished. The Indians still live in numberless white homes in the United States,

and the d.ay when it sh.all be said that the last Red-skin has expired, that day the

blood of the Six Nations and of scores of other apparently lifeless tribes will be

coursing in the veins of thousands of families who boast of their English ancestry.

Even the Tasinanians, scrujjulously butchered to the last individual, have left half-

breed descendants dispersed through Australia.^ It sometimes happens in America,

in Africa, Asia, Oceanica, or even in Euro])e, that there suddenly appears in a family

sn|i]iosed to be of jnire blood a child of singular visage, the offshoot of some seem-

ingly dead nation. By his Itirth, this child ])rotests against centuries of injustice.

The superior nation had forgotten betrayed hospitalities, violated oaths, blazing for-

ests, men drowned, women massacred, children br.ained against the walls, and history

was unite; "but," w^e read in Holy "Writ, " if these hold their peace, the very stones

will cry out." This sure though hidden survival of races rids the world's history of

some of its bitterness. Moreover, in plimdered and down-trodden countries the
despoilers often suffer more th.an the despoiled, and this very suffering establishes for

them a right to the soil ; when the cemeteries of the conquered territory have been
filled with the bodies of their colonists, they have acquired the right to call it

native land.

Acclim.atization is always accomplished with difficulty, however little the old
country of the settlers inay differ from the new; they subjugate the strange soil

slowly and i)ainfully, laying under the sod generations of men who have died without

' In 1835, the English of Tasmania (then Van Dienion's Land) lietcrmincil to rid tlie colony alto-
gethor of the natives. Tliey organized a regular hnltid- in the island, and all the Tasmanians were
soon extermin.ated, with the exception of 210 individuals, who were transported to a small island in
llass's Strait. This paltry remnant of a race wliich once occupied a territorj- nearly as large as Ireland,
perished rapidly. Count Str/.elecki visited them in 1842 ; he found only rA remaining. Within seven
years and a few months, only 14 children were born. — Ed.
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tjistiiig tli(! fruits of life; for invisible jioisoiis are exhaled from tlie IiiikI vvliioh bore
the (lisj)ossesseil natives, from the air they breatlied, frorn the water tiiey dranl<, from
tlie mountains that hid tlieir handets or their caves. 'I'iie Freneli are unable to resist

for any length of time tlie climate of Senegal, of Gaboon, of Cochin China, or of

Guiana
; it is impossible for the English to live in Sierra Leor.e, and they suffer in

India; the Dutch comjilain of Batavia; the few Negroes, Anamese, Hhidus and
Javanese who emigrate to Europe soon succuml) to the effects of the European
climate. It is the same with the brute creation. That gayest of animals, the equato-
rial monkey, ceases to gambol in the cordage of the ship as soon as he has passed the
tropics; then he grows restles.s, submissive or vicious, becomes rheumatic and plithisi-

cal, and to the cruelties of physical disease is surely added homesickness for his bril-

liant trojiical forests.

\ \r:

Tin: Black Rack.

Certain nations adapt themselves more readily than others to climatic clianges.

This inn.ate vigor is due either to their mixed origin or to the fact that their ances-

tors have dwelt for centuries under skies midway between torrid and temperate.

These cosmojiolitan nations are the Jews, the Spaniards, the Portuguese, the Arabs,

and the Chinese. This last peo])le is gradually invading all Asia, the Malay Archi-

pelago, the isles of the South Se;i, and, if left to itself, it would overspread the two

Americas.

Races of Mankind. — The hmnan family has been variously classifieil by .Anthro-

pologists, but in general we recognize a White race exhibiting two well defined types,

the dark and the fair, with all degrees- of mixture. The Arabic or Semitic race is

ranked with the Whites or Aryans, except by those who regard it as a humanity
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apsirt. Then follow the Yellows or :Moiig<)li:ins, who inchule the Chinese, and con-

stiUite about one-third of the entire poj.ulation of the globe; the 1^1lynesians, the

Paimnns, the Negroes and Negroids; and lastly the Indians, or Red-skins.

Any attempt to classify mankind into a number of permanent races, no matter

what criterion of distinction is adopted, encounters insuperable difficulties.

The origin of the races ami their ties of kinship jiresent a labyrinth through

which our ignorance strays, with no hope of release. What voice could summon it

into the light, since history is silent and since nothing is left to us but the obscure

language of a few scraps of legend and a few mouldy bones crumbling to dust?

The races are so mixed to-day that it is impossible to disentangle the threads of

human relationships. Even among tiiose who proclaim most loudly their spotless

origin, how many men of pure blood are to be found? Are the different languages

whi(!h we hear, si)oken by the legitimate sons of a people, or by its bastards, by

those assimilated from a foreign race, or even by conquered foes? Could any one

say to a Frenchman taken hap-hazard out of a hundred thousand: '! see what

peoples you sprang from ; I see from what different races the blood of your veins

is drawn " ? Who would think of classifying the Blacks of Hayti and the llurons

of Lorette in the French family ? And yet both nations speak the language of France.

The word race, such as it has passed into current si)eech, has, then, no absolute

signification, whether it designate one of the larger groups of mankind, as in the term

" White race," or simply one of the lesser families, as in the expression " English

race." Even among its purest representatives, the stock of the so-called White

race has been deeply penetrated by Yellow, Red, and Black elements, while the

English race, wliich is composed of all sorts of heterogeneous parts, is still undergo.

ing transformation before our very eyes, through countless foreign contributions.

The White or Aryan race is the dominant race of the world. It covers Euroi)e

and is rapidly s])reading over northern Asia, northern Africa, southern Africa, the

two Americas, A\istralia, New Zealand and the islands of the South Sea ; its various

branches speak tongues having a common origin, all of which are dignified by'splendid

literatures. The other races all marvel at its inventive genius, all di-ead the range of

its fire-arms, all covet its fortune, all beg its gold. It is carrying civilizniioti into

every corner of the earth and at the same time it is disseminating the maxims of an

insolent commerce, the love of gain, scorn of the weak and the ])oor, thirst for luxury

and the pest of drunkenness. It bears war and peace in the folds of its mantle, and

its peace is more desolating than its war. These colonizers of the globe, these ex-

ploiters of the world, these ])rofessors of all good and all evil, these apostles and these

devourers, number at the least, including their Semitic brothers or cousins, 550 million

souls: in this estimate we ignore the fact that millions of Whites, especially in Amer-
ica, are only nominally Whites as they are descended from Reds or Blacks rather

than from Aryans.

The Semites are less numerous and less prolific than true Aryans; they inhabit

Arabia, portions of anterior Asia, the Egy|)tian and Nubian Nile-lands and northern

Africa; and their rule if not their race is daily pushing farther and farther into

central Africa. By means of the Arabic tongue, the language of Islam's sacred

book, fhrough Moslem proselytism, slave-hunting, massacre and ruin, they have ma<le

great gains over the Blacks and Negroids of the dark continent ; but hi tlie African

Tell, one of their richest countries, they are retreating before the French, and the

Europeans are gradually wresting the entire Mediterranean from them.
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The Jews, wlio are closely allied to the Arabs, are the least luixed of all the tribe^

of earth (and this notwithstanding the be.auty of their women), for the reason that

they never intermarry with other peoples. This branch of the so-called Semitic race

is daunted by nothing; it is rapidly augmenting its power, in every quarter of the

world, it is filling its coffers with riches compared with which the treasures of

CrtBSUs would be poverty itself. The Jews are estimated to number not more than

seven million, but in wealth they rival all the rest of mankind. Among these seven

millions are included many who are Jews in religion, in business capacity, in the

characteristic qualities and gifts of the race, but who are of non-Israelitish origin.

On the other hand, many of the Christians are of Hebrew descent.

The Yellow or Mongolian race, more tluin 500 million strong, swarms in eastern

Asia. It disj)Utes the empire witli the Whites, not by means of a superior genius,

but tln-ough its numbers, its practical wisdom, its patience, and the limited r.inge of

its wants. The Mongolians resist tropical temjieratures better man tlie Whites;

they labor at cheaper rates, and give their time and toil less grudgingly. The Chinese

constitute nearly a fourth of the hunuin race, and all the other Mongolian peoples are

th(ur satellites.

The Blacks and Negroids, Malays, Polynesians, Fajniaiis, and Ked-skins, though

numbering more than 400 million, recognize, willingly or unwillingly, the terrible

ascendency of the Whites. The Blacks and Negroids have their home in Africa, but

for the last tln*ee or four centuries tiiey have inliabited America also. They were

formerly transported thither as slaves, shackled and crowded into the holds of ships,

with the ocean lieneath for the recalcitrant, the sick, the dead, and for the whole

cargo in case it became necessary to lighten tiie vessel's burden. They have not the

inventive wit of the Whites, nor the quiet, laborious wisdom of the Chinese; but

natural gayety, enjoyment of life, kindliness, exuberance, fecundity, j)Ower of resist-

ing heat and the poisonous exh.ilations of m.arshes, all guarantee a long existence to

this nnicli slaugiitered race. Brazil, the most favored region under the sun, is, in

reality, peopled by Negroes and Mul.attocs, though nominally it belongs to the Portu-

guese Whites. The Indians, or Red-skins, are dying out before the Whites. Their

blood lias been fused with that of the Castilian-speakiiig inhabitants of America

as the blood of the Blacks with that of the Portuguese. The Malays, who are

subject to the Eurojieans, are being overrun by the Chinese. The Papuans, or

Melanesians, are steadily decreasing. The Polynesians, or Kanakas, after having

dwindled until they were su])posed to be extinct, are gradually reviving, and are

allying themselves with the Whites. They are a handsome people, the women
es])ecially, and charming insidar tribes may result from these marriages.

Religions of the World. — Men are born in the bosom of societies whose language

they unconsciously learn, and whose religion they ado])t without question. Many
a fervent Mohammedan votary of the One God, in other circumstances would have
worshipped still more devoutly the divinities of tiie Pantheon of India; many a

Hindu who jiiously throws liimself under the wheels of Juggernaut was born rather

to bow liis iiead before Allah.

The distribution of the different religions among the inhabitants of the globe is

approximately as follows: 450 million Christians, 7 miIIio?i Jews, 175 million Mussul-
mans, G.'(0 million Buddhists and Brahnianists, "200 million Idolaters and Pagans.

Continents and Divisions of the Earth. — The 1480 millions of mankind, fair or dark,

chestimt-colored, cop])er-colored, bronzed, dusky or jet black, yellow or yellowish, red
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or redflish, all inhabit the same block of eartli. They occui)y two great socles, one
lesser socle and numberless islands.

The major socle or the old continent is composed of throe divisions, which meet
around the Mediterranean. The main mass, called Asia, is said to have been the

cradle of the human race, though this is by no means pi-oven ; attached to it on the

north-west is white Euro])e, and on the south-west black Africa. Together, the three

divisions contain 1315 million souls, or thirteen-fifteenths of the population of the
world, on an area of over 32 million square miles.

Square Jliles. Inhabitants.

Asia' 16,317,177 793,524,000

Africii 12,1.36,068 163,953,000

Europe^ 3,836,000 357,379,000

32,289,245 1,314,856,000

America, the second of the two great socles, is called the Xew World by Euro-

jjcans. Not that it has recently spVung from the ocean, thus augmenting by nearly a

third the domain of the ruler.s of the etirth, but because, after a first discovery, which

was known only to certain Scandinavians, and which they themselves had forgotten,

its existence was revealed to the Old World in 1492, by an Italian (perhaps a Corsi-

can '), Christopher Columbus, who sailed thither with three Spanish vessels. It

embraces two sub-continents, called North America and South America, which are

joined by a series of isthmuses, the most important of which is Panama.

Square Jliles. lulmbitiliits.

North America 9,035,684 88,400,000

South America 7,083,997 33,300,000

16,119,681 121,700,000

The minor socle, Australia, is arid and barren ; three-quArters of it is in irreclaim-

able deserts of dry sand, rocks, and gravel, covered with spiny shrubs. This poor,

monotonous continent, peopled by Anglophones, is not even as large as Europe.

Square Miles. Inliabilants.

Aiistniliti . 3,052,333 < 3,230,000

By joining numerous islands scattered over the Pacific to Australia, we add to

Europe, Asi.a, Africa, and America a fifth division of the earth, Occanica, which has

a j)opulation of 38 million souls, on 4,098,649 square miles.'' The chief island of

Oceanica, .as well as of the globe, is situated very netir Austrtilia ; it is called Papua,

or New Guinea, and covers 303,200 square miles. The next in size, Borneo (285,872

square miles), lies in the same waters ; and near South Africa stretches Madagascar

(228,567 squiire miles).

Oceans, Polar Seas and Lands.— For the inhabitants of the old continent the sun

rises on the most v.ist of the oceans, the Pacific, or Grand-Ocean, and sets on a lesser,

though immense sea, the Atlantic. The latter se])arates Europe and Africa from

eastern America ; the former rolls between Asia and Oceanica, on the west, and

America, on the east. The deepest sounding that has yet been made is in the Pacific,

' Not including tlie Suiula Isl.iiids. - Witliout Nova Zembla.
^ It is claimed by some tliat Coluiiiljiis was bom at Calvi, instead o£ Genoa.
< Tliese figures include Tasmania and the smaller islands. — Ed. " With the Sunda archipelago.
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27,930 feet. We might expect to find tliis abyss near the centre of the ocean ; but

sucii is not the ease. On the contrary, it is scooped out quite close to the Asiatic

continent, e.ist of the Kurile Islands. If Blount Everest could be cast into this

hollow, the top would still be visible, rising as a scarped island, 1072 feet above the

waves. If it is ])o.ssible that lordlier summits than Mount Everest exist, doubtless

the ocean has deei)er gulfs than that of Tuscarora (so called from the ship from wiiicli
'

the soundings were made). The mountains are readily distinguished and easily

measured ; but we are left to guess at the configuration of the ocean-bed, and to

trust to chance to discover its lowest depression. The Tuscarora abyss nearly

doubles the mean depth of the seas, which is estimated at about 14,640 feet. If

the entire earth could be buried in the glaucous ocean, the level would not be raised

more than 500 feet.

North and south of both continents cold seas bar the way to the jioles; the South

Pole is even more jealously guarded than the North. Explorers have never been

able to ])enetrate as far into the Antarctic Ocean as into the Arctic. On the north

they have passed a little beyond the 84th parallel * of latitude; but death has chilled

many of the boldest of these profaners of the eternal silence. The stillness of the

polar fields is unbroken, save by the almost noiseless tread of the white bear roam-

ing through the falling snow or under a ])ale, hazy sun, or by the noise of the seal

plunging to escaj^e the bear or coming to breathe at the surface of the water through

an o])ening in the ice. The ice, too, the limitless ice, stretching no one knows

whither, but doubtless as far as the pole, is mute three-fourths of the year, all

through the polar night and during the first weeks of day. Then it vibrates, cracks,

breaks, and floats away in huge blocks ; then, even before the long night sets in

again, the Arctic and Antarctic seas are ice-bound once more, and on the ice descend

the ])olar snows.

Here and there the ice fastens to some wretched land, — to Jan Mayen, solitary

in its white desert; to Spitzbergen and Nova ZembLa, not far from Europe; to New
SiVjeria ; to the more than desolate Franz-Josef Land ; to the Jeannette archipelago,

recently faintly seen by the exj)lorers of the Jeannette expedition ; to the net-work of

islands spread between Behring Strait and Baffin's B.ay ; and to Greenland.

These polar lands, which are almost absolutely unexplored, especially in the

southern hemisphere, are supposed to comprise some 1,700,000 square miles.

' The farthest iiortli w,is reached in 18K-2, by Lienteuant Lockwood, of the American expedition

commanded by Lieutenant Creely. Lo(^kwood pushed along the northern coast of Greenland as far as

.1 small island (Lockwood IsU»nd) in 83' 24' N. andW .">' W. — Ei>.
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The Caucasus.

EUROPE.

Insignificant Size of Europe.— Its Pre-sminence in the World. — Europe surp.asscs

Ausl]-:ilui ill extent l)y iiiorc than 800,000 square miles, but it is only about a third as

large as Africa, loss tlian a fourth of America, and .about two-ninths of Asi.a. It con-
tains some 3,900,000 square miles,' two-thirds of which is in plains, the rest in moun-
tains and i)lateaus. Its greatest length, from south-west to north-east, from the Lusi-

tanian promontory of Saint Vincent to the Russian capes at tlie northern extremity
of the Urals, is about 3450 miles.

On tliese 3,900,000 square miles, a thirteenth or fourteenth of the entire laml sur-

face of the globe, Europe sujiportsalmost one fourth of the earth's inhabitants. It is

Eur()j)e that has given the world its chief poets, artists, inventors, .'md scientists, and
also the half million or million men Avho have been yearly carrying the literary

languages far and wide. America will soon outrank the parent continent in wealth,
and ].robably in invention; but intellectual superiority in the higher sense of the term
will doubtless rest with the Europeans for a long time yet.

About a third of Eurojie, comjirising the western and central portions, was colo-

' See note, page 8.
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ni/.i'il far Lack in the ])ast, and is ileiisi-ly ])eoi)k'i]. The other two-thirds inchides

Scandinavia, whose ice-bound domain even the prolific Scamlinavians cannot ])0jjulate;

tottering Turkey and Greece; and lastly Russia, a vast empire, cnibraeiiig more than a

half of the area of Europe, hut only one fourth of its ])opulation.

Boundaries between Europe and Asia.— Through Russia, Europe is attached to Asia,

and forms a i)eninsula of that mighty division of the earth. In some prehistoric age,

wliat is now western and central Europe (the veritable Europe) was separated from

the main continent by salt waters extending from the Arctic Ocean to the Black and

Caspian Seas. The lakes, marshes, and sluggish rivers of Little Russia, and certain

bogs north of the Caucasus, indicate the region where these vanished waves once tossed.

The central chain of tlie Ur.al ]\rountains is a low ridge with easy passes. The Rus-

sians do not regard it as the eastern limit of their country. To them there is no Russia

in Euroi)e nor Russia in Asia, but eastward as well as westward from the Urals stretches

one Russian fatherland; the government of Perm, tlse bulk of which is in Europe, in-

cludes some 50,000 square miles in the basin of the Asiatic Ob, and the governments of

Ufa and Orenburg are jtartly in Europe and partly in Asia.' But an eastern boundary

must be assigned to Euro])e, and the Urals constitute the only natural bari'ier between

the flat-lands of Russia and those of Siberia. In former times Asia was made to begin

with the river Don : "P^urope," writes Canioens, " touches Asia toward the rising sun
;

it is separated from it by the chill, tortuous river which runs from the Riphaean

mountains to Lake Maeotis." South of the Urals, as far as the Caucasus, in the

Kirghiz Ste]ipe, at the mouths of the Ural and the Volga, on the Caspian Sea, no ele-

vation forms the j)arting line between these two divisions of the world. The eastern

districts, which we c.iU Asiatic, have the same climate, the same fauna, aiul the s.ime

flora as the western or Euro]>ean districts. In former days, conquering hordes often

swept through this broad gap between the last low L^ral hills and the first out-moun-

tains of the Caucasus ; these centaurs, accustomed for long generations to galloping

headlong across the steppes, on horses imn-ed to hunger, thirst, cold, heat, storm, and

saiul-laden winds, came even from as far away as the ^Mongols. That was the flood

tide, to-day we are witnessing the ebb. Tlie Russians, the Cossacks at their head, are

streaming into central Asia through this same pass.

South of the L'lals, tlie Ural River has been adojjted as the boundary ; then from

the mouths of the Ural, the Caspian is followed as far as the peninsula of Ajishoron,

famous for the naj)htha-springs and Field of Fire, where the Ghebers or Fire-Wor-
shippers h.ad their shrine.

From the peninsula of Apsheron to the point where the waters of the Azov mingle
with those of the Euxine, the Caucasus ])ricks with its silvery ])oints sometimes the

trans|>arent ether, sometimes the crouching clouds that watch Europe on the iiorth

and Asia on the south. Its highest peak, ]Mount Elbruz, rises 18,526 feet above the

ocean, or 2745 feet above Mont Blanc. Beyond the Caucasus, Europe fronts the
waves ; the Euxine or Black Sea ; the Bosphorus ; the Sea of Marmora, once the
Propontis; the Dardanelles or Hellespont; the Archipelago, consisting of broad
lakes and narrow straits which mirror at the same time the promontories of Europe
and the Asiatic capes. The Archipelago opens into the Mediterranean. This latter

sea, a tributary of the Atlantic, sejiarates southern Europe from northern Afi'ica.

1 According to Behm anil W.igner (n/e Bev6Heninr/ der Erde, VII.), 40,:i52 squiire miles of the
government of Perm, 42,7.'!4 square miles of tlio government of Orenburg, and 339 square miles of
the government of Ufa, lie east of the Ural range. — Ed.
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Continental Europe. —Peninsular Europe. — South-west Winds.— By drawing a line

from the liusjihorus to the Prussian city of Konigsberg, nnd another from Konigsberg

toward the Scandinavian town of Hammerfest, which is far enough north to Iiave days

and nights two months long, tlie continent is divided into two strangely dissimilar

sections, into continental Eurojje on the east, and peninsular Europe on the Avest.

Eastern Europe, including Russia and Poland, with portions of Germany and Aug,

tria, resend)les northern and central Asia in its niassiveness, the immensity of its

plains, the evenness of its surface, the length of its rivers, and the severity of its rather

arid climate. The deep forests of the north form no protection to Russia against tho

malevolent polar l^lasts, and the Urals, scarcely half as high as the Pyrenees, do not

EussiAN Stkites.

bar out the winds from Siberia. Owing to the remoteness of all the warm seas from

whence moist, mild breezes are wafted, Siberia and the Arctic Ocean together subject

the Russian ]>lain, even in the south, to periods of incredible cold, and these cold

periods are followed by seasons of sultry heat, even to the remotest north. Level,

very slightly penetrated by the sea, stiflingly hot, or frozen throughout, with here long

stretches of forest and there broad expanses of stepjie, eastern Europe possesses the

one characteristic of monotony. It is the vast size of this flat, low region that makes

the mean elevation of Euro])e only 974 feet, notwithstanding the Scandinavian moun-

tains, the Carpathians, the Balkans, the Alps, the Apennines, the great plateau of Cas-

tile and Estremadura, and the mountains of Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and Crete.
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Tlio inliabitauts of tlie llHSsian Plain vary Init littlo more tliaii its scenery; aside

from a few Turkiisli and Finnic tribes, they are all Slavs, more or less mixed with

undi'Hvini; raees. The mightiest of these sister j)eo])les are the Great liiissians.

From Sweden to China, from the Arctic Ocean to the mountains of Armenia, from

the river which bore the raft of Tilsit to the two streams that flow from the Roof of

tlie World, Ihissia comprises a sixth of the land surface of the glo1)e. A broad

isthmus, studded with gloomy, fir-encircled lakes, joins the great continental plain to

Scandinavia. The marvellously carved coast of Scandinavia, and the climate, which is

milder at equal altitudes than that of other countries in the same latitude, gives this

peninsuhi a likeness to western Europe ; for it is just this shore indentation that dis-

tinffuishes the fringed Occident of Europe from the massive orient. No other great

frafnieut of the earth has such close communication with the ocean, for there is not

an inland town farther from the seaboard than Paris is from Marseilles.

The climate of western Eurojie is warmer than that of other countries in corre-

sponding latitudes. The same j)arallels pass through Norway, where the sheej) sleep

out-of-doors in winter, and through Greenland, which is nothing more than a glacier

plateau wedged between two igy seas ; through Ireland, where the difference between

the mean of the warmest and that of the coldest month of the year is only 20

to 2.5 degrees, and through Siberian Irkutsk, where the same variation is from

70 to 75 degrees; through Paris, which is damj) rather than cold, and Quebec,

where the mercury sometimes freezes ; through Menton, with its palms, and through

]yianchuria, whose firs are often laden with snow.

Of the two seas which bathe j)eninsular Europe, the one on the north and west,

the Atlantic, is furrowed by a current having a temperature several degrees higher

than that of the waters through which it passes. This current, called the Gulf-

Btream, thiows a flood of warm water against the shores of Europe, from Portugal

to Lapland. The southern sea, the Mediterranean, has no share in the Gulfstream,

but, jirotected from the northern winds by the Cevennes, the Alps, and the moun-

tains of the Illyrian jieninsula, it sjjreads its waters voluptuously to the southern

breezes.

AVarm south-west and west winds blow from the Atlantic nearly all the year,

making the climate of western Europe mild, and bringing sufficient moisture to

inijiart to the soil a fertility which it could never derive from the pale sun. The

Innnid, tcmjierate climate of the regions from the bar of the Douro, if not from

Coimbra, to the mouth of the Elbe, is due to the predominance of these rain-laden,

warm bree/.es over the gales from the north and east. From the Sti-aits of Gibraltar

to the gilded rocks of the isles of Greece, in the most renowned three peninsulas of

tlie world (and also in Languedcc and I'rovence), the Euro])eans of the Mediterra-

nean have less rain, by far, than those of the Atlantic, for the winds come from the

south, even from the burnt-out Sahara; but their sea is blue and mild, their sky

brilliant.. i

An<jther rare advantage which occidental Europe jtossosses is the proportionate

distribution of its surface. Everytliing is balanced here, jtlains, valleys, plateaus, and

mountains, whilst oriental Europe is all in ]ilains and steppes. Asia has too many
lofty, cold ))lateaus ; Africa, too many deserts, and no broad peacefid rivers

;

America, too many savannas, llanos, and pam])as; and lastly, Australia has too

little rain, too few rivers, too few mountains, and, like Africa, also, it has few deep

gulfs or projecting peninsulas.
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Mountains of Europe. — The Alps and their Eternal Snows. — The moiintriins tlear-

est tu the Eiiio]ieans are tlie Alps; they are the most lieaiitiful, and they send down
the greatest ainouiit of life-giving water. The Urals dart no hold i)eak into the
heavens; on the north, they siiUc imperceptibly into the polar jilains over whicli

dwarfed men roam ; on the south, they melt into the wretched stei)pes where barb.a-

rian horsemen stretch tlieir felt tents, wliere Arctic cold, fierce heat, and sava<>-e

winds hold empire in turn, leaving no place for a mild season in the ever renewed
cycle of the yeai's.

The Caucasus cliain is loftier than the Alps, but is this in reality a European
range? Though it rears its peaks between Europe and Asia, it is attached especially

Tiiic Alps.

to Asia, throngli tlie mountains and ])latea\is extending from Armenia into Asia
Minor and Persia. In P]urope it looks down on plains once covered by the sea

which separated these two divisions of the world.

The Russian hills h.ive none of the true mountain characteristics ; they are low,

destitute of glaciers and torrents ; but mighty rivers are cradled among them, such as

the Volga, the Don, the Dnieper, the Dwina, the Neva, and the Dtinn.

The Scandinavi.'ui mountains have cataracts so lofty that they seem to fall from
the sky, snows stretching beyond the horizon, and gloomy lakes with firs and mosses

;

on the Xorwegian fiords there are sites as imposing as any in Switzerland, in the

Tyrol, or in Savoy ; but the proudest two summits of Scandinavia, piled one above
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tlie other, would scnrcely rival the king of the Alps; moreover, these inouutains are

massed in a peninsula, and constitute the life of the peninsula alone, and not that of

Euroj)e.
* The numerous peoj)le8 grouped around the Carpathians have left intact many

of the virgin forests of this long, semi-circular range. Poles, Germans, Czechs,

Slovacks, Kuthenians, Hungarians, Transylvaniaii, Moldavian, and Wallachian

Koumanians drink here from the sources of a thousand torrents that go to form the

Dniester, the Vistula, the Oder, and Magyar and Roumanian rivers. But the

Carpathians are not the AIjjs, notwithstanding their 90,000 and over of square

miles and their partitionment among ten nations, belonging to four different races,

notwithstanding their wild Tatra, their woods, tiieir rivers, the steepness of their

slopes, and the loftiness of their crests ; they have, neither glaciers nor great lakes,

and they are lacking in altitude. As in Scandinavia, it would be necessary to pile

Pelion on Ossa to rear a peak equal to Mont Blanc.

The German mountains, the Vosges, the Jura (the latter range famous for its

chtses, or transverse gorges), the French Mountains, the gibbous surface of Great

Britain, have nothing more than a local imjtortance ; they constitute the relief of a

few jjrovinces, they feed a few rivers, and serve as an asylum for clans that retain

the vigorous rusticity of tlu^ir youth, and sometimes even the language of former

times ; but none of these mountain masses glisten with snows lofty enough to defy

the summer heat ; no j)eak rises G500 feet above the sea.

The French of the region stretching from Bayonne to Port-Vendres, the Basques,

the Catalans, the Spaniards of Aragon, of Astnrias, of Old Castile, of the kingdom of

Leon, and the semi-Portuguese of Galicia, boast of the grandeur of the Pj-renees.

But it is in vain that this mighty wall lifts its white tops and blue pyramids against

the horizon ; in vain it separates two climes and two dissimilar physical regions

;

in vain this immovable barrier between Spain and France flings its green torrents to

two nations, and jiours' forth the four large streams of the Garonne, the Adour, the

Ebro, and the Minho;— the Pyrenees are valueless except to the Spaniards and

the French ; and all their torrents combined would be nothing more than a brook

compared with the river which should unite all tlie waters of the Alps.

The Iberian Mountains, including even the Sierra Nevada range, which is higher

than the Pyrenees, imprisoned as they are in their peninsula, count for little or noth-

ing in the life of Europe. Their forests have been felled, their sj)rings are no longer

able to feed the streams, and their summits form a barrier to the sea-winds, thus

l)arching and hardening central Spain. The Apennines of Italy are beautiful.

They flont in a ti'ans])arent atmosphere; but they do not pass bcj-ond the limits of

their narrow peninsula, and their proudest heads would not re.ach the breast of one

of the Al]iine giants. Superb Etna shades but a bit of insular coast; and lastly, the

chains of Turkey and Greece can boast of no glaciers. And if the Hellenes made
Thessalian Olympus the home of the gods, it was because the Occident was unknown
to them.

The Alps embrace something like 100,000 square miles, and their ))onderous

glaciers cover hundreds upon hundreds of square miles in Switzerland, in Germany,
in Austria, in Italy, and in P>ance. Fmrn the foot of these glaciers turbid waters

ese.'iiH', which transport tlieir mire into lakes, out of which they flow a beautiful bhie

or gi-een. It is in this way that some of the most famous European rivers are

formed; for example, the Rhine, the Rhone, the Po, and four large branches of the
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Danube, namely, the Tsar, t]ie Inn, the Drave, and the Save. Through these streams

the Alps extend tlieir inHuence to the ends of Europe,— to the North Sea, to the

Mediterranean, and to the Euxine. On the Alpine peaks the nations of the west

breathe the jnirest air ; in their supreme deserts they tread the whitest snows.

A fourth part of all the living- waters of Europe descends from these mountains,

the proudest of which is Mont Cervin, the loftiest Mont Blanc, which rises to 15,781

• A Russian Musician.

feet, above nearly 11.5 square miles of perpetual snow. In Savoy, where Mont Blano

lifts its head, the Tarentaise and Maurionne Alps are diademed with glaciers, which

form the Is6re ; in Dauphiny, Mont Pelvoux divides its snows between the Is^re

and the Durance ; in Switzerland, Monte Rosa, rival of Mont Blanc, parts the waters

of its glaciers between the gorge of the Rhone and the plain of the Po ; the Bernese

Oberland pours its gifts into the Rhone and the Rhine; Saint Gothard contributes its
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portion to the Kliiiic, to llie Khone, ami to thi' Po ; Beniina siipjilies the Inn; in

Austria, the Oetzthal, Stubay, Orteler, and llolie Tauern grouiis have also their

snow-fields.

"Ik-liold that queen in the clear, sublime air, on an imperishable throne! on her

brow glistens a magic crown of diamonds; tlie sun darts his shafts of liglit upon her,

but these shafts gild without wanning her !
" ' Numberless Ali)ine peaks might claim

this song of the poet; for the snow-line in the Alps is between 8000 and 10,000

feet,— an elevation surpassed by countless domes, points, horns, aretes, ridges,

and dismal rocks in the midst of snows whose virgin wliiteness the evening

sun turns to roseate hues; Ave grow weary in naming even the peaks over

13,000 feet high. Pic de Nethou, the culminating point of the Pyrenees, is 4616

feet lower than Mont Blanc. From 8 million tlb 9 million men dwell in the Aljis.

Fully a, third of these speak German, a quarter Italian, another quarter F'rench ; more

than a tenth use Slovenian, a Slavic dialect; about one forty-fifth speak P'riulian, an

JtaVmu patois ,' one one-hundred-eighty-second make use of Pomausch and Ladin,

both dialects somewhat resembling those of the south of France.

Among the Eluropean rivers, the Russian Volga is the longest, and Las the

largest basin. But this basin, of 563,000 square miles, has no glaciers ; it is purely

continental, and, consequently, has a scant rainfall. So the volume of the great

Slavic river is much less than that of the Danube ; and yet the German-Hungarian-

Slavic-Roumanian stream drains only 315,500 square miles. The clearest of all the

Ein-opcan streams is the Neva, which is purified by Russia's noblest lakes, Onega

and Ladoga. The Rhine, renowned .and beautiful, is large for the extent of its basin,

which embraces not more than 77,000 square miles. Of greater volume still in pro^

portion to the area whose tribute they bear to the ocean are the Rhone of the

French, which drains less than 40,000 square miles, and the Po of the Italians, which

receives the waters from not more than 30,000 square miles.

Among the streams that do not flow directly to the sea, the most important is the

Kama, an affluent of the Volga, and in reality its parent branch. It drains an area

of 203,000 square miles. The Oka, another tributary, another parent branch of the

Volga, has a catchment basin of over 90,000 scpiare miles.

The Europeans, Latins, Saxons, and Slavs.— The Five Major Languages.— When
we reflect on the nature of this peninsular division of the earth, can we wonder that,

though comprising only about a thirteenth of the land surface of the globe, it sup-

ports nearly one-fourth of the human race ? Europe's 357 million inhabitants are

multiplying rapidly, in spite of bodily havoc and mental tortures, in spite of the ruin

caused by ambition, luxury, envy, idleness, absinthe, alcohol, tobacco, nights at liic

gaming table, and the vitiated air of towns that are nothing more than heaps of

hovels. Rich or poor, nowhere does the human race suffer more than here; every

year more than 22,000 Europeans take their own lives ; and nearly all of these are in

the western and central regions, among the nations vainest of themselves. Savages

and barb.arians never commit suicide ; it is rare that the inhabitants of hot countries

commit suicide.

After Greece of the sonorous tongue and of swarming republics, Rome established in

the place of the wrecked nations of the world the law and language, and, in a measure,

the race of Latium. She created peoples that still flotn-ish in Ein-ope and that are grow-

' The poet, a German, is speakiug here of the Jungfrau, a maguifioent mountain of the Bernese
Oberland.
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ins,' in Africa and America under the names of Latin, Xeo-Latin, or Romance races.

During the middle ages it \-as two of these peoples, the Italians and the French, that

guarded almost unaided the sciences, art, and poetry. They were the hope of future

centuries. At the dawn of the modern era, two other Latin nations, the Portuguese

and the Spaniards, accomplished, as explorers of seas, forests, savannas, and sierras, a

multitude of heroic labors. No other branch of the human family has ever furnished

so many discoverers, so many subjugators of towns, so many conquerors and <lestroy-

ei-s of peoi)les. These men of cloak and sword, heroes, if such existed, though

stained with blood, have not left everywhere the marks of their passage ; their track

is hardly visible in Africa, and still less so in Asia; but the favored regions of South

America liave become wonted to the two Iberian tongues. Coming from that warm

land where the ])alms of Elche wave, these southerners easily took root in the soil

which would have soon sapped the life-blood of the men of the north.

Later on, the French accomiilished in North America, though with less cruelty,

what the Spaniards and Portuguese had done in South A?nerica. Their pioneers,

hunters, discoverers, and missionaries explored the country of the Great Lakes in all

directions, the Mississijjpi, the Missouri, the Rockies, and the
, sen)i-i)olar basins.

The French Canadians had already named the rivers, lakes, mountains, passes, and

tribes of three-fourths of North America before the Anglo-Saxons, who were twenty

times more mmierous, had scarcely traversed the out-valleys of the Alleghanies.

France has been less fortunate than Iberia ; for she has lost all of Canada, the North-

west, the Great West, and the entire Mississippi, from its head lakes to the outer-

most deposit of its delta.

It is Europe that furnishes the most of the world's explorers ; Europe peoples all

the lands of the earth, even those sections out of which she is seemingly barred by

tropic heat and the poisonous exhalations of marshes. Her three great races, the

Latins, Saxons, and Slavs, are all engaged in the work of conquest, a double work, at

the same time unjust aiul just, fatal and beneficent.

Spain has ceased to rule over "the empire on which the sun never sets," but this

eni]iire is still Spanish in language, as well as in the j)roud, ])assionate nature of its

inhabitants, in their endurance, gloomy energ}', gravity, haughty j)oliteness, grandilo-

quence, magnanimity, patriotism, and the totality of rare qualities which we compre-

hend in the Castilian word cabalerosidad} Portugal has lost Brazil, but Santa Cruz''

is still Lusitanian, and it is possible that Portuguese Africa may one day becotne a

lesser Brazil. France has been driven from Canada, but the French language and the

French race still survive there. France is more firmly rooted than any other ])eople

in Africa,— in the Atlas Mountains, on the Niger, and even on the Congo. Italy has

given the worhl no nation of her own stock and her own tongue, but she pojiulates the

colonies founded by the other " Latins," as Germany populates those of the other « Sax-
ons." She sends emigrants to the Portuguese and Spaniards of America, and to the

!

French of Africa. The Portuguese emigrate to Brazil, to Angola, to Jlossamedes, .and,

in small numbers, to all quarters of theglolte. The Spaniards go to Spanish America,
and even to Algeria; the French to Algeria, Canada, and also to Sjianish America.

Thus much for the Latins. As for the Saxons, England is oversjireading the tem-
perate and southern regions, with the exception of South America. Foremost of man-
kind in daring and fortune, the British have gained a footing in the most favored
parts of the globe, drawing into their orbit the Scotch, whom they have aimexed

;

1 Chiyalrousness. 2 xiie old name of Brazil.
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the Irish, tlieir victims
; the Scandinavians, who constitutetl one of the chief fountains

of English blood, and the Germans, who take great pride in the remarkable exi)ansion
of the English, because the latter are of Germanic race. The Germans deceive them-
selves in this. If the element sujiiilied by the Angles, the Saxons, the Danes, the
Normans, and the Frieslanders, in short, if the Teutonic element gave birth to the
English race, it was by engrafting itself upon the Celtic element, from which the
Scotch, the Irish, the French, and, in large measure, the Italians sprang; the pre-
tended Anglo-Saxons are simjily Germanized Celts speaking a language the essential
words of which come from Teutonic roots. The time has not yet arrived wlien tlie

empire of the earth can be decreed to the Saxons. The colonies jilanted lieyond the
seas by the Meridional peoples, which we stigmatize as Latins, are flowering into
youth to-day,— even that of Algeria, the latest comer. These nations are no more
Latin than the English colonies are Saxon, but they speak Neo-Latin tongues. The
countries which they govern are the most fruitful in the world, and will give asylum
to two billion men. Already one hun.lred fifty thousand Meridionals set out annu-
ally from Europe, headeil by the Italians, to join these Neo-Sjianiards, Neo-Lusitanians,
or Xeo-French. WJiy not j)rophesy for the Latins a destiny as glorious as that pre-
dicted for the Saxons?

Then there is an emjiire ruled by a race called the Slavic, a name signifying " tiie

glorious," or, perhaps, "the speaking," as oj)posed to mute, uncomjjrehended, foreign.

The Slavs occujiy more than a half of Europe, and they will soon cover a half of Asia,
in one compact body. In this empire, where a hundred tongues are heard, the Great
Russians preponderate to such an extent that all the dialects of the Czar's realm are
doomed to disap)>ear one after another before their idiom.

Let us shake off the nightmare of that universal language, so ardently desired by
traders and so dreaded by educated minds. A human family with but one dialect

and one literature would be like an earth with no asperities, no glaciers, torrents,

precijjices, forests, nor lakes, a forbidding and certainly sterile plain. Man's device,

viribus unitis, imi)lies alliance and not destruction. The death of a dialect is the
death of a world, for it leaves behind nothing more than a v.ague reflection of itself,

a few books, or majjs, a dictionary, a few i)apers, names, and words; and this is indeed
death, for speech is speech only wlien it lives and vibrates.

Five of the Euro])ean tongues, namely the Russian, the English, the Spanish, the

French, and the Portuguese, have a gre.at future before them, because they are widely

spoken outside of Europe, in vast countries which are now or were once colonies of

Russia, England, Spain, Fi'ance, and Portugal. These colonies are such in the true

sense of the word ; that is to say, countries cultivated by peasants from the home-land

who have suflicient vigor to produce races capable of growth. Such are Siberia, Alge-

ria, Canada, Brazil, Chili, and New Zealand.

Russian is the maternal or official tongue of over a hundred ten million, and we
can estimate at a million, or perhaps at twelve hundred thousand, the annual increase

ot those who speak it from the cradle or who learn it later.

English, which is spoken by above a hundred ten million, gains annually from six-

teen to eighteen hundred thousand Anglophones, if not two million.

Spanish is the parent tongue or oflicial idiom and the " general language " of more
than sixty-five million people (including the Philippine Islanders) : this number is aug-

mented yearly by seven or eight hundred thousand Castilianized persons.
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Frencli, spoken by forty-live inillioiis, beside being tlie official language of Algeria-

Tunis, of the Senegal-Niger and of the Gaboon-Congo regions, of French Imlo-China,

anil, c'oncurrently with tiie English, of all the immense Dominion of Canada, acquires

annually an additional two hundred twenty to two hundred fifty thousand, of whom

a hundred fifty thousand come from France; the rest are furnished by Belgium,

French Switzerland, Algeria, Ilayti and the French Antilles, and above all by Cana.la.

Portuguese, which is sjiokcn by nineteen millions, must have an annual gain equal

to that ofthe French; but the enormous size of Brazil, a giant which surmounts all

obstacles to growth, j.resages for this language from the beginning of the next century

a twofold, threefold, and jierhaps some day a tenfold increase. What will it be when

Portuguese Africa has shaken off its swaddling-clothes?

All these acci-etions are forming at an ever accelerating rate : however, English

is >;rowing more rapidly than the other tongues, owing to the floods of emigrants that

are sweeping over the lands where it prevails, propagated by some 17,000 news-

papers, two-thirds of which are published in North America." The French possesses

scarcely 4000 newspapers, flic Spanish less than 2000, while the Gei-man has 8000.

"Deutsch," however, has seemingly no great future in store for it, for the 250,000

subjects which Germany disperses yearly throughout the world abandon their lan-

guage in the first generation, or at the latest in the second, to the profit of the

English and the Latins.

Since the English are extending European influence outside of Europe more

widely than any other people, we will begin our description of the land of the " Pale-

Faces" with England.

THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The British Channel.^ Insignificant Size of the Country, Power of the People.— The

United Kingdom, besieged on every side by the waves, is the largest archipelago of

Europe. It is sejjarated from Fr.ance, on the south, by the English Channel; from

Holland, German}', and Norway, on the cast, by the North Sea; on the west roars the

Atlantic, and on the north beats a sea which is studded with islands at first, and then

stretches aw.ay toward the pole destitute of lands as far .as Iceland and Jan Mayen.

The Channel, parent of shipwrecks, has not always he.aved its angry billows;

tliere was a time when Great Britain formed a ]part of the mainland, from -which every

tempest now removes it farther and fai-ther, for these restless waters ha^c been wear-

ing away the clif?s for long centuries, both on tlu; English coast and on the French.

Much of the d6bris is ground to powder and carried off by the waves, to be deposited

.along the shores of Holland and eastein England. In this w.ay, two plains are

steadily enlarging: in Holland, the jwlders; in England, the fens of the Wash and

the Hinnber, comprising nearly 1200 square miles of peaty soil.

The British Channel is shallow; if its waters should sink 200 feet, England would
liave a bridge across to France, and if the North Sea should be lowered 650 feet, the

1 It may be of interest to note that, according to tlie official reports for ISSO, tlie total number of

periodicals of all sorts publislieil in the United States, at that date, was ll,;ill, of which 10,515 were iu

English. They now number 19,011, their total yearly issues exceeding 4,000,000,000. — Ed.
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British archipelago would be joined to Germany, though not to Norway, along

wliich extends a fosse 2600 feet dee]j. The two banks of the Cliannel will be united

at no distant day, either by a tunnel under its bed, wliich would be the longest sid>

terraneau way in the world, or by a stupendous bridge, the most daring conception

of man's genius since the day when some ancestor in the remote i)ast, the first of the
" pontiffs "iu the ancient acceptation of the term, originated the idea of throwing a

tree-trunk across a torrent. The tunnel had the preference ; it was even bei^un,

when Albion became alarmed. She feared that the submarine opening would one

day give jiassage to a huge continental army, infantry, cavalry, artillery, wagon-

trains, all moving noiselessly in the darkness. Perhajis she would dreaif less some

mighty bridge, the revolving arch of which she could gu.ard.

Tiie British archipelago, almost equalling Norway in extent, covers an area of

nearly 121,,500 square miles, something less than half of which is mountainous; but

on this space, scarcely one twenty-fifth as large as the United States| dwell about

38 million of inhabitants,^ or nineteen times the number of Norwegians and

eighteen thirtieths of the population of the United States. This density of pojiu-

lation is due to the fact that the land is tilled to perfection, although the farms are

inadequate for the supjwrt of the towns, which are of colossal proportions ; the grain

sujiijly of the United Kingdom is obtained in part from abroad. Hardly a nation

exists which is as rich in minerals ; there is none that mines so much coal, forges so

much iron, weaves so much wool and cotton, exchanges so many commodities with

all peo]>les, barbarous or civilized ; nonp that scatters so many ships over all the seas,

from the Orient to the Occident; none that unfurls its ])roud colors on more tributary

shores. Hide, liritannia, is the national refrain. IHeu et mon droit (that is, ma
force) is the device on the British escutcheon ; this device is a relic of the days when

French was the official language of England.

The United Kingdom com])rises the two vast islands of Great Britain and Ireland.

Great Britain includes three countries, England, Wales, and Scotland; and two races,

the Saxons, and the Celts of Wales and the Scottish Highlands.

1 According to the enumeration of 1S91, the population of the United Kingdom was distributed as

follows :
—

England

Wales

Scotland' ... . . . . . . .

Ireland ... .......
Isle of Slau

Channel Islands . .

Army, navy, and merchant seamen abroad,

Total

AkEA in Sy. MILICS.

50,S2:i

7,.3G3

30,462

32,531

220

75

121.474

Population.

27,482,104

1,518,914

4,033,103

4,706,162

55,598

02,272

215,374 (1881)

38,103,527
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ENGLAND.

Coasts, Lowlands, and Mountains. — Mild Climate. — Witli its cortege of isles and

islets. Great Britain wrests from the ocean 89,000 square miles, a territory which is

occupied by some 33 million inhabitants. It is by far the largest island in Europe,

Sicily, the second in extent, having an area only about a ninth as great. It is very

long, broader at the south than at the north, and at the north than in the centre
;

it

look's out over waves that have generously carved its shores. The broken coast-line

exceeds 2800 miles, and even in the soutli, in the most spacious section, there is no

point at a distance of over 60 miles from the seaboard, or from the salt water which

ascends the rivers.

The west, centre, and north of the island, that is, the Cornwall peninsula, Wales,

Derby, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Scotland, rise in mountains ; the east and <i

especially the south, which constitutes England proper, undulate in hills or stretch

out in meadows and prairies of a marvellous green, shaded by magnificent trees ; and

everywhere there are towns, some of them monstrous in size, factories, chimneys,

and thick, black coal-smoke.

Great Britain has no gigantic or even mediocre mountains. Not one of them all

has glaciers. They are high hills, rising in a vapory atmospliere, not daring, terrible

peaks, clad in snow-armor. The loftiest shiver under the mists of gloomy Scotland,

and the next highest ai-e the summits of Wales ; in England, cloud-capped Scawfell,

only 3232 feet high, in the Cumberland and Westmoreland ranges, is the culminating

point. The mountains here possess a twofold beauty, the severe beauty of deep

forests and of gorges cut through granite and porphyry, and the graceful beauty of

such charming lake-shores as those of Windemere, or Winanderniere, a lake nearly

240 feet deep, and covering about 8 square miles. From their tops we see on the

west the Irish Sea and tlie Isle of Man ; on the east, streams too small for their

cataracts to liave any claim to fame unite in rivers that flow toward the North Sea.

Tlie Peak of Derby (2000 feet) is a mountainous district not far from Manchester.

The Devonian hills and the mountains of Cornwall rise as dismal, heath-grown

rocks, between the English Channel and tlie wide Bristol Channel, which is itself a

tumultuous flood, upheaved by tides of fabulous heights. These two channels are

cutting and carving this peninsula, the slender point of which is named Cornwall,— a

Breton peninsula dismantled by the breakers; washing away the capes, fashioning

coves in the slate, whetting or blunting the reefs, the waves are wearing off the

jacket of cliffs here as far as the serpentine rocks of Lizard Point and the granite

bluffs of Land's End,— that companion to two other continental extremities, the

Finist6re of France and the Finisterre of Galicia in Spain.

This sea is pitiless. More savage still, the dwellers along its shores used to lure

vessels on the reefs by false liglits ; now turned salvors, and ever ready to face death,

they have forgotten the foul industry of their fathers, but the billows of Cornwall

have lost none of their voracity : in certain quarters, at the entrance to the English

Channel, which is a highway for sailing ships as well as steamers on the London,

Livcr]iool, and Glasgow routes, they take their full share of tlie two thousand ship-

wrecks suffere<l yearly by the prodigious fleet setting out from British ports, or re-
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turning thither with the spoils of the earth.^ They engulf also humlreds of hoats

manned by tislieruien, those simplest and bravest of men.

From the high heaths, from the lakes and marshes, from the wet moors and danij)

meadows of Great Britain, spring rivers, which bear for the most part names of Celtic

and not of Saxon origin ; for, tliough Anglo-Saxonisni has covered up almost everythin"'

in this country, it has destroyed scarcely anything. These streams ai-e graceful, or

somewhat spirited, in tlie mountains or hills. They hardly reach the lowlands before

the sea absorbs them or advances to meet them in broad estuaries, thus iir.parting a

false magnitude to them. Such are the Thames, which is the most noted ; the Wash,

Cornwall Copper-Works.

a wide em])oueliure, a mire-pit and sand-]iit, which nature is filling up, and which man
is gradually diminishing by dikes; the Ilumber, the basin of which is the largest in

the island, although it embraces less than 10,000 square miles; the picturesque

Severn ; the torrents of Scotland.

The Thames, the muddy water of which are familiar to so many seamen, has an

average width of about two miles at London, and it is much broader below the im-

perial city. But, though a person, on entering the commercial metropolis of the

globe through the gulf-like embouchure, might imagine that ho was ascending a Mis-

1 More than fifty million tons, a third of which is carried under the English flag. — Rkolus.

The total amount of tonnage of vessels entered and cleared at the ports of the United Kiugdonij
with cargoes only, in the year 1889 was 61,506,000, of which 45,843,000 was British. — Ed.
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sissippi, one who contemplates the river in its insignificance near Oxford, the famous

rival of Cambridge, has difficulty in believing that this transi)arent, narrow stream

will become a few leagues farther down the broad and turbid estuary which is

ploughed by more shijjs than any other in the world. Rising on the hill-sides near

the spot where the Severn begins to broaden out as an estuary, it carries a mean of

only 1375 cubic feet per second at the point where it really terminates ; that is to

say* at the place where the tide ceases to be felt. This flow of 1375 cubic feet, which

is "reduced at low water to 700, and which the greatest flood never raises to 14,000, is

the drainage of about 4600 square miles ; the entire basin, including the marine i)or-

tion, embraces 6200 square miles.

Great Britain's imjjortanee in the world is due to its insularity and its sea-winds,

as well as to its countless ports, its metals hidden in the earth, and its mines of coal.

Owing to the evaporations from the ocean, rain is abundant, but snow is scant ; the

annual rainfall, varying much according to the locality, is from 20 to 30 inches in

eastern Scotland, and more than 145 inches on the Cumberland coast; the mean is 35

inches, or 5 inches more than that of France. The west, whither are wafted all the

ocean mists, has the lion's share; the east receives the little that remains of the clouds

shattered by the western mountains. These rains, the cloudy sky, the fogs, the em-

brace of the ocean, and the sea-breezes, give England and Scotland a climate which

they could never claim from their latitude. Instead of a Labrador, with frozen

marshes and perpetual cold, it is a temperate region, with full-banked rivers; green

meadows, opulent harvests, trees running over with sap, and swarming towns. The

icy chill of the frosts is confined to the u]ilands ; in the lowlands, along the coasts,

and especially in the south-west, the Englishman can proudly exhibit the myrtle and

the oleander to the southerner who ridicules this sunlight sifted through the fogs

;

the glory of the south, the orange-tree itself, — cultivated, it is true,— bears fruit in

the most sheltered valleys of Cornwall ; the aloe grows there in alleys, and its com-

panion, the date-tree, there defies the cold of winter. Anglesea has its bamboos, and

the Scilly Islands can boast of their palms.

The English. — Their Language and its Future. — England is the agricultural,

mining, industrial, commercial, ]]oIitical, and social centre of the United Kingdom,

the heart of the immense Brilisli Empire. At the beginning of the century now
drawing to a close, England and Wales united had a population of only 9 million.

To-day England alone counts more than 27 million inhaliitnnts, on less than 51,000

square miles, or more than 540 souls to the squ.are mile. And yet, a man standing

on the Liverpool docks, and watching the vessels that dejiart daily for transmai-ine

countries laden with Englishmen bidding a final adieu, to their native land, would

tiiink that Old England was on the eve of going to waste; but this prolific nation

resjjonds to every hundred deaths with one hundred fifty-six births.^ The British

pcojile increases by some 1200 souls per d.ay, immigration and emigration aside.

We can find much to criticise beneath the order, good government, disci|)line,

and toil of this much vaunted hive. Albion dazzles \is by her pomp, her labor, her

riches, her prolificness, her throngs of emigrants and multitudes of shi])s; but back of

this show of opulence a misery hitherto unknown in the world is threatening ruin to

1 The United States, as densely peopled, would contain a population of 1500 million, or above the total

of the present inhabitants of the globe. — E».
" In the year endins; Deo. :il, 1889, according to the returns of the respective registrars-general, there

were 1,115,7:U births in Great Britain and Ireland, against 074,157 deaths. The ratio of births per

1000 of population was 32.0 ; that of deaths, 10.1. — Ed.
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the proud aristocracy of the English " upper classes." It is llie exj)atriatioii of the

poor by thousamls and by millions that has alone saved the nation from riots and civil

wars, as its insularity has won for it the inestimable hap])iness of not fearing foreign

invasion: but for the sea wiiich protected England from the Spain of I'liiii]) II. and

from the France of Napoleon, she would have paid more than once for her selfishness,

her rapacity, lier thirst for gain, and her denials of justice,— by blood, overthrow,

and, perhaps, the loss of her pre-eminence. It is likewise the ])Overty of her children

tliat has made her so gi-eat: she has thrown tlietn, and she is still throwing them, into

America, Oceanica, Asia, and Africa, where, far from home, they are strengtliening

the power of a cruel mother.

England's lords, manufacturers, bankers, merchants, and ship-owners have amassed

enormous fortunes by crushing multitudes of navvies, mechanics, miners, fishermen,

and sailors. We know what fate overtakes the working-man of English towns, and

the miner stifling in the coal deeps ' of the " Black Countries." The English field-

laborer is not the owner of the soil which he tills; England has no peasantry but

merely hinds and hireling sheep-tenders; above these poor creatures is the farmer,

above the farmer is tlie landlord or great proprietor ; one hundred fifty landlords

possess a good part of England, and seventeen hundred own a half of Scotland.

It is only a few years since men regarded England as the Jerusalem of the new

era
;
j)arliament, constitution, customs, laws, manners, everything there seemed to be

in i)erfection ; England was the example for the world, the salt of the earth, the hojje

of the race. But it is clear now that Britisli civilization has in it as many germs of

decay as the Egyptian, the Grecian, the Roman, the Spanish, or the French. It would

be too hard if the last word of the ideal were the motto, repeated a million times

daily, "Time is money!" too cruel if "law without love" were the whole of truth,

comfort-seeking the wliole of wisdom, hurried, breathless jilundering of the earth the

all of liistory, and deadly competition the only fraternity of man.

The English, who are spreading from England over North America, southern

Africa, Australia, and the islands, have sjn-ung from mixtures of ancient Celtic clans

with Germans and Scandinavians; with the Normans and the northern and southern

French who entered the country under William the Conqueror, with the Flemings

who settled in Enghmd in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, with the

Walloons whose arrival dates from the reign of Edward VI., and with the 120,(100

Hu5?uenots who sought an asylum in the British island after the revocation of tlie

Eilict of Nantes. In exchange for a place where to lay their heads, the Calvinists

brought the English various industries; the Flemings, before them, had done tlie

same tiling. Nearly all that gives England her supremacy has been derived from the

continent of Europe.

To call the English Anglo-Saxons is to do violence to history. This name recog-

nizes the Germanic element which has entered into the nation, and that alone ; it

disregards the Celtic trunk, on which the other branches were engrafted, and the

French element, which was the true leaven of English greatness. When the trium-

phant Bastard defeated the Saxons on the field of Hastings, at the head of an army
composed of men from all the northern provinces of France, this victory made
French one of the three languages of England ; the other two were the Celtic of tiie .

liighlands and the Saxon of the lowlands. It is estimated tliat tliis land had then

1 One of tliese mines has already been excavated to the depth of 2700 feet below the surface.
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only two million inhabitants : the mountaineers were barbarians, the lowlanders were
dull :m<l ruile; now, durinij; the four centuries which cla])seil from the Xorman con-

quest to the rout of the Englisii in the valley of Castillon (1453), during all the time
that the kings of England were French princes, France was constantly drifting toward
the Normandy across the sea, and possibly five hundred thousand Frenchmen emi-

grated to England between 1066 and 1450: Normans, Piciuds, Bretons, Pai'isians,

natives of Champagne, of Le Mans, of Anjou, of Touraine, of Poitou, and of Gascony,
— all these adventurers poured into the crucible where the English people was fused

their qualities of cleverness and daring. A certain proverb, wliich displays more
wisdom than many a savant, declares, "A Briton, a Saxon, a Dane, and a Frenchman
make an Englishman." Even at the present day, the English race is mixing in Ent'-

land with Irish, German, Scandinavian, French, and Italian elements, with people of

every complexion and every tongue. It is said that the dark element brought
in by the Celts of Ireland, the Highlanders and islanders of Scotland, the French,

the Italians, and numerous cosmopolites, is gaining very perceptibly on the fair.

Dark-haired men are ajjparently of tougher metal than light-haired; owing to their

superior powers of resistance and endurance, modern life is less destructive to

them, they withstand better the effects of alcohol, of excesses, of factory life, and of

sleepless nights,— scorned though they be by the wise men of the north, now that

fortune dwells with the English and victory with the Germans.

The English race is extraordinarily vigorous; in physical strength, practical intelli-

gence, mental soundness, and tenacity of purpose, it is the equal of any on the globe.

The English possess inventive genius, the love of adventure, the innate instinct of

trade, a passion for success, and imperturbable courage ; their ideal is money, not

for the sake of hoarding it, but to enjoy it. The motto of a successful generalissimo :

Weif/Zi, then dare,^ seems to have been made for this people. They are self-centred,

but apt to sink into selfishness; vehement, and are often roused to deeds of injustice

and cruelty
; proud-spirited, and their pride becomes arrogance ; restless, and their

restlessness turns to discontent and whimsical disgust of life, which often terminates

in suicide.^ »

The English language is German in origin, with copious mixtures of French and
words adojjted from all the civilized idioms ; it is rich, concise, poetic, but unresonant

ami singularly harsh to the ear ; it seems to be a jierpetual challenge to the freedom
and sonorousness of the human voice. Through the colonies which England scatters

over the earth, through her wide supremacy, it is daily taking on more and more of

the character of a universal language, such as the Latin once was, and as French
still is. The greater part of North America, Australia, various continental sections

and a great number of islands, are or will soon be completely under its sway ; it is

already spoken in the following countries : —
1 Erst waegen, dann xiiafien : Marshal von Moltke's motto.
2 Dr. William Ogle, in a paper read before the Statistical Society, Feb. 10, 1880, on .Suicides in Eng-

land and Wales, says: " In the course of the twenty-six years, 1858-83, the deaths of no fewer than 42,-

liiiO persons, a number equivalent to the entire population of a considerable town, such for instance as Chel-
tenham or Reading, were registered in England and Wales as having been caused by suicide. This
number, moreover, was doubtless very far below the true figure, for those deatlis, of course, alone are
entered in our registers as suicidal which have been declared to be such by a coroner's jury." This paper is

published in full in the Journal 0/ the Statistical Society, London. March, ]88(i, and contains .some very
interesting facts and discussions concerning the relations of suicide to age, sex, season, and occupation.

According to statistics gathered 1878-83, of suicides among males between the ages of 25 and (io, in dif-

ferent occupations, the soldiers head the list, with the appalliug annual average of 1149 suicides to every
million living. — Ed.
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In America: throughout the United States, except in tliose districts of Louisiana

wliere Frendi survives, i)ortions of the Rockies, where S])anish is still in use, and

numerous settlements of every nationality scattered through the country;— in the

Dominion of Canada, an immense district where it exists side by side with the French,

whicli, instead of retreating before it, isratlier gaining ground in the eastern district, in

Canada proper, and in Acadia ;
— in Jamaica and many of the Lesser Antilles ;— in

English Guiana.

In Oceanica : throughout Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and the Fiji Islands,

which are all English colonies. It is spoken as extensively in the Sandwich Islands

as the native Kanaka is, and it is understood by many of the inhabitants of the small

archipelagoes of Polynesia, Micronesia, and Melanesia.

In Africa, it is tlie ruling tongue of Sierra Leone and Liberia ; and, concurrently

with the Dutch, though less universally, and perhaps with j)oorer prospects for the

future, it is the language of Cape Colony, Natal, Western Griqualand, the Orange

Free State, and the Transvaal.

In Asia, it is not the national speech of any people, but even there it is widely used,

among more than 280 million British subjects in India and Indo-Chiiia; the Japanese

learn it more generally than they do Russian, German, or French, and the Chinese in

the large ports mumble it in the form of a mongrel ^x/<o«s containing more of the Eng-

lish than the Chinese element, and called pigeoii-£nglish, the word pigeon being a

corruption of the English word business.

The English are mostly Protestants, with a richly endowed State Church, the

Anglican, and numerous sects, some of wliich are ridiculous and foolish ; many of them,

however, are active, aggressive, and conquest-loving, aiming at nothing less than the

subjugation of the entire globe; the labor of their missionaries among the bai'barous

and civilized nations of all countries is one of Albion's most formidable forces.

Among these ministers, who are to be found all over the globe, there are many who
are not merely messengers of Salvation and apostles of the Glad Tidings; not all are en-

gaged solely in expounding the doctrines of Law and Grace. These leaders of men
are often at the same time manufacturers, merchants, speculators, business agents, or

counsellors to some Negro king, and as they all have a wilder enthusiasm for England

than they ever had for the twelve tribes of Israel, the ultimate aim of their counsels is

the Bi'itish protectorate. Powerful missionary societies aid them generously, even

bountifully, each striving to outdo the others in the work of converting and enlighten-

ing the "Gentiles"; .some of these societies have enormous receipts, and all of them
distribute by the thousands, hundreds of thousands, and millions, tracts, pamphlets,

New Testaments, and Bibles, in all the languages of the world.

Towns.— England counts a score of cities containing more than 100,000 inhabi-

tants, and a multitude of towns with over 10,000. In this highly industrial and com-
mercial land, l)ut a small ]>art of the people breathe the country air.

London, the capital of England, of the United Kingdom, and of the entire British

Empire, stretches along both banks of the Thames, a river which gives entrance to

the largest vessels. It shelters over 4 million inhabitants, in nearly six hinidredi

thousand dwellings. This town, which contained only 35,000 souls five hundred years

ago, and 959,000 at the beginning of the century, now comprises within its limits a

ninth of the population of the United Kingdom, an eighty-tifth of that of Europe, and
one three-hundred-fiftieth of that of the globe. It has nearly as many citizens as Hol-
land, which once held the sceptre of the seas ; as Portugal, which at one time ruled
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Africa and the Orient ; and as Sweden, which has made Russia rock. Switzer-

land, with all her mountains, her valleys sloping toward four seas, her four languages,

and lier twenty-two cantons, numbers a million less men than swarm in London. As
has been said, London contains more Scotchmen than Edinburgh, more Irishmen than

Dublin, more Jews than the Holy Land, more Catholics than IJome. Not only does

it surpass all other towns in iiopulation, but its commerce, activity, business, and
wealth defy competition. Its four million men are not, however, four million pros-

perous citizens; in no other city are there so many homeless, houseless, shivering,

famishing wretches;' a huge metrojjolis miglit be peopled with the poor ashamed to

beg, the fallen women, the cutpurses, and the drunkards, who are at the same
time tlie victims and the pest of London.

With no walls about it, no olistacle before it, London is absorbing boroughs and
cities in proportion as its sea of brick advances; hence its formidable growth.

Nearly 11,000 houses are built on an aver.ige every year, and 259 streets are opened,

having a total length of more than 45 miles ; " it is not a town, but a province, cov-

ered over with buildings." It is five times as large as Paris; but has only twice as

many inhabitants. The houses are lower, and less compactly set; the gardens and
]iarks are more numerous and more spacious, and one breathes there more freely than

ill Paris. For these reasons, the death-rate is lower in London than in many of the

other monstrous barracks of the world, and this in spite of the damp climate, the fogs

from the Thames, and the coal-smoke ; in spite of the foul and loathsome river ; in

spite of the empty stomachs and semi-nakedness of a million poor.

Liverpool (518,000), on the Mersey, near the Irish Sea, can almost dispute with
London the rank of chief commercial city of the world. No European port receives

so much cotton from America; none sends thither so many emigrants from Europe.

On the opposite bank of the Mersey, which is very broad here, lies Birkenhead, with

99,000 inhabitants.

Manchester (505,000), 31 miles from Liverpool,' has immense woollen and cotton

factories. The English scour the world that Manchester may spin, and weave, and
sell. A small river of the Mersey basin, dirty and ill-smelling, separates the town
from its suburb, Salford (198,000).

Birmingham (429,000), 102 miles in a straight line north-west of London, has

no rival in the iron industry. It produces all sorts of metallic articles, from engines

to steel pens, from tire-arms to needles. So many trip-hammers, so much smoke,

so many forge-fires, so many blackened faces are to be seen here that the English

nickname it "the kingdom of the Cyclops," or "the infernal regions."

Leeds (367,500), in the basin of the Ouse, manufactures more woollen fabrics than

any other city of the globe.

Sheffield (324,000), on the Don, a branch of the Ouse, is a colossal workshop in

metals ; it manufactures cutlery for the world.

Bristol (222,000) is on the Avon, which is lost at some distance from the town in the

estuary of the Severn, where the tide sometimes rises to the height of 59 feet. This is a

leading port of Old England, the first three being London, Liverpool, and Newcastle.

1 Eiglity persons died of starvation in London in 1879.

2 A sliip-canal connecting Manchester with tlie sea at Liverpool is in course of construction. This
water-way, one of tlie most important of tlie kind thus far projected, and three-fourths of wliich is

already comiileted, will doubtless be the precursor of many other great ship-canals. The total length

will be ;ah miles, the depth 26 feet, the width at the bottom 120 feet and at the top 230 feet.
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Bradford (216,500), not far from Leeds, lias important cloth-works.

Hull (200,000), on the Humber, near the North Sea, is another port of England

;

it was formerly surpassed by London and Bristol alone.

Newcastle (186,000 ; 272,000 with Gateshead), on the Tyne, exports enormous

quantities of coal ; it is for this reason that the " City of Coal " ranks next to

London and Liverpool in importance as a port.

Portsmouth (159,000) is a very important naval station, nearly opposite Cherbourg.

Leicester (142,000), on the Soar, a branch of the Trent, is the principal seat of

the hosiery manufacture.

Sunderland (131,000), on the Wear, where it empties into the North Sea, ships

great quantities of coal, and carries on ship-building.

Nottingham (212,000),' on the Trent, manufactures silks and laces.

Oldham (131,500), not far from Manchester, is a manufacturing town.

Brighton (115,000), on the English Channel, opposite the mouth of the Seine,

directly south of London, is a favorite watering-place for Londoners.

Bolton (115,000) is one of those enormous manufacturing cities which make the

region around Liverpool and Manchester,— that is to say, Lancashire. — a colossal

factory, unrivalled to this day.

Blackburn (120,000) forms a part of the monstrous Lancashire factory ; as does

also its neighbor, Preston (108,000).

Plymouth, a naval station, at the confluence of the Tamar and Plym, has, includ-

ing Devonport, nearly 140,000 inhabitants.

Wales. — Wales contains only 7303 square miles, with 1,519,000 souls,— that is,

nearly 207 persons to the square mile.

The torrents of this land are rapid. Nature is wild, with infinite sweetness tere

and there, and at times infinite sadness. Stern mountains of schist, granite,

})orphyry, liniesloiie, and sandstone lure hither a procession of clouds. Rarely

does a brilliant sky smile upon their heaths; and too often the cold fogs, fine rain,

and moist winds saturate the cloak of the traveller attracted into the Welsh country

by the severe beauty of its scenery, by its Druidical monuments, its dolmens, maen-

hirs, and cromlechs, and by the ruins of its feudal fortresses. The highest mountain

is named on English maps Snowdon (3571 feet) ; but its real name is ]Moel-y-

Wyddva, for thus it is designated by the hundreds of shepherds who contemplate it

from the vallej's below. It rises near tlie narrow Menai Strait, which separates the

i.sle of Anglesea from the mainland, directly over the town where we gaze upon one

of the most remarkable of the Welsh castles, that of Carnarvon, dating from the thir-

teenth century.

Wales contributes a large share of its waters to the Severn ; this river, less tlian

liOO miles long, in a basin of about 5000 square miles, carries 5300 cubic feet of water

]per second into the vast estuary where empty also the Wye, a river discharging a vol-

um<^ of 2100 cubic feet per second, and the Avon, which flows by Bristol. Rising in

the Plinlimmon, the Severn moves at first north-east toward Manchester, then east

tow-ard the estuary of the Wash, then south-east in the direction of London, then

directly south, and finally south-west and west in the form of an estuary.

Coal and iron abound in the Welsh mountains, which have become a centre for

• Up to 1877, the municipal and parliamentary limits of Nottingham were co-extensive ; but in that

year tlie municipal limits were increased from liKKi to 9050 acres. The population of the municipal
borough in 1887 was 231,'!30. — Ed.
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giant factories. Near these great barracks, where men are hammering, grinding, and

manufacturing, small sheep and black oxen peacefully feed, in meadows kejit perpetu-

ally green by the moisture of the climate.

For liundreds of years the Welsh fought the Saxons of the plains with a courage

worthy of a people that liad adopted as its motto: "The truth against the world!",

After tlieir defeats toward the end of the thirteenth century, they intrenched them-

selves in their mountains above the Saxon and Norman lowlands ; and there they

have preserved their ancient customs and their Cymric Celtic ; they have been more
fortunate in this respect than the people of Cornwall, who lost their language more

than a century ago. The rout of Cornish Celtic was speedy. In 1500, the Tamar,

which empties iaito Plymouth Sound, marked the boundary between this dialect and

the English ; in 1700, it was still spoken in twenty-three parishes in the west of the

peninsula, and yet in 1778 it became extinct, at the death of Dolly Pentroath, an aged

woman wlio had lived in a fishing village near the western capes of Cornwall.

Cymric is making a vigorous fight for life: it has its singing contests, its bard cor-

onations, and its newspapers, which the Welsh read with delight ; five of these sheets

appear in America. Unfortunately, the language of the Welsh schools is English, and

London and Liverpool are too near the Moel-y-Wyddva. Notwithstanding everything,

the number of Welshmen speaking Cymric docs not diminish as does that of the IrLsh-

meu or Scotchmen speaking the Irish Celtic ; but nearly the entire nation already under-

stand tlie tongue which will be heir to Welsh as to so many other dialects.

The Welsh are darker, shorter, and stouter than the English. They are occu])ied

in raising cattle, in fishing, and in mining, rather than in cultivating the fields. Like

all shepherd ])eoples, they are meditative ; their very beautiful popular songs all

breathe a melancholy spirit.

No town in Wales has a population of 100,000 ; Swansea, a port of the Bristol

Channel, and the chief seat of the coj)per-sinelting industry of the world, contains

about 90,500 souls, and Merthyr-Tydvi! lias iess than 60,000; this latter town, a

collection of furnaces near the Taff, a branch of the Severn, is one of the centres of

the iron trade.

SCOTLAND..

Friths, Mountains, and Lakes. — Scotland is proverbial, like Switzerland and Anda-

lusia. If we wish to suggest a ])icture of rugged, naked ridges, heather, black bogs,

solitude, and misty horizons, we speak of the Scottish Highlands : there Inany a gloomy

beii jjushes out into the sea a ros, or basaltic headland, and pours down linns

into narrow f/lens and straths/ these fflens and straths open on lochu, and,

widening into valleys, lose their stream in a broad aber or inver (harbor, estuary)

;

there the murmur of brooks enlivens the seclusion of hamlets and the deso-

lation of old ruins that recall ;i tragic history. In this far-awa}-, cragged country,

which Rome feared, and from which she timorously separated herself by a wall, every

perilous site had its donjon, every site suited to meditation had its monastery. In

sj)ite of strifes between clan and clan, and combats of lord against lord, in sj)ite of the

long national war of the Scottish Celts against the English, and, lastly, in sjnte of the
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rain whicli cniriiblcs even tlie most massive walls, nmny of Scotland's castles still re-

main^ from the i)ine-encircled fortress' where Macbeth murdered Duncan to the

baronial lialls where passed the beautiful Marie Stuart, once queen of France.

One of the glories of Scotland is its sea of a gloomy majesty, cut into deep friths,

or l)ays, bristling with cajtes, barbed witli cliffs, encumbered with islands and reefs,

and having a velocity in its channels of 10 to 12 miles an hour. England itself has

nowhere so broken a coast^liiie as that of Scotland, and the ocean there does not

approach so near to the mountains of the interior.

Scotland is heavily indebted to the sea ; many thousands of its inhabitants live by

fishing and navigation, who would die of starvation on the barren, scraggy land ; the

ThK (iUAMPIAX HlLI.S.

few fertile valleys are narrow and short, or are filled by lakes, un<ler which the soil of
the future is gradually forming. The crowded ]ioi)ulation is supported mainly by Its

flocks, by manufacturing, by commerce, and by ocean-service ; and the Scotch sea is

a fish-preserve.

Scotland rears three clusters of mountains : the Southern Highlands, on the Eng-

' The original castle of Inverness, the castle which Shakspeare represents as the scene of King Dun-
can's murder by M.acbeth, was razed to the ground by Malcolm Canmore, Duncan's son. and has for
centuries been untraceable except by traditional identification of its site. All that tlie old authorities
record of Duncan's death is that he was slain in " Bothgowan," which is .supposed to be the Gaelic for
" a smith's InU," and the person who slew him was Macbcda, the Ma.armor of Ross. The site of the
smiths hut has not been distinctly determined, but it was prob.ably near Elgin. — En.
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lish frontier; theGraiiipians, in the centre of the country; and the Northern Highlands,
facing tiie Hebrides, the Orkneys, and the waters whicii stretch away toward Iceland.

The converse of England, which consists mostly of plains and low hills, the surface of

Scotland is nearly all mountainous; and were it not for this rugged land, the United
Kingdom would have a mean elevation much below the 715 feet, more or less, now
attributed to it; the average altitude of Scotland is estimated at 1250 feet.

These mountains, whicli are for the most part bare, are hero and there clothed with
Scotch pines and other conifers. None of them towers to giddy heights ; in the South-
ern Highlands, which boast of possessing the loftiest village in the kingdom, Mount
Merrick reaches an altitude of 2764 feet; in the Grampians, Ben Nevis, although
the monarch of the British archipelago, rises only 4406 feet above the sea; neverthe-

less, it looks down imposingly on the Gleumore, or Great Glen, a very long and nar-

row fissure between the Grampians and the Northern Highlands. This remarkablv
clean-cleft fracture e.\tends from the Frith of Lome to the Moi-ay Frith, from
waters which nearly touch Ireland to the coast from which one could see, were the

distance less, the fortress of Norwegian mountains rising precipitously out of the

waves. In the depths of the Glenmore runs the C;iledonian Canal, 60 miles long,

composed largely of constricted fiords and lakes linked together by fragments of

rivers; this passage between the Atlantic and the North Sea, more than merely out-

lined by Nature, has profited especially by the wonderful Loch Ness, the greatest

depth of which is not less than 774 feet, between sheer walls of 1300 feet; Loch
Ness is a little Saguenay; it is very long, but seldom measures more than seven-

eighths of a mile from shore to shore. In the Northern Highlands, Ben Attow has an
elevation of 3773 feet.

Lender a sky which is rarely cloudless, at least on the western slopes, the rills

trickling in the weft of heather unite in limpid rivers, which delight to rest on
the bosom of a lake, after having grown weary in the moil of rapids, the lost labor
of eddies, and the mad plunge of water-falls. The Tweed serves as a boundary line

between Scotland and England ; the Clyde is famous for its historic associations,

the scenery of its upper valley, its falls of Lanark, its huge manufactories, its com-
merce, and the dock-yards of its estuary ; the Forth and the Tay terminate in two
broad friths; the Dee falls into the North Sea at Aberdeen; the Si)ey is swifter
than the other rivers of Scotland ; the Ness flows out of Loch Ness, and empties
into the Moray Frith, near Inverness. The Tay, the largest of all these streams (125
miles long, in a basin of 2800 square miles), discharges an average of 4350 cubic feet

of water per second ; the Tweed has a flow of 2650 ; and the Clyde, 2475.

Among the almost countless lakes of Scotland, Loch Lomond, containing from 42
to 46 square miles, and 787 feet deep, sleeps at the foot of Ben Lomond (3190 feet) ;

it is near the estuary of the Clyde, to which it despatches the river Leven. Loch
Katrine, a reproduction on a small scale of the Swiss Lake of the Four Forest Cantons,
once ])oured all its waters into an afliuent of the Forth ; but now 60 cubic feet per second
are drawn from it by a water-way of aipieduets and tunnels, for the su])ply of colossal

Glasgow. These two lakes are very beautiful, and how many others are embosomed
in these stern mountains! Not all are smiling; some are even crabl)ed, but very few
are commonplace. From the farthest burn, born of the bogs and heaths, which enters

their extreme upper point, to the river which forms their outlet, their waters slumber
at the base of mountains whose ruggedness is never destitute of grandeur ; but from
the beauty of this gloomy nature, which is oftentimes the beauty of roughness
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and neglect, the ancients would have recoiled as from a scene of ugliness;

to their souls, accustomed to the light, the Scottish lakes would have seemed

hardly worthy of the Picts and Scots, those isolate<l barbarians dwelling on the con-

tines of the world. However, though the lochs and tarns of Scotlaml are not re-

splendent sheets caressed by sunny hilI-slo))es, they are none the less noble lakes.

Before as well as after the hero Fingal and his son Ossian, a long line of poets cele-

brated their beauties in mystic hymns, melancholy lege'iKls, and bold epics ; but the

monument " more lasting than brass " which these singers thought to raise to the

glory of their native heaths will have endured but a few centuries ; for the tongue of

these bards, the guttural Gaelic, will ere long have totally disappeared.

These lakes lack the beautiful blue or green of clear waters ; they are blue only

when they reflect back to heaven the blue of a brilliant day; the waves shivered by

the winds on their shores are of a brownish or reddish hue : brownish, because the

affluents of the lake have passed over bogs ; reddish, because they have filtered

through the heather-roots. And the rivers, brooks, and torrents ai"e almost all of a

dull red, like the lakes; many reach their lochs through boggy glens, and many a

little Leman begins and ends in the moor at the foot of a single ben. The Scotch

mountaitis iiave but little variety; they possess few bold, free, well defined peaks,

few that stand haughtily alone, few high enough above the others to present to the gaze

a clean outline against the horizon ; they rise sombre, treeless, and meadowless,'

and covere<l with dri])])ing heather, under low, leaden, rain-charged skies.

The Scotch: Lowlanders and Highlanders. — On the 30,902 square miles ^ of Scottish

_

territory there are 4,033,000 inhabitants; that is, 130 persons to the square mile. The
majority of these are Lowlanders or English-speaking Germans, mixed with Celts in ill

defined proportions. They are said to be superior to the English of England in build

and ]ihysieal strength, as well as in their loyalty, their dauntless energy, seriousness,

and studiousness; but egotism, bluntness, bigotry, intolerance, and narrowness often

ruin these strong natures.

The country inliabited by the Lowlanders, owing to its wealth of coal and

iron, has become a colossal factory ; at the same time it is a dock-yard unri\ ailed

throughout the world. It is likewise a land of seafarers, of fishermen, sailors,

and mighty mariners before the Lord ; and yet the Lowlands have few fiords. The
Highlands, which abound in friths, produce few navigators ; \vith certain notable

exceptions, men of Celtic origin have never been fond of ocean life ; they are chiefly

of pastoral habits, but, when compelled to do so, they till the soil.

Among the Highlanders, there are only 232,000 individuals who still retain the

dialect of their Celtic ancestors. The line separating the Anglo] )liones from the

Gaels runs from the Frith of Clyde to the Moray Frith, describing a semi-circle with

the convexity toward tjje east, and taking in the elevated valleys of the Forth, the

Tay, the Dee, tire Don, and the Spey; Scotland is thus divi<led into two nearly equal

parts, with the English speech ]irevailing in the low, temperate, fertile, and populous
section, while Gaelic is confined to desert glens, bogs, and naked ridges. It was ban-

ished after the eleventh century from the palace of the kings, and it has been steadily

retreating ever since, especially since the Reformation ; it continues to be spoken in a

' Except on the eastern coast, where there are noble forests and green pastures, althougli the rain-
fall is ranch scantier there than on the western shore.

2 This was the total area in 1881, accorilinR to the Ordnance Survey. The area of foreshore was 48S
square miles, of water 6.31, and of land-surface 2y,78(>. — Ed.
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portion of the counties of Bute, Stirling, Dumbarton, Pertl), Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin,

Nairn, and Caithness, and it is used almost exclusively in the Hebrides and in tlie

counties of Argyle, Inverness, Jioss, Cromarty, and Sutherland : tliis last district,

altliough situated at the extreme north of Scotland, is called Soutli Land because

the Scandinavians who named it came from the north when they landed on its shores.

The Gaels emigrate in great inimbers to British America. There are communities

and even entire counties in Nova Scotia, in Cape Breton Island, and in Upper Canada,

where Gaelic is more widely spoken to-d.ay than the official English.

The Scotch Celts were divided into clans, or tribes, which were often separated

by implacable Iiates and by centuries of bloodshed. The MacDonalds were the

people of the Donald clan, the MacGregors tliose of the clan Gregor, and so on.

Had it not been for relentless feuds between clan and clan, the Highland Celts would

have surely extirpated the English from the entire island, and, conseijuently, from the

whole earth. To-day they are reduced to a mere handful, and the attractions of the

Lowlands are still fartlier depleting their ranks. Gaelic families are daily descending

into the low countries, to engage in manufacturing ; and it is rare that they return

to their Ilighlaml glens. It would certainly be better for them to stay in their moun-

tains, in spite of tiie gloomy wildness of nature, in spite of poverty and their more

than wretched habitations; in the lowland towns where they bury themselves they

are always pooi', and many of them become drunkards.

The Highlanders are diminishing from another and a shameful cause ; but the

shame is not theirs. Many of the Scotch landlords, for the sake of eidarging their

hunting j)arks, purchase all the land that they can lay liold of in the vicinity of their

estates, whether ]).'isturage or tilled ground, and then give it over to wild nature; or

rather to waste nature, for they have no love for the woods; they even fell the

forests sometimes, because the heath is worth more for their game. They drive out

the farmer and the shepherd, and replace the cultivated fields, meadows, and forests

with heather. Tlie poor Celt, dis])ossessed of his home, sets out for a Scotch or

an English factory lovvn, or emigrates to the United States, Acadia, Canada, the

Great West, the Xorth-West, leaving his native glade to the sportsman and his

hounds.

The greater ])art of the Scotch i)rofess Protestantism, which is still active and

aggressive here. They are split into sects, some of which are very odd. Scotland

sends out many missionaries, and numerous Christian charities scattered throughout

the world would perish if it were not for the money sent to them from Scotland.

Scotland shares the supremacy in manufacturing and commerce with England.

The Scotch make the most desirable emigrants of the L^nited Kingdom ; some 15,000,

20,000, or 30,000 settle annually on English territory, in Australia, Cape Colony, in

the United States, and in Canada. In this last country alone they numbered 700,000

in 1.S8I.

Cities.— Four Scotch towns have a population of over 100,000.

Glasgow, the largest, with twice as many inhabitants as Edinburgh, contains

506,000 souls, or fully as many as Liverpool, or as the old Manchester together

with Salford; with all its suburban towns, it has a population of over a million.

or more than a quarter of all the Scotch. It is traversed by the Clyde, a river

400 feet wide, which broadens out into an estuary ; this " lamentable " city, where

multitudes of people die in the hovels of lanes and blind alleys, displays to lovers of

industrial life two brick chimneys, one 433 and the other 466 feet high, towering in
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the neighborhood of 4000 factories. Tlie number of ships built in Glasgow equals

or exceeds tiie number built at any other docks in the world.

Beautiful Edinburgh, the ancient capital of Scotland, is situated on the south

shore of the Frith of Forth. Its 201,000 inhabitants (3;51,000 with Leith) are

grouped around the steep basaltic rock which bears the old castle of the kings. It

is a city of learning, the parent and nurse of great men.

Dundee (156,000), on the Tay, not far from where it empties into the North Sea,

carries on linen manufacturing, ship-building, commerce, navigation, and whale and

seal fisheries.

Aberdeen (122,000) is on the North Sea, at the embouchure of the Dee and the

Don.

IRELAND.

Mild Climate, Wonderful Verdure. — Ireland, where the number of inhabitants has

greatly dimini.shcHl within tlie last half-century, has at present a population not exceed-

ing 4,700,000, on an area of 32,530 square miles ; an eighth of this surface has scarce

an elevation worthy of the name of mountain.

Erin, or the Land of the "West, as its Ei-se inhabitants called it, has shores as mas-

terfully carved as any of Great Britain's, especially on the west. Like Great Britain

also, it is indebted to the warm, moist sotith-westerly and westerly winds, and to the

tepid sea-current, for a climate of remarkable mildness: Dublin, on the eastern coast,

has the same annual temperature as New York (thirteen degrees farther south), and

the southern seaboard is on an average as warm, under the 52d parallel, as the

American shores are under the 38th. The rainfall of Ireland is gi-eater than that of

any other European country, the aimual mean being 86 inches, in 227 days, while

Great Britain's is 33.3, and that of P'ranee only 30.3. So Erin's springs, rivers, lakes,

and bogs retain their level with hardly any variation, and the sward, trees, and mosses

preserve in summer the marvellous verdure which has won for Ireland her three titles

of Green Isle, Green Erin, and Emerald Isle. The country might also have been

named the Land of the Ivy; this jilant grows here most luxuriantly; the laurel

flourishes here, attaining in the county of Tipperary a height of thirty feet, and one

of these trees in Dublin is nearly fifty feet tall.

Bogs, Mountains, and Lakes. —The Shannon. — Ireland is a low plain,^ with few

forests, though it was formerly well wooded. It is essentially a peat region, the

bogs, or peat-swamps, occupying a seventh of the surface. These bogs, tracts of wet

land, lakes so numei-ous that, notwithstanding the insignificant size of most of them,

they cover, together, 625 square miles ;^ meadows, potato-fields, and, overall, the

fickle sky, breezes blowing from the seas, constant fine rains, and filmy mists; isolated,

naked mountains along the shores, but no elevations in the interior,— such is Ireland.

Carranttial (3414 feet), in the south-west, in the mountains of Kerry, is the giant

of the island. At the foot of the Old Red Sandstone range, dominated by this ]ieak,

1 Mean elevation 403 feet.

2 This is somewhat below the usual estiniate, wliioh makes the total lake-surfaco ol Ireland 711

square miles : 287 in Ulster, 305 in Connauglit, (iU in Munster, and 50 in Leinster.— Ed.
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glisten the charming lakes of Killarney and marine gulfs which are prolonged into

friths. These lakes are neither Bodensees nor Superiors; the largest has an area

of only 8 square miles, with a depth of about 250 feet. On the east of the island

the Wicklow massif (3039 feet), of granitic, schistose, and volcanic rocks, faces tlie

haughty Welsh mountains across Saint George's Channel. On the north-east, the

plateau of Antrim, of volcanic formation, juts out into the sea in the basaltic Ben-

more Pleadland, which is not more than 15 miles from a Scotch promontory, called

the JInll of Kintyre. Here the two countries, in remote antiquity, were welded

to<Tether by cooled lava. They may be joined .igain at some future day by a passage

Koss Castle, Lake of Killarney.

through the hard rock; such a passage would be scarcely twice as long as the Saint

Gothard tminel. Not far from this point, the tops of forty thous.and basaltic columns,

closely united into a regular checker-board pavement over which the waves dnsh,

form the famous Giant's Causeway. In the west, the wild granites and schists, which

bear the beautiful name of the mountains of Conneniara, rise 2G88 feet between the

Atlantic and two lakes. Lough Mask (35 sq. m.) and Lough Corrib (68 sq. m.), the

latter receiving the w.aters of the former through a subterranean stream, which leaps

to the surface at Cong in Vauclusian fountains.

Lough Corrib, though the second largest lake in Ireland, is very much smaller

than the reservoir of the Bann, Lough Neagh, which has an area of 153 square miles,

but which is shallow. Upper Lough Erne contains 14 square miles ; Lower Lough
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Erne, dotted witli islands, and having a dcjith of 148 feet, covers 44 square niik-s.

From botli of tliese flows tlie graceful river Krne. Lough Kee (41 sq. m.) and Lough
Derg (50 sq. m.) are expansions of the Shannon, the central river of Erin.

The Shannon bears a certain likeness to the torrents of a country on the

oppos^ite shore of the niighty Atlantic, a country inhabited in part by peasants of

Irisli origin. Like the Canadian streams, liie Shannon is as much a lake as a river;

as with them, nearly all its descent is made in rapids. Emerging from Lough Allen,

at an elevation of 161 feet, it traverses many small lakes,— which are simply widen-

ings in its own bed, — and the two large, elongated basins of Ree and Derg, and then

empties its waters at the rate of 7000 cubic feet j)er second into a lake-like gulf.

From the peaceful mirror of Lough Allen to the ocean, restless and gruff, a distance

of more than 200 miles, it has then a slope of only 161 feet ; and, as its upper and

middle courses consist of stagnant sheets connected by placid currents, it is still 100

feet above sea-level when it reaches the point, a few leagues above Limerick, where

.it precipitates itself in the rapids of Doonas, a seething, whitening flood, close to

deejvset Castle Connel, where dwelt the monarchs of the old Irish kingdom of

• Munster : Ireland was for centuries divided into the four rival provinces of Ulster,

in the north, Leinster, in the south-east, Munster, in the south-west, and Connaught,

in the north-west.

The Irish : Their Poverty, Their Exodus.— Of the 4^ million Irisli, whom we are

apt to picture as fair-skinned, seven-tenths are dark. Now, all the conquerors of the

island, from the earliest known to us down to the Anglo-Sa.xons of recent centuries,

belonged to rather fair tribes. The ancient Irish nation, the one which preceded

under those misty skies the modern invaders whom history tells us of, must therefore

have been a branch of the d.ark whites. Before taking root in the soil of Erin, this

people had i)robably dwelt in the country facing Ireland on the south, across several

hundred leagues of sea ; that is, in wh.it is to-day called Spain. It is even thought

by some that Galicia can be settled upon as the phace from which those immigrants

embarked who had the chief part in the genesis of the Irish people. It must have

been two or three centuries before the Christian era that this olive race of Celtic

origin or tongue bore toward the island of red bogs and brown bogs, where it clashed

with and vanquished other Celts, who had arrived no one knows when, from no

one knows where.

Toward the middle of the twelfth century came the first of those Anglo-Normans
who were destined, if not to transform this dark people into a people with fair hair

and blue eyes, at least to mix the bloods, and re]ilace the old tongue by the trium-

]>hant jxttois which is spoken to-day in every corner of the earth. When the English

first set foot on the soil which the bull of a pope had just donated to them,' Ireland

1 This pope, known as Hadrian IV., was named Nicholas Breakspeare : lie was the only English-
man who ever occupied the papal chair. He was naturally proud to be able to bestow favors on a king
of England. In 1155, lie granted a bull to Henry II., which contains the following passage : "There is

no doubt, and your nnbility acknowledges, that Ireland and all islands upon which Christ, the Sun of

Righteousness, has shone, and whicli liave received the teaching of the Christian faith, rightfully belong
to the blessed Peter and the most holy Roman Church." The pope, believing that the English king
would use his jiower in the interest of the church, granted Ireland to him, while reserving all ecclesias-

tical rights, and making one penny from esith house payable yearly to Saint Peter.

In il.")*!, Dermod M'Sfurrough, the deposed king of Leinster, applied to Henry to aid him in recov-
ering liis throne. Henry gladly seized the opportunity to assert his claim to Ireland ; and he authorized
the dethroned king to raise forces in England. Dermod sought the assistance of a Xornian noble, named
Richard de Clare. This earl, who was afterwards known as Stroiigbow, agreed to restore Dermod to
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was (livitlud among seven clans, and these clans were continually at war with one
anotlier, as is always the case when a people has not been kneaded into a compact
body by the despotism of a military royalty, or when, for lack of leaders, it has not
been cemented into one whole by cominmiity of laws, of interests, hopes, illusions,

and beliefs. Clearing three or four centm-ies at one leap, we find Erin subdued, and
henceforth subject to English extortioners, at the end of the religious wars which
terminated at the protectorate of Cromwell.

About 1775-1780 the population of Ireland was less than 1,900,000 souls. After
the introduction of the potato, which is capable of sustaining a greater j)opulation

from the same land than oats, the Irish increased perceptibly. Already very poor.

A View in Dublin.

and not less heedless, they became still more wretched, still more indifferent to their

ills, on the fertile estates, interspersed with peat swamps, which were owned by some
thousands of English landlords. So many children came to tlie thatched mud cabins,

these children held out so merrily against ])overty, hunger, damji, cold, and filth, that

power, on coiiditiou tli.at he should receive the hand of Eva, Permod's only child, and, according^

to feudal law, his solo heiress, to whose cliildren the kingdom would naturally pass. Hut, accordinj; to

Irish customs, inheritance of estates was impossible. — a fact which was probably unknown to Strong-

how. With the Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland, which resulted from Strongbow's comiiact with

Dermod, began the conflict between tribal and feudal law whicl\ afterward deluged Ireland witli blood.

In later years, in the Annals of Lrnii/h C'e', the change wrouglit in Ireland by this invasion of Strongbow

was thus briefly but vividly described :
" Karl Strongbow came into Erin with Dermod M'Murrough, to

avenge his expulsion by Hoderick, son of Turlough O'Conner : and Dermod gave him liis own daughter

and a part of his patrimony ; and Saxon foreigners have been in Erin since then."— Ed.
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in 1841 there were some 8,200,000 inhabitants in Erin, and nearly million in 1846;

that is, in 1841 there were about '250 Irishmen to every square mile, bogs, lakes, and

fens included. The Green Isle has lost fully 4 million souls in forty-live years.

Ireland's oppres.sed and despairing sons have emigrated by hundreds of thousands

annually, and they are emigrating still to England, Scotland, Canada, the United

States, and Australia ;
thus, by contributions of ante-Celtic and Celtic elements, they

are continually modifying, even in the mother-country, the race which fonned the cor-

ner-stone of England and lier colonies.

On the shores facing* northeru England and southern Scotland, and in several

northern districts corresponding to ancient Ulster, it is not the Irish blood which pre-

dominates, but the English and Scotch, for the Inhabitants of this small portion of

Erin are descended for the most part from Presbyterians who came fi-om Great

Britain during the religious wars. Everywhere else, in the centre, south-west, west,

and north-west, thegemiine Irishman reigns,— a cruel expression when applied to the

tatterdemalions of the Emerald Isle.

The Old Irish Language. — But if the national character has been preserved un-

changed wherever Saxon elements have not entered into the people, if the Irish

])ure-blood is fiery and meddlesome,— at least, his English seorners jiaint him as such,

— if he is heedless and fickle, without self-control, easily carried to extremes, quarrel-

some, fond of clamor and figlits, if he has retained his Catholic fervor, he is neverthe-

less w holly forgetting his ancient Erse tongue. Before the great expatriation move-

ment, occasioned by the famine (184G), which followed the fatal potato murrain, and

carried off more than a half-million men, the Erse-speaking peojjle formed a good part

of the inliabitants of the i.sland ; but it was among them that emigration made the

greatest ravages, .and in 1851 fifteen lunidrcd thousand Irishmen at the most under-

stood the n.ational cry of ''Erin yo hragh!" In 1861 not more than one million such

remained, and in 1871 only 950,000. The number of persons knowing absolutely no

speech but Erse scarcely exceeds 100,000 at the jiresent day. Thougli the language

of Erin received its mortal blow from the exodus, it had already become

greatly enfeebled. For two hundred years (1644), these millions of Erso-

phones had not written- a work in their dialect, and Irish verse-making had long

since died out. Tliere was nothing, therefore, to fix, strengthen, or keep alive the

Erse language, no gay, pleasing songs, no schools, no written laws, no Sunday and

fSte-day sermons, for the priests preached more and more in English. From genera-

tion to generation, we might almost say from year to year, the distance between the

ancient tongue and the current speech widened, until now it is the vast gulf which

seemingly can never be sp.anned.

Three dates, almost tln-ee centennials, tell the story of this gulf:—
In 1541, it was in the Erse tongue that the Dublin parliament debated ; it was in

Erse that this parli.ament offered the title of King of Irel.and to fierce Henry VIII.

of England.

In 1644 appeared the last book in Irish Celtic.

In 1846 the exodus began.

In 1900, or a little later, the Erionnaich (they call themselves thus) will have

ceased to exist, and the history of old Erin will be almost a foreign history to modern
Irishmen. Already the east of the island is Anglophone. The Ersophones, thougli

nearly all bilingual, hold out still in the north (county Donegal) and in the west,

especially from Sligo Bay to the estuary of the Shannon, in the counties of Sligo,
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Mayo, Galwny, ami Clare 'I'here is not an Erse iiewspajicr publislied in llii' world,

nt'itlier in Ireland, where half the ])(>])ulalion spoke Celtic at the beginning of this

century, nor in the United States, where the Celts form a leading element in many
large towns,— notably in New York,— and wliere there is already more Irish blood

than in Ireland itself, nor in the Dominion of Canada, where the Irish numbered

nearly 960,000 in 1881, nor in Australia, where their name is legion.'

Nearly four-fiftiis of the Irish are Roman Catholics. The Protestants dwell ]irin-

cipally in the north-east, in the Belfast and Londonderry districts, which were long

ago settled by the English and the Scotch.

Cities. — Two Irish cities have more than 100,000 inhabitants.

Dublin (353,000),'' or the " Black-pool," on the eastern coast, at the mouth

of tlie Liffey, at the northern base of the mountains of Wicklow, nearly faces

Liverjjool. across the Irish Sea. This capital of the island is bereft of her kings and

her ))arliament. She has few manufactures, but great numbers of ships enter and

leave her harbor.

Belfast (256,000), also on the eastern seaboard, lies at the upper extremity

of the estuary of the Lagan ; linen is manufactured here extensively, and the

commerce almost equals that of Dublin.

Cork, a port of the southern shore, on the Lee, at the head of an estuary, contained

at one time more than 100,000 inhabitants, but this number has diminished with the

decrease of population in the islatid itself.

Small Islands.— Tlie tiiree islands of 'Wight, Anglesea, and Man are dependencies

of Englanil, as are also the Norman or Channel Islands; these last are near neighbors

of France, and have remained faithful to the French tongue.

Wight (145 s(j. ni.; poj). 79,000), a most charming island, ])resents a tyj)e of

English scenery in its freshness and grace ; it faces Portsmouth, a great naval

port, and Soutliam])ton, an important commercial port ; the strait which isolates it

from the mainland is less than two miles broad. Its girdle of waves gives the island

a mild climate, and it is these waves that rear its villas and ch§,teaux, and draw hitlier

in the summer throngs of idlers and bathers.

Less attractive than Wight, though possessing as mihl a climate, Anglesea (303

sq. ra.; pop. 50,000), in the Irish Sea, almost touches Wales, and two bridges

span the very narrow arm of the sea which separates it from Carnarvon. With

its gardens, meadows, and fields, and with its copper mines, this once " shady land " has

become a land without shade. Two thousand years ago the island was named Mona;

at that time, jioople flocked, it is said, from Great Britain, from Gaul, from beyond

the Alps even, from all Celtic countries (so extensive then, but so insignificant to-day),

to Mona's black forests as to the most venerated shrine of the Druidical religion.

Man (227 sq. m.
;

pop. 55,600) was until 1829 the property of the dukes

of Atholl. It rises out of the Irish Sea nearly equidistant from Enghmd, Scot-

land, and Ireland ; in a clear day all of these countries can be seen from the summit of

Snowfell (2000 feet). No point on this small world is more than six miles from the

encircling billows which beat violently against its limestone headlands and remorse-

Tliough technically correct, this statement should, perhaps, be modified. There are several jour-

nals in this country,— and at least one in Ireland, — which either have Gaelic departments or are pulv

lished in whole both in Gaelic and English.— Ed.
'^ These figures include tlie population of the outlying townships of Rathmines and Rathgar, Kings-

town and Pembroke, Clontarf and Dalkey. — Eu.
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Icssly drown its fishermen. The wimls from the north are arrested by the mountains

of Scothmd, and never reach the island ; the Welsh mountains protect it against

easterly gales; the winds are, then, all southerly and westerly, and these bring wannth

and moisture. The winters are exceedingly niihl; in the month of January it is not

as cold in the Isle of Man as in Rhodes, which lies between the Nile and the Bos-

phorus. The genial climate, the small harbors in the wild, superb cliffs, and the

ruo'i'-ed beauty of the mountains, attract a multitude of visitors and bathers to these

shores in the sunniest season. The Manx are engaged in sheep-raising and the her-

ring fisheries. They have for the most part abandoned their Celtic dialect, and the

few thousands who have remained faithful to it speak it in a much corrupted form

;

three-fourths or four-fifths of them at present understand notliing but i^uglish, and yet

in 1600 they knew only the old tongue, which was intermediate between the Celtic of

Scotland and the Celtic of Ireland. There are ))erhaps not more than a hundred

j)ersons in the island to-day who are absolutely ignorant of the language of London,

and there is no preaching in the Manx dialect anywhere except in the church of

Arbory. The great town, Douglas, has 15,000 inhabitants.

The Norman islands are separated from the French peninsula of Cotentin by the

Kace of Alderney, a narrow channel rendered very dangerous by raging winds, cur-

rents running ten miles an hour, eddies, shoals, and rocks.

These islands, to the number of four, are : Jersey, the largest and most jiopulous,

and the one nearest France; Guernsey, much smaller than Jersey; Sark and Alderney,

which are nothing but islets. The total area does not exceed 75 squ.are miles, but,

owing to the fisheries, commerce, and coasting-trade, and also to the villas where

strangers come to seek a clement winter, the inhabitants number 88,000, orsome 1170

persons to the square mile, an almost city-like density. For those who can dispense

with glowing sunshine, it is a delight to live iiere in a little paradise of green hedges on

the cliffs swept by the sea-breezes. Though English is spoken at Saint Helier's, the

capital, and hi the other cities, French, in its old Norman dialect, is still the language

of this little Normandy.

The Scilly archipelago is a group of 24 islets and reefs, 5 of which are inhabited

;

they have a po]Milation of 2000, on 56 square miles. They whiten oft' Land's End
on a crashing, storm-tossed ocean where the winds are at rest only six days in the

year. But these winds bring hither sea-warmth and never cold nor ice nor snow.

The Hebrides and the Orkney and Shetland groups are Scotch archij)elagoes.

On the western shoi-e of Scotland, the Hebrides, rock-ribbed, inistj', rainy, and

temjtestuoiis, recall the grand and gloomy nature of the Scotch mountains. The
northernmost, Lewis, is the largest, having an area of 770 square miles. The vol-

canic Skye (637 sq. m.), a detached fragment of the mountains of Inverness, bears

the highest hen in the archipelago, 3167 feet, in the Cuchnllin Hills, a raihge of rigid,

sharp-pointed, fantastic, almost inaccessible eminences. Mull (350 sq. m.), nearly as

lofty, volcanic also, is near the coast of Argyle ; among her neighboring islets she

jiroudly names Staffa, which opens to the sea, through a magnificent portal 115 feet

high and 52 broad, a cavern in the basaltic rock, with ranges of regular columns,

around which the lights and shadows play, the winds moan, the waves splash and
murnnir, and the tempest roars with mighty fury. This is Fingal's Cave.

The Hebrides were foi-merly called limis Gael, the islands of the Gaels; they still

merit this appellation. The Scotch Celts have nowhere else so well preserved their
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race and their language; but English is beginning to assail tlioni, it is knocking at the
doors of thfii- scliools, and a day will come when the motto Tra tnoi; tra Briton ' will

have proved a falsehood there as elsewhere. The Gaels of the Hebrides are shepherds,
fishermen, seamen, hunters of sea-birds and eider-down collectors; tliey number nearlv
115,000 ; the aggregate area of the islands is about 3000 square miles.

Tlie Orkneys (375 sq. m.) rise out of a boisterous sea close to the northern
coast of Scotland. They are much less elevated than the Hebrides, the chief peak
being 1555 feet high. Pomona (21-2 sq. m.) is larger than the 75 other islands of

the arcliipelago combined. Twenty-eight of the group are inhabited.

These islands produce no large trees, for, notwithstanding tlie surroimding waters.

FiNCAL's I'AVK.

the influence of the Xorth is fatal there. Under the 60th parallel, an essentially

Siberian latitude, we cannot expect nature to h.ave an excess of life juices;

nevertheless, the mean annual temperature approaches 48 degrees F. Only one
hundred sixteen days have genuine nights; the remaining two hundred forty-nine

succeed one another through long twilights that terminate witli the fii'st glimmerinrrs

of long dawns.

The 32,000 Orcadians cannot live on the ]iroducts of the beautiful meadows
that cover their Old Red Sandstone surface: they fish for hemng and cod, and
hunt the sea-bird.

1 " As long as the sea, so long the Briton."
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Fifty mill's t<> the iiortli-t':ist o{ tlie Orkneys, on the bosom of vicious billows,

somelhini; over 100 islands, 34 of wliieli are inhabited, form the Shetland archi-

)iehi<ro (550 sq. m.) These are usually hidden by fo<.'S from the seaman wlio seeks or

shuns them. High cliffs (reacliing even 1000 feet), elevations of less than loOO

iwt, /lolms, skerries, and stacks,— or, in other words, islets and reefs,— peat-bogs,

moors, one tree (and that not more than 7 or 8 feet tall),— here we have a picture of

the Shetlands. They amaze us by their verdureless rocks, their grottos irtT which

the sea enters roaring and thundering; they sadden iis by an unending procession

of clouds. The rainy, windy climate has a mean of 45 degrees F., in spite of the high

latitudes; long-haired horses of the size of small asses, sheep, and diniimitive cows

pasture on the grass, which grows thick in the valleys, but is scant and short else-

where.

The 30,000 Shetlanders, like the Orcadians and the Ilebrideans, live as much off

the sea as the land. Like the Orcadians, they formerly spoke the Norse tongue, for

the sources of their blood were in Scandinavia. They are the descendants of the

Norse vikings who, for a long time, invaded and })lundered the territory of Great

Britain. One hundred years ago, a few Orcadian families still un<lerstood the

ancestral language, which began to decline after the reign of Charles II., when

a "Society for Cliristiau teacliing" opened English schools.

SCANDINAVIA.

The Baltic— The Future Saint Lawrence of Europe.— The Scandinavian ])eninsula

is inhabited by two federated )icop]es, the Swdles and the Norwegians, who are of

the same lineage, although they speak different languages and have but an indifferent

friendship for each other.' They will i)erhaj)s separate at some future day, and they

will then realize that they are brothers in Scandinavia.

Three seas make this country a peninsula, namely, the jVtlantic, on the west, the

Danish waters,— a succession of straits leading from the North Sea to the Baltic,—
on the south, and on the east the Baltic, with its skCiren, a long, dusky retinue of

granitic and gneissoid islands faithfully attending the shore.

The Baltic, the Eastern Sea of the Germans, terminating at the north liy the cid-

(le-sac called the Gulf of Bothnia, separates this peninsula from lands which are to-

day l{ussian or Prussian, but which for long years revolved in Scandinavia's orbit:

these are Finland, which was Swedish down to 1809, and which is Swedisli still in

the speech of 330,000 Finlanders ; Esthonia, Livonia, Courland, East Prussia, and

Pomerania. The Baltic is comparatively shallow.' Its greatest depth, between

the itiand of Gottland and Vindau on the coast of Courland, is only about 800

feet, or less than that of the Lake of Geneva; if the sea and lake should be

emptied at equal rates, over three hundred feet of water would be left in Lemau's

chalice when every drop of salt water had been drained from the Baltic; the sea

would have become dry land, studded with lakes, joined by a mighty river. It

is certain to be reduced to such a stream, unless in the course of the centuries

something arrests the progress of the alluvia. We christen this river in advance

1 Meau depth, 220 feet.
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the Saint Lawrence of Europe. The formation of the deposits is much iini>efle<l now,

owing to the numerous hikes in which tlie streams of Sweden, Lapland, Finhmd,

Russia, and Prussia are jiurified ; so every granite basin wliicli is filling up in tiie

circuit drained by the Baltic is doing its part in delaying tlie time when in the far-off

a<;cs this sea shall be transfonnod into a river.

Climate.— Mountains and Snows. — Scandinavia embraces about 300,000 square

miles of surface,* and contains a poi)ulation estimated at 6,775,000, or less than

2i5 persons to the square mile. What is this extraordin.ary dearth of inhabitants due

to ? To the m.ass of mountains, the magnitude of the lofty plateaus, the extent of

the lakes and swamps, and also to the severity of the climate. Situated in the ex-

treme north of Eurojie, this peninsula extends far beyond the Arctic Circle, within

which it possesses fully 60,000 square miles, while on the south it does not reach even

the 55th parallel. We call the climate of the country about Christiania, in Norway,

and along the Goth.a, in Sweden, temperate ; but, in order to flatter these regions

thus, we must forget that on the Mediterranean, in Europe, there is a warm, sunlit,

flowery, fragrant coast whose climate bears this same title of tem]>erate ; a coast

which is surely gilded by another sky th.an that from which so much snow falls on

the icy forests of Scandinavia.

Mountains, which give tlie peninsula a mean elevation of 1404 feet, extend over

two-thirds of its surface. The Alps of France, Italy, Switzerlai.d, Germ.any, and

Austria, combined, comprise less than half the area of the Swedish and Norwegian

masses. The latter have a length of 1136 miles, while the distance from Nice to

Vienna, measured along the arc of the circle described by the Alps, is less than 750

miles ; the Scandinavian mountains embrace 202,000 square miles ; that is, as much

as the Alps, the Pyrenees, the mountains of central France, and the Apennines

iniited. And these Lang Fjelde, this Dovre Fjeld, these Kjolen, — all this boundless

world of esear])ments and convexities, instead of being rent in peaks that tower into

the skies, stretches out in dismal undulations, in plains that are jiolar owing to their ele-

vation, in n.aked wastes, puny forests, limitless snow-fields .and glaciers, some of which,

on the north, descend to the very shore of the Norwegian sea. There are in this

<louble kingdom of Norge and St^erige 7050 square miles of persistent snows, or

sixty-live times the extent of the glaciers of Mont Blanc.

It is in Norway that the Seandin.avian snow-masses are most iiunuM'ous and most

vast. They are the largest in Em-ope, outside of Iceland, and they are far greater

than tliosc of Switzerland and the Tyrol. The most celebrated, the Ju.stedalsbrae,

north-east of Bergen, crowns a jjlateau 56 miles long, supported by the cliffs which

1 Scandinavia.

Arisa in sq. miles. Population.

Sweden

Norway

Total

173,974

125,651

4.774,409

1,990,000

299,025 6,774,409

The areas given here are from Strelbitsky's Superficie de VEitrnpe ; the population of .Sweden is

taken from otlicial reports for Dec, 1889, that of Norway is the estimate for Dec, 1888, adopted by Drs.

Wagner and Supau iu their recent compilations of population statistics. Norway census, 1891, 1,999,176.
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l)oiiiifl the narrow horizon ofSosjjne Fjord on the north; it contains 350 squaro

miles;' from its cohl, pure substance it feeds glaciers, some of whieli descend ahnost

to the water's edge; one of them reaches a point only 426 feet above sea-level.

Nearer Bergen than is the Justedalsbrae, south-east of this city, the Folgefon, fastened

to its mountain by the tentacles of Ilardanger Fjord, spreads out in a white desert of

108 square miles, at an altitude of 4500-5000 feet. In the north of the country, the

Store IJorge F'jeld bears on its shoulders a snow-mass of 147 square miles ; and

farther on, under the jiolar circle, the Svartisen, or Black Snow, 40 miles long, at an

elevation of 3000-4000 feet, has an area of 270 square miles.

From east to west, or, more accurately, from south-east to north-west, Scandinavia

rises imperceptibly, and then jjJunges suddenly into the ocean, so that this rugged

peninsula has been compared to a colossal wave, congealed at the moment of break-

ing its volute : the long, upward slope of the wave is Sweden ; its crest and stee]) de-

clivity form Norway.

No summit rising from the dreary expanse of the viddene, or wastes, from the

heder, or heaths, from the Jjeldene, or snow-masses, from the braei; or glaciers, attains

an altitude of 13,000-15,000 feet, as in the Alps, nor even of 10,000. The loftiest of

all are: Ymes Fjeld, or Galdhoppigen, in the Jotun Fjelde (Mountains of the Giants),

8400 feet high; Snaehaetten, in the Dovre Fjeld (Dofrines), 75G6 feet; Stditjelma, in

the Kjolen, tilGS feet. This last is within the Arctic Circle, in the realm of the Lapp

and the reindeer.

Fiords, Rivers, Lakes, and Water-falls.— Rivers, all far larger than we should

ex])ect on account of the shortness of their courses and the limited area of their

basins, and torrents often blackened by peat or stained red by iron, bear down to the

sea the tribute of the snow-masses, glaciers, and lakes. Calm, sluggish streams, or

chafing torrents, flow into the Baltic, on the east, into the Danish sea, on the south,

and into the Norwegian fiords, on the west. The fiords are the triuiiijih of the wild

nature of the north. At their entrance is the living sea, with its flood and ebb, its

lull, its bluster, and its tempests. In their deep recesses the waves are stiffened with

ice; for these solemn clefts open between mountains that rise 3000, 4000, and even

5250 feet (in the Il.ardanger Fjord), and the mountains are not always too steep to

.aff(n-d here and there a bed for glaciers and asperities for the snow.

From the neoh and the ice w.ater-falls descend at an altitude of several hundred

feet, sometimes of several hundred yards. They are shattered on waters which often

sur])ass in depth the height of the fall; for in many a fiord it is 2600 feet from

the level of the sea to the bottom of the abyss; in soundings in the Sogne Fjord the

plummet failed to touch bottom even at a depth of 4080 feet. These estuaries are

so numerous, some penetrate so far and with so many ramifications into the interior

of the laiul, that Norway has a coast-line of 12,500 miles, including the channels of

the islands, instead of the 1190 miles tliat it would have but for the indentations.

Among these anfractuosities, the shades of which are never wholly dispersed even by

the mid-day sun, the Bukken Fjord and the Lyse Fjord deserve mention ; both are near

Stavanger, in southern Norway. They are long constricted fissures in cliffs 3300 feet

high, with a depth equalling or exceeding the breadth of their narrow passes.

The Scandinavian rivers, more especially the Swedish, delight to repose in lakes.

Many of these sheets are very beautiful, and some of them are very large. Lake

1 Professor H. Jtolin, of the Meteorological Institute, Christiania, gives tlie area of the Justedals-

bras as 580 square miles. — Ed.
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Weniier (2150 sq. m.) receives the chariniiig Klar Elf; Lake Wenner gathers

the tribute of 18,000 square miles of Swedish or Norwegian ten-itory,— that is, of

2000 square miles more than the total area of Switzerland. Its surface is more than

ten times that of the Lake of Geneva ; but it is only one-fourtli as deep. Its Jvhone

is the Gotha, which carries an average of 18,470 cubic feet of water per second.

Lake Wetter (733 sq. m.), 413 feet deep, feeds the beautiful Motala, the river

which sui>plies the factories of the Scandinavian Manchester, Xorrkjoping. Lake

Malar (449 sq. m,) is 194 feet deep. This is the Lake of Stockholm ; 8420

square miles are drained by it. Lake Mjosen is unrivalled in Norway. It is (50

miles long, witli a surface-area of 140 square miles, and a depth of 1483 feet. Its

bed is 1083 feet below sea-level ; its outlet flows into tiie Glommen. The total area

of the Swedish lakes is estimated .at 14,009 square miles, and that of the Norwegian

lakes at 3951 ; in all, 17,960 square miles, or fully a sixteenth of Scandinavia.

These rivers, which ex])ire so willingly in the passive Lemans, are noisy, angry

torrents, leaping in terrific cataracts from lake to lake, or from lake to sea. In

Sweden the fall of Njuommelsaska, on the Lulea, is 262 feet ; that of Elf Karleby, on

the Dal, near where it enters the sea, is 49 feet, and the volume of water is immense,

the Dal being one of the princijial streams of Scandinavia. The Trollhattan clears

108 feet in three leaps of the river Giitlia.

The Norwegian cataracts are far grander than the Swedish. Hei-e, it is a ribbon

of water 2000 feet long, floating with the wind, and the snow-born torrent appears to

drop from heaven as it falls in rain-dust on the rocks of an am])hitheatre, the surface

of a lake, or the waters of a flord ; there, a river buries itself in a gulf so deep that

one descends into it at the peril of his life, only to feel in the abyss his own nothing-

ness, beneath a wild u]>roar that seems to betoken the downfall of nature. It is thus

that the Maan plunges 804 feet by the Ujukaudfos,' in its course between Lake Mjos
anil the steep-banked Tyn. The river Tysso, in its rugged route toward the ITar-

danger Fjord, precipitates* itself 525 feet by the Tyssostrengene and the Ringedals-

fos; the Bjoreia, a sub-aflluent of this same Ilardanger Fjord, descends 474 feet in

the famous Voringfos. In other places, the water clears but a few yards, and is

immediately imprisoned again between its rocks. But even then it is sometimes
a Rhine that falls; for many a Norwegian stream, with its short course and con-

tracted basin, carries a very large volume of water, derived from the snow-covered
jilateaus and from the lakes. Among water-falls of this latter class (they .are not

the least attractive), that of Sarpsfos breaks the Glommen River, making a jilunge of

69 feet. The river (354 miles long), the most important one in all Scandinavia, dis-

charges an average of more than 28,000 cubic feet per second,— 4400 at low water
and 140,000 in the greatest floods.

If we except a few valleys of southern Norway and southern Sweden, where
the soil possesses some fertility, and where the climate has a certain degree of mild-

ness, almost everything in both countries which is not snow, nor ice, nor lake, nor
swamj), nor j)eat-))og, nor barren, waste plateau, nor precipice, pei'tains to the Skog

;

that is, to the great forest, or, at least, to what was once wooded land, but which is

now too often no longer such. The Scandinavians are assiduously and insolently

felling the trees, regardless of the future. They will be jtunished in their posterity;

for it woidd require a hundred years in their cold clime to create from their hard

' Fot, in Danish, signifies water-fall. Danish words can very properly he employed to designate
Norwegian objects ; for the official and literary language of Norway is Danish.
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soil trees like those whieli they are cutting down. Beauty will be turned into ugli-

ness, and wealtli into poverty. The water-falls are accomplices in this brutal work.

Along the banks or near the abyss of the cataract, at the TroUhattan, at the Sarpsfos,

in a hundred other localities, are enormous factories, board enclosures, huts piled

one above another, and hanging sheds. These resound with the gnashing of saws,

in the foam of a torrent that would roar with its own fall if the Xorthuien had not

deflected it from its path to the abyss, above the first rapids of the e/f, or eh\ And
numberless trees enter these saw-mills, to be converted into logs, beams, planks, and

sawdust. Thus, the cataracts are diminished by the seizure of the waters, defaced

by wood structures and machinery, and profaned by the bustle of man ; and the

blind force stolen from them is hastening the destruction of the forests.

Sweden and the Swedes. — In Sweden there are 4,774,000 inhabitants, on 174,000

square miles, or 27 persons to each square mile. The nation is growing, and it would

increase much more rapidly if it were not for an incessant enugration to the United

States. ,The single year of 1888 witnessed the departure of 50,000 men. Nearly

all of these Swedes choose that part of the United States whicli most closely resem-

bles Scandinavia. They make their homes largely in ^lichigan, Wisconsin, and

Minnesota. Otliers, though in much smaller numbers, accompanied by Danes and

Norwegians, settle among the Mormons, on the high plateau of Utah. Of all Euro-

peans, the bilingual nation of the rugged peninsula is, with the Danish, tlie one which

furnishes the greatest number of proselytes to the religion of the modern jiolygamists.

The forests proper occupy about (57,500 square miles, the lakes more than 14,000,

the meadow lands 10,400, and the gardens and cultivated tracts 5800 ; some 73,000

square miles, then, remain for wastes, heaths, swamp-moss, and sinister woods. Fruit-

trees, gardens, ploughed fields, and meadows constitute the competency of j)eninsiUar

Sweden, that is, of the portion comprised between the Skager-Rack, the Cattegat, the

Sound, the Baltic, and a line traced from Christiania to Stockholm ; the greater heat

of the sun, the less frequent rains, the genial temperature of the sea, and the broad

sheets of calm water,— those reservoirs of warmth and moisture,— give soutlieru

Sweden something of the aspect of western France (except for the lack of lakes in the

latter) ; and in certain quarters the population of the jjeninsula is as dense as that of

France. But north of Stockholm we find half-desert districts and then deserts, in

measure as, advancing northward through regions rich in iron mines, we pass the Dai,

the Ljusne, the Ljungan, the Indals, the Angerman, the Umea. the Skelleftea, tlie

Pitea, the Lulea, the Kalix, and the Tornea; these elfour oi 5000, 7000 to 9000 cubic

feet per second are torrents and lakes in turn. But for the scantinesss of the rainfall

the streams of Sweden would have a much gi-eater volume, for the rocky bed absorbs

none of the waters, the skies are too chill to evaporate tliem, and they are fed from

vast reservoirs. The annual rainfall is only 16 inches (in the north) to about 27^

inches (in the south).

The Swedes are fair and tall ; their language, which is allied to the German, woui<l

be by far the most beautiful of the Germanic dialects if distant Iceland had not pi-e.

served her old Norse tongue. The Swedish combines stately sonorousness, strength,

richness, plasticitj', and jioetic grandeur. Outside of Sweden it is spoken on the coast

of Finland. Not only is Sweden attached to Finland by historic memories and the

survival of the speech which she carried thither, but in -winter she is joined to this

former dependency by a material bond. The shallow, nearly fresh sea which sepa-

rates the two countries is sometimes frozen from shore to shore, for many months in
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succession, with iee strong enough to bear the convoys and sledges from Sweden to

the Russian archipelagoes of Aland and Abo, and from there to the coast which is

now a holding of the Czar of all the Kussias.

Lutheranism, a form of Protestantism, prevails almost exclusively in Sweden.

Only two Swedish towns contain over 100,000 inhabitants ; one is Stockholm,

the capital, a city of 243..500 souls. Like Venice, it is a city of the watere. The

sun of the south is wanting here, as well as famous monuments, poetic renown, the

souvenirs of a glorious history, and the melancholy shadow of lost fame ; but Stock-

liolm is not built like the queen of the Adriatic on malodorous, stagnant lagoons,

facing a low coast; it mirrors itself, in the presence of forests, in the clear waters

of Lake Malar, which encloses thirteen hundred islands.

Gothenburg (103,000), a busy port, on the Cattegat, derives its name from the

arm of Giitha, along whose embouchure it lies.

Upsala (22,000) and Lund (15,000) are the two university cities.

Norway and the Norwegians. — Including the -wastes, moors, fiords, chasms, and

forests, Xorwav covers some 125,000 square miles.; tlie population sc.ircely reaches

•2 millions, making an average of about 16 persons to the square mile. It is the

most sparsely ])eopled coimtry of Europe. Towns are rare, and the traveller often

journeys for leagues without seeing one. They are all built of wood. Of Norway's

125,000 scjuare miles of territory, 24,700 consist of woods strangely interspersed

with crags, lakes, glades, and elevated pasture-grounds ; 4500, of meadows ; 1550, of

aral)le soil (the latter number augmented .annually by 12 square miles, at the ex-

]iense of the grass-lands) ; the lakes occupy a little over 3900 square miles, .ind all the

rest is rock, snow, and wilderness. It is evident that the Norwegians can utilize

only a very sm.all part of their land surface. The sea, however, bieaks on count-

less reefs at their gates, the fiords are everywhere, and both fiords and sea are

stocked with inexhaustible supjdies of fish ; so it happens that, out of 2 million Norwe-

gians, 1,200,000 dwell .along the shores; one half of these are on the sea-coast itself,

and the other half on the estuaries and in the islands.

The climate of Norway is milder than that of Sweden .at e(iual altitudes and in the

saifte latitudes. This difference is due to the more abundant rains of the former

country. The mean annu.al rainfall of Norway ranges from 20 inches (in the south)

to 92 (in the north); but the variation between the two extremes is much greater,

some of the enclosed )ilateaus receiving only 14 inches, while on certain fiords and

tributary fiords at the base of the .Iiistedalsbrae the fall is 108 inches. The mean

anmial temperature of Lister, the warmest section of the country, in the extreme

south, is 45.3° F.

In 1665, Norway had only 460,000 inhabitants; in 1769, they numbered 730,000,

and at the beginning of the present century 88.5,000; the population has, thei-efore,

more than doubled in eighty years, yet emigration is now affecting it. In two years,

35,000 persons have embarked from this country for the United States.

For centuries Norw.ay was united to Denm.ark; but since 1S14 it has been asso-

ciated with Sweden. The Norwegians are tall, and nearly .all blue-eyed .and fair-h.aired.

Like their Danish brothers, they overran the world for long generations, skimming

the seas in bold barks, plundering the coasts and the banks of the streams pour
guaigner, as they said in the French of those d.ays, th.at is, in the language adopted

by that most fortunate of their bands, the one which gained Normandy, England,

.and Sicily. Another band discovered Iceland, and later reached America. The Land
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of tlic Xorthmon no longer sends out her during sons to tlie conquest of the world.

She covers the seas with mariners, she exports her woods and tliose of Sweden to all

quarters of the glohe, and for her share in colonization she is aiding in the peopling

of the American Great West — Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.

The Norwegians profess Lutheranisin. Tiieir written language, the language of

assend)!ies and of society, is the Danish; this is the most corru])ted of the Scandi-

navian tongues. The use of Danish is due to the long supremacy of Denmark over

Tyfes ami Com'umks of Lapland.

Norway. But, side by .side with the Danisli of literature, of the newsjiapers, and of

public meetings, scores of dialects exist, which differ but little from one another, since

they are all legitimate descendants of the .ancient Norse.

Norw.ay contains only one town of 100,000 inhabitants. Christiania (150,000),'

the capital and principal jMjrt, is situated at the extremity of an elongated fiord,

in the most favored part of the country; it is in the south, near the Glommen,

the largest Norwcsfian river, and not far from the beautiful Lake Mjosen. The fiord

is said to be very charming.

Lapland and the Lapps.— Lapland is the north of Sweden and Norway, and also of

I The city limits of Cliristiaiiia were extended in 1878. The poimUitioii in .January. 1891, was

150,444. — Er>.
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Finland. The inhabitants are composed of Scandinavians, wliose numbers are con-

stantly increasintr, and Lai)i>s, who, according to some ethnograj-hers, are of Finiii(r

ori<riii, and acconling to others, of Mongolian ; in any event, they speak a Finnic

ton'sue, which is clearly related to that of the Mordvinians of Russia. On a territory

of 150,000 square miles", there are scarcely 31,000 men. The Lapps are y<'llovv-skinne(l,

with black hair, scanty beards, protruding cheek-bones, and small eyes, dulled by the

glitter of the snow and reddened by the pungency of smoke ; they are very uncleaidy

in their persons; they have passed for a long time as the most diminutive race of

mankind; still, although many of them are not over four and a half feet tall,

those of five feet and more are not extremely rare. Some of them fish in the fionls,

lakes, and torrents; others live, with their reindeer, in the dej.ths of forests that are

half buried in snow during many months each year ; these sombre woods are coin-

jiosed of birches, alders, juniper-trees, and willows; they are interspersed with peat-

Ux's and tracts of yellow and reddish lichens. Wretched is the life of these

stunted children of the north, grappling with the snow in winter, and defending

themselves from the mosquitoes in summer. When the milder weather has loosed

the torrents, unsealed the lakes, set the cataracts in motion, and dissolved the icy

pavement of the swamps, gnats and other winged darts buzz by millions upon mill-

ions in the dried-up fens. At this season the Lai)p besmears his face with fat,

or flees with his reindeer to other moss-fields, on which the herd can feed. These

movements are nothing short of emigrations ; for no family lives well without some

hundreds of reindeer, and a rich man often owns more than two thousand.

The Lapp does not confine his rovings to Scandinavia along with the Norwe-

gians and Swedes. We encounter him in Russia, west of the White Sea, mixed with

Finlanders, Scandin.avians, and Slavs. He is everywhere insensibly jKissing from

the nomad to the settled state; everywhere he is falling back before the stronger

races that come to dispute with him the j)ossession of his fish and his bits of meadow-

land, even under the long shadows of the polar night ; but if these people are retreat-

ing or are being absorbed, they are by no means disappearing. At the end

of the last century there were less than 10,000 of them, w-hile to-day, includ-

ing Lapps and the men of mixed blood, they number more than 30,000. They call

their country Sameaiukt, their language /Samegierl, and themselves they name iSame-

lats. In former times, this diminutive race roamed over the Scandinavian peninsula,

Finland, Denmark, and as far as northern Gennanv.

Islands. — dland, Gottland, the " Slyaergaard."— Oland and Gottland belong to

Sweden ; the " skjaergaard " (fence of skerries) forms a part of Norway.
Oland (519 sq. m.) lies in the Baltic, o]i))osite Kalmar, and very near the

coast. The inhabitants dejiend for support as much on the sea as on the barren,

limestone soil. The island is very narrow, but is 80 miles in length, ai\d has a popu-

lation of nearly 45,000.

Gottland (1203 sq. m.), farther out to sea, rises 50 miles from the shore and attains

a height of about 200 feet. Its surface is limestone, like that of Oland. Its 52,000 in-

habitants dwell on a naked tract, once covered by a mighty forest; the woods, which
formerly overspread the entire island, lured hither the vapors, and more streams
were despatched to the little lakes than these lakes receive to-day. The capital,

Wisby, is a town of antique appearance.

The "skjaergaard" (8450 sq. m.) is the net-work of confused, mountainous,
rain-swept, seamed, and imjiosing islands serving as a breakwater to western Nor-
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wny, and extending from tlie warm waters of the Skager-Rack to the Nortli Ca])e

;

it is a labyrintli of islands, a maze of fiords, currents, counter-currents, and maelsti'onis .

(if we can ai»])ly this general term to the thundering conflicts of rock and wave).

I'eaks, the loftiest of which attains an altitude of 4.-i00 feet, exceedingly narrow,

blade-like ridges, and meadows, make up the surface of this girdle of skerries ; on the

smallest cove there are hamlets of fishermen and seamen ; 1250,(100 men, an eighth of

tlie Norwegians, occupy the "skjaergaard "
: lltiO islands are inhabited.

The Lofotens (2247 sq. m.; pop. 35,000) form the jjrincipal grouii of islands, islets,

and reefs of the whole "skjaergaard." They possess its loftiest mountain, wliich rises

from Ilindoen (8G4 sq. m.); Iliudoen is the largest island in this powerful though

much broken dike. Notwithstanding the narrowness of the channels, but for

which they would form a j)art of the mainland, it is less than a hundred years

since the Lofotens entered the concert eurojjeen ; even as late as the close of the

wars of the Republic and the Empire, their inhabitants, it is .said, still armed them-

selves with the bow and arrow, and yet many of the neighboring n.ations had been

skilled for three or four centuries in the use of j)owder and ball.

Spitzbergen and Franz-Josef Land.— Steering toward the jiole, from the Lajijiish

fiords of Scandinavia and l{ussia, we reach a treeless, verdureless archipelago, desti-

tute of streams, springs, inhabitants, and I'ulers. This archipelago is Spitzbergen, or

the " Pointed Mountain." It derives this Dutch name from its sharp peaks, the high-

est of which does not apparently surpass 5000 feet. These peaks, of gneiss, granite,

limestone, and volcanic rocks, rise dusky and black against the whiteness of the

neves; huge glacier.s, springing froni these neves, descend to the coast and fall, block

by block, into the .sea, whose warmth undermines their jutting masses; with their

heavy pavement they cover valleys that will never be explored ; above 1300, 1600, or

2000 feet, according to the locdities, the ground is not visible at any season of the

year ; it is in vain that the sun darts his rays, during days four months in length, on

the seas of ice; he lights them up, warms them, and moistens them, he animates them

with the noise of dripping waters, he even evokes cataracts from them, but he never

wholly dissolves all this compact winter. How could he, between the TGth and 80th

degrees of latitude, 600-900 miles from the pole, in a climate having an annual mean

of 15° to 18° F., where there is ice sometimes in June and even in July, for the mer-

cury in those months has been known to fall to 14°. And it has never been known to

rise above 60°

!

The Dutch were the first to anchor off the islamls of this archipelago, which, it is

estimated, contains 35,000 square miles. The surrounding sea at that time swarmed
with whales, but their nmnber has since been greatly diminished by the fishermen's

harpoons; then multitudes of seals, of walruses with their cruel teeth, thronged these

waters, but to-day they too have nearly disappeared ; now, it is the Norwegians and
the Russians rather than the Netherlanders, the English and the Germans who come
to chase the sea-cow in the neighborhood of Spitzbergen.

The white bear, the reindeer, the polar fox, the hare that no hunter ever terrifies,

— these constitute the inhabitants of the Pointed 3Iountain.

It is sup))osei] that no land emerges from the sea north of Spitzbergen in the direc-

tion of the pole ; but some hundreds of miles to the north-east, Franz-Josef Land,

recently discovered, lifts its basaltic rocks and its mountains, — one of which
has an elevation of 5020 feet,'— above a glacial ocean, north of the 80th parallel.

1 The Riclitliofen.
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Aside from the reindeer, which is not found here, the ishiiids and seas of Franz-Josef

Land ])ossoss the animals of Spitzbergen, namely, the polar fox, the hare, tlic white

bear, the seal ; and, on the eliffs along the shores, as in Spitzbergen, the " skjaer-

gaard," the Orkneys, and the Shetlands, millions of sea-birds lay their eggs and hatch

and broo<l their young; the different s))ecies croak in dense flocks, each over its own
rocky shelf ; and the males, screaming with rai^ture or wrath, plunge with mighty

wing-strokes into the billows to fish for the sustenance of the mother-birds.

DENMARK.
Denmark lies south of Sweden and Norway, and is, like them, a Scandinavian coun-

try. It contains 2,185,159 inhabitants, on an area of 14,124 square miles,^ that is, 155

persons to the square mile. One third of Denmark is composed of somewhat fertile

islands ; the other two thirds is comprised in a less fruitful, slender peninsula.

Danish Islands. — Zealand, consisting of chalky roc^k, embraces about 2900 square

miles. This island, the heart of Denmark, the cajiital of which it bears, is deeply in-

dented on the north by Ise Fjord, and looks out on the Sound or Oeresund, an arm of

the sea uniting the Cattegat to the Baltic. This passage, separating Denmark from

Norway, is only 2 J miles broad in the narrowest jiortion, before Elsinore, and its

depth is slight ; if the salt water should lower 65 feet, the Danish island would become

Swedish territory. None of its elevations are above 330 feet ; it has beautiful beech

forests, graceful glens, greensward, castles, villas, and superb views of the sea, of the

D.anish archipeLago, and of Sweden. Moen, Falster, and Laaland, now independent

islands, were once a part of Zealand.

Moen (93 sq. m.), a summer resort, with precipitous cliffs, points with pride to its

hills of 500 feet, which seem to the lowland Danes like Himalayas.

Falster (207 sq. )n.) has a low surf.ace.

Laaland, wholly destitute of relief, covers 460 square miles.

Far away to the east of these four islands, between the point of Sweden and the

stiff, straight coast of Pomerania, Bornholm rises out of the Baltic. In other times it

possessed much more than its present area of 225 square miles, but the waves have

eroded it, and wo can still see beneath the water near the shores a few remnants of its

rock and forests. It is regularly shaped, in the form of a j)arallelogram, and con-

sists of sandstones, schists, aiul granites, covered with woods and heaths.

On the west, on the other side of the Great Belt, FUnen (1320 sq. m.) in past

ages constituted a part of the Danish peninsula which we call Jutland. The two

lands are sejjarated to-day by a strait encumbered with sand-baidvs ; this ])assage,

called the Little Belt, is only 700 yards wide in the narrowest portion. Fttnen is a

charming region, with delightful hill-slopes, meadows, and beech woods. The atten-

dant islands of Langeland (110 sq. m.), Taasinge, and Aeroe, were once one .and the

same land with Fiiiien.

Jutland.— Schleswig-Holstein. — Jutland, the ancient Chersonesus Cimbrica, em-

bracing in all 9752 square miles, forms the northern termination of the Germane-

Danish peninsula. The southern half of the peninsula, Schleswig-Holstein, only

1 These are the otHoial 6gures from the last census, 1890. — Ed.
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recently a dependency of Denmark, has belonged to Prussia since the annexation which

hrought to Germany, along with "German-speaking brothers," more than one liundred

fift V thousand men ' speaking nothing but Danish. In precipitately seizing'^ this " land

interlaced with the sea," this "great bulwark of German customs,"— to quote the

words of a famous song,— Prussia obliterated; as it were, the peninsula which se])a-

rated her Baltic shores from her Xorth Sea coasts, for Schleswig-Ifolsteiu, low, and

deeply indented on both sides, offers an easy way for ship-canals. Before Denmark

was thus summarily diminished by the violence of man, her domains were insensibly

narrowing by the action of the waves. In something over six hundred years (since

1'240), the billows have wrested from her soil, including Schleswig-IIolstein, more than

1150 square miles.

Jutland has fiords like Norway, — the Liim Fjord, for example, which covers 450

square miles, and stretches, with one expansion after another, from the North Sea to

the Cattegat. But these inlets are fiords in nothing but name ; the sea is wanting, as

well as steep shores, mountains, snow-masses, glaciers, and cataracts. The fertile

districts of Jutland lie in the east, above the Cattegat and the Belt, among the chalk

hills, around Eiersl)avnehoi (590 feet), and ITimmelberg (564 feet), the two giants

of Denmark. The mean altitude of this country scarcely surpasses 115 feet.

The Danes.— It was from the Jutland Peninsula and especially from the low-

l.mds of southern Schleswig, that the Angles emanated, the peoi)le whose name has

become that of England and the English, although the vast majority of Albion's

children are certainly descended from other ancestors than those whom a handful of

adventurers could furnish. As for the Saxons, who likewise contributed to the form-

ation of the English nation, they were near neighbors of the Angles, and dwelt along

the lower Elbe.

The Danes are Scandinavians, inixe<l in early times with Finns and Celts,— whom

they encountered in the islands and in Jutland,— and penetrated later by Saxon,

Friesic, and Dutch elements. They resemble the other Scandinavians in their calm

energy, their integrity, their love of family, their taste for study, and u leaning

toward mystical ideas. They are very patriotic, and they rely for the safety of their

small and much menaced country on a close alliance with their Norwegian and

Swedish brothers.

Their language is not as beautiful nor as sonorous as the Swedish ; but it ]ios-

sesses a fine literature. It is also the political, literary, and social tongue of 2 million

' According to the Gcrin.ins, 140,000 to l.W.OOO; according to tlie Danes, UOO,UO0.

• Tliis seizure was made ill ISIU, after (lie death of Kredericli VII , the last king of tlie liouse of

Oldenburg. On tlie accession of Frederick \U., in 184,S, tlie Schleswig-Holsteiners revolted, and the

national assembly of Germany determined upon the incorporation of Schleswig. In pursuance of this pro.

ject, I'oissia sent armed forces into the duchies, but these were completely routed by the Danes. A
treaty of peace was conchideil with Prussia in 18.jO, by which the latter agreed that the duchies should

be left to their own fate; the Schlcswig-ITolsteiners were soon subdued by the Danish troops. Foresee-

ing that the male line would probably become extinct in King Frederick, representatives of England,

France, Austria, Kussia, Prussia, and Sweden met at London in IS.V2, and signed a treaty relative to the

succession. According to the protocol, in case of default of male issue in the direct line of Frederick

VTT., the crown wivs to pass to Prince Christian of Gliicksburg. On the death of Frederick VII., Prince

Christian was proclaimed king as Christian IX.. but the Duke of Augustenburg laid claim to the throne,

and his [iretensions were supported by Prussia. .Vustria, and other German states. Denmark appealed

to England and Prance for aid. Construing the rejily received from these [lowers as encouragement, it

declared war against Germany in 18(14. The Danes found out all too late that England and France )iad

no idea of aiding them. They made a brave figlit to prevent the dismemlx-rnient of their kingdom, but

were compelled, in order to save themselves from annihilation, to accept the terms of the Peace of

Vienna, which reduced their domain to its present narrow limits. — Ei>.
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Norwegians, and t lie national speech of the 150,000 Danes of northern Schleswig, as

well as of the lo,(>0() Fiirbe Islanders ; lastly, it is the language of some 10,000

whites and Eskimo half-breeds on the shores of Greenland., There are, then, above

4 million men in the world who make use of Danish. Put with these the 5,000.000

Swedes of Sweden and Finland, and the 69,000 Icelanders, and we liave 9^ million

Scandinavians, without counting those of North America.

These Northmen, who were the lir.st discoverers of America, are very numerous
in the New Wprld. The United States census of 1880 returned 194,000 Swedes.

182,000 Norwegians, and 64.000 Danes. These figures do not include the sons and
grandsons of emigrants born on American soil. During the eight years which fol-

lowed this enumeration, not less than 558,000 more arrived. So that we may estimate

the present number of Scandinavians settled in the United States at fully a million ;

they have 700 churches, numerous primary schools, 5 seminaries. 6 Presbyterian

synods, and 20 or 25 newspapers in their different tongues. But in the United States

and Canada ancient .ind rustic Scandinavia will not be perpetuated. A few family

names, changed and transmuted by English lips, will remain, and a few names of

towns. Verba et voces ! What other trace is left of the Northmen in Normandy ?

About one hundred fifty names of localities are evidently Danish in this land,

which was conquered and held by these men of the North. And that is all

!

The capital of Denmark. Copenhagen, has a population of 312.000 ; or .359,000,

including Frederiksborg and other suburbs. The city is disproportioned to the rest

of tlie country ; for it contains more than one sixth of the Danes. It lies on the

sound, nearly opposite the Swedish town of Malmo.

Iceland. — At nine liundred to thirteen hundred miles from Copenhagen, a fourth

Scandinavian j)eo])le inhabits an isolated island near the polar circle. This island,

a dependency of Denmark, lies between Europe and America, on the bosom of a sea

where the waves of the Atlantic and those of the Arctic meet. The French have

imjjortant fisheries in these waters. They send thither yearly, chiefly from Dunkirk

and Brittany, 250 ships, manned by 4500 fisliennen.

Iceland is two or three times nearer to the frozen coasts of Greenland than

to the foggy fiords of Scotland ; but it is in reality a prolongation of Great Britain,

and, consequently, of Europe, resting, as it does, on the same subm.arine ])ede8tal

of rocks.

Ships from Copenhagen to Iceland touch at the Faroes (515 sq. m.), a Dan-

ish archipelago, on which Slattaretind, the culminating point, has an elevation of

2755 feet. On these volcanic islands, which rise in superb b.isaltic cliffs, barley,

the only cereal that can be grown, does not ripen oftener than one year out of

three. However, the lakes do not freeze. Tlie sea, which is very warm for the

latitude, tempers the climate to such a degree that the winter mean is scarcely

lower than fit Constantinojde, although the city of the Sublime Sultan is not as

f.ar north of the 40th jiarallel as the Faroes .are of the 60th. What they Lack

is the glowing warmth of fogless valleys. Their 13,000 inhabitants sjieak the Danish

language. Their capital is the gloomy Tliorshavn, which has 31.3 rainy or cloudy

days every year.

Iceland (39,693 sq. ni.) bears a Scandinavian name, which signifies Land of Ice.

This name is well merited ; for glaciers, .and, more extensively still, snow-masses,

cover m.any of the plateaus .and many of the v.alleys. One of the first iiavigatora

who exjilored it had, with equal wisdom, called it Snaeland, or the Country of
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Snows; but the most suitable name woukl have been Hrmmland, or the Country

of Lavas, sinee a very great part of the primitive soil has ilisai)])eared under the

matter ejected from theAolcanoes. All that the snow-masses conceal of the plateau,

1000 to 2150 feet high, which constitutes Iceland, all that lies under the white man-

tle of the juMiir,^ consists almost wholly of lava, basaltic rocks, ])umice stone, and

drv ashes ; sterile because the water disappears in the incoherent mass.

"Icelandic Volcanoes, Vast Lava Tracts; the Vatnajbkull.— There are still active

volcanoes in Iceland, the terror and scourge of the land. They fill up valleys with

'.heir frightful bclchings, stop up lakes, and effectually hide rivers. Sometimes boil-

,^}54.*»Cr^

Betkjavik.

ing streams rush from their jaws, as in 1766, after an eruption of Hecla, and these

torrents, swollen by the snows which they melt in their course, expand into inunda-

tions which would be fatal if there were any towns in the intei-ior, but there are few

inhabitants except on the coast, and these are ])rincipally in the west.

The most famous of the volcanoes, Hecla (5085 feet), has done less harm to Iceland

than several of its neighbors ; there are, however, in its history a score of crises, some
of tliem terrible. The Skaptar is more to be dreaded ; after the eruption of 1783, the

poisonous sulphur fumes, the showers of ashes, the famine and pestilence which fol-

lowed the disaster, carried off 9336 inhabitants from this land, which now has a popu-

latiou of only 69,000 souls, and never contained much over 100,000. The moun-

' riural of Jiikiill, snowy mountains, wliicli sprcail out .'is iilatcans.
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tain, at tliat time, ejected 654 billion cubic yards of rock.' Krafla and Lechrunkur

(Leirhnukur) koj)t the waters of M/vatn (Midge Lake) boiling for a long time

around tlie burning lava with which they partially filled its basin. Katla or Kot-

lugja, the most southern vent of Iceland, is apparently extinct, and there is ice at the

bottom of its crater ;
yet about fifteen eruptions of Katla are known to history. Lastly,

under the snow of t?ie Vatnajokull slumber subglacial volcanoes, which now and then

awake ; when they are in activity, their smoking lava and blazing ashes melt masses

of ice, and prodigious torrents descend to the coast. The loftiest mountains of the

island, the mean altitude of which is estimated at 1542 feet, are Oroefa (6417 feet),

or Mount of Solitude, the Vatna (6U09 feet), and Snaefell (5984 feet) ;
= they face

the Vatnajtikuil or Klofajokull, a nei'i; of 3080 square miles, almost nine times the

extent of the Norwegian Justed alsbrae, which is the largest snow-mass of all

continental Europe. It is from the Yatnajokidl that the chief Icelandic river

fiows, the Jokulsa, rough and rajiid, and plunging at the Dettifoss over a basaltic

wall 200 feet high.

Icy Torrents.— Hot Springs. — The torrents springing from the jok-htr roW their

whitish floods of snow-water over lava channels whose banks are joined by no bridge;

the fording of these torrents is not without danger, for they are broad and turbulent,

often sloping in rapids, and often broken in catar.acts. Their waves are extremely

cold, although many almost boiling streams are poured into them, for Iceland is

par excellence the land of the laugar and hverar, or hot springs, of reykijur, or jets

of steam, and of geysers, or intermittent spouts of water suddenly hissing into the

air to the height of 50, 75, or 100 feet, and then falling back on the fiery fountain

which ejected them.

The hot or tepid streams, however numerous, all lose their heat in the frigid

waters, and tlie torrents of Iceland (where they are* not too much streaked with vol-

canic ashes) abound in trout and salmon,— those lovers of cool currents; more tlian

one of the vutii or lakes of their basins owes its existence to tlie volcanoes, to their

rivers of fire which have become stone dikes across the valleys; many another is

gradu.ally disapi>earing, filled up by tlie lava from some crater : the M/vatn, for exam-

ple, which lies in a sliallow cup, on the bosom of a gloomy waste, encircled by shores

where columns of vai)or rise from hot springs, and in an atmosphere infested by inos-

<|uitoes.

Decadence of Iceland.— In tlie historic era, and also in our own day, not only have

these volcanoes made and unmade lakes, they have likewise spread themselves out

over grazing slopes and arable valleys. In the early centuries of their existence the

1 According to Lyell, the largest amount of lava ever ejected from a volcano, in the historic period,

was discharged at this eruption. Two principal lava-streams flowed from the crater : one of them
was 50 miles long, from 12 to l.T miles hroad. and 100 feet deep ; the other was 40 miles long.

One feature of the eruptions in Iceland has been the immense amount of fine dust ejected. The
earliest historical eruption, that of 1104, is noted as the " sand-r.ain winter "

; the second, in 1 158, as the

"great diirkness," from the quantity of ashes ejected. In the eruption of Hecla referred to above

(ITtifi), a column of ashes rose into the air to the height of l(i,000 feet. Fine dust from the Skaptar erup-

tion of its:! fell in such quantities between the Orkney and Shetland archipelagoes that vessels p.assing

there required to have the deposit shovelled off the decks every morning. Tlie crops also failed that

season along the north coast of Caithness ((100 miles distant) on account of the quantity of volcanic

matter that fell on the soil ; the inhabitants there spe.ik to this day of the year of the " ashie." — Ei>.

2 Authorities differ considerably as to the altitudes of the principal Icelandic summits. The lieight

of Oroefa is variously given from 0241 feet to (USS, that of Suaefell from 4713 to C808, and that of Hecla

from ibM to 5085. — Ed.
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Icelanders were richer and more iiumerous than they are now; just what they have

lost ill soil and men we do not know, but it is certain that the island is less habitable

and less ]»)]niloiis than before the coiiqiR'sts of the lava and ashes over tillage and

pasturage. At jiresent, beyond the few sjiots on the sea-shore and in glens and valleys

where verdure is not wholly wanting, aside from birches 16 to 20 feet tall, or even

25 to 30,— remnants of forests that were once more extensive,— aside also from here

and there a willow, an ash, or a stunted sorb-tree, we encounter little in Iceland

except low mosses, peat-bogs, ashes, plains, and liillocks of black sand, myrar or

swamps, desolate lakes, volcanic ejections, and, in tliis dusky world lighted by the

volcano's lurid flames, the whiteness of limitless snows.

The Icelandei-s have for fuel only scattered shrubs, dried ])eat, the bones and

feathers of sea-birds, and the small amount of drift-wood brought to them by the

ocean ; menaced with death from starvation, they would perish from cold if they had

not their pe.at-bogs, and if Scandinavia did not send them fir-trees. An exceedingly

variable climate, prodigal, even at the end of spring, with its moist and cold winds,

snows and showers, hangs over the land of the jiiklar, making it dull and sombre

rather than icy; even here, near the North Pole,' the sea maintains its rights. Who
would think that the annual mean of Reykjavik was 39° F., or that of Akureyri 32°?

The Icelanders. — About the year 1250, Iceland, so history tells us, contained

more than 100,000 inhabitants, a number reduced to ,3<S,000 in 1786 ; the returns of

1888 gave the population as 69,200, or nearly 1.7 pprsons to the square mile. And
these 69,200 Icelanders are almost a burden to the mother-country ; finding it impos-

sible to be generous to her children, she is beginning to scatter them over North

America,— in Nova Scotia; in Canada; in Manitoba, on the shores of Lake Winni-

peg; in foggy .and frigid Alaska; and in the United States, whose boiling springs .and

huge water-jets are obliterating the ancient renown of the laugar, hverar, and geyser.s

of Iceland.

The Scandinavians who arrived in Iceland in the ninth and tenth centuries—
after 874— found there only a few Celtic monks, who had come from Scotland about

eighty years before. The Icelanders are descendants of those sea-roving Norwegian
pagans who fled to the island to esca)»e the des])otisin of Harold Fairhair," or the

religion of Christ, which had recently a])peared in Scandinavia. This is the least

mixed of the Scandinavian nations, all of which are comparatively pure. The Ice-

landers have ])reciously guarded the old tongue, which is universally pronounced to

be very beautiful, and which jios.sesses in its sagas a marvellous fountain of youthful

poetry. If these songs of the heroic age had come down to us under the name of a

man, that man would be tlie Homer of the north.

The Icelanders ]>rofess the Luther.an faith.

The capital, Reykjavik (pop. 3000), on a fiord of the western coast, derives

' The most northerly points of Iceland touch the ,\rctic Circle.
^ It was under this Harohl Fairhair that Norway became a united kingdom, about the end of the

ninth century. According to the commonly received story, in SCO, Harold succeeded his father as king
of a .small di.strict called Vestfjold, lying west of what is now Christiaiiia Fjord. He first gained a firm

j;rasp of hi.s father's domain.s, and then set out to subdue the rest of the country. The last battle was
tiercely fought near Stavangar, in the very centre of the region Trom which tlie Norwegian vikings made
most of their expeditions. Harold gained a complete victory, and hencefortli he held undisputed rule

over Norway. He made his tyranny felt by every chief and every man in the kingdom. Many of the

leading men sailed from Norway with their families and followers, and settled, some in Iceland, but
many more in the Scottish islands. — Ki>.
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its iiaine (Smoking Town) from llie va])ors which float over the warm springs

in the vicinity.

Jan-Mayen.— Far away to the nortli-east of Icehmd, on the thrcsliold of that

eternal ice wliich seems to shut us off forever from the i>ole, lies Jan-Mayen,
uninhabited, unowned ; Boerenberg, or Bear Mountain, rises there to the height of

5824 feet.

RUSSIA.

Magnitude of Russia. — Vast Size of the Empire.— Russia, separated from Asi.'i

by the Ural Mountains, by undefined steppes, by the Caspian Sea, and the lofty bar-

rier of the Caucasus, covers more than one-half of Europe; for, out of 3,900,000

square miles, her share is 2,115,000. With the Asiatic deiiendencies of Siberia, tlie

Step])es, Turkestan, the Transcaspian region, and Transcaucasia, the Russian Empire
embraces nearly 9 million squ.are miles,' or about three times the area of the United
States; it contains 113 million inh.abitants. The Russian Empire, such as we see it

to-day, occupies a quarter of the old continent, and comprises a sixth of the land-

surface of the globe. It is daily enlarging, and the flood of population is steadily

swelling.

The greatest lakes of Euro])e, Ladoga and Onega, lie within its borders, and also

the longest rivers. What is chiefly lacking is elevation; the mean .altitude, 548 feet,

is much inferior to the average height of all Europe (974 feet). Russia rears no
genuine mountains except on her frontiers ; on the south, in the Caucasus, between
Europe and Asia, JMoiint P]lbruz rises 18,526 feet; and on the east, likewise between
Asia ami Euri)]K', the T^rals attain an elevation of 5541 feet.

The Urals.— Nova Zembla. — The occidentals, or, to be more accurate, all Euro-
peans except the Russians themselves, bound Eurojiean Russia by the summits of the

Urals, a granitic chain covering 127,500 square miles; l)ut the sons of this most vast

of empires do not choose to make the Ural belt a dividing line between the Occident

and the orient of their fatherland ; for them, east as well as west of these moun-
tains it is Russia, one and insep.ar.able. Moreover, in crossing from one slope to the

other of the Urals over this ridge more than 1850 miles long, which is sometimes a

single range, sometimes composed of two or three ])arallel chains, nothing in the soil,

nothing in the climate, nothing in the men, neither their features nor speech, shows
that we have passed from one division of the earth to another. But for the sign-jiosts

on the transverse roads, and the succession of clearings through the forests which
indicate the frontier, we should step from Europe into Asia without knowing it

;

only, on the Asiiitic side, where perhaps we might expect to find barbarism, the

country is richer, the towns are busier, more luxurious, more grandly built, and they
are growing more rapidly.

A railroad traverses the ITrals from Perm to Yekaterinburg ; very easily, for the

cliaiii is here nothing more than a smooth convexity with a col at an altitude of 1181

1 Accordiiif; to Strelbitsky's Supfrficie de VEimipe (18''2), tlie area of European Russia is 2,0!)."i,.')04

square miles, and that of Asiatic Ilussia about (),548,(i00, making a total of about 8,U44,1(XI square miles
for the Russian Empire. — Eu.
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fc'ot. Not far from this iron way is a route over wliicli, cliitibiiig from one wooded

heiu;lit to another, millions of soliliers, convicts, peasants, settlers, and totirists have

l)assed from Europe into Asia, and from Asia into Eurojie ; it is the road from Moscow

to Tobolsk, bordered between Nijnii-Novgorod and Tjunien by a birch-tree walk, the

longest in the world; the great Empress Catherine had this avenue planted, and

assured its preservation by a Draconian law condemning to death any man who should

dare to cut down one of these beautiful wliite trees. The line, in many jilaces

double, was to have extended to far-away Irkutsk.

The metal-seamed southern Urals are rich in gold, iron, copper, pliitinum, dia-

monds, malachite, and salt ; they abound in forests, which, unfortunately, are being

cut down with mad wastefulness, for fire-wood as w-cll as for building boats, and to

satisfy the greedy appetite of factory furnaces ; the culminating point of this part of

the chain is Mount Iremel (50.3t) feet) ; the loftiest summit of the central chain is

Denejkin-Kamen (5.S58 feet); in the north, Tell-Pos-Is or Xepubi-Nior (5541 feet)

surpasses all the other Ural peaks. The northern Urals, barren and snow-laden in

the valleys and glens, are prolonged beneath the sea by the island of Vaigatch, and

then by Nova Zembla,' two large islands, embracing 85,000 square miles : around this

double archipolar land (if we may risk the word) stretch fields of fixed ice ; in the

interior are mountains from 3000 to 5000 feet in altitude, snow-masses, glaciers,

lichens, and, overtop])ing these lichens, forests of dwarfed and more than dwarfed

trees, firs, willows, elders, and birches, the proudest of which look down on the

lichens from a height of four or fivi' inches.

The Russian Plain, Steppes.— Black-Earth Zone.— As a whole, Russia is very flat

;

<iutside of the Caucasus, the Urals, Finland, and the Crimea, there is not an eleva-

tion of 1300 feet. This evenness of surface is a great bond of the empire ; it smooths

the j)ath of the rivers, and facilitates the construction of canals, highways, and rail-

roads. Russia, moreover, belongs to that greatest of road-builders, wintei'. During

a quarter, a third, or a half of the year, according to the latitude, this mighty leveller

burnishes the entire surface of the country, from the White Sea to the Bl.ack, and the •

sledges glide over the hardened snow as though on rails. The miijik travels then

in all directions over the vast, white ]>lain, in the midst of forests which are white

also when they are of birches, but black, except for their frosty boughs, w-hen they

are of ])ines and firs. He traverses rivers and streams without seeing then), for they

are all hidden beneath the snow-weiglited ice. On this boundless whiteness, in these

woods and plains, the absence of farm-houses and hamlets augments even to bitterness

the melancholy engendered by the solitude. In Russia, at least among the Great

Russians, the land is not owned by individuals but is held by the commune, and is

]>arcelled out to the different families,— so many dessyatines^ iov each, living member,
— at periods varying according to the district. Nothing binds the ])easant of Great

Russia to the land which he holds by chance or by the elieatery of a division, for five,

ten, twenty, or even thirty years do not make nj) the whole futui'e of a man and a

family; the mvjik, therefore, has no longing to rear his home on soil that will flee

from under his feet; he prefers to live in the village, in his izba (or cabin), and on

his garden, of which he is the master. So the inhabitants of Great Russia dwell,

with verj' few exceptions, in little hamlets which all resemble one another, on long

and vei-y broad streets bordered with wooden izbas ; tliese izbas are not built near

' The Russian name, Xurala-ZemUn , siguilies New Land.
i The dessyatine is about 2J acres.
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together, for fear of fire, which, once started in one of them, would, if they were

closely set, very sjjeedily devour the entire village.

Level as Russia is, the scenery would be ugly were it not for its wide streams, its

lakes, and its forests of Scotch pines, pitch-trees, firs, larches, magnificent birches,

oaks, beeches, and lime-trees. The wood-cutter, the settler, the clearer are all ravag-

ing these woods, and at the same time tire is doing its deadly work ; and yet forests

still cover 830,000 square miles. They are the refuge of bears, and the hiding-place

of lynxes and wolves; these wolves slaughter every year hundreds of millions of cat-

tle, horses, sheep, dogs, and geese, and sometimes they kill the inhabitants themselves.

In the north are countless lakes, great and small, and the tiimlras or semi-Arctic,

treeless iilains; south of these j)lains stretch cold forests through which course cold

rivers ; the Petchora, which is an almost unknown stream to us, drinks the waters of

1*27,500 square miles, and is 102;') miles long; it flows from the Urals. The Dwina

(Dvina Severnma) has a length of 1072 miles, in a basin of 141,000 square miles ; it

bathes Archangel, and ein]ities into the White Sea. The centre of Russia is occu])ied

by forests,— which are here cut into, and there ruined,— by sluggish rivers, and by

meadows; cultivated fields are encroaching on the timber-lands. The south embraces

the Step])e and the Tchernoziom (Black-Earth region).

The Steppe lies chiefly .along the lower Volga .and the lower Don. It is a bound-

'ess plain, grassy or b.arren, be.aten by winds, and equally familiar with tempests of

snow and hm-ricanes of dust. With few or no undulations, it has nowhere, as far .as

the most distant horizon, other elevations than the low hillocks called kurgans or the

tombs of the Huns, and which are, in fact, bm-ial mounds. These eminences are

seldom 50 feet high ; in other lands they would bear feudal ruins, but here rarely

does an old castle crown them, and it is not on stones that have drunk blood that the

shepherd watches from their summits his flocks scattered over the moor. In the

depressions flow, or crawl, or hide, according to the season, rivers which are frozen in

winter and are scant and lazy in summer. On their banks, and in the swamps formed

b)' their inundations, immense fields of reeds shiver under the breath of the lightest

breeze. The grass of the Steppe is interspersed with wormwood, mugwort, thistles,

mulleins, and milfoil. Though hostile to cultivation, in a measure, it is favorable to

grazing, and the cattle, sheep, and famous horses, which, together with cereals and tim-

ber, constitute Russia's sulistance, are raised here in great numbers. Like all ))lains of

an imposing niop.otony, the Steppe has a beauty of its own. Its inhabitants adore it.

In olden times, when a warrior of Little Russia fell on foreign soil, in the Carpathians,

in Bohemia, Germany, Lithuania, or in Great Russia, before dviiisj; he piously kissed

the handfid of mother earth which he carried with liiin on all the battlefields.

The Tchernoziom, whose stream is the Dnieper, justifies its Russian name of

Black Moidd. It is said to be unrivalled in Eiwope in ]iroductiveness; the soil is

formed from the decomposition of the grass of the Stepjie. This "granarv of all the

Russias" comprises six governments, in whole or in ])art, namely, Poltava, Kharkov,
Tchcrnigov, Volhyni.a, Podolia, and Kiev. Next to the Tchernoziom, the region

whir-h gives greatest promise of an o]iulent future lies about " IIolv" Moscow.
The Volga, the Oka, and the Kama. —The Caspian Sea. —The Volga' ranks first

• In tlie article Riisnia only recently pnblislied in tlie EncycIopaHlia Britannica. Prince Kropotkine
gives the following statistics in regard to the longest tlireo rivers of Russia :

" The Volga, the Dnieper,
and the Don attain respectively a length of 2110, i:i:!0, and 112.-. miles, and their basins cover f^.'i.Odi).

•244,riOO, and about ll.l.OOO square miles respectively." As for the other rivers of the country, Prince
Kro|iotkiiie's figures vary considerably from those given by Reclus. — Ed.
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mnoiig the rivers of Kuroi)o in length (2350 miles), and in extent of basin (568,000
sq. ni.) ; its mean Wow (204,000 cu. ft. i)er second) is suri)assed hj' that of the Dan-
nhe alone.

The Russians love this river, and bestow endearing names ujion it, such as Mui-
ushl-a, or "little mother," and Kormiliza, or "nurse." It Hows from a swampy
j)lateau studded with lakes, which reflect the highest elevations of this pait of Rus-
sia, namely, the Volkon forest and the Valdai Hills (1151 feet). Its fount;iin, at an
altitude of less than 985 feet, becomes a boggy brook, which, slipijing from lake
to lake, is soon transformed into a river. On the natal table-land its descent is so
gentle that the dam built below Lake Volgo sets the water back for 50 miles u])-stream.

It reaches the Russian plain by thirty-three small rapids ; there, wood-skirted and
tortuous, it flows by Tver, which once rivalled Moscow; by Rybinsk, at the head of
navigation, a town which witnesses the arrival and departure of some thousands of

boats during the summer ; and by Yaroslav, which also disinited the liegeniony with

Moscow among the Eastern Slavs,— the Yaroslav valley is called the " garden of

Russia." Below Yaroslav the Volga passes Kostroma, which is surrounded by forests

where bears abound.

The grayish flood of water encounters the central river of Muscovy, the winding

and liniiiid Oka, 4250 feet bi'oa<l and almost as jiowerful as itself, before the bazars of

Nijnii-Novgoi-od. Xijnii, a city of 67,000 souls, shelters 250,000 to ;iOO,()00 peo])le at

the time of its fair, which attracts thither the merchants of Europe and Asia. The
Oka (900 miles long, in a basin of more than 90.000 square miles) lir.s three govern-

ment seats on its banks: Orel, Kaluga, and Riazan ; it receives the ISIoskva, on which

Moscow is situated, and the Kliazma, which tf)uches Vladimir. This last town was

once the capital of that Slavic country which lieeame first Muscovy, and then (Jreat

Russia, and, finally, the mighty Russian Emjjire; Vladimir preceded Moscow, it fol-

lowed Suzdal.

Below Xijnii-Xovgorod the shores of the Volga cease to be exclusively Russian.

Below Kazan, which was originally wholly Tatar, .and which is so still to some ex-
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lent, tlie Volga comes in contact witli tlic Kama. The Kama is a transjiarcnt river,

carrying as much water as, if not more tiian, tlie Volga itself, at their confluence. It

is nearly 1000 miles long, in a hasin of 208,000 square miles ; it has powerful affluents,

notably the Bielai'a or White River, and the Viatka. When the Kama joins the

Volga, it imposes its direction on the stream, and the two currents, the one clear, the

other turbid, flow for a long time side by side, and mingle but slowly. The Kama,

which is deeper than its rival, and less obstructed by sand-banks, is an important Rus-

sian route to Asia. Thirty thousand <ir more " fresh-water mariners " guide multitudes

of boats over its bosom.

From the mouth of the Kama to the sea the Volga does not increase in volume,

although it receives a few tributaries; the hot skies and parched soil deprive it of per-

The Dnieper at Kiev.

hajis even more water than the last affluents ]iour into it. The left bank is sandy and

barren, with a very dry climate, which is subject to great extremes of heat and cold.

So this corner of the empire is not populous; fewer Russi.ans, comparatively, and

more allojihones, are found here than in any other quarter of Russia. Though the

left bank of the Volga is low, the right rises in magnificent hills, one of which over-

looks the water at the height of 1102 feet. Below the mouth of the Kama, the Volga

hatlies Simbirsk, Samara, Syzran, and Saratov. At Tsaritzin, it is only 47 miles dis-

tant from another long stream, the Don ; it would seem as tho\igh the latter, 138 feet

higher than the Volga, and running straight toward it, had nothing to do but to fall
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into il; l>iit sn(]iloril>- tilt- Don turns to tlie south-west, tlie Volga to the south-cast.
Though still far from tlie soa tliat is destinod to devour it, the Volga already Hows in

a plain that is lower than the oeean ; the Caspian slumbers 85 feet below sea-level.

The first outlines of the delta a])pear at Tsaritzin, fully olM) miles from the Cas-

The Passage of the Bekezina.

pian. A,strakhan (pop. 74,000), in a climate varying from excessive heat to exces-

sive cold, is the principal city of this net-work of channels, of living and stagnant
waters, jungles of reeds and ruslies, countless islands, and incoherent mud ; flotillas of

ducks sail on the miry waters ; the cormorant, the goitrous pelican, and the long-legged
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beron lie in wait for the fish ; and men, too, fisli from Ihoir T>kiffs. These men dwell

in wretched wood or reed huts, which are mounted on ])ilcs to escape tlie great annual

floods that come with the melting of the snows. These overflows, which efface the

delta and then build it again, are so powerful that the Caspian, a sea of 170,000 square

miles, was raised 2 feet by one of them. Owing to this i)erpctual remoulding of the

deltaic deposits (6450 sq. m.), we cannot say with certainty by how many mouths

the slreaiu enters the sea. From 40 to 50 million Russians live in its basin.

The Caspian is the tomb of many other rivers ; the Kuiiia, which is no longer

powerful enough to carry alluvia into the sea ; the Terek, flowing from the ice of the

Caucasus, a powerful stream in spite of the drauglits made upon it for the irriga-

tion of the lowlands ; the Sulak, rising in the snows of Daghestan ; the Kur, swollen

by the Araxes ; the rivers of (ihilan and Mazanderan ; the Atrek
;
the melancholy

channels, nearly always dry, of tlie new tei-ritoi-y of Zakaspiskii ;

' lastly, the Ural, 12.50

miles long, in a basin of 100,000 square miles, and yet discharging into the Caspian

an average of only 1750 cubic feet per second. Of the nineteen constant mouths

which the Ural possessed in the middle of the last century, but three now flow the

year round, and these are very shallow; the fountains of heaven are almost dried

up ir> this desolate region of the salt steppes, and it rains less and less each year on

the lower Volga, on the Transcaspian region, and on the Aral Sea and its two large

streams.

The northern third of the Caspian (this most vast of all lakes, -whether salt or

fre.sh) is not more than 15, 30, 50, or 52 feet deep; in the south, at the base of the

mountains, the lead sometimes sinks 3000 feet. Since its surface is 85 feet below the

ocean, if the Caspian should rise to sea-level, it would engulf the Volga as far as Sara-

tov, 500 miles from its present mouths, and the saline flood, doubling in area, woulil

cover a portion of the most wretched stc])])es of P^urojjc and Asia. Formerly, all this

flat country lay beneath its waves, and it was even connected with the Black Sea

through the low regions to the north of the Caucasus. Proofs of this fact are dis-

tinctly written on the soil; to-day still the melting of the snows re-establishes for a

few days the union of these two seas, when the little Kalaus, swollen by the flood, poui-s

its waters at the same time into the East Manytch, a tem])orary affluent of the Caspian,

and into the West Manytch, a more or less permanent affluent of the D(ni.

How were these two seas divorced ? How was the Caspian afterward lessened l)y

half and deprived of one of its chief tributaries, the Oxus or Amu, which at present

flows into the Aral ? Perhajis by a sundering of rocks, siulden or otherwise, which
opened the Hosphorns and sent a vast body of water into the Mediterranean ; or pei--

haps by causes acting with cosmic patience, such as u]ilieavings of the surface and tlie

slow diminution of the rains.

The Neva, Onega and Ladoga.—.The princi|)al stream of northern Russia, the

Neva, is tiie S:iint Lawrence of Europe, but shorter, of less volume, traversing fewer
and smaller lakes than the American river, and having no Niagara between its Onega
and Ladoga as the American Saint Lawrence has between its Erie and Ontario.

Lito the "glorious" Onega, with its marble shores, em|)ty many currents that have
made their way tlirough lakes. Onega, with an area of 3765 square miles, ami a max-
imum depth of 738 feet, lies 236 feet above the sea, and 177 above Ladoga. The
limpid Svir bears its tribute to tein])estuous L.adoga, which also drinks the tin-bid

Volkhov and the transparent Viioxen,— the hitti-r a Finnish stream, the former Rus-

' This Russian oompouml means Transcaspian.
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siiiii. Tlie Volkhov issues from Lake Ilmeii, a sliallow cxpansf (30 foet dci')) at tlie

most), of 355 square miles. The Vuoxeu, which flows thvouiih Saima Lake, contains

the grand cataract of Iniatra. The cold, clear waters of Ladoga cover 7000 square

miles, with an average depth of 300 feet, and a maximum of 731. They discharge

the marvellously transparent Neva, which has a breadth varying from 850 to 4200

feet. Its mean flow, of 104,000 cubic feel i)er second, is surpassed by that of only

three rivers in Euroi)e, the Danube, the Volga, and the Dnie])er. It drains nearly

ll'i,000 square miles, and is 36 miles long. It empties into the Gulf of Finland, :ifter

having mirrored the palaces of Saint Petersburg. The Narova, which may be con-

sidered as a river of the Neva basin, rises in an extensive sheet of water. Lake

Peipus (1356 sq. m.) ; it precipitates itself in the cataract of Krahnholm, or the

Falls of Narva.

The Don, the Dnieper.— The Cossacks.— The Don, a river of the Steppes, bears the

penalty of the almost rainless climate of the lower ]»ortion of its basin of 166,000

square miles. This stream, the ancient Tanais, is 1330 miles long, and carries a mean

of not more than 8800 cubic feet per second ; though its low-water flow is unworthy

of such a course in such a basin, its floods are im])osing. The Don rises in the cen-

tre of Russia, near the manufacturing town of Tula (pop. 64,000). It issues from

the little Ivan lake, whence its appellation of Ivanovitch, Son of Ivan, in the

heroic songs of the Cossacks. It empties into the Sea of Azov, a sheet of 14,480

square miles, h.aving a dejith of only 33 feet. This small and sh.'illow sea, the ancient

Palus Maeotis, opening into the Euxine by the Strait of Kertch, is less a sea than

a broad expansion of the Don ; and the real embouchure of the river is the Kertch, or

Yenikale Channel. Among the affi\ients of the Don, the Donetz shares the poverty

of the principal stream ; for, with a length of nearly 700 miles, it is only 66 feet broad.

It traverses one of the great coal-basins of Russia (10,000 sq. m.), called the basin

of the Donetz.

The Dnieper, in olden times the Jiorysthenes, is the stream of the Tchernoziom,

the stream of White Russia and Little Russia, the stream of the Cossack epics. Its

drainage area is about 200,000 square miles, and its length about 1150 miles. With

a mean flow of more than 100,000 cubic_ feet jjcr second, it ranks third among

European rivers. It has its source among the White Russians, on the plateau

whence the Volga and the Dilna descend. At Smolensk, whose name, like that of

Moscow, recalls the shedding of much French and Russian blood, at Moghilev even,

it is still a mediocre river. But it receives, one after the other, the Berezina, the

Soj, the Pripet, and the Desna. The Berezina, of sinister fame, engulfed in 1812

fragments of the Grand Army ; the Pripet, emissary of more than 4600 square miles,

is the drainage channel of the greatest swamjis of Euro|)e, the Marshes of Pinsk,

where the plica Polonica jirevails; th(! Desna joins the stream before the gates of

Kiev. With a breadth of 1600 to over 2600 feet, the Dnieper flows past Kiev

in all its glory; then it encounters granite rocks, which obstruct its course toward

the Bl.ack Sea. Above Krementchug, below Yekaterinoslav, the stream traverses

these granites by powerful rajiids, or poroffi, and small raj)ids, or zalori. The most

turl)ulent nine lower the level of the Dnieper 154 feet, in a distance of 47 miles.

In tlie spring these rajiids disappear, so enormous are the floods; and then they :ire

navigable. Below, when the stream becomes calm once more, it loiters among wooded

isles, and at last enters its estuary, beyond the city of Kherson (pop. 62,000), and

thence jiours into the Black Sea.
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In conii)arison witli the Dnieper, whose basin supports 15 to 20 or 25 million men,
the Dniester is unimportant. Issuing from the country of the Kuthenians, or Little

Itussians, and from among the Austrian Roumanians, this very tortuous river is 930
miles in length ; it drains 29,070 square miles. Narrow and deep, it winds between
steep banks, tracing more or less sharply the boundary line between the Roumanians
and Slavs.

The basins of the Don and the Dnieper have given to the world the valiant race

of the Cossacks. The Cossack nation (in Russian, Kazak) was at first a camp consists

ing of the bravest men of southern Russia, of all those who, lance in hand, dared

to defend their Greek faith, their families, and their herds against the Tatar Mussul-

mans of the Crimea. The camp was double. On the Borysthenes, below the

jiorogi, the Cossacks of the Dnieper, the Zaporogians, or Dwellers beyond the Cata-

racts, had their fortress on an island in the river. They fought on foot more than

on horse. Trained to the use of the oar by the angry porogi, taught to manage the

sail on the same waters after they had grown tranquil down-stream, these Cossacks

had become peerless canoeists, and, descending tlie river in their skiffs, they went out

to battle as far as Constantinople and Trebizond ; they spoke Little Russian. In the

vast expanse of the Steppe, the other Cossacks, those of the Don, had become horse-

men, almost Centaurs; they spoke Great Russian.

On both streams the Greek religion j)revailed equally ; but on neither were the

tribes of purely Slavic blood. The Cossacks had openeil their ranks to every
intrepid man, no matter whence he came, no matter who he was, to routier as well

as to settler, provided the new member professed or embraced the Greek faith; and in

that way Lithuanians, Poles, Roumanians, Bulgarians, Turks, and Tatars, and even
Mongols, entered into the woof of this bold nation. Little by little their camps
grew, under the leadership of a hetnian, chosen each year by popular election. Bv
dint of fighting, the Cossacks finally drove out the Tatars; then they warred .ao'ainst

all the peoples of their orient. From so many sanguinary battles, from so much
blood, sometimes generously given, sometimes cruelly spilled, there have come down
to us some sui)erb ])opular songs, known as the dumi.

The Cossacks oscillated for a long time between Poland and Russia. The latter

won the day, and they have ever since been Russia's advance guanl in tin-

world. At the end of the seventeenth century, they were her pioneers on the Amur.
To-day, the first tenants of every country seized by the beak and claw of the

Muscovite eagle are the Cossacks of the stanitzas (villages of soldier-husbandmen).

There are 2,200,000 Cossacks, including all, warlike and peaceable. They are

descended for the most part from the Cossacks of the Don, and, therefore, speak
generally the great national tongue.

Climate. — The very n.ame of Berezina pictures to us, with a little exaggeration,
the extremes of the Russian climate, exceedingly hot in summer, even in the high
north, under the skies of Archangel, exceedingly cold in winter, even in the far

south, where the sea of Azov sometimes freezes. If the French army jierished in the
snows after the burning of Moscow (1812), the French and the English barely escaped
dying with cold before the walls of Sevastopol (1854-1855). In measure as we ad-

vance from the south toward the Arctic Ocean, or from the west toAvard Siberia, the
climate becomes more rigorous; the annual mean of Archangel, latitude 64° 34', is

32.7° F.; that of S.aint Petersburg, latitude .59° 57', is 38.4°; the temperature ranges
there between —20° and 83° F. ; at Kazan, latitude 55° 47', we find a yearly average of
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only 37.2°, wliilo tlu; Daiiisli towns umlcr tlie s;unc parallel liave a moan of 42.8°, anrl

llie" Scotch cities a still liigher teini)eratim! ; in this same Kazan, an essentially "coiiti-

Tiental" town, January gives a mean of 7°, while that of " maritime " Edinburgh for

the same month does'not fall to 32°. Odessa, in the extreme south, on the sea-shore,

latitude 4G° 29', jireseuts an annual average of 49°, but the cold of January is nearly

24.S°. The temjterature of the Kussian towns is 7 to 9 degrees lower than that of

the western cities in the same latitudes and at equal altitudes.

As for the rains, they arc not eojaous, for the jirevailing winds are from the east,

north-east, and south-east ; the empire is too massive, too comi)act, too little pene-

trated by large gulfs ; the Euxine scarcely merits the title of sea ; the Caspian is n

diminished if not diminishing lake ; the Baltic is a cul-de-sac; the Arctic Ocean is a

frozen expanse, sometimes melting, but only to freeze again. The farther one goes

toward the east, and especially toward the south-east of Russia, the less abundant are

the rains. The annual fall at Warsaw is 22.8 inches ; at Saint Petersburg, 18.3 ; at

JIoscow, 23 ; at Astrakhan, 5.7 only, scarcely as nnich as in parched Alexandria. But

for this dryness of climate, the Russian rivers would i)Our a vastly greater amount

of water into the seas, and the Volga would be nearly twice the size of the

] )anube.

Great Russians, Little Russians, White Russians.— Divers Races.— The Russian

Emj)ire contains to-day more than 113 million inhabitants, of wliom 96 million belong

to Russia, 7 million to Caucasus, 4 million to Siberia, and 6 million to Central Asia

luid the Transcaspian region. Of these 113 million men, 7.") to 85 million are Slavs;

and of these Slavs 70 to 80 million are Russians — Great Russians, Little Russians,

and White Russians, all differing in speech.'

"How nnnh ni n-Aryan blood has entered into your nation !
" some one once said

to a Russian. "So much the better! The more mixed we are, the more brothers

we have," was the resj)onse. The Russian family has close ties of kinship with the

Finns and with tin- Turks and Tatars. It was founded among the first; the others

were for a long time its neighbors and enemies, and later its subjects. Who knows

what elements it absorbed from the Finnic Mcrya, Muroms, Mescheriaks, Mordvin-

i;uis, Tchuvashes, Tcheremisses, and Karelians ; from the Tatars of the Volga and the

Sura ; and even from the Mongols, who were less Mongols than an immense camp of

bandits representing all the races of central Asia? Moscow was founded among the

^lurom Finns, Nijnii-Novgorod among the Mordvinians, Saint Petersburg among the

Ingrians. But what Euroi)ean people is there that is not incalculably mixed? Are

the Latins Latins, the (Germans Germans, the Anglo-Saxons Saxons? Moreover, the

non-Slavism of the Russians has been exaggerated : the Chuds,^ among whom iheir

ancestors lived, were weak tribes, probably already partially Slavized. F'rom the

very beginning of their history we see Great and Little Russians not only assimi-

lators, but also excellent colonizers. And to-day they are displaying these two

•lualities more than ever. A kind of force which they have no wish to resist is

)iushing them by bands and in entire villages tow^ard the Tchernoziom of the Ob,

the meadows of the Yenesei, the rocks of Baikal Lake, the cold Lena, and the

vast country, half sand, lualf soil, where the twin streams of central Asia, the

old Oxus ;nid the ancient Jaxartes, produce abundance in the midst of sterility.

1 All tlieso fiiinres include Russia in Asia.
'^ The term Cliutl, here used to designate the Finns proper, is now restricted to the Veps, or northern

Chuds, and the Votic orsoutliem Chuds living round the shores of Lake Onega. — Ed.
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The 45 to 55 million Great Russians/ who dwell principally around Moscow, are

not as pure Slavs as the Little Russians, although they possess the hegemony amono-
the Slavic peoples. But, whatever their degree of Slavism, the Great Russians or

Russians proper are a courageous and strong race; a cohesive, patriotic, prolific

nation, proud of its power, and intoxicated witli the promise of its future ; they are

among the most richly endowed of mankind ; flexibility of mind, a supple grace, a

taste for the sciences, eloquence, the gift of languages,— these advantages are uni-

versally accorded to them. Many a Russian speaks with uniform ease all the civilized

tongues of Europe. It has been said that they acquire foreign tongues with wonder-
ful facility because their own has accustomed them in advance to awkward conso-

nants, to sibilants and gutturals, to capricious orthograjthies, and to long words and
complicated forms. Their language possesses many difficult articulations and an ex-

cessive wealth of forms ; but the speech that is destined to resound ere long over the

greater lialf of Europe and the larger part of Asia merits its distinguished fortune.

However, Russian has yet to produce as many masterpieces as its sister tongues of

the future,— the clumsy English, the French, jioor, or rather pedantically impover-
ished, the forcible Sjianish, and the nasal Portuguese.

We must not look for the best representatives of the early Great Russians around
the old cities of the central principality, in Suzdal, Vladimir, and Moscow, in the land

often reddened by invaders, and so long degraded by the misery and the infamy of

serfdom. In counti'ies where there are no high mountains, it is the forests, the

marshes, the bogs, and the snow, that loyally guard the legacy of the ages ; and for

this reason the primitive customs of that "Slavia" which has won the supremacy', its

ancient wisdom, its sayings and jiroverbs, its most childish and touching songs, its

least distorted legends, exist chiefly in three governments of the extreme north, namely,
in forest-grown Vologda, on the branches of the upper course of the Dwina ; in the

semi-Arctic plains, bogs, and tundras of Archangel, on the margin of the pagan and
nomadic Little Finns; and among the lakes, birches, and firs of Olonets, near the bor-

ders of the Christian and sedentary Great Finns, who constitute the Finlanders.

The Little Russians, or Malo-Rnssians,^ Russines, Russniaks, Ruthenians— for tliey

are designated by all these variations of the same name— are evidently of purer blood

than the Great Russians ; they are of taller stature, they have more expressive coun-

tenances, and are of gayer disposition ; their language, also, is more musical, and has

undergone fewer changes ; but they are frailer, less keen in the practical affairs of

life, and more ])oorly fitted for trade, war, and rule. They are said to be very peacea-
ble, and are fond of rustic life. Their true home-land is the fruitful Ukraine, which is

fully as rich as any of the other provinces of the Black-Earth Zone, but they inhabit
other governments also, along the Dniej^er, the Donetz, the Dniester, and the upjier

course of the Duna : they occupy in whole or in part Kharkov, Yekaterinoslav, Kher-
son, Bessarabia, Podolia, Kiev, Poltava, Volhynia, Grodno, and Tchernigov ; on the
north, they spread sporadically as far as into the basin of the Vistula and the govern-
ment of Vilna; lastly, outside of the empire, they people southern Galicia, and extend
even beyond the Carpathians into northern Hungary, where they possess three com-
ituts. In all they number about 25 millions, of whom fully 20 millions are subjects

of the Czar of all the Rnssias.

The Little Russians, among whom dwell a million Jewish merchants and artisans,

have a certain antipathy for their Great Russian brothers, whom they nickname bucks

1 Including all the Russians of Asia. * The Russian word maloi means little.
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(Juitzap), on account of tlieir long beards. Their great numbers, the extent and fruit-

fubiess of their territory, their language, with its living songs and some few books,

their history, wliich has had both its brilliant and its gloomy days,— all these things

tend to bind the Little Russians together. Settled, luifortunately, on the road from

the Orient to the Occident and between the Baltic and the Euxine, split into

Koman Catholics and adherents of the Greek faith, into Russians, Galicians, and Hun-

garians, they have been trodden under foot by many masters; subdued by Lithu-

ania, whicli adopted Littl^ Russian as the official tongue, they were, perhaps, about to

denationalize their conquerors, when the latter were united to Poland. Without in-

fluence in Hungary, and in o)ien conflict with the Poles in Galicia, tlieir language and

Iheir customs are menaced on Russian soil, where already their dialect is banislied

from books, pamphlets, news])apers, and the theatre. The Russians might liave left

this kind oi patois (Voc of the Great Empire to its own fate. Railroads, the demands

of large cities, the stock exchange, business, amusements, cosmopolitanism, will infal-

libly destroy sub-nations ; neither a few books nor a midtitude of songs can alter the

course of the future. Impassioned and brilliant jioets are powerless to save the ricli,

harmonious tongue of the Little Russians, the dialect wliich jirobably has a greater

number of graceful popular songs than any other in the world. Whether it can long

survive or not, by the side of Great Russian, which is spoken from Saint Petersburg

to Vladivostok, Little Russian is wholly master of itself nowliere except among the

Ruthenians of Galicia, Hungary, and Bukovina : it lives there in a dozen newspajiers,

a few books and pamphlets, and four university chairs at Lwow.
The White Russians, so named, not from tlie hue of their complexion or hair, but

from their light-colored costume, dwell to the number of 5 millions in the provinces

of tlie upper Dnieper, on tlie upper Nieiuen, and near the sources of the Diitia, in

Minsk, Moghilev, Smolensk, and Grodno. There are no Finnic names in their country,

and, since this land has been ditticidt of access from earliest times, it is probable that

the inhabitants have been but 'slightly mixed, and that they represent the purest Slavs.

Their dialect seems to liold an intermediate place between Great Russian, Little Rus-

sian, and Polish.

The Poles who occupy Poland in a comjiact body, and those who are dispersed, in

small numbers, among the Lithuanians and the Little Russians, bring up the rear of

the Slavs of Russia; back of these are many millions of Turks and Tatars, some mill-

ions of Finns, more than 3 million Lithuanians and Letts, 2 million P'inlanders, 1^

million Germans, 3^ million Jews, besiiles Mongols, Georgians, Circassians, Armenians,

Persians, Roumanians, Swedes, Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbs, etc.

Tln're arc in the whole empire 75 millions who profess the Greek faith, 10

million Roman Catholics, 12 million Mohammedans, more than 5 million Protestants,

3i million Jews, 800,000 Armenians, and 500,000 pagans.

The Greek religion, to which two-thirds of the Russians bear a sincere devotion, is

distinguished from RDmnn Catholicism chiefly in these three things: it does not recog-

nize the Pope, it rejects the <l<)ctrine of Purgatory, and it pei-mits the marriage of its

pojies or priests, many of whom are ignorant and coarse individuals, who have become

ministers of God by inheritance, for the office of saving, edifying, and blessing often

passes from father to son. The Russian Church is noted for its jjomji and ceremonies,

its rigorous fasts, and the unprecedented luxury of its festivals. The Russian who
observes all its holy days keejjs holiday half the year. The Greek temples have

gilded domes.
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In the cold Russian plains, the Stoppe and the monotonous forests, all inhabited

by the same men of the same Greek faith, speaking nearly the same Slavic tonjjue,

are five sharply defined countries, namely, Poland, the Baltic provinces, Lithuania,

Finland, and the Crimea.

Poland: The Vistula.— Poles and Jews.— The true name of Poland is the Slavic

word PolsJca, the " ])laiii," and, in fact, Poland has no hills, except in the south, in

the direction of Cracow. There, Lysa Gora, or Bald Mountain, the culminating

point, between liadom and Kielce, reaches an altitude of 1978 feet. Ail the rest of

the country, consisting of tilled ground, meadows, woods, and swamps, is one vast

level ex))anse. Poland discharges nearly all its waters into the Vistula, a river about

650 miles long, in a basin of more than 73,000 square miles, and having a mean flow

A Road in Livonia.

of 26,500 cnbic feet per second. The Vistula descends from the Beskides (a bastion
of the Cai-pathians, 5000 feet in height), and separates Warsaw from its suburb of
Praga. Beyond this city its volume is doul)led by the waters of a stream' in which
are mingled the Bug, from Galicia, and the Narev, issuing from the wet forests of

Bielostok, of Augustovo, and of Ostrolenka. The Bug is very long ; but, as it rises in

the interior of the continent, where the rainfall is scant, it loses its name before the
Xarev, which, though far shorter, flows nearer the sea, and on a low, slightly slop-

ing surface, where the floods are gathered and stored in a multitude of regularizing

lakes and swamps. When the Narev joins the Vistula, under the walls of IVFodlin,

it has all the air of dictating the law to the stream from the Beskides. The Vistula
bends to the west, and follows the course of the river of Ostrolenka. A small j)ortion

of Poland lies in the basin of the Warta.
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Two hundred years ago the Poles ruled over the present Poland, Posnaiila, a

part of SilesiiH Pomeraiiia, East Prussia, (Jalicia, Lithuania, the Baltic provinces,

Volhynia, Podolia, and the UI<raine. Their daring nobles, always in the saddle,

unjust and cruel to the poor masses, reigned from the Oder to the Dnieper, from the

Baltic to the Stepi>es of the Black Sea. They were at that time the greatest of the

Slavic iicoples. But dissensions ruined this superb nation. Moreover, their empire

liad no homoLjeneity. The west was Polish, the north-cast Lithuanian, the south and

south-east Malo-Russian ; and the Polish-speaking portion comprised scarcely a third of

the P2^ million inhabitants whom the state then jjossessed on its 300,000 square miles.

Sinee the three partitionings of its territory, at tlie end of the last century,

between Prussia, Austria, and Russia, this ]>eople has become extinct as a political

power; but in what was formerly the heart of the kingdom, in Polish Poland, it still

survives, with its traditions, its regrets, its hopes, its Catholic faith, and its vigorous

and harsh language. Polish is the most develoj)ed of all the Slavic dialects, and has

produced the greatest number of tender or forcible poems. The domain of this

iivinn- tongue is not limited to Russian Poland ; it extends to long distances, over

countries in forced subjection to the three assassins of the nation. Polish is spoken

in a part of East Prussia, of Posnania, of Silesia (Prussia) ; in a portion of Austrian

Silesia, and in all northern Galicia (Austria) ; and, lastly (but by scattered families),

in ancient Lithuania, and the basin of the Dnieper as far as Kiev. This makes 10

to 12 million Polish-speaking men.

The district which still bears the official title of I'olska covers 49,160 square

miles, and contains 8,320.000 inhabitants, or 169 persons to the square mile. Of

these 8 millions, 5 millions are Poles, 1 million Jews, 650,000 Russians (nearly

all of whom are Zklalo-Russians), 450,000 Germans, and 300,000 Lithuanians. The

Poles occu])y the west, centre, and south, along the Vistula and Warta ; the Malo-

Ru.ssians the south-east, on the Bug; the Lithuanians the north-east, along the

Niomen ; the Germans live principally in the manufacturing towns, and the Jews are

everywhere.

The ten times one hun<lre<l thousand Polish Jews comprise a seventh of all

the Jews of the world ; they are increasing marvellously. Here, as elsewhere, these

cosmopolites, accustomed to all climes and to all tongues, multi])ly more rapidly than

the ]>eople which presses u]K)n them. If the present proportioTis of increase are

maintained, by the year 2000 a half of this so-called Slavic people will be the

posterity of the Chaldean shepherd blessed by Melchizedek ; or, rather,— for not all

the Israelites have Abraham to tlieir father,— the Jewish sect will constitute a half

of Pol.and. These Hebrews make use of a GermMx patois, and speak at the same time

all the tongues of the country ; or, at least, they speak them sufficiently to buy, and

Bell.

The Baltic Provinces : Esthonia, Livonia, Courland.— The three Baltic provinces,

embra(ring together something less than 37,000 square miles, support 2,318,500 inhab-

itants, or above 62 persons to the square mile. As their common n.ame implies, they

are situated on the Baltic, into which their jirincipal river, the Southern Dwina {Drina

Zapadndia), empties. This stream is called by the Germans the DUna, and by the Letts

the Daugava. The mean flow of the Dtina is estimated at 17,500 cubic feet per second,

its length at about 625 miles, and the area of its bssin at about 33,000 square miles.

The cold Baltic provinces are gloomily monotonous in bad weather. Their inhabi-

tants see fewer rays of sunlight than flakes of snow on their bogs, lakes, meadows,
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and forests. The townsmen here differ in race, customs, aii<l language from the scant

population of the country districts. They are Germans ; while the peasants are

Letts, Lithuanians, and Ehsts. The Germans constitute a well established aristoc-

racy, and control the money, the schools, and the land. They number 125,000 to

165,000, according as the calculations are made by a Slav or a German, and, there-

fore, form from a fourteenth to a seventeenth of the population of tlie three

provinces ; in any case, they are too few to justify the apj)ellation of German prov-

inces often bestowed upon these divisions. At JJiga, even, in the very centre of

Baltic Germanism, the Teutonic element comprises only two-fifths of the town.

The Bay of Sevastopol.

But to return to the true peoples of this land, the Letts (who call themselves

Latvis) possess for their great cities Riga and Mitau (Lettish Jelgawi). Tiiey

number about eleven or twelve hundred thousand, and occupy more than 23,000

square miles, embracing the south of Livonia and the greater part of Courland

;

and, outside of the Baltic provinces, a few villages of the government of Kovno, and

the north-west of the government of Vitebsk, along the right bank of the Dttna, below

Drissa. Their language, one of the most archaic among the x\ryan tongues, resembles

the older and still more beautiful Lithuanian ; at least, as much as Italian resembles

Latin. Its forms are fewer and less irregular. The Ehsts are Fintiic in race and

sjjeech, and brothers of the Finlanders, from whom they are sejiarated by the Gulf of
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Finlixnd. They people what they call Mia Mees,^ and which eiubvaces Esthotiia, the

north of Livonia, and a few districts in tlie governments of Saint Petersburg, Pskov,

and Vitebsk. Their chief cities are Reval, a port, which they call JIarria, and, in th^

interior, iJorpat, a university town, which they name Tarto. The 800,000 Ehsts

speak a language closely allied to the Finnisli, and, like it, also, too rich in vowels

;

what is lacking to both is a solid fi-amework of consonants. This tongue slumbered

for a hiiig time, used mainly by jiensnnts and beggars. The cities preferred German,

the language of the government, of trade, of good society, and of the schools ; but

the Finnic dialect has roused iigain, and now has its newsj)apers, its writers and

professors, and even its " jialadins." The same is true of Lettish.

Of the three j)rovinces, Esthonia owes its name to a Finnic ])eoj)le which has just

awakened to new life ; Livonia is thus called from the Livs, who are on the eve of

perishing, and Courland was once the country of the Kures, a jieople now extinct.

The Livs do not number more than 2400, and dwell, not in Livonia, but in Courland;

they constitute a dozen hamlets of mariners and fishermen on the shores of the

Gulf of Itiga- near the Domes-nas. They are excellent seamen, well liuilt, and

vigorous, and content with their lot; they call themselves Eandalist, or Coastmen,

or Kalamivd, which signifies fishermen. Beside their own Finnic dialect, they make

use of Lettish outside of the family, in church and school.

Two islands, Oesel and Dagoe, flank the Esthonian seaboard on the west : Oesel

contains 50,000 Esthonians, on some 2000 square miles; Dagoe, which is much smaller

(433 sq. m.), recalls by the Swedish language of an insignificant ])!irt of its 12,000

islanders the period when this sea, these islands, and these provinces were sub-

ject to the valiant nation which inhabits the opposite shore of the Oester Sjoen,"^

or Eastern Sea ; it is a low island, covered with meadows, forests, and swamps.

Lithuania and the Lithuanians. — The most beautiful of European Languages.—
Ancient Lithuania, south of Courland, merged its history into that of I'olanil with

the union which the two countries ratified in 1411, and again in 1509. Lithuanian is

the langu.ige of the people, Polish that of a multitude of townsmen, nobles, and

proprietors. It was from Lithuania that Poland received her most illustrious de-

fender, Kosciusko, and her greatest poet, Migkiewicz.

The region where Lithuanian is still spoken has been to some extent restricted ; it

never had any official importance, neither when the Lithuanians ruled over the Malo-

Russians and even swayed the rising power of the Great Russians, nor when they had

allied themselves, on equal terms, with the Poles. Lithuanian has disappeared from

Memel, and it is 710 longer much used at Tilsit ; but this noblest of all our languages

seems now to have ceased to retreat, and the two million men who possess the glo-

rious heritage are beginning to love it and defend it. It prevails in j)ortions of Russia,

Polatul, an<l Germany ; in Russia, in tlie government of Kovno, in a part of that of

Vilna, in certain districts of Vitebsk, Minsk, Grodno, and in a little corner of Cour-

land;— in Poland, in the north of the province of Suvalki ;— in Germany, in the north-

east of East Prussia. Its territory is bounded by a line which starts from Labiau

(Prussia), north-east of Konigsbcrg, passes near Gi'odno, to Dunaburg, and terminates

at Libau on the Baltic. Its j)rincipal city is Kovno ; its great stream, the Niemen, a

current having a mean flow of more than 17,500 cubic feet per second, a length of 500

miles, and a drainage-area of more than 35,000 square miles. Outside the limits of the

country where Lithuanian is spoken, but on the domain of old Lithuania, in the govem-

' Literally, " our conntry." - The Swedish name for the Baltic Sea.
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ment of Grodno, is the famous forest of the White Tower {Bielo Vieja) ;
it covers 850

square miles on the plateau where the Narev rises ; this forest, resembling those of

early times,— solitary, deep, black, and bouiulless,— has been left standing in its

ancient majesty, in obedience to a government decree, and the bison is still to be found

here although he has disappeared from every other quarter of Europe.

The language spoken by the Letuvininkdi (Lithuanians) is the least corrupted of

all the Aryan tongues of Europe. It bears so strong a resemblance in words and forms

to the Sanskrit that Lithuanian sentences can be constructed with Sanskrit terms, as,

it is said, Portuguese phrases can be made with Latin. So, while from century to cen-

tury the "civilized " were forgetting the primitive tongue, the rustic and for a long

time ])agan Lithuanians remained faithful to the poetic, plastic, sonorous, and teem-

ing idiom of our race in its youth.

Finland.— The Finlanders call their country Suotnoimaa, or Swampy Region,

and their i)eoplc the Snomenlaisset. The name Finland is derived from the Swedes,'

who ruled over this territory from the middle of the twelfth century to the beginning

of the nineteenth, after having converted the inhabitants from j)aganism to Catholi-

cism ; this latter faith, in time, gave place to Lutheranism.

Finland lies on the eastern shores of the Baltic, which the Finlanders name Ita

Meril; it opposes to the sea a breakwater of skaeren like Sweden, and a " skjaergaard "

like Norway. Out of 144,250 square miles, the forests occupy 81,000, and the count-

less lakes 18,500; some 40,000 square miles is in waste lands which are possibly

capable of being made jiroductive, or in soil which will never be fruitful notwithstand-

ing the comparative mildness of the Finland climate (due in part to the vast area cov-

ered by the scattered lakes). Rugged rocks and moss-covered plateaus in the north;

low hills, or selkae (to use the Finnish term for "heights of land"), none of which,

outside of Lapland, reaches an elevation of 1200 feet ; boulders, isolated or in groups,

bogs, swamjis, extensive moors,— no part of all this surface gives promise of opulent

harvests for Finland
; grain is nevertheless grown as far north as the 68th or 69th

jtarallel of latitude— that is, even beyond the Arctic Circle

!

Among the lakes, which comprise an eighth of Finland, and which, in the south,

nearly surpass the solid land in extent, the largest is"Sdma, a granite basin of 680

square miles. It discharges the Vuoxen, a powerful river 1300 feet broad, and drain-

ing 24,775 square miles. A little way down-stream, on its route to Lake Ladoga, the

Vnoxeu descends in the Iniatra rapid ; driven by the slo]ie, the' waters enter a chan.

nel 130 feet wide, and in a distance of 1066 feet fall 69 feet; these waters, which were
calm and blue to the very verge of the koski,^ become a thunder, a white cyclone, a

tempestuous rush of wind and foam.

Of the 2,300,000 inhabitants of Finland, about 1,850,000 are Finlanders, and
310,000 Swedes; the few remaining thousands are divided among Russians, Germans,
Lapps, and " foreigners." After having slowly gained on the Finnish for more than
six centuries, Swedish, which was the tongue of tlie nobility, of the bourgeoisie, of

politics, of i)oetry, of literature, and of science, began to retreat before what was
for a long time the despised jargon of the common ]ieople. The two great cities,

llelsingfors (pop. 53,000) and Abo (pop. 26,500), the latter the old capital, the
former the new, are almost exclusively Swedish in speech, and this idiom prevails,

here and there, in narrow tracts along the seaboard, more especially in the west, on

1 The term FiiiLand— Fen Land — is said to be tlie Swedish translation of Siiomenmaa.— Ei>.
2 Fiunisli word meaning fall or rapid.
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the Baltic; it prevails, likewise, in the islands, notably in the Aland group, an archi-

pelago of granitic islands and islets lying nearer Scandinavia than Finland.

J'innish, the triumphant rival of Swedish, has its great idyllic, charming, childish

poem, the Kalevala,' a monument of very ancient times; it is an exceedmgly soft

language, almost too rich in vowels and diphthongs, and lacking in consonants. One
might mistake it for Tahitian or any other of the Polynesian tongues, though it

contains much longer words, for Finnish belongs to the class of agglutinative or ago-lom-

erative idioms, in which ideas and shades of ideas are crowded into terms of remarka-
ble length. Cousin to the tongues spoken in Russia and Siberia by the most degraded
tribes, brother of Esthonian, a relative of the language of the proud-spirited IVIagyars,

Finnish is a Finnic dialect, and the people who use it are a part of that Finnic

race which has lost immense domains before the advance of the Slavs; but the

Fiiilanders are not less mixed than other nations; a great deal of Slavic and of

Scandinavian blood courses through their veins; besides, perhaps, the blood of twenty
nations lost in the gloom of antiquity.

Already the number of Finnish newspapers (42) is nearly double that of the

Swedish journals ('26) jiublished in the Grand-Duchy of Finland (such is the offi-

cial title of this country, which enjoys a ])erfect autonomy in the bosom of the

massive Russian Empire) ; and a sheet in this soft and harmonious tongue ajijiears in

the United States, in the far-away Michigan town of Calumet, the feeble echo of an

infant Finland.

The Crimea. — If the low, slender isthmus of Perekoj) should give way at any

jpoinl, the Crimea woidd become an island ; but this strip of land prevents the Sivash

and the Black Sea from making anything but a peninsula of it ; it embraces about

10,000 square miles. It is the Sivash or Putrid Sea which separates the Crimea from

the Russian mainland on the north ; on the east, it is the Strait of Kertch. The latter

forms the outlet of the Sea of Azov into the Euxine. Through the Strait of Kertch

flows living and beautiful water, but the Sivash is an unsightly, shallow pond, roughly

treated by the winds, and malodorous during the low-water season and when the evap-

oration leaves vast beds of salt aroimd it ; except for Arabat Spit, a narrow tongue of

land 70 miles long, the Sivash would have no independent existence, but would become

again what it was before the sand, tides, and winds raised this slender dike, namely,

a gulf of the Sea of Azov ; it has no communication at ])rescnt with the latter,— except

in the extreme north, by a passage less than 500 feet broad.

The Ci-imea supports the Tchadyr Dagh (5449 feet), a limestone chain which

plunges down to the Black Sea on the southern coast, between Sevastopol (pop.

34,000) and the Strait of Kertch. The northern and central j)ortions of the penin-

' The Kalevala is a sort of epic poem concerned entirely with the mythology or folk-lore of the Fin-

nish peasantry. Until the early part of the present century it had existed only in the shape of scattered

songs recited by the people and simg by the minstrels. A small collection of tliese was first liegun in

1S22 by Dr. Zacliarias Topelius. In 181") an edition was publislied by Dr. Elias Liinnrot. Tliis was t'le

first atteniiit at a complete and systematically arranged collection. Dr. Lonnrot made several jonrneys

into Finland, taking down the songs from the lips of the peasants, or recording them as they were

recited by the min.strels. In this way he collected 12,000 verses, in S2 runes or cantos. Later, after

more extended researches, he issued a new edition, of 22,793 verses, in .W rnnes. Translations .soon ap-

]>eared in .Swedish, fJerman, and French. A partial translation into English was made by the late

i'rofessor .Tohn A. Porter of Yale College, and published in 18i;8. Jjongfellow's Ilitmuitlia is said to

afford .an excellent illustration of the structure of the Kalevala. M.ax Miiller ranks the Kalevala as the

fiftli national epic of the world, side by side with the Iliad, the Hahubhdrata, the Shuhnaiiuh, and tlie

Nihdun;ie. — Ei).
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siila are flat and slcpjic-likc, devoid of gi-aoe, life, or beauty. And in the vicinity of

the isthmus the climate of the lowlands is hardly superior to that of the neiglilKiring

districts on the lower Don and lower Dniejjer ; while at the southern base of the

mountains, between the cliffs and the deep sea, the sun is warm, the waves are blue,

the vegetation brilliant and varied, ranging from the olive-tree and the laurel to the

Sea-pine and the mighty trees of our forests of the tem])erate zone. In the slieltered

vallevs, the yearly mean rises to more than 54.5° F. ; for Russia, this is a remarkable

lenijierature.

I^'rom 275,000 to 300,000 men occupy the Crimea. The inhabitants were formerly

Turkish in laniruage and lineage. By formerly we mean in the first half of the present

cenlurv. It is scarcely a hundred years since the peninsula became a ])art of the IJus-

sian Empire (1784). Down to 1855 the Turks constituted the large majority of the

Jul, Wl.MLK J'Al.Ai 1., 1^1. I 1.1 l-.liMU liii.

population. The Turks, or, as they are called, the Tatars, of the Crimea, the mild,

rustic, laborious Xogai, left the country in multitudes after the Crimean War,
seeking lia|ipiiiess, justice, and fraternity among their cousins the Ottoman Turks,

under the rule of the Commander of the Faithful. White Russians, Malo-Russians,

Bulgarians, and Greeks have taken their place, and liere, too, Slavia is devouring

everything around her ; she claims to-day fully two-thirds, and perhaps three-fourths

of the Crimeans.

Growth of the Russians. — What is taking place in the Crimea is being rejieated

everywhere throughout the length and breadth of the em]iire. The Slav is pushing

his cities of merchant.s, his villages of peasants, and his stanitzas of Cossacks into every

corner of the Russian domain; and nearly everywhere he is .stilling the allophyle and

allojihone. No obscure valley in the most distant Asia of the North, no cirque hoi-
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lowed out of the gigantic mountains, but sees, on the morrow of tlie conquest, Slavs

niin<;lin<i with its Turks, Mongols, or Finns, colonists mixing with its nomadic or set-

tled inliahitunts, and Christians associating with its Mussulmans, Buddhists, or jtagans.

Here the Slav is the Great liussiati, for the reason that in every colonized country the

])arent tongue never allows the lesser tongues and dialects of the nation to survive

around it ; no language, for example, has taken root in the United States by the side

of the literary English. Russia is easily equal to this immense colonization, for,

though tlie death-rate is higli, the births more than abundantly fill up the gaps. In

188(C Russia-Siberia alone, not including Poland, Finland, Caucasia, or Central Asia,

cast into the scale of her destinies 3,858,873 births, against 2,81(5,()'21 deaths; she then

gained 1,042,252 souls, enough to be able to challenge England's formidable display

and Germany's false grandeur.

Cities. — About a dozen cities contain more than 100,000 inhabitants each.

Saint Petersburg (1,003,315) was founded in 1703 by Peter the Great, near the Gulf

of Finland, on the banks of the Neva, which is free, on an average, 218 days iu the

year, and frozen 147. The city was built on a cold marsh, in a wholly unattractive

region, less for the sake of the line stream than to menace tlie Swedes in Finland. It

was a challenge to nature, for the foundations of its palaces had to be laid in the

swamp ; to-day even, when the west winds set back the waves of the Gulf of Finland,

the Neva is driven ujvstreain and threatens tlie very existence of the city. Saint

Petersburg exhibits the beauty and the monotony of a regularly laid out town ; the

streets are broad as boulevards, and the granite edifices are massive as barracks.

Cronstadt (pop. 43,000), not far away, on an island in the gulf, is a strongly for-

tified port.

" Holy " Moscow (753,000), endearingly named by the Russians Moskva 3fcUushka,

" little mother Moscow," tlie " city of forty times forty spires," occupies both banks of

the Moskva, a small river, which is frozen on an average 152 days out of every 365.

With a larger area than Paris, but only a third as populous, Moscow gravitates about

the Kremlin, the great n.ational monument, at the same time citadel, metropolitan

church, monastery, palace, and barracks. From the spires with gilded or painted

domes that crown its three hundred fifty to four himdred churches can be seen huts,

the winter palaces of the nobility, tilled fields, waste lands, ponds, woods, and gardens,

city blending with village, and country with city. Moscow is the centre of Russia;

it is the "holy of holies" of the emi)ire, the altar of the father-land, the Russian city

par excellence, much more than Eurojiean and cosmoi)olitan Saint Petersburg is.

Warsaw (455,000), on the turbid Vistula, is the soul of Poland. It is neai-er the

centre of Europe than any other of the great cities of this division of the globe.

Odessa (304,000), a ]iort on the Black Sea, is a modern city, less than a hundred

years old ; it exports immense quantities of grain. Lisbon vainly boasts of being

founded by Ulysses, but the name of Odessa is in fact that of the wily navigator

;

this momimental city, built on the margin of the Steppe, is thus called from an ancient

Greek colony founded on these shores which bore the name of the liero Odysseus.

Riga (175,000), on the Dlina, 7 miles from where it enters the Gulf of Riga, is the

mart and chief port of the Baltic provinces.

Kazan (141,000) is an old Tatar capital, near the confluence of the Volga with

tlie Kama.

Kishenev (130,000) is in fact named JCissmoti by the greater ])art of its citizens,

who are of Roumanian stock, as are most of the inhabitants of the province of which
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this city is the capital.* Few towns even in Russia look so much like an overgrown
thatched village.

Kharkov (189,000) lies on an affluent of tlie Donetz.

Kiev (170,000), the " mother of Russian cities," the sacretl town of the Malo-
Russians, is visited by multitudes of pilgi'ims. Its magnificent situation mi^ht have
7uade it, and might yet make it, the capital of the Slavs, if Slavia had not taken such
giant strides toward the east, thus relegating the old citv into the west of the Slavo-

Catherine Place, Odessa.

nian lands. Kiev lies on the Dniei)cr, among the Little Russians, not far from the
Poles, between the mighty nation of the Great Russians and the small Slavic jtcoples

of Austria and Turkey.

Saratov (123,000) "is on the lower Volga.
Then follow : Vilna (103,000), once the metropolis of Lithuania, on the Yilia, a

tributary of the Nienien ; Orel (79,000), on the Oka, in central Russia; Rostov
(73,000), on the Don, near its month ; Nikolaiev (67,000), having extensive dock-
yards, on the estuary of the Bug, etc.

1 Bessarabia.
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The BiiocKEX, in the IIakz Mountains.

GERMANY.

Mountains of the South.— Northern Lowlands.— Gcrni.iny (German, Deutschland)

looks out on Uh' north over llic almost inland Baltic and over, the o]ien North Sea; on

the soutli it touches the Adriatic, which leads into the Mediterranean ; it is united to

the Hungarian, Slavic, and Roumanian Orient, and almost to Asia, by the Danube; it

forms the connecting link between Latin Europe and Slavic Europe. Including Alsace

and Lorraine, Germany embraces about 211,000 ' square miles, with a population of

49,424,135, or about 234 persons to the square mile. Germany is much more densely

peoi)k'd than France, althougli its soil is less fertile, and though it lies xinder less in-

dulgent skies. The surface rises on the south toward the Al]is; on the north, it slo]ws

toward tlie sea in a vast jil:iin, which would be covered by the ocean if the waves

sliould bo raised 500 feet. Between the plain and the Alps are undulations of medi-

ocre altitude.

The Alpine giants lift their heads in France, Switzerland, and Italy. The less

elevated bastions which raise an enormous b.arrier in the south between the Germans

and Italians rear their battlements, likewise, into the realm of (Eternal cold. Such,

for example, are the Orteler, Oet/.thnl. and Stubay grou]is, and the Hohe Tauern

(dominated by the obelisk of Gross Glockner) ; all these jnountains of gneiss, schist,

' Exactly 211,168.
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mica-schist, and granite, surpassing 10,000 feet, and reaching nearly 13,000, have icy
rivei-s Hovving down through tlieir valleys fi'oni the great snow-masses ; but these
summits have not l.een in Germany, but in Austria, since tlie slaughter at Sadowa
(July 3, 18C0_)

;
it is in the Bavarian Alps that we must now look for the culminating-

peaks of Gei-many; the loftiest of all, the Zugspitze, has an altitude of 9702 feet.

The chains of central Germany are not more than half as high as the Bavarian
Alps. The greater part do not attain an elevation of even 3300 feet, and only one,
the Giant Mountains, or Kiesengebirge, from which the Elbe descends, surpasses
5000 feet. Not one of these graceful heights, whicii differ widely from the sterile
summits of the Alps, wears the sjiotless ermine of eternal snow.

The Black Forest, or Schwarzwald (4902 feet), on the riglit of the Rhine, at the
sources of the Danube, lias grand fir plantations. The Odenwald continues the Black
Forest beyond the Neckar, as far as the M;un. The Siiessart, half encircled bv a bend of
the Main, is one of nature's temjjles. Even in Germany, that land of wonderful forests,
there are no oak or beech woods comparable to those which adorn this low massif oi
2018 feet. Between the Main and the Weser the Rhon (3117 feet) astonishes us
with its brazen sterility. The Vogelsberg (2.530 feet), near the Rhon, is anotlier
desolate mountain-group, and one of the largest known masses of basalt. Or. the
left bank of the Rhine, the Eifel jjresents a sterile plateau, dotted with ancient craters,

which have been changed into lakes.

In the centre of Germany, the Thuringian Forest, or Thiiiinger Wald (32-28 feet),

at the sources of the Weser, is the German Arcadia ; the Ilarz, isolated and inflexible

in the great plain, culminate in the famous Brocken (3743 feet) ; the Fichtelgebirge
(Pine Chain), from whence the Main flows, rears its tojis of granite and gneiss to the
altitude of 3487 feet ; the Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) attains an elevation of 4183
feet ; it forms one of the ramjiarts of the immense fortress of Bohemia, as does also

the Bohemian Forest, or Bohmer Wald ; the latter (4774 feet), in a moist climate, is a

small California, with gigantic conifers towering 150, 160, or even 200 feet. Another
of the Bohemian walls, Riesengebirge, covers Saxon Switzerland with its superb cliffs

and cubical mountains. The Schneckoppe rises to the height of 5253 feet.

At the extreme north-east of Germany, on the Russian frontier, in East Prns-

sia and Pomerania, is the so-called Seenplatte (Lake Plateau). This is a plain i-ather

than a table-land, but it ]K)ssesses the beauty of tranquil lakes, deep forests, veiled,

limited horizons, and huge boulders ; the music of the winds among the pines lends a

touching and saddening influence to the scenery in this harshest clime of the German
Empire.

From the low mountains, for hundreds and hun<lreds of miles, the broad German
]ilain stretches out towar<l the seas, joining on the east the plains of Russia, and on the

west those of the Low Countries and of northern France. It is owing to the size and

at the same time to the slight elevation of these cold and monotonous hindes that the

mean altitude of Germany is not above 700 or 702 feet, or alwut half that of France.

Around wooded lakes, on the margin of mighty forests, at the base of dunes ce-

mented together by pines, at the foot of the solitary hills ujilifted from the level ex-

])anse, plucky peasants till the German lowlands; they wrest from the soil all it has

to give: but their toil liarelv brings them the me.ans of life; it never enriches them.

And yet this plain sup]>orts as many men as though it were fertile, and its inhabitants,

through their city of Berlin, are ruling Germany to-day more completely than ever

before.
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However, of all the peoples of Germany, of the "Iniid so marvellously beautiful

under its coronet of oaks," those who dwell on these vast barren wastes (where rich

valleys, tine meadows, and fertile, drained swamps are not wanting) are evidently the

Germans who have the least foreign blood in their veins. In certain districts on the

left bank of the Elbe, Polabe, a Slavic idiom, was sj)okeu down to the beginning of

the present century.

German Rivers: The Elbe, the Rhine, the Danube. — The German coasts, which are

deficient in natural ports, present but one island of any considerable size, KUgen, in

the Baltic, opposite Stralsund. This land of chalk, fretted by billows that are gradu-

ally devouring it, is carved into peninsulas, islets, and reefs. Wendic, a Slavic dia-

lert, was once spoken here ; but for five hundred years German has been the only

lan«jua"-e in use. The old tongue became extinct in 1404, at the death of an aged

woman,— the last individual who had not forgotten it.

On the Baltic shores, the large rivers How out tlirough "haffs," or lagoons, which

are separated from the sea by alluvial strips, called Kehrumjen. The haffs communi-

cate with the Baltic by means of narrow channels. The Niemen, or Memel, a Rus-

sian and Lithuanian stream rather than German, enters the Kurische llaff or Haff

of Courland (625 sq. m.), beyond Tilsit, by several branches. This haff is con-

nected with the sea through Memel Deei)S. The Pregel (the river of Konigsberg)

and more especially the Vistula are rapidly pouring alluvia into the Frische Haff

(331 sq. m.), which opens into the Baltic by the Pillau Tief. In the same way

the Oder is imperceptibly contracting the Great Haff or Haff of Stettin, which com-

municates with the sea by means of three openings. The Oder, more than 550 miles

lon;^, in a basin of about 17,400 square miles, descends from a jMoravian mountain.

Its sources are therefore Austrian. It fiows through Polish territory until it comes

in contact with the Neisse; it passes Breslau, and gains the Stettiner-Haff, below

Stettin. Its chief affluent, the lowland Warta, remains on Polish territory almost to

its mouth. On the Xorth Sea, with its tides and temi)ests, no Nehrung has olistructed

the estuaries of its streams; the stormy waves will not permit the winds, the alluvia,

the gravel, and the sand to construct littor.al cordons along its coasts. On the con-

trary, here, as on the Holland seaboard, the waters are destroying the low shores, and

the old coast is indicated by a line of eroded islands ; but the German, like the Neth-

erlander, protects the menaced soil as far as jjossible by dikes.

The Elbe, the central ai-tery of Germany, reaches the North Sea below Hamburg,

after a course of more than 700 miles, in a basin of 55,340 square miles. It issues

from Bohemia, fully formed, fiery, but turbid, with a mean flow of 5300 cubic feet,

through superb gorges in sandstone mountains ; it winds past Dresden, and penetrates

into the great plain. Far out to sea, facing its estuary, an English island, Heligo-

land, long jealously watched the German coast. Eroded by the waves even more
thau Rugen, Heligoland has become a jagged islet of less than one square mile; it

rises as a lofty sandstone cliff. "Green country, red cliff, white shore, — such is

Heligoland," as made over to Germany by the British in 1890.

Another river of central Germany, the Weser, likewise flows into the sea oppo-

site Heligoland. Its parent stream is the Werra. Near Minden it abandons the

varied scenery of the mountains for the monotony of the lowlands. Its great port,

quite well inland, Bremen has, like Hamburg, already embarked many hundreds of

thousands of emigrants for America. The Weser, which is much shorter than the

Elbe, is some 300 miles in length, and drains less than 20,000 square miles.
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The Rhine (820 miles),^ does not rise " at the foot of Mount Adula, among thou-

sands of reeds." Springing from glaciers and fed by snow-masses, Switzerland trans-

raits it to Germany, already broad and swift, and of a clear, deep green color, after

liaving been purified in the Lake of Constance. From the Basel curve, where it be-

comes wholly German, its course is direct. It was once very broad at this point, with

arms and islands; but the tendency to divide into branches lias been cuvbed in the

interest of navigation, and many of the windings have been cut eft" by leading

the water into straight channels. The Rhine enters the splendid plains of Alsace

and Baden, lietween the Vosges and the Black Forest. Then carrying with it two

Heligoland.

beautiful German rivers, the Swabian Neckar and the Franconian Main, below
Mainz, it makes its heroic way througli mountains of slate. This "cut of the

Rhine," with its ruins on the sombre crags, tliose feudal eyries with proud and
impressive names, is like a sanctuary to Germany, because of its wondrous beauty,

but still more for all the poetry wliich environs it, its memories, legends, and
charming Zieder, and the Lorelei., that treacherous enchantress celebrated in

adorable verse. It receives the Lahn and the Moselle, then below Cologne it flows

through almost level lowlands, which are continued by the flat-lands of Holland.

Here the delta of the Rhine blends witli the deltas of the Meuse and the Scheldt.

Its mean flow is estimated at 78,400 cubic feet ]ier second at Emerich, on the thresli-

1 The latest authority, Strelbitsky, makes the length of the Ehine 710 miles. — Ed.
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old of the Low Countries, and its basin (including the IMaMSc) at nearly 100,000

square miles.

Tlie Danube (German, Donau), a very much larger stream than the Rhine, is

German in its ujiper course. Swollen by the green torrents from Bavaria, then more

than doubled by the Inn, a Swiss and Tyrolese river, it enters Austro-IIungary,

where it bathes the cajjital cities, Vienna and Budapest, and then hurries on to bury

its waters in tlie far-away Black Sea.

Climate. — Germany possesses a uniform climate. Altitude has the same effect

in the south that latitude has in the north. Augsburg and Munich in Bavaria Jiave

even a lower mean temperature than Breslau and Stralsund, in Prussia, or Coj)enhagen,

in Denmark. Hamburg, near the North Sea, has nearly the annual mean of Inns-

brUck, which is not far from Italy. The cold increases from west to east instead

of from south to north. The faither we go from the Rhine, the climate of which is

not without severity in winter, the more the skies become Russian instead of French.

The yearly rainfall varies between 21 inches in the north and 26j to 27 in the south.

In France it is not less than 30.3 inches. The mean animal temperature ranges

between 42"^ and 44° F. in the north-east and 52° and 54° in three privileged v.alleys,

namely : on the Rliiue, from Spire to Cologne ; on the Xeckar, below Stuttgart ; on

the Main, from Wtlrzburg to Mainz. The hills of the Moselle, the Rhine, and the

Neckar boast of their sparkling wines; but Germany's real superiority is in her

forests, which embrace 53,500 square miles. Some 35,000 square miles are covered

with sombre pines, firs, and larches, and 18,500 with deciduous trees, such as oaks,

birches, aspens, poplai-s, and beeches.

The Germans.

—

The German Language.— The old confederation,^ which left without

its ))ale fewer Germans l)y far than does the Germany of to-day, contained 52 million

men, of whom 8 million to 9 million were Slavs, 150,000 were Danes, 150,000 Lithua-

nians, 500,000 Italians, and 10,000 to 12,000 Walloons. At present, the German

Empire, which is much smaller though much more densely peopled than the Confed-

eration, has 49,424,135 inhabitants ; the vast majority of these are Germans, strongly

mixed, in early times, with Celts, Slavs, Lithuanians, and perhaps Finns, and later with

French and Jews. The population increases rapidly, notwithstanding emigration.

According to official statistics there is a yearly average of 1,7.50,000 to 1,850,000 births,

1,200,000 to 1,250,000 deatlis, and 200,000 to 250,000 emigr.ations. This leaves a gain

of 300,000 souls for the ambitious empire.

As Germany is destitute of natural frontiers, except in the south, there has been

an uninterrupted ovei"flow of the i)opulation into the surrounding States. In former

times the Germans were tempted into more than one Slavic or Hungarian land, and

even into the Russian Sti'])pes and along the Volg.a, by potentates who were in need

of peasants, mechanics, and merchants for their ^arious kingdoms. And, aside from

> The Germanic Confederation, established in 1815 by the Congress of Vienna, was composed of 30

states, each of wliich was represented in a iiennaiient diet wliich convened at Franlcfort and which had

cognizance of all matters of common concern. Austria was the most influential member of the bund.

Tlie revolutionary movement which swept over Europe in 1848 brought about radical changes in the

governments of many of the smaller states, and shook the very foundations of the most jmwerful. Two
years later, the German states stood .sharply divided into two hostile groups, one group rallying around

Prussia, the other around Austria; but it was not until 18(iii that the struggle occurred which resulted in

tJic final exchmion t>f Au.stria from Germany. The war lasted seven weeks. The decisive battle was
fought July .1, 181)1), at Kijniggratz, and is known as the battle of Sadowa, from a small village a few

miles from Kiiniggriitz.— Ed.
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these calls, families from Swahia, the Palatinate, Alsace and Lorraine, Saxony, North
Germany, and also fi-om Flanders and P'riesland, emigrated to tlie unpeoj^led regions
of the east and south-east. Noiselessly, and, as it were, stealthily, — at least history,

which occu])ios itself witli wars, scarcely mentions them, — they added furrow to fur-

row, built wood-chopper's hamlets in the forests, and tilled the cities with slioj)keepcra

and craftsmen, from whom sprang, in time, a laborious, painstaking bourgeoisie, the

envy and admiration of the vulgar herd. They won in this way large tracts from the

southern, central, and eastern Slavs, and from the Lithuanians; they acquired the
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once Slavonian basins of the Kibe and Oder, made inroads into tlie basins of the small

streams of East Prussia, and pushed their way as far as the Polisli Vistiiha, to say

nothing of the Baltic provinces, where they now constitute the towns-peojiU'. This

invasion is still noing on, and German-s]ieal<in<,f Jews always form tlie advance-guard

;

but Germany has ceased her impcrceptiljle amiexation of the Orient. Tlie Orient has

awakened, and the future of the Germans may be dictated by tiie Slavs of the vast

ein]iire.

The Germans have been enamoui'ed of themselves so long that they almost forget

that the world did not begin with them ; tliey were not its Alpha, nor will they be its

Omega. Doctors, preachers, historians, and poets, all the educators and instructors

of the nation, from the rector inagnificus of the universities, to the humblest village

Schulfuchs, have been fostering, for eighty years now, the s])irit of self-laudation.

Conceit mars their fine books and their very learned reviews ; the reader is irritated

by the untiring enumeration and deification of German traits and virtues, German

deeds of jirowess, and the glories of tjie (ierman ])ast and the (ierman future.

If this prolific nation had jiossessed its boasted inflexibility, it would have Ger-

manized Europe. It is the malleability of the Germans which has weakened them, as

well as their readiness to conform to law and order, their innate love of foreign things,

and their fondness for languages. Many a district where not a word of German is now

sj)oken is peopled wholly by Germans, who have retained their Teutonic names, or

have travestied them in Slavic, Hungarian, or Italian ; among the sujjporters and

defenders of the national claims of the Austrian Slavs (Czechs, Serbo-Croats, or Slo-

venes), as well as of those of the Magyars, are found not only Slavs and Hungarians,

but also Germans, wliose ancestors, perhajis, changed their names at the same time

witli their allegiance ; or, what is more probable, pressed upon by the surrounding

nation, children of that nation by their mothers, and bound to it by marriage, these

men have abjured the German half of their ancestry.

As the Germans have no colonies of their own, they colonize with the English, in

countries where English is spoken ; with the Russians, wherever the chief of potentates

rules ; they furnish millions of settlers to the United States, and h\isbandmen, jtrofes-

sors, and merchants to the nations of South America ; in Africa they are establishing

themselves in the east, the south-west;, in Cameroons and Upper Guinea : they are

flocking to Australia, and even as far as New Zealand and the islands of the South Sea.

The Germans, who have been converted by their erudite teachers into zealous advo-

cates of everything that is Teutonic, are by nature the cosmopolites ]Xir excellence.

Tiie Saxons, the Hessians, the Swabians, and, to a less degree, the Prussians and

Bavarians, have the entire earth for their country.

This people of colonizers is also a people of scientists, of relentless, jirofound,

over-exact, indefatigable investigators; but its " doctors " are confused to an unpar-

donable degree in their ideas, and especially in their phraseology. Nearly all of

th<'ni write too much and badly. The heaviness of their books is due chiefly to the

character of the langu.age. The German tongue is rich, possessing a virility not

wholly devoid of harshness, and yet ca]»ablo of great sweetness; it is su]ierb in poetry

' but uncouth in jirose, complicated, pedantic, encumbered with separable particles,

which are often very far from the words to which they belong, and, lastly, burdened

with compound words, which do not always corres])ond to a very precise idea. It

is divided into two very dissimilar dialects, High German (JIoch-De>/fsc/i), the

literary language, which is marching rapidly to the conquest of the whole German
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Empire, and Low Gorman {Platt-Deiitsch), which is spoken in the northern plain by
some twenty million men. Platt-Deiitsch is under<!;oin<T transitions in tlio south-west,

where it is blending with Diitcli and with Flemish.

Of the 49 million inhabitants of the empire, over 3 million are Poles, Lithuanians,
Danes, French, etc., who do not speak German ; but to offset these there are more than
four times as many German-si)eaking people living in compact bodies on the confines

^lg~" «f»i.»,,Jk
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of the Vaterkmd, namely, 10 million Austrians, more than 2 million Swiss, anout 40,000

Belgians, and Lu.xembin-gians to the number of more than 200,000. Moreover, tliere

are some Ih million Ge^-injins scattered through the Kussian cities and concentrated in

certain districts of the lower Volga, of Little Russia, of Hessarabia, etc. Tliese Russo-

German.s, who have maintained their nationality down to the present time, must .soon

lose their separate existence iiow that the Russian government has retracted all the

peculiar privileges granted to the colonists, and esj)ecially now that railroads are
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establishing close relations between all ])avts of the empire.* These U million men

are lost to Germany, as are also the 3.} million Germans of the Uniteil States and the

250,000 of the Dominion of Canada. The only true Germans outside of Europe are

to be found in South America. The colonists who settled in the southern provinces

of Brazil, Sao Paulo, rarana, Santa Catharina, and Sao Pedro do Ilio Grande do Snl,

have preserved tiieir nationality to a marvellous degree among the Lusitanians and

the Indians ; but they are few in number, and they will soon be stifled by the Latin

surroundings.

More than 30 million of the inhabitants of the German Empire are Protestants,

more tlian 17 million Catholics, and about 563,000 Jews.

Political Divisions.— The political divisions of Germany, which were very compli-

cated before the war that ended with the thunderbolt of Sadowa, are still remarkably

peculiar. Prussia, which, ])revious to 18GG, was composed of two distinct sections, one

comprising the plains of the north-east, the other the Rhenish provinces, lias since

annexed Hanover, Schleswig-IIolstein, Hesse-Cassel, and Nassau, and subordinated to

her rule Saxony, Oldenburg, Brunswick, and a half of Hesse-Darmstadt, together

with some fifteen unimportant duchies and principalities bearing high-sounding names.

Prussia was compelled to relinquish her hold on Luxemburg, but on the south of the

Main, which is considered the boundary line between Prussian Germany and the so-

called Independent States, the Grand-Duchy of Baden, Wtirtemberg, Bavaria, and

Alsace-Lorraine are subject to her; Austrian Germany, excluded from the federation,

forms with Hungary and the Slavic jjrovinces the Austro-llungarian Empire, the

capital of which is Vienna, a German city.

Prussia.— Prussia proper, not including the jietty duchies and principalities,

supports 38 more persons to the square mile than France, notwithstanding the great

inferiority of her soil and climate. The census of 1890 returned 29,959,000 inhatnt-

ants, on 134,468 square miles. Three millions of these men are in no sense Germans.

The Danes in the north of Schleswig and the Poles of East Prussia, Posnania, and

Silesia still cherish the hope of being re-engrafted on the parent trunks. The Poles

have held out well against the long-contiiuied efforts to Germanize them through the

schools, law, government, and the army, but they are steadily losing ground by the

sale of numerous estates to the German burghers, who are richer, or, rather, much

more economical, than the Polish nobles; several hundreds of square miles pass in this

way every year from the Slavs to their Teutonic enemies; at the same time, the State

is studying to erase from the map, as far as possible, all Polish names, and replace

them with German names, which may or may not be translations of the Slavic.'^ The

' On Jan. 1, 1885, the railways of Russia, including Poland, Finland, and the Transcaspian region,

had reached an aggregate length of Hi, 15,") miles. Of these, 7.'(8 miles helong to the State. — Ed.
2 Since the writing of the ahove, the Prussian Goveriunent has taken summary measures to expel

from the country all Poles not snhjects of Prussia. An edict to this effect was issued and carried out

with great severity. More than 34,700 persons were hanished, and many others, finding that their expul-

sion was certain, emigrated to the United States. The majority of all these were Russian subjects. No
charge of conspiracy or disloyalty was made against the exiles, and even the poorest were not expelled

as paupers. The Home Minister, when interpellated in the Prussian lliet (May ti, 188.')) on the motive

which dictjited the arbitrary conduct of the Government, replied that the measure objected to was a

state necessity, and that the Prussiiin Government could not tolerate the presence in Prussia of large

numbers of Poles who were not I'russian subjects. A further interpellation on the question was brought

forward in the fierman Parliament on Deceniber 1. Prince Risnuirek peremptorily declined to discuss

the interpellation before that body, as the administrative measure referred to liiid been taken in virtue

of the Kniperor's right, as King of Prussia, to jirotect the German element in his border provinces against

the flood of persons of foreign nationality who were settling there, to its detriment. During the fifteen
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Lithuanians, wlio are fast losing tlieir nationality, dwell in East Prussia, on tlie

very confines of Lithuanian Russia. Lastly, there are some tens of thousands of

Czechs in Silesia, and 80,000 Wends on the frontiers of Saxony, adjoining the 50,000

other Wends tliat are still left in the latter kingdom ; this small nation of 130,000

souls occu]iies the mountains of Lusatia ; it was once mistress of a vast territory, but
it is retreating before tiie advance of the German language, which pursues it into the

humblest hamlet, which is penetrating it with its words and imj)regnating it with its

syntax. About twelve thousand Walloons, a branch of the Frencli nation, inhabit a

district on the Belgian borders, south of Aix-la-Cliapelle, around Malmedy.
Cities.— Prussia lias twelve cities containing over 100,000 inhabitants.

Berlin (1,579,000) is growing rapidly, although it is built in a sterile plain, and
surrounded by sands and pines; it lies on the sluggish river Spree, which carries the

impurities of the city to the Havel, a long chaplet of lakes emptying into the Elbe.

The '-Centre of Intelligence," the " City of Victory," was founded on soil originally

Ijeopled by Slavs, and later it received into its bosom many French refugees who
were expelled from their native laud during the Dragouuade ; there was a period,

while Berlin was still a small city, when every third inhabitant was a Frenchman.'
Hamburg (324,000), a "free port " 68 miles from the North Sea, has a population

of 570,000, including Altona (143,000) and other suburban towus and boroughs. It

is tlie second port on the continent, Antwerp alone outranking it. It unfurls the

German flag over all seas, and ships multitudes of emigrants to America.

Breslau (335,000), formerly Vratislavia, an important manufacturing city, on the

banks of the Oder, is the capital of Silesia, one of the old Slavic provinces that have
been partially Germanized.

By uniting the adjacent manufacturing towns of Elberfeld and Barmen, we have

a city of 242,000 inhabitants. It is traversed by the Wtipper, an affluent of the

Khine.

Cologne (281,000), in German Koln, on the Rhine, which passes here in all its

grandeur, was the first city of Germany in the Middle Ages.

Konigsberg (162,000) lies on the Pregel, which is navigable for small vessels.

Large vessels stop at Pillau Tief, the opening of the Frische Half into the Baltic.

Frankfort on the Main (180,000) is famous for its banking transactions and spec-

ulations. The Kothschilds, the richest and certainly the most powerful family in

the world, are natives of Frankfort.

Hanover (165,000 ; 193,000 with Linden) was the capital of one of the kingdoms

swallowed up by Prussia. It is situated on the banks of the Leine, a river of the

Weser basin, in a broad plain, which is prolonged in the vast landes of LUneberg

as far as the Elbe.

Bremen (126,000), next to Hamburg, has the most active commerce of all the

German cities. It is a free city on the Weser; it sometimes sends as many emigrants

to America as its rival, and sometimes even more, according to the years.

Dantzic (120,000), an archaic city, where certain streets and alleys are museums
of the Middle Ages, is the Gdansk of the Poles, its old masters, who lost with it their

years previous to 1885, there had been a considerable increase of tlie Polish element in East Prussia and
the adjoining districts of West Prussia. While the German element had increased from 1 to 5 per cent,

the Polisli liad increased by from 8 to 11 per cent. — Ed.
1 Tlie Germ.-in geographer, Hermann Daniel, in his Geor/raphy, vol. iv., p. 15.5, says that there was

a time when every tenth man in Berlin was a Frenchman. — Ed.
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route to the sea. It lies along a large arm of the Vistula, not far from its embouchure

iuto the ]>altie.

Mat'debur"- has only 114,000 inhabitants; but with its suburbs the number is

swelled to 202,000. This city is situated on the Elbe, just below the mouth of the

Saale, a charming stream, flowing from an idyllic valley of central Germany, past the

two university towns of Jena and llalle.

Then follow DttsseldorC (145,000), on the Rhine ; Stettin (106,000), on tlie lower

Oder ; Aix-la-Chapelle, in German Aachen (103,000), near Walloon or French Bel-

gium, etc.

Saxony.— This is the most densely peopled state of Europe; and the number of

its inhabitants has nearly doubled in less than fifty years. In lSa4 the ))opidation

was 1,596,000; in 1890, over 3| million ^ men were crowded on the less than 5800

square miles of its territory, or 604 persons to the square mile. Belgium itself,

almost double in area, it is true, has only 536 inhabitants to the square mile. If we

take up the two countries in detail, the Walloon-Flemish kingdom has the advantage-

Flanders, Hainault, Brabant, and the jn-ovinces of Liege and Antwerj) are more

thickly populated than Saxony is ; and, unfortunately for both kingdoms, they owe

these disproportionate multitudes to the activity of devouring industries and trade.

Saxony is backed against the Erzgebirge, which separates it from Bohemia. It is

traversed by the Elbe. In the south are chill mountains; in the north, hills and

plains. In the gorges of Bautzen, Saxony still shelters fifty thousand Wends.

All the rest of its inhabitants, who are German in speech, are of Teutonic and Slavic

blood mixed in unknown pro])ortions ; but the names of localities prove beyond dis-

pute that the country belonged in olden times to Slavonian tribes, of which the

Wends constitute the melancholy remnant. Saxony, also, so far as the so-called inde-

pendent kingdom is concerned, is only a fragment of the region once occuiiied by the

Saxons, who were, perhaps, the greatest of all the Gei-man peoples, the one which did

most toward the perfecting of the literary idiom, and the one whose name is now

borne throughout the world by the more or less German or Germanized nations.

There are three Saxon cities containing more than 100,000 souls each.

Dresden (276,000), the capital of the kingdom, on the Elbe, possesses so many

paintings and works of art that it has received the title of the "German Florence."

Leijisic (294,000), one of the great centres of the book trade, rises in the vast

plain on the Elster, an affluent of the Saale.

• Chemnitz (110,000 ; 140,000 with the suburbs), on a tributary of the Mulde, is the

Manchester of Saxony.

Grand-Duchy of Baden.— The Grand-Duchy of Baden has a pojiulation of 1,657,000,

on 5820 square miles, or 285 persons for every 640 acres. It resembles Alsace, which

faces it from across the Rhine. Like Alsace, it has a broad, fruitful plain, ravishing

valleys, and gorges whose clear torrents descend, past grain-mills and saw-mills, from

tlie tops of fir-crowned eminences. Only, in Baden these eminences are called the

Black Forest ; and in Alsace the Vosges.

In sj)ite of its insignificant size, the Grand-Duchy of Baden has a varied surface.

It rears the culminating summit of the Black Forest (Feldberg, 4902 feet) ; it jios-

sesses the most charmingly wild defiles of this wooded chain ; and, again, though much
of the land slopes toward the Rhine, on the eastern declivity of its forests there is a

species of Tras-os-Montes, where the Danube has its source. There, at an elevation

1 Exactly 3,500,513.
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of 22-21 feet, two torrents from the fir-forests, the Brege and Brigacli, meet, near
Donaueschingen, in a swamj^y jjlain, which was once a lake. They form a river which
takes the name of Donau at the point where it comes in contact with a small rivulet
flowing from the jiark of Donaueschingen Castle. A little farther on, near Tuttlin.
gen, it loses a part of its waters; these are absorbed by tiie Jissures, and again gush
forth, to be carried down to the Lake of Constance as the river Aach.

'

The capital, Carlsruhe (pop. 73,500), is outranked byMaiinlieim (79,000), situated
at the conHuence of the Khiue and the 2s'eckar. Heidelberg (pop. 32,000), famous
for its university, occupies an enchanting site on the banks of the Neckar.

Wurtemberg : Swabia. — WUrtemberg numbers 2,035,000 inhabitants, on 7530

Panieksplatz— Nuremberg.

square miles, or 270 persons to the square mile. It covers a portion of old Swabia
(Schwabe7i), a delightful land, where dwelt in former times the Schwabs, or Schwobs,'
a peojjle jeered at in old saws and deriilod in tales ; but no other German tribe has
given as many great men to the country. Under this name of Schwab, who would
not recognize the Suevi of the very early Middle Ages? These German adventurers
hacked their share out of the remains of the Koman Emjure, along with Alans, Goths,

and Vandals. Tliey hewed and carved in Gaul and then in Iberia, where, toward the

end of the sixth century, tliey disayipeared in the dregs out of which were formed two
powerful nations, the Spaniards and the Portuguese.

From early times, for a thousand years perhaps, this small Swabiau country has
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been dispei-sing countless settlers far and wide, even in Caucasia, Palestine, and Guiana.

It has turned its soil to account in a marvellous fashion, and no otiicr Euro])ean state

lias relatively as much land under cultivation, if we include under this head the per-

fectly kept forests. Its capital is Stuttgart (pop. 140,000), a charming city, about 2^

miles from tlie Neckar.

The surface of ^Yttrtemberg is divided into three physical regions, the Mountains,

the Hills, and the Plateau. The Neckar, which is the central river of the kingdom,

and its beautiful affluent, tlie Enz, rise in the fir-forests of the JVIountains, in the bosom

of the ancient Ilerajnia Sylva (Black Forest), which, thougli now much diminished

in area, coiui>rised in fornu'r times the east of France and the west of Germany
;

thence the two streams flow away to meet below Stuttgart, in the Hills, among

mediocre vineyards, in a moderate climate.

The Plateau is, in a measure, isolated from the other two physical regions.

Neither in its nature nor in its history does High Svvabia— such is its name— form

one organic body with Low Swabia. The latter belongs to the Neckar, and conse-

quently to the Rhine ; the former is in the Danubian basin. From Protestant Low

Svvabia we climb to Catholic High Swabia u]) rugged escarpments ; whether we set

out from Stuttgart, or from Tubingen, the celebrated uni\ersity city of Wiirtcmberg,

or from any other town of the middle Neckar, we reach the Plateau by notches in tlie

soft rock of the Rauhc Alji, which prolongs the Jura chain beyond the Rhine and the

Danube ; in these notches, which are sometimes su])erb, burgs i)erched high up on the

crags watch the flow of beautiful, limpid torrents that have tlieu- sources in great res-

ervoirs, such as abound in Jurassic rock. On the highest terrace of the gorges we

find a vast, mammillated ])lateau, wjiicli stretclies aw.-jy to join the Bavarian table-

land, and slopes tow.ard the Danube ; at Ulm (pop. 36,000), the stream that is des-

tined to become the mighty Danube is still no larger than the Neckar.

Hohenzollern.— Wtlrtemberg partially encloses the priiuMjiality of Hohenzollern,

which is a de])endcncy of Prussia. Hohenzollern is w'atered by the Danube in its ex-

treme upjier course, and by the Neckar above Tubingen. From a manor of this hitid-

sprang those country squires who were to become, after centuries of intrigue and

careful management, the kings of Prussia and the emperors of Germany.

The Swabian kingdom has likewise produced an imperial house, that of Ilohen-

staufen, which took birth in a castle on a bald eminence overlooking the railroad from

Stuttgart to Ulm.

As for the third great German family, that of the Ilapsburg rulers of the Austro-

Ilungarian Em])ire, it originated iu a donjon of Teutonic Switzerland, near the

roaring Aar.

Bavaria: The Bavarian Plateau, Franconia.— This German state, the largest

after Prussia, siijjports 191 inhabitants to tlie square mile, or 5,589,000 persons on

29,290 squ.are miles. Seventy-one hundredths of the Bavarians profess the Catholic

religion ; they are even very devout, and therefore do not love the Prussians, who to

them are the re])resetitatives of Protestantism ; a certain antijiathy exists between the

two peoples, and, of all the German subjects, the Bavarians bend least readily to the

hegemony of the north ; if they dared, they would kick against the ])ricks. The Ba-

varians are a jiartly dark race, especially in the soutli, and they certainly have Celtic

as well as Slavic blood in their veins ; before the year 1000 they spoke Ladin in their

Alps: Ladin, a brother of the Romansch dialects which are still used in the Grisons,

.
is a Neo-Latin idiom which has not completely disappeared from the Tyrol.
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Bavaria comprises a few slopes of the Alps and the higii Danubian plain ; Franco-
nia or the Main region

; and the Palatinate, on the left bank of the Rhine.
The Danubian plain or Bavarian Plateau is the loftiest of the great German

plains, and its 1591 feet of mean elevation give it the second rank among the table-
lands of Europe, that of Castile and Estremadura alone surpassing it. Interspersed
with its fertile soil, which is benumbed during six months of the year by the cold of
these altitudes, are moors and swamj.s of large extent, called 3Ioose; tliese tracts are
not always healthful.

AVhen Bavaria receives the Danube from Swabia it is a medium-sized river; she
transmits it to Austria a current worthy of the title of a ])owerful stream, .after having

HOHENZOLLKHN CASTLE.

poured into it the Lech, the Isar, and the Inn. This last river is larger than the
Donau itself at their confluence on the very confines of the Bavarian territory. The
Lech, Isar, and Inn carry in their floods the tribute of several beautifid Lakes : the Am-
mersee, 804 feet deep ; the Wtlrinsec, encircled by woods and villas ; Chienisee, having
an area of 74 square miles and a dcjith of 459 feet ; Konigssec, or King's Lake, mag-
nificently set in the mountain, and having a depth of 626 feet. The Bavarian Dan-
ube bathes but one large city, Katisbon or Regensburg (pop. 38,000).

As for the Franconiau Main, this incredil)ly tortuous river lias a length of 375
mdes, while the distance in a direct line from its source to its mouth does not exceed
150 miles. It flows by WUrzburg (pop. 61,000), passes through a beautiful notch
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between the Spessart and Oilcnwald, bathes Frankfort, and empties into the Rhine

at Mainz, or Mayence (pop. 73,000).

The capital of the Bavarian kitigdoni is Munich (pop. 348,000), in Gci-nian

Milnchen, situated at an altitude of 19ii9 feet, in a barren, gravelly jilaiii, in view of

the Bavarian Alps, on tlie banks of tl)e swift-rolling, green Isar ; its inqiosing edifices,

its "alleries, its collections of art, have won for it among the Germans llie name of the

'• German Athens."

Nuremberg (pop. 142,000), on the Pegnitz, an affluent of the Main, is still more

archaic than Dantzic; no other large German town has better preserved in their

completeness the elaborately built houses, sculptured windows, little well-like squares,

winding alleys, culs-de-sac, and all the sinuous, tangled labyrinth of tlie media3val

ci-a. In those days the s.aying ran :
" Tlie cannon of Strasburg, the wit of Nurem-

berg, the strength of Venice, the magnificence of Augsburg, and the gold of Ulm
sway the world." And also: "At Nurend)erg, the humblest burgher is better lodged

than the King of Scotland."

Alsace-Lorraine.— Alsace and Lorraine, which were French previous to the war

of 1870, liave been subject to the German Empire since their aniiexation in 1871.

J^ranee h.as been weakened, and Germany has become more .sinewy and more restless.

The imperial province of Alsace-Lorraine comprises a favored district fronting the

Rhine. Back from the river stretches a fruitful plain ; in the rear of the plain

rises the black, forest-clad chain of the Vosges;^ and behind the Vosges lie the

valleys of the Saar and the Moselle, with Metz, which has at last been violated.

The province is more densely peopled than Germany, and much more so tlian France.

It supports 1,604,000 inhabitants, on 5600 square miles, or 286 persons to the square

mile. The French-speaking portion of the population, which is to be found in certain

high valleys of Alsace and in sections of Lorraine along the Seille and the Moselle,

comprises only a fifth of tlie total number of inh.abitants. Nevertheless, when the

hour of se])aration rang, the German-speaking Alsacians were the best Frenchmen of

France. They are so still.

Strasburg (pop. 124,000), 3 miles from the Rhine, groujis its old and new edifices

about a vast cathedral having a spire 466 feet in height. The city lies on the 111, a

lowland river which drinks several torrents from the Vosges.

MUlhausen (pop. 77,000) is one of the busiest manufacturing cities of Europe, and

one of those where the working-man is least oppressed.

Metz (pop. 60,000) borders the Moselle at its confluence with the Seille.

' Tlie culmmatiiig dome of the Vosges, tlie Ballon de Guebwiller, or Ballon de Soultz (4678 feet), is

in .\l8ace.
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General View of Metz.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Austria-Hungary embraces 241,000 square miles ' of territory, and has a mean
elevation of 1700 feet. The population numbers 41,171,000. or 171 inhabitants to

the square mile. These figures do not include Bosnia-Herzegovina, which is

attached at the same time to Turkey and to tlie "dual empire."

The Danube.— The l^anube, a tributary of the Black Sea, is the great bond of the

Austro-Hungarian Empire. Tliis is the second stream of Europe in length (1750

miles), and it far outranks all the other European rivers in volume. It rises in the

Black Poorest, m the Grand-Duchy of Baden, ])asses from there into Wilrtcmberg,

thence into Bavaria, and enters Austria at an altitude of 896 feet. At this point it

is already a ])o\verful and magnificent current. Below Linz, between Grein and

Kreins, the scenery of the Donau fairly rivals that of the Rhine ; but ))oetry has cele-

brated less its rocks and gilded less its legends. Crags strangle the stream,— on the

riglit the Alps, on the left the Bohemian Forest ; at the Strudel the waters break in

falls ; at the VVirbel they once whirled in an eddy, wliich wa.s more dangerous than

the Strudel itself, but the obstruction has been removed, and this maelstrom of llie

Danube has disappeared. After its deliverance from these long gorges, the Donau

1 Kxactly 240,942 square miles, of which Austria includes 115,903, and Hungary 125,039.— Ed.
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jiassfs Vienna. It receives through tlie Morava, or Marcli, the waters of Moravia;

then, at Pozsony, or Presburg, it jpeiietrates into the u|ii)er Hungarian jihiin, called

the Little Plain, in distinction from the larger, low jilain. There the waters are dis-

jiersed in a net-work of "small Danubes," forming a great number of islands, among
which the Great Sclitltt and the Little Sclititt are the largest. The former, comj)ris-

ing 600 square miles, terminates at Koniarora, or Comorn, at the mouth of the Vag,

or Waag, a river from the Carpathians. Then the plain contracts, the stream wel-

comes back all his prodigal sons, and below Esztergom (Gran) enters the defile of

Visegrad, at the terminus of which is outspi'ead the Great Hungarian Plain. The
D:mube bathes the capital of Transleithania (Hungary), as it has that of Cislcithauia

(Austria proper), separating Pesth from Buda— these are the two parts of Budai>e»t.

It embraces the long island of Csejiel, and then drinks the waters of three Ir.rge rivers,

the Drave, the Save, and the Tisza.

The Drave has its sources in the limestone Alps, as does also the Save, which rolls

an average of 38,850 cubic feet per second, and 20,125 at ordinary low water. The
Tisza, the central river of Hungary, has a mean flow of, 60,000, with 16,000 at low

water, and 140,000 in the highest floods. The Drave, the Save, and the Tisza con-

vert the Danube into a current of 280,000 to .350,000 cubic feet per second.

It is this stream, unrivalled in Europe, and w^orthy to rank with the Asiatic and

American rivers,— though more "glorious" than they, because it has drunk more

blood, and because more tears have been shed on its banks,— it is this stream, carry-

ing twice as much water as the Khine and the Riione combined, that flows out of

Austria-Hungary through a rocky pass not more than 425,450, or 500 feet broad

in places, but having a depth at times of 100, 130, or even 165 feet. This last cut,

which is more than 60 miles long, is called the pass of the Iron Gate. The name Iron

Gate is a])])lied especially to a succession of rapids over a screen of porphyry, quartz,

and scliist, •— all hard rocks, which are with difficulty eroded by the Danube, although

the current is extraordinarily swift at this spot. The Danube carries here, on an aver-

age, 301,000 cubic feet per seco!id. During the freshets it is impossible for the entire

body of water to force its way through the defile, and the stream sets back for a long

distance into the Hungarian plain, driving the Servian Morava, the Temes, the Save,

the Bega, and the Tisza up-stream for long distances, the last sometiTues fully 95

miles. At such periods, the level surface of Hungary becomes again in part what it

was as a whole before the Iron Gate was cut through the mountains, namely, a vast

lake ; and when the waters recede, the lake gives jilace to swamps.

With the exception of the Adriatic seaboard, with the excejition of Bohemia,

which belongs to the Elbe basin, of Austrian Silesia, which slopes toward the Vistula,

and of Galicia, which is inclined toward the Vistula and toward the Dniester, all

Austria is Danubian.

Alpine Regions.— Austria claims its full sh-ire of the Alps. In the Orteler,

Oetzlhal, Stubay, and Ilohe Tauern groups, the massive glaciers, lofty cataracts, fresh

meadows, and charming lakes make the Tyrol and the Salzburg region a Switzerland,

which, perhaps, even surpasses Helvetia in beauty. In the Oetzthal and Stubay Alps

there are 309 glaciers. Oetzthal alone is plated with 222 square miles of ice, and the

entire Tyrol contains 490 square miles. It is here that the loftiest mountains of the

empire rear their heads. Gross Glockner reaching 12,451 feet, and the Orteler Spitze

12,818.

In the mountains of Lower Austria, which are included between the Enns and
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the famous Semmering Pass, tliere are no elevations of 6500 feet. In the limestone

Alj)s (where the Germans are gradually giving place to Slavs) lofty summits are rare.

Karavanka, between the Drave and the Save, rises in magnificent limestone crests, of

a j)ale reddish hue ; but \iS proudest ])eak stands modestly, at an altitude of 7480 feet.

Tliree-pointed Triglav, surrounded by the sources of the Save, is more than 9350 feet

high. It supports the most eastern snows of the Alps, and the most imposing pano-

rama of Austria is said to be unfolded from its summit.

The Karst.— South of the Save, and extending as far as the cornice of the sterile

slopes wiiich press close upon the Adriatic, stretches the plateau of the Karst. This
barren, forbidding tract is 1650 feet in altitude ; .it is covered with a red soil, and
abounds in limestone crags and masses. Nowhere in the world can we find so much
naked rock, so many jagged crests, or so many swallow-holes in which large rivers dis-

appear. The entire plateau is perforated with caverns, through whose shades sj)eed,

in leaden floods or in deafening cataracts, torrents which rise to the surface near the

sea in magnificent springs. The Timavo, a river 165 feet broad, which empties intci

the Adriatic not far from Trieste after a course of 2J miles, derives the crystal watei's

of its three fountains from the lakes hidden beneath the Karst. These waters are

those of the Rieka,' a torrent which rushes noisily into a rift in the rock. The Timavo
once had a much greater volume than it has now; in those days it rose to the light

in seven, nine, or even a dozen jets; it was the "source," the "mother," of the Adri-

atic. " Through nine mouths," says Vergil, " 'mid the rooks' resjionsive roar, the sea

comes bursting uj), and deluges the fields with its thundering billows." If the

mighty stream has dwindled to a small river (when the change was wrought, no one
knows), it is because, .at present, it carries only the waters of the Kieka, while formerly

it probably ])rolonged the Sontius, a much larger current, now called the Isonzo: to-

day the Sontius flows into the Adriatic after having made its way through the gorges

of the moimtains of Gr.idisca, but it is supposed to h.ave terminated in ancient times

in a lake with no outlet, and this lake, it is thought, communicated with the hidden
reservoirs of the Timavo, through the underground channels of the Karst. However
this may have been, the " source " of the Adriatic sometimes sinks now to a flow of 14

cubic feet per second ; its mean is about 30, and its maximum 100. Another foun-

tain, the Rieka of Fiume, yields nearly 800 cubic feet (?) of water per second ; and,

on the other side of the mountains, the transparent Poik issues from the capacious

vaults.

In its subterranean course, the Poik laves the recesses of the marvellous grotto

named by the Germans the cave of Adelsberg ; then it rises to the surface under a

different name, and again it returns to the gloomy shades of the Karst, which ai'e

dimly lit here and there by s])ectr.al gleams ; fin.ally it appears once more in the foun-

tains of the L.iybach, a navigable .aflluent of the Save. The Save drinks so many
sparkling springs, either directly or through its tributaries, that it rolls ;it low water

a mightier flood than many a highly celebrated stream. Among the magnificent jets

which it receives from the Karst are the Ruinits.i, the Kulaslm, the Globornits.a, the

Bistriits, the Tunjitsa, the fountain of Poporeselo, etc. We shall some day be able

to explore a part of the subterranean world stretching from all these lost torrents of

the j)l.ateau to all these springs at the base of the mountains, if a project which has

been projjosed is carried out ; the plan is to enlarge and blow up the vault of the

caverns wherever the depressed rock strangles the buried river during the rainy sc.a-

' This word, common to all the Slavic dialects, signifies river.
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sons, and sets the floods back into the valley above. The peasants know, by long ex-

perience, how to connect these down-stream reservoirs with the up-stream swallow-

holes to which they correspond.

Dalmatia.— The Karst is connected on the south-east* with the naked rocks of

Dalniatia, a province likewise famous for its superb reservoirs; the submarine foun-

tain of Gattaro, and the Cettina, Kerka, Giadro, and Ombla rivers siiring from such

sources. The Cettina flows from a deep chasm, at the base of a limestone wall, in

which a famous grotto opens. The Kerka issues suddenly from the rock, in the vicinity

of Knin ; at one ]>oint in its course of 22 miles the slope is broken and the stream

descends 130 feet in 16 leaps, between bare rocks or garlands of foliage,, over stone

dr.aperies which the waters themselves are daily weaving by their calcareous deposits.

Tiie Giadro enters the Gulf of Spalato after a course of not more than half a league.

The Ombla is but little over a mile long; its source is to be sought in the Treben-

stitsa, a torrent which disappears on the plateaus of Herzegovina. It is near Ragusa

that the Ombla begins and ends ; —• this name Ragusa, given to the town by the Ital-

ians, is delusive. Who would recognize under this Nco-Latin term the Dubrovnik

which was long the beacon light of the Slavs of the south ?

From the Dalmatian mountains the eye sweejts the Adriatic, whose resplendent

fiords remind one of a Norway where dates would ripen, a Norway with no glaciers,

but glowing with all the warmth and beauty of the Mediterranean. Dalmatia would

be a superb land if it only had a little verdure, and if it were not for the Sirocco, which

prevails in summer, and the fierce, piercing, racking Bora, which blows from the north-

nortli-east during January and Febi-uary.

It is claimed that the notorious barrenness of the Dalmatian slopes and of the

Karst is traceable to the Venetians, who felled the forests of these mountains to build

the ships of their navy. It was, moreover, among the Dalmatians that the Venetians

obtained the crews for their vessels, and Austria does the same to-day. The fleet which

defeated the Italian fleet at Lissa ' was not manned by Germans, but by seamen from

the Dalmatian coast, or rather from the Dalmatian islands,— from Veglia, Cherso,

Arbe, and Pago, from Lunga, a long, slender stri]) of land prolonged by Incoronata,

from ITglian and Pasman, from Brazza, wliich produces good wine, from Lesina, Lissa,

Curzola, Lagosta, and Meleda ; these islands, which glisten in a charming sea, within

full view of the massive pile of rocks rising from the shore to the Dinai-ic Alps, are

all destitute of trees, and are sometimes lashed by the Bora, sometimes by the Sirocco.

In the south, at the very extremity of the Dalmatian coast, a narrow channel con-

ducts the waters of the Adriatic into the Gulf of Cattaro, which is one of the best

sheltered harljors in the world; the rigid mountains and sharp rocks reflected in its

waves belong to the Montenegrin ]irinces, —-those daring Slavic squires who have

never yet been tamed.

Hungary and Transylvania.— AlfOld and Felfold.— Pttszta and Mezoseg.— From
the most eastern summit of the limestone Aljis, the eye sweeps a vast ])lain through

which the Duna and the Tisza flow between swampy banks ; Duna is the Magy.ar

name of the Danube, and Tisza that of the Theiss, a river having a catchment basin of

over 58,000 square miles. This plain, of lower Hungary, is separated from upper

Hungary by the defiles of Esztergom, wliich have been cut by the Danube between

1 III 18()C the Italians, under Admiral Persano, made an attack on Lissa, but were badly defeated by
tlio Austrian fleet, wliich was commanded by Tegetthoff. The battle was fought 10 miles north of the

harbor. — Ed.
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I)ori)byritic and trachytic mountains on the one hand, and graceful wooded hill-slopes

on the other; tlie ].lahi of upper Hungary, called tlie "Garden of the Occident," em-

liraces about GOdO square miles ; tliat of lower Hungary comprises some 37,000. Lower

Hungary is the Alfold of tlie Magyars, that is to say, the Lowlands, in opposition to

FelfOld "or Highlands. It is estimated that the plains occupy S'i hundredths of the

Mao-yar territory, the high plateaus and mountains 30 hundredths, and the hills 38

hundredths. Tiie Hungarian lowlands stretch from the Danube to the first swells of the

Carpathians and of tlie Transylvanian mountains; tiiey are so level in places that an

area of 4000 square miles is frequently submerged by the inundations of the Duna

and Tisza.

The Tisza was once exceedingly tortuous, having a length of 775 miles in a distance

of 335, measured in a direct line from its source in the Carpathians to its junction

with the Danube. Its course lias been shortened 290 miles by cutting off the curves

;

it has been closely diked, but the stream is only the more destructive for all these

engineering efiforts. It bursts through the dikes, or flows over them, and often

threatens the towns along the bank with a tragic fate; Szeged, or Szegedin, for

example, was nearly destroyed only a few years ago (1879) ; when the waters recede,

they leave stagnant, reedy, gnat-infested pools, swamps covered with birds and filled

witii leeches, bogs, and mrretz, or wet, miry meadows. Back from the unhealthfid

banks, on the high ground which neither Tisza, nor Szamos, nor Koros, nor Mai\)s

ever reacli, the aspect changes; here the })lain is dotted at rare intervals witii strag-

gling villages as large as cities, rich harvests undulate in the fields, and, as far as the

eye can reach, immense herds of oxen, with gigantic horns, can be seen peacefully

feeding in the meadows.

Between the sinuous Tisza and the broad Danube, the cl^anncls of which run ])aral-

lel for 200 or 250 miles, lies the Hungarian Mesopotamia, called in Magyar the Puszta,

that is to say, the Steppes. This level Pnszta, from 50 to 55 miles w ide, with a cir-

cuit of more than 310, has mirages like Egy|)t, shifting sands like the French Jjandes,

Saharan heat, Arctic cold, and desolating winds, that are soinetinies torrid, sometimes

glacial. Its trees are mere shrubs or bushes. There are no springs, and few running

streams ; the water is supplied from wells, the long sweeps of which form an occa-

sional relief to the monotony of the Puszta landscape ; the very rare currents of water

are ungainly and turbid, and all merit the name of Sarviz (Muddy Water), which is

borne liy a river of the plain on the right bank of the Danube. Not a rock, not a

stone ; earth, earth everywhere : " In the Alfold," says the proverb, " they pave with

mud." In the wet season, the mire constitutes the fifth element here, as in Poland,

White Russia, and Lithuania. Fortunately, the rains are not heavy: the annual fall

in the Hungarian lowlands is about 20 inches; in the vicinity of the Carpathians it is

from 30 to 30, and the mean for all Hungary is from 24 to 25.

Notwithstanding the monotony of the scenery, the expansive view which can be

liad of the j)lain as far as the liemicycle of the Carpathians, and the symmetry of the

natural meadows, entitle the Pnszta to some claims to beauty. There, in the csardaa,

or low pise houses, are ipiite comfortably lodged half-nomad herdsmen called czikos

(liorse-hei'ders), f/idt/as (cattle-herders), ju/i/tsz (shepherds), and kaiuisz (swine-herds).

The czikos are the Ganchos of Europe; the gulyas lives in a pointed reed hut; the

juhAsz guards his flock from the wolf, armed with a hatchet and accomj)anied by fero-

cious dogs; the kanasz drives his grunting beasts into the oak forests. But systematic

cultivation is rapidly taking possession of those grassy steppes where the hordes of
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Hungarian conquerors found once more the v;ist level pasture-grounds of their
Oru^ntnl landes.^ The Altold and the Puszta are the true home of the Magyar, -that
ex-noinad who has become settled in sjiite of himself.

On the right of the Danube, in the direction of the Alps, the Hun-uriuu plain
rises more rapidly than it does on the left, on the route to the Carpathians. At the
base of the Forest of Bakony (2319 feet) lies Lake Balaton (245 sq. m.), a shallow-
sheet, which is i.rolonged here and there by marshes ; between these same moun-
tains and Vienna is the Puerto, called by the Germans Neusiedler See; the area of the
latter lake varies bet« een 12 or 15 squai'e miles and 150, accordino- to the lieio-ht of

r^^s^,.^

<'-<;, ,•«' 1

SHEniERDS OF THK TaTRA MoUXTAINS.

the Danube, of tlie Leitlia, and of the Raab ; this unattractive pool has no right to
the title of lake, which always involves some idea of beauty. On the north and east
of the Hungarian plain, the Carjiathians and the Transylvanian mountains rise in

terraces. The Carpathians stretch in a semi-circle of 900 miles, from the Danube

1 The Magyars appeared in Europe about tlio year 884. It is supposed tliat tliey were of Turanian
stock, and were descendants of tlie ancient Scythians. They probably made tlieir way from tlie I'ral
Mountains across to the Volga, and tlience westward. It was about 88i» tliat they crossed tlie Carpa-
thians. At that time they were divided into seven tribes, all under the leadership of Almos. and all
bound by a compact which insured equality and justice to all. Upon the death of Almoa, tlie chiefs
chose Ills son Arpad to succeed him. The Magyars then completed the conquest of all Hungary and
Transylvania. — Ed.
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to the Danube-; from Presburg, where the Huiigariiiu plain begins, to the Iron Gate,

where it terminates. They cover 34,75(1 square miles. The Tatras, their culminating

peak (8(585 feet), are a mass of extraordinarily wild gneiss and granite, towering almost

into tlie region of persistent snows, but the slopes are too rigid to i-etain any great

masses of ice; lialf-way to the summit, \V1 small lakes i jwur their green waters into

the Dunajec, a tributary of the ^'istula, and into tiie Danubian Vag, one of the two

)'ivei"s of Komarom.

The Northern Carpathians rise between Hungary andGalicia; tlie Southern or

the Transylvanian Mountains sui)port the "Woodland"— for such is the sigiufieation

of Erdi'b/, the Magyar name of Transylvania; the Latin name is almost a literal

translation of the Hnngarian.

If the Transylvanian plateau, embracing an area of 23,000 to 27,000 square miles,

with a mean elevation of about 1500 feel, did not comprise so many barren, unattrac-

tive jilains, this Mezose;/, or Middle Land, would be a Switzerland in the Orient; in

Transylvania, as in Helvetia, the plateaus and valleys, and the forests haunted by

bears, lynxes, and wolves, are shared by three people.s ; these three peoples, Rouma-

nians, Hungarians, and Germans, are all in a way governed by the Jew, who is inn-

keeper, grocer, money-lender, and universal broker, and who is seizing the land after

the ])easants are forced to abandon it; Transylvania overlooks, on the south, the

Wallachian plain and the distant Danube, as the Swiss Acropolis gazes down on the

Lombard plain and the far-off valley of the Po. The loftiest Transylvanian peaks,

NeiToi (8343 feet), Bucsesd (8192 feet), and Kctyezat (8143 leet), nearly, reacli the alti-

tude of the Tatra group.

Galicia and Bukovina.—^AU the Ali)ine regions, except Istria and Dalmatia, all

Hungai'v and Transylvania, belong to the basin of the Danube. Outside of this basin,

the Austro-Hungarian Empire absorbs two countries which look toward different

liorizons, namely, Galicia and Bohemia.

Galicia is the niore eccentric of these two sections ; for, though it is Austrian by

the games of intrigue and of chance, it is Russian by its location, climate, and all its

jdiysical features, as well as by the two languages of the iidiabitants. Setting out

from either of the two Austro-Hungarian caj)itals, Vienna or ]>udaj)est, we reach

Galicia only by long and difficult routes. Bohemia, on the contrary, is, as it were,

woven into that ])art of the empire which gravitates about Vienna, and the Danube

skirts for a lonij distance the spin's of the Bohemian Forest, which can be easily trav-

ersed. A road but a few leagues in length leads from the great stream to the banks

of the Vltava, the central river of Bohemia.

Galicia contains over 6J million souls (6,578,000) on its 30,307 square miles, or

217 to the square mile, — a density of ])0]><dation hardly warranted by the harsh

climate. But this Polish-Ruthenian country jiossjsses an arable soil, savory pastu-

rage, superb forests, extensive mines of rock-salt, and rich petroleum-springs. That

])ortion of the Carpathians which sejiarates it from Hungary is chiefly of sandstone

formation ; the waterg from their deej) forests flov/ to the Vistula, and to three rivers

wliich are Galician V)y their sources and by their up))er affluents, namely, the San and

the Bug, bf)th tributaries of the Vistula, and the tortuous Dniester. In the north,

on the Vistula and the San, the peo|>le s])eak Polish; in the south, on the Bug and

' Tlie curio\is mountain lakes which occur in tlie deep hollows between the peaks of the Carpathians

are called " eyes of the sea." The number of these assigned by most authorities to the Tatra group does

not exceed 40. — Ed.
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the Dniester, tliey speak Ruthenian or Malo-Russian, and the disputes oai-ried on in

both tongues are between Slavic brothers.

The cities and towns are thronged witli Jews, to the number of fully 700,000. a
tenth of all this vigorous, trafficking race. Three contiguous countries, (ialicia,

Poland, and Malo-Russia have become by the hazards of time the principal places of

refuge for the Twelve Tribes ; Epliraim and Judah are represented there along

with thousands and tliousands of Israelites who are not descendants of the shepherd
of Ur of the Chaldees, but wlio jirofess obedience to the law of Moses, and who are

hastening, like their brotliers in the faith, the acconiplishment of the prophecy made
to Abraham, "Thy seed shall be more in number than the sand whicli is u]iou the

sea-shore." They are increasing formidably ; they are getting a firm gr;is]i on the

land, commerce, and manufactures: "Everything through us and for us," may well

be their cry, and the cities of Galicia are already and will be lienceforth Jewish as

nmch as Polish and Rutlienian. The Jews speak German as a general thing, and,

before the anti-Semitic outbreaks, they were glorified, from the Rhine to the Niemeii,

as noble pioneers of the Deutschthwu

.

Hukovina is a prolongation of Galicia on the south ; but it belongs wholly to the

Danube basin, and of the two nations iidiabiting it, only one, the Rutlienian, in the

north, has a connnon origin with the Galician Slavs; the Roumanians, in tlie south,

are closely related to tiie Neo-Latin people of Moldavia-Wallachia. Bukovina sup-

ports not more than 647,000 iidiabitants on its 4035 square miles. It occupie.s the

up])er basin of the Sereth and the Pi-uth, and desjiatehes all its w.-iter.s to the

Danube; these waters flow from the forests, wliich cover nearly a half^ of the

province. The beech is the ]iredominant tree liere.

Bohemia and Moravia.— Bohemia, lying in the centre of Eurojie, rests chieflv on

gneiss and granite. These are chill rocks, but t'le country is so well protected from

the winds, on all sides, that the climate is almost mild, in spite of the altitude and the

remoteness of tlie sea. The ])oj)ulation numbers .'J,838,000, on a little over 20,060

square miles. The southern extremity of the j)rovince nearly touches the Danube,

wliile in the south-east it joins Moravia by gently undulating plateaus, which slope

toward the Hungarian Danube. Both Bohemia and Moravia are Slavic countries,

.although something over a thii'd of the Bohemian population, and something less

than a third of the 3Ioravian, are German.

The Bohemian basin is wholly shut in, except for a small ojiening in the north.

The Bohemian Forest se]iarates it from Bavaria ; the Erzgebirge, from Saxony ; the

Riesengebirge (Czech, Jvrkonose), from Prussia. Through the northern ga]i, the

Labe, the Ellje of the Germans, issues at an altitude of 867 feet ; this defile, leading

from Dresden to Prague, is the ])rincipal gate through which the (Jermans who are

besieging Bohemia i)enetrate into the interior, to mix there with tlie indigeiuins

Slavs.

The Elbe, like thousands of other rivers, takes its way at first toward horizons

which it ere long turns from in scorn. The gorge, in the massif of the Giants,

through which struggles the slender torrent that is to become Hamburg's stream,

points at first due south; if it continued in this direction, its waters would gain tlie

left bank of the Danube above Vienna ; but a series of curves soon carries them west,

then north, and they finally re.ach the Vltava; the Latter, the Moldau of the Ger-

mans, ought to give its name to the stream, for it is Ah miles longer than the other

1 Forty-seven ImiKlrecUlis.
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current, drains double the area, and has a much greater vohimc
;
moreover, it passes

I'ra<'Uf, in the heart of Bohemia.

fn tlie conflict between the two s^i^t races that arc disputing the possession of

Bohemia and Moravia, victory seems to incline toward the Czechs ;» these are Slavs

who have wakened after a long and deep sleep; proud of their glorious history, <.f

their vigorous, severely sweet language, they have already nearly Czechized Prague,

wiiere tivc-sevenths of the 183,000 inhabitants are of Slavonic race; they are increas-

ing perceptibly in certain manufacturing towns, where but recently the population was

wholly German, and in the majority of the circles of the country, rural as well as

urban". Even in America the Czechs do not abandon their nationality. About 150,000

Bohemian and ^loravian emigrants have settled in the United States; they publish

nearly a score of newspapers there in their own idiom; but these sheets will prol>-

ably i)e short-livcl, and the Czechs of America will disapj.ear as rapidly as those who

bury themselves in IJussia.

but of every 100 inhabitants in Bohemia, 63 are Czechs, aiul 37 Germans ; out of

every 100 in Moravia, less than 30 are Germans, and more than 70 Czechs. These

are the ])roportions shown by the census <if 1880. In Bohemia the Slavs number

3,470,000, against •2,054,000 Germans; in JMoravia, 1,507,000, against 629,000 Ger-

mans, making a total of 4,977,000 Czechs; add to these the 126,000 Czechs of Aus-

trian Silesia, tliose of Lower Austria, and lastly the Slovacks of Hungary, who are

pure Czechs except for some slight ilift'erences in dialect, and we have very nearly

7 million individuals for the entire Czech-s]ieaking race.

Hostile Nations.— The 41 million Anstrians are divided into bitterly hostile nations

and subiiations. Of these, one inclines toward Germany, another toward Roumania,

and several toward Kussia; while the most unfortunate of all, the Magyar, with no

brothers or kindred near, floats in vacancy, at the risk of destruction. In round

numbers, the "dual empire" contains (1880) 18 million Slavs, 10 million Germans,

more tlian 6 million 3Iagyars, more than 2.V million Uouinanians, and nearly 700,000

Tt.alians and Ladins, etc.

Germans. — The Germans of Austri.a, the founders of the empiie which has gradu-

:illy l)ecome centred about Vienn.a, are wholly German in speech, but not in lineage;

though Teutonic blood i)redonunates in their veins, they nevertheless reckon among

"theii- forefathers a large number of Celts and many Slavs, even in the Tyrol and the

arch-duchy of Austria, the most "loyal" sections. And we make no account here

of the ancestry of that part of the i)eoi)le which is of unknown stock, .and of which

the 20,000 Tyrolese of Ladin idiom are the only apparent remains.

Ill Cisleithania, or Austria proper, the Germans constitute almost the entire popu-

lation of Up]ier Austria and Lower Austria, of the northern Tyro! and of Salzburg.

They comprise more than two-thirds of the inhabitants in Carinthia, nearly two-thirds

in Styiia, more than one-third in Bohemia, something less than a third in Moravia,

and nearly a half in Silesia. There are 325,000 in Galicia, and over 100,000 in Buko-

vina ; but in this last jirovince they are much scattered, and are almost lost among

the Slavs and Roumanians. They have no ho])e of a future in Bukovina, in spite of

the growth of the German-sj leaking .Tews.

In Transleithania, or Hungary, the 2 million Germans are of (ittle importance. In

the north, they are disappearing more and more surely in the mass of Slovacks ; in

' The name of Czechs is usually reseiveil for the lioliemiaiis, while the Slavs of Moravia are called

Moravians. The differences in dialect hctwccn Hoheniia and .Moravia are very slight. — Ei>.
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the centre, tliey nre rapklly Itlcndirig with the predominant r.aee, and are becoming
Hungarian, even in name; this is true of Biida])est itself, where they, however,

number 120,000 ; yet in tlie south, in the inexhaustibly fertile district of Banat, they

hold out well, and are even denationalizing to a certain extent the Serbs and Kouma-
niaiis. In Transylvania, they form a small nation, of about 200,000 souls. Fntil

recently, they have retained certain privileges here which long guaranteed their

existence among the Roumanians and Hungarians. Their safety is endangered now
liy the prolificness of the Roumanians and their own stei-ility. They are called

Saxons, although their ancestoi-s came chiefly from Flanders ami the region between

the lower Meuse and the lower Moselle.

Slavs. — We must discriminate between the Xortheni Slavs and the Yugo-Slavs,

or Southern Slavs. These two divisions of the race are separated by a zone of Ger-

mans, ^Magyars, and Hungarians. But for the broad belt of heterogeneous ])eopIes

extending from Bavaria to the Black Sea, the Czechs would touch the Slovenes,

the Slovacks and Iiiitheni;ms would border on the Croats and Serbs, and the Malo-

Russians on the Bulgarians.

The Xorthern Slavs comprise :
—

1. The Czechs, divided into Czechs proper, Moravians, and Slovacks, embracing

in all 7 million men, who inhabit Bohemia, the western ])art of Austrian Silesia,

Moravia, and various comitate of north-western Hungary. Their language, which is

split into different dialects, closely resemV>les the Polish. Of all the Slavs, these are

the most detested by the "Pangermanists," because they possess Bohemia, the Jxeil

in Deatschlauds Fleische. They separate the wholly German country of Bavaria

from Silesia, which is gradually Teutonizing, and they extend almost to the gates of

A'ienna. They boast of their Slavism ; they turn their eyes toward Moscow rather

than toward Vienna; and they do not fear to display their hatred of Berlin.

2. The Poles (3,250,000), in the north of Galicia and in the eastei-n j)art of

Austrian Silesia. Backed, as they are, against the Poles of Poland, the Galician an<l

Silesi.an Poles seem destined to be reincorporated with the parent nation at some

futm-e day; but when, how, under what sccj)tre, or in what federation, who
can tell ?

3. The Ruthenlans (3,150,000), in southern Galicia, northern Bukovina, and in

those comitats of Hungary fronj which the Tisza, the Szainos, the ling, and the

Bodrog flow. They occupy, therefore, the double slope of the Carpathians. They

are Malo-Russians in sjieech and United (Greeks in religion, while the Poles are

Catholics. They are resolutely defending their idiom in Galicia against these same

Poles, who were once their masters.

Including the 7 million Czechs, the 3,250,000 Poles, and 3,150,000 Ruthenians,

the Morthern Slavs number between 13 and 14 millions.

The Southern Slavs, or Yugo-Slavs, comprise more than 4 million souls in Austria-

Hungary, exclusive of Bosnia-Herzegovina and other countries of the lUyrian penin-

sula. Serbs of the Greek faith. Catholic Croats and Slovenes,— all speak essen-

tially the same tongue, the Serbian, a neighbor of the Russian. They j)eople certain

districts of Styria, and of Carinthia, Carniola, Istria, Dalmatia, some portions of the

Hungarian jtlain, Croatia, Slavonia, and the Military Frontier; Zagrab (Agram),

near the Save, is the Rome toward which they turn their gaze. The Yugo-Slavs,

after having been for long years trodden under foot, displaced, replaced, over-
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ridden, and despised, by tlie Germans, iiave walcened to a consciousness of their own

existence, and tiiey are gradually freeing themselves from the Teutonic hegemony.

It would be possible for these Slovenes, Croats, and Serbs, and the Bulgarians to

unite in one grand confederation. Unfortunately, the Bulgarians do not speak the

same language as the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes ; the Slovenes and Croats do not

profess the same religion nor use the same alphabet as the Serbs and the Bulgarians.

The latter employ the Russian letters or Cyrillic aljihabet; the former, the Latin

char.icters.

Magyars, or Hungarians. — The Magyars, to the number of more than G million,

inhabit the great plain of Hungary, a jjart of the Mezoseg, and the Carpathians of

Transylvania, in the extreme cast of the country, above the Moldavian and Wal-

lachiaii lowlands. It is in the gorges, on the flanks of these mountains, among

peoples of widely different tongues, that they have best ]n-eserved their pi'imitive

idiom and customs. They are increasing by the absorption of Slovacks, Gennans,

Roumanians, and Serbs; but their own race is not prolific. They are for the most

part dark-skinned, with long, black hair, big moustachios, and proud, fiery eyes.

The Magyars are related to the Finlanders and also to the Turks ; a thousand years

ago they crossed the Carpathians, and made a descent upon the Danubian plain;

four centuries earlier, Attila, king of the Iluns, had reared his wooden palace on the

banks of the Tisza, and there, too, the Magyars pastured their strong-limbed horses,

along the borders of the river, which then wound in countless curves and turns through

the swamps made by its own overflow. They were long the scourge of Europe, and

their horsemen pushed their razzias even to Embrun, on the Durance, not far from Mar-

seilles. Converted to Christianity, they allied themselves with Germans, Slavs, and

Roumanians, and in time the primitive ugliness of their race w.as in a measure modified
;

l)ut they preserved their language, their ]\Iagyar pride, their contempt for foreign-ers,

and their love for Hungary, —^that "Paradise bounded by four rivers and three moun-

tains." Extra Hungariam non. est vita; ant, si est vita, non est ita, was their Latin

saying : the Hungarians, refusing to speak the seven dialects of their polyglot king-

dom, had ado]ited Latin as the official medium of communication between the nations

included within the "Realm of the Crown of Saint Stephen."^ Of the Germans, by

whom they were once scorned, they had a saying in their own laugu.age, "^ a JVemet

kuti/a nelkuV — " Wliere there is a German, there is a dog !
" Stifled to-day by the

Slavs, they exclaim, " Tot ember "nein ember" — "The Slavic man is not a man!"

Neither the curved sabre of the Janissary, nor the inroads of German ))easants into

their fields, nor the seizure of the towns by a German-speaking bourgeoisie, nor the

flow and ebb of the Slavs have ever shaken their constancy ; after having seen the

Turk ruling on the hill of Buda, above their beloved Alfold, and the German govern-

ing them d, la caporale, by decrees, tliey are to-day masters in the eastei-n part of the

empire. Their power will jirobably be short-lived, and the future is dark for them.

They have preserved from tiwiv nomadic past all that civilization will tolerate;

as liorsemen, they prefer the plain to the mountain, the country to the city, and a ])as-

toral to an agricultural life. They are aristocratic, fond of pomj), feathers, furs, and

spurred boots, fastidious al)out points of honor, ])atriotic, even ridiculously so, enthu-

siastic, and yet practical ; they are said to be born to command. Their language is

rich, complicated, and poetic ; it has retained its medireval forms; it is wholly unre-

1 The totality of countricB comprised in Hungary ; as the crown of Saint Wenoeslasdesignatcil tliose

comprised in Bohemia.
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lated to German and to tlie Slavic and Roumanian dialects around it ; it belongs to

the so-called agglutinative idioms, and is distantly connected to Finnish, Esthonian,

and Turkish. About 250 newspapers and reviews are published in the Hungarian

tongue.

Neo-Latins.— About 'Ih million Roumanians inhabit Transylvania, various Hunga-

rian comitats, the south of Bukovina and tlie Banat of Temosvav. This rustic race is

ni no way distinct from the Roumanians of JMoldavia-Wallachia and Bessarabia, with

whom it forms a homogeneous body of 8 million men. The Roumanian language is

a descendant of the I>atin, but it jjossesses a great many Slavic roots, which the Rou-

manians are actively striving to replace with Latin.

About 670,000 Italians live on the southern slope of the Alps, along the Adige, in

the southern Tyrol, from whence they are I'ajiidly driving the Teuton ; in the valley

of the Isonzo, a j)icturesque stream which runs from the Triglav to the Gulf of Trieste
;

on the Istrian seaboard ; and on the Dalmatian coast. In this last ])rovince, which

Italy would gladly regain possession of, there are only 44,000 Italians, in a jiopulation

of 47-2,(KlO.

The 20,000 men of Ladin and Romansch stock, constituting the remnant of a peo-

jile which, in ancient times, occujtied a large i)art of the Tyrol and of eastern Swit-

zerland, now |)osses3 only the extremities of certain gorges and small cirques in the

mountain which the Germanic language has invaded.

So, then, we find in the Austro-IIungarian empire four races, speaking four different

tongues : Slavs, Germans, Magyars, and Neo-Latins ; also a fifth race, the Jews, who

now rarely use their very ancient Hebrew ; and from fifteen to twenty peoples and

sulj-peoples : Czechs, Moravian>-, Slovacks, Poles, Ruthenians, Roumanians, Italians,

a few Ladin and Romansch communities, Jews, Armenians, Bohemians, etc. Of these

various inhabitants more than 28 million are Catholics and United Greeks„2j million

Eastern Greeks, Z\ million Protestants, and 1,0.50,000 Jews, etc.— Such is this mosaic

empire, which, furthermore, is divided into two groups of provinces, between which

there exists neither sym])athy nor entente corcliule : namely, Cisleithania and Trans-

leithania.

Cisleithania and Transleithania.— Before the war of 1866 the empire was divided

into German provinces, whicii belonged to the Germanic Confederation, and non-Ger-

man provinces. It comprises to-day Cisleithania, which embraces all the provinces

above the Leitha, an insignificant affluent of the Danube, on the right l)ank, below

Vienna ; and Transleithania, below the mouth of the Leitha. The Cislcithaiiian States

arc called Austria; the Transleithanian, ILmgary.

Cisleithania.— Cisleithania embraces fourteen provinces, former crown-lands:—
Lower Austria, or Austria below the Enns,' on the Danube, a German province

;

Vienna is situated in this division.

Upper Austria, or Austria above the Enns, on the Danube, a German juovince.

Styria, called by the Germans Steiermark, on the Drave and its affluent the Mm;
a ])i-ovince which is already more nearly German than Yugo-Slavic, and where the

German element is gaining ground.

Carniola, whoso Slavic name, Krain, adopted l>y the Germans, signifies " frontier "
;

this division, belonging partly to the Karst, on the ujjper Save, was formerly German,

but has become Slovenian.

Istria, a j)eninsula embraced by two g\dfs of the Adriatic, and belonging wholly to

1 A small affluent of the Danube, on the right bank.
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the Karst, except for a narrow strip of coast; it is Yugo-SIavie, with Italians alon^
the shore.

Dalmatia, bathed by the Adriatic, a Yugo-Slavic province, with Italians on the sea-

board and in tlie islands.

Cariiitliia, in German Karnten, on the upper Drave, a division wliich is nmre (ler-

nian than Yngo-Slavic ; the Yugo-Slavs are, however, gaining on tlie Germans.
Salzburg, a very beautiful Alpine country, in the basin of the Iim, a German

])rovince.

The Tyrol and Vorarlberg, on the Inn and Rhine in tlie noith, and on the Adige
in the south ; this province is German in the north, Italian in tlie south, and Ladiii in

a few valleys.

Bohemia, on the Elbe, two-thirds Slavonic, the other third German; the Slavs are

gaining here.

Moravia, on tlie Morava, a triliutary of the Danube, more than two-thirds Slavic,

the rest German ; here the Germans are losing.

Austrian Silesia, on the upper Vistula and Oder, a German, Polish, and Czech
<Iivisioii, where Slavism is again acquiring the ascendency.

Galicia, on the Vistula, the San, the Pruth, and the Dniester, a Polish and liutlie-

nian country, with nunierous Germanic and Jewish elements.

Biikovina, on the Dniester, the Sereth, and the Prutli, KnliicniaH in the nortii,

and Roumanian in the south ; the ]{utlienians are gaining.

These fourteen countries contain together 23,836,000 inh.abitants, on 116,000 square

miles, or 206 persons to the square mile.

Transleithania. — Transleithania, or Ilungarv, comprises three provinces:

Hungary jnoper, on the Danube and the Tisza, inhabited by nearly all the different

races of the empire, Magyars, Roumanians, Germans, Serbo-Croats, Slovacks, Rutlie-

iiians; and

Transylvania (in German, Siehenbaryeu)^ in the Carjiathians, on the Szamos and the

Maros, affluents of the Tisza, and on the Olt, an affluent of the Danube. This country
is first of all Roumanian, then Magyar, and lastly German.

Cro.atia-Slavonia, on the Drave and the Save, a wholly Yugo-Slavic jirovince which

has just annexed the Military Frontier, an equally Slavjc region: the name "Military

Frontier" is applied to a very long and narrow stri]) of land extending along the left

bank of the Save, and the left bank of the Danube, facing Bosnia and Servla. When
Serbia and Bosnia were subject to the Turks, twelve regiments of Frontiersmen, a

sort of Austrian Cossacks, were stationed along this boundary to defend the Christian

territory ag.ainst the miscreants who terrorized Europe for three hundred years.

Three of these twelve regiments, those of the Banat of Temesvar, came from Hungary
;

the other nine were from Cro.atia-Slavonia ; the immense camp has been broken up,

and the F'rontiersmen are becoming ordinary j)easants, on their fertile soil, the best

)>art of which belongs to H.at Sirniia.

These two provinces, with Fiume, contain 17,336,000 inhabitants, on 125,000

sijuare miles, or about 139 persons to the square mile.

Cities. — Six of the Austrian cities have a population of over 100,000 souls :
—

Vienna (1,355,000), the capital of the empire, is a superb city peopled by fashion-

able, pleasure-loving Germans; it is situated at the foot of the easternmost Alpine

hills, in sight of the Carpathians, at an altitude of 479 feet ; it lies near the boundaiy
line separating the Germans from the Slavs and Hungarians. The city is built on the
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l^amibc, all the arms of which havo been turned into one channel '295(» feet broad.

Wien (its German name), or Bees (its Magyar name), may be considered as the great

central city of Europe.

Budapest (494,000), whose importance dates from the jn-eseiit century, is the cap-

A Colonist uk tiii-; Mil.hauv Kkontiek.

ital of Hungary ; it comprises two cities, Pesth, in the lowlands, on the left bank of

the Danube, and Buda, or Ofen, on a lofty liill.

Prague (183,000), the Praha of the Czeclis, the capital of Boliemia, on tlie brown-

ish Vltava, is a magnificent town, almost unrivalled in the beauty of its situation and
the grandeur of its old monuments.

Trieste has a j)opulation of 158,000, including suburbs; it is a port at tlie head of
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the Adriatic, .iiid lies at the base of the Karst ; it is an Italian city, and inherits its

character from Venice ; it lias no Slavic or German elements.

Lwow, the cajdlal of Galicia, called likewise Lemberg and Leopold, contains 128,000

inhabitants, who are for the most part Poles; the climate is very severe, the range of

temperature being from — 25.0 to -|- 1^^^--! F. ; the town is remote from any great

stream.

Then follow Griitz, Briinn, Szeged, Cracow, Szabadka, and Dcbreczen :— Griitz

(113,000), the capital of Styria, on the Mur, a tributary of the Drave, bears a Slavic

n;ime, but German is spoken here as well as in the surrounding district;— Brttnn

(i)5,000), Czech lirno, the capital of Moravia, lies on an affluent of the Morava. At
Szeged, the Morava encounters the Tisza, in a low plain which the inundations of the

rivers convert into a miry sea; like nearly all the cities of the Hungarian plain, it is

a huge, straggling, ungainly burg, a monstrous village composed largely of thatched

cottages built along un]iaved streets, which are mud in winter and flying dust in sum-

mer;— Cracow (70,000), on the upper Vistula, is dear to the Poles: it was the resi-

dence of the Polish kings down to the beginning of the ])resent century ; at that epoch

the town contained 100,000 souls;— Szabadka (70,000), called by the Germans J/rtme

Theresienopol (city of IMaria Theresa), is between the Duna and the Tisza, in the

Puszta. This village city sjireads over about 350 square miles. Debreczen (51,000) is

the national city of the Magyars ; it covers 380 square miles of the sterile Stc])])e

;

Keczkemet occujiies 340 square miles; Szeged, 270; Ilodraezo-Vasarhely, 230, as well

as Torok-Szent-ifiklos, etc.

For Bosnia-Herzegovina, see page 2\^.

BELGIUM.

The Scheldt, the Mevise.— Belgium, with the same density of population as its

neighbor, France, would contain not much over 2 million souls, but, j)eoj)led as it is

(536 persons to the square mile), its inhabitants number 6,100,000, on 11,373 square

miles. It is a bilingual country, and supports two dissimilar peoples: in the north, on

the Scheldt, the Flemings, who are principally blonds, with blue, gray, or light eyes;

in the south, on the Meuse, and in the Ardennes, the Walloons or French, who arc

for the most jiart dark.

The Scheldt, on entering Belgium from France, is a very small river, with an

average width of 72 to 75 feet, and a flow of 256 cubic feet per second at low water,

425 at ordinary heights, and about 1400 in the floods. In Belgium, it ajiparently

swells to a large stream, but its size is wholly dependent ,on the tide. Before Ant-

wer]), which ranks among the first ports in the world, it has a width of 1150 to 2300

feet; it is nearly 4000 feet broad when it passes into Holland, -where it divides into

two arms, the West Scheldt or Hont, which empties into the North Sea at Flushing,

and the East Scheldt, which communicates with the Meuse. The total course of the

Scheldt is about 250 miles, and its basin embraces an area of 7680 square miles ; the

mean flow is estimated at 3250 cubic feet per second. The stream is about equally

Belgian and French.

The 3Ieuse (in Walloon, Mouse) is narrower than the turbid Scheldt, and does not
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wiiul, like the latter, through unattractive lowlands. It enters Belgium from France,

with a flow of 880 cubic feet per second at low water, 3500 at ordinary seasons, and

nearly 25,000 in the greatest freshets ; it passes out of Belgium into Holland after

having received, in its charming valley, the Semoy, the Lesse, the Sambre, and the

Ourtlie ; it bathes Namur and Liege.

Flanders.— By drawing two lines from the bloody field of "Waterloo, one m
an easterly direction to the point where the Meuse quits the Belgian territorv,

between Liege and Maestricht, the other westward to the place where the Lys, an

affluent of the Scheldt, enters Belgium, we divide the kingdom into Flanders and

Wallonia.

Flanders nearly equals Wallonia in extent, and is much more densely peoj)led ; it

eom])rises West Flanders, East Flanders, the greater part of Brabant, Lirabourg, and

the province of Antwerp; it stretches from tlie sands of the North Sea, the delta of

the Scheldt, and the Campine moors to the hills of W.allonia, and from the lowlands

of Finance to those of Holland. The surface is very level, except on the Brabantine

hills, but the Flemings till this ancient "])itiless forest "' in a marvellous fashion.

Left to itself, the soil is sterile, and it is only by patient toil that it is forced to p
produce anything but woods, heaths, dune-grass, and feii-plants ; it is for the most
part sandy, and resembles to a certain extent the P'rench Landes. In the east is

an extensive dune district called the Campine ; this tract comprises parts of the prov-

inces of Antwerp, Limbourg, and Brabant, and is continued into Holland ; it has

an iTupcrvious subsoil of sand cemented together by the tannin from the heaths.

But the Fleming is slowly dotting the Campine with oases ; he has already suc-

ceeded in making Flanders fruitful, although it was originally covered with dunes

and swamps, and was almost as valueless as the Campine itself; he has even trans-

formed it into one of the chief agricultural countries of the world ; and, what is to be

deplored, lie has made it one of the most crowded industrial centres of the globe.

East Flanders has 822 inhabitants to the S(piare mile; West Flanders, 590; Antwerp,
029— this density is due principally to the great city of the ])rovince;— as for the 873

persons to the square mile in Brabant, we must remember that this division contains

the city of Brussels, wiiich, with its eight suburbs, has a population of 477,000. In

Flemish Belgium, the cities prolong their streets to other cities or enormous villages,

tliese villages blend with still other cities, with burgs and hamlets and clusters of

factories. And twenty, fifty, one hundred hamlets make a small "Manchester."'

Fields cultivated like gardens ; old cities proud of their hotels de viUe, their belfry

towers, their churches, their splendid museums, and their colossal factories ; smoking
chimneys and brick villages ; navigable canals, and draining trenches, with dunes along

the shores,— such is Flemish Belgium. The clumsy, commonplace scenery is re-

lieved by tlie trees, ilie verdure, and here and there enchanting se.a-views. Kature is

lavish with all her gifts, save the sunlight, social life is gay, and the rich live here in

comfort ; the poor dra'g out a hard existence under the cold fogs ; their life is made
up of excessive and destructive toil,- vitiated air, no sunlight, little sleep, and bad
food ; it is varied with drunkenness, strikes, and shut-downs, all of which take the

bread out of their mouths. The mortality rates are high, especially in the marshy
districts ; the Flemish provinces have 90 deaths for every 100 births, while the Wal-
loon provinces have only 70.

Like the Dutch language, from which it scarcely differs, the Flemish is harsh,

• The name given by the Komans to the low plain of Flanders and Zealand.
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uiisoiiorous, and devoid of brilliancy; but it is full, vigorous, plastic and iioetie,

and abounds in songs, sayings, and proverbs.

Wallonia.— The sui-face of Wallonia, which is more rolling than that of Flanders,

exhiliits some genuine j)lains; its JIautes-Fagnes, or miry plateaus, and its hills and

mountains, which are connected with the French Ardennes, raise the mean altitude of

Belgium to 535 feet ; the aridity of the Belgian Ardennes, their landes, swamps, and

sombre, chill woods, form a striking contrast to the flatness of Flanders, a few leagues

<listant. These eminences are low ; their culminating summit, near the famous water-

ing-place of Spa, has an altitude of only 22()1 feet ; it barely rises above the surround-

in<>- regions. But the valleys are beautiful : the Meuse, the excessively winding

yemov, the picturesque Ourthe, the A'mbldve and Vesdre falling in cataracts be-

tween the rocks of the JlaiUes-Farines, the Lesse, which wanders for hours in the

obscurity of the cavern of Ilan,— all these rivers are charming, and at times they are

grand.

Wallonia embraces four jirovinees, namely, Ilainault, Xamur, Liege, and Lux'em-

bour<'; it includes, besides, the southern third of Brabant. The manufacturing ele-

ment, which predominates so largely in Flanders, gives place here to the agricultural,

and the towns are smaller and less numerous on the average ; shops are less common,

cxcei)t in the coal basins, and the population is less crowded than in the F'lemish dis-

tricts. Luxembourg, a high, rugged, rocky region, having a harsh climate, has only

128 inhabitants to the square mile, the province of Namur 240, but Liege has 680, and

Ilainault 737 ; the density of population in these last provinces is due to the masses

of coal, iron, and metals buried in their hills. If Flanders is a Manchester of the con-

tiiuMit, Mons and Cliarleroi are its Xewcastles, and Liege its Birmingham.

Walloons and Flemings.— The Flemisli Belgians are nothing else than Dutch, or

Low Germans ; the Walloon Belgians are French ; they speak the French language

in all its purity in the cities, and use French dialects in the country districts. Out-

side of Wallonia, Brussels, which was once exclusively Flemish, is to-day fully half

French, and throughout the whole of Flanders this Noo-Latin idiom is the language

of the wealthy ;uid educated classes, of the newspapers and reviews, and of public

life. It is in the Flemish cities that nearly all the 430,000 individuals who under-

stand both French and P''lemish' are to be sousht.

Aside from the bilinguals and the 15,000 trilinguals, who add German to the other

two idioms, Belgium contains about 2,5()0,000 Walloons, something less than 2,'.t00,000

Flemings, and 42,000 Germans. The Walloons and the Flemings bear each other little

love, notwithstanding the memories of a common history and the bond of their com-

mon Catholic religion. In Flanders, there has grown up a young literature, enthusias-

tic for the extirj)ation from Flemish soil of all that is in any way related to the French

language; but, in spite of this revival of the Flemishizing spirit, the proportion of

the languages is slowly changing in favor of the French: the Walloon provinces are

more prolific, and the hundreds of thousands of Flemings M'ho travel back and forth

between France and Belgium learn more or less French in the great manufacturing

cities of northern France.

Four of the Belgian cities have more than 100,000 inhabitants :
—

Brussels (175,000 ; 477,000 with the suburbs), the capital of the bilingual kingdom,

is a brilliant, fashionable city, situated on a river of the Scheldt basin, called the Senne.

Antw-erp (221,000 ; in Flemish, Aiitwerj^en), on the Scheldt, has a harbor second to

1 Like all their French brothers, the Walloons rarely know any but their mother-tongue.
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none on the European continent, not even to those of Marseilles and Hamburg;. It

was more poiJiilous, perhajis, four liumlreil years ayo than it is to-daj- ; it was tiien the
most important of the manufacturing towns.

Ghent (152,000), a manufacturing city, at the confluence of tlie Lys with the

Scheldt, occupies 26 islets, which are joined by a hundred bridges.

Lit\ge (146,000), at the junction of the Meuse and Ourthe, has extensive iron

foundries and factories, and metal works.

Then follow several cities whose jjowor has waned, such as are to be found in all

countries of a long and glorious history: Bruges (47,000; in Fletnish, liriiiff/e), eight

miles from the North Sea, no longer has large manufactories, and no longer receives

ships of heavy burden, for time, aided by nature, has modified the contour of the

coast; Malines (50,000; in Flemish, Mechelen) is an archiepiscopal see, and Louvain

(39,500 ; in Flemish, Leuven) is a university city.

HOLLAND.
The Zuyder Zee.— Holland, tliougli much less densely peopled than Belgium, con-

tains, nevei-theless, 357 persons to the square mile : the population at the close of

1889 was rated at 4,550,000, on 12,742 square miles.* We call this region the Low
Countries, which is an exact translation of N^ederhtnden, the name given to their

father-land by the Dutch themselves. Holland, the name of tlie most imj)ortant

province, the one in which Amsterdam and Rotterdam are situated, has little by
little come to be the designation of the whole kingdom, including Friesland, which
is, or whicii was formerly, a distinct district.

Where we see to-day the breakwater formed by the elongated islands of Texel,

Vlieland, Terschelling, and Ameland, and, south of these islands, the vast gulf of

the Zuyder Zee, there was in ancient times a tract of solid land extending from what
we call Holland to what we call Friesland ; south of this land was a lake, Lacus
Fleeus, which was formed by the overflow of the surplus waters of the streams into

the low plains. In 1170, the sea, by a mighty effort, broke through the leve5 which

l)rotected the lake ; in tlie following century, it cut through the alluvia and the

dunes, and triumiihantly joined the sheet of fresh water which became the Zuyder
Zee ; that is to say, the South Sea. If we can believe the tales of the old liistorians,

some of the inroads of the waves were terrible ; one of them destroyed 40,000 indi-

viduals, another 80,000, still another 100,000, and all swallowed up vast plains, which

the Dutch ai-e to-day striving to recover from the waters.

Alluvial Holland, the Mouths of the Rhine.— East, south, and west of this slightly

saline Zuyder Zee, which einbr.ices at least 1930 square miles, stretch the am])hibious

lands of Holland ; these alluvial .'md sandy tracts are traversed in the east by weak
streams, and in the south by the li/iijn, or Rhine, and the Maas, or JMeuse.

The Rhine, broad, and running between low banks, is scarcely on Dutch territory

before it bifurcates. The left division, called the Waal, carries with it nearly seven-

tenths of the waters, and joins the Meuse, which is not more than a tenth its own

1 The area in 1880, according to official .stotistics.— Ed.
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size, aud wliicli mingles its arnisi witli those of the delta of the Scheldt ;
the right

division, called at first the Xeder Ji/iiJ/i, or Lower Rhine, and afterward the Lek,

Bends off on its right the oidy Rhenish branch which retains the glorious name of tlie

oft'si)ring of the Alps, namely, the Kromme Ji/iij>i,'ov Crooked Rhine, called farther on

Oiufe Ji/tijii, or Old Rhine; tliis small branch of the nolile stream passes two old cities

of great renown, Utrecht and Leyden, and then empties into the sea with a mean flow

of 141 cubic feet i)er second ; while, under the false title of Meuse, the Atlantic receives

from the "Nile of the Occident" 35,000 cubic feet per second at low water, 70,000 at

ordinary seasons, and 350,000 in the greatest floods.

High Fens, nkah Uoudkecht.

The lihine-Meuse-Scheldt delta, the islands of Zealand, the shores of the Zuyder Zee,

and the Parisian coast as far as the German frontier, would be almost wholly sub-

merged at high tide if the Dutch had not constructed dikes along the sea, which

are a masterjjiece of man's determination. The polders, that is, the flat lands drained

by the canals (f/racht), are becoming fruitful fields and green meadows behind these

levees. By nature, the Holland seaboard is a marsh disputed by the fresh water and

the salt; but the Dutch, who are gaining, on an average, 7 acres per day on the

ocean, have willed that it shall be a garden ; it is, however, always in danger of being

engulfed, for the sea averages one great irruption in evei'y seven years ; since the

year 1200, the billows have devoured about 2300 square miles, or not far from a fifth

of the Netherlands ; but the Dutchman has also reseized over 1500, and when he has
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drained off the Zuy<ler Zee, filled in the Shallows between Friesland and the littoral

islands, and conquered from the waters no one knows how many swamps, great and

small, he will have reclaimed more territory than the ocean has submerged. Some of

the old marsh-bottoms look, like checkerboards lined off by the canals ; these canals

\ary in width from the ditch that a child can leap to the broad water-ways where

shi)is can float. And not only does the prudent Netherlander part the waters, he also

distributes the airs of heaven ; on all sides swing the sails of wooden wind-mills, some
grinding out flour, some jioming water into the canals.

The roads, which are the best in the world, are made of " klinkers," or bricks,

which eclio the roll of the coach-wheels. They are bordered with grass, and shaded

by elms, oaks, beeches, willows, and lindens. They run through antique cities which

have been enriched by centuries of commerce, navig.ation, fisheries, and manufac-

tures, — cities of historic renown, which will retain the beauty of their great age

\nitil the day when the surveyor's line delivers over their monuments, alleys, and

squares to the demolisher's ]iick. The villages are numerous and gay, the farm-

houses shine with neatness, and the gardens have a profusion of flowers; for is not

the phlegmatic Dutchman famous for the ardor with which he cultivates his tulijis,

his hyacinths, and his jonquils?

The Holland plains display the greatest opidence in Zealand, South Holland,

North Holland, and Friesland. Under the misty skies of the two Hollands and of

Fi-iesland, the wet soil is adorned with the freshest of the meadows, which occupy

nearly 5400 square miles in the Xethei-lands, or more than two-fifths of the kingdom.

Sandy and Peaty Holland : The High Fens and the " Dalgronden."— In the south,

in the districts which continue the Belgian Campine, and in the east, in tlie provinces

bordering on Germany; that is, in the soutii of Dutch Brabant, in Dutch Limburg,

in Gelderland, Overyssel, Drenthe, Friesland, and Groningen, there is no such density

of j)opulation as exists in the vicinity of the Rhine, the Meuse, and the Zuyder Zee.

About 6800 squan^ miles of soil (more than a half of all Holland) is oecu]iied by the

fens, and the sand and gravel tracts. Drenthe, therefore, has only 128 persons to the

square mile, Overyssel 230, Brabant 260, Gelderland 263, and Friesland 263 ; while

in the province of Utrecht there are 416, in North Holland 735, and in Soutli Holland

821 inhabitants to the square mile.

The fens are subdivided into low fens, high fens, marsh fens, and the " dalgron-

den," or " reclaimed high fens." The time has passed when the lapwing and the water-

hen alone animate the high fens. These liogs lie chiefly along the German frontier;

they border Hanover, which has its full ghare of the most extensive, namely, the

Bourtanger Moniss. Through toils requiring the exercise of as much precision and

|ierseverance as was demanded for the construction of the sea-dikes themselves, the

high fens have been largely " disfenned " ; that is, they have been stripped of the

])eat. As many as 10,000 people inhabit some of these reclaimed fens. Formei-ly,

the ))eat was burned, making a slow, heavy, loathsome fire; and then grain was sowed

in the ashes. To-day, the work is done in a better way; the jieat is carefully

removed to the very last particle, then canals are constructed to carry off the stand-

ing water, and the soil which underlay the murky w.aters and black mould of the

bog is improved.

The high fens are prolonged Iiere .and there by sterile fields and moors, from

wliich Dutch p.atience evokes haiTests, and where the area of waste land is steadily

decreasing. Tlie surface of the tilled ground is being imperceptibly raised from year
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to veav by tlie heath soils which are used in the stables, and arc afterward spread

over the fields for fertilizing purposes. Villages, forests, Scotch pines, maenhirs and

dolmens of red granite relieve the monotony, but not the melancholy, of these Ilol-

landish moors. The turbulent rivers which flow here are gayer, freer, and more

natural than the artificial coastal streams imprisoned between dikes m the regular net-

work of tiie j>olders.

The Dutch; Their Language.— The Dutch are he.avy, and laggard in action; but

their uiicea.sing strife with the growling waves and trembling fens makes them tena-

cious, self-possessed, prudent, thoughtful, and methodical. In the seventeenth cen-

turv this verv small people ruled the seas. They founded New York, and controlled

the co.ast of what is now the United States; they were likewise lord and master on

the dazzling shore which is to-day the Bcira mar of Brazil. When the English

dein-ived them of the empire of the waves, the Dutch fell back on their deltas
;
and

there they stolidly drain their marshes, pump out their lakes, and make their moors

habitable.

The Dutch language is a Low German idiom which has been ennobled by great

writers; it is expressive and rich. Outside of Europe it is spoken by 40,000

Eurojieans and some thousands of natives in Java and other islands of the Dutch

East Indies; by negroes and whites in a part of the Antilles; in Dutch Guiana and

in a portion of British Guiana ; lastly, in southern Africa, by the 300,000 to 350,000

Boers of the Ca])e, of Natal, Western Griqualand, the Orange Free State, and the

Transvaal ; beside these Boers, at least an equal number of Kafirs, Hottentots, and

Bastaards use the Dutch dialect of southern Africa, which, at least in the mouths

of these copper-colored peo])le, is not the literary Dutch. Had it not been for the

seizure of the Cape by the English at the beginning of the present century, this

language, with the half of a continent before it, would have become one of the great

tongues of the ])lanet. It is possible that even English will be unable to g.aiu the

supremacy over Dutch on the plateaus of South Africa, where the Boers have roused

to a full comprehension of their strength. Flemish, which is almost identical with

Dutch, is the speech of 8 million men in the north of Belgium, and in Dunkirk and

Hazebrouck, in France.

Nearly a fourth of the Frisians have preserved their ancient Platt-Deutsch, which

no permanent work has ranked among languages destined to survive. Everybody in

Friesland speaks Dutch, and the Frisian tongue is disappearing.

More than 2,600,000 Dutch ))rofess Protestantism, and fully li million Catholi-

cism ; there are 85,000 Jews.

Cities.—
^
Holland contains three cities with a population of over 100,000 souls.

The Hague (German, /7f(«r/ ; Dutch, ',« (rvavenhaag, "the count's hedge, grove, or

wood") has a population of 156,500. Dunes stretch between the sea and tliis attrac-

tive but silent an<1 lifeless city, in whose jiarliament the interests of the most beautiful

islands in the world are discussed.

Amsterdam (406,000), the "city of millionnaires," w.as the chief ])ort of the world

in 1650, when the commerce of Holland was five times that of England; and it

retained this distinction until a hundred years later, when the traffic of the two

nations was evenly balanced. A ship canal runs from the North Sea to this first of

all Dutch ports, this chief city of the Netherlands, this unhealthful town Set in the

mud 18 feet below the crest of the luLihest tides. A hundred miry canals divide the

city into 90 islands, wiiicli are connected by 300 bridges, and its 25,000 to 30,000
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houses are supported on piles tliat exteiul dowu to the sand-stratum through 50 to 60
feet of peat and mud. Anistenlaiu lias ceased to fear Haarlem Lake, wiik-h has been
converted into a polder, in spite of its :io,000 million cubic feet of water,— a forecast

of tiie fate which awaits the Zuyder Zee itself, when it shall be puni])ed behind
a massive dike which will separate from the ocean 175,000 million cubic feet of
water; not the entire 1980 square miles of the sea, but the southern p<n-tion, south of

a line extending from Enkhuizen to the island of Urk, and thence to Kampen on the
Yssel. In this way 750 square miles of laud will be reclaimed from the sea.

Kolterdam (203,500), on an arui of the Khine-Meuse, is a great commercial city

;

it ships emigrants to America.

Then follow Utrecht (85,000), on the Old lihine, the seat of the Dutch parlia-

ment before the Hague was made the capital; Groningen (55,000), a maze of canals.

Amstekdam : View on the Canal.

in the north-east of the country ; Arnhem (50,000), on the Lek ; Leyden (46.000), on
the Old Rhine, the ancient Lyons of the Batavi ' {Lugdnnum. fiatavorum), contains

the most important of the four universities of the kingdom, etc.

Luxemburg. — From 1815 to 1806, the grand-duchy of Luxemburg (1000 sq. m.
;

]>()p. 211,000) was included in the Germanic Confederation, while at the same
time it belonged to Holland,— just as Schleswig-Holstein was dejiendent both on

tlie German Diet and the king of Deinnark, and in the same way th.'it vast territo-

ries were at once German and Austrian. This clumsy organization has been broken

up, and Luxemburg forms at jiresent a dependency of Holland, but a<lministers its

own affairs at will. It is included between Prussia, Belgian Luxembourg, .-ind

' At the time of the Koinan conquest of Caul, tho isl.and which Casar descrihes as foruieil by the
Men.so after it has "received ,a branch of tlie Kliine called tlie Waal " (fusnla liatavoruin) was occupied
by the Hatavi, a valiant, vigorous people belonging to the Germanic tribe of the Ch.atti. — Va).
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France, and is peopled by families speaking a harsh Dutch dialect and professing

the Catholic faith. These inhabitants are vigorous, but coarse, and fond of drink
;

tliev are frugal, and content with little; they emigrate to all quarters of the world.

It is chiefly from Luxemburg that those legions of Paris sweeps come, of rough mien

and lilthy attire, who can be seen every morning at daybreak gathering up the city's

refuse. French is the oflicial language of Luxemburg, a heritage of the time m hen

the grand-duphy formed a part of the Catholic Low Countries. As the latter was

mostly Walloon territory, the government adopted the French idiom.— The capital,

Luxemburg (pop. 18,000), overlooks from a high rock the Alzette, a river of the

Moselle basin.

SWITZERLAND.

The Swiss Alps.— If we set out from Venice and ascend the valley of the Po, and

then that of the Ticino; if from the Black Sea we follow the Danube, then the Inn; if

we mount along the Khine from Holland, or tiie Rhone from Provence, we reach in any

case high mountains, verdant cirques, dcej) l.ikes, and wild gorges through which rush

whitening torrents that have their birth in the snows or leap tumultuously out of an

arch of blue ice. These mountains are called the AI])s, this country is named Swit-

zerland, the ancient Helvetia ; it lies at the centre of tlie true Europe, surromided by

France, Italy, and Germany, and at the source of a river which flows away to be lost

in the Slavic and Roumanian Orient.

On the Italian frontier, Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) and Mont Cervin, or the Matter-

horn (14,715 feet), overlook the other summits of Switzerland. In the Oberland ' and

the (irisons, a number of horns surpass 13,000 feet; such as tlie Finster-.\arhorn, or

the "sombre horn of the Aar," the Aletsclihorn, the Jungfrau, the Monch, Ber-

nina, etc.

Switzerland does not rear the cidminating rock of the Alps, since Mont Blanc

(15,781 feet) rises in Savoy ; neither has it, as is generally believed, the ])rineijial gla-

ciers of the globe. It ])robab]y snjiports nearly five hundred of these ice-flclds, which

together cover about 710 square miles, two forty-fifths the entire surface of the coun-

try ; and among these glaciers some are superb, from their cradle in the snow-masses

to tlie bluish arch out of which leajjs the savage offsjn-ing of the ice, tlie cold, turbid,

violent torrent which bounds at once in cataracts down the stone stairway of the old

moraines. Imi)eded on the mountain-slopes by rocky dikes and sjinrs, the glaciers

are sometimes encumbered with massive blocks, sometimes glossy and bare, or simply

powdered over with snow ; here they offer a slippery support to the foot of the moun-

taineer, there they are se.amed and broken, bristling with projections and needles, and

riddled with chasms, out of which rises the indistinct murmur of the subglacial waters

hurrying toward the termivial arch ; almost always they are wedged between high

rocks; sometimes it is a forest, a meadow, or even a carpet of flowers that borders

the banks of these ponderous streams with glassy, comjiact waves. But, however

' This German word means Higlilamls j it designates liere tlie " sublline " mountain-masses of the

canton of Berne and of the Valais, between the parent branches of the Aar and the upper valley of the

Bhone.
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beautiful the Swiss glaciers may be, none can compete in magnitude with the glaciers
of the Ilimnlayas, or of Greenland and other polar regions; not even the Aletsch gla-
cier, the most vast in Switzerland; and yet, from the base of the Jungfrau to Uie
source of tlie Massa, a tributary of the Rhone, the Aletsch mer de glace \s 15 miles
long, from 5000 to GOOO feet broad, and covers more than 49 square miles.

These glaciers are in no sense fixed ; there was a period when, twenty or a hun-
dred times larger than they are to-day, they descended as far as Lyons, Grenoble, or
Valence

;
hollowing out depressions beneath by their weight, polishing and streaking

Thk JuN<a-i;AU.

their walls, they roughly modelled valleys ' which are now adorned with trees and beau-

tiful meadows ; they carried with them rocks which are dispersed far and wide in

' Dr. Albf'i't Ilciiii, ot tlie ITniversity of Zurich, has recently published a vahiable treatise on gla-

ciers and glacier-theories (IlnniJhui'li dcr Gletsrherkmnle), in which he remarks that, " owing to the keen
interest in the phenomena of the glacial period, the influence of glaciers has evidently been overestimated

by many geologists, especially by those who have turned their attention to the subject of glaciers of the past,

without sufficiently studying those of the present." As regards the erosive power of ice in the formation

of valleys, after a most searching comparison of the eroding effects of water and ice. Dr. Heim says:

"It is not maintained that certain results not eiTected by streams are impossible to a glacier, but that

among all the valley-forming agencies glaciers necessarily play a very subordinate part as compared with

flowing water: so that glaciation is equivalent to relative cessation of valley-formation." And. again,

" The characteristic glacier-action which we can actually observe is not such as materially modifies val-

leys. Glaciers do not stamp on mountain or valley their actual form; they merely smooth, and very

slightly wear, the rough surface of tliat which previously existed."— Ed.
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clustt'is of erratic blocks; then came a period when tiic glaciers dwindled to an

extraordinary degree; in these days they advance and retreat alternately, in accord-

ance with laws that are but inii>erfectly understood, and during periods the exact

duration of which is unknown ; at the point where the young man slipped on the

crvstal ice, he stumbles, as an old man, over the stones of the terminal moraine, for

the glacier has retreated several hundred yai-ds or even several thousand. We
seem now to be neariiig the end of one of these eras of diminution.

The Alps embrace nearly 100,000 square miles ; Switzerland, with its 15,964 square

miles, would, then, possess a sixth of the "Acropolis of the Occident" if ail the west

of its territory, from Schaffhausen to Geneva, did not belong to another chain ; this

chain, the Juras, is composed of limestone walls which overlook from a distance, or

near at hand, the broad valley of the Aar, Bienne Lake, and the lakes of Noufchatel

and of Geneva. 31ont Tendre (5522 feet), between Lake Leman and the source of the

Doubs, is the loftiest summit of the Helvetic Juras. If it were 134 feet higher, it

would equal the Crct de la Neige, the culmin.ating peak of the French Juras. The

Ali)s are twice, almost thrice, the height of the Juras. When we compare Switzer-

land's two I'eliefs from any one of the many hills rising midway between them, a

still greater difference of altitude seems to exist between the Alpine peaks, crests, and

horns and the long and monotonous ridge of the Juras. However, as the latter chain

supports vast ]ilateaus, it does not lower to a very great degree the mean altitude of

Switzerland, which is 4265 feet, or almost double that of Iberia (2300 feet), whicli

ranks second among the countries of Europe in elevation.

The Inn, Rhine, Rhone, Ticino.— Mount Saint Gotliard, rising between the canton

of the Grisoiis (the route to Austria), the canton of Uri (the route to Germany), the

canton of Valais (the road to Franco), and the canton of Ticino (the road to Italy), la

a lofty cJidteau d''eau ; from its crest the Kiiine speeds toward the north, the Khone
to the south-west, and the Ticino to the south. As for the Inn, whose waters, under

the name of the Danube, never rest until they face Asia, it begins a little to the east in

the Grisons, near tiie Italian frontier : when it quits the federal territory, it is still a

weak stream; in spite of the snows of Bernina, it rolls only 1750 cubic feet per second
when it passes into Austria through the gorges of FinstermUnz.

The Rhine receives fully two-thirds of the waters of Switzerland. It is formed in

tlie Grisons by the union of the Vorder Rhein and the Ilinter Rhein ; this latter, the

more i)owerful of the two, dashes through the formidable pass of the Via Mala ; when
the Fohn, a warm wind, dissolves the snow-masses and ice, and when the tepid rains

melt the rime, the strangled river swells to monstrous proportions, the rapids, cata-

racts, and bristling rocks are all obliterated, and tlie waters rise more tlian 200 feet in

tills moimtain Hssure. The Rhine rolls a mighty flood when it flows out of the Gri-
sons. At Sargans, it reaches a " critical " point in its course ; if it should erode its

left bank or raise its waters 15 or 20 feet, it would take once more its ancient route,

wlien, instead of ruiming north toward the Lake of Constance, it moved west-north-west
through the lowlands occupied to-day by the Lake of Wallenstadt, the river Lintli,

the Lake of Zurich, and, lastly, the Limmat, an aflluent of the Aar.
Before entering the Bodensee, or the Lake of Constance, the Rhine traverses the 120

square miles of alluvium with which it has already diminished this beautiful sheet of

water. The Bodensee, lying at an altitude of isOCj feet, is shared by Switzerlaixl,

Austria, and Gennany ; it has an area of 20S square miles, with a maximum depth of

906 feet
; the Rhine pours into it a turbid flood ; it flows out with waters green and
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.pure, iiiid carryiiiij 4879 cubic feet per second at ordinary low water, and 11,050 at

mean height ; below Scliat't'hausen it pierces the limestones of the Juras, then falls

05 feet in the cataract of Laufeu.

At some leases from this spot the llhine is more than doubled liy the Aar, a

niisihty torrent which rolls at the same time the waters from the mountains of Berne,

Uri, Glaris, Schwytz, and Unterwalden, and the crystal fountains of the Juras. The

silvery Aar rises in glaciers; it precipitates itself 230 feet in the cataract of An der

Ilandeck, it grows calm again in the deep lakes of Brienz (10 sq. m.) and of Tliun

(17 s(]. m.), then it ajiproaches the Juras so nearly that it almost touches the base of

their escarpments. Near Aarberg, an artificial channel throws the stream into Bienne

Luke (10 S(j. m.), where it is purified; the limpid Thi61e, the outlet of the I^ake of

Neufchatel, flows into Bienne Lake. This sheet of 92 square miles ranks third in

size among the Swiss lakes, being surpassed by Lake Leman and the Bodensee only.

When the Aar returns once more to its natural bed, it receives the beautifid Heuss, an

effluent of the Lake of Lucerne, or the Lake of the Four Forest Cantons (43 sq. m.),

and the Liminat, outlet of the sombre Lake of Wallenstadt (9 sq. m.) and of the

smiling Lake of Zurich (34 sq. m.). It carries to the Khine at ordinary seasons 17,938

cubic feet ])er second, while the IJhine rolls only 15,007 ; and in low water, 7345 cubic

feet, 1342 of which is furnished by the Liinmat and 1(;24 by the lleuss. The Rhine

leaves Switzerland at Basel, with an ordinary flow of 35,000 cubic feet per second,

106,000 in the floods, and 14,089 at low water.

The llhone has a smaller share than the Rhine in the Swiss Alps, but the deti-

ciency is m.ade uj) from the Ali)s of Savoy and Dau])iriny, and it discharges into the

sea a volume equal to that of the Rhine. It flows from a slope of Mount St. Golhard,

and, except for the intervening mountains, its source is near the fountains of the Aar,

the Reuss, the Rhine, and the Ticiiio: it leaps violently from the vault of the famous

Rhone glacier, with a volume varying according to the seasons ; in winter the flow is

scant, but in July it reaches 636 cubic feet per second. It i-apidly descends the Valais,

which, viewed from above, looks like nothing more Ihan a chasm between colossal,

snow-crowned mountains, but the bottom of the valley, safely sheltered from the winds

and concentrating all the sunlight, is toiiid in summer and mild in the most severe

months; it even has winter resorts, such as Aigle and Bex. In the Valais, the stream

receives the Massa, which flows from the Aletsch glacier, the Viftge or Visp, which

o-athers tlie rime of Monte Rosa (and for this reason it is more powerful than the

Rhone itself), the Na> isanchc, the Borgne, and the Yalaisan Dranse,— torrents which

f.ill from tlio glistening chain of glaciers that sejiarate the Valais from Piedmont.

Swollen by all these turbid waters, it passes through the defile of Saint Maurice, be-

tween the Dent de Morcles and the Dent du Midi, and, after having straggled through

the 34 square miles of alluvium which it has deposited in Lake Leman, it flows im-

jiptnously into this wonderful blue basin ; it is immediately lost, and its muddy waters

become the crystal whose changeless grace and beauty are the marvel of Montreux,

Cl.arens, Vevey, Evian, and Geneva.

Lake Lenian, or the L.ake of Geneva, is the largest of the Swiss lakes as well as

tlie most charming; it has an area of 221 square miles, a maximum deptii of 1096 feet

and a mean depth of 492; it lies 1280 feet above the .sea; on the south stretch the

jagged Alps, on the north the vine-clad .Torat hills, and on the west the monotonous

Juras.

The Rhone issues from the Lake of Geneva with indis^o floods like those of the
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lake itself, and carrying, at ordinary seasons, 9534 cubic feet per second; at low-

water the How is only 2895 cubic feet, and this lias even been known to sink to 2'295.

Of the 710 square miles of the Swiss glaciers, the Itiione claims for its share nearly

400, or above one-half, the Khine 290, the Inn 70, an<l the Ticino 50.

The Ticino leaps down a steep slope, which soon changes from an Alpine to a

warm and glowing valley. Below Bellinzona, the very name of which proclaims

what language is spoken on the banks of this magnificent torrent, it enters Lago
Maggiore (83 sq. m.) ; this lake begins in Switzerland and terminates in Italy, after

having engulfed the Tresa, which forms the outlet of the beautiful Lago di Lugano

(20 sq. ni.). The Ticino issues from Lago Maggiore with an ordinary liow of 11,335

cubic feet per second, of 1750 in extreme low water, and 140,000 in the freshets; it is

henceforth Italian.

Four Countries, Four Peoples.— According to the census of 1888, Switzerland

contained 2,918,000 iiiliubilants, on 15,964 square miles, or 183 ])ersons to the square

mile. It may, therefore, be called a very populous country, for the arable lands

occupy the smaller jiart of the surface; these are found chiefly in the Juras, and in

what is called the Plain, Plateau, or Valley,— that is, in central Switzerland, in the

district stretching from the Lake of Geneva to the Lake of Constance and from the

base of the Al])s to the base of the Juras. On the middle slopes, on the plateaus that

are not chilled by their altitude, we find the green ))asture-grounds which make Swit-

y.erland famous for its cattle, milk, butter, and cheese; higher up are sombre forests

of the trees of the north ; higher still, deserts in which a few mosses and stunted plants

defy the Siberia of the snow-masses, a few leagues away from the lakes of Italy.

Switzerland is a federation of twenty-two cantons and three sub-cantons, each

inde|)endent and administering its own affairs at will. Naturally, these cantons are

small :
" When I shake my peruke, I powder the whole Republic," said Voltaire,

speaking of the State of Geneva, which he overlooked at the same time with Savoy

from his Ferney eminence.

Only three of the cantons have areas of any considerable extent : the Grisons,

with their 2754 square miles; Berne, which comprises 2C60 ; and the Valais, which

embraces 2027. The smallest of the cantons, Zug, extends over 92 square miles, and the

smallest of the suV)-cantons, Ba.sel Town, covers 14. Though the canton of Berne

contains 537,000 inhabitants and that of Zurich 337,000, Lower Unterwalden has only

12,500.

German Switzerland.— German Switzerland occupies the east, north, and centre

of the country, with 2,092,000 inhabitants, including the Germanophones of the

Romand cantons; it embi-.aces, therefore, seven-tenths of the Helvetic nation. It w.as

here that national independence had its birth : it was throe German Swiss, as history,

or perhaps legend, tells us, who took the oath of GrUtli ;
' the battles of Morgarten, of

Sempach, of Nafels were gained by volunteers of this race, and Switzerland, little by

little, was formed by aimexations or conquests arotnid the mountains which had jiro-

' duced the heroes of these three victories.

The Teutonic Swiss speak, in a variety of patois, a guttural German, one of the

1 GrUtli is a meadow-slope, under the Salzburg mountains, in the canton of I!ri, where, according to

tradition, W.alter FUrst. Stauffacher, and Arnold von Melnhthal met in iriO". and planned the uprising

against the Austrians which resulted, two hundred years later, in the establishment of Swiss indepen-

dence. The Swiss gained a great victory over the Austrians in 1313, at Morgarten, and another, at

Sempach, in VMd. The latter engagement, rendered memorable by the heroic death of Arnold voi. Win-

kelried, is celebrated by an annual festival. — En.
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harslii'st of the harsh group of Germanic tongues: tliis is not to be wondered at, if it

is true tliat the highland idioms are distinguished from tliose of the lowlands by tlie

strength and abundance of explosive gutturals.

French Switzerland.— Frencli Switzerland occujjies all of the three cantons of

Vaud, JN'eufchatel, and Geneva; moreover, a seventh of the Bernese, in various

valleys and on various plateaus of the Juras, nearly seven-tenths of the Fribourg

inhaliitants, .and more than two-thirds of the Valaisans, sj)eak the French langu.age:

in all, 638,000 persons, something less than twenty-two hundredths of the federated

]>eople. The French Swiss have always contributed tnore than their share to the

glory of the French literature.

Italian Switzerland. —-Italian Switzerland (157,000 persons) comprises the slopes

facing Italy, in the canton of Ticino, and a few valleys of the Grisons. It is of more

importance than its diminutive size would warrant us in believing, for it sends out

a great number of emigrants, who scatter themselves over the face of the whole

earth: when the world shall contain the ten billion human beings predicted for it,

many millions will be the descendants of the emigrants from the canton of three

cajiitals.— Though Russia has only one head, Ticino h.as three, Bellinzona, Lugano,

and Lo;'ariio.

Bomansch Switzerland.— lioraansch Switzerland contains only 38,000 inhabitants.

The great mountains in which the Inn and the Rhine begin were once exclusively

Romansch and Ladin ; these two Neo-Latin dialects were the only idionis understood

throughout the Grisons, in the mountains of Appenzell, and in a jcirt of the Tyrol.

But of late years the Romansch and Ladin inhabitants, wedged between Germany and

Italy, possessing no written language, and gradually penetrated by German elements,

have begun to abandon their patois for German : at every census their number is

diminished, and their language is now sjioken nowhere in Switzerland except in a

part of the Grisons (on the upper branches of the Rhine) and in the Eng.idine, or

upper basin of the Inn : this valley, the loftiest of the great European valley.s, is

between 3300 and 4300 feet above the sea.

The Romansch people emigr.atc in Large numbers, like all inhabitants of high

regions,— Savoyards, Auvergnats, G.alicians, Highlanders or Kabyles; we find pastry-

cooks, confectioners, and coffee-house keepers of this race in all the European cities.

More than o'le, after having m.ade his fortune, goes back to end liis days in the village

in his own Engadine, with its cold lakes, its virgin snows, its larch-tree woods, and its

lordly Stone-pines whicli grow in forests to the very verge of the glaciers. The other

Swiss also emigrate in great numbers ; they leave- their homes to the number of 5000,

8000, 10,000, and even 12,000 or 15,000, yearly, chiefly for the United States or the

Ramjias of the Pl.ata.

Three-fifths of the Helvetians profess I'l'otest.antism, the other two-fifths are

Roman Catholics.

Cities.— Xo Swiss city has a ])opul.ation of 100,000.

The fed(ual capital, Berne, a Gorman town, on the banks of the Aar, contains only

40,000 inhabitants ; it is less jmpulous than Zurich, the " Helvetic Athens," situated on

the Limniat. at the ])oint where this river leaves the L.ake of Zurich : exclusive of sub-

urbs, the Swiss Athens has only '28,000 inhabitants, but with these it contains 90,000,

which gives it the supremacy in the Confederation ; Basel, also in German Switzer-

land, an excec Singly wealthy town, on the great bend of the Rhine, has a population

of 70,000.
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Gi'iifva (50,000; 72,000 with tlie suburbs) ranks first among the cities of French
Switzerland. It is liere tliat the Rhone issues from the azure lake in a blue trans-

parent flootl, the most beautiful stream of the world from the spot where it quits

Lake Lenian to the point where it meets the turbid Arve.

FRANCE.

Name, Boundaries, Extent. — France, which bore the name of Gaul when history

mentioned it for the first tiiue, took its present appellation from the Franks, a Ger-
manic tribe which invaded the nortli-eastern portion of the country during Home's
declining days. One of their blood-stained, petty kings established himself in

Lutetia, or Paris, a town on the Seine where the Emperor Julian had had his palace.

At the time of the Fraidvish invasion, tiie Celtic inhabitants of Paris no longer under-

stood the language of their fathers; for Gaul, too, had been caught in the web spun
over Europe, Asia, and Africa by that gigantic spider which stealthily eyed all

nations from its station in the middle of the Mediterranean, at the centre of the Old
World. With one of its falces it seized Gaul a few decades before the Cliristian era.

And Gaul aljandoned her Celtic for Latin, the language of the soldiers, judges, law-

yers, jn-occss-servers, tax-gatherers, government officers, merchants, coxcombs, actors,

and dancers.

The smiling country around Paris, enlivened by the limpid Seine, the tortuous

Marne, the Oise and her sister stream, the Aisne, was called from its Frankish

masters Ile-de-France, or simply France. With the advance of Parisian hegemony,
this name was extended over five-sixths of ancient Gaul, from the English Channel to

the Pyreijees, from the ocean to Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. The
France of to-day is bounded on the north-east by the kingdom of Belgium, on the

east by Germany, Alsace-Lorraine, and Switzerland, on the south-east, beyond the

Alps, by Italy, on the south, beyond the Pyrenees, by Catalan, Aragonese, and
Basque Spain. Elsewhere, it borders the waves: on the north the North Sea and
British Channel, on the west the green Atlantic, and on the south-east the blue Med-
iterranean. France embraces 205,98(5 square miles * of territory, with something over

38 million inhabitants,'^ or about 185 to the square mile.

The French Mountains.— The lordliest summit in France, Puy-de-Sancy (0188

feet), rises in Mont Dore, a massif v/h\d\ once ejected flames from craters tiiat are

at present tilled by lakes. North-north-east of the Dore are the old blisters and
extinct volcanoes of the Dome group. Sixty of these mountains once smoked. Puy-
de-D6rae (4807 feet) is their culminating summit. Besson, west of the Dore and the

Dome masses in the granitic and gneissoid mountains of Limousin, readies an eleva-

tion of 3209 feet. Soutii of the Dore rises the Cantal mass, with its beautiful mead-
ows, torrents, and cataracts. The loftiest summit is the Plomb du Cantal (6096

feet). It is of volcanic formation ; and its idyllic valleys stretch away in a fan-sha])ed

cluster at the base of basaltic coloim.ades, ])umice-stone, lava, and trachyte that has

been chilled from time immemorial. The mountains of Aubrac, south of the Cantal,

' According to General Strelbitsky.

2 According to the census of 18fll, 38,095,000. Tlie population of the cities, pages 1&9 to 1(>2. is

also taken from the census of 1801. — Ed.
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are in part volcanic, on a pedestal of granite, gneiss, and mica-schist. Tlie highest

peak is the Mailhebiau (4820 feel). The mountains of V'elay (4009 feet), cast of the

Cantal, are likewise volcanic; they still exhiliit from 150 to liOO craters.

West of these masses stretches the Margeride chain (5099 feet), which is composed

wholly of hard rock. It is l>lack with forests, and bars the liori/.on with a uniform,

inflexible ridge. The mountains east of the Velay are nearly all volcanic,— such as

the Mezenc (5755 feet), jagged Megal, Tanargue, lashed by powerful rains, Coiron,

and the mountains of Ardeche. AH this region, with its basaltic columns, its cata-

racts dashing over crumbled lava, its rugged stairways and arrowy corridors cut in

In V'ivahais — on Tin; AmJECiiii.

the volcanic njck by the torrents, its huge natural bridge,' its crater lakes, certainly

rivals the most cliarming and the most wonderful in the world. From these

mountains we ])ass to those of Loz6re (5584 feet), by the Forest of Mercoire

(4925 feet), and the Gonlet (4918 feet). The Lozdre mountains, which are

formeil of granite, mica-schist, .-lud schist, are connected with the famous Cevennes.

From their Juncture with the Loz6re, the Cevennes trend to the south-west under

different names,— Cevennes proper, Aigoual, Saiiit-Guiral, Esperou, Seranne, Es-

candorgue, the Garigues, Esjiinouse, and the mountains of Lacaime, the Montagne-
Xoire, and the hills of Saint-Felix. This diversified chain, sometimes limestone,

sometimes granitic, sometimes schistose, is the arena of tremendous climatic combats,

' Tlie bridge of Arc, over the Ardbche.
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conflicts of winds and rains, tempests, and raging snows. The far-off ocean struggles

here with the neighboring Mediterranean, on the pealcs, in the cols, on the v.'ist

plateaus, on Causse Mejan, Causse Noir, and especially on Causse Larzac, over which

mighty hurricanes sweep. North-west of the Cevennes, notwithstanding the latitude,

the sky is wan and foggy, and frosts and snows are frequent. But to the south-east,

among the olive-trees, racked by the mistral, among prodigious chestnut-trees which

have witnessed the lapse of centuries, nature is dry, parched, and glistering, and the

sun sleeps on gilded rocks. Mont Aigoual (5141 feet), the culminating summit of

tlie Cevennes, attracts the clouds from the Mediterranean ; and those from the Atlan-

tic reach it above the Causses. The annual rainfall on its flanks is nearly 100 inches

;

and it is, perhaps, the most humid of all the.soutliern mountains of F'rance. At its

base, on the north, stretches Causse Mejan.

The plateaus of the Causses, which are of limestone formation, as their name

(from the Latin calx, lime) indicates, are perforated with chasms and tunnels, called

aue/is, embues, tindonln, cloups, or igues. These ojtenings, which ai-e often of immense

depth, absorb every drop of moisture, so that the Causses are wholly destitute of

springs or running water. But beneath tiie spongy rock the lost rills unite ; the

w.'iters are purified in the gloomy shades, and finally leap up to the light once more,

in liinpid fountains on the rim of the Caus.ses. The most important of these plateaus

are Causse Mejan and Causse Larzac.

Causse Mejan supports, on its waterless though not wholly treeless surface, 2100

Caussenards, who are separated from tiie rest of mankind by stupendous abysses. On
the north, east, south, and west, for a distance of 99 miles, this "steep, shoreless

island" terminates abruptly on the vast void. With an area of 139 square miles, it

rises in one block, 2950 to 4193 feet in altitude, between the Tarnon, the Tarn, and

the .Tonte; it plunges' over Florae by j^'gged bastions, looking, when stippled by the

fog or blurred l>y the rain, like some fantastic fortress such as man could never rear.

It descends on the Tarn for 32 miles by escarpments from 1600 to 2000 feet high, and

on the Jonte by perpendicular rocks equally terrific. Its most celebrated chasm is

that of the Picouse. It pours into the Tarnon the springs of Florae; into the T.'U'n,

the Ardennes spring.

The largest of the Causses is Larzac ; it covers fully 385 square miles, and stretches

from the Dourbic to the Soi'gues, from the Tarn to the gorges which open on the

Ilerault and the Orb. It has an elevation ranging between 1950 and 2950 feet. This

sunny Causse is the empire of rock-work. The cold aoiiro negro or ronderr/eA whistles

through the frairrant bo.vwood bordering the by-paths, and makes the j)ebbles dance

in villages from wliich Saint-Guiral,^ snow-capped in winter, is visible. This

])lateau is like a col between Mont Aigoual and the Monts de I'Espinouse, a col

where pass and repass the winds and the clouds in their mad course between the

ocean and the Mediterranean. Cojiious rains therefore fall on this chaos of stone,

and Larzac, rent in all directions with aveiis, pours out tiie most beautiful fountains

of the Causses.

The Vosges and the Juras,— On the sandstones, schists, and granites of the Juras,

the moss, grass, and heather growing in the shade of the woods filter the torrents

which make the limpid Moselle. Tiie eastern Vosges, which France hist in 1871, con-

tain the highest dome of the chain, the Ballon' of Soultz or of (luebwiller, which

1 The " black wind," the north wind. ^ Rising 44211 feet, behind Mont Aigoual.

2 Tlie greater part of tlie summits of tlie Vosges, which are rounded eminences, are called ballons.
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readies an altitude of 41)78 feet ; in tlie western 'N'osges, wliieh are better watered,

since tliey face llie ocean, the loftiest elevation is llie Ilaut il'Iloiieek (4182 feel),

though there are several other bullous nearly as hi,h. This mountain has beautiful

meadows, lakes, lakelets, ^iretty water-falls, and s])arkling rivers ; it is covered with

rigid firs or austen; masses of oaks, beeches, and chestnuts: deciduous trees and ever-

greens mingle here, or grouj) themselves in forests, wiiich are tlie finest in P"ranee.

In the south, the Vosges descend on the Belfort gap, a broad opening at an alti-

ttide of only lOoO feet, through which pass rivers, a navigable canal, roads and rail-

ways. On the other side of this col the Juras skirt the horizon. Like the Vosges, the

Juras are not solely French. In the east, tliey are Swiss, and beyond the falls of

the Uhine they become Gennan, under the name of the Kauhe Alp and Franconian

Juras. Tliey are comjiosed of limestone ' and chalk ^ on Trias and Liiis, and have

none of the characteristics of the normal mountain-chain, like, for example, the

Pyrenees; they are merely a plateau, rising gradually toward the east, and supjiorting

numberless ranges,' which run in ]iarallel waves. The first and lowest of these volutes

overlooks the plains of the ^^aone, flat and wooded IJresse, and feverish Dombes; the

last and loftiest commands the jilains of the Aar and the lakes of Neufchatel and of

Geneva; the Cret de la Neig<i (565G feet), the lordliest summit of the French Juras,

as well as of the whole mountain-mass, rises in this wave.

As on the Gausses, the jjcdestal which supports the chains of the French Juras

drinks in the rains and the waters of the heai)ed-up winter-snows through an infinite

number of fissures and swallow-holes ; in this way subterranean rivers are formed,

which flow out in fountains as powerful as those from the Gausses : such, for instance,

are the sources of the Loue, the Dessoubre, the Lison, and that of the Orbe, a river

which comes to the surface again in Switzerland ; but it is French above the ))oint

where it is absorbed. These crystal currents glisten at the bottom of clttses or narrow

gorges with fir-ti})ped, rocky battlements; from these cluses we climb to the plateau

through combes, which are sometimes dry ravines, sometimes eroded cirques, with

beautiful fountains and transjjarent streams.

The Great Alps. — The Goliath of the Alps, glacier-clad Mont Blanc (15,781 feet),

belongs partly to France; it rises south-oast of Geneva, on the borders of France,

Italy, and Switzerland. Toward France it spreads out 60 scpiare miles of ice, toward

Italy 27, toward Switzerland 15, making a total of 108 square miles.

We must mention even after this European giant the mountains of Tarcntaise ;
—

la Vanoise (12,608 feet), which distributes the muddy torrents of its glaciers

between the Isere and the fiery Are;— the mountains of Maurienne (11,483 feet),

which also sup]ily the Arc, and which contain Mont Genis, whose tunnel of 40,092

feet cuts a way between France and Italy;— the Grandes Rousses (11,395 feet), spark-

ling with rime;— the mountains of Oisans, which have 64 square miles of persistent

snows, and which rear in the Pelvoux mass Barre-des-Ecrins, a j)eak of 13,401 feet, the

highest summit in France before the annexation of Savoy;— south of Mont Pelvoux,

no mass reaches 13,000 feet, but several surpass 9500. The Great Alps extend as

far as Nice.

The Little Alps. — The Great Alps, which are composed of granite, gneiss, schists,

' The chain has given its name to the Jurassic limestone.
" The craie neon'miennc takes its name from Neufchatel (in Latin, Ncuconuim), a town of the Swiss

Juras.

' One hundred sixty in the Franco-Swiss Juras alone.
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aiul of various saiulstones, are prolonged on the west by other much lower, though

still lofty Alps trending frotn north to south; the latter are for the most \y.u-t of lime-

stone and chalk formation, and the rock of the most nortlieni is quite similar to that

of the Juras, whose direction they continue south of the Khonc. The Little Alps

of Savoy, which attain an elevation of S'iOO feet, would be imposing anywhere

else, but Mont Elanc towers too near them : in their folds lie two famous lakes

:

the Lake of Annecy, with an area of 12 square miles and a depth of 1G4 feet; and

the Lake of Bourget, which embraces 17 square miles and has a maxinuun depth of

over 300 feet.

The Grande Chartreuse (C847 feet), justly famed for its rocks and forests, rises to

the north of Grenoble, on the right bank of the Isere. The Monts du Lans and the

Monts du Vercors (7697 feet), on the left bank of the Isere, facing the Grande Char-

treuse, shoot up in bold rocks, illuminated by the southern sun. They resemble tlie

Juras in their sharply cleft fissures, in the scialets or tunnels of their plateaus, and

the glistening water of their cluses. The mountains of Drome (6644 feet) are a i)ro-

longation of the Monts du Vercors; they are of the same nature and structure,

though with warmer colors, for we enter with them the land of the olive-tree. Mont

Dovoluy (9164 feet) likewise belongs to the Vercors.

Mont Ventoux (6273 or 6322 feet), a monstrous excrescence, often covered with

snow, can be seen from Avignon and from the great valley of the Rhone ; this " father

of the winds," which blow cold over the warm plain, is prolonged on the east by the

mountains of Lure (5994 feet), chalky like itself and like the mountains of Vau-

cluse (3894 feet) ; under these three massifs are collected the waters which foi'm the

magnificent fountain of Vaucluse, the Sorgues or spring ^kw excellence, which merited

a greater poet than Petrarch. Luberon (3691 feet), or Leberon, lifts its rocks gilded

by the Provenjal sun above tlie Durance. The mountains of JIarseilles,— Treverasse,

Sainte-Victoire, the Monts de I'Etoile, Sainte-Baume, all have warm colors worthy of

Africa; they are rocky, ragged, sunlit, and fragrant, with scant but living waters;

their culminating rock, in the Sainte-Baume, has an elevation of 3786 feet. The

mountains of Provence, likewise nake<l and glittering, rise still higher, to 5627 feet,

in the pyramid of Lachen ; in their valleys there' are "a'dinirable springs, called foux,

which are of ])riceless value to the inhabitants of this hot country.

The Pjrrenees.— The Pyrenees are divided between France and S]iain. They
rise in a single ridge, with lateral projections and s]nirs. In France, they run from

the Mediterranean to the embouchure of the Bidassoa in the Gulf of Gasconv, 267

miles in a straight line, and 354 if we follow the highest crest ; they are much longer

in Spain, where they extend under different names as far as the ri((s or estuaries of

Galicia.

The culminating rock of this notched range, the Pic de Nethou (11,165 feet), in the

Maladetta massif, instead of sj)ringing up out of the " most Catholic kingdom," ought
to se])arate the two peo])les, since it overlooks the Val d'Aran, the cradle of tlie

French Garonne, and since the waters of the Goueil de Joueou, the finest source of

this stream, flow from one of the Maladetta slopes. Unlike the valley of Aran,
which is politically Spanish but orogra])liically French, Cerdagnc, the cradle of the

Spanish Segre, is Spanish by nature but French by treaty. In both countries the

Pyrenees are grand : their hues, their boldness of outline, their descent on two seas,

one green and temjiestiious, the other blue, and their climate, make them perh.aps

more attractive tlian the Alps. Spain possesses their loftiest peaks, their largest
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lakelets, their wiklest scenery, their deepest canons, and their most savage barrancas; i

their most extensive snow-fields, their greatest glaciers, their purest torrents (</aves
as they are locally called), their gloomiest forests, and all their meadows, are in
France.

In France, Mont Yignemale (10,820 feet; surpasses the other jieaks of the Scie des
Pyrenees; sparkling with rime, it shoots up at the south-west of Cauterets, a note.l
health-resort abounding in mineral sj.rings. There are some hundreds of such springs
in the Pyrenees. Vignemale commands the mountains of Gavarnie, in the rocks of

Vaucluse.

which cirques have been scooped out, or, as the Pyrenean shepherds exj)ress it, im-

mense oyles'^ such as Gavarnie, PJstaube, .and Troumouse. Troumouse, at the base
of the Mania (10,.335 feet), is the most vast of these arenas; Gavarnie is the most
im|iosing. Peaks with sonorous names— Taillou, Casque du Marbore, Tours du Mar-
bor6, Pic du Marbore (10,673 feet)— preci]iitate into its abyss their melting snows,

their crumbling ice, their avalanches of rock, and, from a height of 1385 feet, the
new-born Gave falls in mist-like niiii on the debris of the cliff.

A number of peaks in the; French Pyrenees rise .above 10,000 feet, notably in

Neouvielle (10,479 feet), a mighty spur near Gavarnie, and in the mountains of Luchon

1 Ravines, or gorges. 2 Porridge-pots.
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(10,318 feet). The first peak above 10,000 feet which we encotmter on coming from

the Atlantic is Balaitous (10,322 feet); the first on coming from tlie Mediterranean,

Montcahn (10,105 feet), which touches tlie Pique d'Estats (10,302 feet). Three otlier

peaks have tlie appearance of being still higher, as they rise in the foreground.

These are the Pic du Midi (9439 feet), which contemplates the sources of the Adour,

the valley of Carapan, the plain of Tarbres, Armagnac, and Landes ; Mont Yallier

(9314 feet), lordly and magiuficent, visible from the entire ]ilain of the Garonne above

Toulouse; lastly, and chiefly, Mont Canigou (9137 feet), standing out so proudly that

it was for a long time celebrated as the highest peak of the Pyrenees: it is visible, or,

rather, one gets a susi)icion of it, from Barcelona in Spain and from Marseilles in

France ; it overlooks the rugged Alb^res i and the dry and jagged Corbieres, which

are groujicd around Mont Burgaracli (4039 feet), and which terminate over the valley

of the Aude facing the Montagne-Noire of the Cevennes.

Plains.— Sever.al of the great French plains are in the neighborhood of Paris.

Beauco, a vast level tract south and south-west of the metropolis, between the

Seine and the Loire, was formerly wooded ; all that remains now of these woods is

the forest of Orleans (156 sq. m.), the most extensive but by no means the most

beautiful in France ; it is destitute of springs, as its porous soil drinks the rain as fast

as it falls. Beauce is said to lack only six things, namely, fountains, meadows, woods,

rocks, orchards, and vineyards. But it merits its title of " Granary of France."

According to the season, it is covered with waving green grain, golden crops, or

close-shaven stubble. South of Orleans, ojijiosite Beauce, and at the same altitude

(300-500 feet), is Sologne, a flat, sandy tract, with rusty, muddy ])onds, heavy, stag-

nant rivers, and forests in which aciculars predominate; the Solognot lives there io

poverty, and, although the country has ceased to merit the name of hospit.al and ceme-

tery, fevers still consume its wan inhabitants. It extends from the Loire to the Cher.

East of Paris, on both banks of the Marne, from the Seine to the Aisne, and from the

masses of Lutetia to Argonne, stretches Cham])agne Pouilleuse; it is composed of h.ird

chalk, and presents a ]iicture of crabbed sterility facing glorious abundance, for at

its western extretnities the wine of Ciiam]);igiie flows from the famous hill-si<les of

Epernay. "Pouilleuse" signifies poor, wretched; the entire fortune of this ])lain

consists of the recentlv ])lanted ])ine and fir groves, and po\verf\d springs forming the

lieads, or, as they say here, the soiiwies of limpid rivers, which are bordered by mead-

ows and obstructed by factories.

But the largest French jilain (5400 S(]. m.) is a tract in the south-west, extending

from the Adour to the Garonne and the Giroiule, and from the hills of Armagnac and

Agenais to the shores of the Atlantic. This district, called Landes, from the laiules

which occupy its greatest portion, is generally thought to be unattractive, but, on

the contrary, it ])ossesses wild charms and wonderful lieauties; it opposes to the

tem])estuous ocean the highest dunes of Euro])e ("292 feet) ; behind these white sand-

banks, on which forests of sombre pines vibrate, long ponds slumber, without a

murmur, though so close to the heaving, resounding Atlantic; and back of these

pools lies an immense, boundless ])lain with its cork oaks, which are being stripped,

its ))ines, which are being mutilated for their resin, its heather, broom, and butter-

cups, its straight avenues which stretch away to the horizon, and its clearings where

the sun sets big and blood-red as on the sea. It is not long ago that the Lanusquets,

or Landescots, were to be seen mounted on stilts three or four feet high, guarding their

> This name is given to the Pyrenees in tlieir eastern extremity, near where they descend into tlie sea.
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flocks on the heaths; at a distance they looked like -iants. They paid no heed to the
thorny broom, the ditches, or the [.ools, and with one stride they crossed the brooks of
Landes.

Seas, Coasts, Streams.— France enjoys the rare privilege of looking out on four
seas, namely, the North Sea and the British Channel on the north, the Atlantic on
the west, and the Mediterranean on the south.

On the North Sea, the dunes of Flanders— which in olden times won for Dun-
kirk (pop. 40,500) its Flemish name, signifying the "church of the dunes"— -ive
place, near Calais, to the capes of Boulonnais, which face Albion's white cliffs across
the Strait of Dover. In its narrowest portion this channel is 19 miles broad, and it
IS here that England and France will some day be joined by a tunnel pierced throu-h

A Sc'ENK IN Landks — SiIKPHERDS OX .Stilts.

the chalk; this submarine pathw.ay will be 30 miles long, and will jiass beneath more
than 400 feet of rock. Beyond Boulogne (pop. 46,000), on the British Channel, the
s.inds begin again in dunes th.at have not yet been fixed ; after passing the mouth of
the Somine, we encounter the imperious cliffs of Normandy, rising iierjiendicularly
for 300 feet and more; the coast of Normandy has no beaches except sandy jiatehes
here and there; it is destitute of estuaries, and its valleuses permit the passage of
nothing more than slender meadow-rivers, and now and then a stream from some large
fountain. The waves are eroding it, the sjirings are undermining it, and it is falling
into the sea in immense blocks. The Channel is advancing, and Normandy is retread
ing. The shores continue in the same w.iy to Dieppe (jjop. 22,000) and on to Havre
and the embouchure of the Seine (6 miles broad). From the Seine to the point where
the w.aters of the Channel are confounded with those of the Atlantic, the sea drearily
gnashes the jagged rocks of the Norman and Breton coast. Cherbourg (pop. 39,000),
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an important naval station, watches Enirlantl liere from tlie Norman iioninsula of

Cotcnlin. Normandy terminates at Mont Saint-Michel, a jiicturesque rock rising out

of Cancale Bay, and surmounted by a famous old abbey. The coast of Brittany con-

tends witli a fierce sea, but the comj>act rock is feeljler than the incoherent waves, and

the shore is giving way under tlieir ceaseless onslaughts. Broiul bays lie here at the

extremities of little rivers that flow down from a sombre land of granite, schist, and

slate, a land of forests, broom, and heather, a land abounding in barbaric monu-

ments— in dolmens, peulvans or maenhirs, in cromlechs, and tumuli. This austere

land of Brittany gives birth to an austere people, the Bretons, men of deep feeling

and great obstinacy; the sons of Arvor or Armor,' the men of the "granite, oak-

covered land," make the hardiest soldiers and the best sailors of France. In the

western jtart of their countrj', in the j)eninsu!a proper, Celtic is still spoken, a lan-

guage several thousand years old, and which will soon become extinct. Saint-Malo,

on this part of the Breton coast, is a fortified port, a town of heroes, of mariners, and

of buccaneers.

Near ITshant, a sea-rocked island every reef .around which tells a tale of ship

wreck, the coast turns, and we enter the Atlantic.

France has 740 miles of seaboard on the North Sea and the British Channel, and

800 on the Atlantic. Among the ample bays of the Atlantic coast may be mentioned :

the roadstead of Brest, an immense, land-locked harbor, with a fortified city, which

is reached by a formidably defended channel ; the bay of Douarnenez, on which

there are twelve hundred fishing hamlets; the ojjcn, tempestuous b.iy of Audierne;

the estuary of Lorient (poj), 42,500), a fortified port, where the river Bl.avet em))ties

int6 the Bay of Biscay ; Morbihan, studded with islets, and opening near the Carnac

lines of monuments, the most celebr.ated of all the megalithie fields; the embouchure

of the Loire, 7 miles l>road. Beyond the Loire, we reach the bay of Bourgneuf,

where we pass from Brittany into Poitou. The seaboard here, which is at first dunes,

soon becomes the rim of the Poitevin Marsh. This swamp, which was once a gulf

extending as far as Lujon, Niort, and Aigrefeuille, is daily enlarging, at the expense

of the ocean, which it has diminished by 150 to 200 square miles. All that remains

of the old bay, which advanced 37 miles into the land, with an entrance width of 18,

is an arm which ])enetrates 4 or 5 miles inland, with an entrance breadth of G. This

French Holland is slowly forming around limestone islets and dunes, which are occu-

pied by small hamlets. The fortified town of Rochelle (pop. 20,000) lies on this

coast.

Beyond the Gironde, dunes run due south as far as the Adour, without a bay

or harbor at the river-mouths. Back of the dunes, which are covered with black

])incs, stretch long pools of water, and back of these are heaths as far as the horizon.

All this seaboard sees neither mariners, nor fishermen, nor husbandmen, nor trades-

men. The dunes belong to the woodsmen ; there, the gernmeur collects the turpen-

tine, and listens to the moaning of the sea and the pines. From the Adour to the

mouth of the Bidassoa, where the Sj)anish coast begins, the shores are rocky. They
are inhabiteil by Basque fishermen.

On the ISIediterranean, at the base of the Pyrenees, the coast is at first rocky with

magnificent coves ; but rock soon gives jdace to sand. A littoral cordon, extending

in long, straight lines, shuts off from the Mediterranean extensive ponds (etangs),

which would be invaded by the sea if there were any tide here. South-west, south,

1 Armor, on the sea, the Breton name of Brittany.
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and south-east of Monti)ellier lies the tangled net-work of the etangs of Aigues-

Mortes, a solitary town, surrounded by walls which date from the thirteenth century,

but which look as though they were built but yesterday. These ponds are continued

beyond the Little llhonc, in the vast marshes of tlie Camargue ; and the latter are

prolonged beyond the Great Rhone by the otangs of lower Crau. Xearly the entire

region is unliealthful, but it was formerly iucom])arably more so. The Etanof de
Berre, beyond the n-.outh of the Rhone, is an inland sea, of GO square miles. It com-
municates with tiie Mediterranean through the channel of Martigues, and is still more
closely locked than the roadstead of Brest. It is capable of receiving an immense
fleet, and is destined to become one of the great harbors of the future.

At this point the scenery changes ; from low, miasmatic shores, desolated by the

mistral, which prevails from the Alberes to the mouths of the Khone, we reach a

coast of fairy-laud,— a sunlit garden. Here, the tree par excellence is no longer the

TnK Walls of Aigues-JIuktks.

olive, twisted by the blasts, but the orange-tree, which flourishes in sheltered spots

;

and, beyond Toulon, the ])alm itself is found along the Provenfal coves. The littoral

cordon of sands is replaced here by the ravines and cirques of the limestone Alps;

here, too, rise the granitic, serpentine, sandstone, and porj)hyritic rocks of the Maures

and the Esterel, their varied hues blending with the brilliant green of the foliage and

the blue of the billows. Every cove has its fishing-boats, every bay its trading

vessels and war-shi]>s ; and Provence is another Brittany. Marseilles is the first com-

mercial port in France, and almost the first in Europe ; Toulon outranks the naval

ports of Cherbourg, Lorient, Brest, and Kochefort. Beyond the Rade of Ilyeres

begin the famous winter-resorts where the dying come in quest of life, and where the

aged seek restoration of youtli. Such are Saint-Tropez, Saint-Rajjhael, Cannes,

Antibes, Nice, Monaco, and Menton ; then the charniing shore changes from Pro-

ven9al to Ligurian.

Great Fountains.— Rivers,— France owes to her ever restless, ever living seas the

copious rains which su])])ly four great streams, abundant rivers, and countless mag-

nificent springs. In the south-east, these large fountains are called foux, and in
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different parts of France they are known under the various names of douix, diiis,

dhuis, done, douet, doult, dotix, douce, douze, etc.

The most celebrated of all these fountains is that of Vaucluse, near Avignon,

Vaucluse, as its name, Val clos, signifies, is an enclosed valley. The Sorgues, which

gathers the tribute of the avens of Yentoux, Vaucluse, and the mountains of Lure,

besides the subterranean waters of the Nesque and the Coulon, loajjs out here in a cat-

aract at the foot of a formidable, ])erpendicular rock, 387 feet iiigh, vividly colored, ful-

vid, white, red, and glowing,— the south in all its glory. During the two hundred'

years that observations have been made here, the smallest flow noted was on the 17th

of November, 1869, 194 cubic feet per second. The volume rarely sinks below 282;

it rises to 4237, and its mean may be estimated at 600. This marvellous spring runs

more than 200 factories ; it waters the plain of Conitat, and is finally lost in the

Rhone.

The four great streams of France are the Seine, Loire, Gironde, and Rhone.

The Seine.— The Seine has a length of 482 miles, in a basin of 30,000 square

miles. Its ordinary flow is 8934 cubic feet per second at Rouen, at which point it

has received all its large tributaries. It rises in the limestones of Burgundy, at an

elevation of 1545 feet, and passes Troyes, Paris, and Rouen. It unites in its channel

the white Aube (140 miles), which traverses Champagne Rouilleuse;— the Yonne

(182 miles), offspring of the impervious Morvan : it is this Burgundian river which

contributes the largest share to the floods of the Seine at Paris;— the Loing

(99 miles), which descends from Puisaye and Giilinuis, and whose valley forms one of

the highways between the Seine and the Loire;— the Essonne (62 miles), the ideal of

a peaceful current;— the Mariie, 280 miles long, but quite scant, which flows down
from the jilateau of Langres through Champagne Pouilleuse;— the Oise (186 miles),

which comes from Belgitmi : it receives the Aisne (174 miles), which issues from

Argonne;— the Eure (140 miles), a limjiid, perennial stream, which rises in Perche,

and passes through Beaucc.

The Loire.— The Loire (621 miles) spreads its net-work of rivers over a basin of

about 47,000 square miles, consisting largely of hard and compact soil. At Orleans, for

example, at the great bend which brings it near Paris, 210,000, 350,000, or ])erhaps

425,000 cubic feet of water sometimes whirl there in a broad channel Avhere summer
often leaves not more than 1150, 1050, or even 850 cubic feet; when the channel can
no longer contain the floods, they rage through the fields, in spite of the levees within

which they are imjirisoned. The stream which can thus multiply its summer flow-

five hundred times rises less than 95 miles from the Mediterranean, at an altitude of

4505 feet, in the Monts du Mezenc, on the flank of the volcanic pillar of Gcrbier de
Jonc (5125 feet). Its natal land is superb: it descends between old volcanoes, a

transparent torrent ; it leaves on its left the wonderful town of the basaltic rocks,

Puy-en-Velay, and lower down, on the right, Saint-Eticnne, a black factory town
;

then it passes into the wet pl.ain of Forez, which was once a lake with craters blazing

on its shores. At Roanne, at Nevers, and as far as Briare it moves directly toward
Paris

; above Orleans it veers to the west and runs to the Atlantic, past Blois, Tours,
and Saumur. At Nantes, with the aid of the tide, it carries big shijis, but its broad
estuary is filling up with sand and mud, and fewer and fewer large vessels enter this

liarbor; the stream finally reaches the sea at Saint-Nazaire. Its mean flow is perhaps
34,750 cubic feet(?).

1 Since 1683.
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The Loire unites in its channel the AUier (255 miles), as long as itself, and almost
as powerful; — the Cher (199 miles), the central river of France;— the graceful

Iiulre (152 miles), which begins in Berry and terminates in Touraine ;— the Vienne
(231 miles), a large affluent, which passes Limoges in Limousin, Chatellerault in

Toitou, and Chinon in Touraine;— the sombre Maine of Angers. Below the mouth of

the Maine, the Loire, having reached its full size, rolls at low water 4484 cubic feet

per second.

The Gironde : Garonne and Dordogne. — The Gironde, an enormous estuary of a

mediocre river, is 47 miles long, from 2 to 7 broad, with a width of 3 at the
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embouchure, between Royan and Le Verdon : on the right of its turbid water stretches

Saiiitonge up low clay cliffs ; on the left lies Medoc, a land renowned for its vineyards.

This estuary rolls towards its mouth or towards its source, according to the tide,

] 0,600,(10(1 cubic feet per second : a vain show, for, beyond the point where the influ-

ence of the tide is felt, the Gironde carries down to the sea a mean of only 41,600

cubic feet ])er second (?), the tribute of about 32,800 square miles. The Gironde

begins at Bee d'Amb^s, at the confluence of the Garonne with the Dordogiie; at this

point the Dordogne is as broad as its rival, but the Garonne (357 miles) is longer than

the Dordogne, and drains a larger area (22,080 sq. m.) ; the Garonne is in reality the

parent of the Gironde. i Issuing from the Spanish valley of Aran, in the central

1 Gironde is simply a corruption of Garonne.
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Pyrenees, it flows around tlio phiteau of Lannoniozaii, the sterile starting-jnace of

diver<'-ont rivers, all of whieh are weak an<l turbid ; then it skirts Landes on its left

bank. Af Bordeaux, swollen by the tide, it forms a crescent-shaped harbor; this

liarbor, which is one of tlie finest in France, receives transmarine shi[)S ; but it is

tlirealened in its very existence by the down-stream dejjosits of mud. The Garonne

unites three sujierb Pyrenean torrents: the Ncste, which furnishes tlie i)lateau of

Lanneniezan with a feeding canal, the waters of wiiich are divided among the rivers

flowing ofi this plateau; the Sal.at; and the Ariege ; it receives also two long rivers,

the Tarn and the Lot.

The Dordogne (.304 miles), a superb river, limpid and swift, drinks the streams of

about 9200 stjuare miles, not a half of the basin of the Garonne. It descends from

the Pay de Saney, and it receives a great deal of water from the Dore and the Cantal

masses; the Yezere brings to it the brownish and reddish water of Limousin, the Isle

(146 miles) pours into it the pure water of the chalks of Perigord. Libourne, with a

tidal harbor, is the only city of any size on the banks of the Dordogne. The Dor-

dogne, at the point where it encounters the Garonne, is about 4000 feet broad, with

a mean flow of less than 12,350 cubic feet per second, carrying at low water 1750,

and in the greatest floods 254,000;— the floods of the Garonne exceed 388,000.

The Rhone.— The Rhone (504 miles), emissary of less than 40,000 square miles,

is a great and glorious stream, not only in France, but in Europe, and even in the

world,— great and glorious in its glaciers, its lakes, its torrents, its gorges, its heroic

adventures, and its beauty. Scarcely has it left Lake Lenian, at Geneva, blue as the

sea, when it loses its transparency from contact with the Arve, a cold, turbid glacier-

flood which mingles, in low water, 1300 cubic feet with the 2300 to 2475 of the

lihone, and on the avei-age 5650 cubic feet with the Rhone's 9534, that is, a mean for

the two streams united of 15,184 cubic feet. Tiie imperious torrent .almost immedi-

ately enters France, where it cuts through the Juras and tlie limestone Alps.

At its confluence with the Saone, which is powerful in winter, the Rhone turns to

the south ; the Juras no longer blacken its treacherous and sinister flood between

their cliffs, but on the west the mountains of Ard6che advance, on the east the Alps

;

the stream is broad and swift, and studded with islands ; its valley grows more and
more luminous ; at length, glowing colors appear : gray olive-trees, white rocks, old

towns black or gilded, and castles of tragic history; we are in the south, on the very

S])ot where in olden times the stream terminated; but this carrier of debris, aided by
the Durance, has filled up all this gulf, and it is to-day a marvellously beautiful plain

;

the limjjid Sorgucs and the turbid Durance ]iour their floods into it, and there is not

another plain in all ?ranee so well watered or so sunny. A little above Aries, a city

with Roman remains, the stream divides ; more than five-sixths of its waters flows to

the east, through the Great Rhone ; the Little Rhone carries the remainder to the west

;

at this bifurcation, the Rhone rolls on an average, according to various calculations,

60,000, 70,000, 75,000, or even 92,000 cubic feet per second, with a low-water flow of

19,420, and floods of at least 423,725. Between these two unequal branches lies the

Camargue, the delta of the river, embracing 290 square miles of emerged and emerg-
ing mire, and mire still covered with water; and, at the extremity of all these inco-

herent masses, the struggle goes on between the stream, which flows down broad,

majestic, and tawny, and the sea, which accejjts or rejects, which triturates, displaces,

and carries off the 742 million cubic feet of alluvium which the Rhone brings to it.

From the putrefying ponds, from the dried-up sea-bottoms, from the reeds and rushes,
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from tlie .luiies and tlie bogs, the sun draws deadly effluvia for the scattered settlers

of this amjiliibious realm.

Under the Romans, dtiring the i)aliny days of the empire, Aries was only half as

far from the sea as it is to-day; it is estimated that since then the Rhone has gained
on the ^Mediterranean about 97 square miles, and that since it began to encroach on the
briny waves, it has diminished them by at least 580 square miles.

The Rhone unites in its channel: the Arve ;— the Ain, a suj>erb river of the
Juras, formed from springs in the rock, and dashing, cold and clear, from chise to
cluse, in rai)ids and cataracts; no large river-basin of France has so great a rainfall as

TiiK Pont du Gauu.

that of the Ain; the mean flow of the stream is 1750 cubic feet;— the Saone (283

miles), slow and majestic, issues from a hill of the P\aucilles, and flows due south

through the ]ilain of Dijon, past Chalon and Macon ; the exact reverse of the Rhone,

it is scant in summer and strong in winter; it has been known to sink to 777 cubic

feet jier second, but its average is 15,254, and its extreme floods do not exceed 141,000.

The waters which it brings down to the Rhone at Lyons include those of the Doubs,

the great Jurassic river ; and the Doubs carries those of the Loue. The extraordi-

narily tortuous Doubs runs 267 miles in a distance of 59 ineasured in a straight line

from its source to its month. Considered as the head of the Saone, tlie latter would

have a length of 385 miles ; as the head of the Rhone, it would give tiie Rhone a

length of 637 ; it contains the famous falls of the Doubs. Below Lyons the Rhone
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receives tlie Isere (180 miles), a huge torrent rolling more tlian 3500 cubic feet per

second in tlie scantest seasons;— the tiucluating Drome;— tlie green Ardeciie : as

mighty wliirlwinds strike the Tanargue, from which the Ardeciie is fed, its freshets

are unprecedented; it has been known to rise from 177 cubic feet per second to more

than 282,000, a tiow ecpialling that of tiic Loire in its wildest frenzy;— the ISorgues

of Vauchise;— the extraordinarily fluctuating Durance (23(3 miles), which gather-

ing tlie swiftest torrents of the most desolate mountains, varies, according to the

Aveatlier, from 10(30 to 353,000 cubic feet per second, witli a mean of 12,350;— and

lastly, the Gard, or Garden, a green flood with luminous gorges, and possessing a

Roman aqueduct, such as Italy itself cannot exhibit."

Climate and Eainfall. — The climate of France is by no means uniform. Every

valley, every ravine, and nearly every eminence has its own local climate. Except

on the high plateaus or in the mountains, inhabited places are rare where the mean

does not at least attain 48° to 50° F. The yearly average of Paris is 51°; Nancy la

Lorraine has a mean of 49.1° ; Limoges, 51.8°; Brest, 53°; Lyons, 53.2° ; Nantes, 54.7°;

Bordeaux, 56.3°; Marseilles, 57.2° ; Perpignan, 59.9°; and Cannes, 61.5°, a tempera-

ture higher than that of Naples.

The annual rainfall is estimated at 30.3 inches, but this estimate is certainly much

too low, as is being demonstrated by observations taken at the numerous meteorologi-

cal stations recently established in the Alps, the Pyrenees, the French mountains, the

Morvaii, the Juras, and the Vosges. The distribution of this treasure of treasures is

exceedingly unjust. The fall is hardly 1.5, 20, or 24 inches on many of the valleys in

central France, or on many plains and low plateaus of the Paris Basin, or on many a

great Causse of Lozere ; while certain sea-shores receive 59 inches or more, as in

Beam, where it happens sometimes that twice as much water falls during the spring

at Orthez as in all the four seasons at Paris, and while m.any a mountain attracts to

itself a rainfall of 79 inches, like the Tanargue of Ardeciie, or 98, like Mont Aigoual,

and perhaps 118 or more, like certain of the Alps and the highest Pyrenees.

Admitting 30.3 inches to be the general mean, the clouds would pour annually 37

inches on the basin of the Rhone, .32 on th.at of the Gironde,,and 24 on that of the

Seine; now, to restrict ourselves to this last region, recent observ.ations attribute to it

27. The same <lifference of estimates jirobably exists in the other basins.

TheFrench.— Their Language.— At the dawn of history, Gaul, which then stretched

from the mouths of the Rhine to the base of the Pyrenees, contained divers ]ieoples :

the north-east was occupied by the Cymri. men tall and fair ;' in the centre and west
dwelt the Celts, who were short and thick-set, with black hair and black eyes; in the
south-west were the Iberians ; in the south-east, the Ligurians, who were also dark,
and of low stature. The Cymri and Celts s])oke two different di.alects of a language
which they had derived either directly from the ancestors of the race, or had adopted
from a conquering people,— for it often hai)])ens that a nation proudly makes use of an
idiom which was first imposed ujion it by red-handed soldiers : the French, for example,
owe their speech to a daring Roman general, and, in lesser measure, to German invaders,
who wrought havoc in Gaul as others had done before them. Whether this language,
which is still spoken in expiring dialects by something over three million men in

France and the British Lsles, whether this Celtic was the national idiom, or a language
forced upon the nation, it belonged to the same family with Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

the Slavic tongues, and the Germanic. As for the Iberians, it is thought (though this

I The Pont du Gard.
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retnains to be proven) that thoy spoke, as perhaps also did the Ligurians, a hm^uao-e
of which iiotliiiig now renuiiiis but the Escuara of the Basques.

The Celts and Cymii united under the name of Gauls. Deep within theiu lived

Fkench Chasseurs.

the tribes, of divers descents, who, from age to .age, on this eternal Vtattlcfield, h.id had

their ffoio-bls burned, their caves smoked out, their women carried off, and their men

massacred. The French of to-day are therefore the descendants of primitive savages
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as much as of those Gauls who so speedily adopted tlie Latin language, and sent to

liome i-hetoricians and grammarians greedy for fortune.

Tlie enslavement of Gaul came from the south. In the first glimmerings of occi-

dental history, Phoenicians settled along the brilliantly lighted coast of Provence,

which resembled their Syria; then the Greeks arrived on the same shores, and

founded Marseilles ; and later came the Romans. These last, under the command of

Cassar, in a few years gained jiossession of Gaul as far as the marshes of Flanders and

the storm-beaten capes of Brittany. Then the Gauls abandoned their Celtic tongue

and adopted the Latin. They nearly all understood Latin in Rome's declining days,

when savage men of every complexion and every countiy entered Gaul,— Franks,

Suevi, Goths, Vandals, Burgundians, Alans, Huns, etc. Latei-, the country absorbed

Berbers and Arabs, English, Germans, Flemings and Walloons, Swiss, Italians,

and Spaniards. And after all these mixtures by fire and sword, in times of peace

the richness and beauty of the countiy attracted great midtitudes from every

neighboring land, and, in small numbers, men from all quarters of the inhabited

world. The French, therefore, are greatly mixed, like other peoples ; they have

nothing to cement them together as a nation except the long experience of the same

joys and the same griefs.

The French language, which originated in the popular Latin of CiEsar's time, and
which was later modified by Teutonic mixtures and by various chance elements, is a

sister of Italiarl, Spanish, Portuguese, and Roumanian. The fate of time made it the

universal language read or spoken by all educated men throughout the world, especially

in Eurojie and South America. But at the present moment English is menacing it in

its universality; still, the close relationship of French to the other idioms descended

from Rome will doubtless secure to it an important place among the Neo-Latins of

Europe and America.

Outside of France it is spoken :—
In Europe : in the Anglo-Norman islands of Jersey, Guernsey, and Alderney ; in

Walloon Belgium, and, concurrently with Flemish, in Brussels and throughout
¥\-Am\eY9, flamiiigante ; in a jjart of Alsace-Lorraine, and, along with German, in all

the cities of this province ; in western or French Switzerland ; in certain high valleys

of the Great Alps looking toward Italy, called the Piedmontese and the Vaudoia
valleys. It is the official language in Belgium, and, by the side of German, in the

graiKl-duchy of Luxemburg.

In Africa: in Algeria and Tunis, in the islands of Bourbon and Mauritius, on
certain coasts of Madagascar, and in the Seychelles.

In America ; in French Canada, and, with a steadily growing influence, in numer-
ous counties, once exclusively English, throughout the rest of the Dominion,— in

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, the Province of Ontario, Mani-
toba, Assiniboia, Alberta, Athabasca, and Saskatchewan;— in New Orleans, and in

different parishes of Louisiana ; in Hayti ; in the French Antilles, in several of the

English Lesser Antilles ; in certain districts of Cuba colonized by French from the

south of France or from San Domingo ; and in French Guiana.

This enumeration does not include vast possessions in Africa and Asia where
French rule has not been definitively established. Such are: in Asia, Cochin-China,

Cambodia, Anam, and Tonquin ; and iff Africa, the Senegal-Niger and Gal>oon-Congo

regions and Madagascar.

In France there are about 150,000 to 200,000 Flemings, in Dunkirk and Haze-
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brouck (Nord), about 1,100,000 to 1,230,000 Bretons in C6tes-du-Nord, Fiiiist&re,

and Morbihan; and 120,000 Basques in the arrondis.sements of Bayonne and Maideon

(Basses Pyrenees) ; but nearly all these allophones now understand French, and their

own languages are gradually but surely disappearing. The old patois cVoc of south-

ern France is likewise becoming extinct, and yet this language was flexible, graceful,

harmonious, and, as it were, gilded by the sun, until it was broken up into countless

dialects, which were little by little weakened and Frenchized.

Cities. — France has twelve cities, with a population of over 100,000.

Paris, a walled town on the Seine, from 80 to 350 feet in altitude, contains

Lyons.

2,424,000 inhabitants, and at least 2,600,000 with the suburbs, which extend up-

stream for a long distance along the Marne and down-stream on the Seine as far as

the Oise, or spread out over the hills .as far as stately and em]ity Versailles. For

more than two hundred years Paris has been an enormous eity.i It is second to

London alone in population ; its industry and commerce are vast and varied, and men

flock hither from all parts of the world as to the centre of the arts, lu.xurles, and

pleasures. We pardon its exuberance, because it is gay by nature, and beautiful, and

because Paris is I'aris.

1 Umler Henry IT., it .already coiitoincil more than 200,000 souls, nc.irly 500,000 under Louis XIV.,

650,000 at the dawn of tlie nineteenth century, more than a million in the second half of Louis Philippe's

reign, l.ttiS.OOO, in 1801, after the annexation of the suhurbs, 1,831!,000 in 1872, and 1,988,000 in 1870.
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The queen of silk-wc:iviiig citius, Lyons (430,000), occupies an imposing site on

lofty liills at the coniiuence of the tumultuous lliione witli tlie jieaceful Saone.

Marseilles (407,0U0) seems on the eve of superseding Lyons as second city of

France. In its finest quarters, this superb town rivals Paris; the multitudes in its

streets are as great as those of Paris, and they are of even a more motley character.

And wli.it Paris lacks constitutes the beauty of the " daughter of Phoca;a," namely :

bold and forceful scenery, brilliantly colored rocks, abundant sunlight, and the sea.

Bordeaux.

Marseilles is the chief port of France, and the third in continental Europe, after

Antwerp and Hamburg.

Bordeaux (2.52,000), likewise a magnificent town, lies along the muddy Garonne,

in the form of a crescent, on the confines of Landes, near Medoc ; the Garonne bears

to it mighty ocean ships.

Lille (201,000), a colossal factory in the monotonous plain of Flanders, has so

many cities and boroughs grouped about it that it is, on a small scale, like London,

" a province covered witli houses."

Toulouse (148,000) borders the Garonne, between the Pyrenees, andthe Cevennes,

and between tli« Atlantic and the Mediterranean, nearly in the centre of the Latin

world, if we exclude Itoumania.

Nantes (121,000) has fine docks on the Loire.

Saint-Etienne-en-Forez (133,500) is by the last census gaining in population. It is
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a coal city,— a city of forges and factories, situated at the base of tlic nioiintains, on
the right bank of tlie Loire.

Rouen (110,000) grows but slowly; and yet it is finely located, in a rich and
favored region. And the Seine is broad enough here to receive ships capable of
braving the high seas.

Le Havre (116,000), on the contrary, is gaining. It is built at the mouth of the
Seine ; it is the port of Paris on the English Channel.

Then follow: lilieinis (106,000), a manufacturing city on the Vcsle, an affluent of

tlie Aisne, on the borders of Champagne Pouilleuse ; Roubaix (115,000), a collection

of shops, near Lille, in the Flemish plain ; Amiens (84,000), on the Somme, which

possesses the queen of cathedrals: to build the masterpiece of churches one nmst

have, according to the saying, "the s])ire of Chartres, the nave of Amiens, the

choir of Bcauvais, and the fa9ade of llheims"; N.nncy (87,000), on the Meurthe, an

affluent of the JlosclJe, the chief city of Lorraine in the ])ast century; Toulon

(78,000), on the Mediterranean, the port from which the fleet that conquered Algeria

sailed: since that dat(! it has become the chief naval station of France; Angers

(73,000), once the cajiital of Anjou, on the Maine, and not far from i,hc Loire; Nice

(96,000), the largest and busiest of the winter-resorts on the Mediterranean ; Rrest

(76,000), in Brittany, a formidably fortified city, on an ocean bay: this port would

have ruled the waters if England had permitted it; Limoges (72,000), on the Vienne,
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till- olil capital of Limousin: it iiiis extensive porcelain manufactures; Niniea

(72,000), between the Cevennes, the Klione, and the Mediterranean : under Us clear

skies, the centuries gild rather than decay the beautiful Koman remains of the city;

Kennes (69,000), at the contiuence of the Vilaine and the J lie, once the seat of the

parliament of Brittany ; Orleans (65,000), on the great bend of the Loire, is like

a distant suburb of Paris, on the central river of France; Besaiiyou (57,000), on the

Doubs, was formerly the ca])ital of Franche-Conite; Montpellier (70,000), under the

same sky as Nimes, has a near view of the Cevennes and the sea, and a distant

glimpse of the eastern Pyrenees; Dijon (65,000), at the foot of the Cote d'Or, on the

borders of tlie great plain of the Saone, was formerly the residence of the dukes of

JJurgundy, who rivalled the kings of France ; Le 3Ians (58,000), the old capital of

]Maine, borders the Sarthe ; Tours (62,000), on the Loire, formerly ruled Touraine,

which has been named with extreme generosity the Garden of France; Tourcoing

(05,000), a manufacturing city, in the Flemish plain, touches lioubaix as Roubaix

does Lille ; Grenoble (61,000), on the Isere, in one of the most favored regions of the

world, was once the metrojiolis of Dauphiny ; Versailles (53,000), on a plateau on the

left bank of the Seine, contains a stately ]ialace and magnificent gardens: it is like

an Escorial of Paris, although less sombre than Madrid's.

Corsica.— France po.ssesses a large island in the Meditcnanean, 112 miles from

lier own shores, 286 fi-om Algeria, and 55 or 56 from Italy. This island, called Corsica,

is Italian in climate, race, and speech, but wholly French in sentiment. Corsica is

crossed near the centre by the 42d parallel of latitude, which passes near Rome; it

is 114 miles long, 52 wide in its broadest portion, and covers 3.377 square miles. Its

seaboard of about 300 miles is fringed with charming bays, several of which are among
the finest in the world : such as the bays of Saint-Florent, Calvi, Porto, Sagone,

Ajaccio, Valinco, Santa Mansa, and, the most beautiful of all, the admir.ably sheltered

Porto Vecchio. These superb hai-bors, capable, .at need, of receiving the most ])ower-

ful armadas, indent the northern coast, the red granites of the western, .and the

southern; but, in strong contrast to these shores, the eastern extends in a straight

line from Bastia almost to Porto Vecchio, with no gulfs nor bays, but with j)onds

and the channels of extrav.asated rivers. The beach, which is formed by the rivers,

is 50 miles long, with a width of 5 to 7 or 10; it vies in unhealthfulness with the

much larger .and much less beautiful island of Sardinia. Sardinia, which is sep-

arated from Corsica by the Strait of Bonifacio (7 miles bro.ad), contains no tracts

more feverish than the Corsican marshes of Aleria; and yet this infected village, ne.ar

the Etang de Diane and the mouth of the river Tavignano, was the capital of the

island under the Ilomans.

Fleeing from the pestilential atmosphere rather than from the Barb.ary ]nr.ates,

the Corsicans of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries abandoned this

ill-fated shore; they cultivated a few jtatches of ground asid ]iastured their flocks

here, but they h.ad their dwellings back from* the co.ast, in villages jjcrched high ou
the rocks, and guaranteed against the m.alaria by mountain-spurs and woods, and by
those immense chestnut groves which were the strongholds of Corsican inde])endence;

the herdsmen and the Imsbandmen dare not descend again to live near the sea ; though
the corsair has disappeared, the poisonous air remains.

From the bays on the shore we climb to pe.aks and domes, along turbulent torrents

bearing sonorous names, such as Aliso, Fango, Sagone, Liamone, Gravone, Prunelli,

Taravo, Tavaria or Rezzanese, Travo, Fiumorbo, and Tavignano. We reach the
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crests sometimes by nuiqids, or thickets of odoriferous shrubs, sometiiues through

open, naked spaces, sometimes by extensive woods ; the deepest of these are tiie for-

ests of A'itone, of Vakloniello, of Vizzavona, and of Bavello, composed of beeches,

oaks, and, more especially, of Corsicau pines, Sea^pines, ami firs.

The peaks which rear their lioary lieads above these woods are of proud mien. The
loftiest is Monte Cinto (8881 feet) ; INIonte Rotondo, which was long considered the

culminating summit, ranks second, with an elevation of 8612 feet.

In the midst of this bold nature lives and moves a vigorous, powerful, obstinate,

vindictive, passionate, prolific race. About 276,000 Corsicans occupy these 3877 square

mile.s ; that is, 82 persons to the square mile, 'i'iu' nation has grown since it became

•peaceable, notwithstanding large emigrations to France, Algeria, and Latin America.

The Coraicans of to-day are united, but formerly every valley armed its own little

people against another valley, glen, or ravine; every little town had its hostile fami-

lies, and even in the most tottering hamlet the inhabitants massacred each other, in

accordance with a long established custom, to satisfy their inveterate hates,— a ven-

detta, which each fre.sh murder perpetuated. All the southern peoples have revelled

here in an orgy of blood and destruction,— unknown aborigines, Pheenicians, Cartha-

ginians, Gnjeks, Romans, Arabs and Berbers, Italians, Catalans, and southern

French: but unity has been accomplished, and the Corsicau now is Corsican.

This marvellous island has gained 100,000 souls or more since the beginning of the

century. It is destined to have a million inhabitants ; but the thick shade, of which

it has been stripped, and the water which flowed from its old forest must be restored;

although still very green and without a single ruined mountain, Corsica has lost va-st

groves; too many of its woods have given place to thickets, and the thickets are

becoming vineyards.

The ea]iital, Ajaecio (pop. 18,000), on one of the western gulfs, is not as large as

Bastia (20,000), which faces tlie Italian seaboard from the eastern shore at the northern

extremity of the island.

SPAIN.

The Iberian Peninsula.— Strait of Gibraltar.— The Iberian peninsula, comprising

Spain and Portugal, has an urea of about 225,000 square miles, with a i)0])ulation of

21| million. Si)ain's portion embraces about 192,000 square miles,' and 17,2C;5,000

inhabitants,— 17,650,000 including the Canary Islands, which face the southern shore

of Morocco, at the gates of the Desert of Sahara. Spain, then, has only 88 inhabit-

ants to the square mile; unfortunately, she jtossesses vast ])lains cut off from the

moist winds, and in a harsh climate, which latitude and altitude make torrid and

glacial in turn. These high plateaus give the Iberian peninsula a mean elevation of

2300 feet. In this ros]>ect Iberia ranks below Switzerland alone; but much below, for

the latter h.as an average altitude of 4265 feet.

The Strait of Gibraltar, with a breadth of scarcely 8 miles in the narrowest part,

' These figures inclutlc tlie Balearic Islaiuis. Continental Spain comprises I'M ,100 square miles. With
the Balearic and Canary Islands and tlio small strip of territory in North Africa, the area is 197,707

square miles. The last general enumeration (1887) returned a total legal population of 17,550,240. —En.
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between Punta ile Canales and Punta Cires, opens from tlie Atlantic into the Mediter-
ranean, and at the same time separates S])ain from Morocco, Europe from Africa. It

gives passage to tlie current without which the Mediterranean, partially drying up,

would become a series of lakes. The Bosphorus (which carries the waters of the

Don, tlie Dnieper, the Dniester, and the Danube), the Nile, the Po, the Rhone, the

P21(ro, the Jucar, the affluents and affluenticles contributed by the Caucasus, Asia
Minor, Turkey, Greece, Italy, France, Spain, and northern Africa, in vain pour their

mighty fresh-water Hoods into the urn of the Mediterranean ; three times as great an
amount is carried off by evaporation from the sea which stretches from the rock

where Prometheus writhed to the mountains sundered by Hercules; but, through the

Strait of Gibraltar (3018 feet deep), the "Father of Waters" re-establishes the

e(juilibrium.

Spain is, then, severed from Africa, on the south, by the Strait of Gibraltar; on

the north, the sharp peaks of the Pyrenees separate it from France. Everywhere

else the sea is at its gates, except on the wholly artificial Portuguese frontier; Spain

possesses 1.320 miles of coast-line, 714 of which extend along the Mediterranean; the

rest is on the ocean.

It has been said that Eurojie terminates with the Pyrenees rather than with the

Strait of Gibraltar ; Spain bears a stronger resemblance to the Tell of the Atlas

Mountains than to Franco ; we find liei*e the same brazen wastes far from running

waters, the same trees in valley, steppe, and mountain, and the same withering, blis-

tering heat ; but where the land is well watered the burning sky smiles on gardens

enchanting as Armida's.

Spain is less a compact nation than an assemblage of ])eoples with a common
origin, and separated from each other by a species of deserts, or by lofty sierras
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wliose puertos or high cols are obstructed by snow durinu; 4 to 6 months of

the year.

Central Plateau: the Castiles, La Mancha, Estremadura.— The centre, comprising

almost a half of the jicninsula, belongs t<> the plateau of Castile and Leon, a double

I)lateau divided by the Sierra de Guadarrania (7891 feet) into the plateau of Old

Castile and Leon and the plateau of New Castile, La Mancha and Estremadura.

The plateau of Old Castile, on the north-west, with an altitude of 1870 to 4600

feet, extends along both banks of the Douro, a stream draining a basin of 36,680

scpiare miles, in which are situated three of Spain's most celebrated cities. One of

these, Burgos, boiists of her cathedral, but glories most in her souvenirs of that great

slayer of the Moors, the conqueror of Valencia, the Cid, £1 Campeador, who defeated

the Mussulmans a hundred times. Many illustrious warriors took part in the seven or

eight hundred years of strife, which began near the Bay of Biscay, and ended with

the fall of Granada, near the Mediterranean, and opposite Africa; but, of all the

hidalgos who fought the Moors, the most famous by far was the Cid, the hero of

jjopular romance. Of the other renowned cities of this jjlateau, Valladolid was once

the capital of Spain, and Salamanca is the seat of the national university.

The Douro (506 miles) descends from the rugged, snow-capped Pico de ITrbion

(7389 feet) into the region where Numantia formerly stood, a town famous for the

memorable siege by the Romans under Scipio Africanus the younger. Reaching the

plain 7 to 9 miles south-west of Valladolid, which bears an Arabic name {lilad

Onalid, the "city of Oualid"), it receives the Pisuerga and the Adaja, thus doubling

its volume ; the flow is scant, however, for the plateaus on which the stream winds

are but little visited by the rain. The Pisuerga, which comes from the Cantabriini

Pyrenees on the north, is the river of Valladolid; the Adaja comes from the south,

from mountains connected with the Sierra de Gredos and the Sierra de Guadarrania;

it passes Avila, a chill town lying in a valley which is skirted by the railroad from

Irun to Madrid, before it reaches the long tunnels of the Sierra de Guadarrania ; its

affluent, the Eresma, flows by monumental Segovia, one of the most delightful spots

in Spain. Below Zamora (another Arab, or rather Berber name), the Do\iro is aug-

mented by the Esla, a charming river formed from a fan-shaped group of torrents,

one of which bathes old Leon ; this wretched, melancholy town, of less than 12,000

inhabitants, gave its name to one of the two kingdoms which were absorbed in the

Madrilenian monarchy. Near its confluence with the Esla, the stream, which has

become a boundary line between Spain and Portugal, descends into a deep, narrow,

tortuous passage, the left wall of which opens to give entrance, first to the limpid

Tormes, from the Sierra de Gredos (8730 feet), and then to the Agueda, a torrent as

transparent as the Tormes and not less celebrated by Spanish poets.

The plateau of New Castile is a little less elevated than the ])receding; it occupies

the central portion of the peninsula, between the Sierra de (jiuadarrama and the

Sierra Morena. It supports the Mountains of Toledo and the Sierra de Guadalupe

(5112 feet), which cut it into two nearly equal plateaus, on the north the j)lateau of

the Tagus, on the south the plateau of the Guadiana (comprising La Mancha and

Estremadura). As the interior of Spain derives its rains from the Atlantic much more

than from the Mediterranean, the dryness augments and the rivers diminish in size

and number in measure as the distance from the ocean increases; the basin of the

Douro, with no barrier between it and the Atlantic, except the Pyrenees of Asturias

and Galicia, has a mean annual rainfall of 20 inches ; it has, therefore, greater rios
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than the Tagus basin ; on tlie other hand, this latter basin, which receives annually

an average of 16 niches of rain, has more running water than that of the Gnadiana,

where, at the most, the fall is not more than 14 iiu'lies; anil, on the whole, Uie three

sti'eains are very scant.

Tliese plateaus of central Spain are melancholy and almost hideous ; they consist

of gray campos,^ which are rich in grains, but almost treeless, of waterless ravines, and
of steppes where flocks of merinos browse. At rare intervals a village may be seen,

in the midst of the stubble-tields of the plain, or among the pebbles on the hill-slopes,

— villages of dilapidated and apparently deserted houses. Along the horizon stretch

naked sierras seamed by mediocre torrents. In winter the plateaus are covered with

snow and mud ; in summer, dust wliirls over them, under a leaden sky. Violent

winds blow the year round over the grain-fields and over these mountains and naked
pdraTiios,^ of which the Spanish i)roverb says, " The lark carries her beak full wlien

she sets out to travel in Castile." Who would think that five hundred years ago the

two plateaus were one long forest of pines and oaks through which roamed shaggy
bears, squat boars, and graceful stags ?

The interminable warfare against the Moors, and the massacre or e.Ypulsiou of the

conquered Mohammedans ; the gaps made in the population after the discovery of

America, and tjie conquest of Mexico and Peru by two Estremadurans, whose great

fortune attracted thousands of men beyond the seas ; the ravages of the mi^ratorv

merinos, which, under the patronage of the huge monopoly known as the Mesta,'

shaved the country twice each year, first on their passage from the southern jilains

to the mountains of Leon, and again on their return to the warm plains, — all this

depojiulated vast districts in middle Spain. The irrig.ating can.als eitlier Inirst or

filled nj), the iiorias, or draw-wells, ceased to turn, the fields ran to waste, and little by
little the fallow lands and pasture grounds, ravaged by goat and shoe]), became despobla-

dos* Another and great cause of the hideousness of so many of the central campos is

the hatred which the peasants have for trees. The Spaniard abhors forests and groves,

because the birds suspend their nests in them, and g.ayly plunder his grain-fields.

Arbol, p6jaro, " Tree, bird !

" he e.Yclaims, and he cuts down the tree. Moreover, a
]iart of this country belongs to non-resident projirietors, who take no care of their

vast estmlos.

South-east of the Castilian plateau extends the desolate plain of La Manclia, not

one of whose brackish streams is capable of ruiming a shop ; and this region, which is

exceedmgly rich in grains in wet years, has been obliged to have recourse to the wind-
mills which Don Quixote attacked. Gazing on the aridity of this Spanish country,

under the oppression falling from heaven in rays and rising from the soil bv reflec-

tion, one understands the ])assion for running water exjiressed in all the ])oems of the

(Orient, from the Castilian romance to tlie Hebrew Psalms and the Song of Songs. He
who has never walked over a glistering road in the burning air of the campos cannot

comprehend the cry of the poet, "O fountain of gardens, O well of living waters, O
streams from Lebanon !

"

The two rivers of the plateau of New Castile are the Tagus (in Spanish, Tajo) and
the Guadiana. The Tagus (556 miles) drains a basin of 31,855 sq\iare miles. It

• Plains 2 High, cold plains.

3 A term applied to the great sheep-proprietors of Spain, who are granted the jirivilege of conducting
their sheep into difTerent provinces for the sake of pasturage. — Ei>.

* Depopulated regions.
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laves tilt' jiroud rock of a former ca])ital of Spain, Toledo. This momimeiital city is

at once x^rabic and Spanish, monastic and warlike,— a ]>recions historic nuiseuni, but

a dismal and lifeless town. Both .above and below Toledo it is rare that the Tagns

flows between the " flowery banks " of old romances ; it twists through tortuous

ravines, and winds through arid fields which are red with dust in summer. Nothing

can be seen from its waters but perpendicular rocks, treeless heaps of stoue, scorched

grass, and withered shrubs. Below Puente del Arzobispo its valley becomes what

the Sjianiards call a caiion ; that is, a deep constriction. As we approach Portugal the

defile deepens and contracts, the rocks are more nearly vei'ticd, and we could almost

clear the river at a bound ; and yet it expands into a hake some dozens of leagues

farther down, and forms for Lisbon one of the finest harbors in the world. Its course

is broken by rapids and small cataracts. The Salto del Gitano is a fall of ti6 feet;

the river at this point is 131 feet broad. The Tagus carries gold-dust iu its floods,

and the ancients used to cite it with tlie Pactolus, the auriferous Hermus, and the

Ganges.

On Spanish territory the Tagus receives the Jarama, the A!l)erche, the Tietar, and

the Alagon. The Jarama joins the T.agus on the margin of the jiark of Aranjuez, a

royal residence : it unites in its chimnel the Lozoya, which furnishes Madrid with

a canal, without which the city would have no cool water in suniiner; the Ilenares,

on which Alcala, the birthplace of the prince of Castilian writers,^ is situated ; and

the Manzauares, over whose sterile valley the queen of the Spains gazes. The
Alberche flows around the Sierra de Gredos ; the Tietar skirts this lofty chain on the

south; the limpid Alagon unites the waters of the Batuecas and the Hurdes,— jagged

cirques, which are inhabited by families of genuine savages. These small, ugly, wan

beings, clad in skins or indecent rags, live, it is said, in filthy dens hollowed out of

the earth, in company with asses and goats ; they sleep on beds of heather, they

herd together promiscuouslj', knowing neither priests, judges, laws, nor traditions,

.and possessing little in common with the rest of the Spaniards, except the p.ayment

of the im]iosts. These poor wretches have passed into a proverb, and the Sjjaniards

characterize a coai'se person as one who has been criado en las Hatuecas, " brought

up in the Batuecas."

Below the mouth of the Alagon, the Tagus ))as8es under the six arches of a bridge

which is almost unrivalled in the world. The bridge of Alcantara has come down to

us from the hands of Trajan, a Rom.an emperor of Si)aiiish origin ; it is now more

than 1750 years old. Its central tower overlooks the Tagus at an elevation of 197

feet; as the storms and snow-waters of the ]ilateau have no other path to the sea

than this narrow gorge in the rock, the stream rises here as the Khine does in the

Via Mala (more than l.SO feet in great floods).

The Guadiana (510 miles as far as the source of the remotest afiiuent) is bordered

by miasmatic tracts; its catchment basin embraces 25,100 squ.are miles. It has its

sources at an altitude of 1995 feet in La Mancha, in the Ojos of Guadiana,— springs

which together suj^ply 106 cubic feet of water per second. Ojos means eyes; in the

same way the Arabic din signifies both eye and fonntain. These Ojos .are doubtless

the reappearance of a river which terminates higher up in swamps. They pour into

the Gu.adiana nearly all its summer flow ; for, in the hot season, its afliuents, some of

which are very long, bring it no running water. One of them, the scant and filthy

Zujar, comes from Almaden, the quicksilver city. In Estremadura, the Gu.adian.i

1 Cervantes.
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winds around the liill of Mcdellin, whei-e the Mexican conqueror Cortes was born.

Below Meiiila, a city which bo;ist8 of the ruins of its Roman aqueduct, and its bridge

of 81 arches, constructed under Trajaji, the stream bathes tlie Sjianish fortress of

Badajoz. At the lower extremity of its plain, this citadel faces Elvas, a Portuguese
fortified town ])erched on a neighboring hill. In Portugal, the Guadiana twists

between Serpa and .Mertola, in a channel through naked rock, and flows turbulently

over the crags of the Wolf Falls (Spanish, Halto dd Loho ; Portuguese, Ftilo do
Loho).

The Caslilians iidiabit these central plateaus, around which four other regions

radiate, to say nothing of a fifth, which forms Portugal. On the north are the Can-

tabrian and the Ebro districts, on the east the country of Valencia and Murcia, and
on the south Andalusia.

Cantabria: The Basque Country, Asturias, Galicia —The Cantabrian Mountains,
bordering Old Castile and Leon on the south and tlie Bay of Biscay on the nortli, pro-

long the Pyrenees to the west, and sometimes shoot up to almost as great heights as

the Pyrenees themselves. Torrents leap down from their crests to the whitening
waves through tortuous valleys ; not the turbid, sluggish, melancholy streams of the

Central Plateau, but clear, cold, swift, noisy currents, which reach their cataracts

with floods drawn sometimes from the rock, sometimes from the snows, and often

from the forest. This narrow district, in a moist and temperate climate, is cultivated

and jieopled. It might be called Eurojiean Spain ; it comprises, from east to west,

the Basque provinces, Asturias, and Galicia, and the last remnants of the mighty
forests which once covered Spain are seen here. There still remains in old Iberia (not

including Portugal) 27,000 square miles of wooded land; but, of this, less than 11,()00

consists of genuine forests, or monte alto, according to the Spanish term ; the rest is

monte bajo, or thickets in every way similar to those of Corsica and the Tell.

The Basque lands have preserved until recent years a part of the/iie7-os, or rights

and privileges, granted in ancient times, when the people voluntarily allied themselves
with the allophones and allopliyles of Spain. In Guipuzcoa, in three-quarters of

Biscay, in a half of Navarre, and in a very small corner of Alava, dwell the Basques,
8U|)posed descendants of the Iberians, though we have no certain proofs of this rela-

tionship. They are handsome-featured, of fine physique, graceful, lithe, and strong,

gay and independent, numbering a half-million mountaineers and co.ast men, or not
over 450,000. They call themselves Escualdunacs in their .ancient Jtsciiura, which is

retreating before the advance of S]ianish ; the latter language is gradually getting

possession of tlie towns and ascending the valleys from the sea or from the river

Ebro. In the time of its complete freedom, " this little people that dances on the

toj) of the Pyrenees" did not deign to rear stone edifices for its jirovincial parliaments:

the ancient, inhabitants of Biscay assembled under an oak; the peo])le of Alava and
those of Guipuzcoa likewise gathered under a tree, and in its shade they swore to

defend forever the independeiu^e of the Escu.aldunacs. The most celebrated of these

trees, the oak of Guernica, in Biscay, died of old age in 1811. This was a shoot from
another national tree, for from time immemorial the mandataries of the Vizcaynos
(Biscayans) came " to take oath " under the oak of Guernica.

What fate but death can await this feeble nation cut into two fragments, one in

Spain, the other and smaller one in France, with a railway across its territory, pressed

upon on the south by sixteen million Spaniards, and on the north by forty million

F'rench, and bled by an ever increasing emigration toward South America? Tlie
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Escuarophones certainly do not niinibor a million, ami they, ]K'i-lia]is, scarcely exceed

800,000 ; there are possibly 20(),0(J0 si'attered over America, 4(J0,000 or 500,000 concen-

trated in Spain, and 120,000 in France. When these graceful, slirewd men disappear,

they will leave behind them only a feeble memory. Their language is superb, isolated,

and unique, though possessing a vague glimmer of resemblance to divers agglutinative

idioms, such as the Algonkin, Mexican, Quichua, Aymara, etc. ; this suggestion of rela-

tionship comes solely, however, from the .agglutinative or ggglomerative nature of the

Escuara; in other respects tlie Basque differs as widely as possible from all these

Indian languages.

No great work has been produced in this magnificent tongue. It seems as tliough

80 ancient a people as the Escualdunacs ought to have left us some treasures of antiq-

uity, but they bring us neither rites, nor myths, nor chants, nor legends ; no epic

tells us whether they come from the north, south, or east ; no tradition recounts wh.at

they accomplished, what they attempted, what they suffered in those olden times. Xo
one knows whether this was once a great peojile spreading over the south of Euro]ie

and north of Africa, or whether, as some are beginning to believe, it was never any-

thing but an obscure tribe, jealously guarding the mountain-passes, but never descend-

ing as victors or vanquished to unite its destinies with those of the other peoples. A
few religious books and catechisms, certain translations from Latin, Spanish, or French,

a few trifling songs, constitute all the works of the Basque genius ; and yet these van-

quishers of Roland, prefect of the marches of Brittany, have been a lieroic race ever

since their appearance on the threshold of history ! What j)eople of equal numbers

has given more daring seamen to the world, more adventurers, or more conquista-

dores ? What one can be named that has s))ilt more of its blood for liberty ?

West of the Basque provinces, along a beautiful coast, and in a labyrinth of gorges,

at the foot of a superb pile of sierras, dwell the noble Asturians, who are proud of

inhaV>iting the only Spanish mountains which the soldiers of the djehad' never suc-

ceeded in subjecting to the law of Mahomet.

The Peiias de Euro]>a are the highest of the Asturian mountains ; one of them has

an elevation of 8744 feet, an elevation which ranks this chain third among the Spanish

sierras, after the Sierra Nevada and the Pyrenees. The fourth place belongs to the

Sierra de Credos, which rises, between the gorges of the Tagus and the plain of

Medina del Campo, to an altitude of 8730 feet ; the loftiest rocks, which bear the

sonorous names of Los Hermanillos de Gredos and La Plaza del Moro Almanzor, are

cajiped with snow nearly all the year. Extraordinarily stately names abound every-

where in Spain : a chain near Soria is called La Sierra de los Siete Infantes de Lara

;

a mountain near Granada bears the title of El Ultimo Suspiro del Moro;'^ a little mar-

ket-town is named Pefjaranda de Bracamonte ; a rivulet which disappears under a stone

is the Rio Grande de las Aguas Claras ; and tiie brook of Madrid is called ^Nlanzanares.

Galicia, lying west of Asturias, is rainy, fringed with bays, and rich in fine harbors;

it is the Spanish Britt.any, but a Brittany with mountains instead of hills. The French

Brittany has only scattered cities, and even very few market-towns ; the Armoi-ican

of the coast lives in a little port or fishing hamlet ; the Armorican of the interior whiles

away his days in some sleepy village, built around a modest chapel. So in Galicia.

The Aragonese, Catalans, Valencians, Manchegos,' Andalusians, Estremenos,* Castil-

1 The lioly war.
^ Tlie last sigh of tlie Moor : from the tears whicli, it is said. King Boabtlil shed when he cast a

last glance on C;ran,ida, which had just been wrested from Islam by " the most Catholic nation."

» Inhabitants of La Mancfaa. * Estreinadurans.
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i;ms, a great ]):irt of the Leoiiesc,— almost all the Spaiiianls live in small market-

towns, villages, and cities, many o£ wliii'h still jireserve tlie walls erected in ancient

days against the Moor; in Galicia, on the contrary (and also in Asturias, the Basque

provinces, and many districts in the Kingdom of Leon), the jteasant does not imprison

himself in cities ; he dwells on his farm, in the shadow of an oak, a walnut-tree, or

chestnut-tree, or in a small liamlet. This corner of Iberia has, therefore, less unoccu-

pied land, and it is gayer and busier than the rest of the liingdom of the Spains.

The stream of Galicia is the Miidio, whose j)areiit branch is the Sil, a savage, wind-

ing, 8tee])-banked river ; it pierces the 3Ionte Furado,i or rather it flows into the en-

trails of this mountain through a tunnel which looks as though it were made by the

hand of man, and which was, jierhaps, bored by Roman miners. Unlike the other

gre.it rios of Sjiain, the Minlio resembles tl>e currents of temperate Europe: owing to

the 47 inches of rain which falls yearly on this part of Spain, it rolls on an average

17,500 cubic feet, the tribute of 9053 squai'c miles ; its course from the source of the

Sil to the mouth of the Minho is a little over 200 miles. The Galicians, or Gallegos,

emigrate to all the Iberian cities as laborers, water-porters, reapers, and keepers of

cook-shops ; they are found by thousands in Madrid, Oporto, and Lisbon. Neither

do they fear to cross the waters, and there are many families of Galician origin in

Soutli America; it is to the Gallegos esi)ecially that jieople attribute— though with

no good reason— the founding of the valiant little nation of the Costa-Kicans, in

Central America.

The Ebro region: Aragon and Catalonia. — The basin of the Ebro lies between the

Central Plateau and the Pyrenees. The Ebro is a tributary of the Mediterranean,

and owes little to the mountains on the vim of the filateau ; its summer waters de-

scend from the PjTcnees : "The Ega, the Arga, and the Aragon make the Ebro a per-

sonage," says a ])roverb ; we must add to these the Gallego and the Segre,— the latter

doubled by the Cinca— which gather all the torrents rising in the silvery-to])ped sierras

whose reverse slope cradles the Gaves, the Nestes, the Garonne, the Salat, and the

Ariege. A large canal for irrigation and navigation, the Imperial Canal (494 cu. ft.

per second), has been drawn from the stream at Tudela ; much more can be demanded
of the Ebro, especially from its great Pyrenean " vassals," and freshness may thus be

restored to ])lains stretching under brazen skies. The Ebro begins in the greenish

springs of Fontibre, at the foot of limestone hills, 2799 feet above sea-level. It is not

30 miles in a straight line from these fountains to the Atlantic, and no extraordinary

obstacle separates them from the ocean ; on the contrary, a canal of 6500 feet in a cut

less than 70 feet deep would throw the Ebro into the valley of the Besaya, one of the

coast rios, tut the stream prefers to descend to the Mediterranean by a path 450 miles

long, in a basin of more than 38,000 square miles. The only city of great renown on
its banks is Saragossa {Zarur/oza), the old capital of Aragon. Above Tortosa it jiierces

the mountains which once supi)orted the lake under which lay the Aragonese plain

;

down-stream it enters a delta of 160 square miles, which would enlarge more rapidly

if the major part of the waters of the basin were not confiscated for irrigation. And
on account of these irrigations the Ebro carries to the Mediterranean only a half of its

waters— 3500 cubic feet per second on thQ,average (1750 at low water, 175,000 in the

flood.s) ;— it is predicted that the entire volume of the stream will one day be emptied
into the campos. If we can believe tradition, the Ebro and the Guadalquivir were the

only Si)anish rivers that withstood a terrible drought which burned uj) the country for

twenty-six years after the year 1000.

1 Bored mountain.
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Aragon, facing the middle course of the Ebro, is a hot, sterile, empty land.

The energetic and frugal Aragoncsc prefer contrabandage to working in the fields;

with the torrents which the Pyrenees send down to them, they might easily

transform their dusty jilains into a garden of 18,500 square miles, hut the entire

country is simi)ly a stejjpe where the camjjos jKissess all the hideous aridity of

La Mancha.

Catalonia lies ou the French frontier; it extends along the lower Ebro and
northward on the Mediterranean to Cape Creux. Every part of the plains,

valleys, shores, and mountain-bases that can be cultivated or watered has been
converted into orchards; the rest consists of dreary deserts and torrent-L'ori'es.

In the Middle Ages the Catalans disputed the commerce with the Italians on all

the coasts of the western Mediterranean ; to-day they are the most industrious of the

Spaniards, a truth recognized by the saying, Log Catakmes de las piedras sacan
panes— "The Catalans pluck bread from the stones." Wherever they emigrate,

—

and they emigrate everywhere,— they cither die or make a fortune, and the Spanish

proverb, " Close-tisted life, good testament," is especially applicable to them. They
make use of an idiom which resembles Spanish less closely than it does t\\e 2iutois of

the south of France. They have their traditions, their national poets, their literary

contests, their reviews, and their theatres. They do not call themselves Spaniards,

but (Catalans.

The Balearic Islands.— The Balearic Islands, which lie in the Mediterranean, and
which have sliaied the fortunes of Spain, are likewise Catalan. The first of their mas-

ters whom history mentions were barbarians of unknown race; whether Celts, Ibe-

rians, or Celtiberians, is uncertain, but these savages were more formidable with their

slings than other jieoples with bows and arrows; it was to the unerring skill of these

pebble-hurlers, so it has been said, that the two large islands on the north owed their

name of Jialeares, from the Greek ^iXliiv, to throw, to dart ; the two islands on the

south-west were called the Pittjusie, from another Greek word, nlivg, pine, and one of

them, Ivi^a, still has j)ine woods on its rocky hills.

Pha-nicians, Carthaginians, Romans, Vandals, Goths, and Arabs followed one

another here ; the Romans garrisoned the islands for exactly 500 years ; the Arabs,

or, more correctly speaking, the Islamized Berbers, ruled over them 450 )ears. What
remains of the IJonian or the Berber in the nation now peopling these lands?

No one can tell, but it may have been deeply penetrated by both elements. The
Aragoiiese, who spoke Catalan at the time, wrested the archipelago from the

Mussulmans, and at last Spain became mistress of it, but she has never bent the in-

habitants to Spanish customs. The Majorcans, Minorcans, and Ivicjans remain faith-

ful to their Catalan tongue, which has been less corrupted than the Catalan of the

mainland. It is still taught in the schools by the side of Castiliau, and it is heard

oftener from the pulpit than Spanish is.

The archipelago embraces 18G0 square -miles, and contains 313,000 inhabitants.

It is cut by the 39lh and 40th parallels of latitude, and lies in a warm sea, about 185

miles from Algeria; it is assailed by oidy one enemy, the north wind, which is impla-

cable in Minorca,' but less terrible in Majorca, where a mountain-chain affords a j)ro-

tection to the island. In Minorca, the orange ripen^ in valleys shielded from the

violent blasts, l)ut on the ojien ])hiins and the unsheltered ]ilatoaus the gales from the

north twist the Aleppo pines, dwarf the trees to shrulis, and bend the few trunks

which they permit to grow to the south or south-west. There are even deep valleys,
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rmming in a northerly and southerly direction, wliere the orange-tree does not thrive

exee]it in the shelter of tliick curtains of laurels.

Majorca alone covers more tiiau l"27o s(iuare miles; its area justifies its name,

which is obtained from tiie Latin major., as Minoi-ca is from minor. Viewed from

its highest summit, X\w puiy of Torellas (5154 feet), the island is seen to comprise one

ridge of mountains and a broad, mammillatcd plain. Tlie very beautiful mountain

range lies along the north-west shore, close to the water's edge, like a small Andes on

a Lilii)utian America; tlie old forests are wanting, but it has woods of wild olive-

trees, green oaks, and Alepj)© ](ines. The plain is fertile, very carefully cultivated,

ricli in fruits, and well ])eoplod. The climate is charming; but there are no rios, and

the stones in the channels of the brooks are seldom all covered by the water.

Minorca, less productive than Majorca, embraces 300 square miles; it has one

small mountain of 1-207 feet. Ivi(;a, comjtrising 220 square miles, supplies the other

islands of the group witli the wood cut on its sierras (scarcely 1300 feet high). For-

mcntera (Wheat Island) embraces less than 40 s(|uare miles.

Palm.a, the ca]iital of the IJaleares, a delightful resort, numbers nearly <)0,nOO

souls. Mahon, in Minorca, has less than 20,000 inhabitants, but it possesses a safe,

well sheltered, deep ria : "June, July, August, and Port Mahon," said Andrea Doria,

" are the best Mediterranean harbors." Malion and its island furnish so many settlers

to French Africa that the time is ajiproaching when there will be more Minorcan

blood in Algeria than in Minorca itself.

Valencia and Murcia.— On the shores of the dazzling Mediterranean, south of

Catalonia and east of the plateau, Valencia, where Catalan is still spoken, and Murcia,

where Castilian is the language, form, with Andalusia, a Spanish Africa, dry and

serene ; here is the famous town of Elche, whose thirty to thirty-five thousand date-

trees are the pride of the Spaniards ; these palm-plantations are watered by canals

running from Ajxintaiio (reservoir), formed by damming up the small coast-stream of

Vinalopo; the trees, which grow to the height of 60 feet, supply the Catholics of

Italy and Spain with jtalms for their processions. All the palms of Elche, and all

those of Spain, descend, it is said, from a tree of Damascus, planted by Abd-er-

liiihman, in a court-yard of his favorite palace, near Cordova, in memory of the city

in the Orient where his childhood had been spent, and which he regretted even in

Andalusia.

In all this region irrigation accomplishes marvels; by the side of campos secanos,

or burnt, arid, tawny, dead lands, fruitfulness, freshness, and life glow in the hiiertas, or

watered iields, which are market-gardens, fruit-gardens, rice and grain fields, vineyards,

mulberry-plantations, and olive-orchards; the lands called lands de reffadio ^ i>voduce

from 10 to 157 times as much as the secanos. The Turia, or Guadalaviar (180 miles),

which yields 350 cubic feet per second in low water, and the .Tuc.ar (318 miles), which
supplies from 847 to 1130, irrigate the huerta of Valencia; the huerta of Murcia and
Oriluiela owes its luxuriance to the canals from the Segura (217 miles), which carries

at low water from 280 to 350 cubic feet. This last rio receives the Mundo and the

Sangonera. Where rivers like the Turia, the Jucar, and the Segura are lacking, dams
are constructed for the storage of the waters from storms; such, for example, was the
dike, nearly 400 feet high, on the Sangonera, built for watering the valley of Lorca ; it

burst in 1802, causing frightful havoc. Except for this gap, the huge wall is still

-standing.

Of irrigation.
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Andalusia.— The Sierra Nevada range attains a greater elevation than the Pyre-

nees themselves; its loftiest summits are the Alcazabar (10,873 feet), Veleta (11,385

feet), and Cerro de Mulahacen (11,660 feet) ; this last summit is a round dome, beai--

ing the name of the father of Boabdil, last of the Mussulman kings of Granada.

A GiTANO.

The Coiral of Veleta, at the foot of the conical peak of Veleta, is a cirque quite simi-

lar, on a small scale, to the oule of Troumouse, in the central Pyrenees ; in the re-

cesses of one of the folds of this chasm stretches tlic most southern glacier of this

part of the globe, that of the Genii, from whence escapes the poetic river of Granada.

This ice-field is 1900 feet long, and lies at an altitude of 9380 to 9583 feet.

The view from these eminences is magnificent; Africa can even be seen, fully
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125 miles away to the southwanl. The Sierra Nevada is very near the Med-

iterranean coast, which is here the hottest zone in Europe, tlie annual mean

reachiui; in certain spots 68° F. The waters of the northern sIojjo flow to

the Guadalquivir, which drains an area of 21,000 square miles; in the name of

this stream it is not difficult to recognize the Arabic words Wady el-Kebir,

the Grand River. The Guadalquivir receives on its right bank some remarkable

torrents. Rising in the plains bounded on the south by the Sierra Morena, they

refuse to take a northerly course toward the neighboring Guadiana, from which no

obstruction isolates them ; they prefer to cut their way through the Sieira Morena,

and run to the south toward the Guadalquivir. Such caprices are not rare in the

Spanish torrents. The Jucar, which is formed in the mountains of Xew Castile, near

the sources of the Tagus, gnaws to the very base the bold rock of Cuenca, and then

it enters the flat regions of La Maiicha ; there it would naturally glide with the sloj)e

of the land toward the Guadiana ; but, scorning a path so easy, it turns sharply to

the east, and flows from rai)id to rajiid, across mountains and over deep precipices,

down to the Mediterranean in Valencia.

The Guadalquivir carries, perhajjs, 1400 cubic feet per second in low water, and

about 8800 on the average. It waters the Andalusian plain (6370 sq. m.), passes

Cordova and Seville, and flows into the Maremmas,^ or alluvial wastes, with which it

has slowly filled in a gulf of the sea; this tract, which has now ceased to enlarge, is

separated from the ocean by the dunes of Las Arenas Gordas.

The basin of the Guadalquivir and the slope of the Sierra Nevada facing the

Moroccan Rif form Andalusia, a country famous for its snow-capped mountains under

an African sun ; for the poetry left there by the Moors ; for the graces of its women,

the gayety of its people, and its fine breed of horses. To the stranger, the name
alone opens up a paradise of enchanting fancies. It has, however, its unattractive

features,— naked, ruined hills, thirsty glens, powdery plains, lagoons, pestilential

swam])S, dilapidated and fetid villages, and, in the valley, the yellow waters of the

Guadalquivir flowing between earthy banks. But what charms, what gladsome hues,

what grandeur on the shore, in the Sierra Nevada, in the Al]Hijarras, and the Ser-

rania de Ronda! This land is especially dazzling when seen as it unfolds from the

defile of Despeilajierros, near the valley of Las Navas de Tolosa, which was the

scene of a terrible revenge of the Spaniards for their defeat at the Guadalett. We
have travelled from Madrid through melancholy regions, and have passed the Sierra

Morena, when all at once we stand on the threshold of a marvellous country, which

floats away in the distance below, glowing, blue, violet, and vague.

Except for differences of religion, language, habits, and costume, one vi'ould

hardly distinguish the Andalusian from the Moroccan. If man is not identical in the

two lands (though composed of nearly the same elements), there is little dissimilarity

in scenery. It is only since the last century that the Muzarabio dialect, left by the

Moors in the sierras of Baetica, ceased to be spoken. The Andalusians have contrib-

uted generously to the conquest and peo]>ling of Latin America.

The Origin and Character of the Spaniards.— Their Language ; its Diffusion outside

of Europe — The Si)anianls are Il)erians mixed, first with Celts, tlieu with I'luuni-

cians and Carthaginians, then with Romans, and with Goths ; later with Jews, Berbers,

and Arabs, especially in And.alusia, JIurcia, and Valencia; and, lastly, with a few

negroes. These last came either from JMorocco with the Mussulman armies, or crossed

1 Spanish, Las Marismas.
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the sea in the period included between the first discoveries on the western coast of
Africa and the tnue wlien Spain began to replace tlie Indians in America with blacks.
The ease with which Spaniards and Portuguese become acclimated in torrid re-

gions has been attributed to this modicum of black blood, as well as to the blood of

CoNVKNT oi- Santa Maria la Kkal dk las Huelgas, at Buncos.

their Moorish ancestry. We say Moorish and not Arab, for it cannot be too often

repeated that from the victory gained on the Guadalete in 711, by 13,000 Berbers and
300 Arabs, until the fall of Granada, in 1492, few Arabs entered Spain. Tiie men who
subjugated the Peninsula in a few years, and then defended the Crescent against the
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Cross in a thousand battles, those warriors, aqueduct-builders, architects, decorators,

and artists, the men of Cordova and Granada, wore almost all Berbers of tlie different

Moghrebs, or from the Sahara; they were urged into the neighboring laud of Spain,

some by fanaticism, but the greater part by the hope of plunder. Until about 1050^

there were few Arabs in North Africa, except in the small district of Kairwau ; and

the Orient, bled by civil or religious wars, was incapable of sending the smallest

squadron of Ishmaelites to aid the Berbers in the holy war against the Spaniards.

When the Hilalian invasion had thrown an entire Aral) people into Xorth Africa, tiien,

and then only, compatriots of the Prophet went to fight in Spain by the side of the

Mosihrebins ;
' the latter gradually ado])ted their religious tongue'' as their every-day

speech, and eiuled by passing, to all appearance, into the Arabic race. We scarcely

find great Oriental contingents in the army which Islam opiposed to the Christian

battalions in Spain, until after 1195.

As evidence of this struggle between two religions and two peoples, there remain

on the Peninsular soil some hundreds or thousands of Arabic names of localities. They

are found especi.ally in Andalusia, and in the kingdoms of Murcia and Valencia, but

we encounter them even in the Ebro regions, and to the north of the Douro ; it is only

in the Basque Provinces, in Asturias, and Galicia that they are 'wholly wanting; they

begin for the most part with al,^ ben or bent, and guad : Al for el is the Arabic arti-

cle : Aleala, Alcantara, Albania ; ben, beni is the word which precedes a tribal name:

Benicasim, Beniganiin, Benimamed, Beninmslem
; f/iiad is the wcuh/ of North Africa,

signifying stream, torrent, channel : Guadalquivir, Guadiana, Guadalimar, Guadalete,

Guadiaro, etc.

The Spaniard is grave, haughty, dignified, courageous, tenacious, strong-willed, and

patriotic. His gravity often degenerates into unsociableness, his haughtiness into

boasting, his dignity into vanity, his will into blind obstinacy, and his courage is often

accom])anied with brutality. In the ])resent century alone, the Sp.'iniards have shed

more blood in street fights and skirmishes and in party conflicts than was required of

them for the conquest of America. Spain has given to the world great ]>ainters,

writers, poets, dramatists, earnest and eloquent orators, glooinv politicians, and gener-

als with hearts of steel. Her historic renown is based on her stubborn heroism, her

determined resistance of invasion, her great part in the discoveries in the New
World, and the zeal of her conquistadores, who tamed both nature and man in

America.

The S])anish language is derived from the Latin, like Portuguese, Italian, French,

and Roumanian ; it is grand and sonorous ; but, when sjioken ra])idly, it becomes

shrill, and there is an uiii)leasant repetition of sounds. English and Russian are the

only other tongues that give as great ])romise for the future, for, though Spain has lost

the empire of the world, the lands across the seas have not forgotten the Cas-

tilian language.

Spanish is already s])okcn :
—

In the Canary Islands ;— in certain j)ortions of the United States which were for-

merly a part of Mexico ;— in Mexico ;— in Central America ;
— in the United States

of Colombia or New Granada, in Venezuela, P]cuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chili, the

Argentine Republic, Uruguay, and Paraguay.— In several of these countries it

is not wholly the national tongue. In Mexico, in portions of Central America,

- See vage 422. 2 Xhe Koran, the sacred book of the Mussulmans, is in Arabic.

' In Spain and the Canaries, 448 communal names begin with al.
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ill Ectiadoi-, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, and in certain quarters of the Argentine

Ke|)ul)lie, it is little used exeo[)t in the cities, but as it is the written language,

the idiom of civilization, the tongue of the schools, it is gaining on tlie Indian

dialects, whicli will not be able to resist it much longer. Sjianish is also the official

language in the Philip])ine Islands.

The Spaniards are unequal to the colonization of Spanish America, owing to its

vast size. Moreover, thousands of Peninsulars settle every year in Algeria, princi-

pally in the province of Oran. The greater part of these come, it is true, from the

pueblos ' of Alicante and Valencia, and from the Balearic Islands, and are not true Span-

iards but Catalans by race and speech ; many Andalusians, also, emigrate to the Tell.

The emigrants to America are from all parts of Spain, but especially from the Basque

coimtry, and from Galicia, Andalusia, and Catalonia. On an average, about 25,000

persons leave Spain yearly, not to return; the greatest share of these embark for the

Plata.

Catalan j)red()minatcs still (in s]nte of the progress of S])anish in the cities) in Cat-

alonia, in tlie east of the province of Iluesca (Aragon), in the Balearic Islands, and in

Valencia; along the Mediterranean, it disappears beyond the ])alm-trees of Elche,

before reaching the huerta of Orihuela. It is a harsh idiom, but energetic and capable

of poetry; it is closely related to iha langue iVoc of France; it is used by more than

3 Tnillion men. Aragon, which was formerly Catalan in speech, has become Castilian-

ized.'^ Bable, spoken in Asturias, is the most idiomatic of the Spanish dialects, the

most archaic, the one which has best preserved the old words and old forms, the an-

cient sayings, and all the rustic and popular vigor; the first Christian barons warring

against the Moors spoke it, before the year 1000. Galician bears a m\ich stronger re-

semblance to Portuguese than to Castilian. Basque claims 400,000 or 500,000 Escu-

aldunacs.

All the Spaniards are Catholics.

Cities.— Spain contains five cities having a population of over 100,000.

Madrid (472,000), cajiital of the Kingdom of the Si)ains, possesses no advantages

of situation, except that it is in the heart of the Iberian jieninsula. There is a saying,

" From Madrid to Heaven," and again, " The world sees Madrid and holds its peace "
;

yet the sm-roimdings of the town are the worst jiossible. It is camped in a sandy,

rocky, gloomy, monotonous region, where trees and grass are jiroduced only by dint

of labor, even since the water of the Lozoya has been turned toward the city. JIadrid

grew with an artificial grandeur from the time of Charles V. ; then Philip II. doubled

its palaces by constructing the Escorial, a huge, empty, cold edifice, 30 miles north-

west of the royal city, at tlie foot of the Siei-ra de Guadarrama, 3018 feet above the

sea. As for Madrid itself, it lies at an altitude of 2130 feet, in a very harsh climate,

on the Man/.anares, a river of no importance ; the Spaniards say of this stream that

the water was sold to build the bridges over the river, that the channel has to be

watered to lay the dust, that a glass of water is brought it to quench its thirst, that it

is the chief stream of the globe for navigation on horseback and in a carriage, that it

is one of those rivers that can be swept out in summer, such as are the delight of The-

ophile Gautier.

Barcelona (272,000; 370,000 with the suburbs), the capital of Catalonia, outstrips

Madrid in industries ; its harbor is the busiest in Spain, and one of the most iinjiortant

on the Mediterranean. A few leagues away, not far from the Llobregat, a little Pyre-

» Villages. ^ The Rio Ciuoa separates the Spaniards from the Catalauophoues.
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nean stream, rises tlie enormous, isolated mass of Monserrat (4058 feet)
;
jnlgrims still

make the ascent of the mountain, but the monastery Las lost its wealth, and its her-

mitages are einj)ty.

Valencia (171 ,000), on the Turia or Guadalaviar, 3 or 4 miles from the Mediterra-

nean, is a factory town and the entrepot of a vast and magnificent huerta.

Seville (143,000), the " oven of Spain," on the Guadalquivir, is distinguished for

its brilliant climate, its bull-fights, its gay life, and its inscription in honor of tlie

Genoese who discovered America : A Castilla y a £,eon otro mundo dio Colon; that

is, "Columbus gave Sj)ain a new world."

JMalaga (134,000), on the Mediterranean, at the foot of wild mountains belonging

to the Sierra Nevada range, sells the celebrated wine which grows on her scliistose

rocks. Fifty miles to the west, on the Guadiaro, in the Serrania de Honda, is jjerched

one of those extraordinary cities the sight of which would well repay a journey from
the most distant land. Ronda (at an altitude of 2451 feet) is composed of two towns
lodged on the summits of a rock cleft by a precipice 525 feet deep and from 80 to 230
broad. The two sections of this other Constantine, where in truth Berber blood is not
wanting any more than in the Numidian city, are connected by two lofty bridges ; the

highest overlooks the rio flowing through the bl.ack chasm at an elevation of 825 feet

;

charming gardens, sparkling waters, delightful cascades, the rain from fourteen mills

fastened to the ledges of the fissure, a magnificent spring, the bridge, the view from
below of the eagle's-nest where the Kondenos are perched, lend a rare charm to the

fault, or, as they say in Spanish, to the tajo, of lionda.

Then follow : Murcia, (98,500), a lazy town, in a beautiful huerta, on the Rio Segura;
— Saragossa (92,500), the old capital of Aragon, at the confluence of the libro with
the Huerva and the Gallego;— Granada (73,000), unriv.alled in Spain for the beauty
of its surroundings, its admirable view of the Sierra Nevada, which rises on the
horizon into sidereal heights, its poetic memories, and its Alhambra, the most famous
monument of Moorish art;— Cartagena (84,000), heir to tlie great name of Car-
thage, a superb Mediterranean port; — Cailiz (62,500), graceful and gay, an ocean
])ort, having commerce with America;— Jerez de la Fj-ontera (62,000), in a famous
vineyard;— Palma (60,500), cni)it;d of the Balearic Islands;— Valladolid (62,000),

which was the capital of the Spains before Madrid;— Cordova (50,000), on the Guadal-

quivir, in the centre of Andalusia, a city which under the Moors had a million souls,

and the most learned and most celebrated schools in the world : the mosque of Cor-

dova, to-day the cathedral, was the fairest of Islam; imposing still, there remain 876

columns, or a half of all the jiillars which supjiorted the domes.

Gibraltar.— Not all Spanish soil belongs to the Spaniards; the impregnable rock

of Gibraltar, with au area of 1240 acres, and 18,500 inhabitants, is held by the English.

The town of Gibraltar is situated op])osite the African Ceuta, at the foot of an isolated

block 1408 feet high, which is joined to the mainland by a tongue of sand ; the only

monkeys of Europe live on this rock.
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PORTUGAL
Serras.— North Portugal.— South Portugal.— Portugal, the ancient Lusitania, Ilea

between Spain and the Atlantic Ocean ; its length from north to south is 362 miles,

while from east to west the breadth ranges between 90 and 140 miles, the average

buinf 104. Portugal has an area of about 34,500 square miles,^ and contains a jiojni-

latiou of 4,307,000, or about 125 persons to the square mile; including its official

dependencies of the Azores and the island of Madeira, the area is 35,551 square miles,

and the population 4,708,000.

This detached fragment of Spain prolongs the S|)anish sierras; and four great

S]ianis^i rivers— the Minho, the Douro, the Tejo or Tagus, and the Guadiana— all rise

in Spain, and flow through that country. Portugal possesses some vast plains, such

as llie valley of the Tagus above Lisbon, and the plain of Alemtejo, but the surface

is chiefly in serras, which are for the most part destitute of forests. The cuhiiinatiiig

cuntaro of the highest mountain-chain, the Serra da Estrella (Star Chain), is a peak of

6540 feet; the Portuguese mountaineers apply the name cantaro, which means

pitcher, to the lofty eminences from which living waters descend; in like manner the

ancients represented the source of a river by an inclined urn. This highest summit

is a granite and gneiss dome, rising half-way between the " learned " Coimbra and the

Spanish frontier. It overlooks two broad valleys,— broad for Portugal,— the valleys

of the Mondego and the Zezere; the Mondego reaches the sea by Coimbra; the

Zezcre is lost in the Tagus below Abrantes. Snow clings for several months of the

year to the Serra da Estrella and other chains between the Douro and the Minho, but

south of the Tagus there are only low, treeless, barren, burning serras.

Since Portugal extends through so many degrees of latitude, the northern ju-ov-

inces do not bear a strong likeness to the central nor the central to the southern. In

the north, Tras-os-Montes, Entre-Douro-e-Minho, and Beira alia resemble Galicia,

a Sj)anish province whose customs and langu.age connect it with Portugal rather than

with Spain. The Gallegos, or Galicians, have from early times emigrated to the

deliglitful regions of the Minho and the Douro, and they have scattered their families

here by thousands. Multitudes of Gallegos still remove annually to this part of

Portugal as servants, laborers, water-carriers, vintagers, and harvesters ; the prince of

Portuguese poets, Camoens, was descended from a G.alician family whose -estates

touched Cape Finisterre. The Portuguese population between the Minho and the

Douro, bled by the incessant emigration to Brazil, would be unable to sustain itself,

notwithstanding its prolificness, were it not for this influx of Galicians. The Gallegos

do not confine their invasions of Portugal to the northern section ; tliey are found in

great numbers in the central towns, and even in tlie southern; in Lisbon three thou-

sand of them were employed as af/uadeiros, or water-carriers, alone, before the aque-

fluct was constructed which now su]>plies the capital with water from the great spring

of Alviella, in the Serra da Lua; there are possibly 100,000 Gallegos in all the cities of

the kingdom. The Gallegos, therefore, work and populate for the Portuguese, but

the latter none the less despise the parsimonious rustics: "It takes two hundred

Gallegos to make a man," they saj'.

The centre of Portugal, along the fluctuating Mondego and along the Tagus,

1 Exactly 34,419i, according to Strelbitsky, Superjicie de I'Europe, 1882.— Ed.
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comprises Estremadurn, Beirn, baixa, and a part of Alemtejo. Tlie cultivatecl ]irodiio-

tioiis here are tlie same as in the northern region, and the vinc-cnltnre constitutes the

competency of several towns near Coimbi-a; pahns grow at Lisbon; in Alemtejo, where

PoUTUGl'liSK.

the wet landes emit pestilential effluvia, the soil is divided into vast estates, which

are almost abandoned; so that, in spite of the fertility of the province, it'supports pro-

portionately scarcely a tenth of the people who occujiy the small farms of the Minho

re<rion; the latter contains 362 persons to the square mile,' the former 30;— nearly

I Nearly 250 in the district of Vianua do Castello, 320 in that of Braga, and 529 in that of Oporto.
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60 iiidies of rain falls yearly at 0])orto, and 79 on certain heights in P^ntrc-Douro-e-

Minho, while Alemtejo receives 20, 22, or 24.

Tlie name Alemtejo, signifying beyond the Tagns, was given to the province liy

the Portuguese of the centre. Tlic jicoj)le of Coimbra and of Lisbon, who succeeded

those of Guiinaraes as founders of Poi-tugal, naturally called the region lying on the

ojtjiosite bank of their principal stream, Alemtejo, as they applied the name of Tras-os-

Montes (beyond the mountains) to the country which for them extended on the other

side of the central serras, and which was the cradle of the country ; Portugal, in fact,

had its beginnings at Guimariies, between the Minho and the Douro, and, if the king-

dom had at first absorbed Galicia instead of stretching immediately toward the south,

there would have been jJerhaps an Alemdouro as there is now an Alemtejo. At the

time Portugal was founded, the city of Guimaraes formed a part of Galicia, which

then extended as far as the Douro ; this accounts for the fact that the Gallegos and

the Portuguese are brothers. In measure as we ai)proaeh the south of Alemtejo, the

country takes on African hues. When we have crossed the Serra de Monchique

(29G3 feet), we descend into the " Portuguese Andalusia," Algarves, a narrow j)rov-

ince, protected on the north but open on the south, and where the annual mean on

the coast is C4.4° F., against 59° in the Dom-o and Minho regions of northern Por-

tugal. The name of Algarves is derived from the Arabic, and signifies a land lying

to the west.

Portugal, not including the islands, lias only aboift 125 persons to the square mile,

whei'eas it ought to support twice or thrice as many ; but, beside the vacant and mias-

matic tracts, and the charnecus or steppes of Alemtejo and the dry ravines of

Algarves, how much soil is lost on the cmaiadas,^ or Irigli desert plateaus, in the des-

povoados,^ or waste lands, and, on itnmense stretches of coast, in the meddos, or

littoral dunes cemented together by jiiiie forests planted by the Bremontiers ' of the

fourteenth century! How many unoccui)ied tracts in the mountains of the centre,

and even in the north, in the coolest climate of the country! Where was once forest

there is now often nothing but bushes, or parched j)astures, or utter barrenness. In

Tras-os-Montes, for example, we can travel for long hours over deserted hills on

scarcely traced jiaths, where an occasional tangle of cross-roads is indicated from a

distance by a post. Reaching the spot where we may have ho])ed to read directions

for the journey, we find om'selves before a boai-d on which is painted a barbarous

j)ictnre, a daub of red flames and outstretched wings; these are the souls from purga-

tory, crying : "ATTo ha dor iguul a mi dor. O irmaos, letnbrai vos de iios passando !
"

— "There is no suffering like my suffering. O brothers, remember us as you pass!"

And beneath these lines is a box to receive the 1i"iveller"s oliojus.

The Lusitanian Race.— Cosmopolitanism of the Portuguese.— Portuguese Language.

— The Portuguese are made n]) of Iberian, Celtic, Roman, and Germanic elements,

~\vith mixtures of Berber blood and Arabic blood, and of negro blood south of the

Tagiis. These men have accomjilished great things. They exj)lored the coasts of

Africa, doubled the Cajte of Good Hope, changed the routes of commerce, and at one

time they rided India and the ocean. In those diiys Camoens thus s]ioke of his com-

))ani()ns in arms: "See! they go joyously, by a thousand routes, like bounding lions

1 This nearly corrcsi)on<ls to the piiramos of tlie Spaniard.s.

^ Tliis word answers to tlie Spanish'</<;»;)o/>/(((tos.

3 lirAnoiitier was a famous Frencli engineer (1738-1809), who was the first to fix the dunes along tlie

Bay of Biscay, by planting i)iues on them. — Eb.
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and wild bulls, exposing their lives to hunger, to sleeplessness, to the sword, to fire,

arrows, bulls, burning climes, cold shores, to the attacks of idolaters and Moors, to

perils hitherto unknown to man, to sliij)wreeks and to all the dangers of the deej)."

To-day their jiower is nothing more than a memory ; their zeal has been tjuenched,

and tlie nation's energy has been transferred to Brazil, on the other side of the Allan-

tic; there, Portugal has founded a new people, which is already three times as numer-
ous as the parent i)eople, and occupies a territory nearly 93 times the size of Portugal,

and the most fruitful in the world.

It is fully four bunded or five hundred years since the Portuguese transferred their

ambitions beyond the seas. Wedged between Spain and the Atlantic, they preferred

Ol'OHTO.

to take their chances on the waves rather than continue the lio]K'less struggle against

the Spaniards; and they steered untiringly toward three foreign countries. First

toward Africa, the home-land of their hereditary enemies, the Moors, or Infidels, the

vanquished of Ouriqne, and the vanquishers of Al-kasr al-Kebir; and there, though

they have been obliged (like the S])aniards also) to abandon the subjugation of the

Moroccan valleys, they have long ruled over extended strips of African coast, which

they trod before any other European nation. Later, the Lusitanians subdued and

lost a ]iart of tl:e Oriental world, Al)yssinia, Arabia, In<lia, and numberless islands,

the fairest of which was Ceylon. Brazil, which was at first despised, filled up with

adventurers, who formed fruitful alliances with the Indian women, and later with
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iK'grcsses imported from Africa. From tliis nucleus of forlorn hojics, of brigands,

merchants, and Jews, from these mixtures of browns, reds, and blacks, sprang one of

the greatest einj)ires of the eartli, and Portugal remained one of the smallest king-

doms. It was not solely in the temperate regions of Brazil, that is, on the southern

plateaus and in the healthful province of JMinas-Geraes, that Lusitanian emigrants

prospered; they also founded families along the stifling seaboard, and even under the

equator, in the Amazonian valley. Ojijiosite Brazil, in South Africa, they have every

hope of Lusitanianizing the immense torrid regions which they have retained on the

Congo and on the Zambeze, and they are, perhaps, notwithstanding present indica-

tions to the contrary, more sure of their future there than is the famous International

Association ; for, of all Europeans, the Portuguese accommodate themselves most read-

ily to life within the tropics. Their cosmopolitan qualities are ascribed to the Berber,

Arab, and Black elements which have entered into the composition of the race ; how-

ever, the farther north we go, the freer the nation is from African mixtures; and beyond

the Douro, from this stream to the Minho, we find an entirely European ])eo])le
;

there the Portuguese of velha cunha (old stock) dwell, in the most delightful of

districts.

The Portuguese language became perceptibly distinct from the other Romance
dialects of Iberia at the middle of the thirteenth century. It is derived from the

Latin, but a large number of its words bear less resemblance to the roots from which

they come than to the Spanish, Italian, or even French equivalents ; this results from

the dropping of a syllable or of a consonant, especially of I and n. Portuguese is

poetic, peculiarly adapted to pastoral poetry, rich, but not sonorous ; a vulgar accent

and an excess of nasals detract from its beauty. In the appealing cry of the souls in

purgatory, cited above, nao and irmcios possess jirecisely the explosive nasal so com-

mon in Portuguese ; dor is the contraction of dolor, by the loss of the letter ^/ lembrai

comes from rememorare, by the changing of r into I. Of all the Neo-Latin tongues

the Lusitanian has least res])ected the primitive consonants. Outside the hmits of

Portugal, Portuguese is spoken in the Lusitanian colonies, in Brazil, and on coasts

where Lisbon long ago ceased to rule, as in Jlalacca. It is the national idiom of 16

or 17 millions, and this number, which is rapidly increasing, is destined to swell to

colossal proportions, for Brazil has jilace for a population of 500 or perhaps even 1000

millions.

All the Portuguese are Catholics; they t.akc great pride in their allegiance to the

True Church; but they are still more jiroud of being Lusitaniaiis, "for, if Si)ain is

the head of Europe, Portugal is its diadem." They have no love for their neighbor

and hereditary enemy the Spaniard ;
" 7>e JT.yxndia, nem bom venfo, uem bom casa-

meiito."— "From Spain, neither good wind nor good marriage."— And surely the

wind from Castile and Estremadura brings them no good, for, coming from the steppes,

and being entirely continental, it is withering and desolating.

Cities.— Lisbon, in Portuguese Li.fboa, the capital of the kingdom, contains 204,-

000 inhabitants, 253,000 including the sulmrbs on the hill-slopes and u]i and down the

Tagus. For a century it was the chief commercial city. The earthquake of 1755

destroyed fifteen or twenty thousand persons, and, at the same time, far from the

Tagus, beyond mountains and across sea, it overturned quarters of 0]iorto and levelled

cities in Morocco. Scarcely a more terrible catastrophe is known to history. Lisbon

was mourning for her dead on the morning of the 1st of November, All Saints' Day
;

the air was bright and calm ; about nine o'clock, the earth rumbled, the sun grew pale
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in a livid sky, the stream Avas powerfully agitated, the city cracked ; the pallid rb of

day seemed to be extinguished, its rays were lost in an immense cloud of dust; jaines

burst from the ground, and the insurgent Tagus shattered the vessels before Lisbon
;

plains rose in hills, hills slipped into ravines or were swallowed up by the sudden yawn-

ing of a chasm, while every work of man's hand swayed and fell,— hovels, palaces, tliea-

tres, convents, spires, and churches. Lisbon lies on the right bank of the Tagus, at the

very spot where the stream contracts to 5250 feet, after it has just expanded into a

blue lake of 97 square miles, called Straw Lake.' Nine miles from tiie city,— built, say

the iidiabitants of Lisbon, on seven hills, like Rome,— the Tagus is engulfed ii« the

Atlantic, before tlie rocks of tlie jagged and luminous Serra de Cintra.

Oporto (pop. 106,000), 2 or 3 miles from the sea, covers rugged hill-slo])es along the

blue Douro, whicli is here 650 feet broad and navigable ; but the rocks and sand which

obstruct its mouth make navigation dangerous. Oporto is the entrepot of northern

Lusitauia, the richest and most populous part of the kingdom ; it ships the majority

of the emigrants to America ; ten, twelve, fifteen, or eighteen thousand men ^ yearly

hazard the perils of the ocean to reach Brazil, of which many marvellous tales are re-

•counted in the cottages of tlie serras. Ojiorto carries on a commerce in the excellent

wines which are grown in the schists bordering the stream. If we ascend the Douro

beyond those vineyards, we enter gorges of a stern gi'andeur, where the stream slum-

bers at the foot of m.ajestic rocks. There we find nothing of man, nothing of life,

except jierchance a shepherd here and there on some lofty rock, a goat browsing on

shrubs 500 feet above the dull waters, or a smuggler who is making his way by fright-

ful jiaths from Portugal iuto Spain or from Spain into Portugal, for here tiie calm,

gloomy, narrow Douro separates the two kingdoms. Not far from Bemposta, a

small town of Tras-os-Montes, near the mouth of the Spanish Tormes, the sombre,

silent rio girdles the little rock of Peredo. One can easily spring from Portugal to

this rock and from this rock to the Spanish bank.

Coimbra (pop. 13,000), on the Mondego, in sight of the Serra da Estrella, is the

seat of tlie Lusitanian university, the ancient capital of Portugal, the spot around

which linger delightful memories of the old history. There are many Brazilians

amonsr the students here.

ITALY.

Situation.— Extent. — Italy borders the Alps on the north, and from its last prom-

ontories on the south the mountains of Tunis are visible in clear weather. It lies

at the centre of the Mediterranean, over which it ruled for centuries in ancient times.

Italy contains a population of 30,947,000, on an area of 110,020 square miles,'' or 280

persons to the square mile; these inh.abitants ai-e distributed over continental Italy,

jieninsular Italy, and the islands.

Continental Italy. -— Continental Italy, which now comprises Piedmont, Lombardy,

1 Straw Lake, in its broadest iiortioii, is from 9 to 10 miles wide.

2 Including tlie Azores and Madeira; nearly all the Portuguese emigration comes from the seaboard

between the Minho and Lisbon, and from the islands; very few emigrate from the interior or from the south.

3 This is the estimate of the area of Italy recently nuide by the Military Geographical Institute. Of
tliese llO.fi'JO square miles, OitSS belong to Sicily, and 9293 to Sardinia and the smaller islands. — Ed.
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Venice, Liguria, and Emilia, at tlie time of its invasion by tlic Romans, differed in no
way from (tuuI. Tlie iiihaltitants of tliese soiitliern slopes of the Al])s, as well as those

dwelling beyond the mountains, were of Celtic speech and of more or less pure Gallic

blood ; the Komaiis gave the name of Cisalpine Gaul to the southern region, in opposi-

tion to Transalpine. Tlie Cisalpine Gauls, like those across the Alps, abandoned their

ancestral tongue and becanie Latins after their subjugation by Home.
With its nearly 40,000 square miles and its 14 million inhabitants, continental Italy

LoiioiA OK THE Fahxese Palack, Romk.

has few riv;ds in Europe, and even in the world. The soil of its ])lain, which covers

more than 15,000 square miles, is comjiosed of an inexliaustible alluvium. From the

ice-clad ^Vljis which form the walls of its amphitheatre, broad, turbid torrents descend

into wonderful lakes, out of which they flow as transparent rivers. Below the hikes

the rivers are distributed through caniils for the irrigation of superb fields stretched

beneath a southern sky. The climate is mild, though not enervating, and the rainfall

is ample, but not too co))ioiis, especially in the east ; the plain is everywhere fruitfid,

the low mountains are charming, and the Alps are always sublime. The liighest two
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peaks of central P^urope, Mont Blanc (15,781 feet) and Monte Rosa (15,217 feet),

dominate continental Italy.

All the southern watei"s from the liuge Alpine arc which sweejis from the Gulf of

Genoa to the Adriatic How into the Po and the Adige.

The Po (411) miles) rises, at an altitude of 6404 feet, in Monte Viso, a magnificent

pyramidal peak towering between Italy and P^-ince. The course of the Po in the

mountains is brief. In the plain, it bathes Turin, then on the right bank it receives

the torrents from the Apennines, which are scant in summer, and on tlie left the

rivers from the Alps, which are full-banked at all seasons. The Ticino, one of its

larire affluents, is purified in Lago Maggiore; this river owes its great volume to

the snows spread out from Monte Rosa to the Spltigen, on the cornice of the south-

ern \\\i>i. Tiie Ticino escapes from Lago Maggiore, or Lake of Locarno, with a How

of 141,240 cubic feet per second in the freshets, 1750 at extreme low water, and a

mean flow of 11,335. Lago Maggiore is a narrow sheet twisting between scarped

jnoiuitains; it has an area of more than 80 square miles, with a depth of 1230 feet;

but both area and depth are diminishing, for vast masses of debris are borne down to

the lake from the mountains. Lago di Como, covering 60 square miles, and having a

depth of 1352 feet, clarifies the Adda for the Po ; from Conio's urn of dark green

water the Adda is discharged at the rate of 28,850 cubic feet per second at higli

water, 565 at extreme low water, and a mean of 6608 ; like Maggiore, Como is gradu-

ally filling up, and both lakes will in time be obliterated. Lago di Garda, or Benaco,

tl;e largest lake of northern Italy, receives a much smaller torrent than either the

Ticino or the Adda, and is consequently diminishing less rapidly than the other two

lakes; it has an area of 116 square miles, with a de])th of 965 feet, and its sapphire

blue waters are magically transparent; its outlet is the Mincio.

The Po passes near Pavia (])op. 30,000), where the French suffered a signal de-

feat at the hands of the Imperialists in 1525. The world might be subdued with the

forces which France has lost under the Italian sky. And the French are not the only

peoj)le whose armies have trod Ausonia's soil. Ever since the dawn of history, the

men of the north have descended with the cold torrents into the favored plain, but

the southern sun always triumphs over them; Italy, though so long overrun by bar-

barians from beyond the mountains, has nevertheless remained essentially Italian ; she

has bewitched all the rude Tedeschi who have been attracted at different jieriods into

her territory, and they have disap])eared without I'egrets in the nation which they at

first haughtily trampled under foot.

The Po then bathes the city of Piacenza (pop. 35,000), then Cremona (poj). 32,-

000), and leaves on the left, on the Mincio, Mantua (pop. 28,500), mother of the

gentle Vergil ; lower down, one of its arms passes Ferrara. Here it is already in its

delta; it empties into the Adriatic through seven hirge branches, which communicate

by countless channels cut in the mire ; it discharges 5508 cubic feet per second at

extreme low water, 183,121 in the floods, and a mean of 60,7,34, the tribute of

a basin of less than 29,000 square miles. In spite of the lakes, at the foot of

the Alps, which purify all its affluents, tliis aneient JEridanas carries with it on

an average each year 1624 million cubic feet of debris, and oftentimes over 3500

million. Its delta enlarges annually by 279 acres, with an encroachment of 230 feet

on the sea, in the direction of Istria, a high, rocky shore rising opposite the low

Italian beach. Still, a great part of its mire is deposited in the wet plain, where rice

grows luxuriously, when the swollen streams burst the argini (dikes) ;— a frightful
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disaster, for these levees arc constructed to jirotect over 4G00 square miles of tlie best

liiud ill Italy, if not in all Eurojie.

The Adige, tlie river of Trent in Austria, and of Verona in Italy, issues from the

Tyrolese Aljis, and mingles its deltaic deposits with those of the Po ; canals distriljuto

its fluctuating How, which ranges between 700 and 84,700 cubic feet ])er second; its

mean discharge is estimated at 16,950 cubic feet, its length at about 2.')0 miles, and its

drainage area at something less than 9700 square miles. The Piave (134 miles),

another powerful and variable torrent from the Alps, ])ours into the Gulf of Venice a

mean of 11,300 cubic feet i)er second, the beautiful tribute of a basin of 2000 square

miles.

With 291 persons to the square mile in Piedmont, 465 in Liguria, 442 in Lom-
bardy, 343 in Venice, and 297 in Emilia, continental Italy ranks among the most
densely poi>ulated countries of Eurojie. Thougli Liguria Lacks large rivers for the

irrigation of its valleys, it lias the mildest of climates and the most delightful winter-

resorts; as for the great jilain of the Po, its inhabitants liave put it into remarkably

good condition ; they have tapped the enormous torrents regulated by the lakes :

from the upper Po they have turned of? the Cavour Canal (1483 cu. ft.) ; from the

Ticino, the Naviglio Grande (1801 cu. ft.) ; from the Adda, the Muzza (21.54 cu. ft.)

and the Martesana (918 cu. ft.); from the Adige, the canal of Verona; and from

these canals a net-work of arteries and veins carries the water unceasingly over all

this part of Italy, which has known no rest for three thousand years. In this v.ast

cemetery, the hard-working peasant has untiringly repaired his demolished house, re-

built his canal, made over his land trampled down in furious conflicts, and levelled

his hillocks filled with the dead. Nearly all the forests of this alluvial soil were long

since destroyed ; clusters of tall poplars, liere and there, mark the sites of large vil-

lages, which would i)as8 elsewhere for cities; superb trees, with their roots in the

•water and their tops in the sky, border the bi'oad irrigating and navigable canals ; the

fai-ms are separated by " intermediate walls," made of vines intertwined between elms

or maples; and the same juices that send these vines to the very topmost branches

of the trees ]iroduce olives on the olive-trees and a thick foliage on the mulberries,

from which the silkwonns spin their famous cocoons.

However, a great scourge ravages these well watered fields; this scourge is fever,

the plague of all wet lands, especially of rice-plantations.

Peninstilar Italy.— Peninsular Italy, covering an area of 52,000 square miles, bris-

tles with mountains; it contains only a little over 2700 square miles in plains, which

are nearly all simply the broadening-out of river-valleys. The remainder com])rises

the limestone Apennines, on which scattered woods of pines, firs, beeches, oaks, elms,

and birches bear evidence of the existence of an ancient forest. Italy owes its mean
•altitude of 1G96 feet to the Apennine masses much more than to the Alpine giants;

only four European countries— namely, Switzerland, Iberia, the Slavo-Greek Penin-

sula, and Austria— surpass Italy in mean elevation. The farther south one goes, the

narrower the peninsula becomes, and the more ragged the Apennines. The culminating

point of the long chain, the Gran Sasso d' Italia (9521 feet), is a stee]i limestone

peak, with remnants of forests ; it rises north-east of Home, in the Abruzzi, within

sight of the Adriatic. In the south, in Calabria, which has even a more broken sur-

face than the Abruzzi, the Apennines terminate, op])osite Sicily, on the Strait of

Messina, in the granitic mass of Asproraonte (6263 feet) ; this mountain is rugged,

as its name indicates, but the palm-tree grows at its base.
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The Italian peninsula nowhere readies a breadth of 1:25 miles from sea to sea. Its

two slopes are dissimilar. Tlie narroweu Adriatic sloj.e has long straight coasts, with
very short torrents, and its inhabitants have never made any mark in history. t)n

the western slope, the shore is better indented ; the greater distance between the sea

and the mountaui gives space for streams, and along two. of these streams mighty
nations have flourislied ; one of these fashioned the old world. The Arno, the Tiber,

the Garigliano, and the Volturno flow here.

The charming Arno, rising in that part of the Apennine chain which separates

Florence from Bologna, moves at first toward the south, as though it were flowing

down to the Tiber ; but near Arezzo, not far from the place where the Chiana Canal
•enters it, it turns to the north-west, then to the west, and, running past Florence,

empties into the sea near Pisa; since the twelfth century it has gained 3 miles here

on the waves.
^

The Tiber, in Italian Tei-ere, one of the most famous livers of the world, rolls a

mean of 10,275 cubic feet per second, gathered in a course of 260 miles, from a basin

of 6846 square miles. At rare intervals, in very great floods, its flow reaches 60,000

cubic feet ; its low-water discharge is 525 cubic feet, a fourth of whicji comes from
branch rivers, and the other tiiree-fourths from bottom springs which well up from
lakes formed in caverns under the limestone. The Tiber has its source in the

Etruscan Apennines ; it winds through a valley opening to the south, and receives

torrents fed from mountains that are cajiped with snow, in the sca.son, like the

Soracte of Horace. A few leagues . north of the conical hill of Caprese (Michel

Angelo's native town), it issues from a forest of old oaks, on one of tiie spurs of the

Fumajolo, not far from the Adriatic ; from the summits overlooking the birthplace

of the stream ancient Kimini is sometimes visible in fine weather. The Tiber

leaves Perugia on the right, passes near Soracte, a limestone mountain in a volcanic

region, then, below liome, it enters the Mediterranean by two branches : one, that of

Ostia, is the great Tiber, the natural Tiber; the other, the Fiumicino, is the arti-

ficial Tiber, a navigable canal, constructed in the e.arly days of the Roman Empire.

Between the two branches lies the Isola Sacra, or Sacred Island, which was once a

garden of roses consecrated to Venus; it is now a marsh, where wild bulls trample

over reeds, rushes, and pale asphodels. The treacherous and swift floods of the Tiber

are of a reddish yellow liue. Not that the river does not drink the w.aters of limpid

springs, such as those fountains of Le Vene, from which flows the beautiful Clitumno,

sung by Vei'gil and Byron ; but it is sullied by the earthy piirticles which it wrests

from fertile Umbria. Its finest affluents are the Topino, the Nar, and the Anio. It

is the Topino that receives the Clitumno. The Nar, or Ncra, receives the Velino,

which reaches it above Terni l)y the beautiful cascade called the Cascata del Mar-

more, the first fall of which is a leap of over 300 feet ; beyond this jioint the Xera
flows through a fissure, which is often not more than 3 feet wide, although the stream

carries on the average 4237 cubic feet of water per second ; here it passes under a

natural bridge at Papigno. The flow of the Anio, or Tevcrone, the torrent whicli

forms the falls of Tivoli, seldom sinks below 880 cubic feet. South-east of the

mouths of the Tiber, between Porto d' Anzio and Terracina, stretch the Pontine

Marshes; tliey lie along the sea, behind a line of dunes; man flees from their in-

fected atmosphere, and buffaloes, boars, and stags roam over this Roman Maremipa

(290 sq.m.).

The Garigliano falls in the two lofty cascades of Sora. It receives the Fibreno,
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a woni]frf\il fountain, the abundance of whose waters is attributed to subterranean

emissaries of the Cehuio (the l'\cci>uis of the Latins). This ancient lake shiniberef'

in a limestone basin, at an altitude of 2297 feet ; sometimes it overflowed the plain to

lon<^ distances ; sometimes it receded from its banks and became a shallow ami loath-

some jiond. Home was unable to drain it; the Emperor Claudius attempted the

work, and caused a tunnel to be cut beneath Salviano, for the purpose of discharging

the water into the Garigliano. The tunnel has recently been restored and com-

pleted by Prince Torlonio, and tlie lake is nearly dry.

The other larsje lakes of ]ieninsular Italy border the basin of the Tiber. Lake

Thrasvraene, oi' the Lake of Perugia (02 sq. m.), with no visible outlet, lies, at an

altitude of 843 feet, between mountains gray with olive-trees ; this lake will suffer*

the fate of Celano. The Lake of Bolsena (45 sq. m.), 459 feet deep, lies 994 feet

above sea-level, south-west of Orvieto, in a volcanic basin fringed with chestnut-trees.

The lava around the lake is carved into ])recipices which support hamlets at dizzy

heights; it despatches its waters to the Tyrrhenian Sea through the Marta. North-

west of Kome, the Lake of Uracciano (22 sq. m.), at an elevation of 495 feet, discharges

its surplus floods through the Arrone, a coast-stream. Between the lakes of Bolsena

and Braceiano, the Lake of Vico, an old crater, omits a small nfHuent of the Tiber.

Lake Albano, south-east of Home, in the mountains of Latium, embraces only 1483

acres. It lies at an altitude of 1001 feet, and it has been sounded to a depth of 466

feet; it communicates with the sea through a subterranean current. Not far away,

the Lake of Nemi (494 acres), 164 feet deej), likewise fills an old crater.

Tuscany. — The Etruscans, from whom Rome in her earliest days borrowed much

of her religion and many of her laws and customs, lived on the Arno. The Etruscan

])eople extended its confederation of cities as far as the Tiber, and even crossed the

stream ; it founded twelve towns in the smiling district of Cam])ania. During the

first centuries of Rome, nothing separated Etruria and the future mistress of the

world but the Tiber; the stream was spanned V)y a wooden bridge, the planks of

which were removed in times of war. The Tuscan race, which is said to be the best

endowed of all the Italians, was formed from a mixture of Etruscans (a people of

unknown origin), Celts, and Romans. It was in Tuscany that the language of si

was established by writers, of whom Dante is the " duke rnd master" ; and no region

has jM-oduced more of the world's loftiest geniuses, whether jwets, artists, or savants.

Tuscany includes three physical regions. Along the clear, blue waters of the Tyr-

rhenian Sea, the Maremma occui)ies the lowlands, at the mouths of several coastal

streams, the strongest of which is the Ombrone. It jirolongs between Leghorn and

Rome the seaboard where the Arno terminates among dunes and pines,— a shore

over which jiass, with long and lim]iing strides, camels which have been acclimated

here for hundreds of years.^ These lowlands embrace 580 square miles of clayey soil,

with rush-grown pasturage, on which sheep and half-wild oxen browse; deadly efflu-

via are exhaled from the Maremma, and fever reigns here. However, the marsh does

not occupy the entire district, and maquis alternate with groves of pines, cork-oaks,

and oaks. In the valley of the Arno and on the out-mountains, which form the second

physical region, the Tuscan sun ripens the grapes on vines planted between poplar-

trees. All around are the ruins of old castles, crumbling towers, handsome villas, farm-

houses, green pines, black cypresses, and silvery poplars; by the side of the mulberry-

tree, the maize, and the generous vine, we find the olive-tree, which matures slowly,

> Since the Crusades, it is said.
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but for centuries. In the mountains which embrace the third ]ihysie.al region, tlie

oak forests (with their acorn crops for the swine), the corii-oaks, chestnut-trees, and
beeches rise in successive terraces, or intermingle on the middle slopes ; while larches,

jiines, and firs occupy tlie summits. The winter snows sometimes remain a long time
OTi the tops of the Tuscan Apennines, which are more than 6500 feet above the sea.

Here, in the coast higiilands, between tlie mouth of the Arno and the military port of

Spezia, are found the most famous statuary marbles, namely, those of Carrara, of

Massa, of Serravezza, and of Altissimo ; these mountains despatch their waters to

the Magra or to the Serchio, whicli flows from tlie frosts of Garfagnana.

Ojiposite Tuscany, on the way to Corsica, is the island of Elba (capital Porto
Ferrajo); scarcely 85 square miles are comprised within its high and precipitous shores.

Monte Capanne (3409 feet) is the culminating jjoint of the granite peaks and serpen-

K^
Cattle of tiik Roman Campagna.

tine domes of this island, " inexhaustiljle in metals," as Vergil says. Its iron mines,

which were worked even by the Etruscans, will be worked for thousands of years

to come.

Borne.— Rome, the imperial city, which ruled for centuries from Scotland to

Persia, from the Danube to the Sahara, over 120 million men, grew on the banks of

the Tiber. Numberless victories, interspersed with terrible defeats, none of which
shook the Roman constancy, won for her the entire known world, except the hyper-

borean woods and marshes, burning Ethiopia,— mother of the sacred Nile,— marvel-

lous India, and China, whose existence was scarcely suspected behind a stupendous

ramjiart of mountains. Stone roads, running in str.aight lines over hills and through

valleys, with indestructible bridges, furrowed the empire ; and every revolt was

quelled by the speedy arrival of the legions over these paved ways. A powerful

administration laid a firm grasj) on the nations of all tongues, a net-work of colonies
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Latinized them, the treasury sa])j>ed their life-blood, and tlie circus, the theatres,

batlis, and amusements corrupted them. By enervating the ])eople, Konie enervated

herself. The vices of Asia deprived her of more virile blood than did the one-eyed

Carthaginian who ravaged Italy for sixteen years; more than the "tardily en-

chained " Cantabrian ; more than the Gaul who had massacred lioman senators in the

very heart of Rome. However, during her days of strength and glory. Home gave

much of her blood, all of her law, and her language to the favored nations now called

the llomance, or Latin, or Neo-Latin nations; that is, to the Italians, French, Sj)aniards,

Portuguese, and Roumanians.

Naples.^ The Xeapolitans dwell along the Garigliano; along the Volturno, to the

north of which rises the Rocca Monfina (3301 feet), the most north; ru volcano of south-

ern Italy; at the foot of Vesuvius, and as far as the Strait of Messina; around the

Gran Sasso ; along the Pescara and the Ofido, wliich empty into the sea opposite the

distant shores of Albania and Dalmatia; and around the bay which cradled the

luxury and corruption of Tarentum, Crotona, and Sybaris. They people Terra di

Lavoro ; Campania, a plain formed of the ashes ejected by the Rocca Monfina ; mangled

Calabria; the rugged Abruzzi provinces; and La Puglia, on the Adriatic. This last,

the ancient" Apulia, forms a strange contrast to the Abruzzi and the Calabrias in the

monotony of its tavogliere, or its dry plains, which are wholly destitute of streams and

fountains, w^ith little water except what is supplied from cisterns. It was the Saninite

shepherds' autumn and winter pasture-grounds, and it is still a pastoral region. In the

Middle Ages it took some little part in the history of mankind, when the Crusaders

liad gained possession of the Holy Sepulchre. These warriors had need of craftsmen,

and, above all, they lacked women ; servants, artisans, and women came to them from

La Puglia, and very soon, below the aristocracy of the knights, the Puglians formeci

a class of " eivils," or settlers. But all that was only for a time.

A few years ago this region formed the kingdom of Naples. It was once j\Iagna

Grrecia, a brilliant, opulent, learned, artistic, beautiful, and poetic country ; but it

shrivelled before maturity.

Insular Italy.— Insular Italy comprises two large Mediterranean islands, Sicily

and Sardinia, and several minor islands, something less than 19,500 square miles,

with something over 4,000,000 souls.

Sicily.— The mountains of Sicily (aside from Etna) are manifestly a prolongation

o-f the Calabrian Aspromonte ; but a splendid strait, the Faro of Messina, seiiarates

the two countries (though doubtless it has not always separated them). In its nar-

rowest portion it is 10,259 feet wide ; its mean depth is 246 feet, and its greatest

1089. It is only 60 miles from the capes of Marsala to Cape Bon, a Tunisian promon-

tory. From the Pillars of the Giants, which are majestic ruins of the temple of Sel-

innntum, not far from Castclvetrano, the vague outlines of the mountains of Tunis can

be descried on the southern horizon in the clearest weather.

Sicily has passed through terrible vicissitudes, and has ex[ierienced all fortunes,

from incredible splendor to direst poverty, from the unbridled lu.xury of the arts to

grossest barbarism. It has had as inhabitants or as rulers the Sicani, who were

I)crliff])s of the Iberian family ; Siculi from Italy ; Carthaginians from the African

mountains which are visil)le from Selinnntinn ; Greeks, who built voluptuous cities

;

Romans, who plundered the islaiul and lived on its grain ; Vandals, Ostrogoths, and

Byzantines, who did nothing more than jkiss over it; Lombards; Berbers, mixed with

Arabs and negroes : these Berbers occupied the island for a long time, and their Ian-
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guage became the polite idiom of the country ; Normans, who founded ri powerful
dynasty there; Germans, ill fitted to endure the Sicilian climate; French; and, lastly,

Aragonese and Sjjaniards.

The culminating peak of the limestones of Sicily, the Pizzo di Case, is only
6335 feet high; but in the east the finest volcano of Europe, Etna (10,870 feet),

which marks the centre of the Mediterranean, rises from a socle of 460 square
miles, with a base circumference of 112 miles; it overlooks the plain of Catania,

the fertile soil of which is formed of ashes and decomposed lava. Plunging as

it does on tlie sea, Etna loses nothing of its grandeur, and, seen from the water,

Kt.na, iKo.M Taokmina.

it appears to rival the Aljiine or Caucasian giants. It was even once regarded as

the jirincipal peak of the world. Around its base and on its lower slopes, to the

height of 2600 feet, more than 300,000 men (or nearly 1550 to the square mile)

vigorously cultivate tlie vine and fruit-trees, in spite of the melancholy souvenirs of

Etna's wrath, and in spite of the sinister wai-nings which are occasionally given to-dny.

At least one hundred erujitions of tliis restless mountain ai-e known to history, some
of wliich lasted for months or even years. Above the orchards and vineyards, oaks,

chestnuts, jiines, beeches, and birches weave for the giant a green girdle, which the

woodman's axe is destroying; higher still there is snow throughout the winter. The
heat of the soil, which overlies hidden furnaces, and tlie blackness of the seorioe

and ashes, which attracts and concentrates the rays of the sun, make the slopes
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of Etna the most scorching region in Eiirope, the oven of that hot Sicily wliere

the j)alin, the Barbary fig, sugar-cane, cotton, and bamboo grow. Off tlie northern
coast of Sicily, the Lipari Islands (])op. 20,000; area, 57 sq. m.) rise on the route
between Etna and Vesuvius; we have here Lipari, an extinct volcano, a sinilin"-

land; Vulcano, a mass of scoriae, a sterile red and black island, once dedicated to

Vulcan : this volcano palpitates still, as does also the celebrated Stroniboli (3091
feet). Saliiia, Alicudi, and Felicudi are slumbering now, but they may awake &":\m
at some future time. Sixty miles south-south-east of Sicily, and 50 from Tunis, is

arid and volcanic Pantellaria (pop. 6000; area, 40 sq. m.) ; it was like an outpost

from which the Italians kept a watch on Tunis when they were hoping to inherit

Carthage.

Sicily supports 3,266,000 inhabitants, on 9935 square miles, or about 298 persons to

the square mile, and yet the immense grain-fields on the interior pl.iteaus, the vine-

yards, the olive-orchards, and orange-groves by no means cover all the cultivable

tracts. It is said that the island contained 12 million inhabitants in the palmy d.ays

of Egesta, of Selinus, of Syracuse (which now has a population of 20,000, where
was once a million), and of Agrigentum (to-day Girgenti, ]>op. 19,000), whose citi-

zens, according to Empedoclcs, "built as though they were to live forever, and
feasted ns if they were to die on the morrow." In this countr}-, where there are

neither farm-houses nor hamlets, one half of the nation dwells in the coast towns;

the other lives in the interior, in enormous villages, more than one of which has

neither fountains to w.itcr its gardens, nor forests to temper the heat of the sun, nor

hills to screen it from the winds of the stepjies.

Malta.— It is jjroper to speak hereof a remarkable island which forms a depen-

dency of England, but belongs geographically to Italy, while the lineage and language

of its inhabitants link it to North Africa. Malta, 58 miles south of Sicily and 155

from Africa, consisting of a limestone rock, was, in the Middle Ages, the seat of an

order of monastic knights who warred on the Mussulmans as an act of piety. They
delivered thousands of Christians, they loaded thousands of Mohammedans with

chains ; and these latter, scattered over the island as slaves, gradually strengthened

the Arabic dialect which had been brought in, some centuries before, by conquerors

from North Africa.

The temperature of Malta never sinks to the freezing point. The summers are dry;

in winter the winds are fierce, and very little rain falls. Doubtless, rain was more
abundant and springs more numerous before the woods were cut down; but the island

to-day is nothing more than a rock, divided into ai-id compartments by stone walls.

There are no forests, no rivers, and only a few scant fountains. Soil even is want-

ing; the Maltese creates a few shovelfuls by jiounding up the rock, or he imports

a little from Sicily and plants it with cotton. There are 164,000 inhabitants here, on

95 square miles ; the Maltese emigrate to Egypt, and in still greater numbers to

Tunis and Algeria, chiefly to the j)rovince of Constantine. They are very useful

there, not as peasants, since they settle only in the cities, but as intermediaries

between the French, whose religion they profess, and the natives, whose language

they speak, though with a mixture of Italian.

La Valetta (po]). 60,000), capital of the island, is a formid.able fortress, like all

those from which the English command the sea.

Sardinia.— Sardinia, situated a little farther from Italy than from Africa (the

latter is not 125 miles distant), was called by the ancient Greeks I/i'oidu, because
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of its fancied resemblance to a footprint. But for the narrow Strait of Bonifacio it

would form one and the same land with Corsica. The plains along the sliores of

Sardinia are in places so swampy that the Romans made the island a place of

deportation for their convicts, knowing well that a grave was dug for them there in

advance. The fevers of the coast, especially in the vicinity of Oristano, in the west,

are terribly deadly ; as they prevail in places seemingly protected from the miasmata

of the marshes, some have thought that the lead and copper which abound in the

«land might infect the air with mephitic exhalations.

Roughly sjieaking, Sardinia is a country of mountains; the highest of these sum-

A TUASTEVEIilNA.

mits, Gennargentu, or Punta Florisa (G116 feet), rises under the 40th parallel of

latitude, among granites and schists; while in the north of the island, in the chaotic

peaks of Gallura, the Limbara scarcely surpasses 4260 feet. Tlies3 mountains bear

olive-groves, maquis, and forests which were once more extensive; they are rich

with "inetals, which are very little worked; their waters flow down to pestilential

streams, notably to the Tirso, which is longer than the othei-s. Coast-indentations are

not lacking, but shii)s are rare here, especially Sardinian ships, for this sea-girt land

has never "i)rod need many mariners. The islanders live in cities or f^mall market-

towns, and very few in hamlets or on farms, for the reason that in this Cin-istian
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island, Avhich has l>een often visiled by Mohammedan corsairs (even as late as 1>^15),

the families have groujied tlieniselves about fortresses.

On 931)0 sqnare miles, Sardinia supports 735,500 inhabitants, or 79 to the square

mile, a density only one-fourth that of Sicily. The Sardinians are of Iberian stock,

but mixed with Pliccniciaiis, Carthasiinians, Romans, and exiles from all nations, with

Arabs and Berbers, and, lastly, with Catalans; they .are farther removed than the

other Italian peoples from Celtic, Etru.scan, Latin, and Greek origins; but their dialecf-

is more closely allied than any other to the language of the old rulers of the world-

Some one of the ancient peoj)les who inhabited the island covered it with monu'

ments, called nurhags, which liave been taken for tombs, but which were j)ossibly

dwellings .;
— upwards of three thousand of these arc still to be seen. The Sardinians

are of small stature, like the horses and asses of the islands. It has been said, on this

score, tliat Sardinia can create nothing great.

The Italians.— The Italian Language.— These islands, the peninsula, and the conti-

nental trunk, together constitute " the land of Saturn, the great mother of fruits."

Italy's beauty and wealth consist in the warmtli and mellowness of her soil, the

sunlight, and the copious rains, which sometimes pour 79 inches of water yearly on

the lofty A])ennines, and 118 on certain Alps. But the population is already over-

crowded in many districts, in sjiite of the prodigies effected in certain sections by

irrigation, and notwithstanding the ]iatience of the peasant who elsewhere digs the

pebbly soil and plants the vine and olive-tree in the rocks. From Piedmont, Li-

guria, Lombardy, and Emilia, from Naples, from Sicily, from ail over Italy, the

Italians are emigrating, at the rate of 100,000, 200,000, or 250,000 per year.

This emigration is a fortunate thing for the countries where the Italians settle;

for, whatever may be said of them, they are a laborious, i)ersev('ring, economi-

cal people ; they easily adapt themselves to the manners, the language, and all the

national characteristics of the men among whom they are thrown by choice or by

chance. They emigrate chiefly to France and South America; but they are to be

found everywhere, ])rincipally among their Neo-Latin brothers,— in Algeria and

Tunis, in Egypt, Constantinople, Brazil, Peru, and Mexico, — and also in the United

States and Canada.

At two different periods of its history, this great peo]>le has dictated the course of

the world's affairs: first, under the Romans, who united it against the rest of man-

kind ; and again in the Middle Ages, when it led tlie nations in industries, commerce,

and the arts, and likewise in colonization. The Italian language contributes, also, to

the glory of the Italians; it is sonorous, melodious, flexible, and rich. It probably

has not a great future before it, as Italy lacks important colonies. Italian is split

into numerous dialects : the Piedmontese is a species of Provenjal ; the Milanese,

the Venetian, the Romagnol, the Roman, the Neapolitan, the Sicilian, and the Sar-

dinian differ from one another widely. And it may be added that, in continental

Italy especially, even the most cultivated classes of the pojiulation tenaciously adhere

to the use of their various dialects. The most elegant idiom, the one which has

become tlie organ of national culture, is the Florentine. Italian dialects are spoken

throughout Italy with the exception of certain Al|)ine valleys, where French is the

language of 135,000 inhabitants : these valleys include those extending from Mont

Blanc and from the peaks of the Col of Iseran as far as Cliiitillon, on the Dora

Baltea, and from the snows of Monte Rosa to the frosts of the Gran Paradiso;

those of Bardoneche, Oulx, and Pragelas, which open, at the foot of Mont Cenis,
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on the Dora Ripaira ; aiifl, lastly, those which stretch down toward Pinerolo and

Luserna, from the mountains near Monte Viso. These last furnish a refuge for the

twenty thousand and more Waldenses who liave guarded their Protestant faith and

their liberties in the mountains, notwitlistanding the terrible persecutions to which

they have been subjected at different jieriods. Slovenian is spoken by 37,000

persons in the north-east of the kingdom, on the Austrian frontier, near Udine, in

Friuli. In Naples and Sicily 20,000 have preserved the Hellenic speech of Magna

Gr«cia; 80,000 retain the Albanian brought over by their forefathers when they

escaped from south Albania, after the death of Scanderbeg.

All the Italians are Catholics, with the exception of the 22,000 Waldenses of

Piedmont and the few Albanians in southern Italy who still adhere to the Greek faith.

Cities. — Eleven Italian cities contain more than 100,000 inhabitants.

Rome (300,000), the capital of the kingdom, the residence of the Pope, and the

most renowned city of the world, lies in .an unhealthful region, having a mean temper-

ature of 59.7^ F., 16 miles from the Mediterranean, on the sandy banks of the tawny

Tiber. There is little life now in Rome except on great festival days. The history of

a city which established a single people in the place of a hundred nations still lives

here in the remains of the most solid architecture that ever existed, if we except that

of the Egyptians. The Coliseum is a marvellously well preserved amphitheatre,

which was cap.able of .accommodating 107,000 spectators. It beheld for centuries

gladiators. Christians, ca])tives, and criminals struggling with lions and tigers; it

beheld the light-haired m.an, the dark-haired, the black man, huge animals, su)iple

felines, creeping creatures, mailed lizards,— every living thing,— either roused

against an enemy or hurled on a victim. Ruins, and gardens dark with cypresses

and umbrella pines, surround the Eternal City ; the old walls, aqueducts, and trees

extend out into the wastes of the Agro Romano. The Agro Romano is the Cam-

pagna of Rome,— a hot, moory, miasmatic tract, of something over 770 square miles;

but the grainiest memories of the world haunt this fever-stricken pl.ain. The Cam-

pagna stretches eastward as far as the Sabine limestones, and southw.ard to the moun-

tains of the Volscians and the craters of Albano; countless ruins dot its surf.ace.

Everywhere rise witnesses of the past,— walls, villas, temples, avenues of tombs,

paved ways, and the arches of those aqueducts through which poured rivers of water

to quench the thirst of the Roman citizen.

Naples (494,000) is the most beautiful of all the Italian cities. Its beauty does

not consist, like that of Rome, in the grandeur of its ]iast, in the magnificence or

antiquity of its monuments, but in the tr.anquillity and brilliancy of the atni()s|ihere,

the mildness of its climate (with a mean of 62° F.), in its luminous se.a, and in the

harmonious outlines of its bay, out of which rise the rocky islands of Procidn, Capri,

Nisita, .and Ischi.a. In the vicinity of the city are a score of old craters, either dry

or filled with lakes; one of these lakes, Avernus, of sinister n.ame, is 394 feet deep.

Mount Vesuvius, which is much higher than any of the other volcanic eminences

about Naples, has an altitude of 4100 feet. Eighteen hundred years ago it ejected

from its crater the flood of lava and clouds of ashes which buried Hercul.aneum, Stabia;,

and Pompeii ; in a few hours these three cities passed from the brilliant glow of the

Neapolitan sky to the r.ayless obscurity of the womb of the earth. Pompeii has

been gradually excavated, and has come back to the day. It snffei-ed no corru]ition

by death. Such as it descended into the shades, such it returns to the light, after

eighteen hundred years of burial, with none of the mould of the tomb upon it,— its
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narrow streets, bordered by low liouses, its cross-ways and courts, its gardens, its

statues, its jiaintiiigs, are all intact.

Milan (322,000), between tlie Alps and the Po, in a plain abundantly watered by
great canals, is the largest city of Lonibardy.

Turin (253,000), in Italian Turino, a rigidly regular town, lies on tlie Po, in the
plain, in sight of tiie Alps. It is the cajjital of Piedmont ; it was for a few years the
metroi)olis of Italy, outranking both Florence and Rome.

Palermo (245,000), capital of Sicily, is situated on the sea-shore, in the fruitful
basin of La Conca d'Oro, at the foot of Monte Pellegrino, a natural fortress.

Genoa (180,000), in Italian Genom, is built in the form of an anipliitheatre. Its
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marble palaces were the dwellings of a proud aristocracy in the glorious days when
this city ruled the sea and commanded the Grecian Islands, the Crimea, and the

shores of the Orient. A Genoese,— at least, he is said to have been a Genoese,

—

Christo])her Columbus, discovered America; and it is from Genova la Stiperba that

the multitude of Italians (chiefly from Liguria) set out to-day for the New World.

It is a beautiful land that they abandon when they embark for America, intoxicated

with dreams of gold. The Ligurian coast, south-west of Genoa, is a winter-resort for

Europeans, a retreat for convalescents and for the aged and deci'epit. The Riviera,

from Genoa to Xicc— Albenga, San Remo, Bordighera, Meuton, 3Ionaco— seems

made to inspire the dying with the will to live.
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P'lorcnce (169,000), in Italian Firenze, was once the capital of Italy. This city of

inijiosing old ])alaccs, tli(! mother of great men, the "Italian Athens," extends along

botli banks of the Arno; we visit it lovingly and reverently, because of its superb

monuments and art-treasures, its historic memories, and its great natural beauty.

Venice (133,000), Yenczia la Hello, iormerW ruled the Mediterranean shores,

—

Istria, Dalmatia, the Sej)tinsular Kepublic (the Ionian Islands), Morea, the Archi-

pelago, Candia, and Cyjarns; one hundred forty palaces recall the days when the city

was in the power of a formidable aristocr.aey. Venice is joined to the continent by a

bridge of 2'2'2 arches ; it rises on old dunes of the Adriatic ; the alluvia of the streams

would have long since filled uj) the shallow and turbid canals if these <leposits liad

not been diverted in another direction. Venice is built on a multitude of sandy

islets; the narrow canals, shaded by the lofty ])alaces, reflect in their waters 450

bridges, eleg.'uit dwellings, majestic monuments, and famed stones; and, whatever

route the gondola takes, it moves ever amid reminders of a mighty past.

Messina (1'2G,000), an enchanting city, on one of the finest sites in the world, has

given its name to the strait which separates Italy from Sicily. It is the second city of

the triangular island.

Learned Bologna (123,000), a university city, lies in lowlands, between the Apen-

nines, the lower Po, and the marshy plain of Ravenna, near the fantastic torrents of

Keno.

Catania (100,000), in Sicily, on the sea-shore, at the foot of Etna, has reason to

fear this volcano, for it has more than once ejected its lavas on the city.

Then follow : Leghorn (98,000), or Livoriio, a commercial city, the port of

Florence, on the Mediterranean;— Ferrara (76,000), not far from the Po, and once

on its banks;— Padua (7'2,000), in Italian Padova, in the ])lain, west of Venice; —
Verona (09,000), on the Adige ;—Lucca (08,000), on the Serchio, in a charming region;

— Alexandria (62,000), a fortified town on the Tanaro in the Piedmontese plain ;
—

Brescia (61,000), at the foot of the Alps, on the margin of the Lombard jilaui ;
—

Bari (61,000), in La Puglia, on the Adriatic ;— Ravenna (61,000), which was the

chief ])ort of the empire under the ancient Romans : it lies in a marshy j)lain, 7 miles

from the Adriatic ;
— Modena (58,000), at the base of the Apennines, on an affluent of

the Po; — Pisa (54,000), on the Arno: before the stream obstructed its harbor, this

university city struggled with Genoa for the supremacy in the western Mediterranean.

THE SLAVO-GREEK PENINSULA.

The Balkans. — The Danube. — This peninsula, known until recently under the

name of Turkey in Euro])e, is, like Austria, filled with hostile ])eoples. One of these

peoples, and not the least important, the Roumanians, lives largely outside of the

j)eninsula, beyond the Danube; but since it has for a long time shared the fate of

its penmsular neighbors, since it has for centuries worn the Turkish yoke with them,

we continiie to connect it with the trans-Dan ubian States. The Chersoncsus, properly

so called,— for this Greek term can be ap])lied to a region where Greek once reigned,

and from which it has not disa])peared,— comi)rises Slavs, Hellenes, AUjanians, and

Turks; these last are gradually disappearing ; they formerly ruled the country, but
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were not deoj)ly rooted there, and the loss of their supremacy will result in the loss of

nationality, wlietlier they emigrate or blend with the other inhabitants. As for the
Albanians, who jierhaps had the same ancestors as the Hellenes, and over whom ITcI-

lenism is gaining, it is possible to consider them as destined to become Greeks. Tiie

term Slavo-Greek Peninsula is, then, not a misnomer; tlie name Peninsula of the
Balkans is derived from the longest chain of mountains on its territory ; the appella-

tion Illyrian Peninsula, or Illyria, recalls the fact that the Romans thus designated
the wild lands facing Italy from the other side of the Adriatic. Whatever name is

Am Iman.

applied to it, this eastern peninsula of Ein-o]ie nearly touches Asia, o]iposite Africa,

and embraces, including Greece and llouinania, 226,400 square miles, with 19,000,000

inhabitants.

It bears no sublime mountains forever capped with snow, and its loftiest peak, the

Ljubotin, in the Skhar Dagh, between Uskub and Prisrend, is only 10,007 feet high.

However, F^urope has no ruggeder land ; the mean altitude of the peninsula (not

including Roumania) approaches 1900 feet. The chains cross each other in all

directions, giving place for nothing more than lake basins, narrow valleys, and torrent

gorges ; forests undulate here, but they are rapidly diminishing. Pindus, Olympus.
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Rlio(lo|)e, Scardus, Acroceraunian peaks, irjBinus, and beyond Ejiirus, among the

Illvrians, a tangle of mountains, which tlie Greeks themselves scarcely knew,

—

these masses of the peninsula to-day bear Turkish, Slavic, or Albanian names.

The chief, though not the highest, of all these excrescences is the ancient Hcemus,

the modern Balkan range, the bulwark of Constantinople against her northern ene-

mies, and the ram])art of old Thrace against the northern winds. Tliis chain,

which the Bulgarians love to call the Old Mountain, reaches a height of only 7795

feet in its proudest peak, Jurumtchal. It is composed chiefly of chalk, but con-

tains also limestone and schist ; its southern fountains flow to the left affluents

of the Maritza ; the northern go to swell the waters of delightful torrents

:

delightful in the mountains, but hardly have they ceased to grumble between

crags or chatter over stones, when they enter a flat region which \va.s formerly

a sea, with the Cari)athians on the north and the Balkans on the south ; in

this treeless plain of loose soil they blacken the transparent floods which they have

received from the cool caverns of Hieraus. Numerous cols, for the most part diffi-

cult, cross the Balkans ; one river, the Isker, pierces them ; it rises in the Rhodope

Mountains, among the firs, oaks, and beeches of the Rilo Dagli (9019 feet),— the

thii-d peak in Turkey, the first being Ljubotin, and the second Olympus (9754 feet),

overlooking the Gulf of Salonica ; the fourth is the double-headed Kora (7996 feet),

in Montenegro, near the Adriatic; and the fifth, not far away, is the Dormitor,

whose highest crest the foot of man has never trod. It is a gloomy defile that guides

this Isker from the ancient lake which has become the plain of Sofia, to the ancient

sea which has become the Bulgarian and Wallachian plain.

The Danube, which runs parallel to the Balkans, absorbs the great rivers of the

country,— the Save, the Serbian Morava, the Olt, the Sereth, and the Pruth,— and,

reaching the Black Sea with the tribute of 315,500 square miles, it ]>ours into it more

than 70,000 cubic feet per second in the lowest waters, 988,700 in the greatest floods,

and an annual mean of 324,150. In olden times it emptied its waters by six branches

(to-day by three) into the tempestuous and perfidious lake which the ancients ironically

named the Euxine Sea, that is to say, the Hosi)itable Sea. The northern arm, the Rus-

sian Kilia, carries about 204,800 out of the 324,150 cubic feet of the stream ; the Rou-

manian Sulina has a much smaller flow (28,250 cu. ft.) than either of the other

branches, but nature and art have made it the only navigable arm of the river, and it

now has more than 16 feet of water over its bar; the Saint George's (91,800 cu. ft.) is

also Roumanian. The Danubian delta, embracing 1042 square miles, is incessantly in-

creasing by the deposits of the principal stream, which is capable of adding yearly

1480 acres to the land in 33 feet of water.

By the side of this chief of European currents the other rivers of the peninsula

scf.rcely deserve mention. The Maritza, the ancient Ifehrus, where the limbs of

Orpheus floated, bathes Adrianople and empties into the Archipelago at Enos, oppo-

site Samothraki ; the Kara Su terminates opposite the island of Thasos ; the

Struma, which the Greeks called Strymon, drinks the superb s)irings of the basin of

Drama
i
the fiery Vardar has, like the Danube, its "Iron Gate," and it is slowly filling

n]> the Gulf of Salonica; this ancient ^-lajtM* was, says Homer, "the first torrent in the

world "
; the Indje Kara Su, formerly Ilaliacmon, carries brackish waters into this

same gulf ; the Salamvria was the Peneus sung by the poets : it also flows into the

little Salonican sea; the Drin is the grand and picturesque torrent of Albania: it

faces another horizon, and descends to the Adriatic.
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Different Races.— Positive Nations, Negative Nations.— Out of the 19 million in-

habilant.s of wiiat was formerly 'i'lirkuy i?i Kuiopc, about 8 mlllious are Slavs, i) mill-

ion lloumanians, 2^ million Greek.s, lA niillion Albanians, less than a million Turks;

besides Circassians, Bohemians, Armenians, Jews, etc.

Turks, or Osmanlis. — The Turks, or Osmanlis, ruled for centuries, and until recent

yeai-s, over the Slavo-Greek peninsula. It is scarcely two hundred years since this

very brave, very jiatient, and very proud jieople, already master of Budapest, be-

sieged Vienna, queen of the D.mube. Euro])e trembled then in every limb when
this nation deployed the invincible army of the Janissaries. To-day the Turk expi-

ates, by insults and wrongs, the terror which ho once inspired in the Eu!-oj)eans; he

no longer menaces Europe, where he controlled the Danube, nor Asia, where the

Euphrates was his, nor Africa, where his horses quenched their thirst in the Nile and
the Shellif; even in his own peninsula in Europe, he hardly retains the shadow of

supremacy. The Osmanlis are not a race, for the blood of the steppe, the Turkish
and Tatar blood, mingled with Finnic and Mongolian, has long been diluted by num-
berless alliances with Circassian women, with Greek or Slavic Christians, with slaves

and negresses ; but the language which they brought from Asia into Europe has been
preserved. They chiefly inhabit Constantinojile aiul the surrounding country', some of

the great cities of the emi>ire, and, in a compact body, eastern Bulgaria, around
Shumla, from the Balkans to the Danube and the Black Sea.

It is not known how many they nmnber, for there is no genuine census, and the

names Mussulman and Turk are often emjjloyed indiscriminately in this Orient,

where religion takes jjrecedence over nationality. They had already greatly dimin-

ished, in spite of the immigration of Turks from Asia Minor, which was the centre of

their power and the nursery of their army, when, after their final defeats, the Osmanlis

of Asia ceased to flow into Europe, and the Osmanlis of Europe began to flow back
into Asia. Though not prolific, they bore alone up to that day the weight of the con-

scription, from which the rdias, or " cattle," that is, the Christians, were exempted, as

unworthy of serving under the banner of the Pi-ojihet. This people, indolent in mind
and body, but honest, simple, and straightforward (the ruling classes excepted), this

old camp always ready for war, although war betray it, speaks a language which is

used in different dialects over immense tracts in central and northern Asia, and even

m Russia itself. Turkish has some ties of kinship with Hungarian, Finnish, and other

so-called agglutinative idioms. Its vocabulary is extraordinarily rich, for it has been

enlarged by thousands of Arabic and Persian words ; when the savage horde of Os-

manlis became a powerful people battling against civilized nations, they were obliged

to borrow from Arabic, the religious tongue, and from Persian, the literary tongue of

the Orient, all the terms of a new and vast hoi'izon of ideas, but the grammar was
unchanged, and the Turkish language remained Turkish.

Non-Turkish Peoples: Slavs, Roumanians, Albanians, and Greeks.— The Slavs,

divided into Bulgarians and Serbs, live south of the Danube and the Save, from the

Adriatic to the Black Sea.

The Roumanians dwell along the left bank of the Danube, in a few districts on the

riglit bank, and in floating, disjointed gi-oups in the interior of the peninsula, chiefly

around the Pindus Mountains. The Alb.anians occupy the mountains overlooking

the Adriatic, between the Slavs on the north and the Greeks on the south. Lastly,

the Greeks possess Greece, the south of Epirus, a few sections of Macedonia, the Salo-

nican peninsula, a portion of the coast of the -lEgean Sea, and they are very numer-
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oiis in Constantiiioi)le. We call tlie Greeks, Albanians, Roumanians, Slavs, and even

the Osraanlis, who are partially fixed on the soil, positive nations. The Turk was

once supreme in the peninsula; his ruin dates from yesterday, and he yet rules in

the capital, lie tills the land at the foot of the Balkans. The rugged Albanians,

until recent years, aided the Osmanlis in keeping the other nations under tlie yoke,

not only in European Turkey, but also in transmarine dependencies of the Grand
Seignior. The Greeks were settlers along the coast at least two thousand years

before any one knew the name of Turk. The Slavs, who were the latest comers, are

the mo.st numerous. Lastly, the Koum.anians, a jieojile belonging from time imme-

morial to the ])Iains of the Danube and the Carjiathian masses, through its original

element, the Dacians (?), are the true sons of the soil, although they are classed

exclusively as Latins, on account of their language, and though greater importance is

thus given to the Latin graft than to the sap of the primitive trunk.

By the side of these ]iositive nations, there is a remnant of the Circassians, wliom

the Turks scattered through the country in order to break up the Slavic vnity ; and

there are tlie nations which we call negative (notwithstanding the influence 'xerted by

two of them), because they are not fixed to the soil, or at least very lightly so. One
of tlie three, the Bohemian peo23le, is jirincijially made up of vagabonds; the other

two, Armenians and Jews, are composed of cosmopolitan merchants and shop-keepers

(never field-laborers), of financiers, brokers, agents, usurers, and expropriators, whom
one is tempted to rank in the category of the dangerous classes. These three nations

are estimated at several hundred thousand men each.

At ]iresent ex-Tui'key in Euro]ie cortiprises the countries subject to the Sultan of

Constantinoj)lc, who is the chief of all the Mussulmans of the cm])ire, .and considered

by tlie Mohammedans of liis rite as the supremo religious authority; E.astern \\o\\-

melia (see the note on page 216); Bulgaria, a tributary land ; Bosnia-IIerzegovina,

still regarded as under Turkish allegiance, but in reality occupied and possessed by

Austria; Servia, ]\IontoHegro, Kouniania, and Greece, all independent countries.

Subject lands : Roumelia.— The Bosphorus and the Dardanelles.— Constantinople.—
Roumelia, formerly Thrace, extends from the Sea of jNIarmora and the ^Egean Sea to

the Balkans, and from the Black Sea to the old Khodoiie Mountains, to-day called the

Despoto Dagh, or Mountains of the Priests, because there are so many monasteries in

their wooded ravines. But since recent territorial settlements the Turks do not rule

here directly, or rather they are not considered as ruling at all except in the south of

the country; the north lias been constituted an autonomous jirovince, known as

Eastern Kounielia ; Turkish Roumelia now conifirises only the lower basin of the

Maritza, together with two stri)is of coast hand, one on the Black Sea, the other on

the ^Egean and along the stream which separates Eurojie from Asia, and which is

com]iosed of three parts, n.amely, the B()S])horus, the Sea of Marmora (the ancient

Propontis), and tlie Daidanelles, or Hellespont.

The Bosphorus is a swift, blue current which transmits to the Sea of Mar-

mora the waters whicli the Black Sea has received from the Don, the Dnieper, the

Dniester, the Danube, and the coast streams from the Caucasus and Asia Minor. In

its course of 19 miles, its mean breadth is 52.")0 feet, its greatest widtli is 14,760, and

its least, between the Fort of Europe and the Fort of Asia, scarcely 1800. It has a

maximum depth of 171 feet, and a mean of 89, with a velocity of 2, 3, or even 5 miles

jicr hour ; it must carry fully 1,060,000 cubic feet of water ]>er second ; now the tribu-

taries of the Black Sea bring to it only about 530,000. Hidden counter-currents from
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the Meiliterranean re-establish tlie equilibrimn. As the Bosi)lionis is the outlet of a

sea, it is unnecessary to say that its waters are spotless. It is shaded by turpentine-

trees, i)lane-trees, and cyi)resses clustered in groves, or in great cemeteries which are

as gay as smiling gardens
;
palaces rise along its shores, it is maguificent, and ends

magnificently at Constantinople. ^

Its floods are poured into the Sea of Marmora, a beautiful basin a little over loO

miles long by 50 broad; the modern name of this sea is derived from the marble

island near its western extremity, called Marmora. At the outlet of 3Iarmora, the

tranquil waters, which had been converted from a stream into a lake, become once

more a stream as soon as they enter tiio Dardanelles
; here, however, the current is

less rapid than in the Bosphorus : three miles and a quarter, at tiie most, jjcr hour, in

a channel from 130 to .318 feet dee]>, whose mean width is 13,100 feet; the narrowest

portion (6398 feet) is between Abydos and Sestos, to-day Nagara and Ma'ito. It was

from Abydos to Sestos that Hero's lover, Leander, swam through the turbulent water';

it was near Gallipoli, the jirincipal town on the strait, that forty Ottomans landed in

1356, mounted on tree-trunks which were bound together as a raft by strips of

leather; these warriors were the advance guard of the triumphal march which

brought the Turks to the walls of Vienna. The Dardanelles arc 42 miles long.

Abydos, Sestos, the proud Olympus of Brusa, which overlooks the Sea of Marmora,

the Granicus, which witnessed the victory of Alexander, the Xanthus, the Scamander,

and the Simois, which beheld the flames of Troy, the rivers of this coast, the moun-

tains of this horizon, and the cities of this seaboard have .all exchanged their glorious

Greek names for obscure Turkish titles. The Hellenes no longer reign here. Koumelia

is doubtless called by a term which signifies the "land of the Romans," that is to say,

of the Greeks,— for, to the barbarians who so long besieged the Oriental empire, the

majesty of Rome survived in Byzantium, and the Byzantines inherited the great

name of the Romans ; — but this province no longer deserves its title ; it is fully

as much Turkish and Bidgarian as Greek, to say nothing of the Jews, Armenians,

and " Franks," — peo))les of every tongue and every liiieage, who have stranded

at Constantinople. The Bulgarians live here princi]ially as good peasants; the Turks

and Greeks are very numerous at Constantinojile ; the latter are .also found in great

numbers along the coasts and on the islands.

Constantinople, formerly Byzantium, the Stamboid or Istamboul of the Turks, is

tlie capital of the empire, and perhaps the most favorably located of cities, but the

climate is rough and harsh ; the temperature sometimes sinks to— 4° F., although the

latitude is that of Xajdes, Barcelona, and Oporto. As soon as tlie north-east wind

blows from the Steppe, Constantinople is transformed from a southern to a northern

city, and the Bosphorus has even been known to freeze. This imperial city, " the

mother of the world," as it is called by the Osmanlis, lies at the very extremity of

Euroj)e, opposite Asia, on the beautiful bay of the Golden Horn, one of the largest and

best sheltered of harbors, at the s])ot where the Bosphorus enters the Sea of Marmora.

The superb city gazes on its huge, brackish stream, on the Asiatic coast, ami, far

away against the sky, on the Olympus of Brusa, glistening with snow in winter; it

looks out on clear waves, sails and skiffs, villas, palaces, kiosks, cypresses, and ceme-

teries resembling parks; but, as for itself, it is unsightly. The town contains, it is

said, 80,000 wooden houses, a single story high, with tiled roofs, and possessing no

external beauty ; and these houses are ranged in disorderly, tangled grou]>s along

narrow, tortuous, badly paved or.unpaved streets, where prowl thousands of ill favored
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dogs. Out of the streets, the lanes, and blind alleys, often devoured by fire, and
where the tilth breeds ejiideniics, spring domes, baths, caravansaries, and the minarets
of 5400 mosques, few of which are beautiful. The term Fanar, or Phanarion,
is applied to a large quarter, peopled by Greeks, who, from early times, imder the

A Turkish Barber.

name of Phanaricts, plundered the Ottoman empire much more than did the

Turks themselves. They did not sj)ill blood in torrents, like the Osmanlis or

the Albanians, but, in the numerous offices which they held under the Mag-
nificent Sultan, they never failed to deceive, to extort, and to corrupt. Among the
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suburbs which are better built, more airy, more luxurious, more " European," than

Constantinojile itself, we remark especially Galata, Toi)liane, and Pera. As for Scu-

tari, the famous city of beautiful cemeteries, whicli, from a distance, looks as though

built in a cyi)ress forest, it is, in reality, a suburb of Constantinojjle, but a suburb on

the left bank of the Bosphorus, and this left bank is Asiatic.

Does Constantinople contain 1,200,000 souls, 1,000,000, or 900,000, or only

800,000 to 850,000 ? If we adopt this last number, we may say that the " mother of

the world " possesses 385,000 Turks or other Mussulmans, 153,000 Greeks, and as

many Armenians, 60,000 Europeans, mostly Italians and French, and 45,000 Jews,

more or less. An enumeration made in 1885 returned a total of 873,565.

Adrianople, the Edreneh of the Turks, has about 100,000 inhabitants, ia part

Greeks. It enjoys the rare favor of being situated at the junction of throe great

rivers, namely, the Maritza, the Arda, and the Tunja.

Macedonia. — Macedonia, borders the Archipelago, from the foot of the Rhodope

Mount.ains to the foot of granitic Olympus. About fifteen mountains were called by

this name Olympus, among the Hellenes of Asia, Europe, and the islands ; but none

was more worthy than this to bear the court of the Immortals. This Pantlieon of

the old Greeks, still black with forests, rears to the height of 0754 feet the loftiest

of its forty-two summits, just under the 40th parallel of latitude, above the Gulf

of Salonica, at the mouth of the Peneus. The brilliant home of the Greek gods

marks nearly the northern limit of the Greek language, for Macedonia belongs almost

exclusively to the Bulgarians and Albanians; it contains only scattered families of

Greeks, except in Chalcidice, or the Salonican peninsula, which is wholly Greek.

Chaleidico, this little world apixrt, sinks on the north to a lacustral lowland where

a navi"-able canal could be easily constructed, from Salonica to Stavros ; on the south

it terminates in three prongs : the western prong, Kassandra, faces Olynijuis, across

the Salonican gulf; the middle one is called Longos; the eastern, Hagion Oros, or

Holy Mount, terminates in the limestones of majestic Athos (6349 feet), which, at the

setting of the sun, casts the shadow of Europe on Asia, beyond the " vinous " floods

of Lemnos. To the people of the Greek f.aith, Athos is a kind of Rome or Mecca ; it

lias 935 churches and chapels, besides monasteries, and skytes, or villages of hermits

;

on its bold promontories, in its delightful ravines, in caverns bored in the rock at

giddy heights, live 6U00 unthinking, ignorant Greek monks.

Macedonia is inhabited by Bulgarians on the Kara Su of the east, on the Struma,

and on the Vardar ; by Albanians and also Servians in the direction of Albania ; by

Greeks in Chalcidice, on the Ilaliacmon, and along the coast ; and by a very few Turks.

The chief city is Salonica (pop. 60,000), a port of the future, at the head of the

gulf of its own name, near the Tiiouths of the Yardar.

Albania: Shkipatars or Skipatars. — Albania, formerly Illyria and Epirvs,

stretches from the limestone Pindus to tlie Ionian Sea, from the Skhar Dagh to the

Adriatic. The surface is all disposed in mountains, which arc mostly of chalk and

limestone, in canons and winding gorges; the country merits a hundred times its two

national titles Shkiperi and Malliesi, both signifying mountain, unless, however, the

first is the word Shiperi, or land of the eagle.» Some hold that the name Skipatars

conies from a root signifying to understand,— a root imported in .ancient times by the

conquering Latins, and closely related to accijno;— the Skipatars, then, would be the

men who undei-stand or, rather, who comprehend each other by means of a common

language.
1 From skipi, eagle.
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The principal cities, wliicli arc quite smal], however, Scodra, or Scutari, and Jannina,
are botli on the shore of a lake. The Lake of Scodra (144 sq. m.) emi)ties into the
eea through the IJovanna

; tlie srrcat river of Albania, the Drin, ])as,ses near by. This

ALBASIAN 'fYl-ES.

latter stream formerly flowed directly to the Adriatic, but it now empties more than

half of its floods into the Blato.* It flows between precipitous rocks, which towiT to

a height of 3300 feet ; its source is in a beautiful basin. Lake Okhrida, which, with its

1 This is another name for the Lake of Scodra, and is simply the Slavic word blalu, signifying lake.
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k'ngth of 17 miles, its cireunifcrcMicc of G2, its avouof 104 S(iuiire miles, its blue waves,

and its unrivalled transparcney, ranks among tlio finest lakes of Turkey. Oklirida, on

its right bank, was the capital of Bulgaria when the Bulgarians jpossessed the land of

the eagle, lender the name of Blaek Drin the stream runs north from Lake Oklirida,

skirting the Skhar Dagh {Scurdua) ; then, joining the White Drin, it Hows across

Albania.

The Lake of Jannina, a lagoon of no considerable depth, receives copious foun-

tains from the rock; the two basins which form it, the Lake of Jannina and the

"mud lagoon," united by a sluggish, rush-encumbered stream, discharge underground

currents, called voinikova; and these currents carry its waters far away to mag-

nificent springs, which are connected with two coastal rivers, namely, the Mavro

Potamos and the Arta. In the mountains near Jannina, if not at Jannina itself, are

a few clumps of oaks which come from the prophetic trees of Dodona, the most

ancient oracle of Greece, the spot around which lived the Graikoi, whose name the

Romans, little by little, bestowed upon the Avhole Hellenic nation. The European

powers have recently decided not to unite to the Greek kingdom this city and these

Suliot mountains, where so many heroes, both men and women, have died for

Greek independence. In the main, the Greek element, more or less mixed with

Albanians and Kutzo-Wallachians, predominates in the southern valleys of "black

Epirus," the most bai-ren portion of the Skipatar land. In the rest of the country

the inhabitants are, almost to a man, Albanians ; and not all the Albanians live in

Albania.

The origin of the Albanians is unknown; by some they are made to descend

(incorrectly it would seem) from a tribe which came from the Caucasus in the last

days of the Roman Emjiire; according to others (and this is the prevailing opinion),

they are connected with the Pelasgians, an agricultural people who trod the soil of

the Greek jieninsula before the Greeks themselves. These Pelasgians, who were

doubtless ancestors of the Hellenes as well as of several of the autochthonous nations

of Italy, have left monuments of a rough grandeur and of a solidity which defies

the ages. The Pelasgic tribes retreated before the Hellenes and disajipeared from

Hellas, from Morea, and finally from all Italy ; their language, which is thought

to have had a closer relationship with Celtic than with the Greek, may have served

as a basis for the Latin (?); they survived, perhaps, nowhere except in what is to-day

Albania. About the middle of the fifteenth century, the Turks confiscated this region,

at the termination of desolating wars, in which Scanderbeg, the great national hero,

distinguished himself.

It is estimated that there are perhaps two million Albanians in all the Turkish

domains of Europe, Asia, and Africa, including those who are henceforth lost

to their peo])le and their language, namely, the families which are becoming

Italianized among the Italians, or Ilellenized among the Greeks, as well as those

in the Arnaut keuV scattered here and there over the Sultan's domains The

mass of the nation in Alb.ania and western Macedonia foims a block of about

IJ million persons.

This million and a half Skipatars speak one of the rudest of languages; it is

continually gaining now villages on the fluctuating frontier which sei)arates it from

the. idioms of the Southern Slavs. The selfish, domineering, arrogant Albanian

learns neither Servian nor Bulgarian, but the flexible and polyglot Slav of the south

' These are Turkish words, signifying Albanian villages.
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learns Albanian. On the other hand, in the south, the Skii)atar dialect is falling back

before tiie advance of Greek ; but is it not honor and good fortune to pass from a

barbaric speech to the tongue of Homer?
The Albanians are a half-savage people, terrible in combat, restless, riotous, and

born for the trade of condottieri. As they belong to j^hars, or clans, that are jealous

of each other, and to hostile religions, Turkey even levied on the country for soldiers

to combat national independence there; within, Albania has long been rent by her

own hands, though she is much less divided now than formerly ; without, she has

furnished for centuries the mercenaries who were once the strong pillar of the

imperial edifice.

The Skombia, a small river, divides the Skip.atars into two sections : on the north

there are 600,000 to 700,000 Ghegides, on the south 800,000 or more Toskides. The
difference between the dialects of these two Albanias (one of which corresponds very

nearly to Illyria, tlie other to Epirus) is as great as that between French and Spanish.

The Ghegides and the Toskides hate each other cordially, and there is no more love

between the Mohammedans and Christians (the latter of whom are a little more

numerous than the former), nor between the Catholics and Greeks; south of the

Skombia the Greek religion prevails, and on the north the Catholic.

To these "subject" lands may be added the islands of Hellenic speech: Crete,

the largest and finest of these, is in the Mediterranean proper ; four others, Thasos,

Samotliraki, Imbros, and Lemnos, lie in the Archipelago, or ^gean Sea.

Crete.—-There are only three islands in the Mediterranean larger than Crete,

namely: Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica. Crete embraces an area of 3216 square miles.

Within easy reach of Asia, Europe, and Africa, it was one of the old lands of Greek

refinement. It was called the Crete of a hundred cities : and it is needless to say

that these cities were enemies ; for, as is well known, the Hellenic world was

rent by intestine dissensions. The names of its republics, the mightiest of which

were Gortyna, Cnossus, and Cydonia, the names of its mountains and its groves

appear in almost every line of the ancient Greek poetry.

Crete (called by the Turks Candia) is covered with mountains which are much
lower than the Etna of Sicily, much loftier than the peaks of Sai-dinia, and of atwut

the same height as those of Corsica. Psiloriti (8038 feet), rising near the centre of

the island, no longer abandons to the wind those forests, nor to the zephyrs those

groves, which adorned it when it was called Ida, dear to Venus. There now remain

in Crete, in the place of the stately forests of ancient times, only ragged thickets, and

here and there wooded ravines, with umbrella ))ines, cypresses, carob-trees, oaks, and,

in the west, chestnut-trees; in the plain and on the hill-slopes, which produce a

sparkling wine, the olive-tree furnishes no protection fro?n tlie fiery darts of the sun.

The Lasethe Mountains, in the eastern part of the island, reach an elevation of

7054 feet. In the west rise the Leuca Ori, or White Mountains, so called, not from

their eternal snows, .although they have an altitude of 8101 feet, but, perhaps, from
their limestone, which glows white in the sunlight. These White Mountains, or

As])ra Vouna, are named also the Sfakiot Mountains; they owe this title to their

hardy inhabitants, the Sfakiots, who boast of being pure-blooded sons of the Hellenes.

Whether they have been mixed or not with the Slavs, the Byzantines, and the

Arabs, who ruled in the island in the ninth and tenth centuries, or with the Venetians,

the Turks, and the Albanians who aided the Osmanlis in their work of enslavement

or death, these heirs of the old Cretans have a hundred times reddened with
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Moliainiiieilan Wood tlie streams which leap in cataracts over the rocks ami the

springs wliich gusli iiji in tlie shade of tlie chestnut-trees. Wiiile tlie jieo])le of the

lowlands have ai)Ostatized, they have remained Christians; and their language, ])er-

fumed by the ages, resembles the old Doric tongue, which was the most energetic and

the most rugged of the Greek dialects. All the other Cretans sj>eak Greek, even the

Mussulmans, with the exception of the inhabitants of a few Arnaut keiCi.

The number of inhabitants is given as 294,000, 88,000 of whom profess Islamism.

These Mussulmans are seldom found outside of the towns or far from the coast ; and

the Christians constitute the rural population. Much mixed (except the Sfakiots),

long crushed under the yoke, and often decimated by wars for independence, all of

which have been unsuccessful up to the present time, they are not sufficiently numer-

ous, nor, perhaps, sufliciently energetic, to restore to their country its girdle of ele-

gant cities. The capital of Crete, Canea (pop. 12,000), once Cijdonia, faces the Leuca

Ori on the northern seaboard, which is dotted with excellent harbors.

Small Islands : Thasos, Samothraki, Imbros, Lemnos. — Thasos (jiop. 10,000), an

island of 74 square miles, rises to an elevation of 3300 feet in its Mount Saint P^lias,

whose name, common on Greek soil, is a Christian corruption of the pagan name of

the sun, Helios. Unlike the greater part of the rocks in the yEgean Sea, Thasos,

where the rainfall is copious, is shaded by woods; these are chiefly of pines. Its

Hellenic inhabitants speak a Greek which is somewhat sullied by Turkish.

Sterile Samothraki, facing the embouchure of the Maritza, in sight of Mount
Athos, has scarcely the population of a hamlet; hardly 200 Greeks are grouped here

on 66 square miles, around a Saint Elias, 5243 feet in altitude, composed of trachyte,

and dra]ied with oaks.

Imbros, which is much lower, since its Saint Elias reaches an elevation of only

1952 feet, rises from the waves near the opening of the Dardanelles into the ^Egean

Sea. About 10,000 Hellenes people its 85 square miles.

Lemnos, or Stalimni, equally distant from Mount Athos in Europe and the

shores of Troy in Asia, flamed in the time of the Greeks. They made its now extinct

furnaces the forge of Vulcan, their fire-god and the artificer of heaven ; none of these

volcanoes now has any importance, and Skopia, or Belvedere, is only 1410 feet high.

Lemnos embraces an area of 170 square miles, with 25,000 inhabitants, nearly all

Greeks, who are gaining on the Turkish element. There is very little if any shade in

the island ; but fountains are abundant, and the soil is rich.

These four islands were flourishing lands during the jialmy days of the Hellenes,

when Thasos, for exami)le, contained 100,000 souls. They were covered then with

brilliant cities, from which sprang poets, artists, and unfortunately, also, rhetoricians

;

tJiey are now inhabited l)y merchants, fishermen, and seamen. In all four, the capital

is a little town named Kastro (fortress).

All these "subject" lands comprise together something over 67,000 square miles,

with 4,R00,000 inhabitants, or about 70 persons to the square mile.

Eastern Roumelia.— Eastern Roumelia, or the Autonomic -Province, depends offi-

cially upon the Sultan of Constantinople, who names its governor (residing at Philip-

popolis); but, in reality, it enjoys an almost complete independence. Eastern

Roumelia openly aspires to a union with Bulgaria,' whose language she speaks, and

' This union hns already been accomplislied. Tlie revolution of Pliilippopolis, which occurred in

SeptemV>cr, l.S8,"i, resulted in Bulffaria's declaring Eastern Roumelia an integral part of I'nited Bulgaria.

This accession of strength excited the fears of Servia, and she shortly afterward invaded Bulgaria, but
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to whom slie hopes to bring as a dowry the provinces of Eoumelia proper and
JIacedonia, which are also more or less Bulgarian in speech. If this could be accom-
plished, "Great Bulgaria" would extend from the Danube to the .-Egean Sea, and
from the Black Sea to the Albanian mountains.

Ea.stern Eoumelia is estimated to cover about 13,900 square miles ; it contained

a population in 1888 of something over 960,000 souls. It occupies the upper basin

of the jMaritza, at the southern foot of the Balkans, which separate it from Bulgaria

;

from east to west it extends from the shores of the Euxine to the Khfidope Moun-
tains. Statistics, strongly philhellenic, for a long time represented this country to

us as purely Greek ; now, documents, doubtless too favorable to the Bulgarians, repre-

sent it as first Bulgarian and secondly Mussulman. According to the latter figures,

it contains 683,000 Bulgarians, 50,000 of whom are Fomaks, or Bulgarian-speaking
Jlohammedans, 200.000 Turks and Mussulmans, including the aforesaid Fomaks, and
only about 53,000 Greeks. A great number of the latter live in Flovdiv (pop. 33,000).

This city, the Felibe of the Turks, the Fhilippopolis of the Greeks, is the capital, on
the banks of the Maritza.

'

Bulgaria and the Bulgarians. — Bulgaria, which is an independent state, though
compelled to pay a tribute to Turkey, is striving to annex all the lands of Bulgarian
speech, as well as the allogoneous elements which here and there interrupt the conti-

nuity o£ the Bulgarian nation. Bulgaria embraces an area of 24,7(10 square miles, and
contains '2 million inliabit.ants, or 80 persons to the square mile. It stretches from the

Balkans to the right bank of the Danube, a high talus witli cities; while the left bank,

of Roumanian allegiance, is a marshy valley, which is often inundated, and whicli

becomes, when the waters recede, a fatal fever-laboratory. From east to west Bul-

garia extends from Varna (pop. 25,000), the great Bulgarian port on tiie Black Sea,

to the Bulgnro-Servian mountains of the Morava. The country is very fertile along

the streams ; it is the granary of Constantinople, and it is also one of the leading

sources of the world's sup])ly of grain.

The Bulgarian nation, numbering nearly 4 million men, is but imperfectly Slavic.

Its .ancestors were barbarians of Turkish or Mongolian lineage (or of the two mixed),

who.came from Centnd Asia, and settled along the banks of the Volga; they either

adojited the name of this stream or bestowed their own upon it. Crossing tlie

Danube in 079, these comjuerors buried themselves among a Slavic people, which
they ruled, but which taught them its language and den.itionalized them. Tliey are

laborious, prolific, peaceable, fond of country life, and pass for a herd of rustics; they
have, on the contrary, a talent for industrial ])ursuits, and a keen, discriminating

relish for the arts. They are insensibly gaining ground (except on the Albanians),

and already they have annexed many valleys where the Greek tongue once echoed,

and where now we scarcely hear anything except Bulgari.an; this Slavic idiom pre-

serves a few traces of the langungc spoken by the Volf/arians when they quitted the

Volga for the Danube. The greater part of these Slavized ])co])le profess the Greek
faith ; the others are either Catholics, or, under the name of Pomaks, have submitted
to Islamisni.

It is estiin.ated that among the two million inhabitants of free Bulgaria, the

Bulgarians count for more than two-thirds and the Turks for more than a quarter.

was decisively defeaterl. Tlie iinHKiiation of Russia at the creation of a strong state in the Balkans led

to her iiistiiiatins; a movement wherehy Prince Alexander was deposed, and the same influence has pre-

vented the confirming a successor. — Ed.
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The latter, who are less numerous than before the Russians crossed the Balkans, are

still concentrated in large number around Shunila ([loj). :i3,000), in eastern Bulgaria,

north as well as south of the highlands, as far as the Black Sea, and almost to the

Danube. Their number exceeds 500,000, in spite of the emigration which swe])t

them away in frightened crowds, when their hereditary enemy at length made
himself master of Plevna, and held in his grasp the destiny of the old Osmanlis.

In order to* break up the unity of the Bulgarian element and strengthen the

Turkish, the. ini]>erial government had thrown among them, by tens and even by Iniii-

drods of thousands, Mussulmans fleeing the Russian hegemony, Circassians escaj)ed

from the Caucasus, and Tatars from the Crimea. These last were ])eaceal)le

settlers ; the others were idle, rapacious, and violent, accustomed to slaughter

an enemy or a passer-by, and to sell their daughters for the harems of the good

Osmanlis. But most of these are dead or dispersed ; the rest are slowly beconung

Bulgarianized.

When the Bulgarians were at the height of their power, their Czars and their

bishops resided in Tirnova, a remarkaljly picturesque city, traversed by the lantra,

which lloAvs into the Danube. Praslav was the cajiital before Tirnova ; nothing now
remains of Praslav but a few ruins, near Eski Stamboul, not far from Shumla; before

Praslav was the capital, the princes inhabited Okhrida. To-day the parliament sits at

Sofia (pop. 30,000), the central city of the Slavo-Greek Peninsula, on the Isker, an

affluent of the Danube, at an elevation of 1755 feet, at the foot of the Vitosh (7644

feet), a mountain often capped with snow.

Bosnia-Herzegovina.—-Bosnia-Herzegovina and the sanjak of Novi-Bazar are ranked

among the provinces of Austria, but the government of Constantinople has titular

dominion and administers the last civilly. The three provinces, fertile Bosnia, steiile

Herzegovina, and the sanjak of Novi-Bazar, add to the double-headed empire 22,840

square miles, with 1,404,000 inhabitants. Nearly two-fifths of these are Mussulmans;
something over two-fifths profess the Greek faith ; the others are Catholics. All

speak Servian ; they are Yugo-Slavs in feeling, and might hope for a union with

Servia ; but, unfortunately, the hatred of the Greek for the Catholic, of the Catholic for

the Greek, and of Ijoth these for the Mohammedan, prevents the Slavs of Serbic origin

from resolving themselves into a single nation.

Mountains quite like the Juras cover Bosnia ; they have the same subterranean

chasms common to all limestone and chalk regions; the transparent liver which gives

its name to the province, the Bosna, a tributary of the Save, springs fi-om the foot of

a mountain, already a fidl-grown river. Notwithstanding the character of the surface,

the country is fresh and green along the banks of the streams and near the fountains.

" Where the trees begin and the stones end we enter Bosnia," says the Dalmatian, who
himself lives on the rocks. Mighty forests still cover one-half of the country, but

these will be felled as soon as roads make them accessible. They shelter the fo.v, the

badger, the wild-cat, the wolf, the lynx, and the bear. The great Bosni.ak city, the

Damascus of the North, as the Turks call it, on account of its gardens, is the little

town of Bosna Serai, with scarcely 26,000 souls, almost .all of whom are Mussulmans ; it

lies on a tributary of the Bosna. The former capital, latsee, is a much more pictu-

resque town, situated in a gorge where the Yrbas, an affluent of the Save, receives

from the toj) of a tufa rock the cataracts and cascades of the Pliva.

Herzegovina was restive under Turkish rule, and it was there th;it the revolt broke

out which, instead of delivering the Slavs of Bosnia-Herzegovina, handed them over to
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Austria. The Christian Slavs (with Mtissulinans in tlie towns) occiqiy arid plateaus, dry,

bald mountains, and gorges, where the torrents run down to the Narenta, a tributary

of the Adriatic, or filter into the fissures of the limestone, or disappear into a ponar,

or swallow-hole. These lost waters, for the most part, reach the elongated sea which

separates Turkey from Italy, for they issue in magnificent fountains along the Dalma-

tian coast, a few leagues, or a few steps only, from the waves which are to engulf

them — or ^ven beyond the shores, under the sea, like the submarine fountains of

Cattaro and Doli. This Dahnatia, an Austrian ])rovince, which, with the exception of

certain Italian colonies, is also inhabited by Yugo-Slavs, is nothing more than a nai-

row strip of land, and from the Ilerzegovinian crest of the jagged, sterile Alps one

sees the blue waters of tlie Adriatic as though at his feet. The Trebenstitsa, the

chief river of the country after tlie Narenta, is supposed to form, on the other side of

the mountains, the superb source of Ombla, near Ragusa, and also that of Uoli, which

gushes up from tlie sea-bottom. Mostar, the capital, on the Narenta, is a small and

lifeless town having neither industries nor commerce.

Senda and the Serbs.— Servia has an area of 18,765 square miles, with a popula-

tion in 1891 of 2,157,477. The country owes its independence to two peasants.

Black George (Kar.igeorge) and Milosh— one a miller, the other a swine-herd.

Since their time, that is, since.the first quarter of the century, the other Yugo-Slavs

of Serbic sjieech, Bosniaks, Ilerzegovinians, Dalmatians, Slovenes, and Croats, all re-

gard Servia as the nucleus of that " (Jreat Servia" which patriots dream of restoring

on the Danube, the Save, and the Drave ;
— in other words, they hope for the revival

(within the limits of the possible) of the traditional empire of Dushan ; under this

monarch the Serbs ruled over vast territories in the Balkans and along the Danube,

and the Emperors of Byzantium trembled before them. Their blood-stained history,

the recovery of their liberty, their sonorous language, heroic poetry, and superb popu-

lar songs give the Serbs a distinguished place among the Slavs.

Mountains which, on the southern frontier, reach the height of 6207 feet (the alti-

tude of Kopaonik) ; forests so deep as to give rise to the proverb, " If I were a wolf,

I would live in Servia, nowhere else "
; among these forests the Shumadia, where na-

tional independence had its birth; oak woods with great herds of swine; brimming

torrents running to the Drin, a tributary of the Save, and to the Morava, a large afflu-

ent of the Danube, — such are Servia's striking features.

One of the chief charms of the Servian country, and of all Yugo-Slavic lands,

consists in the fact that the town has not yet sapped the life of the rur.al districts;

Servia has but few cities, and these are very small ; the mass of the nation is distrib-

uted in hamlets ; and among the Slavs of the south the hamlet is a Zadruga, a group

of families, an assembl.age of kindred and friends, who remember their common origin

and consecrate it by a community of interests. Outsiile of the governmental seats

and commei'cial towns, Servia is split up into a multitude of infinitesimal republics,

ruled in ])atriarchal fashion by the oldest or the most ca])able. But the Zadrugas are

disajipearing now that the Serbs are beginning to prefer Belgrade and the big market-

towns to the simplicity of the village.

Of the 2,157,000 inh.abitants of the kingdom, there are possibly 1,550,000 to 1,700,-

000 Serbs, and 250,000 to 350,000 foreigners, about 30,000 of whom are Bohemians,

60,000 Bulgarians, in the way of becoming Serbized, and 175,000 to 250,000 Rou-

manians in the eastern mountains, between the Morava, the Timok, and the Danube

:

the latter are not Slavizing, in spite of the schools ; it is not easy to assimilate the

people of Trajan.
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It is, then, to tlie Serbs of Servia tliat all ]ia(riots Itnik who desire to reconstruct

the ancient Yuno-Slavia,— those south of tlie Save, the Bosniaks, Ilcrzegovinians, Dal-

matians and Morlaks, tlie people of Istria and Carniola, as well as those north of thia

river, the Croats and Serhs of Croatia, Slavonia, and ITun£;ary. But how to make of

Greeks, Catholics, and Mohaiuinedans one coinj)act nation, is the question. Still,

" /Sama slogo spasiva Srbi.' "— " Union alone can save the Serbs !
" They speak the

best j)reserved of all the Slavic tongues, an idiom closely allied to that into whicli the

Bible was first translated for tlie use of the Slavic-speaking tribes. It is a strong,

full, sonorous language, abounding in desinences, and called Church Slavonian. It is

uncert.'iin whether this dialect, the first one of the family to be fixed by a literary

work, was spoken in Servia, Mtesia, Carniola, or elsewhere, but, in any case, it was

among the Yugo-Slavs ; it is incorrect to i"ank it as the parent of the Slavic idioms

;

it is only an elder brother. The Serbs belong to the Greek Church.

Tlie ca])ital of Servi.i, Belgrade, is an unpretentious city of 42,000 souls, at the

confiui-nce of the Danube and the Save.

Montenegro.— This land, perhaps, owes its Italian name of Montenegro, signifying

Black Mountain, to ancient fir-forests; but to-d.ay the term is a misnomer, for firs and

oaks are rare, the country is dull or gray, and, in certain limestone regions, of a brill-

iant white in the broad sunlight. The Slavic inhabitajits call it Tsrnagora, and the

Turks Kara Dagh, words which likewise mean Black Mountain.

It is a famous eagle's nest, an eyry nearly doubled since the victories of the Mon-

tenegrins over the Turks during recent wars in the East; and yet the Black Mountain

embraces only 3486 square miles of territory, with 236,000 inhabitants. This mass of

ragged limestones, backed against the two riv.al peaks of Kom (7906 feet) and Dormi'

tor, is a chaos of rent rocks, of naked buttocks, and dry gorges. Here and there a blue

stream darts from some large fountain, but it soon entei-s the earth, or rather the stone,

for at least th.at jiart of Montenegro which constituted Tsrnagora liefore the annexa-

tions has little soil that can be turned with the )ilough. All the high land is so amaz-

ingly arid, rough, and barren that it possesses not more than four cultivable fields,

having an average width of five-eighths of a mile. The potatoes, barley, oats, and corn

grow as best they can in the little dirt that the storms have washed down into a hol-

low, or on some strip of thirsty alluvium, most often not more than 10, 15, or 20 feet

long. It is a fortunate thing if the seed thus planted is not swejtt away by savage

g.ales; the hurricanes here are so powerful that they uncap the cottages exposed to

their fury, unless the Montenegrin covers his roof with heavy Iieanis, and fastens these

down by big stones. A few ravine valleys and pasture-wastes, thin, short, withered

grass, clumps of bushes, and scattered trees twisted by the winds, constitute all the

fortune of the Montenegrin of the niountain-to]is; the lowland Montenegrin, near Lake

Scutari, suffers less from the r.aging of the winds; he lives in a milder climate, and

has meadows, glens, and genuine forests; it is not he but his brother oti the summits

who says that God descended one day from heaven with a sackful of stones to dis-

tribute equitably over all the valleys of the woi'ld, but the sack burst over Montenegro.

The capital of these Serbs who liave never yet been subjugated is Cettinye, a

town of loOO inhabitants, at an (devation of more than 3000 feet.

Roumania: The Great Plain and the Carpathians.— The Eonmanians. — After the

.battle of Plevna, the Roumanians, who had just saved the Russians from defeat,' saw

1 On the outbreak of the Kusso-Tiirkish w.ir in 187", Prin,"^ f'liarlcs of Ronmania, acting under con-

straint, consented to allow Kussian forces to cross his domains ; the Porte, refusing to acknowledge that
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themselves stripped by these same liussians of the fertile Bessarabian distrlets which

they possessed beyond the Pnilh, and in exchange tliey received the Dobrudja, a sterile

and pestilential tract between the Danube and the Black Sea. By this forced ex-

change Koumania gained a little at least in area, for she now has nearly 50,000 square

miles, with 5,500,000 inhabitants. Tiie country is composed of two former grand-

duchies, once governed by hospodars, namely, Wallachia, or the country of the

Vlaclis, extending south of the Carpatldans as far as the broad Danube ; and 3Iolda-

via, lying east of these same mountains, along the Sereth, as far as the Pruth.

Roumania possesses all the lower course of the Danube on the left bank, the right

bank being Servian and Bulgarian as far as the confines of the Dobrudja, at which

point the whole stream becomes Roumanian. The principal river which the

Danube receives in the 528 miles of its Wallachian journey — after the Moldavian

Sereth and the Bukovinian, Moldavian, and Bessarabian I'rutli— is the Olt, which

flows from the liigh plains of Transylvania through the defiles of the Red Tower.

The immense Wallachian plain sends its share of grain to the Occident, when

the crops escape the ravages of the locusts. Ascending the sluggish rivers shaded

witii poplars and willows, we reach the Vineyard, and beyond the Vineyard, those

Carpathians which give Roumania a mean elevation of 925 feet, notwithstanding the

vastness of the lowlands. There, witliout losing sight of the fruitful jilain, we wander

through charming mountains, Alps destitute of lakes and glaciers, along clear tor-

rents, among woods of white birches, black firs, chestnuts, beeches, and oaks, with cav-

erns still inhabited by bears. The loftiest summit, Xegoi, near the sources of the

river of Bucharest, rises to an altitude of 8343 feet, not far to the south-west of

Fogaras, the Transylvanian city around which, it is said, live the Roumanians of

purest blood.

Hardly a half of the Roumanians live in Roumania itself; the rest occupy the

greater part of Transylvania, various Hungarian districts, and the south of Bukovina,

in Austria; vast territories in Bessarabia and Podolia, in the Russian empire; a few

districts in Servia, and some villages in Bulgaria; lastly, certain mountains and valleys

in the Slavo-Greek Peninsula, especially about the Pindus Mountains, where they are

known as Wallachiaus, Macedo-Wallachians, and Kutzo-VVallachians, and also as Zin-

zares, from their lisping fashion of pronouncing zinz, the Roumanian word for five,

It is sup])osed that this race was formed during the last centuries of Roman su-

premacy, by a mixture of Dacian or other tribes with Italian and Gallic settlers trans-

ported to Dacia by Ti'ajan, after the conquest of the jtlains of the tawny Ister. As
for the Macedo-Wallachians, they come (according to certain authorities) from the

Latin colonies which Aurelian transferred from Dacia to Mojsia, when, on the decline

of the Em]nre, he was compelled to abandon what is now Roumania to the warrior

nations from the north, and adopt as a northern boundary the stream which Trajan

bad crossed.

The Roumanians are of the Greek faith. They sjieak a dialect totally unlike the

surrounding Slavic idioms and the Hungarian ; at the same time it is nearly related

to the Latin tongues; Slavic roots are by no means lacking, for the Church Slavonian

was tlie religious and literary language of the nation down to 1043, but nearly all the

the action of Prince Charles was forced upon him, declared the Roumanians rebels. Tliereupon, the

Roumanian government decided to render active service to the Russians. A Roumanian division of

32,000 men took part in tlie siege of Plevna ; tlie soldiers distinguished themselves by their heroism, and

the successful attack made by the Roumanians on the Grivitza redoubt was tlie turning-point of the

war. — Ed.
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essential words are of Lalin origin, and Roumanian writers are now rejecting Slavic

words us far as j)ossilile, and replacing them with words from the Neo-Latin vocabu-

lary. Roumanian is dislinguislied from the other Neo-Latin languages and jMtois by

its Slavic roots, hnd also by Greek roots, whi:;h were woven into its fabric at the

Bi)i.ciAiiiAN SIkndicants.

time when the country was drained by the Phanariots. Lastly, about 200 words of

uncertain parentage may be the legacy of the old Dacians or of aborigines unknown to

us. The Roumanian language must have been of vigorous stock to withstand the as-

saults of the Slavic tongues and of Greek, to say nothing of the inroads of the Turk-
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isli. It is spoken by a nation obstinately tenacious of life ; encamped on the highway

of the peoples, along the Danube, between the Balkans and the Carpathians, it seems

as if it would have necessarily foundered in the sea of Goths, Visigoths, Gejiidte,

Alans, Huns, Magyars, Tatars, Turks, Byzantines, and Yugo-Slavs, -«- a sea long agi-

tated, and which to-day even lias hardly become tranquil. But the Roumanians were

never torn from the soil, or, if they were, they took root again — no one knows when,

nor where, nor how ; whether they descended out of the north, from the Carpatliians,

or out of the south, froiy the Pindusor the Balkans, they once more have the supremacy,

and now nundjer eight or nine milli^ons, almost in one compact l)ody. Most unfortu-

nately, however, these millions are not all under the same government. Their best

reserve of men is in Austria, and millions of their acres arc under the heel of the

Russians.

The race is southern in appearance, handsome and graceful, and the women are

charming; but, in Roumania at least, the people are sunken in poverty, extenuated

by fever, emaciated by their diet of viamaliga (or corn porridge) and by 19-t days of

church fasts each year. The climate is, moreover, very harsh, ranging from torrid

heat in summer to Siberian cold in winter, when an implacable north-east wind prevails.

But quitting the ])lain, .ind especially the swampy shore, if we travel toward the Car-

pathians, we find nature more clement; on the mountains and the vast plateaus, the

Roumanian of Transylvania is vigorous and prolific, and incessantly repairs the losses

suffered by his brothers of the low Wallachian districts.

Fully an eighth of the inhabitants of Roumania are not Roumanians : by the side

of the people of Trajan there are 300,000 or 400,000 Jews, chiefly in Moldavia;

this element is composed for the most part of money-lenders, innkeepers, and agents.

There are fully 200,000 Bohemians who are fixed to the soil, and who are becoming

Roumanianized ; 80,000 to 100,000 Slavs, mostly Bulgarians, are likewise Roumanian-

izing, as are the Tchangos, or Hungarians, who long ago settled in Moldavia, and the

Magyars of Hungary and of Transylvania, who descend into Roumania to seek work

in the cities.

The capital, Bucharest (pop. 222,000), at an altitude of 295 feet, on the Dimbo-

vitza, a muddy sub-affluent of the Danube, is a medley of palaces and hovels. Yassy

(pop. 90,000), the old metropolis of Moldavia, is on a tributary of the Pruth. Galatz,

a port of the lower Danube, between the Sereth and the Pruth, has 81,000 inhabitants.

GREECE.

Ancient Hellenia.— Within recent years Greece has seen two of her ambitions

realized. England has restored to her the Ionian Islands, and Europe has compelled

Turkey to surrender to her the greater part of Thossaly and a small part of Epirua

;

but neither Europe nor England will give her Constantinople, nor the broad Thracian

and Macedonian valleys which she covets.

These annexations carry the area of Greece to 25,041 square miles, and the popu-

lation to 2,187,000 souls, or about 87 persons to the square mile.

Striiijied of her woods, defaced, and calcined, Ancient Hellenia has been bereft of

her fruitfuluess as well as of lier glory. Of the Greece of other times, the traveller
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Ciuls to-day the olive-tree extolled bj' Sojiliokles as the tree, unplanted by hand,

which no army-leader, young or old, could bring to nought, for the eyes of vigi-

lant Minerva ever protected it. He sees, too, what man is jtowerless to rule

or to blight, clear skies, warm sunlight, blue seas, and harmonious lines. But tlie

beautiful cities have nearly all disaj)j)eared, leaving only an imperishable memory,
a few symmetrical marbles, walls, and fragments of edifices, and here and there

temples, citadels, and porches,— monuments which the centuries have resj)ected.

Paknassus.

Greece possesses as yet only a jiart of the continental territory and of the islands

which have retained the Greek language; a half, jiorhajis, of the nation s])eakiiig

Romaic, or Modern Greek, lives outside of the kingdom, from Salonica to Cyprus, and
from Constantinople to Crete. The Greece of to-day is a feeble remnant of what the
Hellenes once occujiied; for this colonizing peojile planted little Hellonias on most of

the shores of the Old World: in Thrace, in Macedonia, on tlie Adriatic, in Sicily; in

southern Italy, which took the name of Magna Gra»cia ; in Provence, in Cyrenaica,
in lower Egypt, in all the islands of the eastern Mediterranean, in Asia Minor, and as
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far eveii as in Bactriaiia. These colonizations were effected in three different

periods: from 1120 to 1000 B.C., the Greelis settled chiefly in Asia Minor; from 750

to 650, they peopled Magna Grascia; after the conquests of Alexander, they dis-

frilnited themselves, sporadically, it is true, over the vast Orient and through Egypt.

Hellenic genius was resplendent in Cyrene, Tarentum, Syracuse, Pergainuin, and

Alexandria as in Athens and Corinth ; later on, it was a Greek colony, Byzantium,

that guarded the treasury of ancient wisdom. Greece, moreover, was Kome's instruc-

tress ; she influenced the Orient by her arts and her philosophies, as Rome swayed the

Occident by her arms, her law, and her policy of centralization.

Greece conijn-ises a continental trunk, a peninsula, and certain islands.

Hellas, or Continental Greece.— Hellas endn-aces a little less than 12,830 square

miles, with perliaj)s 900,000 inhabitants. The xEgean Sea (which the Turks name
the White Sea), the Ionian Sea, and the Gulf of Corinth bathe this small country,

which is divided into four nomes, namely, Thessaly and Epirus, Acarnania and

yEtolia, Phthiotis and Phocis, Breotia and Attica.

Thessaly.— Thessaly is the land of the old Greek legends. There the Titans

piled Pelion (to-day, Zagora, 5131 feet) on Ossa (to-day, Kissovo, 5249 feet) to make
a pathway to heaven ; there lived the Centaurs, half horse, half man ; and from there

the Argonauts set out to recover the golden fleece.

Thessaly extends from the Gulf of Salonica to tite Pindus Mountains, from whose

pine-clad, beech-grown masses the Adriatic can be seen. This country, which was

Greek when swift-footed Achilles reigned at Larissa, and when Xer.xes forced Ther-

mopylae, and when Philip and Alexander tr.aversed it to conquer Athens or Thebes,

is Greek still, and it is just that it should have a place among the provinces of the

Hellenic kingdom. Its stream, the Salembria, is the ancient Peneus ; rising in the

Pindus range, the Salembria enters a region where the rocks have been wonderfully

carved by the elements, and where monks of the Greek faith have built their monas-

teries on the most inaccessible peaks, bastions, needles, and pillars of a stone desert

;

there, " meditating," sleeping, muttering their pi-ayers, each in his own retreat, they

have no communication with the rest of the World, except by means of a long cord

;

bread, wine, and water, as well as their visitors, are hoisted to tiiem by a windlass.

The Peneus retains the transparency of its limpid fountains in the great Thessalian

plain, the most fruitful region that Greece now possesses. Issuing from the ))lain, it

makes a picturesque path for itself between the red rocks of Olympus and Ossa, at

the spot where an earthquake at some time must have opened the gap which drained

the waters from the lake that once covered the plain. This pass of the Salembria, the

Lykostomo, is the Vale of Tempe, sung by the Greeks, and later, in imitation of them,

by the Latins, as the most beautiful spot on earth.

The inhabitants of Thessaly are Greeks— Greeks, however, crossed with Slavs

and Kutzo-Wallachians.— Turks are numerous in the cities, around Ossa, and espec-

ially in the jilain ; but these are fast Ilellenizing, at least as to language. The
Macedo-Wallachians are likewise being gradually denationalized by the Hellenes.

Larissa (po]). 13,600) ranks first among the Thessalian towns.

Greece Proper.— The rest of continental Greece seems made by nature for small,

rival trilies rather than for a great, united people; it is a confused net-work of moun-

tains from 3000 to 8500 feet high, all of which have lost their old mellifliious names.

Khiona (8238 feet) is a little liigher than Parnassus; Parnassus (8068 feet), to-day

Liakhura, overlooks the Albanian village of Kastri, once Delphi, the famous oracle
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and "umbilicus of the world"; the inouiitniii where old ITercules uprooted the i)ines

for his ]iyre, (Vx;i (7000 feet), whose oak-forests look down on Theniiopyhe, has

taken the name of Katavothra; Helicon (5738 feet), near the Gulf of Corinth, is

called Paljeo Vouno, or Old Mountain, a Modern Greek term, and Zagora, a Slavic

term. Citlueron (4G20 feet), south of Thebes, is named Elatea. Parnes (4G1G feet),

I'eiitelicus (3G39 feet), and Hymettiis (33G9 feet) are three other famous mountains.

The nome of Acarnania and yEtolia, iiortli of the (4ulf of Corinth, in striking con-

TiiK Plain of Akcos.

trast to Attic and Bieotian Greece, is a land of verdure ; it extracts from the moun-
tains, the leafy forests, and the lakes, enough water to feed genuine rivers; here is

the swift As])ro Potamo, the ancient Achelous, a stream which is abundant at all

seasons, and which was the largest in the kingdom before the annexation of the

Peneus. It receives, tlirough a marshy emissary, the waters of L.ake Vrakhori, for-

merly Tridionis, a sheet 31 miles in circumference. The ^rEtolian and Acarnanian

jiasture-grounds .are covered with flocks, and the stalwart inhabitants of this

rough country dispute witli the Mainots of the Peloponnesus and the Sfakiots
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of Crete tlie glory of liaving but slightly mixed the Hellenic blood with that of

other peoples.

Phocis lies on tlie channel of Talanti, which leads to the eastern sea, and on the

Gulf of Corinth, wliich comniunieates with the western. .
riitiiiotis is the fresh basin of

the river Ilellada, formerly the Sperchius, which, by dei)ositing its alluvia in the gulf

at its moutli, has made the slender strand of TiiermopyliM, where it was impossible to

pass except in single file, a plain where armies can encamp.

Bceotia, like Phocis, extends from sea to sea; it contains Tlieljes, and also a i)art

of Copais, a lake of 55 to 100 square miles (according to the season), whicli l)ears tiie

Slavic name of Topolias, or Lake of the Poplars. The Copais, which is about to be

drained, is in a low region, dominated from a distance by the vertical rocks of ^Mount

Ptouni, and by Parnassus and Helicon ; tlie Cephissus and the Hercyna, cool, crystal

streams, flowing from tlie fountains of Letlie and Mnemosyne, pour their floods into

it; the lake is drained through twenty-tiiree chasms, called katavothrus, in the lime-

stone mountains.

Immortal Attica, tlie country of Athens, between the ^Egean Sea and the Gulf of

Corinth, forms a ]ieninsula which is joined to Morea.

The Peloponnesus, or Morea: Arcadia.— The Isthmus of Corinth, which welds

Attica to the Peloponnesus, or Morea, will, at no distant day, be ]jierced to estJiblisli

communication between the Ionian Sea and the ^'Egean. The canal is already begun,

and will soon be finished. There are no mountains to be bored, as in Central

America, no vast sands to be excavated, as at Suez ; the eh.ains of Hellas are not

joined to tliose of Morea, but there is a depression in the isthmus only 131 feel

above the sea, and from gulf to gulf the distance is not more than 3 miles.

A little old market-town at the root of the isthmus, at the base of the Morean

mountains, is Corinth, which once contained 60(1,000 souls, or as many as all Attica

and three or four times as many as Athens under Perikles. The gulf to which it has

given its name, and which is also known as the Gulf of Lei>anto, stretches between

Hellas, on the north, and Morea, on the south ; it is 78 miles long, 6561 feet wide at

the entrance, and 22 miles across its broadest ])art ; on the north, as on the south,

rise rigid, lofty mountains. Lepanto ojtens into the Ionian Sea, tlirough the Gulf of

Patras, on which tragic Missolonghi is situated.

Morea embraces about 8570 square miles, with scarcely 800,000 inhabitants,

but what names, what memories ! Opulent Corinth ; ancient Argos, whose name the

Greeks bore ; Epid.aurus and the sanctuary of yEsculapius ; old Sicyon, the mother

of painters; Tr(i>zene ; Tirynthus, whose Cyclopean walls are 49 feet thick;

crime-laden Mycense; Mantinea, in a lowland of the interior of the peninsula,

the scene of great battles; Tegea ; Orchomenus, powerful in heroic times; invincible

Sparta; indomitable Messene; Pylos, the city of wise Nestor; Pisa, Elis, Olymjjia,

the grove of Nemea, tlie marsh of Lerna, tlie lake of Stym])halus, the Alpheus, the

Eurotas, the Styx ; Lyea3us, Masnalus, Taygetus, and Erynianthus.

The old island of Pelops does not certainly owe its name of Morea to its resem-

blance to the leaf of the mulberry-tree {fioQin, in Greek) ; neither is Morea the Slavic

won! more, the sea. The name jirobably is derived from that of a fishing hamlet,

Mourja, on the coast of Elis. With a mean elevation of l'Jt'>!) feet, the Peloponnesus

rears as many and as great mountains as Hellas : the ancient Taygetus, the modern

Saint Elias, also called Five Fingers (Pentedaktylon), because it is composed of five

slender mountains, reaches an altitude of 7900 feet ; Cyllone, now Ziria, 7881 feet

;
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Khelmos, in the Aroaiiian Mountains, 7746 feet; Olonos, fortnerly Eryraantlius, G949

feet; M;enaliis, covered with the "shrill-voiced grove and vocal jiiiies, where the

Rhejjljerd sings his love," is not as higli ; Panion, which lias adopted tlie name of Ilagios

Petro, attains an elevation of 6355 feet ; Diaforti, once Lj cieus, is 4659 feet above

the sea.

These buttocks and peaks are conij)Osed of schists, marbles, and iiniestone, wlii<-li

are pierced witli katavotliras. But for these cliasins most of the valleys on the

plateau would be occupied by lakes or mephitic swamps ; but the waters of the interior

flow down towai'd the sea through the katavothras, and spring up in superb kephala-

rias near the shore or in the very bosom of the ocean. Mantinea, Tegea, Stympha-

lus, Orchomenus, Plieiieus, names so grand in l)Ooks, towns so insignificant in the

valley wliere their legends originated and where their history was made, are situated

in depressions of this sort, on tlie high |)lateau of Arcadia, so extolled by the ancients

as being /*«?• excellence the home of ha])])y, simple shepherds. Hut j)erhaps these

lovers of the groves, the grass, and the s]irings, these swains whose pi])e enclianted

the echoes, were, as to-day, coarse jieasants seeking througli emigration relief from

poverty as well as from the fevers of the ])lateau.

The largest of these swam])y lakes, which fill and empty according to the condi-

tion of the veins in the rock, is the deep and gloomy Pheneus ; it extends over several

thousands of acres, and lies 2461 feet above the sea, at the foot of seven lofty pine-

covered jjyramidal mountains ; a subterranean eh.anncl carries its waters to the j)rinci-

pal Peloponnesian stream, the limpid Hufia (formerly the Ladon), which receives

the renowned Aljiheus. Lake Stymphalus descends, it is suj)posed, through katavo-

thras toward the Gulf of Nauplia; it supplies the chief source of the Erasimis and

the fountains of Lerna, which spread out in the marshes drained by Hercules.

Another stream — if these can be called streams— flows north toward the Gulf of

Corinth under the name of Mavro Xero, Black Water, or Drako Nero, Dragoti Water;

it rises in tiie snows, then it falls suddenly 197 feet in two misty scarfs; out of this

sometimes sombre and sometimes gracious torrent, the ancients made the muddy Styx

of the lower world, whose mui-ky floods were forever stirred by the bark of the fatal

ferryman, Charon.

Morea com]n-ises five nomes :
—

Achaia-Elis lies on the north-west, on the Gulf of Patras and the sea which kisses

the sands of Zante ; this division ])()ssesses Mount Erymanthus, the river Gastuni,

once called Peneus, and the commercial ])ort of Patras.

Messenia, in the south-west, has no city larger than a small market-town ; it con-

tains souvenirs of heroic Messene; here are heajied-up, jagged rocks, and the Pir-

nazza, once the Pamisus, whose sniierb fountains, at Hagios Floros, are an outlet of

the katavothras.

Laconia, on the south, embraces the highest mountains tif the Peloponnesus.

Mount Taygetus overlooks-immortal Sparta and the valley of old Eurotas, to-day the

Iri ; west of the mouth of this weak torrent the Vasili Potamo, or Royal River, only

6 miles long, bursts up in great floods from kephalarias formed from the subterranean

streams of the plateau. The Iri and the Royal l>iver both flow into the beautiful

Gulf of Laconia, shaped by two long ragged promontories which resemble lobster-

claws: the western claw terminates in Cajie Matapan, the eastern in Cape Malia,

not far from ancient Cythera.

Argolis-Corinth, on the north-east, connects Hellas with th<' Peloponnesus, and
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looks out on tbrce gulfs: the Gulf of Corinth; the Gulf of /Egina, or the Saroiiic

Gulf, with its islands of ^gina and Salaniis; the Gulf of Argos, or Nau])lia,

which derives its first niune from the city of Agamemnon, ruler of heroes, and its

second from a modern port.

Arcadia touches the sea nowhere except on the Gulf of Argos ; it is the cradle of

the Hiifia, which carries an average of 1400 cubic feet per second.

The Islands.— The islands, which comprise about 3575 s(juare miles, with 474,000

inhabitants, are Euba>a, the Sporades, the Cyciades, and the Ionian Isiaiuls.

Euboea.— The mountainous island of Euba'a, or Negropont (1020 sq. m.
;

]iop.

103,000), is 109 miles long and from 5 to 25 broad. Among its limestone mountains,

which are very bare in the south, but here and there green in the north, Deljilii

reaches an altitude of 5728 feet; it rises very near the centre of the island. In front

of the capital of Euboe.i, the ancient Chalcis (mother of so many colonies), the Euri-

pus, which sei)arates the island from the mainland, is only 200 feet broad.

The Sporades.— The Sporades— that is to say, the " scattered " — are islets, rather

than islands, north-east of Euboea. The largest bears the name of Skyros.

The Cyciades.— The Cyciades were thus named because they lay in a circle

around Delos, the island of the god of day. They are of limestone or volcanic

formation, and are perfectly bare, and almost destitute of water. The Greeks who

inhabit them have Italian and Turkish blood in their veins. The nome which these

islands form contains 132,000 inhabitants, on about 1050 square miles.

On the north, Andro continues Eubcjea beyond the Strait of Doro ; it rears a

mountain to the height of 3182 feet. Its Greek population is mixed with Albanians.

Smiling Tino in its turn continues Andro, which it nearly touches. Syra, or Syros,

the most densely jieopled of the Cyciades,— owing to its commercial town of Ilermop-

olis, — is, nevertheless, nothing more than a large treeless rock. Dili, its very

small neighbor, is the old Delos, the venerated sanctuary of Apollo. Xaxi.a, or

Naxos, the largest of the Cyciades, is also the most beautiful and the most fertile; it

has mountains whose tops are over 3250 feet above the waves ; there is Venetian blood

and some little French blood in the best families, and the island still abounds in sou-

venirs of crusading times.— Paros has fine marbles, Anti])aros possesses a much vaunted

grotto.— The famous S.antorini, a rock destitute of fountains, but covered with vines,

overlooks on the west, by eminences 1280 feet high, a semi-circular gidf, which is cut

off in part from the sea by the escarpments of Therasia ; the latter, a steep rock in

very deep water, has three volcanic chinnieys: Paheo (Old) Kaimeni was thrown up

lOG B. C. ; Jlikro (Little) Kaimeni emerged about 1570 ; Neo (New) Kaimeni rose

from the ocean at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and recent convulsions

(18(36-1870) have greatly enlarged it.— Mefos, or Milo, is also volcanic; it has an

excellent harI)or, the Bay of Kastron, an old crater, now open to the ^gean.

The Ionian Islands.— The seven Ionian Islands (915 sq. m.) are very densely peo-

pk'il, having about one inhabitant to every two and a half acres. And yet their lime-

stDue mountains, the shadows of which are ]ir<)jected on the Ionian and 3[editerra-

nean seas, stretch their nude flanks to the sun reflected from Epirus, Hellas, and the

Peloponnesus, and there is only one stream in the whole archijielago th.at flows the

year round ; that is in Corfu. The lonians were nded for a long time by the Vene-

tians, and for this reason the Hellenic race here is freer from Slavic, Albanian, and

Turkish blood than among most of the continental Greeks, and is jnixed with Itali.an

elements; down to 1830 Tuscan was the official idiom of the islan<ls.
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The most nortlicrn of the seven, Corfu, fonnerly Corcyra, lies very near the coast

of Eiiirus; it contains a peak 2887 feel high, wliich bears the superb title of I'anta-

krator.' Its capital, Corfu, is the fifth city of Greece.— Paxo, a little to the south-

east of Corfu, is the smallest of the seven islands; it is doubtful if it coiiluiiis aOO in-

habitants.— Leucadia, the White, incorrectly called Santa Maura,- would be joined to

Acariiania but for a very nariow, shallow channel, which can be forded at low tide:

it is like another Eubijea on the opposite coast of Greece, and is separated froin the

mainland by another Eurij)us ; one of its promontories on the south, facing Cepha-

lonia, was renowned in the Hellenic world as the spot from which many despairing

beings, historic or legendary, precipitated themselves into the abyss below.— Kejihal-

linia, or Cei)halonia, the " island of three hundred villages," the largest of the lonians,

8upi)orts the higliest of the " septinsular " mountains, Elato (5246 feet). It is esjiecially

dry, and entirely destitute of running water ; not far from Argostoli two remarkable

little rivers How from the sea into caverns or crevices of the island ;
these streams .-ire

used to drive mills; what becomes of them below the sea-level is a question that

scientists have discussed, but without coming to any agreement.— Thiaki, not far

away, was once Ithaca, the country of Odysseus, or Ulysses, the Greek of the

Greeks. In his time, Neritos (2624 feet), " with foliage forever stirred by the winds,"

bore forests dear to the droves of the "goodly swine-herd"; but, since the days of

the industrious hero, Ithaca has lost her shady woods. —Charming and fertile Zante,

" the flower of the Levant," is often visited by earthquake shocks ; like Kephallinia

and Ithaca, it is a big vineyard of Corinthian grapes.— Cerigo, whieh approaches the

Cyclades nearer than it does the six sister Lslands, rises opposite the peninsula of

Cape Malia ; nothing here, unless it be the blue sky and the blue sea, recalls Cythera,

beloved bv Yenus.

Are the Greeks Greeks, or Slavs?— Maina.— The ancient Greeks were poured out

of a crucible in which had been fused elements that are almost wholly unknown to

us; the Greeks of to-day doubtless bear little resemblance to the "chosen" race

which civilized the old world, and whose poets, architects, and sculptors liave never

been surjiassed.

There were so many massacres in this little corner of the earth, so many iieojiles

l)assed over it for fifteen hundred years, that the blood of the old Hellenes may

have disajipearcd. According to various ethnologists, the modern Greeks are Serbs

mixed with Avars, Bidgarians, Albanians, IJoumanians, Italians, Maltese, Jews, Bo-

hemians, Turks, — and probably also with Greeks. Whether descendants or not of

the Hellenes, they have retained the Hellenic s])cech ; bvit words have been con-

tracted, di))hthongs have become vowels, auxiliaries have been introduced into the

conjugation of the verb, and the pronunciation of the language must have undergone

remarkable changes.

The purest Greeks, with the /Etolians and the Sfakiots, .are the mountaineers of

Maina. jM.aina overlooks the Eurotas, the valley where Si)arfa flourished with her

stern laws, her gymnasia, and her esprit de cite ; Maina is, in its turn, dominated by

Saint Elias, the principal summit of old Taygetus. There is hardly a more majestic

mountain than this ]\Iont Blanc of the Spartans seen from the waves which beat

against its promontories, T.aygetus is sublime. Its most rugged declivities are on the

south, above Cape Matai>an, the ancient Tienarum. Maina is a confused mass of

marble and porphyry, with forts, watch-towers, and treacherous walls on its points.

1 Supreme over all. * From the name of its capital.
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All this country is filled with Slavic names, in the neighborhood of Sparta as well as

around rival Messenc. Where, then, shall we find Hellenes, if they no longer exist

in Maina itself ?

The Greeks are the shrewdest people of the East, and not the least brave; the

first third of the century witnessed the death of more than one Leouidas in the nar-

row ])asses of Hellas. These heroes who died for the liberty of Greece were, more-

over, not all Greeks ; there were many Albanians among them, and adventurers from

every land, enthusiasts, " philhellenes " of all tongues, and " thirsty, famished " souls,

tlie greatest of whom was Byron. It is no longer as artists, poets, philosopliers, and

savants that the Greeks lead the rest of mankind ; they are chiefly merchants and

seamen, if not colonizers as of old. We meet them with Jews and Armenians in the

Orient, wherever fortunes are to be made, on Turkish shores, on the Danube, in

Odessa, in Constantinople, in Asia Minor, in Egyi)t, and as far west as Marseilles

;

they are bankers, money-lenders, brokers, venders of sweetmeats, coffee-house keepers,

physicians, interpreters, and oflicials of high or low rank. Notwithstanding all their

energy, notwithstanding their keen wit, their passion for knowledge, and their

national ])ride, which renders them capable of great deeds, the future does not give

promise of the realization of all their hopes.

Tlie Albanians form an important element in modern Greece; their number is

estimated at 100,000 or 1.10.000, from a twentieth to a fifteenth of the whole popula-

tion of the kingdom. They jiossess Large towns in Epirus, on the north of the Gulf of

Lepanto, in Bwotia, the south of Euba?a, and in Attica; they are likewise found in the

Pelo])onnesus, and even in certain islands of the Archipelago, as Andro, Hydra, and

Spezzia. In spite of their numbers, their rustic vigor, and barbaric strength, the

Greek now has no fear that they will form a state in Greece. Though they are more
muscular and bolder, though they possess more brute force than the Hellenes, they

instinctively recognize the mental superiority of the latter; they are gradually aban-

doning their virile, rugged language. Moreover, the war for independence, during

which the two peoples fought siile by side against the Turk, has given them a com-

mon history. The Greek has discarded the chhwujs of his lieroic ancestors, and has

adopted the Albanian dress,— iav,, fusttanella or kilt, and boots instead of the old

sandals.

Nearly all the Greeks ]irofess the Greek religion.

Cities.— Athens contains 107,000 inhabitants, and 141,000 with its port, Pira>us.

What sacrilege and what folly to build the modern capital of Greece on the

sacred soil of the city of Perikles, close to two streams which are always dry in

summer, however great they niay be in our imagination under the names of Ilissus

and Cephissus! The capital should have been located on the Gulf of ^gina, on the

harl)or of Pirreus, instead of being s])read out at the foot of the Parthenon.

Nothing attracted the Athens of to-day to the' Athens of other times; and as capital

of Greece Corinth would have been better.

Then follow: Patras (pop. .'^4,000), a city of Morea, a port on a gulf of its

own name; Hennopolis (pop. 22,000), a commercial i>ort, on the islaml of Syra;

Pineus (pop. 84,000), in reality a sid>urb of Athens; Corfu (pop. 19,000), on the

island of Corfu; Zante (jioji. 17,000), on the island of Zante, etc.







Mount Evehest, in the Himalayas.

ASIA.

Massive Structure. — Vast Extent. — Asia, the most massive of the five divisions

of the glohe, the great trunk of tlie old continent, is joined to Africa by the sandy
isthmus of Suez, and separated from it by the narrow sea extending from Suez to

Perim. From the Urals to the Caucasus, nothing isolates it from Europe, and the

latter is simply one of its peninsulas. In that prehistoric era when Europe and
Asia were separated by an ocean, Europe terminated with Scandinavia, the Carjia-

thians, and the Balkans, while, on the other side of this salt water, Asia began with the

mountains of its iinineiise Central Plateau.

Asia embr.aces 16,969,425 squ.are miles,' or nearly five times the area of Eurojie:

the two Americas comjn-ise together about 16 million square miles, and Africa

about 12 million. Asia, therefore, includes, say, one-third of the dry land of the

eailh ; f<mr-fifths of its surface is in a compact mass, the other one-fifth in ])eninsulas.

Its greatest length, from Suez to Beliring Strait, is something over 6500 miles; from
north to south the longest distance is about 4350 miles. And not only is Asia
superior in extent to the other divisions of the earth, but it contains the most colos-

sal mountains and the jicak supjwsed to be the culminating point of the globe, Gaur-
isaukar, or Mount Everest. With an altitude of 29,002 feet, or nearly twice the
height of Mont Blanc, almost three times that of the Pic de Nethou, and four or five

1 Including the Sunda Isles and tlie Philippines. See pages 8 and 15.

2^^
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times the Puy-de-Saiiey, Mount Everest towers G08O feet above the loftiest summit in

America (Aconcagua, ;i2,422 feet). The mean elevation of Asia is about I60O feet.

Central Plateau.— Giant Mountains.— The Himahiyas, which look down from

bewiklering heights on the burning j>lains of India, in vain rear the i>rinei])al mountain

of the globe, for the Kuen-lun range, which rises behind them on the north, with a

len<'-th of 2377 miles, surpasses tlieui in mean elevation; the Kuen-lun chain is the

backbone of Asia. On the east, the Himalayas and Kuen-lun are confused with the

mountains of Indo-China and China; on the west, they become entangled with the

Hindu Kush and Pamir, or the " Koof of the World," a lofty plateau facing, on

EXTKAXCE TO TIIK GRKAT .STKI'I'I;.

the east, the steppes which extend far away among the Chinese, and on the

west the valleys, deserts, and oases which lead to Euro])e. On the shoulders of

these chains, on this " Roof of the World," on the Thian-shan, which prolong Pamir

to the north-east, and the Altai, which continue the Thian-shan, rests the great

Central Plateau of Asia. The lowest depressions of this lofty plain were once the

basin of an inland sea nearly equal in area to the Mediterranean. The Central

Plateau, varying greatly in character, in altitude, and latitude, is di\i<led into sev-

eral secondai-y plateaus, namely: the Plateau of Tibet, the highest in the world,

between the Himidayas and the Karakorum ; the Plateau of Khor, likewise very

lofty, between the Karakorum and the Kuen-lun ; East Turkestan, between the

Kuen-lun and the Thian-shan, a lower plain, on the Tarim, a tributary of Lob-nor;
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and Mongolia and the sandy desert of Gobi or Shamo, between the Altai and

branches of the Karakoruin. The cliinate of these jiluteaus, though affected by a

thousand local circumstances (chiefly by the altitude), is in all cases arid and harsh.

They are hemmed in by mountains, and retain for their own use the greater

))art of their rivers, whicli are scant owing to tlie dearth of rain. These streams

are formed from the snow and ice, and from occasional storms ; they irrigate valleys

which but for them would Ijc uninhabitable; that part of their waters which is not

exhausted in irrigation flows into lakes and marshes. It is estimated that tlie basms

of the Asiatic rivers which do not reach the ocean embrace an area equal to the whole

surface of Europe.

These inland regions, so ill used by a continental climate, offer a few oases and

extensive pasture-gi-onnds to Turkish, Mongolian, and Tibetan tribes, some of which

are settled, others nomadic. Central Asia lias figured in the world's history. Her
])overty was the source of her power. Steeled to endurance by incessant warfare

against a rebellious soil, in an inclement climate, the nations of Central Asia overran

the rest of the globe ; not in immense emigrations, for tlie poverty of the Great

Plateau has always rendered that impossible, but by countless razzias, made on

untamable horses. For tens of centuries, and until toward he last days of the

Middle Ages, squads of fierce horsemen swoojied down, with tLe speed of the wind,

from these high regions, dri\ing everything before them, so that in one onset after

another the people were shaken, and in some eases swept away, from the middle of

Asia to the extremity of Europe,— in Turan, Slavia, Hungary, (Germany, France,

Italy, Spain, and even in North Africa. A few tens of thousands of these Cen-

taurs, or, as we should say to-day, of these Gauchos, could make the earth trend)le.

With them Jenghiz Khan ^ founded, for a few short years, the grandest of einpires
;

and it was with these same hordes that Tamerlatie,^ at a later period, covered half of

Asia with charnel-houses. Aided by the nomads of the low stejjpes of Turkestan,

and by the horsemen of every race and every tongue who associated themselves with

them in their policy of fire and blood, they conquered Russia, India, and China.

Now poor, peaceable, and gentle, these shepherds leave the world to its fortune, and

Russia disjiutes their possession with the Chinese.

Plains and Plateaus Bordering the Central Plateau.— India and Indo-Cliina, Iran,

Turan or the Great Stei)pe, Siberia, and China, surround this mighty acropolis of

the old world.

1 Jenghiz Khan (1102-1227) ascended the Mongol throne at the age of tliirteen. At that time he was

known as Temucliin, a name bestowed upon liim by his father, Yesiilcai, from tlio name of a Tatar chief-

tain against wliom lie was conducting a successful camjiaign at the time of the boys birth. On Temu-

chin's accession to power, several tribes deserted his banner, and for a wliilo it seemed doubtful whether

his rule could be established. However, his mother, Yulun, at the critical moment, seized the national

standard, and led the faithful retainers against the deserters, a lialf of whom she brought back to their

allegiance. Temucliin was at war with one or another of tlie neighboring tribes down to 12(X), when his

power was so firmly established that lie felt safe in proclaiming himself ruler of an empire. It was then

that lie assumed the title of Jenghiz Khan (Chinese. Ching-sze, or " perfect warrior"). After having

consolidated his sovereignty by the subjugation of his last open foe on the Mongolian steppes, he began

a series of bold and successful expeditions against the sui-rounding nations. .And when at last the

mighty conqueror was Laid to re.st in the valley of Keleen, in 1227, the Mongol Empire stretched from

tlie China Sea to the b.anks of the Dnieper. — En.
- Tamerlane (Tiinur-i-Ieng), a Tatar chieftain, said to have been a remote descendant of Jenghiz

Khan, about the year 1370 fi,xed the capital of his newly acquired dominions at S.amarkand, and from

tliis central point he made thirty-five victorious campaigns,— conquering all Persia, northern Asia,

and Ifindustan. Before his death he had placed the crowns of twenty-seven kingdoms on his head. He

died in 14()4, at the age of fiil, while on his march for the invasion of China. — Ed.
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There is, perhajis, not a more ilesolnte region in the world than the cokl, barren
Central I'latean ; hut there is certainly none more resplendent than the exuber-
ant i)eninsula of India, which spreads its magic garden at the very foot of the
Himalayas. How could it be otiier than peerless when, under such glowing skies,

it receives the most copious rains tliat fall on the jdanet,— 20, 25, 30, 40, and
even 50 and 52 feet per year. Three magnificent rivers, created in the Himalayas,
in the Karakorum (and in masses still unknown to us), n.amely, the Brahmaputra, the

Ganges, and the Indus, bring down to it snows that can be seen from the Indian
]>lain suspended from the highest summits of tiie world, as well as those hidden away
in the mountain recesses. South of the great plain, on the triangular plateau called

the Decean, the elevation of the surface tempers the climate, and the sun fructifies

the soil rather than scorches it, though so near the equator.

Tills wonderful peninsula has been peopled from earliest times ; the oldest liistories

tell of its kingdoms, its nations, and tyrants, and its wealth. Already India could

have filled a vast Pantlieon with the statues of its hei'oes, legislators, and poets when
as yet notliing but |)ei)bles and grass covered the seven hills that Later became the

site of the Eternal City. To-day the genius of India has folded her wings, and the

splendid country where dwells a fifth of the human race is obedient to a nation en-

camped on two Euro|)ean islands.

The slender jieninsula of Indo-China has closer contact with the sea. Its streams

are as large as the Ganges or the Brahmajjutra, and longer, for they rise no one knows
where; they likewise connect an opulent land with the dismal Great Plateau.

As its compound name so well indicates, Indo-China is the transition from India to

China, — in language, in lace, and history, as well as in climate and vegetation.

Iran, or Eraii, is a high table-land not w-ithout resemblance to the Great Plateau;

it has the same brazen soil, on a lower socle, and under a less severe but exceed-
ingly dry climate. On the north, the Elburz Mountains arrest the clouds from
the Caspian, and they burst in showers over Ghilau and Mazanderan, a coast so

wet that it is not oidy rich in vegetation but malarial. On the north-west rise

the mountains of Armenia, which are for the most part bare and monotonous,
and even desolate, but they ovei-flow with springs, and torrents, and rivers that
unfold in limpid curves; several peaks of these mountains tower into the regions of
peri)etual snow, but they none the less rob Iran of more moisture than they bring to
it. On the west, high mountains cut off the plateau from the moist winds which might
].erchance reach it from the distant Mediterranean above the Syrian sand and the
]Meso])otanii;in alluviiiiu. On the south-west and south, the lofty table-land stretches
as far as the sierras from which one sees, at fathomless de])ths below him, the waves
of the Persian Gulf and of the Indian Ocean ; here very little rain rises, and that
little is seized by the mountains in its j)ath. Iran is, therefore, seldom visited by
showers; the climate is cold on the mountains, and harsh and windy on the plains.

The entire region is treeless, and consists of sandy or saline ])lateaus, with hills .and

mountain chains disi)ersed over the stej)pes. Iran was once inhabited by a "White,"
"Caucasian," or "Aryan " race (all of which names arc equally misleading), but this

old people has been deeply penetrated by Ar.abic and Tui-kish elements. Ancient
Iran lias retired behind her curtains of mountains, and the country is forgotten
to-day.

From the peaks rising on the westeni frontier, Iran looks out on two other famous
historic countries, Arabia and Babylonia ; these both join Asia Minor.
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Arabia, a straight-flanked peninsula, with no genuine gulfs, no estuaries, no islanfis,

is likewise bordered with mountains, which bar out the almost flaming winds of three
seas, namely, the Iiidiau Ocean, on the south ; the fiery Red Sea, on the west; and on
the east tlic no less torrid Persian Gulf, which communicates with the Indian Ocean
throiigli tlie Gulf of Oman. Between these mountains are other arid mountains, a
few valleys with a little water, and immense fields of sand. This dry, burning clime
has developed a dry and hardy people, which once overran the world, and which was,
for a moment, almost master of the earth.

Asia Minor, like Iran, is a small central plateau, largely encircled by sens, and
destitute of rains, because the moisture which rises from the water comes in contact
with littoral chains : hence the cold, dry climate of the hiterior plains, which are occu-
pied by Turks and Armenians, and the mild, warm temperature of the somewhat
humid coasts of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, whence the Greek element
seems to be marching to the conquest of the valleys, and perhaps of the ]ilateau.

Tlie Arabs predominate in the hot southern regions, and also in Mount Lebanon, and
in the elliptical plain of the Tigris and Euphrates, that old country of great empires.
It is in the land of these Arabs that we find the lowest depression on the globe, the
Dead Sea, 1292 feet below ocean-level: the highest and the lowest ])oints on the
earth's surface are therefore in Asia.

Turan, or the Great Steppe, stretches from the rim of Iran to the valleys of the
Irtysh basin, and from the Caspian Sea to the Roof of the World; tills land would
have no settled inhabitants were it not for its two streams, the Amu and the Sir,

(formerly the Oxus and the Jaxartes), for life-giving clouds are rare here; the little

rain that falls starts the grass on the Steppe for a few days, or perhaps does not evoke
a single spear froni the death-stricken deserts. If, as has been claimed,— some say

demonstrated,— the " Aryans " lived in the Great Stejipe, they inhabited only the

river-oases; or else Turan once possessed a moister climate than it has at present.

But whether Turan was or was not the home of our ancestors, the little of freshness

that remains to it is fast disappearing. The earth is drying up there, as everywhere

around the Cas])ian and in all of central Asia. But along the Amu, the Sir, and a

few other rivers fed by the ice and persistent snows, the soil can be turned to good
account ; no more fertile spots are to be found anywhere than these lowland oases illu-

mined liy a brilliant sun, and lying umler the same parallels of latittule as Naples,

Bordeaux, and New York. The Russians will probably turn the water-courses into

the ]>arched plain. In order to weld Turan solidly to Russia, it will be necessary

to fix the Turkoman or Kirghiz nomad to the soil, seize him with the government
machinery, and then Slavize him, as well as the settled Turk or Persian, by

uniting his destinies to those of a skilfully disposed net-work of colonies ; now,
colonies are imjjossible witiioiit land, and in Turan there can be no land without

water.

We ])ass from Turan (now Russian territory) into Siberia through an intennedi-

ate district, called the Steppe of the Irtysh ; this region is less crabbed than the Great

Steppe; it is watered by rivers, and is gradually yielding to the settler's plough.

Siberia is a country of magnificent dist.inees. Its great streams receive aflluonts

as long as the Danube. Three of these, the Ob, the Yenisei, and the Lena, move
silently toward the Arctic Ocean through woods and swamps ; the woods, however,

disapjiear long before the rivers re.ach the sea. A fourth, the Amur, is almost as long

as these three united ; it is divided between Russia and China, and, descending
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toward tlie enst, cmiitii'S into the Sea of Okhotsk. In Siberia, whieh is far more

vast than all Europe, we find all tliu severe climates of the frigid and eold tem-

perate zones; in many regio)is, wiiere the climate favors the growth of a virile race,

Slavia has planted the people to wliom the future of the continent belongs, for the

physical character of Siberia is sucli as to assure to it the hegemony over immense

regions.

From Siberia, we reach China across the Central Plateau, or by the valley of the

Amur. Ciiina is backed against the Great Central Plateau, and develops 800

leagues of coast-line on the Pacific Ocean. In the centre tlie climate is mild and

moist, in the north cool or cold, and not torrid in the south ; China, then, unites all

the temperate climates. It contains all kinds of rock and all kinds of soil, but is

especially noted for its Yellow Earth (loess), which is as valuable as the Black Earth

of the liussians, and whieh is perhaps nothing more than the dust from the central

steppes of Asia, brought down from day to day, and from century to century, on tlie

wings of the winds. This generous soil and moder.ate climate were destined to

create a mighty people. Millions of men lived here in civilized cities when Europe

was still a fen-forest in which savage cave-dwellers massacred each other in ceaseless

warfare; these millions of men constituted a society governed by strict laws; they

formed a lettered world whieh was less ambitious, less aggressive, and less domineer-

ing than the Ifomans, and less smooth-tongued than the Greeks, but which was much
more industrious than either of these two great peoples of history. From 345 to 350

million Chinese, almost a fourth of the human race, to-day throng the Celestial Em-
pire ; they submit, without a murmur against their mandarins, to a minimum of laws

and regulations ; they speak dialects of the same language, profess a kind of social

ethics rather than a religion, and are all apt at trade, agi'iculture, manufacturing, and

the imitative arts.

Se])arated from the Russo-Chinese co.ast by an almost inland sea is the su]ierb

archipelago of Japan ; it is mountainous, well watered, and rich in its insular climate,

which is warm enough to ripen the or.ange in the south. It is provided with excel-

lent harbors, and iidiabited by an imitative race, but one which is endowed at the

same time WMth creative genius. Japan has not the future before it which the

Jajianese believed was theirs in the first years of their awakening, when, sud-

denly renouncing their fidelity to Chinese civilization, they Itecame the bigoted

copyists of Europe, and when, in the intoxication of their new life, they devoted
themselves to casting cannon and armoring their fleets. Face to face with powerful

enemies, with the Russian, who never retreats, and the Chinese, wlio is wholly impene-

trable, they cannot extend their empire on the continent of Asia. The neighboring

peninsula of Korea has already escai)ed them, and recognizes Cliineso allegiance to

avoid the Russian suzerainty.

Climate. — The life of Asia is along the seaboai-d and in the islands, excejit on

the Siberian bays, capes, and deltas, which are almost eternally ice-bound. It is also

on the shores, those of Russian Asia excluded, that the warm, creative breezes blow;

and it is there that all the rain falls which is brought from the Pacific and from

the Indian Ocean by the monsoons. As only a seventh of the surface of Asia is in

the torrid zone and a seventeenth in the frigid, the continent lies largely under tern-

perate skies ; the climate would be for the nio.st part temperate but for the elevation

of the great Central Plateau.
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Races.— Languages.— Religions. — Asi.'i li:is a far better claim tliaii Italy to be

called tlie "great iiiother of all things, the laiiil of .Saturn." The Whites, or at least

those so named, perhaps originated in Asia; the Yellows first saw the light there, and

they have overspread it in dense masses ; it was from Asia that the Arabs, the Tatars,

and the Turks set out to conquer the world ; and, lastly, there are Negroes and

Negroids in this great division of the world. It is estimated that the Yellows, or

Mongolians, constitute three-fifths of the Asiatics, who are rated at 826 million

souls. The Whites, pure or mixed, form nearly two-fifths.

All the great religions originated in Asia; there are at present scarcely two mill-

ion Jews and fifteen million Christians in Asia, and these are chiefly in the liussian

Em]iire, in Asia Elinor, and in the Catholic or Protestimt missions, notably in China

and Tonquin. The Mussulmans extend from Constantinople to the mountains of

China, either in compact bodies or in scattered communities ; in India alone they

number 50 million ; they are much more numerous than the Christians, but much
fewer in number than the Buddhists and Brahmanists of the extreme Orient. A fifth,

at most, of the Asiatics, including Mohammedans, as well as Christians and Jews, are

monotheistic in belief. •

The Asiatic peoples remind one of the billows of the sea, some swelling and

advancing, others falling and receding. The Russian wave is moving unerringly

southward. The Chinese are advancing northward, in Manchuria, which borders the

Russians, and they are sweeping steadily westward to the conquest of the high

Plateau, whose rebellious soil they hope, with good reason, to bring under cultiva-

tion ; southward, in Indo-China, they have important colonies. In India, more than

280 million men, of divers races and idioms, are subject to the English, who hold

them at i)resent with a tight rein. When compared with Siberia, Cliina, and India,

the rest of the continent— Asia Minor, Persia, and Arabia— is inconsequential; it

is the Asia of the pa.st, and not of the future.

RUSSIAN ASIA.

Russian Asia, which is annually enlarging, comprises, including Siberia and Tur-

kestan, with the Transcasinan Territories and Transcaucasia, about 6,346,900 square

miles, with nearly 17^ million inhabitants. Its area is twice that of the United States,

and almost double that of Brazil. But, however valuable this region may be, there are

too many Arctic jilains, too many steiii)es, and too many sandy tracts, for it to be

worth in any future twice as much as either the United States or Brazil. No country

in the world has been more persistently calumniated. So many exiles have consumed

their lives there, around Bere/.ov or Irkutsk, during the long days and the long nights

of the high north, in the despair of their lost youth and of their blighted, wrecked lives!

Siberia is, in truth, another Russia, though much more vast, and somewhat colder;

it possesses a very extensive and very valuable Black-Earth Zone. Comprising as it

does all the north of Asia, its great bulk will some day make it a formidable power

on the continent.
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SIBERIA.

Yermak Timofeief.— Siberia.— Toward the end of the sixteenth century, Russia,

which was then liardly freed from the Tatar yoke, had her Francisco Pizarro or

Hernando Cortes, as Sjiain liad had hers fifty years before, wlien but just delivered

from the hands of tlie Moors. A Cossack of the Don, the brigand chief Yermak

Timofeief, driven from the Volga by Ivan the Terrible, fled to the Urals with 840

adventurers, and then, marching east, captured the Tatav and Mussulman town of

Isker. Afterward, wishing to curry favor with the Czar, he offered him his conquest

" for as long a time as it should please God to let this lower world live." The country

invaded by Yermak Timofeief was found to resemble Russia in its boundless steppes

and sluggish rivers. Men roamed over it at will, and, less than a hundred years later,

the Cossacks, while in search of gold, or while hunting furs, came in contact with the

then almost mythical Chinese, on the banks of the Amur.

This immense territory, which has since been vastly augmented, is called Siberia

;

the name comes either from Sibir or Sever. Sibir was the Russian designation of

the Tatar town conquered by Yermak, and which was probably on the Irtysh, 11

miles above the site of Tobolsk; Sever is the Russian word for north; Siberia, indeed,

merits the title of Land of the Noitli, not so much because it extends beyond the

Arctic Circle, as on account of the incredibly cold temperature of the districts north

of Irkutsk and the mountains of the Lena.

Siberia comprises about 4,828,000 square miles, a fourth more than the area of

Europe, with 4 million inhabitants, or perhaps 4^ million,— not including the gov-

ernments of Perm, Ufa, and Orenburg, which are attached to Russia in Europe,

although a large part of their surface is on the Asiatic slope. Siberia extends fi'om

the Urals to the Pacific, and from the southern plateaus and the lofty mountains

•which form the bastions of central Asia to the shores of the Arctic Ocean.

Climate.— Almost the entire surface of Siberia is in plains, step]K's, and marshes

or tundras. From the highlands to the tundras stretches a magnificent alluvial tract,

but, owing to the scant rainfall, it lacks the fertility that might be expected from it.

Siberia is almost wholly shut off from the Pacific by lofty mountains; tlie masses of

central Asia separate it from the Indi.in Ocean, and Europe severs it from the Atlan-

tic ; with no sea exposure except on the Arctic, which is frozen the greater jiart of

the year, the rainfall.^ is very light, and even that is diminishing. Siberia is drying

up, and rivers which once reached the Irtysh, the Ob, and the Yenisei are now

arrested somewhere in the Steppe ; lakes have lost their outlets, and are gradually

becoming brackish ponds, or pools of diluted mud, or are entirely disappearing. The
foi'ests, too, though very vast, are wanting in wild force, in luxuriance and boldness.

And if the forest lacks vigor and majesty, wh.at can be said of the trees which pro-

long it on the north in the direction of the ttmdra? The hardened soil prevents their

roots from penetrating it deeply, the north wind blasts their buds, and their trunks

bend and crawl under the weight of the eight months' snows; these sickly, puny trees

are followed by dwarfed shrubs, and beyond these there .ire only mosses and the palo

grass of the tundra, lit up by the oblique rays of a pale sun, or abandoned to long and

1 Generally, from 10 to 20 inclies, according to locality : 13 at Tobolsk, and 35 ou the shores of

the Sea of Okhotsk.
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often gloomy nights. In the extreme north, and especially toward the east, desolation
and dentil reign,— along the 1ow<t Ob and Yenisei, on the Kliatanga, the Anahnra,
aiul the Oienek; still more despotically on the lower Lena, and along the Yana, the
Jiidigirka, the Kolyma, and the Anadyr, coastal streams which, though small in
Siberia, would rank among the great rivers of France or Italy. In many a town the
temjierature sinks to more than 75° F. below zero; the annual mean of Yakutsk is

+ 11.8° v.; of Ust Yansk, +3.9'; of Verkho Yansk, +1.9°; the Russians and
savages who endure the climate of this last settlement see a variation of 180° durin<'

^^ ->^7Cmf
SuiERiAN Larches.

the year, or from more than — 76° to nearly + 104". The more clement south has

its "Italics," though these are chill in winter.

The Irtysh-Ob.— The Urals. — The Altai Mountains.— I'he longest branch of the

Ob is the E'rtchis of the Mongols, and the; Irtysh of the Russians ; it is a brownish
stream, irnjiregnated with clay.

The Irtysh, whicli rises in Chinese territory, on one of the Altai slopes, is only an

insignificant river when it receives from bottom springs the invisible tribute of Lake
Uliungur, a])parently a basin with no outlet ; these floods triple the volume of the

stream, and we may therefore consider this effluent of the lake as the true source of

the Black Irtysh,— the name apjtlied to the river as far as Lake Zaisan, or "Noble
Lake," a Russian sheet of water 1345 feet above sea-level. And why Noble Lake?
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Doubtless from some tradition, for tliere is notliing imposing about this nor. It is

simi>ly a sliallow, yellow i)onil, surrounded by low hanks, wliich it overflows in the

rainy seasons; on the average, it covers about 700 square miles.

Issuing from Lake Zaisan, under the name of White Irtysh, the stream receives

from tlie Altai Mountains the transjiarent waters of perennial rivers, so that it is

already a powerful current when it enters the magnificent gorges which extend from

the mouth of the Bukhtarma to Ust Kamenogorsk ; these defiles are cut tlirougli

granite and schist and are wonderfully grand, but they possess no historic interest, aiui

lack grace, verdure, and life, exce])t for a few mediocre willows and poplars. The

course of the Irtysh is henceforth through the Steppe; it is encumbered with islands,

and flows between clayey banks, which the floods erode ; it often changes its cliannel,

and is forever excavating, tilling up, and obliterating. The same changes are likewise

taking ])lace in its affluents ; many of them are diminishing with the increasing

aridity of the climate, and have ceased to bring down their tribute at all seasons.

From Semi])alatinsk to Omsk, on its right bank, the Irtysh skirts the step])e of

Baraba, one of the most extensive and fertile agricultural districts of all Slavia; it is

another Tchernoziom, free from stones, but covered with tine trees, which the Russian

settlers are felling. This is a favorite spot for Slavic emigration. Below Omsk,

beyond the cliffs of Tobolsk, at Samarovsk, the Irtysh encounters the Ob; the Irtysh

is longer, and doubtless stronger, than its rival, for it has already traversed a distance

of about 2800 miles.

The Ob " is formed in the Altai Mountains, and receives, at first through the

Irtysh, and then directly, the waters of the eastern sloj)e of the Urals. The Urals

have little variety and no grandeur, notwithstanding their length. The Altai system,

on the contrary, is a magnificent assemblage of mountains. This grou]> is hardly half

as high as the Thian-shan, the chains of which it prolongs in a north-easterly direc-

tion ; the Altai are in turn continued beyond the Yenisei, and in the same direction,

by the Sajansk Mountains. The loftiest Altai peak, Bielukha (White Mountain), has

an altitude of 10,991 feet. It rises above a small glacier, the source of the Katunya,

the most powerful of the torrents which unite to form the Ob. This stream origi-

nates in the only gl.acier in the entire basin of the Ob. The Altai chain is of very

ancient rock ; it Ls composed of granite, porphyry, serpentine, and schist, and some-

times spreads out in loamy plains. It is rich in mines, like the Ui'als, and like them,

also, the native land or the abode of aboriginal races ; it conceals in its folds the best

sheltered and the mildest of the " Siberian Italics," and settlers emigrate there in

multitudes, as they do to the steppe of Baraba.

The Ob, formed by the glacier-fed Katunya and the Biya, the outlet of a deep

lake in the Altai rock, does not remain long in the mountain. At Barnaul its altitude

hardly sur])asses 390 feet, and yet it is fully 1850 miles from this town to tiie mouth

of the Irtysh-Ob. The Ob flows, like the Irtysh, in manifold arms, from one grouji

of islands to another; its breadth varies from 9800 feet in the dry season to 130,000

in the sjiring, when it carries in its floods enough u])rooted trees to plant a vast

forest. Its waters are not as dark as those of the river of ToVwlsk, ami the two cur-

rents flow for a long time without blending their colors. Then the Ob continues its

way through forests ; but as the streams meet north of the latitude of Saint Peters-

burg, we are ap]iroaching the Arctic Circle. Gradually, the aciculars, and birches,

and willows become dwarfed, and then disappear. At l.ast this longest of Siberian

1 Tliis n.ame is more often, though incorrectly, written Obi; the latter form is the genitive of Ob.
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rivers (and certainly one of the greatest in the world) enters an estuary 500 miles in

length, and having a breadth of 164,000 feet from bank to bank ; this estuary opens

nearly opposite Nova Zembla. The entire length of the Irtysh-Ob, including the

estuary, is 4000 miles; its basin embraces 1,300,000 s(juare miles, and contains n mill-

ion inhabitants.

The Angara-Yenisei. -^ Lake Baikal.— The Angara-Yenisei carries more watcT-

tlian the Irtysli-Ob, at least in summer (owing to the Baikal reservoir, whicli is now

iifty-six times the size of Lake Leman), l)ut it is not quite as long (3230 miles), and

its basin is somewhat smaller (1,085,000 sq. m.).

As the Irtysh abandons its name for that of the Ob, its inferior, so the Upper Tun-

guska, wiiich has a greater volume tlian the Yenisei and a course longer by 750 miles,

becomes the Yenisei. The Yenisei receives more mountain torrents than tlie Ob, and

gathers more w.aters from persistent snows. It is formed on Cliinese soil, and enters

Russia to wind about, closely ])ressed upon by the Altai Mountains, in gorges where,

though a powerful stream, its width contracts to 105 feet. It reaches the great plain

near Krasnojarsk. The yellow flood which it mingles above Yeniseisk with the

Ul)per Tunguska is often a mile or a mile and a quarter broad in smiimer, and three

or four times that in the spi-ing freshets. Doubled, or perliaps tripled, by the waters

of the Ui)per Tunguska, and again increased by such streams as the Lower Tunguska,

the Yenisei at length enters the Arctic Ocean through a mouth 14 miles wide, the

contraction of an estuary having a breadth in places of fully 40 miles.

Under the name of Selenga, the true Yenisei flows from a glacier, on the Munku

Sardyk. This peak (11,450 feet) is the highest, not of the Altai proper, but of the

Sajansk Mountains; Munku Sardyk doubtless owes its name, which signifies " Silver

Mountain," to its glacier. These waters are purified 5897 feet above the seas, in the

Kosso-gol, a lake occupying 1275 square miles, and yet only a tenth the size of Lake

Baikal, into which the outlet of Kosso-gol flows. Munku Sardyk, Kosso-gol, and tlie

greater part of the 680 miles of the Selenga's course belong to China, or, more accu-

rately speaking, to Mongolia; the lower Selenga and Lake Baikal are in Siberia.

The Orkhon, one of the affluents of the Selenga, enters the heart of the Mongolian

plateau not far from the site of Karakorum, the ancient capital of Jenghiz Klian.

No trace remains of Karakorum, or the "Black Camp," except a battlemented wall

and a few heajis of rubbish. This chief encamjiment of an immense horde of Mon-

golian and Tatar cavalry — for the army of Jenghiz Khan was little else — was,

doubtless, a clay town, surrounded by movable tents, — one of those overgrown, ill

constructed villages whose very ruins perish.

Baikal is situated in a plateau fault, at an altitude of 1560 feet; it has de])ressions

much below sea-level, and the lead has been known to reach a depth of 4505 feet. It

receives the waters of 125,000 square miles. These waters contain few impurities,

owing to the granitic nature of their basin, and what there are siidi to the bottom of

the alnss, wlikdi they will not soon fill up ; for Lake Baikal covers an area of 12,400 >

square miles; it lies among stern mountains, surrounded by porphyritic rocks, ;>nd

sliaded by austere larclies, pines, and firs.

This Holy Sea— as it is called by the Russians {Sviatoie More), as well as by the

Mongols {Daldi-nor) — is covered in winter, from shore to shore, with ice that

would bear the weight of armies with their horses and cannon. Tlie water which

flows out of Lake Baikal is marvellously spotless ; it is as blue as the Rlione at Geneva,

1 Exactly 12,430.
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and ten times more jwwt'rfiil. Under the name of Angara, the beautiful, inipetuoiis

stream descends nine rai)ids, bathes Irkutsl<, and then becomes the Ujiper Tunguska

— Tunguska, because it waters tlie country of tlie Tunguses.

The Lena. — Tiie Lena also gives its name to a river that is broader and longer

than itself; when it conies in contact with the Vitim, which has a length of 1339

. miles, tiie Lena is 432 miles shorter. It rises at an elevation of 1939 feet among

mountains 40U0 feet in altitude, which plunge down within a few miles of tlie west

shore of Lake Baikal. It moves majestically toward the north-east, and then to the

north-west. Cold and clear, and but little ruffled by the winds, the solitary stream

flows through a deep valley, between mea<lows lying at the base of hills with craggy

8loi)es and forest-clad plateaus. At long intervals it passes before the wooden houses

of a Russian village, in the bosom of a land that once belonged to two free nations,

namely, to the Yakutos, a Turkish-speaking people, in the north, and to the Tunguses,

who made use of an idiom closely resembling Manchu, in the south. Beyond Ya^

kutsk, it receives enormous rivers (the Aldan and the Viliui) without apparently in-

creasing in volume; it is like a moving lake ; sometimes it measures 5, 10, or 12 miles

from bank to bank. It empties into the Arctic Ocean through the branches of a delta

of SoOO square miles, opposite Xew Siberia, a large inhabited archipelago. The Lena

is 3100 miles long, measured to the source of the Vitim ; it drains a basin of nearly

a million square miles, which is occupied by scarcely 300,000 men ; most of these are

Yakules, though they include a few Russians.

The Amur.— The Littoral Province. — A fourth immense stream is the Amur,

which passes through lands inhabited by several different ))eoples. The river bears

various names; the Manchus call it Saghalin Ula, oi' Black Water; the Yakutes,

Kara Turan, or Brown River ; the Goldi, Mango ; and the Chinese, He-long kiang,

or stream of the Black Dragon ; and its floods are in fact brown.

The Amin- is formed l>y the Argun and the Shilka: the former receives its waters

from long but scant rivers rising on Chinese soil ; the latter, which is much swifter

and purer, and in a more humid climate, comes from the union of the Onon and the

Ingoda, both of which descend from the Yablonoi Mountains (Mountains of the

Apple-trees), south-east of Lake Baikal. The culminating point of these sunny and

slightly wooded mountains is Mount Sokhondo (8200 feet). The Shilka crosses the

met.alliferous and auriferous mountains of Xertsehinsk, then joins the Argun, where

it takes the name of Amur, and from this point as far as the mouth of the L'ssuri it

separates Siberia from China.

From earliest time the banks of the Amur have been uninhabited, and they are

peo])ling now Avith extreme slowness ; a few Cossack statiitzas and a few villages of

Russian peasants are to be encountered, and that is all. The Amur receives two largo

currents, the tawny Zeya, near Blagovestchensk, and the Bureia ; then it flows for

over a hundred juiles through splendid gorges, cut in granite rocks, through wild

forests, and then receives the Sungari, an enormous river of Cliinese Manchuria. The
Sungari may not be Larger than the Amur; at their confluence, however, the rapid

and clear, although dark-colored, Russian stream scarcely occu])ies a third of the bed,

and gives to the less ])ure and whitish * Manchu stream the appearance of pre-eminence
;

in any case, the Amur is the longer of the two. Below the Sungari the Amur is one

of the great currents of the world; but it is encumbered with sand-banks and

obstructed by islands; after it encounters the Sungari it flows steadily northward, and

' The name Sungari means, in Manchu, " Flower ot milk."
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consequently becomes continually colder ; after receiving, near Khabarovka, tlie rich
tribute (;f the Ussui-i, and having once again cut its way through mountains, belovir

Nikolajevsk it empties into a sea which is frozen six months out of twelve, or rather

vvj-

(ioI-IJI.

into a strait, the Gulf of Tartary, which separates the island of Saghalin from the

mainland. But for this fatal curve the Amur would enter the sea near Vladivostok,

where the waters are almost always free. From the source of the Kerulen, the long-

est branch of the stream, to the Gulf of Tartary, the Amur has a length of 2800

miles, in a basin of 807.000 square miles.
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Opposite the Japanese islands of Nippon [Hondo] and Yei-so, and the Russian island

of Saghalin, lies the Littoral Province; liiissia possesses some niarvellons harbors

here, veritable Rio de Janeiros, and Vladivostok might merit the arrogant title wliieh

its fonnders bestowed ujion it; but " Supreme-in-the-Orient" lies under chill, sullen,

fogsy skies; back of it stretches an almost vacant territory, wilii scarcely a few

thousand men scattered on the coast and along the Ussuri, a powerful river issuing

from tlie shallow Lake Klianka (1650 sij. m.) ; here are Cossacks who have come from

the stanitzas east of Baikal, si/nks or condemned soldiers, convicts who have worked

out their. time in the mines, Russian peasants, Finlanders, etc. The deliverance of

this country is slow and jiainful, and Vladivostok is far from Holy Moscow : many a

peasant has passed three years on the road from his native village in Great or Little

Russia to his new home on the Amur or in the Littoral.

Saghalin.— The true name of the island before which the Amur enters the Pacific

is Karaftn, for it was thus designated by the Ainos, its old inhabitants, and by the

Japanese, its former masters ; but it is now called Saghalin. It is hardly an island in

summer, and in winter the ice welds it to the continent across the narrow Gulf of

Tartary. Saghalin measures 600 miles from north-west to south-east, but it is so nar-

row that its area does not e-xceed 24,560 square miles. From its shores, which are

destitute of good harbors, one can see, when the fogs and drizzling rains permit, a

chain of mountains from 2000 to 5000 feet high, with a few forests. These woods,

with here and there cidtivable valley extremities and a few coal-mines, are the only

attractions which the island offers to the greedy Muscovite. More than 250 days of

every year are cloudy, and the temperature sometimes sinks to — 34.6° F.

Russia sends convicts here to work the coal-mines, and soldiers and officers to

guard the prisoners; the rest of the islanders comprise various savage tribes, called

Gilyaks, Oroks, and Ainos, and also a few Japanese. The shaggy Ainos are probably

the aborigines of Saghalin, and doubtless also of .Japan ; the Japanese ruled here

before the Russians. When the White Czar declared himself master of the lower

Amur, he also admitted that Russia possessed the island in copartnership with

Japan ; but the Japanese yielded their rights in 1875 to the emperor of .all the Rus-

sias and Siberias, and in exchange received the Kurile Islands.

Saghalin contains, in all, 15,000 men ; they are outnumbered l)y the bears that rove

througli tlie fir forests of Kar.aftu.

Kamchatka.— Kamcliatka, north-north-east of Saghalin, resembles the seaboard

of Vladivostok; it has superb liarbors, on such vast bays as that of Avatcha; but in

this northern climate everything is valueless.

Among the lordly volcanoes that flame or smoke in this lance-liko jieninsula,

Klyutehevskaya has an altitude of 15,761 feet (nearly that of INIont Blanc), with a

base circumference of about 200 miles. It is a treacherous neighbor, but the inhab-

itants of Kamchatka are few, for, although it extends through ten degrees of latitude,

it sup])orts a population of only a few thousaml Russians or men who are becoming

Russianized. Out of 40 volcanoes, twelve are .at times still active; they are attached

to two chains of islands which likewise emit flames, namely, the Kuriles, which, with

about a dozen active or dormant craters, stretch down to join the J.apanese volcanoes,

and the Aleutians, whose islands, rearing more than thirty fiery mountains, are like

the piles of a supernatural bridge which would connect Asia and America, or the

Russian peninsula of Kamchatka with the Alaskan peninsula, wliich to-day belongs

to the United States, as do also the Aleutians.
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The Future. ^— Different Races. — ]\liiiiiig in tlie Ural .nnd Altai Mountains, fur-

hunting and lisliing, have long ot-cuiiicd the Neo-Ilussians of Siberia nuich more than

the cultivation of the soil ; now, however, desert and forest are beginning to give

way in those regions which are frozen during the winter, but which rouse to fruitful-

ness in the short, hot, almost nightless summer.

From remote antiquity, Siberia has been inhabited by Finnic, Turkish, and Mon-

golian tribes, but they .are now daily disappearing before the advance of the Euro-

peans. Of these tribes, some rove, hunt, .and fish in the north, wliere the poverty of

the soil forbids settled life ; others are fixed to the glebe, in the less sterile south.

Several of them have adopted the Greek religion ; the Turkish tribes profess Islam-

ism ; the Mongolians have accepted pure Buddhism, or that degraded form of

Buddhism called Shamanism. As for the Europeans, the new and the only living and

lasting element, they are of divers races. The Russians predominate largely ; they

are chiefly descendants of Cossacks and of exiles from European Russia. The latter

h.ave been poured into Siberia from early times, at an average rate of more than

10,000 ye.'irly ; they represent all the races of the innuense empire, from the Slavic

to the Tatar ; all its religions, from the orthodox Greek to Islaniism and fetichism

;

all its languages, from Russian to Persian and Roimi.ani.an ; all its convict classes,

from the assassin and the counterfeiter to the nobleman who defended his countrj- in

a Polish b.attalion. Union is henceforth assured. The Siberians, who are largely

Slavs by their fathers, are absolutely Russians in Language, with no dialectic differ-

ences, as, for example, in Russia itself ; they prolong from the Urals to the Pacific

the formidable nation vk'hich was long o])pressed by Tatars and afterw.ard by Poles.

The population increases slowly, however, owing to the number of deaths rather

than to a paucity of births. The mortality among children is especially great ; in-

dustry is doing nothing toward enlarging the towns and founding villages, exce[it in

the mining districts of the Urals and the Altai Mountains ; and the peasant is m.iking

little effort to bring the soil under proper cultivation; and, lastly, — and this is noth-

ing by the side of the indolence of the mujiks and the semi-stagnation of their families,

— the Siberians have retained somewhat of the old nomadic spirit of the Slavs; from

the Ur.als to the Pacific there are thousands of roving peasants who have left their

villages, escaped convicts, deserters from the army, gold-hunters, and bigoted adven-

turers searching for the land of the White Water, the ever receding Jiielovodie, the

Eldorado of the tjians-Uralian Russians.

Cities.— Siberia contains no city of 100,000 souls, and the largest towns are little

more th.an big villages of wooden houses.

Irkutsk (44,000), .almost three times as far from Saint Petersburg as from Peking,

borders the Angara at .an altitude of more than 12,000 feet, in an excessively cold

but beautiful region, containing the wonderful Baikal Lake and the Angara River.

Tomsk (37,000), on the Tom, a tributary of the Irtysh, half-way between Saint

Petersburg and Peking, is the seat of the only Siberian univei-sity.

Tobolsk, which presents a magnificent ajipearance with its citadel on a high talus

of the Irtysh, contains less than 22,000 inh.abitants ; it was, however, for centuries

the leading city in Siberia ; it is now nothing but a government cajiital.

Yekaterinburg (34,000), a mining and manufacturing city, is Siberian by its situa-

tion, on the eastern slope of the Ur.als; but the Russian government has attached vast

districts of this slope, with their 1,.500,000 inhabit.ants, to Europe; in this w.ay Slavip

Asia is robbed of a tenth of its population.
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A Kirghiz JIeal.

RUSSIAN TURKESTAN.

Two Countries Under One Name.— Siberian Turkestan,— With all its appurtenances

and dei)endt>iicie.s, liiissiaii Turkestan now embraces 1,347,000 square miles (or some-

thing over), with 5 or 6 million souls. In the north, the provinees of Semipala-

tinsk, Akmolinsk, Turc;ai, and Uralsk correspond to the Kirghiz Step])os. Nearly.

750,000 square miles, sloping mainly toward the Irtysh, have been taken out of

Siberia, of which they physically form a part ; in the south, the provinces of Semiret-

chensk, Ferghana, Zcraf.slian, Sir Daria, Amu Daria, and the Traiiscasjiiim District

correspond to Turkestan ; or, in other words, to the land of the Turks, although the

country has many inhabitants who are Turks neither in name, language, nor origin.

The common bond of these two regions, namely, Siberian Turkestan and Turkestan

projier, is the great nomad nation of the Kirghiz, or Kazaks, as they call themselves.

It was because the Russians were brought in contact with this Turkish-speaking

people that they ended by m.aking wide conquests in the direction of India. After

having subdued one of the four "hordes" of which the n.ation is compo.sed, they were

obliged to restrain and then conquer the other three ; and, as the Kirghiz ro.am over

the entire plain, from the Siberian alluvia to the banks of the Sir, the armies of the

White Czar at length reached the Sir, then the Amu, and, finally, the mountains of
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AfLrlianistan. The four govcnmieiits of Siberian 'i'lirkestan contain nearly 2 million

inliabitants. Uralsk extends from the Ural liiver to the Sea of Aral and the Cas-

pian ; Turgai and Akniolinsk belong more or less to the basin of tlie Irtysh-Ob,

through the Tobol and the Ishim ; ami Semipalatinsk is on the Irtysh itself. Though

joined to Siberia by their physical eliaracter and by their history, they nevertheless

belong to Turkestan by virtue of the Kirghiz element which predomii.ates there. So,

also, in the recently subjugated jirovinces of Sir D.iria and Amu iJaria, tlie number of

Slavs is much below that of the Turks or Persians.' .

The Celestial Mountains.—^ Pamir.^ Siberian Turkestan stretches toward the

Irtysh, and Turkestan jiroper is backed against the Celestial JMountains and I'amir.

The Celestial Mountains, or Thian-shan, sparkle with snow, notwithstanding the

dryness of the atmosphere, for they rise to the formidable heights of 16,000, 20,000,

23,000, or even 25,000 feet ; these elevations justly entitle them to their name of

Celestial Mountains. The term Thian-shan is Chinese. This chain (whicli only a few

years ago was still thought to be in part volcanic) does, in fact, advance over vast

plateaus which form a province of the great empire of the monosyllabic tongue. It

overlooks Dzungaria and Eastei-n Turkestan. Katun, Bogdo-shorO, Dzungarian Ala-

tau, Bogdo-ola, Mountains of the Heavenly King (Tengri Khan), sunny Ala-tau,

Mountains of Alexander, shady Ala-tau, crest of Kashgar, Alai, and Transalai,—
under these titles, and others still unknown to us, the Thian-shan chain is a maze of

proditjious masses, connecte<l on the north-east with the Altai through the Tarbagatai

(11,155 feet), and on the south-west with the Hindu Kush, as well as with the Kara-

korum and Himalayas, through Pamir.

It is a mistake to sup])ose that the Sl.tvic em]iire has its mightiest chain, its

proudest summit, and its loftiest simws in the Caucasus; the Thian-shan, towering

about 6000 feet higher, with glaciers and countless snow-masses, presses down upon

the old continent with an infinitely greater weiglit. The Celestial Mountains are

very imperfectly known ; but it is estimated that tlieir vtassifs equal all that western

Europe rears in peaks or spreads out in plateaus from the firs wliere the sources of

the Dniester sparkle to the copses of Algarves. What bald and gloomy ice-mailed

Goliath rules among theSe snowy giants, in this infinitude of groujts, masses, and

crests, among these rocks of every nature ? The height of 'I'engri Khan, rising east of

Lake Issik, is estimated at over 23,000 feet; tliat of Kaufmann (thus named from

a Russian general who was largely instrumental in the subjugation of Turkestan) at

24,600; that of Tagarma at more than 25,000,— an elevation which woidd rank it

among the chief summits of the globe. Kaufmann is the culminating jieak of the

Transalai, and Tagarma of the Kizil Jart, which rises on the east over Kashgaria; the

Trans.alai and Kizil Jart overlook Painii-.

Pamir, appro] iriately named Bam-i-dunya, or IJoof of tlie World, has a mean alti-

tude of 13,000 feet. All the cold winds of heaven whistle over this table-land, the

snow swee|is down u)ion it from every corner of tlie horizon, and streams descend

from it, to lose themselves, on the west as on the east, in lakes with no outlets. Who
would believe that this lofty plain so near the stars, this land of lakes and savory

grass, was drying u]) like all the rest of the so-called central Asia ? It is neverthe-

less a fact ; several of its basins have no longer an outlet, and many old Lemans have

been entirely eff.aced. Pamir is divided into minor plateaus, which bear Turkish names.

1 The provinces of Akmnlinsk, Semipalatinsk. .and Semiretcliensk have recently been united, under

the name of *' General Government of the Steppes."
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The Flains of Turan.— Plains wliich are nuic-h drier than tlic Celestial Mountains

cr Pamir sjircad out at tlic base of these masses toward the west, as far as the Cas-

))iaii. Tlie stepjjcs of Lake Balkash, and those of Turan, wliieh carry twin jiarallel

streams to the Sea of Aral, are exposed to the cold of — '20" to — 30" F., and the heat

of 105" to 110." The year brings them regularly in contact with the pole and the

tropics ; but unfortunately it rains very little in Turan, and even the slight rainfall

seems to be slowly and uniformly decreasing. Xothing can arrest the advance of tlie

desert but a mighty system of irrigation ; there is no ho]ie, however, of wliolly

reclaiming this land. Even in districts where water is more abundant than else-

where, scarcely an eleventh of the soil can be utilized, and not a hundredth, or even a

tliousandth jiart, in regions where it is necessary to have recourse to dams for the

storage of the water from the snows, or to wells dug at the bottom of ravines ; the

two large streams of the jilains and the different rivers are alone capable of starting

the vegetation here and there on long stretches of country.

At present, fully half of the lowland between the basin of the Irtysh-Ob and the

foot of the Iranian mountains is a most inhospitable desert. The melancholy

expanses of Hunger Steppe, Ak-kuni or White Sands, Kizil-kum or Red Sands, Kara-

kum or Black Sands, might be partially reclaimed, aTid the shifting sands might be-

come in a measure fixed by the cultivation of such saline plants and stunted, thorny,

leathery trees as can be made to grow under rainless skies, in an atmosphere tossed

by gales and whirlwinds, and subject to sudden changes from polar cold to torrid

heat. But, instead of leaving nature to lier immortal task, man is destroying all

that the plains attempt to produce, and the little that is borne by the dunes. Xo
meadows nor cultivated fields are to be seen except along the streams and the irrigat-

ing canals which bleed them.

In Turan, the wind whips the salt sands, the reddish clay, the mugwort, the

spurge, and the blood-red glasswort ; it whistles in the reeds of the lagoons, but it

does not drive out the mosquitoes, and it often brings swarms of locusts. From the

Sea of Aral to the Ural River, a distance of 300 miles, the traveller encounters but a

single tree, a poplar. The Turkomans, those intrepid riders whom it is impossible to

unhorse, those slave-hunters and assassins whose bloody ex]iloits Russia has just

ended, are exceedingly proud of the aridity of their country. "Never," they say, "do

we rest under the shadow of a tree nor the shadow of a king." Having no forests

for shelter, the wild beasts take refuge in the jungles of reeds and rushes,— the abode

of the bear, the wild boar, and the tiger; this last animal is not confined, as is gen-

erally su]>iiosed, to the tropical forests.

Balkash and Issik.— The Celestial Mountains form the Hi, without which there

would be no Lake Balkash ; they enclose Lake Issik between two of their chains, aiul

they send the Sir into the Sea of Aral. The Amu, more powerful than the Sir, de-

scends from Pamir.

The Hi (900 miles) is formed by the union of two strong glacier torrents, the

Tekes and the Kiinghes ; it waters the broad valley of Dzungaria, which lies on ihe

best route between Europe and China, and then, entering the Slavic domains, it flows

through long deltaic l>raiiches into Lake Balkash, of which it is almost the only feed-

ing canal. Balkash, which is a marsh rather than a lake in certain ])ortions, and which

is nowhere more than 69 feet deej), lies at an altitude of 781 feet. It is more than

300 miles long, with a much less but very variable width ; it now embraces hardly

more than 8400 square miles, but it was, perhaps, once a vast expanse, extending
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even as far as the Sea of Aral, which is to-day 550 miles distant; its diminution is due

to the deposits of the Hi, and, above all, to evaporation. This lake, tlie clear waters of

which are too brackish to V>e fit for drink, is encircled l)y naked step])e8, shifting

sands, deltas, and thickets of reeds; the northern sliore is loftier and firmer tlian

the southern.

Lake Issik^ marks very nearly the centre of the Celestial Mountains; it lies west

of Tcngrl Khan, between the two lofty chains of the Ala-tau (Spotted Mountains),

namely, the Ivunghei (sunny Ala-tau), on the north, and the Terskei (shady Ala-tau),

on the south. The name Issik signifies warm, and, in fact, tlie lake receives, along

with cold torrents, copious hot streams, which, it is said, ]H-event it from freezing.

It is situated nearly 5000 feet above the sea, and has a circumference of about 400

miles, although it has greatly contracted, and has lowered considerably during the

last twenty years ; there are ti-aces of its waters 30 miles from its shores and 200 feet

above its present surface.

The Sir. — The Amu and the Uzboi.— The Aral.— The Sir, the stream which the

ancients called the Jaxartcs, the Sihon of the Persians and Arabians, descends from

the Celestial Mountains, principally from the shady Ala-tau, under the name of Narin
;

its waters are blue, for the torrents from the plateaus and mountains are purified in

lakes. It falls over precipices, as yet unexplored, into the lowlands, where it encoun-

ters the Kai'a Daria (Black River) ; here it becomes the Sir, whicii is distributed in

canals over Ferghana, formerly a lake ; on its banks, farther down, lies the town of

Khodjend. Beyond this point, instead of increasing in volume, it is lowered by evajv

oration and drained by canals; several long tributaries have gradually shrunk, and

have ceased to reach it : such, for example, are the Tchu and the S.a.ry Su (Yellow

Water), which are being slowly obliterated from their mouths toward their sources,

and which terminate in desolate swamps. However, at. the point where the Sir

divides into arms, it carries 31,250 cubic feet per second in low wsiter, and a yearl)'

average of over 88,250; one half of this flow is evaporated, or filters into the ground

in the different branches of the delta ; the other half empties into the Sea of Aral.

The time is ajiproaching when not a single drop of its flood will enter the great lake,

for it will be taken up by a net-work of canals for the irrigation of the Steppe. The

Sir is about 1550 miles long.

The Amu, like the Sir, has a length of 1550 miles ; the ancients named it the Oxtcs:

it is the Djihon of the Arabs and the Iranians. It "sponges" Pamir between the

Alai, on the north, and the Hindu Kush, on the south ; both these chains are of im-

mense and almost equal altitude, and it is from their snow-masses that the great vol-

xnne of the Amu is derived. The Amu is much larger than the Sir, and carries from

34,460 to 967,500 cubic feet per second, with a yearly mean of 124,000, although it

traverses the Steppe without being re-enforced by a single current ; all the streams on

the right and the left terniinate .at a long distance from the banks; not even the slen-

derest rill brings it an offering from the Zerafshan, nor from the river of Merv, which,

the river of Herat has ceased to swell, as the latter is itself now incapable of forcing

a way through the desert. The Zer.afsh.an, the "gold-giver," as this Persian name
signifies, s]irings from a magnificent glacier, which is longer than any, in the Alps

;

seized by canals, it dispenses water to 1750 sqftare miles of territory, and water

here is gold.

The waters of the Amu are yellow : one of the lakes from which it issues, called

I The expression Lake Issik-kul is tautological, for the Turkish word kul means lake.
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by the English Victoria, is a " Yellow Lake " (Sary-kul), situated 13,898 feet above

the seas; and, among other turbid currents, one of its great affluents, the Surgh-ab,

pours into it a red flood. Its burden of alluvia, and its mighty inundations in the season

of the longest days, make tlie

Amu a benefactor, a restorer, a

Nile. In Kharezm, or Kiiiva,

it distributes annually 247,175

million cubic feet of water to

4100 square miles of plains,

which, owing to this stream,

are miraculously fruitful.

It is almost certain that the

Amu formerly communicated

witli the Caspian through the

sea of Kharezm, or Khowarezm,

and the long, tortuous bed of

the Uzboi. Of th.e sea of

Khowareziji, singularly dimin-

ished by the increasing aridity

of the atmosphere, the only

I'emnant is the marsh-lake of

Sary-kamysh ; and the Uzboi

has become a mere furrow in

the desert, a ravine destitute of

grass and of water, and often

effaced by the dunes which the

wind drives back and forth

across the Steppe ; its channel,

which was more than 300 miles

long, is recognizable in spots

by the ruins of kisMaks, or

villages. A plan has l^een pro-

]30scd for turning the water of

the Amu into this old river-

bed : the work is j)erhaps pos-

sible, but it would be much
better to establish a system of

irrigation. When the waters

of the Amu flowed into the

Casj)ian, the Sea of Ar.al re-

ceived only the tribute of the

Sir, or a half of this tribute, or

perhaps even less, for it is

tliought that the old Jaxartes discharged a portion of its floods into the Amu
through a channel, which still exists, called the Yeni Daria. Tlie area of the

ancient sea must therefore have been much less than that of the present Aral, if it did

not, in fact, become temporarily or periodically a succession of lagoons which were

wholly ignored in the tales of travellers. Although it absorbs to-day all of the Sir

A Kirghiz Woman, "en Grand Costume."
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antl all of the Amn, and many slug<T;ish streams which escape the heat of the Steppe,

it is (lecre<asing. At present the Aral Dcnghiz, as it is named in Turkisli, or the Blue

Sea (Siniei More) of the Russians, is 840 miles in circumference, with an area of

^5,400 square miles, a mean dej)th of 30 to 50 feet, and a maximum of 223. Ust Urt,

which separates it from the Caspian, is an uninhabited plateau from 650 to 850 feet

iiigh, descending on the plain and on the two seas by cliffs.

The Turanians, Iranians, and Slavs.— There have been Turanians and Iranians in

Turan from time immemorial. The former are in the n)ajority; it is estimated that

they {ire as two to one in the entire country, but they will soon yield the ascendency

to the Russians.

Among the Turanians, there are, first, 360,000 Turkomans,* or, more correctly

speaking, Turkmans,— Turks in name and language rather than in origin, for during

the centuries that they have been killing, burning, robbing, and outraging on the soil

of Iran, Iranian blood has been unceasingly communicated to them through Persian

women-slaves. They formerly roved from the Caspian to the foot of the Hindu
Kush. They are less nomadic now, and they live to a less extent by marauding and

murder ; Russia keeps them inactive and peaceful ; the capture of their citadel, Gok
Tepe, and the occupation of Merv have broken up their reckless brigandage.

Forced to abandon their roving liabits, they will ])asture their herds and distribute

life-giving water over their oases, instead of slaughtering villagers, carrying off Ira-

nians, and swooping down upon caravans.

The Kara-Kaljjaks, or Black Caps, likewise Turks, have long since ceased to scour

the country. They live as honest rustics, to the number of 50,000, in peaceful hamlets

along the lower Amu, and on the eastern shores of the Sea of Aral, between the tur-

bulent Turkoman and the obese and apathetic Kirghiz.

The Kirghiz, or Kazaks, are splendid horsemen, who subsist mainly on camel's milk

and mare's milk; they number fully two millions, and are divided into four "hordes";''

according to- the etymology of the word, this means four camps, for the Mongol term

ordu or urdu signifies encam]iment, army, or court of the prince. The Kazaks speak a

most excellent Turkish, but they are of complex origin ; their ancestors formed a part

of the wild multitude which Jenghiz Khan led to the conquest of the world. Among
the women, and the White Bones,— that is to say, the nobles, in distinction from the

Black Bones, or the common people,— most of the faces have retained the angular

usliiiess of the Mongol race. With their twenty times one hundred thousand inen,

their ill-favored, but strong and hardy horses, the bow-legged Kirghiz form the

greatest mass of mounted herdsmen in the world. They are too disunited to be dan-

gerous ; they are mild-tempered, and sluggish in mind, and no longer inspire any fear

in the Russians, who are already surrounding and penetrating them. In places where

' Out of about 1,200,000, tlio number at which the Turkoman nation is estimated, in Russian Asia,

Persia, and the khanates of Bokhara and Khiva.

- T)ie Kir^hiz-Kaz-aks have been grouped for a long time into tliree distinct " Iiordes," with further

subdivisions, first into races, and tlicn into tribes, and again into sections, branches, and auU or commu-
nities of a few tents. Tradition traces this division into hordes to a powerful chief who left his states to

three sons, the eldest of whom became tlie founder of tlie Ulu-Yuz, or Great Horde, the second of the

Urta-Yuz, or Middle Horde, and the tliird of tlie Kachi-Yuz, or Little Horde. The last two submitted

voluntarily to the Czarina Anne in 1730. A large part of the Great Horde were subdued by the klian of

Fergliana in 1798, and tlie other tribes accepted Russian suzerainty in 181!l. A fourtlx division, known as

the Inner Horde, lias been recognized since 1801. It is estimated that the entire Kazak nation numbers

2,750,000 souls, in 470,000 tents. — Ed.
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these Asiatics come in closest contact with the Slav, the Russian tongue is commonly

used by many of them, even in their intercourse with each other.

Tlie 3i)0,000 to 400,000 Turkisli Burut of Turaii bear tlie name also of Black

Kirghiz; they are, in fact, true Kirghiz, speaking a good Turkish idiom, and living on

the rugged and cold Celestial Mountains instead of galloping over the wide plains of

the !Stei)pe; they have been modified by Mongol blood. Side by side with tiiem, and

interspersed among them, are the K.-ilmuks, who inhabited, more than one hundred years

ago, the sands and clay of the lower Volga, and who, in 1771, took the road once

more for central Asia : it was a tragic journey, but not all ])erished on the route, ano

many of the descendants of these Mongols dwell to-day on the Thian-shan.

The Uzbegs, nearly a million in number, held the supremacy before the arrival of

the armies of the White Czar, and they still hold it, or seem to do so, in the states

not yet fonnally annexed to the enormous block of the Russias. Their Turkish dia-

lect, the Uigur or Djagtai, is a less corrujited Turkish than the Osmanli of Constanti-

nople and Anatolia, but their race has not the unity of their language ; it has been

modified from century to century l)y Mongol elements, and to a still greater extent

by the Ir.anian women whom the Turkomans carried oflF from the markets of Khiva,

Bokhara, and every city that could jiay ready money for stalwart youths and graceful

girls; moreover, the Uzbegs have always allied themselves with the more or less

Persian, more or less mixed families which are to be found in great numbers in their

cities. They resemble the Avbole Turkish race, which is dull but honest, and essen-

tially simple and rustic.

The Sarts, the townsmen of Turkestan, have the blood of two peoples in their

veins; there are very few of them who do not count at the same time Turanians and

Iranians among their ancestors,— with evidently a larger i)roportion of the latter than

the former. As they are shopkeepers and merchants, the Sarts have no real nationality,

no distinct type, and no language of their own ; they are cosmopolites, lying in wait

for customers; here they s])eak Turkish, there Persian.

Under the name of Galchas, their half-brothers the Tadjiks, otherwise called

Persians, occu])y Pamir as a nation, and in general the "Kohistan," or the mountains,

on the upper Amu and on the Zerafshan ; they do honor here to the old race of Ir.an

in jdiysique and features, in their uprightness and their vivacious wit. In the low-

lands, they are to be met in great numbers, as often among traffickers as among
owners of the soil; we admire tlieir handsome beards of the glossiest black, their

manly and gracious countenances, but we fear their suppleness of conscience and

character.

As for th(^ Russians, immigration is rapidly augmenting their numbers in Turan

;

it is claimed that from twenty to thirty thousand Slavs an-ive each year to re-enforce

this young Russia of Turkestan, but no com])arison of enumerations has yet shown

what exaggeration there may be in these figures. These colonists are sent out from

all the swarming govei-nmcnts of Great or Little Russia, and from the Siberia of the

Irtysh-Ob. The Muscovites will doubtless reclaim, by the establishment of civil

jieace, by the planting of trees, and, above all, l>y irrigation, this vast country, which

once possessed more inhabitants and better cultivated gardens. " Fomierly," the

legend says, "a cat could jumj> from roof to roof from Tchemkend to the Aral."

Cities.— Thei-e are 122,000 souls in Tashkend, the capital of Russian Turkestan.

The Sarts form the ])redoinin;nit element. Tashkend is built on an unstable soil,

bordering the canals drawn from the Tchirtshik, a right affluent of the Sir. This
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city, which is very proud of its rank, is, nevertheless, built of sun-dried bricks, like

the most melancholy ksurs of the Sahara.

Samarkand (pop. 33,000) is situated 2150 feet above the sea, in ancient ^oydkma
(so named from the Soghd, our Zerafshan), in the bosom of a charmitig valley. This
more than half Tadjik city was the capital of the empire of Tamerlane; it was this

crippled conqueror of Mongol race who made Turkish the great tongue of central

Asia ; he chose it for the imperial language instead of his maternal idiom, and in-

stead of Persian, which was spoken in the richest and most enlightened provinces.

Nothing remains of the era of Tamerlane in Samarkand but a few domes and minarets
and some superb ruins ; but the upper valley of its river, tlie splendid Kohistan, may
again become a paradise of earth.

South of the 38th parallel of latitude, that is, under the same sun as Sicilv,

though in a very different climate, a city rises out of the Black Sands, at an alti-

The Mosijuk of Hazuet, at Turkestan.

tude of 886 feet, on the Murgh-ab; it is exposed to the heat of 113" F. in the shade,

and it is likewise carpeted with snows in December and J.anuary. This city is Merv,

more famed than it is rich or beautiful. Merv recently opened its gates to the Rus-

sians, after having long withstood them under the protection of its desert, which was

thought to be an insuperable obstacle to their approach. In the Middle Ages, men of

every tongue came here to study what Mussulman savants liad translated or para-

jilirascd from Greek lore. To-day Merv possesses very little of the sciences, and no

industries ; its sole advantage lies in the fertility of its oasi.s, which is famous in Iran

as in Turan. This " Oriental garden " owes its life to the floods of the Murgh-ab,

which are dammed up and distributed over the best ])ortions of the Mervan territory

through 260 to 280 miles of canals. The Mervan territory includes 2150 square miles,

with 250,000 inhabitants.

Bokhara and Earategin.— Bordering Russian Turkestan is the so-called inde-

pendent Turkestan ; it is, however, inde]>endent in name only, for it mechanically

obeys the commands of the Czar. Bokhara and Khiva know that their khans are

" do-nau<jht " khans.
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Though moving now at the beck and call of a non-Mussulman ruler, Bokhara was

once the "lofty pillar of the faith," the beacon-light of Islam, and the seat of the

most renowned Mussulman schools ; at the same time it was a commercial city, a

rendezvous for caravans, a mighty metropolis with shady canals, gardens, orchards,

and sumi)tuous villas. The "city of temples" is to-day a town of 100,000 inhabitants,

60,000 of whom are Iranians ; it has lost the strength of its walls and the magnificence

of its oasis. The wealth of Samarkand makes the poverty of Bokhara; the more the

queen of the Kohistan bleeds the "gold-giver," the less water this life-dispensing

stream pours into the ariks, or canals, and without these canals Bokhai-a must perish.

At the same time that the water of the ariks is failing, the sands are moving in dunes

toward the city, and menacing it with a grave beneath their masses.

The khanate of Bokhara, which is estimated at 92,300 square miles, with 2,,500,000

inhabitants, controls two very dissimilar i-ogions; on the north-west, the country of

Bokhara, where the Uzbegs predominate, and which is a level, unhealthful tract stretch-

in"- along the banks of the Amu, arid at a distance from the canals, and seemingly

doomed to destruction by the implacable advance of the dunes ; on the south-east,

Karategin, which is a superb Kohistan, sparkling with waters, checkered with grass-

plots, capable of a luxuriant vegetation, and inhabited by Galcha herdsmen and

husltaiidmen.

Khiva.— The other Russian satrapy, the khanate of Khiva, or the country of

Kharezm, lies on the left bank of the lower Amu; it is supposed that 500,000 to 700,-

000 inhabitants live there, on 22,320 square miles, or rather on the 5200 which are

watered by the canals lavishly supplied from the Amu. No finer oasis exists than the

garden of Kharezm, which is besieged by the Black Sands on the south, and, on the

other side of the Amu, by the Red Sands ; no cooler shade is to be found in all the

burning desert than that of its vigorous trees, whose roots are wet .at all seasons by

water drawn from the Tchingherit and the Ingrik, the principal canals. With proper

distribution, the Amu might fructify 25,000 square miles of territory.

Khiva, the wretched metropolis of this doomed khanate, is peopled by Uzbegs and

Iranians; it owed its foi-mer wealth to the superiority of its o.asis, and to its tr.afHc in

Persian slaves ; but men, women, and girls are no longer sold in the Khivan bazars?

After having been rudely startled ivom its slimibers by the roar of the Russian cannon,

the roy.al city has once more fallen back into Oriental inactivity.

Afghan Turkestan: Badakhshan, Kunduz, and Khulm,— At the foot of the Hindu

Kush, on rivers Howing toward the left bank of the Ainu, dwell a million subjects of

the Afghans, a rude peoj)le living back of these same Hindu Kush, on lofty plateaus,

which in winter are covered with snow. As elsewhere in Turkestan, these million

Asi.atics spring either from Iranian or Turanian stock; in the e.ast, in the mountain-

ous district, on the slope of Pamir, the inh.abitants are genuine Tadjiks, and spe.ak a

pure, archaic Persian ; in the west, in proportion as the mountains give place to low-

lands, the torrents are arrested in their course at a distance from the Amu, and the

Turkish blood prevails.

Badakhshan, therefore, which has Pamir on the east, is wholly Iranian ; this

charming, fresh region borders the basin of the Indus, but the Hindu Kush masses,

which separate it from India, bar the horizon at such altitudes that their two great

passes open 15,750 and 16,700 feet above the sea.

In the west of Afghan Turkestan, in Kunduz, the Uzbegs predominate ; but

here the running streams, green meadows, and dense shade of favored Badakhshan
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have flisap])eared, and tlie irrigating stream from the famous col of Baraian is ex-

hausted on the way.

Khuhn, west of Kuiiduz, is drier still ; Khulm is the old JBactriana, where the

very ancient city of Bactra (the Ulm el-Bled, or Mother of Cities, according to the

Arabs) had the supremacy ; this city, which was levelled by Jenghiz Khan, this Mecca
of Zoroaster, is to-day only a formless heap of sunburnt bricks, bearing the name of

B:ilkh. "West of Khulm the aridity of the soil increases, the southern mountains

are lower, and the water more scant; we are Hearing the Great Black Sands.

CAUCASIA.

The Caucasus and Anti-Caucasus. — The chain of the Caucasus has a length of 7oO

miles, with a breadth ranging from 60 to 120 or 150. It trends from north-west to

south-east; the western end of the range differs in all respects from the eastern. On
the west it begins in regions bordering at the same time on tiie Black 8ea and the

Sea of Azov. The country here consists not so much of solid land as of buys and

ponds. From these flat districts to the defiles of Dariel, which are commanded by

the trachytic Mount Kazbek (1C,55'2 feet), on which eight glaciers gleam, the moun-

tains are narrow, and from five to ten times as humid as in the east. There are more

snow-masses here, more ice-fields, and a greater number of ])owerful, violent torrents

;

these torrents are the sources of tlie Ingur, the Rion, the Kuban, and the Terek,

—

that is to say, of the chief Caucasian rivers, with the exception of the Kur. But

even among the majestic peaks of this west the glaciers are retreating, either tempo-

rarily or permanently, owing to the increasing desiccation of the centre of Eurojie-

Asia. If nature, obedient to some cosmic law, is devouring these ice-fields, we are

powerless ; but man is rashly challenging the future here by felling the woods.

Mount Elbruz, the " ice-mane," an old volcano, now cold and mute, rises in this

half of the chain, on a s]nir north of the main ridge. Its altitude of 18,526 feet

makes it the culminating summit of the Caucasus as well as of Europe, unless we con-

sider the Caucasus as belonging wholly to Asia, by virtue of its connection with the

masses of the Anti-Caucasus.

In the Pass of Dariel, the rainfall is not more than a third of that on the tops near

the Euxine ; and from this point the rains and snows diminish toward the south-east,

the forests become sparse and lose their verdure, and the mountains continually in-

crease in breadth and break up into chaotic masses,— here is Daghestan, the Turko-

Persian name of which signifies the "mountainous land." From the peaks and

out-masses of Daghestan, one sees at his feet the Caspfan ; the jieninsula of Apsheron,

which ]iossesscs wonderfidly copious S])rings of petroleum ; and Baku, celebrated for

its naphtha-wells. The sky here is brazen ; the aimual rainfall is 9 inches, against 94

at Kutais, and 120, or even 150, on the high crests of the western Caucasus. In the

interior, between the chains of the Anti-Caucasus, this true manna from lie.aveii is still

rarer than at Baku ; Elizabethpol receives oidy 8 inches, and Aralikh, at the foot of

Ararat, 6,— a Saharan dryness. In such an arid atmosphere the snow-line is neces-
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sarily at a gvoat altitude. Notwithstanding the incomparably greater humidity of

the slopes between Dariel and the Black Sea, the line of persistence is on the
average much higher i in the entire Caucasian chain than in the Pyrenees.

With Elbruz and Kazbek, the loftiest and noblest summits of the Caucasus, we
may mention Koshtan-tau (17,100 feet), Dykh-tau (16,9'25 feet), Ushba (16,493 feet),

terminating in two peaks of indescribable beauty, and Tetnuld, which resembles the

Jungfrau. South of the Caucasus are masses which have been named the Anti-

A ClRCASSIA."* Bazak.

Caucasus; they are connected with the maze of mountains in Armenia, Persia, and
Asia Minor. Among them we note Abul (10,061 feet), an extinct volcano, overlooking

a desolate plateau, ne.ar the Kur; Ala Goz (13,747 feet), another extinct volcano,

once violently active, surrounded by affluents of the Araxes ; and, mightiest of all,

Ararat (16,969 feet), a living volcano, south of the Araxes, near the present boundary

of Caucasia.

The Rion.— The Kur and the Araxes.— The western Caucasus sends down to the

1 About 2000 feet.
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Black Sea (whicli is very fleep i here), first, the short torrents of Abkliasia, then the

Ingiir, the Kion, and the Tchoruk.

The torrents of Abkhasia fall rather than flow into the sea, so close is the steep,

snow-laden, rain-beaten sierra to the opulent shore, with its mikl, but wet and malarial

climate. The Ingur is bountifully supplied from its mountain, which is covered

toward the summit with glaciers and snow-masses, and below with deep forests ; the

sky, too, is heavy with clouds. The Ingur passes from the upper cirques to the

valley beneath through 50 miles of frightful gorges ; with a breadth of 15 to 30 feet,

it descends between gloomy granitic and schistose rocks, with trees overhanging the

black abyss at an elevation of 650 to 1300 feet. The Rion, formerly the Phusis, in

Mingrelia (once Colchis), rises in immense ice-fields ; it roars through narrow defiles,

then is stilled in swam])y plains, and terminates in a delta near Poti, the apjiroachcs

to wliieh port are being gradually obstructed by tlie deposits of the stream. So much

rain and snow fall in its basin of less than 6200 square miles that the Rion carries

down to the sea 17,500 cubic feet of water per second ; a flow of 34,145 (?) is even

claimed for it. The Tchoruk is ncaily as large as the Rion ; for the favored

country of Lazistan, through which it flows, is almost as wet as Mingrelia, owing to the

excessive humidity of the mountains. The stream ends in a delta near Batura, which

has a better harbor than Poti.

The course of the Ingur, the Rion, and the Tchoruk lies through Georgian terri-

tory. The Kur, which is longer, and faces the eastern horizon, is likewise Georgian

in its ui)iioi- course, then it enters Turkish territory, and emjjties into the Caspian
;

its great affluent is the Araxes, which is at first Armenian, but which likewise

becomes Turkish,— we have reference to the language spoken on the banks of these

rivers, and not to the people who rule there politically.

The Kur, called in the harsh Georgian tongue the Mtkvari, takes its rise in the Anti-

Caucasus, in the district of Kars, at an elevation of 10,200 feet. It twists through tlie

entrails of the volcanic plateau commanded by Mount Abul, then lowers its bed 535 feet

by a succession of rapids and falls. It receives more water from the snows of the

Caucasus than from its native mountains. Except on the very lofty buttocks and

crests, the atmosphere and soil of its basin are so dry, so many canals drain off its

waters and those of its affluents, that, even with the Araxes (as large as itself), the

Kur does not discharge more than 6850 cubic feet per second in low water, and

23,870 on the average during the year ; this flow is probably less than that of the

Rion, whose drainage area is only a tenth of its own. Although it is a turbid stream,

the Kur has not suflicient force to dinunish tlie Caspian rapidly ; the gain in thirty-

three years (1829-1862) was only about 50 square miles, or one and a half per year.

The Kur formerly reached the sea without the Araxes ; the latter was once inde-

pendent, and inclines to become so again, it is said, by bearing to the right. The

Araxes flows from the Armenian plateaus; it rises in the Bingol Dagh, or Mount of

the Thousand Fountains. Like the Kur, it is strangled in black gorges; this

Armenian river ;>ar excellence passes the base of Ararat, the Armenian mountain ^jar

excellence; and farther down, in Erivan, it descends in falls 1300 feet. It joms

the Kur in the excessively arid steppes of Mugan, a fulvid, dusty tract that might be

made productive by irrigation. One of its left aflftuents, the Zenghi, the river of

Erivan, brings to it during the summer the tribute of Goktsche Denghiz ("blue

lake"). This lake of 530 square miles, with a depth of 360 feet, the Sevaugha oi

1 Reaching 1200 feet.
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tho Armenians, has no outlet clurins; the cold months; it lies at an altitude of 6339
feet, in the midst of iiorphyritic rocks and gray, red, and lilack lavas, all destitute of
grass and forests.

Climate. — Tiie azure Sevangha would be a beautiful basin if its grandeur were

SUANKTIANS.

only softened by the influence of woods and verdure, but it sleeps under the driest

sky of the Anti-Caucasus. What freshness could be drawn from such a climate?

Not far from the lake, and 3000 feet lower down, the temperature of Erivan ranges

between—27.4° and 4-113' F., and this in a rainless region. Excejjt on the very
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humid slope of the Enxine, the Traiiscaucasian climate evorywhorc resembles that of

Erivan, and in some jilaccs it is even icier, liolter, and thirstier.

Peoples and Languages. — jMore than loO peaks in the Caucasns surjwss 9500 feet;

if we can rely upon I'iiny's statements, in his timetiiere were nearly that number of

tribes, languages, and dialects in Colchis alone : he tells us that one hundred thirty in-

terpreters were required at Dioscurias. The Caucasus is still an encampment of peo-

ples and a Babel of tongues. In the single government of Dagliestan, 600,000 iniial)-

itants speak thirty different idioms, and one of these thirty is heard only in the

twenty-eight cottages of the hamlet of Innnkh ; but it must, in justice, be stated that

these thirty languages are not irreconcilable ; many are nothing more than dialects,

and these so shade into one another that tlie wiiole score anil a half group themselves

into five tongues. It is impossible to say to how manj' the 130 idioms ascribed to

Colchis by Pliny could be reduced, or the 70 which Strabo set down to the Caucasus,

or even the 300 which some writers generously accredited to these mountains.

But whence came all these tribes, all these clans, all these tongues? The great

Caucasian range, stretching between two seas, between two worlds, between two high-

ways of the nations, lias always offered a refuge to the ]>eopIes vanquished and broken

in the plains and on tlie plateaus out of which it rises witli majesty.

The Tcherkesses.— The Slavs.— The various remnants of peojiles mingled here

without blending ; each found in some circjue, or on some crest, a holy of holies diffi-

cult to violate; but Russia, after two centuries spent in their conquest, has finally

subjugated these mountains, and in a few years she has stripped tiiem of their most

valiant defenders. Fully 500,000 Tcherkesses, or Circassian.s, and Abkhasians —
the former, it is said, furnishing some of the most superb sjK'cimens of the human

race, and the latter a very handsome people— have fied from the paternal summits
;

the Abkhasians occupied the south of the chain, the Tcherkesses the north, between

the Black Sea and the silvery toj) of Elbruz, in the basin of the Kuban.

Like the Albanians, these intrepid fighters, liighwaymeti, and brigands carried a

whole arsenal in their belts; they willingly sold their daughters to the great lords and

townsmen of the Orient ; and they cherished for Russia the h.atred of the conquered

for the conqueror, of the robbed for the robber, of the ^Mussulman for the Christian.

Fleeing of their own accord, or driven from their homes, they have been settling since

1864 on the domains of the Grand Sultan, wherever the Turk has condescended to

quarter them in order to strengthen the Osmanli element (as in Asia Minor), or to

isolate the Christian element (as in Bulgaria). They have perished in great numbers

in their mountains, hated by their neighbors, and treated by them with the severity

of the mountaineer who was formerly a man for war and the vendetta; the Russian

has seized their lands, meadows, and water powers, and, at jieace now in these valleys,

where for two hundred years he was on the alert, he chants liis Slavic song before

their abandoned cemeteries. Settlers to the number of 54,000, Great Russians or

Little Russians, arrived here in a single year, to replace the banished or the

dead.

The Russians have not exterminated the Ciscaucasians of the centre and east of

the chain to the same extent; there are Kabardan Tcherkesses still on the up]ier

Terek. Adjoining these magnificent Kabardans dwell the Ossetes, or Iron, an ill-

favored race. Daghestan likewise retains its peoples, namely : the 200,000 Tchet-

chens who, tmder Schamyl, still held out against the armies of the Czar when the

Circassians had already covered the entire route of their sorrowful exodus with their
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(lying ; and, east of the Tchetcliens, the Lesghians, estimated at 500,000, and grouped

in iiunienms clans, of different idioms.

The Georgians.— Tlie Georgians, whether Kakhetians, Imcritians, Mingrelians,

Suanians or iSuanetians, or Lazi, are the most beautiful of all the beautiful Caucasians.

They live on the upper Kur, the Ingur, the Kion, and tiie Tciioruk, anil in Turkey in

Asia they extend Vjeyond Trebizond. These Grusians, as the Russians call them, were

not brought into the Slavic empire by force ; fear and hatred of the Infidel, of the

Turk or the Persian, drove them into the arms of the giant; and in 1799 the Geor-

gian king bequeathed his people to the Russian emi)eror, whom the nobility of the

country have since faithfully served in camp. Under favor of jieace, wiiicli they

scarcely knew before, these men have powerfully augmented. They are nevertheless

invaded by Europe and Armenia ; Europe strews tlieir eountiy with Cossack and

Russian settlers, and even with "W^Urtembevgers, whose Swabian coarseness, we are

told, is*speedily transformed here into Oriental delicacy ; Armenia sends them Arme-

nians, who arc the Jews of the Caucasus, and who, as bankers, usurers, and "opera-

tors," are ready to fleece their victims out of the last cent ; little by little the lands of

the Grusians, those of the nobles as well as of the people, are passing into the hands

of those ]iawnbrokers. Whether Aryans or not, the Georgians, who are very proba-

bly brothers of the Tcherkesses and Lesghians, h.ave remained Christian, while their

blood relations (all pi"e-modern and recent mixtures aside) have at different dates

embraced IMohammodanism. In their very harsh language they call themselves

luirtvel. The Georgian tongue, which is broken up into numerous dialects, seems to

have no affinities with any other ; it is neither Aryan, nor Tnrko-Mongol, nor Semitic

;

it is jicrliMps the sole remnant of a language which was once widely sj)oken.

The Turks. — The Turks and Tatai-.s of Caucasia, who are de\oured, like the Geor-

gians, by Armenian usurers, inhabit the middle and lower Kur and the middle and

lower Araxes. They ])osses8 here, not less than elsewhere, virtues which are rare in the

Orient and over the entire globe, namely, kindliness, simplicity, and honesty,— and

tolerance, although good ]VIussulmans. They are jjolyglot to a certain degi'ee

;

they speak an almost unalloyed Turkish, and sometimes Arabic, sometimes Russian,

sometimes Persian ; this latter language is the maternal tongue of their neighbors in

the mountains around Lenkor.in, which rise on the Persian frontier, on the border of

the Caspian Sea.

Armenians.— The Armenians, who live south of the Georgians and the Turks,

in the basins of the Kur and the Araxes, call themselves Ilai, or JIaikhans, and they

give the name of Ilitijasdani to their country, which comjn-ises also extra-Caucasian

lands,— namely, in Turkey in Asia, the mountains around Lake Van, and the

region about the ])arent branches of the Eui»hrates ; and in Persia, a few small dis-

tricts. But in both these countries, among the Sunnite Turks as well .as the Shiite

Persians, they have a tendency to mass themselves toward the north, on Russian and

Christian territory, where, it is said, the long dormant national sentiment is gradually

awaking. Their number is variously estimated at from three to foin- millions; they

are dispersed far and wide in Asia, and in Turkey, Hungary, and Russia, in Europe

;

there are 150,000 in Stamboul .alone. They ))robably do not number much over 2

millions, 1,800,000 of jvhoin form the main trunk of the n.ation around Mount Ararat;

the rest are scattered, and generally denationalized as to language, though not as to

religion, for they are very faithful to their Christian sect. They resemble the Jews in

their steadfast fidelity to old rites and ceremonies ; and, like these same Jews, they
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are by nature bartcrers and traders ; they lie in wait in tlio towns to plunder Turk,

Tatar, Georgian, and even Russian.

Wherever the Armenians have not ended by ado]>ting the languages that press

upon them, notably the Turkish at Constantinople and in various sections of Asia

Minor, they speak a very ancient idiom, which has especial affinity with the Zend, or

Old Bactrian. Armenian is consonantal and exceedingly rough, but powerful and
plastic, and admitting of extended combinations of roots in compound words ; it has

deteriorated somewhat during the thousands of years that it has been brought in con-

tact with tlie Semitic and Altaic families ; but time has wrought fewer changes in the

speech of the Ilaiklians than in the people itself, which has been remoulded by a thou-

sand different elements in the obscure conflict of races in the Orient.

Population. —Cities. — It is thought that the Armenians contribute 800,000 to the

pojiulation of Caucasia, the Georgians 1,200,000, the Turks 1,400,000, and tlie Rus-

sians about 2,000,000. These last numbered 840,000 in 1858, against 1,400,000

Lesghians and other mountaineers, who are now reduced to a million. Thero are

120,000 Persians.

A population of 7,458,000 on 182,500 square miles (86,575 of which are on the

northern slope) gives about 41 persons to tlie square mile. Caucasia was once much
more densely ])eo|)led, and it is even inferred from a sort of census that it contained

16 million souls at the beginning of the thirteenth century. It will easily support as

many inhabitants as it did in the Middle Ages, when all its waters shall have been

turned to account in irrigating the fields of the Steppe and the vallej'.

The capital, Tiflis, 1204 feet above the sea, is in Georgia, on the Kur; it has 105,-

000 inhabitants, the most motley multitude in the world. First of all, there are

nearly 40,000 Armenians, about 25,000 Georgians, and more than 20,000 Russians.

At a long distance from the Geoi'gians, whose little market-towns are built around

old churches of the purest Byzantine style, the capital of Russian Armenia, Erivan

(pop. 12,500), occupies a site on the Zcnghi; it was a city of Turkish speech when,

during the present century, Russia seized it from the Persians. It is situated in a

malarial, desolate region, with the imposing mass of Ararat on its horizon.

On the plateau which forms the Kur, the recently conquered city of Kars (pop.

10,000) menaces the high plains of Anatolia and the basin of the Euphrates and

Tigris ; the Russian is there forging the chains of Asia Minor. The town is sit-

uated on blackish basalts, at an elevation of G070 feet.

ASIA MINOR, OR TURKEY IN ASIA.

Name. — Extent. — When the name Asia \\as extended from the country of Sardis

(later the country of Ephesiis, and to-day that of Smyrna) to the neighboring dis-

tricts, and finally to the entire continent, the term Asia Minor was adopted to distin-

guish this early Asia from the great block which included Persia and Arabia, and,

beyond the famed Indus and Ganges, fabulous regions, whose peoples and kings the

world knew nothing about. The Greeks, who peopled with their colonists, or attracted

to their speech, countries of all languages, settled early in the two Semitic lands of

Syria and Judea. Beyond the Euphrates and the mountains, their influence radiated
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as far as Bactriana. But the migrations of tlio peoijlcs ])ushod tlie Turanian barbarians

against the brilliant Hellenic cities, and now the Turks are masters politically of x\8ia

Minor, at the same time that they form the basis of the ))easantry on the high pla-

teans. Tiie term Turkey in Asia is, therefore, a legitimate title. The country

embraces about 730,000 square miles, with 16,470,000 inhabitants; this latter number
is, however, largely hy])0thetical. Deducting the territories recently conquered from

Arabia, Asia Minor comprises nearly 485,000 Sfjuare miles, and more than 14 million

souls ; it divides naturally into the plateau of Anatolia, the basin of the Euj^hrates

and Tigris, and Syria.

Armenia and Anatolia.— Ararat and Taurus.— The iilateau of Asia Minor joins

that of Armenia, forming with it one and the same table-land, and both lie under the

same harsh climate. A line drawn from the e.xtremity of the Gulf of Iskanderun or

Alexandretta to Lake Urumiah traces accurately enough the southern boundary of

this elevated tract.

In the extreme east, on the confines of Turkey in Europe, rises the isolated peak of

Mount Ararat; it is black with lavas and white with glaciers, foi- it towers 2600 feet

above the line of perpetual snow. Aiul yet it sends little water into the surrounding

valleys ; the volcanic ashes, the scoria;, the pores and fissures absorb the moisture,

which possibly gathers in subterranean streams that reach the Araxes, not far away
to the north. With an altitude of 10,009 feet, Ararat commands the Anti-Caucasus,

a mass thus named because it faces the Caucasus chain, across the valleys of the

Rion and the Kur., To find a loftier summit we must travel 270 miles in a straight

line to the north-west, to Elbruz, which looks out on the Black Sea and the low

steppes of Ivussia ; or 525 miles to the south-east, to Demavend, which overlooks the

Caspian and the high steppes of Iran. The country stretching westward from the

Titan of the Araxes is grand, but its grandeur has a melancholy character. Armenia
has lost, if, indeed, it ever possessed, the vast forests needed to soften its cold, dry

clime, and to drape its rounded eminences, its dumpy rocks, its peaks, and its gray

flanks. The brooks and tori-ents formed by the snow-meltings or the storms often

flow between treeless banks ; but they crash in cataracts down descents measuring

10,000, 7000, 6000, or 5000 feet from the summits to the socle of the plateau, and

they reflect the heavens in their limpid floods. These streams, which are countless,

unite in powerful rivers; the Shatt-el-Arab, formed by the Tigris and the Euphrates,

carries in ]>art Armenian waters.

The mountains rising near the sources of the Eujihrates have peaks .of over 10,000

feet. Bingol Dagh (12,310 feet), south of Erzerum, is the chief reservoir of the

Araxes ; its top, according to the Armenian legend, contained the Paradise lost by

our first parents, and the lake of Immortal Life,— a lake from which only the men of

fable have drunk, and which, like the Fountain of Youth, is hid from mortals. More
than one of the mountains of upper Armenia recall by jets of steam and smoke the

fact that they once blazed ; the entire country consists of lava, basalt, and trachyte,

with gorges between rocks, the colors of which retain some reflections of the old fire

;

among the extinct volcanoes are Tandurek (11,696 feet) and Si])an (11,811 feet).

In Anatolia are mountains that intertwine or branch confusedly. These bear

different names, the greater part of which are Turkish; otliers are Persian or Kurdish;

others are distorted and corrupted forms of the old Greek, and still others are derived

from tongues that long ago disa]>peared from this soil. The ancients called them

Taurus and Anti-Taurus, names which everything induces us to preserve. We have,
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tlieii, in tills corner of A.sin, Libanus ami Anti-Lilianiis, Caucasus and Anti-Caucasus,

Taurus ami Anti-Taurus. The culminating peak of the Taurus is Erdjish Dagh, the

Arf/'iius of the ancients; it overlooks the plateau of Kaisariyeh, formerly Ctesarea,

nearly in the centre of Anatolia; its altitude of 13,000 feet, intermediate between that

of the Alps and of the Pyrenees, admits of snows, even in this climate; it is an extinct

volcano. Hassan Dagh (9514 feet), Metdesid (11,407 feet), not far from the Cyprian

sea, and numberless other lava-mountains, have also ceased to eject their contents.

The altitude of the socle deprives these peaks of much of their grandeur, for the

Anatolian plateaus have an elevation of 2950 to 4950 feet, with a mean of about 8300.

The Lakk and Fokti!k.ss ok Van.

The Taurus ranges, whether limestone or volcanic, have a few wooded slojies,

covered chiefly with pines and cedars. The high plains are shut off from the rains,

and stretch away in thirsty ste]ipes, which are swept by cold, violent winds from the

snow-charged mountains ; and, when the gales cease, the heavy heat of the sun is over-

])owering. The rivers that are not cradled in the mountains dr.ag their slufftrish

waters languidly across the plateaus. Some of the streams terminate in lagoons with

no outlet; others reach the rim of the plateaus, and dash impetuously down to the

Black Sea, the Mediterranean, or the S^u))hr.ates. To the Euxine flow the Tchoruk,

,

which is now liussian in its lower valley ; the Yeshil Irmak, formerly the Iris, which
ends in a broad delta ; the Kizil Irmak, or Ked River, the ancient Halys, the waters
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of which are slightly brackish, as the Gi-eek name indicates; the Sakaria, the old

iSa/ikaj'ios, wiiich is shorter than the Kizil Jrniak, hut which carries more water tlian

the latter, although it has ceased to receive a multitude of lakes, whose floods have

become brackish with the loss of their outlets. The most extensive of these briny

basins is the Tuz-gol, or Salt Lake ; it has an area of at least S75 square miles ; it

is sailer than the Dead Sea itself, "and it is doubtful whether the stagnant waters are

more than six feet deep in summer.

Ilivers, heavily charged with the alluvia derived from their small catchment basins,

flow to the ^gean, and, farther south, to the Mediterranean. Tlie Ghediz, the ancient

J/errnos, threatens to close the harbor of Smyrna by joining the two sliores of the

gulf with its deposits. The Kutschuk Mender, or Little 3Ijeander, was formerly the

JCuigti-os (Cayster) ; the Bojfik Mender, or Great Maeander, drains somethiTig like

7000 cubic feet per second, oi» tiie average, from its area of 9300 square miles, in a

course of 240 miles; it is tortuous, though not sufficiently so to warrant the bestowal of

its name on the convolutions of rivers, and on excessively .sinuous current* In 2300

years it has filled up 125 square miles in the proud Milesian gulf, and has converted

the waters, which, in ancient times, bore the boats of midtitudes of colonists toward

the Mediterranean shoi'es, into a fetid marsh; and Miletus, the "mother of cities," is

no more.

Then follows the Ak Su (White River), the old Jfesiros, which undoubtedly

receives, tlu'ough subterranean channels, the tribute of the extensive and beautiful

Lake Egerdir (3050 feet above the sea) ; the waters of this basin are not salt, although

it has no visible outlet. The Keujiro Su (River of the Bi-idge) formerly bore the sono-

rous name of Eimjmedon ; the Manavghat that of Melas ; the Gok Su (Green

River), that of Kalykadnos ; the Tarsustchai, or River of Tarsus, was the chill

Jvi/dnos, issuing from charming rock-s])rings under the shadow of giant cedars, mighty

oaks, and tufted jilane-trees. The Seihun, tlie ancient Saros, has a flow of 8800 cubic

feet per second, the drainage of 8650 square miles, in a course of 280 miles. The

Djihun is the old Pyramos ; scanter than its neighbor and rival, the Seihun, it

carries only 3355 cubic feet per second for a course equal to the Seihun's and in a

greater basin (9300 sq. m.) ; both have singularly diminished the Gulf of Alexan-

dretta.

Among the lakes of Asia Minor, Lake Van, iJie Tosp of the Armenians, ranks first

in size as well as in beauty. It lies at the foot of Hassan Dagh, at an elevation of

5330 feet, and covers an area of over 1500 square miles; the snows of its mountains

are not all melted in summer ; its salt Avaters have no visible outlet. If it is drained

through hidden channels, they absorb less water than is ])oured into it by the torrents;

the lake is enlarging, either on account of the obstruction of outlets, or because more

water falls now than formerly in Armenia ;— the yearly rainfall, which is about 20

inches, is abundant for Asia outside of India, Indo-China, China, Japan, and the

islands. The lake already threatens Erdjish (i)op. 30,000), a very ancient city, built

at the base of an enormous rock.

Climate.
— "When we descend from these high jilains, with the streams, toward the

Euxine, the :Mediterranean, or the Euphrates, everything changes suddenly with the

last turn of the defiles. We have escaped, like the torrents, from those plateaus

^ where, near Erzerum (the annual mean of which is not 44° F.), the hamlets are buried

in the earth, w ith only the cottage-roofs above the surface. If we travel northward,

toward the Black Sea, we find along the humid coast a climate which is mild, except
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for the north winds that blow from the Russian Stejipe, an<l which has a yearly mean
of ii7.'l° F. It is said that Europe received more than one of her fruit-trees from
this region. Descending toward the Mediterranean, we are greeted by warm breezes,

clear skies, and azure waves; on the hills are tawny or gilded rocks, and gray olive-

trees, for this is the Mediterranean climate dear to Minerva, whose tree flourishes

equally from the Btetis to the Meander. Smyrna has an annual mean of 65.7° F.;

however, snow falls sometimes on its rose-gardens, and the palm-tree does not thrive

before the island of Patmos is reached, which lies nmch farther south, opposite the

mouth of the Mieander. Farther south still, on the southern shores of Lycia and
Cilicia, the climate is almost Egyptian, with a yearly mean of C9.8° F. Descending

toward the basin of the Euphrates, we en-

counter a parched, implacably luminous nature,

and in the basin itself a veritable "Arabistan,"

where the heavens, earth, and man arc Arabian.

Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Kurds. — It is

thought that the jilateau of Turkey in Asia

supports ten million inhabitants, or something

over; these are divided among Tui'ks, the

predominant people, and Armenians, Greeks,

Kurds, and lesser nations.

The Turks, or Osmanlis, are estimated at

7 millions; but who has enumerated them?

They dwell chiefly on the high plains of the

interior; some are settled, some half-nomad,

and others wholly so. These last, called

Yuruks, live in goat's-hair tents all the year

round. Various Mussulmans who are in no

sense Turks are included among the Osmanlis,

— Bosniaks and Bulgarians, Georgians and

Circassians, Albanians, and even some thou-

sands of Negroes. The Turks are truthful,

courageous, laborious, kind to man and gentle

with animals ; they are gaining in the east on the Armenians, and other small peoples,

and possibly also on the Kurds ; but in the west, toward tlie Meditei-ranean, they

are diminishing sensibly, notwithstanding their bony strength, and their life in the

fields as husbandmen or shepherds. They are crushed with taxes and plundered by

officials, and- they alone furnish soldiers for the army of the Magnanimous Sultan;

infanticide is resorted to among them for the relief of poor families ; and, lastlj', in

the daily struggle against the usurer, the shopkeej)er, and the jobber, who is nearly

always a Greek, they are invariably vanquished. They are disappearing because of

their superior qualities.

Moreover, they study their language very little ; they are not strengthening it

with songs and books ; they are making no effort to rouse it from the sleep

which it sleeps along with Arabic and Persian, the two idioms from which Turkish

has borrowed so largely. On the other haiul, their Greek neighbors have great jiride

in tlieir Greek tongue, and are multiplying their schools even in the most insignificant

hamlets. The Osmanlis are, therefore, disapjiearing from many a valley where in

former times they were almost the sole inhabitants ; their lands are falling into the

An Akmenian Girl.
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hands of Christians; their cities are degenerating into hamlets, their hamlets into

ruined huts, and these huts are becoming only a name, which is itself being effaced.

It is princi])ally in the anterior portion of the peninsula, along the Bakyr, the

Ghcdiz, the Little and the Great Majander, the Gevenis, and the Kodjai, that the

Greeks are gaining rapidly on their old enemies, the Turks. They still number only

400,000 in something like 1^ millions, 600,000 of whom are pure Turks, and 300,000

nomad Yuruks ; but this ratio is changing incessantly in favor of the Greeks. We
can safely predict that these streams will flow again through Hellenic territory, as in

the days when they were called Iva'ikos, Hei-mos, Kaistros, Maiandros, Indos, and

Xanthos. On these rivers, and in the islands of the coast and the rest of the Cher-

sonesus, there are fully a million Hellenes; and it is ]iossible that the future, which

looks gloomy in Europe for these heirs of Agamemnon, reserves jirosperity for them

in Asia Minor. Fate may also smile at lengtli on the 800,000 Armenians who till

and traflic along the upper Euphrates, in the native land of the Araxes and around

Lake Van ; they are already masters of tirade and finance here, and they are gaining

a hold on the land by usurious loans.

South of Lake Van, the Kurds j)eo])le lordly mountains which dominate the

plateaus of Asia Minor and of Iran, and which look down from great heights on the

Mesopotamia of the Euphrates and Tigris. Intrenched in their Alps, these hardy

plunderers pay as little heed to Turkey as to Persia ; they have always delighted

in robbing the inhabitants of the two empires to which they are reputed to belong,

namely, that of the sublime Sultan, on the north-west, and that of the sublime Shah,

on the south-e.'ist. They are shepherds and husbandmen, as well ns brigands ; they

practise a gross Sunnite Islamism,^ and make use of a very harsh Iranian language.

Their language is mixed, it is true, with Arabic and Syriac; but these two elements

entered into it too late to afiect it radically. The Kurdish idiom is Aryan by tlie

same right that the Kurds themselves are Aryan ; they intermarried from earliest

times with Turks, Armenians, Ar.abs, and every race that ever lived or encamped in

Iran and Asia Minor. These prolific mountaineers are continually descending from

tlieir cold handets to settle on the Iranian steppes, in Anatolia, on the middle course

of the Kizil Irmak, in the Taurus ranges, in northern Syria, and in northern Mesopo-

tamia ; as they do not always retain their language, they are dwindling, to the advan-

tage of the Osmanlis and Iranians. In all, there are f\dly '1 millions in Asia (500,000

of whom are in Persia), even not including the Luri, their brothers in speech, and

the Bakhtiari, who are thought to be their brothers in race.

Grecian Islands.—The jilateau is, then, shared by four peoples; but the islands are

almost entirely Greek, -— Mitylene, Scio, Samos, Rhodes, Cyprus, and numerous

smaller ones, so charming in ancient times, when they gave to the enchanted world

poets, artists, and savants, and at the same time glib talkers and swindlers. ,

Mitylene, or Metelin, the Midillu of the Turks, is the old Lesbos, famed for its

volu])tuousness,— but what Grecian island was not voluptuous? With an area of

600 square miles, and 45,000 inhabitants, it commands the Gulf of Smyrna, opposite

the coast where Phocaea, the founder of Marseilles, and, farther inland, royal Per-

ganms, once flourished. Its Olympus rises to the height of 2753 feet.

Scio, the Turkish Saki Adasi, embraces 400 scpuire miles; it contained 60,000

inhabitants before the earthquake wliich only recently (March, 1881) levelled its city

and its villages. Five thousand Osmanlis contemplated here the toils and the busi-

i A third, at the very most, embrace Persian Shiism.
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TU'ss of 55,000 Greeks; and yet the Greek war for iinlepemlence (1822) liad not

left a Hellenist in Seio, the Tuik having either slaughtered or enslaved all tlie Chris-

tians on the island. On the bald rocks out of which Mount Saint Elias springs to an

altitude of over 4200 feet are tliriving vineyards, inundated with warmtli and sunlight,

and out of these vineyards flows a delicious Muscatel. The sea-going Sciots, who
were formerly pirates, have a genius for trade. "It takes two Jews to make a Greek,

and two Greeks to make a Sciot."

Samos lies 6500 feet from the shores where Ei)hesus once flourished. There are

- 5,000 inhabitants on its 180 square miles ; these are groujied around Mount Kerkis

(5740 feet), which carries the snows of early winter until spring. Officially, Samos
ranks as a "tributary principality" of the Turkish Empire. It is a nursery of Greeks,

and it has sent fully 15,000 Samiots to the seaboard of Asia Minor.

Rhodes, during the ])alniy days of Greece, retained the supremacy on the sea, or,

rather, in the eastern Mediterranean, for several olympiads. In the Middle Ages, this

island was famous for the warfare carried on by tlie Knights of Saint John of Jerusa-

lem against the all-powerful Turks. The resistance, which was as destructive as the

attack, held out for one hundred twelve years, down to 1552. These bloody times are

recalled to-day by the escutcheons in the famous Rhodian Street of the Knights,

which was the place cTarrnes of the iron-mailed Christians. The island covers 450

square miles; its 29,000 inhabitants are always menaced with burial beneath their

ruined dwellings, as in the earthquakes of 1851 and 1863. Mount Altairo (4068

feet) has not the ]»roud majesty of the Taurus of Lycia, which is visible across tlie

waves from the capital, Rhodes, and from the jiorts of the eastern coast.

C3rprus probably never contained the 3 million inhabitants attributed to it under

the Greeks. A fifteenth or sixteenth of that number now occupy the island. They
are governed by the English, i who succeed here the Romans, the Byzantines, the

Erench, the Teinjjlars, tlie Venetians, and the Turks. A recent census fixes the num-
ber of Cypriots at 209,000; the surface, embracing about 3700 square miles, is rocky,

tlie soil is neglected, and the valleys are malarial. Mount Troodos rises C590 feet,

and is snow-capped even in summer.

Cyprus's benefactor is the sun, which ripens celebr.ated wines, such as the growth

of the Commandery. The island lies under the 35th parallel, with long rainless sea-

sons, and it is expose<l at times to the desolating visitations of locusts. But forests

might save the niotnitains and restore freshness to the valleys, especially to the

parched plain of the Messaria. The ]irincipal stream of the Messaria, and the longest

in Cyprus, the Pedia, ]>asses the ca]iital, Xicosia, or Lefkosia (pop. 11,500), and

empties into the sea north of Famagosta ; this river is more than 300 feet broad, but

it is scant, and its sandy bed is often perfectly dry. The island is deficient in run-

ning water, but an impervious str.atum underlying the porous rocks makes it rich in

springs. The fountains of Kytheka and of Chytrea turn their valley into a paradise,

with orange-trees, lemon-trees, and olive and mulberrj' orchards. According to pop-

ular belief, these waters come in submarine, syphon-shaped passages from the Asiatic

mountains facing Cyprus ; and the populace is possibly right in this case, although the

sea is here more than 10,000 feet deeji, and although Cilicia is more than 60 miles dis-

tant.

I Cyprus still forms a part of the Ottoman Empire, but in accordance with a treaty between Eng-
land and tlie I'orte. sifjned June 4. 1S7S, the goverument is administered by Englaud for such time as

Russia shall hold Batum and Kars. — Eu.
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Cities.— Asia Minor has no capital, but is subject to the European city of Con-

stantinoi)le. However, the arm of the sea separating this nictn)])olis from Asia is

narrower than many a river, and Constantinople is Asiatic by its suburbs on the left

sliore of tlie Bospliorus, which are grouped under the name of Scutari, or tjsktidar.

Tliere are fully 30,000 inhabitants in this Anatolian Stainboul, from which the

Tioumelian Stainboul gleams like the city of wonders. The good Osmanlis of Constan-

tino])le like to choose their si.x feet of earth under the cypresses of Scutari's vast

fields of the dead. Is it because of filial piety, is it reverence for the land of Asia,

whence they came, and whither they are about to return after four hundred years of

the fiercest and most fruitless wars of history?

About fifty or sixty miles south of Usktidar is Brusa (pop. 35,000) ; this city

viewed with pride her 365 mosques, when, in 1865, an earthquake suddenly over-

turned her liouses of prayer and her shops, — for Brusa has her industries, lirusa

lies at an altitude of 1000 feet, at the base of a granitic and gneissic mountain, the

stately and regular, forest-clad, snow-ca]ii)C(l Mount Olympus (8200 feet). It was the

capital of the Turks until 1361 (when Murad I. made Adrianojtle his residence) ; and

as long as it remained the metropolis of the Osmanlis, who were then in all the glory

of their youth, its inhabitants filled it with ])alaces and mosques ; it received poets,

legists, savants, professors, and " men of the Book " (or expounders of the Koran) ; it

witnessed the birth of Turkish literature and the development of the Turkish idiom

by large Arabic and Persian contributions.

Smyrna, the Ismir of the Turks, five times the size of Brusa, has 200,000 inhab-

itants ; 130,000 of these are Greeks, and 45,000 Turks ; there are also many cosmopo-

lites, to whom' the prevalence of the French tongue here is traceable. Owing to its

large population, and its commerce, which makes it the chief centre of exchange be-

tween Europe and the Levant, Smyrna will long remain the most important city on

the coast of Asia Minor. The Gulf of Smyrna sets for a long distance inland, north

of the shore over which Ephesus once ruled, and where Miletus, the mother of nearly

eighty Greek colonies, once trafllicked ; and it lies far to the south of the seaboard

where Kas Dagh (5748 feet), formerly Mount Ida, looks out over the fields of

Troy.

These three cities are on or near the coast. Then follow : Kaisariyeh, a town of

60,000 souls, at an elevation of- 3586 feet, at the foot of Mount Argteus, not far from

a short afliueiit of the Kizil Irmak ; Ancyra, to-day Angora (pop. 30,000), about 3550

feet above soa-levcl, celebrated for its long-haired animals ; Erzerum (poji. 60,000),

the Garem of the Armenians, situated near the Western Euphrates (one of the parent

branches of the stream), at an altitude of 6430 feet. Tlie temperature of Erzerum

ranges between— 13" and -|- 111.2° F.

Mesopotamia. — On ([uitting the plateau of Asia Minor, the Euphrates enters

a broad expanse of low country, called Mesopotamia. This was once a proud and

glorious land of magnificent palaces, colossal statues, gigantic brick fortresses, and

countless can.ils. Here fiourished the -famous cities of Asslnu-, Nimrud, Nineveh,

Babylo/i, Seleucia, Ctesijihon, and later the B.aghdad of Haroun al-Raschid and the

gi-eat Caliphs. To-day nothing of all this sj)lendor remains but ruins, and ruins of

ruins, hieroglyjihics on brick, tracts of sand, and soil that is doomed wherever the

canals have ceased to flow, and swampy wherever they have burst.

This region is sharply defined : on the north are the Anti-Taurus and Anti-Cauca-

sus ranges; on the east rise the Alps of Kurdistan, which the Greeks called the
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Snowy Mountains. On the west, the incandescent sands and rocky plateaus encounter

the djebels of Syria ; on the south, the sands blend with those of Arabia ; on the

south-east, the delta of the Shatt-el-Arab terminates on the Persian Gulf. Cut off in

great measure from the north, west, and east winds, Mesopotamia lies exposed to the

sun of the south.

The Euphrates and Tigris.— The Shatt-el-Arab.— The Euphrates issues from a very

cold si)ring, often mentioned in the Armenian legends, situated in the poi-phyritic and

TiiK Ruins of Palmyua.

tracliytic rocks of Dumli Dagh, at an elev;ition of 8432 feet. It winds across the

plateau of Erzerum (an old lake-bed), under the Turkish name of Kara Su (Black

Water), .ind under that of Furat;^ then it roars through gorges of almost peerless

grandeur, near the town of Egin. It flows in this way toward another Euphrates,

the Murad, a longer .and more abundant stream than itself, which rises near Bayazid

in a chain 11,542 feet high, and which passes to the northw.ard of L.ake Van.

1 Whence our name of Euphrates.
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Beyond the confluence of the two branches, the river pierces the Taurus by

defik'S more tlian 90 miles in leny;tli and 1800 feet deep ; with a breadth varying, ac-

cording to the jiasses, from several lumdred yards to a Imndred feet, it descends into

the Mesopotamian plain by three hundred rai)ids and falls; the Arabs call tliis plain

El-Djezireh, " the island " (between the Euphrates and Tigris), and the old Chaldeans

named it, still more ai)pro])riately, Aram Naharayim, or the Syria of the Two Streams.

Escaped from its jmson, the Euphrates follows a slope which would carry it to the

Meiliterranean past Alepjio; at Bireh-Jik it is only 95 miles away from this sea, but

the right bank skirts sands which refuse to yield, and it decides to turn toward the

south-east. To the north-east stretches a region of wonderful fertility, and on the

south-west lies a vast waste ; in one of the oases of this Sahara of anterior Asia, some

of the columns of Palmyra's ancient temples and palaces still rise out of the imposing

desert. The stream moves, sometimes sluggishly, sometimes in rajiids, between lines of

palms, around islets, and under a luminous sky; it is continually dinunished by the

gigantic norias, or wheels with troughs, which draw up its w.aters, and by the canals

which drain it. The Ilindiyah, one of these canals, takes almost a half of its flow for

the Xedjef, a brackish swamp-lake, 60 miles long and from 12 to 20 broad. This

Nedjef does not restore to the Eujthrates all the water drawn from it, for a good

part reaches the Persian Gulf independently of the Shatt-el-Ar.ab. And, along both

banks, extensive swamps drain the river of Babylon. This is the chief cause of the

inferiority of the Eujihrates when it encounters the Tigris.

The name of the swift Tigris is jierhajis derived from an old Persian word, signify-

ing arrow. At the ])oint where this river rises, the low mountain is 1800 feet above

a twisted pass in w^hich a stream that has already flowed 300 to 375 miles hoarsely

rumbles, as though strangled in the abyss; this latter stream, the Euphrates itself, is

inferior in flow to the Tigris, notwithstanding its greater length ; it carries less than

half the volume of the twin currents, if it is indeed true th.'it the Euphrates arrives at

the Koraa rendezvous with only 72,917 (?) cubic feet per second, while the Tigris

brings 164,407 (?). In any event, at their confluence the Euphrates is only 410 feet

bro.ad, while the deeper Tigris tosses its yellow floods between banks at least 650 feet

apart.

The Tigris has two jiarent branches, namely, the Didjleh, or West Tigris, and the

Bohtan, or East Tigris; the latter is the smaller of the two. Scarcely have they

united when the already powerful stream buries itself in long gorges, between lime-

stones and basalts; it bathes Diarbekr, then Mosid, and receives on its left bank the

strong torrents from the Kurdish mountains,— those generous purveyors of snow,

towering 18,000 to 15,000 feet, between Iran and Mesoijotamia; in this way it ab-

sorbs the Great Zab (which witnessed the battle of Arbela), the Little Zab, and the

Djala. The important town on the banks of the Tigris is Baghdad. Khorsabad,

Koiundjuk, and Nimi-ud are ruins of dead cities. On the Eujihrates, near Ilillah, the

remains of Babylon are crumbling ; these arc of brick, for the " Gate of God," Balj-ili,

was built in an alluvial district, where stone was scarce. This brick city was destined

for a briefer existence than Nineveh and her Assyrian sisters. To-day Babylon is

nothing but a heap of i-ulibish, while Kerbela, not far .away, is still a flourishing town.

Kerbela is the sacred city of the Sliiite Mussulmans ; it is visited sinnu.ally by fully

120,000 jnlgrims, who ))ride themselves on having traversed vast plateaus, Alps,

countless torrents, two rivers, and Ixirning jilains, in onler to mutter a ]>rayer before

the tomb of Ilosein, son of Ali and grandson of M.ahomet. Such is the sanctity of
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the grouiul wlicre tlic martj-r Ilosuiii liled that all Shiitt's, even those on the distant

confines of India, cherish the liope of confiding their nshes to it; caravans, emitting
feti<l odors, and soniethues sowing the plague along their route, trans])ort dead bodies
to Kerhela, or the disinterred bones of tliosc who, wlien dying, exjjressed a wish to
rejiose near Hosein.

When the rivers meet after having comnmnicated by cross branches, first from
the Euphrates to the Tigris, then from the Tigris to the Euphrates, they are quite

The Sitk of Bahylon.

dissimilar ; the Euphrates has been clarified in the marshes, and is less turVjid and
lazier than the Tigris. At some period in the remote past tliey flowed by two dif-

ferent routes to their common sei)ulchre. They reach it together now through the

Shatt-el-Arab, wliicli has a mean volume of 236,441 (?) cubic feet per second, witli a

breadth of 1G40 feet, and a dei)th of 20 to 80.

The Shatt-el-Arab passes a league away from the decayed city of Bassorah, and

terminates, by a delta, in the Persian Gulf, after having skirted on its right or Turkish

bank (the left bank is Persian) one of the most vast jialm-forests in the world. These

lithe trees, numbering tens of millions, front the river for 30 or 40 miles, ranning back

to a distance of 3 to 6. The stream rolls an enormous amount of debris. It has

already filled up large sections of the Persian Gulf, thus connecting four once inde-
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I)cii(lent currents, namely, the Tigris, tlio Eujjbratt's, the Kcrkha, and the Ivliarun ; the

mire anil roccls have encroached nearly 95 miles on tlie sea in three thousand years,

—

or an annual mean of something over IGO feet. The Kerkha and Kharuu descend from

tlie mountains of Luristan and Khuzistan, wliich unite the Alps of Kurdistan witli

the mountains of Farsistau, or Persia proper, and separate the basin of the Euplirates

from the plateau of Iran. These arc nohle rivers. The Kharun lias no communica-

tion with the Shatt-el-Arab, except at jMohammerah, where it discharges a small

my.:--. .-

AssYiiiAN Sculpture. — An E.ntkutainment.

portion of its floods into the stream through a canal, and tlien empties into the Per-

sian Gulf by a separate mouth.

From the source of the P2uphratcs to the terminus of the Shatt-el-Arab, including

the curves, the distance is about 1550 miles.

Peoples and Cities.— The old, powerful nations of Mesopotamia were largely of

Semitic s]ieeeh. 'J'hey were becoming Ilellenized when the course of the world's

history suddenly changed. After the decline of the Greeks, the plain was invaded by

Roman armies. Then came the Parthians, I'ersians, Arabs, Mongols, and Turks, all

peoples of little clemency, who, entering forcibly or otherwise into the families, sul-

lied the purity of the si)rings of the Chaldean blood. -Among the lofty mountains of

Kurdistan, nmch still remains of the Assyrian stock; in the plains, the Arab race
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clearly predominates, by the side of the Persian and the Turkish. In certain villages

near Ilarran, the ancient Syriac is still spoken ; tliis idiom is also used, though with-

out being understood, by 140,000 Nestorians, in their religious rites. In the vicinity

of Mosul, near the Tigris, dwells a Kurdish tribe, the Yezidis, who worship the devil.

" Wliy inijilore the good God ?" they say. "The being to be placated is the Evil

S]iirit, Satan!" Their lioly city, the home of their jjrophet and the resort of their

j)ilgrinis, is called Lalekh. They number 50,000, at the most, and they are widely

scattered.

There are less than 2i million iidiabitants in the basin of the Eu])hrates and

Tigris, not including the Armenian plateau and the mountains of Kurdistan ; in the

])lain, nearly all the j)Opulation speaks Arabic, and Kurdish is the prevailing language

in the ujilaiuls.

The most important city in the basin, Baghdad, lies on the Tigris, near the sites of

Seleucia and Ctesi])hon, which 'faced each other from opposite banks of the river.

Seleucia preceded Antioch as the residence of the sumjttuous kings of Syria who
ruled, nominally or in fact, from the IJosphorus to the Indus; Ctesijihon was the

capital of the Partliians. For five hundred years Baghdad was tiie seat of the Caliphs,

the capital of the Arab empire, the queen of letters and of arts, and it was the scene

of the marvellous tales of the " Tiiousand and One Nights." Did it ever number, as

we are told, 2 million souls? It contains at present 180,000 inhabitants. These are

Arabians, Iranians, and Hebrews, who carry on trade with Turkey, Arabia, Persia,

Turkestan, and India. The city is called officially the House of Peace, Dar es-

Salum.

Mosul (pop. 45,000) is on the Tigris, very near the plateau where ancient Nine-

veh stood ; it is 13 miles south-west of Kiiorsabad, and 20 miles north of Nimrud,

which, under the name of Calah, was the ante-Ninevite capital of the Assyrian

Empire.

Diarbekr (pop. 40,000) is likewise situated on the Tigris, at an altitude of 2250

feet, in a Turkish-sj)eakiiig district, but within reach of the Armenians, Kurds, and

Arabs.

S3rria: Lebanon, Antilibanus.— The two famous ranges of Lebanon and Antilib-

anus traverse Syria, from north to south, between the Mediterranean and the Pal-

myra desert. They are separated hy a dee]> dejjression, named by the ancients Ca4e-

Syria, or Hollow Syria, and called by the Syrians of to-day El-Buka'a, or the Vale

of the Mulberry-trees ; this valley is on the average 3300 feet above the seas, and

stretches between mountains COOO, 8000, and 10,000 feet or more in altitude.

The name Lebanon seems to be derived from the Hebrew root lahan, "to be

white like milk "
; it doubtless has reference to the frosty covering of the mountain-

peaks. These snows, however, are not persistent, for the culminating summit,

Timarun (10,531 feet), loses its winter mantle in summer. The magnificent cedar

forest of Lebanon, situated at an elevation of 7280 feet, and once the most celebrated

of the lofty groves of the Orient, contains .at present hardly more than 400 trees; and

it is with difficulty tiiat these are ])rotected. They are gnarly, twisted, and broken

witii age. The range, composed ]>artly of sandstone and basalt, but chiefly of lime-

stone and chalk, follows the Mediterranean, sometimes very near the shore, and some-

times 15, 20, or 25 miles away; it sends down to the sea a multitude of torrents, the

cataracts of which are silent during portions of .almost every year. A few small

crocodiles are found at the bottom of two of these streams (jiahr). Near the coast
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are sploiulid springs, which foriuoily stijiiilit'd the <rr(';it I'hd'iiifiian cities witli water;

to-(]:iy, they furnish drink for tlie flocks, and are utilized to irrigate oases and dri^e

mills. Fountains are 7iot rare, either, in the lofty nioinitains: the Nalir Ihraliini, the

ancient Adonis, the Nalir el-Kelb, once calleil tlie Lt/cns, UTid the Nahr Kasiiniyeh,

the old Z,€ontes, all spring from rocks in the mountains.

Tlie limestone chain of Antilibanus borders a sea of sand, as Lebanon skirts a

watery sea ; its Blount Ilermoii, one of the least bare of the Syrian djebels, reaches an

altitude of 9275 feet. It is this bold and jagged chain that sends such pure waters to

Damascus ; it is here, likewise, that the rains and snows are unceasingly filtered

which form the sparkling floods of tlie head-fountains of the Jonlan. Antilibanus

Thk Cedars of Lkbanon.

marks majestically the northern limit of the Holy Land, which extends southward

as fur as the Dead Sea. South of the latter, on Egyptian territory, but in a }icninsula

linked to Judea by the memories of a common history, the beautiful granitic Sinai

mass rises in gi-andiose peaks,— seven-pointed Serbal, Mount of Moses, Mount Horeb,

and Mount Saint Catharine (738'2 to 8527 feet) ;
— at its base, waterless ravines

oj>en on the desert or the two gulfs.

The Jordan, the Dead Sea. — The in-incipal Syrian stream is the Orontes ; the

great river of Palestine is the Jordan.

The slender Orontes sets back in lakes which are, at the very best, fatal marshes;

it passes the melancholy ruins of Antioch, and separates the Anti-Taurus range from
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Lebanon, or, rather, from the chalk rocks of the mountains of the Nusairieh, which

prolong Lebanon on the north. Antiocli (pop. 22,000) was once the third city of

the world ; in its palmy days, it bo\¥ed to none but Home and Alexandria.

Tiie Jordan, scarcely 100 miles long, flows through a chasm-like valley, whicli ter-

minates in the lowest known depression of the globe. Its mother source, which is

very powerful, escapes from the basalt at Tell el-Kady, at the foot of a tall ash and a

giant beech, at an elevation of 541 feet. Tiiis is the fountain of Dan, the city familiar

as the northern landmark of the Jewish country. The second source, the fountain of

Banias, not more than half the size of the iirst, issues from limestone ; aijd the Has-

bany, a long stream, rolling turbid waters when it encounters the Jordan, is only

a third as strong. Li Hebrew, i/ardan signifies "which descends"; and the Jordan

does, in fact, run swiftly. At its first lake, Huleh, which is preceded by a jiapyrus

1*ai'Vi:ls, Lakk ok Tinicr.iAS.

swam]), it is already not over 6 or 7 feet above the seas. This lake, called in the

Bible the Waters of Merom, is 3 or 4 miles long by as many broad during tlie dry

season. The second sheet through which the Jordan flows lias an area of 70 square

miles; it has borne various names,— Lake of Tiberias, Gennesareth, Sea of Galilee,

and Sea of Chinnereth. To-day it is the Bahr Tabariyeh of the Arabs; it lies 682

feet below the Mediterranean, with an extreme depth of 820 feet. The occurrence

of regular str.ata of gravel above the surface of its waters leads to the belief that this

somewhat brackish diminutive Mediterranean was once much more vast, and, perliaps,

communicated with the great Mediterranean through the plain of Esdraelon ;
the

latter is a rich alluvial tract through which the Kishon meanders before emptying

into the sea at the foot of the bold j)romontorio8 of Carmel.

The Jordan issues from Bahr Tabariyeh with a breadth of 80 to 100 feet ;
then

it winds between jungles of reeds and tamarisk at the bottom of the Glior, a sunken,
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uninhabited valley with steep sides, which defies the winds and concentrates all the

rays of the Syrian sun. This valley forms a small tropical zone in the Ijosom of the

temperate; it contains plants, animals, and birds common in torrid Africa. The
Jordan is fed from powerful fountains, and its mean flow, variously estimated at

lOGO to 2436 cubic feet per second, is swollen by regul:ir floods. It might, then,

irrigate the Ghor, and make it one long garden ; but the Jews do not know how,
or do not care, to distribute it by canals, and the fellaheen are either too ignorant or

too hampered to do it. On the west, the Jordan skirts the mountains of Israel, from

which short streams reach it. On the east stretches Transjordania, traversed by long

torrents, the scant waters of which are derived from storms rather than from springs;

they are exceedingly weak in dry weather, and often do not run at all. The strongest

of these, the ancient Ilieromax, descends from Djebel Hauran (6079 feet), a group
of extinct volcanoes prolonged bj- the craters of the Safa.

The Joidan empties into the Dead Sea, which, though steadily dwindling, still

covers 358 square miles; it is separated from the Red Sea by a sill 115 miles long.

This Balir Lut (Sea of Lot) of the Arabs continues the valley of the Jordan in a

direct line from north to south for 46 miles, with a width of 5 to 9. Its heavy waters

lie 610 feet below the Tabariyeh, and eonsefpiently 1292 below the Mediterranean.

On the west, the ragged rim of chalky an(;l hmestone Jiidea, along which climbs the

pathway leading to Jerusalem, robs the shore of the last rays of the afternoon sun.

These highlands are white, while the Mountains of Moab, lifting their placid profiles

on the east, are lilackish or blood-red ; they are comi)osed of basalts and porphyries

disposed in long, stately lines. One of the Moabite summits,— not a bold one, for the

chain has no towering peaks,— Nebo, faces the luminous country which must have

seemed empty as well as grand to Moses, when from its top he gazed for the first and

last time on the hovizons of the Promised Land.

The Dead Sea contains depressions of 984 to 1309 feet in the northern basin, with

a mean of 1083, which is about the maximum depth of the Lake of Geneva ; but in

the southern bay hardly 8, 10, or 12 feet of water cover the bed. Nine terraces,

running entirely around the sea at varying altitudes, show by the presence of marine

shells that they were once shores, at ancient levels ; the highest of these has an eleva-

tion corresponding, to the surface of the oceans, and we may therefore conclude that

there was a time when the Sea of Tiberias, the valley of the Jordan, the plain of Es-

draelon, and the Dead Sea formed a single vast Mediterranean gulf.

The waters of the Dead Sea are charged with salt almost to saturation, and

witli substances destructive to life, among others bitumen : hence the name of Asphal-

tic Lake, which is often applied to it. There is no vegetation on its banks, and not a

fi.sh can live in its floods. Torrent beds, waterless ravines, and rocky stairways de-

scend to the Dead Sea down the steep declivities of the jagged mountain-chains of

Judea and Bloal). Under the burning sun, along these stone trails, and at the root of

these thirsty djebels, the shores of the lake horrify one by their fulvid aridity ; but the

smallest fountain will start an oasis here. In the old kingdom of Judea, which

once "flowed with milk and honey," there are many gorges where the rose of Sharon

and the lily of the valley have ceased to bloom, and which are as dry as the very

shores of the Accursed Sea; on the carcasses of the rocks, likewise, there is little soil

in which grain, figs, olives, and the vine can be grown. The uplands of the kingdom
of Israel have better preserved their ancient reputation for abundance. As for Syria,

it still has its fountains and its streams from Lebanon, of which King Solomon sang.
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Peoples and Cities. — Syria was aiiciontly inhabited by tribes of Semitic origin, or,

at least, of Semitic speech. At the beginning of the Christian era it was in the way of

ijeeiiining Ilellenized. But the country has been so often invaded since then that

divers religions have been thrown into it, and the races have been greatly mixed;

Arabic is, however, the only language spoken, outside of a few small towns where a

Syriac dialect is in use. The Moliammedans predominate in the lowlands. In north-

ern Lebanon, chiefly on the western slope, dwell 200,000 Maronites, who are of French

U

Church of the Holy Sei'Ulchke, Jerusalem.

speech, but who mumble their services in a language totally incomprehensible to them.

These mountaineers have converted their rocks into gardens. The 120,000 Druses

people southern Lebanon, and they are pushing their way over the semi-desert of the

Haurau Mountains; like the IVIaronites, whom they slaughter whenever opportunity

is offered, they j)robabIy descend from the ancient Syrians ; they are distinguishal)lo

from the other inhabitants of Lebanon by their greater angularity of body, and they

are more generally blue-eyed, with fair or red hair. They are neither Mussulmans

nor Christians, but constitute a separate people, wliolly intolerant of all religions ex-
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ccj)! their own. Tlicy do not marry outside of their own rallies, and they make no
proselytes to their behefs, wliicli they hold from a special jirojihet.

Who would think that this country, where there are so few Christians, so few
Eurojieaiis, and so few men not of Arabic speech, was, perhaps, the one which cost

Europe the most Christian blood, the one which she most ardently desired to possess,

the one into which she threw the mcjst armies, and the one where she exhausted the

most enthusiasm and faith ? The conquest of America robbed her of fewer seamen,

leaders, adventurers, and apostles barbed with steel. Of the gigantic undertaking of

the Crusades no evidences are visible on the Syrian soil except a few feudal eyries

;

, ijSLJ^'^ * 'fS- * ''^J
LXj'''-'\1i^'i,d^

Mount ok Olives.

there are no legitim.ite heirs of the noble families that built their donjons here, and

no cities jieopled with the posterity of those Pugliaiis who came here with their fami-

lies, and who constituted the only "colonizers" of the Holy Land.

It is thought that there were once 10 million inhabitants on the 100,000 to 115,000

square miles embraced in Syri.a, Palestine, and the country beyond Jordan. The pres-

ent population of this entire region probably does not exceed IJ- millions : it includes,

\n the extreme north of Lebanon, some Mussulmans in the towTis, with more or less

Christianized inhabitants in the country districts, as well as a few Sabian st.ir-wor-

shippers ; also, Maronites, Christians, Syriacs, Druses, Jews, Armenians, Shiite Meta-
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wile, trans-Jordan Befltiins, Kufar or eis-Jordan peasants, etc. The majority profess

Sunnite Islaniisin. A million and a half inhabitants make a small pojjulatiou for a

country possessing a fine climate and a soil wliich is, on the whole, excellent.

Aleppo (pop. 120,000V the Ilaleb es-Shal)ba (Aleppo the Spotted) of the Arabs, is

the capital of Syria, midway between the Mediterranean and the Eiiijhrates, on the

shortest route between the two ; its population has shrunk considerably since the

earthquake of 1822. It is a charming town, 1142 feet above the sea,— embosomed in

groves, on the canals of the Kowek.

Damascus (poj). 200,000) is situated at an altitude of 2460 feet, at the eastern base

of the Antilibanus, not far from the desert, on the cold, gray, swift Barada. This city

no longer manufactures the steel blades for which it was once famous, and the Caliphs

or chiefs of the Arabic empire no longer reside there; but it has preserved its gardens

and its cool waters of Abana and Pharpar.

Boyrout (poi). 80,000), in a beautiful coast region, 90 miles from Damascus, of

which it is the jtort, recalls but very feebly the former wealth of Sidon (to-day Saida)

and of Tyre (to-day Sour), its neighbors on the south.

Jerusalem (pop. 28,000), the El-Kuds of the Mussulmans, lies under burning skies,

30 miles in a direct line from the Mediterranean, and 1-5 from the Dead Sea, 2559 feet

above the first, and 3845 above the second. The city of David languishes on lime-

stone hills, the names of which will never be effaced from the memory of man. Sion,

on which the Temple stood, was the holy hill of the Israelites; and Calvary is sacred

to every Christian. In an arid gorge, between the plateau on which the city is built

and the Mount of Olives, is the bed of the Kedron, whose pebbles are sometimes wet

by a sudden storm, on its route to the Dead Sea.

In beauty of situation, in the freshness of its fountains and running streams, and

in the magnificence of its gardens, Napolose, at an altitude of 1870 feet, is a little

Damascus. This city, situated on the water-shed between the Jordan and the Med^
iterranean, was formerly called Shechem ; not far away was Samaria, the capital of

the kingdom of Israel, and the rival of Jerusalem itself.

ARABIA.

The Red Sea. — The Persian Gulf.— Very ancient tribes of Semites gave tlie

appellation of Arab.ah to the rocky region south of Tadmor (Palmvra) between the

palm-trees of the Euphrates and the black lava of Djebel Ilauran. The name
was afterward extended southward, and a])])lied to the entire peninsula, or to the

entire island (El-Djezireh), as the Arabs say. The total area of Arabia is fullv

1,216,000 square miles, if we include the region which Turkey claitns to have sub-

jected.— Egypt likewise possesses a portion of the peninsula, around Sinai.

The country has no definite limits on the north, where it blends into the Syrian

desert; everywhere else it is washed by the salt waves: on the west, the Red Sea,

on the south and south-east, the Indian Ocean ; on the east, the Persian Gulf.

The Red Sea sejiarates Arabia from Africa. It is only 125 or l.'iO miles broad, but

it reaches a depth of 7451 feet, and it is 1370 miles long from the head of the Gulf of
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Suez to the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeh, which coimecis it with the Gulf of Aden ; the

Gulf of Aden oj)ens into the Indian Ocean ; at this point is a little volcanic island,

called Periiu, from wliich England keeps watch over the maritime highway between

the Occident and the Orient. This lied Sea is a clear and beautiful mirror, so trans-

parent that at a deptli- of GO, 80, or 90 feet one can see, in an enchanting half-light,

green algie, meadows of marine grass, and forests of coral. But it is maiidy re-

markable as a long caldron, stretching between the reflecting mountains of Asia and of

Africa, which are as noble of form and brilliant in color as they are terribly arid and

naked. It receives the tribute of a few springs, some of which are submarine, but

A Cami" ok Pii.crims.

not a single river and not a perennial torrent flows into it. The evaporation of its

waters, which are the hottest in the world,' is so great that it would dry up in a few

hundred years if it were not for the constant influx from the Indian Ocean. But for

'the Strait of Balvel-Mandeb it would become, in the rainy seasons (which are exceed-

ingly rare in this climate), a shott or sehl'ha, that is, a swamp-lagoon ; and in summer

it would be a vast tract of salt. Sand-banks and shallows aboutid here, and groves of

red coral (Imt it is not from these that the sea derives its name, which is of unknown

origin). Xavigation is, therefore, extremely diflicnlt for sailing vessels; however,

since the ])iercing of the Isthmus of Suez, the Red Sea is alive with processions of

steamboats, for it has become a highway for the nations.

» Beaching 89.6 'P.
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The Persian Gulf opens into the Gulf of Oman, by the Straits of Orniuz. It lies

between dunes and cliffs, at the foot of jagged, burnt mountains, some bearing the

Arabian plateau, others the Iranian. It is obstructed by sand-banks like the sea of

Suez, and it is as formidably heated by the sun; but, uidikc the Red Sea, it receives

one of the mightiest streams of the planet, the Shatt-el-Arab, which is capable of

transforming it, with the aid of the ages, into a marsh and then into a plain of unpar-

alleled fertility; tlie Persian Gulf, which abounds in fish, embraces not more than

95,750 square miles, with a depth of 130 to 200 feet. Here and there, esiiecially in

the neighborhood of Bahrein Island, the pearl-oyster lives his "contemplative" life,

clinging to the bed-rocks. Fully 25,000 divers are engage<l in the pearl-fisheries of

this gulf, aided by 25,000 cord-watchers. It is a terrible trade. Pearl by pearl these

men fish u]) necklaces and crowns, and they perish for the vanity of our women and
the Ijrilliancy of our fetes.

The Dahna and the Nefuds.— Nedjed and Tehamah.— Along these two gulfs

and the ocean rise the rigid and calcined mountains which support the plateaus of

interior Arabia. Almost everywhere they are near the shore. Along the three seas

at their bases stretch three hot, mdiealthful coasts,— a succession of dunes, of low-

lands, and of short channels, which are destitute of water except during the rains, and
rains are not frequent in Arabia. In ordinary years, the heavens are brazen for eight

or nine months, especially in the centre and north of the peninsula, .and tlien follows

a season of light storms. It sometimes ha])pens that a whole year passes with-

out a single shower, and in certain doomed districts sometimes two or tin-ee years.

The temperature has been known to reach 129° F. in the shade at Mokha, and more
than once sailors have died of sunstroke at Aden by sim])ly landing and crossing

a street.

A large number of the Arabian mountains were formed by the fusion and ejection

of the interior rocks, but all these volcanoes are now extinct. The loftiest summits
along the outer rim of Arabia— they are as yet but little known, and have not been

measured— seem to be those which rise on the extreme east, in Oman, where Djebel

Akhdar perhajis reaches 9900 feet; Tsahura, back of Iladramaut, may have an ele-

vation of 7875 feet; and many of the pe.aks in Yemen are estimated at 8000, 9000,

or 10,000 feet. As ior the massifs in the central districts, we are still more ignorant

of these than of the coastal cliains.

Djebel Akhdar, and the summits of Iladramaut and of Yemen, those places which

by their altitude are coolest, overlook the hottest and most vast waste of all Arabia,

the stony, sandy Dahna or " Crimson," or the Roba el-Khaliyeh. The Arab himself,

inured as he is to the he.at of the sun and to fiery winds, would hardly dare brave

this fountainless immensity, if it were not for the camel, which can make 100 miles

in a d.ay, over the burning sand and under a blazing sky. From this m.ajor desert a

narrow stri]) runs off, called the Little Nefud, which girdles Nedjed, or the plateau

of central Arabia, and joins another Dahna, north of Mount Shomer; this latter

Dahn.a, called the Dahna of the north-west, or Lesser Dahna, is more generally known
under the name of Great Nefud. On the north, beyond the oval depression of Jowf,

begins the stony plateau, a lianimada stretching between the Euphrates and the

Dead Sea. The red sands of the two Ncfiids, which are very deep in places, and

doubtless also those of the major Dahna, are not aligned, as was once thought, in

par.allel waves, but they are rather dispersed in irregular masses fidl of fiddj, or

horse-shoe-shaped hollows sunk 15, 30, 60, or even 200 feet. The lightest shower
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will cover these sands with grass and shrubs, for they are not cursed with the eternal

sterility of the gravelly soil of the lianiiiuula, and they would even be generous if the

sky was less miserly. If we dared compare this locust-infested land, where there is

so little creative power, with Andean America, which is fruitfulness itself, we should

say that Nedjed is the tiei-ra templada of Arabia, while the low, bui-ning, suffocating

Tehamah, on the coast of the three seas, represents here the tierra calieiite ; as for a

tierra friu, the peninsula has none, owing to a lack of mountains of sufficient eleva-

tion to support broad plains at an altitude of 10,000, 13,000, and 10,000 feet. Nedjed is

a plateau of ])asture-lands dotted with limestone sierras, some of which may attain a

height of 10,000 feet. It is, nevertheless, as the ancients said of Yemen, an Arabia
J'^eli.r, with springs and running waters ; the mornings and evenings are cool, or even

cold, and at rare intervals a few flakes of snow fall. And, again, to use the ancient

])hraseology, if Nedjed, Yemen, and a few small districts here and there which are

less dry and desolate than the others, constitute Arabia Felix, the Dalina and the

Nefuds are Arabia Deserta, and the northern hainmada is Arabia Petrwa.

The Arabs. — The Universality of their Language. — .Arabia has given a very vig-

orous jic'ople to the world ; the Arabs are lean, bron/.ed, supple, graceful, and hand-

some. The race has not, however, retained its ])urity nor its unity anywhere excejit

in a few secluded regions of Yemen and Iladramaut ; everywhere else it has been

mixed with Hindu, Iranian, and especially with African blood.

At the beginning of the seventh century, the different Arabian tribes were wor-

shi])pers of the stars and of the hidden forces of nature, or they made j)rofession of

Judaism. In the year 622 aj)peared the prophet Mahomet (" the praised "), under

whose teachings the Arabians were converted to a belief in the One God ; after

Mahomet's death, Arabia sent forth armies that attacked and conquered nearly half of

the then known World. The success of her soldiers was due not to their numbers, but

to their unity of purpose and to their enthusiasm, in which was concentrated and

intensified every motive of action. Their battle-cry was their decl.aration of faith,

"There is no Allah but Allah, and Mahomet is his prophet!" The empire, which

w.as conquered in a century, " in the name of the Clement and the Pitiful," extended

from the Indus to Coim1)ra, from the Roof of the World to the central Sahara, and

from the Caucasus to Abyssinia. But the Arab world embraced too many peoples,

too many languages, and too many climates, and before long it was rent in every

quarter. In the middle of the eleventh century, all the genuinely Arabic territory

was comprised in Arabia, Syria, Egypt, and, u]) to a certain point, Spain, which was,

however, Berber rather than Arabic : it was at that period that the 250,000 Hilalian

plunderers from the Nile region swept like a torrent over the Moghreb, from the

Gulf of Sidra to the Atlantic, and almost transformed Barbary into an Arabic land.

Arabic is the national tongue to-day in Arabia, on the Eu]>hrates and the lower

Tigris, in Syria and in Egypt. - It is sjioken concurrently with Berber and French

throughout the Moghreb, tlint is, in Tripoli, Tunis, Algeria, and Morocco ; and an

Arabic dialect is in use in Malta. In the western Sahara it shares the oases with the

Berber tongue as far south as the Senegal and east to Timbuktu ; it has made and

is still making some progress in Soudan, through the slave trade, commerce, and,

more notably still, through proselytism, for it must not he forgotten that Arabic is

the sacred tongue of the Mussulmans. Mahomet sjioke this consonantal, bony, ener-

getic, poetic, singularly rich and strangely guttural idiom, and the Koran was written

in it. By means of this book the Prophet's language is widely diffused over all Mo-
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hammedan countries,-— among the Iranians of Iran and Turan, among tlie Turks of

Europe, of Asia Minor, and of the Turkestans, in India, among tlie Malays, in China

and Siberia, even among the Tatars of Kazan, and as far as the Comoros.

Beside the people who are " pure " Arabs by speech or descent, or by both, there

are some millions of men who are half-way Arabs, because as Islamites they mutter

the Koran ; and then there are other millions scattered over the lands that were con-

quered but 7iot held by the heroes of the djeliad, or "holy war," who arc half Arabs

because their blood owes something to Ishmaelitish germs. All these together, Euro-

peans, Africans, and Asiatics, Sicilians, Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese, Catalans, and

southern French, Berbers, Blacks, Kafirs, Abyssinians, Turks, Persians, Hindus,

Malays, aiid Chinese, would make a powerful nation.

Coffee, perfumes, dates, gums, horses, asses, camels, and pearls constitute the

Cl^
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wealth of Arabia, with the money which is brought annually into its holy cities by

the hundred or hundred and fifty thousand pilgrims who come to worship in its

sanctuaries. Arabia embraces an area about two-fifths that of tlie United States, and

yet its population scarcely reaches Z^ millions. Some of these are settled ; there are

said to be 1^ million nomads who roam about in search of w.ater and pasturage ; they

.are also on the lookout for caravans, all of which they pill.age, except such as arc en

route for the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina.

Th.at portion of the population which is not Arabic and Mussulman is made up of

Jewish and Hindu traders in the ports of the Red Sea, and of Negroes, the latter

being much the more numerous. In many southern districts of Ncdjed the Negroes
form a third of the inhabitants, elsewhere they are a fourth, and in the state of Muscat
a fifth. They are either free, or, if held .as slaves, are kindly treated by their masters;

.alliances with them are degrading the nobility of the Arab countenance, and altering

the essential characteristics of this magnificent race. Whether in consequence of

marriages between the Blacks and the Ar.abs, or owing to a common origin in the
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remote past, the southern Arabs beiir ahnost as striking a resemblance to the Abys-

Eiinians as to their fellow-countrymen of Nedjed.

Outside of the Ilcjaz, Asir, Yemen, and Ilassi, which belong to Turkey, and Aden,

which is British, Arabia is wholly independent, and its tribes, governed by military

aristocracies, make war or peace as they please.

The Hejaz and Asir.— The Ilejaz, stretching along the Red Sea, includes the

" llaram," or Sacred Territory, the cradle of Islamism ; it contains the two venerated

cities of Mecca and Medina, situated about 230 miles apart. Mecca (j)op. 45,000) is

53 miles from Djiddah (pop. 17,000), a stifling ])ort on the Red Sea. The holy city

is surrounded by jagged, treeless, waterless mountains ; but the wilderness is enli-

vened every year by the arrival of a hundred twenty thousand pilgrims, and armies of

Mecca.

camels. These pilgrims come from every Mussulman country in the world ; they in-

clude sedentaries and nomads, men of every race and color, and representatives of

every shade of the Islam faith. They come to worship the stone brought to Mecca

by the angel Gabriel, to offer prayers to God on holy Mount Arafat, and to cast

si.xty-three ])ebbles at the devil in the gorge of Mina. The famous black stone is

scaled in one of the walls of the Ka'ba, a small structure which has become the

centre of Islamism, but which was originally perhaps a temi)le of Saturn ; in every

house, every tent, every field, and every desert where a Mussulman breathes, the suj)-

l)Ii(!ant turns at each hour of prayer toward the K.a'ba.— At Medina (pop. 16,000),

125 miles distant from the Red Se.a, the faithful honor the tomb of the messenger of

Allah. Before it became Medina, or Medinat el-Xebi, the "Prophet's city," it was

Yathrib, a little neglected town lying .among the chalk mountains and sands of the desert.

South-east of the Hejaz is Asir, comprising a hot district along the littoral and a

temperate region ou the ragged djebels.
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Yemen —Yemen, south-east of the Ilejaz, is the ancient Arabia Felix; it is largely

mountainous. P'roni its eminences the Abyssinian escarpments can be seen in the

bhie distance, when they are lighted up by the rays of the declining sun. Yemen,

which was once renowned for its perfumes, is famous to-day for its Mokha coffee.

Tlie iraan, or sovereign, resides in a temperate region G988 feet above the seas, at

Sanaa (pop. 50,000), a cool city, containing many beautiful palaces.

Aden.— Aden, on the gulf of the same name, is a strongly fortified and important

conmicrcial city; it belongs to the English, and furnishes a liarbor for ships going to

and fro between the Occident and the Orient. It is excessively torrid, a reflecting

oven surrounded by white sands and dusky lavas.

Hadramaut — lladramaut lies east of Aden, on the Gulf of Aden and the Indian

Ocean. Above the coast rise mountains inhabited by a wretcheil but prolific race

;

certain districts liere are as densely peopled as any in western Europe.

Oman. — As Yemen occupies the south-western hoi-n of the jieninsula, so Oman

occupies the soutii-eastern ; it has a seaboard on the Indian Ocean, the Gulf of Oman,

and the Persian Gulf. The iman resides at Muscat, a very safe port in a notch in the

lava, near Djebel Akhdar : this sovereign is at present jiowerless, but he ruled at one

time over extensive coasts in Asia and in eastern Africa; he is now subject to the

English in a certain sense.

Hasa. — The province of Hasa, which stretches along the Persian Gulf opposite

the shore of Persia, is also inhabited by Arab tribes ; this gulf has .'is much right,

therefore, to the title of Arabic as the Red Sea has. Abundant springs gush up from

its bed, and the province itself is in general well w.itered.

Nedjed and Djebel Shomer.— The Wahhabees are the predominant people in Ned-

jed; they have their caj)ltal at Kiad. These Wahhabees are orthodox Islamites, who
once cherished the ho])e of restoring tlie religion of Mahomet to its primitive simplic-

ity ; but this dream has vanished, like so many others. After having conquered

Jlecca, Medina, and Damascus, they fell back into their Nedjed, where they were van-

quished, and their emjnre jierished in its bloom. Even in the days of their youthful

zeal, they warred against the use of tobacco more than against evil doctrines; in their

eyes, smoking was the blackest of crimes.

Havel, north of Nedjed, is the residence of a sultan who is said to be the most

powerful of all the chiefs of central Arabia ; the town is situated 3500 feet above the

seas, in Djebel Shomer, or Feniiel Mountain.

PERSIA, OR IRAN.

The Plateau of Iran or Eran.— The Plateau of Iran or Er.an extends from the Cas-

pian Sea to the Indian Ocean, from the crest of the mountains which sink toward the

Tigris to the rim of those overlooking the valley of the Indus. It h.as an area of about

1,060,000 square miles; of those, Persia occupies about 037,000 west of the high

]>lains; the dismembered east fcjrnis the two st.ates of Afghanistan and Beluchistan.

Iran is encircled by mountains, which intercept the moisture-bearing clouds from

the sea, and is, on the whole, a very dry j)lateau, es])ecially in the centre and south-

east; the horizon is limpid, and the skies serene. The winds are not, however, silent;
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on the contrary, they rnge at times witli fury, whirling snow or dust, but bringing so

few beneficent clouds with them that fully a half of the jilateuu receives yearly not more
than 4, 5, or 6 inches of rain ; here and there, the fall in the highlands is 8, 10, 12, or 15

inches, and it is much greater north of the Elburz Mountains, in Ghiiau and Mazandc-

ran, a strip 375 miles long by t) to 12 wide, bordering tiie Caspian. Continual and

copious showers pour at least live times as much water over this district as on the

neighboring valleys of the reverse slope. Vapors rise likewise from the Persian Gulf

3-fg^^J; ,

;

A Persian Villaue Mosqck.

(435 miles distant from the Caspian), which descend again in scant showers on the

coast sierra of Farsistan ; there is here (though on a shorter seaboard) a zone anal-

ogous to the Caspian margin of Ghilan and Mazanderan ; the former zone is, however,

much drier than the latter. Of the monntains of the interior the heavens seem espec-

ially to favor those which despatch their torrents to the Lake of Urumiah.

As soon as we have passed the ridge of the sierras on the way from the sea, or

from the lowlands of the Shatt-el-Arab, we find the desert invading the plateau with

the sharpness of its outlines, the melancholy of its wastes, the dustiness of its sands,

the harshness of its dry clays, and the brilliancy of its so-called lakes. Cyju'esses,

poplars, and plane-trees annoimce from a distance the presence of a canal or, at rare

intervals, a living fonntain, around which a mud village is built. Sometimes massive
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ruins of palaces and aqueducts, or heaps of rubbish, on a site the name of which has

disappeared from Iranian memory, recall the splendor of ancient Iran, when its i)eople

was as yet immixed with Arabs and Turks, when its phiins were better watered, both

naturally and artificially, and when its valleys were more thickly peopled, and its hills

greener and woodier.

Elburz: Demavend. — Elburz, the ?nasst/' which hides the Caspian from the Per-

sian plateau, is nearly 440 miles long, with a breadth of about 70. It is longer than

the Pyrenees, and it is loftier and not less complex than the Al]js; on the horizon of

Tehran (Teheran), to the north-east, it rears a snow-capped volcano, the furnaces of

which are extinct ; this peak, called Demavend (18,465 feet), is only about 100 feet

below the Caucasus. Its true name is Divband, or Abode of the Gods ; since earliest

times the Iranians have peopled it with genii, and it api)ears everywhere in their myths

and legenils.

The strongest of all the Iranian springs is probably the Fountain of Ali (106 cu.

ft. per second), in the mountains south-south-west of Astrabad. The most powerful of

all its streams issues from the mountains of Kurdistan, then flows over the ])lateau,

and finally bores into the Elburz, after having skirted it for 125 miles; it has filled in

the Caspian with its deposits 15 miles beyond the old coast-line ; in the upper part of

its course it is called Kizil Uzain, and in the lower, Safid Rud ; Kizil Uzain, or Ked

River, is a Turkish name; Safid Rud, or White liiver, is Persian. These names re-

mind us that, since the dawn of history, Iranians and Turanians h.'ive contended

with each other for the possession of Iran, and more especially of the northern

districts.

The Lake of Urtuniah.— The Elburz range is connected on the north-west with the

Anti-Caucasus, through chains which reacli the culminating jxjint in Mount Sav.alan

(15,893 feet), a volcano almost perjietually snow-capped, and without known erup-

tions ; it divides its waters between the Safid Uud, the Araxes, and the Lake of

Urumiah (the Dariatsha, or "little sea," of the Persians). The Lake of Uruiiiiah

covers over 1500 square miles, but it is shallow (46 feet in the deepest portions, with

an average of 10), and it is constantly shrinking, because the torrents from the

neighboring mountains are turned off to irrigate the fields and gardens. The water

retained in the basin (4229 feet above the seas) is daily becoming Salter and more

heavily charged with iodine. By a similar mineralizing process, all the other basins

without outlets are drying up, even though they rfay drain, like Urumiah, 21,250

square miles of country which is less arid than many other parts of Iran. The whole

immense Iranian table-land einbraces 540,000 to 560,000 square miles of territory

which has no communication with the sea ; between 340,000 and 844,000 of this belong

to Persia.

Farsistan. —• Gurmsir and Sarhad.— It is possible that Mount Demavend may have

a rival in the south, in Farsistan, or the true Persia, as its name indicates.^ The Kuh
Dinar range rises here into the region of persistent snows; the vast fields of ice plat-

ing this chain indicate, in this latitude (which is that of Alexandria), an elevation of

16,000 to 18,000 feet or more. These glittering summits are visible from the shores

of the Persian Gulf, over and beyond other lofty mountains. At the southern base of

the chains of Farsistan and Laristan, which are so rugged that the ]iaths up their

slopes are called ladders, a narrow strip of coast, scorched by excessively hot and fe-

verish suns, extends as far as the Persian Gulf; the Persians call it Gurmsir, in opposi-

1 Farsistan means " country of the Persians."
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The GovisiiNoii's Kesioknck at Rescht.

tion to Sarhad, or tlic- Higli Plateau.

From Farsistan to Kunlistfiii, l)y way

of Klmzistan, Luristan, niid Ardalan,

tlie j)rop of tlie plateau is bioken by

leautiful mountains from 10,000 to

12,500 feet liigli, some limestone and

cLalk running in jiarallel lines, like the

Juras, others volcanic, but with no ac-

tive craters. These are the reservoirs

of the rivers -wliicli give the Tigris its

magnitude, namely, the Great Zab, the

Little Zab, and the Bjala.

The Deserts of the Plateau.— Sierras

divide the ])lateau into minor jjlateaus,

and, in ]ilaces, cut the desert into

smaller deserts : such, for instance, are

the Great Salt Desert, east of Tehran
;

the Dasht-i-Na-XTmaid, or Waste of

Hopelessness, near the Afghan fron-
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tiers ; tlie Lut, or Waste, north of Kariiian, an excessively dry and burning

plain, studded, like so many other rainless deserts, with kavirs, or saline depres-

sions, where a little water collects from the melted snows or from heavy storms, only

to ascend again immediately into the air; and, lastly, the Dasht-i-Kavir, or Saline

Plain of Yezd, whence the Fire-Worshippers hope to see Yazdegerd, their last king,

who was dethroned by the Arabs in the first half of the seventh century, issue one day

as conqueror, avenger, judge, and jiontiff. Tliese wastes, lying in Algerian and even Sa-

haran latitudes, are subject to

severe winters, but the sum-

mers are suffocating on the

stony fields as well as in the

evajjorated marshes and on

the shifting dunes. The alti-

tude of the jjlateaus and sub-

plateaus varies greatly, but

the mean is about 4000 feet.

The Persians and their

Language. — Sjirung from

the same stock as the Ary-

ans of India and Europe, the

inhabitants of ancient Iran

chanted in the childhood of

the race the same songs with

the fathers of the European

tongues, and prosti-ated them-

selves before the same gods.

For two centuries they oc-

cupied the first rank in the

Orient; but to-day they are

poor and ]>owerless in their

harsh climate, on their beg-

garly, dry soil, exj)osed tu

famine, trodden under foot

at home and despised abroad.

The Persians leaped sudden-

ly into power under Cyrus

;

they captured Babylon, the

queen of cities, and estab-

lished their rule from India

to the IIe]lesi)ont, over 50

million men, it is said. Their empire lasted down to the victory of Alexander at Ar-

bela. But it was not constituted to endure, framed as it was out of hostile

peoples, between whom stretched mountains and deserts. And, not including

Susian, Armenian, and the idioms of various small nations, it recognized three

oflScial tongues ; these are found, each translating the other two, on the rocks, or the

tables of those cuneiform inscriptions the arrow-headed characters of whicli recount

the triumjihs of many a sujierb ruler. The first of these tongues was Persian, an

Aryan language ; the second was Median, a Turanian idiom, or, according to some,

Dravidian ; and the third was the Semitic Assyrian.
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Tlie Persians call tlieniselves Tadjiks, that is, the Crowned, or, possibly, the Invin-

cible. Their history is linked with that of Greece, the country which barred their

entrance into Euroi)C ; with that of Rome, whose route to India they intercepted
;

with that of the Arabs, who im])0scd upon them a new faith; and, later, with that

of the Mongols, Turks, and Hindus ; and, lastly, with that of the Europeans. If in

ancient times one of those audacious leaders who dictate the course of events had

moved the Persian capital along one of the routes leading from the Iranian ])lateau8

to the regions watered by the Oxus,— to Herat, for example, — he would, j>erhaps,

have indissolubly united the Tadjiks of the Sir and tjje Amu to those of the vast iijjlands

stretching from the cols through which the old heroes of the nation fell on Babylon to

the passes through which the modern Persians have descended on India. These eastern

brothers would have won the ascendency over the mobbing Turkish hordes, and Persia

would to-day embrace Iran, Tui'an, and Pamir; whereas, the Iranians do not at ])res-

ent jiossess the whole of Persia. As regards language and nation.al feeling, little of the

country, excej)t the southern half of the socle between the Caspian Sea and the Indian

Ocean, is absolutely Iranian. As for the race, it is very much mixed, even in the

localities where it has remained ]iurest ; on this old highway of the peoples, it has been

penetrated by elements of every sort, including Arabs, Jews, Kurds, Armenians, Turks,

Georgians, Circassians, Afghans, Hindus, and even Negroes and Negroids from

Africa.

A Turkish jiroverb says : "The young Persian man and the Moldavian horse are

unrivalled." The Tadjiks are, in fact, an extraordin.irily handsome and graceful race.

They have expressive eyes and black, fine, abundant beards ; in conversation they are

charming; they are remarkably polite, but take delight in the grossest forms of flat-

tery ; they have keen intellects and very retentive memories, and, above all, they

forget nothing of the glory and grandeur of their long past. But this past will never

be revived, for they are hemmed in on all sides by valiant Turks, Afghrms, and

Arabs. The Persian idiom is a descend.ant of Old Persian. The latter belonged to

the same family as Zend or Old Bactrian, which was spoken in the eastern part of

the plateau, while the language of the conquered of Marathon prevailed in the west.

New Persian has allowed many of the noble forms of the l.'uiguage to disajipear

;

it has engrafted on its trunk great numbers of Arabic ^ and Turkish words, and it is

disfigured with many incongruous terms; but its jioets, Hafiz, Firdausi, and Saadi,

are the delight of the Orientals. It is si)oken more perfectly at Shiraz than anywhere

else. Only two hundred years ago Persian was one of the most widely diffused lan-

guages in the world. Preference was given to it in the jjalaces of the Great Mogul;

it was employed from end to end of the Hindu empire, in politics, literature, and

society ; men of letters and the aristocracy made use of it in all the IMussulman coun-

tries, from Constantinople to Bengal, from the Sea of Aral to the Persian Gulf, from

the Isthmus of Suez to the Bam-i-dunya. But those days are no more. In India

it is fleeing before Hindustani; the people of Turkish Asia are forgetting it; aside

from a certain literary royalty in the Orient, nothing remains to it outside of Persia,

except in Afghanistan, where it ranks as the enlightened tongue, and in Turkestan,

where it is spoken, concurrently with Turkish and Russian, by multitudes of urban

and rural Tadjiks and by a large number of Sarts.

Six or seven hundred thousand Kurds, who are related to the Tadjiks by language,

if not by race (of which we are by no means sure), dwell in the Aljjs of Kurdistan.

1 Out of every ten words of the langiiage, four are nearly or wholly Arabic.
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The north and north-west, notably Azerbaijan, are full of Turks; there are Armenians

in the basin of the Araxes, and Arabs on the Persian Gulf.

Persia probably containsT^niilliou inhabitants;* it is supposed that over 4 million of

these speak Persian. More

than 2i million make use

of Turkish, in Khorasan,

in Azerbaijan, and, in gen-

eral, north of the route

from Tehran to Hamma-
dan; even in the capital,

Turkish is in frequent use.

Its empire is, however,

contracting; it has ceased

to be spoken at court, and

nearly all the Turks now
understand Persian. The

men whose maternal idiom

is Turkish are, for the most

part, much less polished

than the Tadjiks; but

they are stronger-bodied

and more upright of con-

science ; they are frank

and ])roud-spirited, and

regard a lie as dishonor-

able. As these Turks are

so])arated from the Os-

manlis of Anatolia by sect

differences (they ])rofess

Shiism ; the Anatolians,

Sunnism), they do not

im]ieiil the Iranian nation-

ality. To the Kurds, who
rank third in mnnlx'r, we
must join tlieir cousins

by language, the Lui-i ^ of

Luristan, on the upper

Kerkha. Tlie Arabs are

estimated at 300,000. As
for the Armenians, who
liave lost largely by emi-

grations to Russian territory, they will hereafter form a very insignificant element

of the Persian population.

One of the great religions of antiquity, that of Zoroaster and the saci-ed books of

the Zend language, originated in Persia ; it consisted in the adoration of the sun

1 Different travellers liave put the estimate at six. seven, eight, or even ten millions.

^ Although eminent authorities have differed widely as to the classification of the Luri, it seems
now pretty certain that they belong anthropologically in the same class witli the Kurds.— Ed.

Indoor Costume ok Pkksian VVomes.
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and stJirs, the worship of Ornui/.d, tlie jiriiiciiile of light and purity, and the fear and

reverence of Ahriinan, the evil genius. Only a few have reniainetl faithful to tliis

religion, and these few are called Fire-Worshippers, Ghebers, and Parsees; this last

term is synonymous with Persians, and, in fact, the Parsees are tiie only Iranians who
have been true to ancient Iran ; they number less than 8000 here, 6500 of whom are

in Yezd and the neighboring villages. But, outside of Persia, they form clans of ricL

merchants, in the great cities of India, esjiecially in Bombay, on the island of Ceylon,

in Aden, on the Red Sea, in Turkey in Asia, on the eastern coast of Africa, and as

Tehkan and the Kange of the Siiimhan.

far as Port-Louis, on the island of Mauri-

tius. The Persians are nearly all Shiito

Mussulmans; they detest their Simnite broth- '^\v
*

era still more than they do Christians or idolaters. ^
•>!;

Cities.— Tehran (pop. 210,000), "the pure,"

is situated at an altitude of 3098 feet, on saline soil,

in sight of Mount Demavend, 9 miles from the Elburz chain and 70 from the

Caspian Sea, almost on the line of se])aration between the Iranian and Turkish

elements. It has recourse for water to canals from the lofty mountains. In sum-

mer, the Shah, or Emperor, flees with his 40,000 servants, flatterers, and parasites

from the fevers, the oven-like heat, and the poisonous vermin of this clay city, to cool

mountain-valleys, where he installs his court under tents. Tehran has been the resi-

dence of the Shahs since 1798.

The route from the new capital to the old, from Tehran to Ispahan, jiasscs the

manufacturing town of Kashiui (pop. 30,000), a flourishing city, although Persian.

Ispahan, or Isfahan (pop. 60,000), lies 4698 feet above sea-level. This city of the

great Shah Abbas, which once contained 600,000 souls, is much more strongly
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Iranian tlian is Tehran, wliicli lias dethroned it. It is situated ahnost in tlie centre of

the inhabited portion of Persia, on llie banlcs of tlie Zainda Kiid, a torrent wliich

filters into the jilateau, then reappears, only to be lost again.

Columns, gigantic statues in which the animal aiid human forms are combined,

huge walls, cuneiform inscriptions, and pointed rocks constitute the remains of

another and superb Persian capital. Persepolis, whose proud abodes were l)urned

by Alexander of Macedon to gratify the fancy of a beautiful (treek woman, occu-

pied what is now called the Palace of Djamshid (Takht-i-Djanishid), or tho Forty

Minarets (Chihil menare) ; it is on the margin of a swampy jilain which is traversed

by the Bendamir, an affluent of Lake Niris. Soutli-west of the dead city stands the

living town of Shiraz (po]i. 30,000), the "Athens of Iran." The mountaineers of Far-

sistan, the province in which Shiraz is situated, were the founders of the Persian hege-

mony. The city is 4429 feet aliove the seas. At a distance it is an imjiosing pile,

but near by it is mean and sordid; it rises within sight of warmly colored, naked

rocks, in the midst of pines, cypresses, and palm-trees. The Orientals vaunt its cli-

mate, its wines, and the scent of its roses; but this fine climate is feverish, and the

soil is unstable. In the north-west of the em])ire, on ground which has often been

shaken, is Tabriz, or Tauris, the Kandsag of the Armenians; its jwjmlation, ]ierha])s,

exceeds that of Tehran; it outranks Tehran in trade and manufactures ; the waters

which are brought in canals into its cool, fresh gardens, at an altitude of 5000 feet,

flow off intp L.ake Urumiah. It once had 500,000 iidiabitants.

Meshed (po]). 00,000), at an elevation of 3051 feet, the glorious sanctuary of

Khorasan, each year witnesses an increase of the niultituile of ])i!grinis who come to

pray before tho tomb of Iman IJiza ; it is growing in sanctity in the eyes of the

Shiites, and rivals the holy Kerbela itself.

Yezd (poj). 40,000), an industrial town, marks very nearly the centi'c of Persia; it

is situated in an unbroken desert, where the dunes are forever moving against it.

COUNTRIES DETACHED FROM IRAN.

AFGHANISTAN.

The Hindu Ktish.— The Helmand and the Hamun Morass. — Afghanistan ' prolongs

the high plateau of Persia as far as India and tho mountains of central Asia; on the

west, nothing separates it from Iran, and the traveller along the common frontier of

tlie two countries sees on either side the same sandy j)lains, the same level, stony

tracts, the same salt lagoons, and, in the distance, mountains of the same color and
of the same general aspect. But on the north and east the country has bold limits;

the Hindu Kush, or, rather, the chain which continues the Hindu Kusli to the west,

rises on the north. This "low Ilinilu Kush," in which the Koh-i-Baba, or Father of

Mountains, reaches an elevation of 17,999 feet, separates the true Afghanistan (that of

' The area of Aff;lianistan is estimated at 27S,00O square miles. — Ed.
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the plateau and the elevated valleys, that of the Ilelmand and of the Kabul) from the

conquered district lying along the rivers which descend toward the Oxus, but which

dry up on the route. By the course of its waters, its history, and the probability

of its waking up some day and tinding itself Russian, this region belongs to Turk-

estan. The barrier on tlie east between Afghanistan and India is nowhere imposing

except from the low country on the banks of the Indus. "S''iewed from Afghanistan

The Bala Hissak, ok Aokopolis of Kabul.

itself, which stretches out as a long 8tepi)e toward the west, this chain, called the

Suleiman Mountains, is devoid of .all grandeur, for the elevation of the plateau robs it

of half its height. Moreover, in the neighborhood of the Himalayas, what is^an alti-

tude of 11,683 feet, that of Pirghul, the principal peak of this eastern rim? North of

the Suleimans, and south of the Hindu Kush, Safid Koh, or White Mountain, at pres-

ent isolated from the Roof of Asia by tlie fissure through which flows the Kabul, a

violent tributary of the Indu.s, nearly equals the European Mont Blanc, in its Sita

Ram (15,622 feet).

The Kabul is formed from very fofty snows, and carries a great volume of waten
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Its affluent, tlie Kuner, wliich has the principal massif oi tlie Hindu Kush in its basin,

is still more abundant. But the longest Afghan river is the llehnaiid (080 miles) ; it

has a drainage area of over 19,000 square miles. The Helniand rises near the Koh-i-

Baba and never readies the sea; it flows south-west, sending an infinitude of rills

over a parched district, and then the little tliat soil and sun have left of its floods is

discharged into the Hamun, a desolate, brackish lagoon, surrounded by reeds and

rushes, and situated about 1300 feet above sea-level.

The Hamun was formerly much larger than it is now; as it lies under a sky which
is almost as arid and devouring as the Libyan vault itself, it will continue to diminish,

and in the end will be wholly obliterated. The Helmand and its affluents, the

strongest of which is the Arghand-ab, are bled at every vein and veinlet by canals

which cover the valleys with verdure, and but for which Afghanistan would be nothing

more than dry pasture-lands. Afghanistan lies in the temperate zone; but, as it is shut

off from the sea by some of the loftiest crests of Asia, as it is absolutely continental,

it suffers equally from extreme cold and extreme heat. The summers are as cruel as

the winters are savage. In the west is another and larger Hamun, which receives a

number of torrents smaller than the Helmand ; and, far away to the north-east, the

Ab-i-Istada, or Sleeping Water, at an altitude of 7054 feet, gathers what the thirsty

fields leave to the river of Ghazni.'

The Afghans.— Afghanistan corresponds in part to what the ancients called Aria,
Arachosia, and Drangiana. On its plateaus, in a climate which is harsh, but healthful

except in the mephitic regions around the Hamun, lives a people which lias never
been enumerated, but which has been variously estimated at 6, 8, or 10 millions; it

probably does not much exceed 4 millions, not including the inhabitants of Afghan
Turkestan. The Afghans are of unknown origin. They come, perhaps, from Khora-
san, a country forming a ])rovince of Persia, near the Black Sands, from which it is

sejiarated by the .sierras which continue the Hindu Kush to the shores of the Caspian,
opposite the Caucasus range. They call their country Pukhtun-khwa. Their tongue,
the Pukhtu or Pushtu, has some ties of kinship with Persian, and still more, a])par-

ently, with the Aryan languages of India. However, though a brother or cousin of
these harmonious idioms, it is so harsh and disagreeable to the ear that Mahomet
called it the " language of hell,"— and the Prophet himself s])okc the more than rude
and guttural Arabic. The Afghans are mostly dark-skinned ; hardened by their cli-

mate, they are vigorous, brave, blood-thirsty, and vindictive ; they shook off the Per-
sian yoke toward tlie middle of the last century, and, since then, the tcri'ible sky, the
chaotic mountains, the famished, thirsty steppes, and the bridgeless torrents, which
they cross on rafts or by treacherous fords, have protected them from re-enslavement.
Their Russian and English neighbors are already disjniting for their ])ossession, but
without daring to subjugate them ; when once these men have been subdued by either
])ower, the last barrier will be levelled, the Slavic empire will touch the British, and
the strength of the latter will be broken, at least in Asia.

So turbulent a people, dwelling in such a mountainous land, is not constituted to
obey without a murmur; the Afglians are divided into several small "nations," or za/,
which, in their turn, are subdivided into tribes and clans {khel). Reckoning the
inhabitants of Afghanistan (not including the region beyond the Hindu Kusir, but
embracing the mountainous land of the Dards and the Siah-i)osh) at 4,1200,000, the
Afghans constitute almost exactly a half, say 2,100,000, in 400 clans. Their most

1 It Is said that the temperature of Ghazni sometimes reaches 131° F. in the shade.
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powerful "nation," tlie Durrani, 700,000 in number, conqnorcd ami united Afsjlian-

istan, if it may be said to have any unity, — this country wlueli, witli the 2,100,000

Afghans, comprises 800,000 Persians, who constitute the bourgeoisie of its cities,

or the peasantry of its Koliistan and of Seistan; beside 600,000 Mongols, most
of whom spealc a Persian dialect, as do the Tadjiks or Parsiwan ; more than

100,000 Turks and Turkomans, ancJ 150,000 Siah-posh, 300,000 Dards, etc. How-
ever, roughly speaking, the Afglians, in the broad sense of the term, profess the same
Mussulman religion (except for sect differences), and make use of the same national

tongue, Pushtu, and the same literary tongue, Persian.

Kabul (pop. 76,000) borders the Kabul at an altitude of 6411 feet, on the shortest

route, as well as the most practicable for armies, between Europe and India, between
the Hindu Kush, Safid Koh, and Koh-i-Baba.

Kandahar (pop. 60,000), or Kand, spreads out its orchards at an elevation of 3497

feet, .along canals derived from the Arghand-ab.

Herat (po]i. 50,000), the "city of a hundred thousand gardens," is in a he;ilthful

climate, 2690 feet above sea-level; its clear waters are brought through nine canals

from the Hari Rud. The latter is one of those long rivers which the old Paropamisus
sends toward the Oxus, but which dwindle away on the route; it is lo.st ou the

margin of the Black Sands, not far from Merv. Owing to its situation on the high-

way between the Caspian and tlie Indus, Herat has been called the first key of

India, Kabul being the second. The surface consists of verdureless mountains, with

a few irrigated districts, occupied by Persians, Afghans, and Turkomans ;— the

Persians predominate.

Kafiristan.— Dardistan.— The interposition of lofty and difficult mountains

isolates the true Afghanistan from the conquered districts beyond the Hindu Kush

;

but Kafiristan and Dardistan, where the Afghans are not the dominant people, ought,

it would seem, to belong to Afghanistan, considering the direction of their deep

valleys, which open on the river K.abul. Kafiristan has an excessively rough surface
;

it contains, perhaps, 500,000 inhabitants, on something /ess than 20,000 square miles.

Little is known of these men, who .are called Siah-posh, or "black-cl.ad " ; they are

blue-eyed, with light hair and beard, .and their features are clearly European. They
doubtless descend from a tribe left in these Alps at tlie time when a migr.atory wave

dis2:)ersed a part of the Aryans over Iran and over northern India. By some scholars

they are thought to be descendants of deserters from Alexander's army.

The Siah-posh are pagans; as such, they detest their Mussulm.an neighbors, and

their Mussulman neighbors abhor them ; the name Kafirs, or, in other words. Infidels,

has been bestowed upon them,— and from Kafirs we have Kafiristan. Their lan-

guage is Aryan, .and is even quite closely related to San.skrit, but Pushtu, which is

widely diffused among them, is the im])ortant tongue, the civilized idiom of Kafiristan,

.and also of Dardistan. The latter division is inluabited by Dards; it extends east of

Kafirist.an, as far as the Indus, in a chaotic mass of mountains which send their waters

into the Kabul or directly into the Indus ; it is situated in the basin of the Kuner,

and possesses the culminating peak of the Hindu Kush, Tirich Mir, more than 24,500

feet high.
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IvHtLAI.

BELUCHISTAN.

Beluchistan, or Brahoistan.— Brahoes and Beluches.— Beluchistan is occupied by
two races, the IJralioes ami the Behiclies. Tlie Bialioes are considered the dominant
race ; they are the more numerous, they liave been in the country longer, they possess
the great city of Khclat, and tliey have given Behicliistan its most powerful families.

Although the Behiclies are more or less Aryan, and the Brahoes are not Aryans at all,

Brahoistan would be a more suitable title than Behichistan.

Beluchistan is the ancient Gedrosia ; it embraces 130,000 square miles, with only
oOO,000 inhabitants. For a little over a century this country, wliich was suljjugated
first by the Persians and then by the Afghans, lias belonged to tribes that are nomi-
nally free from foreign rule ; but tiiey are under British protection, with an Anglo-
Indian garrison at Quetta, on the route between Khelat and Kandahar.

On the Gulf of Oman is a narrow, burnt, stifling, and almost uninhabited district,

called Mekran ; behind this coast rises a chain of ribbed, scarped mountains, and on
the east, above the valley of the Indus, are the Ilalas, which reach elevations of 5000
to 6900 feet ; both of these ranges su]iport a plateau of gravel, dunes, and dried
pasture-grounds, which stretches toward the lofty plains of Persia and of Afghanis-
tan

; in the extreme north, limestone sierras tower to an altitude of 10,000 to 12,000
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feet. Beluchistan is a brazen region with false rivers, false lakes, bony mountains,
and flaming skies. Alexander's army, on its march from India, barely escaped bein"-

devoured here. No jutting hill-top revealed to the Macedonian phalanx a valley

which recalled their native Euroj)e, a fresh Tempe with living sjirings, meadows, and
winding rivers. In summer, suffocating clouds of sand are raised by the fiery Simoon

;

in winter, the snows whirl over a white immensity. When the snows melt, tlie tor-

rents swell to rivei-s, but these soon dwindle away; a few ])ools remain here and there,

at which the leopard, the black bear, the wolf, the hyena, the wild boar, the gazelle

and the wild ass quench their thirst. Great herds of the last named animal are to be

seen galloping at cavalry speed over the echoing plains.

The Sunnite sect of Islam has almost conij>lete sway in the cities and under the

felt tents of the scattered nomads; the latter are divided into a multitude of tribes,

clans, and sub-clans, which are governed by sirdars, or chiefs, wlio recognize, to a

certain degree, the suzerainty of the Brahoe khan of Khelat. The easternmost of these

tribes are Brahoes ; they are a peaceable people, speaking a half Dravidian language,

which is related to several tongues of the Deccan, or southern India. On the west,

north, and north-east of the Brahoes are the Beluches; they are handsome, well

formed, robust, agile, and undisciplined ; they make use of an idiom reseml)ling Per-

sian, but their origin is uncertain. They may have come from the north of Arabia,

or from the mountains of Kurdistan, or from the Syrian djebels; and possibly they come
from all these districts at the same time, for they are evidently very much mixed.

There is also a numerous colony of Dehwars, or Persian-speaking Iranian peasants,

who cultivate the soil and irrigate it as best they can from springs and reservoirs

;

these are not the only inhabitants who speak the elegant, flowery, but too much
Arabicized idiom ; the court, the aristocracy, and the lettered emjdoy it.

Khelat (pop. 14,000), or Kalat, the capital, is situated at an altitude of 6700 feet

;

the climate is rude, witla more than two months of snow. The town derives its water

from a fountain which gushes up with the abundance of a river. The name Kalat,

signifying "stronghold," is often met with in Mussulman Asia, in Arabic and Berber

Africa, and even in Spain, where we encounter it in the very heart of Madrid, in the

street of Alcald.

INDIA.

Size of India. — This country comprises more than ]^ million square miles of ter-

ritory, two-thirds of which is uncultivated; it contains some 285 million inhabitants.

On the north rise the loftiest peaks of the earth ; at their bases, and composed of

their snows, flow three miglity streams ; south of these streams, at the extremity of

torrid plains, stretch wooded mountains, and beyond these mountains spreads a v.ast

triangular plateau, which is tropical in latitude but temperate owing to its altitude.

India is a land of marvellous wealth and fertilitj', but .at the same time it is the

mother of fever, of cholera, of leprosy, of famines, and of cyclones. At a distance

from running waters or from the canals, the long suns often scorch the harvests of an

entire district, causing f.imines like those of 1868 .and 1877, which destroyed millions

of inhabitants. Cyclones carry off a less number, but their fury shows man how pow-
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eriess he is on the globe where he thinks himself king. In a few moments tlie sky

blackens, the wind rushes with terrific speed from every quarter of the heavens ; it

rises and sinks, it ]>lunges and whirls, and fills the entire air as far as the leaden

clouds. The sea swells and drives back the rivers, raising them 10, 20, or 30 feet^

and the floods, breaking over the plain, hurl large vessels into the fields. In the

autumn of 187G, during a cyclone, a tidal bore drowned more than 200,000 men in

the mud of the Gangetic delta, and cholera, that terror of the world, was generated

in the decaying bodies of man and beast.

Beside these great enemies, there are lesser ones, such as hidden serpents and

crouching tigers. Land serpents, water serpents, 80 different species of venomous

reptiles glide through tiie forests, swamps, and thickets of India. The country

swarms with cobras, the most dangerous of all serpents ; it is estimated that there are

over a thousand of these to every square mile in the district of Mysore. Fully

The Riveh Jhelum.

20,000 persons die annually from snake-poison, and hundreds, sometimes thousands,

are killed by wild beasts. Tigers issue from every forest, and lurk day and night

around the hamlets and even within the suburbs of the cities. Some of them devour

perhaps a hundred persons yearly; when they have once tasted human flesh, no other

will satisfy them. If India had not so many woods, jungles, and reed thickets, man
could in the end conquer this foe. The lion, which has become very rare in Iiidi.a,

has not the majestic mane of its African brother; the elephant is rare also, but the

rhinoceros still wallows in the mire of the gigantic delta where the Ganges and
Brahmaputra unite.

The Himalayas.— The Karakorum.— Himalaya nie.ins, liter.ally, "Dwelling-place

of Snow," from the Sanskrit /itrna, frost, and dlaya, abode. The snow-lJTie oscillates

here on the slope toward India between 15,750 feet in the east, where the hot,

moist winds blow from the Bay of Bengal, and 18,540 feet in the west, where
the winds are dry and continental. Immense expanses of persistent snows whiten

these sovereign mountains where hundreds and hundreds of tops tower above 16,000
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and 18,000 feet. The culmiuiiling peak of all these summits is the Radiant (29,002

feet), the Gaurisaiikar of the lliiidiis, the Ching()j)amai-i of the Tilietaiis, and the

Everest of the English, who have not been afraid to strip this monarch of the world's

eminences of its lieautiCiil, sonorous name.' Kinchinjinga (27,832 feet), or the "Five
Sparkling Snows," su]>j)orts five vast gl:iciers on its gneiss. Dhawalaghiri, or White
Mountain (26,838 feet), usurped for some time the rank and honor of the supreme
summit of the eartli. The loftiest snows yet trod by the foot of man are in the

Himalayas, where an English mountaineer, Mr. W. W. Graham, has recently ascended

to an altitude of 23,700 feet.

The Karakorum chain, Avliich is separated from the Ilim.ilayas liy the vallev of the

upper Indus, rears Mount Dapsang (28,281 feet) ; this summit ranks second among
the peaks of the globe, admitting (what is very probable) that Gaurisankar stands

first. The cols of the Karakorum^ are sujiposed to be higher than those of the

Himalayas. The glaciers on all these mountains are worthy of the Titans which suj)-

port them. The Baltoro mer de glace, in the Karakorum masses, under the eye of

Mount Dapsang, is 35 miles long; those of Bialo and of Chogo exceed 30 miles in

length ; those of Sai Char and of Muztagh are also very vast, as well as those

of the superb massifs of Zanskar, and many others, in Cashmere and in B.al-

tistan. All these glaciers form the sources of turbid, untamable torrents, which nai

to the Indus and the Sliayok, and to affluents of the Indus, the Ganges, and the

Brahmaj)utra. The greatest of these wintry fields are not to be found in the rainy

Himalayas, that is, in the eastern part of the range ; they sjiarkle in the west, on the

dry mountains where the Himalayas and the Karakorum meet." The southern slo])es

of the chains would naturally retain less snow than the northern declivities facing

glacial mountains, which are themselves seated on cold plateaus. But the contrary is

true. The Ilhnalayas, the first and highest barrier on the south, encounter the clouds

and vajiors driven inland from the seas, and absorb nearly all their moisture, but the

Tibetan jjlateaus, sunk behind this chain, are unprecedentedly dry. Hence the infe-

rioi-ity of Tibet, and the su])eriority of India: in one, we find dry, arid, frozen, windy

valleys from 11,500 to 14,750 feet .above the oce.ans; in the other, the rains .are copi-

ous, and 50 to 05 feet of water fall annually on the Cherrapoonjee highlands.

The Indus, the Punjab. — At the very base of the Himalayas extends a marshy

margin known .is the Tarai, a tract covered with thickets of gigantic reeds,

exhaling miasmata and overhung with fogs ; above this region, in gardens inter-

sjiorsed with forests, the English have built sanatoriums, in the pure atmosphere of

which the European seeks a cure of the poisons imbibed in the lowland.

On the north-west, the Indus pierces the Himalayas, to enter India ; 900 to 930

miles from the Indus, at the other extremity of the .ire described by these mountains,

the Brahma])utra also runs around the giant range ; between the two streams flows

the sacred Ganges. Before penetrating into the lowlands, the Indus, or Sindh, flows

behind the Himalayas, first on a high plateau, and then at the bottom of sinister

goi-ges, which are scarce broad enough to give it passage. During the first five

liundred miles of its course, it is callecl in the Tibetan tongue the Sinh-ka-bab, or

Lion's Mouth, and .also the Tsu-fo, or Male River, as opposed to the Tsu-mo, or Female

River, the name given to the Shayok, which descends from the bastions of the Kar.a-

korum. From its sources to Nanga Parbat (26,628 feet) the Indus moves west-north-

' Soe Mr. Freslifiold's rem;irks on tliis subject, Alpine Joxirnnl, Feb., 188().

- Tlie pass between Cashmere and Turkestan (18,701 feet) is U02 feet above tlie highesv Hima-
layan pass.
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west, as tliuiigh seeking the Caspian or Aral ; tlien, changing direction, it takes the

way to tlic Arabian Sea. In IS-ll, Nanga Parbat, a colossus plated with glaciers,

sank on one side into the Indus, causing it to set back as a lake; when the dam of

rock and earth gave way, the torrent which was j)reeiiiitatcd into the valley suddenly

poured ahnost as much water into it as a river of 700 cubic feet carries during a whole

year ; and, at a long distance from the obstruction, near Attock, the Kabul set back

20 miles before the huge waves of the Indus. The descent of the stream is so rapid

that, though it rises '21,982 feet above tiie ocean, its altitude is not more than 889 feet

when, less than half-way from the mountain to the sea, it encounters the Kabul near

Attock.— The Kabul is a much shorter river than the Indus, but stronger on an

e<iual area ; it is a veritable gate of India. It is by following the course of this stream

that invaders have entered the peninsula from prehistoric times ; it is by this route

that England awaits the apparition of the Cossack scouts, and it is here that the

highway from Europe to the land of the Indus iuid the Ganges will one day

terminate.

A few gorges more and tlie Indus enters the plain of the Punjab, which extends

eastward as far as the Ganges, from river to river, and southward to the dunes of the

desert of Thar, where the annual rainfall is only 6 inches,— the most meagre in all

India. Midway between the Kabul and the ocean it encounters, on the left, a seem-

ingly superior current (though inferior in volume) ; this stream, the Panjnad, literally

"The Five Rivers," does, in fact, unite five streams, namely, the Sutlej, the Bias, the

Ravi, the Cheuab, and the Jlielum.— Instead of five, there were seven of these rivers in

the days when this basin was called Sapta Sindavah, or the Seven Streams. Either the

country is more arid, or some convulsion of nature has altered the distribution of its

waters.— The Sutlej receives the Bias; the Chenab, the Ravi, and the Jhelum form

the Tremab, or "Three Waters "
; and, in their turn, the Sutlej and Tremab form the

Panjnad, which has a volume of nearly 17,500 cubic feet in dry weather. This

flow is reduced in the hot lands to 11,804 cubic feet, and the Indus rolls at the conflu-

ence 14,830.

The Sutlej, which issues from behind the Himalayas (from the lofty, sacred lakes of

Manasarowa and Ravan-hrad), through terrible c:inoiis, over which hangs a heavy heat,

in 1762 had a temporary lake, like that of the Indus ; it was formed by a landslip.

The water collected for 40 days, and then levelled the obstruction and rushed madly

over the entire Punjab, scooping out and filling up river-channels. Near Kistawar

the Chenab receives a torrent which falls 2493 feet. The Jhelum drains the lakes of

Cashmere, and issues from this " Paradise of the Orient " through the deep gorges of

Baramula. Swollen by the Panjnad, the Indus flows down along the naked wall

of the Indo-Persian mountains of Safid Koh, Suleiman Dagh (11,083 feet), and the

Halas, which form the rim of the ]ilateau of Iran ; then it leaves on the left the sand-

pits of Thar. Its delta of 3000 square miles, formed by twelve arms, is a melancholy

depression of sw'amps and sands, at the extremity of which the stream, glutted with

alluvia, overflows to a long distance during the floods. These plastic elements, how-

ever, lengthen the Indus but slowly ; the deposits are mostly lost to the delta, either

because the sea dis]ierses them, or because it concentrates them in the south, in hol-

lows 1300 feet deep. If nature or man were to give another direction to the alluvia,

it might be possible to fill up the Runn of Cutch, a vast level tract, which is some-

times sea and sometimes desert. When the ocean, catting through the obstruction

of the sand, penetrates it, the Runn is a broad gulf with low shores ; when the flood
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recedes, during the dry season, it is a Sahara, with no waters but the deceptive lakes

of the mirage.

The Indus has a length of over 1850 miles, and transmits an average of 196,000

cubic feet per second to the sea, about 618,000 in the floods, and 40,818 at low
water.

The Ganges and the Brahmaputra.— Assam.— The Cholera-breeding Delta. — The
Ganges, whieli is a little longer than the Indus, waters a division peopled by 100 njill-

ion men, or about one-iifteentli of the entire human family. It is a sacred river. By
simply uttering its name reverently a man becomes pure; by washing in its floods he

is cleansed from all sin, and future happiness is assured to him if his dead body is

borne through its current. In ancient times (and almost down to the present day),

legions of corpses floated in its waves. The English have forbidden this practice;

and it is only during the night that pious Hindu parents dare now to confide the flesh

of their flesh to the holy stream.

The initial torrent, or, at least, the one which the famous pilgrimage-place of

Gangotri has consecrated as the mother branch, although its volume does not entitle

it to this distinction, is called the Bhagirathi Ganga; it springs, at an altitude of

13,799 feet, from a grotto of ice not far away from Gangotri, in a mass of huge
mountains covered with immense snow-fields, and dominated by the giant Kedarnath
(2'2,8S2 feet). The Alaknanda, the rival of the Bhagirathi, and the true source of the

stream, descends from the massif of Ibi Gamin (2o,.529 feet). The two torrents

unite at Deo Prayag„ or the Divine Confluence, and the Ganges is formed. After a

mad course of a few leagues, from jirecipice to precipice, the Ganges reaches the

plains, where the year is one round of summer and spring; this is the garden, the

orchard, and the granary of India. On issuing from the mountains at the most holy

pilgrimage-])lace of Ilardwar, which is visited yearly by 70,000 fervent worshipi)er8,

its altitude is not more than 1020 feet, and it has before it 1250 miles before reach-

ing the Bay of Bengal. It is already a powerful river; a large canal draws from
it nearly six-sevenths of its waters, or a mean of 8120 cubic feet per second, for the

irrigation of 7000 square miles of territory, along a distance of 310 miles, or as far

as Cawnpore. The largest afliuent of the Ganges between Ilardwar and the Jumna
is also a Ganges, namely, the Ram Ganga.

Near Allahabad, the Ganges mingles its turbid waters with the floods of the

Jumna, which have passed the palaces of Delhi and Agra. It can readily be believed

tliat this afliuent of the Ganges (which is longer than the Ganges itself by 190 miles) *

was at first a tributary of the Indus; a seemingly boundless plain stretches between
the Indus and the Ganges, and more than 75 miles from the Jumna this plain over-

looks the bed of the river of Delhi by scarcely 65 feet. The confluence of the two
currents is one of the most venerated spots of all India for the Ilitulus; they flock

here by many thousands to wash away tlieir sins in the sacred waters.

Allahabad, which is situated thus near to the junction of the two great rivers, is

an im]iortaut railroad centre, and it is at the same time the most ii;itui-al location for

the metropolis of the Anglo-Indian empire. From this point the Ganges is very pow-
erful, in spite of the large draughts made upon it by the canals in its upper branches.

It skirts fields of rice, indigo, sugar-cane, and cotton ; it passes Benares, another holy
city, to which hundreds of thousands of pilgrims repair every year to bathe in its

floods. It receives the Gogra, a broad Himalayan river, which descends from

I Having flowed 875 miles, against the (185 of tlie Ganges.
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Naiiila Devi (25,666 feet), and the Sone, wliicli originates in the diy mountains of

central India, and whicli is so capricious that it rolls souietinies 600 cubic feet ])er

second and then is swollen by sudden rains to 173,000. Near Patna it is joined by

the Baghniati, the Gandak, and the Kosi ; these last three are all large Himalayan

torrents. Three hundred miles from the sea, the Ganges enters the swainjis of a

delta of over 30,000 square miles, which it shares in common with tiie Brahmajnitra.

Its basin embraces 360,000 square miles.

'The Brahmai)utra, which collects the waters of mountains as yet unexplored,

winds around on the north and then on the west the mountainous districts of Kiiasia

and GiVrrow (6437 feet) ; with their eight months of showers, these regions are the

most humid in the world. Their mountains were once connected with those of liie

Deccan, but they were sundered by some means, and tlie present broad passage was

oi)ened. The Brahmaputra, or Son of Brahma, collects the waters of rivers, the

largest of which, the Dihong (with a flow of 54,750 cubic feet per second in low

waters and 350,000 to 425,000 in the floods), is a prolongation of the Dzangbo, the

great torrent of eastern Tibet. It was supposed for a long time that the Burnian

stream, the Iri-awaddy, had as rightful a claim as the Brahmaputra to this Dzangbo as

its jtarent branch; but recent e.\))lorations (1885-6), in a region bristling with mouTi-

tains and cut by gloomy gorges, have shown conclusively that the river of Tibet is

connected with the Brahmaj)utra. Another broad streatn, the Dibong, re-enforces the

Brahmajiutra almost at the same time with the Lohit, or Red River ; from tliis ])<)int, at

its entrance into Assam, it possesses nearly all its strength. In Assam, the Braliniapu-

tra rarely flows in a single channel; so tliat one can often form no just idea of the size

of the stream. At Gauliati, in one of the jiassages where the entire volume runs be-

tween two banks, it has a breadth of 4951 f(!et, a depth of 52 to 56, and a mean ilischarge

of at least 530,000 cubic feet per second ; the volume of its low waters siir]).'isses 317,500,

and that of its highest floods reaches, doubtless, 1,000,000 to 1,240,000. Now, it is

500 miles from Gauhati to the sea, and the tide is not felt there. Between Gauliati

and its junction with the Ganges, the Brahmaputra receives very powerful Himalayan

rivers, especially the Manas of Bhutan and the Tista of Sikkim. We can then believe

that the Brahmaputra is the more powerful of the two streams of the cliolera-breeding

delta.

Assam is a plain intersected by a multitude of river-beds and nrroyos, .and is

excessively hot and humid. The .aii; is he.avy and miasmatic ; it rains from March

to November. During two-thirds of the year, stream, rivers, arroi/os, and marshes

swell and unite in lakes in the low mai'shes, where herds of rhinoceroses pasture,

driven to the fields like oxen ; the miry waters overflow the 2'>othars, or wet low-

lands, where rice grows; they invade tlie level forests, where the air swarms with mos-

quitoes, where the swamps are full of leeches, and the mud is infested with creeping

batrachians, —^hero is the retreat of monkeys and jackals, dwarfed boars, bears, buf-

faloes, tigers, leopards, and wild elejihants. As for man, he is still nearly everywhere

here in a j)rimitive state; he is known under the various names of Koch, Mikir,

Bodo, Khasia, G.;rrow, Nag.a, Kuki, Lushai, etc. He comes from various sources;

but, whether Tibetans in race, or Indo-Chinese, or Dravidians, the different tribes are

becoming gradually cemented together (owing to the immigration of the coolies) into

a people which will ]irob,ably have Bengali, an Aryan tcnigue, as its idiom.

Tiie delta of the twin streams— the Banga of the Hindus, and our Bengal— has

long since ceased to increase on the west and south, owing to a sea-bottom dejjression,
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1300 to 1600 feet deep, called the Great Swatch of No-Ground, 80 miles from the

Ihie of the eiiibouchures. There tlie inire and detritus are engulfed, and, during the

inundations, entire islands of mud. This submarine basin, which will not be filled up

until some far-off age of the future, receives the ai'ins of the double stream ; the

Ganges proper, or Padma (literally " the Lotus-Flower"), the eastern branch, mingles

with the Brahmaputra ; the Bhagirathi, the western arm, draws off the Padma through

channels, and, under the name of liooghly, bathes the stately city of Calcutta. The

Ilooghly is the commercial Ganges, and will remain such until some change takes

place, caused by the upheaval of the deltaic deposits.

The united waters of the Ganges and Brahmaputra reach the Bay of Bengal

through an infinitude of miry branches; a great many of these are narrow, tortuous,

scant currents, but the Meghna, composed of the Padma and of nearly the whole of

the Brahmaputra, is an immense stream, with a discharge of ]ierhai>s 1,050,000 cubic

feet per second. All these sluggish rivers are sometimes noisily roused by the violent

bore. The delta is a maze of islands, where the tiger, the elephant, the rhinoceros,

and the leopard rove ; a chaos of brackish lakes, of muddy pools, of fluid earth, of

fluctuating banks formed by one inundation and destroyed by another, of waste

grounds, and of rice-fields. The Sundarbans, on the very shore of the sea, is its

swampiest district. Poisons are exhaled from the i)utrefactions of the delta ; cholera

had its birth here, and here other terrible maladies may also originate.

The region traversed by the three great streams, the Indus, Ganges, and Brahma-

])utra, between the almost impassable Himalayas on the north, and the Vindhya
Mountains, with their easy cols, on the south, constitutes hot India, or almost a

half of the country. The lands incline toward two extremes as regards abundance

of vegetation. The extreme of sterility is found in the desert of Thar, near the

delta of the Indus. The extreme of fertility, the hot, humid, stormy Delta of Ben-

gal, touches the metrojiolis, Calcutta. About 170 million men, or three-fifths of the

inhabitants of the peninsula, and even something over, live in northern or hot India,

though it is less extensive than southern India, or the Deccan.

The Deccan: The Ghants.— The Deccan,' or triangular southern India, stretches

south of the Tropic of Cancer, and its terminating point even aj)j)roaches very near

the equator. It is, nevertheless, not as hot here, on the average, as in Gangetic India;

com])ared with the latter, the Deccan is temperate, except along the slender coast-

margin, where the tropical heat is augmented rather than diminished by the sea-

winds. It is a jdateau, 1000 to 3000 feet in altitude, composed chiefly of gneiss, and

overlaid with very deep strata of basalt;'^ the volcanic rocks and ashes cover fully

115,000 square miles, or even 200,000, if we consider the Central Provinces as belong-

ing to the Deccan. Its situation entitles it to the name of Balaghaut, a term often

applied to.it in India, and which signifies, on the Ghauts, — in ojiposition to P.nyin-

gliaut, the coast region, under the Ghauts. As for the word Ghauts, it means "land-

ing-stairs"; and, in fact, seen from the Conean seaboard, this chain rises in terraces

from the narrow littoral to the western rim of the plateau.

The Deccan is for the most part very dry, for the Ghauts shut out the moisture

brought by the monsoons ; at Punai, for example, the annual rainfall does not exceed

24 inches, while on the maritime slopes of Malabar, where forests of teak, sandal,

1 Deccan is the corriiptioii of Dcdsliinn Pallia, signifying tlie southern or right-hand country, tlie

country on tlie riglit when one faces the rising sun.

« From 650 to 1600, and even 3200 feet tliick.
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and ebony abound, from 13 to 23 feet of water is received annually. The Dcccan is

nearly everywliure stripped of its woods ; it has a gray, red, or yellowish soil, and

a monotonously rolling surface; despoiled by man as well as by nature, it no

longer possesses its virgin beauty, and it has lost the spectacle of volcanic illumina-

tions. Its furnaces are all extinct. It is thought that the most formidable of these

smoked and flamed in the west, between Nasik and Punai, above the sands where

Bombay now carries on commerce with all the traffickers of the earth.

The Doccan is supported by various mountains. In the north rise the Vindhyas,

which are neither lofty nor bold, having as a culminating point a summit of '2330

feet. Not only the Deccan, but the domain of the Dravidian idioms, terminates with

this long range, which is skirted on the south by the Narbada River. Beyond the

Vindhyas, chains and masses, sometimes mountains, like the Aravali (5653 feet), some-

times hills, stretch away to be lost in the burning waste of Thar; or again they form

mountains like those of Bundelkliand, which are composed of very old gneiss, and

terminate on the plains of the Jumna and the Ganges. Running parallel to the

Vindhyas, between the IsTarbada and the Tapti, are the Satpuras, in* which the

Mahadeva hills (Great God)> reach an altitude of 4511 feet.

We must not look for the chief summits of the Deccan in these northern flanks

and bastions, but quite to the contrary, far away to the south, among the gneisses

and porphyries which end in Cape Comorin — or, rather, which seem to end there,

for they are continued under the waves, and beyond in the mountains of Ceylon.

Aneimudi (the row of the Elephants), in the massif of the Elephants or the Ana-

mullay Hills, reaches a height of 8835 feet; and, in the Blue Mountains, or Neilgher-

ries, which are sej)arated from the Anamullays by the Palghaut, Dodabetta, or Grand

Mountain, attains an altitude of 8701 feet. The Palghaut is a gap, at the most not

over 427 feet above the sea,* leading from the Malabar Coast to the broad plains of

the Cauvery, which descend imperceptibly toward the Coromandel Coast.

Aneimudi and Dodabetta belong to the Western Ghauts, which are composed of

lava, and are much lashed by the rains : the latter overlook the shores of the Arabian

Sea for 800 miles, between Cape Comorin and the embouchure of the Tapti in the

Gulf of Cambay. Except in the southern gneisses and porphyries, the Western

Ghauts rise to only very modest heights,— 3300 feet on the average, with summits

varying between 1600 and 4600. The Eastern Ghauts extend along the coast of the

Bav of Bengal, from the left bank of the Cauvery to the poisonous mire of the Gan-

getic delta ; they are still lower than the western chain, scarcely reaching an eleva-

tion of 1600 feet on the average. They command the low valleys of the Deccan

streams, whose sources are sheltered 1)y the Western Ghauts.

The Deccan streams are the Mahanadi, the Godavari, the Kistna, the Cauvery, the

Narbada, and the Tapti; the last two are tributaries of the Arabian Sea. The

Mahanadi, the Narbada, and the Tapti terminate outside of the Deccan, not in Dra-

viilian but in Aryan territory.

The Mahanadi, in other words the Grand River, has a course of 513 miles in a

basin of 38,500 square miles; it em]ities into the sea with other coastal torrents

through the channels of a delta of 5000 square miles. It is an exceedingly fluctuat-

•
' Tho Mahadevas, superb lulls with a very great variety of rocks, are consecrated to Siva.

2 This remarkable pap, wliieh gives passage to a railroad running from Beypur across the country to

Madras, is 2.") miles broad. According to statistics furnished by the Government of India, it is 1500 feet

above sea-level at its highest point.— Eu.
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ing river, discharging during the droughts not over 1095 cubic feet per second ; but

tliis volume is swollen by the monsoons to 1,750,000. An attempt has been made to

regulate the stream, where it issues from the mountains, by three dikes, which store

sufficient water to irrigate 1250 square miles of territory. Orissa, which it traverses

before reaching the ocean, has thousands of sanctuaries, dedicated to all the gods of

India, and places of pilgrimage for all the fanatics of every faith ; it is in this division

that Jagaiinath is situated, where 4200 priests drag for days and days along the

sandy beach an enormous chariot bearing a wooden pagoda consecrated to Vishnu

;

and now and then st)me enthusiast casts himself under the sacred wheels.

The Godavari, in its course of 900 miles, gathci's the streams of a basin of more

Cashmere Farmeks.

than 115,000 square miles. It enters the Bay of Bengal through a delta of 15,000

square miles. Rising on the extreme western rim of the plateau, not far from Bom-
bay, this stream, the flow of which varies between 210 and 141,000 cubic feet per

second, pierces the Eastern Ghauts by a gorge where the imprisoned waters have a

depth of 120 feet in dry weather and 220 in the floods, or, perhaps, even 320 in the

narrowest parts. A project has been set on foot for damming one of the rivers

of its basin, the Kanhan, in the division of Nagpur, for the irrigation of 620 square

miles of territory.

The Kistna, or Krishna, with a length of nearly 800 miles, in a basin of more than

93,000 square miles, rises still nearer the shores of Bombay than the Godavari does.
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It is as capricious as the otlier slreaiiis of the Deceaii, somctinics yielding only 1130

cubic feet per second, while it is caijable of carrying 1,1S8,0()0. In tiie floods, it pre-

sents a magnificent spectacle where the water, in the descent from the plateau, drops

407 feet in 3 miles of length. In one portion of its course, a dam or anient sets

back a sufficient amount of water to irrigate 1550 square miles.

The Cauvery, between the Malabar^ Coast, on tlie west, and the Cororaandel, on

the east, is unrivalled in soutliern India. Keacliing tiie margin of the plateaus

of 3Iysore, tl>e falls of Sivasamudrani, or Sea of Siva, precipitate it nearly 825

feet into a low valley, which is followed by a broad plain and then a broad

delta. Through various mouths it discharges into the sea 17,500 cubic feet per

second at low water and 475,000 in the great floods,— the tribute gathered in

a course of 475 miles, from a basin of over 30,000 square miles. The Cauvery is less

violent tha?i the other rivers of the Deccan. This greater tranquillity is due in

a measure to the numberless irrigation tanks in its basin ; there are more than 37,000

of these in the single division of Mysore, and 03,000, it is said, in the province of

Madras. -At jiresent, there are 40,000 square miles in lii'itish India watered by river

derivations, or by storage reservoirs.

The graceful Narbada, issuing from the plateau of Amarkantak (3327 feet), flows

westerly, without any considerable curves, for 800 miles. It is this river which passes

(beyond a cataract of 26 to 30 feet) through the wonderful gorge of the Marble Rocks,

near Jalialpvir. Here, in its ui)])er valley, where it is as yet not more than Co feet

broad, it runs swiftly for about 2 miles between sjiarkling white marble walls 100 feet

high, with no woods,— not a tree, not a patch of grass; nothing but pure marble

reflected in clear water. The mountains along the Narbada, now almost naked, after

having been once splendidly clothed with trees of inestimable value, such as the teak

and the sau], send down extraordinary torrents when the monsoons blow; and the

current of the Marble Rocks, whicli is very insignificant in dry weather, carries dur-

ing the monsoons 2,493,000 cubic feet per second. The Xarbada has neither the

breadth of the Ganges, nor a drainage basin cajjable of supporting more than 100 mill-

ion men ; but its sanctity surpasses even the sanctity of the stream of Benares.

The Tapti, the stream of Surat, runs parallel to the Narbada on the south ; it is

much shorter than the Narbada, and has a smaller basin ; it empties, like the latter, into

the Gulf of Cambay (which both streams arc filling up with deposits). It sometimes

rises to 897,000 cubic feet per second, but shrinks in the rainless season to 175 or 200.

Such is the Deccan, inhabited by 114 million men, or nearly two-fifths of the

people of India.

Climate.— All sorts of climate arc to be found in India. In the Himalayas it is

frigid ; in the middle mountains w.arm or temperate ; in Bengal, along the Ganges

and on the coasts, it is tro])ical ; while in the desert of Thar, and northward, in the

Punjab, we encounter a Saharan climate. But in these last two regions the atrocious

heat, which readies 110^, 120^, or 125' F. in the shade, is coni]iensated for by low

temjK-ratures, which even sink to the freezing jioint at times ; and the annual mean is

not as high as that of Madras, for example, where the mercury rises to only 108.5°,

but where it never falls below 62.6°. In the Himalayas, the Aravali, Vindhyas, Sat-

jniras, and Ghauts, the altitude of the cities makes them cool. Utakamand, a station

in the Neilgherries, has a yearly mean of 55.9" ; while not far away, in the lower

plains, Trichinopoli records an average for the twelve months of 84.7°.

1 Corruption of Malyavar, " Numerous Mountains."
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This land of flaming suns is visited by the heaviest and blackest of showers. Ti)e

monsoon, which prevails from June to September, bears on its wings a never-ending

succession of clouds; the entire Indian territory has not, however, the same sliare in

this beneficent deluge. In many vast districts which are barred from the seas by

sierras it almost never rains. At Cape Comorin, the southern point of the peninsula,

the yeai'ly rainfall is about 36 inches ; the Deccan, which receives only the clouds rent

in the passage of the Ghauts, absorbs here a foot and a half, there three feet, and else-

where from seven to ten ; while on the maritime slope of the western Ghauts the

annual fall sometimes surpasses 23 feet, in the neighborhood of Bombay. In another

chain, the famous station of Cherrapoonjee, where ordinarily the fall is over 625

inches, registered in 1861 a total of 805 inches.

The Aryans.— Sanskrit, Pali; Urdu. — Dravidian Idioms.— In prehistoric times,

India was inhabited by Blacks or Xegroids, some representatives of whom still e.xist

in the mountains of central India and the Deccan ; as, for example, the Bhils, who

number over a million, the Todas, who are reduced to a few hundreds, and the

Gonds, who have made some advances in civilization. Those indigenous races were

succeeded by the Dravidians, or Dravinians, peoples now iidiabiting southern India, and

. speaking languages which are essentially different from those of northern India. The

Dravidians may have entered India from Tibet by way of the Bralnnaputra ; but they

were more probably from the jilateau of Iran, where the Brahoes of Beluchistan still

make use of an idiom kindred to the Dravidian tongues. Later, tribes, su))posed

to have been from Turan, arrived by the Kabul pass; they settled in the Indus

region, and from them the Jats originated.' These conquerors were in turn subdued

by a people of Aryan lineage, who came from some section of north-western Asia.

The Aryans, who were destined to remodel Indi.i, had severed themselves, about

the year 2000 B.C., from their Iranian brothers, and then had reached the threshold

of tlie country of the Indus and the Ganges through tlie Kabul valley. They were

doubtless few in number, but they must certainly have had the supei-iority in arms

;

they spoke a m.agnificent language, which rang out in fervent hymns in honor of

their young gods. Like the Conquistadores who levelled enormous empires, the

Aryans seized sub-Himalayan India, ,'ind swe|)t southward, over the multitude of

aborigines, over Turanians, or Jats, and the various Dravidian nations.

These conquerors did not exterminate the vanquished ; and the latter, in the course

of time, made their way into the conquering race. The white visage of the Aryans

(if they were, in fact. Whites) became brown, or almost copper-colored ; but the supple

aTid sonorous tongue of the invaders, their religion, their ideas, and their institutions,

gradually gained a complete conquest over the country of the Indus and Ganges;

as for the Deccan, it maintained almost everywhere its r.aces and its idioms.

Before the times of Alexander, opulent cities flourished on both streams ; these cities

were inhabited by men much addicted to ritual and mysticism, and speaking a most

beautiful language. This rich, strong, and elegant tongue, the Sanskrit, pos-

sesses two great epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayan.a, j)oems of a hundred

thousand and more lines, pregnant with marvellous verse. The .religion of Brahma,

which now trenil)]es in its decrej)itude, was then in the flower of its youth.

1 T}ie Jats constitute at present nearly a halt of the population of the Punjab. They possess tradi-

tions that point to an immigration from Kanrtaliar or Gliazni, but they are identified with the GetiB.

Many eminent scliolars now insist on tlieir .Seythic origin, basing this view on evidence derived from
local investigations, and from Sanslirit literature. — Ed.
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Five hundred and sixty years before the Christian era, a man of royal blood, born

at the foot of tlie mountains of Xepal, and designated as Sakya-sinha, or " tlie lion of

the Sakyas," abandoned the ascetic life which he had adopted, and, under the name of

Sakya-muni, the Sakya-saint, stood forth as the deliverer of a jjriest-ridden, caste-

ridden nation. His teachings became a religion, which took the title of Buddhism, from

Buddha (the "enlightened"), the name which admiring neo])hytes had bestowed

upon its founder ; this religion is to-day very widely diffused, though much distorted

from its original simplicity, both in the exegesis of its doctrines and in its priestly rites.

It has degenerated into a collection of formulas and a muttering of prayers. In the

seventh, eighth, and ninth centuries of the present era. Buddhism gradually declined

in India, and this most widely professed of all religions ' no longer has its point

d^appui in the land of the Ganges. Some hundreds of millions of men profess it

in Nepal, Tibet, Ceylon, Indo-China, Cliina, Mongolia, Manchuria, and Japan, in

central Asia, in the tundras of Siberia, and as far as the banks of the Volga. Pali

retreated from India at the same time with the Buddhists, who prayed and sang in

this language; but, having had the honor of bearing the parables and teachings of the

holy preacher to the ears of the peoples, this idiom of a country of the lower

Ganges remained the sacred language of Buddhism. And to-day numberless

priests ignorantly stammer it in the temj)les, chapels, and cloisters of the

greater part of Asia. The liturgy, which is about 2500 years old, contains rem-

nants of a tongue still more ancient than Pali ; these fragments are from the

Sanskrit, which Buddhist monks and priests imderstand still less than they do the

language of their ritual.

As for Sanskrit, it is the religious tongue of the Brahmanists, and the subject of

constant study by the Brahmans or priests of Brahma. It is also to India what Latin

was to Euro])e in the Middle Ages, namely, the medium of communication between

the lettered, and the aristocracy. Pali originally bore the same relation to Sanskrit

that a clownish patois does to the jiolished language employed by kings, prelates,

judges, writers, and poets. However, Sanskrit became extinct before the idioms

known as Prakrit ("derived," or "natural, common," forms of speech), and the latter

yet survive under various names.

After the appearance of Buddha, and before the conquests of Alexander the Great,

the Hindu Aryan, who had become crossed with yellow and black elements, and who
was already very unworthy to be called white, seems to have been enervated by the

climate. With the proverb he said, "It is better to sit than to stand, better to recline

than to sit,, and death is more to be desired than sleep."

Islamism, which stirred anterior Asia, Egyjjt, northern Africa, and Europe for

several centuries, to their very foundations, had not sufficient force to conquer India

as it had conquered Persia and Syria, the Nile-lands and the Moghieb, Sicily and

Iberia; but, from the ninth century on, the Aryan country often witnessed the descent

fi-om the ])lateaus of Iran or of Beluchistan, by way of Kabul, of Mohammedan
invaders belonging more or less to the Iranian, the Arabian, and the Turanian races

;

these included Afghans, Brahoes and Behiches, Persians, Turks, and Arabs. These

Mussulmans mingled with the Aryans, and made the nortli-west of the peninsula much
more Mussulman than Brahmanist. In the sixteenth century, a descendant of Tamer-

lane founded the celebrated Mohammedan empire of Delhi, the marvels of wliich

' For the distribution of the different religions among mankind, see page 14. Professor Max MUller
Chipsfrom a German Workshop, I. p. 214, places tlie number of Buddhists at about 455 million. —Ed.
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were the talk of Euroj)e. The empiro of tlie Gi-eat Mogul disappeared in its turn.

Then came the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the French, and finally England gained
the supremacy in India ; at ]>resent, almost everything which the English do not
possess here directly belongs to them in fact, under a false covering of autonomy.

«^-^^r-^--^t^

Bombay Cotton Maukkt.

It is necessary to distinguish between the races of northern India and those of the

Deccan. In northern India the so-called Aryan stock had its part in the formation of

the jieoples now living on the Ganges, the Brahmapntra, and the Indus. It was not,

tiowever, the preponderating constituent, for it was almost submerged in a sea of other
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elements, embracing the Persian, Afghan, and modern European, as well as the

Arabic, and such heterogeneous elements as the blood of the Dravidians, Tibetans,

Turanians, and Mongols, and especially of the black autochthonous races. In the

Deccan, where the Aryans jionetrated but slightly, and to which the invaders wlio so

often overran the S!il)-Himalayan plains seldom climbed, the inhabitants liave remained

more or less what they were after the black aborigines had been mixed with the

yellow race. As for the modern Aryans (as the term is now understood), they do not

reach even the humble ratio of one in a thousand. The number of British-born sub-

jects, according to the census of 1881, was 89,798. The total at present is only 158,000,

including the army. They administer the government, they carry on business and

banking affairs, run the factories, and superintend the plantations where tea, cotton,

and all sorts of revenue-producing plants are grown. They have not created here, as

the Spaniards and Portuguese have done in America, a powerful race, intermediate

between the conquerors and the conquered. The English Eurasians, or half-castes,

are not numerous in Hindustan ; their fathers despise them, while, on the other

hand, they hate their fathers and scorn their mothers ; and nothing binds them to

England any more than to India. They are vain and indolent, and seek easy employ-

ment as office clerks. The French Eurasians are a better class physically and morally,

and some of their women are very graceful ; the Portuguese Eurasians .are bronzed or

even black; they are not afraid of manual labor. All these cross-breeds together

number perhaps less than 500,000.

The language now most used in India is not English, but Urdu or Hindustani,

a dialect of the Hindi. The name Urdu, which is a Mongolian word, signi-

fying camp, recalls the origin of this dialect. In the urdu, or camp, that is, in the

palace of the Great Mogul, at Delhi, three languages were spoken, namely, Mongolian,

the maternal tongue of the dynasty, Persian, the literary and polite tongue of Asia,

and Arabic, the religious tongue of the Mohammedans. By infiltrations into the

Prakrit Hindi, the speech of the country, these three idioms ])roduced Urdu. Later,

Urdu became the language of the princes and lords, of soldiers and bureaucrats, of

diplomats and the court, — the tongue by which all the government machinery was

directed. Later still, the English had recourse to Urdu to conduct their relations

with their subjects in the great polyglot empire which they had won from the

em])erors of Delhi. At present, Hindi is spoken by more than 110 million men, in

80 dialects ; Urdu is gradually losing ground, as is also Persian, wliich has been

preciously cherished down to the present day among the upper classes of Mussulman
India.

The Aryan languages of India are spoken by 225 million men, from the rim of

the Iranian mountains to the Indo-Chinese coast, and from tlie Himalayas southward

to a line which would touch the western coast beyond Goa and the eastern beyond
Ganjani. They include Hindi, which is the most wide-spread of all the idioms,

and which is the lingua franca of the Br;dnnanists (the Mohnnnnedans make

use of Urdu) ; Bengali, which is used by 40 million men in Bengal ; Mahratti, the

ruling speech in the north-west of the Deccan ; Punjabi and Sindhi, which are spoken

on the Panjnad and on the lower Indus ; Marwari, emijloyed in the desert of Thar

;

Guzerati, which is heard in Guzerat ; and Oriya, the vernacular of Orissa.

The Dravidian tongues of the Deccan are totally foreign to Sanskrit and the lan-

guages which have been derived from it by the introduction of various elements

;

they are said to be remotely related to idioms of northern Asia, notably to Ostiak.
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Telinga, or Telugu, is an extremely soft, harmonious dialect, in use by 16 million

people living on tlie Godavari and the Kistna, in tlie eastern half of their courses, and

along the northern Pennar. It is retreating before the advance of Tamul, or Tamil,

vrhieh is spoken by 15 million Dravidians in Madras, Pondiclierry, and Karikal, and

also in the north of the island of Ceylon ; Tamil, which is incredibly rich and flexible,

at the same time sweet and vigorous, jiasses for tlie " Dravidian Sanskrit." Six million

men in the upj)er basin of the Kistna, along the western borders of the Telugu-speak-

ing inhabitants, make use of Canaresc. Malayalam is emj)loyed by 3 or 4 million

persons on the Malabar seaboard, west of the Tamil dialect. Including Tulu and

other slightly diffused idioms, there .ire very nearly 50 million Dravidians who v/ill

in the end, it is thought, all speak Tamil or Telugu, for the lesser tongues are disap-

pearing here also. Possibly, Tamil will finally be the sole surviving language.

English, which is understood by 6 million people, owes its great influence to the

fact that it is the idiom of liigh society, of politics, and of the principal newspapers

;

it can never hope to supplant Hindi, which is spoken by as many men as there are

Englishmen in the whole world.

Religions and Castes. — With the exception of about fifty million Mussulmans and

six million Buddhists and Christians, India j)rofesses Brahmanism, the religion of its

old hymns and its great epics. Brahma is worsliipped here as the self-existent being,

whose throne crowns the fabled heights of Maha Meru, the centre of the earth, and

the pretended source of the Indus and the Ganges. The three deities, Brahma, Vishnu,

and Siva represent in the Brahmanical system a triple impersonation of the divinity,

as manifesting itself respectively in the creation, ])reservation, and destruction of the

universe. Siva, the destroyer, is the Great God (Mahadeva), and the one most ex-

tensively worshipped. Then follow Kali, the goddess of death, Indra, Krishna, wliom

the shepherds invoke, Rama, etc. The inferior gods and demons are countless.

Animals, in which divinity is often incarnated, and in which the spirits of the dead

take refuge, are more respected and loved by the Hindus than are their human
brothers ; the cow, for instance, is highly venerated. There .are, or there have been,

in India, hospitals for aged and infirm animals; disregard for the lower orders of

being is an abomination to the Hindus, and the^ call Europe the "animals' liell."

While the brute creation is thus respected and cared for, a stern hierarchy has

long parcelled off mankind into castes, of which the higher despise the lower, and

the lower envy find hate the higher. These caste divisions are less rigid now than

formerly. The upper caste, that of the Brahmans, or jjriests of Brahma, rej)resents

more perfectly than any other the ancient Aryans
; yet, notwithstanding sacerdotal

exclusiveness and pride of race, the Biaihmans are much mixed. They look down
haughtily on the Kshatriyas. The Kskatrhjas, the military caste, were originally,

composed of the Aryans who conquered the country. These were destroyed by the

Brahmans themselves, at a period which was fatal to the white race in India ; they

were superseded by the non-Aryan, Turanian .Jats, who were likewise warriors
',

later

on, this second caste welcomed the Rajputs to its ranks— still other warriors, whose

precise origin is unknown to us, but who were apparently from the Aryan trunk.

The descendants of these last conquerors, who entered India through the Kabul jiass

about the fourth century after Christ, gave their name to Rajj)Utaiia, a country occu-

pying the terminal bastions of central India above the desert of Thar and the jilains

of Agra; the Rajputs are the most manly of the inhabitants of India (with the Sikhs

of the Punjab), but they are so much scattered ni the bosom of their old conquests
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tliat they liave lost all cohesion iiml jwwer. 'J'lie Ksliatriyas, in their turn, have no

esteem for the Vaisyas, the caste in which Turanian blood {jredominates. These

Vaisyas are shopkeeiiers and landed jtropi'ietors ; they form the lowest class of the

nobility; below them come the descendants of the autoclitlionoiis Blacks, or Negroids,

and the pre-Aryaii invaders who formed alliances with them, namely, the Sudras,

who are the navvies, laborers, and servants of the country. Lastly, the Sudras them-

selves look down contemjituously on the swai-m of out-castes.

This is the classical division into castes, but, in reality, the descending scale is as

follows : Brahmans, cultivators, merchants, and manufacturers or craftsmen ; and

every caste is divided into an infinitude of sub-castes and infra-sub-castes, each cor-

responding to a group, a profession, or to social distinctions, which are ofteuest tlie

result, on tiie one hand, of an ancient conquest, and, on the other, of an ancient sub-

jection. Below the last of the lowest infra-sub-castes is the multitude of out-castes.

This monstrous monument is tottering. The fifty million Mussulmans, who con-

stitute about a sixth of the inhabitants of India, do not recognize caste divisions, and
among the Hindus themselves these are daily losing somewhat of their Draconian

rigor.

Cities.— India is composed of 8 provinces under direct British adqiinistratiou, and

about 150 feudatory states and principalities ; it contains a large number of towns of

more than 100,000 inhabitants.

Calcutta is the cajjital of the province of Bengal, as well as of all India, and it is

the residence of the British viceroy. It is built on the Ilooghly, an arm of the Ganges,

80 miles from the Bay of Bengal. It owes its high fortune to England. Before the

British conquest of India there was nothing but an uninhabited swamp on the site

where at present stands a city of 840,000 souls (suburbs included). Its wealthy quar-

ter, which is very airy and brilliant, entitles it to be called the City of Palaces, but

the terribly hot sun and the filthy, stagnant waters accomplish such a work of death

here that the town may be said to merit equally the native name Kali Kota (the city

of the cruel goddess Kali), from which the English name is derived, and the title of

Golgotha, derisively bestowed upon it by the English. During certain months, it is

inqiossible for Europeans to live in Calcutta; the government, all distinguished per-

sonages, and the wealthy English take refuge then in the summer capital, tSimla; this

charming health-resort is situated in the Himalayas, at an elevation of 7087 feet,

between the Sutlej and the Jumna; that is, between the basins of the Indus and the

Ganges.— The old capital of Bengal, Murshidabad, on the Bliagirathi arm of the

Ganges, was once larger than the Paris of to-day. It is surrounded by a wall over

80 miles in length ; it contained a ])opulatioii of 105,000 as late as 1815. Fifty years

have sufficed to convert it into an abandoned provincial town.— Ganda, another old

metropolis of Bengal, likewise reared its walls in the delta between the two large

streams ; its ruins cover from 42 to 46 square miles.

Bombay (804,500), for Mumbai (its real name), has inherited the commerce
of Surat; it occu})ies a small, sandy, and basaltic coast-island, .at the foot of the

Western Ghauts. It is the capital of the province of the same name, and is one of

the busiest seaports in the world. Like its i-ival, Calcutta, which it counts on eclips-

ing one day,. Bombay is not deeply rooted in the soil. It does not date farther back

than 1661. The city was formerly so unhealthful for the Eurojiean as to give rise to

the saying: "Two monsoons at Bombay constitute the life of a Tuaii." In the very

hot season, Bombay ceases to be the capital of its jirovince; and the government
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autlioritios betake themselves to Punai, a city of 130,000 souls, in the Deccati, located

at an altitiule of 1847 feet, at the coiittuenee of two rivers of the Klstna basin. Punai
is inhabited by Mahrattas, people of Aryan tongue, who were marching to the con-

quest of India when suddenly

the Etiglish set van(]uishei-s and

vanquished in accord by confis-

cating both of them. Elephanta,

an island near Bombay, is fa-

mous for its beautiful sacred

grottos, which contain sculp-

tures of gods, men, animals,

imaginary beasts, trees, and fa-

bled jilants. These cave-temples

arc from nine to twelve hun-

dred years old.

Madras, on the Coromandel

Coast, densely shaded by grace-

ful cocoanut-trees, contains 4.'>0,-

000 iidiabitants ; hardly a worse

landing-place is known than that

offered by the rigid shore of

this capital of the province of

iMadras.

Haidarabad (31)3,000), the

]irinci])al city of the Deccan,

on one of the left affluents of

the Kistna, is not far from Gol-

conda, where so many diamonds

were once cut and sold that the

town l)ecamc proverbial for its

precious stones.

Lucknow (273,000) lies along

the Gumti, a tributary of the

Ganges. It is a young city for

India, having been founded in

the; sixteenth century. This

old capital of the old kingdom
of Oudh lies in the most essen-

tially Hindu region of India

;

the inliabitants speak the best

Hindustani. It is the centre of

the arts, and rises in the bosom
of exuberant fields.

Benares (2:^2,000), the most holy city of the Hindus, stretches along the Ganges
in the form of a crescent ; it boasts of its 1700 pagodas, its 40,000 Br.ahmans and
fakirs, and the saving power of its stream, which is visited by multitudes of jtilgrims.

Gwalior (100,000 [?] ), south of Agra, on a torrent belonging to the basin of the

Jumna, is called the Gibraltar of India, on account of its forti'ess, which is

A Nativk Maihias.
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stationed on a steep, almost perpendicular sandstone hill, inore than 300 feet above

the plain.

On the Jumna, not very far away from^he sands of Thar, stands Delhi (193,500);

this was the chief of the royal residences under the Great Mogul. No known city

has been so often destroyed only to be built again. In remote antiquity it occu-

pied a high rank in India, under the name of Indraprastha, or the plain of Indra.

Modern Delhi is only 250 years old. It was founded by the Shah Jahaii ; whcTice its

other name (now rarely heard) of Shahjahanabad. Su])erb monuments, imposing

ruins, and heaps of rubbish have been successively piled up here for twenty-five centu-

ries; the 45 square miles where Delhi passed from Indraprastha to Shajahanabad are

a museum of all forms of Hindu art,-— from the most primitive down to the hajipy

style of architecture produced by the alliance of the genius of India with the genius

of Mussulman Persia.

Patna (171,000) borders the Ganges for about 12 miles, in the midst of poppy-

fields. It has large opium-factories.

Agra (165,000), on the Jumna, is only three centuries o\(\ ; and yet, in .the days

of the great Akbar, it was a magnificent capital. Some of the noblest monuments
of India, its forts, palaces, mosques, mausoleums, and ti-iumplial arches, are to be

found here ; the town also contains vast ruins.

Bangalore (180,000), in the southern Deccan, is situated 3032 feet above the seas,

on the Mysore plateau.

Aniritsar— literally, " Fount of Immortality " (136,500) — lies on a canal of the

river Ravi. It is the religious metropolis of the Sikhs, a sect founded in the fifteenth

century by a revelator who preached the unity of the Godhead i>anthei,stically. The
town derives its appellation from a sacred tank or reservoir, in which thei'o is a

temj)le of the Sikhs. The Sikhs made a long and valiant struggle against the British

;

but to-day they furnish, with the Gorkhas of Nej)al, England's most desirable mer-

cenaries.

Cawnpore (182,000), a new city on the Ganges, is indebted for its renown to the

memories of the revolt of 1857, when the British barely escaped losing India.

Lahore (178,000), the capital of the Punjab, on the Ravi, exhilnts a few monu-
ments contemporary with the rule of the blood-stained emperors of Delhi.

Allahabad (178,000), that is, the " City of God," the capital of the North-West
Provinces, faces the plains where the Ganges and Jumna unite.

Jaipur (143,000) is on the Banas ; this sub-affluent of the Ganges issues from the

region of Udaipur, a city whose rajahs, the most renowned of the Rajpula potentates,

scorned to give their daughters to tlie plebeian called the Great Mogul.

Cashmere, or Srinagar, " The City of the Sun " (120,340), was the summer
residence of the Great Mogul. It is located in a region famous for its mild climate,

its girdle of snow-clad mountains, its lakes, and the valley through which the Jheluni

winds. It is built at an elevation of 5233 feet, on canals of this ancient i/yt/a.s^)es,

and maybe called "The Eastern Venice." Gigantic i)lane-trees, poplars, elms, and

walnuts overhang palaces and villas, the views from which arc sublime when one

contemplates the massive giants of the earth, and enchanting when one looks down'
into the vale which Hindu, Persian, and, Arab poets have named nature's masterpiece.

Monumental Ahmedabad (146,000), which has declined gre.atly since the seven-

teenth century, stands on the banks of a tributary of the Gulf of Cambay. It is the

capital of Guzerat, a district abounding in superb temples raised by the Jains, a sect
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of non-conformists to the Br.ihmanical system of Hinduism,— a sect which rears more

temples tlian any other in India.

Bareilly (122,000), between the upper Ganges and the Himalayas, has lost much

of its grandeur.

Surat has a population of 108,000. The inhabitants numbered 800,000 in the days

of its renown, when it was one of the most commercial and luxurious of the cities of

India. It is on the river Tapti, 18 or 19 miles from the western sea; the stream is,

however, of little value to the city, for navigation is obstructed by a bar.

Baroda (116,000) is the residence of the gaikwar of Baroda, a despot chief who

The Palace of Lahore.

calls himself independent, but who is under the political superintendence of the gov-

ernment of Bombay ; Baroda borders the Visvamitra, not far from the Gulf of

Cambay.

Independent States. — The only independent states possessing any considerable

power are Nepal and Bhutan, which occupy the southern slojies of the Himalayas
;

the fii-st lies north of the Ganges, the second north of the Brahmaputra.

Nepal.— Nepal embraces about 58,000 square miles. It is much longer than

broad, and stretches from the low and feverish Tarai to the summits of tlie principal

Himalayan peaks. Within these narrow limits it possesses all kinds of climate and

all kinds of scenery. The population is estimated at 3 million, comprising Hindus, in

the west, Tibetans, in the centre, and cross-breeds of these two races ; the Hindus are
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Brahmanists ami the Tibotaiis Buddliists. Iliiuli is teiuliiig toward becoming the

universal language ; but various other idioms are still spoken here, tlie jirineiiial of

which is Newari ; tiiis tongue is related to the Tibetan, and is consequently mono-

syllabic in character. Khatmandu (poj). 75,000), the capital, 4354 feet above sea-

level, is a nuisouni of beautiful and curious edifices.

Sikkim and Bhutan. — Bhutan lies east of Xepal, and is separated from it by

Sikivini, a small division, of 2550 square miles, which receives ])erennial siip]ilies

of water from Mount Kinehinjinga. If there were no glaciers here, the torrents

would still be mighty streams owing to the abundant rains which are driven by the

monsoons against the lofty, forest^covered mountains. Sikkini has a population

of ()0,00() men, who are of Tibetan race. Its chief city is Darjeling, a health-resort,

at an altitude of G500 feet.

Bhutan covers something over 13,500 square miles. Its inhabitants, numbering,

perha])s, 100,000, are Tibetan, as the name of the country indicates. Bhutan signi-

fies "End of Bliut or Bod"; and ]5od is the designation both of Tibet and the

Tibetans. Bhutan is backed against the Ilimal.aya Mountains, which rear the points

of Shumnlari and other peaks 23,000 to 25,000 feet in altitude. Like Sikkim, Bhutan
sends ])owerful torrents into the Brahmaputra. The mctroj)olis is called Tassisudon,
" Holy Citadel of tlic Faith."

Portuguese India.—^Portuguese India, the insignificant remnant of the conquests

of Allniqucnjue "the Great," and of many other famed Lusitanian captains, now
embraces less than 1300 square miles, with 550,000 inhabitants.

Villa Nova de Goa (pop. 17,000), called by the natives Panjim, is situ.ited five

miles from the ocean, on the estuary of a stream rising in the Western Ghauts, nearly

at the point wliere the seaboard takes the name of the Malabar Coast. It succeeded

Old Goa, surnamed the Golden, as capital of Portuguese India. It once contained

200,000 inhabitants, whose dwellings were groujied ai-ound a palace of the Inquisition.

In its flourishing jieriod, the city occupied the rank which Bomljay Iiolils to-dav. Diu
(po]\ 13,000), on the coast of Guzerat, supplies Portuguese Mozambi(]ne with laborers,

or coolies, as they are generally called ; the term coolie is possibly derived from the

Koli, a i)eo])le of this same Guzerat. Xorth of Bombay are the ruins of Bassein,

once a Portuguese city of 60,000 souls; the tomb of the hero .411>u(|iu'rque is hidden
under the briars overgrowing these ruins.

French India.— French India now coniiirises .alwut 200 square miles, with 283,000
Hindu and .Mussulman inhabitants ami a few Christians; it embraces five cities or

villages, which Fnmce is not allowed to arm for war.

Pondicherry, the ca|)ital, near the 12th jiarallel of latitude, has a poptdation of

173,000, including all the villages on an area of 113 square miles, a territory comjiosed
of fragments of land scattered through the British domain. Its true name is Pudu-
cheri (New-l>urg) in the Tamil tongue, which predominates here, not, however, to

the exclusion of French, which is sj)oken with a ])ure accent by a grent many of the

natives. The city is built along a straight beach on the Coromundel Coast; it has
no port, and, we might almost say, no roadstead. It is never visited liy the cyclones
which are so frequent on this coast.— Karikal, ne.-ir the 11th jiarallel, .also on the
Coromandel Const, controls 52 square miles, with 109 villages, which are occupied by
70,500 Tamil-speaking inhabitants. It is on the Arselar, a delta-branch of the Can-
very.— Yanaon, on the Godavari, seven miles from the Bay of Bengal, is a town of

Telugu speech. The 5500 inhabitants occui)y 5j square miles, between the 16th and
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ITlh ijanillels of latitude. The climate is heavy and hiiiiiid, and the coast regions are

subject to typhoons.— Chanderuagar, 15 miles from Calcutta, is outside of Dravidian

territory, on Aryan soil; it in reality bears the Bengali name of Chandranagar, mean-
hig " City of the Moon," or possibly that of Chandananagar, " Sandal-wood City." It

is situated on the Hooghly, the same river-arm on which Calcutta is built; the stream
is navig.able up to this point for vessels drawing less than 10 feet of water. Tlie

Co<;oaniit-Tkees in Ceylon.

"City of the Moon" commands 2§ square miles, and has a population of 24,000 souls,

the remnant of the 100,000 cvisting at the time when the French ruled in India; it is

a charming town, shaded by beautiful trees. Chandernagar is the only e.xtra-Dravid-
ian town in French India.— Malayalam is spoken at Mahe, a miry port on the Mala-
bar Coast, containing, with four adjacent villages, 8500 inhabitants, on about 25 square
miles.

Ceylon.— The pear-shaped island of Ceylon,' embracing 25,364 square miles, faces

the southern Deccan across Palk Str.iit and the Gulf of Manaar; both these waters

' Corruption of Sinhala (dvipa) , "island of the Lions." (SeeTennent's C'cyfcH, I. p. 549 n. 1.— Ed.)
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bathe rocks and sands where pearl-fisheries are carried on in the spring. The sea

between the island and the Asiatic mainland is shallow, and beset with sand-banks and

reefs, which form a sort of jagged isthmus, called Adam's Bridge. However, notwith-

standing the proximity of India and the slenderness of the strait, the flora and fauna

of Ceylon bear a less close resemblance to those of the Deccan than to those of the

distant island of Madagascar ; scientists have argued from this fact that the Asiatic

island, the vast African island, and the Seychelles were once parts of a continent

which is to-day submerged by the Indian Ocean.

Like India, Ceylon is famous for its powerful and luxuriant vegetation. In the

north, the palm is the prevailing tree, and in the south of the island there are twenty

million cocoanut-trees. The cinnamon plant, which was so profitable to the Dutch

when they possessed Ceylon, has been susperseded to a very large extent by the

coffee-plant, which constitutes tlie wealth of its present English masters.

In the low countries, occupying the entire north of the island, tlie south-east, and

various plains and sea-coasts, the climate is excessively debilitating, having an annual

mean of 80" to 83° F. ; but between 3000 and 5000 feet above ocean-level the year

is a perpetual spring. Pedrotallagalla (8327 feet) is the highest of the Ceylon

summits, all of which are gneissic or granitic. The monsoons bring copious rains to

the mountains, especially on the slope west of Adam's Peak ; on this portion of the

western coast, the yearly rainfall is 236 inches, while at Manaar, in the north, it is not

more than 35 to 50. The mean of the island is estimated at 70 to 85 inches, bflt

Ceylon is too small to have any mighty streams ; the principal river, the Mahaveli

Ganga, reaches the magnificent bay of Trincomali after a course of 134 miles, through

a basin embracing about 4000 square miles.

Adam's Peak is 800 to 1000 feet lower than Pedrotallagalla ; it terminates in an

obeliscal rock which is ascended by ladders and chains. Buddhists, Brahnianists,

Mohammedans, and even the Cliinese, resort thither to worship an imprint m the rock,

said by the Buddhists to be the footstep of Buddha, by the Brahmanists, of Siva, by

the Mohammedans, of Adam, by the Chinese, of Fo, while the Portuguese considered

it the footprint of Saint Thomas. During the 150 years of Portuguese supremacy,

down to the capture of Colombo by the Dutch in 1656, the Lusitanian race made a

])rofound impression upon the island ; a corrupt Portuguese is still spoken in a few

towns, and Ceylon contains 100,000 Catholics, against 45,000 Protestants. Buddliism

is professed by 1,700,000 inhabitants, and it is said that a third of the best lands of

Ceylon are attached to the Buddhist convents. The island is venerated, inider the

name of Lanka, by the peoples that have pi-eserved a belief in the doctrines of Sakya-

muni. There are 500,000 Hindus of the Saiva sect, and 200,000 Mussulmans.

Before Ceylon (the Taprohane i of the ancients) formed a part of the Portuguese

empire, it was subject to Hindu princes, the descendants of conquerors who had

seized it 543 years B. C. About the twelfth century, under these native kings, the

island reached a high degree of civilization, some of the monuments of which have

never been equalled by modem peoples. Time has not wholly destroyed the graceful

edifices, the bas-reliefs, and the statues of Pollanarrua, a city of the gre.at Prakrama

Bahu, rising out of jungles and thickets. Anarajajiura, to-day Anuradha]nira, yet

older and vaster, still exhibits, near a fig-tree 2175 years old, the enormous subterra-

nean temple of Mihintala and the ruins of a dagoba, froin the bricks of which a wall

1 Corruption of Tamraparni, " shining like copper," perhaps on account of the reddisli color of the

soil. (See Tennent's Ceylon, I. p. 549, n. 1, and Tumour's Mahawanso, ch. VI. p. 50. — Ed.)
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could be built, one foot thick and ten feet liigb, exterHlin<r from London to Edinburgh.

The city is said to have been more than CO miles in circumference; its Held of ruins

is immense. Surticient ])raise cannot be bestowed on the irrigation works whiili the

people of Ceylon constructed in ancient times in the north of the island, where there

are no mountains, no large rivers, and no monsoon rains. They regulated nature by

the creation of 30 lakes and more than 3000 reservoirs, a lialf of whicli are to-day

filled up, emptied, or abandoned: the Padivil embankment was 80 feet liigh and 11

miles long, 33 feet wide at tlie top, and 230 at the base.

Of the 2,875,000 inhabitants of Ceylon, there are, in the south and centre, more

than 1,920,000 Sinhalese, who are derived from a mi.xture of the aborigines with

Sinhalese.

Hindus, IVIalays, and Arabs. They are small, of a reddish complexion, with well

rounded, graceful figures, ami "of kindly disposition. In their language, which seems

to have been originally Dravidian, Aryan influence gained the supremacy through the

Sanskrit, which was the organ of civilization, and through Pali, the religious tongue.

The Sinlialese are so tuifortunate as to possess Buddhist poems in this latter idiom of

500,000 stanzas. In the north there are 700,000 Tamils, who came from the Deccan,

notably from the Malabar Coast; and, not including these settled continentals, ))eople

of tliis language come to the island at the rate of 60,000 to 160,000 yearly, to harvest

the coffee-crop. So the number of Tamils js rapidly increasing hi Ceylon ; between

the enumerations of 1871 and 1881 they passed from a fifth to a fourth of the pop-
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ulatioii. Tliis Dravidiau race is very prolific, and ftiriiislies the EiiLrlisli colonics with

the grcatci- part of such of tlicir coolies as are neither Chinese noi- Xesroes. As for

the non-Dravidian immigrants from India, they are almost all from the hanks of the

Ganges, from the neighhorhood of Benares and of Patna.

About '20(1,000 of the Ceylonese are of Arab stock, <>r rather they are derived

from the alliance of Arab immigrants with the islanders. Fully 15,000 owe their

origin to tlie intermarriages of

the aborigines with the old Ji]ii-

ropean masters of the islanil,

whether Portuguese or Dutch ;

the Dutch jiart in the formation

of these peojile is much less

than the Portuguese, and the

Dutch language long ago dis-

a]))K'ared from Ceylon ; the Bur-

ghers, as these Ilollandish half-

castes are called, have even

become zealous Englishmen,

speaking the English language,

and aiding the English people

in all departments of the gov-

ernment ; the Lusitanian cross-

breeds seldom demand employ-

ment of the rulers of the coun-

try; the greater part of them

sup])ort themselves by manual

labor in the more menial trades.

In the central districts roam tlie

black Vaddas, a small forest

tribe ; they live in a very retired

manner; they are chaste in their

habits, and not at all aggressive.

They speak a language which is

very nearly like the Sinhalese, and it can readily be believed that the Vaddas and
Sinhalese were formerly a single nation, of Dr.avidian race. Only the former lived

apart and absorbed no new elements ; they retained their savage customs, and wei-e

most worthy of their name, which signifies liunters, or archers. To-day even, they
hunt the elephant, leopard, wild boar, bear, stag, and monkey, with no other wea]ioii

than a bow and arrow. These troglodytes are gradually adopting the Tamil tongue,

which is o|)ening u|) vast horizons to them.
The only safe, commodious harbor in Ceylon is on the eastern coast, at Trinco-

mali; the greiit rendezvous for mail steamers is found, however, in the south, at

Point de Galle. Colombo, the British cajiital, lies on the western coast; this city, of

110,.500 inhabitants, is built on a wretched roadstead at tlie mouth of the Kelani.

Colombo is not the capital, however, e.xcej>t in the cool season. In liot weather, the

governor and hi.s suite ascend the moimtain to Kandy, a town in the interior, at an
altitude of 1700 feet, on a ben<l of the M.diaveli Ganga.

The Laccadives. — The Laccadives emerge from a deep sea fronting tlie Malabar

A Naltcii-Gikl.
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Coast, nortli of tlie 10th i)ar!ilk'l. The archipehigo, comprising '20 sciuare miles, is of

coral forinatioii ; it is foverfd with cocoaiuit-trees and banana-trees, which are watered
liy no fountains. Laksha Dvipa (Laccadives) signifies "a hundred tiiousand ishinds,"

but the grouj), in reality, numbers only fourteen (nine of whicli are inliabited), to-

getlier with banks, reefs, rocks, and sands, which are partially covered at high water.

The inhabitants embrace about 13,000 or 14,000 Arab cross-breeds, who sjieak

Malayalnni.

South of the Laccadives, and south of the 8th parallel, are the Maldive Islands,

whicli stretch along 550 miles, and yet their entire area is oidy 1930 square miles at

low tide and 350 at high tide. Like the natives of the Laccadives, the Maldive

islanders consider their islands almost countless; they estimate the number at 40,000

or 50,000, and their i>seudo-king, who is subject to England, complacently styles him-

self the monarch of the thirteen provinces and of the twelve thousimd islands ; but

there are liardly lialf a thousand of them, 175 of which are inhabited. The 150,000

Maldive islanders dwell under the shadow of cocoanut-trc-es, on sand and coral, along

the sea-coast, or on the .shores of a lagoon encircled by regularly rounded coral

islands. They are of Sinhalese origin, with Arabic and African mi.\tures ; they speak

a Sinhalese ^?«<ots, and jirofess Mohammedanism.

INDO-CHINA.
This vast country is occui>ied by peoples th.at have never carried their audacity

nor their fame to any great distance, except in the case of the Malays, who have scat-

tered themselves over an immense archipelago;* it lias no national title. The inhab-

itants include Mran-ma or Burmese, Thai or Siamese, Laos, Malays, Cambodians,
Cochin-Chinese, Ana7nese, and Tonquinese ; but no single tribe has gained the

supremacy and bestowed its name on the peninsula, which bears simply the geograj)h-

ical title of Indo-China.

Advancing eastward from the Delta of Bengal, we find man taking on more inid

more of the Chinese char.acter, and the scenery becoming less and less like that of

India; setting aside linguistic differences, in Tonquin we seem to enter a province of

southern China. The Anainese tongue lias, moreover, strong affinities with the

Chinese. The peninsula also forms an intermediate link in the chain of history

between Asia and the great Melanesian archipelago, which stretches from the Indian
world to the Australian.

Coasts.— Mountains.— Elvers.— Indo-China embraces about 800,000 square miles,

with 35 to 40 million inhabitants. It is backed against the eastern Himalayas, or

Sin-shan masses, between the Indian Ocean and the China Sea, in districts that

are but little known to us. It is jirolonged on the south between the same two seas

by a peninsula of 750 miles, whicli is extremely slender at the root and near the
middle. The area of Indo-China is a third less than that of India, but its coast-line

is much greater. There are few countries as fertile or as favorably situated. But,
unfortunately, disease lurks in its arroyos, forests, and swamps, and in the tepui

mouldiness which constitutes the perennial source of its life.

1 It is by uo means certain that IncZoChina was the first home of the Malays.
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The country is deficient in ])liiins ; tlie valleys of the large streams are separated

by steep mountain-ranges, so that they are all sunken, elongated, isolated regions.

These chains trend from north-west to south-east; any attempt to describe tiiera

would be futile, for they have been but inij>erfectly exi)]ored, few measurements have

been made, and their positions have been only confusedly indicated on the maps.

Their summits seldom tower above 8200 feet, at le;\st in the south; the north jierliaps

rears some sublime peaks, and the height of Du[.ha Bum, on the northern Burniau

frontier, is estimated at 13,700 feet. The mountains of the Malay Peninsula, forming

A lllLli-illl.L.

a little world apart, are severed by a depression from the other Indo-Chinese chains.

Their principal peaks apparently reach an altitude of about 7900 feet.

Two of the Indo-Chinese rivers are important streams; they are long and

abundant, and terminate in deltas. One, the Irrawaddy, flows through Burmnh ; the

other, the Mekong, which debouches on the shores where Canioens suffered ship-

wreck, belongs to France ; it has beeti exjdored into China, but tlu; extreme u])]ier

])art of its course is still a region of mystery. The Sal win, a J>urman stream, is

likewise broad and full; the Menam, in Siam, is not as large. The tro])ical sun

along the banks of these streams is fatal to Europeans, but it shines on a luxuriant

vegetation, which includes the jilaiits of India, China, and J.ava, on huge animals like

the elei)hant and the rhinoceros, on lithe creatures like the tiger, and on men of dif-

ferent races and tongues.
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The ancient influence of India is traceable west of Siam in the names of places,
mountains, and rivers, which are of Sanskrit origin; and the present tendency of
England's influence is toward making this section an annex of India. Calcutta is the
city where power resides, and from which light emanates ; the English of India are
supreme in a part of the country, and threaten the rest ; lastly, since this partial
establishment of British ride, the Hindu element has increased, and thousands of
peojjle immigrate from the banks of the Ganges every year, especially in times of
famine, to work on the plantations ;— in this way the domain of the Bengali dialect
is gradually exten.ling. Politically, the peninsula embraces British fndo-China,
Burmah,! Siam, the Malayan States, which are to a greater or less degree feudatory
dependencies of England, and French Indo-China.

BRITISH INDO-CHINA.

British Burmah.— British Bunnah,' which has been seized piece by piece from the
Burmese, includes three j)rovinces, namely : Arakan, a long, slender strip included
between the Bay of Bengal and the mountain-cliain called Yoma (8386 feet), and
scooped out by heavy rains from 10 to 20 feet each year; Pegu, the lower valley and
delta of the Irrawaddy; and Tenasserim, a narrow zone between the mountains of
Siam and the sea-coast. The total area is about 87,090 square miles; the inhabitants
numlier 4,569,000, of whom nearly 3,000,000 are Burmese, more than 600,000 barba-
rous or semi-barbarous tribes, such as the Karens, the Khyengs, the Slians, etc.,
250,000 Hindus, who are growing perceptibly through immigration, and 12,000 Euro-
peans and Eurasians. Every day numerous families emigrate from free Burmah to
the regions controlled by the English ; the natives say that « the villages of British
Burmah are becoming cities, while? in Burmese Burmah the cities are degenerating
into villages." Rangun, the capital, is built on three rivers of the Irrawaddy delta;
it has a ]w]iulatioti of 181,000. IMaulmain contains 58,000 inhabitants.

Straits Settlements, Malay Peninsula.— The colony called by the English the
Straits Settlements includes continental land in three separate fragments Welles-
ley, Tulu Saggar, and jMalacca,— all of which are on the western siiore of the Malay
Peninsula, and two small coast islands, Pulu-Pinang and Singapore. These sections
embrace together 1445 square miles, with 568,000 inhabitants, of whom 175,000 are
Malays, 175,000 Chinese, 09,000 Hindus, 7000 Eurasians, and less than 1700 Whites.
The Malay Peninsula, from which it is supposed the Malays ])eopled the vast archi-
pelago between Asia and Oeeanica, has already ceased to be Malayan, wherever Mon-
gol and Aryan immigrants have come to work for the planters and the English
merchants, or to tempt fortune for their own profit. But throughout Malaisirthe
Malays jiredominate over the foreign elements.

Malacca is the only one of the three fragments of the mainland which possesses
any fame

;
Wellesley and Tulu Saggar have made no mark in history. The once

powerful Malacca passed from the Malays to the Portuguese, from the Portuguese to

I See note page 340.
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the Dutch, and, lastly, from the Dutch to the English, who now govern it. British

activity has failed as yet to revive the city of Malacca, which is peopled by scarcely

20,000 souls. Malay mixed with Portuguese and a corrupt Portuguese crossed with

Malay are spoken here. Every trace of the sagacious Dutchman has been obliter- <

ated. On the contrary, the adventurers from the Tagus and the Minho have left

a deep impression on tha settlement, as is shown by the jjrevalence of family names

common in all Portuguese territory.

Pulu-Pinang.— Pulu-Pinaiig, or "Areca Island," a short distance from the

Welleslev seaboard, su]iports a mountain of 2723 feet ; the island is healthful. It

has belonged to the English for a hundred years (since 1786) ; it is known officially

as Prince of Wales Island ; the capital, Georgetown, has an excellent harbor. The

population of the island is 91,000 ; among these are 45,000 Chinese, '22,000 Malays,

14,000 Tamils, and 4500 Tamil and Malay half-breeds, called Jawi-Pekans. There

is a Catholic seminary here, from which fervent missionaries are sent out; but the

Orient, whether Hindu, Malay, or Chinese, seems to refuse to become Christian.

Singapore.— Singajiore, " City of tlie Lions," at the extreme south of the penin-

sula, contains 193,000 inhabitants, distributed in part as follows: 87,000 Chinese,

22,000 Malays, 10,500 Tamils, and COOO Javanese. It has an excellent harbor, com-

manding the Sea of Passages,— the name given to the collection of channels through

which the Strait of Malacca opens into the waters which beat Sumatra on the west

and Borneo on the east. It is a Malayan country and a British colony; but China is

the dominant power. The Chinese are to be found almost everywhere, engaging in

all sorts of business,— from the lowest manual toil to the most important banking

affairs. The entire Malay Peninsula, including the portion governed by England, the

part tyrannized over by Siam, and all that is subject to different native princes, con-

tains, perhajjs, 1,575,000 inhabitants, on an area of 96,500 square miles. It is pro-

posed to canalize the isthmus of Kra, in the northern part of this tongue of land

which sej)arates India and China ; the region through which the cut will be made,

if at all, is only 100 feet above sea-levol.

The Andaman and the Nicobar Islands. — The Andamans and Nicobars lie along

an arc of a circle which would connect the delta of the Irrawaddy with the north-

ern ]>oint of Sumatra.

The Andamans, having an area of 2550 square miles, with 22,000 inhabitants,

belong to England. The islands form a British convict settlement for East Indian

criminals, 8000 of whom have been quartered at Port Blair. The Andamans, or

Minco])ies, are very skilful with the bow ; they are a jiuny race of Blacks, the men of

medium size being scarcely 5 feet tall and the most stalwart not over 5^-. The Great

Andaman Island, the largest of the archipelago, situated between the 10th and loth

parallels, is 155 miles long, with a width an eighth or tenth as great ; it supports

a motmtain 2950 feet high.

The feverish Nicobars, south of the Andamans, originally belonged to Denmark,

but are now subject to the English. They cover an area of 634 square miles. Their

loftiest summit is 2632 feet above sea-level. The natives, of Malay stock, are 6000 in

number; they are tall, strong-limbed savages. The Indian government has a penal

colony in the beautiful seaport of Nancowry.
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Kui.Ns OF A Temi'le of Pagak.

BURMAH.

The Irrawaddy.— The Salwin.— Buimah,' which is under an hereditary and

despotic governiiieiit, siipi)orts7^ million men, on 190,500 square miles. It stretches

from ijorth to south, along the Irrawaddy and the Salwin.

The Irrawaddy is not a prolongation— as was once thought— of the Dzangbo,

the mighty torrent of eastei-n Tibet ; it is, nevertheless, a powerful stream. Ac-

cording to careful measurements nuide during ten years, it discharges into the

Indian Ocean 480,226 cubic feet per second, with extremes of 4C,0C0 and 1,977,000;

a volume equalling that of the Danube, of the Rhone, and of the Rhine combined.

Many of its gorges are not over IGO feet broad, but the waters flow through them at

dizzy speed, with a depth of 250 feet. In Burmese Burmah, it batlies ruins of ancient

cities ; in British Burmah, it passes Prome, and 137 miles from the ocean, as the crow

flies, it s])reads out in a delta of 17,750 square miles. Its true name, Airavati, is an

Aryan word, meaning the Elephants' River.

1 Burmah, wliich now forms one of tlie provinces of British India, is divided into Lower and Uppei

Burmah ; tlie former consists of the old province of Britisli lUirmah (see ])age ;S37). Upper Burmali

has been annexed to the Indian Empire since Feljruary, ISSti. Ivinj; Theebaw, tlie reijniing monarch,

was then deposed and pensioned, and the government placed under the Chief Commissioner of Burmah

and his assistants. — Eu.
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The Sahvin is smaller tlian the Irrawaddy ; far fewer clouds break over the sierras

from which its waters are derived. The Sahvin rises in southern China. Succes-

sively Cliinese, Burmese, Siamese, and English, it passes, even in its lower course,

into extraordinary constrictions, measuring scarcely 100 feet from shore to shore ; and

yet at hiuh water the flow of the stream exceeds' 700,000 cubic feet per second.

The Mran-ma, or Burmese.— The IJurmese call themselves the Mran-ma, gener-

ally pronounced Ba-ma; their name is, perha])S, derived from Brahma. This sui>-

position warrants the belief that the Burmans came from India, from the banks of

the sacred Ganges; but their strong resemblance to the Chinese points to a different

origin. They are small, well'formed, lithe, and robust ; they arc courageous, prodigal,

gay, and free from all rancor.. The Burmese language is poor in forms, and mono-

syllabic, like Chinese ; but it is richer than Chinese, owing to a slight influence exerted

in ancient times by the idioms of India. The Mran-ma are addicted to chewing the

betel-nut, and they s])eak very indistinctly ; " they are a race of stutterers."

Pali, which is in no way related to Burmese, and which can boast of a nobler origin,

is used in the religious rites, an<l is in a measure the official tongue. The large cities

all have two names,— one Burmese, the other Pall; the latter is the one made use of

in all government documents. To say tliat Pali is tlie religious and ofticial tongue of

the Burmans is equivalent to saying that Biuldhism reigns in Bunnah.

Cities.— In Burmah, cajiitals are created and fall to suit the royal ca]irice.

Mandalay (pop. 188,000), two miles from the Irrawaddy, is the metropolis at present.

It is about 30 years since it su]>erseded Amarapura, or the "City of Immortality,"

itself near the Irrawaddy. ^Vniarapura had succeeded, toward the end of the last

cejitury, the city of Ava, in Pali Katnapnra, or " City of Gems." This latter town
is now a mass of ruins ; from its temples, with white or gilded roofs, the site of the

City of Immortality is visible, six miles to the north-east. These two old Mran-ma
capit.als flourished and fell very near each other; and it is in their superb plain that

the young Mandalay has risen into power.

Ava, which was the capital for moi-e than 400 years (from 1.S64), received the scep-

tre from Pagan, aiu)ther town on the Irrawaddy, a stately metropolis, where, according

to the legend, 9999 pagodas towered into the luminous Burnian sky; at least 1000 of

these are still standing. As for ruins other than those of religious or military edifices,

they are rare, or wholly wanting, in liigan, Ava, AmarM))ura, and Sagaing. The latter

is aimther ancient Burman capital, on the hills facing Ava, across the Irrawaddy.

After the lapse of centuries, what renuiins could we ho]ie to find of the bamboo huts

in which the poor Burmans lived, or of the wooden dwellings of the wealthy?

.SIAM.

Slam: the Menam.— The despotic kingdom of Siam was severed from Burmah
during the last century. It borders the Gulf of Siam, which sets back to a great dis-

tance into the land, with the breadth of a sea, between the Malay Peninsula on the

west and the Siamese, Cambodian, and Cochin-Chinese shores on the east. This g\ilf

has a coast-line of over 900 miles ; it no longer receives the Mekong, a very large

stream, the deposits of which have already filled up vast ocean-tracts; but the Menam,
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or "Mother of Waters," empties into it. This stream is smaller than the Mekong,
but it is, nevertheless, a powerful river, as its full name, Chow-phya-me-nam (literally,

"Prince, chief, mother of waters"), indicates. It rises on the confines of Burmali

and belongs wholly to Siam; it passes Bangkok, Siam's brilliant and busy capital-

the embouchures of the delta-channels are too obstructed by bars to admit heavy ships.

Siam has an area of 282,000 square miles, but it contains not more than 5 or 6

million inhabitants ; it must be borne in mind, however, that the Siamese are mostly

crowded into the valley of the Menam and into its delta, which is a sort of Holland,

fertilized by the periodical inundations of the stream, and checkered with canals dug

A Street in Bangkok.

by Chinese navvies. The rest of the covmtry, a vast, uninhabited region of forests

and mountains, has a deep, strong, exceedingly fertile soil; it is hot, and well watered

from the mountains.

Thai.— Chinese and Laos.— Of the 5 or 6 million inhabitants, 2 million are sup-

posed to be Siamese or Thai, a million Cliinese, scattered through the towns and

villages, where they engage in every kind of industry, and carry on all sorts of finan-

cial schemes, 2 million Lawa or Laos, 500,000 Malays, 300,000 Cambodians, etc.

All these figures are eminently hypothetical. The Laos on the middle Mekong, and

the Shans on the upper Menam, belong to the Thai nation, except that they are of

purer race than the civilized Thai, into whose blood many Malayan, Burman, Cambo-

dian, and especially many Chinese elements have entered.
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The regnant people among the Siamese — endowed, we are told, with fine intel-

lectual and moral qualities, affectionate, gay, and gentle— are totally destitute of phys-

ical beauty ; like their monosyllabic tongue, they have borrowed too largely from the

Chinese. Buddhism holds tyrannical sway in Siam; the Sakya-muni of India is

worshipped liere, under the name of Sommonacodum, in superb ])agodas, which are

built with loving care, and afterward abandoned to their fate. The talapoyns or

priests of Buddha are highly honored by the two Siamese kings.— Bangkok has two

kings on the throne at once, but one of them is only nominally king. The Thai hardly

know the meaning of the word liberty, although their name signifies a " free man "
;

it is even said that the \cv\) saremioal, to rule, means, literally, "to devour the peojjle."

A good part of the nation is in slavery for debt.

Cities. — The vulgar designation of the h.alf-Chinese cajntal, a town of 600,000

souls, is Bangkok ; its religious title, in the Pali tongue, is Thanaburi ; its official

appellation is Si Ayuthia Maha, or "Gre.at City of the Angels." It sup]ilanted

Ayuthia, the metropolis destroyed more than a hundred years ago by the Peguans,

and situated, like Bangkok, on the Menam. Ayuthia was the capital from 1350 to

1767 ; magnificent ruins of it still remain, equally beautiful by nature and art.

Bangkok is built on canals of the deej) and turlnd stream, in the bosom of a delta

which is as flat as the IloUandish polders, and which is suTi)merged for several mouths in

the year by the floods ; it is an Oriental Venice confusedly scattered over mud-islets,

with teak-wood houses and Buddhist temples, capped with roofs of painted tiles; the

river is alive with multitudes of bazaars floating on bamboo rafts.

A decayed metropolis, Angkor, majestic in its waste, was the capital of the

almost forgotten Khmers. It rises .at the extreme south-east of the king<lom, in

Siamese Cambodia, near Toidi Sa]>, a large lake connected with the great Coehin-

Cliinese stream by a stagnant river, the waters of which set toward the sti'cam or

toward the lake according to the height of the Mekong. The Khmers ruled over

a vast domain, and left as their contribution to history monuments which am.aze

us by their magnitude, and which, notwithstanding their massivencss, jiossess

artistic beauty. Teni]iles, where the people prostrated themselves before Indra or

Vishnu, princely mansions, imposing avenues, arrowy roads bordered with statues,

stairways guarded by stone monsters, paved and walled trenches, artificial lakes,

gig.antie busts of Buddha, enormous images of real animals or imaginary beasts,

—

nowhere else, not even in Egypt, are the evidences of the passing of a powerful

nation so eloquent or so conclusive as in the silence of the desert of Angkor. These
stupendous ruins, which the tropical forest is besieging, and which it will at last

overcome, rise very close to Cambodia.

FRENCH INDO-CHINA.

oi
Anam. — Anam is the mere shadow of its former self. The delta of the Mekong,

or French Cochin-China, belongs wholly to France ; Tonquin was ceded to France in

June, 1884 ; the narrow seaboard of Anamite Cochin-China is forced to obey France,
and France at the same thne ])rotects Anam. With Cambodia, which is also pro-

tected, France rules here over 15 to 18 million men, or possibly 20 million, on a terri-

tory of about 200,000 square miles.
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The river of P'reneh Coeliin-Cliina and Cambodia is the Mekong, while Tonquin
desitatchcs its waters to the Red l{iver. 'J'lie streams of Aiiam, or tlie recently inde-

pendent Coehin-China, are very short owing to the proximity of the mountains to the

sea, and they are scant because the rains brouglit by the soutii-west monsoon fall on
the western slope, which is drained by the Mekong.

The Mekong.— The sources of the Mekong are as yet undiscovered. All that can

be affirmed with certainty is that it rises somewhere between China and Tibet,

between the Burmese and Siamese Salwin, on the west, and the Ciiinese Yangtsz'

kiang, on the east, and that under the fantastic name of Lantsang kiang, or River of

the Great Dragon, it twists through the gloomy depths of frightful gorges. It is a

large stream when it penetrates into the territory of the Laos, those boorish brothers

of the Siamese; at its entrance into Cambodia it has become a huge flood. Twice in

its ]wssage through the Laos states, it turns eastward, as though seeking the Gulf of

Tonquin, opposite the Chinese island of Hainan; at one point it is only 45 leagues dis-

tant from this sea, but the slope of the Land carries it toward the soutii again. It

flows sometimes in very broad expansions,— reaching a width of 12 miles measured

across a net-work of branches. Sometimes it is extraordinarily narrow,— in places

not exceeding 300, 150, or even 130 feet in breadth, but at such spots it is over 300

feet deep. INIighty rapids disperse or concentrate the waters according to the caprice

of the rocks. The most formidable of these are in the sandstone pass above the mouth
of the Semun, an imjiortant affluent; the last sudden break in the level occurs just

before tlic stream enters Cambodia. Among the noted falls are the cataracts of

Salaphe and of Papheng, or the cataracts of Khong, which are fully 50 feet high. At
the foot of the last rajnd the Mekong is already affected by the tide ; at the same

time it begins to move through its alluvia, for nearly all that is now Cambodia and

Coehin-China has been conquered from the sea.

Before Pnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia, the Mekong divides into the Anterior

stream, the Posterior stream, and the Tonli Sap. The Anterior and Posterior i-ivers

flow south toward the ocean, while the Tonli Sap runs north for 71 miles, with a

mean breadth of 2300 to 2600 feet, to a large lake with shifting banks, bearing the

same name as the river. When the moist south-west monsoon prevails, the Tonli Saj)

River flows toward the lake with a depth of over 60 feet, discharging a powerful

flood into it, in all from 1236 billion to 1270 billion cubic feet of water, or rather of

water and mud, for the Mekong carries 50 billion cubic feet of earth and debris

yearly; it is admitted that the Cambodian lake will be filled up in two centuries.

Meanwhile, the intermittent emissary of the floods of the Mekong transforms the

sheet of 100 square miles (with at most a depth of 4 or 5 feet), which the dry season

leaves in this lowest Cambodian depression, into a basin 70 miles long by 16 broad, 43

to 46 feet deep, and embracing an area of 580 to 620 square miles. The floods of the

Mekong ternfinate in the latter part of September, and then with the lowering of

the stream the Tonli Sap turns back on Pnom Penh, and nearly empties the lake.

The waters are at the same time drained by evaporation, except in the central hollow,

which is an inexhaustible fish-pond. Below Pnom Penh, the Anterior and Posterior

streams (125 miles long) enter Coehin-China, where they become entangled through

arroi/os, or natural channels, with the Vaico and the Donnai, two small rivers which

have with time become almost independent of the large stream, but which were once,

in the lower part of their course, its delta-branches. On these arroyos, ])loughed

through the alluvium, on the arms of the Vaico and Donnai, on the arms of the
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Anterior stream or the river of Mytho, and on those of the Posterior or tlic i-iver of

Bassae, in tlie "Kiish Plain" as well as in the regions unencumbered with reeds, the

incoherent dejjosits of all this delta are annually remoulded and merit almost every-

where their ancient Cambodian name of Tue Klimau, Black Water. Tlie amount of

water discharged into the ocean by tlie Melvong lias not been sufficiently gauged for

any exact figures to be given, but it is perhaps about that of the Ganges or of the

Irrawaddy, namely, 425,000 to 530,000 cubic feet, with minima of 70,000 to 90,000,

and a maximum of 2,650,000. Its length is estimated at "i^OO to 2500 miles.

Basse Cochinchine. — Basse Cochinchinc, or French Cochin-Chiua, lies in the south-

SoLDiEKs OF Saigon.

west, xmder the 9th, 10th, and 11th i)arallels of north latitude, and consequently

under a troi)ieal, almost an ecjuatorial, sky. The Anamesc, who colonized it for two
centuries (from 1650), driving back its old masters, the Cambodians, named it the

" Country of the Six Provinces," and, less officially, the " Country of Gia Diidi." It

embraces 2,3,000 square miles, comprised in two dissimilar sections. On the Avest,

centre, and south is the Low Land, the delta of the ]\[ekong with its Posterior

stream and the five or si.x; branches of the Anterior ; and on the north-east of this

huge alluvial labyrinth the small delta of the Vaico and the Donnai. On the north-

east and east is the High Land (relatively high). The Nui-ba-den (Black Lady), the

culminating summit of French Cochin-Chin.a, has an altitude of 2897 feet.

These 23,000 square miles arc occupied by about 2,000,000 inhabitants. "What
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vast vacant tracts still remain in this moist, hot, fertile, alluvial country ! But tlie

French will get little profit from tliem. At Saigon, the,mean of the coldest month of

the year is 80.6^ F., while that of the liottest is only 85.75° ; and the annual rainfall

is G feet. Therefore, although the colony, which is nothing more than an immense
trading-post, extends now over the whole of eastern Indo-Chinii, and although at

some future day it may send its cargoes of rice to all the ports of the world, it can

never be to France what Canada once was or what Algeria now is.

Of the 1,910,000 inhabitants, more than 1?, niiiiion are Cochin-Chinese, more than

150,000 Cambodians, 56,000 Chinese (fully a fourtii of whom are ruined by the use

of opium), a few tiiousand Europeans, mostly Frendi, and some Franco-Ananiese half-

castes. The Cocliin-Chinese, who are crosses of the Anamese with the Cambodian,
witli the Chinese, and with the Malay, bear a very exact resemblance to their

brothers of protected Coehin-China and of Tonquin. A robust physical develop-

ment and handsome features are not, then, to be looked for among them, nor a frank,

spirited disposition ; they have short legs, highly jirotruding cheek-bones, flat noses,

and small, squinting, oblique eyes ; they are sup])le-bodied, keen-witted, and cunning,

patient, and kindly, jiossessing a strong love for their families and a certain taste for

study. Their language is a dialect of the Anamese, whi<th is a monosyllabic tongue,

closely resembling Chinese. They profess belief in Buddha. They occupy them-

selves in the cultivation of rice, often working in water u]) to their waists, and aided

by wild buffaloes, which they are able to drive, but which attack Europeans
;
pan-

thers and tigers stealthily watch for their prey in the miasmatic forests.

Cochin-China is much more Cliinese than French ; the Chinese, who immigrate

hither in large numbers, control all the trades and conduct all the business. They

bring no wives with them into the country, but ally themselves with the native

women, and by this means the race is tempered for the combats of practical life.

Saigon,' the capital, contains 82,000 inhabitants, including the Chinese subv.rb of

Cholon.'' Though situated well inland, on an affluent of the Doniiai, it is reached by

the largest vessels.

Cambodia.— Cambodia has been under French jn-otcction since 1863 ; ' it is nomi-

nally subject to a king. The hihabitants number over a million, on nearly 33,000

square miles. A few provinces governed by the Siamese kings and a kingdom subject

to France constitute the sole remains of the cin])ire of the Khmers. Marvellous

fields of ruins, with remnants of some of the noblest monuments ever constructed by

man, testify to the ancient grandeur of this people. Judging from the temples,

of Angkor, the old capital, about fifteen miles north of the Lake of Tonli Sap, the

Kilmers attained their greatest power between the tenth and fourteenth centuries.

In its palmy days, their empire extended for a long distance up the stream to wliich

one of their two names was given. The Khmers called themselves also Kampuchea,

a title from which the Portuguese, who wore the first explorers of the mouths of the

IVIekong, formed, so it is said, the word Kamboje. Tlie Kampuciiea reigned over the

countries which have since become the kingdom of Siam and over the entire delta of

their liuge river, with the adjacent deltas, as far as the jioint where the Coohiii-Ciiinese

coast makes a sharp turn toward the north. The Anamese robbed tliera of Basse

1 Tlie Gia Dinh of the Anamese. Tlie name is the same as that of the country.

^ Four or five miles distant.

s In 1887, the French holdings in IndtvChina were united under a civil Governor-General of Indo-

China, with a Lt. Governor iu Cochin-China, a Kesideut-Geueral in Tonquin and Auam, also one in

Cambodia. — Ei>.
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Cochinchiue, by colonization vatlier than by force ; the Siamese, having regained tlieir

indepenilcncc, encroached ou their old masters and subjugated several Khnieric-

s]iealiing ]>rovinccs in the basin of the Great Lake (Tonli Saj)) ; then came a day

when, to escape certain death in the partitioning of her territory between two rig-

orous des])0ts, Cambodia threw herself into the arms of France.

It was under the influence of India, to whose great deities they consecrated their

temj>les, that the Cambodians displayed tlieir power and their genius ; and doubtless

the race is in a measure indebted to the blood of the Gangetic peninsula. In any

ease their lauTuafe is Aryan.' These Cambodians proper are superior in disposition

to the surrounding peoples, namely, the Siamese, the Cochin-Chinese, and the Anam-

ese; but they form scarcely three-fourths of the jiopulation of Cambodia; the other

..one-fourth includes Chinese and Anamese in nearly equal proportions. The latter

are Datientlv carrving on the colonization which has already won Basse Cochinchine

for them ; the former come to make their fortune iu the cities, the chief of which is

Pnom Penh.

Pnom Penh (pop. 12,000), the cai)ital, overlooks the Four Arms, in a situation

almost unique in the world ; the name Four Arms is given to the spot where the

Tonli Sap, the Anterior stream, and the Posterior stream branch off from the

Mekong.

Anam and the Anamese.— Cochin-China proper, or Anam, extends from French

Cochin-China (the delta of the Mekong) to Toiiquin (the delta of the Sang Koi),

thi-ough nearly ten degrees of latitude, or from about 10° 30' to 20°
;^

in the other di-

rection it stretches from the ocean to mountains which are as yet almost unexplored,

but which are known to form a sharp line of separation between two climates. In

the east, from the crest of the sierra to the sea, the atmosphere is brilliant and dry;

in the west, owing to the exposure to the monsoon, it is excessively humid. The tor-

rents of the eastern slope are, therefore, scant, and they are necessarily short, for the

mountain-chain almost skirts the 'shore; but broad, full rivei-s descend on the west

toward the enormous Mekong. Among the bays of the eastern coast (some of them

of great beauty), one at least is remarkable ; this is the bay of Touron. It is framed

in by mountains, south-east of Hue, and varies much in ai)])earance, according to the

liour of the day, the season, or the state of the atmosphere : sometimes it resembles a

Norwegian fiord, sometimes an Alpine lake, or again it is the image of the Bay of

Xa])les or the ]?ahia of Rio ; it is ample, secure, and deej), .and capable of sheltering

the largest fleets. The French conquest of Indo-Ciiina began with Touron. Their

forces, which remained there two years (1858 to 1860), left as the only evidence of

tlieir occujjancy a cemetery filled with the bones of soldiers and sailors mowed down

by the climate. But if Anam thrives, a large city will grow up on this magnificent

hari)or.

Anam, thus hemmed in and, as it were, suffocated on the coast by pathless moun-

tains, which are naked or covered with stunted trees, and which are inli.abited by

savage tribes, supports perhaps more than 6 million men on its 106,000 square miles.

Very little is known of the origin of the Anamese: they have been classified with

the Japanese, witii the Malays, and again with the Chinese, to whom they bear a

striking likeness, morally as well .as jihysically. They .are, moreover, indebted to

China for their government, usages, and customs, ideas, philosojihies, religions, and

dogmas. The Anamese langu.age ' is really nothing but a Chinese dialect ; it can be

I For Professor Whitney on this subject, see art. Philolo;/y, Eno. Brit. Vol. XVIII. p. 779.
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written as easily in tlie Chinese as in the equally ideograjjliic national characters.

The Anamese, recognizing the priority and superiority of the Cliinese, call him
"uncle." They call themselves Giao-chi.^ As for the name Anam (for Ngan-nan), it

signifies the Peace of the

South, or the Pacific South.

Anam, properly so called,

excluding Cochin-China and

Tonquin, has two official

titles : Xam-ky, or Southern

region, in distinction from

Bac-ky, or Xorthern region,

the appellation given to Ton-

quin ; and Dang-troiig, or

Interior route, as opposed

to Dang-ngoai, or Exterior

route, another designation of

Tonquin.

Hue (jiop. 60,000), tlie

capital of Anam jtroper, was

also the capital of the entire

Anamese empii-e before the

advent of the French in the

country ; it is situated on a

shallow stream, not far fi'om

the sea. The fortress is lield

by the French as security

against the treachery of the

Anamese ruler; this desjjot,

who is advised by faith-

less mandarins, is the worst

enemy the French have

here.

Tonquin: the Red River

Delta.— Tonquin, or Tong-

king, embracing 34,000 to

35,000 square miles, is com-
prised within limits that are

im]>erfectly determined in

some ])laces and wholly un-

known in others. The term

Tong-king is a corruption of

Dong-king, and signifies the

Oriental Court. Tliis latter

name was formerly borne by
Hanoi, the metropolis of the country, as opposed to an Occidental Court (Tay-

king), a city and stronghold which has been destroyed.

The uplands of Tonquin are nearly or entirely uninhabited, but the low, level

" The bifurcated toes," because witli the Anamese the great toe is widely separated from the rest.

.£•- f{of/j/r.

An Anamite Mandaki.n.
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dcltii, formed of an inexhaustible red alluvium, is like a Chinese ant-hill. The light

houses, erected under lithe, graceful trees, and the villages and towns touch each other.

The iioi)ulation probably reaches fully 6 millions, and perhaps 9 or even 10 millions.

Burniah and Siam border it on the west, or, rather, the districts stretching along

the western frontier, and which are still unexplored, are inhabited by barbarous

tribes which would be subject to the Burinan emperor or the Siamese kings if these

potentates were nearer or more jiowerful. On the north, Toiiquiii is Ijounded by the

Chinese jirovinces of Yunnan and Kwangsi, while on the east it faces Hainan, a

Chinese island in the Gulf of Tonquin. The Ananiese of Tonquin are even more

closely allied to the Chinese than are those of Cochin-China.

The Tonquinese seaboard, not including the lesser curves, measures about 400

miles. The Gulf of Tonquin is often rocked to the very bed by typhoons, and,

what is very unusual in these latitudes (18" to 21° or 22" N.), it is frequently veiled

in fog and mist during the winter and early spring. In the north-west are then-

sands of rugged islands or islets ; they extend in a line from north-east to south-

west, and face coast indentations, one of which, the bay of Allong, is so commodious
and safe that the future control of the commerce of Tonquin has been predicted to it.

These archii)elagoes of close-set limestone reefs .and lofty, forest-clad islands serve as

a refuge foi- the Chinese, Anamese, and Malayan j)irates. They are destined to be-

come hills and isolated mountains in the delta which is forming at the expense of

the Gulf of Tonquin. The w.aters of the gulf are often less than 65 and rarely more
than 325 feet deep. The delta is rapidly growing from the accretions of mud brought

down to the embouchure by rivers (sang), the most important of which are the Red
River and the Thai-binh. Both these streams enter the sea by numerous mouths.

Chinese writings have preserved a record of the period when Hanoi, to-day nearly 60

miles from the shore, was on the very hem of the waves : a conijiarison of the ])resent

coast delineations with what we can learn from .all the records of the past indicates

an aver.age annual advance of 157 feet, or a mile in a little less than 34 years.

The Thai-binh, nortli of the Red River, is not a powerful current ; it issues from

the Babe, a plateau Lake of vast size in the rainy season but reduced to three small

ponds during the droughts. In its middle .and upper courses the river is called the

Sang-kau (or Sang-kao) ; below Bac-ninh it anastomoses with the Red River, and

then divides into numerous delt.a-arroyos, none of which has deep communication

with the ocean. The mouths of the Red River, or the Sang Koi, are no better suited

to navigation than those of the Thai-binh. The Sang Koi rises on Chinese soil, in

the mountainous district of Yunnan, and is navigable with great difficulty below

Mang-hao, a small town in Yunnan. Between Hang-hao and Sontay, it receives in

Tonquin two large streams, the Black River, flowing from granite gorges, and tlie

Clear Iiiver; the green, transparent waves of the Latter are all the more beautiful be-

cause Tonquin is nearly everywhere disfigured with impure running waters and with

unwholesome springs. Beyond the mouth of the Cle.ar River the Red River is 3300

feet broad. The tide ascends it to a point .above Hanoi. In the rainy season the

immense red flo<jd, rising from 15 to 20 feet, submerges the delta and obliterates

everything but the roads, the earth levees, the dikes around the villages, the borders

of the rice-fields, and the hillocks .and eminences which were once islands of the sea.

Mountain and Forest.— The delta, or the living portion of Tonquin, is the gift of

two almost dead regions, known as the Mountain and the Forest; these sections of the

country have been so slightly explored that the French are unable to direct their forces
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tliere. The Mountain or Plateau occupies the north and north-west of Tonquin, from
the northern margin of tlie delta to the Chinese frontier ; here dwell the inlialjitants

of Tuyen-kuang, of Tliai-naguyeii, of Cao-bang, and of Lang-son, beyond deej) defiles,

with no navigable rivers and no roads nor paths to connect them with the rest of the

world ; the Thai-binh and the Clear Hiver rise here. What are the heights of this

tangled chaos of mountains? From 4000 to 5000 feet in the chains which iiave been

measured, and possibly 6000 to 8000, or even 10,000 (?) in the direction of Yunnan.
The Forest, consisting also of uplands, but more densely wooded than the ilountain,

comprises the rugged country cleft by the Black River, all the bristling, jagged sec-

tion extending from the right bank of the lied River to the undefined boundary be-

tween the eastern slope, or Tonquin territory, and the western slope, or Mekong
territory. These summits are known to reach elevations of 5000 and 6000 feet, and
doubtless some are 6500 high.

French Indo-Ciiina can only attain to the full measure of its strength by passing

the Forest and establishing its power along the imposing Mekong. This stream and

the town of Luang-Prabang, the key of the peninsula, are absolutely necessary to the

security of French rule here.

Tonquin, with its tireless delta, its rice-fields, its mountains stored with minerals,

— here iron, there copper, elsewhere veined with gold, silver, and tin, and elsewhere

still abounding in coal,— constitutes the most favored portion of French Indo-China.

The climate is not unremittingly torrid ; even in the delta, the mean for January is

not a half of the mean for June, and at Hanoi the temperature sometimes sinks to

45.7° F.

The Tonquinese. •— The Tonquinesc differ but slightly from their Anamese broth-

ers of Anara and of French Cochin-China. There are, it is true, a few dialectic

variations between the idiom of the Red River and that of the lower Mekong; but

as regards physique ^ and features, aptitudes, manners and institutions, laws, religion,

superstitions, literature, deference for China, and imitation of the Chinese, all these

peojiles of monosyllabic speech closely resemble one another, whether they are from

Hanoi, from Hue, or from Saigon.

Hanoi (pop. 160,000) has various titles. Officialh-, it is the City of the Red

Dragon (Tham-iang-than) ; it is also the Fort of the North (Bac-tlianh) and the

Court of the Orient (Dong-king) ; and, again, it is the Great Market (Ke-cho).

Nearly .all the Anamese cities have three names: an offici.al title, a Chinese title, and

a popular name. Hanoi (the French Entraigues) signifies Between the "Waters. It

is the capital of Tonquin and is built on one of the major branches of the Sang Koi,

345 miles north-north-west of Hue. Its marvellous huerta is unfailing; but the

fluctuating, sh.allow stream is treacherous. Ships drawing more than 6 or 7 feet

of water cannot approach the city.

1 The Tonquinese are somewhat taller and better built than the Cochin-Chines©
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Sl-NUAN FU.

THE CHINESE EMPIRE.

Fully a Fourth of Mankind.— Like Brazil, which touches nearly every other
South American country, the Chinese Empire borders almost all the remaining
states of Asia,— Siberia, the so-called Independent Turkestan, Afghanistan, India,

Burmah, and Anam. With all its dependencies it embraces an area of 4,553,000
square miles, with 372 million inhabitants ; that is, a little more than a fourth of
the human family. Two-thirds of this territory is comprised in the more or less trib-

utary states of Korea, Manchuria, Mongolia, Eastern Turkestan, and Tibet ; Cliina
proper includes only about 1,550,000 ' square miles, but it supports a population
probably fifteen times that of the feudatory states. All together, the latter may
contain 22 million settled or nomad inhabitants; but the Chinese of China proper
are counted by hundreds of millions.''

Names given to China and the Chinese. —The Great Wall. —Estimating the popu-
lation of China proper at 350 million, on 1,550,000 square miles,«gives a density
of 225 persons to the square mile ; reckoning it at 400 million, the ratio is 258, and
at 450 million 290. The Chinese live in a genial climate, and they extract from
their fruitful soil everything that earth and water can create and the sun ripen.

' More exactly, if we c.iii apply tlie term exact to any of these estimates, 1,5,'54,000.

2 The estimates vary between 250 and SOU million. Tli(> above are Wagner ami Supan's.
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China is frequently called the Celestial EiTi])ire, a term incorrectly supposed

to be a translation of the common native ai)j)ellation Tien Hia ; but this expression

sit^nifies the Country beneath the Sky, and not the Celestial Country. The names

most commonly employed by the Chinese are llwa Kwoh, or Flowery Kingdom, and

Chung Kwoh, or Middle Kingdom. By the latter they understand the region lying

between the north and south and the east and west, which is naturally the situa-

tion of all countries, theirs

included. There are other

indigenous titles for this Ta
Tsing Kwoii, or Great Pure

Kingdom, namely : Shih-])ah

Sang, or the Eighteen I'rov-

inces; Sz' Ilai, or the Four

Seas (which does not indicate

that the country is bounded

by four oceans, this ex])res-

sion having in China the

same signiiicance as the word

universe has among us). As
for the name China, it has no

national character. It is sup-

posed to have been bestowed

on the country by foreigners,

who confounded the empire

with the rulers of the Tsin

dynasty, who were dethroned

about fifteen hundred years

since. In the same way, two

inijierial family names gave

rise to two titles often adopted

by the Chinese, namely, Sons

of Han and Men of Tang.

China has a coast-line of

about 2175 miles along the

Pacific, on the east, and the

moisture received from this

ocean suffices to make the

country fruitful. The mean

annual rainfall is perhajis 39

inches ; at Canton it is about 48 inches, but at Peking it is only a little over a half

of that. In the north, the Yellow Sea penetrates into the land between Korea and

the Chinese coast to within a short distance of Peking ; but this distance is increas-

ing from century to century and from year to year, owing to the dei)osits of alluvia

in the basin.

There are few deep indentations south of the Yellow Sea ; but harbors, estuaries,

and coves are abundant. China is generously supplied with sheltered bays for ships;

nor is the coal which gives wings to these vessels wanting. In northern China alone,

the known coal-basins cover six times as great an area as those of England ;
the coal-

YouNG CiiiNKsE Woman.
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districts of the Cliinese Emi>in> eiiiliiaee together several Imiulred thousand square

miles. The frontier of the empire on the west, toward the uplands, is partially unde-

fined. On the north, China is bounded by the Great Wall, art astounding monument

of human unwisdom. The Chinese did not shrink from raising this ridiculous barrier

to jjrotect their domains against a few mounted tribes of the Stepjie. Millions of

lives were consumed in its construction, and then the Great Wall was scaled by

irreverent conquerors, to the indignation and stupefaction of the j)easants, laborers,

merchants, and mandarins of the Great Pure Kingdom. They had su])poscd them-

selves perfectly secure for the rest of the ages behind this parapet built by patient

engineers, who had succeeded in fastening it to cliffs, in carrying it over mountains

6500 feet in altitude, and through deep defiles. There are brick towers at different

intervals ; but these are independent structures. The Great Wall contained 5650 mill-

ion cubic feet of masonry ; it was made partly of clay, and i)artly of brick, faced in

some portions with granite, and it was 200 years in process of construction. It often

gave way, especially in the clay portions, in the country of the Ortous JNIongols, and

it was often restored ; it was afterward jjrolonged to tlie north of the Yellow Sea and

beyond China proper, in Manchuria, by a strong barrier of stakes, called the Great

Palisade. Such as it is, this so-called Myriad-mile Wall measures 800 leagues from

tlie country of the upper Hwang ho to that of the ui)per Sungari ; that is, including

the Palisade. Time, which has slowly ruined so many nobler monuments, has made

wide gaps in both the Wall and Palisade, and little by little the fantastic rampart is

falling. It is yearly becoming less and less a boundary between China and foreign

territory. The Chinese of the provinces through which it runs ai-e rapidly invad-

ing the Mongolian valleys from which it separates them. Many a vast district, like

that of the Ortous, for example, a dozen or more years ago was wholly free from

Chinese infiuence, while to-day it is almost entirely Chinese. The inilolent nomad

Monsfols cannot hold out against the agricultural, ingenious, prolific Chinese.

The Hwang ho, China's Sorrow.— The Yellow Earth.— The Yellow River, in

Chinese Hwang ho, is appro])riately named. It originates in the high pastoral

regions of central Asia. In China proper, it bathes five provinces, Kansuh, Sliansi,

Shensi, Honan, and Shantung. On the average, its direction is easterly, but a fan-

tastic curve of about 1"250 miles carries it to the north-east into the Ortous country,

a sterile stepjie not in the true China; in former times the stream slumbered here in

an extensive fiuvial lake between two chains, the Ala-shan and the In-shan. From
the Ortous country it moves due south and then is deflected eastward again beyond

the confluence of the Wei, a powerful tributary, yellow like itself.

The Wei, coming directly from the westward, forms, as it were, the string of the

irregular bow described by the Hwang ho ; it irrigates a part of the em]iire where

Chinese learning and Chinese civilization are supposed to have been cradled ; it passes

Si-ngan fu, the centre of letters in ancient times. Between the mouth of the Wei
and the city of Kaifung, the volume of the Yellow River is decreased to some extent

by evaporation, filtrations, and irrigation. The vast Ciiinese plain here furrowed and

ravaged by the stream is fat and commonplace; it has no meadows, for tlie Chinese

turn every patch of ground into a kitchen-garden, no farms, because the Chinese have

a passion for crowding into the towns, and it is almost destitute of groves and even

trees. China takes first rank among countries that have been denuded of their

woods. The inhabitants burned and felled the forests in order to drive out the wild

beasts that lurked in them ; then, when the population increased, every village cut
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down its (froves in onU-r to obtain tillage-gvouiul and garden-plots. Trees are rare

along the roads, but triuni[ihal arches are scattered everywhere tiirougliout almost the

whole of the Flowery Kingdom. They are raised to immortalize great deeds, and are

built of stone in the rocky districts and of brick in alluvial regions.

"J'he over-rich Chinese plain gives birth to an overcrowded jiopulation ; in nianv

of the hamlets and small towns, and in extended quarters of large cities, a degree of

poverty exists not to be met with even in tiie blackest of European industrial cities.

In certain districts there are millions of men living in filth, clad in rags, eating infa-

mous food, and breathing a fetid atmosphere. The streets of many a city, and espec-

ially of many a suburb, are loathsome sloughs where ))igs revel in the mire. The
blear-eyed, blind, scrofulous, deformed, and lepi'ous inliabitants suffer and groan in

huts built along these sewers. Yet, notwithstanding eveiything, most of these families

increase with vigor, like the legions of Ireland's tatterdemalions.

The Hwang ho terminates in a delta of about 100,000 square miles, which has

joined to the solid land Shantung, once an isolated massif in the sea, reaching in its

culminating point an elevation of 5069 feet. It is in the same latitude with Sicily,

and formerly bore somewhat the same relation to the elongated peninsula of Korea
that Sicily now bears to Italy. In 30,000 or 35,000 years the Hwang ho, which is an

exceedingly turbid stream, will probably have filled up the Yellow Sea. Other lesser

currents are aiding it in this work, among them the Liau ho, which is half Mongolian,

and the Pel ho, which has a flow of 7733 cubic feet per second. Peking is situated in

the basin of the Pei ho; it is possible that in remote antiquity this stream ]irolonged

the U])per Hwang ho. In that case, it drained the vast intermontane lake which lias

since become the Ortous steppe. If the Yellow River carries more alluvia than any

other stream in the world, if it is capable, as is thought, of uniting China and Ja])an

in 350 centuries, it is because it is eroding, by means of a hundred thousand streamlets,

the famous Yellow Earth ' (the Hwang tu), which a slight shower converts into mud.

The 300,000 to 350,000 square miles of this incomparable mould, which requires no

fertilization, but even serves as a fertilizer itself, cover the three i)roviiR'es of Chilili,

Shansi, and Kansuh, and a large part of three others, namely, Shensi (about a half),

Honan (the entire north), and Shantung. Around certain mountains the Hwang tu

has a depth of 1000 feet, and yet these strata have been deposited atom by atom.

The dust wafted down to the low country V)y the winds from the plateau must have

been cemented into clay, in the course of ages, by its own weight, by the rains, by the

juices of the earth, and by vegetable and animal decomposition. Some of the richest

coal deposits of the globe are also to be found in these regions. In Honan alone they

cover 20,500 square miles, and in Sz'chuen 100,000.

The clay dikes erected by the Chinese against the inundations of the Hwang ho

do not always withstand the fury of the waters. When once the savage stream bursts

them, it scoops out for itself channels of enormous breadth, capable of cai-rying the

1 This formation, known as loesn, presents one of the most interesting features of tlie pliysical geog-

raphy of China. It has a tendency to vertical cleavage, which is explained as follows by S. Wells Will-

iams (The Middle Kin;/do>n, I. '2!tO): " Every atom of loess is perforated by small tubes, usually very
minute, circulating after the manner of root-fibres, and lined with a thin coating of carbonate of lime.

The direction of these canals being always from above downward, cleavage in the loess mass, irrespec-

tive of its size, is uniformly vertical." In the i)erpenilicular cliffs of the loess innumerable caves are

dug out, and in these dwell the greater part of the inhabitants of the Hwang tu. These cliffs are ."lOO

feet high in places; wherever they are exposed to the action of water, the loess is speedily undermined,
and, falling in vertical sheets, is carried down stream and deposited iu the plain or iu the gulfs and
seas of tlie coast.— Ed.
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entire yellow Hood when it is restored to its normal jiroportions. The incorrigible

river, China's Sorrow, lias changed its embouchure nine times since China began to

record its freaks, that is, for about 2500 years. Its unchained floods have moved some-

times to the north, sometimes to the south of the broad spur of Shantung, through the

alluvial dejwsits by which Shantung has been united to the continent ; it is 550 miles

from the terminus of the most northern path of the capricious river, on the Gulf of

Pechele, to that of the most southern, on the shore where the Yaiigtsz' kiang emjities

into the sea. The rupturing of the dikes in 1851, 1852, and 1S53 oi)cned up the

northern route once more, and tlic Hwang ho turned back to the Gulf of Pechele,

.while jirior to 1851 it ran to the south of the Shantung massif, and terminated mid-

way between these mountains and the mouth of the Yangtsz' kiang. Millions of men

perished by these overflows, partly by drowning, and partly by the famine and fevers

consequent upon tlie inundations. Thousands of families, esca]iing from the stricken

plain, pushed out into the valleys of Manchuria, thus extending the influence of China

farther than ever to the north of the Great Palisade.

The Hwang ho has a catchment basin of about 580,000 square miles, occupied by

nearly 75 million men; its volume is unknown.

The Yangtsz' kiang. — The Imperial Canal. — The Si kiang.— The term Yangtsz'

kiang may mean the River of the I'rovince of Yang,' or possibly Son of the Ocean.

The Chinese call the stream the Ta kiang, or Great River, or simply Kiang, the River.

The French call it the JPlexive Bleu (Blue River), although its waves are of a magnifi-

cent green above the point where it enters the Chinese plain, and, once within tlie

plain, it becomes as turbid as the Hwang ho itself.

The Yangtsz' kiang has its sources in Mongol territory, on very lofty, cold,

continental plateaus, th.it arc as yet unexplored. Three Red Rivers unite to form it;

it is named the Tortuous River,'' the Golden-sand River,' and the White River ;
* it

receives the broad Y^alung, and the Hwuen or Min. Rugged, unsightly gorges con-

duct it from the uplands into the plain. Not more than 500 feet broad in places, but

with a depth at such times of 100 or 1.30 feet in low w.ater, and of 150 or 200 in the

floods, it flows with terrible speed or sullen torpor, in gloomy curves, between rocks

650 feet in height, which shut out all the sunlight. After 119 miles of rajiids, it

reaches the plain at Ichang, and enters the soft alluvial soil, where human beings

swarm like ants in the swamps and rice-fields.

In tributary China tlie Yangtsz' kiang flows .south-east; in China jiroper it moves
east-north-east, traversing or bordering seven provinces, namely: Kweichau, Sz'

chueii, Hupeh, Hunan, Kiangsi, Nganhwui, and Kiangsu. The exuberant jilain

stretching from the mountains to the sea produces three, four, or five harvests

yearly; the well watered, well drained, steaming soil bears mulberries in veritable

forests, tobacco, rice, cotton, out of which nankin cloth is made, sugar-cane, fruit.s,

spices, tea, and the soporific opium-pop))y, which is driving out the rice-culture in

many sections. The traveller in these districts often passes out of the suburbs of a

city of 100,000, 200,000, or 500,000 inhabitants into those of rival cities. Legions of

men dwell here in boats ; they subsist on fish, or on vegetables which they raise on
bamboo rafts, in gardens consisting of a few shovelfuls of mud obtained from the

Yangtsz' kiang. In its course between the mountain and the sea, the stream collects

the emissaries of two great lakes near its right bank, the Tungting and the Poyang,

1 This province, at the mouth of the river, is called to-day Kiangsu.
2 Murui-ussu, in Mongolian. ^ Kin-sha kiang, in Chinese. ^ I'eshui kiang, in Chinese.
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and, between the two, it receives the river Han, a large tribntary on the left, which is

navigable for steamboats during the freshes for a distance of 300 miles ; the Han
conies from the most historic jtart of Cliina, as well as from the Yellow Earth region,

through a valley teeming with inhabitants, and in a channel lined with junks. The
Tungting is an immense sheet of miry water on which the reeds and rushes of the marsh

are steadily encroaching ; its flat shores advance or retreat according to the rainfall

;

the banks of mud and the islands in the lake are sometimes obliterated by the waves,

and sometimes swell above them. The Tungting embraces an area of 2000 square

miles, on the average, and drains a basin of about 77,000 square miles ; it is scarcely

more than six feet deep in summer, but a great rise takes jilace when the two large

A Chinese Woman with Bound Feet.

tributaries (one on the west, the other on the south) are at high water, and when
at its annual freshet the Yangtsz' kiang itself forces back the outlet, and enters

the lake as a counter-current, discharging into it its surjdus waters. The Poyang
covers 200 square miles less than the Tungting, to which it bears a resemblance.

Beds of reeds and rushes and alluvial deposits are slowly but surely connecting its

shores ; it receives powerful affluents, and it reaches the Yangstz' kiang by a short

emissary which sets toward the lake or toward the river according to the season.

Near Nanking, 225 miles from the sea, the ebb and flow of the tide begins to be felt

;

the channel is broad, with dejiths of 130, IGO, and even considerably over 300 feet,

then the stream enters its delta. At high tide, the mire at the mouth is covered

with 10 to 15 feet of water, thus giving passage to heavy vessels which could not

otherwise enter.

The Yangtsz' kiang (3100 miles) drains a basin of 726,000 square miles, occupied
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by 200 million people. In all probability there are not more than three other streams

in the world witli an equal volume, namely, the Amazon, the Congo, and the l\io de

la Plata. The exact volnine of the Yangtsz' kiang is not known; the low-water flow

is estimated at 459,000 (?) cubic feet per second, and the yearly mean at 775,000.

Like the Hwang ho, the Yangtsz' cuts the Grand Canal, called the Yun lio or Transit

River. This water-way is nearly 1250 miles long .and 200 to 1000 feet broad; wlien it

was in good condition, it bore thousands of junks or Chinese vessels, countless skiffs,

villages of boats, and floating cities. It connects, or, rather, it once connected, Peking

with the centre of the empire, and at the same time with the rice-growing j)rovinces

of the south. But since tlie inflow of the Yellow Kiver failed it has been incapable

of transporting a boat from its starting-point on the south to Tientsin, its nortliern

terminus. Witli bi'oad breaches here and there, invaded here and there by mire and

sand, here drained, there filled up, and elsewhere overflowing as a marsh, it is no

longer a national liighway. There are many canals and numerous navigable rivers in

China, but very few public roads.

The Si kiang, or Western River, is the chief current in the south, but it is

inferior to the Blue River and even to the Yellow ; it rises in Yunnan, .and traverses

the two provinces of Kwangsi and Kwangtung. When it reaches its delta of 3000

square miles, after an easterly course of 900 miles, it pours its floods, which are

swollen in summer by the monsoon rains, into numberless channels ; the intricate

net-work of these branches is favorable to the movements of the pirates, wliose

numbers .are at present, however, diminishing. The junks of Canton are rfinged

along one of the br,anches of this delta, which opens on the waters of Macao, a so-

called Portuguese island, and of Hongkong, a nominally English island. The deeply

indented se.aboard between the mouths of the Si kiang and those of the Yangtsz'

pertains to the provinces of Fuhkien and Chehki.ang.

The Chinese.— The Chinese are an exceedingly mixed people, exhibiting wide

differences as to complexion, physique, and physiognomy, but total strangers to

beauty, as Europeans understand the term. They shave their heads, leaving a queue

of hair which is smoothly plaited and hangs down their backs; their cheeks and chins

are almost beardless, their noses fl.at, and their eyes small and oblique. The race is

supposed to have formed slowly, like everything else in Cliina. Elements of all sorts

entered into it, the chief of which, we can well believe, were derived from the aborig-

ines, or so-called aborigines, .whom the Chinese look down upon to-day,— from the

Miaotsz', the Si-fan, and twenty other sav.age nations of the highlands, who were

dreaded and scorned by the rural as well as by the urban population of the ])lain.

These "children of the soil" allied themselves with all the surrounding peoples, with

the inhabitants of the Great Plate.au, with the Mongolians, Turks, Tibetans, .and

Manchus of the north, with the M.alays of the south, with Burmese, and with nations

which are now seemingly extinct. Among the v.arious names which the Chinese have

adopted, there is one which signifies the Hundred Families. This title possibly

commemor.ates their diversity of origin.

The Chinese are patient and sagacious. They are never rebuffed by anything,

but accommodate themselves to all sorts of surroundings. They seldom exorcise force,

but accomplish their ends slowly a;id silently. Opium-smoking and gambling consti-

tute the chief recreations of the Chinese masses. As a nation, they are unrivalled in

jiractic.ality. The guiding virtue of the race since its infancy has been the love of

family, which takes priority over every other sentiment. And this love, broadening
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out, develops into fidelity to tlie Ciiinese State, which is the "great family," and to

the eiiiiiei-or of Peking, who is the "father of the people." With tiie Sons of Ilan,

lilial duty is not satisfied with devotion to father, grandfather, and great-grandfather,

but they worship tlieir ancestors, even to the remotest generation. They seem to

have a passionate love for death ; tiiey delight in making j)re])arations for the event

long in advance; their lirst care is to buy a padded bier, and they sometimes keej)

their coffins exposed to view in the best room of the house. When war or an epidemic

interferes with the regular course of interments, the biers are I'anged along the roads,

the dead within, until the restoration of that quiet which is indispensable to the cele-

bration of the funeral rites. The chief care of the Chinese dwelling in a forei£;n

country is that his body shall be carried back to China in case he dies away fi'oni his

native land ; liis last prayer is to be buried in the sacred soil of the Middle Kingdom.
The burial fields are vast here, where tiie prolificness of the inhabitants is j)ropor-

,r"'i;|,'i '^h'l lli'ii;r''it(:Mf,liM!p.iii: i.ii:,|Vi.'J')tllii<liivniff
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tioned to the exuberance of the Yellow Earth, .and where, for that very reason, death

makes terrible havoc. As the fields of the dead are inviolable, and as every inmate

has his place secure for centuries, the entire territory of China would, in the end, be

one immense cemetery were it not that, from time to time, the advent of a new
dynasty removes the prohibition which protects these last abodes. When a new
family ascends the throne, the old graveyards are turned into cultivated fields, and

new ones are started, which spread, in their turn, until the downfall of the dynasty,

and sometimes still longer. When the reigning ]\[anchu family came to the throne, a

solemn oath was taken not to celebrate its advent by jiloughing, up the cemeteries

;

ihe oath was not violated.

Chinese Emigration.— The Chinese are said to have numbered 37 millions in 1644.

Admitting the truth of estimates, there were 142 million in 1742, 268 million in 1776,

362 million in 1812, and 415 million in 1842. At this rate of increase they would

number 450 million to-day ; the Russian missionaries even estimated them at more
than .500 million twenty years ago. But these figures are doubtless much too high

(see page 353). Every year, in spite of prohibitory laws, in spite of adverse public
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opinion, swarms of inhabitants fly from the buzzing hive of the Great Pure Etnpire;

tliey settle down on Tonquin, Anam, Cochin-Ciiina, and Siam, on tlie rhiliiipines,

Java, Sumatra, the Mohiceas, all the Sundas, and all 3Ielanesia; they are nearly all

without wives, and almost all come from two southern jirovinees, Fulikien ami Kwang-

tung (Canton). As tliey emigrate without Chinese women, they mix with the races

of the countries to wliicli they emigrate. And tliey take possession of everything,

—

of agriculture, gardening, mines and factories, banking, tlie crafts, domestic service,

and traffic.

The Chinese have invaded California and other parts of the United States; they

emigrated there in such numbers, they jjcrformed so much of the labor, they did it

so well and so cheaply, that tlie government has passed laws shutting them out of the

country. They have also been forbidden to land in Australia, because their competi-

tion in every trade and in every sort of business was so inucli dreaded by the Austra-

lians. Their labor is sought in many trojiical regions where the negro, stretching

himself in the sun, is resting from centuries of slavery, as, for examjile, in Cuba and

the other Antilles, in the Guianas, in Brazil, in Peru, and in the islands of the

souti\ern seas.

The Chinese Language. — Pigeon-English. — The Chinese language is divided

into sister dialects which are as closely related to one another as are the Neo-i^atin

French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese. The other dialects are steadily f.alling

back before the court idiom of Peking, the Jucan /nca, or mandarin dialect, the most

impoverished of all human tongues. It is monosyllabic, and destitute of inflections or

even of agglutination. The spoken language contains less than 500 syllables, but these

have a v.ariety of significations according to the s/dnr/, or tone, in which they are jiro-

nounced. Certain dialects in the south are much richer than the mandarin, possessing

800, 900, and even nearly 1000 syllables. The written language is shackled by so-called

symbolical characters which have ceased to image the ideas; the signs, which were at

first roughly representative, have become a tangle of lines, which bid deliance to

the best of memories. There are 44,449 of these symbols ; of these, 214 are termed

determinative or radical char.icters. One or more of these determinatives enter

into the composition of every character in Chinese. Two lifetimes would hardly

suffice to exhaust the science of Chinese reading, but with a few thousand signs

one can make himself understood everywhere. The Chinese write with a brush,

in vertical lines, from top to bottom, and from right to left. In spite of the pov-

erty of tlie idiom, a vast literary structure has been reared. The imjierial encyclo-

pedia, which will comprise all the great national works, will embrace 100,000 volumes.

As few Europeans learn Chinese, and few Chinese study European languages, a

singular mongrel vernacular has grown up in the commercial ports, as the medium of

traffic and ordinary intercourse; this droll lingo, known as pigeoti-English, combines

Chinese monosyllables, English terms, and much corrupted Portuguese terms. Pigeon-

English already has its proverbs, its songs, its odes, and its literature.

Religion.— Government.— Among the upper classes of the nation, a sort of prac-

tical morality prevails, which has been drawn from the teachings of Confucius, a

philosopher whom the Chinese revere as the greatest of men, but who was nothing

more than the prudent counsellor of a very ordinary people. The masses ju-ofess

Buddhism, under the title of the religion of Fo, and the Chinese Buddhists can be

counted by hundreds of millions. A low kind of morality, a multitude of supersti-

tions, a few obscure relics of the adoration of the forces of nature, a respect for
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th(* spirits of the sky, eartli, and water, and, above all, the woi-sliip of their ancestors,

constitute the code of faith of the Cliinese masses. Among men of leisure, many

follow the teachinrcs of the philosopher Lau-tsz'. These teacliings are suited to the

Chinese disposition, for they inculcate the wise and moderate seeking of comfort.

In tlie north, east, and south-west of the empire, chiefly in Kansuh and in the

mountains of Yunnan, dwell 20, 25, 30, or even 35 million jMussuhnans (the actual

number is not known) ; they are superior to tlie rest of the Chinese because they are

not addicted to the opium liabit. Many of them are also distinguislied from the other

children of Han by tlieir nobler features, by their straight or aquiline noses, and large,

open eyes,— a heritage from Arabic ancestors who were summoned to China in the

eighth century by an emperor who resided at Si-ngan, tlie capital at that time. There

are a few hundred tliousand disciples of other religions, including Jews, Christians, and

Fire-Worshippers. Toward the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of

the seventeenth, the Jesuits undertook the conversion of China, but their missions

[lerished, and when the blood of the martyrs ceased to flow, there was not a believer

in Christ among the sons of the Middle Kingdom. The Christians at present to be

found in the empire have been recently converted through the labors of Catholic or

Protestant missionaries.

The yoke imposed on the Chinese by the government is burdened with the exac-

tions of a bureaucratic aristocracy, the members of which are called the Icwan, or

mandarins ; the latter word, which is essentially European, ts derived from the Portu-

guese mandar (to command). The mandarin class, with its intricate divisions and

subdivisions, is bound by routine and red tape, as is the case always where appoint-

ments and promotions depend upon State examinations ; but, directing the affairs of

an eni])ii-e some thousands of years old, the ChiTiese ofliciais have a keen sentiment of

the sanctity of ancient customs, and at the same time they j)ossess the Chinese duplic-

ity and ))atienco. They contend patriotically, shrewdly, and obstinately for the main-

tenance of the integrity of the Middle Kingdom, which is much menaced to-day

from within and without. Within, secret societies and political parties are undermin-

ing the foundations of the colossal structure. The recent Tai-])ing rebellion shook it

so mightily that, but for Ein-o]iean support, it would certainly have fallen to the

ground in shapeless ruins. And it is by no means certain that the blood of the 50

million men who perished in this war was sufficient to solidly cement tlie new founda-

tions. The Mussulman revolt, also recent, likewise made the trembling edifice quake;

the Mussulmans were subjected but not subdued, for they are proud of their faith

and of themselves, and they despise the Chinese rabble. Beneath these social or relig-

ious struggles, in the torrent of violent passions, or the slough of venal passions,

throbs the soul of ancient peoples, whose names have been submerged for a hundred

generations in the vast ocean of the "Pure nation." Without, Ja]ian proclaims her

ambitions; England can touch the empire whenever she chooses, through Eurmah

;

France already touches it in Tonquhi, and Russia threatens it along a frontier of hun-

dreds upon hundreds of miles. But the only external foe which China fears is Russia.

Cities,— The eighteen Chinese provinces are divided mio fii ; the/« are subdivided

into chau, the chau into hien, and the hien intojo«o or <w,, that is, into communes.

The Chinese Empire ranks first among all the jtowers of the world in the number

of cities containing over 100,000 inhabitants. The large Chinese towns always com-

prise three distinct cities, one silent, one noisy, and the third poor and filthy. All

these are equally heaped with ruins made by the civil wars of the third quarter of the
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present century, — debris which Chinese placidity iibamlons to its fate. Tiio srlent

city is the Tatar or imperial city ; it is ])rotccted l)y a wall with so-called inoiiuinental

gates, it is peopled by mandarins and their attendants, and by generals aii<i their

soldiers. It encloses the citadel, the barracks, and the government and treasury

buildings, but it has no shops nor stores, and its deserted streets stretch out between

low walls, borderiiiG; gardens and courts. No trade is carried on here, except tiie

traffic in consciences. The city might be called austere, if anything Chinese could

merit this epithet. The second city is Chinese, and it too is walled ; there is nothing

monachal or military in its aspect. It is busy with traffic in every imaginable com-

modity. In certain narrow streets, there is scarcely room for the multitudes of

passers-by; there is nothing to be seen but stores, flags, posters, dis])lays of goods,

pedlers and business men ; the latter are not (piite as e.\cited as in a European or

American city, but the great ci'owds are very noisy. Slimy ditches and filthy ])ools

disfigure the richest quarters. No noble nionuinenls speak of art, beauty, or the ideal

to the mob of buyers and sellers; the rich man is absorbed with his cares, his calcu-

lations, his jileasures, and the advancement of his selfisli interests; the poor man
struggles for the handful of rice necessary for the sup])ort of his fanuly. The third

city is the suburb, which swarms with laborers, and teems with the unfortunate and

infirm; here are a hundred barracks to every comfortable dwelling,.and a thousand

malodorous sinks to every clean square. This city is not walled in, but scatters its

wretched, filthy liabitations toward the four winds of lieaven.

The capital of China, though not its chief city, is Peking, a town entirely devoid

of splendor, notwithstanding its marble bridges; it lies at an altitude of 121 feet, on

sub-affluents of the Gulf of Pechele. The name Peking, signifying Northern Capital,

as ojtposed to Nanking, or Southern Capital, is as unfamiliar to the neighboring rural

poj)ulation as Lutetia is to the villagers living in the vicinity of Paris. The two

names in actual use are, in government language, Shuntien fu, and in common par-

laTice, Tsing-cheng, that is, the City of the llesidence. The ])0]>ulation has been

placed at 2, 3, 4, and 5 millions, and an estimate of even 10 millions has been hazarded,

but it a]iparently does not exceed 500,000; the city has an area of 244- square' miles.

There is nothing to admire in its one-story wooden houses roofed with tiles, in its

streets lined with barracks, in its irregular vacant spaces, extensive gardens, enormous

palaces, and queer temides. The temperature is high in summer, but it is so cold in

winter that the aimual mean is not much above 50° F., and yet Peking is in the latitude

of Coimbra in Portugal, and Valencia in Spain.

Tientsin («'. e., the Heavenly Ford) lies not far from the Gulf of Pechele, on the

Grand Canal and on the Pei ho, which is navigable for large junks ; it is indebted to

Euro]K'an and Chinese commerce for a rajiidly growing ))opulation, now numbering a

million. It already outranks Peking. Cliihli {i. e., Direct Rule), the province in

which Peking and Tientsin are situated, contains three other cities having a po]iula-

tion of over 100,000 ; the ]>rovinee of Shant\mg (/. e.. East of the Hills), bordering

Chihli on the south, includes five such towns, all of which are destitute of attractions;

0!ie, Wei, has 250,000 inhalntants.

None of the cities of Shantung has a European fame, but Kiangsu (named from

the first syllable of the cajiital, Kiaugning, joined to Sn, part of the name of the richest

city, Suchau) contains several celebrated towns. Shanghai (pop. iv;l-,000), on the

IIwang-])U, a deep channel communicating with the embouchure of the Yangtsz'

kiang, has become one of the chief emporiums of commerce, being surj)assed in Asia
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by IJoinbay alone ; tlio priiici]iiil exports to foreign countries are tea and silk; the

Englisli liave the upper hands here.— Suciiau (])oj). 5()(),000), the Chinese Venice,

built on islets in the eastern part of the Ta liu (Great Lake) and on the Grand Canal,

rises out of a sea of rice-fields; before tlie bloody Tai-ping revolt, it was the centre of

good society, the city of costly luxuries, of elegance, of refined jileasures, of the best

tlieatres, of the noblest literature, the most perfect language, and the purest accent,

and it was also famous for the beauty of its women.— If Yangcliau, near the left bank
of the Yangtsz', and bordering the Grand Canal, really contains 350,000 inhabitants,

it is over twice as large as the world-renowned Nanking (pop. 150,000) ; Nanking
was once the government seat of the ein))ire ; at that ])eriod it was the most populous,

the richest, and the most industrial city in the world. It was still a powerful city

when, .in 1864, it was destroyed from roof to foundation stone, and all the Nanking
inhabitants were massacred, by the national army which had just seized the city from

the Tai-pings. It revived, however, and is now once more a flourishing city.

In the i)rovincc of Chehkiang (t. e., Crooked River), which continues the coast

south of Kiangsu, the cai)ital, Ilangchau, occui)ies the southern terminus of the Grand
Canal. It is situated near the gulf of its own name, and not far from the charming
lake. Si IIu; it was formerly one of the wonders of China, and contained a iHijinla-

tion of two million. Its ]n-esent 500,000 or 800,000, or perhaps 1,000,000 inhabitants,

are crowded around a junk-encumbered port. Hangchau is almost as famed as Nan-
king, and in amusements it competes with the "Chinese Venice."— On the southern

shore of the Gulf of Hangchau, Shauhing (po]). 5t)0,000), formerly much more po])U-

lons, rises in a densely peopled alluvial district near the viaduct of its own name.

Tliis incomparable viaduct, more than ten centuries old, was constructed in a marsh

which has since been drained, and it is still perfectly preserved.— Ningjio (po|).

250,000) looks out on the sea which beats the 400 islands of the Cinisan Archipelago.

South of Chehkiang, Fulikien (i. e., IIa]i])ily Established), the province which with

Kwangtung furnishes almost all the Ciiinese emigrants, abounds equally in enormous

cities. Fuhehau (pop. 630,000), on the northern side of the River Min, thirty-four

miles from its mouth, lies at the fooft of a granitic mountain 2887 feet high ; it is

engaged in the shipment of emigrants and in the trade in black tea.— The once excel-

lent harbor of Changchau (poj). 500,000) is now ruined by sand obstructions, and its

commerce has been transferred to the neighboring city of Amoy (pop. 100,000).

Amoy also shijis bands of Chinese to foreign Lands.

Kwangtung (i.e., Broad East), south-west of Fulikien, contains the most pojnilous

of the Chinese cities, namely. Canton (pop. 1,600,000) ; it is situated on the Pearl

River, one of the innumerable channels ploughed in the ])lastic delta of the Si kiaiig.

Ten thousand boats, anchored along the river, which is fully five-eighths of a mile

broad at this point, bear an entire floating city, where jieopie live and die, Vmy and

sell, suffer and enjoy, just as in any city on the solid land. The mediums of trade

in Canton are the southein Chinese language and ])igeon-English. It was in Canton

that this hybrid originated. The commerce of Canton is less active than at the

})eriod, still recent, when the trade of Shanghai was unimportant, but it is the principal

industrial town in China. Descending the river from the city, we enter the estuary,

the entrance to which is guarded by Hongkong and Macao; ascending the stream, we
soon reach Fuhshan, a city of 500,000 souls.

Continuing the tour of the empire, but quitting the hem of the sea, and pushing

into the interior, the first province encountered is Kwangsi {i.e., Broad West), on the
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frontier of Tonquiii, and traversed throughout its entire lengtii by the Si kiaiig. The

province contains only one large city, Wuchau fu (pop. 200,000), on the Si kiang.

The next province is Yunnan {i.e.. Cloudy South), a metalliferous region, with

Inige mountains and ravines; it borders Tonquin and Uurmah ; it j)ossesses no city of

100,000 inhabitants.

Sz'clnicn {i.e.. Four Streams), a frontier jjrovince north of Yunnan, contains

Chingtu, Chungking, and Suchau. Chingtu (po]). 800,000), in the basin of the Min, a

large tributary of the Yangtsz', on the left, lies at an elevation of 1503 feet, in an

extraordinarily densely peopled plain of 2300 square n)iles, in which are about 30

powerful cities. There must be fully 4 million human beings in this plain. Chingtu

is more cleanly and more attractive than the other large Chinese towns; its polished,

accomplished, lettered, and artistic inhabitants are the Parisians of the Middle King-

dom. Chungking (pop. 700,000), a river port encumbered with junks, borders the

Yangtsz' kiang, in the form of an amphitheatre. Suchau (pop. 300,000) is situ.ated

at the confluence of the Blue River and the Min.— In Kansuh {i.e., Voluntary IJever-

ence, made by uniting the names of Kanchau fu and Suh cliau), north of Sz'chuen,

Lanchau, on the banks of the Yellow River, has a population of 500,000.

Shensi {i.e., Western Defiles), west of Kansuh, ])ossesses the illustrious Si-ngan,

or Peace of the West, which was long the capital of China. Seated on the banks of

the Wei, an afHuent of the Hwang ho, Si-ngan is the great city of the Yellow Earth

region ; and, with its million of inhabitants, it is the second city of the empire.

In Shansi {i.e.. West of the Hills), east of Shensi, the chief city, with 250,000

itdiabitants, is called Taiyuen fu. The Fan ho, a tributary of the Yellow River,

passes through it.

These dozen provinces form the girdle of China. There are six others in the

interior of the Great Pure Empire. Honan {i.e.. South of the River) lies south of

Shansi; its capital, Kaifung (i)op. 150,000), on the Hwang ho, now a decayed city,

was the metropolis of China for twenty-five years (from 1280 to 1305). Its plain is

exposed to the inundations of the Hwang ho.

Ilupeh {i.e., North of the Lake), south of Honan, occupies the centre of China; it

surpasses Honan itself in productiveness. Three towns blending into each other form

a colossal city, equal, if not superior, to Canton : Hankow, Wuchang, and Hanyang
pile up their houses and hovels on both banks of the Yangtsz' kiang, and on the

mighty Han. Together they constitute the teeming emporium of central China.

The plain in which they are situated is studded with lakes, which were formerly arms

or expansions of the Yangtsz'. All together, their inhabitants number 1^ million;

they are said to have had a population of five million, or even eight million, in 1850,

before the Tai-ping rebellion.

In Hunan {i.e., South of the Lake), south of Hupeh, the commercial town of

Siangtan, on the Siang, a vast affluent of L.ake Tungting, has a population of a

million. Changslia (pop. 300,000), lower down on the same stream, is the capital of

the province.

Kweiehau {i.e., Noble Region), west of Hunan, embraces none of the prodigious

cities so common in China. The same is true of Nganliwui (thus named by combin-

ing the first words of Nganking and Ilwuichau, two large cities of the province),

although it oorciers the Yangtsz' on the route between the chief jiort of the interior

(Hankow, Wuchang, and Hanyang) and the chief seaport, Sh.angliai.

The only remaining province is Kiangsi {i.e.. West of the River), traversed from
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south to nortli by the broad Kan kiang, whicli fills Lake Poyang. Nanchang (pop.

300,000), the j)rovincial capital, lies on the Kan, near the southern shore of J-'oyang

Lake ; it carries on an extensive trade in famous porcelains.

Chinese Islands: Formosa, Hainan.— An island 250 miles long by 60 broad, with

an area of nearly 15,000 square miles, rising opposite Fuhkien and Kwangtung, forms

a department, called Taiwan ; it is separated from the mainland by a strait 80 miles

wide in the narrowest portion, and only 200 to 330 feet deep. The jiojnilation is

supposed to number 3,000,000. The Portuguese, who discovered this island, found it

so charming and imposing that they called it P"'ormosa, or the Beautiful, a name
which it still retains. Superb mountains, here limestone, there volcanic, reach an

elevation of 12,830 feet (if we can trust the more than imperfect maps). They do
not divide the island equally, but plunge rigidly into the waves on the side toward
the open sea, while they slope gently toward the strait, facing Fuhkien. It is on this

western slope, where there are broad plains, and valleys, and long rivers, that the

Chinese immigrants have settled.

Before the arrival of tiie Chinese, Formosa was occupied by small tribes, which
are still known as the wild men, or Song-fan. It can readily be believed that tiie

aborigines of tlie island resemble those of the Philippines, and that there are certain

tribes here of the Tagal type, and, in the remote gorges, Negritos, Alfures, and
Igorrotes. Whatever may be their origin, their race is run, for the Ciiinese colonies

from Fuhkien and Kwangtung, though scarcely six or seven generations old, already

cover the entire island. Taiwan fu, the capital, a wholly Chinese city, near the

western coast, contains a population of 70,000.

Hainan, a somewhat smaller island, com]>rises an area of 14,000 square miles, with

2i million inhabitants; the name Hainan signifies "in the south of the sea." It

constitutes the most southern department of China, Kiungchau. It guards the

entrance to the Gulf of Tonquin. But for the shallow Straits of Luichau, scarcely 12

miles broad, it would form a jiart of the peninsula of Kwangtung, to which it does in

fact belong. Hainan is not as well known as Formosa, and it lacks P''ormosa's

imposing beauty; its chief mountains tlo not exceed 6000 to 6500 feet in altitude, but

nature here has all the opulence of the tropics. The northern part of the island is

cut by the 20th jiarallel, while the 25th passes over the north of Formosa. The 500

miles of coast are occupied by the Chinese, who have been established on the island

for twenty centuries ; they came, like the Chinese of Formosa, from the provinces of

Kwangtung and Fuhkien ; they closed around the autochthonous inhabitants, depriv-

ing them of all imporUmce. These savage tribes are to-day weak, poor, despised, and
broken, and all together far inferior in numbers to the " Sons of the Moon." The
cajiital, Kiungchau, a city of 200,000 souls, rises six or seven miles from the Straits

of Luichau.

Macao.— This old Lusitanian fortress, garrisoned by Portugal since 1557, prides

itself on having 4500 Eurn]ieans to neal-ly 65,000 Chinese (on a territory of 12

square nules) ; but a large share of the Eurojieans have in their veins as much Asiatic

blood— Indian, Malay, or Chinese— as Portuguese. They are undersized, of swarthy

complexion, and with a Malay rather than a Chinese or Euro]ican cast of features.

Many of them are interpreters in the various languages of this quarter of the globe.

It is from their patois, which resembles, more or less closely, the language of Minho, of

Beira, of Estremadura, and Algarvcs, that pigeon-English derives its principal elements.

Macao is on a small peninsula jsrojecting from the island of Hiangshan, at the mouth
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of the Si kiang. It retains only a faint reflection of the splendor of those clays when

it was the centre of tlie commerce between Europe and China. The activity of its

English rival, Victoria, on the island of Hongkong, dealt it the last and fatal blow.

Hongkong.— This Switzerland of 32 .square miles, witii an elevation of 1768 feet,

is composed of granites, schists, and volcanic rocks; it lies off the coast of Kwaiig-

tung, in a sea swept by destructive typhoons. When it was coded to tiie Eiiglisli, in

1841, there were fishing hamlets all along tho shores, and a few peasants occupied

certain of the glens. About 195,000 inhabitants, nearly idl Chinese, dwell at ])resent

on this block, which is detached from the continent by a channel only 8200 feet broad.

Nearly the entire population, consisting of merchants of every gr.ade, commission-

agents, porters, sailors, and laborers, is concentrated in the capital, Victoria, which is

an important commercial town. There are 4000 Europeans, mostly Portuguese, or

rather Lusitanian half-castes.

VASSAL COUNTRIES.

Manchuria. — The area of this country is ai)pro.vimately fixed at 370,000 to

380,000 square miles, and the population at about 7 Millions. The term Manchuria

is a misnomer, for the inhabitants number less than one M.inchu to twenty Chinese.

Roughly sj)eaking, Manchuria is a grassy, wooded, rainy district, stretching from the

lofty Mongolian plateau to the Pacific coast; but half of this coast has belonged

to the Russians since their .annexation of the portion out of which their Littoral

Province was formed. The climate is cold for the latitude, and 31anc'huri;i possesses

all the grandeur of the north ; here are magnificent pasture-hands, fruitful soil, and

limitless expanses of forest, with thick-furred tigers, superb panthers, black bears, and

"wolves. The rivers issuing from the snow-ca]>])ed, limestone Long White Mountains

(or Shan-a-lin, 8,025 feet), and from the volcanic Khingan, form two mighty currents,

— the Liau ho, on the south, and the Sungari, on the north.

The Liau ho of the Chinese, the Sira-muren or Yellow River of the Mongols,

crosses the Great Palisade, and flows turbidly into Liautung (ea.st of the River Liau)

or Shingking, which may be regarded as a nineteenth province of China proper. Its

deposits in the Bay of Liautung ha\e already greatly diminished the area of the Gulf

of I'ecliele. The white Sungari is much longer and broader than the Liau ho; it

equals the Amur, and even outrivals it in the sjiring, when the sun heats the snows
of the Long White Mountains. Its mother-branch is the Xonni, called by the

Chinese the Si kiang (Western River), like the stream of the two Kwangs at the

other extremity of the empire. When it approaches the Amur, at least 930 miles

(following the thread of the watei-s) from the city of Kirin, where it begins to

be navigable for boats drawing 3 feet of water, the Sungari has an a\ erage breadth of

6500 feet.

The Manchus, who belong to tho race rightly or wrongly called Mongol, scaled

the Great Palisade about two hundred and fifty years ago, and, descending into

China by the Liau ho, they established the dynasty which rules there to-day; but the

Ciiinese, more formidable in ])eace than in war, at once beg.'ni a sil<>nt invasion of

Manchuria. Almost man by man, natives of Shantung, Chihli, and Shansi pushed out
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into the Manchu Imid ; there they have colonized richly, while the Manchus have

ruled barrenly in China. The Mancliu tongue became the official language at the

court of Peking, and in tlie higher government bureaus, in the jMovinces as well as

at the capital; but nothing now remains to it except this artificial life and its use

by 400,000 men in Manchuria itself. Moreover, these 400,000 men understand

Chinese. Manchu, which is a much nobler language than Chinese, is regular, rich,

sonorous, and sweet; it never admits the occurrence of two successive consonants

in the same syllable.

Manchu Manchuria is disappearing. It was impossible that a country of its size

should remain unpeojtled by the side of an emj)ire of three, four, or five hundred mill-

ion men. Even a feverish atmosphere would not have preserved it from invasion

;

but Manchuria is healthful, and its life-giving climate is one of the chief attractions

to settlers. If Russia had delayed the ainie.\ation of the lower Amur for a time, the

Chinese Empire would have .extended its borders to the birches of Okhotsk.

Not only is the Manchu tongue superior to the Chinese, but the honest, benevo-

lent, ujiright, i)astoral Manchus are of a far higher type than the polished, cunning,

equivocal, clever multitudes that have overrun them, from the first to the last of tlieir

eight banners or tribes.— The division of the Manchu nation into eight banners is

a mere historic relic ; the actual division of the country is made in Chinese fashion,

into provinces, /«, chau, and hien.

The capital, Mukden (pop. 180,000), or the "Flourishing," the Shin-yang of the

Ciiineso, is likewise the capital of the province of Shingking.— Kirin (pop. 120,000),

capital of the province of the same name, lies on the Sungari, not far fi-oni the moun-

tains in which the river rises. The Sungari is a thousand feet broad at this jioint.

—

There is no large city in Tsitsihar, tlie northernmost of the three provinces into which

Manchuria is divided.

Korea.— Korea, by the corruption of two Chinese words, has been called by the

natives Choson (or Tsio Sien) for about five hundred ye.<irs;i that is, since the

advent of the present ruling family. Tsio Sien, a Chinese term slightly transformed

to suit the Korean tongue, signifies the Morning Calm ; and Korea is, in fact, between

China and the rising sun. It is a jieninsula of 85,000 square miles, with perhaps

lOi million inhabitants. The Russians are suspected of coveting this long strip of

land, which runs out from Manchuria like the beak of a bird of prey. Korea curves

around between the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan. But for its climate, which

is very cold for the latitude, it would bear a striking resemblance to Italy. It

recalls the Euro])ean ])eninsula by its shape and direction, its ]irolongation into an

inland sea, and its division into two basins, which are tr.aversed by small coast-

streams; moreover, the western basin is the broader of the two, and lies at the base

of a mountain-chain analogous to the Apennines. But Korea is not warm and

genial ; it has not the skies of Genoa, of Naples, nor of Palermo. The climate

is, nevertlieless, milder than in Manchuria and northern China, the winters are less

severe (except, perhaps, when the terrific north-east winds prevail), and the south-

west monsoon brings beneficent rains. Snows are abundant in Korea, even in the

south, under the isamc parallels as Biskara, Algiers, M.alaga, and P.alermo; the teiii-

1 Mr. Percival Lowell, in his work entitled CJiosSn : The Land of (he Morninri Calm (p. 402), tells us

that the name Choson is at once the oldest and newest name of the peninsula. " It was so called pre-

vious to the tenth century, and the old name was revived on the coming in of the present dynasty, in

1391. In the interim, the kingdom was called Koryo, whence our name Korea."
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peratnre sometimes falls as low as — l3^F. ; and over the entire country torrential

rains tleprive the summer of its greatest heat.

Of the two seas whose subdued chant lulls the littoral Koreans to sleep, the

eastern, the Japan, almost dashes against the mountains. It is a deep sea, with

excellent harbors on its rugged shores ; there are few islands off the coast. On the

south and west, however, in the Hwang hai, or Yellow Sea, fronting a seaboard

where the tide rises to ]>rodig-

ious heights, clusters of small

islands, islets, and reefs are

numerous ; it is from these

archipelagoes that the Korean

des])ot styles himself King of

the Ten Thousand Islands.

The loftiest mountain whose

altitude is certainly known is

not over 8200 feet high ; more

elevated peaks are thought to

exist between the 40th and 42d

]>arallols. Though Korea may
not rear any giant masses, the

surface is mostly in uplands,

with vast pine and fir forests,

especially in the north. From
these countless eminences, from

the woods (which abound in

bears, panthers, and small, fero-

cious tigers), from the summer

rains and winter snows, num-

berless torrents are formed, and

the Korean is never at a loss

for water to flood the rice-

fields which furnish his sub-

sistence. The Ya Lu kiang, or

Ap Nok kang, or the River of

the Duck's Green, the largest

of all these streams, has its

sources in the Shan-a-lin, the

reverse slope of which cradles the Sungari; it is navigable for boats for 180 miles.

The Korean nation is evidently formed from a mixture of several races. A great

variety of types exists in the peninsula ; not oidy do we find Mongol, Manchu, and

Chinese features, but faces of the Aryan cast. And it is possible that some of the

roots of the nation extend their ramifications into what is known as the White race.

Generally speaking, the Koreans resemble the Chinese and Japanese, though they are

more robust, of larger stature apd of nol)ler carriage. They are energetic, strong-

limbed, and not .afraid of fatigue. Their idiom is non-monosyllabic, and even .iggluti-

native; its primitive character has been much altered through contact with Chinese.

Korean civilization and learning were derived from China, and the Chinese language

lias consequently exerted a deep influence on the Korean, which was originally very

A Korean.
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unlike that of the children of Han, and, in fact, related to the dialects of northern

Siberia and the Ural regions. An absolute monarch rules over this Buddhist nation,

whose literature, science, manners, etiquette, and government are thus purposely

moulded on the Chinese model ; it is a pity that the Korean people, who are said to

be full of force, sense, dignity, and courage, did not follow the dictates of their

own genius.

The capital, Soul (pop. 150,000), is built on the banks of the Ilan kang, which is

not navigable for ships as far as this point, and which emjities, a little farther down,

A KOKEAN PALASI.U IN.

into the Yellow Sea, opposite the extremity of Shantung. There is a scarcity of

great cities in the peninsula, even in the densely peopled south. The Koreans live

mostly in hamlets.

Mongolia and the Mongols ; Gobi, Kokb-nor. — It is doulitful, owing to the

atrocious climate, whether there are 2 million men on this socle, of varying altitudes,

which embraces 1,304,000 square miles. The JNlongolians are not subjects, but allies,

of China. These descendants of the formidable followers of Jengliiz Khan are dreaded

by the jteople of the Celestial Empire, although they look to the Chinese emperor as

their chief, and pay him a yearly tribute of horses, camels, sheep, and other animals.

What they offer, however, to the " Light of the Middle Kingdom " is not as valuable

as the presents which they receive in return ; and they are kept in subjection by-

constant bribery.
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With time, through tlie influence of Buddhism and tlic example of Chinese

moderation, this race of marauding horsemen, which covered Asia with seas of blood

and received in Karakorura ambassadors from the most powerful kings, has given

place to a nation of good fathers (thougii notoriously gluttonous and lilliiy), and of

pacific, even cowardly shepherds. These men are indolent in mind and body, and at

the same time they are skilled riders, inured to cold, heat, thirst, hunger, and all

sorts of fatigue except that of the march. The Mongols have preserved little from

their bloody past, except their military organization, their government by khans or

cliiefs, and their grouping into 33 aimaks, or tribes, which are subdivided into 172

kliochoun, or banners. Current history mistakenly charges all this past of carnage to

the Mongols alone; but more than one race and one tongue were represented in

Jenghiz Khan's flying camji ; his horde of warriors was recruited from all the large

tribes of northern and central Asia. The same was true of Tamerlane's torrential

army, and later also of the troops of the "Mongol" conquerors of India— the

founders of the opulent empire of Delhi. The great Mongol nation has lost all

cohesion. Some of its tribes have submitted to Chinese ascendency ; others, .as the

JJuriats and Kalmuks, have taken r.ank in Russia's endless cortege. In the remote

past, these tented herdsmen formed, perhaps, one and the same peojDle with the men

who to-day till the fields along the banks of the Yellow River and of the Yangtsz'.

The Mongol features are Chinese, with slight sh.ades of difference, such, for

example, as less oblique eyes. They have high cheek-bones, flat noses, and bl.ack

hair ; their cheeks are smooth, either naturally or as the result of the long practice of

depilation. As for the non-monosyllabic Mongol tongue, it has no afiinity with

Chinese, but belongs to the stock which recent scholars designate as Finno-Tataric

or Ural-Altaic ; there are three great dialects, corresponding to the three great

branches of the nation, namely, the East iMongols, West Mongols, and Buriats.

The Khalkhas, a division of the East Mongols, inhabit the north of ^Mongolia, that

is, the high Altai valleys, in which murmur the head-waters of the Yenisei, and of

rivers which go to supply Lake Baikal or to form the river Amur. Hei-e stretch vast

tracts of excellent pasturage which the White Czar will some day wrest from his

cousin of Peking. The Kiialkhas also occupy the basins of various salt lakes, the

greatest of whicli, the Ubsa-nor, embraces about 1200 square miles. Altai Mongolia

is more valuable than the other sections of the country; it is far superior to Gobi,

which separates the Khalkhas on the north from the Eleuths on the south.

Gobi, a desert of about 460,000 square miles, is called Sha-raoh by the Chinese.

It forms the eastern terminus of the arid belt which begins on the Atlantic coast,

between Morocco and Senegal, and which, traversing the old continent from west-

south-west to east-north-east, extends from the Bank of Arguin to the Khingan Moun-
tains of Manchuria (including the Sahara, Ar.'ibia, Iran, Tur.an, Takla-Makan, and

Mongolia). Whoever visits the Desert of Gobi under the burning summer sun sees a

torrid Sahara with fixed or moving dunes, gravel as sterile as the stones of the ham-

niadas, evaporated lakes, waterless torrent-beds, and yellowish or saline dei)ressions

;

but the traveller is greeted in winter liy polar temperatures; the excessive cold is due

less to the latitude than to the dryness and elevation of the jilateau (2G00 to 5000 feet,

the mean altitude being 3950). Herds of tkeren anteloj)es fly like the wind over the

ungainly j)laiiis ; the Mongolian's two-humped camel, his horse, his ox, his cow, and

his broad-tailed sheep browse here on a wretched grass. No trees arc to be seen

;

along the entire route across the desert, from Urga to the Great Wall,— a road which
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is much travelled, notwithstanding the inclement climate of the plateau,— there are

just five trees, in a distance of 500 miles. The winds are strong enough to uproot

even low plants like wormwood and mugwort, and these they chase in a mad dance

over the hard ground of the steppes.

South of the Desert of Gobi, a few tribes of Eleuths roam in tlie lofty mountains

and deep valleys, and along the borders of the salt lakes, in the j)rovince known as

Koko-nor or Tsing hai ; this Mongolian country of 110,000 square miles contains

perhaps 150,000 inhabitants. It borders China on the east and Tibet on the south

;

its mountains are an expansion of the Kuen-lun range. Lake KokO (Blue Lake) is

The Dkskrt of Goni.

250 miles in circumference, and covers an area of 2000 scjuaix' miles. It has no

outlet, although more than one torrent flows into it from the neighboring snow-clad

mountains during four months of the year,— that is, during the season that is not

absolutely wintry at this altitude of 10,700 feet. The lake is ice-bound 250 days

every year. Other banners rove south-west of Koko-nor, where the Hwang ho, in

its extreme upper course, flows over the high pasture-grounds of Oduntala. Cities

are few and small among these mounted hei-ders, these drinkers of mare's-milj< ; but in

and around the towns are enormous convents which are occupied by hundreds or

thousands of lamas. It is said that fully a third of the Buddhist Monj^olians while

away their lives in these consecrated barracks.

The chief city, called by the Mongolians Bogdo-Kuren, or Great Canij), is more
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widely known under tlie name of Urga (pop. 30,000). It is situated in northern

Mongolia, in the territory of the Khalkhas, near a river which flows into the Orkhon

;

llie Orkhon empties into the Selenga, and tlie Selenga- flows to Lake Baikal. A&
I'rga lies at an altitude of 4245 feet, its temperature sinks as low as — 54^ to — 58° F.

By far the greater part of the Mongols of Urga are lamas, and the city ranks next

to H'lassa in degree of sanctity. It is the seat of the Taranakh-laina; this sinless,

immortal ])0])e is subordinate to the TilK-tan Dalai-lama, the i)ope of Shamanism,

residing at H'lassa. Tibet is the Holy Land of the Mongols, H'lassa their Home, and

Tibetan is their sacred tongue.

Chinese Turkestan.— Gigantic Mountains.— Scant Rivers : The Tarim, Lob-nor.—
This country of 425,000 to 435,000 .s(piare miles is called Turkestan because its

600,000, 800,000, or 1,000,000 inhabitants sj)eak Turkish, and it is Chinese because

it is a dependency of China. In the national tongue it bears the name of Djeti-

Shalir, or the Seven Cities ; in the language of ]\'king it is entitled Tliiau-shan nan

lu, the Route south of the Celestial Mountains, to correspond with Thian-shan peh

lu, tlie Route nortli of the Celestial Mountains (i.e., the Dzungaria country). The
climate is cold and excessively dry.

From the gigantic mountains which encircle it everywhere except on the east,

—

from the Thian-shan ^ on the north, the Karakoriim on the south, and from the huge
western breastworks formed by the rim of Pamir, torrents descend into this ancient

Kashgaria; but for these, the entire country would produce nothing except dry

pasturage, and the towns would be replaced by the tents of the nomads and by winter

hamlets. In a rainier clime, in a region less frequently swept by whirlwinds, the

rivers from the lofty mountains (the Karakash, the Khoten, and the Yarkand, issuing

from the Karakorum, the Kashgar from Pamii-, the Ak Su and the Taushkhan from

the Celestials) would pour down as Rhines or Rliones, and, uniting into one mighty
stream, would ])ierce the rocks to the sea. But neither the Thian-shan, nor the Roof
of the World, nor the Karakorum bear frosts worthy of their great altitudes; the

currents which they send to the Seven Cities sink into tlie ground or are lost by
evajioration farther down stream. All these rivers united form an exceedingly scant

stream, the Tarim (250 or 260 feet broad), which straggles as far as Lob-nor. This

lake, which is gradually being displaced by the shifting sands, consists of two lagoons

having a depth of 7, 10, rarely of 1.3 feet, and situated at an elevation of 2201 feet

;

it is, for the most part, a reedy swamp with rush thickets, and it constitutes the last

remnant of a vast Caspian, the very ancient Si liai, or West Sea, of which Chinese

history preserves some traditions.

Owing to the scarcity of water and the constancy of the winds, the air is inces-

santly filled with fine s.and ; sometimes it appears in funnel-sliaped clouds and hurri-

canes, sometimes it is invisible and impal])able, but it always veils the sun. It is due
to this dust in the atmosphere that blindness and ophthalmia are so prevalent in

' As M. Reclus has already referred to the disputed question of the geological formation of the Thian-
shan range (see page 2541, it may not bo out of place to notice here the existence of an old crater among
the out-mountains of this chain. Lieutenant-Colonel T. E. Gordon, C. S. I., published a ivork, a few
years since, entitled The Hoof of Ike World, which contains an account of travels and explorations made
in Turkestan. After describing tlie discovery of an extinct volcano among the Thian-shan summits, he
says: " Sir Henry Kawlinson, the President of the Royal Geographical Society of England, in address-

ing the meeting of the loth of June, 1874, said, with reference to this, that the discovery of an extinct

crater on the outer skirts of the Thian-shan was a most important addition to our knowledge of the

physical geograi)hy of the region, confirming, as it did, what tlie great Humboldt always maintained
with regard to the Thian-shan, but what the Russian geographers have recently disputed."— Ed.
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Turkestan, among nomads as well as among the sedentary inhabitants. The latter

are everywhere less robust than the roving population, for, however fruitful their

oases may be, fevers often hover around the extravasated waters. The climate of the

oases, as well as of the desert, is exceedingly crabbed and variable.

In this vast depression, Turks, Iranians, Chinese, Mongolians, and Tibptans, as

well as Hindus and Arabs,— in a word, all the Aryans, Semites, and Mongols of

the surrounding countries,— have been fused as in a huge vat. Out of the mixture

has sprung a Turkish race, the members of which differ greatly in features but are

unilingual. They all speak an excellent Turkish. The Galchas, the only rural

po])ulation (the inhabitants of the oases are nothing more than suburban kitchen-

gardeners), have preserved their old Iranian tongue. The entire nation professes

a strict Islamism.

The cities and towns are often buried under the masses of shifting sands. Yar-

kand, the chief city, contains a population of 60,000, 80,000, or 100,000 souls, according

to different calculations ; it borders the principal current of the country, the Yarkand

Daria, at an elevation of 3921 feet. Kashgar (pop. 50,000) is somewhat higher above

the seas (4042 feet). Khoten (pop. 40,000) is at a still loftier elevation, 4492 feet, in

the region where the torrents roll jade in their waters, near the sand-pits of Takla-

Makan.

Takla-Makan.— Tliere is no more arid district in the world than Takla-Makan,

which forms the western terminus of the Desert of Gobi; nowhere are bolder dunes

abandoned to the countless caprices of the winds. Certain of these sand mountains

reach, it is said, an elevation of 425 feet. Now, the dune of Lescours, the most

famous in Landes and in all Europe, is only 292 feet high.

Dzungaria.— When the Mongolian faces the Orient, on his right, to the south-

ward, stretches Tibet, which he has named Baran-Tola, or the Right Side ; on his

loft is Dzungaria, or, in Mongolian, Dzegum-Tola, or the Left Side. The Chinese

call this region Thiau-shan peh lu, or the Route north of the Celestial Mountains, as

. they name the Turkestan of the Tarim the Route south of the Celestial Mountains.

Both these names are very a]>propriate ; eastern Turkestan affords a route to Europe,

— difficult, it is true, — by way of western Turkestan and the Caspian, while Dzun-

garia offers another and a very easy passage, either by the valley of the Hi or by the

jtlains of the upper Irtysh ; at the terminus of the Hi stretches the steppe of the

Balkash, and along the Irtysh, which is reached beyond a summit-line of only 2510

feet, lies the steppe of Semijialatinsk.

In the north of Dzungaria, which was formerly a sea or lake, and which is now

a rugged steppe, scant streams creep over the clay, and melancholy shrubs struggle

desperately against furious winds; not a green meadow, not a grove, not a forest

is to be seen ; numerous brackish lakes, large and small, glitter in the sunlight, but

no river flows out of them. In the south, between mountains towering 10,000,

20,000, or 23,500 feet above the seas, the Hi, a large tribut.ary of Lake Balkash,

moves through a superb valley, amid grassy fields, gardens, and orchards, sending off

canals and receiving torrents formed by the glaciers.

There were a million Mongol inhabitants in Dzungaria when, in 1757, the

Chinese fell upon tliein and massacred them almost to the last individual. There

were two million Chinese, Manchus, and Mongols there when, in 1865, an uprising

of the Mohammedans of the country left, it is said, only 139,000 living inhabitants.

The Chinese have flowed into the country since, and Dzungaria is slowly ])eopling
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again. It contains now scarcely 600,000 persons on its 148,000 square miles. The

capital, Kulclja (pop. 15,000), is situated on the Hi, at an elevation of 2070 feet, in

tlie midst of gardens and poplar groves and near powerful fountains ; it is jiossible

A FaLCONKU OI- ClIlNESIi TUISKESTAN.

that these springs cross the mountains through subterranean channels, from Lake

Sairam, which lies at an altitude of 41G0 feet.

Tibet.— Tibet (652,000 sq. m.) is known to its rulers, the Chinese, under the

name of Si Dzang, or the Western Dzang. In the interior or on the frontiers rise

tlie Kueu-lun, the Karakorum, and the Himalaya i-anges, the liighest chains in the
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world. Among the lofty valleys are the valley of the upper Iiulus and that of the

upper Brahma))utra, here called the Dzangbo. Such is the elevation of this country

that a salt mine is worked on tlie plateau of Lashe, between Ladak and Digarshi, at an

altitude of 21,654 feet, or nearly twice the height of the Pyrenees. There are other very

lofty mines, such as certain gold veins, where tlie miners protect themselves from the

intense cold with the skins of long-haired oxen, the horns of which they do not remove.

The Kuen-lun; Katshe.— The oldest and at the same time the least elevated and

the least rent of the three giant ranges whj'ch burden Tibet's monstrous back is the

northern, or the Kuen-lun, a prolongation of the Hindu Kush, as the latter is a pro-

longation of the Caucasus. This long chain, composed of syenites and sandstones,

runs eastward, and terminates at the centre of Cliin.a, .above the plains of the Hwang
lio and the Yangtsz'. As it lies so far to the northward and so remote from the

warm waters in whicli the monsoon originates, it jiossesses fewer snow-masses and

fewer glaciers than the other two. In a word, it is tlie most continental of the three.

In Tiliet, its .altitude reaches 23,950 feet, and, as in tlie Karakorum range, the passes

are loftier than tliose of the Himal.ayas ; they open in an exceedinglj' rarefied atmos-

j)]iere, where man finds it difficult to breathe.

Katslie, as the Tibetan district soutli of the Kuen-lun is called, is a plateau

14,750 to 15,750 feet above the seas; it offers to the Turkish or Mongol shej)herds

a few summer meadows around certain lakes and lagoons. Here mountains rise above

23,000 feet, or even reach 24,500 ; tlie greatest elevation is .attributed to Targot-gap

(Father Targot) ; Dangr.o-yum (Mother Dangra) is considered sacred : tiie pilgrim

who makes the tour of it three times, reverently saying his pr.ayers in the chapels, is

cleansed from liis sins; Nindjin-tangla (2.3,596 or 25,016 feet) towers near Tengri-nor,

a lake 50 miles long, with an area of about 1000 square miles, and situated about

15,000 feet above sea-level. Its waters are supposed to flow to the Indo-Chinese

Salwin ; its sanctity attracts i>ilgnins, who come in processions to worship Buddlia in

the cloisters along the banks and in the islands.

The Sutlej, Indus, and Dzangbo.— Katshe contains no Tibetan inhabitants, and

has none of tlie ch.aracteristics of the true Tibet except the extreme elevation of its

surface. The re.al Tibet crouches at the southern base of the Karakorum; it

embraces throe valleys, namely, the u])]icr Sutlej, the upper Indus, and the upper

Dzangbo. Tlie Sutlej has its head-waters in the sacred lakes of Manasarowa and

Kavan-hrad, which are dominated by Mount Kailasa, 22,000 feet high. Kailas.a, in

Tibetan Tise, w.as peopled in the legends of olden times by the gods of M.ahadeva's

brilliant cortege; it is the M.aha Meru of the Indian Pantheon, which is celebrated in

60 many hymns and invoked in so many prayers. Buddhists and Br.alimanists alike

also invoke Lake Manasargwa, which they believe to have been created by the divine

breath of Brahma. Fortunate is tlie pilgrim who journeys to its celestial waters

;

and more fortunate still is the being whose de.ad body is iierniitted to float in its

waves. This lake is gradu.ally shrinking, for the jirocess of desiccation is going on

slowly but surely in Tibet. The snow-line is found at an elevation of 18,300, 18,700,

and sometimes 20,000 feet. From the plateau, the Sutlej soon enters the Punjab
through frightful gorges. The Indus likewise descends into the same region, but

by a longer route, forming the,arc of a circle, of which the Sutlej is the chord, and

it reaches the excessively dry lowland through gloomy defiles. It is uncertain

whether the Dzangbo * (signifying in Tibetan the Holy River) receives the w.aters of

' The term Yarn Dzangbo, often encountered in books and on maps, means the Upper Dzangbo.
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tlie Palti, a circular lake 13,498 feet above the sea. It is tlie Dzaiigbo that the

uii])reeedente(l rains of Assam convert into tlie sjiecies of perpetual inundation

called the Brahmaputra. When it leaves the uplands to bury itself in gorges

and to drop there, from rapid to lapid, into the lower valley, it caiTi^ apparently

28,000 cubic feet at low water and about 700,000 in the freshes.

Eainy Tibet, Dry Tibet.— The eastern part of Tibet is wholly dissimilar to the

western. The mountains are of stupendous proportions, as in the west, but they are

rent by gaps into which the monsoon raiiKi penetrate. Fantastic erosions, prodigious

masses of debris, black caiions, torrents whose courses have not been traced, but

wliich certainly flow to the Irrawaddy, the Salwin, and the Mekong,— such is rainy

Tibet. The distinguishing ch.aracteristic of dry Tibet, inai)propriately called the

Snowy Kingdom and the Northern Snows, is its continental climate, which is as des-

titute of rain and consequently of snow as is j)ossible at such high altitudes. The
climate is glacial, even in summer; there are few trees and almost no shrubs, and

nearly the only cheerful flame to be seen is that produced by the slow-burning yak-

dung. The inhabitants, no matter liow they are clad, suffer terribly from the cold

winds; nature has wisely covered the animals with an abundance of fine hair or wool,

— goats as well as sheep, the powerfully built dogs as well as the yak or Tibetan ox,

the buffalo, the antelope, the ass, the heraion, and the monkeys, lynxes, white wolves,

white bears, and panthers. Sheep are used in Tibet as beasts of burden ; tliey are

the only animals capable of climbing to the heiglit of some of the cols ; they carry

weights of 10 to 25 or 30 pounds through p.asses 20,000 or even 21,000 feet above

sea-level.

The Tibetans. — Dalaism. — The Tibetans call both their country and themselves

Bod ; their number is variously estimated from 1^ to 10 million. The latter fig-

ares are certainly much too high, but 1^ million is perhaps too low an estimate,

although nearly the entire nation lives along the Dzangbo. The Tibetans arc of

small stature, with powerful shoulders, broad chests, and swarthy complexion;

their features lack nobility, because of race origin, and from the effect of the

cold winds, which would blight any cast of countenance. But they are a kindly,

upright, energetic, and faithful people. Converted to Buddhism between the fifth

and seventh centuries, they received, along with the doctrine of Sakya-muni, all the

science and civilization that the missionaries of the new faith brought with them to

these desolate i)lateaus. They remained tlie most fervent disciples of Buddha;
and it was through them that the Buddhist teachings made the conquest of upper
Asia. But these doctrines were not preserved in their original purity, and Tibet

became the sanctuary of a religion which was founded on Buddhism, but which took

on a new form, and became known under the name of Dalaism, or L.amaism.

Tibetan, the most agglutinative of the monosyllabic idioms, has pushed beyond the

frontiers of the people which witnessed its birth. Its diffusion outside of Tibet,

eastern Cashmere, a part of Sz'ehuen, etc., is duo solely to the progress of Lamaism
in central ^Vsia and in the noilhern plains. It is understood in Mongolia, in Man-
churia, in Siberia, and even .among the Kalmuks of the Volga, by the swarms of

priests and monks who infest the countries where Dalai Buddhism prevails.

Xot including chapels,- there are in Tibet three thousand temples and monasteries,

the sanctuaries and abodes of a hundred thousand lamas, who constitute the aristoc-

racy of the country. Certain of these priests, the Yellow Cajis, are celibates ; mar-

riage is permitted among the Red Caps. Throughout all their nine sects is heard the
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unwearying repetition of tlie mystic formula: Om mani padme hum! This prayer is

breathed by more lips than any other in the world ; but neither the priests, nor the

throngs of monks and nuns, nor the most subtle doctors, nor the mass of laymen,

understand this " cry of the soul." What meaning underlies these few old Sanskrit

words, which ai'e translated into common speecli by the enigmatic expression : God !

The Jewel in the Lotus ! Amen ?

H'lassa, the capital of Tibet, counts 20,000 ]iriests among its 50,000 inhabitants.

It is situated at an altitude of 11,700 feet, in the valley of one of the left affluents of

the Dzangbo. On the Putala, the rock overlooking the city, in an enormous

structure, at once palace, fortress, and convent, dwells the incarnation of Buddha,

known as the Dalai-lama, — the Priest 'of the Ocean, the Sea of Wisdom, and the

chief of the Yellow Cai)S. Another incarnation of Buddh.n, a very great j>relate,

though less powerful territorially and pecuniarily than the Dalai-lama, is the Bogdo-

lama, or the Teshu-lama, " the most excellent of tlie Jewels of the Understanding,"

the head of the Red Caps, or married ])riests. With 4000 officiating priests, he

occupies the lamasari/ or monastei-y of Teshu-Lumbo (or Exalted Glory), a few miles

from Shigatse, a city situated 11,880 feet above the sea. The third person in the

Tibetan patriarchate is the Taranakh-lama of Urga. The Buddhist monasteries

often enclose 2000, 4000, 5000, and even 8000 priests or monks, it is said. The
Om mani padnte hum/ opens wide tlie gates of happiness to them.

JAPAN.

The Archipelago of the Sun's Origin, — The Japanese call their delightful country

Nippon, from the Chinese syllables Zipj^c'U signifying literally the "Sun's origin,"

i. e., the land over which the sun first rises. Yamato, meaning " at the foot of the

mountains," was the ancient appellation of Japan, and it is still its poetic name.

The Japanese archipelago is com])osed of aliout 4000 islands, lying east of Siberia,

Manchuria, Korea, and northern China. All but five of them are small, and one of

these five, Saghalin, the most northern, has been absorbed into the Russian Empire
;

in exchange for its 24,500 S(]ua)-e miles, which arc, however, cold, foggy, and oni|)ty,

the Japanese received the Kurile Islands,' or less than 0000 square miles, with less

than 500 inhabitants. Ja)»an now embraces 148,456 square miles, with a population

of 40.072,020.

Hondo: Mountains and Volcanoes; Fuji-san.— More than half, almost three-fifths,

of the empire is comjirised in Hondo (86,772 sq. ni.). This island is most approj)ri-

ately named, for the word signifies " j)rinci])al land." The terms Tsiondo and

Naitsi, meaning "central land," are less commonly em))loyed ; but they are, never-

theless, very suitable titles, since the central point of the island is nearly equidistant

from the most northern of the Kuriles and the most southern of the Riukiu grouj),

near the tropic of Cancer. Hondo is known on our m.aps as Ni))pon, Nij^hon, or

Nihon, a name which correctly applies to the entire archipelago. It is cut on the

north by the 41st parallel and on the south by the 34th.

1 The 1875 treaty gave Japan all the Kuriles, but the Southern have always been Japanese.— Ed.
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The loftiest mountains of Japan are in Hondo. Some of them liavo a sufficient

altitude for the formation of snow-masses and small glaciers ;
' yet but for the

extreme wetness of the climate there would be no persistent snows, as nearly all the

summits are below 10,000 feet. There are several active volcanoes on the island

;

these rise from a socle of granites, gneisses, mica-schists, and schists. The culminat-

ing peak, the majestic P\iji-san, is visible from no less than thirteen provinces. It lias

been quiescent since 1707; but between 789 and 1707 it suffered six disastrous cruj)-

tious ; this mountain has contributed its share of ashes to the raising of the Hondo

FujI-SAN.

plains. Puji-san rises gently and gracefully, not far from the southern sea, from

a pedestal .about 90 miles in circumference; its .altitude, 12,287 feet,^ surp.asscs that of

the Pyrenees by more than 1000 feet, but is considerably below that of the Alps.

Owing to its conical shape, it supports no glaciers nor snow-masses; the snows Last

only ten months in the year. The Japanese regard the mountain as sacred, and it

appears everywhere in their romances, songs, poems, pictures, and sketches, and in

all the fantasies of their charming art. Thousands of pilgrims visit it to pray in the

temples, and many make the ascent to the summit at the beginning of summer. The
crater h.as a depth of 6.50 feet and a circumference of 8200. Legend connects the

largest of the Japanese lakes with Fuji-san; it is related that at the very instant

' At least, on Tateyama, iu tUe Hida range. 2 Or 12,366.
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ttlicn the mountain sprang into tlie air tlie outlines of Lake Biwa's graceful bays

appeared far awaj' to the west of the volcano, near the northern sea. It was on the

chores of the Biwa, and on the </aica ' issuing from it, called the Yodogawa, that the

ifaprtnese race had its birth and development ; it was here that the language formed

itnd ripened, and here that art had its awakening. Biwa has about the same area as

the Lake of Geneva ; but its depth, 279 feet, is only a fourth that of the European

Like. It dominates the sea at an elevation of more th.in 300 feet.

There are other Japanese mountains, much lower than Fuji-san, which have more

extensive persistent snows, or eject lava more frequently and more abundantly.

Among the active volcanoes, Asama-yama* (828-1 feet) is regarded with abhorrence.

A hundred years ago its eruption caused the destruction of 48 towns and villages.

Ilida and Nikko are famous for their snow-cajiped mountains. In Ilida (10,000 feet),

tbe whitest of all the Japanese masses supplies water to numerous impetuous rivers,

and it has changed many a volcanic cup into a transpareiit azure lake ; on the summits

ol; wooded an<l lacustrine Nikko the year is one long winter. Fuji-san, Asama-yama,

the Ilida and Nikko chains, all rise in the centre of Hondo.

The Seto-utsi.— Sikok, Kiusiu.— A shallow strait, called the Misima-uada on the

)iOuth-west and the Ilarinia-nada on the north-east, separates Hondo from Sikok; another,

the Suwo-nada, jiasses between Hondo and Kiusiu ; still auotlicr between Kiusiu and

Sikok; and, lastly, the Iwo-uada washes at the same time the shores of Kiusiu,

Sikok, and Hondo. All these straits constitute the Seto-utsi, or Inland Sea,—
a broad, luminous, marvellous fiord, with three inlets. Skj-, earth, ocean, nuiuntains,

the inlinitely varied forests,— everything in nature apj)ears here in all its seductive-

ness, at once graceful and grand. If the ,magic waves should sink 150 feet, or 200

at the most, the three islands Avould be united into one.

Sikok, or the Four Provinces, has a population of 2,863,000, on about 7000 square

miles. Volcanoes, none of them over 5000 feet high, rise on a schistose foundation

;

some of these arc very destructive, especially the Tsuiioyama, whicii is still active.

Forty thousand persons perished by a single eruption of this volcano.

Kiusiu, or the Nine Provinces, consists of schistose rocks. It has an area of

16,800 square miles and a poi)ulation of 6,166,000. Volcanoes have been frequently

active here; toward the end of the last century 53,000 inhabitants Were destroyed by

a convulsion of Miyiyama; and its neighbor, Uzeu-san, is still smoking. In 1038, the

Christians, who revolted against the laws and faith of the emj)ire, were cast by thou-

sands into the jaws of this last-nained monster ; Asosan is not yet extinct. The
culminating point of Kiusiu is 5480 feet above the oceans.

Yezo.— The orange and banana flourish in Kiusiu and Sikok; in the south, and

even in the centre of Hondo, where the mild, moist climate evokes a brilliant vegeta-

tion, tea, cotton, and rice grow exuberantly, and the /lara (mountain meadow) on the

mountain flanks is a delightful orchard. But tow!}rd the north of the large island

nature becomes severe; beyond the Tsugaru Strait, in Yezo, or the "land of the

savages," it is harsh and frowning. Yezo was long neglected by the Japanese as a

cold, sullen region, almost uninhabitable for the fortunate men on whom the sun of

the Seto-utsi smiled. They are colonizing it at present ; but there are still not over

271,000 inhabitants here, with the Kurile islanders. Yezo is about equal in extent

1 Gawa, or kama, is tlic term applied in Japan to a river, stream, or torrent, and to water-courses in

general.

^ Ywna in Japanese signifies mountain.
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to Scotland, which it reseiriblos in climate, in its aciciilars, its fish-stocked sea, and its

rivers running between basaltic banks and abounding in salmon. Yezo contains the

principal stream of Japan in the Ishikari ; the latter flows in a narrow, rocky bed, and

has seventy-three rapids. Yezo has volcanoes, like all the Japanese islands. It attains a

much higher elevation than Sikok or Kiusiu, but is lower than Hondo ; the Devil's

Solfatara (Itasibe oni) rises to a height of 8507 feet. The island has been likened to

a huge elephant's head, with the trunk stretching southward. It is covered with

opulent forests, of divers species, among which the rigid, gloomy, austere pines, firs,

larches, and other sombre ti'ees of the north, predominate. Immense treasures of

coal are hidden in the bowels of the mountains,— 400 billion tons, it is estimated, or

enough to illuminate and heat the world for fifty generations. Yezo itself finds use

for its coal ; for the climate is cold, notwithstanding the exuberant vegetation, and

althouirh the sky in the south is that of Vesuvius and in the north that of Venice.

The Ktuiles.— The Empire of Jajian has recently annexed an archij)elago north of

Yezo, named the Kuriles, and a splash of ^Uiminous islands south of Kiusiu, called

the Riukiu Islands. Though the Kuriles are numerous, there are not a thousand of

them, as their Japanese name, Tsi-sima (Thousand Islands), would indicate. They

extend in an admirably regular curve for 400 miles, from a point ojsposite Yezo

almost to the southern extremity of Kamchatka (from which they are separated by a

shallow strait) ; the concave portion of the arc faces the Sea of Okhotsk, which is le.ss

than 2600 feet deep, while the convex fronts the Pacific in the vicinity of its lowest

depressions. The Kuriles are said to contain more volcanoes than the principal islands

of Ja})an proper; their number is placed at 52— of which 9 or even 13 are still

active; there are only 49 in the large Japanese islands (of which 17 are active):

namely, 32 in Hondo, 11 in Yezo, and 6 in Kiusiu and Sikok. The Kurile cones .are

sharper in outline and less worn than the Japanese ; few of them have been meas-

ured. Of the 5740 square miles of territory embraced in the Kurile chain, Iturup,

not far from Yezo, occupies 2658, or nearly a half; the islands are almost uninh.'ibited,

notwithstanding the abundance of fish in the seas, an<l although tillage is not to be

dos])aircd of in the major part of them.

The Riukiu Group.— There was a long dispute between the Chinese and the Jap-

anese for the possession of the Riukiu Islands. The claims of the Japanese, whose

language is spoken in the archipelago, were recognized in 1874, and the islands have

since been treated as an integral jiart of the empire. The Chinese call the group the

Lew-chews, as they are unable to articulate the letter r. Like the Kuriles, the Riukius

lie in the form of an arc of a circle, with the convexity toward the east ; but tlie two
archipelagoes are totally unlike in climate, aspect, .and geological formation ; the oak

does not reach maturity in the Kuriles, while ]),alms grow luxuriantly in the Lew-

chews; the Kuriles bristle with mountains, the Lew-chews have no elevations above

1600 feet ; the Kuriles are volcanic, the Lew-chews are not ; the Kuriles are unculti-

vated and almost uninhabited, the Low-chews are a rich garden su]iporting 400,000

inhabitants. All together, the Riukius embrace 1805 square miles; they stretch from

near Kiusiu to Formosa. They are surrounded by a belt of corals, from which the

name of the islands, signifying, probably, " the land of the transparent coral," is

derived.

The Japanese,— Their Origfin and Language.— It rains copiously on the brilliant

empire of Japan ; 64.6 inches of water fall annually on the isl.and of Hondo, at Tokio,

the capital, 69 at Yokohama, the port of Tokio, 52 at Hakodate, in Yezo, and 48 at
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Nngasaki, in Kiusin. Again, not only its insularity but the influence of the Kuro
Shiwo (the Gulf-stream of these waters) 2)roduces a much mikler climate than the

neighboring continental lands of Manchuria, Korea, and northern China possess,

although the temperature is much lower than in the same latitudes and at equal alti-

tudes in western Europe. Japan, nevertheless, matures more fruits and cereals, and in

greater varieties, than corresponding European countries. There is no country in the

world, not even within the tropics, where so many different species of superb trees

are to be found on such a restricted area. There are so many rich j)lains and fruitful

valleys in the principal islands, so much water descends from the mountains for the

A Shinto Tejiple.

imgation of the rice-fields, so many forests have been converted into grass-lands

without destroying the mountains or ruining the climate, the seas are so abundantly

stocked with fish, and, lastly, the Japanese live so frugally, that Japan supjiorts 267

persons to the square mile, and, excluding the "colonial lands" of Yezo and the

Ivuriles, there are more than 350 men to every 640 acres. Yet the coinitry is so

rugged that there are scarcely 20,000 square miles of really cultivable soil.'

According to the Japanese themselves, they are descended from natives of the

Kurilc Islands crossec] with an autochthonous tribe, which was related to the aborig-

ines of Formosa. They are clearly a mixed race, for they present an infinite variety

of types, from olive-yellow to white, from narrow and oblique eyes to wide open

' Without Yezo, the Kuriles, and the Kiokius ; that is, iu ancieut Japan.
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Straight-set eyes, from jirotruding high cheek-bones to sunken cheek-bones, from flat

noses with big nostrils to noses of the noblest mould. Among scientists who have

studied tlie .laiifiiiese types in all parts of the empire, some connect them with the

Chinese and with the " Mongols " in general, and others with the Malays ; others still

assign them to the White race, 'i'hey are, for the most part, ugly-featured and of low

stature. The women are very slender and graceful. The Japanese live in peace and

contentment ; they are kindly, free from malice, and marvellously ])atient, as well as

clever, sagacious, jiractical, industrious, and eminently artistic ; they are said to have

outstripped the Chinese, from whom they received their first lessons, and whose

language they have allowed to degrade their own agglutinative and mellifluous

tongue. Japanese has not preserved its original force and elegance anywhere except

at the imperial court and in the salons of select society ; among the masses of the

people it has been corrupted with monosyllables ill suited to the genius of the old

idiom. In writing, the Ciiinese hieroglyi)lis are used in connection with the Jajtanese

characters, which are syllabic. Notwithstanding appearances, the influence of China on

Jajjan is superficial, and the Japanese have preserved their vitality and their origi-

nality in spite of the regard which they evince for the language and literature of

their neighbors. Of late, they have transferred their admiration and worshij) to

European arts, sciences, and languages ; but even this fetichism is losing favor. The

nation which could convert its archipelago into a garden where volcanoes were still

smoking can retain its individuality without having recourse to the terrible laws

which only recently armed the country against foreigners. It is not many years since

the Japanese government, jealous of its independence, absorbed in home affairs, and

fortified by the maxim that the stranger is always an enemy, ])rotected the empire

doubly against outsiders, first by beheading every non-Japanese who landed on Nippon

soil, and secondly by forbidding every subject to leave the empire without express

permission, under pain of heavy punishments.

Buddhism, which was early introduced into Japan by Chinese apostles, did n6t

drive out "the worship of the ancestors, and of the eight million spirits"; this latter

religion, now known as Shintoism, was rather engrafted upon the former; the two

faiths united their gods, saints, rites, and legends, and the same ])agoda often serves

for both confessions. There are 190,000 Shinto temples, and 72,000 Buddhist.

The Japanese were living wholly secluded from the rest of the world when sud-

denly, in 1868, they entered u])on a new era by renouncing the worship of their past,

their isolation, and their blind imitation of the Chinese. At the same time that they

opened their ports to Europe they changed rulers. Previous to this date the supreme

power was nominally vested in the mikado or dairi, a prince residing at Miako.

This monarch, who was protected in turn by each of the great vassals, was assisted in

the executive jwwer by a lord called the taikun or shogun, and residing at Yedo.

From the latter part of the sixteenth century down to 1868 the mikado was nothing

more than a "do-naught" ruler, the taikun having made himself suzerain of the

eighteen daimios i or feudal v.assals, each of whom had complete jurisdiction in his

own fief. With 344 petty nobles, these 18 great nobles constituted a ))owerful feudal

aristocracy; but the system has been shattered, and the niikado's rule has been

restored.

Cities.— Japan possesses several cities with over 100,000 inhabitants.

Yedo,^ in Hondo, on the shores of a deeiJ-set bay, was formerly the taikun's capital,

1 Literally, "great names." s Literally, "port of the bay."
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while the mikado resided atMinko; but since the mikado's restoration to power he
has transferred liis court to Yedo, wliich lias assumed the name of Tokio, or "eastern
caiiital." This city is at jiresent, tlien, the sole metropolis of Japan; it has, however,
lost considerably iu its po]>ulation. Before the downfall of the shogun's power, the

iuiiabitants numbered 1,500,000, against 1,313,000 to-day. Under the shoguns, the

daimios were compelled by law to pass a

[lortion of tlie year in Yedo, with their

courts, great or small, under the eye of

the master ; this law has been re-

pealed, the lords now remain on
their estates, and the population

.^, , , . ,, ,=_ of Yedo has shrunk. There

Si^lln^if^lrlrfvsi ^i -""-^^ are 250,000 bamboo and pa.

lAi^'J^iHstlsit! i5|i4f'
I

: r -^^-~-" "" per houses in Tokio ; these

!iiitil|i? TlppA*4li| i-~P^ are often destroyed by

Japanesk Stiiket Boahd for Govhknmkxt Edicts, i

conflagration. An entire quarter will disai^pear in an hour, but the inhabitants dread
the ravages of fire less than they do the destruction wrought by heavy stone edifices

during the earthquakes which are the bane of ,Ta]ian. One hundred thousand men
sometimes perish, it is said, during a single earthquake.

Kioto, or Miako, is also in Hondo. It is situated a few miles west of Biwa Lake.
This once magnificent city is still famous for the urbanity of its inhabitants ; it is an

1 From " A Muramasa Blade," by Louis Wertheimber. Illustrated by Japanese artists.
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art centre and the seat of classical learning ; a purer Japanese is spoken here tlian in

any other city of the emjjire. It was founded more than eight Imndred years before

Yedo, which dates from about 1600 ; but the population does not now exceed 276,000.

It is built in a charming and healtliful region.

Ozaka (443,000), 30 miles from Kioto, lies along canals of the Yodogawa delta,

very near a gulf of the Inland Sea. It is the Japanese Venice, the monumental

city of the Land of the Sun's Origin, a very busy port, and a manufacturing

city.

Nagoya (155,000) is a manufacturing and commercial city near a bay on the

dee])ly indented coast stretching from the waters of Tokio to those of Ozaka.

Kanazawa (197,000) is situated at the base of the mountains, 5 miles from the

Japan Sea, facing the distant peninsula of Korea.

Yokohama (120,000), about 20 miles south of Yedo, on the same bay with the

latter, contains more Euro])eans than any other city in Japan, and is the chief empo-

Tium for Euro])ean and American commerce with Japan.

Kiusiu possesses no city of 100,000 souls, or even of 50,000. Nagasaki contains

a population of 44,000 ; this charming town, otherwise called Cape Long, serves as a

sanatorium for European and American merchants who are unable to endure the

heavy heat of the Shanghai climate ; it was long the only spot in Japan where the

Dutch, the sole Europeans allowed to enter the archipelago, could settle (on the arti-

ficial island of Deshima).

Sikok has no populous centres; still less has Yezo. The capital of the latter

island, Sapporo (pop. 8000), is growing slowly, in the valley of the Ishikari, not far

from the sea. It cannot vie with Hakodate (pop. 53,000), a crescent-shaped port on

a sjtlendid roadstead.

The Ainos.— This people, of enigmatic origin, is to-day reduced to about 20,000

souls, more or less (probably less). There is some Aino blood in the veins of the

Japanese ; but the Aino tongue has no affinity with the Japanese. Ainos are to be

found among the Russians in the south of Saghalin, and among the Japanese in the

north and to a certain extent in the south of Yezo; there are besides a few f.amilies

of Ainos who engage in the fisheries of the Kurile Islands. They h.ave disappeared

from the north of Hondo, where they still existed three or four hundred years ago.

There were, doubtless, some also on the neighboring continent; but tlie Manchus

gradually crowded them out in the regions of the lower Amur, and the Japanese

drove them fi'om the islands.

The Ainos have long, bushy beards and heavy, shaggy hair ; it is even said that

their entire bodies are covered with a sort of fleece. Their heads are well formed,

their faces less flat than their Mongol neighbors', and their frank, somewhat sad

countenances, lighted up by beautiful, straight-set black eyes, are even attractive.

They are strong-limbed and small or middle-sized ; tliey hunt the bear, the wolf, the

stag, and tlie smaller animals, and engage in fishing, but they never till the soil, not

even in the south of Yezo, where the land is cultivalile. Though they kill the bear,

they at the same time fear and reverence him as a great spirit. The Ainos believe

themselves to be descendants of a god and a goddess. Ethnologists are uncertain as

to the race to which they should be assigned.
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Tlakicks.

AFRICA.

Name.— Situation.— Extent.— The origin of the name Africa is nncert.iin ; it is,

pei-liaps, a coi-ruption of Auraghen, or Avraghen, the name of an insignificant tribe of

the Tuarick nation, a division of the great Berber race. Tiie Auraghen foi-merly

inhabited the shores of the Gulf of Sidra ; tlie name Africa was first given to tliis

seaboard, then it was extended to the surrounding country, and afterward to the

entire sliore from tlie Gulf of Sidra to the Pillars of Hercules, and finally to the

whole continent.

Africa is joined to Asia by a tongue of land 70 to 75 miles broad, stretching from

the alluvia of the lower Nile to the Arabian coast, and called the Isthmus of Suez.

The two continents may not always have been imited. Evidences o^ a primordial

antiquity are wanting in the Suez Isthmus ; it is not a very old rock, but a strip

of sand, of fluvial or marine .alluvia. Africa was once an island, then, unless it was

attached to Europe by the Ibei-ian, Italian, or Grecian peninsula, or, perhaps, to

Syria. If any one of these connections ever existed, or if Africa was ever separated

from Asia, man had lost all memory of either fact when Greece heard for the first

time of the country.

391
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Africa ])luiigfs on the noilh into the Mediten-aneaii, o])]>osite the wannest and

most favored shores of Eiirojie ; on the north-east, it faces the bald mountains of

Arabia, across tlie lied Sea; ou the east, it borders the Indian Ocean, out of wliich

rises its great ishuid of Madagascar ; and, histly, on tlie west, from the Cape of Good

Hope to the Strait of Gibraltar, it looks out over the Atlantic— tliat ocean which

for 350 years was furrowed by slavers, transporting the Africans to the American

shores. These traffickers in human flesh have turned aside the torrent of history by

the creation of new peoples out of alliances between Blacks, Whites, and Reds.

Wiiile the sons of Ja]>het were dragging the race of Ham beyond tlie seas, Shcmite

buccaneers set sail from the African gulfs, and, crossing the Mediterranean, landed

as ])lunderers on the coasts of Sicily, Sardinia, Italy, the Balearic Islands, and Sjiain;

then, leaving bcliind them a train of flaming cities, they turned the prows of their

boats southward, carrying with them the sons and daughters of Japhet,— the latter

for the hai-ein, the foi-mer for the galleys.

From Cape Bon, from which Sicily is visible in clear weather, or from Cape

Blanco, whence Sardinia can be seen, to the Cape of Good Hope, Africa is more than

5000 miles long; from Cape Verde, on the Atlantic, to Cape Guardafui, on the

Indian Ocean, the breadth is 4850 miles. The coast-line, of 17,700 miles, is 2112

miles less than that of Europe,^ and yet Europe is only a third as large as Africa;

the latter lias an area of about 12,100,000 square miles,^ fully a thirtieth of vvliich is

still unexplored. The population is, jierhaps, between 163 and 165 million.

Struetvire. —-Altitude. —-The organization of Africa is m.assive and coarse; islands,

slender peninsulas, and deep coast indentations are wanting, as well as large and

easily navigable streams. It is traversed in its broadest ])ortion, fi-om the Atlantic to

the Red Sea, by the greatest desert in tiie world ; it is encamped on the equator,

which crosses it nearly midway between Algiers, in the extreme north, and Cape

Town, in the extreme south. This desert, .and the tropical situation, would make

Africa the torrid continent jxir excellence were it not for the sui)erb central plateau,

the most extensive on the globe after the Asiatic. The mean altitude of Africa is

variously estimated .at 1900 to 2160 feet. This is the loftiest of the continents.

The Barbary Plateau.— Barbary, stretching between the blue Mediterranean and

the blazing Sahara, along the shoulders of the Atlas r.ange, is an elevated plateau ; it

is separated from the smaller plateau of Barca by the sandy waves which the Desert

]Hishes out toward the waves of the Mediterranean. Barbary was an island at the

period when the Sahara was a .sea; ' it is an island still in its isolation from the other

habitable portions of the African continent. Tiie name Barbary is derived from the

Berbers, or Kabyles, a race known to have inhabited this region from the earliest

times, and which, driven back by the Arabs in the eleventh century, still inhabits the

upl.ands. The Berbers are widely diffused over North Africa; they number only

a few millions, it is true, but this fact is due to the desert character of their soil,

which, with the exception of the Tell, the o.ases, and a strip along Soudan, is com-

posed of sands and rocks and is almost never visited by the rains. But for the

Sahara this race might have become one of the great families of the earth. For the

last fifty-seven ye.ars French, Spaniards, and Italians have been intermarrying with

1 Europe would have vastly more than 19,812 miles of coast it account were taken of an infinitude

of fiords, friths, and rias.

2 Or, more correctly, though these figures are not exact, 12,13fi,000 square miles. See p. 8.

* According to many geologists, the Sahara is not an old sea-bottom.
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tlie Berbers and Arabs of Xorth Africa. The new race resulting from these alli-

ances is growing vigorously in Algeria and Tunis, and it seems destined to rule in the

future over all northern Africa, south as well as nortli of the Atlas ^Mountains.

'J'liis chain is the one celebrated by the ])oets as bearing the crystal vault of lieaven

on its old shoulders. It has fallen from its mythological heights ; the enormous pile

of inassij'd, sierras, and plateaus is really a prolongation of Mediterranean Europe in

climate, vegetation, inhabitants, and all its luminous and dry nature. From the last

crest on the south we pass from the Tell into the Sahara. However, during the

rainless season (the longest of the two seasons into which the year is divided in the

TUARICK VlLLAGK IN THE ALGEniAN DESEHT.

Atlas region) the torridity of the desert extends to the very coast of the magic sea.

The mountains do not tower high enough into the African azure to protect Barbary

from the fiery southern winds. The burning Sijocco and clouds of devastating

locusts reach Tunis, Algeria, and even Morocco, from the Saharan oven.

The Great Desert.— South of the plateaus of Barbary and Barca, the Sahara

stretches from the Atlantic to the Red Sea and from the Atlas Mountains to Soudan;

this vast desert is estimated to have an area nearly equal to that of the United

States, including Alaska. At rare intervals, an oasis, with a fountain and palm-trees,

invites the traveller to rest from his rough jiilgrimage across hammada, sebk/ia, and

areff.— The hammada is a stony, burning region, without a spear of grass or a l)ush,

the sebkha is a shallow hollow iucrusted with salt, and the areg is a belt of shifting
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dunes.— The Arabs seldom cross the desert except in bands, and led by a trained and

sagacious guide. This guide must possess both knowledge and ])rescience; he must

be familiar with the course and waning of the stars, the jj.ath of the sun, the mounl.'iin-

peaks, the dunes, the de])ressions where a little moisture transudes, and each solitary

tree or shrub ; he must be able to interpret the footprints on the sand, and to scent

the prowling robber, in order to shun him or surprise him, and in order that a heap

of bleached bones may not one day reveal the fate of his caravan.

Such a region is doomed, except in the oases and in a few ravines of the loftiest

mountains (6500 to 8200 feet, perhaps). In the west and centre dwell Berbers and

Arabs, pure, or crossed with each other, or tinted with negro blood, and Tiuiricks,

likewise Berbers, roam from well to well on their meharis, or race camels ; on the

east are black tribes,, into which some Berber blood has entered ; on the northern

margin a few French families are gradually becoming acclimated.

Egjrpt.— Soudan.— Egypt lies east of the Sahara; in the west and in the east

stretch waste mountain tracts, and beyond the Ked Sea the arid immensity is j)ro-

longed nearly across the continent of Asia. But between the two deserts Egy]>t is

traversed by the Nile, which by its inundations and deposits annually restores this

famous valley. It is from Soudan that the stream brings its beneKcent alluvia.

The Sahara and Soudan border each other along an tindulating line more than

3000 miles in length, extending from Saint Louis, on the Seneg;d, to the Red Sea,

and separating the zone of tropical rains from the rainless zone. Black nations,

nations bronzed by ancient alliances with the Berbers and by modern, even contem-

porary, alliances with the Arabs, are crowded into Soudan. They present the most
diverse types as reg.ards stature, features, beard and hair, and shade of complexion

;

they include races of athletic proportions as weH as dwarfed tribes.

One large stream, the Niger, a few smaller streams, of which the Senegal is the

chief, certain rivers emptying into the White Nile, and. Lastly, the Ch.ad dei)ression,

which is sometimes a lake, sometimes a lagoon, receive the waters of Soudan.

Around this lake, on the streams, and in Soudan proi)er, two religions and two
hutnanities are struggling for the sui)remaey. Arabs and pure or Arabicized

Berbers are to be met here (though diminishing in nund)er in measure as the Desert

is left behind) with wholly black men, and with such bronzed tribes as the Fulahs.

The Berbers, Arabs, P^il.ahs, and a few other peoples .are fervent Mohammedans,
actively engaged in the Avork of propagandism among the pagan Negroes around

them. A new element has recently appeared here. The French, who were threaten-

ing Soud.an from the Sah.ara, have entered it by way of the Senegal.

The Great Plateau.— The Great Plateau begins in the upjier Nile regions and in

unex]ilored tracts south of Lake Chad and the Niger; it stretches southward, between

the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, continually narrowing, and terminates in a blunt

point very near the southern cpast. Possibly some sections of this table-land are

among tlie most fjivored portions of the globe ; but before it had l)een at .all ex])lored

it was supposed to be a sterile expanse of sand. It contains vast lakes and broad

rivers, which, owing to the cojjiousness of the rainfall at all seasons, are like j)ermanent

inund.ations. The cradle of the Nile, the Victoria Nyanza, is almost as v.ast as Liike

Superior; Tanganyika, which empties its waters intermittently into the Congo, is

a deep lake, not less than 328 miles long ; Nyassa, nearly twice the size of Lake
Ontario, sends a broad river to the Zambeze. Tlie Nile, Zambeze, and Congo rank

among the great currents of the earth. In view of its altitude, the Great Plateau
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may become a healthful abode for the white man. The Portuguese of the Congo and

the Zambt'ze, the Dutch and the English of the Cape, and the J'rench of the Ogowai
may all ho])e for life here, as may also the Italians and the Germans.

The African plateau has not been sufficiently explored for us to be able to desig-

nate with certainty the culminating suniinits. Not far from the shores of the Indian

Ocean, on the east, the equatorial sun lights uj) the snowy helmets of Kenia (18,000

feet) and Kilimanjaro, both extinct volcanoes. Kilimanjaro reaches an elevation of

19,700 feet, — at least, this altitude is attributed to it, but it has never been ])roperly

measured. So far as known, it is tlie loftiest mountain in Africa. The massif from

which it rises is lashed by the rains ten montlis out of every twelve.

Negroes and Negroids.— The Slave-trade. — South of the Sahara,i as far as the

southern point of the continent, Africa swarms with athletic and prolific negro tribes

;

and not only with Negroes, but Negroids, or co])per-colored peoples with hand-

somer features than the Negroes and often of even nobler mien than the \yhites

themselves. Many of these different tribes live and die, rove and himt, and liave no

history; others, especially among the Negroids, have founded em])ires rivalling the

greatest of those known to man in the amount of blood shed by them.

Fifteen thousand elephants are slain annually in Africa merely to supply the ivory

liandles for the ShefHeld cutlery, and 51,000 in all. Fifty-one thousand beasts

slaughtered yearly ! And yet nearly ten times this number of wretched Africans ara

dragged in shackles over the paths leading from the blazing village where the Arab
or the Black man-hunter has fettered them, to the market where he is to sell

them. There are more women and children than grown men in the slave caravans,

and it is said that three out of four perish from fatigue, heat, and wounds, or tmder

the whip; now, 12.5,000 Negroes are still sold every year in the markets of the

Mussulman or pagan cities of the Nile basin and of the interior or the coast districts

of Africa. There would, then, be 375,000 deaths. These numbers are perhaps exag-

gerated (they are certainly decreasing from year to year), but there is ground for the

belief that in the most flourishing days of the slave-trade the bleeding and suffering

victims brought to the ports of embarkation left at least 500,000 dead on the dolorous

road. Africa has been drained of 100 million men by this horrible traffic, and yet

the two Americas, where most of the survivors entered bondage, contain to-day

scarcely 25 million Negroes, including mulattoes and cross-breeds.

The Europeans anrl their American descendants have ceased to import slaves; in

the tropical sections which they are unable to cultivate themselves, the labor is per-

formed by Chinese, Blacks, Indians from India, Anamese, Polynesians, and even by
Canary Islanders, and by Portuguese from Madeira, the Azores, and the Cai)e Verde
Islands. But the Mohammedans continue to hunt the Negro, and this inexhaustible

race furnishes them servants for their houses, fellaheen for the fields, mechanics,

craftsmen, and stalwart soldiers for their armies.

The entire African continent is destined to be seized by the European nations

;

they have already grasped Algeria-Tunis, Egypt, the Senegal and Niger regions, the

Congo, and the southern Triangle. But the Euroj)eans are unable to colonize directly,

except in the temi^erate regions, namely, in the Tell, in the Cape countries, and

probably in certain sections of the central plateau. Everywhere else, France, Eng-

land, Portugal, and the Boers will be compelled to found nations analogous to the

Brazilian. Now, the French and the Lusitanians have no repugnance to alliances

' AiiJ to a certain extent in tlio Sahara.
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with the Blncks, but the English and the Dutch regard the woolly-headed race with

horror ; this uiitipatliy is at once their weakness and their strength. As for the Ger-

mans, the latest comers, they have not yet been brought face to face with the Negroes

nor witli the ])rotected Negroids ; • neither have the Italians, who watch Abyssiniii,

Shoa, and Galla land from the lied Sea, nor the Belgians, who have recently Ijeconie

"protectors" on a grand scale over the 800,000 or 1,000,000 square miles of the

Congo Free State. The Europeans will explore Africa, plunder it, exhaust it, trans-

form its races, subvert its ideas, and destroy its languages; but the task will be a long

and difficult one, for seven-tenths of the continent lies within the tropics. Moreover,

the northern and north-western countries -are Mussulman, and these will be less easily

subjugated than the pagan lands of the centre and south.

EGYPT.

Ancient and Modem Eg^t.— Egy]it is the node of the old continent ; it unites

Africa and Asia by the Isthmus of Suez, and forms, now that the Isthmus is jiierced,

a highway between the Occident and the Orient.

This country gave to the world one of the first civilized peoples whoso history is

known to our brief memory. Egypt instructed Greece, and through Greece Rome
and the modern civilized nations. In its manners, its institutions, and its imposing

architecture, its stream, of unknown source, so regulai- in its flood and ebb, so benefi-

cent, so reparative, this little world apart was neither Africa nor Asia,— still less was

it Europe. Bereft of its Pharaohs, it w.as no longer independent, but subject to the

Persi.ans when it fell into the hands of th.at warrior who overran the Orient from the

Bosphorus to the Hyphasis, until he made the indefatig.able Phalanx sue for mercy.

He founded here, near the mouths of the Nile, the city named after Iiimself, Alexan-

dria, and later this city became the second city of the Roman Empire and the chief

mart of the world. After Rome and Byzantium came the Arab, who blights what-

ever he touches; and after the Arab the Ottoman, who is destitute of all regenerating

power. The Ottoman lias lately been su|)ersedcd by the Englishman; while the latter

is enriching himself here, if he stays long enough, the Arab fellaheen will increase in

numbers, and will possibly arouse to a consciousness of their own strength; meanwhile,

Greeks, Italians, Catalans, and French will continue to flow into the cities.

Much enlarged or rather much elongated by its viceroys, Egypt now comprises

within its limits Egypt Proper, Nubia, and Egyptian Soudan,— Kordofan, Darfur,

etc.,— in all, 1,120,000 square miles with 17^ million inhabitants ;
these figures include

the conquests in Soudan, which are not yet securely established.'- The Egyptians are

1 It is only since 1885 that the Germans have pursued the policy of cstablishins protectorates in

Africa and elsewhere.
•' The situation in Egypt h.as undergone a great transformation since the writing of the .above.

The whole of the upper valley of the Nile, and the v.ist districts which had been brought under Egyptian

rule almost to the equator, have been virtually abandoned. Emin Pasha, the last of Ceneral Gordon's

lieuteniint-governors, down to 188!) partially held his province, known as the Equatorial Province. This

is a region about two hundred miles long and about one hundred tifly broad, and contains between

one and six million inhabitants ; it lies within the present British sphere of intiuenoe. The story of

Emin's retreat and the fortunes of the Stanley Relief E,\pedition are familiar to every one.

The territory now ruled by the Khedive is limited to the valley of the Nile .as far as a point .above
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nominally ruled by a viceroy, called the Khedive, who pays a tribute to Turkey, but

at the present moment they are in a way subject to England.

Egypt Proper.— The Nile.— In Egypt proper the cultivable lands occupy scarcely

10,000 square miles, and 5500 of these are embraced in the Delta. The rest of the

surface consists of sandy, stony tracts, which it is impossible to irrigate owing to

their elevation above the only running water that the country possesses. All the life

of this famous land, the Misr of the Arabs, and the Khem of the Copts, is in the Nile,

and it also owes its historic renown to the Nile alone ; it is situated in the bosom of a

i^f""'*~t".
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The Nile and the Island of PniLiE.

desert which knows no history, and outside of the limits of the valley (685 miles long,

with a breadth of 4 to 14) life ceases.

The Nile is the second river of the globe as to length, being surpassed by the

Missouri-Mississippi alone ; including all curves, its length is considerably over 4000

miles. But it is far from occupying the same rank as regards volume.* In Africa

itself, the Congo drains from a more extensive basin a tribute far superior to that

Wady Haifa, in lat. 22' N., to tlie oases, the Sinai peninsula, and the Land of Midian in Arabia. The
total area is 31)4,000 square miles. In 1882 the population was fi,817,205. The area of all the abandoned
dependencies of Egypt included in the above estimates is fixed at abovit 726,000 square miles, and the

population at 11 million. — Ed.
1 The length of the Nile is given by most authorities as 3370 miles ; its low-water current is 61,500

cubic feet per second.— Ed.
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which the Nile receives from its 1,085,000 square miles, 431,000 of which, it is esti-

mated, are in savannas, 288,000 in forests and cultivable lands, 207,000 in steppes, and

159,000 in sheer desert. The Nile is nevertheless a mighty current, with floods exceed-

inf; 459,000 cubic feet per second, and a mean of 167,725 ; in volume, therefore, it

stands fourtli among African streams, after the Congo, the Niger, and the Zambeze,

and probably twenty-seventh in the entire world— that is, in the same rank with the

Atrato, a South American stream having a catchment basin scarcely a hundredth as

large as its own.

The Victoria Nyanza, the Leman of the Nile, is crossed by the equator near the

northern extremity ; it receives several Rhones, the sources of which no explorer has

seen. As in the days of the Greek and the Roman, we are still unable to say, " Here

is the fountain of the divine stream." The chief of the streams flowing into Nyanza

Egyptian- Sculpture— Mahkixi; Cattle.

is the Kagera, or Tengure ; it reaches the blue lake as a turbid, deep, swift river,

bringing to it the surplus waters of Lake Akenyaru, now called Lake Alexandra. It is

estimated that Lake Alexandra (1000 [?] square miles) lies 4347 feet above sea-level,

and that the Tengure, or Alexandra Nile, rises nearly 2500 miles from the mouths of

the stream, as the bird flies — south of the equator, near the 5th parallel. The source

of the Mweru is still farther southward, at an elevation of about 5000 feet, near 5° 30',

but it is now thought that this torrent ends in a lake with no outlet, and that it does

not reach the Shiniiyu: the latter was once considered the principal br.inch of the

Nile, but it is manifestly inferior to the Tengure, as well as to the Katonga, anotlier

large tributary of the Victoria Nyanza. Nyanza may be regarded as the second fresh-

water sheet of the globe, Lake Superior being the first. Its area of 25,675 square

miles 1 exceeds that of the Aral Sea, that of Lake Huron, and that of Lake Michigan.

1 According to Stanley's latest calculations, tlie area of Nyanza is 26,900 square miles. Some

authorities place the figures somewhat higher. Reolus gives the area of the Aral Sea as 25,400 square

miles, and Lake Huron covers about 21,000. — Ed.
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The term Nyanza signifies lake, the lake ^ar excellence. Another name for it, Lake of

Kcrewe, is derived from its largest island, Ukerewe, situated very near the soutliern

shore. The greenish-blue waters of this Xyanza are deep ; the lead has been

known to sink in places to 580 feet. Different e.vplorers assign different altitudes to

tills sheet; the lowest estimate made is 3307 feet, and the highest 4242. It has a

coast-line of fully 875 miles, not including the infinitude of insignificant indentations.'

It contains a large number of islands, especially in the north-west and the south.

Their area is estimated at 1400 square miles.

Among the empires or kingdoms, as one may choose to call them, which encircle

Xyanza, Uganda,^ a delightful country, borders the northern shore. The converted

young despot Mwanga, who rules at present over this region, is said to command
5 million pagan, polygamous Blacks;' but of these 5 millions by far the larger pro-

portion are females. The incessant warfare waged against their neighbors, and the

custom of massacring all the adult males after a victory, have reduced by nearly a

half the masculine portion of the population of these splendid plateaus ; Uganda par-

ticularly has superb lands, a charming climate, two rainy seasons, or, more correctly

speaking, it rains there every month, and the greenest foliage adorns the fields; two
harvests are gathered yearly. The 5 million inhabitants occupy a territory of about

20,000 square miles. There are fine roads from Eubaga, the former capital ; the

temperature of this city fluctuates annually between 50° or 52° F. and 93° or 95°, with

a mean of 70° to 72°, like many a city of the southern Mediterranean ; now, Rubaga is

nearly uiuler the equator. The Uaganda'' are very closely allied to numerous peoples

living around the other great lakes of the African plateau and on the Congo and the

Zamlieze, and as far south as the mountains of the Cape of Good Hope. From
tlie Bechuanas, the Basutos, the Zulus and other Kafirs, to the Uaganda and the

Uanyoro, their neighbors on the noi'th-west, Africa pertains to the great Bantu race

;

this race is diverse as to its peoples (which are Xegroids or Blacks of various hues

and shades) but one as to language (dialects apart). It is thought that the Bantu

idiom which has lost the fewest forms, rejected the fewest inflections, discarded the

smallest number of names, and distorted the fewest roots, is the idiom of Uganda;
this tongue has become quite widely known since the Mohammedan, Catholic, and

Protestant missionaries began to dispute for the conversion of the Uaganda, who
obstinately persist in their idolatry, but who are gradually becoming impregnated

with European ideas.

The Kiviri escapes from Nyanza; the English, who have christened this Nile as

royally as they have the lake, call it the Victoria Nile. At its very exit from the lake,

' Including all irregularities, the coast-line is estimated at 2000 miles.— Ed.
2 In Bantu, the language of these plateaus, the prefix ii signifies country ; as, for example, in the

names Uganda, I'/.inja, Ugana, Usoga, Unyoro, etc.

' Tlie movements of the Uganda ruler are at present exciting much interest in the Christian

world. Not many years since, Mwanga suddenly hegan the massacre of such of his subjects as had
embraced Christianity under the teachings of the missionaries stationed amongthem. Scores of native

Cliristians were soon burned at the stake. It was to avoid encountering this javago tynint tliat Stanley
projiosed to take the Congo instead of tlie Zanzibar route for the relief of Emin Paslia. In October, 1888,

Mwanga's despotism had reached such a pass that the Mohammedans and Christians joined their forces

and deposed him. But soon after his departure from Uganda hostilities broke out between the

Moslems and Christians. In a short time the news was received that Mwanga had been converted to

Cliristiaiiity, and in 188il, by the aid of English traders and missionaries, his throne was restored to

him, when he placed himself under British protection. — Ed.
< The Bantu prefix ua designates the totality of the people of the country : for example, Uaganda,

Uakuri, Uanyoro, etc.
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the stream descends in four anus by tlic Ripon Falls, a drop of alwut 12 feet. Its

course from the highest to the lowest of its lakes is necessarily rajiid, for the surface

sinks 1600 feet between them. After having been stilled once in the 200 square

miles of Gita Nzige (Lake Ibrahim) and again in the 300 square miles of Koja, or

Ka])eki, a swamp rather than a lake, it hastens on its way under the English title of

Somerset: it flows noisily in rapids and low cataracts, with rare intervals of quiet,

sometimes with a width of 250 to 350 feet, sometimes of 1300 to 1000. For nearly

20 miles, as far as the gloomy crags of Shoa Moru, it is a furious, rock-hound torrent

;

there it contracts to 160 feet, and plunges 115 feet in the Murchison Fall. The

roughest part of the journey terminates at this j)oint; the river gradually calms

down and flows toward the Mwutan Nzige, or Locust Lake, or Albert Nyanza.

Tiie Mwutan Nzige is not a Victoria Nyanza. With a length of 105 miles, a

breadth of 6 to 30, and an area of only 1800 sq\iare miles, it -woulil require 14 or 15

times its surface to make a basin equal to the sea of the Uaganda. IJut it is a far

more beautiful sheet than the latter. Its sea-green floods slumber or rock between

proud mountains of pori^hyry, granite, or gneiss, from which long ribbons of water

float with the breeze. On the south-west stretches the Albert Edward, which is

probably less vast than Albert Nyanza, and was once thought to send its surplus

waters to Lake Tanganyika.

On issuing from the Mwutan Nzige, about 2300 feet above tiie seas, the Nile takes

the Arabic name of Bahr al-Djebel, or River of the Mountain. It flows for a long

distance still through defiles, passing here and there an ab.andoned fort, one of those

from which the Egyptians essayed to rule the country of the upper Nile. It is some-

times broad, sometimes narrow ; it is stirred by rapids, none of which is formidable

;

then the vast plain opens above Gondokoro, a ruined town which was once a celebrated

mission-post and a station from which parties set out for ex])loration and conquest.

Though already so far from its sources, and though issuing from at least two lakes,

one of which is eight times, the other 110 to 120 times, the size of the Lake of Geneva,

the mean aTuiual flow of the Nile at this point is not over 19,400 to 19,800 cubic feet

per second. In the plain it straggles througli alluvia occupying what was once an

immense Soudanese lake. It flows in numberless arms, and is often wholly covered

by the sedd, or sitd, a mass of floating plants, which become bound together beyond

all possibility of disentanglement, so that the stream is frequently too- much ob-

structed to permit the jiassage of boats. The region most blocked by the accumu-

lation of vegetable flotsam is found along a large island, 130 to 140 miles long by 6 to

40 broad, formed by two arms of the stream, namel)-, by the Bahr al-Zeraf (Gii-affe

River), on the right, and the Bahr al-Djebel, on the left; the former of these arms is

already almost obliterated; the latter, which is the true river, unites on its way with the

Bahr al-(Thazal. This last, a large tributary, is likewise overgrown with compact veg-

etation— a floating raft often adorned with Avater-lilies of wonderful beauty; it has a

length of 715 miles, and drains nearly 175,000 square miles ; it is powerful during the

floods, but dwindles to almost nothing in the driest seasons, as, indeed, do all the

streams which converge to the Bahr al-Ghazal, and which it cai-ries to the Mokren al-

Bohur, the water expanse where it encounters the Nile. The ]Mokren al-Bohur is the

portion most blocked by the sedd, but just here this long "Sargasso Sea" terminates

under the assaults of the Bahr al-Ghazal. "When the annual freshets convert the stream

into an irresistible torrent, the obstruction is broken up and carried off by the current.

The Bahr al-Ghazal is the last affluent of the Nile on the left— 2300 miles from
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tlie MediteiTanenn ! On its rigbt, the Nile receives tlie Bnlir al-Zcraf ; a little farther

down, it is swollen by the Sobat, a. river as yet but little known, but to whieh a length

of 680 miles is attributed. Its milky floods are slow in disaj)pearing in the dark

brown floods of the Nile; afto4' the waters have mingled, the Nile is of a wliitish

color, and thereafter it is called the Bahr el-Abiad, or White River. After bathing

the villages of the pastoral Shilluks and Denkas, it encounters at Khartoum, 1300

feet^ above the se.i, the Bahr el-Azrak, or Blue Nile, which issues from the Abyssinian

Tana, a much smaller but much more elevated lake than the Nyanza of the Nile.

The Bahr el-Azrak, 930 miles long, rolls at low water 5614 cubic feet of lilue

waters, which are long in mingling with the white, clayey floods of the Bahr el-

Abiad ; in the heaviest freshes, 215,532 cubic feet of red waters whirl over its bed

(1600 to 3300 feet broad), dragging with them clay and sand charged with oxyd

of iron, the most precious ingredients of the Nile alluvia; another Abyssinian river,

the Atbara, running parallel to the Blue River, and so scant that it does not always

reach the Nile, likewise rolls this red mould which fructifies Mizraim. To the Blue

Nile's high-water volume of 215,532 cubic feet per second, the White opposes only

176,727, but to the former's low-water flow of 5614 cubic feet the latter opposes

10,487, and its yearly mean is the greater of the two. The Wiiite Nile and the Blue

Nile combined carry, then, below Khartoum, only 16,101 cubic feet per second in

the lowest waters, and 392,259 in the highest floods.

A last chain remains to be vanquished by 'he Nile, a range of sandstone and

granite hills through which the stream flows in cataracts, or, rather, in long rapids.

These celebrated cataracts of the Nile are six in number; there is in fact little that

is imposing about them, but everything pertaining to the mysterious stream was

miraculous to the ancients. The first cataract, called the sixth,— for they have been

counted starting from Egypt,— the Cascade of Garri, a mere rapid between granite

walls, is the "Nubian Gate," at the upper threshold of Nubia; the sixth, called the

first, near Assuan, at an altitude of 330 feet, is the "Egyjitian Gate," at the threshold

of ancient Egy])t; the most beautiful of all, the second from the delta, is just above

Wady Haifa; it is nothing more than a long rapid, a maze of channels and canals

cut through the rock : none of these thousand j)assages is walled in by cliffs suffi-

ciently high to blacken the waters, and the scattered streams descend with no hoarse

rumblings or thunderings. These long constrictions retard the course of the Nile,

to the gi-eat advantage of the ])eoples whose gardens it irrigates. If it flowed more

swiftly, if no obstacle intervened between Khartoum and Egy])t, the rise would be

more rajiid, the floods of shorter duration, and the volume at low water would be

wholly insignificant in Egypt. The same thing is true of the Senegal and the ujiiier

Niger, where rocky reaches store enough water during the wet season to strengthen

the flow- during the droughts. Near the great Abu Hammed bend, l)elow the fourth

cataract, the irrigating canals begin, and the stream diminishes from this point.'

The waters and alluvia are distributed by 8530 miles of canals, without the accession

of a single visible affluent, brook, or rill.

In the Egjiitian portion of the valley we find the u])-stream curves re))roduced,

and the same floods, turbid or clear, according to the season, with a breadth varying

from 1600 to 7200 feet; on the banks, countless birds ])lunder the grain-fields or snap

1 The altitude of the confluence of the two Nilcs is variously estimated at 1240 to 1420 feet.

2 It (liminishps less than we should expect, considering the amount of water drawn off, with no

influx from tributaries. Bottom springs evidently repair the loss.
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up the fish from the inundations ; everywhere are the same large villages of clay or

stm-Jried brick, the same crops,— rice, cereals, indigo, cotton, and grass,— and the

same palm-trees, under the same implacable skj-. Along the banks, as far back as

the desert region of the mountains, are groves of noble palms, witli their roots in the

watei-8 and their tojis in the burning Saharan rays. The Libyan rocks, on the west,

and the Arabian, on the east, alone exhibit any variation in tlie scenery: near Assuan

granite prevails; then sandstone jiredominates, and afterward limestone. Those two
ranges, running very near together, and parallel for a long distance, do not resemble

each other closely ; the Arabian rampart is higher, with harsher lines, and a greater

number of peaks and fissures. At Kenoh there is even a species of fault where tlie

Colossi of the Ramksselm, Tiii;i;ks.

Nile may have flowed in ancient times. The sacred river moves between ruined

temples and p.alaces, columns and sphinxes, and cliffs riddled with sejmlchral grottos.

Five hundred million mummies, as many as the living inhabitants of Europe and

Africa, are laid in this valley, wliich has witnessed the passing of so many generations.

These black, grimacing, parchment-skinned images, drier and gliastlier than skeletons,

sometimes have as companions the mummies of animals, so that, on entering theii

subterranean world, our eyes still dazzled with the glowing picture of living Egypt,

we behold by the glimmer of the torches the rigid caricature of dead Egypt. Be-

yond Thebes of the hundred gates, beyond the old cities of Tentyra, Ptolemais,

Antinoe, and Memphis, beyond Cairo, the present c.a])ital, and almost under the very

shadow of the pyramids, the Nile bifurcates and encloses its famous delta, the first
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that ever bore tliis Greek title. The mass of alluviii is ahout 110 miles long, and 130

broad at the base, with an area of 8570 square miles. According to ancient accounts,

the stream once emptied into the Moditerninean by seven arras; but there are only

two branches to-day, the Rosetta Nile and the Daniictta. The Latter, which is 14

miles longer than the former, discharges only 7100 cubic feet ])er second at low

water, while the Rosetta arm carries 8650;— 15,750 in all,— a flow which is often

diminished in dry years to 11,050, and yet in length this is the second stream in the

worlil. Xeither arm is navigable.

Instead of carrying its mire out into the deep sea, the Xilc deposits it as alluvia

over the country which it irrigates; it is slowly filling up the delta lakes of Menzeleh

(400 sq. m.), and El-Bnrullus, the Lake of Aboukir, the Lake of Edku, and the Mareotis

of Alexandria. All of these lakes are shallow. They are sejiarated from the Medi-

terranean by a littoral cordon. The delta makes a yearly gain of only 8 feet on the

sea, l)ut the surface of lower Egy])t is said to have been raised 20 feet since the time

of the Pharaohs. But for the regular imiudations of the Nile, and the fertilizing

properties of its alluvia, nothing would grow in the Egyptian valley, which is, never-

theless, covered by a stratum of mould 30 to 40 feet deep; this mould has been

dejiosited from year to year, and from century to century, by the green flood from

the sedd-obstructed swamps, the whitish floods from the clayey plateaus, and the red-

dish floods from the Ethiopian mountains. Of the 4237 billion cubic feet of water

which the stream rolls during the twelve months, 3178 billion are discharged during

a sino-le trimester, from tlie fifteenth of July to the fifteenth of October. Tlie w.-iter

begins to rise at the entrance into Egypt about the tenth of June, and it begins

to aljate about the seventh of October. The Nile is gener.ally lowest in May ; in the

floods it is 23 to 20 feet above low-water mark at Cairo, and 52 to 56 at Assuan, near

the Egyptian Gate.

Climate.— Though the general aspect of the country varies according to the rise

or fall of the stream, the climate is uniform. An eternal summer hangs over Egypt,

but the atmosphel-e is so dry that the heat can be resisted better than in many a

tropical or equatorial region. It is not overpowering except during the seasons when

the formidable Khamsin (Sirocco) rages. (The term Khamsin is derived from the

Arabic word khams, five, and is given to this wind, we are told, because it blows five

days in succession). It rains very little in Egypt. Alexandria, which lies close to

the Mediterranean, has an annual fall of only 8 inches, while Cairo receives only IJ

inches. The Suez Canal is said to have mitigated, to a certain extent, the dryness of

Egypt. But what can a few pools stretched along a mere ditch effect againstcosmic laws.

The Eg3T)tians.— Arabs. — Copts.— Foreigners.— The narrow Egyptian valley

was once inhabited by 10 to 15 million men, or, according to some authorities, by 20

to 27 million. The Egyptians of to-day scarcely exceed 6,800,000, but they dwell,

we must remember, on about 10,000 square miles, all the rest of the surface being

composed of desert tracts. These inhabitants are largely Arabs, that is, Arabs in

language rather than lineage; for the ^Mussulman invaders found the lower Nile

densely peopled by the descendants of the old Egyj)tians, in whose veins flowed the

. blood of the various races that drank the water of the siicred stream under -the pre-

Piiaraohs, the Pharaohs, the Persian emperors, the Greek Ptoleiiiies, and the Roman
p.antocrats,— black or bronzed Etbiopians, Arabs, and Ilimyarites of the olden times,

and fair-haired and dark-haired men from the east and the west, or from across the

uorthern sea.
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Tlie Arabs of the Invasion did not destroy the Egyptians, who made use of a

language closely related to their own; they formed alliances with them, they fashioned

them to their idiom; and the Koran, their sacred book, to all appearance, transformed

every native who embraced Islamism into an Arab. Proselytisra has succeeded in

reducing these aborigines, represented to-day by the Copts, to 300,000, or something

over : the Copts are fanatically opposed to all Christians not of their own sect, or,

in other words, to nearly all Christendom. The features of the Copt show clearly

enough his origin ; they resemble closely those of the mummies piled up in the sepul-

Caiko Watkr-Boys.

chral rocks along the stream. The people formed from the alliances of the invading

Arabs and the invaded Nilotics was afterward penetrated by numerous elements.

The Turk having ruled for 300 years over Egy])t, the Egyjitian people absoi-bed

from the Turk ; and the Mamelukes,— who were Negroes as well as Circassians, Cau-
casians, Albanians, Greek renegades, Slavs, or Latins, —having riveted the shackles

of slavery for the Osmanli, it absorbed from the Aryan Mameluke, from the Turanian
Mameluke, from the Semitic Mameluke, and from the Hamitic Mameluke ; the negro,

the bronzed, the copper-colored, and the white girls sold in Caucasia by father or

brother, the black or negroid men stolen, lance in hand, from all Soudanese countries
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accessible to Egy))t, entered deeply into the essence of this so-called Arabic nation,

and they are entering it now as much as ever. Lastly, 91,000 Europeans, — Greeks,

Italians, French, Maltese, English, Germans,' etc.,— residing in Alexandria, in Cairo,

and in all other cities of any considerable size, and along the Suez Canal, bring a few

drojis to this old and turbid torrent.

Of the 6,800,000 Egyptians returned by the census of 1882, nearly 250,000 are

Beduins, representing the more or less nomad element, and comprising the only

genuine Arabs in the whole nation. But the Beduins themselves are widely and

diversely mixed. The mass of the Egyptian people is composed of fellaheen,

—

gentle, submissive, frugal peasants, easily s.atisfied as regards food, drink, clothing, ot

lodging, and getting their happiness out of the sunshine and the shade. Their life ia

hard. These poor creatures are taxable and workable at their lord's diso-etion, and

they toil in an enervating climate ; they cultivate, irrigate, plant, and harvest,

they clear the canals of mud, and repair the breaks made by the Nile in the dikes.

The European contributes little except by immigration to the annual gain in pojuda-

tion, which reaches 50,000. Egypt has the grossly exaggerated reputation of devouring

all the foreigners who emigrate thither, or, if it spares these strangers, as is often the

case, it is said to destroy them in their posterity. As for the Arabs, the soil is

healthful for them, and the climate perfect ; they increase from their own strength,

and at the same time by the infusion of black blood. Though of quite small

stature, they are nevertheless supple, strong, and agile, endowed with physical resist-

ance, and often with delicacy, nobility, and beauty of features.

Arabic is the common idiom. Coptic, the legitimate descendant of ancient Egyp-

tian, has totally disappeared, even from the Christian convents, where it was muttered

and sung long after the faithful had ceased to understand it; yet all Egy])t still sj)oke

it about the year 1000, and it held out well against Arabic until after 1500 or even

1600. Among foreign tongues, French and Italian are the most widely used.

Cities.— The residence of the viceroy, Masr el-K.ahireh, or Masr the Victorious,

which we call Cairo, is the queen of Arabic as well as of African cities; its inhab-

itants number 375,000, a few thousand of whom are Europeans, mo.stly from the south

of Europe. Cairo is situated 6900 feet from the Nile, at the base of the rocky range

of Mokattem. It rears 400 minarets, and numerous cypresses and palm-trees above

old alleys,— twisted, but dark and cool,— which h.ave been recently cut by sunny and

dusty boulevards, in imitation of Paris.

Higher than the tallest trees, higher than the prayer-towers, the pyramids lift their

forms beyond Gizeh. These monuments, 40 centuries old, hide in their chambers,

blacker than night, the mummies of Pharaohs and sacred beasts ; these enormously mas-

sive structures consumed generations of slave-builders. The most huge, that of Cheops,

a block of 88,275,000 cubic feet, is 449 feet high, and it was once nearly 500. The

Great Sphinx, to the east of the Second Pyramid, was sketched by nature and finished

by man, in a sandstone rock ; it is a man-headed lion, 188 feet 9J inches in length. |

Ascending the Nile, near Cairo, we find the site of Meni|)his, which in ancient times

rivalled Thebes ; and which has been more completely stripped of its temples and

palaces than Thebes itself. In the silence of this dead city, a lithe forest of p.alms

shivers in the lightest breeze ; with the last of these gardens of date-trees, with the

first sands of the desert, the yellow S.ahara begins ; and we enter the vast necropolis

of Memphis. There the Pyramid of Steps, one of the Pyramids of Sakkarah, rises

1 About 37,000 Greeks, more than 18,000 Italians, nearly 16,000 Frenchmen, and 8000 Austrians, the

latter mostly of Italian speech.
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motionless out of the refleeting cIuir's. In this monument wc salute perhajjs the most

ancient structure built by man's hand ; it is said to be G500 years old at least.

Alexandria Qjop. 213,000), a Greek, Italian, Froncli, and Levantine, as well as

Arabic, city, is a large commercial town, situated between the Mediterranean and Lake

Mareotis, at the eraboucliure of the Mahmoudieh Canal, which is derived frt)m the Nile.

Three half-Arabic, half-European cities border the Suez Canal. They are only

moderately thriving towns, although the ships of all the nations of the world pass by

thousands through this chaimel.^ They are Port Said (pop. 17,000), on the Medi-

terranean ; Ismailia, on

one of the saline lakes

traversed by the canal,

and Suez (pop. 11,000),

on the Red Sea.

Siwah. — The most

celebrated of the Egyp-

tian oases is Sivvali ; it

is inhabited by 3300

Berber s, who differ

widely from the origi-

nal stock, owing to al-

liances with the blacks

;

TiiK Si'iiixx.

but, thougli they have become Soudanese in features, they speak a Berber dialect,

wliiuli would be understood without much difficulty by a mountaineer of the Greater

Atlas range, or of Great Kabylia. This handful of men are separated from tlie

rest of the world by a burning desert ; they dwell at the foot of fantastic rocks, 95

feet below the level of the ocean, in a hollow which was once, perha])s, a bay of tlie

Red Sea or of the Mediterranean ; it is possible that the other Saharan depressions

which arc below sea-level may have been ancient gulfs. Siw.ah and Aghermi, the two

towns of the oasis, are both built in the form of an amphitheatre ; the latter preserves

a few vestiges of the temple of Ju])iter Ammon, an ancient oracle, whose enigmatic

decrees were sought by jjeople form Egypt, from the Orient, and from Greece.

1 Tlio Suez Canal is 102 miles long, varying in widtli from 200 to 3,"0 feet ; it is from 2G to 28 feet deep.
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KlIARTgUM.

FORMER DEPENDENCIES OF EGYPT.

Nubia.— Tills country, closely resembling Egypt, which it prolongs toward the

south, derives its name from tlie Kubfis, a more or less autocthonous people, on the

banks of the Nile ; if flie Xubas were ever a powerful nation, they are reduced to-day

to insignificance. In Nubia, as in Egypt, the valley of the Kile comprises all the

habitable land ; it embraces 1470 square miles, out of 200,000 to 225,000. The soil

is remarkably fruitful wherever it is irrigated by one of the canals drawn from the

stream ; the temperature runs as high as 120° F. in the shade, and between the Egyp-

tian Gate and the Nubian Gate food can be cooked, it is said, in the sand, with no

other fire than the sun's rays. But, though the days are blistci-ing, the nights are

cool ; and at times, when the north wind blows, it is even cold. The chilliness of

the nights, the overpowering heat of the sun, the almost dcwless desiccation, as well

as the extreme hcalthfulncss of the climate, the dunes, the shifting sands, and, in the

distance, motionless mountains of granite, lava, or limestone,— all these features of

the Nubian Sahara are a repetition of the Egyptian. The Nubian Nile is also a

rejiroductioii of the Egyptian Nile; in ancient times it mirrored, on both banks,

temples, pylons, sphinxes, colossi and pyramids, and rocks perforated with mortuary

grottos. In the southern part of the comitry, south-east of Dongola, :ind north-west
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of Khartoum, there is :i scant rainfall ; and the Nubian desert, losing soinetliiiig of its

aridity, takes the name of llie Bahiuda desert.

The northern Barabras, the Danaglas or southern Barabras, an<l tho Nubas, all

black peoples which have been variously mixed with other Negroes, form the ground-

work of tlic Nilotic Nubians; these good fellaheen assiduously cultivate and irrigate

tho soil under a flaming sun ; they have been excellent Mussulmans ever since their

conversion by the Arabs to a belief in the one God. The pastoral nomads of the

desert, who rove on both brniks of the Nile, are more or less pure Arabs ; all claim to

be of direct Arab descent, but many have not a drop of Arab blood in their veins;

nevertheless, the language of the Koran is marching rapidly to the conquest of the

country. The Bisharin form the dominant element among these shepherds. The

people springing from the fusion of races in Nubia has its roots in Arabia, Ethiopia,

Negro Musicians.

and ancient Egypt; but many points concerning its affinities and origin are still

matters of conjecture. Its faith in Islam, and the use of the Arabic tongue, are

gradually sha])ing it morally.

Dongola, 6500 feet from the left bank of the Nile, is an insignificant town of

7000^ souls ; its houses are roofed, instead of being built d, terrasse. Dongola lies

outside of the entirely rainless zone, and a year seldom passes with no storms or

showers.

Egyptian Soudan.— Above Dongola, between the third and fourth cataracts, the

ethnic influence of the Arabs ceases to be preponderant. Over the entire stretch of

country from the Delta of the Nile to the centre of Nubia, from time immemorial,

Whites and Semites have been intermarrying with bronzed and black races; but above

this point the Negroes outnumber the Whites, and the pagans the Mussulmans.
Beyond the sixth cataract we enter Soudan, and at tlie same time the zone of rains.

Then everything changes. The desert disappears, and we find savannas, swamps,
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extensive pasture-grounds, oxen and cows, and jjastoral peoples ; we find also the lion,

the rhinoceros, the elephant, and the hippopotamus.

Khartoum (pop. 70,000), the only town of any considerable note in the country,

borders the Blue Nile immediately above its confluence with the White Nile, at the

very extremity of Sennaar, a slender peninsula included between tlie two streams.

This Tnetropolis is in mourning for its past greatness, but it may hope for a revival of

prosperity, for its position guarantees to it a future.

Ascending the Nile from Khartoum, we encounter divers aboriginal peoples,—
Shilluks, Denkas, Bari, etc.; tiiey always have a crow to pluck with the Egyptians,

whose yoke they have just thrown off. The Shilluks, estimated at 1,200,000, occupy

3000 villages; they have very thick lips, very black skins, very woolly hair, and they

go wholly nude. The Denkas are a pastoral jjcople ; they too wear no clothing, and

are idolaters. The Bari, living in the regions around Lardo, the town which super-

seded the now deserted Gondokoro, are likewise shepherds, and go unclad.

Above Khartoum, opposite the Sennaar peninsula, the fructifying power of the Nile

acts only in the immediate vicinity of the stream. At a short distance from the left

bank, the steppe of Kordofan begins. The desert-like charactei' of this district is due

to the scantiness of the rainfall, which does not exceed 13.7 inches annually; and this

quantity all falls in the season of the kharif., or showers; the sef, or dry season, which

includes the remainder of the year, is absolutely rainless, so that not one of the rivers

of the country has the force to reach the Nile across the sands. About 300,000

inhabitants occupy Kordofan's 77,000 square miles. The surface consists of a

plateau, 1300 to 1700 feet in altitude, supported here and there by chains of hills.

There are a few mountains, notably Djebel Kordofan (2789 feet). El Obeid, or

Lobeid, passes for having a population of 30,000 ; it is situated 1900 feet above sea-

level, about 12 miles west of Djebel Kordofan. As it is under the least implacable

sky of the stejipe, the greater part of the sedentaries have groujK'd themselves around

it. As for the nomads, they roam over the granitic saTids of the plateau seeking pas-

turage and springs (which are exceedingly rare), or the wells, which have been dug to

depths of 80, 90, and even 165 feet, and the waters of which often have a saline taste;

they pitch their tents near a baob.ab, a cluster of tamarind-trees, or a grove of gum-

trees ; the very presence of this last tree indicates a desert or semi-desert, and the

ostrich, which is to be seen here fleeing before the wandering bands, recalls the

Sahara itself. Kordofan is evidently desiccating; it partakes less and less each year

of the Nilotic character, and more and more of the nature of an ai-id moor.

Kordofan has not been able to impart any race unity to the roving or settled

population. Here again it is the Koran which has served for the unification of the

various elements; these elements include Negroes, Nubas, Arab merchants, slave-

dealers, ]ireacliers, and adventurers. All this mass— three-quarters slaves, we are

told— is becoming Arabicized intellect\ially and morally. It was among the l^or-

dofan inhabitants, who are always ready to seal their faith with their blood, that the

Mahdi recently a])peared, who dared to lift his yatagan against England.

Darfor, or Darfur,' situated to the westward of Kordofan, marks the western limits

of the Nile basin ; its principal massif, the M;n-ra Mountains (C004 feet), composed

of lava overlying granite, forms the w.ater i)arting between certain streams flowing

to the Nile, and others which in all likeliliood run to Lake Chad. These rivers, how-

ever, are nearly dry, except in the rainy season.

1 Dar Fur, an Arabic term, signifies " dwelling, country of the For, or the Fur."
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The area of Darfiir is Iiyjiothetically placed at about 170,000 square miles; it

contains 1,500,000 inliabitants (they have been estimated at even 4 million), 500,000

of whom are shejjherds of almost j)ure Arabic stock, and 750,000 For; the latter are

autocthonous Negroes, who speak a dialect which is retreating before the idiom of

Islam. The For pasture their goats, sheep, and oxen in the centre of the country, in

tiie Marra Mountains. The capital of Darfur, El Fasher, is a cluster of small cabins,

on the caravan route between Kordofan and Waday ; it lies at an elevation of 2418

feet, on a pool of water which is dry during several months every year, and the

outlet of which belongs to the upper basin of the Nilotic Bahr al-Ghazal.

ABYSSINIA.

Mountains.— Between the burning coast of the Red Sea and the torrid deserts

and j]asture-grounds of the valleys sloping toward the two Niles or toward the Indian

Ocean, stretches the mountainous country known as Abyssinia. Lying only 10 or 15

degrees from the equator, the climate would naturally be excessively hot. On the

contrary, it is in no way enervating, Imt is cool or even cold. The Abyssinian moun-
tains doubtless unite on the south with Kenia and Kilimanjaro. They are higher in

the south than the Al])s of Savoy (if Mount Usho, in Galla land, does indeed rise to

16,601 feet), while in the north, in Abyssinia jn-oper, their altitude does not exceed

that of the Swiss Aljis; the Talba Waha, in Godjam, is 11,811 feet in elevation; the

mountains of the ])rovince of L.asta tower above 13,000 feet, and those of Samen
reach 14,750, more or less ; in this last district, the Ras Dashan, variously estimated at

14,534 to 15,193 feet, is perhaps the culminating point, or j)erhaps the Abba Yared

(14,708-15,098), or, possibly, Buahat (14,797-16,132). These giants are not seen to

advantage; they are scarcely visible, if at all, from the gloomy chasms which divide

the enormous Abyssinian acropolis into small impregnable citadels; and, from the

plateau which they dominate by not more than 1600, 2000, or, rarely, 2600 feet, they
look almost dwarfed.

Tlie mean elevation of the country may be between 7200 aud 8200 feet. Gondar
is situated at an altitude of C725 feet; Axum, 7382 feet; Sokota, also, at 7382; Ankobar,
82(10; Debra Tabor, above 8500; and Angolalla, .at 9186. At these heights the air is

extremely healthful, even from May to September, during the rainy season, for the
marsh fevers scarcely rise to 6500 feet. Abyssinia exhibits an infinite variety of peaks
and domes, of basaltic needles, of pillars or colonnades, and of cones which were once
volcanoes.— Six of these mountains are still restless.— Here and there in the pasture-
lands an oval or round lake of clear blue w.iter sparkles in an old crater where
reddish lavas once glittered. It would be difficult to find a wilder and more chaotic
region than this country of four thousand catai-acts.

Lake Tsana: the Abai, or Blue Nile.— The Takazza, or Atbara.— The largest as
well as the most beautiful of the Abyssinian lakes is Tsana, or Tana, called .also

Dembea; its basin of 1150 square miles is situ.ated at an elevation of 6102 feet.

Among the many rivers emptying into it are the ^Nlaguetch, the Gumara, the Reb,
and, the most abundant of all, the Abai, which rises 8990 feet above the seas. These
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iinj)etuou8 streams roll quantities of debris, but tliey are all purified in the Tsaiia.

Lake 'J'saiia is supposed to be very deep, whether it l)e an old crater or sinii)ly a hollow

formed by the subsidence of tiie rocks, but it has never been sounded below :i3G feet.

The Abai flows through the southern i)art of the lake, and issues from it with

a breadth of 330 to GOO feet; this is the torrent, 930 miles long, which joins the

Bahr el-Abiad, or White Kiver, at Kliartoum, under the name of Bulir el-Azrak, or

Blue Ikiver. Five miles from the sill of the lake it drops in the cascade of Woreb:
farther down, it descends 82 feet in the Smoky Falls (Tis Esat), and from that jioint

to the low plain it twists through a Via.Mala worthy of Abyssinia itself, whicli is the

country juar excellence of frightful canons. At one spot it flows through a gorge not

more tiian 7 to 10 feet broad ; the abyss is spanned by a bridge which was thrown

across it by the Lusitanians. On both banks rise perpendicular rocks, 300, 600, or

1000 feet high, and the waters are 2600 feet below the general level of the jihitean.

The river makes a long semi-circular sweep around Godjam, moving first south-east,

then south-west, then north-west. At Famaka it reaches the jilain, where it flows

with a breadth of 1600 to 3300 feet, and a volume of 5614 to 215,532 cubic feet,

according to the weather and hour, carrying with it the red deposits which form the

fertilizers of Egypt.

The other great river of Abyssinia, the Takazza, originates in a hot spring. It is

under the name of Atl>ara (adopted from a river much smaller than itself) that, with

a mean breadth of 1300 feet, it takes its course outside of and below Abyssinia

toward the Nubian Nile, above Berber; it does not ahvays reacli the Nile; in the dry

season, it is exhausted 200 miles up-stream, by the arid soil, and by skies which give

dew but no rain. In the same way, the Mareb, another very long torrent,' fails to

reach the Atbara at all seasons. The Takazza has no Lake Tsana to purify and store

its waters. In June, the month of the heaviest rains on the Abyssinian mountains,

the torrents rise 100 feet between their vertical walls; they descend madly, with a

thundering noise, to the Takazza, and in a few hours flood the sands with a turbid

river. At Sofi, an avalanche of miry waters, 35 to 50 feet dee]), may be seen at

times, in a bed which was dvy gravel only the day before. It is the brown soil borne

in these waters which gives the Atbara its Arabic name of Bahr el-Asuat, or Black

River. .

The Takazza divides Abyssinia into Tigre, on the north, and Anihara, in the

centre ; Shoa, the most southern of the three ])rincipal provinces of Abyssinia, stretches

away southwai-d, and blends with the Galla Country. The gorges through which the

Takazza w inds, between Tigre and Anihara, sometimes measure 2300 feet from the

crest of the rock to the black or foaming wave; there are other Abyssinian ciinons

reaching depths of 3300 or 3900 feet, as along the Djedda and the Bashilo, in tlie basin

of the Abai; and still others of 6500 feet.

Kollas.— Voina. — Degas. — Samen.— Samhar.— Like the Latin republics terraced

along the Andes and the mountains of Central America, Abyssinia is divided into

the three physical regions of Hot Lands, Temperate Lands, and Ct)l<l Lands. The dis-

tricts below 5900 feet, constituting the hot lands, are called the Kollas, or Kullas, or

Kwallas. Those Kollas are excessively hot and humid, with giant forests, with huge

animals ])rowling in the tall grass, and with sky and sun favorable to tropical vegeta-

tion. The Kollas are not the true Abyssinia; the latter begins with the Voina, or

Waina-Deja, between 5900 and 8000 or 10,000 feet; this region owes its name to a

' Kassala is .situated ou the March.
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species of vine, from -wliicli, either througli ignorance or indolence, no wine is manu-

factured. It was in the Voin.i that the Portuguese built forts and planted vine-

yards in their j)rosperous days. The climate is as mild as that of Corsica ; the soil

A Cascade of the Lower Reb.

produces liberally everything that can be demanded of it, from cereals to the vine and

the orange-tree. The cold lands, called the Degas, rise above the Voina, to an elevation

of over 13,000 feet. If the Voina is an alma nutrix, the Degas are the ma(jna parens

of the peasant and the soldier. Above the cool and copiously watered pasture-grounds
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of tlie Degas, the climate is too cold for any considevable number of inhabitants to be
siiji])orte(l with their horses, oxen, and sheep. The loftiest of the districts of Abys-
sinia is Samen, overlooking tlie left bank of theTakazza; the lowest is Samhar, ©r

Miidun, between the eastern base of the mountains and the Ked Sea. There is little

rain in Samhar ; but the fall is heavy on the higli debras ; ia the middle, temperate
region, it is something over 30 inches annually.

Abyssinia might almost stock our menageries from its different terraces, for an
infinite variety of animals abounds, from the ostrich or the c.niel of the burning sands,

to the peaceable ruminant of the upland pastures. Here are monkeys, wild asses,

striped asses, long-necked giraffes, crocodiles, fallow lions and black lions, leojjards and
ahasamhos or toobos (powerful and cruel felines, whose affinities are but little under-
stood),^ hyenas, formidable buffaloes, and the three huge pachydei-ms— the elephant,

the rhinoceros, and the liippopotamus.

The Abyssinians, their Languages, their Christianity. — On 127,000 to 130,000
square miles, Abyssinia contains perhaps 3,500,000 inhabitants, and perhaps not over
li million; these men call themselves Itiopyavan, or Ethiopians; the term Abyssinian
is derived from the Arabic Habesh, which signifies mixture or confusion. The Abys-
synian people is unquestionably mixed; it was doubtless formed by the alliance of

Blacks with brown or dark immigrants, with a later engraftment of Nilotic Greeks
and Arabs. The oldest of the Abyssinian races seem to be the Agaw tribes, people
sjieaking the Ilamtenga idiom ; and with these we may also class the Falashas, who
are Jews, and whose tongue resembles the Ilamtenga. The inhabitants of Tigre
certainly originated, in part, in Yemen, a province of southern Arabia ; and Tigrina
is a descendant of the Semitic Geez. Amharic is another Semitic language, although

it has diverged widely from the ancient type. Conipared with Tigrina, which is a

provincial idiom, Amharic is the national speech of Abyssinia; it is spoken at court

and by the chiefs, and on all the highways and by-ways by merchants, pedestrians, and
tourists. It is, moreover, the literary language; it possesses an alphabet of 251
letters, and some hundreds of books, which are, however, worthless theological works.

The Abyssinians present no national type; various casts of features are seen

among them, and all shades of complexion from bronze to deep black ; but even the

blackest are distinguished by a certain nobility of countenance, which doubtless was
inherited from the early brown invaders and from the Arabs. In ancient times the

Abyssinians probably embraced Judaism. They have professed a rude form of Chris-

tianity since the fourth century, and they have recently imposed this Christianity upon
their ]\[ussulman fellow-countrymen. Before this forced conversion, the Mohamme-
dans were distinguished by a blue silk cord ^ worn around the neck. The Abyssinians

listen to the sing-song service of bearded priests in big white turbans, and of monks in

yellow caps; they observe fasts during 192 days every year, and they buy absolution

by slipping a little money into the hands of the church officials. This is their Chris-

tianity. Their great patriarch is entitled Al)una, "our father." The Falashas, or

Abyssinian Jews, variously estimated at 50,000, 100,000, or 250,000, according as the

entire Abyssinian people is reckoned at IJ million, 2 millon, or 3^ million, claim to be

descended from Jews who brought the law of Moses to the inhabitants of the Plateau

long before the Christian era ; but, in all jirobability, they belong to aboriginal tribes,

and are brothers of the Agaws.
Nearly all the Itiopyavan dwell in the uplands ; very few descend into the Kollas.

1 The alutsamho resembles both the leopard and the lion. * The muteb.
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Divisions and Cities.— Tlie Abyssinian emjtire is subject to a Negus Negesti, or

"king of kings." Or, ralher, llie most powerful man of the country, wlietlier he be

from Tigre, Amliara, or Shoa, spends all his life struggling to inii)ose his suzerainty on

the chaos of seignioralties, principalities, and districts which are disputed by warriors

of the old stock or by parvenu routiers.

Axum (pop. 5000), the "city of Abraham," in Tigre, 7382 feet above sea-level, was
the capital of Abyssinia before the conversion of the people to Christianity ; it is now
their holy city, and, owing to

the remoteness of Jerusalem,

which the Itiojiyavan consider

the most sacred spot in the

world, the priests come here

on ])ilgrimagos from the north,

from the south, from the Voina,

from the Degas, and even from

the Kollas ; small as it is, it is

overrun with jiriests. Adowa
(])op. 3000), twelve miles to

the eastward, at an elevat.on

of G398 feet, is the ca)>ital of

Tigre.

Gondar, the religious ca]>i-

tal, is situated at an altitude

of 6725 feet, near Lake Tsana,

in a very equable climate.

It contains 5000 inhabitants

;

when it was the residence of

the em])erors, it had a popida-

tion of 40,000, and, it is said,

even of 60,000 to 80,000. The
Portuguese, who ruled here at

one time, have left the impress

of the Lusitanian features, and

also a few monuments, walls,

towers, and cliiu'ches, which

give the town the aspect of a

Euro])ean town of the Middle

Ages.

The Negus resides at an

elevation of more than 8500 feet, at Debra Tabor, a mountain fortress, not far from
the water-slied between the Abai and the Takazza, at the foot of the liuge massif ol

Guna (13,881 feet). Debra Tabor signifies Mount Tabor; and the p.al.ace of the

Negus is close by a very ancient pilgrimage church of the Abyssinian Christians.

In Shoa, a eoimtry which is in fact almost independent, but pays a tribute to the

Negus of Abyssinia, the ca]jital, Licheh has a charming climate ; the most elevated

town (9186) feet is Angolalla; the religious metropolis and the most populous city is

Ankobar (pop. 7000). The same form of Christianity prevails in Shoa as among the
Abyssinians, and Amharic is spoken more widely than any other language.

Ax EriiiuriAN Gntu
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The Galla.— Abyssinia is bordered on half its ])orinieter by Egyptians, who have

tried to conquer it, but have been repelled. On the south, Shoa unites it to the

Galla Coinitry, from which the Juba, one of the large streams of the eastei'n coast of

Africa, descends. This current gathers the waters of more than 231,000 square miles,

and emj)ties them, impregnated with clay and sand, into the Indian Ocean, nearly

under the equ.itor.

The Galla have been making inroads into Shoa for a long time. They are more

numerous and stronger than the Slioans, .and, j>ossibly, than the entire Abyssinian

people, but they are so split up into clans that they are powerless against nations

weaker than themselves; they are, nevertheless, terrible warriors, sheltered behind

their shields of thick skin, and .armed with a lance or two-edged sword. In their

ze.al for the vendett.a, their delight in bloodshed, in the cruelty practised toward foes,

and in the incessant warfare between tribes, they resemble the Albanians. They are

Negroids, not black, but of a very dark brown hue, and resembling the Abyssinians,

with whom they evidently have common iinccstors. Their language, which has

Semitic affinities, is not wholly unlike the Basque in general character, in syntax, and

even in its vocabulary. This tongue, which is broken up into numerous dialects, is

their only bond of unity; in every other respect they are divided. Many of them call

themselves Christians, others profess the faith of the Prophet ; but the great multitude

have remained pagans. Here they are ruled by kings or military chiefs, elsewhere

they are subject to a nobility; and there are tribes and confederations among them

organized on the basis of a rejniblic.

The Galla shepherds and warriors inhabit v.ist districts stretching from the

Abyssinian citadel nearly to the equator. In the north their influence has extended

far beyond K.affa,^ Enarea, and other countries where they border the Shoans and the

Abyssinian people. For centuries and centuries they have supplied so many children

and young girls, of hostile tribes or of their own blood, to slave-merchants from the

Ar.abie Orient, tliat they have in large measure tr.ansformed the Nubian, Egyptian,

and Arabian nations. If we knew the origin of tlie Galla, we could doubtless trace

many rel.ationships which will ahv.ays remain a mystery. The n.ations of western

Africa, those of the Central Plateau (even in the west and south), and perhaps also

those of ancient Egypt, would have fewer secrets for us. But the Gall.i, like so

many other peoples, did not appear on the st.age of history until after their wars,

migrations, and fusions of race and language had been totally forgotten. Man learned

too Into the art of writing.

Obok, Assab, Massowah.— Tlie Ilawash, or Ilawasi, which separates the Shoans

from the Galla, receives the waters from Ankob.ar. It descends impetuously, at times

suddenly swollen by great freshets, into the thirsty co.ast-region of Samhar, which, ap-
'

parently, ought to transmit it to the Red Sea or to thcGulf of Aden. But the stream

shrinks on the way, .and terminates its course of 500 miles in the swampy Lagoon of

Aussa, or Bada; this sheet of fresh water dwindles away in the dry season, and

spreads out for a long distance over the surrounding marshes during the floods.

Lake Aussa is not far from the Assal, and the Assal is only 12 miles distant from

the B.ay of T.ajura; this last body of w.ater is controlled by the French, who own,

along the dry, burning, and desolate coast, the ports of Sagalo, Tajura, and Obok.

The French have .also recently come into ])ossession of the territory of two large

Somali tribes, the Ghibril-Abokor and the Gadi-Bursi, who live on the coast to the

1 The native country of the coffee-plaut.
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south and soutli-east of the bay, on tlie route to Horbera and Cape Guardafui. The
protectorate of this country has widely extended the French sub-Abyssinian domain,
but it has given them notliing but forbidding shores, treeless, waterless ravines, naked
mountains, and a fiery clime. The colony will be useless to France unless she enters

Slioa from it, either along the Hawash or by some other i)ath. The most convenient

route between the sea and the Shoan plateau is that ruiuiing from the Bay of Tajura,

which sets into the land for about 40 miles, but caravans choose another track ; they
descend from Ankobar to Zeila by way of the charming Harar oasis, where there is a

town of 20,000 souls, at an altitude of 5,578 feet.

Zeila belongs to England, and Obok to France ; Assab is a dependency of Italy,

and vast tracts, including Abyssinia and Shoa, have been declared by treaties under
Italian influence. The Italians have a garrison in Massowah, from which station

they are keeping an eye on eastern Soudan. Italy, France, and England are backed
here, from the sea to the base of the mountains, by an excessively liot country,*

which is occupied by two kindred peoples, the Afar or Danakil, and the Somali.

There is good reason to believe that both these nations are derived from the inter-

marriage of Arabs and Galla. They bear evidence of this mixture in features and
physique; though nearly all of them still speak their old Hamitic tongue, many of

them understand Arabic ; many, also, are Mussulmans, nominally or in truth, while
the rest have remained pagans.

TRIPOLI.

Tripoli embraces 500,000 square miles, but does not contain over 1,300,000 inhab-
itants. It is composed of hammmlas, waterless sands, and a narrow coast strip on
the Mediterranean. This is the least favored region of North Africa. The desert
encroaches ujjon the habitable zone to such an extent that in certain places the Sahara
even pushes its dunes out into the sea.

Barca, or Cyrenaica.—A limestone bos.s, forming the plateau of Akabah, emerges
from the Libyan Desert on the shore west of the Nile delta; it is from 650 to 850 feet

in elevation, and belongs to Egypt. In its western prolongation this rocky table-land

increases in altitude and then passes into Tripolitan territory under the name of the
Plateau of Barca. The Plateau of Barca covers, perhaps, between 58,000 and 62,000
square miles, and contains a populatioti of 300,000 ; but the Red Barca, which consti-

tutes the fertile portion, embraces scarcely 10,000 square miles; the remainder is

called the White Barca. The Arabic-s])e.iking people apply the term Red Barca
(Barca el-Homra) to the limestone pl.ateaus covered with red soil, and to the red
gorges leading from the ujilands to the sea-shore ; the term White Barca (Bnrca el-

Beida) they have bestowed upon the southern slope of the plateau, which consists of
whitish earth and sands, and whose river-beds incline toward the Libyan waste. Red
Barca, now almost uninhabited, jiossesses such charming glens, such a healthful
climate, and such abundant springs, that it might become a living country again.

Ruins and labyrinths of sepulchral grottos testify to Cyrenaica's former opulence,

—

I Possibly the most torrid in the world.
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for this country, now the most desolate outside of the Sahara, tliis kingdom of the

dead, was tlie Cyrenaica of tlie Greeks.

Cyrenaica derived its name from the resplendent city of Cyroiic, founded by

Dorians from the island of Thera (Santorini). Later it was called Penta))olis, from its

five cities,— Cyrene, Teueheira, Hesperus, Apollouia, and 15arca (from which the pres-

ent name of the country is taken). To-day the land which Pindar named the "Grove

of Jujiiter and Venus" is ruled by a people, 300,000 in number, of more or less

nomadic habits, ignorant of arts and of letters, and speaking nothing but Arabic.

Bengazi, the principal town, in reality a miserable village, is situated near the ruins

of Jiercnice, on the Gulf of Sidra.

Tripoli Proper.— Like the i)latcau of Barca, Tripoli proper, or Mesrata, lies on the

Gulf of Sidra, a very broad bay, the desolate shores of which are swejjt by winds

from the north-east, north-west, and north, and from the torrid south. Behind the sea-

board, which is pressed u])on by almost Saharan sands, rise the scarped and rugg(,'d

Nekus and Gharians, with elevations of 2450 to 3300 feet. Beyond this chain, with

its rocky cirques, its grottos, valleys, and springs, the Plammada el-Homra (Red

Plateau), of which the Nekus and Gharians form the northern rim, partakes of the

character of the Sahara.

Tripoli proper is supposed to have a pojndation of eight or ten hundred thou-

sand. Even including the freshest valleys of Barca, the regions around the Gulf

of Sidra are incapable of producing a dominating people ; a small nation, distributed

along the coast, is all that can ever be looked for there. Tripoli is, as it were, afloat

between two powerful magnets, Egypt and the Tell. Apparently, it will drop in the

direction of Algeria, for the Sidra districts, in the north, are a desiccated Tell and

not an Egypt; and on the south the plateaus and dunes adapt themselves to the

hammadas and the aregs of the French Sahara.

The Trijiolitans speak little except Arabic, but there are tribes and fractions of

tribes among them that still remember their Berber origin. As the country is

directly subject to the Turkish Grand Sultan, with no intermediate viceroy, and with

no foreign protectorate, a few thousand Osmanlis are found among the inhabitants.

There are also some thousands of Jews, in the cities, carrying on commerce and lend-

ing money at usurious rates, but not engaging in any other business.

Tripoli, the capital, a city of 30,000 souls, a Mediterranean port, carries on trade

with Soudan by the oases of Fezzan or by Ghadames.

Fezzan.— Tibesti, or Tu.— A stony, sandy road, glowing white in the sunlight,

leads from Trijioli to Fezzan, — an assemblage of oases, dunes, saline depressions,

natron lakes, and the volcanic rocks of the White Haruj or the Black Haruj. Fezzan

contains about 45,000 inhabitants, of mixed origin ; they descend fi-om Arabic, Berber,

and Black stock ; the latter forms a large element, for the shortest route from the

Mediterranean to central Africa lies through these oases, and this intra-Saharan arch-

ipelago has had intercourse from time immemorinl with Soudan, from which it still

receives large numbers of slaves. Everybody understands Arabic, but the greater

proportion of the people prefer Kanuri ; this latter language is spoken by the Negi-oes

of Bornu, the powerful Soudanese state nearest Fezzan, and the one which has con-

tributed most to the formation of its mixed race.

The chief city of Fezzan, Murzuk, is an unhealthful little town of 3500 souls,— or

6500, including all the gardens of its oasis. It is 1800 feet above sea-level, about as

far from the Mediterranean as Algiers is from Gibraltar, and as far from Lake Chad as
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Algiers is from Morocco. Tlic route leading to this lake, or, more strictly, to this

lagoon, leaves on tlie left the Saharan country of Tibesti, or Tu, whose inhabitants,

called Tedas, Tebus, or Tibbus, number about 12,000.

However insignificant. Fezzan may be, it gives to Tripoli whatever importance the

latter possesses, by connecting it with Soudan.

Ghadames,— Awdjila.— Knfarah.— The oasis of Ghadames, north-west of Fezzan,

300 miles south-west of Trij)oli, and at nearly the same distaitce from Biskara, in a

south-easterly direction, is an entrepot of the Desert. Its ancient name was Cijda-

nius. It is 1150 feet above the ocean, and contains 24,000 palm-trees. The 7000

inhabitants, who are of Berl)er stock, make use of a Berber dialect, and also of Arabic.

Awdjila, north-east of Fezzan, and not far from the most inland point of llie Gulf

of Sidra, has 200,000 date-trees; it occupies one of the hollows of the "Libyan

I)e])ression," 170 feet beloM' sea-level. The Awdjilians are of Berber extraction, and

have retained their old language, but they all understand Arabic.

The oasis of Kufarah, recently explored, and said to be "incomparable," lies south

of Awdjila, se]iarated from it by a stony plateau, and from Fezzan by a chaos of

dunes ; this is the best watered of all of the oases, and possesses the greatest number

of date-trees. It is very loosely attached to the Pashalic of Tripoli, which is 840 miles

distant, across semi-sterile or completely arid regions. The five sul>oases of which it

is composed embrace together nearly 7000 square miles. The altitude is from 820

to 1300 feet. Kufarah formerly belonged to sedentary Tibbus, but for the last 150

years certain nomads have ruled it; the latter, who are fanatical Mussulmans, are

Berbers mixed with Arabs and Blacks;

BARBARY.

The Moghreb, or the Occident.— Between the Mediterranean, on the east and north,

the Atlantic, on the west, and the Sahara, on the south, rises the plateau of Barb.ary,

an isolated tract which the eastern Arabs called the isl;md of the Moghreb,' or of the

Occident. It comprises two political divisions, of nearly equ.al area, namely, Algeria,

on the east, and Morocco, on the west, the latter independent, tlie former subject to

France. By nature the Moghreb is one and indivisible. Algeria and ^Morocco are

both formed by the enormous wrinkle in the earth's crust called the Atlas Mountains,

a name which is ])erhaps a slight corrujition of the Berber word Adrar (" if])lands").

The two countries resemble each other in every resj)ect, having the same clim.ite

and the same vegetable productions, which are those of Mediterranean Europe. Both

sections are divided into a Tell, or cultivable land, Step])es, or extensive pastnre-lands,

with fruitful tracts near the springs, and a Sahara studded -with oases. Exact figures

cannot be given (it is often impossible to distinguish the moor from the cultivable

soil), but it is estimated that the Tell embraces about 143,000 square miles, and the

Ste])pe about 89,000. As for the S.ahara, its 400,000 square miles and over are

worthless except in the oases. The Steppe and Tell together cover about 232,000.

' Or Maghreb, or, rather, Mghrb.
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Tlic useful aniniuls of Barbary are the ox, tlie graceful, swift, fiery, affectionate

horse, tlie sheej), the camel, the gazelle, and the ostrich; the wild beasts include
the lion, the panther, the hyena, and the jackal. The country is infested with
locusts, which arrive from the south, by billions. When these flying squadrons, which
turn day into the darkest night, fall ui)on a plain, they devour it to the last leaf.

The same races of men are found everywhere, from the Gulf of Sidra to the
Atlantic, namely, Berbers who have been fixed here from remote antiquity, Arabs,

Beriieu Agriculturists.—A Duar.

who entered the island of the Moghreb as conquei-ors and converters, Arabicizing

Berbers, Berberizing Arabs, Arab and Berber cross-breeds of every degree of mixture,

Moors, Kolugis, who are descended irom Turkish soldiers' and native women, Jews,

and, finally, the latest comers, French, Catalans, Spaniards, Italians, M.altese, etc.

Berbers and Arabs.— (Tcneral Faidherbe,'' who had a very thorough accjuaintance

with ail the Koi-tli African ra<^es, estimated the entire ]>opulation of Barbary, in its

broadest sense,— including all that ])ortion of the Sahara which is inhabited by
Berbers,— at 12 million souls. He also placed the black element in these 12 millions

at ygj), the Arabic at jJ,,';,, and the Berber at ^\,%. In his opinion, the Berber is a cross

1 Or, ratlier, soUliers lieariii"; the name of Turks ; tlie Turkish army was recruited from all sorts of

Mussulman elements, from Osmanlis, Alhauiaiis, TSosniaks, Circassians, Kurds, Greeks, etc.

'' See Instructions snr VAnthrupoloyie de I'Alyirie, by General Faidherbe and Dr. P. Topinard.
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between the Libyan natives and the fair-haired invaders wlio entered the country in

ancient times from Eiiri)]ie by way of Gaul and Iberia. As for the Arabs of tiiese

plateaus, nioiiiitaiiis, and jilains, they are not descended from the heroes of the Great

Conquest; the soldiers of the djehad swept like a Imrricane across North Africa.

Tlie sun which gleamed out on tlie old mountains of the Atlas chain after the last

• flashes of this storm saw not a single Arab tribe, not a single Aral) dxar ; the Adrar

masses were still Berber. And they remained such for 400 years. Suddenly, about

the middle of the eleventh centurj-, there arrived from the east, sent hither by an

Egyptian Caliph, who desired death rather than victory for them, si.x great tribes of

plunderers, namely, the Solaim, and five tribes of the family of Ililal; from the latter

is derived the name Hilalian invasion, often bestowed ujion this movement, which

launched 250,000 Arabs (some say a million) from Kgy])t into Barbary. The con-

dottieri of these second invaders gradually drove the Berbers back into the rugged

highlands; they took possession of the plain, the steppe, and the parts of the desert

where grass springs up after a rain, and, in the course of time, they became the Arab

people which we find in the Moghreb to-day.' These Arabs, however, lisive been

much mi.\ed with Berbers, and, to a certain extent, with Blacks, as the Berbers them-

selves are somewhat tinged with negro blood, and deeply penetrated by Arabic.

Spain, Portugal, and France in North Africa.— The Arabs are evei-ywiiere on the

decline in Barbary, while the Berber race is growing, and while a new nation is being

formed which is plainly destined to rule the African Tell. France is the mother of

this nation. There w.as notliiug to attract France into these regions, neither jirox-

imity, alliances, commerce, tradition, nor a desire to sjiread the Christian faith among
the Mussulmans, who despise it. Beyond .all this, the climate of Barbary is uneon-

geni.al to the larger lialf of the French people.

Italy was too much shattered to attempt to seize Africa, but Spain, on the con-

trary, was even violently urged by circumstances toward the coasts of Morocco ; the

course of her history, the hereditary hate engendered by 800 years of warfare against

tlie Moors, the necessity of protecting her shores from the ravages of Barbary pirates,

the maintenance of her power, the security of her marine, and, above all, her enthu-

siasm for the pro]iagation of the Catholic belief, all conspired to ]>ush Spain across the

Mediterranean. After h.aving driven the "Arabs" from the Asturian valleys to the

Douro, from the Douro to the central sierras, from the central sierras to the Tagus,

from the Tagus to the Guadalquivir, and then finally from this yellow stream to the

azure sea, Spain still tliirsted for vengeance. She crossed the sea, and struggled pas-

sionately to ])l;mt her glorious banner on the impious shores. Every Cliristian whose

blood was shed on the heretical soil was counted among his compatriots as a martyr.

1 The iKiint so strenuously insisted upon lieie and cisewlicre (pp. 177-178, 2!)2, 437) by Reclus is, to

say the least, an interesting one. Tliougli it was during the first century of tlio Hegira that the Arabs
conquered and Mnssulmanizcd North Africa, tlie Berbers seem to have been dislodged from their seats
at different periods, in iliffcrent parts of the country. Tliose of tlie desert, for example, were forced fiut

of their borders by a pre-Islamitic Arab invasion. Tlie tribes of Barbary proper may have retained
their foothold until the middle of the lltli century, wlien the movement, or immigration, bere denomi-
nated the Hilalian invasion is said to b.ave t.aken place. For accounts bearing out the statements of

Reclus, see Leo Africanus {Descript. Afrira:) and Marmol (Ihscrip. dc. I'Afnque, l(i(!7), though Leo the
African distinctly states that the " 50,000 men-in-arms, beside their women and children," wlio entered
Africa at tliat time were from Arabia Dcserta and Arabia Felix. See, also, Ibn Khaldun, Ilistoire dcs
Jierberes (translated by Baron de Slane), Dr. Shaw's Travels in Bnrbanj, and Lus Epaqiies Militaires de la

Grande Kabijlie, by A. Berbrugger. For the commonly r(!ceived views in regard to the peopling of North
Africa by the Arabs, see Gibbon, Chapter LI.; instructive notes on some of the writers named above
will be found in the same chapter. — Ed.
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In 1509, Cardinal Ximenes debarked before Oran. Hoklinf; in one hand a crucifix,

and pointing with the other toward the south, he cried : " It is not a city that you are

about to take ; it is all Mauretania which you are to conquer with the Cross." Later,

An AltAn.

powerful fleets landed armies at Algiers (wliich was attacked seven times), at Bugia,

at Tunis, and again at Oran, but nearly all of Spain's expeditions were failures; the

sea was hostile to her fleets, the Moors triumphed over her armies, or, when slie had
the good-fortune to conquer, she was unable to profit by hei- victory. At length, in
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1792, the Sjiani.anls abaiuloned Oran, tlicir last stronghold in Africa outside of the

pretiidios of the Moroccan littoral.

The Portuguese were no more fortunate. They did not long retain their hold on

Mers al-Kebir, nor on Tangier. Their great expedition against the Moghrebins ended

disastrously at Al-kasr al-Kebir, and this defeat was the death-blow to Lusitanian

power in North Africa; and yet tliese forces arrived in a thousand vessels, and with

the expectation of driving the Infidels to the ends of the earth. Later, tlie Portu-

guese were compelled to sui-render Ceuta to Spain, then to abandon El-Araish and the

fortresses which they had built on the Moroccan coast, with stones hewn in advance in

Lisbon. It was France that seconded destiny. She triumphed from the outset. The

French domain in Africa stretches to-day along 1250 miles of coast ; it extends south

across Tell and Plateau, and embraces that part of the Sahara where the best dates

are produced.

The limits of Barbary are undefined on the south ; on an area of 232,000 square

miles, there are hardly 8 to 10 million inhabitants, 51 million of whom are Algerians.

ALGERIA.

Size of Algeria.—We drop here the term Algeria-Tunis, which we have hitherto

apjilied to the French possessions in North Africa, for why sunder what nature

and history unite? It would be no less puerile to fix the boundaries of Algeria on the

south at the ideal line of'El-Golea, in the very direction where, as there are no

obstacles in the way, this great country must inevitably reach its natural frontiers.

France is ascending here along the sterile Wady Mya and the more sterile Igharghar

to the water-parting between these dead torrents and the dead rivers inclined toward

the Niger. Within these limits, Algeria embraces over 400,000 square miles (twice

the area of France), and it includes the larger half of the Barbary territory. The

smaller half, Morocco, on the west, comprises more of the Tell ; it is better watered,

and more of its surface is in lofty mountains, while Algeria spreads out in vaster

])lateaus.

Coasts.— Algeria has the Mediterranean on the east and north, the Atlantic, pro-

spectively, on the west, and the Sahara on the south. Between sea and desert stretch

mountains and fissured table-lands, all beneath a burning sun, and forever swept by

two winds,— in the north, the moist, life-giving breeze from the Mediterranean, in the

south, the fiery breath of sterility and death from the Sahara. Nearly everywhere

there is a distance of 150, 200, or 250 miles lietween the two lalwratories of these

winds. In the south of Tunis, the Sahara skirts the sea in the vicinity of Cabes, near

salt lakes, at the base of the mountains of the Urghamma. It is here on the

shores of the Gulf of Cabes, at points where the Mediterranean raises its highest

tides,! ti,..it, engineers have proposed to cut through the rocks and sands and pour tlie

sea into inframarine saline marshes and dei)ressions, which doubtless were once occu-

pied by a lake of the ancient Wady Igharghar. It is hoped tliat in this way humidity

1 A.s high as ten feet in tlie bays of Jerba, a Tunisian island of 250 square miles, inhabited by 40,000

Berbers.
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aiul freshness may be restored to the environs of this toiTid vat ; but the project is

too serious an offence against the decrees of nature for nature not to doom the work,

in case it is ever attempted.

Nortli of Cabes,"tlie coast gradually loses its desert character, and becomes at lengtli

the fertile though stony Sahel,' exuberantly productive in oils, and abounding in

towns and villages, built in the midst of olive-groves. The shore continues to the

north through Sfax, Mahadia, Monastir, Susa, and Hammamot, curving in broad,

shallow, false bays. Hammamet is situated at the root of the peninsula of Cape Bon,

one of the few long tentacles of this coast, a mountainous, sunlit point of land, with

springs and flowery ravines. Cape Bon, forms the eastern shore of the b.ay of

Tunis and Carthage. Tlie city of Tunis, on a shallow salt lake, communicating

with the sea by the Goletta, has given its name to the 50,000 square miles, more or

less, of territory of which Tunis was composed when it was informally annexed to

France.'' Carthage, dead and yet immortal, is nothing more than a heap of rubbish,

mere lineaments that can be inferred rather than viewed on or under the soil ; this

motlier of Hannibal played for the world with Rome; she lost. Rome miglit have

lost; a pebble sometimes deflects a current from its path; a trifling chance sometimes

alters the course of history.

At Cape Farina, which protects the inlet of Porto Farina (once an excellent har-

bor, but now obstructed by the alluvia with which the waters of the Medjerda are

gorged), the coast turns westerly, keeping this direction as far as the Moroccan frontier,

except that beyond Philip|)eville, or beyond Algiers, and more decidedly still beyond

Tenes, there is a slight slope at the same time toward the south. Here we encounter,

first, Bizerta, a port which will form in the future an important station between the

Nile and Gibraltar ; the Tinga, the salt lake on which the town is built, can harbor

all the vessels of the world at once on its 50 square miles. It is connected to the sea

by a channel which will have to be deepened and broadened, for at ])resent it is a mere

ditch, just deep enough to admit transports. It communicates liy means of a short,

sinuous, lazy, boggy river with an interior lake, almost as large as itself and scarcely

8 feet deep, called the lake of Gebel Ishkel ; the waters of this latter sheet are fresh_

when the rivers pour the periodical rains into it, and brackish when it is so lowered

by evaporation that the Tinga sets back into it. A little beyond Bizerta, Cape

Blanco, from which the outlines of Sardinia are dimly discerned, is the most northern

point of Africa, in Latitude 37° 20'.

Then follow : the island of Tabarca, at the base of the massif of the Krouniirs, a

tribe of Aralw or Berbers, whoso existence has been questioned;' La Calle, a fishing-

station with coral reefs; the charming city of Bone, which dreams of a mighty

' Tlie Araliic for littoral.

2 Tunis w.as formerly a tributary ]irovince of the Ottoman Empire ; but in accordance with a convention

signed by the Bey at the point of the bayonet, in July, ISS'J, France now administers tlie country and

collects the taxes in the name of the Bey. The latter is granted a civil list of $140,000, and the generous

sum of .S250,(KKI.— Ed.
'' Mr. Edgar Barclay, in his interesting work on Mountain lAfe in Altieriii, makes the following

extracts from a letter published in the " Daily News " of .Tune 7, 18S1, and written by a correspondent in

the French camp: " I have always made it my business to inquire about the Krouniirs. Here, as else-

where, I find the same story. Few people have ever seen one." ..." So certain is every one that no

further fighting can possibly occur, and that any attempt to find the Kroumirs is abandoned, that I

leave for Tunis tomorrow, marvelling much at a campaign that has had no beginning, no middle, no

ending, and that has taken 40,000 troops away from their homes to invade the country of an enemy

who has been invisible." Mr. Barclay adds that the " Kroumirs (if they really exist) are Berbers. " — Ed.
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destiny; Philippevillo, a wliolly artificial liarljor, tlie entrepot of eoninieree between

France and Constanline; Collo, wliicli is dominated by wooded siunniits; Jijelli also

near eool, forest-clad djebels ; Bugia, in an imposing cirque, between Kabylo moun-
tains that wear a tiara of snow in wintei-; Dellis, equally Kabyle, — that is, Berber;

graceful Algiei-s, rising in tiie form of an amphitheatre along the slope of a steeji hill

;

-"•^V'T*' ^^^P*- iv*^3if« .

A. J*l!>i;ili',lt M U.IIAA.

Shershel, a village which, under the name of .Tidia Ccesarea, was in ancient days the
capital of one of the Maurctanias; Tones, on a A-icious sea; Mostaganem, on a still

worse sea; then the three Oranian ports,— Arzew, a fine natural haven; Oran, a

precarious work of man's hand; and Mers-al-Kebir, worthy of its Arabic ap])enation,

which signifies the " great port." Beyond Xemours, where the Spanish lalancelles
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put in, wo reach the boundaries of jVIoroceo. Algeria extends througli about 13

degrees of longitude, from 9° E. to more than 4° W., and from 33' 20' north latitude

tol}7" 20'.

Coast Mountains.— Nearly everywhere the Algerian shore rises abruptly from the

sea ill djeliels, gloomy or gay, according to the nature of the rock and the poverty or

richness of their attire; they are generally severe. Among these maritime masses,

which are dismembered sections of the Atlas range, is Zaghouan (44G2 feet), which

gave its name to ancient Zeuffitana,' from the caverns in its chalk flows the 13 cubic

feet of w.iter per second which supplied Carthage in olden times, .and which quenches

the thirst of Tunis to-day. The mountains of the Kroumirs, almost unviolated down
to 1881, lift their heads 4.593 feet and more, between the sea and the W.ady Medjerda.

Their meadows, forests, deep ravines, abundant springs, and short torrents flowing

over stony beds make them an Arcadia, or, not to leave Africa for a parallel, a Kaliv-

lia. Edough (3294 feet), black with \voods, faces the bay of Bone, and sinks into the

Mediterranean along a wild coast. Goufi (3576 feet) overlooks Collo; it branches out

in rugged headlands, at the "Seven CMjies," which separate the Gulf of Pliilipjie-

ville, on the east, from that of Bugia, on the west; living w.iter descends into a

thousand glens from its wooded flanks. Bahor (C493 feet), almost twice the height of

Gonii, snow-crowned in winter, darts its j)eaks into the air between the verdant shore,

willi its rumiing streams, and the ]ilateau of Setif, which is like a fulvid, dry, and dusty

Castile. It looks down grandly on the Gulf of Bugi.a, one of the most beautiful of the

]\Iediterranean harbors. Although its mountaineers, of Berber stock, have discarded

their Kabyle dialect for a corrujit Arabic, the country is called Little Ivabylia, in dis-

tinction from the Great Ivabylia of the Jurjura, which fronts it across the valley of

Bugia's stream.

The Jurjura range (7585 feet) has all the air of a great sierra. Its rocks are impos-

ing, it is cut by lofty cols, and it is inh.abited by valiant tribes dwelling in hamlets

daringly perched at giddy heights. The littoral portion of the range consists of a

low chain of 4193 feet ; the principal mass rises back of this advance bastion, south of

the Sebaou River, but, owing to its superior elevation, it attracts and condenses the

sea-vapors, .and is essentially maritime on the northern slope, which is as humid as

any in Algeria ; the southern slope is drier.

In the S.ahel of Algiers, which is rent by picturesque gorges, a few small Alhambras

are to be seen,— the old palaces of the pirates,-— besides an ever-increasing number

f>f villas, and fine young orchards and vineyards. The S.ahcl is too low to arrest the

clouds, and they ])ass on to the mountains of Bli(hih, across the fat plain of Metidja;

we niay therefore regard these latter mountains as maritime, although they are sepa-

rated from the sea by the Sahel and the Metidja. Between the highest two sum-

mits,— the peak of the Beni Salah (5345 feet), ami Mount iMuzaia (52G3 feet),— the

Chiffa flows through a famous gorge, which affords a jjatli to fresh IMedeah and to the

incaiulescent south. The Chiffa, the ITarrach, the Ilamise, .and numl)erless small

streams water the Metidja copiously; this valuable alluvial tract, embracing 800

square miles, proved a charnel-house for the early European .settlers, but it has now
become a garden of life.

Chenoua (317G feet), forming a st.ately boundary to the Metidja on the north-

west, casts its shadow from a distance on Shershel, which was the capital of an

important ]>rovince when Algiers was scarcely a good-sized fishing-liMralet. Under
tiie IJomans, Xorth Africa comprised, from cast to west : the Province, where the
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revived city of Carthage flourislied; Nuiiiidia, with bold Cirta; Mauretania Sitifensis,

so called from Setif (Sitifis) ; Maiirelaiiia Ciusariensis, which was governed from

Sliershel (Cajsarea); and Mauretaiiia Tingitaiia, or Mauretania of Tangier (Tiiigis), a

vast country on the very confines of the globe, an impenetralde, unpenetrated district

of the Atlas Mountains, which was little Latinized by its conquerors. Chenoua is

united to the masses out o£ wliich Mount Zaccar (5184 feet) rises.

From Mount Zaccar are visible the rings of the Shellif, its immense ])lain, and

iasiged Ouaransenis; then, to the northward, beyond chaotic djebels, the hazy liorizon

of the Mediterranean. Between this stream and the sea stretches, as far as the

embouchure of the Shellif, a coast sierra which, gradually sinking, and changing its

name several times, drops below 3300 feet beyond Tenes, and becomes the Dalira.

This mannnillated tract is inhabited by a small people, in i)art Berber;' the district is

green on the north, toward the sea, and dry on the south, toward the river, but it is

fertile everywliere. The Shellif empties into the Mediterranean not far from the gay

city of Mostaganem ; from the mouth westward to the Moroccan frontier, no moun-

tain of 3300 feet guards the iron coast. The massif of Arzew has an elevation of .

2070 feet ; that of Oran is only 1916 feet high, but it looms above the Hispano-French

town, grand, wild, and Ijarreii, with magnificent castUlos^ on the jutting rocks.

Mountains of the Interior.— Between the maritime djebels and those on the

margin of the Sahara is a confused tangle of chains, domes, and peaks. Here are

low plains and high plains furrowed by streams (of changing names), which are scant

and turbid as soon as they reach the low regions, where the sun evaporates them,

and where sand, shingle, and gravel absorb them ; but in the uplands they are limpid

and cool, and to the inh.abitant of the Tell, as well as to the dweller in the Sahara,

the murmur of the water rippling over the stones is one of the most touching har-

monies of nature. Without the limits of the K.abylias, and outside of a few favored

non-Kabyle mountains, the Algerian u])lands exhibit nothing but burning, barren

slopes, with here and there, at long intervals, black patches of thickets, stunted bushes,

or the remnants of an old forest of pines, cedars, various resinous trees, arbor-vitas,

and oaks. Now, this region of scant and, unfortunately, irregular rains, menaced by

the encroachments of the Sahara, needs woods to temper the heat of the skies, .attract

the clouds, evoke fountains, and rejuvenate the torrents. If suitable forests were

to be planted on the borty djebels, even the most skeleton-like would take on new life.

The wooded eminences of Souk Harras and of Guelma, the wasted summits of the

plateau of Constantine, the fulvid masses south of Setif and in the vicinity of Bordj-

bou-Areridj (0109 feet), the Uira of Aumale (5938 feet), the mountains of Teniet

el-na<l (5919 feet), with cedars rivalling those of Lebanon, Ouaransenis, and the

chariidng Mountains of Tlemsen, abounding in caves, copious springs, and running

streams,— these and a hundred others among the djebels of the inland Atlas range

desei-ve mention. The loftiest, Ouaransenis,^ is also the most beautiful. It is drained

by the Shellif. In the main, these mountains are ranged in lines parallel to the coast

and to the maritime chain ; they descend on the Sahara by gentle slo|ies or rugged

cliffs— the broken remnants of a sierra which once protected the Tell more

effectively .against the Desert.

.The Aures Mountains (7638 feet), which formed the corner boundary between

Algeria and Tunis before the annexation of the latter, possess the loftiest peak

within the present limits of the French Tello-Sah.aran Africa. This peak is, how-

1 Forts built by tlie Spaiiiardi.- 2 Called also Ouans^ris and Ouancherich.
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ever, only a few feet liiglicr than the culminating point of the Jurjura. Tlie Aures
send down a few brooks into the brackisli lakes of the plateau of Constantine, and

long and noisy perennial torrents to the Franco-Tunisian depi-ession, into which tliey

lea]> through frightful gorges. It is among these masses that the jMedjerda, the

second longest river in Algeria, has its most remote sources. The inhabitants are

noble tribes of Bcrber-sj>eaking Berbers.

Djebel Amur (G355 feet) dominates JclCa, Laghouat, and Afiu, and terminates at

Geryville. It faces the naked summits beyond which the 30,000 Beni M'zab dwell in

their seven cities. The Shellif, the longest river in Algeria, and also in North Africa,

rises in a few insignificant springs in this chain. Djebel Amur is prolonged toward

the west-south-west,— the normal direction of the Atlas ranges, — under the name of

the Mountains of tlie Ksure; then it enters Morocco, or, more correctly speaking, the

district of Figig, not yet subject to Algeria, and no longer subject (if it ever was)

to tlie grajid sherif of the Moroccans. On the very frontier rises Djebel M'zi (7218

feet), the culminating point of the province of Oran, as the Jurjura nvissifs contain

.that of the ]>rovince of Algiers, and the Aures that of the province of Constantine.

Streams and Rivers.— Little can be said of the Algerian rivers, except that they

are sometimes formed of small, clear torrents, and sometimes of fine springs, that

they venture humbly into imposing defiles, that they abound, in cataracts, and that

they are destined to be confiscated for the irrigation of the valleys and plains.

The Medjerda issues from the wooded, rocky masses of Souk Ilarras ; it is

cradled amid Roman ruins, and Roman ruins bestrew its basin ; it discharges its

muddy waters into the Gulf of Tunis, after a sinuous course of 227 miles, or 270 from

the most remote source of the Wady Mellegue.— The tortuous Seybouse (137 miles)

flows through the Guelraa valley, and terminates near Bone.— The Wady el-Kebir

(152 miles) reaches the gorges of its lower course from its native plateaus by the Con-

stantine canon : there, under the name of the Rummel, it finds its way around the

fantastic rock of warlike Cirta, a fabulously old city, which has been besieged eighty

times since the beginnings of history; at four different points the gloomy waters glide

under huge vaults, and then they leap out of the ravine by three cascades.— The Sahel

(125 miles) originates in the Dira of Aumale, and emjjties into the Bay of Bugia,

where it is called the Sumniam ; its entire course lies betw'een mountains, and the

channel is a succession of constrictions and expansions; on the left bank the Jurjura

range rises abruptly and proudly.— The Sebaou (68 miles) is the central river of

Kabylia; it is formed by torrents from the northern slope of the Jurjura, and it flows

the year round ; during the freshets it is sometimes an immense flood.— The exces-

sively tortuous eastern Isser (125 miles) seldom issues from its defiles ; the most

beautiful part of its course is in the gorges of Palestro. — The Mazafran separates the

Sahel of Algiers from the sub-Sahel of Kolea : the waters are clear as crystal in the

mountains of Medeah and Blidah, where it is known as the Cliiffa, but they become

so turbid in the Metidja as to merit finally the name of Mazafran (" saffron water ").

The Shellif (404 miles) takes its rise in Djebel Amur, and moves northerly,

over dustv, flaming plateaus. Beyond its confluence with the Nahr Ouas-sel, a

branch having its sources in the vicinity of Tiaret, it enters the zone of rains at the

base of the mountains of Boghar; then, curving gradually to the westward, it skirts

on the right the djebels of Medeah, of Milianali, and of the Dahra, and on the left the

mighty massif of Ouaransenis. The valley between these escarpments is terribly

torrid and dry, but the brooks from the mountains will be utilized at some future day
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to irrigate it ; they are amply sufficient for the purpose. The river is turbid, and

flows between earth banks; its scant waters are stored in a reservoir above Orleansville,

the only city as yet traversed by it. The chief affluent, the Mina (125 miles), which

The Steeet of Bab-el-i.uai;isi at Laghouat.

is swollen by the lovely Wady el-Abd, makes a leap of 141 feet in its upper valley, 'm

the beautiful Fall of Hurara.

The Macta, a very short current, is formed by the junction of two streams, of

nearly equal length, namely, the Habra and the Zig. The Ilabra (14G miles) unites

tue waiers of a fan-shaped cluster of rivers rising in the Zaida and Mascara districts

;
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owing tv tlio nature of the soil, and the fav<)i'aV>le disposition of the rocks, a larga

part of tlie j)rovince of Oran (so much decried for its dryness) is supj)lied witli sonic of

the strongest springs of Algeria. A Cyclopean dike sets back the Haljra, thus forming

a lake of about 495 million cubic feet, for the irrigation of the broad ]ilains of Peri'e-

gaux. The Zig (134 miles), also stored in reservoirs, bathes Sidi-bel-Abbes and

Saint-Denis. — 'i'he Tafna (90 miles) resembles the upper Ilabra in the beauty of its

fountains, which are drawn from the caves of the Mountains of Tienisen ; not far

from the famous town of Tlemsen, which was once an imperial capital, but which is

to-day a mere shadow, one of the torrents of the basin, the Mefruch, is dispersed in

graceful little cascades, at the Falls of P^l-Ourit,— together, 1600 feet iiigh.

Steppes.— Sahara, — The Tell, or cultivable laud, rises from the coast of the

Mediterr.ancan to the sources of the rivers inclined toward this sea. But beliind the

' crest where their springs bubble u]i, scarcely any rain falls, the trees disa]ipear, and

vast expanses of grass that can weather the <lrouglits stretch as far as the horizon,

along dry river-beds, and around shotts and sebkhas, — that is, around .saline lakes, if

it is not a profanation of the name lake to designate thus fields of salt and of hoi,

hai'd mud ; the mirage often causes these tracts to present the appearance of water,

but it is only an optical illusion, and the traveller may perish of thirst on the shores

of these false Lemans. The Ste]>])es or High Plateaus, with their seas of alfa grass,

succeed one another with monotonous grandeur. It is a mistake to attem])t to trace

an inflexible boundary line between Tell and Steppe ; some of the peaks of the high

plateaus, owing to their altitude and rocky texture, abound in fountains, and are far

more productive than many a calcined summit and many a scorched, burnt j)lain of

the Tell. The campos at the base of the Aures Mountain.s, with no drainage toward

the sea, are Tell rather than Steppe ; so also is the vast basin which sends the waters

of its sj)rings and its freshet floods to the Hodna (290 sq. m.), a lake with no outlet,

around which it is possible to create a Metidja, by damming up the torrents; the

same is true of the shores of the Eastern Zahrez (193 sq. ni.), of the Western Zahi-ez

(124 sq. m.), and the Jelfa district, one of the best wooded and most prolific in

springs in all Algeria. It is in the west, in the province of Oran, on the Great

Eastern Shott (637 sq. m.), and on the Shott of the Hameian (212 sq. m.), that the

separation between the Steppe and the Tell is most clearly marked, and it is there

also that the tracts of .alfa grass are most frequent and mo.st extensive. We hesitate

to class the High Plateau among hopelessly doomed lands, when we forecast what it

may become by the planting of woods, boring of wells, the damming of the brooks on

every hill-slo])e, and by the cultivation of the vine. We would rank it rather as a

Tell of inferior value, with a more healthful though less equable climate.

As for the Sahara, it seems destined to remain a Sahara forever, or until such

time as an upheaval of the order of nature shall reverse tlie course of the land and

sea breezes. At the utmost, nothing more can be done than to create oases in the

hollows, and to jilant here and there in the clay, the dune, or the rock, the few trees

that can resist drought, morning chill, and midday heat. Its water lines are, neve*--

theless, of incalculable importance. It is by them that the French expect to enter

Soudan, either along the Igharghar, or by the oasis chain of the Wady Kir, the

Wargla depression, and the Wady Mya, or still again, and more safely, by the valley

of th^e Wa.ly Gir.

The Berbers,— The Ar.ab accuses the Frenchman of having trodden him under

foot for over sixty years, and of obliterating his works and his name. The Berber
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cries out to the Arab, "After 047 you passed, iiro-brand in hand, over my garden of

North Africa shaded by tlie forest of Cabes and Tangier; since 1050, you have

plundered and mobbed me ; you have imposed upon me your God, who is not clement

and pitiful cxcejit on your lips and in your litanies and formulas
;
you have robbed

one-half of my tribes of their language, and have corrupted that of the other half !

"

No one rises to bear witness against the Berber. Yet he too has eaten flesh and

drunk blood ; his race, like the others, is constituted from peoples which clashed with

one another, and were shattered, but which, with the long lapse of time, became

harmonized, so that out of bloodshed and violence and treason sprang a Numidian

language, a Numidian soul, and a Numidian conscience, which neither Carthaginian

nor Roman could destroy, and which the Arab has merely weakened, or here and

there disguised.

Whites, blacks, and browns, the unknown of the dim, prehistoric age, the Car-

thaginian, who displayed the insolence, the cruelty, and the rapacity of the rich

merchant, the Roman, who, while plundering and subjugating the world, by no means

forgot his neighbor, Africa, the Vandal, who simj)ly swept over the land and was no

more, the Byzantine, more e])hemeral still, the Arab, the Turk, the Black brought

from Soudan by traders in human flesh, renegades and adventurers from the entire

circuit of the Mediterranean,— all these elements are to be found among the Bt'rbers,

even in the most isolated tribes. The Berbers are the least alien of all the intruders

in this corner of Africa, for their ancestors were settled jiere before the arrival of the

Arabs; properly speaking, however, there are no intruders in Algeria, since 150,000

to 200,000 Europeans have seen the light in the Atlas Mountains. These sons of

Africa have the right to call the country their mother-land.

The Berbers of Algeria are known also as Kabyles, from an Arabic word signi-

fying the " Tribes." In ancient times they were famed as intrepid riders, but they

gradually lost their skill as horsemen after the flying camps of the Hilalian centaurs

swept across Plain and Plateau, and when they were compelled to take refuge on the

lofty buttocks, pointed peaks, jutting rocks, and precipices. Here in the uplands they

became mountaineers. Now, to be a mountaineer means to climb diflicult steejis and

descend declivities, with the nimbleness and sureness of a goat; it means to breathe

with full lungs, to drink at pure sjirings, to feel one's self bold and strong and free

;

it means to tread the winter snows under cold, inclement skies; it means to struggle

with .all the strength of one's will against "all the forces of nature; it means, also, to

seek warmth and happiness .at the cottage fireside, in the bosom of the family. And

these Berber families .are large, so Large that they are sending down streams of life,

and rejieopling the Arab plains ; they are everywhere planting, sowing, and reaping

fields once stnpi)ed from them by men who were at the same time shouting loudly,

"Praise to God!" With the Moroccans, Spaniards, and Italians, they are aiding the

French in putting North Africa under the plough. Wherever we find a Berber, there

we always find a man vigorous .and v.aliant for toil. He directs the murmuring ain

or rumbling torrent over his meadow, his g.arden, his fig-orch.ard, or orange-grove. He
gathers the fruit of the trees for the nourishment of his cattle. He stubbornly culti-

vates the uncultivable and the almost inaccessible. He dwells in solidly built houses,

in villages f.astened to the brink of precipices.— These pastoral Ilions, in .ancient

times, were frequently assailed by Achilles, and defended by Hector ; for, like the

old Greeks, the Berbers consumed their life in fratricidal contests, warring against

one another, confederation pitted against confederation, tribe against tribe, and burg
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against burg. It was due to tlicse combats that a people made for rule found itself

one day governed by a nation smaller and weaker than itself.

Though the Berbers have all .accejjted the law of the Prophet, not all have

adopted the language of the Koran. Hundreds of thousands, notably in Great

Kabylia and in the Aures, have retained their very ancient idiom, which is still

imperfectly classified but which has no affinities with Arabic ; many of its names are

scattered over the map of northern Africa, recognizable for the most part by their

two <'s, one at the beginning, the other at the end of the word ; as, for example, Tug-

gurt, Twat, Tademait, Tidikelt, Tafilelt, Tiaret, Takdempt, Temushent, Tarudant,

Tumzait, Tasbent, Tamentit, Tadrart, etc. On the other hand, numerous tribes of

Mounted Akabs.

Bei-ber origin finally adopted the Arabic language, which w.as that of the Koran, of

the schools, of letters, of good society, of government, of commerce, of the large cities

and of the great marts : these constitute the Arabicizing Berbers. Lastly, Arab

tribes or fractions of tribes, lost in the Berber milieu, have abandoned their guttural

explosives for the^ja^ojs of the rustics among whom they live: these are the Berber-

izing Ar.abs ; they arc much less numerous than the Arabicizing Berbers. We shall

soon see Gallicizing Berbers here. The Kabyles are a practical race, and have the

wisdom to choose'the French language in preference to Arabic. They patronize well

the few French schools that have been opened in the villages (taddert) and on the

hill-sides {iril). They harvest with the French colons in the plains, and live by manual

Labor in the large towns ; they will be seen before long on the quays of Marseilles and

in the streets of Paris. As to the number of pure or Arabicized Berbers, and of Ber-

berized Arabs, and of Arabs, the census gives us no light, for all these elements are

classed under the head of Mussulmans or Natives.
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The Arabs.— The Arabs of Algeria come from tlie most luminous section of the

Orient,— from Arabia, from the jjalm-groves of the Euphrates, from the desert of

Syria, and from the Nile. Long before the close of the century which witnessed

Keak of thk Gheat JIosquk, Kairwan.

during its first third the preaching, flight, triumph, and death of the Prophet, a band

of Arabs invaded the olive-orchards and thickets of Africa, from the Gulf of Sidra to

the Atlantic,— a dusty squadron, which, after a bloody raid, rode back at full speed

toward the rising sun, leaving rula in their wake, and having founded nothing but
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Kairwan. Barbary remained Berber for four centuries, slowly absorbing all the

Punic, Latin, Byzantine, and Vandal elements left on the soil ; during these four

centuries it conquered, almost without aid from the Arabs, the warlike Iberian penin-

sula, and covered it witli cities. But in 1050 the Hilalians arrived ; these horsemen

and sabre-wielders seized the jjlains of the Tell, its plateaus, its broad valleys, every

Sketch oi' an Arab Falcokeu.

portion of the country suited to tlie nomad, and from the very first day began to

denationalize the Berbers through their government, but, above all, by means of their

religion and their sacred boolc. The Arabs ^^cre in turn slaughtered by the Turkish

yatagan during more than three hundred years, but they nevertheless continued to

assimilate the Kabyles. In 1830, when the French entered Algeria, they tliought the

entire po])ulation was Ishmaelitisli. History had deceived them. The " Thousand
and One Nights " had bewitched them. The Arab chiefs, those magnificently mounted
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and siipprhly be<Tcckecl feudal jiriiiccs, dazzled tliem, and Arabic was the sole language

spoken in tlio large eities and along the higlnvays of the countiy. But it lias become

evident with time that the nomadic or serai-nomadic Arabs form the smaller and

more superficial element of tlie aboriginal ))opulation, while the Kabyles are deeply

rooted in the soil.

It would be futile to attempt to estimate the number of pure Arabs in the Alge-

rian Tell, for Arabs and Berbers have been mixed to an infinite degree, to say

nothing of infusions of Blacks, Turks, and of renegades Jind captives from various

nations. Many a tribe which boasts of its Arabic blood is derived from exceedingly

diverse sources : one claims to be descended from the true Prophet, a claim evidently

unfounded ; another traces its origin to some ancient Marabout, or some saint

renowned for his deeds or sayings, who sleeps under a white Kuba ;' the ancestors of

a third arc known to have come from the lofty Moroccan djcbel, which is essentially

Amazirgh ;
^ those of a fourth arrived from the Sahara, near Soudan. On the whole,

it may be said that the Berber race ])redominates in a largo number of Arabic-

speaking duars (tent-villages). The Arab requires a vast ex2>anse of land, because he

is generally either a full-fledged nomad, or a half-sedentary, dwelling in gourbis (or

small huts), in winter, and in tents, in summer. Now, as the Europeans cannot

occupy en masse the already too crowded upland regions, they are scattering them-

selves over the broad valleys, the plain, and the plateau, or, in other words, over

Arab territory. And the Arabs are selling their lands as fast as possible, and emi-

grating, no one knows where,— to Morocco, to the Sahara, or i)erhaps to Soudan.

This race of noble-featured, supple-limbed, swift-footed, quick-witted, imaginative

men is, then, on the decline ; these agile and daring riders, these lovers of war, whose

nostrils tremble at the scent of powder, are losing ground,— but nowhere except in

the essentially Arabic districts; wherever there has been a greater or less infusion of

Kabyle blood, the Arab stubbornly defends himself.

The Berbers or Arabs of every degree of mixture constitute a people of 5^ million

souls, 3,817,000 of whom are in Algeria and 1,500,000 to 2,100,000 in Tunis, where

they have not yet l>een enumerated.

Europeans.— African French. — The Jews, numbering 42,744, foi-m a link between

the Mussulmans and Europeans ; they are of Arabic tongue but nearly all speak,

read, and write French. They were naturalized en bloc by a government decree, and

are now on a footing with the French citizens, serving with them in the French

armies. They are bankers, money-changers, merchants, and traffickers of every grade,

dealers in second-hand goods, jiedlers, agents, employees of the synagogues, and

uuder-functionaries. They are prosperous and prolific.

Tlie French not only rule in Algeria but they constitute the predominant Euro-

))ean element. . In Tunis, tliere are only a few thousand, against 12,000 Italians and as

many Maltese; but in Algeria the quinquennial census of 1886 returned 261,591

French, not including the naturalized Jews (304,335 with the latter), nor the more

than 54,000 soldiers, while there were only 143,000 Spaniards, 44,000 Italians, and

16,000 IMaltese. The French are largely from the south of F'rance and from Corsica,

with a strong contingent from Franche-Comte and Alsace-Lorraine ; but the depart-

ments of the north, centre, and west are by no means unrepresented. The Spaniards

come partly from Andalusia, in which case they sjjcak Castilian, and partly from the

Balearic Islands, Valencia, and Alicante, in which case they make use of Catalan.

The Italians are chiefly from Naples, Sicily, S.ardinia, and Piedmont.

1 A chaiiol. 2 Berber.
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Cities.— Algeria embraces the three provinces of Algiers, Oran, and Constantine,

beside Tunis. The ea])ital is Algiers, tlie most populous city Tunis ; the other impor-

tant towns are Oran, Constantine, Bone, and Tlemsen.

Algiers was f^jr a long time a fishing-hamlet of the ]5erber tribe known as the

Beni Mezrenna; later, it fell into the hands of the Turks, and became a rendezvous

for jiirates under the bloodthirsty pashas; to-day, it is the most graceful of French

cities. It rises, white and glistening, out of the blue waves, along the slopes of the

Bouzareah, with boulevards,

winding streets, dark, crooked

alleys, .nnd dangerous stairways.

Including suburbs, the charm- ^
ing Algerian caj)ital contains

89,000 inhabitants, of whom
34,000 .are French, COOO natur-

alized Jews, '2(3,000 foreigners,

16,000 natives, etc.

Tunis, still an Oriental city,

contains the palace of a bey

who is without a beylic. Carth-

age, from seven to nine miles

to the north-east, looked out

on the same mountains which

Tunis views to-day, namely, the

Two Horns, jagged Ressas and

the distant Zaghouan ; but the

hills of Carthage rose out of the

living sea, while Tunis borders

a salt lagoon, not more than a

foot or a foot and a half deep.

Its 150,000 (?) inhabitants in-

clude 25,000 Jews and more

than 20,000 Europeans. The
harbor is at the Goletta, at the

extremity of the lagoon.

Oran (pop. 68,000) is biult

on heights dominated by a red

mountain, where sui)erb castillos, built by Spain, gnard land and sea.

very l)usy conmiercial town.

Constantine (pop. 45,000) rises, like Algiers and Oran, in the foi-m of an amphi-

theatre ; with a mean altitude of 2000 feet, in a v.arying climate, it jiresents the

spectacle of a southern city in summer and a snow-clad, northern city in winter. The
Kummel flows almost around it, at the base of a formidable jtrecipice ; this ravine is

400 feet deep at the point where it is spanned by a bridge, and 650 at the old citadel,

or Kasbah.

Bone (pop. 30,000), an entirely European city, lies at the foot of Mount Edougli, at

the terminus of the Seybouse; its growth will be ra]iid, as it is backed by the broadest

division of the Tell.
,

Tlemsen (pop. 28,000), the "mother of olive-trees," is situated at au elevation of

/ii/r.i

A Mahahout

It IS a
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2600 feet, in tlie bosom of a magnificent country. Two-thirds of the inhabitants are

Mussuhnans, the rest are F'reuch, Spaniards, and Jews. Tlemseu has preserved

monuments of the era when its rule extended in Algeria as far as Bugia, and in

Morocco over the uplands and the valley of tlie Muluya. ^

MOROCCO.
The Greater Atlas Range : its Peaks and Rivers.— The Arabs, setting out from

Arabia, overran and conquered Persia, Syria, Egypt, Cyrenaica and all the Tell now
comprised in Tunis, Algeria, and Morocco. Here, suddenly, the land terminated.

The Mussulmans had reached the end of the world, and they therefore called Morocco,

Moglireb el-Aksa, the " Extreme West," a name which they aj)j)ly to the country down
to the present day. Including the territory of certain Berber tribes of the southern

Atlas slope, which are in reality independent, and vast Saharan oases,— thougli

excluding Twat, which forms no part of the Sultanate,— Morocco embraces from

230,000 to 260,000 square miles,' and contains a population of 5 or 6 million ; it con-

stitutes nearly a half of Barbary, and certainly the better half. Its superiority over

Algeria is most marked in the disposition of the littoral and the height of the moun-

tains. The coast-line of 900 to 1100 miles faces two seas instead of one; Algeria

borders the Mediterranean, which is little else than a lake, while Morocco is assailed

on the west by the ocean itself, with its tides and its mighty winds from the open

deep; and again Morocco looks down from lofty rocks on the Strait of Gibraltar,

the most important marine channel in the world.

As for the Moroccan mountains, they have twice the altitude of the Algerian.

The Miltsin peak, rising on the horizon of Marrakush (Morocco), reaches an elevation

of about 13,000 feet. For a long time it passed for the culminating summit of all

Morocco, and indeed of the entire Atl.as range; but it has been ascertained that there

are peaks towering to 15,000 feet, and it is possible that some even rival Monte Rosa

and Mont Blanc. The principal crest, which is estimated to have a mean altitude of

more than 12,000 feet in a length of 80 miles, sends countless cataracts to the torrents

which form the Tens! ft, the Umm Rabi, and the Wady Sus; it divides the true

Morocco from Sus, the country of the argan,^ an imposing valley between the- loftiest

Atlas chain on the north and another gigantic range on the south, sometimes called

the Anti-Atlas. This Sus is only nominally dependent on the potentate of Fez and

Marrakush; if it were properly a ))art of INIorocco, it would perhaps be the most

favored, the richest, and the most fruitful portion of an empire of wonderful fertility,

wealth, and be.auty. This vast garden, from which life-giving snows .are visible on the

• The soutliern limits of Jlorocco expand or contract according to the streniith or aggressiveness of

the central government. Less is known of the country than of any other section of North Africa, and
tliere is Imt a meagre basis of scientific material for the drafting of maps. According to the most recent

investigations, the area is 219,000 square miles. — Ed.
2 This tree (Arr/ania Sideroxylon) is confined to a tract stretching along the coast, between the Tensift

and the Sus, and it is fotind nowhere else in tlie world. It grows to abotit the same size as the olive-tree,

and produces an olive-looking nut, from which the natives extract an oil that is much used in the cookery

of southern Jlorocco.— Ed.
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north and on the south during long months every year, lacks nothing except perennial

torrents and extensive forests. In former times rhinoceroses roamed in the thickets,

which were more jjlentiful than they are to-day ; sugar-cane was once grown liere, but

its cultivation has been abandoned.

The famous Kif, the citadel of Berber tribes, dominathig the regions where the

Mediterranean approaches tlie Strait of Gibraltar is not more than 7200 feet in eleva-

tion ; but it descends majestically to the sea opposite the And.alusian mountains. Rif

is an Arabifc term, signifying a well tilled country; and this Berber bastion does, in

fact, abound in orchards and villages.

The Moroccan Atlas ranges despatch to the sea rivers 250, 300, or 375 miles long

;

such, for Instance, is the Muluya, the longest stream of the Tell after the Shellif. It

Moroccan Types.

empties into the Mediterranean, not far from the Zafarine Archipelago, a small

group of islets, where France sought to plant her banner in 1847 ; but the Spaniards

had unfurled their flag there fifteen days in advance. Among the streams flowing

toward the Atlantic are tlio Sebu, which has Fez in its basin, the Umm Rabi', with a

flow of 2500 cubic feet ])er second, and the Tensift, — three streams by the side of

which tlie Algerian rivers are nothing more than torrid ditches. They pass from the

mountain gorges into broad plains, which will in the future be converted into

Metidjas, but which to-day, in the hands of the Arabs, or even of the Berbers, do not

produce the crops of which they are capable. On the southern slope, the Moroccan

Atl.as masses support snows of suflicient duration so that the torrents which descend

into the Sahara do not disappear like those from the Ksurs, Djebel Amur, Bu Kahil,

and the Aures. During the great freshes the AVady Dcr'a sometimes even roaches

the Atlantic ; now, this river is more than 900 miles long, and no sooner does it leave
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the ruountains, where it is drained off by irrigating canals, tlian it hegins to sink into

the sands and tlie fissnres of the rocks, or is evaporated by fiery winds. In inidsuin-

nier, it flows as far as the great bend where it changes its southerly direction for a

westerly.

The area of the Moroccan Tell is estimated at about 75,000 square miles, and that

of the Steppes at about 25,000 ; the remainder is a desert except for the oases, which
are nuincrous, rich, an<l ]>o])uloiis.

Inhabitants and Cities. — The po])ulatioii of Morocco is unknown, but it is esti-

mated at 5 or 6 million, or the same as that of Algeria, including Tunis.

Apparently, fully two-thirds of the inhabitants belong to the Berber race ; in the

liif country and in the northern mountains generally, they are called Amazirghs; in

the southern mountains they are known as Shelluhs. The purest " Libyans " are to

be sought in Morocco, in the snowiest, most inaccessible djebels of the Tell ; the

Tuarick ]»irates of the Sahara and Soudan have surely ab.sorbed more black blood

than the Berbers of the Exti-eme Moghreb, and the mountaineers of Algeria certainly

have more Roman, Arabic, and Christian blood in their veins. Here, as everywhere
else in North Africa, the Berbers intrenched themselves in the uplands, when the

adventurers of the Ililalian invasion seized valley and plain. They are gradually

descending again, and reconquering their vast ancestral domain. It is estimated that

they have already regained possessioii of four-fifths of the soil ; they are, however,

in the minority in the cities. Had it not been for the arrival of the French on

Algerian territory, the descendants of Masinissa's foot-soldiers and cavalry— Berbers,

Kabyles, Amazirghs, Shelluhs, it matters not what the name— would have driven

the Arabs out of the entire Tell.

These Berbers, whether they have abandoned or retained their native tongue,

have intrinsically modified a multitude of the Arab tribes of Morocco by the intro-

duction of a more rustic stock. It is asserted that the Arabs of Morocco relinquish

their nomad life more readily than do those of Algeria. And why ? Probal)ly because

the Arabs of the far west, widely removed from the sources of their " pastoral

"

blood, have drawn more heavily on the "agricultural" blood of the Atlas moun-
taineers ; or because the Moroccans are unconsciously moulded to a sedentary life by
the ruggedness of a country which is distributed in mountains where a tent would
bend bene.ath the snow, or in ])i-ecipices where horses can neither g.alloj) nor trot, or

in fields well watered by fountains or torrents. On the otlier hand, the configuration

of Algeria tends to make the Algerians vagabonds ; is it not a land of broad valleys,

of boundless pl.ateaus, of alfa fields, of extensive shotts, of entrancing space, of

limitless horizons, where one sees far away to the northward the indigo waves, and
yonder the fulvid cxjianse of the Great Desert?

Admitting two-thirds of the inh.abitants of Morocco to be Berbers, the remaining

third is composed chiefly of Arabs, i)ure, or mixed with Berbers, or tinged with lilack

blood from the long infiltration of slaves from Soudan. Then follow the Arabicized

descendants of the renegades who settled in this country ; the Jews, largely descen-

dants of Israelites driven from Spain in 1391 and in 1492 ; and, lastly, the Blacks.

There are few Europeans,^ and among these the Spaniards rank first in number, the

French second. Both Arabs and Berbers ])rofess Islamism ; the Jews adhere to their

ancient faith. The Arabic tongue predominates over the Berber .as much as the

Berber race predominates over the Arabic. It is spoken in harsh, consonantal dia-

' About 1500, 1000 of whom live iu Tangier.
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lects. Many of the Jews understand Spanish, the languasje of theii- ancestors. The

Francoplionc's are still widely scattered, but their luiniljer has been increasing since

the Berbers of eastern jNIoroeco began to ])ush over into Algeria, where they are

employed in planting, reaping, digging, and breaking stones on the roads.

Faz, or Fez (pop 100,000 [?]), the principal city, and one of the capitals, is

situated at an altitude of 1300 feet, or something over, on the Pearl River (in the

Sebu basin), at the foot of Djebel Salah, which dominates it by 1800 feet. Under

Fkz.

the Almohades,' tliis Mecca of the Barbary Far West contained 500,000 inhabitants,

and two magnificent mosques, one the largest, the other the most beautiful of African

Islam.

Morocco, or Marrakusli (pop. 40,000), the second of the quasi-capitals of the

Sultanate, once possessed, according to Ar.ab tradition, a jiopulation of 7.50,000. It

rises, majestic and solit.ary, .amid p.alm-groves, 1650 feet above sea-level, in the plain

of the Tensift, within view of the Greater Atlas chain.

The Presidios.— Scattered .along the Mediterranean shore of Morocco, from the

Strait of Gibraltar to the Algerian frontier, are several Spanish ^>?-<?6'((/i'os, which serve

1 A Mohammedan dynasty tliat flourished in Africa and Spain durins the l'2th and i:!tli centuries. It

was founded hy Moliamnied-ihn-Ahd,alI.ih; and the hist ruler of tlio race was Abu Dahus Edris. The

dynasty became extinct in Spain in 1257, and in Africa in 121)9. —Ed.
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as places of deportation for criminals, and oftentimes as retreats for political exiles.

All together, they contain only 16,000 inhabitants, nearly 10,000 of whom are in Ceuta,

which faces Gibraltar, at the very point where the strait broadens out into the Mediter-

ranean.— Penon de Velez is nothing more than a wretched, scarped isiet, destitute of

a single fountain, 1300 feet from the llif shore.— Alhucemas, another dry rock, also

contemplates the Rif.— Melilla, on a small peninsula projecting from the peninsula

of the Cape of the Three Forks, often wages war against its Kabyle neighbors.— The
Zafarines, an archipelago of three islets, keep watch at the embouchure of the Muluya.

THE SAHARA.

Size.— Oases.— Simoon.— The Sahara sepanates North Africa from Soudan, which

is the beginning of the true Africa. The word "separates" is nowhere more .appro-

priately applied than here. The Great Desert forms a more complete barrier than

mountains, which can alw.ays be traversed by the cols, than the ocean, which is scorned

by ships, than the tundra tracts, which freezing m.akes passable for portions of every

year. Stretching from the Atlantic to the Red .Sea, across the valley of the Nile, and

from the southern base of the Atlas range to Soudan, with a length of 3000 to 3750

miles, and a breadth of 600 to 1200, the S.ahar.a, nevertheless, supports only 2^ million

inhabitants. Yet fount.alns and Artesian wells have created magnificent palm-groves

in the north, while in the south, under the tropic of Cancer, there is a sufficient rain-

fall to partially fructify the soil, and tr.ace steppes along the margin of the furnace

;

all the rest of the Sahara is a pitiless waste. Still, its terrors and horrors Ifiive

been exaggei-ated. It is not to us, as it was to our fathei's, an expanse of sand trem-

bling under every wind, and rising .and advancing in cyclones against the car.avans,

like the Typhoon against ships. It is rare that the violent, burning Simoon rolls its

winding-sheet of dust around the traveller in the Desert; more persons die thereof

thirst th.an perish by this wind.

Far from condemning the Desert to eternal sterility, there are those who now
believe in the possibility of its partial reclamation. This sebkha, as the Arabs call it,

this m.aze of .aregs or dunes, of blistering rocks, of grassless, treeless, waterless

channels, without h.amlets, and almost without tents, h.as not always been so worthless

and dead. Tradition teaches us that springs, streams, wells, cities, barlej^-fields and
corn-fields, palm-groves, and even forests, have disappeared here; these might be
restored by the planting of trees. Beside the d.ate-iialm, it is possible to grow pines,

gum-trees, minios.as, and turpentine-trees in the Sahara; the eucalyptus, the giant of

the Desert .as well as of Australia, will thrive in the hollows into which a little rain-

wiiter or the oozings of the rock filter; and, lastly, there are doubtless subterr.anean-

lakes, here and there, and a few running streams, which might be reached by
Artesian wells. A heavy shower will clothe the most arid sands from the Tell

to Soudan with verdure. " One rainy night," says the S.aharan, " makes the grass

grow for three years."

Flora and Fauna of the Sahara.— This vast solitude is destitute of inhabitants,
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because of the scarcity of plant :iyd animal life. Thistles, wormwoocl, prickly

shrubs, and an occasional patch of grass nursed by a tiny, invisible rill, constitute all

the vegetation of the Sahara, outside of the oases. The famous " lion of the Desert

"

is a myth. Tliis king of beasts loves freshness, boughs sw.aying in the wind, fountains

and prairies, and above all tlie ox, heifer, sheep, horse, and gazelle, which arc .to be

found only where there is green gi-ass ; he may roam along the hem of the Sahara,

A Simoon.

especially in the stejipo-like regions of the south (ami it is jiossible that huge pythons

also exist there), but he is never encountered in the central wastes, any more than

are the ostrich and the gazelle. Animal life in the Sahara is confined almost exclu-

sively to the scorpion, large and small lizards, mice, and the leffCi, a horned vii)er,

the sting of which causes instantaneous death.

South of Algeria and Tri])oli, there are depressions below the level of the Mediter-

ranean, but these are neither numerous nor extensive. The mean altitude of the
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Sahara is apparently between 1100 and 1300^feet; here and there, sandstone or

granite mountains, yellow, or black, or reddened with iron-ore, lift their beads 8000,

GOOO, 8000, or perhai)s 10,000 feet. Djebel Iloggar, or Aliaggar, the loftiest of them
all, is cajtped with snow three montlis in the year; it sends down a few silvery

streams, but they run only a short distance.

Aregs, or ergs— in other words, sands ; hanimadas, or rocky plateaus ; nioun

tains carved into countless citadels, and wondrously transformed by the magic of the

sunliglit when seen from a distance ; depressions ; soil receiving an infinitesimal

amount of moisture, and impregnated with salt, which is sold to the Soudanese ;
*

oases, where palms furnish a shade for fruit-trees which themselves shelter corn, barley,

grass, and forage from the burning sun ; moving from oasis to oasis, or from shore to

shore of the waterless sea, caravan trains,— on the alert, for the Desert is vast, and

the plunderer treacherous and fleet; ungainly, p.atient camels, thriving by hunger

and thirst, meharis, or race-camels, which can make 75 miles a day without being

fatigued ; and over all this, over the bare immensity as over the oasis, the dry north

and north-east winds, which constitute the chief cause of the Saharan aridity ; tem-

peratures of 115° to 120° F. in the shade, and 154° in the sun; nights in whicli the

mercury sometimes sinks just before dawn to 9°, or even 12' below the freezing-point;

heavy dews ; a cliniate for the most part exceedingly healthful, notwithstanding the

fluctu.itions in temperature; in the oases trembling ksurs ; in these ksurs, A\"a\>s,

Berbers, Blacks, or cross-breeds of the three races,— here we have the various

features of the Sahara.

The Arabs occnjiy the western section, near the dunes of the Atlantic; the

eastern, approaching the Nile ; the south-west, in the sands along the Senegal River,

but they have intermixed there with the Berber race ; and again, at the base of the

Atlas Mountains, th'jy are intricately crossed with Berbers. Passionately fond of

nomad life, they find their highest happiness in the Desert, and their poets sing its

praises with enthusiasm. They bave here what they love most ardently,— sun and

space. They are fervent Islamites. The Berbers have their nomads also, the Tua-

ricks," who scour the sands between Fezzati.and Timbuktu, mounted on meharis, and

armed with a long lance and a curved sabre. These swarthy filibusters protect their

faces from the Saharan sand with a veil called a litham., but the women (who are

treated with great respect) always go with faces uncovered. They are divided

into the Azgher and Aliaggar, or northern Tuaricks, the Kel-owi and Sorghu, or

southern Tuaricks, and the Awelimmiden, or Tuaricks of the Niger ; they have their

Berber dialects, their alphabet, and a few rock inscriptions. They adore their

redoubtable Sahara. The Targui is familiar with every well, every spring, every spot

into which a drop of water oozes, all over this lin/itless, thirsty land. lie knows

every dune where a spear of grass or a shrub springs up, every hill from which watch

is kept on the caravans, every ravine tliat can serve as a hiding-place, every trap wliere

a man can be waylaid, every path for flight or pursuit. It is this perfect acquaintance

with the Desert that makes these pirates formidable, and not their multitude. They

number scarcely 100,000; moreover, the Awelimmiden, who compose the bulk of the

nation, do not dwell in the Sahara, but in the savannas between the Sahara and the

Niger, and in the plain of this stream or on its islands.

The Blacks, who through their women have modified the greater part of the

1 Salt is so scarce in Soudan that it exchanges there, we are told, for its weight in gold-dust.

2 The plural of Targui.
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nomad or sedentary tribes of the Sahara, arc of ahnost unmixed race in certain of the

oases whicli border Soudan. Crossed with Berbers, they occupy, with the Kel-owi

Tuaricks for neighbors, the large oasis of Air, or Asben, which consists of mountains

5000 feet in elevation, with gorges where there is a slight rainfall, so that some of the

valleys are not entirely destitute of verdure : the character of the soil, as well as the

features and comj)lexion of the inhabitants, announces the j)roximity of this oasis to

fertile Soudan. Here rises Agades, the remnant of a city of 50,000 souls, if we can

credit the tales of the Desert.

After the independent country of Air, after the Tripolitnn Fezzan, after Ghat,

which has been Turkish since 1874, after the wonderful ijalin-gardens of the ])rovince

of Constantine, after Tatilelt, which contains 100,000 inhabitants, and belongs to

Morocco, the principal oasis is Twat. This de])ression is equidistant from Algiers,

Oran, Morocco, and Timbuktu, it being about 875 miles from each of the four cities;

' it is said to have at its disposal more than 2800 cubic feet of water per second,

supjilied from a net-work of subterranean jiassages. It will eventually form a part of

the Algerian Sahara. It is a confederation of Arabo-Berber villages where the ksurs

of Ain-Salah (or Insalah) dominate, and it sujjports about 70,000 inhabitants (others

say 300,000).

The district of Aderar owes this Berber natne of Aderar, " uplands," to plateaus

and djebels which overlook on the north the true Sahara, and on the west and south

the steppes and plains of the Niger. It lies north of the 16th parallel. It is at

present the fortress of the Awelimmiden Tuaricks, but, as it is directly south of Algiers

and Oran, it will probably fall into the hands of the French at some future day.

SOUDAN.

The name Soudan, which is applied to the vast country stretching south of the

Sahara, is the teimination of the Arabic exjn-ession, Blad es-Soudan, signifying

"Country of the Blacks." For convenience in describing this region, it may be

divided into Central Soudan and Maritime Soudan. Central Soudan comprises two

basins. One, that of the Niger, opens on the Atlantic ; the other, that of Lake Chad,

would open, like the Nile, on the Mediterranean if its stream was not exhausted on

the way. They are separated from each other by the Kano plains, the verdant

heights of Zegzeg and Bauchi, and the mountains of Mandara.

The Niger.— The distance from the source of the Niger to its mouth is scarcely

1200 miles in a straight line, and yet it lias a course of about 2000 ; in length, it is

surpassed in Africa by the Nile and Congo alone, and it is evidently second only to

the Congo in the yearly discharge of water. Its drainage area has been estimated

at 1,230,000 square miles, and at a much higher figure, admitting that its channel

opens below Timbuktu to the almost waterless bed of the Wady Msaud : the latter

comes from the high Atlas range, where it is called the Wady Gir. The Niger unites

the waters of three mother-branches, the Tembi, the Falico, and the Tamincono, all

of which rise in the Kong Mountains; the source of the Tembi, the principal branch,
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is in Mount Loma, a massif of 4396 feet (?), beliind the coast of Sierra Leone and

Liberia. The rapitlly swelling Niger (under the name of Dialiba) flows in tiie ui)lands

for a distance of only 380 miles, and tliese uplands are low mountains, with no per-

sistent snows, and perhaps without transient snows. At Bammako (a Frencii fort

since January 30, 1883), the river is 1300 feet broad, powerful, and witii a strong

current; six or seven miles below Bammako occur the rapids of Sotuba. The stream

passes Segu Sikoro, tlie capital of a decayed Mussulman empire (the foe of the pagans

amonf whom its waters are cradled), then it is doubled by the accession of a current

more than 500 miles long, called the Mabel Balevel, or Bakiioy, i. e., " White Iliver."

Lake Chad.

Beyond this point, it skirts the sands of the Sahara, and is forced by them from its

north-easterly to an easterly direction, at Timbuktu ; then it turns south-south-east,

and flows to the Gulf of Guinea.

Above Timbuktu, the Niger encloses two very large islands, namely, Burgu, 112

miles long, and Jimballa, with a length of 250. It arrives, after a journey of about

1150 miles, not ex.actly before Timbuktu, but before its two ports of Karoma and

Kabara. Above and below the city, it winds about for scores and scores of miles,

resembling the Nile of Nubia and Egypt, since it constitutes all the life of the Desert;

where it jiasses with its canals, there, and there only, are inhabitants to be found. A
great, dead river reaches it from the Sahara of the Tuaricks,— a trench 930 miles

long, originating in the same mountains with the Ighargliar: this tradi/, called the

Ballul Bassn, is destitute of running water in normal times.

Below Timbuktu, the Niger becomes a net-work of islands and side-creeks, with a

breadth of 6000, C500 to 13,000 feet. It skirts steppes inhabited by swarthy Awclim-
miden Tuaricks and black Sonrays, the latter sowing and reaping for the former, as
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the weaker are wont to do for the stronger. The dispersions and expansions of the

stream are followed in places by very narrow constrictions; in the pass of Tosuye, for

example, it is only 295 feet from bank to bank. Near Kabba, rocks and rapids termi-

nate, and the Niger, becoming navigable for ships, moves toward its confluence with

its largest tributary. This principal afliuent, the iJiniie, the "Mother of Waters," in

the language' of its native land, Adamawa, is a brown flood, known to the Negroes

along the banks under different names, all signifying, in their various idioms, "Black

Water," as opposed to the Niger, which, to them, is the "White Water." Above
and below the junction of the Binue, the Niger twists among islands which offer a

miry abode to crocodiles and hippopotamuses. The valley, under its brilliant sky,

[)0ssesscs the beauty lent by lofty mountains and by the oj)ulence of a .soil in which

the cotton-plant grows to the height of 100 feet. From this cut, the river entere

its delta, the alluvia of which exhale deadly poisons under the equatorial sun. Black

men are rare in the delta, and no Whites settle there ; the latter ascend the stream

farther to win gold on the Niger and the Binue. The delta of the Niger ojjposes its

mangrove-trees and soft mire to the sea along a front of about 200 miles. It embraces

almost 10,000 squai-e miles ; its largest channel is the River Nun. The mean dis-

chai-ge into the Atlantic is unknown.

Lake Chad.— About OSO miles from the Atlantic bays dominated by the proud

peak of the island of Fernando Po, and about 1200 miles from the inner extremity of

the Mediterranean Gulf of Sidra, lies Lake Chad, or Tchad, or Tsad ; though situated

800 feet above ocean-level, it has not the force to transmit a single stream to the sea.

The area varies between 5000 and 40,000 square miles, according to the season of the

year. It is a lagoon, not more than 13 to 10 feet deep at the most. When the sun

has evaporated the muddy water accumulated from the summer freshets, the low,

almost countless islands are united, and the larger half of the lagoon becomes solid

land (with boggy furrows), where the herds of the savage Budduma* come to

pasture. Lake Chad is surrounded by reservoirs called komudnyus;^ the rivers

formed by the overflow during the floods are precipitated into these hollows, but

when the waters shrink, a contrary slope is established, and the komadugus flow back

into their urn.

In very dry years, the immense tribute poured into Lake Chad from a basin which

is visited by tropical rains, .and which is nearly six times the size of New England, is

drawn off by evaporation, and, doubtless, to some extent, also, by underground drain-

age ; but in excessively wet years the lake discharges a river, the Bahr al-Ghazal,

which descends, on the north-east, to Bodele, a depression near the oases of Borku, as

Borku itself is ne.ar the very dry and lofty mountains of Tibesti. The waters of Lake

Chad are not brackish ; the rhinoceros flounders in it, the crocodile dozes on its

floods, the hippopotamus wallows in its mire, the elephant fords its gulfs and chan-

nels, and the buffalo roams in the tall grass along the shores. It receives, from the

west, the Waube, which flows through the most f.avored of the Bornu valleys, and

from the south the Shari, or Sari. The source of this latter stream is unknown.

In its upper course, it is possibly the Welle,* which flows south-west of the rivers form-

ing the Nilotic Bahr al-Ghazal. In its lower course, it adorns a delightful country;

the distant mountains, waters 2000 feet broad, the tropical sk_y, the huge trees, and

the vigorous growth of grass, make this valley of central Africa a charming oasis in

1 Tlie liatta tongue. ^ Tliis tribe is identical with the Yedhia. — Ed.
* Literally, "brooks." « See page 407.
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which abundance reigns;— all the Arcadias are not in Greece, nor all the vales of

Tenipe in tlie maze of Thessalian mountains. Tlie basin of the Shari is estimated at

350,000 to 355,000 square miles at tlie very minimum,— sui)i)osing that the Welle

does not belong to it, but flows south-west to the right bank of the Congo. With
the other tributaries of Lake Chad, and the depressions of the Hahr al-Ghazal

stretching away to the north-east, this entire inland basin must embrace about

700,000 square miles, an area which would be greatly increased if the Welle should

prove to be connected with the Shari.

Central Soudan— this land of plenteous rains and torrid suns— is densely peo-

pled. On the margin of the Sahara, especially on the left bank of the Niger, for a

TlMlllIKTlI.

long distance up and down the stream from Timbuktu, Arabs, Berbers, and Tuaricks,

pure or mixed, hold the empire, extorting tribute from the caravans, as brokers or
brigands. Beside their trade of rovers of the Desert, the Tuaricks possess lands

along the banks and on the islands of the river, wliich are cultivated by their black

servants. The Arabs and more or less Arabicized Berbers are mei-chants in the com-
mercial cities on the Niger, notably between Sansandig and Timbuktu. Through
their influence, through the conquest which Islam has accomplished over a part of

the country, Arabic has become the polite idiom of Soudan. However, there is a

noticeable falling-off in the use of the language of the Prophet, although there has
been no halt in the progress of Mussulmanisin. Arabic is employed by the slave-
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hunters and mercbants in central Africa; ami only a few years since it was spoken

at the Borini court, but the national Kanuri has been restored there.

South of Timbuktu, on the right bank of the stream, dwells a black people, called

the Sonrays, who have preserved their language, though tliey have been sti-ipped of^

their power. Ascending the Niger, we encounter, first, in Massina, Fulahs, or ]\Ius-

sulman Negroids, who are converting the pagans at the point of the lance ; then, in

Bambara, black Bamanaos, whom the Fulahs have not yet been able to Islamize

;

and, lastly, on the upper stream, in the countries backed against the Kongs, Malinkes,

or Mandingoes: these chocolate-colored Negroes, these keen-witted traders, are the

Jews of Soudan. They speak a guttural idiom.

The Fulahs, who are copper-colored, and finely proportioned, are also called Fulbe,'

Fellani, Fellatah, and Peuls; they are the jjredominant people in Central Soudan and

on the Senegal River. They are tillers of the soil and shepherds; they were living in

peaceful hamlets, in the land of the Blacks, when the energy of a great man, and the

fanaticism of a religion which tolerates no schism, suddenly transformed thera into a

race of conquerors. At the beginning of the present century, Danfodio, a Pullo

returning from a pilgrimage to Mecca, began to preach the dje/iad, or holy war,

against the Negro miscreants; he soon found himself ruler from Lake Chad to beyond

the Niger, over a region one-eighth the size of the United States, with Sokoto as his

capital. Whence came this people which flashed all at once into Soudanese history,

this graceful, handsome-featured race, much more closely allied to the Whites or the

Arabs than to its black neighbors, and strongly resembling the suiierb coj)pei--hued

tribes of Aliyssinia? It has been classed with distant peoples in India and the Malay

Archipelago, but it must have come from less remote regione, probably from the

southern slope of the Greater Atlas range, across the Sahara ; ten or twelve cen-

turies must have elapsed since its invasion of the Senegal region, from which its

pastoi-al tril)es gradually moved eastward as far as Lake Chad.

Danfodio's empire did not include the Fulahs of the upper Niger, nor those of

Senegal, the first home-land of the nation in Soudan. It lost all cohesion almost

immediately, and split into the two kingdoms of Sokoto and Gaudo. The Haussa

countries from which it was formed were never subjected to the Fulfulde idiom.

Haussa is more widely spoken here to-day than P^ulfulde : both of the languages are

very beautifid. Haussa originated, perhaps, in the Orient, for it bears some resem-

blance to Semitic tongues, but, on the other hand, certain analogies with the Berber

of the Tuarieks are not wanting. Far from havhig perished or retreated before the

Fulfulde, it has become the common speech of the greater part of the Soudanese, from

Bornu to the delta of the Niger. Fulfulde has been called the "Italian of Central

Soudan." It is much more harmonious than Haussa; it abounds in ff and in vowels

generally. In the formation of the plural, no account is taken of the radical of the

word, and herein lies one of the chief difficulties of the more than difficult idiom of

the Fulah shepherds.^ One of its peculiarities,' compared with the Aryan languages,

consists in the absence of all distinction of words in regard to sex. Fulfulde makes

the division into the human and the non-hinnan, the latter including animals, plants,

and inanimate objects. This classification General Faidherbe designates by the terms

"hominine" gender, and "brute" gender.

' This is the ethnic name ; the singular of Fulbe is I'ullo.

2 For instance, the pUiral of (/orko, "man," is loorbe; of debbo, "woman," reobe; of sanrti,

" stick," tiahbi. — Ei>.

* Shared by several Negro tongues. „
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The Fiilahs are weak as regards nuinbers; in many sections they are almost lost

among their subjects, and they are gradually blending with these latter, not by means

of the daughters of the race, who despise the Bhicks, but through the sons, wlio by

no means scorn alliances with Negresses. In the Soudan of the Niger they are not

massed as a nation, except on

the j)lateau of Zegzeg, in Gando,

and in I\I;issinn.

The suzerainty of France is

recognized on the Upper Niger,

but she lias direct possession of

nothing but tlie post of Ba-

maku, or Banniiako, situated

on the river-bank, a few miles

above the rapids which termi-

nate its up])er course. Descend-

ing the stream, we enter the

empire of Segu, then Massina,

and farther down we reach

Timbuktu. In Segu, the Sul-

tan resides at Segu Sikoi'o, on

the Niger, among pagan Bama-

naos, who liave been subjugated

by fire and sword to the Mus-

sulman Fulahs. This ruler has

recently accepted, though very

unwillingly, the protectorate of

France. In Massina, the po])U-

lation of which is reckoned at

millions, the capital, Ilamda

AUahi (i.e., " Praise to God "),

rises a short distance from the

right bank of the stream.

Timbuktu once ranked as a continental .V!e\;uidria, owing to its position on the

great bend of the Niger, at the junction of the routes from the Desert, and in con-

tact with the Sahara, with Soudan, and with two races of mankind. Before any

Euro])ean had trodden its obscui-e alleys, our imagination had reared there a metropo-

lis of interior Africa. No one fancied a Babylon, an Athens, or a Rome, for it was

well understood that gigantic towns and glorious cities were impossible among the

Negroes, as well as among their bronzed neighbors of the Sahara; but Timbtiktu was

sup))osed to be an important commercial city, a huge bazar where the Blacks sold

Soudanese gold-dust by the sackful to the merchants of the caravans. It is nothing

but aheap of ruins now, with 10,000 or 1-2,000 soids; the population consists of an

aristocracy of Moorish merchants and a proletariat of Sonrays. It is about eleven

miles from the Niger, in the Sahara, and not in Soudan.

Gando.— In Gando, or Gandu, a country of the lower Niger, above the Binue,

tliere are several busy commercial towns which ai'e important marts. Bidda, some

leagues away from the river, contains i)erh.aps 90,000 inh.ibitants. The population of

the entire state is i-ated at 5,800,000. The people are largely Fulahs.

Young Mali.nkk (inu..
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Sokoto. — The inliabitants of Sokoto number possibly 12 millions ; they consist of

I'culs witli an under-stratiim of Blacks, or, more accurately speaking, of very intel-

ligent Negroids ; these Negroid Haussas furnish the English with recruits for the

armies and the police forces of their West African colonies. Sokoto is not just now
the capital, and its 50.000 to 100.000 inhabitants have dwindled to 20,000 or not

more than 10,000. It borders a left affluent of the Niger, as does also the city which

has superseded it as the residence of the great emir of the Fulahs of Sokoto,— Urno,

or Wurno (pop. 15,000). Kano (pop. 35,000), south-east of both the old and the new
political capitals, in the basin of Lake Chad, passes for the commercial metrojwlis

of Soudan.

Bumu, or Bornu. — Adamawa. — Bornu may contain 5 million inliabitants ; these

are ugly-featured, Kanuri-speaking, sedentary Negroes, nomad .\rabs. and cross-breeds

of the two races. The state is no longer subject to the Kulah potentate of Sokoto
The sultrui resides at Kukn, or, more accurately, Kuknw.i — literally, " city of the

baobab:" it owes this name to an enormous tree wliicli sliadeil the Held where the

founder of the town l)uilt his royal residence, in 1814. Kuka ri.ses about twelve miles

from Lake Chad, In a stony jilain, which is wiwded in spots; the annual rains transform

the entire region into a swamj), the waters of which unite with those of the lake, and

enter the very streets of the city. Kuka has the appe.arance, the movement, the life,

and the commerce of an imperial city, and yet its jialaces are nothing but square clay

piles, and its burgher dwellings are straw ricks with ostrich eggs as their only

ornament.

South of Bornu, on the broad Binue, the muddy floods of which spread out over

tlie flat campos along the banks, stretches the magnificent country of Adamawa, or

Fumbina. This district is subject to the Fulahs ; it formed their last conquest toward

the south-east. The Fulahs are not the chief people here to-day, but great numbei-s

of them tend their flocks in the fat pasture-lands among the Blacks.

Baginni.— Waday.— Bagirmi lies east of Bornu and Adamawa, on the lower

course of the Shari, at a slight elevation above Lake Chad ; it is inhabited by
Negroids who have been converted to Islamism, and by Arab tribes. In the days

of their glory, and even very recently, the Bagirmians systematically raided and
massacred the ])agan tribes within their re.ich. They were a blood-thirsty ]ieople.

To-day, their s])lendor is paling, and they have been obliged to recognize the suzer-

ainty of the Sultan of Waday.
Waday 1 slopes toward Lake Chad : the Batha, the central river, which flows only

about three months in the year, empties into Lake Fittri; in the rainy season this

lake would discharge its waters into Lake Chad, if the outlet were not stopped up, or

arrested on its way. The fruitfulne.ss of the entire country— mountains, steppes,

savanii.as, and deserts— depends chiefly upon the rainf.all. Northern Waday stretches

toward the mountains of Tibesti, where the Tedas languish with thirst; it is drier

and more sterile th.an the eastern, central, and southern districts. This north is esi)ec-

ially the home of the ostrich and of the antelope. The ungainly bird is not found

in the centre, but the antelope occupies the steppe there, with the double-horned

rhinoceros, and it is encountered again in the south, with the rhinoceros and the

elephant as neighbors.

The 5 million inhabitants are composed of Maba Negroes, Blacks of divers races

and divers tongues, multitudes of pure Arabs, and a large number of Arabs of mixed

' The real name is Bargo, aiid that of the inhabitants, Bargawi.
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race. The Maba pre[)()iKlerate to siicli an extent that the country is called Dar jMaba,

Dwelling-place of the Maba, as well as Dar Wailay. The Maba are bronzed rather

tiian black. They have been Mussulmans for more than 250 years. In character,

tliey are haughty, imjierious, and aggressive, and war has no terrors for them.

Including the feudatory States, the sultan, who resides at Abeshr, rules a motley

people, numbering 5 millions.

West of the Niger, plateaus and mountains dominate a seaboard furrowed by an

infinitu<le of streams flowing to the Atlantic. This seaboard, constituting Maritime

Hoi'SKs IN Skou Sikoro

Soudan, com])rises from north-west to soiitli-east : Senegainbia, Sierra Leone, Liberia,

and Guinea, all extraordinarily fruitful countries, and at the same time exceedingly

iinhealthful, owing to the annual overflow of the streams, rivers, and maru/ots,^ and

the deposits of alluvia.

Senegambia : The Senegal and Gambia.— Inhabitants. — Eviropean Colonies. — The
word Senegambia is obtained from the fusion of the names of two streams, the Sene-

gal and the Gambia.

Two currents unite at Bafulabe (i.e., the Two Rivers), a French fort, situated at

an altitude- of 300 feet or over, .and 646 miles from the sea, following the thread of

the waters. At the confluence, the more jiowerful of the streams, the IJafing, or

Black Kiver, has already journeyed 350 to 375 miles. It is 1475 feet broad at this

point. It rises at an elevation of about 3300 feet (?) on Fulah soil, in Futa .Tallon, a

sort of acropolis, which despatches a fan-shaped grou]) of rivers to the coast, and a

' A name used in Senegal to denote the side-channels of the stream traversing tlio country.— Ed.
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multitude of torrents to the ujiper Xigcr. Tlie otlier brancli, tlie Bakhoy, or Wliite

River, already swollen by tlic Hnulc, or Red River, readies the junction after a

course of '280 miles, with a l)rea<.lth of 590 feet; it has its sources at an altitude of

about 1000 feet, on a j^lateau very near the "Father of Soudanese waters." Tiiese

are the two fountains of the Senegal, a stream nearly 1000 miles long, and draining

a basin of 170,000 square miles. During April and May the flow is very scant, and

at the end of the dry season it is only IToO cubic feet iiei- second at Bakel, where
all the large branches have been received; but during the season of tropical rains

the waters rise 50 to 65 feet in the ui)lands. It attains its maximum volume during

the first half of Sei)tember., It enters the lowlands only after a succession of rapids

and water-falls : at Guina the torrent makes a leaji of 160 feet ; at the Felu falls it

drops from 50 to 65 feet, between fantastic rocks. These are sudden plunges, but

elsewhere it descends in rapids ; it is practically a chain of deep reaches behind rocky

barriers. These obstructions, which ought to be carefully jireserved, cimvert the

Senegal into a series of reservoirs superjiosed one above the other, and conserving

for the dry season a river of about 1750 cubic feet per second; this volume is several

hundred times less than that of the freshets.

Below Bakel, the Senegal encloses a large island called Morfil, 112 miles in length.

It forms a boundary line between the White and the Negro, the nomad and the se<l-

entary, the Sahara, which produces gum, and Soudan, which ]iri)duces everything

wherever the inundation of the stream evokes fertility. Undulating with crocodiles,

and noisy with hip])opotamuses, it takes its way toward the island of Saint-Louis

;

at this point the right arm is only 500 feet from the Atlantic, but the river, which

has bent its course to the Saharan sand ever since its exit from the mountain.*, turns

once more, and does not enter the sea until 10 miles farther down. It terminates on

a straight, sterile, uninhabited coast, conij'osed wholly of dunes. The mouth of the

Senegal is obstructed by an extremely dangerous bar.

The Gambia is a much smaller river, having a length of 600 to 750 miles, in a

basin of about 70,000 square miles. It rises in the same Futa Jallon with the Sene-

gal, under the same climate, with the same two seasons, one of deluge, the other of

drought; it enlarges into a small inland sea, like the Tagus at Lisbon ; theij, i':;^e the

Tagus, it contracts again, but its embouchure, which is navigable for the largest

vessels, is, nevertheless, 11,500 feet broad.

The lower Gambia has 48 rainy days in the year, against 35 on the lower Senegal;

the former is ))erceptibly more tropical, but o]iuleuc(' of vegetaliDU begins still farther

southward, on the small rivers where the rains are excessive. From the Senegal to

the Gambia we pass from 35 to 48 rainy days, from the Gambia to the Casamance,

from 48 to 84, and, again, among the Portuguese of Bissilo it rains 111 days in the

year, and among the French of Boke, on the ]?io Nunez, 157 ; doubtless, there are as

many or more rainy days on the Rio Pongo and the Mallecory. Along all the rios,

as far south as Sierra Leone, the massif of Futa Jallon, ])ressing close upon the ocean,

makes the coast a narrow "Beira mar."

The right bank of the Senegal is occupied by Moors. These Moors are

Arabs crossed with Zenagas, a Berber people, whose name ajjpears in a corrupted

form in the word Senegal. They are known as Trarzas, Braknas, and Duaish ; they

plant their tents near the stream during the half of the year corresj)oiiding to

our winter and spring, then, when the inundations begin, they move northward

with their flocks, and penetrate into the Sahara. They had crossed the Senegal, and
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were pillaging .aiul enslaving the black country, when the Freiicli arrived an/1 drove

them out of Soudan into the sands, rocks, and gum-tree groves of the Saliara.

Blacks, copper-colored ])eo]>les, and half-castes are numerous on the Senegal. The
black and glossy Wolofs inlial)it the lower course of the stream, and the coast of

Ualo and Cayor as far as Dakar; they furnish the French with excellent seamen.

—

The very intelligent Soninkes, inferior in stature to the Wolofs, are found on th(!

Kaarta slopes and i)lateau, in the middle course of the stream ; they supply volunteers

to the little French army of the Senegal, and many of them understand French.

—

The Malinkes are ])owerful lilacks scattered along the Faleme, a large tributary of the

Senegal, and along the Gambia and the Casamance; they are fond of j)illage, warfare,

and trade, and their pedlers are encountered everywhere throughout Soudan.—
The Bambaras, the ]>rinci))al people of Kaarta, are of medium stature, with strongly

marked negro features; they have an ardent disposition for warfare, and whoever

wishes to do so can raise armies among them ; they jirofess Islamisin here, as do also

the Moors, the Wolofs, the Soninkes, the Malinkes, and the Peuls. The latter h.'ive

thus far been very hostile to the French ; they inh.abit Futa Jallon, and the banks of

the Senegal, above the Wolofs ; these shepherds, warriors, and " colons " form a

vigorous n.ation which once rolled down like a torrent on central Soudan, but at

present the flood is subsiding. Then follow the Touconleurs ; the Sereres, north of

tlie Gambia ; an<l south of the Gambia a multitude of small, disututed peoples.

Only a few Euro])eans have pushed their industries and trade into Senegambia.

The clim.ate is excessively unhealthful. Yellow fever makes frightful visitations here,

and malaria is constantly exhaled from the marshy |)lains, which .are inundated once

every year; it is just in this (piarter that it was necessary to est.'.blish the slave-trading

posts and military posts. But the shore from Saint-Louis to Dakar is healthful, as

are also the regions .about the headwaters of the rios, Futa J.allon, and all the upl.ands.

The European colonies include French Seneg.ambia, English Senegambia, and Portu-

guese Senegambia.

The chief defence of Senegal— as the French colony is still called, although it

has reached the Niger— consists of a chain of forts, which would be powerless

excej)! against Xegroes unskilled in the use of shot and shell ; this cordon, 1025 miles

long, starts from D.akar, a port touching Cape Verde ; it skirts the coast as far as

Saint-Louis, then ascends the .Senegal through Dagana, Podor, Salde, Matam, Bakel,

Medine, Bafulabe, Badumbe, .and Kita (the key of the two Soudans) ; it descends on

the Niger at Bamraako, a small village, 1086 feet above sea-level. Including the basin

of the Senegal Kiver, the upper Niger, the northern coast as far as Arguin Bank,

and the southern coast as far as Sierra Leone, France possesses here about 550,000

sijuare miles ; with the dependencies of the Desert and of Soudan in the direction

of Timbuktu ; the number of inhabitants is entirely unknown. They have been

estimated at H million.

Saint-Louis (pop. 20,000), on a low island in the river, is separated from the sea

by a narrow bank of sand. Notwithstanding the proximity of the ocean, the annual

rainfall does not exceed 17 inches; there are 35 r.ainy days in the year, and the mean

annual temperature is 74.7" F. Saint-Louis is almost as Saharan as Timbuktu. Its

proper port is not at the mouth of the Senegal, where thousands ami thousands of lives

have been lost on the bar, but the budding town of Dak.ar,' founded in 1856, opposite

the small island of Goree. Saint-Louis and Dakar have both r.ailway and telegraphic

communications.
' A Wolof name, nipaning " tamarind-tree."
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English Senegambia is an insigniHcant colony on the estuary of the miry Gambia

;

it is a sleepy trading-post, witli fewer English than French residing at St. Mary's, Bath-

nrst, ami at Albi-eda, and MacCarthy ; it contains 14,150 Negroes on 69 square miles.

Portuguese Senegambia in known officially as Guinea; this Lusitania without

Lusitanians lies south of the Casamance, on Vhe estuaries of the Sao Domingo, of tlie

Geba, and of the Rio Grande. Cacheo, the island of Bissao, and the island of Bnlama

constitute the i)rincipal settlements; there are scarcely 5,000 inhabitants, almost all

of whom are Negroes.

Sierra Leone.— Sierra Leone, on a fringed coast near the 9tli pandlel of latitude,

embraces tiie lower courses of streams which descend from Futa Jallon, with the force

imparted to them by a copious rainfall (nearly 13 feet at Freetown, from May to

November). The largest of these streams are the Kokelle and the Kamaranka. The

civilized settlements occupy as yet only a thousand square miles, with something less

than 7o,000 inhabitants, of whom 271 are Whites.'

This Negro colony was founded bj' the English in 1787. It was to be the hope of

the future, the beacon-light of religion, the stronghold of law, and a standard of

manners, in an Africa where n>annera and laws were unknown ; Init Sierra Leone is a

tomb for the white man, and, left to themselves, the Blacks have never displayed any

regenerative jiower. The first settlement was made by 460 American Negroes under

the leadership of 60 Whites; the reimblic welcomed many "loyalists" from Nova
Scotia, who remained faithful to England during her struggle .against the North

Ameiican colonies, chestnut-colored Negroes from Jamaica, ebony-skins snatched

from slavers by English cruisers, and men from the interior of Africa. From such

diverse origins so motley a people has been formed that in Freetown 60 tongues,

or patois, or possibly 100 to 150, are spoken by the side of the official English.

Very few of the Negroes, whether they belong to the 16,000 pagans, or the 5000

Mussulmans, or the 40,000 Christians, engage in the cultivation of the soil; they

l>refer commerce or trading on a small scale at Freetown, or the liberal profes-

sions, the bar, teaching, journalism, or ]ireaching. Nearly all of the autochthonous

Negroes are Bagus.

Freetown (pop. 22,000), the capital, with a mean temperature of 80^ F., borders

the Rokelle at the foot of a volcanic mountain .3000 feet high, which projects as a

jieninsula into the ocean. This lofty barrier is the source of all the unhealthfulness

of Freetown ; for it shuts off the breezes from the sea, and it gathers the miasm.ata

of the interior, and suspends them over the town.

Liberia: the Krus.— Liberia lies on the Grain Coast, south-east of Sierra Leone,

which it resembles strongly in its physical features. It is a narrow seaboard, traversed

by rios th|t rise to the north-east- in the Kong Mountains ; these mountains prolong

the Futa Jallon in an easterly direction, as far as the gorge of the Niger, below its

confluence with the Bin\ie. The climate is the same ;is that of Sierra Leone, and

both countries are unhealthful from tiie same causes. Moreover, the Black Kepublic

was founded, like Sierra Leone, for the settlement of liberated Negroes; these Negroes

were likewise sent from America, for the purpose of propagating the doctrines of

Christianity and spreading civilization among the natives. These English-speaking

missionaries have done very little in either republic for the regeneration of Africa

Liberia is 33 years younger than the Freetown colony, its earliest pioneers having

arrived from New York in 1820.

' The entire colony covers 1.5,000 with a population of 180,000.
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Liberia bears a jihysical likeness to Guiana. The coast exhibits tlie same man-

grove-swamps with sinuous creeks anil sluggish rivers, anil the same marshes, 5 or

to 10 or 12 miles broad, whieli are half submerged at high tide and almost comj)letely

inundated during the seven months of the rainy season. l}ack of these lowlands

stretch a few savannas, analogous to the pinotieres, or pripris, of Guiana ; then the

ground rises. In the upland regions, instead of stagnant waters i)eriodically stirred

On the Libekian Plateau.

by the restless sea, are ever-wakeful torrents, leaping in cataracts in their descent

from the plain of the Mandingoes. This plain of the Mandingoes is an undulating

plateau, partly wooded and partly in pasture-grounds, e.xtending to the base of the

Kong Mountains. Politically and socially, Liberia resembles Uayti, for the laws of

the country forbid ownershij) of the soil by tlie Whites, and deprive them of every

administi-.ative or governmental function. Like China, Liberia closes a part of her

ports to the commerce of the world ; only six are open to foreign vessels.

The Libcrian charter is, tlieii, intended to repel the white man. The Liberian

climate proscribes him ; although it is not excessively uuhealthful, it has an enervat-
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ing and uiKlerminiiig effect on the American or the Englisliman. The area of the

country is fixed at 14,000 square miles (?), with 1,068,000 inhabitants. Of tliese,

18,000 are civilized Negroes and 1,050,000 half-wild Blacks; among the latter the

Kriis are a noted tribe. Tliere are few inhabitants on the sliore, in the swamps, or

on tlie plain of tlie Mandingoes ; the press of i)opulation is chiefly confined to the

slopes, along the torrent rapids. The Krus are very black Negroes, with ugly features,

but of sui)erb stature and fine pliysique ; tliey are lithe and strong, but cowardly.

They are deeply attaclied to their country, yet they willingly exile themselves for a

few years, in tlie hope of returning with small savings and spending tlieir declining

years in idleness as envied and honored rentiers; they are employed largely as sailors,

chiefly on English vessels. From time to time small parties of black immigrants

arrive from America, thus adding a little strength to the civilized element, and to the

English language, which is the official tongue in the country, but which is not spoken

fluently except by the American Negroes and their descendants. Paganism prevails

in most of the native tribes, and Protestantism among the Liberians properly so-called

— that is, among the descendants of the families sent from America.

The capital, Monrovia (pop. 3500), situated on Cape Mesurado, is thus named
from James Monroe, who was President of the United States at the time of the

founding of this oldest of the Liberian cities.

Guinea: Coasts, Climate, Inhabitants.— Sierra Leone and Liberia form a part o(

the long stretch of coast called Guinea, a name the exact origin of which is unknown.'

Considering Guinea as extending beyond the delta of the Niger to the Gaboon shore,

near the equator, it has a coast-line of about 2100 miles (including the large curves).

This seaboard, which at first trends south-easterly, suddenly bends to the eastward at

Cape Palinas, and then, beyond the twenty mouths of the Niger, it turns a right angle

to the south, enclosing a portion of the sea which is known as the Gulf of Guinea

;

this is the only place on the African coast where the ocean jieiietrates far into tlie

land, and here the mouth of the gulf is very broad. Two lesser indentations within

the Gulf of Guinea form the Bight of Benin, west of the delta of the Niger, and

the Bight of Biafra, east of the delta ; the latter stretches at the base of the gigantic

volcanic peak of the Cameroons Mountains (13,000 feet), facing the Spanish island

of Fernando Po. The Kongs, which are almost unexjilored, rise from the ocean

to the water-parting between the coast-streams and the River Niger. As they are

highest in the north of the country, Guinea is wholly southern, and few districts are

more essentially tropical ; the most varied and luxurious vegetation adorns the valleys

of such streams as the Akba, the Assinie, the Tando, the Pra, the Volta, and the

Ogun. These streams are rivers in the lowlands, but in the mountains they are vio-

lent and treacherous torrents. Compared with the Niger, they are nothing more than

small brooks.

On the shore we get no idea of the opulence of Guinea : sterile sands stretch out

in lonsr, straight lines, dominating a low, sandy beach; a chain of lagoons, running

parallel to the coast, constitutes the characteristic feature of the Guinea littoral

;

above the ponds and dunes and breakers hangs a heavy, cloud-laden sky. The soil is,

however, capable of producing, in the highest perfection, all the woods of the torrid

zone, and all the herbage, flowers, and fruits which thrive best in hot, wet climates,

1 The ii.-iuie is prciliably derived from Giniiie, Oeiina, or .Timiie. a town and Icinsdom in tlie Niger

district ; it appears on a map as early as 1351, though it did not come into general use until the close of

the 15th century.—Ed.
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To say nothing of the plants of the cool zone, which will, perhaps, be acclimated in

* the future in the uplands, the vegetable ])roductions of (iuinea include palm oil and

fruit, cotton, cacao, coffee, sugar-cane, rice, spices, oleaginous, tinctorial, and medici-

nal plants, gum-trees, palm-trees, fancy woods, cabinet woods, and shi]) timber.

Animal life is not less abundant, though most of the beasts are not useful to man
;

tlie elephant, the lion, the leojiard, the monkey, the chimpanzee, and huge serpents

IjAiiOH.

haunt the woods and the savannas; two monsters swim in the streams and lagoons—
the sqtiare-jawed, good-natured hippopotamus, and the pointed-nosed, sullen crocodile.

Guinea is one of the most unhealthful countries in the world for the white man ;

It has been called the "cemetery of the Europeans." The "Aryan," who has no diffi-

culty in founding nations in hot, dry climates, as in Australia, the Argentine Uepublic,

and among the Boers of the Cape, finds it impossible to adajit himself to damp heat.

Even in Guinea lie rouses from his torjjor when tlie hot wind from the Desert, known
as the Harmattan, prevails.

The names given by traders to different portions of the coast— such as Grain
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Coast, Ivory Coast, and Gold Coast— indicate unmistalvably that among tiie products

of tlie Guinea shore are cereals, ivory, and gold-dust. The name Slave Coast recalls*

the old coninierce in black tlesh, which made the fortune of so many European or

American iiullioiiiiaires, and the leisure of so many African Negroes. Long, slender,

speedy slavers issued from the mangrove-svvaini)s, lagoons, and deltas of this coast,

with ])erfect freedom, during three centuries ; and for years after the trafHc had

lieen abolished, they craftily crossed the Atlantic, and landed their living cargoes in

America, at prices sufficient to balance in the mind of the slave-trader tlie terror of

being caught by cruisers and lianged to the yard-arm. All the European nations

took part in tliis terrible business; 'he cajitains of the slavers were recruited among

all the peoples of the north and of the south. Since the liberation of the Negroes

in the greater ])art of the colonies, since the War of Secession in the United States,

the Cuban revolt, and tlie emancii)ation of the slaves in Brnr^ll, the business has

ceased.

Guinea is inhabited by Negroes, nearly all of whoi<; are remarkably black ; they

include the Bagiis of Sierra Leone, Mussulman Malinkes from the LTpper Senegal

and Gambia, Fulahs from the same region, who arrived as warriors preaching Islam-

ism, Krus, JVlinas, Fantees. Ashantees, Gejees, Ffons, Egbas, Yorubas, Nagos, etc.

The Minas, from whom the South American slave-market was largely supplied, are of

such athletic ))roportions that Brazil valued them highly as slaves, at the same time that

slie feared them as intrepid men born for liberty; they tried oftcner than the other

Negroes to break the whip of the tocadur. A multitmle of half-breeds, nearly all of

whom have more negro than white blood, 2)roelaim the ))assage of the Europeans over

the region— especially of the Portuguese; this latter element is being re-enforced by

thousands of ]>lacks, formerly slaves, who, by an unexjjected movement, are flowing

back from Brazil ; they bring with them words, locutions, and Indianisms of the Bra-

zilian Portuguese, which they are introducing into the Guinea tongue. From Liberia

to the extremity of the Congo, far beyond Mossamedes, in Guinea, on the lower Zaire,

in Angola, and for a long distance into the interior, the language of Camoens is the

llngoa (jeral of Africa. The supremacy of this idiom dates from the explorations,

conquests, and colonizations of the little peo])le residing between the Minho and the

Algarves littoral ; it did service later in the slave-traffic, the agents of which, whether

I*ortu2uoso or luit, made their bargains in Negro Portuguese.

European Trading-Posts.— Beyond Maryland, a strip of coast considered as an

annex to the Liberian Republic, the shore is studded with Eurojiean trading-posts
;

these are less flourishing than in the old days of slavery. Dabu, Grand Bassam, and

Assinie, situated near the 5th parallel of north latitude, between Liberia and the

English possessions, belong to France; each has a more or less lax protectorate over

the neigliborinar districts. Five degrees to the eastward, on the Slave Coast, in front

of Dahomey, France now possesses several other trading-posts, of more recent

origin, namely, the greater of the two Popos, Porto Novo, and Appi or Cotono.

The English rule extends over certain settlements which are called, as a whole,

the Gold Coast ; tliese include about 15,000 square miles, with 400,000 or 450,000

inh.abilants ; the capital of the colony is Accra. The influence of this town has been

very inqiortant in Guinea since the Dimish and Dutch sold their posts to England,

and since the latter defeated the King of the Ashantees, even in Coomassie, his

blood-stained capital.

Lagos, east of the trading-posts of the Gold Coast, is a newer, busier, and more
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coininorcial colony, containing 100,000 inliabitants, on 1071 square miles. Lagos, sig-

nifying " the lakes," is a Portuguese name, and a very api^ropriate title for this Negro-

Lusitano-English settlement (which has only a few dozen Englishmen by the

side of a mass of Mulatto and

Black immigrants from Bra-

zil). The entire district is a

net-work of rivers, false arms,

marif/ots, and lag<Jons. 'I'he

river of Lagos emjities into

the ocean over so dangerous

a bar, and with s\ich a surf,

that the ca])tains of the slav-

ers were not able to pass

more than one skiff in six

safely.

The Germans have re-

centlj' installed themselves

near Whydah, in Togo, on

a coast strip of about thirty

miles, which abounds in lit-

toral ponds. On the east

they have the French posts

of Agou6, one of the Popos,

and Porto Novo ; on the

west, the English Gold Coast;

and behind them, Dahomev.

The Kingdom of Ashan-

tee. — Behind these Euro-

pean shops and warehouses

stretch native kingdoms, two
of which, the kingdoms of ;"

^

Ashantee and Dahomey, are i

of sinister fame. Ashantee,
;;

on the west of the river ;,

Volta, is inhabited by a *

million vigorous, well form- "4;

ed, prolific Negroes. It lies =^

back of villages inhabited l)y ^
the Fantees, a peo])le of the

~

Gold Coast, which has allied 7
itself with the English, al- !

though si)eaking nearly the

same language as the Ash-
antees. According to tradi-

tion, the Ashantee king is,

or was, accustomed to have numbers of his subjects beheaded on fete-days and

on noteworthy anniversaries of his life, an<l on the occurrence of any remarkable

event; it is said that 40,000 Ashantees were sacrificed at one funeral ceremony,

A Young JJaiioman.
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and that the soldiers once massacred 10,000 j)risoner8 in a single day. If the king

of Dahomey did not exist, the market square of Coomassie would be the most sangui-

nary spot on earth. To say nothing of grand ceremonies, rejoicings, and anniversa-

ries, one man is (or was) slain by official order every day, e.iccept the day of the week
on which the king deigned to l)e born. The faithful battalion of the Kra guards the

desjjot; this is a body of soldiers, spies, and gendarmes, forced to protect the life of

the prince through terror of losing their own; they are decapitated as soon as their

master exjiires, and this celebration is one of the most magnitieent festivals of Coo-

massie.

Tlie Ashantees are not wholly devoid of beauty, at least in the dominant class,

which seems to be descended from Negroids.

Dahomey.— Dahomey lies east of the Volta; the inhabitants, variously estimated

at from 150,000 to 300,000, are subject to a pantocrat as blood-thirsty as the Ashantee

ruler himself. His guard is c(jmposed of thousands of cruel maidens, black Amazons,

who exult in carnage. This king sheds blood to satisfy the demands of religion, law,

etiquette, and good society, or out of filial devotion, or love; when father, mother,

sister, or favorite dejKirts for the shadowy realm, would he perform the part of a son,

brother, husband, or lover, if he allowed the shade to set out alone to meet the other

phantoms? When, once each year, the official executioners, the crowd, and even the

king engage in beheading thousands of men, the celebration is called the "Great

Custom"; when only 20, 50, or 100 are sacrificed, it is called the "Lesser Custom."

In the absence of Europeans, Islam, which is entering Guinea with giant strides, will

put an end to these atrocities.

Two-thirds of the Dabomans belong to the slave class; the people are in general

extremely ugly, with strongly marked Negro features, though noble Negroid coun-

tenances are sometimes seen, especially among the Ffons.

In the capital, Abomey, situated in a sterile plain, 60 miles from the coast, at an

altitude of 1066 feet, ghastly human heads are to be seen everywhere ; they serve as

decorations of the palace and the city, and pyramids of skulls apjiear as religious

monuments.—Whydah is the Ajuda of the Portuguese, who have strewn Lusitanian

names all over these regions. The city is enveloped by the pestiferous atmosphere

bred from a lagoon of black, stagnant water. It is situated two miles and a half

from an almost untenable roadstead, which swarms with sharks. Whydah once

carried on an extensive trade in slaves.

Yoruba.— A young city is rising among the Egbas, in another despotic kingdom

lying east of Dahomey and known as Yoruba. This city, called Abbeokuta, is said to

contain 100,000 inhabitants; it is situated on the Ogun, 47 miles from Lagos, at the

base of a granite rock 260 feet high. The Egbas are a tribe of the Nagos, a solidly

built race, whom the Cidians and Brazilians prized highly for the robust slaves obtained

among them. The districts which they inhaliit, at the eastern extremity of the

Kongs, near the lower Niger, are of exquisite beauty and rem.arkable fruitfulness ; the

two or three million inhabitants speak dialects of the Yoruba, one of those languages

which are undoubtedly destined to perish, but which the missionaries are keeping

alive for a few generations by giving them a written form, by the composition of

hymns and psalms, and by translations of the Bible.

Cameroons.— Just beyond the Niger we encounter the Bight of Biafra, with the

Spatiish Island of Fernando Po and the Cameroons estuary. The name Cameroons

is said to be derived from the Portuguese camaraos (shrimps or prawns), and to have
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lieeii bestowed upon these coasts by the early diseovcrers, fnjiii the abuiuUmce of the

Crustacea. The term is j)roi)erly written Kameriin now, for the settlement of the

GeiTnans here has imposed upon tlie river the German form of the name. The

estuary is in a torrid region, with tro[)icaI vegetation along the banks of the rivei's

;

these streams rise in some unknown interior district, and descend through valleys that

may, in the near future, serve as higliways to central Africa. Above the estuary, the

Mongo-ma-Loba, or Mountain of tlie Sky, still called the Peak of Cameroons (13,000

feet),' is enthroned in glory and majesty.

South of the Cameroons estuaiy stretch coast districts where France, Spain, and

Germany have confused claims to suzerainty. Back from the shores rises the Serra do

Cristal. Then follow the Sjianish Bay of Coriseo, and, imme<liately beyond, Gaboon, a

large French colonial establishment whicii reaches the Congo.

THE CONGO COUNTRIES.

The Great Congo Eiver; its Lakes and Waterfalls.—The Congo River has a length

of 2GO0 miles ; admitting (what is quite probable) that it receives the still mysterious

Welle,'' it carries to the sea the tribute of a basin of 1,235,000 square miles, or about

nineteen times the area of New England ; this basin is visited by powerful rains, and

vast tracts of it consist of swampy, spongy plains ; the migiity lakes, the extensive

forests, and a wet season as long as, and in some regions longer than, the dry season,

give the Congo, it is estimated, a low-water volume almost equal, if not superior, to

that of the Amazon. There has doubtless been much exaggeration in regard to the

size of this river ; but, in any case, it surpasses every other African stream iii volume.

The Congo begins with the Chambeze, which is supposed to rise at an altitude of

5446 feet, south-east of Lake Tanganyika. The Clianibeze flows over plateaus where

the clouds of the massika' burst in storms; it runs south-westerly, in the direction of

the Zambeze, to Lake Beinba, or Bangweolo. This melancholy lake receives the

Chambeze on the east, across vast thickets of reeds, and it discharges it on the south-

west, through a forest of gigantic rushes ; enclosed by flat shores, its girdle is a belt of

marshes; and every massika, glutting the torrents with alluvium, increases the area of

the marsh, and diminishes that of the water. At jiresent, the length of the lake is

about 110 miles, and its width from 30 to 50 ; it has an area of about 4000 square

miles, and lies at an altitude of over 4250 feet. .

The river issuing from this miry lake is called the Luapula ; at first, it moves
lazily over a soft bed, and between the muddy tracts which prolong the marsh encirc-

I The estimates vary, reaching even ].'i,74l).

- Tlie course of tlie Welle-Maliiia lias now been deterniinetl (April, 18SH). About four ye.arsago. Dr.
.Tunker reacbeil a settlement on tlie river iu latitude 3'^ 1,3' 10" N., anil longitude 22' 47'W E. In
1S84-I.SS."), Grenfell followed the Mobangi— tlie great Congo tributary which the Belgian geographer,
Wauters, conceived to be the lower course of tlie Welle'— to a point only a little over 200 miles from
Junker's farthest station on the latter stream. Lieutenant Van Gele has now pushed along the Mobangi
as far as longitude '22° E., thus practically connecting Junker's explorations with (ireiifell's. and
demonstrating the correctness of VVauters's hypothesis. — Eu.

" The rainy season.
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ling Lalce Bemha; hut ere long It is rumbling over stones and between rocks; veering
to the north, it breaks in the cataract of MoiulwttuUi, which is succeeded by other
cataracts; then, with a breadth of 300, oOO, or 600 feet, it once more enters a lake,

—

this time, the Mwcru Mkat:i, a smaller sheet than Bangweolo, but much more
Ijeautiful ; Lake Mweru is estimated to have a length of 90 miles, a breadth of 30 to

40 or 45, and an area of 3100 to 8500 square miles ; it is situated about '2800 feet above
sea-level, or about 1450 feet lielow Lake Bemba.

The stream Jlows out of Mweru under the name of the Luvua and moves north-
westerly toward a river seemingly longer and stronger than itself, and which, it is said,

traverses eight lakes— among others, Upaemba and Kassali. This latter river nms
in a north easterly direction, west of the Luapula ; it is called the Lualaba. The
majestic stream of water formed of the Luvua and the Lualaba retains the latter name

;

it soon encounters the Lukuga. The Lukuga is likewise a lake-outlet, but it is inter-

mittent, and does not always discharge the waters of the great basin, or, we might
almost say, the small sea, whose outlet it is. When a series of very wet years has
swollen Tanganyika— for thus this lake of 12,140 square miles is named,— the

Lukuga flows off toward the west, deep and broad ; but when a succession of drj-

years lowers the level of the water, the emissary stops in its course behind a jungle of

reeds and aquatic plants, and the Lualaba pursues its way toward the equator without
receiving anj-thing from Lake Tanganvika.

Lake Tanganyika has a length of 328 miles, a breadth of 14 to 47, a circuit of nearly

900, and dejitlis of 2000 feet ; it is 2560 feet above ocean-level ; the rugged mountains en-

circling it rise to altitudes of 3000 or 4000 feet. Its most powerful affluent, the Mala-
garazi, rises in Unyamwezi, or the " Countrj' of the 3Ioon," a name which recalls the

Mountains of the Moon, which were said by the ancients to bide the sacred source of

the Xile. It is supposed that the Lukuga and the Lualaba unite in a third expanse
of water, known as Lake Lanji. At Xyangwe (2034 feet) the river is stirred in

rajiids, and then follow the seven Stanley Falls. Beyond this point the Congo crosses

the equator and flows north-west to 2° N., dispersed among islands, with a breadth
of 2 to 3 miles, and of 4 to 7 or 8 during the freshets. Then it turns south-west,

keeping this direction until it reaches the Atlantic; it receives powerful streams with-
out seeming to increase in volume; these streams, which are very differently colored
from itself, retain their own hues for a long distance. Such are, between the Stanley
Falls and the series of cataracts by which the river descends into the lowland, on the
right b.ink, the .Aniwimi or Biyerre, the Itirabiri, the Xgala, the Mobangi, and, lastlv,

the Licona an<l the Alima; ' on the left bank, the Lubilash, the Lulungu, which is pos-

sibly the Kassai* from the Mwau Yamvo's kingdom, the Ruki (1180 miles), whose
waters, Stanley says, retain their dark tea-color in the bed of the Congo for 125
miles (?), and the Kwa, the very powerful river formed from the Kwango and the
Mfini, the latter issuing from Lake Leopold II.

Within a short time another great nari^ble tributary of the Congo has been discovered; it joins
tiie stream on tlie right bank, at a point between tlie Mobangi and the Licona. It is called the Sekoli,
and is known by different names in different parts of its coarse. It tiows at first in a direction fr<jm wtst
to east, and then beuds southward. Below the equator its southerly course becomes more decided.
About the equator it receives on its right bank a considerable tributary, the .Vmbili. The SekoU is be-
tween ir,00 and 2000 feet broad, and has njany islands. .\t it^conHuence with the Congo there is a great
delta, almost opposite the former station of Lukolela.— Ed.

^ Wissmann's exi>edition (1883-87) settled the question of the Kassai's connw. It receives the
Lomani, Sankuru, and Kwango, and with the Mflni forms the Congo tribntarj- known as the Kwa.— Ed.
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Before precipitating itself to tlie coast, from gorge to gorge, the Congo expands into

a lake, called Stanley Pool, which has a length of 25 miles, with a breadth of 16 ; it is

situated 1150 feet above sea-level, and contains 17 islands; at its outlet are two settle-

ments which are destined to become cities in the future : on the left bank, Leopoldville

;

on the right bank, the French post of Brazzaville. The Congo is soon dashing between

schists which rise abruptly, overlooking the thread of the waters at an elevation of 400

to 820 feet. With a breadth of 2950 to 7550, and again of only 1300 to 2600, and with

a depth of from 130 to 330, the stream descends in these tortuous passes 1030 feet in

less than 200 miles, by 32 falls and numerous rapids : the loftiest of the cataracts, the

Yellala Falls, is only 15 feet high. Beyond Vivi, the Congo broadens out again. It is

10,500 feet wide at Boma, and it is with a breadth of 33,000 feet that it empties into

Lake TA><iANViKA.

the oce:m, under the sixth parallel. Its sombre brown flood stains the waters of the

sea for a hundred miles ; the discharge in the dry season has been estimated at

2,500,000 to 2,800,000 cubic feet; the water of the Atlantic opposite the embouchure

is fresh 14 miles out from the coast (?) and brackish at a distance of 40 miles.

The Congo Free State.— The Congo Free State has grown out of discoveries made

by Henry ^M. Stanley, and the subsequent explorations conducted under the aus])ices

of an International Association founded at Brussels in 187G, under the presidency of

the King of the Belgians. During 1884 and 1885 the State received recognition

from all the great European Powers and from the United States, conditional ui)on

the maintenance of the principles of absolute free traile. This is the first attempt at

the establishment of an international State.

From Lake Bangweolo to the unexplored water«parting which divides the basin of

the Congo from the basins of the Xile, Lake Chad, and the Niger, from Tanganyika to

the mouth of the river, the King of the Belgians is patron of a state which possesses
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more unexjilored territory tlmn any other in the world ; tlio exact extent of this

iloniain is unknown ; it is j)hice<l by some at 800,0(10 scjuare miles, by otliers at a mill-

ion. As for the inhabitants, Wagner estimates them at 14 million. This portion

of Africa is occupied by countless black or Negroid ])eoj)les, by multitudes of small

tribes, sometimes combined into vast kinijdoms or emjiires, such as those of the

Kasembe and tlie Mwata Yamvo.' Will this free, international, and fraternal State

penetrate into these nations without ])luiidering them?

FRENCH CONGO.
The African West.— The neglected and almost abandoned colony of Gaboon has

become of incalculable value to the French since it was connected to the right bank
of the Congo, by a series of posts established on the river Ogowai and other rivers,

the largest of which are the Licona and the Alima. Exclusive of the regions in the

north disputed by Germany or Si)ain, the African "West ^ borders the ocean from the

first parallel north latitude to the fifth south latitude, or along 450 to 500 miles of

coast (not including the lesser indentations). P'rora its southern limit, at the em-

bouchure of the Chiloango on the coast of Loango, it is separated from the Congo
Free State by an undulating line, which reaches the Congo over mountains and

through valleys, abpve Manyanga. Fi-om this point the Congo itself forms the

boundary line for more than 350 miles, almost to the equator, the right bank being

French and the left belonging to the international State. The northern frontiers of

the colony are not yet fixed; in any case, they will include the basin of the Licona.

The African West comprises, according to the position of the northern boundary line,

at the niininiiiin, 174,000 square miles, at the maximum, about 250,000.

The Gaboon.— The Ogowai.—The Gaboon estuarv is without rival on the western

coast of Africa; its Como and llhamboe are abundant rivers owing to the excessively

rainy climate, but they rise scarcely GO miles to the eastward, in the Crystal Mountains

('J600 to 4600 feet). Though the Como and the Rhamboe are unimportant, the

Ogowai, which flows back of their sources, on the other slope of the Crystal Moun-

tains, passes as a gigantic stream into the plain, which it inundates regularly; it issues

from plateaus where persistent snows are iinjiossible, in this equatorial zoue, on account

of their low altitude,— 2600 feet at the most ; but the greater and lesser rainy sea-

sons evoke mighty rivers here. The Ogowai is 500 or possibly 600 miles long.

It receives on either bank sach long and broad tributaries that its drainage area is

estimated at 116,000 square miles (?); these branches, as well as the Ogowai itself,

fluctuate greatly according to the dryness or wetness of the season. After receiving

all its afiluents, it has a breadth of 5000, 6500, or 7500 feet, and it soon divides in a

delta, the most n<jrthern branch of which empties into the ocean 110 miles from the

most southern,— one north, the other south of Cajie Lopez.

The Kwilu-Niadi, a large stream, though smaller than the Ogowai, empties into

' During tlie past year (1886), Captain H. de Carvalho has reached the residence of tlie Mwata
Yanivo, and has induced him to place his empire under Portuguese protection. — En.

- This is tlie name proposed for tlie colony.
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the sea on the coast of Loango ; it rises somewliere on tlio iilate.iu of tlie right b.ink

of the Congo, north-west of Brazzaville and Stanley Pool. "With a length of 300 to

375 miles, it forms even a better route than the Ogowai to the Congo, at the point

where the latter broadens out and is so studded with islands that on a niaji they look

like the scales on the sliield of the crocodile. The French rivers back of tho Ogowai
and the Kwihi, running toward the Congo, are, from north to south, the Licona, the

Alima, the Mpaka, liie Lufini, and the Jue. The largest is the almost unexplored

Licona. The Alima, the second iTi size, originates, like the Ogowai, on a barren

?^ - . 1

A Gabonkse Village.

plateau, a s])eeies of sandy, though healthful steppe, inhabited by the l>Mteke ; then,

in the country of the Bafurus, it rolls over sands, between shores 500 to 1000 feet

apart, dee]) and limpid, though turbid during the rainy season.

Settlements,*— Tribes — Within its scarcely traceable frontiers, the French colony

comprises the settlement of Libreville, on the north-eastern bank of the Gaboon
estuary; the coast posts from Cape Lopez to Punta Negra; those of the Ogowai, the

Kwilu, and the Alima, and the huts of Brazzaville. The French have been more
fortunate here than on the Senegal. It is now less than 40 years since the occu])ation

of the estuary, and they have nevertheless gained without l)loodslied plateaus where
it is possible for the white man to thrive. The native tribes include the Mpongwa or

Gabonese, the Okandas, the Pahuins or Fans, and the Bateke and Bafurus of the
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Congo slojw. Tlie Negroes among wliom tlie colony originated, the 3[pongwa, .are a

branch of tlie great Bantu tree, which overshadows all southern Africa, and of which

the Kafirs are tlie most celebrated bi-aneh ; their language is making conquests

among neighboring tribes, but the race itself is falling back before the Pahuins; the

latter came from the north-east, but how or when, no one knows.

ANGOLA, OR PORTUGUESE CONGO.

Kabinda.— It is beyond the Chiloango tliat Loango becomes Portuguese territory,

but the Lusitanian tongue is heard in the French as well as in the Portuguese district.

A large number of the Negroes understa'nd this idiom, wiiich was formerly the'

language of the slave-merchants, and has remained that of conmierce in the countries

near the embouchure of the Congo. By the act constituting the Congo Free State,

Lusitanian Loango was restricted to the narrow seaboard of Kabinda. It is pressed

upon on the east by the Congo State ; the latter, likewise, bounds it on the south,

separating it from the gigantic stream by scarcely a day's journey. Beyond the

Congo the Portuguese territory begins again. This strange dismemberment of the

Lusitanian domain was made for the purpose of giving the international State access

to the sea, which it fronts along twenty to twenty-five miles.

Angola.— Ten years before a PortTiguese vessel had doubled the Cape of Good
Hope and furrowed the sea out of which the fabled Adamastor rose, Diego Cam, a

Lusitanian admiral, had explored the delta of the Congo, a stream which the natives

called the Moienzi-Nzaddi, the "Powerful Water"; he had established relations with

Ambasse, the capital of the mighty kingdom of the Congo. In 1509, thirty-five

Christians, aided, says the legend, by an angelic host of cavalry, under the command
of Saint James, destroyed a countless army of pagans. Three years later, Dom
Affonso I., a fervent Catholic, sent an embassy to the king of Portugal Ijearing the

autograph letter on which the Portuguese long based their claims to the entire

Kingdom of Congo ; he welcomed great numbers of Europeans to his capital, which
had ado])ted the name of Sao S.alvador; he aided his friends, the Dominicans,
in building a beautiful city, twelve large stone churches, convents, seminaries, and
palaces. Those days of splendor vanished, churches and p.alaces crumbled with the

empire whose strength and glory they had been ; lofty ])alm-trees grew uj) on their

ruins, and ere long the Kingdom of Congo had become hunting-grounds where
men were tracked to supply slaves for the diamond mines and fazendas of Sao Paulo,

Minas-Geraes, and Goyaz; the Portuguese gradually ceased to make conquests .along

the coasts and on the plateaus, then they began to retreat, and to-day Sao S.'ilvador is

nothing more than a Negro village of a hundred stnaw-thatched huts.

Portuguese Congo comjirises three physical regions, namely : on the Atlantic, a

littor.al 60 to 90 miles broad; then uplands 15 or 20 leagues across; and, on the

mountains, 100 or 125 miles from the coast, the ])lateau, or, in Portuguese terms, the

sertiio, that is, the more or less wooded, more or less wild interior.

The coast from the Congo to Cape Frio, the southern limit of Angola, is desolate

and sandy, and destitute of all verdure except the capim and a few burnt trees. The
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rainfall liere is insufficient,' and tliere is no fioslmess away from the banks of such rios

as the Loluiulo, the Ainbrizetlo, tlie Loge, the Dande, the Bengo, the Coanza, the

Lon"-a, the Cuvo, etc. The strongest of these rivers, all of which descend noisily

from the serras, is the Coanza ; it rises far in tlic interior, on the plateaus of Bihe

(o578 feet) ; its native glen, the future lioine of multitudes of Portuguese, is cool,

but its lower plain, below the falls of Dondo, is stilling and deadly. Not far from

Dondo, 140 miles from its mouth, the stream dro]is from 70 to 80 feet; its breadth at

this point is about a quarter of a mile. It transmits to the .sea the waters of about

St. Paix iik Loam>

116,000 square miles. Other streams originate on the same jdateau with the Coanza,

some of which flow off northward to tlie Congo thi-ougli tlic Kwango, some eastward

to the Zambeze, and others southward to the Cubango and the Cuneue. The eastern

boundaries of Portuguese Congo are undefined ; its exact area is therefore unknown,

as also is the number of the inhabitants. It comprises perhaps 400,000 square miles,

with a population of possiI)ly 2.\ niillion, consisting of a few thousand Whites, with

cross-breeds of all degrees of mixture, and Lusitanianizing natives in unknown j)ropor-

tions.

The cajiital, S.lo Paulo de Loanda, is a rather pleasant town, lying on the shore of

a bay; it contains 15,000 inhabitants; among these, 3000 or 4000 are Whites, many

I At Sao I'aulo de Loanda it is sometimes only 51 inches yearly, and again it reaches 221.
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of whom are convicts, Lonmla l)oiiig one of the ])resiclios for tlie deportation of Portu-

guese c-riiiiinals. Tlie unlicalthfuhiess of Saint Paul lias hecn greatly exaggerated

;

however, Whites cannot live here during February, Marcli, and A])ril, while the

dysentery epidemic known as carneirada prevails. The minimum t('mi>orature is

ftC^ F., tlie maximum 89°.

Mossamedes, on the southern coast, where almost no rain falls, can hoast of a

climate well suited to the Whites.

LUDERITZLAND.'

The Atlantic coast, between the Portuguese of Mossamedes and the Dutch and

English of the Cape of Good Hope, that is, from Cape Frio to the Orange River, was

unclaimed territory, which no one paid any heed to, but which was supposed to belong to

the English. Germany has recently established herself here, not with the object of

renewing the German race or building up its fortunes, for the country is a steppe, or

a desert, stretching along a brazen shore, and sending neither stream, brook, nor

fountain to the sea. Rains are rare, and the dryness is hopeless, for even the scant

rainfall is steadily diminishing. The Germans have taken a foothold on this naked,

thirsty shore with a view of making inroads, if possible, into the Dutch and English

territory of the Cajje, and of moving north-easterly and penetrating into central

Africa by passing to the east of the Portuguese colonies. At present, Lnderitzland's

only source of revenue consists in its mines of various metals, jxarticularly of copjier,

the little barter carried on with the Namaqua and Damara shepherds of the back

country, o few ])asture-grounds here and there, and the excellent port of Angra

PequeSa, the capital.

THE CAPE COLONIES.

The Dutch and English colonies occupy the southern portion of Africa in four

states, namely : Cape Colony and its dependencies, Natal, the Orange Free State, and

the Transvaal, or the South African Rcjmblic. Ca])e Colony and Natal belong to

England ; the Orange Free State and the Transvaal are independent.

Fully two-thirds of the Whites of southern Africa are Dutch. Out of 370,000 to

,S80,000 Euro]ieaiis, nearly 250,000 can be counted as Hollanders, and less than

130,000 as English.^ The Dutch language has made greater ))rogrcss than the

English among Negroes, Negroids, Mulattoes, and Malays, among the Hottentots, the

various Kafir nations, and the Bastaards; lastly,— and this is its strength rather

than weakness,— Dutch has the su])remacy in the country. English predominates in

' So called from Luderitz, a Gorman, who, liaving acquired possession of certain points on the coast,

asked protection from Germany.
- According to a document wliich places the "Whites of Cape Colony at the high figures of 4!I2,0()0

the Dulch number 330,000 and the English 162,000.
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the c'itit's. Tlie Dutch are known here as Boers, a very iip])ro|>riate name, signifying

peasants. In classical Dutch, the form of the word would be Jioeren. Tlie final « in

-Boers, and the double negative corresponding to the French ne pas, are almost the

only traces left in the South African Nederduitsch by the PVench Calvinists, who
nearly doubled the HoUandish colony at the close of the seventeenth century.

CAPE COLONY AND DEPENDENCIES.

Difficult Coasts.—Dry Movmtains and Plateaus.— Cape Colony was originally a Dutch
settloiuent, but it was easily captured by the English during the wars of the Republic

and the Eliupire, and retained by them on the conclusion of peace in 1815. It has

made great advances in Africa during the last fifty years. The Boers have i)u8hed

northward, followed by their immense herds. At the same time the monstrous army
of wild beasts has retreated. When the Dutch began the settlement of the Cape, in

1652, the entire southern extremity of the continent swarmed with I'hinoceroses, ele-

phants, hippopotamuses, lions and giraffes, and lithe gazelles. But these have fallen

back at the appi'oach of man.

Including dependencies. Cape Colony embraces nearly 2a2,000 square miles, with

1,526,000 inh.abitants. Natal, the Dutch Republics, .and the recent extensive annex-

ation of the Bechuana country, iire not comprised in this estimate. Tlie famous prom-

ontory of South Africa has a better title to the name "Cai)e of the Tempests," which

was bestowed upon it by the Portuguese discoverer, Bartholomew Diaz, than to that

of Cape of Good Hope, given later by an enthusiastic monarch (John II. of Portugal).

Xearly all the harbors are badly shaped and of dangerous aitproach, and the coast is

even inhospitable in the vicinity of the extreme southern jwint, off which the waters

from the .\tlantic and the Indian Ocean meet in waves 50 to 60 feet high, and when?
fields of ice from the Antarctic seas are sometimes encountered.

Back from this harborless shore (mare importuosum), as Sallust says of the N"u-

midian coast, stretch tracts of land, for the most part arid, and variegated with heaths

of many-colored flowers, with whitish shrubs scorched by the sun, and with mimosas
where the secretary-bird lies in wait for serpents. The surface is cut by defiles (poorts)

and rugged gorges (kloofs), through which a storm will jjrecipitate in a few hours a huge
transient torrent. Most of the rivers terminate before reaching the sea or the Orange
River, leaving nothing but putrid lagoons of tejjid mud ; these lagoons constitute the

only water resource of the country when the torrid sky evai)orates the fountains. With
perennial streams, the fields of the Cape would produce marvellously. Cape Colony is

iinriv.alled for the diversity of its flora.

The land rises from the sea by a series of terraces, the sui)porting walls of which
are mountains of granite, sandstone, and schist. The dry plateaus of these terraces are

called karroos, from a Hottentot word adopted by the Dutch. The coastal chain,

known under various names, follows the 34tli i)ar.allel of Latitude quite closely, at a

(list.ance of 15, 30, or even 50 miles from the ocean, with elevations of 3300, 5000, or

5300 feet. The famous Table Mountain rises directly over Cape Town to a height of
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3550 feet. Back of this outer talus are small karroos, the temporary torrents from

which flow to the coast streams, cutting through the littoral uplands. On the north,

these karroos come in contact with the Zwarte Berge, or Black Mountains (6500 to 8200

feet), from whose summits the Great Karroo can be seen stretching away to the north-

ward witli a mean elevation of 2G00 feet, and prolonged on tlie north-west by the

Bokkcveld Karroo. The baked red clay of the Karroo is almost never wet by the

rains. This more than rugged country resembles the Algerian steppes. The lion once

roamed here, liunting the gnu, the giraffe, and the gazelle, but his roar is no longer

beard around the wagons of the "trekking" Boers. When the springs, the running

water, and even the putrid marshes of the plateaus have dried up, when the pasturage

has become parched, and the dull blue of the sky gives no prophecy of rain, the Boer

-#$ •., —"^ -«e-^
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BoKHS AND Kafirs.

yokes his oxen (sometimes as many as seven pairs) to his family cart or wagon, and

sets off in search of grass and water. In Afrikander Dutch this migratory movement
is known as "trekking."

The Orange River. — At the northern extremity of the Karroo rises the Nieuweveld

Tiange, or Snow Mountains. The Compass (8500 feet) is said to be the loftiest boss of this

chain, which bears various local names. Behind the Nieuweveld stretches the boundless

plain of the Orange River, 3300 to 5300 feet above sea-level. The plain is covered

with grass whenever it rains,— but few clouds scale the Nieuweveld or tl:e Zwarte

Berge. Except in the months of September and October, the Orange plateau is uni-

formly gray and burnt; vegetable as well as animal life languishes around the dry

fountains and along the waterless torrent-beds; man escapes, in a measure, from the

fl.aming sim of day and the stifling heat of night by fleeing with liis herd to springs

higher uf) in the mountains, or by moving down to the banks of the river, which is

never wholly destitute of water.
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The Orange is foiiiiotl hy the confluence of tlic BI:ick Ciarib, or Orange, and the Yellow

Garil), or Vaiil, both rising in the Maluti Mountains. This quintuiileor sextujde chain

is much loftier than it ajipears to be, for it reaches altitudes of 11,500 feet, and possibly

13^000,— between the interior plateau and the shore of the Indian Ocean. Although its

sources are very near the eastern sea, the Orange traverses Africa and empties into the

Atlantic after a course of 1155 miles; it drains an area of over 400,000 square miles.

Along all the headwaters there is life and activity, with towns and villages iidiabited

by Whites, with native kraals and huts, with cultivated fields, with meadows, and

immense lierds; but immediately beyond the junction of the two parent branches the

river enters the dry southern Sahara. The turbid, unwholesome waters, imprisoned

at the bottom of ravines several hundred yards in depth, are almost useless for irri-

gating purposes. Even if means could be devised for raising the entire stream to the

surface of the plateau, if the low-water flow could be increased tenfold or a hundred-

fold by storage reservoirs, life could be imparted to only a small portion of thi.s

doomed desert. Pherywhere,— among the Boers of the extreme frontier, among the

Bechuanas of the great Bantu race, and among the various Hottentot tribes,— every-

wiicre springs are becoming dry, rivers are disappearing, and the zone of tropically

regular rains is moving yearly from west to east. The same thing is true of the

entire district as far as the \iplands along the Cunene, the Cubango, and the upper

Zambeze.

The Orange abounds in rapids, nearly all of which are obliterated during the

yearly freshets in J.inuary, February, March, and sometimes A]>ril : at these seasons

the Great Waterfall of Aukurubies (1.50 feet) is very imposing.

Kaffraria. — Basuto Land.— Griqualand.— Kaffraria is far superior to the Sahara

of the Hottentots or even to the most favored lands along the southern shore. The

life of Kaffraria is dependent upon the death of this Sahara. The mountains, 6500 to

i;i,000 feet high, which bar the horizon on the west and north-west, attr.act the vapors

fron\ the Indian Ocean ; the moisture-bearing clouds nearly all break on the eastern

slope, giving rise to countless charming rivers, brooks, and rills, waterfalls and cascades;

but very little rain scales the crest to supply the fluctuating torrents of the Orange

bashi. The Kafir shore begins beyond the promontories of Port Elizabeth, at the

l)oint where the Cape coast bends to the north-east; although it is very wet, this

littoral is healthful, owing to the steep incline of the surface ; but, in measure as the

equator is neared, the increasing heat renders cultivation of the soil by the Whites

im])ossible. In the portion of Kafirlatid comprised in the independcntstate of Natal,

recourse for tillage is had to the Kafirs, to various black tribes, .•uid to the coolies of

India and China. Beyond the confines of Natal, in Zululand, the genuinely tropical

zone is reached. Kaffraria has been lately annexeil to Cajie Colony ; it embraces

about 20,000 square miles, and contains at least 500,000 iidialjitants.

Basuto Land, formerly under Cape rule, lies west of the Kafir mountains. It com-

prises about 10,000 square miles. The 175,000 inhabitants live at the base of peaks

that are capped with snow for a few weeks each jear, or on lofty grazing-grounds, or

on table-shaped mountains, near torrents which flow to the Orange or the Caledon.

The name of the country is derived from a branch of the Bechuanas, a people belong-

ing to the same immense Bantu race with the Kafirs. The Basutos once occupied the

high plain comprised in the Orange Free State ; trodden under foot by the Boers in

the eastern uiilands, they have accepted British suzerainty. The singular of the word

Basutos is Mosuto ; they call their coimtry Lesuto, and their rich, poetic, energetic, and
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n-soiiant tongue, Sesiilo.' A few thousaiul Basutos liavc been converted to Protestant-

ism through the hibors of French missionaries, anil several of their villages are built

around stations bearing such Biblical names as Bethesda, Moriali, Berea, Ilermon, Beer-

sheba, and Carmel. Many of the Basutos speak Dutch or English, but the masses have

remained pagans, and make use of the Bantu language.

Griqualand 'West; a newly acquired district, is much drier and more sterile than

Basuto Land. It is much richer also, but its wealth, being in diamonds, has a fictitious

character. The country has a slight resource against the aridity of tlie soil, for the

Coming ihom tiik 1)ia.M(ixii Minks.

Orange and the Vaal, wliich can be drawn off by irrigating canals, unite in the lofty

(iriqua plain. The chief town is Ivimberley, situated 4400 feet above sea-level.

The Gri([ua plain was uninhabited e,xce])t by a few families of Boers, whose

1 The laiiKuage o£ the Basutos and of all the other Ijrauches ot the lieehuaiia family is seiierally

known nnilor the name of Secliuana. In origin and structure it is identical with the Kafir tongue,

tli<ui<;h in vocahulary the two idioms differ .as widely as do Spanish and French. In the Basuto lan-

Ruage the prefi.\es pos.sess, anion}; other peculiar properties, that of modifying and extending the sig-

niflcation of the radical. The radical In, for example, conveys the general idea of " man "; by prefixing

to this the sylliihle mn, we have motii, the individual man, while hntii signifies humanity, «c(», the lan-

guage of man, and Zcdi, the habitation of man, tlie world. The root, «»('; means the "people" as a

whole; a Mn/mtu, then, would be an individual of this people, Lestito would be their country, and Sesiito

their language. — Ei).
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"trekking" had insonsilily iinited it to the Orange Free State, and some thousands i,!

Griqua Bastaards, or Dutch and Hottentot lialf-castes, of Netlierlandish sjioech. Sud-

denly diamonds were discovered. The English crossed the Orange and annexed

(iriqiialand, thus acquiring 17,800 square miles of territory and 83,000 inliabitants.

The greater part of these are Boers; then follow tlie English, the Griquas, the Katir

diggers and miners, besides a multitude of cosmo])olite8.

The Boers and the English.—^ Hottentots and Kafirs.— Tliis healthful, strongly

framed country h.is two sources of revenue, wool antl grain
;

jirofit is also drawn by
the colonists from tlie ostrich ; these birds are penned, fed, and cared for by the

thousands and tens of thousands for their jilumes.

Cajie Colony, Kaffraria, Griqualand, and Lesulo, together, form a block of 241,572

square miles, with 1,700,000 inhabitants, of whom probably 375,000 to 380,000 are

Whites and more than 1,300,000 Blacks ami Cojipers. Two-thirds of the Whites are

Dulcli; the other third is composed of Englishmen, Germans, Norwegians, Swiss, etc.:

that is, there are 250,000 to 260,000 Boers, and over 100,000 of other races. The
Boers, or Afrikanders, are of double origin. The early foundations of the nation

were laid slowly (beginning with 1650) by Dutch seamen, soldiers, functionaries,

traffickers, adventurers, and outcasts, who embarked for the colony, or stopped there

on their way to India, Ceylon, or the Spice Islands. Then, in 1687, French Calvinists

arrived, fleeing from different parts of France before the troops of Louis XIV., after

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Only 200 families, or i)erha])s 300, came; but

the Dutch settlement was still so weak that a third, if not a half, of the Boers, are

descendants of these 1000 to 1500 persons. De Villiers, Joubert, Du Toit, Beranger,

Leclerc, Boux, Bruin, Plessis, and a hundred other names not less French in form, are

met with in all the South African villages. The men bearing these names have inher-

ited nothing from their ancestry except the bigotry of Calvinism; they chant the

Psalms now not in French, but in Afrikaniler Dutch. Bace fusion and climatic influ-

ences have given tliem the "sanctimoniously crafty" exjiression of the austral Nether-

lander, but they are of shorter stature, less athletic in build, and less obese, and more
black-liaired, black-eyed individuals are to be seen among them than among the

families which came from the dunes and polders of the Bhenish delta.

The accession of the French Calvinists not only doubled the nation of the Cape,

but gave it a higher moi-al tone. Down to the date of their arrival, the Dutch had

been widely dispersed and without any cohesion ; there were no genuine ])easant8

among them, but this element was supplied by the French. The French also brought

with them the vine, which others of their nation are planting to-day, two himdred
years later, at the oiqiosite extremity of Africa. They have remained Protestants,

but they have little in common with the Frencli nation of the present time; their

language was officially ]irohibited after 1700, in 1725 it ceased to be used in preaching,

and in 1750 it had wholly disappeared.

Later, the peojile composed of these two elements (to say nothing of native blood,

for white women were long very rare at the Cape) was augmented by the arrival of

(Germans, Frieslanders, and Danes. The Boer descendants of these various races are

of stalwart projxjrtions. The women are large-framed and obese, with no delicacy of

complexion, and wholly devoid of beauty ; they are often of colossal stature. The
dryness of their plateaus, through their custom of "trekking," has forced the Boers
into the half-nomad state. Their literal Calvinism lias made them somewhat narrow-
minded. Not having been re-enforced since their separation from Holland by homo-
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geneous elements, whicli would liave kept them in the current of the age, they live

lazily in isolated farm-houses; these unclean, desolate, malodorous clay dwellings

are always built as near as possible to a pool of water. "Trekking," visits from farm

to farm, long siestas, the jtipe, the sermon, theological discussions, the reading of the

Bible and a few old controversial treatises, and the works of Cats, the national poet

of ancient Holland, hunting, and, among the ])ioneer settlers, war against the Kafirs,

— these are the things which make up the lite of the Boer. They are an honest,

kindly, energetic, and prolific peojile. They form the majority in the western

])rovince of the Cape, in jiortions of the eastern pi'ovlnce, in parts of Kaffraria and of

Natal, and, lastly, they compose almost tlie entire population of the Orange Free

State and of the Transvaal.

The English pre]ionderate, according to localities, in the eastern jjrovince of the

Cape, in Kaffrai-ia, and Natal. They are more rapidly re-enforced by immigration

than are the Boers, who have been left almost to themselves for more than a century.

Holland sends few recruits to South Africa; an occasional Calviuist pastor, a few

school-teachers and merchants, but almost no mechanics, numbers of paupers and

waifs sent out at the expense of a committee in Holland,— these constitute the

totality of immigrants from the mouths of the Rhine and the Meuse; but the slight

skirmishes in which the Boers have defeated the English have revived in Holland

the memory of the old relationship, and a wave of immigration will soon set toward

southern Africa from the Low Countries and from Flanders.

The Hottentots, who once ruled here from the Cape to the tropic of Capricorn,

call themselves Khoi-Khoin (men of men), Gni-Khoin (first men), and Ava-Khoiu (red

men). Notwithstanding the proud titles, which they adopted in their ignorance of

the world, and which they still retain +hough they have had an oiiportunity to com-

pare themselves both with the Kafirs and the Whites, there are few Negroes or

Coppers 80 hideous as these Hottentots. Tiie Khoi-Khoin of the European districts

now speak nothing but Dutch ; those who have not been subjugated by the Whites

are taller, stronger, and less ugly than the others. Many of them have ])r('served

their language, which is distinguished from all other tongues by its four clicks,^ except

from the Kafir, to which it has lent three of these extraordinary sounds, one of which

imitates the popping of a champagne cork, another the cluck by which a driver urges

on a horse; the other two can be compared M'ith nothing,— they must be heard from

the li]is of a Hottentot.

The non-subjugated Hottentots, numbering about 25,000, roam over the arid

western plain, on the south, and in greater numbers still, on the north of the Orange

River, as far as the tropic of Capricorn and to the ocean ; they live along ravines

through which torrents sometimes roar, and where water can always be obtained by

digging in the sand of the bed. They include the Koranas and the Griquas, who
already speak Dutch as well as Hottentot; and the Namaqu.as, who are rapidly

adopting the Dutch idiom. The independent Khoi-Khoin are more fond of "trekking"

than the Boers themselves; they rove far and near, riding their oxen and accomjianiod

by their gaunt dogs. Like all desert tribes, these savages possess very acute senses

and wonderful powers of observation. As for the Bosjesmans, or Bushmen, the

Hottentots call them Saab, or Saan. The Hottentots disow-n all kinship with them,

but there is reason to believe that these puny, dwarfed myrmidons represent one of

I Mr. Edgar Barclay remarks the existence of clicks in the Kabyle tongue. See Mountain Life in

Algeria, p. 10. — Ed.
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the aboriginal elements of the Klioi-Klioin ; in any case, the hinguas>;es of the two

peoples are closely related. The Bushmen are hunters; they pursue the wild beasts,

bow in hand, witii poisoned arrows.

The Uastaards are a hybrid race, which originated in the early years of the colony,

from Dutch fathers and Hottentot mothers; they si)eak and understand nothing but

the Hollandish tongue.

The Kafirs are a very handsome copper-colored people, of remarkaiily symmet-

rical proportions, and ranking in stature next to the Patagonians, Polynesians, and

West Africans. Nearly all the Kafir tribes live east of the Hottentots, on the

slope of the Indian Ocean, in the favored country which derives from them its name

of Kaffraria. They are sjilit into small groui)S of warlike, semi-nomad herdsmen;

they delight in slaughtering one another, tribe arrayed against tribe, clan against clan,

chief against cliief. They have all, likewise,— Fingos, Tambukies, Gcalekas, Gcosas,'

Pondos, and Zulus,— confronted the English and the Boers in open battle ; more than

once they have come off conquerors, and they are ready to seize lance and shield

again, or rather to take up their guns, for are they not now partially civilized ?

Thousands of them have been converted to the Anglican, Wesleyan, Methodist, or

Reformed faith, and they enthusiastically chant hymns and jjsalms in Dutch, in

English, and in their own sonorous tongue. But, whether Protestant or pagan, they

are a warring race, one of those not easily efTaced. They have proud, liot blood to

shed before either Englishman or Boer robs them of the broad savannas where their

fine herds of cattle pasture.

Cape Town, the capital of this country, is a city of 70,000 inliabitants, 18,000 of

whom are Dutch, 9000 English, 20,000 to 27,000 Blacks, a few Malays, a few families

from India, etc.

NATAL.

In Natal, as in Cape Colony, Whites, English, and Boers live by the side of Kafirs,

but the copper-colored nation jjredominates very largely.

The surface of Natal rises from the ocean along the rugged slope of tlie Maluti

Mountains, the summits of which form the western boundary of the country. The

climate of the shore is moist and hot, but hardly has the murmur of the sea died on

the ear when the traveller finds himself among temperate hills ; a few hours later he is

treading the grassy sod of the mountains, among groves, sandstone, and basaltic rocks,

and sparkling waterfalls whose torrents bear lovely Kafir names. The higher ha

ascends, the cooler it grows, until at last the atiflosphere becomes really cold.

In 1837 this favored region was entirely Kafir; it knew neither the Whites, nor

their arts, their inventions, their eagerness to clear and plant the land, and subjugate

or violate nature. They lived as their fathers befoi'C them had lived, often at war,

proud of their chief when he was victorious, and fond of their oxen and their beautiful

heifers. Then the Boers arrived, in heroic emigrations. In all, five thousand families

fled thither from the old Cape Colony, to escape British restrictions. They left

1 Tlio .•/',• in these two words represents a clucking sound wliich has no equivalent in any of tlie

European languages.
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bo}iiii(l them loner trains of tlic dead,— women and children massacred by the Kaiirs,

men slauglitered in combat or treacherously drawn into some obscure ambuscade,

victims to the fatigue incident on crossing the mountains, and cattle killed by thirst,

cold, and disease, or drowned in foi'ding the torrents.

These emigrations resembled the ancient movements of the barbarian peoples.

An entire nation, including the children and the aged, set out for the unknown, by

unfamiliar paths ; all their effects were loaded into heavy wagons, and armed men
kej)t guard around the tents, the herds, and the families. 'J'hese Boers, who knew so

well their Old Testament history, may have looked upon thetnselves as a chosen

ZtlLU-KAFrRS.

people, traversing the wilderness, like Isi-ael of old, from Egypt, their house of bond-

age, to the mountains of Canaan. Having conquered the Kaiirs, after mighty
struggles and terrible reverses, the Boers at last found themselves masters of the

Canaan so long sought and so dearly accpiired ; they congratulated themselves on

having quitted their arid country, with its stepjie-like terraces, for a land of good
grass, fresh savaimas, fore.sts, and torrents.— These torrents flow to the Tugela and to

all those Kafir streams the names of which begin with fw;, as, for example, the

Umgeni (Entrance River), the Umkoniazi (Slow Kiv>M-), the Undazi (IVIilk Kiver), the

Umvoti (Fresh liivcr), the Umzinkulu (Grand liiver), and the Umzivubu, to-day the

Saint John's. At that time, these rivers, and many others, swarmed with crocodiles
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and hippopotamuses; the lion and the leopard chased the graceful antelope, the huge

giraffe, and every wild animal that lived on this prolific soil.

But before the Boers had i-ested from the fatigues of their march, Natal became

a British colony, and the Dutch, recrossing the Malutis, founded the Orange Free

State. From the Boer families that remained on the eastern slope of the mountains

are descended the greater part of the 12,000 to 15,000 Netherlandors now iidiabiting

Natal by the side of an equal number of English, Scotch, Irish, Germans, Norwegians,

and French from Bourbon and Mauritius. The whole population includes .35,000 to

40,0^^0 Europeans and 460 ,000 Kafirs. The area of Natal is 18,725 square miles.

The Coppers crowd the Whites here; and the pressure is continually increasing,

owing to the influx from Zulu and kindred tribes. About 33,000 coolies from India

are employed on the plantations.

The capital, Pieterinaritzburg (pop. 16,000), is situated at an altitude of 2598

feet. The name is derived from that of the two chiefs who led the Boers across the

Malutis to Natal, Pieter Retief and Marit/. The town lacks the life of Durban (Port

Natal), a city of 23,000 sotds, which serves as the jiort of the capital.

THE ORANGE FREE STATE.

In the early part of the present century, the broad steppe which has since become

the Orange Free State (Oranje Frij Staat) was still an almost uninhabited region.

It was burnt and arid in summer and autumn, but vegetation sprang uj) after the

rains. Nomad tribes occasionally traversed it, but neither Hottentots, nor Bechuanas,

nor Kafirs stopped here. A few Bastaards, however, settled in this plateau before

1820, and "trekking" brought hither a few families of Boers. Later, the latter were

re-enforced by nearly all the Afrikanders from whom the British in 184.3 had taken

Natal. In 1848 England annexed this young Republic, but it became independent in

1854, and for thirty years the free state has been continually strengthening by the

arrival of Dutch from the old colony. This country, which unites the Cajie to the

Transvaal, is gradually becoming the centre of the race of the Boers; a nucleus is

formed, which is already too hard to be broken. On plateaus, where the mornings

are slightly cold in the season corresponding to our winter, the Boers of the Free

State breathe a light, vivifying air; but the sun is too hot, and the fountains are

often dry. The "hief wealth of the country consists in its sheep.

Among the 208,000 inhabitants of the Free State, 78,000 are Whites, almost all

Boers, and 130,000 Blacks or Cross-breeds, including Griquas, Basutos, Bechuanas,

and other Bantus, not.ably the Barolongs. The latter, to the number of 6500,

were until recently living peaceably as a state within the Fi'ee State, in a large

district around their capital, Thaba-Nchu, or Black jVIountain ; their arrival in this

territory, whither they were attracted by English missionaries, dates from about

1840; the Oranje Frij Staat has just annexed them, and their semi-autonomy is

now only a memory.

As for the Nederduitsch people which predominates here, it is in no way unlike
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the other Boers. The Hollanders of the Free State are very tall and stalwart ; they

are said to be infallible marksmen. Deejjly religious by instinct or ]uil)it, and j)iously

obeying their revered ministers, they open tlie day with a Christian hymn, and close

it with verses from the family Bible. Their eai)ital, 4750 feet above the oceans, is

called Bloemfontein, or F'ountain of Flowers.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC.

The Transvaal.— In 1848 the English occupied the Free State, and it continued

to be British territory until 1854. Twelve thousand Boers remained under the new
rule ; the others crossed the Vaal, or Yellow Garib, as they had previously crossed

the Orange and the Malutis, and began in the north the settlement of the Transvaal

Kepublic. The more ])rosporous the Transvaal became through the immigration of

Boers from the Frij Staat, the Cai)e, and Natal, the more attractive were its healthful

])lateaus, its grazing-lands, and mines of every metal. In 1877 England took jiosses-

sion of the state, but she virtually renounced all claim to it by a treaty, recogniz-

ing the independence of the Transvaalers, and their right to call their country the

South African Ke])ublic.

The 112,740 square miles of the Transvaal are spre.ad out in plateaus between 2500
and 5000 feet high. In the south, the valleys and water-courses run toward the Vaal,

the major affluent of the Orange; in the east, toward the Indian Ocean, and in the

north, toward the Limjiopo, a stream having a catchment basin of 216,000 square

miles. The banks along the lower course of the Limpopo are wholly ti'opical, abound-

ing in lions, hippopotamuses, crocodiles, monkeys, elephants, and giraffes ; it descends

by a long curve to the Kafir coast.

The climate is very healthful in the uplands, but it becomes loss so .as one nears

the Indian Ocean. In the Lydenburg district the atmosphere of the jilains is

already hot, humid, and heavy. In the vicinity of Wakkerstrom, a village situated

at an altitude of 6000 feet, snow falls in winter. The Transvaal jiossesses all

the climates, from that of Spain to that of the tropics, and all kinds of vegetation,

from the fir to the palm-tree; coffee, sugar-cane, pineapples, and oranges find their

])lace here, as well as corn, barley, and oats; but cattle-raising will always con-

stitute the chief source of revenue of these Boers, together with gold-mining and

diamond-digging.

The Transvaal probably contains 100,000 to 105,000 Boers, and 8000 to 15,000 Eng-

lish and other Europeans,— in all, about 120,000 Whites, against 560,000 Blacks ; most
of the latter are iCafirs and Bcchuanas. Since their small victories over the Britisli,

the Dutch of the South African Republic have full faith in their future, those

of the Orange Free State feel that their government is more secure, and tliose of the

Cape have roused from their stujior. These last were apparently resigned to being

absorbed by the English, whose tongue supplants otic language, or, at least, one dialect,

every year; but the roar of the firing on the Majuba' hill taught them once more

1 A hill where the Transvaal Boers defeated tlie Englisli.
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that they were NetyierlaiKlers. From the southern point of Africa to tlie Liini)opo

breathes one united family, young and ambitious, and, like its famous Cape, tlie tem-

pest-tossed people has become the jjcople of "good hope."

The largest villages, for they can liardly be called burgs, are Pretoria aii<l Potchef-

Cavk Onck Occiii'iKi) BY Cannibal Kafiks.

Strom. Pretoria is thus named from Andries Pretorius, one of the nation.al heroes

during the tragical migrations of the Boers, and Potchefstrom ' combines portions of

the names of three popular leaders, Potgieter, Scherf, and Streckenstroom.'

Stella.— Goshen.— The Zulu Republic.— The Transvaal had been greatly aug-

• For Potscherfstroom.
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mented recently on the west and soutli-enst; it had founded three republics, two of

wliicli, Stella and Goshen, are situated on the west, and occupied by Boer adven-

turers,' condottieri who sold their services to Bechuana chiefs during one of those

civil wars in which the Bantus delight.

Stella lies uorlii of Griqualand and the Orange Free State, along the Hart, a right

affluent of the Vaal. The Hart of the Boers— the Dry Hart of the English — is a

nearly waterless river-bed, one of those which in Algeria are called trady seco. The

area of Stella is about 5000 square miles ; the population comprises 3000 Whites,

nearly all Netherlanders, and 17,500 Batlapis, a Bechuana tribe. Its capital is a

vdlage named Vrijburg.

Goshen, north of Stella, embraces about 4000 square miles, in the basin of the

Molopo, a long wadij seco, running across deserts toward the Orange River, but very

rarely reaching it ; 2000 Whites, i^ few Boers, and a few English dwell here, among

15,000 Barolong Bechuanas. The country is arid and barren, but is nevertheless

better watered than Stella. t

England has occupied the two republics, and brought the Bechuana territory

under her protection. 'But though the Nederduitsch are no longer in peaceful posses-

sion of the country forming the natural route from the Cape to the Zaud)C7X' and inte-

rior Africa, Stella and Goshen, peoj)led with Dutch, and continually re-enforced by

vi'Torous families from the entire African Netherlands, are nevertheless augmenting

the patrimony and the jjower of the Boer nation.

Tiie Zulu Ilepuhlic, founded (like the two others) by the intervention of the Boers

between Zulu chiefs as warlike as ever the Bechuanas could have been, covers 4440

square miles, in a region as favored as Goshen and Stella are sterile. The country

lies in the vicinity of the Indian Ocean, where it is swept by sea-breezes, in the zone

of rains; it has forests, grazing-lands, ton-cuts, and rippling brooks. It is inhabited

by 2500 Boers and 40,000 to 50,000 Zulu-Kafirs. The fate of this offspring of the

Transvaal is not yet settled.'^ The cajiital has adopted the name of Vrijheid, or

Liberty.

THE AUSTRAL DESERT.

The Kalahari Desert.— Lake N'gami. — North-west of the Transvaal, toward the

interior of the continent, we encounter the vast Kalahari Desert, before reaching Lake

N'gami, the .shallow waters of which cover, on the average, 300 square miles; in

excessively wet seasons, the lake has a circuit of 90 to 95 miles ; it shrinks remarkably

in very dry seasons, and may even disajtpear. It receives the waters from an exten-

sive basin, traversed by long rivers, notably the Cubango and the Cuilo, which have

their sources on the same plateau with the Zambeze, the Coanza, and the Cunene; but

1 Aided by a certain number of English adventurers.

2 Althon<,')i the Zulu Republic as at first constituted (August, lS8i) embraced a large section of the

Zulu territory, the ISoers succeeded in obtaining a<l<litional grants which extended their domain to Santa

Lucia Bay. This brought them into eonflict with the English. In October, 18»i, a treaty was concluded

between delegates of the Zulu Republic and the authorities of Natal, whereby the Boers surrendered

their claims to the coast region, and the Zulu Republic (1880 sq. m.) was confined to the western part of

iudepeudeut Zululand. But iu 1887 the Republic signed a treaty of union with the Transvaal. — Ed.
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while the Zambeze becomes a mighty stream, and tl>e Coanza a mediocre river, the

Ciihaiisio, Ciiilo, and several others dwindle away in a dry zone, where the humidity

seems to be decreasing tivery year; the Kalahari Desert partially absorbs these cur-

rents ; all those which doecend from the arid massif over which the Damaras roam

are lost in this Sahara.

The surplus waters of Lake N'gami are discharged by the river Znga. An extraor-

dinary rainfall may perhaps carry this stream as far as the Zambeze ; but the waters

rarely fill their channel,— they evaporate, or filter into the ground, and terminate in a

saline basin, or a zutpan, as the Boers say. The zntj)ans, these thirsty trenches, and

the N'gami, constitute the dei>lorable remnant of a very large lake, an inland sea,

wliieh the austral sun has nearly effaced. The area of the South African basins

having no outlets is estimated at 496,000 square miles, 303,000 of which belong to the

Zuga Tiet-work.

THE ZAMBEZE AND THE EASTERN COAST.

Delagoa Bay.— Sofala.— Monomotapa.—From Port Natal to the equator, and from

tlie equator to the historic limits of Abyssinia (I'Jth parallel N.), a hot and oftentimes

unhealthful country skirts the Indian Ocean. It is known under various names, but

the entire tract is called the Eastern Coast. Northward, beyond Port Natal, we
encounter first the kraals, the grazing-lands, and the forests belonging to the Zulus,

extraordinarily warlike Kafirs, who suddenly became famous (in 1879). The coun-

try is well watered and beautiful. Before i-eaching the Inhampura, as the lower

Limpopo is called, under the 26th parallel of south latitude, we enter Delagoa Bay,

which belongs to Portugal. Lorenzo Marquez, a young town on its shores, is the

natural port for the Boers of the Transvaal ; it is the place from which they will, in

the future, carry on their intei'course with the exterior world.

From this bay, in a north-easterly direction, the Portuguese rule, at least nomi-

nally, over about 400,000 square miles and 950,000 men (the latter number is purely

hypothetical). The suzerainty of the Portuguese here dates from the days of their

greatness, when they reigned over all the African shores from Santa Cruz to the Red

Sea, when they built forts on the Abyssinian plateau, and when they explored the interior

in search of the fabulous kingdom of Prester John, when Albuquerque was making

conquests in India, and when Brazil was rising into power, greater and more marvel-

lous than India itself. Portugal thought herself too rich, and scorned Africa ; at the

very most, she made two attempts to reach the mines of Maniya and Chicova. To-

day, the colony, which might have extended indefinitely over the interior districts, is

com])Osed of a few trading-posts, which are occu])ied by a few ease-loving Whites.

The southern part of the Portuguese littoral is called Sofala, from a feverish town

on the coast, which is supposed by some to be tl'.e Opliir with which King Solomon

traded. Farther north, the coast is called Monomotapa ; it is here that the Zambeze

terminates, a stream which waters countries having a great future before them,

—

except, perhaps, the districts infested by the tsetse ; man can defy the poison of this

insect, but it is fatal to cattle, horses, and dogs. These animals languish, grow thin,
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and die witliin a few days after being bitten by it ; it is in tlie reed jungles around the

swamps of tiie middle Zambeze tl)at tlie tsetse is found in tlie greatest multitudes.

The Zambeze.— Lake Nyassa.— Luambedji, Luambezi, Ambezi, and Odjimbezi,

are all different forms of one name, signifying stream, or river.

Tlie Zambeze drains a basin tije area of wliicli is estimated at 552,000 square

miles, or eight and a half times the size of New England; by far the greater part of

this basin seems to be exeeiient land. In volume, the Zambeze ranks third in Africa,

after the Congo and the Niger. It rises in small lakes on a swampy plateau, 3986

feet above sea-level. It is called at first the Leeba. Already 2000 to 3000 feet broad,

oftentimes 5000 after it has received the Leeambye, it leajjs and foams through gorges

in the basaltic, l)rown trap, and sandstone rocks: the Gonye Fall (43 feet) is fol-

lowed by two cataracts having together an altitude of 174 feet, then by the great

Kale Fall, then the Bombwe, only six or seven feet high, then the three Mambwe cat-

aracts,— all three very low,— and, lastly, the mighty cataract of Katima Moriro.

Below the Chobe, or Cuando, a powerful tributary, the banks of which are devas-

tated by the tsetse, rapids announce the apjiroach to the Smoke-Sounding Falls

(Mosi-oa-Tunia), which the English have christened Victoria. On reaching the brink

of this abyss, the Zambeze is still 2608 feet above the oceans. With a leap of 390

feet, the Smoke-Sounding Falls can scorn Niagara, which has an altitude of only 150

to 160 feet. The African river does not, like the American stream, precipitate itself

into an amjjle basin by a broad, horseshoe-shaped sheet ; it droi>s into the fissure of a

basalti<( rock, a gorge 5300 feet long, 426 deep, with a width at the top of 330 feet

and at the bottom of only 144. This chasm engulfs the entire mass of the Zambeze

at once, in front of an island where the crieoanut^trees remind us that the tropical sun

shines on this wonder of nature, as the northern sky, pregnant with snow-storms,

hangs gloomily over the cataracts of Scandinavia and Canada. Over the floods

strangled and brayed at the bottom of the abyss, columns of va]ior rise 650 feet,

much above the walls of the fissure; they herald for a long distance the presence of

the miracle of waters. From this point to the confluence of the Kafue, the stream is

broken four times more— in the rapids of Kansaro and of Nakabele, the Falls of

Kariwa, and tlie eddies of Kokolole,— after which, quitting the basaltic rock, it flows

through granite and syenite ; at the cataract of Morumbawa, 30 feet high, it contracts

to 151 feet ; then follow, 20 miles above the Portuguese trading-))ost of Tete, the

cataracts of Kebrabasa, in a channel where the stream rises 79 feet in the great

freshets; these raj)ids prevent navigation during the dry season, but during the floods

they do not cause even a ripple on the surface of the Zambeze. At Tete, the stream

is about a mile and a half in width, but it soon narrows again in the Lupata Moun-

tains, where it is not more than 650 to 1000 feet broad. Below Sena, the Zambeze

absorbs the Shira, a river 260 miles long, issuing from Lake Nyassa.

Lake Nyassa resembles Tanganyika very closely ; the southern point of the latter

is scarcely 200 miles from the northern jioint of Nyassa. Both lakes have nearly the

same length and width, almost the same area, the same direction, and both are framed

in by lofty mountains; but Lake Nyassa is only 1591 feet above sea-level, while Tan-

ganyika lies at an altitude of 2690. Even during the very few years that observations

have been taken at Nyassa, it has seemed to be on the road to desiccation ; the

mountains which encircle it no longer descend vertically into the waves, but are sepa-

rated from them by an alluvial plain, which the massika converts into a marsh where

elephants roam in great numbers. Such as it is, the lake, with a breadth of 15 to 56
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miles, stretches along 340 miles, from the northern extremity, dominated by the Liv-

ingstone chain (loftier than the Pyrenees), to the southern, where the surj)lus waters

arc discharged.

Below the Shira, the Zambeze enters its delta of 3000 square miles. The largest

of its branches, the Kiiama or Luabo— navigable at all seasons— terminates by a

bar ; the Kiiakua, or the arm of Quilimane, becomes a marsh during the dry season.

The arms, false arms, swamps, side-channels, and the stream itself, swarm with

crocodiles. The length of the Zambeze is estimated at 1G52 miles, in a distance of

1100, measured in a direct line from the source to the mouths, which face the distant

coast of ^Madagascar.

Mozambique, Zanzibar.— The Vuasawahilis.— North of the Zambeze, the shore

faces Madagascar; it remains Portuguese as far as Cape Delgado, which marks the

delta of the Rovuma, a large stream, having Lake Shirwa (1457 feet above sea-level)

in ifs basin. This Lusitanian coast is called Mozambique, from a town of 7000 inhab-

itants, built on a volcanic reef close to the Mozambique coast; for centuries, multitudes

of slaves were embarked from this port for the plantations of America. Nearly all

the seaboard is unhealthful; Portugal transports thither many of its criminals. The
two or three thousand so-called Whites of the colony are chiefly Arabs, or Hindus

from Goa, Diu, and Damao.

Beyond the Rovuma, the long Zanzibar coast begins ; it embraces the towns of

Quiloa (pop. 15,000), Mombas (pop. 15,000), and Malindi, formerly slave-trading ports.

It extends as far as the equator, terminating at the river Juba, which rises in moun-

tains inhabited by the savage Galla. The city of Zanzibar (pop. 100,000). the resi-

dence of the recent ruler of this coast, is situated on an island of the same name. 19

miles from the mainland ; it is from this island of 625 square miles that the Zanzibar

coast derives its name. A heavy climate, with a mean of 80.6° F.. and a yearly rain-

fall of 61 inches, hangs over the city and island. The Sultan of Zanzibar was, until

the year 1861. subject to the Iman of Muscat. Though now ruler of the islands,

he is in fact obedient to a European power. Not long since it was the friend and

semi-vassal of Great Britain, who from Zanzibar alone aimed at the Great Lakes,

the Congo, and all central Africa. At that time, "From the Cape to Alexandria"

seemed to have been adopted as the motto of all the British colonies of the southern

Triangle. But the wheel has turned. Germany, anticipating England, has well estab-

lished herself on the route to the lakes, on the west of and in proximity to Zanzibar.^

It is the German government which is now moving on central Africa most openly,

having begun to invest it on three sides— in Cameroons, in Luderitzland, and in Zan-

zibar. The countries which it has brought under its ]irotectorate, back of the Zanzibar

littoral, namely, Usaguha, Ukami, L^sagara, and Nguni, lead equ.ally to Tanganyika

and Nyassa; together, they embrace many thousand square miles, with high plateaus,

lofty mountains, beautiful valleys, and strong rivers, where the rainy season unchains

immense tori'ents. It is, in fact, a superb region, but it is infected by deadly fevers,

and acclimatization will be extremely difficult.

The peoples along the coast between Cape Delgado and the river Juba speak lan-

guages having some ties of relationshij) with the great Bantu idiom. They have been

mixed from early times with Arabs, and they seem to be equally allied with the

Kafirs, the Bechuanas, and other Negroids or Copi)ors, of southern and central

Africa. They are usually classed under the name of Vuasawahilis or Sawahilis, a

1 The Zanzibar coast is now administered by British and Germans; the islands are under British

protection.
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term derived from tlie Arabic word sahel, signifying co;ist. Besides tlieir various

dialects, many of this liybrid race speak tlie tongue of tiie Koran ; the Arabs have

always been very influential among these "coastmen," as warriors, potentates, slave-

hunters, merchants, and j)roseIyters. There are many of the East Indian traders,

known as Banyans, in the commercial towns on the shore and in the neighboring

coral-islands.

The Somali.— Beyond the equator, nature loses its o]>iilence, and the littoral soon

e.\hil)its all the aridity of the desert. It stretches awaj-, in a north-easterly direction,

burnt and desolate, to Cape Guardafui, a promontory separating the Gulf of Aden
from the Indian Ocean ; here it turns in a westerly direction. These two coast-lines

enclose the peninsula of the Somali, the only marked )irojection of the African

continent. The excessively scant torrents of this jieninsula form no stream which

reaches the sea ; it requires a mighty storm, overspreading the entire heavens, to trace

veritable river-courses at tlie foot of its extinct or slumbering volcanoes. Such

deluges are rare, however, on the burning mountains, which are here limestone, there

volcanic, but almost everywhere naked and bare. The land of the Somali is essen-

tially the country of perfumes, essences, and odoriferous gums.

The Somali are said to be crafty, vindictive, and ferocious; they are fond of war.

They are beginning to use fire-arms, but formerly their weapons were the bow and

arrow, the sling, the club, the lance and shield. They delight in pillage, but, with the

exception of a few paltry raids from tribe to tribe, or from one thatched or skin vil-

lage to another, they have no chance to gratify their plundering propensities, except

such as is offered by the shipwrecks on their rugged coast.

They show in their features, and in the different hues of complexion, two origins:

the Arab race has been mixed here with the Negroids and Negroes of the elevated

regions on the west, beyond their own mediocre mountains and net-work of ravines :

they speak of themselves indifferently as descendants of the Galla or of the Arabs

;

from the latter they have received the doctrines of Islam and the language of "the

book,"— but neither religion nor language has totally conquered this nation, which

rebels .against all forms of bondage.

AFRICAN ISLANDS.

The Azores and Azorians.— The Sargasso Sea,— Geographers attach the Lusita-

nianizing Azores to the dark continent, alllKUigh they are situated as near to Euro])e as

to Africa, and although they are in European latitudes. This is due, perhaps, to the

fact that Madeira and the Cape Verde Islands, which are likewise Portuguese, rise

out of a genuinely African sea. The Azores, lofty and scarped, lift their heads

opposite Estremadura, Alemtejo, and Algarves, 600 miles or more from the mother-

land, on the route between Lisl)on and New York. They are nine in number, besides

a few islets. The total area is 922 square miles.

The smallest, and, at the same time, the most northerly, is Corvo; it contains only

880 inhabitants, who are grouped around a peak 2549 feet in altitude. Flores is

Corvo's nearest neighbor, the two islands being only eleven miles apart ; Flores lias
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about 10,000 inhabitants, who dwell along the shore and in valleys descending from

Morro Grande (3090 feet). More than 125 miles separate Corvo and Flores from the

j)rinei])al nucleus of tlie Azores, in which are comprised the islands of Graciosa,

Terceira, 8ao Jorge, Fayal, and Pico.

Graciosa is indeed a charming island, although it is destitute of forests. It is next

to the smallest of the Azores, and its loftiest elevation is only 1299 feet. It contains

13,500 inhabitants.

Terceira, the second largest island, is beautiful and fruitful ; it jiossesses the cap-

ital of the group, called Angra ; its Caldron of Santa Barbara (3501 feet) proclaims

by its very name that the 45,000 inhabitants dwell on a volcanic soil.

Sao Jorge (Saint George), ten times longer (34 miles) than broad, supports a

volcano of about 3000 feet, bearing the strange name of Mount Hope; this volcano

ravaged the island in 1808. The population is 16,500.

Fayal is well wooded, but has no streams ; the 25,000 islanders are dependent for

water ujion wells. The chief town is Horta.

Pico emerges three or four miles from Fayal. It is visible to a greater distance

than any of the other islands, for its peak, still an active volcano, reaches an elevation

of 7290 feet, and glistens with snow during 4 niontlis of the year. The population

is 29,00(1. The soil is ])oor, but it j)ioduces a famous wine.

Sao Miguel, or Saint Micliael's, the largest and most populous of the islands, sup-

ports more than 126,000 inliabitants, or nearly a half of all the Azorians. It is situated

far to the south-east of the central group, forming a little world by itself; its Pico da

Varra has an altitude of 3573 feet ; the chief town is Ponta Delgada.

The most southern of the Azores, Santa Maria, attains an elevation of 1870 feet

in Pico Alto. It has a population of 6600.

The entire group is of volcanic formation, and the islands are almost uniforndy

fertile; the climate is delightful; its mean of 62° to 64° is about that of southern

Portugal, though the temperature is less fluctuating here, and the rainfall is more
cojiious. Few of the valleys are shut off from the life-giving sea-breezes. Orange-

trees are sometimes to be seen bearing 25,000 oranges.

When the Portuguese landed on these rugged coasts, in 1432, they found neither

men nor the larger animals ; they imported animals from Europe, but the archipelago

paid for this increase of life by the ruin of its forest, little of wliich now remains

except a few clusters of cedars, pines, and firs, and, here and there, the shrubs of the

soutliern thicket. Tlie islanders, who are very largely of Portuguese stock, with

Flemish mixtures, form a most prolific nation. They have emigrated in large num-
bei-s to America, and it is possible that there are a great many more Azorians outside

of the Azores than on the islands themselves. On account of these emigrations, the

jiopulation increases but slowly ; at certain epochs it has even decreased. The Azor-
ians were the first colonizers on Brazilian soil, and for centuries they have emigrated
to Brazil, the Antilles, British Guiana, the Sandwich Islands, the United States, and,

to some extent, to the Portuguese province of Algarves.

The capital, Angra, on the island of Terceira, has scarcely 12,000 inhabitants, or

6000 less than Ponta Delgada, in Sao Miguel.

South-west of this archipelago, in the direction of the Antilles, is a large area of

comjiaratively still water, lying in the interior of the North Atlantic circulation, and
covered with masses of floating sea-weed. This is called the Sargasso Sea. There
are other fields of equal extent in the Atlantic and Pacific. •-• '
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Madeira and its Inhabitants.— Madeira, embracing, willi its cle]ien(lencies, an area

of 81.') square miles, rises nft' the coast of Africa, on tlie route between tlie Azores anil

the soutliern coast of Morocco, nearly midway between the Azores and the mainland,

and almost equidistant from the 30tli and 3.5th jiarallels of latitude. It ll.^s three

de]ieiidencies : Porto Santo, surrounding a volcanic mountain, and supj)orting about

1750 Portuguese inhabitants, on 20 square miles; the Dos Santos ; and three reefs

forming the Dcsertas. Madeira is 34 miles long, and is entirely of volcanic formation.

Pico l{uivo, or Red Peak, the highest summit, has an altitude of (5060 feet. When
the Portuguese arrived here, migiity forests shaded all the mountains, and it was from

this wooded covering that the island derived its name. In the Lusitanian language,

Madeira {materia) signifies wood,— it is- the same word with our term madrier.

Madeira does not possess the orange groves of tiie Azores, and tlie oidium and ])hyl-

loxera have, at different periods, made terrible havoc in its famous vineyards; but

these have been replanted, and the lava is so fruitful here that it may restore all that

has been destroyed. Madeira has long been a resort for invalids suffering with lung-

diseases.

The 134,000 inhabitants are Lusitanians, mixed to a certain degree with Blacks;

they .are good Roman Catholics, loyal and peaceable. They speak the language of

Portugal, with a soft accent. Tiiey emigrate in as great numbers as do their brothers,

the Azorians,— to Brazil, British Guiana, the Antilles, the Sandwich Islands, and the

Cajie of Good Hope. The seat of the goverinnent, Funchal ("fennel-place"), is a

city of 21,000 souls.

The Canary Islands.— The Peak of Teyde.— The Canaries face the south-western

coast of ^Morocco, ojii)osite the regions bordering on the Great Desert. These are the

Fortunate Isl.ands of the ancients, which were lost sight of during the gloom of the

Middle Ages, but rediscovered, it is claimed, by the Genoese, in 1295, and colonized

by Spain after 1478. Before they fell into the hands of the Spaniards, the Canaries

were partially conquered by a Norman Frenchman, Jean de Bethencourt, in 1402.

The archipelago embraces 2808 square miles, and is composed of seven large islands

and five uninhabited islets; the total po])ulation is 288,000.

Fuerteventura, four times longer (60 miles) than broad, attains an elevation of

2805 feet in the Orejas del Asno. Xone of the other Canaries is as near to the coast

.as this volcanic, rainless island, where scarcely 10,000 j)ersons iidiabit 664 square

miles.

Lanzarote lies six or seven miles north-east of Fuerteventura. It supports a

mountain of 2244 feet, and vast lava-masses, which bear witness of recent eruptions.

Including islets, it embraces 286 square miles.

Grand Canary rises .about 50 miles west of Fuerteventura; it comprises 531 square

miles, and contains a ])eak of 6401 feet, the Pico de los Pechos, dominating a central

group, from which descend, it is said, 103 barraiicos, or ravines, in a fan-shaped group;

the ]irinci)ial city. Las Palmas, the most jiopulous of the archipel.ago, lies on the be.st

harbor of the Canaries. It contains 18,000 inhabitants.

Tcneriffe is about 37 miles north-west of Grand Canary. Its 750 square miles

form the pedestal of one of the most celebrjited mountains of the globe, the Pico de

Teyde; this volcano is inactive, emitting nothing but smoke, but the inhabitants of

the island have good reason to fear its eruptions. The Peak of Teyde rises in the

form of a pyramid to a height of 12,189 feet; it is covered with gr.«iyish broom.

Teneriiie is a beautiful island, and the Canaries, as a whole, would merit their ancient
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)><.iiie of Fortunate Islands were it not for the extreme heat of the sun and the

scarcity of rain, and but for the locusts, which reach the archipelago in clouds from
the Sahai'a.

Only 17 miles separate Teneriffe from Gomera. This latter island covers 146
square miles; its culminating point is the Cumbre Garojona (4396 feet).

'J'he north-westernmost island of the group, Palma, embraces 280 square miles ; it

supports a mountain 7730 feet high, called the Pico de la Cruz. It contains a crater

:?#
iu^~!^

Tenekiffk.

9 miles in diameter, known as the Caldera (/. e., caldron), from which, on its south-
west side, a ravine runs down to the sea. There has been no eruption of anv volcano
on the island of Palma since 1677.

Ilierro, or Ferro, forming the south-west angle of tlie Canaries, is about 40 miles
from Gomera. It rears a mountain 4987 feet in altitude. This island is famous as
the spot from M-liich geographers were formei-ly in the habit of measuring all longi-
tudes;^ it was the most westerly land known to them. Its area of 107 square miles
ranks it last among the major islands of tlie group; the minor islands are Lobos, Gra-
ciosa, Alegranza, Montnfia Clara, and the two TJoquetes.

The present inhabitants of the Canaries are of Spanish (especially Andalusian),
Flemish, Norman, and Irish descent; in certain districts there is some little black
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blood; as for the derivation of the original inhabitants, the Guanches, nothing certain

is known. They probably belonged to the Moroccan Berber trunk ; when the Euro-

])eans landed in the arclii]ieIago, the Guanches formed a small agricultural people, and

along with them dwelt a few families of Arabs. Many of the Guanches fell in oppos-

ing the Spanish invasion, many were sold hy their vaiupiishers as slaves, and many
adopted the Honian Catholic faith and intermarried with the Spaniai'ds. Xothing

now remains of them but the slight traces of their blood left in the S|>anish Caiiarians,

certain barbaric monuments, and the mummies to be found in the caves of the

island; like the ancient Egyptians, the Guanches embalmed the bodies of their dead.

A few Negroes of the Canai-ies are the descendants of Blacks inipurted into the archi-

pelago at a time when sugar-cane was cultivated there. The pojiulation augments but

slowly, on acconnt of the emigration to different Spanish-speaking lands.— Santa

Cruz de Santiago, on tlie island of Teneriffe, is the cn])ital. It has 17,000 inhabitants.

The Cape Verde Islands.— Tiie name of this archii)elago is deri\e(l from Cajie

Verde, the westernmost point of Africa. The nearest island is, however, 375 miles

away from the maiidand. About 111,000 inli.abitants occupy the 1500 square miles of

this little liUsitanian world. The islands, twelve in number, all ])ossess a fruitful soil,

but they are exposed to seasons of terrible drought. The climate is unhealthful, and

earthquake shocks are frequent. In rainy years the country is a paradise of green,

except on the bald mountains; in dry years, such as 1773, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1846,

1804, and 1865, the inhabitants have to choose between flight and death. The famine

of 1831-33 destroyed or drove from the country 30,000 persons. The islanders

emigrate in large numbers to Brazil ; they are composed mostly of Negroes, or Mulat-

toes, with a few thousand of more or less pure Whites, and scattered descendants of

Canarian Spaniards. All profess Roman Catholicism, and all si)eak a jargon cor-

rupted fi-om the Portuguese, and called lingua creoula.— Porto Praya, the capital, has

a mean animal temju'rature of 76° F. It is situated on the unhealthful island of San

Thiago.

San Thiago, the largest island of the group, bears a peak of nearly 5000 feet. The

45,000 inhabitants are of every hue of complexion from light olive to shiny black.

The agricultural products, some of which are exported to the other islands, consist of

sugar-cane, maize, kidney-beans, rice, and manioc. At the right of San Thiago lies

'M-MO ; on its left is Fogo, which is followed by Brava.

Maio hardly recalls the beautiful month of the year whose name it has received.

It is a barren, treeless waste, surrounded by dangerous rocks. The inhabitants, who

number less than 2000, are supported mainly from their cattle and from the exporta-

tion of salt.

Fogo rears near its centre a lofty and dangerous volcano (8858 feet). The island

is heaithful, but almost no rain falls. The great famine of 1831-33 diminished the

po])ulation from 17,000 to 5615.

The charming, healthful island of Brava is the "Paradise" of the archipelago,

but it is destitute of forests, and almost of trees. The inhabitants, who are for the

most part Whites, are descended from Madeiran emigrants and from families driven

from Fogo by the volcanic eruption of 1680.

Sant' Antao ranks next to San Thiago in size and ]io])ulation. It contains a peak,

the Sugar Loaf, which is thought to reach the altitude of 8000 feet ; this mountain is

visible for 50 miles out to sea.

Sao Vicente, which lies near Sant' Antao on the east, possesses the best harbor of
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the avchipelnofo; it was uninhabited until toward llio end of the last ooiitiny, when
20 families from Fogo settled on it.

Sao Nicolao is mountainous in the interior. Toward the western end rises an

extinct volcano, called Monte Gordo (-1:4:29 feet).

Sal, as its name indicates, produces salt. It contains a population of about 950

persons, a third of whom arc em])loyed in the salt manufactories.

Boa Vista is said to be as healthful as Brava itself ; notwithstanding its attractive

Fernando Po.

name, the island is unsightly, its surface consisting solely of white sand, glitterin"-

salt, and desolate, burnt hills.

The Islands of the Gulf of Guinea. — Fernando Po, Ilha do Princijie, Sao Thome,
and Ainiabona follow one another from north-east to south-west, not far from the
equator.

Fernando Po (800 sq. m.) is thus called in the language of its rulers, the Span-
iards, but its true name is that of the Portuguese discoverer, Fernao do P5. It is of
volcanic formation. It has fine bays and gulfs ; rivers are abundant, and the soil is
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fruitful, but the climate is dangerous. The Portuguese established no permanent

colony on the island, and it is only recently that Spain formed a settlement there by

transjiorting thither some hundreds of Cuban insurgents. P^nglaiid has long desired

the possession of liiis island, because it commands most admii-ably the Gulf of Guinea,

the mouths of tlie Niger, and the Cameroons coast. Clarence Town, a small Negro

settlement, was originally English ; it was established in 1827 by Uritish merchants

who carried on commerce along the lower course of the great Soudanese stream. It

is dominated by a magnificent cone, black with forests, called Clarence Peak (10,030

feet). The natives, called Bobies, are a peculiar race, differing in pliysical character-

istics and in language from their neighbors of the continent; they are of small

stature, and copj^er-colored rather than black. They are 8up))0sed to number 2o,000.

The rest of the islanders consist of Negroes imported by the English, a very few

Europeans, Cubans, and lialf-castes.

lUui do Principe, or Prince's Island, belongs to Portugal. It lies in the Bight of

Biafra, 140 miles south-south-west of Fernando Po. It comprises less than GO square

miles, with about 3000 inhabitants, comi)osed of Negroes, Mulattoes, and a few

Whites. These speak a very corrupt form of Portuguese.

Sao Thome, or Saint Thomas, very nearly touches the equator, 90 miles from

Ilha do Principe, and about 170 from the mouth of the Gaboon River. It is of vol-

canic formation, and its culminating point is 6500 feet above sea-level ; the mountains

are thickly wooded, and the rains are copious. The torrents and little rios which

descend to the Atlantic are very charming. The area of the island is 855 to 360

square miles. The inliabitants endjrace about 1200 Whites and nearly 17,000 Negroes

and Mulattoes ; the latter make use of an exceedingly corrupt Portuguese jargon.

Saint Thomas was formerly a much more thriving island. In the sixteenth century

it was occupied by numerous Portuguese planters, who possessed large sugar-cane

plantations ; but the fame of Brazil attracted most of these, with their slaves, across

the sea. The population of Prince's Island was decimated in the same way. Saint

Thomas and Ilha do Principe are governed from one capital, Santa Anna de Chaves,

called also Sao Thome.

Annabona, or Anno Bom, is a Spanish island, situated about 120 miles from Saint

Thomas. It was discovered by the Portuguese on the first of January, 1473, from

which circumstance it received its name, "Dia de Anno Bom," being the Portuguese

term for New Year's day. It embraces about 7 square miles, and contains a basaltic

cone 2360 feet in elevation. When the Portuguese arrived here, the island was unin-

habited. Between 1550 and 1600 a few slaves were imjiorted, and a mixed race

sprang up, which to-day numbers about 3000. These inhabitants are nearly black and

almost savage. They jirofess the Roman Catholic religion, and sjteak a Portuguese

pafoiti.

Ascension is a solitary island, belonging to tlie English, situated about S)70 miles

from Cape Palmas on the African coast, and 1450 from the Brazilian Cai)e Saint

Roque, i!i latitude 7° 56' S. The peaks, cones, and extinct volcanoes are dominated

by the Green Mountain, which reaches an altitude of 2838 feet. Notwithstanding

tlie name that has been bestowed upon this mountain, Ascension lacks verdure. The

reddish or blackish rocks ai-e barren and desolate. It endiraces 34 square miles, which

are occniiied by about 150 iidiabitants.

Saint Helena contains 5000 inhabitants, a half of whom are Negroes; the island is

a mass of bald basalt, dominated by Diana's Peak (2870). This summit looks down
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upon the vale of Longwood, wlicre Napoleon had his residence, and where he died.

These islanders dwelling 1200 miles out from the mainland, are prisoners of the ocean.

A Native Dwelling on Feknando Po.

Nothing varies the monotony of tlieir existence except the arrival of ships which
bring them news of the great world ; but fewer and fewer vessels put in here since

the piercing of the Isthmus of Suez. Saint Helena was discovered by the Portu-
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guese, but M-as afterwanl taken by tlie Entrlish, wlio liave converted its 47 S()uare

miles into a Gibraltar bristling with batteries. Tlie cliief town and seat of govern-

ment is Jamestown (pop. 2500).

Tristan d'Acunlia is another English island wliieh was discovei-cd 1)y the Portu-

guese. It rises (nit of very deep water not far fi'oin the 40th parallel of soutli lati-

tude. It is far out to sea, but nearer to tlie Cape of Good Hope than to any other

shore. The surface is mountainous, and one extinct volcano reaches an altitude of

8200 feet. The climate is mild and moist, but wondrously healthful. The area

embraces about 45 square miles, and the inhabitants, who are of mixed origin but of

English s]ieecli, number less than 100.

Madagascar; its Physical Characteristics and Inhabitants.— There are only two

islands on the globe which surpass Madagascar in extent, namely. New Guinea and

Borneo. It is separated from Africa by the Mozambique Channel (210 to 220 miles

broad), and adds to the area of the African continent fully 228,000 square miles. It

has a length of 1010 miles, with a breadtli varying from 200 to 300, and, with the

exception of the extreme southern point, it lies wholly within the tropics. Viewed

from above, Madagascar is seen to i)ossess two physical regions : in the west and

south of the 23rd parallel, are moory plains below 500 feet in elevation ; in tlie east,

north, and centre, mountains and jilateaus fi-om 3000 to 5000 feet high. The u])lands

occupy nearly three-fifths of the country, Tlie western jiart of the island, which is

rarely visited by moist winds, is drier, less thickly wooded, and consequently less

fruitful, than the abund.antly watered eastern slopes. Among the domes and cones

few surpass 6500 feet. The culminating point is near Antananarivo, the capital. It

is called in the sonorous Malagasy tongue, Tsi-afa-javona, i. e., " that which the mists

cannot climb." It has an elevation of 8950 feet, and rises from 3900 to 4700 feet

above the general level of the surrounding country. The Tsi-afa-javona is less

majestic than the isolated peak of Amber (5900 feet) near the northern point of the

island. Perennial snows are impossible in these latitudes at such altitudes, but the

country is well watered, as the abundant- rainfall furnishes an unfailing sujiply to

the innumerable springs and streams. The torrent-beds are much broken, forming

beautiful cataracts, some of which are 600 feet in height. At the point where the

streams enter the sea, they nearly all come in contact with cordons of sand ; this is

es])ecially true of those on the eastern coast. Having no free exit, the waters set

back, forming a long chain of lagoons. Some of these are connected ; others are sepa-

rated by low strijis of land. The distance between the lagoons is so short that a

continuous water-way 260 miles in length could be formed by cutting a canal of 30

miles. The whole secret of the long-sustained independence of Madagascar is to be

sought in these lagoons, the poisonous exhalations from which have often driven the

French from these shores. .

Behind the marshes are forests which nearly girdle the island, and which breed

j

and concentrate the miasmata. The most mihealthful region is said to be around;

Antongil Bay, where the woods are densest and most extensive. Back of the forests

are high hills or mountains, with living waters and with a healthful climate. The

largest of the jNIalagasy lakes, Alaotra, lies on the eastern slope, in the basin of a

river which empties into the sea almost opposite the island of Sainte Marie. The

longest river, the Betsiboka, could be ascended by steamers for nearly 90 miles. It is

about 300 miles long, and receives the Ikiopa. Both of these streams rise on the

plateau of Imerina, and their waters empty into the Bay of Bembatoka, a magnificent
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port, like so many otliers in the northern t'uiril of Madagascar. Majainbo, Narinda,

Pasandava, Diego Suares, and Antongil are all capable! of harboring immense fleets.

The flora and fauna of Madagascar i>resent many cliaracteristics wliicli are of

great interest to the naturalist. As for the flora, "in the ishnul altogethei', the

number of genera now known is about 70U; of these, about 80 are ifupposed to be

endemic, as far as present knowledge extends." More than a hundred species of

animals are said to exist here which are to be seen nowhere else in the world.

Though Madagascar lies so near the African continent, very few of its animals are

to he found on the mainland; tlie peculiarities in j)lant and animal life have given

Mode of Convevasck in Madacascau.

rise to the suj)position that tlie island once constituted a part of the continent now
submerged by the Indian Ocean. Tlie tenrec, which is armed with barbed darts,

the curious aye-aye, which forms a genus and family by itself, and the makis, or

long-tailed monkey-squirrels, are found only in Madagascar. The avi-fauna is much
richer thaii the mammalian. It com]>rises more than 220 species, nearly a half of

which are peculiar to tlie island. There are no large quadrupeds— none of the

larger cai-nivorous, ungulate, proboscoid, or quadrumaiious animals; the only animal

which suggests tlie neigliboring continent is the crocodile. Deadly serpents are

almost wholly wanting; but there are noxious spiders, scorjiions, and centipedes.

A .score or more of nations inhabit Madagascar, but .all make use of substantially

the same langu.age. There are considerable dialectic v.ariations,'bot;li in vocabulary and
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pronuiKiatiou ; but there is no ovuknico that any ilisthictly different language was ever

sl)<>ken anywhere in the island. Malagasy is closely related to the Malayan and Poly-

nesian languages. It is very soft and melodious, and abounds in vowels and liquids.

The vocabulary has been affected to a great degree by elements imported from Africa

Arabia, India, /md even from China, and by contributions from nnknown sources

The niunber of inhabitants is estimated at 'i\ million. The Sakalava, who occupy the

west, are said to be sluggish and heedless. They prefer a pastoral to an agiieultural

life. They are derived, pi-obably, from intermarriages between the people of the Mal-

abar Coast and African Negroes ; iu any event, they feel themselves an entifely

different race from the Ilova, who are of ^Malayan stock. The Betsimisaraka live on

the eastern slope. Unlike the Sakalava, they are an agricultural people. The Betan-

imena, who are related to the Ilova, liave often apjieared in the contests of the

islanders with Europeans, for together with the Betsimisaraka they guard the eastern

shore. Tiie Ilova occupy the plateau of Imerina, in the central part of the island.

Iinerinn, which supports fully a million inhabitants, is a land of naked granites, red

clays, moors, spiny and prickly plants, with rice-plantations on all the plains, and in all

the glens and valleys, where there is water. The Ilova, who are probably the latest

comers among the islanders, are the lightest iu color, and they are, on the average,

smaller and weaker than the other Malagasy tribes. At the same time, they are more

prolific, shrewder, and more tenacious. They had conquered nearly all the other

islanders, they had j^iHaged a large p.art of the country, when their hopes were frus-

trated, and an end was made to their and)itious jirojeets. By a treaty signed Decem-

ber 12, 1885, Madagascar was declared a French Protectorate; a port on Diego Snares

Bay has been ceded, to be converted into a naval station, and a war indemnity of

|;4,000,000 is to be paid.

The Ilova remained pagan down to a recent date, but, through the preaching of

Englisii missionaries, the court has adopted Protestantism, and imposed.it on the

masses. The Roman Catholics are estimated at 80,000, at the'very least. Their con-

version to Christianity seems not to have affected the Ilova deeply, for they are as

cruel and exacting as before in their treatment of the other peoples of the island.

Native society among them is divided into three great classes : the Andriana, or nobles
;

the Hovii, freemen or commoners ; and the Andevo, or slaves. The Andriana are

generally termed nobles, but, strictly speaking, they are royal clans, since they descend

from the families of several of the petty kings who once ruled over small sections of

the central province, and who lost their authority through the growing power of the

ancestors of the present reigning family. The Ilova form the mass of the free popu-

lation of Imerina. They are made up of a large number of tribes, who generally inter-

marry among themselves, as do also the families, to jn-event the division of land and

])ro])ert}-. The third gre.at class of native society comprises the slave population.

The capital, Antananarivo, contains ])ossibly 100,000 souls ; it is situated 47!)0 feet

above the sea. It is said to have manufactiires of exquisite gold and silver chains and

silk stuffs.

Two small islands off the coast of Madagascar— namely, Sainte Marie and Nossi-Be

— are French colonies. Sainte jNIarie contains about 70 squ.are miles, with 90 or 100

Whites scattered among from 7000 to 7500 Blacks, who were driven out of Madag.as-

car by the Hova. Nossi-Be is French in name rather than in fact, for it contains only

240 Frenchmen (nearly all of whom .arc Creoles from Mauritius or Bourbon), against

abotit 8000 Africans ; it has an area of 113 square miles.
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The Comoro Isles.— This group of voloanic islaiifls lies at the entrance to Mozam-

bi(]ue Channel, SoO miles from the north-west coast of Madagascar, and '200 from the

east coast of Africa. It com])rises Mayotte, whicli belongs to France, and three

others, all of Mhicb are protected, namely, Aiigaziya or Great Comoro, Johannsi,

and Mohilla. The bulk of tjje inh.abitants consists of Negroes of divers hues, and of

Malays crossed with Arabs. The latter have adoj)ted Islaniism, and sj)eak a more or

less idiomatic Ar.ibic. The area of the entire group is 760 square miles, and the poj)-

ulation G.">,000.

Ee'union, or Bourbon.— Reunion is 375 miles from the eastern coast of Madagascar.

It is not more than 1(0 or 95 miles aw.ay from its sister island of Mauritius; both isl-

ands had the same founders, and bqtli have retained the same language. Physically,

Reunion may be considered as the southernmost summit of a gre.at submarine vidge

whicli runs north-east by Mauritius and Albatross Island, and curves round by the

Seychelles, connecting with Madagascar at its north-eastern extremity. The sub-

marine valley thus enclosed between this ridge and Madagascar has a dejjth of 12,000

to 144,000 feet. The island lies under the 21st ])arallel ; it rises out of a sea buffeted

by cyclones, a huge block, with straight shores, embracing scarce 1000 square miles,

and having a coast-line of 130 miles. But it ])ossesses wondrous beauties, — a lordly

volcano, called the Piton des Neiges (10,009 feet), another volcano, still active, named

the Burning Crater, or Fournaise, torrents flowing through the lava and basalt, cata-

racts falling iu misty slK)wers, tropical forests, miner.il S])rings, a delightful climate,

and a fruitful soil. Bourbon contains 20,000 or 25,000 Creoles, a stalwart, prolific

race, of French speech ; there are also a few Mulattoes ; then follow Blacks, either

pure or loo slightly mixed to be classed as cross-breeds, and, lastly, coolie immigrants

from different African and Asiatic regions. These coolies count for 40,000 .'imong

the 165,000 isl.inders. The climate is he.'dtliful, though warm. The temperature on

the coast fluctuates between 53.6° and 96.8° F., with a mean of 75.2°. The Piton des

Neiges is covered with snow for six months in the year. Unfortunately, contagious

diseases, such as cholera and small-pox, are brought into the island by the coolies.—
Tlid (%a])ital, Saint-Denis, is a delightful town, of 32,000 inhabitants, on the se.'ishore.

Mauritius.— In the days when this island belonged to the French, it bore the title

of He de France ; when it fell into the hands of the English, it ado])tod once more an

old Dutch name. It is a remarkably graceful island of 708 square miles. The soil is

volcanic ; no peak reaches an elevation of 3300 feet. The culminating point, Mon-

tague de la Riviere Xoire, is only 3150 feet high.

Mauritius is densely peopled, supi)orting, as it does, 373,000 inhabitants, or 527 to

the square mile. Those inhabitants are Creoles, of French lineage and language, witli

a certain number of English ; French-speaking Mulattoes and Negroes; and lastly, and

chiefly, coolies brought from China and Africa to take the place of the enfranchised

Blacks. Mauritius was originally covered with a magnificent forest, but this has been

cleared and replaced by vast sugar-plantations, whicli are often devastated by hurri-

canes ; with the destruction of the forests, Mauritius has lost its equable and healthful

climate and its copious rainfall. On account of the deterioration of the country, and

on account of the invasion of the coolies, the Creoles of Mauritius are emigrating in

steadily increasing numbers to different regions : to Port Natal and the various

Anglo-Dutch colonies of the Cape, to the Seychelles, to Saigon, to New C.iledoni.a,

and they are impatiently awaiting an opportunity to enter Madagascar iu company

with their Bourbon neighbors.
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The Whites of Mauritiiis are estimated at 20,000 (?), the Mulattoes aiifl Blacks at

100,000 (?), and the coolies, nearly all of whom are from India, at more than 250,000 (?).

Port Lonis (pop. 61,000), the capital, lies on one of those excellent ports which

abonnd in Mauritius. The town seems to be deteriorating, like the island itself.

Uaiiuen of a Citv Mansion — Isle ok Bouuhon.

Mauritius has three dependencies : Rodngue/,, the Amirantes, and the Seychelles

group. Rodriguez is a granitic islet of 42 square miles, with 1900 inhabitants, situ-

ated about 300 miles east of Mauritius. The Amirantes and Seychelles form two

small clusters of islets, rocks, banks, and coral-reefs, which formerly belonged to
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France, but which are now dependencies of England. The Amirantes, twelve in

number, are of coral formation, well wooded, but almost uninhabited. Scarcely a

hundred men occupy their 32 square miles. The Seychelles embrace together 102

square miles, with about 16,000 inhabitants, all of whom si)eak the soft French Creole

of Mauritius and 15ourbon.

Socotra.'— This island, which is almost as much Asiatic as African, covers 3000

square miles ; it bars from a distance the entrance to the Gulf of Aden, 155 miles from

Cape Gnardafui, and about 250 from the coast of southern Arabia. Its granite moun-

tains reach .an elevation of 5413 feet. It contains limestone hills, and its shores are

bordered with coral. It must have once formed a part of the continent of Afi-ica.

The soil is sterile and the climate dry. The inhabitants consist of a few thousand

Arabs, or Arab and African half-breeds; they profess the Mussulman faith, and spe.ak

the language of the Koran. The principal village is Tamarida.

1 In November, 1886, the British Resident at Aden, in behalf o£ the Bombay government, annexed

this important island, and hoisted the British tlag thereon. — Ed.

Sachki on the banks or the nile.
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AMERICA.

Christopher Columbus and his Scandinavian Precursors.— Ameiica was seen by

Euroi)eaus as early as the tenth century, or long before the time of Christoplier

Columbus. Norsemen coming from Iceland, then a prosperous country, if we can

trust the historic or legendary accounts that have come down to us, settled at that

date in Greenland and afterward discovered and perhaps colonized the coast to the

southward which they called Vinland or the country of the Vine.

What is the story of these colonists in Green Land, and of those of the country

of the wild Vine south of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence as far as Chesapeake Bay,—
scattered along a shore which resembled by its fiords their native Norway and Ice-

land ? No one knows. The old Scandinavians cherished their memory so lightly

that we are ignorant of just when and how they perished. We can only surmise

that they were not re-enforced, and that the Eskimos destroyed them or the mother-

land abandoned them, not dreaming that she was losing a world where it would be

])0ssible for her to multiply her daring race a hundredfold.

Europe had ])ractically forgotten these Icelandic settlements when, in 1492, Chris-

topher Columbus, a Genoese in the service of Spain,— a veteran mariner, whose mature

years had been sjient in the pursuit of his grand idea,— sailed for the Orient over

the western sea without a suspicion that a continent barred his route thither. The
immortal Italian sought India, China, the " birthplace of the spices," the Great Khan
of Tartary, who, according to public belief, was wavering between Mahomet and

Jesus ; he found neither the spicy Orient nor the famous potentate to whom he car-

ried a letter from Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain. Btit this voyage of Columbus

with his three Andalusian caravels opened up to the Old World the continent which

the Norsemen had lost centuries before.

509
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Extent and Form.— The Western Continent— the "New World" only from

the stanclijoint of Eiirojiean history, not from tliiit of geology or ethnology— stretchea

north and south four-fifths of the way from pole to pole ; almost joining the Eastern

Continent in the polar regions,— reaching out a great hooked arm toward Asia, till

just below tlie Arctic Circle they meet within thirty-one mostly ice-bridged miles,

connected with Europe by a series of islands from one to two hundred miles apart,

— their truly habitable portions are separated by mighty ocean gulfs. It extends in

continental mass fi'om Pat.agonia at the south, bathed by the Antarctic Ocean, 8700

miles to Alaska and Boothia in the Arctic ; and it is prolonged by islands at both

extremities— from Cape Horn to the unknown northern limits of a vast archipelago,

beginning at Hudson's Bay and sharply defined at about 125° W.— to a known

extent of 9613 miles, and perhaps to the North Pole itself, 10,069 miles from Cape

Horn. The northern end is in some mas.s less than 1000 miles from the pole, the

extreme point of the southern is 2350 miles away ; Alaska is but 1300 miles from

the North Pole, the Argentine Republic is 3400 from the South Pole. Two-thirds

of the continent is north of the equator. It comprises two sections, each commonly

termed a continent ; they are connected near the equator by a neck of land traversa-

ble in half an hour by a railroad train,'— this and the great archipelago of the Antilles,

separated from it by the Caribbean Sea, being probably the remains of a part of the

continent once 1500 miles wide. Its total area (excluding Greenland, which is dis-

tinct from the mainland) may be given as 14,800,000 square miles ; of this the northern

portion from the isthmus (including the West Indies) is estimated to contain 7,950,000,

the southern 6,850,000.^ The entire continent comprises three-tenths of all the land

upon the globe, and probably more than half the productive soil. North America is

somewhat less than half the size of Asia, four-fifths that of Africa, more than double

that of Europe, nearly three times that of Australia; South America is two-fifths

Asia, two-thirds Africa, not quite double Europe, two and one-third times Australia.

The length of America is about the breadth of Eurojje and Asia, the breadth of

the former is about the depth of the lattei- from the Kara Sea to the Arabian Sea or

the Bay of Bengal ; but its area is slight compared with that of the eastern mass,

notwithstanding the similarity in axial length. The continent of America is in fact an

immense peninsula, slightly broken from the main mass: it has the southerly projec-

tion and the length and slenderness which nearly all peninsulas present. It is nearly

9000 miles long, and its breadth is less than 3100 from Labrador to British Columbia

and 3150 from Brazil to Peru, while it is only 1900 from Caj)e Canaveral to the Gulf

of California, 1725 from Rio Janeiro to Coliija, 750 from Jiiienos Ayres to Valpa-

raiso, and a trifle in Mexico and Central America. The vast extent of the Asiatic

mass in the line of the vapor-bearing winds (which blow substantially east and west),

w^ith its curving eastern wall of mountains, leaves its central portion nearly vaporless

;

the vital characteristics of America are its slender breadth and its position with its

6i<les to the trade-winds, which give it abundance of water. The latitudinal barriers of

Europe and Asia shut off the polar winds from the lands to the south, and cause in

1 The Isthmus of Panama is 28 miles wide in its narrowest part. It is crossed by a railroad nui-

ning from Panama on tlie Pacific to Colon on the Atlantic.

2 There can be no pretence of exactness .about these figures. Good recent authorities vary remarka-

bly —:s,-)0,000 square miles— in their estimates even of so accessible a section as South America; while

the Arctic regions, both continental and Insular, have not been surveyed with auy degree of deter-

minatencss. See pnges 8 and 1.".
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a few miles of distance a change of climate equal to liundreds on a plain ; in America

there is no considerable rise of land through the length of each continental section,

and there are no sharply defined climatic belts except between the two sides of tlie

one great range. Tlie strong irregular outbursts of volcanic force in the eastern mass

have bristled it with great peninsular arms, and have filled it with isolated divis-

ions, the source of the deepest race and national distinctions ; in America, much

the larger part and the centre of each continental section is occupied by one gigantic

In Equatohial Coi.OMUtA.

plain, the link which connects them is an accessibie and inviting land and not a bar-

rier, and varieties of one race were found, by the whites, occupying tlie continent from
Hudson's Bay to Tierra del Fnego. The interaction of so many different races and
the combination of separately developed civilizations produced the splendid cultures

and jirogress of the Old World ; the monotony of a single stock, with little diversity

of knowledge, made the highest advance of American races reach only to a point

attained across the ocean thousands of years before.

Physical Coaditions.— It is not peculiar to America that the extremes of heat and
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cold increase as we recede from the equ.itor, nor that— through ocean currents flow-

ing from the tropics— the western side is both warmer and more equable than the

eastern ; and the latter has about the same climatic belts in both continents, those of

China and the United States differing little. But comparing the remainder of the

two continents, and still more comparing America witii Europe alone, the most obvi-

ous chai'acteristic of America's climate is its superior frigidity in every parallel from

the Arctic to the Antarctic Ocean, endlessly varied as it is by local conditions.

Well populated though rigorous latitudes in Europe correspond to desolate frozen

moorland wastes in America, inhabited only by trappers and Eskimos; severe but just

habitable ones in the latter are sunny vineyard-filled sections in the former; more

southerly regions here, with alternations of short hot summers and long fierce winters,

are almost tropic there ; and no ])art even of tropical America is so hot as many parts

of the Eastern Continent or its outlying islands. Great Bear Lake is cut by the par-

allel of Archangel; Athabasca Lake is south of St. Petersburg and Christiania and

on a level with Stockholm, and Sitka is south of all three ; Fort Nelson and Central

Labrador have about the same latitude as Edinburgh, Copenhagen, and Moscow,

Winnipeg as Paris, St. Paul and Ottawa as Bordeaux, Turin, Bucharest, and Sebas-

topol, Boston and Chicago as Rome, New York as Naples ; Philadelphia is south of

Constantinojtle, and Washington corresponds to Lisbon and Corfu. The twentieth

parallel, which p.asses through the heart of Mexico, passes also through the centres of

the Desert of Sahara and of India; the equator cuts Colombia and the embouchure

of the Amazon, and also divides Sumatra and Borneo and Lake Victoria Nyanza ; the

mouth of the Congo and the main course of the Amazon are under about the same

parallels. Even in the steppes of Caracas, with the highest mean temperature on the

continent, the thermometer does not rise to 100". There is no parallel here in heat to

the Desert of Sahara, to the Arabian Desert, to Central India, or to Borneo. And

the difference in climate is far greater than even the statistics of mean annual temper-

ature indicate : two extremes do not make a mean to the people who bear them.

Massachusetts is isothermal with northern Ireland.

In North America this is due to the great frozen ocean (that north of Europe

being partially thawed by the Gulf Stream) and the archipelago of ice-tields, and to

the immense polar inlet of Hudson's Bay; and southern United States shares the

cold because it is not protected by the latitudinal mountains which shelter south-

ern Europe. One vast jilain extends from the Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico,

and the polar winds sweep in unobstructed violence to the latter. There is probably

not a sjiot in the LTnited States .absolutely secure from frosts; and even in th|

southernmost parts they are occasionally of great intensity; a "cold wave" in 1885

blighted much of the Florida orange crop and many of the young trees.

America's river systems dwarf those of .".11 the rest of the world combined. The

Amazon .alone carries more water to the sea than the eight largest rivers of Asia, and

the Mississi])i)i more than all the water-courses of Europe; the navig.able waters of

'these two and the St. Lawrence, Orinoco, and Plata systems extend to a total length

of over 100,000 miles, and occuj)y the entire centr.al lowlands of each continental mass,

piercing to the foot of the mountain spine ; the five Gro.at Lakes of North America

constitute a sea 89,000 miles in extent, over a third larger than New England.

The Continent as a Whole ; Comparison and Contrast.— The structuie and rela-

tions of the two sections of the continent are strikingly similar and strikingly differ-

ent. Each has the same triangular outline, with the vertex to the south. Each joins
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its northern neighbor by a nortli-western peninsula, the trend being soutli-east from
NortiuM-n Asia, so that the Pacific is a steadily widening abyss from ]>ehring Strait,

and tlie centre of South America is about 2500 miles farther east than that of North
America. Each has on the north a huge archipelago and a great island-barred in-

land sea. E.ach is framed of two leading north-and-south coast-ranges,— with a vast
plain sloj)ing south to the ocean occupying all the continent between, — on the west
(following the rule that the largest continental chain is on the side of the largest
ocean) one of vast height extending its whole length and still hot with volcanic fires,

and on the east a very much shorter one about two-fifths the height of the other, run-

In Alaska.

ning north-east and south-west, with no trace of recent volcanic action ; and a sligliter

lateral chain starting in tlie centre of the northern end, and curving inward first

south and then e.ast till it terminates just north of tlie lesser range, crossing on its

way the chief north-east-running river. In each the great central plain is drained by
three huge ri\er systems with no very definite water-sheds (those of North America
hav'e their head waters within ten miles of each other, and floods have mixed the
waters of the Illinois and Chicago and thus connected the St. Lawrence and Missis-
sippi

;
the Orinoco and Amazon have their chaimels connected by the deep and rajiid

mock-river Cassiquiare; and the Amazon and Plata systems are only three miles
apart), — one running south and discharging just south of the eastern range, another
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east and dcboucliing just nortli of the same range (whicli is thus the base of a huge

scalene triangle with longer watery sides), and the third running north-east and

emptying into the northern ocean. Besides these, each has a northward-running

river hugging the eastern side of a spur from the great western chain. The Andes
and the lioelvies are one, the Appalachian-Alleghany range corresponds to the many-

named Brazilian chain, and the Laurentides form a division analogous to (though

insignificant beside) the mountains of Venezuela and the Guianas; the ^Iississipi)i-

Missouri system and its valley are giant brothers of tlie Plata-Parana-Paraguay and

its ])lain, the Saskatchewan with the Red River of the North liears the same relation

to its fellows as does the Orinoco, and the Magdalena is a reduced copy of the

Mackenzie. Furthermore, the eastern chain in each is rather a many-ribbed

plateau than a mountain wall, and is far enough from the coast to allow of

many considerable rivers, very similar in -character and size, flowing to the

Atlantic.

The differences .are partly physical, and partly of location and consequent destiny.

More than half and the best half of Soutli America lies in the tropics ; all tlie

United States and habitable Canada lie in the Temperate Zone. One-fourth of North

America is a polar waste, and the habitable areas of the semi-continents do not

greatly differ, if the vast impenetrable forests of the Amazon be considered as habita-

ble. Tiie southern end of North America lies in a warm tropic sea, that of South

America in the polar ocean. The northern jtortion has much more of cultivable

soil, and much less of climate subversive of human energy or destructive of human
life : there is no parallel north of the tropics to the death-exhaling coasts and marshes

of Central and South America, and the llanos, selvas, and pamj>as of the great cen-

tral jilain of the latter are of slender value beside the Mississippi Valley, the largest

continuous body of agricultural land upon the globe.

An important difference is in tlie character of the coast-line; and in this too the

nortlierii continent has vast superiority. Each so differs from the other and so

resembles the corres]ionding section of the Eastern Continent in this, and the two

continental m.asses^/?^ so remarkably, th.at a plausible theory holds the Atlantic to be a

channel formed by a convulsion which rent one great continent in two. That ocean

is slight compared with the broad gulf of the Pacific : it is but 1700 miles from Cape

St. Roque in Brazil to Cape Palnias in Liberia, and about 2000 from Newfoundland to

Ireland ; while from San Francisco to Yokohama is 5500, from Quito to Singapore

(almost exactly antipod.al) 12,500, and from Valparaiso to Sydney 8000. The great

eastern projection of South America extends toward the Gulf of Guinea, the great

western projection of Africa toward the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, and

the great eastern jirojection of North America toward the Bay of Biscay ; and the

same closure toward each other (about 45^) which would bring Ea-st Brazil against

the mouth of the Congo, would bring Senegambia among the West Indies and make

Labrador and Ireland one. In configuration. South America corresponds to Africa

while Nortli America is akin to Europe.

The natural commercial relations of this continent are with Europe, by virtue of

the shorter distances, the prevalence of eastward-blowing winds on both sides of

the continent, the lack of suitable harbors on the Pacific side between the Cana-

dian border and southern Chili, and the fact that the bulk of production and popu-

l.ation here must always bo east of the Rockies. In this regard North America is

doubly favored, and South America doubly hampered, each by its own character
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and Us eastern neighbor's. The former faces at easy distance Europe, the commercial

head of the world ; its coniiianioii lies near to barbarous, iron-bound, backward

Africa. Moreover, the majority of the decent South American harbors are either

along semi-polar desert Patagonia or on the jiestilential northern and north-eastern

coast. She that hath, to lier is given.

Summing up, then, the results of configuration and climate, we find the natural

regions of the continent substantially as follows :
—

'^^-'^^

The Delta ok the rAr.Asi.

The Andes-Rockies.— The main axis of America is the gigantic mountain chain

which ribs the entire western side of the continent from Cape Horn to Behring
Strait. It is not merely a dividing wall : it is a vast formative base of the continent,

a thousand miles br,oad, to which the country rises in swells and slo]ies for immense
distances before it is called a mountain at all, most of the western Mississi]>]ii Valley
being re!\lly its eastern slope; in some aspects, it is the continent. Its mass alone

is of continental volume : in South America it amounts to over 1,000,000 square miles,

in North America to 2,500,000, or nearly a third of the northern continent and a
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quarter of the whole. It incliules ii» itself every gift of nature and character of soil

and as]iect of country ; it is a microcosm. It is a polar desert, a forest, a wheat-field,

a vineyard, a sugar and coffee plantation, a spice orchard, a tropic jungle. It shares

the climate of every latitude ;ilmost from pole to ])ole, but ]irofoundly modifies each,

nourishing vineyards on one slope while the other is palsied by the breath of the

Arctic, blasting one into a desert while the other is rich with fertilizing vapors, cool-

ing the troj)ies into comfort and healthfulness by its snow-covered masses. It makes
California a second Fi-aiice while New England is a second North Prussia; it makes
Mexico another Italy in the latitude of the Great Desert; the Indians of Western
Bi-azil build fires for comfort, near frozen lakes and streams, almost on a level with

Java and the Congo. It has vast ])rovinces of rich fertility, others as vast of alkaline

sand and naked rock ; it has great lakes and considerable rivers that begin and end

within its own mass; it is wholly sufficient to itself. If it has not been a dividing

line of races like the Old World ranges, it has been the dividing line between culttire

.and savagery, and it develo])ed the only aboriginal civilizations of America. •

The South American portion of this immense range, known as the Andes, is by far

the loftiest and most imposing,— strangely enough, the smaller section of the conti-

nent has the mightier mountain and river systems,— and forms the highest moun-

tain mass with the highest summits on the globe except the Himalayas, liising

swiftly from its beginning among the Fuegian rocks, its Patagonian course has peaks of

8000 feet; passing onward through Chili in great swells, ten, fifteen, twenty thousand

feet, it culminates in the mighty nevado of Aconcagua, '22A2'2 ' feet high, the last

10,000 clothed in eternal snow,— the highest summit in America. Dividing into two

jiarallel iirms or cordilleras u])holding a province between them, from this jioint to

the isthmus it is no more a ridge, but a stujiendous ocean of rocks, extending hun-

dreds of miles into the interior of the continent; flanked and ribbed by snow-clad

ridges rising from 20,000 to 23,000 feet into the air, inclosing sometimes two and

sometimes three imperiid valleys on the same broad base,— valleys as regards their

towering barriers, but mountain crests as regards the coast and ])lain, — the seat of

the remarkable native culture extirpated by Pizarro. It bifurcates or trifurcates,

then forms a knot only to be sexered and knotted again, and so on eight different

times, with here a ])lateau on two ridges and there two lofty jjlains on three;

with enormous mountain causeways uniting the parallel chains across the table-lands

or valleys, and crossed by passes— often frightful and all but impassable gorges— at

a height equal to that of the loftiest peaks of Euro]ie. During its entire South

American course, it hugs the Pacific so closely — within a hundred miles or less—
that no considerable stream is formed by its drainage on the western side.

Central America and Mexico are little but the range itself, its curves and those of

the southern continental coast re]ieated with curious fidelity by those of tlie great

coralline archipelago which stretches from Venezuela to Florida; sinking twice into

lowlands along the Isthmus, it sjircads out northward into the great plateau of Ana-

liuac, 0000 to 8500 feet high (the seat of that other native culture uprooted by

Cortez), flanked by volcanic ]ieaks of nearly 18,000 feet. At this i)oint its main

ridge, thenceforth known as the Rocky Mountains,— though the Mexican portion is

often termed the Sierra ]\[adre, ])roperly the name of a north-eastern spur, and the

Canadian section is sometimes called the Chippewyans,— suddenly leaves the ocean

far to the west, and for its remaining 3500 miles keeps several hundred and even a

1 Good autliorities say also 23,910.
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thousand miles away, its drainage forming rivers of vast volume, like the Columbia,
the Fraser, and the Yukon ; where the north-western coast curves, it curves too,

and runs westward through Central Alaska till it faces its even greater con<'-cner

across Behring Strait. Jjut here too it separates into eordilleras nearly iilling the
space between it and the ocean, and between the main range and the great Sierra

Nevada arm it incloses the tremendous desert of the Great Basin and the canons j

Tapir Hunting.

whde the still lesser Coast Range, prolonged in the Cascade beyond the Columbia,
follovvs the shore all the way aroun.l till it ends in volcanoes in the Aleutian Islands

Worth America.— In the polar regions the vapors can create little but snows and
glaciers and ice-bound rivers. Alaska and Northern Canada are an interminable
woitldess moor, the centre akin to Siberia and Finland in its flatness so extre.ne that
the same lake or swamp will be the source of two or three rivers, a flood will confound
then- waters, and a high wind will reverse the direction of a current; in its deep spon-i-
ness of soil, only half created from the receding ocean ; in its complicated net-work of
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lakes, wliicli represent the remnants of the same ocean. It is a mass of frozen lakes

and frozen rivers and frozen swamps, mosses, and in the southern j)ortions a few

stunted firs and Ijirehes; tliawing on tlie surface above eternally frozen subsoil for a

brief fierce summer, unless clouds jirevent its coming at all,— the heat rising to 120"

at times, — an<l j)Utting on a coat of green (and breeding swarms of such mosquitoes

as made De Soto's men tear their flesh in the vicinity of tlie trojiics), soon extin-

guished in a winter of eight or nine or ten months' duration, sometimes a hundred

degrees below the freezing-point.

For several hundred miles southward, say to 44° N., extends a climate not fatal

to civilized energies, but east of the llockies enduring great alternations of brief heat

and ])redominant cold. In the precarious warm season of only four or five months

the thermometer often ranges above 100^ in the shade, while during the long severe

winters it is often for considerable jieriods thirty to forty degrees below the freezing-

])oint,,— occasionally sinking suddenly even to 70^ or 75° below, accom]>anied hy vio-

lent storms of wind and sometimes fine piercing snow,' almost reducing the inhabitants

while the " cold wave " lasts to a state of hibernation, and paralyzing business. But

the electric dryness of atmosphere usual in the winters of this section, its freedom

from raw damp winds and fogs, makes it more endurable than many nominally

milder climates; great cities have grown up there (as St. Paul-Minneapolis and Mont-

real), and it will have an important share in the brilliant American future. On the

eastern side the polar current is deflected from Canada by Newfoundland, and the

climates of St. Paul and Ottawa do not greatly differ. The Pacific Coast region,

sheltered by the Rockies, and bathed by the warm current of the Kuro Shiwo (the

Gulf Stream of the Pacific), has except in the northernmost part a chmate as mild and

equable as that of Ireland (the isotherm of 50° N. in British Columbia is about the

same as that of 40° N. close to the northern boundary of Virginia, and the extremes

of temperature are only 50° on the former coast against 110° on the latter), and is a

land of heavy and jirotracted rains (80 inches annually in South Alaska) and conse-

quently of magnificent forests, of grain and cattle and fruit. The central section,

comprising the southern tier of Canadian ])rovinces and the northern tier of States of

the Union, is the greatest timber region and wheat-field of North Amei-ica.

South of this imaginary band lies the great temperate section of the northern

continent, com])rising about nine-tenths of the United States apart from Alaska.

This itself, however, may be subdivided, though not by any definite line, into two

sections of firmly marked differences of climate and production, the northern having

very distinct .'ifliliations with the semi-Arctic and the southern with the tro]iic i-egions.

The former, which east of the Rockies roughly coincides M'ith the basin of the Ohio,

has in less degree the hot but precarious summers and reliably cold winters, the gen-

erally dry and bracing atmos])here, and the general character of vegetation and pro-

duction, of its northern neighbor; but except for brief "hot waves" the heat does

not rise much above 90°, and its drop below zero F. is an equally brief visitation.

The southern half rapidly assumes tropic elements : the seasons are rather " wet " and
" dry " than winter and summer ; the atmosphere in sunmier lias a languorous oppres-

siveness which relaxes the energies, and the houses are built in a loose and airy way
for comfort in prevalent heat ; the vegetation is luxuriant and characteristically

tropic,— ])almettos and cypresses and magnolias and huge swamjiy jungles,— and

the j)roductions are largely cotton, tobacco, rice, and sugar, vines and peanuts and

' These sudden falls of temperature, with liigh winds, are known as blizzards.
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oranges. As before, the Pacific slope is individual : California extends from the lati-

tude of Boston to that of Vicksbtirj; and Savannah, but its climate lacks the raw east

winds, the bitter winters, and the fervid summers of New Englaiul, and the ener-

vating atmosphere of the southern Mississippi and coast, and is the finest of any

considerable section in America.

The great central plain of Nortli iVmerica, barred from Pacific and Atlatitic vajiors

.alike, escapes being the most tremendous desert on earth with a little fertile strip in

the centre, — a second Egyi't,— through the cutting off of half the breadth of the

continent by the Gulf of Mexico just where the trade-wind shifts to the east, and by

the Kocky Mountain wall, which turns the vapors nortli and east along the valleys of

the Mississippi and Ohio. Their direction lieing away from the west, the land for

hundreds of miles to the east of the Rockies, from the northern to the southern

boundary of the United States, though good enough in itself (much of it being in

fact the same prairie so fertile to the eastward), is worthless without irrigfition,

receiving sometimes no considerable rain for years. Close to the mountains, this land

is foot-hills and mesas (table-lands) ; farther east, it is a vast rolling plain with the

lonely immensity of the ocean, covered with wild grass, but almost treeless except

for the thin line of poor timber fringing the banks of the streams, which in parts

are merely broad shallow canals in the sand.

East of the Mississijipi the prairies rise to a plateau at the base of the Allegha-

nies, enriched to a garden by the vapors of the Great Lakes; in the centre is the

beautiful forested basin of the Ohio River system, the one gre.at eastern affluent of

the Mississijipi ; for 1300 miles along both sides of the latter its alluvial bottom-

lands extend to the Gulf ; and around th6 entire southern and south-eastern coast of

the United States, from the Chesapeake Bay to Mexico, stretches with a bre.adth of

fifty to a hundred miles a belt of low sandy plains, vast marshes, and pine forests.

The Alleghanies are composed of parallel ridges inclosing high fertile plateaus, one of

which, the great Appalachian Valley, extends in a curve for more than a thousand

miles, from Maine to Alabama. Their eastern slope is comparatively short and steep,

and is drained by countless rivers of varied beauty, about a dozen of them from three

to five hundred miles long.

Mexico and Central America and the Antilles.— Receiving the vapors from a

southern sea u])on its high cool t.able-lands, Mexico rejoices at once in tropic luxuri-

ance and a temjierate climate ; the valley of Mexico and much of Central America is

a "perpetual spring." The peninsula of Lower California— a central ridge with

mesas and deep valleys of small streams, running from a central ridge down to for-

bidding and nearly harborless coasts— is in all publications set down as a miserable

waste of rocks without soil, with here and there a patch of tropic fertility : in fact,

it is a rich extension of southern California in soil and climate, and like that region,

needing irrigation to some extent. The thin poor soil of most of JMexico cannot be

fertilized even by tropic vapors ; and Central America has much pestilential lowland

where white men can never permanently abide,— the margins of the great canal

have been one awful graveyard of laborers and su]iervi.sors during its construction.

As befits their position as a connecting link, these regions unite the physical charac-

teristics of the two semi-continents, the coast resembling the northern and the interior

the southern, of which they are wholly a part by climate and natural productions

both vegetable and animal, as well as politically. In truth, not the Isthmus. but the

tropic of Cancer is the real dividing line between North and South America. This
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is even more strikingly sliowii by the West Indies, -whicli, bntlicd by a warm ocean

like the true Inilios of tlie East, rival them in fertility and tlic intensity of color and

flavor of their products.

South America.— Probably no part of the world enjoys so great a variety of cli-

mate within such brief ranges of space: it has no one which can be predicated of it

as a whole, nor can it lie divided into climatic bands. Tlie elevation controls the tem-

perature along the borders: it is hot on the coast, moderate on the slopes, and cool

to cold upon the summits of the j)lateaus,— the great mountains of the coast exhibit-

ing from base to summit a specimen of every climate from fierce tropic heat to the

eternal winter of the polar regions; while in the interior, special causes vary it end-

lessly, and climates of jierpetunl spring, perpetual summer, and j)erpetual chill, per-

petual drought and perpetual damp, may exist all within a few miles of each other.

A Field of Sugak-Cane.

The eastern tfade-wind carries wealth to its eastern side, follows the Amazon to its

source and at once cools its equatorial heat and makes its basin one gigantic forest,

sweeps over the low-lying Isthmus and diffuses ]ilenty along the western side; but
the western projection of the continent deflects it uselessly into the Pacific, and the
coast becomes at once a waste of sand and stones and weeds. Western Ecuador is

a garden, western Peru and northern Chili are deserts, tlie Desert of Atacama end-
ing on the south a strip of desolation 12.50 miles long, though for another hundred
miles or so the country is wretchedly poor. Here the wind again shifts to the west,
and the scene is changed as magically as before; southern Chili becomes a fairly

watered and wooded agricultural country, while Patagonia east of the mountain is a
semi-Arctic desert, and much of the Argentine Re]niblic an arid steppe.

The moimtain regions of South America fringe it about from Cape Horn to the
mouth of the Plata. The Andes alone, with coast and ridge and table-land, form two
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republics anfl much of two others ; the mountains of Venezuela and the Gnianas are

the hope of their future, not the dcath-brcetling alluvium and withering heats of

the coast, nor the alternately parched and flooded pampas; and eastern Brazil is an

immensely magnified western New England, witli the liills and petty tnble-lands and

steep narrow valleys and swift broods many times enlarged, and with one* magnifi-

cent plateau nearly four times the size of all New England.

The north-eastern jiart of South America is a great river-girdled island : on the

east the ocean, on the south and west the Amazon and Negro, on the north and

west the Orinoco, and closing in the western outlet, the deep alluvial channel of the

Cassiquiare, which takes a vast brown flood of the Orinoco's early waters to the

Negro. This insular yet not insular mass, Guiana in its' broadest sense, comprises

the little Gnianas of England, France, and Holland,— steaming jungles and forests,

and tropically fertile delta-plains and u]ilands : first the sea-co.ast, a fringe of pesti-

lence, then a plain of the richest loam, then lu.vuriant forests, then land rising in

terraces .and low ridges to a wall 8000 feet high where the rivers join,— and also

p.irts of the ll.anos and selvas.

The Lliinos (flats) of the Orinoco are the basin of that river ami its western

feeders back to the Andes, containing over 300,000 square miles. These are endless

plains, as flat as the ocean or as southern Hungary, where droves of cattle are pas-

tured by the llaneros or herdsmen ; sun-baked stojipes cracking with dryness till the

floods descend from the mountains, and then suddenly overflowed along the banks of

every river with seas of muddy water swarming with fierce alligators and electric

eels whence the Indians, their only permanent inhabitants, take refuge in the occa-

sional trees. The floods subside, and leave chains of miry ])ools and a coat of fertil-

izing slime which covers the land for a short time with a carpet of lu.xuriant vegetation

and with a steam of fever-laden vapors ; but it soon resumes its old aridity.

The Selvas of the Amazon cover the interior of the continent along the course of

that inland sea, ten miles wide 500 miles .above its mouth, with se.a-nionsters in its

bosom and sea-fowl screaming above it,— r.ather a group of parallel but interlocking

rivers than a single river: they .are .an evergreen forest unbroken for a diameter of

1100 miles,— the gre.atest on the globe,— so dense that the foot of man cannot

tr.averse them, linked and twined with festoons .and ladders of creeping and climbing

parasites, .and crowned with brilliant flowers which have made their way to the top,

pierced by water ])aths in endless tangles (called igarupes or bayous) connecting

thousands of Lagoons, .and swarming with monkeys and gorgeous birds, with bears,

and jaguars and ])anthers. Here and there are bits of grassy meadoV ; but .all this

enormous tract is practically as unbroken by civilization as the Great Desert or the

Arctic moors. The forests of South. America cover two-thirds of its surface.

South of the selvas, beginning near the invisible w.ater-shed between the affluents

of the Amazon and those of the Plata, and running in the centre of the continent be-

tween the Paraguay and the Andes, in Bolivia and the Argentine Republic, is El

Gran Ch.aeo
;
partly a tamer and less luxuriant selva, partly grassy prairie, in the

south an arid desert merging into the jianipas of the Argentine Rei)ublic. The latter

are deteriorated llanos,— cold dry plains covered with long wild grasses and this-

tles, where vast droves of horses are pastured ; very much like the country e.ast of

the Rockies, excellent deep alluvial soil, but .almost useless for lack of rain : the

western tr.ade-wind is shut off by the Andes, but e.ast winds prevent utter ruin.

Not a stone can be found for hundreds of miles ; but on the south are the stony,
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gravelly, clayey steppe-like plains of Patagonia, then the continent narrows down,

and the Antarctic iciness and snows and storms prevail ; and the southern end of this

melancholy land is the dismal arcliipelago of Tierra del Fuego, — part of a greater

one fringing the coast from south Chili to Cape Horn,— in the west, rocky mountains

clothed densely at the base with evergreen beeches, and a climate like an Alpine

Scotland, of eternal mist and snow and rain and hurricanes.

The Natives. — The differences in the history and future of tlie settlements in

America have been greatly aggravated, though not wholly created, by tlie character

and distribution of the aborigines found here. Besides the Eskimos, a distinct race

of enornio\is antiquity, who remained in the polar regions and have had no effect

outside, the continent was more or less occupied— thiekly on tiie to]« and sides of the

great rango within the tropics and to the south, very thinly elsewhere— by countless

tribes of mostly dark-skinned natives, not resembling any others on the gIol>e, and

with traces of a fundamentally common type in jihysique and sj)eech : though vary-

ing in color from nearly white to dull red, dark green, brown, and yellow ; in stature

from the dwarfish Peruvians to the very tall Patagonians ; in disposition from pliable

adaptability to granite inflexibility, and from mild placableness to the vindictive

fei-ocity of tigers; and in culture from the primitive hunting stage, without ])olitieal

or social cohesion, to organized royal government, with developed agriculttuv, manu-

factures, roads, architecture, military discipline, public charities, and a system of

written language.

Their varieties and the details of their condition cannot be set forth here. The

material points are that the French and English fell in with races of extreme ferocity

and intractability, still in savagery, the S]ianiards with gentler and more civilized ones

including two real nationalities, .and the Portuguese with unorganized savages of the

same type as the latter. Each attained the mastery in a different way. The French

intermarried largely with them, and also attempted to form a confederacy of them

under French leadership, which was a failure owing to their savage instability of

character and to the destruction of the leading tribes by the Iroquois ; the net result

is a considerable Indian strain in the French Canadian, of no conspicuous value, and

in the north-west a large number of ratlier turbulent and unmalleable half-breeds,

— the most keen, swift, enduring, and resourceful of hunters and trappers, though

generations of bush-ranger life have ])robably more to do with the result than the

Indian blood. The English neither fraternized nor intermarried with them, fought

them, crowded them back, bought or seized their territory, and remain utterly nnaf-

fected in blood or history by contact with them: they have been to the United

States a vexatious problem, but never an influence. The Spaniards enslaved them

to the political and moral ruin of both races, mingled blood with them with nnpros-

perous results, and have yearly atoned for the atrocities of Spanish conquest by a

struggle with the anarchic conditions which have resulted from it. The Portuguese

also intermarried with them to as little profit ; but the Indians were too scattered

and untamable to make the Spanish system possilile, fortunately for Brazil.

At the present time, there are a little over 100,000 Indians in Canada, all hai-mless

hunters, trappers, fishermen, jjilots, guides, etc. ; they have generally escaped warfare

with the whites by having nothing the latter wanted. The United States has

nearly 2.50,000: about 75,000 in the "Indian Territory" (composed entirely of

reservations of different tribes), where, protected and educated, they .are rising into

civilization, and will become useful citizens; the remainder— aside from the peaceful
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remnant of the eompav.'itivcly civilized Zuiiis in New Mexico— mainly in scattered

reservations in the f;ir West, including those of two or three tril^es who iiave already

avenged, in massacre and mutilation and frightful outrage, many of the wrongs which

the Indians have endm-ed since the landing of Columbus. About a third of the entire

population (11,400,001)) of Mexico are Indians of sup[JOsably unmixed blood; perhaj)s

moi-e than fifty per cent in Peru, something less in Bolivia, and considerable masses

in tlie other South American states, none of them very dangerous. The Indians

and half-breeds together greatly ])redominate over tlie whites all through South

Jk , -- je^.

\
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America, and the latter are in some of the states the basic element of society, in

their character and disi)osition being involved the political and social future of the

countrii's.

Nature of the Different Colonizations.— The settlements of Leif and Thorfinn in

southern Massachusetts early in the eleventh century, and their abandontnent through

the hostility of the Indians, the trade carried on along the Atlantic coast for some

centuries, and the continuing tradition of these regions among the Norsemen, though

they very likely encouraged Columbus, did not hasten the final rising of tlie curtain

by an hour. It is not necessary to detail again the mistaken notions perpetuated in

the name "West Indies" and the race name "Indian," grotesijuely meaning things

nearly antipodal to India, as " American " means nearly everybody on the continent
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except tlie aborii^inal inliabitants ; nor liow a clever map-maker stood a;o<lfather to the

New World in jilace of the immortal pioneer; nor the steps by which the four great

maritime powers of Western Europe shared the continent between them, and the

way in which they mostly lost their shares in the vulgar sense though retaining them

A NoKTii Amkbican Indian.

in a far moi-e important one,— England wresting France's portion from her and

almost immediately losing her own, but still keeping her rivaFs, Spam and Portug'd

giving l)irth respectively to a crowd of re]>ublics and a magnificent em])ire : but the

character of the peoples and colonial ])olicies bear directly on our jiurpose, for Amer-

ica is what it is because those states and races were what they were, and took posses-
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sion of the pai-ts tliey did. Sensible colonial policy, indeed, was a thing unknown to

the world for centuries after 149'2,— even the most enlightened countries held it as

self-evident that all colonial trade and production, except trade with and production

appropriated by the mother country, was so much subtracted from the business of the

latter ; but national and governmental characteristics varied enoiniously the lines of

that policy, and accidental circumstances and exigencies varied its application still

more widely. In one resiject there was no difference : none of the powers had at the

A South Amekican Farm.

outset any colonizing purpose at all. They were looking only for revenues from tr.ade

preserves (England went so far in the case of Newfoundland as to prohibit jicrmanent
residence altogether), and the early settlements were simply trading posts, fishing
stations, and mining camps.

The occupancy by the S]);miards was almost wholly evil both in methods and
results

;
and the reasons are on the surface. They were the only invaders wlio found

a people at once mild enough and malleable enough to work into harness as slaves

:
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tliey speedily became a small ruling caste doiniiuitiiig a mass of enslaved natives and

a most unmanageable and nncultivablc i-ace si)ning from the miscegenation of the

two, and a third element of trouble was added when they worked the natives to

death in the mines and imported Guinea negroes to 8U]»i)ly their place, thus inaugurat-

ing 'negro slavery in America. Progress would have been in any case impossible

either for masters or subjects, for the unstable equilibrium demanded a vigilant

tyranny and iron rejn-ession which made a mere military camp of the one and a drove

of sulky animals of the other; but these elements of evil were fatally reinforced by

the ])riinary character of the home government and the settlers, and the object of the

settlement. The first was a benumbing political and ecclesiastical despotism; the

second were half ])irates, half crusaders, part of whose very blood and bone was a

ferocious bigotry bred in by hundreds of years of desperate war for a national exist-

ence which was identical with their religion, and a large jiart of them were the

riffraff of the country; the third was chiefly to work mines, of which in rude devel-

opment Mexico was full, and agriculture was only carried on as an agency to that end.

The outcome was a system of colonial subjection so terrible and thorough-going that

it has never been equalled save by the state of Ireland in the eighteenth century, and

its effects will be vital for ages to come. The consistent and successful endeavor was

to make the colonial pojjidation a herd of cattle driven by officials of Spanish birth :

education, office-holding, the cultivation or manufacture of anything produced in

S])ain, was forbidden to them ; the very vines and olives were rooted up. Posterity

has reajied the fruit they planted : of all the states which make up Spanish America,

only one, under the guidance of a sagacious aristocracy, has displayed any consider.o-

ble ))olitical stability ; and some of them liave nearly justified Bolivar's prophecy that

they would continually relapse into the primitive state of human society, a chaos of

warring atoms.

The Portuguese occupancy had originally the same character as the Spanish

:

there was the same craze for mines, the same butchery for the good of souls, the

same importation of negroes. But for some reason (probably the refractory nature

of the mines and the splendid fertility of the soil) it very early took on a totally

different cast, and jiresents striking points of similarity with the English. Both were

predominantly agricultural ; both had to push back tameless savage natives instead of

enslaving partially civilized ones; both favored education instead of suppressing it

;

both escaped jiaralyzing tyranny from the mother coimtry more through the latter's

home embarrassments than from its superior enlighteTunent ; and both have swarmed

over their mountain slopes and s])read westward through the great valley. It is proof

of great national vitality in Portugal to have retained Brazil at all ; for its national

existence was subverted by Phili]i II. in 1580 and not regained till 1640, and the

Dutch had gained a tenacious foothold at the time of its revival. But this extinction

created the Brazil of to-day : growing up in a self-reliant pioneer independence, the

new generations could not be reduced to a slave-driver's gang, and S])ain did them

the wonderful favor of letting them alone during this interregnum. Later, in Xapo-

leon's time, Brazil had the most remarkable fortune which lias ever befallen a prov-

ince, of becoming for years the homestead of its own head government while the

mother country was in the hands of foreign invaders, and of course it received a vast

impetus therefrom. In its steady progress and orderly government, it shows a con-

trast in results matching the contrast in circumstances with the Spanish colonics.

French Canada was a gigantic experiment in political and religious paternalism
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and feudal transplantation, tried with every ajiplianco for success and ending in

ruinous failure. The colonists were not allowed to own their farms, but were

tenant-farmers under great seigniors to whom they paid rent, the whole paraphernalia

of feudality having been transferred to the new country. This system, depriving

the inhabitants of the chief incentive to labor, has invariably ruined every colony,

English or other, to which it was applied ; it exists in the older countries only as a

survival too deeply intertwined witli other social facts to be readily uprooted. But

the j)aternalism would have been fatal under any circumstances. The colonists were

not indeed to be slaves like the Si)anisl), but obedient children of the Crown and the

A FuENCU .VXD IsDiAS Hai.f-Breed.

Church : material prosperity was to be secured by submission to the minute ordering

of municipal and business transactions by the government, and spiritual blessings by
humble obedience in social matters to the priesthood. The latter may have been

plentiful, but tlie former was ruined and America lost to France. The scheme was
carried out with wonderful thoroughness. The Huguenots were refused the jiermis-

sion to emigrate which they eagerly craved, and kept at home for plunder and massacre

(Louis XV. told them he did not propose to let them evade his control and set uj) a

re])ublic elsewhere), and the colonists were carefully picked from devout Catholics who
preferred to stay at home ; spiritless and homesick exiles, a hopeful beginning and
a j)romising ancestry for a pioneer state in a savage wilderness. The pettiest

details of business were regulated by prescripts and monopolies, bounties and lines,

and the effect of natural laws and competition carefully nullified, till universal bank-
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ruptcy and distress became chronic, and Ijiisiness jiractically did not exist. Public

meetings were jealously restricted and often forbidden, and the most private details

of social life were meddled with in a microscopic and spirit-breaking way. The
only exception to the general inertness lay in the young men, the most energetic

of whom broke away from tyranny and esj)ionage, escaped into the forest, and

became trappi.'rs and bush-rangers despite heavy penal laws and the curses of the

Church, took Indian mistresses, and filled the Canadian forests and the wigwams of

every tribe noith of the Great Lakes with a hardy race of half-breeds. These semi-

outlaws greatly obstructed the thorough operation of the systeiji: but it did its work

so well that the English invasion of Cana(bi m the war of 1755-60 found only (55,000

peojile there after a hundred and forty years of settlement, against ten times as many
in New England ; more remarkable still, that when the English colonies revolted

fifteen years later, the one part of England's possessions which made no effort to

rise and cost no effort to hold was the jjrovince of aliens lately torn from their own
countrymen, and that the American expedition to Quebec, which counted on Cana-

dian assistance against their English conquerors, had to tight its battles alone.

The English colonists were neither buccaneering zealots nor homesick and repin-

ing exiles, neither crusaders of a militant church nor proteges of the government

;

the most energetic of them emigrated expressly to be rid of both, and all alike, from

noblemen to farm laborers, from royalist high-churchmen to Cromwellian Puritans,

from the democratic yeomen of New England to the great " county families" of the

southern colonies, had the tradition of centuries of constitutional liberty in their blood,

a)id at the time of the Revolution owned allegiance to a dynasty whose title rested

on jiopular election. Neither tiie Crown nor the Church at their strongest had the

crushing strength of the Burgundian dynasty or the Holy Congregation ; and as the

rulers were mostly either engaged in a struggle with their subjects or too unpopular

to do more than keep themselves in place,— the near establishment of a blighting

colonial tyranny in the seventeenth century being averted by the overthrow of the

Stuart dynasty,— the Church liad no eai'nal weapons to enforce her claims. In the

eighteenth century, also, the colonists' help against the French was too indis])ensa-

ble to the home government for it to afford to oppress them. For these reasons, a

string of wealthy colonies containing over two million white settlere (a large percent-

age of them from a stock that became colonists from an untamable disposition and

stubborn intensity of conviction and purjiosc) grew up in America during over a

century and a half in a vii-tual independence scarcely broken excejit by sjiasmodic and

easily evaded atteni])ts to enforce outside authority, when suddenly their prosperity

was threatened with destruction in the sujiposed interest of England, which attempted

to reduce them to the state of ])olitieal and industrial nullity in which the French and

Si>anish colonies had been reared from the first. This manifestation of the economic

ignorance of the day resulted in founding the greatest re])ublican state— and which

will in a few generations be the greatest nationality of any kind— that ever existed

on earth ; which has bought out the holdings of three powers in North America,

seized vast quantities of another's, and is possibly not at the limit of its territoi'ial

exjiansion.

The colonizations by other powers, successful or attempted, have not seriously in-

fluenced the future of the continent. Holland came nearest to leaving a permanent

impress: her New York settlements have been important social and political factors

in that section, and her Brazilian settlement struck deep roots. Sweden made a weak
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grasp at the country near Xew York, but could not retain it. The Russian fur-

trading settlement in Alask;i and the Danish fishing-liaiulets in Gi-eenland have been

of no moment.

Its Present Condition. — America, then, after the flux and scramble of nearly four

Iniudred years, ]ircsenls the following aspect: —
Foreign Holdings. — The direct possessions of European powers on this continent

are now as follows :— England has a nominal sovereignty over Can.ada (which theo-

retically extends to the Xorth Pole) and Xevvfoundland, British Honduras on the

Yucatan peninsula, British Guiana, a swarm of the West Indies including the inqtor-

tant ones of Jamaica and Trinidad, the Bermudas, and the Falkland Islands off Pata-

gonia. France, out of her once vast jiossessions, retains vexatious settlement rights

on Newfoundland and a group of little islands near it (St. Pierre and the ^liquelons),

a few of the smallest West Indies, and the penal colony of French Guiana reminiscent

of the revolutionary emifires. Spain holds Cuba and Porto Rico, in the Antilles

;

l^ortugal has nothing left. Holland has a few of the West Indies, and Dutch Guiana.

Denmark owns St. Thomas and a couple of other islands in the West Indies. xVs the

United States many years ago gave virtual notice to Europeati powers that it would

allow no further extension of their holdings on this continent, either by the planting

of fresh colonies or the conquest of indejiendent states, no otiier j)ower will be added

to this list unless by purchase or cession from present owners.

The United States,— Ali the continent north of the Gulf of ^lexico is the heritage

of Protestantism and of English law and jiolitical institutions. A great majority of

tlie liabitable land, and nearly half of all the nortiiern continent, is occupied by a

gigantic democracy which is absolutely Englisli in the whole framework of society, in

s]ieech and manners and traditions. There are a few alien elements not yet wholly

absorbed or extinct, — aborigines, Sj)anish and Creoles in sm.ali masses resist-

ing assimilation, a curious law-defying ecclesiastical despotism in the Great Bashi

which the government is now rapidly breaking up,— but all these are only .as sand-

dunes in a vast rising flood. It has no titles and no class privileges, and no form

of pro]ierty confers jiolitic.il advantages or possesses legal immunities above any

other. It has no established church, imposes no obligation to maintain or pay for

maintaining religious services at all, and jilaces no restriction on the jmblic observance

of any religion whatever, unless its rites are immor.al or its obligations illegal. A
thorough system of unsectarian and nearly dereligionized juiblic education, existing

by the separ.ate action of each St.ato,— for which taxes are imposed in .all, and which

is compulsory in many,— is .an agent of enormous power in fusing all the inhabitants

into a feeling of nation.al unity. It.s southern inhabitants are oveiilowing into North-

ern ]\[exico, and three or four of the States of that re]iublic are becoming so " Ameri-

can " in population that its i)olitical condition and governmental policy will be vitally

affected.

Canada. — All the continent north of the United States— exce])t Alaska bought

by the latter from Russia, and the island of Newfoundland which is a sejiarate

English colony— constitutes a dependency of England, independent in all but name,

an ornamental governor-general whose nominal ])owers are strictly contingent on his

never exercising any reai authority, a life Senate nominated by that official instead of

an elective one, nominal inability to make war fully compensated by entire ability to

force the mother country to make it and pay for it, and i:)Ower of the Imjierial Parlia-

ment to repeal its ordinances, rarely exercised unless ecclesiastical bigotry is aroused.
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It has even the power, injuvionsly exercised, to enforce coiimiercial restrictions dam-

aging to the mother country. It is practically an independent constitutional republic

of the English model,— a decorative Iiead, an unchanging upper house, and ministries

changing with party supremacy,— but with a federative system co])ied from that of the

United States, the I'arliaments of the separate provinces answering to the Stale gov-

ernments, and the Dominion Parliament to Congress. But its English political fabric

is by no means accompanied by a solidly English social or leg.al fabric. This element,

indeed, is in the ascendant, and all immigration from Teutonic stocks is a re-enforce-

ment for it ; but over a third of the entire population, .and four-fifths that of the

Province of Quebec, are French-spe.aking Roman Catholics, tlie .alienation of s])eech

perpetuated by printing all public documents in their language, the fusion of inter-

Ottawa.

marriage pr.actically impossible on account of the religious barrier, and this class in

Quebec .and Manitoba not even under English common law. Moreover, it is increas-

ing rajiidly, sjireading into new quarters, and crowding buck the English in the older.

The lack of a system of compulsory secular education (any Catholic may have his

school tax set aside for the benefit of schools managed hy that church, .and a third of

their children are in Catholic parochial schools) jirovents the English from disinte-

grating It by the most effective of solvents ; and the rulers of France from whose

hands the country was wrested might well enjoy a vindictive pleasure in contemplat-

ing the legacy of trouble they left to its conquerors.

The Spanish Republics. — From the southern border of the United States all the

way to stormy Patagonia, the Spanish tongue, social system, and traditions hold un-

mingled sway on the Pacific side ; and on the Atlantic, .aside from the gre.at Brazilian

domain, the line is broken only by Balize and the Guianas. The Roman Catholic
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reIit>ion is supreme in all ; other forms are not snpjiressed, but endure heavy disabili-

ties ill some. There is no monavehy among nil tlie fifteen states which stretch from

the Gulf of Mexico to tlie Antarctic Ocean; all, though varying enormously in the

actual distribution of political power and the actual conduct of government, are theo-

retically republics modelled on the United States, liepublican institutions in most

of them exist under the most unfavorable conditions possible,— the bulk of the popu-

lation Ijeing as little fitted for self-government as any civilized race on earth,— and

the better classes have sometimes to form a usurping ai-istocracy under democratic

forms to save society from total wreck ; and their political instability is a j)ermanent

factor in the sjteculations of all jiolitical thinkers. Yet the condition of the majority

has immensely improv-

ed of late years; and it

must be held a strong

jioint in favor of re-

liublicanism that it

can effect imjn'ovement

among such elements,

— that there is jjrogress

and not utter stagna-

tion or anarchy. At
]iresent, however, the

aspect of affairs is best

where a firm and en-

lightened dictatorship

as in Mexico, or a saga-

cious aristocracy as in

Chili, has tenii)orarily

gotten the upper hand
of the lawless multi-

tude.

The West Indies, for

obvious reasons, have

not remained the mo-

nopoly of any one pow-

er; a swarm of frag-

ments easy to conquer and re-conquer by maritime states, and often not worth the trouble

of wresting from another, they have been divided up like the continent itself and even
more variously retained, being shared by nearly every power of Europe which has
a seaboard at all,— Spain, France, Great Britain, Holland, Denmark, and till lately

Sweden, — besides two reimblics, each holding half of Hayti. But naturally, Spanish
blood and social orgatiization are greatly predominant in this their earliest western
home,— Spain's possessions outweighing all the rest together, and the remainder
containing a large Spanish infusion.

BrazU.— Three-sevenths of the South American continent is occu])iedby the

Portuguese share of America. It was a constitutional mon.archy of the English type
with a Senate appointed for life by the emperor, and an elective House of Deputies

;

with the Roman Catholic the established church, but all religions permitted : and it

had been fortunate in the long reign of a singularly enlightened and public-spirited

TlIK OUGAN MOUXT.VINS, BH.\ZIL.
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monarcli, who had no ambition to reduce parliamentary institutions to a farce
; lie

was, however, dethroned by a revolution in November. 18S9, and together with his

family was driven into exile, where lie died two years later. Brazil was declared a

republic of the federative type, under the title of the United States of Brazil, the

old provinces being converted into States, each administered independently of the

general government.

Population.— The New World contains at present not far from 122 million of

people, of whom 89 million are in the northern and 33 million in the southern por-

tion, if we take the Isthmus as the centre ; if we begin the southern half at Mexico,

as nature bids, the proportions are about 684 million against 53^ million. Of this

the great Protestant English democracy has about (33 million, — over half in a single

vital unity growing much faster than all the rest combined ; the Anglo-French state,

where races and religions are struggling, but with the same element in the ascendant,

5 million ; the West Indies something over 5 million, and continental Spanisli

America 33^ million, of which Mexico has 11 million; and Portuguese America 14^
million.

The Future. — From the above review, it is evident that the future of the New
World is in liie uiain idcnticiil with tliat of tlie United States. It has the be.st of

the continent in land, climate, and commercial facilities; in its herit.age of blood and

of political and soci;d institutions; in the opjiort unities for personal advancement, the

orderly government and a share ni its clioice and direction, the developed society,

which it offers to the less favored classes of the Eastern Continent. Nothing could

show this more .strikingly than the equal eagerness of the most wi<lely sundered

classes in the world, the middle ranks of Western Europe and the Chinese laborers,

to merge themselves in tliis vast crucible. Canada receives some immigr.ants, the

great Argentine Kejinblie is attractive to the Latin races, and a few go elsewhere

;

but the overwhelming majority come to the United States,— allured, it must be con-

fessed, largely by a past which is irrevocably jiast, by a boundless area of fresh lan<l

now practically exhausted, by a certainty of a comfortable living and a provision for

old age whicii cannot now be assured, by an urgent demand for mere untrained

manual labor, which shows ominous signs of giving place to something like the

struggle for employment and existence which the Old World has known so long,

•ind wliich cannot gain even temporary relief by the Old World's remedy. The
eager welcome it has so long hehl out to all comers is fast changing to open hostility

and a serious desire to check the flood,— which, however, Avill lu^vcr bo done till

vi.sibic glut and hardship give intending immigrants pause. It has still enormous

growth before it; it will be queen of the world in pojmlation : but those who look to

see tlie streaming millions pour uninterruptedly into it in the future as in the past,

who indulge themselves in gorgeous mathematical dreams of 200 million of inhab.

itants in 1950, and 400 million in 2000, .and 1,000 million in a few centuries after-

ward, do so in ignorance or forgetfulness of fundamental laws of nature and of human
character.







I^SKIMOS.

NORTH AMERICA.

THE LAND OF THE ESKIMO.

The entire polar regions of America from Behring Strait to Baffin's Bay, and the

wliole of the territory of Greenlanfl, nominally owned by three different powers, are

in truth tlie domain of the one race wliich can wrest a living from them ; one of vast

antiquity, whicli has adapted itself througli ages of evolution to its terrible environ-

ment. As tlie gratification of civilized wants, physical or intellectual, would be im-

possible, such wants cannot incite tliem, and the race as a race can never move for-

ward in the stream of the world's^ progress ; but it shows great suppleness of intellect

in sustaining itself amid Arctic desolation, where no plant-food but a few wild berries

can be had, and it is far enough above tlie lowest grade of savagery. About 40,000

of them exist. They feed on fish, on birds of sea and moor and the eggs of eider-

ducks, on seals and walruses, on the reindeer which browse on the mosses hidden by
the polar snows, and on such eatable flesh of the fur-bearing animals as can be fouml

;

when the flesh is frozen they eat it raw,— whence their Algonkin nickname of

Eskimos (" raw-meat eaters"), their own native names being in various spots Innnit,

Tchiglit, Karalit, Takshoot, Aghertit (" the people "). They will even eat the con-

tents of reindeers' ])aunches; but the occasional eating of blubber and drinking

535
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of oil, accredited to them as of ohoicc, are only the dire necessities ot liunger.

Occasionally this hard fare is supidemented by slii|)-bisciiit or canned food bought

from whaling vessels by the exchange of furs.

They clothe themselves in bag-like garments of reindeer skin, supjilementcd bv seal,

bear, and other furs,— wearing two sets at once (the inner having the fur side

inward, the outer with it outward), giving them the dunij)y appearance -which leads to

the erroneous opinion that they are dwarfish,— neatly stitched with reindeer sinews.

The extension of their relations with whaling ships and trappers, within the jiast

generation, has wrought the same revolution in their native h.'mdicraft wliich a simi-

lar association«did in that of the Indians. Their walrus-ivory needles and spears and

knives are giving place to steel ones, their soapstone kettles to those of iron, iron

hatchets give them a tot.ally new implement, and bows and arrows are more slowly

being displaced by guns and revolvers. Their keenest want, however,— that of

wood,— even this source c.*»nnot supply to any material extent ; it can only help

them, supplemented by drift- V'~>'i)d, to keej) themselves in material for spear and knife

handles, bows and arrows, etc.

Their kayaks and oomiaks— slender and wonderfully liglit canoes of whalebone

ribs covered with stretched skins, each will) a hole for the occujiant, in which he fits

so tightly that he can turn a somersault through the water with his boat and no drop

enter it—^ are their carriages during the brief season of open water; but wlien the

long winter sets in, the Eskimo's one tamed animal (for he has not harnessed the

reindeer like the Lapp, but hunts and eats him),— his horse, his ass, his camel, his

ox,— the wolfish Eskimo dog, the wonderful beast on Avhich the Arctic explorer and

ti'apper rely, rises into transcendent importance. Fed at oftenest on alternate days,

and sometimes for weeks together but once a week,— their choicest food being walrus

hide of leathery toughness and an inch thick, and often having to content themselves

with «//je/wts (dried fish),— harnessed to sledges in teams of a dozen or more, and

frequently stoj)jMng to fight like wolves with any other team they chance to meet till

beaten apart by the drivers' rawhide whips, they make journeys of hundreds of miles

over crusted or sodden snows, where even the reindeer could not keep his footing
j

working in this way for months together, totally unsheltered in the Arctic winter, or

at best covered only by the half-0])en "storm igloo."

The Eskimos in sunnner live in se.ilskin tents. In winter they make the destroying

element yield them shelter in a singularly ingenious way, building a dome-shaped

igloo (hut) of nicely cut blocks of snow with a keystone, sealed by pouring water over

it to freeze, or by heajiing loose snow upon it to the depth of two or three feet, first

calking the joints by ramming snow into them with a knife. Thin sheets of ice are

set in the sides for windows, but soon become blackened beyond use by the soot from

burning oil. The door is a hole at the bottom just large enough to enter on hands

and knees, blocked by a cake of ice; and outside it is a smaller "storm" igloo, an

anteroom usually crowded with hungry dogs. In the larger igloo, of about the area

of a hay-rick, and just high enough to stand ujiright in the middle, live a whole

family ; a raised bench of packed snow along one side, covered with reindeer skins, is

the common sleeping-jilace, and the morals of the race correspond to this absence of

privacy. Fires are of course impossible in this snow house even if fuel were obtaina-

ble, as the teniperatiire must not go above freezing ; even the fragrant soa])stone dish

of walrus oil with floating moss for wicking, — the only light and the only fire, —
Bometimes has to be checked for melting the roof too fast, and tlie dripping spots are
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soldered up with a cake of snow. What with this sooty smoke and the breath of the

occupants, the air is close iiisido; but the porous snow admits enough air for passable

ventilation, and a very liii;h wind will soniotimes force the occupants to muffle up in

furs to escape freezing.

The Eskimos are remarkable among aboriginal races for the pictorial faculty

strongly developed, and their sense of the ludicrous and power of mimicry are also

striking. In body they are of the Siberian rather than the American tyj)e, witli large

heads and bellies and spindling legs ; on the other hand, their skull-form is a heavier

argument in favor of an American origin. The weight of probal>ility is also against the

supjH)sition that they once occupied New Englan<l and were driven out by the Algon-

kins ; they seem to have advanced and receded with the ice-sheets, and clung to icy

rivers and seas, — jirimarily fishermen.

GREENLAND.

This huge polar island,' the largest in tiie world if Australia is ranked ns a conti-

nent, is here classed under " America " because such is the usage ; but in fact it is a

true though small continent in itself, and in one vital respect unique in the world.

It belongs to the American continental group by having the type of a spindle, vertex

to the south and broadest some distance above the middle ; it is both American and

European in its raggedness of coast, but more like Norway in its long narrow fiords,

piercing miles in among the cliffs; it is substantially Euro))ean in its plant and ani-

mal life, and as the sea is nnich shallower toward the east than the west, Iceland and

the Faroes and Shetlands and Orkneys probably united it once to the eastern main-

land. But instead of being formed of parallel ridges with the greatest height on the

west, as in America and England and Scandinavia, it is turtle-shaped, with a rounded

table-land in the centre sloping down on all sides to the sea,— to which is due its

being covered by one enormous sheet of ice except in the south, instead of being a

]iossible habitation for agriculturists. From the melting of this ice cap in the short

summer flow countless rills which gather into rivers, cutting deep channels in it like

American cailons, chiselled like hewn aqueducts and gorgeous with ])rismatic colors
;

and the streams disappear in cataracts into f.athondess .abysses in the ice, which is rent

in every direction with crevasses, dotted like a colander with millions of little circular

cavities two or three feet deep, each holding a pool of clear water with thick mud at the

bottom, and often covered with a red vegetation nourished by the same wind-blown

dust from other parts of the world (" kryokonite ") which forms those cavities by

drawing solar heat and melting the ice. Heavy snows fall and re]ilenish the latter,

which is hundreds of feet thick above the land ; and it presses downward and off the

shores into the sea,— its melting base grinding the earth into mud which jiours with

the glacier water in muddy streams into the fiords, — ploughing along the ocean

bottom till vast islands of it are broken off and float away, towering from fifty to five

4
> The "Polaris'' expedition, by homologiziiig the tides on the cast and west, finally settled the

question of its insularity.
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hundred feet above the water, but with six times as great a jiortion of tlieir lieight

beneath, their bases sometimes more tlian half a mile below tlie surface. These

mighty engines of destruction — j)ictures(juely varied in shape, from obelisks to

broad square towers— linger about the moutlis of tlie bays, causing whirls in which

the Eskimo canoes are sunk; then lliey float southward witli the current into the

Atlantic, almost invisible ghostly islets, against which many a shij) lias hurled itself

in the night and sunk with all its human load; and tinaily melt away in the warmer

southern waters.

Greenland springs from about the North Pole, like all the continental masses,

but far closer, jirobably beginning about ^'S' X., or 484 miles from tlie Pole, and ex-

tends southward to 59' 49 at Ca])e Farewell, or about 1600 miles, with an extreme

breadth of 690, and an area estimated at 512,000 square miles, or nearly eight times

that of New England, and towards double that of the original thirteen States of the

Union, as their boundaries now stand. A sea from two to three miles dee]) and 200

to 400 miles wide— known as Baffin's Bay and Davis Strait— lies between it and

polar America; and a thousand miles of the Arctic Ocean stretch from thence to

Norway, whence by way of Iceland its discoverers came. The discovery in 983 was
accidental, and led to the equally accidental discovery of the New World. But it

seems certain that .at that time the climate of Greenland cannot have been at all so

rigid as now. Its name, given it by the Norsemen, might be a reminiscence of their

first sight of its coasts on a summer day: but they settled it as a promising new
home, and occupied three hundred farms there, where now the only cultivation is in

.small artificiiil gardens .and hot-beds ; the climate of Iceland has grown so much
colder and rainier and cloudier during a few centuries that it too is now nearly unin-

habitable; an increase of moisture in Greenland would create more ice and snow
than rain ; :md an unmelting ice-pack for many years cut off communication with the

e;istern shore, though it was previously open. All these things convince us that

southern Greenland eight hundred or six hundred years ago was a habitable land;

and from still remaining trunks, stumps, and frozen foliage, it was probably forest-

clad. But Iceland lost its independence .and therewith its energy, and ceased to

uphold its colony ; the summers grew colder, and the .autumns became changeless

seasons of sleet and snow, and the land ceased to bring its crops to maturity : and the

colonists (we must suppose), forced to live as the Eskimo did, took Eskimo wives

and sunk into the Eskimo mass, among whom in Greenland the Norse blood is still

perceptible.

The very existence of the country had been long forgotten, when in 1587 John Davis,

in search of the North-west Passage, entered the strait which bears his name and dis-

covered it afresh. In 1721, Moravian missionaries from Denmark, with a govern-

ment escort, settled there to convert the natives, which they did in consider.able

numbers; .and the descendants, full-blooded or half-breed, of these Christianized

Eskimos, with a very few whites, who are missionaries, school-teachers, government
officers, or merch.ants form a little colonial dependency of Denmark, with less than

11,000 1 souls, divided into two inspectorates separated by the piir.allel of 67° 40 at the

Longfiord, — the southern Juliansh.aab, the northern Christianshaab,— each contain-

ing scver.al districts, and comprising together 176 inh.abited settlements. The govern-

ment is truly and helpfully paternal to these simjile and improvident wards : it buys

the products of their industry,—^oil of se.als, w.alrus, and whales, skins of reindeer,

' At the last census, 9781.
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bear, fox, ami other animals, feathers and eggs of the eider-duck, ete.,— sells them

iieede.l stores at the lowest market post, keeps intoxicating liquors from them, and

a].l)oints magistrates to settle their disputes and report their needs, with delegates

from the settlements to assist ni the deliberations.

A little corn and potatoes and a few kitchen vegetables and berries are raised in

the few weeks of chilly summer, in garden-beds of mould from old Eskimo houses, and

a few berries grow wild; but living by agriculture is nowhere possible. The liigliest

recorded heat was 08' F., at Upernavik 59\ The land is bare even in the south for not

over four months at the longest, July is the only month wholly free from snow, and

for most of the year the land is a snow-drift and ice-waste, covered and drenched and

crusted with snow and rain and sleet, with here and there a bare black i)eak i)rotrud-

intr (rising to 11,000 feet on the eastern coast, but usually not above 5000, the central

table-land being about 3000 feet above the sea) ; and during this winter, reigns in the

north the Arctic night of six months' length, with rarely an aurora to relieve it.

The chief note of Greenland is as the great highway for polar exploration : Uper-

navik (72' 40' N.) is, excei.t the little hamlet of Tasiusak a few miles farther north,

the northernmost settlement on the continent, and almost the highest on the globe,

and here is the last land base which exploring parties can find. Even the Greenland

ice-sheet is a surer road than the fearful Arctic Ocean,— tossed into the wildest

billows by furious storms, thick with blinding mist and snow, and full of icebergs

clashing against each other like the Symplegades, — and by this road men have pene-

trated nearest to the Pole.

THE GREAT LAKES.

The ^ast water-system of central Xorth America is of such a character and so

rel.ited to political divisions that it is best treated independently. It consists of a

trefoil of fresh-water seas emjitying into a fourth, whose waters are received by a fifti),

the whole discharging through a great river which soon becomes a true estu.iry, and

exjiands into a gidf of the Atlantic 2200 miles from the head of the farthest stream-

let of the system to the west. The lakes steadily diminish in size from the

beginning. The last two of them and tlie river form a continuous current with a

north-east course, closely jjarallel to the Atlantic coast and the Alleghany range.

The svstem in general is the boundary between Canada and the United States, though

Lake Michigan is wholly within the latter, and most of the St. Lawrence is within

the former.

The most striking peculiarity of the lakes is that they have very slight drainage

basins, and streams gather almost at their very shores and flow to feed the Mississijij)!

or the Saskatchewan. Tliey are not, like the vast majority of lakes, wide low spots in

a drainage channel which narrows above and below ; they are huge hollows scooped

in the summit of a table-land, and the ridges of their immediate Ijasins are water-

sheds which turn the rains away from them. The streams which replenish them are

therefore mostly short, fierce torrents full of rapids. They are all shrinking to some

extent, like most other inland waters. In fury of storms, only the Arctic Ocean can

compare with them. Winds as wild as those of the great main rage over their waters,
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the relative small extent and shallowness of which cause tliem to rise in high

(juiclc billows, harder to battle against than even those of the great ocean ; every

storm lines their coast with wrecks, and some of the most awful of disasters to human

life have been upon these inland seas.

Lake Superior (Indian " Kitchigami ") is the beginning of this system, and the most

magnificent of all: about 32,000 square miles in area (half that of New England), with

a length of 380 miles and a width in the centre of 160 (having the shape of a strung

Cataract of the Chaudiekk.

bow), it is the largest body of fresh water on the globe ; and in its lines of bold crags

and its forms of plant and fish existence it is more than seemingly oceanic. It lias a

depth in sjjots of some 1200 feet, and an average of 900 ; its height above sea-level is

641. Its waters are very cold ; they are of crystal cleai-ness and purity, owing to the

jirimordial rocks in which its bed and the channels of its slender tributaries are

formed. Its southern shore is Minnesota and the " northern peninsula" of Michigan,

the greatest copper district of North America ; its northern is the most worthless

section of Canada. Its outlet is by St. Mary's Strait or River, 63 miles long; a mile
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from its hcgiiining it breaks into rapids tliree-fonrtbs of a mile long, with a fall of 22

feet, and tliencefortii is a broad, deep, quiet cbainiel.

To the south, and at right angles to Superior, lies Lake Michigan, the second in

size of the Great Lakes ; 3-tO tniles long, from 50 to 88 broad, and 25,600 square miles

in extent ; with a depth of 990 feet, and a height of GOO above tlie level of the ocean.

Its shores are in strong contrast to those of Superior, being low, often sandy, and

sometimes marsliy. On the south and west, in Illinois and Wisconsin, it has built up

great cities at the swampy mouths of petty rivers ; on the east is southern Micliigan,

with few and ))oor harbors. It is ellijitical in form, lying north and south, with the

northern end bent to the east to discharge its waters into Lake Huron, only four feet

lower, through the short, wide, island-guarded Strait of Mackinaw.

Lake Huron, in wonderful contrast to the general regularity of the other lakes, is

so wildly ragged and uncertain in its outline that no accurate measurement has been

made of its area. It is known to be third in size of the Lakes, and estimates vary

from 21,000 to 23,700 square miles. Its main body is crescent-shaped, and it lies

nearly parallel to Lake Michigan, forming the third leaf of the clover. To the north

and east, the great peninsula which divides Superior from Michigan prolongs itself

from the month of St. Mary's River in a line of considerable islands (the largest, the

" Grand jManitoulin," or island of the Great Spirit, being 90 miles by 30, and forest-

clad), joining another peninsula running north from southern Ontario, and cutting off

from the lake a great section known as the " North Channel " or Manitou Bay to the

end of Grand Manitonlin and the Georgian Bay the rest of its course. This jiart lies

wholly in Canada. The Georgian Bay is 170 miles long by 70 broad, one-fourth the

whole lake in size, and has good harbors ; but it is shallow, gusty, and dangerous. Lake

Huron is said to contain over 3000 islands of some size. Its length is about 280 miles,

and its breadth, excluding Georgian Bay, is 105. It is the deepest of all the lakes
;

its mean dejith is 1000 feet, and there are s]iots more than 1800 feet deep. Its level

is 596 feet above that of the Atlantic, 45 feet below Superior, and 4 feet below Mich-

igan. Its water is singularly pure, clear, and sweet.

This cluster of lakes discharges its waters into Lake Erie, the beginning of the

north-eastward-running stream, by a channel 98 miles long, with three <liffereiit names,

dividing Canada from the L^nited States. The jwrtlon leading from Lake Huron is

called St. Clair (i)roperly Sainte-Claire or St. Clara) River, and is a noble and beau-

tiful stream, half a mile wide and fifty feet in de])th. After a course of 40 miles it

widens into a huge shallow jjool,— 20 feet deep, 30 miles long, 360 miles in area—
called Lake St. Clair, debouching into it by six mouths. This ''lake"— merely a

bad spot in the river, with swampy shores, and navigable for large ships only through

artificial channels— narrows again to the Detroit River (originally the detroit or

strait), from half a mile to a mile wide, which 25 miles from its beginning loses itself

in Lake Erie, jiouring into it an estimated volume of 200,000 cubic feet per second.

Erie is a curiously shallow cup, filling up with mud at its western end, where it is

not over 30 feet deep ; it is 60 in the centre, and reaches near the eastern end a maxi-

mum of 270 feet. As a highway of commerce it is of very gi'eat importance, border-

ing Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York on one side, and Ontario on the

other ; but its extreme shallowness makes it, from the violence of its waves, the most

dangerous of all the Groat Lakes, and also causes it to freeze up along the shores.

It is 240 miles long, with an extreme breadth of 58 miles and a mean of 40, and an

area of about 9000. It is 565 feet above sea-level, the fall from Superior having been only
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76 fc'ct; but the conueotioii with Ontario is by :i cataract known all over the world,

the culmination of a series of rapiils with 52 feet of fall, and the level of the latter

lake is 333 foet below that of Erie. The Niagara Itivei', carrying down from 300,000

to 400,000 cubic feet of water jjer second, comes after IG miles to a jn-ecipitous wall

of liuiestone over laO feet high, with an island half a mile long and forty feet high on

its verge; dividing around Goat Island with a width of nearly a mile, the fall on the

American side is the deeper, 107 feet, but the "Horseshoe Fall" of 158 feet, on the

Canadian side, has the greater volume of water, — 1870 feet wide and 35 feet thick,

against 1080 feet wide and 20 feet on the other, — and is the Niagai'a of the world.

Tin: St. LAHitKNCK AM) the
Thousand Islks.

\,M, The river passes from

this thunderous gorge
'-' through perpendicular rock walls

only two to four hundred feet ai)ait,

s]iaimed now by three great bridges, boils

into v/hirljiools fast losing their terrors, and at

last flows jieacefully for the remainder of its

course of 35 miles till it ends in Ontario.

This last of the Laureiilian basins is the

smallest in sui)erfieial area, — estimateil from

0500 to 7(550 square miles, with a length of 190,

a maximum breadth of 55, and a medium of 40; but its volume of water is vastly

greater than that of Erie, for its depth is great and very even, — averaging 500 feet,

and reaching above 700 in spots. It is 232 feet above ocean level. It is the safest

of all the Lakes to navigate, and from its dej)th does not freeze so badly as Erie; it is

connected with the latter by tin; Welland Canal to avoid the Niagara.

From Ontario— one cannot say just where, as its eastern end gradually

narrows through a cluster of 1500 lovely islets, the most numerous collection of river-

islands in the world, in an expanse called the Lake of the Thousand Isles — flows a

clear green rivei-, which receives important accessions from a drainage basin of con-
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siderable breadth, practically coincident with the Province of Quebec, and including

also Lake Ciianij)lain in the United States; until we reach Montreal, it is on a great

scale what the general Laurenlian rivulets are on a small one,— a string -of alternate

pools and rapids, the former called " Lake " this or that. The rapids are so regular in

descent that passenger steamers can navigate them ; for freight, seven canals have

been dug around them, 41 miles long. A vessel of 500 tons can jiass, without break-

ing bulk, from Duluth, at tlie western end of Lake Superior, or Chicago, at the i^outh-

ern end of Lake ^lichigan, to every part of the world. After receiving the noble

Saguenay from the north, the river widens to an estuary 16 miles broad, increasing

rapidly to near 100, whore it divides around the large and perfectly barren island of

Anticosti,— fringed with a few fishing hamlets, but harborless, foggy, full of vast

swamps and stunted woods of birch and pine,— and merges in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, marked off from the ocean by Nova Scotia, Cape IJreton, and Xew.
foundland. The drainage basin of the whole system is variously given as 33.5,000,

" over half a million," 532,000 square miles
;
probably the second is safe. Its mean

discharge of water is reckoned at 500,000 cubic feet per second.

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Extent and Composition.— The name Canada, when England took from France her

American possessions, meant a strip of country north of the Great Lakes, and fringing

them and the St. Lawrence ; substantially the present Provinces of Quebec and Ontario,

the L'pper and Lower Canada or Canada East and Canada West of our (childhood.

It now implies, under its official title "Dominion of Canada," a territorially huge

confederation, whose occupancy of land— nearly 3|- million square miles— is almost

half the northern continent and close uj)on the area of the United States and x\laska

together ; it has the entire continent north of the former except the latter and New-
foundland. It stretches from the Atlantic to the Pacific,— about 3000 miles of lon-

gitude, of course much farther on land, and with a southern boundary above the

United States of 3540 miles; its ocean frontage is unfortunate in situation,— eon-

fined by a cold sea and bleak shores jir.actically to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
on the east, and British Columbia, facing uncommercial Asia, but it is rich in good
liarbors on both sides, the St. Lawrence is practically the ocean, and the Canadian
shipping excels in volume that of every nation except Great Britain, Fr.ance, and the

United States. Of its enormous territory, 2 million .square miles are Arctic moors

;

it has nearly all the absolutely worthless part of the continent, and its great central

gulf of Hudson's Bay is substantially unnavigable, icebergs endangering 3hipi)ing and
sometimes blockading it even in August, and the whole expanse being frozen eight

months of every year. It is 900 miles long .ind 000 broad, about .500,000 square

miles in extent, but is only a resort for whalers and a seat of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's warehouses.

Physically, its regions are six. British Columbia is the first, the heavily watered
and timbered Pacific slope and coast of the Rockies. East of this is the northern
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part of tlie great central j)la!ii of America, filled with a net-work of lakes, and drained

to the Arctic by the Peace and Mackenzie system and to Hudson's Bay through

Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba by tlie immense Saskatchewan system. This is the

great Mdieat-belt, rising in the centre and west to a rather high latitude of liabitability,

owing to a dryness of air which makes tlie sevei-e winters tiot quite unendurable: it

shades by indefinite gradations to the Arctic wastes. Eastward, along Hudson's Bay
and the Great Lakes, is a stony table-land of utter sterility despite its situation be-

tween great waters, severe and permanently uninhabitable. Southern Ontario and

Quebec are a well timbered region with much good land, the former exceptionally

favored, and the St. Lawrence forming virtually an ocean frontage for the latter.

Fifth are the maritime provinces along the Atlantic ; and last comes the unhappy
peninsula of Labrador.

The Laurentian chain, insignificant as it is in height, is of great physical and

geologic importance. It is very long,— 3.500 miles, — running from the Arctic

around Hudson's Bay and then parallel to the St. Lawrence system and the Allegha-

nies to the Atlantic in Labrador. It is first the water-shed of the Mackenzie system

on the west and the Back and Hudson's Bay rivers on the east; the Churchill and

Saskatchewan pierce it, but it soon becomes the water-shed of the St. Lawrence ; the

great rivers of Ontario and Quebec descend from it on the south, and streams How to

Hudson's Bay from its northern slopes. Its substance is of extremely ancient prim-

ordial rock, and its pool and lakes, its dark streams, and its countless cataracts,

are clear as crystal and of incomjtarable beauty. Its slopes in general are thickly

clothed with pines and firs.

Originally, the Dominion was formed of Ontario and Quebec, and the coast

provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick (Acadia), in 1867, by their voluntary

choice ; though the moving cause was the equality of ])olitical power, in the old union

of LTpper and Lower Canada, between two increasingly unequal .sections. Succeed-

ing in 1870 to the territorial rights of the Hudson's Bay Company in " Rupert's

Land," around the Canadian Great Lakes of AVinnipeg and Manitoba, it encountered

and sujijiressed an insurrection in taking possession of it; and in the same year

formed from it the i)rovince of Manitoba and the North-west Territories, and

admitted the former to its union. In 1871, British Columbia, with Vancouver Island,

was admitted ; and in 187.3 Prince Edward Island joined the Dominion, leaving

Newfoundland the only English possession north of the United States outside the

great federation.

These provinces are copies in little of the Dominion government. The governor-

general apj)oints for each a viceroy called a lieutenant-general, and a life council (ex-

ecutive alone, or two councils, one executive and one legislative) ; and a legislative

assembly is elected by the people. The governor-general of the Dominion is in like

manner ajipointed by the Crown, but he himself appoints a life Senate (a compro-

mise between a hereditary House of Peers and an elective body like the L^^nited

States Senate) ; and a popular assembly is also elected.

As yet the Dominion of Canada, from the nature of its jihysical divisions no

less than of its race elements, is not a vital unity, l)nt a collection of fragments with

one dominant central body. Old Canada, meaning for commercial purposes western

Quebec and southern Ontario, has virtual unity, dcs])ite race isolation and other ele-

ments of discord; but the maritime Provinces are jealous and doubtful of the value

to themselves of paying for vast transportation schemes in the central Provinces, the
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Red River and Saskatchewan district is separated from old Canada by many hundred

miles of eternal ein]>tiiicss, and British Columbia is isolated by her mountains.

Elements of Prosperity.— Des]iite the terrible drawbaclis of climate and t(reat

sterile regions, Canada has factors of a j)rosjierous and powerful future. Her remark-

able commerce— fourth in the world, with a population not above fifteenth among

civilized states and divisions— has been referred to. Her varied agricultural ))0ssi-

bilities alone secure a solid basis for the future. Her mineral wealth is great : coal,

iron, gold, silver, copjter, marble, ))liosphate rock, salt and gypsum, petroleum and

oil shales, are only a portion of the treasures to be exploited. The lumber, fur, and

fishing interests are each of vast magnitude; and the si)lendid water-power created

by the headlong torrents with which it abounds assure an enormous manufacturing

development. The greatest single unifying weight ever thrown into the scale has

been the Canadian Pacific Railroad, perha])s the most gigantic public work ever un-

dertaken by a state of such small resources (for the hitter's gifts and guarantees war-

rant calling it a government work). It has already made Winnipeg an important

city, and will probably make it a great emporium, the leader of the Canadian West.

Population.— The latest census of the Dominion, taken in 1891, gave it 4,829,411

people ; the census of 1871 had given but 3.686,639. If only the same ratio of in-

crease had obtained in the past four years as in the previous decade, the population

would now be some 5,100.000; it had at first certainly increased in greater ratio;

the internal increase had been stimulated by prosperity, immigration had been

increased and emigration diminished by the same cause, and the remarkable growth

of the Red River country was largely a new creation, re-enforced even from the

United States. We may put the population in round numbers at 5 million, of which

nearly three-fourths are in old Canada— Quebec and Ontario. Of these, the French

element constituted three-tenths in 1881 ; if they constitute three-tenths now, it

would be equivalent to a gain of nearly 12 per cent in a decade, — and it is probable

they are thus numerous. Of the other elements, the Irish were most numerous at

the 1881 census, with the English and Scotch successively not far below ; the

Germans were also numerous. The Indians of full blood, mostly isolated, are not

properly an " element." '

CANADA.

Quebec and Ontario. — The boundaries of these Provinces have been immensely

widened since the census of 1881, and an exact estimate of their area is not possible.

At that time it was reckoned at 301,135 square miles, 193,355 in Quebec and

107,780 in Ontario; at jiresent it may be set down as not far from 600,000, 250,000

ill Ontario and 350,000 in Quebec.

The Province of Ontario is limited by James Bay (of Hudson's Bay), the Albany

River, and the Lake of the Woods ; its southern edge rests on the Great Lakes and

the St. Lawrence ; and on the east it is divided from Quebec by the Ottawa River

and a line running to Hudson's Bay. Its western extension has carried it beyond the

I Tlie 1881 figures arc: Frencli, 1,293,101; Irish, 957,403; English, 882,8<M; Scotch, Cin),883; Ger-

mans, 252,848; Indians, 108,547.
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Sterile belt and into the Saskatchewan basin and the wheat-fields. The Albany is a

stream of more inijjortance than its size or its length— 320 miles — would indicate

:

it is flie funnel for the waters of a number of widely sundered streams and lakes,

which t)y short portages unite the Great Lakes with the Saskatchewan system. The
Lake of the Wt>ods, divided between Canada and the L^'nited States, is an octopus of

peninsulas and fiords, and crowded with a labyrinth of wooded islands which cannot

be threaded except by the practised Lidiau guides of the neighborhood,— about 100

miles long, but more than 500 in circuit, and 977 feet above the level of the sea ; it is

filled from Rainy Lake Itiver, a collection of lochs and rapids rising almost at the

shores of Lake Superior, and sends the Winnipeg Itiver to feed the great lake of the

same name. Ni])igou Lake, a twin-brother of the former in shape and number of

TUK i^AHI,I.\-Ml-;NT lU'lI.IUNi: Ottawa,

islets, of wonderful clearness in its granite basin, is 70 miles long and ]ierhaps as

great in circuit as the other, and sends its waters to L.ike Su])orior by a stream 50
miles long, of the nature characteristic of these sharp rock-slo]ios. Indeed, the con-
sidei-able Ontarian waters are practically all of this character of lak(! and stream.
The next l.irge water-course to which we come on the east is tlie Fi'ench River, only
55 miles long and full of rapids, but discharging into Georgian Bay the waters of

Lake Nipissing, 50 miles long by 35 miles wide, also island-dotted, and connecting
by a short portage with the Ottawa; and the Severn in a course of 20 miles carries to

the same gulf the contents of Simcoe Lake, 30 by 18 miles, memor.able for having
been the seat of the great Huron Indian tribe, on which the Jesuits attempted to

l)ase a Christian Indian confederacy, till the Iroquois annihilated the tribe and burned
the missionaries. The Thames, flowing into L.ake St. Clair, has developed some im-
portant towns; and there are other moderate streams. Far greater than any of these
streams, however, is the sjjlendid Ottawa, 800 miles long, but of the true Canadian
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character on a grand scale, here a " lake " and there a cataract, that of the Chaudidre

at Ottawa city being one of singular beauty and iuii)ressive grandeur. This

noble river— connuercially notable as a highway for lumber rafts from the forests on

its banks, and its navigability extended and connected Ijy dams and locks— flows into

the St. Lawrence 25 miles above Montreal. The northern basin of the St. Lawrence

and Lake Ont.ario is an interminable maze of small lakes like northern Maine.

Ottawa, the capital of the Dominion, lies on the right or Oiitarian -bank of the

river of its name, with a site of wonderfully picturesque beauty ju.st where the river

llings itself over the precipice, spanned by a susj)ension bridge whose other end is in

Hull (Quebec) ; it is divided by the llideau, while just below on the Hull side enters

the Gatineau of Quebec. Hull is an old French settlement, and most of its 11,000

people are French ; Ottawa is a mixed but dominautly English city, with 44,000 souls

and the seat of large manufacturing interests, especially of wooden-ware. The
only other towns of any size in the eastern partof the Province are Kingston (19,-

,S00), on the site of old Fort Frontenac, just where the lake enters the St. Lawrence

by the Bay of Quinte, through a crowded archipelago and many peninsulas ; Belle-

ville (10,000), on an arm of the same bay farther west ; and Brockville (9000), a little

way down the river. Peterborough (10,000), on the Otonabee, heads the business inter-

ests of the central jjortion. But the overwhelming mass of commercial development

is in the south-western peninsula between the three Great Lakes, where these, several

navigable rivers, and railroads have dotted the land with thriving centres of trade.

Here, near the western end of Lake Ontario, is Toronto, the capital and business head
of the Province and the second city of the Dominion, founded more than 250 years

later than Montreal, but promising to closely rival it ; with a population estimated at

181,000, and with prosperity based on extensive manufacturing as well as commerce.

At the western apex of the lake is Hamilton, the Birmingham of Canada, with

35,961 in 1881 and 49,000 now. These two represent the Lake Ontario business
; St.

Catherines (9000) is built up by the Welland Canal, close to Ontario but owing

something to Erie. Brantford (13,000) and St. Thomas (10,500) are on navigable

streams flowing to Erie ; the Thames flowing to St. Clair is appropriately a mother to

London (32,000), the third city of the Province, about midway of the neck between

Huron and Erie, to Woodstock (8600) at its head of navigation, and to Chatham

(9000) near its mouth ; "Windsor (10,.300) is suburban to Detroit and wistfully eyed by

smugglers, and Sarnia with American Port Huron are at the beginning of the St.

Clair River ; Guelph (10,500) and Stratford (9300) are railroad junctions on the line

from Toronto to Sarnia. Lake Huron proper boasts no Canadian ports of much
promise, though Goderich in the centre (4000), at the mouth of the Maitland River,

may develop; but the fine harbors of Owen Sound (7500) and Collingwood (4900) in

Georgian Bay, probably have a future,— the former being the starting-jjoint of a

line of steamers for Port Arthur (2700) on Thunder Bay of Lake Superior, where a

Canadian Pacific branch runs to Winnipeg.

The population of the Province in 1891 was 2,112,989 ; in 1881 103,000 were

French. The general spread of the French population, and the special effort at

colonizing those families on the upper lands, has doubtless increased this percentage

greatly.

The Province of Quebec extends on the northern side of the St. Lawrence, which

divides it in the centre, to Hudson's Bay, and the Strait of Belle Isle, including part

of Labrador; on the southern side it bounds upon New York and the northern New
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England States, and includes the curving peninsula of Gaspe between the St. Law-
rence and the Bay of Cludeurs. It lias a slo2)e from the Laurentides of some length,

and its northern part consists almost wholly of the parallel valleys of a great number
of streams a few miles apart, fed from chains of lakes in the hills ; the chief of these

in length is the St. Maurice, 400 miles long, with a basin of 19,000 square miles,

which — after falling in a cataract as high as Niasjara and emersinr; from it through

a gorge but 92 feet wide— enters tlie St. Lawrence at Three liivers, just beyond the

Thk Docks, >[onti!EAL.

expansion called Lake St. Peter; but the most remarkable is the world-famed Sague-
nay. This stream of 100 miles in length, the outlet of Lake St. John, is a rock chan-
nel mostly without shores, a real estuary over 3000 feet deep at its mouth, from 100
to 1000 at other points, navigable for the largest vessels during the lower half of its

course, with its waters as deep at the banks as in the centre, "and those banks sheer
crags rising from 500 to 1800 feet into the air with the water hundreds of feet deep
at their bases, and from half a mile to two miles apart. On the south, the large
United States Lake Champlain discharges into the St. Lawrence through the Riche-
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lieu River, the pretty Lake Mempliremagog, shared by both countries, through St.

Francis River, and Lake Mcgantio through tlie Cliaudiere.

The business development of the Province has been nearly all on the St. Lawrence

or along the lines of railroad connecting Montreal with the United States. The lead-

ing city of the Dominion is Montreal, the oldest settlement in Canada, founded in

1542 on the site of the Indian village of Hochelaga, on an island in the St. Lawrence

32 miles by 10 oj)posite the mouth of the Ottawa, occupying two miles of plain at the

foot of a steep hill; the he.'id of ocean havigation, the beginning of that on the Great

Lakes and their connections. It reaches the world across the St. Lawrence by the

famous Victoria Bridge, 9184 feet long. The city proper grew in thirty years (1851-

'I

TiJi: VicTOHiA Bridge.

1881) from 37,715 to 140,747, increased by suburban villages to 173,000 ; it is

officially credited with over 216,500 now.

The historic city of Quebec is the capital of the Provnice, the second settlement

in Canada, and the famous stronghold whose fall gave the country to the English. It

lies on a steep bluff on the north bank of the St. Lawrence and between it and the

St. Charles, just before the great river widens around Isle Royale to an estuary. The

old town lay on the summit of Cape Diamond, the strongest natural fortress in

America, 325 feet above the Avater ; it has crept down by winding streets, and a new

city has grown out upon the breast of the water by piers and rock foundations. The

city in 1881 had 02,446 inhabitants, against 59,699 in 1871 ; being rather a social cap-

ital and a museum for tourists than a business mart, its growth is slight, so that it

even does not exceed 63,100 at present, with about 8000 in Point Levi across the river.

Not far from 50,000 French ; it is the great metropolis of French Canada. The only

other places of consideration in the Province are Three Rivers (pop. 8500), at the
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confluence of the St. Maurice and St. Lawrence, a lumber port ; and Shcrbrooke on

the St. Francis, a manufacturing townwitli 10,000 inhabitants.

The iiopulation of the Province of Quebec in 1891 \vas 1,488,586 ; in 1881 about

1,075,000 were French. Immigrants do not settle greatly in the Province, excej)t in

the western sections, but on the other hand the internal increase is very large ; and it

is likelv to remain for very many generations under the absolute domination of French

social and political ideas.

Labrador.— Geographically, this is the name of a peninsula lying between Hud-

son's Bay and Strait, the St. Lawrence, and the Atlantic, blasted into everlasting des-

olation by the jiolar currents circling around it ; a land of cold mists and of Lauren-

tian rocks, hilly enough in the centre to form definite water-sheds to all those bodies

of water, filled -with steep rapids, cascades, and dark rock pools, and frozen into white

silence many months of every year, with frequent and bitter storms of half-frozen

rain. Its only permanent civilized inhabitants are a few thousands— 6300 in 1881 —
of French fishermen on the river and ocean coasts, who vainly try to wring enough

subsistence from its cold and scanty soil to eke out their catches of fish ; the govern-

ment saves them' from extermination in more than usually severe winters by rations of

flour and pork distributed when vessels can reach them (which is not always), and

tries to induce them to remove to more hospitable lands. There are besides .some 2200

Indians. In the brief summer the shores swarm with fishers of seal, cod, s.almon, and

herring ; the remainder is given over to a few wandering Eskitnos on the north, to

bands of Naskapi, Mistassini, and Montagnais Indians in the interior, and to a few

posts of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Politically, Labrador is divided among Quebec, Newfoundl.and, and the North-

west Territories. The former possesses the section on the St. Lawretice and its gulf

to Blanc Sablon, -^ the part draining into those watei-s, in fact ; Newfoundland, the

eastern section draining to the Atlantic ; the remainder drains to Hudson's Bay.

The entire area is about 450,000 square miles, with a length of 1100 and a breadth of

470. Newfoundland's portion furnishes her exports of fish, oil, and furs, of con-

siderable value ; the portion belonging to the Dominion government is a vexatious

burden.

The Magdalen Islands .are a grouj) in the centre of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 54

miies fiom Ca]>e Breton, 100 from Newfoundl.and, and 125 from the county of

Gas])e in Quebec ; but they belong to the lattei-, and are an entailed estate in the

possession of an English family, that of the heirs of Admiral Coftin. As the inhab-

itants are nearly all French fishermen, — 3800 out of 4316 in 1881,— it is not won-

derful that they are emigrating to other Canadian fishing-grounds with great rapidity

;

another example of seignorial tenure. The grouj) has about 90 square miles of sur-

face ; Coffin's Island, the largest, is 25 miles long, but the chief harbor and the

custom-house are in Amherst Island.

"Acadia." — The old French ])rovince of Acadia is represented in the Dominion

by the square block of New Brunswick, on the Bay of Fnndy and the Gidf of St.

Lawrence ; the oblong peninsula of Nova Scotia on both those and the Atlantic also,

— the "Markland" of Leif and Thorfinn,— with its satellite. Cape Breton; and

Prince Edward Island ea.st of New Brunswick.
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NEW BRUNSWICK.

This Province is favored of nature, despite a rigorous climate. It is both conti-

nental and insular : surrounded by great arms of tlie ocean on three sides and with

a navigable river along part of the fourth, yet bro.adly joined to the land ; .and the

water-sheds are so arranged, over its 27,322 square miles of surface (nearly half the

size of New England), that it is a perfect net-work of navigable rivers. The Bay of

Cliak'urs, 90 miles by 15, separates it— with the licstigouche River— from Quebec

on the north ; on the east are the Gulf and Northumberland Strait (across which

lies Prince Edward Island), the former ])iercing the coast by Miramichi B.ay receiving

the river of the same name; across an 11-mile neck of land which ties it to Nova
Scotia is Chignecto Channel, an arm of the Bay of Fundy enormous in tides ; in the

centre of the latter is the harbor of St. John, where that remarkable river— 450

miles long, almost encircling the State of Maine, with a basin of 26,000 square miles

— enters the sea through a narrow rocky gorge ; and at the west is Passamaquoddy

Bay, which and the St. Croix form the boundary of Maine. New Brunswick is a

mass of great forests, which with its aboundingly rich fisheries and oyster beds have

so repaid labor that agriculture has been little followed except on the coast and in

some rivpr v.alleys, and most of the food e.aten there is imported. Of course ship-

building flourishes in this land of rivers and hard-wood forests. Of its population

of 321,000, over a sixth are French ; the remainder chiefly descend.ants of British

immigrants, but a large portion from "loyalist" refugees from Now England .and

New York after the Revolution,— some forced to go, some self-exiled to remain

under their old government.

The sjjlendid harbor of St. John, never obstructed by ice, and its unrivalled situa-

tion (much resembling that of New York) at the mouth of a great river running

through a rich country, have built up a twin city of 39,000 souls, of which 30,000 are

in St. John, the rest in Portland close by on the river (formerly its suburb) ; Carleton

of 5000 is the suburb across the harbor. St. John was badly cripjjled by a fire which

nearly destroyed it ; but it will have an immensely greater population yet. Frederic-

ton, the cajiital (6500), is also on the St. John; and the only other considerable vil-

lages in this Province which ought to sw.arm with cities are St. Stephen (3000) on

the St. Croix, and Moncton (8700) on the Petitcodiac flowing into Chignecto

Channel.

NOVA SCOTIA.

This peninsula, 350 miles long by an extreme of 120 wide, is an isl.and but for the

Isthmus of Memramcook 11 miles wide which joins it to New Brunswick, with the

Bay of Fundy on one side and Northumberland Strait on the other ; the former

sends the Basin of Minas (ended by Cobequid Bay) deeply into the rocky coast,

which from end to end is a serrated line of inlets, forming admirable harbors little

utilized because the 21,731 square miles of territory as yet produces little to export,

its very rich mineral treasures being almost untouched. It is formed of a rocky cen-
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tial ridge with sterile sides, though the valleys of its short rivers are rich, that of

Annapolis and the Minas Basin perfect gardens; the climate is raw and disagreeable,

with much fog and cold north-east rain: and the chief employment of its 450,000

peo])le is in the teeming fisheries, which have always been its wealth.

These inhabitants are to a considerable extent from the same "loyalist" stock as

those of New Brunswick; but the bulk are from the colonists planted after the mis-

erable devastation of 1755,— which can be accounted for like other outbreaks of

frantic hate and cowardly jianic, but which, after all excuses and allowances, remains

one of the disgraceful affairs of the past which all are ashamed of and try to forget,

'['he district around the mouth of the St. Lawrence, was always a bone of contention

between England and France; the peace of Utrecht gave "Acadia" to England, but

the name meant nothing definite, the meanings insisted on by the two powers were

irreconcilable, and it took just fifty years to settle the quarrel by the total expulsion

of France from the north ; meanwhile the latter built Louisbourg as a thorn in the

side of the English, and incited Indian raids which the Acadians were charged with

alietting, though they had taken an oath of fidelity to the English conditioned on not

being re(iuired to fight for them. The war of 1755-GO became imminent; the

English wished to seize the enemy's country without warning, and felt that they

could not afford a colony of alien malcontents in their midst; and a detachment was

sent into Nova Scotia to carry the inhabitants off to other provinces and make sure

they should not return. The order was carried out with shameful fidelity in a part

of the province : about 7000 of the people were collected, jiut on shipboard with a

few of their jtei-sonal effects in such barbarous and unfeeling haste that families were

scattered everywhere and many never met again, and sent in squads to the British

colonies all through Xorth America; and their houses were burnt and the country

laid utterly waste to ])revent their return. Many fled to the woods; some starved,

some esca])ed to Canada. Of those departed, many died from the hardships; a very

few, after long wandering in pauperism, saw their homes again, but most of them
found final rest among French kindred, and some of the refugees across the border

also came b.ack a couple of years later, when the storm had blown over. The land

was confiscated and divided among new settlers, very largely Celtic Scotch.

The chief city and capital of Nova Scotia, and the great naval station and arsenal

of British Noi-th America, is Halifax, whose roadstead (including Bedford Basin), in

the very centre of the Atlantic coast of the jtcninsula, is one of the finest in the

world. It is the grand coaling station for freight steamers from northern United
States ports to Euro])e, many of them starting with just enough to reach Halifax

because it can be bought more cheaply there; and steam lines run from thence to

almost every part of the world. It would naturally be one of the grandest empo-
riums of commerce on the continent, with a quarter of a million of people; but it is

only a dull, stationary city of 38,500 peo])le, with a royal dockyard, eleven fortifica-

tion works, and till recently several regiments of Britisli troojis.

There are no olhei- places in Nova Scotia of considerable size. The largest,

Dartmouth, had fi249 hihabitants in 1891, and Windsor 2838; and there are a few
others of 1000 to 3500.

Cape Breton (3125 square miles) is politically a part of the Province of Nova
Scotia, and geologically it is simply the eastern end of that peninsula broken off,

leaving between them the reef-obstructed Gut of Canso, 17 miles long by 21 wide on

the average ; but its jihysical structure is strikingly peculiar, as it is cut entirely in
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two except for a half-mile of low land (now [lierced by a canal), by an inlet of the

sea entering in two exquisitely jiicturesque amis known as the Great and Little

Bras d'Or (Ann of Gold), meeting around a long blender island in the Great Bras

d'Or Lake, 50 miles long by 20 wide. Cape Breton Island is like a great atoll, its

interior all sea-coast as well as its exterior. The northern half is high and bristling

with steep cliffs ; the southern low and rolling and pierced with bays. Forests and

coal are the chief wealth of the 87,000 peojjle beside its fisheries ; the first make

ship-building flourish, the second occupies 120 square miles in the southern jiart,

around the village of Sydney, which it has built up. This port, the only place of

any size upon the island, has but 3700 people, though the harbor is one of the finest

in America; the best known place there at present is Baddeck on the northern Bras

d'Or, a summer resort for tourists, as indeed is the whole island ; but the most his-

torically interesting spot is around the ruins of Louisboiirg, the old French strong-

hold first captured by Phips and his New England militia in 1745, then restored to

France, finally dismantled in 176.3. The harbor is a fine one, but only a few fisher-

men use it.

Nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants (55,000) are descendants of Highland :ind

Hebridean Scotch, many of them still speaking Gaelic. About one-seventh are

Acadian F'rench.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

This crescent-shaped island of 21o8 scjuare miles— 130 miles long, 34 in its widest

part and 4 in its narrowest, and nearly divided into three sections by arms of the sea,

which m.ake its coast a mass of bays and headlands,— has advantages of soil and

climate— which give it the name of "Pearl of the Gulf." The soil is a fertile,

almost stoneless loam, gently rolling, without mountains ; the climate is much milder

than that of New Brunswick just west across the strait, though the sound is frozen

several months in every year and communication is carried on by means of ice-boats.

Ship-building, fisheries, and agriculture maintain its 109,000 inhabitants; it is

chiefly known to the United States as the great potato garden of the North.

The capital and only large town, Charlottetown, has 11,374 people; it lies on the

deep bay of Northumberland Strait which makes the easternmost peninsula.

After the English wrested this island from the French by whom it wiis first

settled, they attempted to colonize it by parcelling it among sixty-seven persons who
had claims against the Crown, on condition of their bona fide settlement there, build-

ing churches, etc. ; their sections were determined by lot. The lot-holders, however,

broke the conditions, s])eculated in and sold their lots, few of them ever went there,

and for a century the island was peopled by tenant-farmers of absentee landlords.

The island having become a Province of the Dominion in 1873, Uu; government in

1875 bought over 880,000 acres from the landlords and resold it in fee to the tenants,

who have taken nearly the whole.

The dominant ])art of the population, and nearly half the wliole number, are

Gaelic Scotch ; the westernmost of the three peninsulas is largely peopled by Acadian

French.
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NEWFOUNDLAND.
Tliis remarkable colony is the most peculiar of all British settlements in America;

and its peculiarities are clue to the peculiarities of its history. It was for generations

merely a fishing camp, sternly prevented from being anything else; it is principally a

fishing camp still, and the isolation of its physical location, the isolation of its (for a

long time) half-outlawed inhabitants, the smallness of their number, and the singular

international relations to which it is still subject, have till recently kept the interior

of this great island, nearly two-thirds the size of New England (42,750 square miles),

as much a terra incognita as the basin of the Congo.

It is the outermost eastern thrust of North America toward Europe, curiously

corresponding to an indentation on the west; and with Nova Scotia and Cape

Breton bars the St. Lawrence gulf in a measure from the ocean. Its surface resera

bles that of Greenland,— a barren plateau without high mountains, sloping down

to bold rocky shores pierced infinitely by deep sheltered inlets. Eastern and south-

eastern Newfoundland is a duplicate of Western Scotland,— a mass of peninsulas

and immense bays running from 50 to 100 miles in ; and it is bordered by thousands

of small islands. The south-eastern terminus is the great jieninsula of Avalon.

The interior of Newfoundland is chiefly great stretches of sterile prairie covered

with wild grass and supporting vast herds of reindeer, swamps and woods bordering

the streams, rock and gravel waste, and such multitudes of lochs .strung on rivers

that a third the surface is water. Great Lake is 56 miles long and 192 square miles

in size, and there are several others from 20 to 40 miles in length. The River of

Exploits is 200 miles long with a basin of over .3000 square miles, the Gander drains

2500, the Ilumber 2000 — all emptying into grand estuaries. The valleys have much

fertile land, but it is nearly nneultivated ; and the chief products of the island are'

copper (in which it ranks sixth in the world), coal, and iron. The climate is both

mild and equable for its northern latitude. The rainfall is very heavy, averaging 58.30

inches, owing to the conflict of the ])olar current and the Gulf Stream which covers

the ocean off its shores with thick fogs ; but those fogs do not much invade the island.

The Banks of Newfoundland have been the wealth of others, but its own ruin,

owing to the 8tu])id greed and national rivalry they have spre.ad. They are a vast

shoal or submarine table-land, extending 350 miles eastward with a breadth of 275,

covering perhaps as much surface as Newfoundland itself. Some think they were

formed by melting icebergs dropping their loads of gravel here. The two ocean cur-

rents are laden with animal life which fishes feed on, and the cod— whose native

name, a«aton, gave its first name to the island— flock there in millions, and make

with the great seal fisheries the chief business of the inhabitants.

The history of the island has been of the wretchedest kind. Fought over by

English and French till the peace of Utrecht, that settlement was only the beginning

of worse troubles. It left the west and north-east shore as the monopoly of France

to fish from though not to fortify it, and she retains it to this day, even the New-
foundlanders having no right to settle there, and that ])ortion being nearly as waste as

the polar regions. Worse yet, England itself, hoping to have the entire catch of

fish benefit English trade, absolutely prohibited any one from building a permanent

dwelling there or remaining after the fishing season, and those who did so had their

huts demolished. In fact, the colonial theories of the time were simply carried to a
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logical conclusion in this case. All ])owers wished their colonies to remain weak and
dependent; Spain made slave-pens of hers; P^ngland went a step farther and pre-

vented the foundation of any colony at all. The War of the Succession, however,

relaxed official vigilance and drew off the police forces, and a few thousand were
found living there when it closed ; and the government at last acquiesced in the

inevitable, and in 1728 aijpointed a governor and council for the undesired colony.

But the restrictions .'igainst settlement were not wholly removed till well into this

century, and representative government was not granted till 1832.

This isolated people— 197,335 in 1884— steadily refuse to share the burdens or

the glory of the far-off Dominion. They live on the southern and south-eastern

St. John's, Newfoundland.

coast, about half of them on the peninsula of Avalon ; they are largely of Celtic

descent. The only large place is the capital, St. John's, with 28,610 people in 1884;
it is on Eastern Avalon, with a deep .spacious harbor, through the entrance to which
only one vessel can jinss at a time. Hai-bor Grace on the same peninsula had 6700.

Newfoundland Labrador is the eastern jiortion whose waters flow to the Atlantic,

and furnishes the colony some furs and oil.

St. Pierre and Miquelon are barren rocky islets off the centre of the southern

coast of Newfoundland, belonging to France (the sole remnant of her North Ameri-
can empire), where French vessels j)ut in during the season to cure their fish.

Miquelon has about 70 square miles of surface, St. Pierre 20. They contain some
6000 people ; St. Pierre is the chief settlement.
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THE CANADIAN NORTH-WEST.

To the artist, the sportsman, the ethnologist, or the geographer, the immense ter-

ritory whicli extends from the bleali rocks between Lalce Superior and Hudson's Bay-

to the enormous wall of the Rocky Mountaiws, and from the wheat-fields of the Ked

River Valley to the Frozen Ocean, is a land of inexhaustible interest; but in the

perspective of the world, other considerations must determine its space. Noble

rivers that might enrich great provinces, palsied wastes that might be great provinces,

fresh-water oceans or ocean gulfs that will know no great ports,— these are more

fascinating to the poetic spirit than the homes of prosaic millions ; but we must

remomber that our real jM-obleni is to know where and how the millions live.

The Hudson's Bay Company.—-Till a few years ago, the whole of this enormous

territory belonged as a trade preserve for tlie fur traffic to one of those great trading

and governing corporations which rose in the Middle Ages to carry on commerce in

barbarous countries. Originally founded by Prince Rupert and fourteen others

(whence the territory was till recently known as " Rupert's Land "), its monopoly was

injured by the formation in 178.3 of tlie rival North-west Company ; and after fierce

oi)position and some actual battles between bodies of their employes, they were con-

solidated in 1821 and the new company licensed for 21 years more. This was re-

newed in 1838 for 21 j'ears ; and after its expiration in 1859 it was never renewed,

so that the company since then has had no exclusive rights,— but the vast capital

and vaster ex])erience and trained skill required make it a natural monopoly. The
association's office is in Lon(U)n, but it keeps a "chief commissioner" in Canada, and

J36 posts or depots, with 170U employes, all over this enormous tract, and also all

around Hudson's Bay and through Labrador; its northernmost post is " The Ram-
parts," where the Porcupine River strikes the Alaska border almost at the Arctic

Ocean. Its employes are mostly French and Scotch half-breeds (the Scotch princi-

jially from the Orkney Islands) and Indians, who hunt the fur-bearing animals.

This company has been accused of concealing the value of the country in order to

maintain its monopoly ; but there seems no warrant for the charge. The settlement

of the Canadian North-west followed close on that of the United States North-west,

and a colonization was attempted by Lord Selkirk and permitted by the company —
who sold him in 1811 the land around the Red and Assiniboin now forming the heart

of Manitoba— as far back as the time when most of Ohio was a wilderness. Fort

Garry was the nucleus of this settlement. The company hi 1836 bought back its

rights, but exercised them so loosely as to leave the amplest chance for growth. In

18G9 it sold all its projuietary rights to the Dominion government for X'300,000,

reserving a little space around each post and some excellent land in the Saskatchewan
Valley. The Dominion appointed a government and sent it to take possession, un-

thinkingly omitting to prelude this act with a guaranty to the original settlers of

security in their holdings; and the surveyors who came to lay out the country for

colonists divided up (on paper) quantities of the old inhabitants' lands among them-
selves and their friends, and treated the owners with insolent defiance. Under the

leadership of a half-breed, Louis Riel, a few of the latter refused to receive the

Dominion officers, and set uj) a ])rovisional government of their own ; occupied Fort
Garry, and for several months maintained themselves on the provisions, and the
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money of the Hudson's Bay Comjiany. A military ex])edition reduced tlio insurrec-

tion without figlitiiiu:, the leader ahscondiny to the LTnited States; he headed a fresli

rising on the same grounds in 1885, among the settlers on the Saskatcliewan in

the North-west Territories, 500 miles north-west of Winnipeg, with re-enforcements

of wandering Indians, and was cajitured and hanged. Out of the newly acquired

huids, the Dominion, having given the old settlers the bill of riglits they asked for,

carved out a new Pro'vince, Manitoba, and the North-west Territories, leaving the

remainder for future action as "T^norganized Lands" under government control.

Physical Character of the North-west. — This region, excluding the Ontarian part,

is substantially a rectangle with the greatest length north and south : the lower part

is the sjilendid basin of the Saskatchewan witli the Canadian Gre.at Lakes and the

satellite rivers; the western lialf above the vague Saskatchewan water-shed is tlie

basin of the Mackenzie ; and the eastern portion is a worthless and mostly Arctic

land which nature has made a game preserve.

The Mackenzie is a magnificent stream, an Amazon of the north, one of the

largest in the world. Its farthest source is the Athab.asca, a large river rising in the

Rockies opposite British Columbia, close to the sources of the Saskatchewan, and

flowing 1000 miles first east and then north till it empties into Athabasca Lake,— a

l)uge loch, 230 miles long and only 12 to 15 wide, lying east and west, a chasm in

rocks and sand with islets of bare rock. The river which issues from it, called Stony

River, unites 12 miles beyond with the great Peace, 1100 miles long, starting higher

up in the Rockies, and the confluent stream, called the Slave River, flows into Great

Slave Lake, another loch of immense size parallel with Athabasca ; 350 miles long,

with a widtli from almost nothing up to 40 miles, a fantastic collection of inlets .joined

together by straits, frozen over most of the year. It receives several other consider-

able streams, and the ]\Iackenzie issues from it three-fourths of a mile wide ; swelled

by the Liard and by the outlet of Great Bear Lake, an immense straggling body of

water, jierliaps more than twice as large as Lake Ontario, nearly always frozen over,

— it empties into the Arctic Oce.an by sever.il moutlis, after a total course of 2500

miles, draining a nearly worthless basin of towards 000,000 squ.are miles.

Tlie Latter system and its surrounding lands make the future of Western Central

Canada. The lands are substantially a vast pr.airie with a fringe of forest, and the

western streams bring down immense quantities of mud to fill u]) (he great lakes into

which they pour, and which are sh.allow with low sw.ampy shores. In the centre of

the section ai-e the two Canadian inland seas, lying north and soutli and reaching

almost to the LTnited States ; they are true drainage lakes at the foot of immense

basins, and remnants of a far larger one once existing. The greatest of the two,

Lake Winnipeg in Western Central Can.ad.a, is nearly as large as Lake Erie : it is 240

miles long by an extreme width of 55 and an average of 35, with an area of 8500

square miles. Parallel with it on the west lie two lakes connected by two short

rivers and a pond, the whole called the Water Ilcn River, Manitoba on the south and

Winnipegosis on the north, each about 120 miles long by an average of 17 or 18 wide,

making about the length of Winniiieg and half the area. They drain into the latter

by the Dauphin from Lake ^Manitoba.

The streams which drain the great basin (exce]it a few brooks) pass around Mani-

toba and Winnipegosis to the north and south and empty into Winnipeg, — tlie Sas-

katchewan discharging into its northern end and the Red and Winnipeg into the

southern. The former river, one of the great streams of the worhl, is known in its
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main course as tlie Soiitli Uranch till it joins a lesser arm, the North I>ranch, about

105° W. Both rise in the Rockies east of British Columbia ; the latter not far from

the source of the Athabasca, in the culminating northern i)oint of the Rockies 12,000

to 1(5,000 feet in mass, almost at the feet of Mounts Brown (10,000 feet), Murchison

(15,789), and Hooker (15,700), the former farther south on tlie chain ; the length of

the South Branch is about 875 miles to the junction, of the North Branch about 800.

Botii arc swift nuuldy streams, the latter clearer and much coUler than the former.

The combined river flows through a swampy delta and into the shallow muddy Cedar

Lake, about the size of St. Clair, and finally into Lake Winnipeg after passing over a

tremendous rapid two miles long. The river which flows out of Lake Winnipeg^

sometimes known as the Nelson, is properly the Saskatchewan also, though enor-

mously re-enforced : it has a course of some 400 miles through primordial rocks,

descending 650 feet from the lake to Hudson's Bay, its dark wide stream broken by

immense rapids ; " a vast murky river, rough, harsh, and turbulent, sometimes a lake,

sometimes a gorge." At the southern end of Winnipeg Lake, three rivers take the

drainage of west, south, and east. From the first point comes the Assiniboin, of small

volume, whose chief affluent the slender Qu'Appelle rises in the same swamp as the

South Saskatchewan ; from the south, the Red River of the North, a tortuous trench

in caving soil, rising in Minnesota within ten miles of the Mississippi,— its fertile basin

first drew the tide of settlement northward through Dakota to the Manitoba regions:

the Assiniboin joins it at the city of Winnipeg, of whicli Fort Garry was the jirecursor

and nucleus, and the two, as the Red River, flow into the lake 40 miles farther on.

The Winnipeg is a set of lakes and rnpids and cataracts in a channel of sombre rocks.

Its remote source is a string of lochs connected by brooks, starting just west of Lake

Sujjerior and running into Rainy Lake, a great irregular loch 100 miles long and 1092

feet above tlie sea,— the whole forming i)arts of the Minnesota boundary between

the United States and Canada. These waters are taken by Rainy River, a navigable

stream 80 miles long and several hundred feet wide, to the Lake of the Woods (both

these still Vjclonging to both countries). From thence to Lake Winnipeg, in a course

of grand wild beauty, it falls nearly 400 feet in its stone channel.

It will be noticed that the Canadian Great Lakes form a strong line of demarcation

between two utterly different sections of country. To the west, the country in gen-

eral is a crumbling and fertile prairie ; to the east it is rocky, sterile, and forbidding,

for enormous distances. The best portion, next to the United States, is divided into

Manitoba around tiie Lakes, Assiniboia next west, and Alberta extending to the

Rockies ; above Assiniboia is Saskatchewan with the same northern boundary as Al-

berta, and reaching east to include the north half of Lake Winni]H'g ; Athabasca lies

above Alberta along the Rockies (the last four are administrative divisions of one

large body, the North-west Territories) ; cast and north of Manitoba is its satellite

Keewatin ; and' outside of these are the Unorganized Lands.
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MANITOBA AND THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Manitoba (60,520 sq. m.) includes the lower Ked aiul Assiiiiboin valleys, Lake

Manitoba, and most of Lakes Wiiiiiipegosis and Winnipeg. It is the only section of

Canada besides Quebec where the Freneli olenienl is .accorded governmental recog-

nition as a sep.arate race, allowed to be judged by non-Englisli law. St. Boniface,

opposite Winnipeg, is a Roman Catholic archbishopric, and the French inhabitants

are mostly in the section from there east and south. Their actual numbers .are not

verv great,— 10,000 in 1881 out of 66,000; tlie immigration of Englisli, Scotch,

Irish, Scandinavians, etc., since then has been so great that its population, returned

liy tlio census of 1S91, is 164,442, and no element but the French Canadian re-enforces

the Frencli Canadian,— all the rest go to swell the Anglo-Saxon tide and drown out

the older race. The capital of the Province is Winnipeg, the only large place of tlie

Canadian West, but whose development has rivalled the greatest marvels of American

city-growing: it was a hamlet in 1875, it had nearly 8000 inhabitants in 1881, and in

1891^^5,642.

Keewatin (400,000 sq. m. [?] ) extends theoretically from Ontario and Minnesota

to the North Pole, and from Hudson's Bay to 100° W. It may yet have some im|ior-

tance from mining discoveries, its share of Lake Winnijjeg, and the attempted rail-

way ojiening nyi to Hudson's B.ay.

The North-west Territories.— This body corresponds to a Territory of the L'nited

St.ates: it has no share in governing the Dominion, but the inhabitants liave local

self-government while waiting for their future to shape itself. The former capital,

Battleford in Saskatcliewan, was on the North Saskatchewan, 525 miles north-west

of Winni])eg; the present, Regina in Assiniboia, is a village of 1000 people on the

Canadian Pacific Railroad, 356 miles west of Winnipeg, south of the Assiniboin, and

not far north of the United States border. The same short-sightedness in not allaj'-

ing the fears of old settlers before jilotting out the section produced the same sort

of rising as at Fort Garry, but mucli more serious and murderous; in botii cases the

insurrection was unnecessai-y, .as a jietition to the Dominion government would liave

accomplished tlie same thing. The inhabitants are Indians, half-breeds, and the oncom-

ing European settlers ; there were 99,700 at the last enumeration, nearly half of them
Indians. Tlie body for administrative purposes is divided into four ])rincipal sections.

Assiniboia has 95,000 squ.are miles, .and is a block around the Qu'Appelle (a long

brook), taking in on the west a part of the broad, deep, and ra])id South Saskatche-

wan ; it is rolling prairie and stepjic. It is for postal and other purposes divided into

East and West Assiniboi.a.

Saskatchewan (114,000 sq. m.) has its fertile portion on the west, in the great

central valley, .and stretches along the tops of Winnipegosis and Winnipeg to the

district of Laurentian rock. It is virtually unoccupied, but is opening to settlement.

Alberta (100,000 sq. m.) is prairie, stepj)e, and some woods on the east, foot-hills

gradually rising to the summits of the Rockies on the west; it includes the early

'waters of both the North and South Saskatchewan and of the Athabasca.

Athabasca, 122.000 square miles, has as yet practically no civilized inhabitants. It

too lies .against the Rockies, extending north to tlie uninhabitable lands ; its surface

is almost identical, p.art for part, with that of Alberta, and it lies upon the v.alleys of

the Athabasca and the Peace.
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In liRiTisir Columbia.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
•

This Province, laid out on arbitrary parallels in defiance of natural boundaries,—
extending from the United States to 60° N., and from the Pacific to 120° W., thus
including the upper Peace and Liard valleys east of the Rockies,— is a land of momi-
tains and high table-lands clothed with forests, with sharp rocky shores deeply pierced
with inlets and abounding in good harbors, but with relatively little good arable land.
Its lower portions share in the mild climate which the shelter of the mountains and
the Kuro Shiwo give to the Pacific Coast, but the warm current in this high latitude
produces such heavy and protracted rains and fogs that the weather is nevertheless
very disagreeable. The country is chiefly valuable for its mines, timber, and fisheries,
all which will yet make it very prosperous: its gold deposits are extremely rich, and
those on the Fraser first drew a stream of immigrants to it, and its fisheriesaro among
the finest in the world. Its ocean frontage is superb: along its lower border lies the
splendid Puget Sound, the "Mediterranean of the Pacific," a broad deep gulf running
for hundreds of miles in Canada and the United States between high rocky shores
close to which the largest ships can a]>proach and load ; across this, the road to the
Pacific, lies the great Vancouver Island, itself suflicient for a powerful province ; and
a long stretch of Pacific shore is again barred off next to Alaska by a considerable
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arcliipelago. It has two large nvers,— the Fraser, a powerful streatii taxing the

energies of strong steamers, navigable for 110 miles from the Sound into which it

falls ; and a j)art of the Columbia, which runs south into the United States, tlien turns

west and ilows to the Pacific. It has an area of 390,344 square miles, six times as

large as New England, and had in 1881 a population of 49,459, of whom 25,661 were

Indiifns and 4316 Chinese, the Canadian French being very few. There are now
nearly 93,000 inhabitants, and the Chinese have increased very greatly.

Vancouver Island is a noble piece of land, 290 miles long by 50 to 65 broad, with

about 14,000 miles of area (nearly twice the size of Massachusetts). It is a forest-

clad crag, with high bold rocky shores deeply sea-})ierced, and full of small mountani

Thk Fkaskk Tkkraces.

lakes and torrents. It is rich in coal and building stone as well as fish, timber, and
harbors; and its climate is better than that of the mainland. In 1891 it had 36,767

inhabitants.

On this island is the cai)ital of the colony, Victoria, with 17,000 inliabitants ; it

lies at the southern extremity on Pugot Sound. New Westminster, the former

capital, 10 miles from the mouth of the Fraser, has about 7000, .and Nanaimo
on Vancouver 4600. Yale will be important as the head of navigation on the Fraser.

Queen Charlotte's Islands, just below Alaska and 150 miles north of Vancomer, are

a group of considerable size, containing good harbors, good soil, and good forests, excel-

lent copper, gold, and iron ores, and first-rate coal ; but similar resources farther south

are still too abundant to promise immediate glut of people in this northern climate.
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THE UNITED STATES.

Extent and Form,— Tliis enormous reiniblic, the first in the world whicli has ever

succeeded in covering a, large territory without soon ceasing to be a republic, occu-

pies (excluding Alaska) the central half of the northern continent, stretching from

ocean to ocean, and from 49° N. to 24' 30' S. ; that is, from the sub-Arctic temperate

regions to tlie tropics. From Cape Cod to the Pacific as the ci'ow flies is nearly 2800

miles, and from Minnesota to Texas 1600 ; its boundary with Canada is 3540 miles, and

with Mexico but 15.50, owing to the chasm of the Gulf. It has a land area calcu-

lated at 3,025,600 square miles (exclusive of Alaska, 531,410), with water surfaces

making up nearly 3J^ million. In extent of territory it stands fourth among the

powers of the world, the l>ritisli, Russian, and Chinese Empires alone outranking it.

The Alleghanies: Rivers and Lakes; Coal and Petroleum.— On approaching the

United States from the east, we see on the horizon the long, narrow ridges of the

• Alleghany Mountains. A few hours of travel iidand bring ns into the wooded val-

leys where evergreens and deciduous trees intermingle along the banks of streams,

the waters of which are utilized to run mills, factories, and shops. The peojile of the

United States navig.ate every navigable water-course and enchain every torrent strong

enough to set machinery in motion. In these eastei-n regions nature often furnishes

the power necessary to carry on these various industries, making the construction of

.artificial dams unnecessary. Most of the Alleghany streams descend into the lower

valleys by powerful cataracts, and hundreds of m.anuf.acturing towns, such as Lowell,

Lawrence, Manchester, Paterson, Pawtucket, and Rocliester, owe their existence to

waterfalls.

The Alleghanies; or Ajipalachians, as the entire system is more properly named
(including all the ranges between the AtLantic and the Mississippi, and from the

Province of Quebec to Alabama), are of mediocre elevation. In the south, they

reach an altitude of 6707 feet ; the highest peak in the north— in the chain known
as the White Mountains— is only 6285 feet above sea-level. Though largely granitic

in the north, in Vermont, New Hampshire, and New York, and again in the south, m
Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama, they nevertheless embrace extensive sections of

limestone .and ch.alk, and the parallelism of their numerous ranges gives them a sm-

gular likeness to the French Juras.

Between two of the chains, the Adirondacks and the Green Mountains, on the

threshold of Canada, at an .altitude of only 93 feet, lies the lovely Lake Ciiani])lain,

— the witness of war scenes famous in the history of the country; it is 125 miles

long, with a breadth varying from a few hundred yards to 15 miles ; the transparency

of its waves is remarkable, and the bottom can be seen through 50 or even 60 feet of

WJiter. The greatest ascertained dejith, according to good authorities, is 600 feet.

The lake is drained on the north toward the Saint Lawrence by the Richelieu River

;

its southern point is not far from the Hudson River, with which it is connected by a

navigable canal. The Hudson, Champlain, and the Richelieu stretch due north and
south, forming a single basin in which once rocked the waters of a v.ast fiord.

The Alleghanies arrest the winds from the Atlantic, and therefore exert .an inijior-

tant influence over the climate of the Mississippi basin, which is less temperate and
less moist in the same latitudes than are the valleys of such coastal streams as the

Hudson, the Delaware, the Potomac, and the James.
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Owing to the limestone character of the central Appalachians, phenomenal feat-

nres of rare grandeur are frequent in this rocky nature— subterranean rivers,

vanishing floods, hidden waterfalls, grottos, and bubbling fountains. Mammoth
Cave, in Kentucky, is

unrivalled throughout the

world ; the diameter of the

area of the whole cavern is

less than 10 miles, but there

ai-e 223 accessible avenues,

which measure together 150

miles in length; it contains

chambers so vast and so

lofty that their blackness is

but feebly penetrated by

the glow of the visitor's

torch ; under the vaults are

lakes which absorb or dis-

charge the waters of other

lakes through rivers wind-

ing in blind corridors. Two
of" the streams in Mam-
moth Cave have been

named after the mythical

Styx and Coeytus of the

lower world. Strange ani-

mals, eyeless fishes, lizards,

hideous crickets, gigantic

rats, and doubtless timo-

rous, creeping creatures as

yet unknown, live in the

gloomy waves and along

the banks which the Echo,

the Coeytus, the Styx and

the other leaden currents

of the cavern abandon in

their summer retreat ; these

banks are inundated by the

shadowy flood when the rains which fall in the beautiful basin of the Green River

hrrive by their mysterious jtaths, and, mounting along the rock, fill the dusky chan-

nels to the very key-stone of the arches.

Wo rarely know whither the sinister waters, half revealed to the torch in a thou-

sand grottos of the Alleghanies, are fleeing in search of rest. Sometimes, perhaps,

they glide from one black basin to another, as far as the Atlantic : along the shores of

Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, rivers leap in jilaces from the sea-bottom with such

force that their floods api)ear on the surface of the ocean. These hypogean currents

have been known to send up streams of suflicient size to half freshen the briny

waves. Others come to the light before reaching the coast, and often out of the

shades of some subterranean marble palace suddenly springs from a perennial foun-

A Geyspk Bath in tiik Yullowstoxe 1'auk.
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tain a sparkling river wliich has left all its miry imj)iirities in lakes lying deep under

the soil.

The Appalachians hide in their recesses unfailing supplies of anthracite and

bituminous coal. The coal basins of the United States are unrivalled except in

China. After England herself has exhausted all her coal-beds, the jieople of the

United States will still be extracting from the bowels of their mountains the black

food of the hearth, the forge, and the engine. The great Appalachian coal-fields,

occu])ying parts of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennes-

see, and Alabama, are estimated to cover 60,000 square miles of surface that can be

profitably worked. And again, three-fifths of all the land of Illinois belongs to the

productive coal-field.

Beside these mines, the A]>])alachians contain inexhaustible dejiosits of magnetic

iron-ore, with still other minerals; and, as though all these treasures were inadequate

to supply the wants of the great Union, another marvellous source of wealth exists

in petroleum-springs of fabulous abundanee.

The Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri. — Pittsburgh, the " iron city " of tiieless

trip-hanmier.s, the manufacturing centre of this vast iron and coal district, is situ-

ated at an altitude of 679 feet, at the confluence of the Alleghany and the

Monongahela, two broad, swift rivers which united form the Ohio. Through the

Ohio and its affluents, the Kentucky, the Cumberland, and the Tennessee, all the

springs of the western slope of the Alleghanies empty their waters into the distant

Mississippi. The Ohio, with a length of 975 miles, a width varying from 500 yards

or less to 1400 yards, and a catchment basin of 214,000 square miles, carries an aver-

age of 158,000 cul)ic feet per second over its island-encumbered bed; but these

figures are misleading, for the large mean volume results from enormous floods which

compensate for an excessively scant discharge in the low-water season. At Cincin-

nati, the most important city on its banks, the stream has been known to rise 62 feet

above low-water mark, but it also falls at times so that it carries at Wheeling "less

than 1800 cubic feet ]ier second.

It is near Cairo, at an elevation of 275 feet, that the Ohio empties into the muddy
Mississi])pi ; it retains for some distance along the bank where it enters the hue

which has won for it one of its Indian titles, signifying White River ; but the Mis-

sissij)pi prevails, and the entire stream is soon one flood of moving mire.

The first European who gazed upon the Mississippi was probably Hernando de

Soto, a Spanish adventurer who was exploring the country (1541)— not for stream,

nor lake, nor mountain, but for the fabulous treasures of gold which, it was thought,

made Florida another Peru.

The source of this mighty river, unlike those of most great streams, lies close to

pojjulous districts, a visit to it the by-play of a hurried tourist ; namely. Lake Itasca

in Minnesota, or Lac de la Jiiche, 3160 miles (by its waters) from the Gulf. Consider-

ing the Missouri as the princi]ial artery, the Mississippi is about 4400 miles in length
;

it is the longest stream in the world, outranking the Nile itself.' Lake Itasca occupies a

depression 1575 feet above the sea, in a ])lateau which no marked elevation sep.arates

from the basins of the Saint Lawrence and Nelson. The name of the little lake has

a jaunty Indian air, but there is hardly a less savage and more pedantic title than

this. We are indebted for it to an American author, geologist, and explorer, Henry

' Late measurements make the lenj^h o£ the Missouri-Mississippi 41M miles.
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Howe Schoolcraft, who visited the region in July 1832. Scoriiiii;j; the French

term of la Biche and finding the Indian term too long (who could blame him for

rejecting the name Omouskusisaongawigoum ?), the explorer took the Latin words

signifying "trutli" and " liead " or "source," Veritas caput, horn tlii-ee syllables of

whicli ho formed the name Itasca. A small body of water lying beyond this lake,

frequently accredited as the true source, is in fact only a bay of Itasca whose peck has

been silted up into a seeming brook in tlie last two centuries. After passing at less

than 65 miles from Lake Sui)erior, and having acquired considerable force, the

Mississippi enters the prairies, or grassy plains, which are in jiart the bottom-lands of

that ancient fresh-water Mediterranean of 'which the five Great Lakes are remnants

At Saint Antiiony the young stream falls from 18 to 20 feet ' in a cataract which

industry has utilized to run saw-mills and grain-mills, and a little farther down, it

bathes Saint Paul, the capital of Mini»esota, a city whose dry, cool, invigorating

climate attracts thither large numbers of invalids.

Very soon the great tributaries begin to reach the Mississippi : the Minnesota, or

Cloudy Water, ferruginous in fact, whose junction with the Mississippi certain Indian

tribes consider as the centre of the earth ; the Saint Croix; the Wisconsin, or the

Smoky, the Brown, which, like the Minnesota, has its waves stained with iron ; the

Des Monies ; tht TlUnois, which was perhaps in ancient times the principal stream,

when the Niaga v\w.d not yet cut its channel, and when the Great Lakes discharged

their waters towirv^ 'lie Mississip])i. At length, above Saint Louis the Missouri is

encountered.

The Missouri or ' Mud liiver," this capricious current which is eroding its banks

and devouring its islands, which untiringly excavates, and fills u]>, and levels, this

huge miry stream, does not rise like the Mississippi in a lake country ; it is formed of

three torrents from the Rockies, namely, the Jefferson, the Madison, and the Gallatin.

A canon 1300 feet deep, and 16 miles of rapids and falls, which lower the bed 360

feet, conduct it from the mountains to the lowlands where in former times it oi)ened

its vast bosom to naught but an occasional birch-bark canoe paddled by a Ked-skin.

The steamboats that speed over its surface to-day are floating palaces.

The Missouri receives some very long rivers, but these have a much smaller volume,

liowever, from an equal surface, than the tributaries of the Mississi])]ii, for far more

rain falls on the latter than on the former. The volume of the two streams is not pro-

])ortional to the area drained ; from the 169,000 square miles drained by the u])per

Mississippi an average of nearly 105,000 cubic feet of water per second is obtained,

while the Missouri takes less than 120,000 cubic feet from fully 518,000 square miles.

The largest affluents of Ahe IVIissouri, bordered like itself with walnuts, maples, oaks,

and alders, are the Yellowstone, the very broad and shallow Nebraska or Platte, and

the Kansas. Two of these, the Nebraska and the Kansas, like the Missouri, the Mis-

sissippi, the OJiio, and still others, give their names to States of the Union. As for

the Yellowstone, such are the marvels of its upjier basin, — its grand mountain scen-

ery, its charming lakes, its hot springs, its geysers, its canons, cut through scoria3 and

basalt to a dei)th of 3000 feet, its cataract of 140 feet followed by a leap of 397,—

that Congress lias set apart the entire region as a " public park for the benefit and en-

joyment of the j)eople."

It is in view of the Ozark Mountains, haughty rather than lofty in their isolation

in the vast plain, that the Mi-ssouri joins the Mississippi, or rather that it preci»Mtates

1 With the ueighboriiig rapids, the river descends here 70 feet.
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itself upon the green, tr.ansijaroiit waters of the latter* drives them back, and pene-
trates them. The Mississippi, stn-red from its indolence and transformed into a swift

A ViKw IX THE GiUiAT CaSon of the Ykli^owstonk.

stream, continues to flow due south, through a broad valley. It passes St Louis' a
city for which a splendid future is i^redicted, then cliffs 300 feet in height rise aloii-
both banks. There was a time when these rocks, belonging to the Ozark Moun"
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tains, had not yet been cut through by the river, but formed a dilce, from the crest of

which leaped a cataract mightier than Niagara itself ; forced back by this dam, the

waters spread out in an immense lake communicating with Canada's fresh sea, and

perhaps with Lake Winnipeg, which was then a cold fresh Casjiian. It is below this

cut that the Ohio pours its tribute into the mighty current. Colossal though the Mis-

sissippi be, its average flow is considerably inferior to that of the Argentine Plata,

the Cliinese Yangtsz' kiang, and it is far below that of the African Congo, and of the

South American Amazon. After all its fiflluents have been received, the Mississippi

carries a mean of 675,000 cubic feet per second, or a fourth the mean of the Amazon
;

at low water the average is only 220,000 cubic feet, or about one-third that of the

Brazilian stream in the corresponding season ; in the great floods, the Mississippi

flows with a volume of 1,400,000 to 1,500,000 cubic feet per second, a sixth of the

enchente of the Amazon.

Glutted with alluvia, the tawny sea sweeps southward, with a breadth of 6000 to

7500 feet, and a depth of 30, 50, 75, or 125 feet, or even 230 at the foot of Grand

Gulf Hill ; it deposits or disperses islands, it eats away its banks, and wherever its

movements are not obstructed by levees it pierces new channels through its alluvia.

The shores are flat and bordered with grass lands, swamps, and forests. Hills are

rare, but the stream occasionally washes bluffs on its left bank, never on its right, and

from tlie summit of these elevations one can look off over the great river and the

great valley.

The levees of the Mississippi, a work of the most imposing character, accompany

the stream from Cape Girardeau, above the mouth of the Ohio, to a point below New
Orleans. The length of this double line and of the secondary dikes is estimated at

2500 miles. Like all the other walls of earth which man has opposed to the fury of

the waters, these are not always a safeguard to the plain whose defence is confided to

them ; when they burst, the Mississippi rushes madly over the adjacent country, which

may be called a Holland in its alluvia, its flatness, and in the onnujiotence and omni-

presence of the water; but in this semi-tropical land swarming with negroes, we do

not find the perfect order and regularity that is seen in the Netherlands,— meadows

alive with the finest herds, countless canals, roads cared for like park avenues, little

towns shining with neatness, monumental cities, and spots consecrated by historic

memories twenty centuries old. And the polders of Holland are also wanting along

the Louisiana lakes and the ocean gulfs.

The last of the Mississippi bluffs is at Baton Rouge, the humble capital of Loui-

siana. At New Orleans the stream is scarcely 1100 yards broad, with a depth of 130

feet. The beautiful Crescent City dii>s upon one side in the river, on the other

in Lake Pontchartrain, which opens into the Gulf of Mexico ; but, instead of reaching

the sea by the short path through this lake, the Mississippi flows on for 60 miles

between alluvial banks, as far as the Head of the Passes : there it divides and the

waters enter the ocean through five arms wdiich are se])arated from the Gulf by slen-

der levees of rush-grown mud. Then the rushes disappear, as the wet earth is no

longer sufficiently solid to form a sod ; little by little the levees are lost in the thin

mire which moves to the south-east, south, and south-west, and, continually diluting

more and more, ])asses slowly from the dirty yellow of a turbid stream to the glaucous

transparency of the seas. The Mississippi is no more, — but its alluvia are toiling in

the deep to enlarge the territory of the United States. Every second 200 cubic feet

of earth and detritus wrested from 1,244,000 square miles of surface are brought down
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to the mouth of the stream. The delta makes a yearly gain of from 250 to 350 feet

on the waves. The navigation of the Passes is obstructed to a certain extent by

shifting banks of sand ; to obviate this difficulty a system of jetties has been con-

structed in South Pass, calculated to maintain a channel 30 feet deep.

The last lai-ge affluent of the Mississippi, the Ked liiver of the South, formerly

reached the sea independently of the miglity stream. This current is famous for its

Great Raft, an obstruction of drift-wood, which by degrees has crept up to a point

400 miles above the mouth, at the rate of 1 or 2 miles per year. In measure as the

raft is destroyed down-stream it forms up-stream ; after twenty-two years of labor

Y;.!,.,.,.. . jiixE Lake.

man has grown weary of demolishing below what nature builds above, and the raft

has been left to itself to form a bog in the future.

Barren Plains.— The Rocky Mountains.— Ascending the Red River of the South,

the Arkansas (1514 miles long), and the tributaries to the right bank of the Missouri,

we see, at long distances from the Mississippi, wide level stretclies, barren for

lack of rain, and furrowed by broad rivei'-beds ; but the rivers are impoverished

by the aridity of the climate. The Canadian, the chief affluent of the Arkansas, is

sometimes wholly dry, and it is said that there are large districts here where the rain-

fall of the entire year scarcely reaches two inches (?). All these desert or half-desert

tracts, with little rain, little vegetation, and no trees, might be named Mauvaises
Terres, or Bad Lands, in imitation of the French Can.adians who gave this title to a

region included between the Missouri and the Rockies.

In tlie upper courses of the long rivers which we are ascending, the surface is

rugged ; at length we i-encli the Rocky Mountains, where are the sources of the thou-

sands of swift torrents which, fleeing toward the e.ast, are finally united into one

murky stream and pass before the quays of the superb Crescent City. Others, limit-
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ing their career to the plateaus wlicrc they originate, either dry up or end in lakes

tliat have no outlet. Others still descend the western slope toward the Pacific by the

raighty Columbia, the Californian streams, and the Colorado.

The Kockies do not exhibit the characteristics of a normal mo\intain-chain, like

the Caucasus and the Pyrenees, for examjile. Composed within the territory of the

United States of mountain knots, groups, and ranges which are at times remote from,

one another, then apjiroach, intersect, and interlock, they support on their shoulders

immense table-lands ; this entire region is cold, rough, sterile, and naked, except in

the glens and valleys where there is running water, or on certain grass-covered, forest-

clad mountains. The loftier these mountains are,— and there are some over 14,000

feet high, notably in Colorado,— the more vapors they concentrate and the more rain

thev attract ; and the greater the amount of water which tliey receive, tlie more they

send down into the valleys and plains. The result is that the value of the plateaus is

proportionate to their altitude : below 3000 feet, the desert rules, a jierfect Sahara,

known under various local names ; between 3000 and 5000 or 5500 feet is a half

desert, on which no vigorous vegetation grows and where very few trees and even few

shrubs defy the aridity of the soil and of the heavens ; above 5500, every valley, every

ravine, and every plain receives some creative rill from the mountain. The Rockies

abound in gold and silver and metals of every kind. This is /*ar excellence a mineral

and mining section.

The Great Basin.— Deserts of the South. — Among the plateaus of the Ilockies,

none is more celebrated than that of Utah. This high table-land, which the

Mormons name Deseret, is a desolate region ; the soil is clayey and destitute of

springs. As the rains are unable to scale the Californian walls, the valleys are

sterile unless the waters of the lofty mountains are brought into them in canals.

Chimps of mid-summer vegetation, saline exi)anses, sierras in the distance, a climate

which the elevation of the surface rendered harsh and excessive, one vast salt lake,

and small brackish lakes,— such was the table-land of Utah before the system of irri-

gation and cultivation introduced by the Mormons covered it with trees, cro])S, and

grass-lands.

Great Salt Lake, at 4200 feet above the sea, receives the Jordan, a river which

rises in Utah Lake, 190 feet higher, and bathes Salt Lake City, a town of 21,000

souls, the cajiital of the Latter-Day Saints. This Jordan, the ]:5ear, and other tribu-

taries discharge! into the lake an average of 500 to 525 cubic feet of water per

second, all of wliich is probably taken up by evaporation, for Great Salt Lake has no

visible outlet. This lake is far Salter than the ocean itself. It destroys the fishes

brought down to it by the torrents, and the gravity of the water is such that the

swimmer can sleep in all security on its bosom. Though formerly much more vast,

it still has a circumference of 250 miles ; from some undetermined cause it has been

increasing in size for the j)ast twenty years, though for a long time before that it had

been steadily shrinking. Geese, wild ducks, swans, gulls, pelicans— birds without

number enliven its waters. Li places it has a depth of 33 feet, with an average of 7

feet.

West of Great Salt Lake, in the State of Nevada, the Humboldt River, 500 miles

long, terminates in a lake of the same name, whose floods have been gradually dimin-

ishing for centuries. The term Great Basin is applied to all this region,— to the

Utah j)]ateau, the Humboldt valley, Pyr.amid, Winneniucca, Carson, and Walker lakes.

Lake Tahoe, G200 feet above the sea, Lake Mono, at an altitude of G457 feet, and
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some InitKlreds of minor cle]ires.sions, eovcu-ing all together 280,000 square miles, or

more than foui- times the area of New England. Though in the north the plateaus

are 4000, 5000, or 6000 feet above the ocean, the south consists of but slightly

elevated plains, and in places these even sink below sea-level. Death Valley, between

the Amargosa Mountains ou the east and the Panamint Mountains on the west, in its

deepest part is 174 feet lower than the Pacific. It is in the south of the Great Basin

that the most forbidding deserts occur, such as Death Vallej', Mohave, and Colorado.

In tills last depression, 250 feet below sea-level, water began to appear in the spring

of 1891, and an immense shallow sea soon formed. It proved to be an overflow from

the Colorado and, owing to the hot, dry climate, may be only temporary.

Colorado.— Arizona.— New Mexico and Texas.— East of tlie high plateaus of the

Great Basin stretches Colorado ; east of the southern saharas, on the Mexican fi'on-

tier, lie Arizona and New Mexico, from which we cross over into Texas.

Colorado is named from its stream, a tributary of the Gulf of California, or, in

other words, of the Pacific. This scanty river bears the penalty inflicted by the

brazen skies under which it winds through the most imposing gorges in the world

;

its mean flow is perhajis less than 3500 cubic feet per second, and yet its basin

(2'25,000 sq. m.) is nearly three and a half times the size of New England. The
Great Caiion of the Colorado, one of the most wonderful natural objects of North

America, is fully 300 miles long ; on either hand the cliffs rise to an altitude of 4000,

5000, and even GOOO feet, pressing upon the stream, which often measures less than

100 feet from rock to rock. The average height of the walls is about 3000 feet. In

the eastern jiart of the State, the surface is disposed in a semi-desert plain ; in the

west, among the lofty mountains, the fresh country, abounding in rivers, offers valleys

for tillage and slopes for pasturage; but in Arizona, at the gates of the ancient

empire of Montezuma, the sun is more nearly vertical and the water-supply will

always be deficient, for, besides being scanty, the rivers are buried in frightful caiions.

In New Mexico and Arizona the northern and Ainerican aspect is wholly wanting.

In Arizona there .are rtiins of monuments which were raised by the Indians long

before the Si)ani8h Conquest, and New Mexico is principally inhabited by ]K'ople of

Sp-anish speech and of the Roman Catholic faitli.

Now Mexico ))ours its streams into the Rio Grande del Norte, a tributary of the

Gulf of Mexico. The Rio Grande has canons like the Colorado, though they are less

im])osing. This "Grand River of the North " drains but a meagre supply of water

from its basin, because the rainfall, which is slight, is all t.aken up in watering a

region where cultivation depends entirely on irrigation. However, though the prin-

cipal cunent of the southern Rockies is inferior in volume and breadth, in length it is

a half-Mi.ssissippi. It measures about 1750 miles, in a basin of 240,000 square miles.

Along more than half its course— starting from the sea— the Rio Grande del

Norte se])arates Mexico fi'onf Texas. In the Tiorth of the latter State, the Comanche
Indians, who refuse to submit to the wliite usurpers of their horizons, gallop over

the Llano Estacado. The Llano is perhaps the most arid spot in the United States

east of the Rockies. Scarcely any rain falls on it. S.alt lagoons, which have none of

the beauty of lakes, no sjirings, river-beds but no rivers, not a tree, a few bushes, .and

no inhabitants,— such are some of the characteristics of these steppes situated at an

altitude of 1000 to 5000 feet. They owe their name of "Staked Plain" to the posts

set u]) through the wilderness to guide the traveller or the caravan, or, according to

another exj)lanation, to the stalks of yucca-plants growing on them.
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North and north-east from the mouth of the Kio Grande del Norte, as far as

Louisiana, rivers with Castilian names flow into lagoons which are separated from the

Gulf by cordons of gravel. Ascending along their banks one makes his way some-

times through plains, sometimes over hills and low mountains, under warm skies

favorable to the growth of cotton, sugar-cane, and to the various so-called tropical or

semi-tro]iical jiroductions. ^

The Pacific Slope : the Columbia or Oregon.— North of Great Salt Lake, north of

The SiroSHoNK Falls, .S.nakk Uivku.

Nevada with its lacustral plateaus and metalliferous mountains, the waters of the

streams find their way to the sea : the long Snake River carries them into the beauti-

ful Columbia or Oregon, one of the most majestic rivers in the world ; by turn lake

or torrent, it flows sometimes mute, sometimes thundering between immense rocks,

at the Chutes, the Dalles, and tlie Cascades, where it pierces the Cascade Range by
logg gorges, with walls more than .3000 feet high: on tlia south rises Mount Hood
(ll,2'2;j feet) ; on the north, Jlmmt Saint Helen's (9751 feet) ; these two old snow-
topped volcanoes, both towering jiroudly from their ]iedestal, without spur or sup-
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port, are apparently extinct. Mount Kainier (14,444 feet), nortli of Saint Helen's, is

covered witli ]ierpeliial ice.

Tlie smaller of the two branches wliioli form the lini])i(l Columbia (from 1100 to

1300 j'ards broad), and the one which gives its name to tiie stream, rises in the

Dominion of Canada, where it expands more tlian once into an elongated lake. The

true parent branches the Snake, also called the Lewis; it has its sources among the

boiling springs and spouting fountains of the Yellowstone Park, and it flows, like its

affluents, by leaps and cataracts, in ca5oiis and out of canons, through a chaos of

mountains, nearly all of which are of volcanic origin. The Columbia, this suj^erb

stream of 1250 miles, is shared by British Columbia, Washington Territory, Oregon,

Idaho, and Wyoming ; its basin is estimated at 298,000 square miles. And these

298,000 square miles are rich with mines of every metal, witli tufted vegetation, and

forests of splendid, perhaps unrivalled growth, conqjosed of yellow pines, cedars, and

— to a lesser extent— of oaks and beeches. The magniticence of these woods is due

to the siqierabundance of rain in the nortli-west of the United States, especially on

the western slope of the Cascade Range : so much water falls in the lower course of

the Columbia, in the western part of Washington and Oregon, that popular irony has

given the najne of Wcbfeet to the dwellers along the Pacific shores.

The Sierra Nevada. — California.— West of Xevada, we ascend the rugged slopes

of the Sierra Nevada range, which shuts off the Pacific horizons from the Great

Basin. Tlie rains almost never scale these summit-s, to the great disadvantage of the

vast plateaus lying to the eastward ; the clouds burst on the west of the ridge which

bars their route to the east. With the mighty swell of the surface everywhere rising

in mountainous waves, the abundance or at least the sufficiency of the rainfall makes

the beauty of northern California. The great mass of the sierras prevents the mois-

ture of the ocean from being dissipated at a distance, and it all falls in front of the

Xevada peaks ; between these peaks and the briny floods toward which the swift

torrents speed, we see a maze of mountains, gorges, and lakes, and woods where the

mightiest firs of the world shoot up to the height of 250 and sometimes 400 feet.

California is the gem of the Union and one of the most beautiful regions of earth,

especially in the valley where the Yosemite dashes in cataracts down precipices 300 to

1200 and even 2500 feet high. The palm of wealth was awarded for a score of years

to the gold mines which have made the name of California proverbial the world over.

The passes of the Sierra Nevadn are on the same level with the ports of the

Pyrenees, but its jieaks are much loftier than those of the Hispano-French mountains.

Mount Whitney (14,898 feet) rises somewhat higher than the culminating summits

thus far measured in the Rockies of the United States, which range between 14,000

and 14,375 feet. Near the Oregon frontier the cone of Shasta's extinct volcano

towers to an altitude of 14,442 feet ; Lassen's Butte (10,577 feet), another old volcano,

is recognizable from a distance by the redness of its rocks.

The rainy districts of California do not extend along its entire seaboard of 750

miles, nor over all its 158,000 square miles of area. Nearly half of this sin-face is

included in a dry region along shore and, behind the southern coast mountains,

in sterile ]ilains that stretch away to the gloomy canon of the Colorado.

Alaska.— The Aleutian Islands. — The L^nited States own about 530,000 square

miles of almost worthless l^ind, at the extreme north-west of the continent, north of

the 55th parallel and in great part north of the 60th. Owing to its situation on the

Pacific, which is warmed even so far north by the to])id Kuro Shiwo, this vast tract,
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the most unpromising in the Union, is habitable— in sjiite of its higli latitude — along

the coast, in the islands, and in the lower valleys of certain streams. Lofty moun-

tains send down to the very ocean's edge ice accumulations which are undergoing a

slow process of diminution, such as the glacier of Mount Fairweather (15,500 feet) and

that of Mount Saint Elias (variously estimated from 12,061 to 19,500).

The peaks and glaciers are imposing, but the silvery tops of the mountains are

rarely visible, for it rains persistently along the cloud-covered, sunless Alaskan sea-

board. The temperature is not wholly Arctic excej)t in the noi'th of the peninsula, in

the regions where the Pacific becomes Behring Sea; however, at Sitka, in the south,

on the island of Baranoff, the temperature falls to 18*^ F. below zero, and it hardly

rises to 68° above. In the interior of the country, it is warmer in summer, but in the

heart of winter the tem])craturc sometimes sinks to 70'^ F. below zero.

A majestic stream, the Yukon, flows through this land of long winters and white

solitudes. It is navigable for 1800 miles (a distance greater than the entire length of

the Danube), and has i)ossibly as large a volume as the Mississippi itself. All of its

u])per course is in the Dominion of Canada where it rises ; on United States territory

it broadens out in places to 15 or 20 miles — a lake rather than a river.

The fisheries of the coast and of the streams, the mines of the mountains, the firs,

pines, cedars, birches, poplars, willows, and alders of the valleys will ])revent Alaska

from remaining a complete desert. At present about 30,000 inhabitants struggle

here against the wretched conditions of their life; these are Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts,

Russians, Russian and native half-breeds, and a very few Americans.

The United States received from Russia, along with Ahiska, the Aleutian Islands,

which all together, in their arc of 1000 miles, may contain 6500 square miles. Exclu-

sive of reefs, islets, and rocks, they number about 150 ; they separate Behring Sea on

the north from the Pacific on the south. There are about thirty volcanoes in the

archipelago, the summits of a chain, in part concealed beneath the briny waves, and

stretching from the slender peninsula in which Alaska terminates nearly to the pen-

insula of Kamchatka, or, in other words, from America to Asia. As the sea which

bathes them, between the 51st and 55th or 56th parallels of latitude is not wholly

witbout warmth, freezing is rare, but rain is more abundant than sunlight, and, like

the American promontory which overlooks them, they are visited during entire sea-

sons by a sort of deluge
;
grain never ripens on them, and the trees, — aspens, willows,

firs, and oaks,— are scattered and stunted, but the grass is fine and thick. Unimak

and Unal.aska, the largest of the group, lie at the eastern extremity of the ciiain

near America ; Shishaldin, a volcanic cone on Unimak, rises to the height of 9000

feet.

The Aleuts, originally Eskimos or Ivamchatkans, live by fishing, hunting the seal,

and from time to time capturing a whale. They are small but thick-set and robust.

;

they are most skilled canoeists, and they toil untiringly during the long days of the

fishing season. They pass the winter in species of burrows, where the- families are

crowded together promiscuously. They are said to be gentle in disposition and

truthful. Their numbers have greatly decreased since the first ajipearance of the

Russians (1745), who settled among them as fishermen, merchants, and fur-traders.

From 10,000 they have diminished to 2100, and they are insensibly giving place to

half-breed families of Russian speech. This long train of islands separated by broad

passes possesses as yet Tiothing of llie Anglo-Saxon element.

Organization and Government.— Beginning its existence with thirteen loosely con-
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fcdcnilL'd laeinbers, the Republic now has forty - four, besides five subordinate

organized bodies (called Territories) with local self-government but not taking part in

the national administration, and two anomalous possessions (the Indian Territory and

the District of Colutnliia), the whole united in nationality and fused and firmly rooted

in one governmental system. The JL'ivil War of 18G1-5 established tiie jtrineiple that

the central government is an entity independent of its component States. It has a

written Constitution, which can only be altered by the votes of three-fourths of the

States on amendments submitted to them by Congress, and which divides the national

government among three departments, — executive, legislative, and judicial.

The actual ruling power in the country is the supreme judiciary, as it construes

the Constitution and can declare invalid any act even of Congress which is incon-

sistent with that instrument. All United States judges hold office till 70. and are

appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, but their numbers fixed liy

Congress,— the latter a power capable of formidable use, similar to the creation of

peers by the English sovereigns. The judicial system comprises a Supreme Court, at

present consisting of a chief justice (differing only in title and a trifle more salary,

not in powers, from his fellows) and eight associate justices, convening annually in

Washington ; nine circuit courts of appeal ; circuit courts held by the supi-eme

judges, one to each circuit, which also has a separate circuit judge acting with or

without the other as may be ; district courts each with its judge ; and a Court of

Claims sitting in Washington.

The legislative de])artment is Congress, of two Houses, the Senate and the House

of Representatives. The foi-mer represents the States as equal corporate existences,

and so consists of two members from each State, large or sm.all, now numbering 88
;

but it was also modelled on the English House of Peers, and designed as an " upper

house," a superior checking body to the House of Representatives, and so the terms

are much longer (six years, one-third falling vacant every two yeitrs), the age limit is

higher, the members are not chosen by direct popular election but by the State Legis-

latures, and more qualifications are im])0sed. on eligibility. This body confirms all

treaties and all the President's appointees, and is {he only court before which the

President or Vice-President can be tried, and then only by impeachment proceed-

ings ]iresented by the House of Representatives. The latter now consists of 356

members, chosen by popular election, apportioned among the States on the basis of

population, with a re-apportionment at each decennial census, and invariably increased

each decade liecause the stationary States do not like to have the number of their

Representatives lessened. No State can have less than one, but a State may have

one member in the lower house and two in the upper; and tlie largest number in

both now held by any one State is 34, in New York. The terms are two years ; the

Representatives are electetl hy legally constituted districts, and each must, by usage,

live in the district for which he is elected.

The executive department is headed by a President and Vice-President, elected

every four years. They are not chosen by direct popular vote, but by a body called

the " electoral college," itself chosen by popular vt)te, whose membership equals the

number of Senators and Representatives combined, but is elected V)y States, not dis-

tricts ; and the members from each State meet separately and ballot for the officers,

and transmit their vote to the president of the Senate, who counts and announces it.

The original theory was that the College was to be a real deliberative body voting

independently ; but it V)ecame many years ago a mere formality, the members being
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selected on a virtual pledge of voting for candidates previously nominated by a

national representative convention of their party, and their functions could ho per-

fectly well performed by automata. Its Statewise action, however, is a great conven-

ience for ascertaining the result of the election speedily, and probably a great preven-

tive of fraud when the ]i0]nilar vote is close and aJew thousand votes in remote law-

less States might determine the result. There is no legal limitation on the number of

terms for which a President may be re-elected. He has an almost unrestricted power

of appointment and removal of national officials only e.vcelled by absolute despotisms

;

the former requires the consent of the Senate, the latter is absolute. This power

covers directly or indirectly all but a few thousand of over 125,000 persons, the civil

service of the nation. He can veto all acts of Congress, but a two-thirds vote will

pass them over the veto. He is commander-in-chief of the military and naval forces

of the Republic, and he has also power to make treaties subject to the consent of the

Senate. He appoints with Sen.atorial confirmation, and dismisses at will, a Cabinet

•who are the heads of the executive de])artments constituted by Congress, but are re-

sponsible to nobody but himself ; they have no seats in Congress, and cannot address

that body nor transmit intellrgence to it except through communications called for by

it. At jiresent the Cabinet consists of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, War, Navy,

and Interior, the Attorney-Generjil, and the Postmaster-General. The Vice-President

has no executive duties, and is simply a substitute in case of the death, resignation, or

removal by impeachment of the President ; he is ex officio president of the Senate

when present, but he need not be present, and the Senate has always its ow!i presi-

dent ^jto tempore.

The powers of the general government are construed to be only those expressly

stated in the Constitution, all others remaining t6 the States, which have simply ceded

certain of their independent i)0wer8 ; but no such e.xact boundary can be maintained,

for the provinces of the two overlap at many points. As a matter of fact, the central

power has steadily encroached on the functions of the States, and does so with accel-

erating rapidity. The Su])reme Court is the deciding power on this point, and cannot

but lean to the side of its client the nation ; and the arbitration of the sword having

beeh tried and having resulted in favor of the latter also, the decisions of the court

are clothed with irresistible power. In like manner, the boundaries of the executive,

legislative, and judicial departments are much less distinct in fact than theory, and

the indications point to the strengthening of the legislative at the expense of both

the others.

The State governments are organized in substantially the same way as the national

government : each of them has a governor and lieutenant-governor, a legislature of

two houses chosen by pojtular election and the upper house less in numlier than the

lower, and a State judiciary, sometimes appointive and sometimes elective. Each

State is subdivided into counties (in Louisiana called ])arishes), which outside of

New England are the true constituent units of the State goyernment, and the county

seat a centre of gravitation for the county; in New Illngland the township is the unit,

the county being an artificial structure retained for a few convenient ])ur])oses,— having

a court, a sheriff, a jail, and a board of road commissioners, and usually an almshouse.

In the Northern States the entire county is divided into townships, there being no

county land which does not belong to some township; in the South and the newer

Westei'n States, townships are formed from county territory according to necessities

of settlement, and may or may not be conterminous with any others.
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Territories arc cmln-yo States, witli the same organization as States ; hut the gov-

ei-nor, the jiulieiary, anil tlie j)rincii)al ailniinislrative officers are apiiointed by the

President. Tlie legisiatnre is elective as in the States. Each Territory sends an

elected delegate to Congress, who, however, has no vote in that body. Its admission

as a State is decided by Congress, .and is sui)i)osal)Iy consuninialed vviien it has siiffi

cient population to be entitled to a Representative in Congress according to the xniit

fixed bj' the last census (at present. 170,000) ; but a few States have been adhiitted

with much less, and no law compels admission except in the discretion of Congress.

The Indian Territory is not a Territory in this sense, but a collection of Indian reservar

tions without unity ; and the District of Columbia is immediate federal j)roperty gov-

erned by appointed commissioners.

Origin and History. — The character of the English colonization, and the reasons

for its immense development in strengtli beyond the others in America, have been

given in the general description of America. By successive grants and charters (often

conflicting with P'rench claims and producing wars which desolated the colonies with

murderous Indian raids incited by the French, and not unfrequently conflicting with

one another and creating endless intercolonial feuds and irreconcilable boundaries),

the English territory had in the eighteenth century definitely crystallized into thir-

teen colonial dependencies, varying from a size greater than England to tliat of an

English county, and roughly coincident with the eastern Appalachian-Alleghany slope

excej)t in New York and Pennsylvania, which had extended to the Great Lakes

;

though the other colonies claimed to extend westward indefinitely. On the north

they extended to Acadia, on the south to Spanish Florida, being barred from the

Gulf by a narrow strip. Their charters varied greatly in terms, but the net product

to England was about the same from all,— a civil service on which to quarter aristo-

cratic ]jau])ers, and a source of men and material for its wars with France; and as the

colonies derived only injury from the connection, — as their business development

was shackled for the benefit of (though it did not benefit) the mother country, and

the danger from French and Indian ravages from which that ]iower ])rotected

them would scarcely have existed at all but for its European diplomacy, — this was
quite return enough. It must be remembered that England's abstinence from totally

annihilating tlie colonies' trade and production did not proceed in the least from
superior enlightemnent, but solely from domestic and foreign troubles which drained

its strength and diverted its attention : its conviction was that of nil countries then,

that everything grown or manufactured in the colonies, and .all trade carried on by
them with other ])Owers, was so much subtracted from the revenues of English ))ro-

ducers, traders, or carriers ; the Parliament in 1713 resolved that manufacturing in

the colonies was derogatory to English interests, and the furious opposition to receiv-

ing a ffi/t of fat cattle from Ireland after the gi-eat ])lague of 1666, as a disguised

attemjit to ruin English stock-raising, shows the character of the economic doctrines

of the day. But distance and the foreign wars and dynastic weakness of England
enabled the colonies to evade the im])erial laws, and to build up a nearly unshackled

trade by a gigantic system of smuggling; the danger from the P'rencli i)Owcr for-

bade open defiance of the laws, and the colonies felt much warmer loyalty to England
than there was any rational ground for.

The final destruction of the French power jtrecipitated the inevitable conflict

almost at once, Ijy untying the hands of both parties: it .set free the forces and the

attention of England to concentrate on its recalcitrant colonies, and freed the latter
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from tlie terror of a savage enemy Uacked by a cunning anil unscrnpiilous civilized

power; so that England, by gaining Canada, lost the United States, — an indifferent

bai-gain. 3Ioreover, England felt the burdens of the war severely, and was de-

ternuned the colonies should bear part of the expense ; the latter did not object,

Sehastian Cabot. 1

but Stubbornly refused to do it through the machinery of a tax on trade, the under-

lying object of which was to destroy their trade. The new taxes wei'e preceded, in

1761, by a great increase in the vigilance and severity with which the revenue laws

were enforced : the West India trade, which made half the wealth of the northern

1 Sebastian Cabot, an Enfcli.sli navigator of Venetian descent, in the service of Henry VII. , was
"me o£ tlie most important and famous of the discoverers and explorers iu America.
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colonies, was destroyecl, the Maine fisliennen and luniberinon found their market

taken away and the woods snatched from tlieir axes by the royal forestry laws, and

industrial ruin menaced all ; the fate of stagnant Canada or enslaved Spanish America

was j)i-eparing for them, through awful distress and prolonged agonies of decay, a

parallel to those of Ireland. They found in 1765, when a "Stamp Act" \7a8 passed

levying duties by stam])S on various colonial articles, a very good ])rincij)le on which

to base resistance, that of " no taxation without representation." The Act was

furiously resisted : " Sons of Liberty " formed bands in the towns, people pledged

themselves not to use the taxed articles, the stamjjs were destroyed or sent back to

England, and nine colonies sent delegates to a Congress at New York to frame a dec-

laration ot grievances and a bill of rights. The law was repealed m 1766 ; but the

next year it was renewed, tijis time confined to glass, pajier, priiiters' colors, and tea,

— the last-named having the double object of stoi)j)ing colonial te£t/-trade with Spain

and building up the East India Company.

From this time on the colonies were in an uproar over the taxes and trade-laws

;

fully i-esolved to fight rather than submit to the industrial annihilation the mother-

country intended for them, but not yet (except a few far-sighted leaders) dreaming of

sejiaration. Unfortunately, they were divided among themselves both .<is to the

necessity and the possibility of resistance. The older men, and those most comfortably

])laced or in business not greatly interfered with by the laws, n.aturally took an opti-

mistic view of affairs ; the younger, the crippled or ruined tr.aders or manufacturers,

and able ambitious men who did not enjoy seeing the avenues of ]iublic life crowded

with iin]»orted "younger sons ' who could not make a living at home, were hot for

I'esistauce : but many who thought the latter just also thought it mad. The new
taxes were fought even more fiercely than the old, for the illegal conmierce, the colo-

nies' life-blood, was still cut off, and ruin came nearer. Boston was considered the

centre of resistance, and royal troops were brought on to overawe it, with the result

of a collision in 1770 (the "Boston Massacre") in which three citizens were killed.

But Narragansett Bay was an even greater theatre of insurrection : two revenue

vessels were burned by mobs from Xewport and Pi'ovidence, another fired into,

another's boat was burned.

In 1773 the taxes were abolished exee])t three pence a pound on tea; the latter

was retabied " to keeji up the i)rinciple of taxing," George III. said, and also to en-

rich the East India Company in the great struggle for India then going on with

France. But the backbone of the resistance lay neither in the fact of a microscopic

tax nor in an abstract principle,— it lay in the cuttei-s that searched every vessel

going into or out of Boston, Salem, Providence, or Newport ; and so the non-importa-

tion agreements were continued against tea as fiercely as ever, the ))eople who would

not join them were shunned and sometimes ill-treated, some of the tea was shipped

back to England, and finally, on the evening of ^Dec. 16, 1773, a mob boarded a tea-

ship which had just arrived in Boston harbor with 348 chests of it and em])tied it all

into the sea. Parliament retaliated by closing the port of Boston to commerce ; but

the other colonies made common cause with JIassachusetts, and the city was filled

with contributions of gr.ain and cattle.

Then a fleet and army were sent over to quell the colonies ; and the latter armed

and drilled militia for resistance on a minute's notice, thence called " minute-men."

The first collision was certain to fire the whole train ; it came when a detachment of

British troops from Boston tried to destroy an arsenal at Concord, 2-4 miles off, and
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was itself naif destroyed by the niililia on its retreat through Lexington and West
Cambridge. The niomorable engagement of Bunker Hill followed ; the whole coiintry

was aroused ; in a few days Boston was besieged by 20,000 men ; the colonies rose in

united revolt, a Congress met at Philadel]jhia and ]irovided for an army with George

Washington at its head, the northern border fortresses of Crown Point and Ticonder-

oga were surprised and captured, and an earthwork thrown up by the provincials close

to Boston cost such fearful saci-ifico in its cajiture that the battle had all the effect of

a victory. The British could not stir out of Boston, and had to evacuate it in the

spring , and they never again held a rod of New England soil for more than a day or

two. An expedition in the winter to rouse Canada came to utter ruin, getting no
help fi'oni the inhabitants ; but a formal proclamation of independence was made early

in July,' 1776, the thirteen colonies— Massachusetts, New Hamp.shire, Connecticut,

Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia— constituting themsc'ves a single united

power. It took more than five years of hard fighting to ratify the instrument, and

success was only effected by the help of France ; the middle and southern colonies

Were overrun, and Congress driven from place to place by the British armies : but

when seemingly on the brink of entire failure, the main southern British corps was
caught in a most foolish ti'ap by the French fleet and the Amei'ican army, and com-

pelled to surrender (Oct. 19, 1781). There were only 7000, and little more than 100,-

000 troops were ever sent over, many of them hired Germans : but such a loss was

ruinous to a power fighting in a seml-wilderness 3000 miles from home, and at war

with France and Holland at the same time. The English ministry were sick of the

war and believed it unjust, and only the king's obstinacy had prolonged it. Indepen-

dence was acknowledged and the country evacuated in 1783 ; and. by the treaty, the

United States extended to the Mississippi, and from the Great Lakes to 31° S. and

the southern boundary of Georgia, covering an area of about 820,000 square miles,

of which not over 250,000 was actually occu]iied.

The confederation which carried oti the war was of the loosest nature, consisting

merely of a league of independent communities which dealt with each other and the

central power only as units ; the latter could not reach individuals or collect taxes,

but made requisitions for lump sums on the States, which paid what they chose of

their quotas ; if a State was contumacious or dilatory, obedience could only be com-

pelled by making war njion it. This system broke down utterly as soon as the war
pressure was removed, and the next few years are a story of threatened anarchy,

bankruptcy, and the derision and insults of the world ; the European jiowers confi-

dently expected to divide up the country among themselves in a short time. The acts

of Congress, to which the States paid no attention, were ignored throughout the land.

Yet even thus, so je.alons were the States of imposing u]ion themselves a new domina-

tion after just throwing off one exercised for their ruin, that the present Constitution,

adopted in 1788, had to be framed by a convention called under false pretences, and
it was ratified with the greatest reluctance and only because no State dared to be left

out of the new LTnion, exposed to its hostility and debarred from its trade. Its effect

was magical, however : it dealt with individuals, not States, and collected its taxes

directly, its executives were men of matchless ability, and the new vigor at once dis-

played put a stop to all thoughts of disintegration. Not only the ])resent greatness,

biit the present existence of the nation as a unit, is due to its adoption.

' The people celebrate the 4th, bnt there is a drc.iry literature of dispute as to the exact date
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Of the history and development of tlie country since Uien, only the barest oiitliiie

can be given. The States without defined we.stern boundaries coded to the general

government their claims to land west of al)out their ])resent limits; and up to 1803,

the four new States of Vermont, Ohio, Kentucky, and Teiniessce had been formed

from such lands. In that year was made the most enormous and valuable of its

accessions of territory, the purchase of "Louisiana" from Napoleon for $15,000,000;

it included nearly the whole western Mis.sissippi Valley, above the -i'ld parallel,

extended to the Pacific Ocean, and as rectified by the Ashburtoii treaty of 18-12, cov-

ered about 1,165,000 square miles. This bargain was due to Na]H)leon's want of

money and his desire to strengthen an enemy of England ; but the grand European

duel then in mid-action held also many jears of trouble and loss for the countiy.

Both belligerents claimed the i-ight to search neutral vessels for contraban<l goo<ls,

and each made all trade witli the other contraband ; and under this contention Amer-

ican vessels were plundered wholesale by both parties, and American seamen impressed

l)y thousands into the British service under the ]»retext that they were runaway

British subjects. Political factions, and the unwillingness of the Federalist party

(which was a minority in numbers, but a great majority in ability, wealth, and posi-

tion, had forced through the constitution, and strongly sympathized with the English

in the Napoleonic wars) to embarrass England in its warfare against Napoleon, pre-

vented for many years any retaliation except that of the " embargo," a stopjjage of

trade with Great Britain which nearly ruined American commerce without seriously

aft'eeting hers; but at length war was declared in 1812, at which time the population

of the United States was towards 8 million, and Louisiana had just been made a

State. It lasted two years and a half, and was absolutely jjrofilless, leaving the

Ignited States in exactly the same position as when it began, and not extorting a

single concession from England ;
' the L^nited States did not gain much glory, being

generally beaten on land,—-its most brilliant victory, the battle of New Orleans, was

fought a month after a treaty of peace had been signed in England,— and the national

capital destroyed and the chief commercial cities blockaded, and a series of splendid

naval victories in the early part of the war being followed by a number of defeats

in the latter part.

In 1819— the States of Maine (set off from Massachusetts), Indiana and Illinois,

Mississippi and Alabama, having been added to the LTnion since the last war— Flor-

ida (extending to the Mississipjji and including towards 60,000 square miles) was
formally extorted from Spain by the United States (which had seized it years before

and still held it), giving the latter the eastern Gulf seaboard and exclusive control of

tilt' 3Iississip))i ; but after the creation of Missouri in 1821, no new State was formed

for fifteen years, though jiojiulation increased to 12,866,020 in 1830, and over 15 mill-

ion when Arkansas and Michigan were admitted in 1836 and 1837. It was 17,070,240

in 1840, and over 20 million in 1845, when Florida, Iowa, and Texas took their ])laces.

Meanwhile, a severe and costly war had been waged from 1835 to 1842 against the Semi-

nole Indians in Jflorida, primarily because they harbored fugitive slaves from Georgia

])lantations ; they fought with great bravery in the almost inaccessible Ev,erglades, but

were finally reduced and shipped to Western reservations. The ainiexation of Texas,

1 Tlie risht of searching neutral vessels was never formally abandoned by tliat jiovver until in tlie

American Civil War the United States exercised the right against her (the " Trent" affair), when she

claimed with great indignation that the reverse was immemorial English doctrine, and the former
discreetly accepted her acceptance of its position of iai2.
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adding 375,000 square mile* of territory,' :it once brought on a war witli Mexico, Tlie

former, originally a ])rovince of tlio latter, had l)een made an independent re])uljlic in

1835 by the brilliant audacity of a small band of American settlers who colonized it

from 1.S20 on ; it was nearly six times the size of Xew England but liad about the ]'0)»-

idation of a couple of mill villages. Mexico had never acknowledged its indepen-

dence or relinquished the lio])e of reconquei'ing it. Tlio war lasted from the spring

of 1846 to the fall of 1847, and was crowiled with sjilendid victories of very small

American corps over vastly greater Mexican armies ; and forced from Mexico the

treaty of Guadalujie-IIidalgo in 1848, by which it ceded California and New Mexico

(extending to the Pacific, and covering 540,000 scjuare miles) for S!l5,000,000 and the

assum])tion by the United States of all claims of its citizens against Mexico. A stri])

of 45,000 square miles on the south of this new territory was added by the Gadsden

]iurcliase of 1853 (for Sl<10,000,000, and Mexico giving up heavy claims .igainst the United

States for Indian depredations), and was the last accretion of territory by the United

States till Alaska was bought from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,000. The i)o])ulation in

1850 had l>ccome 23,191,870; Wisconsin had come in as a State, and California came

in that year. Minnesota and Oregon were admitted in the next decade, and the

nation's numbers swelled to 31,443,321 in 1860 ; and in 1861 Kansas was made a

State.

From April, 1861, to April, 1865, the most gigantic civil war in the history of the

world raged between a confederacy of States which seceded from the Union and pro-

claimed themselves an independent republic, and the national government, which

sought to compel a resumption of their former relations. The Confederacy comprised

the eleven southern and south-western States of V^irginia, Tennessee, Xortli Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas,

containing 9,103,332 inhabitants and 722,500 s(iuare miles in 1860 ; the border slave-

holding States of Maryland and Missouri were only jireveiited from joining it by mili-

tary force ; Kentucky vainly attempted to remain neutral and bar out the troops of

both parties, but was overrun by both. As the last three, however, were drawn upon

for men and supplies by the national government, it may be said that the Union

retained 2,280,000 square miles of territory and 22,339,989 inhabitants: and its por-

tion was incomparably the richer, as the South had little trade or commerce and a

rough poor agriculture, few cities and small accumulations, and its jiopulation was

made up of a small number of great planters owning about 4 million negro slaves, and

four or five millions of j)oor farmers; while the North was crowded with wealthy

business cities and rich with lucrative commerce, manufacturing, and agriculture, and

its population mainlj' thrifty white lal)orers and business and professional people.

All mediieval Europe shared in and believed in the slave-trade ; the peace of

Utrecht gave Eqgland a monopoly of it, and Queen Anne took a quarter of the stock

of a company formed to prosecute it. The colonies did not wish negroes sent there,

'

and law after law was passed prohibiting their importation ; Parliament annulled the/

laws and forced the colonies to receive the slaves. New England was active in the

trade ; but botli the character of agriculture and the constitution of society thei-e

were incompatible with slave labor, and a strong ]iublic feeling early made the traffic

disreputable. The system took deep root in the South, and became the basis of the

entire social, political, and productive organization there; but as late as the begin-

1 Al)Out 100,000 S(iuare miles were ceded by Tex.a.s to the United States in 1850. in consideration of

the payment of 10 million dollars.
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Tin; .SOLDIHKS' MONUMKNT, ON BoSTON CoMMON.

niiig of tbis century, the leaders of tlie section deplored it and formed ])lans for abro-

gating it. The causes and history of the change cannot be discussed here ; but before

many years the system had come to be cherished with the fiercest passion, :wul even

discussion of it in other sections held to be an excuse for any violence of rejiression.

The admission of States was determined by considerations of preserving the balance
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of free and slave States in the Senate, so that they repeatedly came in jiau's cf nortl>-

ern and southern ; the Seminole war and the Mexican war were fought respectively

to prevent slaves from escaping and to gain fresh territory for the slave system ; tiie

Ordinance of 1787 which excluded slavery from all territory possessed by the govern-

ment was set aside by the Missouri Compromise of 1821, which fixed a limit of 36°

30' N., and this in turn was abrogated in 1854 to allow still further extension of the

system ; the government of Kansas was seized and held by open violence by slave-

holding invaders backed by United States troops, and the State for years was a scene

of murderous j)artisan warfare to recover its right of self-government: and in general

it may be said that most of the domestic and much of the foreign ])olicy of the coun-

try from 1820 to 1860 turned on the slavery question, and that the national govern-

ment was steadily in the hands of the slave power.

Their increasing exactions and violence, however, gradually consolidated the free

States against them : a national jiarty hostile to the extension of slavery had received

but seven or eight thousand votes in 1840, it received 1,800,000 or towards half in

1856; and in 18G0 a split in the slavery party gave the Presidency to their opponents,

— whose platform, however, disclaimed any right to meddle with slave institutions in

States which already had them. But limitation of territory meant eventual break-

down for the slave system, which ate out its own life when it stood still; the slave

States withdrew their allegiance to the Union (which they declared to be a simple league'

of independent members existing only at the pleasure of any one), and attacked a

National militai-y post shortly after inaugurating a Southern Confederacy. In the

terrible war which followed, 2J million soldiers were engaged, three-fouiths of them

on the Union side; many long and bloody battles were fought: but the superior

resources of the rich and pojjulous free States prevailed, and the last Confederate

army surrendered in 1865, leaving the Southern territory impoverislied l>eyond

description, and the flower of their men of fighting age slain on the battle-field. The

slaves were emancipated by the national government during the war, and West
Virginia set off from Virginia as a State, — Nevada was also admitted with a very

small population, owing to rich mines giving an as yet unfulfilled promise of growth.

After various periods of military government and other experiments in managing

the conquered States, all were re-admitted to the Union on the old basis, though with

the freed slaves made part of the voting population. Nebraska became a State in

1867, and the country's population in 1870 was 3S,oo8,371; Colorado was admitted

in 1876, — and despite an unparalleled business depression which occupied most of

the decade, the population in 1880 was 50,189,209. Montana, North Dakota, South

Dakota and Washington were admitted as States in 1889, and Idaho and Wyoming in

1890. The population by the census of 1890 was 62,622,250, in addition to Alaska

31,795, the Indians and others enumerated with them 328,199, in all 62,982,000.

Race Lineage.— The census of 1880 showed a native-born population of 43,475,-

506 against 6,677,360 foreign-born,— nearly one-seventh foreign; and large numbers

of the former were of course from foreign-born parents. Nevertheless, the prevalent

idea that the stock of the Revolutionary time is a subordinate factor in the blood of

the ' American " is a gross mistake,— it is by far the dominant one. Immigration

amounted to nothing considerable till after 1840, when the population was already

over 1'* million— fully 15 million of it from the old stock, and multiplying with

enormous rapidity: the eastern Mississippi Valley was almost wholly settled by the

latter. From 1819 (when the first records of immigration were kept) to 1840, the
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total number of alien arrivals by sea was only 750,000 ; during the next decade it was

1,653,000, being swollen by the Irish potato famine from 1845 on ; a total from the

first (allowing 100,000 previous to 1811). which is exaggerated) of about two and a

lialf millions, and the total population was over 23 million in 1850. From 1850 to

1860 the population increased over 8,250,000, and the arrivals for the decade were

2,656,000 ; from 1860 to 1870 the total increase was 7,115,000, and the net immigra-

tion (excluding alien passengers not settlers) was 2,281,000 ; from 1870 to 1880 tlie

increase was 11,631,000, the immigration 2,812,000 ; from 1880 to 1890 the increase

was 12,792,000, the immigration 5,247,000. Say roughly, in 1890, 63 million

people, and 15 million ' immigrants, half of tliem received within twenty \-ears

;

and a purely native stock of 15 million increasing rapidly since 1840. This sliows

the absurdity of the notion that the English blood is drowned out by other strains :

it constitutes nearly or quite three-quarters of American blood to-day, probably more

if the English portion of the immigration is added. Of the immigrants, the numbers

of Irish and of Germans are almost exactly equal, and each nearlj' one-third of tlie

total: the English come next, having sent more than a million, and in all some

seventy nationalities are represented.

STATES AND TERRITORIES.

New England.— Few portions of the world with a long united historical existence

behind them have or feel a more vital unity tiian this imaginary division, wliich never

existed as a political entity exee])t for a few years of loose confederation in the early

life of part of its members. The name is only a name and a sentii^ient, yet it is a

powerful reality in many vital respects. Its members— the six north-eastern States

of Maine, New nam])shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, liliode Island, and Connecticut

— occupy a firmly defined territory, with unity of ])hysica] character whicli has turned

their leading business activities into the same channels ; they were settled by the same

class of colonists, and the last two were direct offshoots from Massachusetts, though

in exactly opposite w.ays and correspondingly different in history ; their religious,

social, and political ideas were substantially the same (even Roger Williams was a

Puritan), and markedly different from those of any other colonies, and have impressed

a salient character on the whole fabric of society,— the people are alike, the towns

are alike, the schools .and churches are alike, speech and manners are alike; and the

States are in all vital matters usually ranged on the same side. One of the leading

causes of this unity of character is that for many years the Congi-egational Church

was the established church except in Rhode Island, and supported by tithes collected

V)y law from all sects alike, and this very establishment jirovcs the communitj' of

tliose wlio imposed it. The connnon nickname of "Yankee " belongs to the peoj)le of

tliis section, though Southerners usually apply it to .all Xoi-thern ])eople, and foreign-

ers often to all Americans .'dike.

This section, 66,465 square miles in area, extending from New York to New
Brunswick, has the ocean on the east and south, New York and Canada on the west,

and Canada on the north. It is ])hysically two divisions, rather than one : Maine is

the first and neai-ly h.alf the whole, — a forest-chid s1o]H' with a few mountains, end-

1 Tlie unrecorded Canadian accessions may be set off against tlie arrivals who did not become per-

manent inliabitants.
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ing ill ]»l;iins atul estuaries; the remainder is chiefly a rectangular block of parallel

longitudinal ridges. Both divisions are full of short swift streams in rocky beds,

rising in the hills and making their way to the sea or greater streams by a succession

of reaches closed by cataracts or rai)ids, a source of water-power once thouglit exhaust-

less which first built up New England manufacturing. It contains among others three

of the most beautiful of the larger rivers draining the eastern Alleghany slo])c: the

Penobscot and Kennebec, wholly in Maine ; and the Connecticut, the artery of the

other division, running from its northern extremity to the sea, forming the boundary

between New nam]ishire and Vermont, cutting ofi the western quarter of Mas-

sachusetts, and dividing Comiecticut in the centre. The widely famed valley of this

lovely river is the most fertile part of New England. Only forty or fifty miles of the

river's course of 400 are made navigable for vessels of eight to ten feet draught by

incessant dredging, and down to within sixty miles or so of its mouth it falls over a

succession of small cataracts or brawls over rapids. Its banks are lined with cities

and thriving villages, and nearly its whole course is followed by railroad lines. The

po])ulation of the counties which are intersected by it or abut upon it is about 000,000.

The natural resources of New England, aside from ice and building-stone, and the

lumber of Maine, are very small: with mostly a poor hard soil and almost no mines,

hardly any part of America would have been thought less promising of a great future,

despite its excellent situation for fisheries and commerce. But it had a colonization

which would have made a future in any habitable clime ; and its manufacturing indus-

tries, with the American patent system, have made it a region of inventors and

automatic machinery unmatched in the world. Nearly half its working ])opulation

were engaged in manufactures in 1890, against little more than a sixth in agri-

culture.

But New England's greatest production has been of men. For a century it has

poured unceasing streams of youths, to whom the sterile hill-side farms afforded no

subsistence, to develop the rich agriculture of the West or build up cities elsewhere

:

and there is not one of its component States but has more descendants in the West

than its entire jiresent population.

Haise.— The "Pine Tj-ee State," the north-eastern apex of the Union, extends its

33,040 square miles a hundred miles north of any other Eastern State, with

Quebec on the north and New Brunswick on the east. Its northern portion is

pierced by the Alleghany range, throwing detached masses southward, of which

Ktaadn's summit (5200 feet) is the loftiest in the State ; it sloi)es through a broken

country down to a flat and sometimes swampy coast, of such surpassing raggedness

that with a direct length of 278 miles it has 248G of coast line, bordered with clusters

of islets covered with villas and summer hotels,— for its entire coast is one great

summer watering-place for New England and New York. Mount Desert, the largest

island, is perhaps the finest of northern seaside resorts.

The two great central rivers of Elaine .are gatherings of the waters from a wonder-

ful maze of lakes and forest brooks,— beloved of anglers, and still abounding in trout

and ])ickerel desjiite the exterminating swai-ms of fish-slayers from the southward, —
which fill the northern half of the State and occupy a tenth of its surface. The <leep

clear Moosehead Lake is the largest of these, 35 miles long and from 2 to 10 wide,

the last of a long connecting chain. From it flows the Kennebec, which 40 miles

from its month bears se.a-going steamers on its deep-blue waters between sheer banks

of rock or green hills, close to which vessels can come and load. The Penobscot, fed
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i.y tlie eastern portion of the same mass of lakes, is even greater in volume, anr] navi-
gable for 60 miles above its close in a great estuary called Penobscot Bay. The
northern jwrt of the State is draineil by the St. John, under its early name the Wal-

loostook; and in the south-west important places are built uj, by the fine water-power
of the Androscoggin and Saco, rising in Northern New Hampshire and sinking over
1250 feet in 160 and 175 miles of course.

The^ northern part of the State was till recently a great unbroken forest ; the lum-
berman s axe IS makmg heavy inroads on it, but it still harbors moose and caribou and

^ Fro,,, ••\V,„«l.s a„,l l.,k,.s of Maine." by Liu-ius L. Huhl.,,-,! IlUisrrate.l.
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deer and other wild animals long since vanished from Southern New England, and in a

business as](ect makes the lumber trade the head of the State's i)rosj)erity (the Penolv

seot is a river of lumber rafts), and the manufacture of wood into every conceivable

article (including paper and glucose) is extremely flourishing. Ice creates also , an

important industry : the Kennebec's pure water and steep shores have lined it with

ice-houses. But j)orha])S more of the GG1,086 inhabitants are employed in the rich

fisheries and the canneries (the latter of world-wiile note) than in any other single

branch : in the interior, the late summer sees many tiiousands of acres of sweet-corn

and other vegetables and fruit made tributary to the canneries, and on the coast the

canning of lobsters and salmon, and of small herrings known as " American sardines,"

employs thousands of hands. A third of the people are employed in manufactures.

• Less than 60,000 are of foreign birth, more than half the latter Canadians, chiefly

French, j)erhaps evenly distributed between farms in the North and mills in the

South.

The chief city is Portland, on Casco Bay in the south-west, a beautiful city of

nearly 40,000, with a noble harbor never closed by ice; it is a very im])ortant railro.ad

and steamer centre. The next in size are Lewiston-Auburn, with over 33,000 (two in

munici))al government, one in business), a twin mill city across the falls of the Andros-

coggin, and ]jiddeford-Saco, a corrcsjwnding dual unity of 20,000 s])anning the Saco.

The Kennebec Las built up a line of thriving villages, of which the chief are Augusta

the State capital (10,250), the beautifully jiicturesque Gardiner (5500), the head of

navigation for considerable vessels, and shi|)-building Bath (8700) ; the Penobscot is

headed by the great lumber centre Bangor (]',(,000), and its bay by Belfast (5300) and

liockland (8000). The famous Bowdoin College is at Brunswick in the south-west.

Iloulton and Presque Isle are the markets of the north-eastern Aroostook business, a

fertile oasis in the forest.

New Hampshire.— The "Gi-anite State," the "Switzerland of America," which

began sejnirate existence in 1741, is a wedge 176 miles long with 9305 square miles of

surface. The Connecticut divides it from Vermont; the leading river of its own is

the Merriniac, only 150 miles long and a mass of cataracts, but with seven cities of

above 10,000 people on its banks, four of them in Massachusetts. Maine leaves it but

18 miles of ocean on the south-east. The northern half is wholly the forest-clad White

and Franconia Mountains, sloping to the beautiful and fertile Connecticut Valley.

The peaks of this range are the highest of the Alleghany system except in North Car-

olina, Mount Washington being 6'285 feet high, Adams 5776, Jefferson 5714, Clay

5558, Madison 5365, Moni'oe 5361, Lafayette 5290, and several others over 4000;

it throws off fine solitary ])eaks, of which Moosilauke (479(t), Monadnock (3718),

Chocorua and Kearsarge (3540), are the most im])osing. South of the range are some

beautiful lakes, of which Winii)iseogee— 22 miles long, with deep ])ure waters 472

feet above the sea— is the largest.

The generally jioor and stony soil of New Hampshire could not sustain its 376,330

people, and two-fifths of the workers are em)>loyed in mills and shops (against less

than a third in agriculture), and in lumbering in its northern forests; and it jiroduces

great value in granite, soapstone, mica, and ice. But the magnificent scenery of the

White Mountains, and their charms for the sj)ortsman and angler, are even more

commerciallv than resthetically or ]>ersonally valuable: the money spent every

year by the throngs of tourists is fast becoming the most important revenue of the

State.
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The chief business development has been along the Merrimac, where Concord the

State capita] (17,000), Manchester the largest place in the State (44,000), and Nashua

(19,300), all the seats of vast manufacturing interests, succeed one another down the

riv<?r. The slender seaboard has the splendid harbor of Portsmouth (10,000), one of

the finest in America, with a rocky bottom covered at low tide by nearly forty feet of

water; on the opjtosite side is Kittery in Maine, with an idle government navy-yard.

The Piscataqua River, an estuary eigiit miles long, formed by the Cocheco and Sal-

mon, flows into this harbor; and on the Cocheco, three miles above its head, is the

manufacturing city of Dover (13,000), the oldest settlement in the State, dating from

1623. Rochester (7400) is a flourishing railroad centre higher up the stream. The
chief places in the west (both manufacturing villages) are Keene (7500 on the Ashue-

lot (a tributary of the Connecticut)

and Clareinont (5500) on the great

river. Dartmouth College is at

Hanover in the Connecticut Valley.

Less than 50,000 of New HamJ)-

shire's people are foreign-ljorn, over

half these Canadians.

Vermont— The Green Mouii

t.ain cliain of the Alleghany system

covers the State named after it

with the slopes and summits— the

loftiest Mount Mansfield, 4430 feet

— of two ridges (the higher and

steeper on the west), clad with

both deciduous and evergreen for-

ests, and sometimes based on mar-

ble of .nil colors .and of the finest

f|iiality. It is a State of successive

hill-ranges sometimes rising to the

dignity of mountains; and its 95G5
miles of area extend 150 miles from
Canada to Massachusetts, and in

much less bre.adth from the Con-
necticut next New Hampshire to Lake Champlain and New York. This immense
loch — 125 miles long, 14 wide at the north, narrowing to an inlet less than a mile
wide in its southern course— partially recompenses Vermont for being the only one
of the New England States without seaboard or navigable streams ; it has built nj)

.'I considerable commerce tlirough its outlet the Richelieu which flows to the St.

Lawrence, and the Champlain Canal which connects it with the Hudson. The interior
rivers are large brooks, valuable for waterpower and r.ailroad construction.

I^esjute its hills, the .soil of Vermont is good, and along the Connecticut and in

the north-west exceedingly fertile ; and its pasturage is unsurpassed. Nearly half its

332,422. inhabitants (40,000 foreign-born, of whom 25,000 are Canadians) live by agri-

culture, against little over a fifth by manufactures : the butter of its dairies is j)rized

all through New England, all kinds of stock-raising flourish, and the breeding of first-

rate Morgan horses is a specialty of the north-west. But of its n.ative products, the
most distinctive is maple sugar, in which this State and New York far outrank all

Samuel Chami'lain (1507-1(35).
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Others. The sugar maple will not yield its sweet sap abundantly except in cold dry

climates; and Vermont has compensation for the long severe winters in its great

maple orchards, where in early spring evaporating pans receive the sap gathered

from the dripping of thousands of small wooden spouts, and boil it to a syruj) or a

pasty crystalliznble mass.

* Almost none of the people live in cities. The largest place is Burlington (14,500),

representing the Champlain business, superbly resting on a hill 300 feet above the

lake. Rutland (11,750), south-west of the centre, is a town of marble from quarries

close by, and of foundries ; Bennington (6500), in the extreme south-west, gives its

name to an important Revolutionary battle which was fought several miles away on

New York soil. St. Albans in the extreme north-west (8000) is a famous butter and

horse market, with manufacture of locomotives. The Connecticut Valley interests

are headed by Brattleborongh, a lovely village of 0800 people near Massachusetts.

The capital, Montpelier (4100), is a pretty manufacturing village near the exact centre.

Vermont, quarreled over by New York and New Hrmijishire, and given to the

former but savagely lighting its authority, proclaimed itself a State in 1777, but was

not admitted to the Union till 1791, owing to New York's opposition. The story of

the " Green Mountain boys " is one of the most romantic portions of American

history.

Massachusetts.— The southernmost three of the New England States have the

common feature that each was formed by the union of two indejiendent settlements,

and the original duality has left traces still visible in all, — including a double capital

in onej and till recently the same in another. I\[assachusetts was the fountain of both

the others, and its chief city always the political and mostly the commercial head of

New Eno-land. It is a narrow rectangle, cui-ving north-east to include the lower

Merrimac, and with a large south-east extension ending in the huge sandy hook of

Cape Cod,— one of the greiit landmarks of the Atl.antic coast, known well to the

Northmen near nine centuries ago. The western lies upon low parallel ridges of the

Green Mountain chain, — between two of which is the beautiful Berkshire Valley, a

noted summer resort, drained north by the Hoosac into the Hudson, and south by the

Housatonic into Long Island Sound,— and consists largely of the steep narrow valleys

of petty brooks, almost dry in summer but swelling in freshets to broad, furious, de-

structive torrents ; the centre is a broken country of poor flinty soil ; the eastern

part ends in sandy plains and marshes with strips of pine MOods, and great numbers

of small shallow hikes. The only considerable streams are the Connecticut, running

through the western section, moderately n.avigable but not now navigated ; and the

Merrimac, navigable 16 miles to Haverhill. The seaboiird is dee])ly indented by sev-

eral great bays : those formed by Ca])e Ann and Cajjc Cod, Massachusetts Bay and

Plymouth Harbor, and Buzzard's B.ay at the south cutting off Cape Cod but for four

miles of low ground,— an inviting place for a canal, which has been fought over by

rival companies for many years, but is not excavated with great zeal.

Massachusetts has some agriculture and dairying in its 8315 square miles,— the

cranberry bogs of Cape Cod are a valu.able si)ecialty, — and good quarries; but its

surpassing importance is in fisheries and manufacturing, over half its 2,238,943 people

living by the latter, while the trivial number of about one-tenth are all that the farms

and gardens maint.ain. It owns over half the fishing vessels, and does seven-eighths of

the entire whaling business, of the United States. Specification of its manufacturing

industries is simply impossible, and it is no part of this plan, but it may be said that
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its greatest predomiiitiiice is in leather and rubber: Eastern Massachusetts is one great

hive of shoe factories, wliere automatic machinery is carried to the highest perfection.

But macliinery has increased instead of diminishing the need of liuman skill, and

nowhere is there wider scope for individual excellence or a larger class of mechanics

fairly entitled to rank as artists. Over three-fourths of its jieojjle are of native birth
;

of the foreign-born, one-fourth are Canadians, and one-half Irish.

The capital, the head and pride of New England (frequently styled in foreign

publications the "capital of New England "), is Boston, on a harbor ten miles long,

studded with lovely islands. Originally built on the three-hilled ])rojection of a nar-

row sand-spit at the estuary-mouth of the Charles liiver, •— a highly picturesque site,

to which its nucleus of narrow curving streets has lent arcliiteetiu-al charms impossible

to checkerboard cities,— it has long since swarmed over great distances of adjacent

mainland in every direction, reclaimed from the ocean far more than its original area,

and created the most beautiful suburbs in America for many miles around, some of

them considerable cities themselves. The municipality of Boston has 448,477 people
;

but the single suburb of Cambridge across the (Charles (seat of Harvard University,

founded only eight years after the Indian name of Shawmut and the English of Tri-

mountain had been dropped for that of Boston) contains over 70,000, several others

from 10,000 to 40,000 each, and the actual po])ulation of the district inhabited by

Boston business men and laborers is now over three-quarters of a inillion, making it

the fourth city in the Union. Its commerce has increased enormously within a few

years, owing to the costly harbor improvements carried through. \ disastrous fire in

1872, which laid eighty acres of the business centre in ashes and destroyed ^100,000,-

000 worth of ])roperty, caused that space to be rebuilt in an misurpassed collection of

business palaces. Its historic interest surpasses that of any other city of the Union,

owing to its leadership of the Jlevolutionary movements and its general |)osition as

head of the New England colonies; and its most famous two buildings— Fanueil

llall and the Old South Church— have -seen more j)ublic meetings of the first inipor-

timee than anj- others in the country, the latter being the gathering-place of the mob
which threw the tea into the harbor. It was till very lately the undisputed head of

the literary, artistic, and musical culture and creation of America, and its claims are

even now challenged only by New York.

Massachusetts is thick with jiopulous centres of business, of which only the chief

can even be named. The extreme west is headed by Pittsfield (17,000) and North

Adams (16,000) in the Berkshire Valley ; the latter tiie western terminus of the

Hoosac Tunnel,— one of the great works of the world, 4^ miles long, ]iierced through

a spur of the Green Mountains, where the Deerfield Kiver from the north turns

sharply east to join the Connecticut. Westfield(10,000)ontheWestfield River ten miles

west of the Connecticut, is the chief seat of whip manufacture in the United States.

Tlie Connecticut Valley's chief centre is Si)ring(ield (4.5,000), an imjiortant railroad

centre eight miles north of Comiecticut; three miles up is Chicopee (14,000), and five

miles still north is Ilolyoke (36,000 with South Ifadley Falls across the river), a city

of |iaper mills where the Connecticut poni-s its volume over a dam 1019 feet long.

Northampton (16,000), nine miles farther up, is an old town of great beauty, perched

on hills above a long reach of meadows that skii't the river. Worcester in the south-

ern centre (85,000), the second city in the State, is an old city long ago the junction

of post-roads from eVery part of New England, now an equally imjwrtant centre of

railroads, and full of flourishing manufactures, especially of machincTy and hardware;
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Fitchburg (22,000) is a smaller eounterpurt on tlie northern side; Marlborough (14,-

000) between them to the east is a place of boots and shoes, Clinton (10,500) of car-

pets, and Milford in the south (9000) of shoes. The Merrimac holds Lowell (78,-

000) and Lawrence (45,000), great cotton-cloth places ; Haverhill (27,000), a boot and

shoe city; and Newburyport (14,000) near the mouth, a general manufacturing and

TOWJSB OF TaiNITV ClILKCH, liosTON.

commercial i>lace. In the south-east the leading ))laces are New Bedford (41,000)

on the southern shore, the head of the whaling industry, nearly ruined once by its

decay, but now increasing fast ; Fall River (74,000), a cotton-spinning city and sea-

port, on the Taunton River estuary flowing into Narragansett Bay; Taunton (26,000),

15 miles north on the same river, famed for locomotives, n:iils, and stoves; Attle-

borough (7,600), a collection of separated villages, the chief seat of the cheap-jewelry
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manufacture; and Brockton (27,000), full of boot and slioe manufactories. On the

coast, Gloucester on Cape Ann (25,000) is the head of the fisheries of the United

States; Salem (31,000), once the rival of Boston and head of the India ti'ade, is now
mainly a manufacturing city ; Lynn (56,000) is the greatest of the boot and shoe

cities ; Plymouth (7200), the seat of the first English colony in New England, vener-

ate<l as the landing-jjlace of the "Pilgrims" in the "Mayflower," on the upper part

of Cape Cod Bay, has prosperous manufactories. Many small places are the seats of

important .specialties, which they even monoj)olize : thus, Granville Corners (a ham-
let 19 miles west of the Connecticut) makes nearly all the drums of the country

and a large part of the wooden toothpicks ; Leominster near Fitchburg is mighty in

horn goods, etc.

Nantucket is a sandy island about fifteen miles long by two to five wide, south of

the eastern jjart of Cape Cod ; in former years it was the chief seat of the whale fish-

erics, but crushed by a series of terrible disasters to its whaling fleets and the decay
for a time of the industry, it has sunk from about 10,000 inhabitants once to 3265

in 1890. It is, however, receiving a new life as a summer residence of great beauty

and delightful climate.

Martha's Vineyard is a larger island w-est of Nantucket, 21 miles long and semi-

circular in shajie, separated by five miles of Vineyard Sound from the Massachusetts

mainland. It is notable chiefly for a grand "camp-meeting" which is held there

every summer, but has outside of this a large summer population, and 4300 perma-

nent inhabitants.

Massachusetts was formed in 1692 by the union of the colonies of Plymouth,

founded by the "Pilgrims" (Separatists) in 1620, and that of Massachusetts Bay,

founded by Puritan anti-jtrelatists (not Separatists) in 1628 ; and in 1695 the islands,

previously under a separate government, were added to it.

Rhode Island. — The smallest State in the Union, with btit 1250 miles of area, has

remarkable natural advantages which have given ft the densest population to the

scpiare mile (255) of all. These are the great sheltered island-barred inlet of Narra-

gansett Bay, 28 miles long and from 2 to 12 wide, receiving the estuaries of the Prov-

idence and Taunton Rivers,—^a beautiful piece of water, utilized both for commerce
and pleasure; and a number of short streams furnishing immense water-power,— the

Blaekstone Kiver esjiecially being little more than one long r.apid from its source near

Worcester in Massachusetts to its mouth in the Bay 75 miles below. Massachusetts

l)0sses8es several great towns dc\eloped by Narragansett Bay or offshoots of Provi-

dence manufactories, and pro])erly Rhode Island's. The latter is a State of mills,

Bhi]>])ing, yachts, and seaside villas, and of great watering-places, including Block

Island some miles off the const. But it has the disadvantage of a thin stony soil

(except in fertile Aquidneck Island), and a sea-coast consisting mainly of a line of

sand-bars cut off from the mainland by a nearly continuous series of lagoons and

marshes.

Of the State's 345,506 people, two-thirds live by manufactures and only a ninth by

agriculture; nearly a fourth (the same percent.age as in Massachusetts) are foreign-

born, a fourth of the latter being Canadians, and nearly one-half Irish. Two-fifths of

the entire jiopulation (132,000) are in the city of Providence, one of the capitals, at

the head of a deep slender arm of the bay, 44 miles from Boston. It is the second

city in New England both in iiopulation and we.ilth, and an old jiolitical centre; a

moderate port of foreign commerce, and a large one of interior trade : but its manu-
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facturiiig interests are of tlie leading inij»ort;ince, it being esjiocially the greatest seat

of jewelry and silver-ware nianufaetiire in the w'orUl. It contains Brown University

founded in 1764. Newport, the other capital ("iOiOOO), on A(iiii<lneck or " Rhode "

Island, which divides the hay, is a seat of fashion and wealth rather than trade, one

of the most fashionable resorts in the country, and its couinierce is mainly one of ]ileas-

iire yachts. It was, however, a very important trading-])ort in the last century, and

had the unenvi.able distinction of being the last and greatest northern emporium

of the slave-trade, which furnished much of its wealth. Bristol (GOOO) and War-

ren (4500) are Narragaiisett Bay ports. Pawtucket ('27,000) is an overflow of

Providence capital and

business, the location

(1790) of the first suc-

cessful cotton mill in

the country ; Warwick
(17,700) a si<uilar ag-

gregation of Provi-

dence factories a few

miles south of that

city ; and Woonsocket

(21,000) a cluster of

mill-villages on the

Blackstone next to the

Massachusetts line,

the central one having

about half the total

population. Westerly

(7000), on the some-

what navigable Paw-

catuck next to Con-

necticut, is a town of

granite quarries and

manufacturing.

Rhode Island was

formed in 1647 by the

union of the original

colony of " Providence

Plantations," establish-

ed by Roger Williams

in 1636 as a haven of
NEwrouT. 'TiiK Oi.ii Mii.r,.

religious liberty, with that of Rliode Island proper settled in 1638, and a settlement
])lanted at Warwick in 1643. It was the last to ratify the federal Constitution (1790) ;

and adopted none of its own till 1842, when forced to do so by fear of an insurrection
which even its adoj)tion did not avert, due to the old charter committing the govern-
ment to a small body of land-owners, and the changes of population making town
representation grossly inequitable.

Connecticut.— The most southerly of the New England States, and the smallest
in the Union excei)t Rhode Island and Delaware (4990 square miles), has to the south
Long Island Sound, a noble piece of navigable water, cut off from the ocean by Long
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Island wliieh belongs to and almost joins New York; and is composed almost wholly

of the valleys of streams draining to the Sound. The broad Connecticut divides it

into two sections about equal in size: but the eastern is little more than a third as

poi)ulous as the western, contains only three places of over 10,000 jieople out of fif-

teen in the Slate, and but a half-dozen other sizable villages, and is rich neither in

soil nor good city sites ; while the western has much fertile soil and is crowded with

ninnufaeturinf centres of New York capital. The best part of Eastern Connecticut is

the valley of the Thames, a navigable estuary 15 miles long,— entering the Sound at

Xew London, where it is a mile wide and of noble beauty,— beginning at the junction

around the Xorwich hills of the broa<l shallow Shetucket and the little Yantic. The

former bears the name only from the junction (about 17 miles above) of the Willi-

niantic and Natchaug, both rising in the JMassachusetts water-shed ; it is joined just

above Xorwich by the Quinebaug, which runs half its course in Massachusetts.

Western Connecticut's chief river is the Ilousatonic, loO miles long, rising in the

northern marshes of the Berkshire Valley of Massachusetts, and entering the Sound

west of New Haven ; and its affluent the ])icturesque Naugatuck, dividing the section

in the centre, is of even greater business importance. The Tunxis or Farmington,

also rising in Herkshii-e and joining the Connecticut above Hartford after a most

eccentric course, is the only considerable latitudinal tributary. The great river itself

is navigable for ships to Middletowii excei)t when frozen uj) or when they strand on

the shifting bar at its mouth; and except at low water considerable steamers ascend

to Hartford.

Coiniecticut has always been celebrated for its manufacturers and inventors, —
a Connecticut man invented the cotton-gin, which revolutionized the position of the

South toward the slave system and produced the Civil War,— and its pro.ximity to

Xew York City has made most of the Western Connecticut cities little more than

collections of factories owned by New York capital and with their liead offices in that

great city. About one-half its working jiopulation are engaged in manufactures,

against about one-sixth in agriculture. Besides the cities, the State is crowded with

villages having local industries of immense importance, often of world-wide fame : as

Collinsville noted for axes, Thomaston, Bristol, etc., for clocks, Winstcd for agricul-

tural implements. Deep River for ivory turning, Northfield for pocket-knives, Thomp-

sonville for carpets, Hazardville for powder, Williniautic for thread, South Manchester

for silks, Chatham for bells (there are cobalt-mines near by), Colchester for india-

rubber goods, etc. " Yankee clocks " have been famous for generations, and the same

quarter of Connecticut where Seth Thomas manufactured them is still the chief seat

of the industry. The manufacturies of wooden nutmegs, -wooden oats, and basswood

Ihains are located precisely where they always were— in the imaginations of lumber-

ing wits. The chief of other industries is the propagation of oysters in artificial

beds, which is carried on along the Sound to an enormous extent, especially on the

shallow sandy beaches aroiuid and west of New Haven ; and there are large iron-

mines and foundries in Salisbury in the extreme north-west, and fine sandstone quar-

ries at Portland on the Connecticut.

Hartford, the ca])ital and second city (53,000), at the head of navigation on the

Connecticut, one of the oldest Entrlish settlements in the Slate, dates from 163.^,

and was occupied still earlier by the Dutch. It has a famous manufacture of firearm.-*

and other heavy industries ; but its chief importance is as a vast centre of capital in

banking and insurance (both fire and life),— it is the wealthiest city per capita in
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the Union, and the loans of its insuraiiee companies have been a leading agency

in the raj)id develo]iment of the West.

New Haven, the largest city in the. State (82,000), and till 1875 tlie alternate cap-

ital witli Hartford, is on a handsome and capacious bay of the Sound west of the

Connecticut, and has considerable commerce, but is chiefly of iniiiortance industrially

as an enormous j)roducer of metal goods. It is principally famed as the seat of

' rr'A^„.f:Krv.t.

' '/ii".l?*'^'*^'*?fe*^'?!5'HS

VlliWs I.N H/VliTKOlil).

Yale College founded in 1701 ; this and Harvard have .always been the foremost
New Eng!;uid centres of educational light.

The only cities in Eastern Connecticut are Norwich (16,000) and New London
(14,000) at tiie beginning and end of the Th.ames estuary: the former a thriving

manufacturing city on picturesque hills ; the latter an old wli,aling ])ort .almost ruined

by the decay of that industry, but recovering through its noble harbor, manufactur-
ing, .and the beauty of the neighboring seaside resorts. In the western half the

Bpecialty of Waterbury (33,000) is brass atid copix'r; of New Britain (19,000), cut-
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lery and fine tools ; of Meriden (25,500), britannia and other metal goods ; of Mid-

dletown on the Connecticut (15,000) much the same ; of Danbury (iy,(tO0) liats ; of

Bridgeport (49,000), sewing-machines, cartridges, brass and iron goods; of Ansonia

(10,000),— the hxrgest town near tlie foot of the Housatonic, which is dammed at

Birmingham), pins, brass and iron wares; of Xorwalk (18,000), besides oysters

whose beds are thick in the Sound, locks and knobs; of Stamford near the New
York line (16,000), locks.

Of the State's 746,258 people, a fifth are foreign born, over half these being Irish.

Connecticut was formed in 1665, by the union of the New Haven colony with tlie

other settlements in this section. Till 1701 the capital was Hartford, and thence to

1875 the latter alternated with New Haven. The first written constitution in Amer-

ica was adopted at Hartford in 1G39, but after the Revolution Connecticut lived

under Charles XL's old charter till 1818.

New York.— The "Empire State"— first in the Union in population, wealtli,

products, connnerce, and financial transactions— is lavishly endowed by nature witli

the elements of empire. It has 49,170 square miles of surface, nearly as large as

Englan<l, and its central and eastern part is one of the gardens of North America.

Its mineral wealth is considerable, the product of salt and plumbago being the largest

in America; its woodland is most valuable for lumber, ami it k'a<ls even Vermont in

j>roduct of maple sugar ; its entire west and noi-tli are practically an ocean frontage

on Erie, Ontario, and the St. Lawrence; through the eastern side flows a great river,

the Hudson, navigable for 150 miles and a deep estuary for over a hundred, at whose

mouth is the most valuable ocean frontage in America, besides :ill Long Island and

part of the Sound ; and on the north-east is Lake Cliamplain. In the centre is a

remarkable series of parallel lochs, all navigable, and the greatest of them— Cayuga

and Seneca— towards 40 miles long and two miles wide, and from 300 to 500 feet

deep, Seneca's deep cold waters scarcely ever freezing over even when the others

are covered with thick ice ; they drain into Lake Ontario through Oswego River, fed

also by the outlet of Oneida Lake, 20 miles by 6, outside this system.

The dairy products of New York are of enormous volume and the highest quality,

and nowhere are the working farmers as a class more wealthy or the farming districts

more full of visible comfort. That only a fiflh of its six millions (5,997,853) of

inhabitants are sui)i)orted by agriculture is due to the luunber of large cities and the

vast development of manufactures: over a third the total jwpulation are in New
York City and Brooklyn, several hundred thousand more live in cities, tlie distribu-

tion of water-]iower over the State has covered it with villages sustained by manufac-

tures, and one-third of all the workers are engaged in this class of industries.

The Hudson, the valley of it:^ affluent the Mohawk (once the. channel which

drained Ontario into New York Bay), the great Erie Canal from the Hudson to the

Niagara (ojiencd in 1825,— now outgrown, but which in the days before railroads

was the first great cause which set New Y'ork City so far ahead of all rivals, as being

the outlet for llie products of the West through Lake Erie), and the railroad system

following them, have built up a wonderful line of cities for nearly 500 miles from

the sea to Lake Erie.

First of all is the great empoi-ium of the New World, the second city of

the whole earth in population,' busuiess, wealth, and financial importance; at

1 London is Uie only one known to exceed i»; tlie guesses at the population of Chinese cities are

set one side.
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New York City/— The Battehy and Produce
1 Exchange.

iirst occupying the narrow .Maiiliattan Island,— thir-

teen miles long, in a large sheltered hay, between the

mouth of the Hudson and the arm of the sea (called

"East River") which connects Long Island Sound with

the main ocean,— but long since stretching for miles

beyond it to the north, east, and west. Its nominal

))o])ulation under that municipal name and government is

1.515,301 ; but Brooklyn on Long Island just across the
' East Eiver has 80G..34.3, Jersey City in New Jersey

across the Hudson about 163,000 and the actual number in the

<listrict of New York suburban residence and business is nearly 2i millions. Fiom
half to two-thirds of tlie entire import and export business of the country is done

tJirough this port, and its banks do nearly a (piarter of all the loan and discount

business, and hold nearly that percentage of .all the de])osits. Nor is it merely a vast

collection of money-getters ; it disputes the claims of Boeton as a centre of litera-
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ture, art, and music, has much aduiinible archilccture (though its flat site ami rec-

tangular streets do not show it off to tlie best effect), has fine libraries of researcli

and strong scientific societies, two great general colleges (Columbia College founded

in 1754, and the University of the City of New York), and over 570 jjcriodical

publications.

Above on the Hudson ve Newburg and Kingston (23,000 and 21,000) on the west

bank, prominent coal ports ; and Foughkeejisie (2;3,000) on the east bank Vietween

the above two. On the west bank 142 miles up is Albany (195,000), the capital of

the State, on tlic site of the Dutch Fort Orange built in 1G23, which fell into English

hands in 16G4. Its commerce is large, and it has e'xtensive iron foundries, stove

factories, etc. Six miles north is Troy on the opposite side (70,000, or 90,000 with its

trans-Hudson suburbs), at the liead of steam navigation, — a city of foundries and

rolling mills, stove works, cars, bells, boilers, etc. Three miles north of Troy, at the

mouth of the Mohawk, is Cohoes (22,000), a mill city, the river here descending 100

feet. West of Albany are Schenectady (20,000), a quaint old Dutch city with broom

factories, and with the famous Union College founded in 1795; Utica (44,000), long

the chief emporium of central New York ; Eome (15,000), with manufactures of

farming machinery ; Syracuse (88,000), with vast manufacturing interests and a large

commerce to Lake Ontario through the Oswego Canal,— notable for the immense salt

works at the springs near by, a business established by the Jesuits in 1654 and long

carried on by the Iroquois ; Rochester (133,896) only 7 miles from Lake Ontario, and

on the Genesee River where it falls 226 feet in two miles with three cataracts of 96,

84, and 26 feet respectively,— a city of flouring mills and an immense amount of

other lieavy manufacturing ; and on Lake Erie at the beginning of the Niagara River

is Buffalo (255,664), the third port in the Great Lakes, especially great in recei{)ts of

grain, coal, and lumber, and ranking next to Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania for iron and

steel smelting and working, and with great flour mills and other manufactures. A
southern branch has developed Auburn (26,000) with the largest manufactures of

agricultural macliinery in the country. The only considerable port on Lake Ontario

is Oswego (22,000) towards the eastern end, one of the principal flour-milling places

of the country, and notable for corn-starch.

The other chief line of business is along the Erie Railroad ; but it is much subor-

dinate, the only ])laces on it of any size being Elmira (30,000) and Binghamton (35,-

000) in the southern centre. The central lakes have some good-sized villages at the

extremities: the largest, Ithaca (11,000), is at the foot of Cayuga, the longest lake,

and is the seat of Cornell University. VVatertown on the Black River (15,000). at

the extreme eastern end of Lake Ontario, and Ogdensburg (12,000) on the St. Law-

rence, are the chief seats of business of the northern part.

The entire northern part of the State is a mass of mountains called the Adiron-

dacks, full of small hikes and famed for )>lcturesque scenery ; and with the imposing

beauty and majesty of the Hudson with its liigh rock walls, the cliarms of l^ake

George the southern satellite of Champlain, and the grandeur of the St. Lawrence,

draw a great stream of travel northward every summer. The mineral springs of Sar-

atoga (between Albany ami L;ike George), of great number, and of remarkable medi-

cinal celebrity, have formed an excuse for the development of the greatest and most

fashionable interior watering-place in America.*

1 The Kevoliitioimry battle-grouiid of Saratoga, where liurgoyiie's army was c;ii)tureil, was on the

Hudson twelve miles east.
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One-fourth of the State's inhabitants are of foreign birth, and nearly every nation-

ality on earth is represented, even Greenlanders. In 1880 almost an even half-million

were Irish, 356,000 Germans, 116,000 English, 84,000 Canadians, 20,000 French,

Till-: Elevatkd Railkoad in New York City.

15,000 Italians, 12,000 Poles, 11,000 each of Swiss and Swedes, etc. New York City

is the greatest museum of nationalities in the world.

New York's iirst white .settlers were tiie Dutch, who colonized Manhattan Island
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ill 1614 (callinf their settlement New Amsterdam), and granted patroonsliips or seign-

iories alon"- the Hudson, the effects of wliidi are visilile even yet. But it is curious

that tiiis State was even more the Empire State of the Indians tlian it is of tlie whites,

and it is more than a coincidence. The great Iroquois nation in its five primary-

divisions — ISIohawlvS, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, and Senecas — stretclied

tlirouo-ji the middle section of the State from tlie Hudson ahnost to the Niagara (the

l)aiilcs of that river being occupied by the Altiwendarons or Neutrals), along tlio river

and hikes named from the tribes, and despite tlie insignificant numbers of its warriors

it liad in tlie middle of the seventeenth century annihilated almost every considerable

tribe north of the Ohio ; and but for the arrival of white men would probably have

turned all. eastern North America nito an uninhabited wild.

New Jersey.— The character of this State's activities and history has been deter-

mined bv its location and conformation. A narrow district between the greatest two

cities of America, — a sort of ])eniiisula between the Hudson, the ocean, and the Del-

aware,— on a warmish se;i, with a coast of sandy beaches,, it would naturally be filled.

with market-ixardens and manufactories and seaside watering-])laees for tiieir use ; and

it is so. A flat district between the capital of the United States and the headquarters

• of the British army and colonial military government in the Revolution, it must inev-

itably have been the Belgium of that war, and the theatre of the chief campaigns;

and it was so.

Its northern jiart is low mountains,— the Blue and Shawangunk ; the centre,

ridges of low hills with flat clayey stretches between ; the southern half, sand and

pine woods, with marshes along the coast, the latter being simjily a line of narrow

sand-bars with occasional bi-eaks, separated from the mainland by sounds of considera-

ble width. Of course, no rivers of great size can be formed, but in the northern hills

there is much valuable water-power, and along the coast are navigable tidal estuaries

of great usefulness.

The soil is fertile and easy of tillage, and farming profitable in orchards, nurseries,

flower and vegetable gardens, etc. ; but other things are so much more jirofitable that

of its 1,444,933 people, only a seventh to a sixth are maiiitained by agriculture.

Nearly half are employed in or sui>ported by manufactures, some of them from its

own products : its clay makes the best of gas-retorts, fire-brick, and pottery, and its

moulding and glass sands, iron and zinc ores, etc., are very valuable. The seaside-

resort industry is of even greater celebrity: from Ca|)e May at the extreme end to

the Lower Bay just below New York, its coast for a hundred miles is a succession of

summer bathing-jilaces, many of them of the highest fashion,— Long Branch, Ocean

Grove, Asbiiry Park, Atlantic City, Ca])e jMay, etc., — whose easy accessibility from

New York insures their permanence and increase.

The business development of north-eastern New Jersey is mainly suburban to and

a part of New York : the line of residence towns built up hy New York business

and ]irofessional men extends for thirty or forty miles west, and Jersey City (163,-

003), Hoboken (44,000), and their comj)anions along the Hudson are New York

in all but name; while Newark (181,830, in 1880 1.86,508), Elizabeth (38,000), Pat-

ersou (78,000) the head of the Lhiited States' silk manufacture, New Brunswick

(19,000) the head of its india-rubber manufacture. Orange (19,000), and the adjacent

towns, are great manufacturing centres with New York salesrooms. Camden (58,000)

is a suburb of Philadelphia just across the Delaware. The capital of the State,

Trentoji (57,500), at Ihu head of navigation on the Delaware, has a thoroughly
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indepenflent existence, not only being tlie chief seat of the crockery and pottery man-

ufitcture in Aniei'ica (all from its own clay), but said to produce more than all tlie rest

of the continent combined.

This section, fought for by Dutch, Swedes, and English, and as East and West
Jersey repeatedly changing hands, was bought by Penu and consolidated in ltJ82,

and became a sejjarate colony in 1708. The Revolutionary battles of Trenton and

The Post-Okkice Sijuahe, New York City.

Princeton, Monmouth and Red Bank, are household \v(jrds ; the second is still better

known as the seat of an ira])ortant college.

One-fifth. of the inhabitants are of foreign Ijjrth,— about 100,000 Irish, 7r),000

Germans, and 35,000 English.

Pennsylvania. — The « Keystone State "— so called merely as the middle one of

the original thirteen, but befitting the name as tlie connecting link between North and
South ; its climate in the north exhibiting all the changeable harshness of the former,

that next to Delaware touched by the gentler breath of the latter, at once milder .and

nioie equable ; itself of old a seat of uncompromising liostility to slavery, but conter-
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miiious with one of tlie most unbending of slave States— is second in the Union in

population and wealth. It is a rectangle stretching from Ohio and the West Virgihia

"l)au-han(lle " to New York and New Jersey, and from New York to Maryland, with

45,215 square miles. Alone of the thirteen, it has not a mile of sea-coast; but it

has practically such by the Delaw:»re estuary, and 40 miles of valuable coast on Lake

P^rie.

The entire body of the Alleghany system, 200 miles wide, sweeps across it from

north-east to south-west in parallel ridges, separated by dee]) green valleys of enchant-

ing beauty, and pierced as ])lentifully as if they were sand-hills by its Atlantic-flowing

rivers. They occupy diagonally' most of the south-eastern half; the extreme south-

eastern block is an extension of the great Ajipalachian Valley, the mountain sinking to a

plain for fifty miles,— a low rolling district of immense fertility, traversed by sterile

tracts called "ser])entine barrens"; to the west and north-west of the mountains are

short low broken ridges and narrow valleys, succeeded by a high plateau extending

nearly to Lake Erie. The eastern rivei' systems do not generally run between or par-

:illel to the ridges, but cut directly across them, through rocky gorges or "water-

gaps " of grand wild beauty ; and the resulting swiftness of current and incessant

rocky rapids render most of them unnavigable. The broad Susquehanna in the centre

ought to carry ocean commerce through the heart of the State, but is so shallow and

full of rapids as to be entirely worthless for navigation. Its main branch rises in the

little Otsego Lake in East-Central New York, receives the Lackawanna from the east

through a basin continuous with the famous ^A'yoming Valley, the West Branch (175

miles long) and the beautiful romantic Juniata (150 miles) from the west, and after a

course of 500 miles and draining 22,000 square miles, falls a mile wide into Chesa-

peake Bay a few miles below the State boundary. The Delaware, dividing Pennsyl-

vania from New Jersey, rises also in New York, and piei-ces the mountains in a gorge

(Delaware Water Ga])) two miles long, with sheer rock walls 1100 feet in height ; 350

miles long, it is navigable for steamboats only to Trenton in New Jersey at high tide,

and for ships to Philadelphia near the end of its true river course ; it shortly becomes

an estuary and ends in Delaware Bay. Its chief Pennsylvanian affluents are the

Lehigh (90 miles), and the Schuylkill (130 miles) wliich divides Philadelphia. These

rivers, fed by 42 inches of rainfall in the south-east, freeze in the winter, and the thaws

common in January often break up their caps of ice for miles at once, turning

the r;i])id streams into gigantic battei-ing-rams with enormous blocks of ice for weapons,

sometimes sweeping away every liridge and dam for fifty miles of a single water-

course, desolating their banks, and ])irmg up Titanic ice-monuments on the shore.

In the extreme west theuoble Ohio, the one large eastern tributary of the Missis-

sippi, and with the greatest volume of all, having a mean discharge of 158,000 feet

per second,— the former line between the free and the slave systems, its basin a

rough division between strongly marked physical and climatic belts, — is foi-med at

Pittsburgh by the junction of the Alleghany and Monongaiiela, each itself a large and

important river; the former, 350 miles long ami in some sort navigablfi for 200, its

system receiving 42 inches of rainfall, rises in Pennsylvania, flaws north into New
York and west along the border, then south ag.iin into Pennsylvania; the latter, 250

miles long and navigable for GO, rises in the Alleghanies of West Virginia. The
united stream, a third of a mile wide, runs 25 miles in Pennsylvania, and in all 975

westward to the Missis.sippi, draining a temjterate, fertile, and splendidly forested ter-

ritory of 214,000 square miles, including among others the large basins of its affluents
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tlio Tennessee, Cumberland, Kentucky, and Great Kanawlia on the south, and the

Wahash on the nortli. Its gentle current, only once broken by falls avoided by a

canal, is one of the greatest commercial )iath\vays to the ocean ;
but in summer it

dries into uimavigability for large vessels much of the way, and it freezes over for

three or four months in winter.

Pennsylvania is a State of coal, iron, iietroleum, and lumber; of (Irii)ping and

flowing subterranean galleries miles in length, where n)any thousands of laborers

wield the jiick and shovel, or manage the barrow, the tram, or the bucket; of mighty

forges, reddening the sky

by night and blackening

the horizon by day, vol-

canoes of molten metal to

be poured and wrought

witli a frightful danger to

life and limb; of -spouting

oil-wells sometimes taking

fire and streaming to the

lieavens in a vast geyser of

flame, — of underground

gas also, at jn-esent enor-

mous in volume, but not

yet ])ro\ed to be })ernia-

nent,— and of a net-work

of petroleum aqueducts

often hundreds of miles in

length ; of logging camps

in its great hard-wood

forests, of rafts on the

cataract -broken streams

nnlashed above the falls

and remade again below,

of saw--niills and ]plaiiiMg-

mills ; and from its coal

su|>plies, of enormous man-

ufactories, ranking second

in the Union, — next to

New York,— and employing over a third of its population in tliem, nearly double

the number engaged in agriculture. Yet its soil is among the richest in the co\intry :

it has in exhaustless profusion nearly every gift of nature in the temjierate zone. And
its magnificent varied beauty, of mountain, valley, and gorge, — the Juniata ami

Wyoming Valleys are of world-wide fame, — makes it beloveil of tourist and artist.

South-eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware was the point where the feeble Swedish

attempt at colonizing America was made, soon overthrown by the Dutch, who in turn

succumbed to the English. In 1682 William Pcnn received his charter for the ])rov-

ince, and for many years the inhabitants multiplied and ])rosperi^d in a security from

Indian massacres imknown to any other colony whatever : all owing in very consider-

able measure to the superior morality of the Quaker dealings with the Indi.'iiis, and

to the fact that the country was occu|)ied by a tribe (the Delawares or Shawanoes)

Wn.LiAM Pknn.
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under degrading vassalage to the Iroquois and forbidden to make war without tlieir

consent. In fact, tlie Quakers took less advantage of Indian sim])licity in buying land

for trinkets and utensils, than was done in most other settlements
;
yet afterwards,

when the borders were desolated by Poutiac's confederacy, the Indians scal]>ed

Quakers quite impartially whenever they came within reach.

The most peculiar feature of its colonization was the settlement of such great

numl)ers of south-Germans in tlie South-eastern val^- that, alone among immigrants

not divided from us by deep religious or racial barriers, they have alisorbed the later

settlers in that district instead of being themselves lost in the indistinguishable mass

of " Americans," and retain their own individuality as a Ijody ; sjieaking a corrupt

but vigorous and racy patois known as " Pennsylvania Dutcli," and commonly so

called themselves, along with their English, French, and Irish neighbors who s()eak

the same dialect. They are thrifty and honest farmers (their small cramped dwell-

ings and huge stone barns a striking feature of the Southern Pennsylvania land-

scape), and Americans of the intensest tyj)e in national feeling,- but not greatly

affected by progressive modern ideas.

Of the total population of over five millions (0,258,014), some 650,000 are of

foreign birth: 260,000 Irish, 190,000 Germans, 90,000 English; and ovef 30,000

Welsh, more than in any other State, for the obvious reason that they are mostly

miners. Mines, demanding for the most pavt only the roughest unskilled manual

labor, are the great resource of the poorest foreign peasant immigrants, and native

Americans will not often take up with this dismal, dangerous, ill-paid, and Vilighting

labor; so that an American underground-mining district is ipso facto an miassimi-

lated mass of Welsh, Scandinavians, Poles, Bohemians, Hungarians, Slavs, etc., one

or all.

The great city of Pennsylvania the third in size of the Xew World is Phila-

delpliia, the '• Quaker City," on the lower Delaware, with 1,046,964 inhabitants
;

of right including the New Jersey city of Camden (58,000) across the river, making"

nearly 1,105,000. Founded by William Penn in 16S2 at the mouth of the Schuylkill,

in its present state much of it is an aggregation of manufacturing villages originally

planted in the suburbs of the commercial city, which have coalesced with it as it

grew. It is^ "checkerboard" city, with a few diagonal avenues modifying the time-

wasting inconvenience of the form. Its internal and foreign connnerce is very large,

it being virtually an ocean port; but it is mainly a manufacturing city, employing

in 1880 no less than 220,000 hands in its mills and workshops. Its ^nost noted insti-

tution, Girard College, is designed for poor boys, and is totally non-religious. Its Qua-

ker population are but a drop in its present immbers, but have formed the skeleton on

which its growth has been clothed, and its key-note is still a quiet, staid, but extremely

patriotic resiiectability. It has a less f)ercentage of foreign population than any other

great Northern city. The independence of the United States was declared in its city

hall, and it was the ca])ital of the United States from 1790 to 1800. The next largest

city is Pittsburgh, the " Smoky City " (238,617). at the formation of the Ohio, the head

of the iron-smelting and glass-making industries of America. It forms properly,

though not legally, one city with Allegheny (105,287) across the river. The north-

eastern coal-fi(dd is headed by Seranton (75,000) on the Lackawanna, and Wilkesbarre

(38,000) on the Susquehanna; the Lehigh Valley by Allentown (25,000), and at the

junction of the Delaware and Lehigh is Easton (14,500) ; the Schuylkill Valley by
Reading (59,000), with PottsviUe (14,000) higher up, and Norristown (20,000) nearer
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Pliiladelphia. Harrisl)urg (39,000), on the east bank of the Susquehanna, is the capi-

tal of the Stato. xVU the above arc chiefly centres of coal and iron working and sale.

Tlie interesting old cities of Lancaster (32,000) an<l York (21,000) are tlie markets of

the "Pennsylvania Dutch" district, tlie rich south-eastern valley ; the former settled

in 1728 and long the State capital, the latter in 1741 and the federal capital in 1777.

The seats of the lumber trade are Willianisport (27,000) and Look Haven (a village),

both on the West Branch of the Susquehanna. Altoona (30,000) has great railroad

car shops ; it lies at the eastern base of the western Alleghany crest, where the rail-

road, after leaving the Juniata Valley, climbs the mountain by an unusual grade. The

petroleum district has developed no large centres of tr.ade ; and the only other con-

sider.able jtlace in the north-western third

of the State is Erie (40,500), on the Lake,

a prosperous commercial and manufac-

turing city with a good harlior, near the

place whore the tribe of Eries was an-

nihilated by the Iroquois. Gettysburg,

the scene of the gigantic three-days'

battle which was the turning-point of

the Civil War, is just north of Maryland.

No edui^ational work in Pennsylvania

is of greater importance for humanity

than that now going on in the village

of Carlisle, in the Cumberland Valley

west of Harrisburg. Here is a school

wliich — though cr.amped l)y the pain-

ful niggardliness with which money is

doled out to it by the government—
is educating hundreds of Indian boys

(taken from savage wigwams in the

reservations of the West, where they

were growing up to a life of the lowest

barbarism, a little hunting varied by

begging and drinking and committing

occasional outrages on the whites) in

handicrafts and agriculture and the spirit

of civilization, and sending them back as missionaries to their tribes. The hope of an

end to the "Indian problem" (for the Indians are not decreasing) rests on the

work which is being done at Carlisle and in the various other Indian schools in the

country.

Delaware. — This little State of ordy 2050 square miles, the smallest in the Union
e.xcept Rhode Island, — 90 miles long, from 9 to 37 wide,— is the north-eastern side

of the spindle-shaped peninsula formed by Delawai-e Bay (named from Lord I)e la

War) and the Atlantic on the east and Chesapeake Bay on the west, about 6000 square

miles in area and shared between three States. It has Maryland's straight i)arallels

on the west and south, the curving bay on the east ; on the north a segment of a

circle twelve miles in radius struck from the court-house in New Castle, divides it

from Pemisylvania. It has no inlets or large streams, and its coast is harborless aiid

— like so much of the Athuilic seaboard— a line of sand-siiits with shallow lagoons

Loud Dk i.a Wau.
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inside. Delaware Bay is 55 miles long, from its arbitrary beginning neai" Delaware

City to the ocean at Ca])C May in New Jersey and Cajie Heidoj)en in Delaware, 13

miles wide at the latter spot and 25 in the centre, narrowing to 3. Its frecjiient shal-

lows make it as defective for navigation as Henry Hudson found it, and an artificial

harbor lias been made at Cape Ileiilojien.

The northern end of the State is ])art of the l)eautiful south-eastern plain of Penn-

sylvaniii, a fertile rolling country of grassy uj)land and meadow : it sinks southward

to a low sandy jilain with a slight rise in the centre, aljounding in marshes full of

cy])ress and cedar. It belongs, in fact, to the South, and was a slave State, though

retained in the Union : 29,00U out of its 168,493 people are colored. It has the mild

winters and consequent character of production and timber growth, and to the south

the relaxing atmosphere and prevalent coast fevers, which attend the lower parallels.

Nearly a third of its peoj)le are engaged in agriculture ; it is the fellow of Maryland

as a "peach State," and a main reliance for peaches and berries of the northern mar-

kets ; 55,000 acres of its soil being occupied by peach orchards alone, whose blasting

by a too early frost is so an.\iously feared that the regular rumor of it is a standing

jest in the North. ,

Over a fourth of its inhabitants are emj)loyed in manufactures
; yet its foreign-

born po]nilation, usually drawn by mills, amounts to less than 10,000 or about G

per cent of tlic total. Nearlj' all the manufacturing is in or near its one important

city, Wilmington (61,000), built on a hill above the Delaware in the extreme north,

where the historic Brandywine joins it. This is one of the great manufacturing cen-

tres of the country, esjieeially in iron smelting, rolling, and working, and building iron

steamships; the lai-gest gunpowder works in America are near by. New Castle

(4000), a few miles south on the river, Dover the capital (4000) in the interior, and

Smyrna (3000) on a creek near the bay, are the only other places needing mention.

Delaware was occu])ied by a settlement of Swedes, Dutch, and English when it

was bought by Penn as dominating Philadeljihia's waterway, and their jealousy at

the rule of the new Quaker government speedily brought nbout entire separation of

the local government of the two ])rovinces, though even after the Revolution the

same government was at the head of both.

Maryland.— This old border slave State is the most eccentric in shape of any in

the Union. Chesajjeake Bay and the Susquehanna divide it into the "Eastern

Shore" and the "Western Shore:" the former, about a third of the whole, shares

with Delaware and Virginia the Chesapeake-Atlantic peninsula, and has a harborless

frontage of 33 miles on the ocean ; the Western Shore is reduced by the sinuosities

of the Potomac to four miles in width at one sj)ot, while along the Bay it is 120. It

has an area in block of 12,210 square miles; but the Bay surface included is towards

2000.

Chesapeake Bay is a noble inlet, the largest on the Atlantic coast; nearly 200

miles long by 4 to 40 wide, 12 miles wide at its entrance, and with over 400 miles of

coast line; with splendid depth of waters, floating the largest ships nearly to the

mouth of the Susquehanna. It receives two of the largest rivers of the Eastern

Alleghany drain.-ige, the Susquehanna and the Potomac, and just at its entrance is the

embouchure of the equally important James; and its shores are cut at short intervals

by the navigable estuaries of a large number of shorter streams, giving Maryland
more navigable waters in proportion to its size than almost any other State in the

Union. The Potomac rises in the Alleghaiiies, breaks through the Blue Ridge jior-
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tion at Harper's Ferry, where it receives the Sheiiaiuloali from the soiitli through the

Valley of Virginia, 15 miles north of Wasliingtoii ileseends 80 feet in two miles with

one cataract of 35 feet, meets the tides at Georgetown tiiree miles below the " little

falls," and a mile below at the federal capital becomes an estuary a mile wide, flowing

120 miles farther (500 in all) into Chesapeake iJay, with six or seven miles of width

in its lower course.

Luitu Baltimuuk.

Tlie Eastern Sliore is of course a duplicate of Delaware in clinuite, soil, and jiro-

<luctions; the Western Shore is of the same character south of the parallel of Wash-
ington, but north of this it rises to the Alleglianies (here only 2500 feet in extreme

heiglit), and the western section lies upon their steep rocky parallel ridges, sc]iarated

by beautiful and fertile valleys known as "glades." As in all tlie States that slope

from the Alleghany crest to the ocean, the climate varies from cool and wholesome in

the hills to hot and malarious on the coast, and the surface is first hilly, and sinks by
terraces to a sandy aiul svvamjiy seaboard. ""Its people live by producing peaches
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and berries mid tobacco on the coast, famous butter and mutton in the glades and hills
;

from under ground come coal and iron and copper, fire-bi'ick second only to Stour-

briilge, grindstones, hones, and millstones, and Epsom salts from native inagnesite.

]}ut its best ki'.own and most delicious products, em])loying vast numbers of the

inhabitants, are the Chesapeake Bay oysters, terrapin, and canvas-back duck: its

oyster fisheries exceed those of any other State, every inlet and estuary being the

breeding-place of a valued special sort, and su]iplying not only Northern tables but

oyster-)>lanters; and the laws regulating tlieir taking liave produced bloody battles

between the authorities and poaching boats. The wild birds of field, wood, marsh,

and seacoast make the State a grand autumnal rendezvous for sportsmen.

Maryland has but one large city, but that one is the great border city of Baltimore

founded in 17-9; the fourth largest' east of Chicago, and the largest from Philadel-

phia to the Gulf. It lies in ])icturesque beauty on a series of hills above the

Patapsco River (an estuary), twelve miles from Chesapeake Bay, with a first-rate

harbor, immense water-power near by, and vast proportions of both manufacturing

and commerce. Close to the borders of the North, it is yet a Southern city in char-

acter, affiliations, customs, and ])opu!ation : a sixth of its 434,439 inhabitants are

colored, it was the greatest of slave marts before the Civil War, and the Union

troo])s had to fight their way through it as an enemy's country. It contains several

of the most magnificently endowed ]uiblic institutions in the country, including the

great Johns IIo|»kins University for research and graduate study ; and is the seat of

the Catholic archbishoj) who is ))rimate of the United Stales.

Annapolis, the State capital, is a place of 7600 inhabitants on the Severn estuary

soutli of Baltimore ; Frederick (8000) is the centre of the richest farming district of

the west ; Hagerstown (10.000) is a manufacturing town in the mountains near Penn-

sylvania; and Cumberland (13.000) a notable coal centre on the early Potomac.

Harper's Ferry was the seat of John Brown's memorable attempt to excite a slave

insurrection ; and ten miles north was fought the bloody biittle of Antietam, which

stopped a Confederate invasion of the North, on the creek of that name near Sharjts-

biirg.

Maryland was designed as a Roman Catholic eoinmunity ; but the knowledge that

England would not suffer an establishment of that religion co-operated with Calvert's

liberality to make it invite .all Christian creeds to equal rights, the only interrui)tioTi

to which was a brief reign of Puritan prosciijition of the religion of Lord Baltimore.

Always a vigorous and independent colony, it evaded or defied the British attem])ts

to keej) it poor and heli)less, and overturned the ])roprietary government and estab-

HsIkmI jMjpular rule two years before the Declaration of Independence at Pliiladel-

pliia. A State of slave-wrought plantations, it remained in the Union during the

Civil War only under comjtiilsion ; and in 1890, out of, by the census, 1,042,390 pop-

ulation about L'lS.OOO are Colored. Less than 100,000 are of foreign bivth, of whom
the remarkable proportion of 55 jier cent in 1880 were Germans, to a little over a

fourth Irish.

District of Columbia. — In the early days of the R(»iiublic, Congress was exceed-

ingly migratury,— partly under cflmi)ulsion of the British armies,— and from 1776

to 1790 met in no less thati seven different towns ; but Philadeljjhia, then the com-

mercial head of the St.'ites, was the ])rcferred seat of government, and remained so

from 1790 to 1800. It was always clear, however, that t(^ subordrnate the needs of

1 In .ill tliKse cdjiiparisoiis Xcw Voik and Brooklyn are counted as a unit.
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tlu' national governnient to the will or caprice of a imuiicipality and State was luidig-

iiiticd and embarrassing, and certain to l)e injnrioiis sooner or later; and in 1790 the

gift from Maryland and Virginia of a ]iiecc of land ten miles s<juare on both sides of

the Potomac at the head of navigation, inclnding the villages of Georgetown in Mary-

land and Alexandria in Virginia, was accejited. Congress met there fii-st in 1800

;

and in 1802 the city of Washington was organized, on a site little fitted, perhaps, by

nature for its new uses. It has, however, developed into' one of the most beautiful

and attractive cities not only of America but of the world. For ipany years it was a

r.aw, straggling, muddy vill.age, derisively called

the "city of magnificent distances," having been

laid out on a snjierb scale which late improve-

ments fully justify. It was captured by the

British in 1814, and the public buildings burned.

In 1846 the Virginia side, not having been used

lor government buildings, was given back to that State, leaving 70 square miles of

tei-ritory for the District. Washington and Georgetown, and the County of Washing-
ton, existed as sep.aratc entities till 1871, though Congress had the sole power of

legislation, and the jieople had neither votes nor representation. In that year the

District was made a regular Territory, with an appointed governor and elected Dele-

gate in Congress; after three years' experience this system was abolished, and the

fiffairs of the District put into the hands of three ap]K)inted commissioners. The
names "Washington" and "Georgetown" are retained for postal uses, but politically

thei'e are no such cities.
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Georgetown, a mile iiortli of Washington, is the port of the District, ami has

coiisiilerable commerce, besides inaniifaeturing from the fine water-power of the

Potomac. It is the seat of the famous (Catholic) Georgetown College, founded in

1789. Washington, containing tlie Capitol and other public buildings, extends from

the river up a hill 72 feet high crowned by the national pahico, and has its main

avenues jilanned on such a magnificent scale of width that crossing one is a

journey not to be despisecf, and the transaction of business is very burdensome. The
city contains, however, other things better than mammoth buildings ; among them

the world-famed Sniitlisuiiian Institution for scientific research and ])ublication, the

Xav.ll Observatory, and the Signal Office which issues forecasts of the weather. It

is of necessity a foremost seat of "society" .and fashion ; but tlie United States has

no one dominating centre to give law.s to the rest in these matters.

The population of the District is 230.392, of whom almost a third are colored
;

Wasliington has about 190,000 inhabitants, and Georgetown perliaps 15,000. The
future growth of the city seems only limited by the size of the District. People of

means and leisure are choosing the i)lace for tiieir home and yearly add to its archi-

tectural beauty by the erection of elegant residences. There is talk occasionallv of a

possible removal of the capital to the West, to St. Louis for exam])le, but the enor-

mous "plant" invested in public buildings will probably never be sacrificed, the rapid

ini])rovenients in transportation make centrality of constantly less importance, and no

great city is ready to give up its municipal e.xistonce and submit to the obliteration of

its individuality even to become the capital.

Virginia. —• The " Old Dominion " (the oldest permanent linglisli colony in Amer-

ica), the "Mother of Presidents" (seven were born there), lost over a tiiird of its

historic territory by the separation of West Virginia ; but with its 42,450 square miles it

is still a powerful State. Its western and northern jiortions share the mountains and

the Valley of Virginia with West Virginia; its eastern side follows the Potomac and

Maryland to Ciiesapeake Bay, includes the tip of the Cliesai)e.ake-Atlanlic peninsula,

and has a short strip of useless coast below the Bay. Besides the Potomac, it is

(chiefly drained l)y three large tid.al I'ivei's, forming as many ))eninsulas on the Bay

(increased to nine by lesser inlets and streams): the Ka]i])ahannock next south, 200

miles long from the sources of the r{a]ii(lan, navigable to Fredericksburg 92 miles up,

and an estuary for the last 70 miles ; the York, a navigable estuary 40 nnles long,

formed from the Mattapony and Pamunkey 125 and 80 miles in length,— on the pen-

insula below this, Cornwallis's army was trajiped and captured ; and the great James,

5((0 miles long : rising in the Allegh.anies and breaking through the eastern ridges

;

falling over granite rocks, meeting the tides, and becoming navigable, at Ilichmond,

150 miles up; receiving the Ap|)omattox from the south and the Chickahominy from

the north, — memor.al>lo names ; its last 50 miles an estuary sometimes six or seven

miles wide; and ending at Hamilton Roads, f.amous for the conflict of the "Slonitor"

and the " Merrimac."

West of the Blue Ridge extends the broad and beautiful Valley oi Virginia, part

of the great Appalachian Valley; rising from 250 feet above the ocean at the Potcjmac

to over 3000 feet in the south ; drained to the Potomac by the Shenandoah 17<i miles

long, to the Atlantic by branches of the Roanoke which drains Southein Virginia, to

the Ohio by the Xew and the Ilolston, sources of the Great Kanawha and the Ten-

nessee. From the Blue Ridge a succession of great stairways descends to the ocean

:

the "Piedmont district," "Middle Virginia," the "Tidewater Country": the first
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foot-hills, the second a great phiin dee])]}' channelled by its rivers, and the latter low

and s\vaiuj)y, tlie "Great Dismal Swamp " occupying a tract 30 miles by 10, covered

by cedar and cypress, a mat of reeds, and a small lake. Tiie coast region has 55 inches

of annual rainfall, while the Valley of Virginia has but 40, and Piedmont 44.

The warm climate and friable soil rendered the Mrginiun jilains the earliest

tobacco district (of white men), and that i)lant has exiiausted quantities of the once

fertile soil, as it does the soil of every region given to its culture. A healthier agri-

culture of grain and fruits and market-gardening is fast developing, and it shares in

the fish and oysters of the Bay. Manganese, coal, iron, and salt are produced, a few

large manufactories are sustained, but the people are mostly farmers, fishermen, or

oystermen, and only about ] 5,000 were of foreign birth in 1890, out of 1,655,980.

Till; Riixs oi" Jamestown, Va.i

The capital and chief city is Kichmoiul, at the falls and head of navigation on the

James, with over 80,000, or 90,000 including Manchester across the river. I<\)unded

in 1737, it has been for over a contnry a leading centre of Southern wealth and fash-

ion, and of its best social, political, and intellectual life. It was a great slave-mart,

the capital of the Southern Confederacy during the Civil War, and over a third of its

people are colored. Petersburg south of it, at the falls of the Appomattox (22,600),

an affluent of the James, has some manufacturing. Lynchburg (20,000), on the upper

James near tlie western mountains, is a great tobacco centre, with iron and flour mills.

Norfolk (.'55,000) .and Portsmouth a mile off (13,000) are really one city, with a large

but shallow harbor at tlie mouth of the James on the soutli bank,—the best theoret-

ical location in America, at the entrance to Ches.'ipeake Bay ; and its failure to be-

come the greatest city of the northern South, instead of Baltimore, has disaj)pointed

several generations of ])roj)hets. Alexandria (14,000) is opposite Washington. Sin-

gularly, the rich Valley of Virginia has never developed a trade centre of any

' The first Virginian settlement, subsequently destroyed and abandoned.
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size : the chief places are Staunton (7000) in the soutli and AVinchester (5000) in the

north. Roanoke (16,000), in the southwest, is an important iron and industrial centre.

Danville (10,000) is a growing tobacco market on a branch of the Roanoke, close to

North Carolina. The University of Virj^inia is in Charlottesville, near the Blue Ridge.

Virginia was the oldest, largest, richest, and most populous of the colonies, and

her indispensable help in schemes for the common good had often to be purchased by

the concession of a virtual j)rimacy ; the more as her great landed slave-holding Epis-

copalian aristocracy disliked tlie trading democratic Puritan yeomanry of New Eng-

land, were jealous of thair leadershij) in jiolitical advancement, and were afraid their

turbulent republicanism would lead to sclieines for independeuee which were avoided

till the last moment. Virginian society was thoroughly English in structure, with

"county families" and tenantry and the English Churcli predominant and intolerant

;

and despite some of the worst royal governors who ever lived, the royal government

was patriotically esteemed. But slave-holding planters, made stern and vigorous

despots by the prime necessities of their position, were even less inclined to be them-

selves enslaved and ruined than Northern traders : the Virginian lawyer Patrick

Henry was the most fervid and ingi>iring of Revolutionary orators, and George Wash-

ington, a Virginia planter of distinction in the French and Indian War, was com-

mander of the Revolutionary armies and the nation's first president. Virginia's posi-

tion in the slave system was peculiar : it was the foinitain-head of slaves (of every

admixture of white blood to the vanishing point of color) destined to future work in

the cotton and sugar-cane fields of States farther south. Of all shades, there are now
some 700,000, or two-fifths of the total po]iulatiou. The costly glory of having its

capital that of the Confederacy made it the central battle-ground of the War, and

left it one vast graveyard and ruined and ravaged beyond any other section. Since

the re-establishment of peace, liowever, tliere has been a stea<ly advance in material

prosperity. The mountain counties of the west, always jealous of the jdains and

cities of the east, and from their nature but little affected by slavery, refused to obey

the secession ordinance of the State, and organized an administration for themselves

which Congress recognized as the lawful continuance of the State government, admit-

ting the section as the State of West Virginia in 1863, and for a while after the War
placing the mother State under the government of its offshoot.

West Virginia. — This State, for whose genesis see Virginia, its 24,780 square

miles having been taken from that State's historic limits, — probably tlie last which

will ever be cut from any of the original thirteen, — is an oblong mass with two

curious extensions north and east: on the west the "jian-handle" between the Penn-

sylvania line and the Ohio River, on the east a section along the Potomac giving it

the entire northern end of the Valley of Virginia. It belongs in its natural relations

and business future to the Ohio Valley group of States, and looks to Mississippi

rather than the Atlantic seaboard as its outlet. Its eastern portion lying on the

Alleghanies, the surface slopes down to the great valley, and all the considerable

streams— the Big Sandy (its Kentucky boundary), Great Kanawha, Little Kanawha,

Monongahela, etc. — drain to that river, which forms its entire Ohio boundary.

These and a few others are to a slight extent navigable, but valuable chiefly for their

splendid water-power and to build railroads along. The Great Kanawha, the largest

of them, is 450 miles long aiul navigal)le for 100.

West Virginia is a second Pennsylvania, with a somewhat milder climate, in its

exhaustless stores of mineral riches (including coal, iron, petroleum and salt); and
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with magnificent hard-wood forests yet largely untouched. Mountain and valley

are both though not equally fertile ; with the elevated valleys or " glades," the

" blue-grass " valleys of the southeast, and the garden-like " pan-handle," enriched

with 43 inches of annual rainfall. From the unsuitability of its soil for great

plantations worked by slave-gangs, only 33,000 or so of its 762,794 people are

colored, and the same reason explains its existence as a State ; and only some

20,000 were of foreign birth.

The only large town in the State is Wheeling on the Ohio, in the "pan-handle "

(which, however, is the most important place on the entire river except Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, and Louisville) containing 35,000 people. It is a smaller Pittsburgh, of

foundries and forges and machine-shops and glass-works, and the hills above it are

full of coal; It was the capital from 1875 to 1885, when the seat of government

was removed to Charleston on the Great Kanawha, which had previously possessed

it. This village (6700) is, next to Syracuse, in New York, the greatest salt-producing

place in America, from springs close by. Parkersburg (8500) on the Ohio at the

mouth of the little Kanawha, and !Martinsburg (7500) in the Valley of Virginia, are

two other places of steady importance ; Charlestown near the latter is the place

where John Brown was hanged. Huntington grew from 3174 in 1880 to 10,108 in

1890. But for a brief season in the summer, one of its mineral springs in the

mountains, White Sulphur Springs, eclipses them all.

North Carolina.— The surface of this State of 52,250 square miles is the same as

that of Virginia, between which and South Carolina it lies; mountains and the great

valley in the west, terraces of upland in the centre, flat sandy levels and marshes for

many miles back from the coast. A chain of the Alleghanies known variously as the

Great Smoky, Unaka, Bald, Iron, and Stone Mountains divides it from Tennessee;

but the Blue Ridge from five to six thousand feet in height is here the main range,

and the valley between is from three to four thousand, crossed and I'ibbed by trans-

verse ridges,— Balsam, New-found, Cowse, etc., — and scattered peaks of a group

called the Black Mountains from their heavy dark forests, which are the culminating

points of tlie whole A])palachian-Alleghany system, a dozen peaks rising above Mount
Washington in New Hampshire. Clingman's Peak (6707 feet) is the highest eleva-

tion east of the Mississippi ; then follow Guyot's, otherwise Mitchell's or the Black

Dome (6688), Hairy Bear (6681), Balsam Cone (6671), Black Brother (6619), Cat-

tail Peak (6611), Mount Buckly (6599).

The country thence to the coast is drained by eight considerable rivers, five of

which empty within the State and three in South Carolina. The former are first from
the north the Chowan, 225 miles long including the Nottaway, navig.able for 50.

Second, the Roanoke, of 330 miles including the Dan, navigable 130. Both these rise

in Virginia and discharge into Albemarle Sound. Third, the Tar, ending in an estu-

ary called the Pamlico, opening into Pamlico Sound ; 220 miles long and navigable

for 100. Fotu-th, the Neuse, 800 miles long and navigable for 120, emptying into the

same sound by an estuary 30 miles long and three or four wide. Fifth, the Cape
Fear, the largest of the five, 380 miles long and navigable for 130, emptying into the

ocean to the south. The other three are the Yadkin, the Catawba, and the Broad,

taking new names in South Carolina as Great Pedee, Wateree, and Congaree. From
the western slope of the Blue Ridge flow the French Broad, the Tuckasegee, and the

Hir.wassee, which pierce the Great Smoky and Unaka Mountains and flow through
gorges of magnificent gi-andeur to feed the Tennessee.
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Tlie northern coast »s fringed by outlying sand-spits in three great curves, termi-

nating in angles at Capes Ilatteras, Lookout, and Fear, dreaded oy mariners for their

attendant shoals and furious storms ; Cape Ilatteras is perhaps the most dangerous

point on the North American coast. Lying close to the shore in tlieir southern

course, in the north they lie far out, leaving between them and the inner coast a

broad, shallovc, quiet, nearly titleless sound, about 150 miles long. The southern and

by far the greater section of this immense lagoon, 75 miles long by '25 wide, is called

Pamlico Sound ; the middle one, short but running deep into the land, Albemr.rle

Sound,— the latter communicating, by a canal through the Dismal S\vam|), with Nor-

folk in Virginia; the northernmost, Cunituck Sound. Breaches in the sand-bar allow

communication with the sea.

North Carolina is semi-trojiic, the first State with a radically different character of

production from its northern fellows : here first we see the snowy balls of the cotton-

plant, with the negro pickers not now under the lash of the overseer, — 567,000 of its

H million are colored, and it was of course a member of the Confederacy,— and the

alternately flooded and drained trenches of the rice-field. But its belt of pitch-pine

forests gives its inland natives the nickname of " tar-heels," for in turpentine, rosin,

tar, and pitch no other State approaches it. The mountains are an almost untouched

hard-wood forest
;
gold, zinc, and mica are taken from their recesses : but their mean

annual temperature of 50° makes them a valued sanatorium, and Asheville (10,500)

is becoming a prominent tourist centre.

No other considerable State except Mississippi is so utterly destitute of consider-

able centres of trade. With 1,617,947 inhabitants, its largest city is Wilmington

near the mouth of the Cajie Fear, with 20,000 (a port of some commerce and with

turpentine and other manufactures) ; and the other leading points are New-Berne

(7800) at the head of the Neuse estuary, and the inland towns of Raleigh, the caj>ital

(12,800), aTid Charlotte (11,500), near South Carolina. 'Winston has S(.)00.

Formerly the district of " Albemarle " in the province of '• Carolina," it took its

l)resent name and separate existence in 1729. Li no colony were the "loyalists"

more active and bitter, .and the Revolution as in South Carolina was almost a civil

war
;
yet it was one of the earliest and most spirited in resistance, the famous " dec-

lar.ation of independence " by the citizens of Mecklenburg County antedating the

memorable signatures of 1776 by over a year. Its lack of populous centres has made
it figure slenderly in our history since the Revolution ; Buncombe County has

"enriched the political vocabulary with one of its most useful terms ; and tlu-ee Presi-

dents were born in the State, all from the Scotch-Irish stock which formed a large

pai-t of the early immigration,— there is almost none at jn-csent, only 3742 being of

foreign birth in 1880.

South Carolina. — " The Carolin.is," formerly one politically, are one l>y nature,

but the westward sweej) of the mountain-range gives the southern member less high

land and more ])lain and swamp. It is substantially a triangle of 30,570 square miles,

M ith its base on the ocean, and its sides between North Carolina and Georgia, the Savan-

nah river being its limit all the way along the latter. Except for the bounding wall of

the diminishing Blue Ridge in the north-west, where Table Mountain rises to 4000

feet, it lies wholly to the east of the system: a well wooded upland, a belt of eand-

liills, and then for 100 miles to the co.ast a plain of sand, 6 million acres of " pine-

barrens," and endless swamjis often practically impenetrable, along the i<trcams and

coast, which in the southern two-thirds is a line of estuaries, and of bayous and
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shallow souiicls connecting them and cutting off considerable islands famed for

"searisland cotton."

Excluding the Savannah, whose chief affluents are from Georgia, the State has

three main districts of river drainage. The central one includes nearly all the north-

western third and the upland district: the Saluda aud the Broad, of 200 and 220

miles length, rise in the Blue Ridge, unite at Columbia (the capital) to form the Con-

iraree, the united stream being navigable to the confluence ; 50 miles south it meets on

the east the Wateree (known in its ujtper course as the Catawba), nearly 300 miles

long and navigable for 200, and as the Santee the confluent stream flows 150 miles

to the ocean. The north-eastern section is the basin of the Great Pedee and its tribu-

taries : the main river is the Yadkin of North Carolina, 350 miles long and navigable

Southern Scknks. — A Stkambcjat Landing.

150 to Cheraw ; it receives Lyneh's Creek from the west and the Little Pedee and

Waccamaw from the east, each about 150 miles long, and curving shar]ily. south-

ward, enters the inlet of Winyaw Bay close to the mouth of the Santee. The third is

the southern corner, a triangle between the Savannah and the Edisto. The latter is

its main drainage channel, and is about 200 miles long and slightly navig.able, ending

in two arms around Edisto Island, the great home of sea-island cotton ; the west is

drained by the Combahee, the Coosawhatchie, and the ISTew.

This semi-trojjic State is the chief rice-field of the Union, pn.flncing nearly as

much as all others together, owing to its hot climate and its swamps ; Its yield of

cotton is the greatest of all in proportion to its area; it is second only to North
Carolina in naval stores from the ]iitch-pine belt ; it was formerly a great indigo

district ; figs and pomegranates do well. "We are evidently moving toward the equator,

though the district around Aiken near Georgia is a valued sanatorium for its pure dry
air; and almost every foot of its soil being pre-eminently fitted for the slave system
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and the products which slave labor could profitably raise, it had the most enormous

relatis'e slave population of all States in the Union. Blacks outnumber whites by-

more than half,— (5;>2,503 in 1889, against 458,454 white. Mississippi was very

close to it, and the two are the only States in which, and curiously in about the

same proportions, the colored race outnumber the whites. Naturally South Caro-

lina was the fiercest champion of slavery and " State rights ;
" it led the " nullifica-

tion'' movement of 1832, was the first to secede from the Union, and opened tlie

Civil War by firing on F'ort Sumter, commanding the harbor of Ch;u-k'ston, its great

seajiort.

Charleston, for over a century one of the foremost seats of Southern life, thought

aiul .action, lies on a fine harbor between two broad estuaries of insignificant streams;

it has a continental commerce and 55,000 people. Founded in 1677, the British were

warded off in 1776 by a fortification of palmetto logs on Sullivan's Island, a mile

beyond Fort Sumter, but captured it in 1780. In 1863 the Union forces began a

cani])aign to retake Fort Sumter, which lasted till the end of the war,— the old

stone fortress, a death-traj) to its inmates while the walls stood, becoming perfectly

im])regnable as soon as the cannon had made it a heap of ruins incapable of further

damage. More than half the inhabitants of this city, as of the State, are colored ; it

was a gre.at slave mart, the most intense stronghold of the slave power except New
Orleans. The only other place of .any size is Columbia (15,000), the capital, at the

junction of the Congaree and Wateree ; Georgetown on Winyaw Bay, and Beaufort

and Port Royal on a maze of islets at the mouth of the Combahee, have some com-

merce, and the railroad centre of Sjiartanburg near Nortli Carolina will develop.

Soutli Carolina w.is always a Colony and State of singular vigor, courage, and

able leadersliij), and foremost in action in every period ; in some respects the intel-

lectual leader of the South,— perhaps more than incidentally connected witli the

strong Huguenot colonization which came in early and helped make Charleston. Her
part in the lievolution was not only important, but is the only one still rich with

romance and legend. Witli her it was almost a civil war, for her " Tory " popula-

tion was Tuimerous and furiously rancorous, fought in large numbers in the British

ai'mie.^, and plundered and outr.'iged the patriot section at every chance— not want-

ing for provocation or retaliation. She was overrui^ by the main Southern British

corps, and often at the last gasp ; but in her swamp fastnesses a remarkable band of

guerilla chieftains— headed by the famous Francis Marion, the " Swamp Fox," an

American Hereward with better recorders— ke|)t up a warfare which went f,ar to

determine the fin.al result, and in no State were there examples of nobler individual

devotion of j)erson and fortune.

Georgia.— Since the ])artition of Virginia, this last of the old tliirteeu States is

the largest one east of the great river. Its surface is a rejietition of its two prede-

cessors : the northern portion p.irallel divisions of the Blue Ridge (the liighest sum-

mits about 3000 feet), with beautiful and fertile valleys between ; then two plateaus,

parallel to the mountains, the second lower and sandier and with the belt of " pine-

barrens " closing it ; and lastly 60 miles of swampy^coast land (including one swamp,

the Okefinokee, 180 square miles in extent, reaches into Florida, and a wilderness of

jungle, marsh forest, ponds, and .alligators), ending in a line of sea islands with shal-

low lagoons and broad inlets behind, making a v.aluable line of coast communication.

It is a connecting link between the Atlantic and the Gulf States, part of its

drainage being to each. The chief Atlantic streams are five, all ending in short
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inlets or estuariej, and all but the last roughly parallel, with south-eastward courses.

The uorthernmost, the Savannah, forming the entire South Carolina boundary, rises

in Xorth Carolina and runs a pretty straight course of 500 miles, navigable for

steamers to the falls at Augusta, 230 miles up; the Ogeechee is 260 miles, with a trib-

utary of 150, — the Cannouchee, nearly as large as itself; the Altamaha under that

name is 120 and navigable its whole length, but is formed of two great branches, the

Oconee and the Ocmulgee, each about 280 ; the Satilla, with a course like the letter

Z, is 220 ; and the St. Mary's, the boundary with P^lorida, running every way but

westward, is 175. The last two are lowland rivers entirely ; and the St. Mary's rises

at the southern edge of the Oketinokee swamp, in the western part of which rises

the Little Suwanee, which in Florida joins the Georgian Allapaha, 180 miles long, to

form the Suwanee flowing to the ttulf, being also re-enforced by the Georgian VVithla-

coochee. West of this maze of

'£-^ creeks is another set making up

the Ocklockonnee ; and farther

west are two much greater

streams, the Flint and Chatta-

hoochee, whose junction forming

the Appalachicola is the south-

west corner of the State,— the

first 400 miles long and navig-

able 150 to Albany, the second

500 and navigable 300 to Colum-

bus. The latter is the greatest

of Georgian streams.

Half the State is forest, and

naval stores are obtained from

the pine-l)elt. Its great mineral

wealth is nearly untouched except for gold; for many years

a national mint coined the latter at Dahlonega. Georgia's

great staples are cotton, rice, and maize, though its varied

soil and climate— the latter hot and malarious along the

coast, warm but healthful and equable in the central pine-

wood plateau, cool and refreshing in the mountains — give it immense variety of pro-

duction, from north temperate to tro])ie, from wheat to sugar-cane. The coast region

is nearly trojiic in culture: it grows oranges, bananas, lemons, .and olives. Georgia

is .also the great peanut State of the Union (the local name is "goobers" and the

rural population sometimes derided as "goober-grabblers"), and its product fills

Northern cities with sidew.alk "peanut stands." Manufactures are develojiing ra))idly

;

nearly all the rivers furnish fine water-jiowers down to and at the beginning of the

central plateau.

The largest city of Georgia is also the capital,— which is the case in only a h.ilf-

dozen other States,— namely, Atlanta in the north-west, on tke water-shed of the

Chattahoochee and the Atlantic rivers ; one of the four great manufacturing centres

of the State, and one of the greatest centres of new capital, energy, and ideas in

the South; its population is now 65,500. Augusta (33.000), "the Lowell of the

South," at the falls of the Savannah, and Columbus (17,000) on 'the Chattahoochee

and the border of Alabama, are two of the other chief manufacturing places ; and
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Macon (22,700), on tlie Ocmulgee, is of growing importance. The great seaport of

tlie State is Savannah (43,000), founded in 1733 by Oglethorpe; it is on tlic river

of its name 18 miles from the ocean, with one of the best harbors in the South, is the

second cotton port in the Union, and has a great general commerce. Athens (8700)

is a j>rosj)erous maiuifacturing village on the upper Oconee.

Georgia was colonized in 1733 under the leadershij) of General James Ogiethorpe,

as an asylum for debtors (then liable to lifelong imprisonment) and refugees from

religious persecution ; and it received a strong imi)etus from the early Methodist

movement, the Wesleys and George "Whitefield being greatly interested in it, ana the

last visiting it. The State was among the earliest to secede in 1861, and Av.as the

very first to regain prosperity and local control of its State government after

the war ; and its new business development outstripped that of any other Southern

State. Its population is 1,837,353, of whom some 864,000 are colored.

Florida.— The eastern coast of the United States ends on the south in a peninsula

of sand and marsh some 300 miles long by 100 wide, lying on a coral foundation whose

southern extremity is the bounding wall of the Gulf Stream, and which is silted up

at the end into a swarm of islets or " keys " (Spanish cai/o, island) waiting for the ages

to fill up the shallow surrounding waters and connect them with the mainl.and, if land

it can be called. For this peninsula, at least in its southern part, is Land in the mak-

ing. Almost everywhere the water lies clo.se below the surface, which is dotted with

springs even 1500 feet in depth ; sometimes fresh, sometimes salt, limy, or sulphurous.

As the soil is a mere surface deposit with no volcanic upheaval, there are no moun-

tains, and it is nowhere more than 200 feet .above the se.a. The centre is a series of

low sand terraces declining each way from a summit level about 200 miles from the

southern extremity, with countless lakes an<l sw.amps at their bases ; there are " pine-

barrens" on the higher ones, "prairies of crab-grass," and fertile "hunnnocks" (tim-

bered hillocks, or islands of solid ground in the marshes) ; and the basins of the

draining streams are mostly marshy jungles of cane-brake and vines and ti'opical trees.

The southerinno.st portion is the remarkable " Everglades," a district 160 miles long

by 00 wide, of 3600 square miles, neither land nor water : ovei-flowed marsh hidden

by tall grass, and thickly dotted with dry "hummocks" from a size just large enough

to stand upon up to a square mile or more, covered by a jungle of vines ami shrubs,

pine and palmetto,— the eastern part being a m.aze of these islands and of sh.allow

bayous; and in the north a lake 650 square miles in extent,— Okeechobee, 40 miles

long by 25 wide, and 25 feet above the se.a. A bordering rim of sand .about 25 miles

in width divides it from .an eastern inlet of the Atl.antic, and a proposed canal would
drain off its waters and the Everglades, and open many niiilious of acres to cultivation.

The State of Florida consists of this peninsula and the "keys," and also of a west-

ern strip 50 miles wide along the Gulf to the Pedido River, dividing it from Al.aba-

m.a's Gulf coast ; the area of the whole 58,080 square miles. The Atlantic coast

exce]it in the extreme north is almost harborless, a line of narrow sand-spits with

inner lagoons; but the Gulf coast, otherwise much like the Atlantic, is pierced by
many deep Imys, -^ Pensacol.n, Santa Rosa, St. Andrew's, St. George's, Appalachee,

Tam])a, and Hillsboro, Charlotte Il.arbor, Oyster, Ponce de Leon, etc.

The great river of Florida is the St. John's, rising in Cypress Swamp just north

of the Everglades, and flowing north parallel with the ocean, threaded on a series of

lakes, till at 150 miles from its mouth it becomes a mile wide ; and in its lower course
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SIX or seven, a min-

iature Amazon in

size and cliaractor

and the nature of

the country
;

pleas-

ure steamers navi-

gate it 250 miles,

and the tributary

swamp rivers sev-

eral hundred more ;

its total course is

350. The Kissim-

mee, flowing into

Lake Okeechobee
from Kissimmee
Lake, is also a favo-

rite of tourists and

sportsmen, who are

greatly enriching the

State, and are not

deterred by the alli-

gators in all its w:i-

ters, the poisonous

serpents in the jun-

gles, and the sharks

along the coast. The

leading streams of

the west are the

Suwanee and the

great Appalachicola

from Georgia,— the

latter 90 miles long

with a course of

nearly 600 through

the Chattahoochee,

— and the Ciioc-

tawhatchee (180 miles) and Escambia (250 with the Conecuh)

from Alabama, the latter navigable to the Conecuh.

Florida is essentially tropic in climate and production.

The seasons arc a dry one of some eight months an<l a wet

one of four; winter is ordinarily represented oidy by chilliness of the rains in

mid-season, though there have been sharp frosts, and the tropic heat of summer

is tempered by the warm vapors which cross its narrow snrface and give it a

heavy rainfall, overflowing each season the low jiasture-grounds north of the

Everglades, and making the swamps perennial. Florida is the grand hospital of

Nortliern consumptives, and the favorite winter residence (especially the dry pine

levels) of all those who find the raw east winds and severe changeable winters of

the North unbearable; this large immigration of a rich and cultured class is

Pai.atka Orangk Grovks — Florida.
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having a consiilerable influence on tlie social, political, and business development of

the State. In production it is affiliated to the West Indies and South America. Its

trees are many of them entirely peculiar to itself in the United States,— the wild

orange, cocoanut, and Indian almond, the mahogany, satinwood, and manchineel,

the cachibou and kino-gum trees, and many others. It is the only orange grow-

ing section in the Union (to any amount); this crop is its best known specialty,

and the central portion is ra]iidly filling with orange groves. Pine-.tpples, bananas,

jiomegraiiates, and guavas, lemons, and limes, figs and olives, are also grown. Of

field crops, rice, cotton, and sugar-cane are the chief; but the raising of early vege-

tables and berries for the Northern market is rapidly assuming a leading place.

Amon" its other peculi.ir contributions to commerce are green turtles, sponges, and

alliijator leather, and palmetto hats and braids; and it is not insignificant in ship-

timber (from the live-oak), naval stores, etc.

There are no large cities. The commercial head of the mainland is Jacksonville

near the mouth of the St. John's (17,000), an important tourist rendezvous ; and the

next largest is Pensacola (11,750) at the opposite end of the northern arm, on the bay

of its name, a lumber centre. Tallahassee, the capital (3500), is about midway be-

tween the two ; Fernandina (3000) is at the mouth of the St. Mary's ; and St.

Ausjcustine (4500), on Matanzas Inlet of the Atlantic, is the oldest town in the United

States (founded in 1565 by the Spaniards after the massacre of a Huguenot colony

just jilanted there), and a popular summer resort. Key AVest (cayo kueso, bone

Lsland) is a government naval station and tobacco-manufacturing ])lace of 18,000.

Palatka, 60 miles up the St. John's from Jacksonville, is of imi)ortance as a tourist

rendezvous and supply station ; and Enterjjrise in the centre is a growing orange

market.

This State is modern as a really settled district, though the scene of several disas-

trous attempts by the Spaniards— Ponce de Leon searching for the Fountain of

Youth, Xarvaez, and De Soto— to penetrate into North America, and occupied over

three centuries. After changes of ownership, it was occupied by the United States

in the War of 1812 (being then known as "East Florida"), and a few years later ex-

torted from Sjiain, was organized as a Territory in 18±2, and admitted as a State in

1845. The war with the Seminoles— a jKiwerful tribe of Creek Indians, who re-

treated into the inaccessible Everglades, and fought till they were nearly destroyed—
lasted from 1835 to 184.3, when the remnant of the latter were shipj)ed West. The

State was one of the Confederacy. Its population is 391,422, of whom 166,700 are

colored.

Alabama.— This State is jihysic.ally a continuation and counterpart of Georgia,

from which the (Icclining ridges of the Allcghanies enter it on the northeast, sink to

hills, and disa])])ear in the centre, succeeded by a great rolling upland plain, and then the

great belt of level coast lowland which extends around the southern United States

from 50 to 100 miles inland, including of course great tracts of pine-land. Tiie sea-

line is short and valueless except for the inlet of Molnie Bay, which extends 36 miles

in, with 8 to 18 of breadth ; it is too shallow for large vessels, but an artificial chan-

nel has given it a hn-ge commerce, much increased by its being the outlet of the two
great rivers of the State, the Alabama on the east and the Tombigbee on the west,

through a united channel 45 miles long called the Mobile River, none of them ever

closed by ice. /rhe Alabama is a powerful stream, with 800 miles of course from its

remotest springs. It is formed, 300 miles from its mouth, by the junction of the
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Coosa from tlie north and the Tallapoosa from the east, up to which it is navigable

:

the former 350 miles long fiom its own formation by the union of the Etowah (150

miles) and tlie Oostenaula, the latter 250 miles long, and all rising in Georgia. The

Tombigbee is 500 miles long and navigable for 350; it

rises in Mississippi, and receives in Alabama a large tribu-

tary, the Black Warrior, 300 miles long. The Boutli-

eastern ])art of the State is drained by the Choclaw-

hatchee and the Escambia (with the Conecuh), both

enij)tying in Florida ; and in the extreme north-eastern

jiart the great Tennessee, the Ohio's leading affluent,

flows from tlie State of its name and back into it again,

with a broad channel interrupted by the Muscle Shoals.

Alabama, like Georgia, ranges in climate and products

from the temperate to the tropic regions, and is richly

fertile in both. Its hilly north-eastern part is cool and

healthy ; but the steady summer heat in the south is ex-

SouTiiEP.N Scenes. — Alligatoh Shooting.

tremely oppressive, and the coast and Tennessee River lowlands are malarious. It

is a jH-ominent cotton State, with tobacco and rice as secondary specialties outside of

cereals. Its mineral wealth is very considerable in the northern mountains ; recently

the exti'emely rich iron and coal deposits, lying close together, have excited a sudden

eagerness for their develo])inent, reminding one of the California gold fever, and the

section bids fair to rival Pennsylvania itself as a country of forges and rolling-mills,
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revolutionizing the whole character of business and population in northern Alabama;
its yearly output of iron ore is alreach' somewhat above that of Pennsylvania, and

the State now stands second to Jlichigan alone in this production, while in 1880 it

ranked seventh. As yet, however, the chief occupation among its 1,513,017 inhabit-

ants is agriculture. The recollection of its being a slave and Confederate State is

kept alive by . nearly one-half its population being colored ; about 10,000 only are

of foreign birth.

The commercial head of Alabama is Mobile oi\ the bay (31,000), founded by the

French in 1711,— the oldest settlement in the State ; a cotton port of great impor-

tance, with a harbor dredged out to 21 feet in depth. Montgomery (2-;,000), the

capital (the first cajiital of the Southern Confederacy), is on the Alabama ten miles

below the junction ; Selma (8000) is a cotton centre and manufacturing place lower

down the same river; Huntsville (8000) is the emporium of the section north of the

Tennessee, and a sanatorium of some note. Birmingliam is the headquarters of the

iron " boom," and looked upon hopefully as a second Pittsburgh in posse ; it liad 3086

inliabitants in 1880, and in 1890, 20.178. Anniston is another new iron-centre, with

some 10,000 people ; since 1887, Florence (6000) has developed from a quiet, sleepy

village to a busy manufacturing city ; Sheffield (3000), founded in 1885, and Bessemer

(5000) in 1887, are already among the most important iron towns ; and the rapid

development of this industry will soon create other seats of trade or vastly increase

some that now exist.

.

Alabama and Mississippi were formed of Spanish "West Florida" and of terri-

tory claimed by Georgia and South Carolina. Alabama was Set off from Mississippi

in 1817 as a Territory, and admitted as a State in 1819.

rMjlTHl.KN' ^l KNKS. — 1 NLAMi NAVIGATION — DoCBLING.
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THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AND THE GREAT WEST.

The Mississippi River.— Rising in tlie great continental water-shed of northern

Minnesota, the Father of Waters flows about 1700 miles through a more or less ele-

vated country in which it has cut its chtinnel, sinlving to low meadows overflowed at

high water ; thence for 1300 miles to the Gulf its course is tlirough a bed of its own
deposits highest next the cliannel, moving in deep curves and loo])s and narrow horse-

shoes, and shifting its channel capriciously, now cutting oi¥ a vast bend by piercing a

narrow neck, now leaving miles of its bed an exposed mud-path and eating into the

opposite bank to the ruin of flourishing villages, making new islands and joining old

ones to the mainland. In this lower valley its current is always far above the level of

its bordering lands, and is only restrained from overflowing many thous.ands of square

miles and seeking the sea through thousands of bayous — as it used to do— by a vast

system of levees or dikes hemming it in ; which now and then it undermines by

seep.age through tlie treacherous quaking alluvium or breaks down by its tremendous

weight,' deluging the country for great distances and ruining a large percentage of

the farmers, besides those swept away with their houses or imprisoned and starved.

This silt-m.ide valley begins some thirty miles above the mouth of the Ohio, and

includes the lower ends of Missouri .and Illinois, and the entire bordering sections of

Arkansas and Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, .and Mississippi ; its area is estimated

at 38,600 square miles, .and the entire drainage of the river and its affluents at 1,24-4,-

000. The mean disch.arge of the Mississippi is 075,000 cubic feet per second, .and the

mean width in the lower portion half a mile. Near the Gulf it widens to a mile and

a half .and enters tlie sea — through a quaking, imp.assable, fin.ally half-liquid salt-

marsh still " in the making "— by five great mouths or " passes," of which the middle

or South Pass is the greatest; at the entrance into the Gulf it h.ad formed a bar on

which the water was but eight feet deep, which, it built out into the Gulf .about 300

feet every year, .and which ruined the i-iver for navigation by ocean-going vessels.

One of the most inqtortant public works ever carried through in this country was the

deepening of this channel to 34 feet by narrowing the South Pass with "jetties " —
willow frames loaded with stone— and thus forcing the current to scour out its

bottom. This was done in four years (1875-9) by Captain J. B. Eads, and cost

$4,250,000, with a repair .allowance of .«!l00,000 a year for twenty years.

The lower delta is seamed with interlocking bayous or alluvial offsets of the river

so thoroughly that they are calculated to t.ake up one-tenth of the surface, and make
the entire section virtually a maze of islands in navig.abie waters.

Mississippi.— Continuous with Alabama, this State of 40,810 square miles is of a

notably ditterent character. There are no mountains, the surface nowhere rises-above

800 feet, and miner.al deposits are scant.

A low ridge along the centr.al meridian divides the drainage to the Mississip]n and
the Gulf. On the east of this water-shed, through a rolling grassy upland sinking to

sandy coast-levels clothed with pine, post-o.ak, and " black-j.ack," flow to the Gulf the
Pearl River, 400 crooked miles in length, famous early in the century as the almost
inaccessible haunt of pirates ; the Pascaguala, 85 miies, formed of the Chickasawha
(200) and the Leaf; and the Tombigbee in the north-east corner, debouching in Ala-
bama. The first two empty into a sort of sound formed by a peninsula of Lou-

1 These breaks in levees are termed crevasses.
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isiana (whose south-east projection leaves Mississipj)! but 90 luiics of Gulf coast) and

detached sandy islands along the coast ; one of which, Ship Island, is the only good

seajwrt of the State.

The western half links it to the Mississippi group : it has that river for its western

limit, — 350 miles of it lined with dikes, — and the surface runs to it in jiarallel lati-

tudinal ridges from the water-shed, ending in bluffs at Vicksburg, and declining on the

north to the delta of the Yazoo, the principal interior river of the State, with the slug-

gish current and amazingly tortuous course, the relatively high banks and sunken val-

ley of all delta streams.

It is 280 miles long

under that name, and

navigable its whole
length ; it is formed of

the Tallahatchee and

the Yalabusha, — the

former the main stream,

240 miles long and na-

vigable for 100,— and

receives from the north-

west the Sunflower,

200 miles long. The
Big Black is 250 miles

in length.

The State is heavily

timbered : the north-

western delta section

is largely a dense
swampy forest, the belt

of " flat woods " in the

north is nearly un-

touched, and the pine

forests of the south

are valued for naval

stores. The semi-tropic

climate, with a long

hot dry season, allows

even oranges, pome-

granates, tigs, lemons,

and bananas to bo

grown ; but cotton is its great staple besides maize for food, and some sugar-cane

is raised. Only South Carolina matches it in the large excess of colored over white

population, the former being nearly one-half greater than the latter in 1890.

There are no large cities : it resembles Xorth Carolina iu the absence of trade cen-

tres. With 1,289,600 people, its largest place is Vicksburg (13,000), on low hills

above a sharp bend of the Mississippi a mile below the mouth of the Yazoo. Natchez

(10,000). lower down the river,— the oldest settlement in the State, founded by Iber-

ville in 171G,— jSIeridian (10,600), and Jackson the capital (GOOO), on Pearl liiver,

are the only other notable places.

Mk.ndino a Mississippi Crevasse.
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Mississippi was organized as a Territory in 1708, and admitted as a State

in 1817.

Louisiana.— This State of 48,720 square miles monojwiizes tlie last few liundred

miles of tlie Mississippi and its delta, including tlie jetties in its boundaries; and has

on the Gulf a shore so irregular that with an e.xtreme breadth of '298 miles, its coast-

line is 1256. With some liroken country in the north-west, and a line of low but

sharply distinct hills beyond the delta, its surface rises nowhere more than 240 feet

above the sea, and the greater portion of it is bottom-land, forest, and swamp, lying

below the level of the Mississippi and very little above that of the ocean, and kejit

(not always) from inundation only by hmulreds of miles of levees. Vast marshes are

frequent (the coast being lined with them), sometimes intersected by high and dry

natural causeways called brides. The pine belt of the southern coast extends entirely

across the State; and west of the Rod River are extensive grassy plains e.vtending

south nearly to the coast, which near the latter and the streams quiver under the feet

as though a shell on subterranean water or mud, thence cMed jirairies tremblantes.

The internal water comnmnication of the State is elaborate : its lower part is a

vast web of paths to the ocean, aggregating 2500 miles. Through its centre Hows the

great Red River, once witli an independent channel to the sea, now merged in the

Mississippi : 1200 miles long from its sources in New Mexico, navigable 350 to Shreve-

port, and for small steamers twice as far ; draining 97,500 square miles of territory,

and discharging 57,000 cubic feet of water per second ; and 20 miles from its mouth

receiving from the north the Washita rising in Arkansas, 550 miles long and naviga-

ble nearly 300 to Camden, Arkansas. Just .at the month of the Red River, x\teha-

falaya Bayou, its old channel, t.akes part of its waters, and in time of flood a portion

of the Mississippi's, to the sea by a course of 220 miles, including Chetimaches Lake,

below which it is joined by Bayou T6che 180 miles in length ; some fear that the

fickle Mississippi will some time desert its ]iresent channel and flow through this, leav-

ing New Orleans to die. The Sabine is 500 miles long and navigable for 400 ; it rises

in Texas, and divides that State from Louisiana much of thS way. Near the coast

are many salt or Itrackish " lakes " which are really estuaries or arms of tlie sea : the

greatest of these is Lake Pontchartrain east of the Mississippi, whose eastern section

is called Lake Borgne, the latter a wide-mouthed l)ay connecting with Mississippi

Sound and affording a sheltered route from New Orleans to Mol>ile.

Louisiana's pecidiar staple is sugar : it produces nearly all that is made in the

LTnited States. The inexhaustible fertility of tlie soil in a very large portion of the

State will always make it attractive to the agriculturist. It is one of the foremost

cotton States, and raises rice ; and of its 1,118.587 inhabitants, rather more than half

are colored,— in 1890 it was 562,893 against 554,712. It can also grow figs, oranges

lemons, and limes. Its temperature is less tropic than its latitude would indicate, the

vapors from the Gulf — which give it 73 inches of rainfall at New Orleans, against

47 in the north-west— cooling it materially, as well as the north-winds down the

great valley ; but its summers are fierce and sometimes deadly, and yellow fever has

rayaged the State repeatedly with terrible violence.

Louisiana has manufactures of considerable v.alue : sugar and molasses, naval

stores, cotton-seed and peanut oil and oil-cake ; and its salt industry is enormous,

mainly from the mine of pure rock-salt on Petite Anse Island, in a marsh near Ver-

milion Bay.

Its one large place is the great city of New Orleans, the " Crescent City," the
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emporium of the Gulf States and of the lower Mississippi ; lying on a narrow curving

neck between that river and Lake Pontchartrain, about 100 miles above the delta

proper; tlie first seat of the P'reneh attempt to acquire tlie Mississippi Valley,

founded by the Canadian Bienville in 1717, transferred to Spain in 17G2 and back t?

P'rance in 1800, and acquired by the United States as part of the Louisiana Purchase

in 1803, when it had but 8000 inhabitants; the scene of the one great land victory of

the Americans in the War of 1812. In 1880 it had 216,090 inhabitants ; the impetus

given to commerce by the jetties is giving it rapid growth, and it has now 242,039.

It exports from a third to a half of all the cotton of the country. The native

French or '• Creole " population is still a leading and characteristic element, and it

is the one city north of Mexico which possesses many of the salient features of tlie

cities of southern Europe, both in architecture, inhabitants, and social life, its

"Mardi Gras " being individual and not an exotic.

The capital, Baton Itouge (10,500), is higher up the river; and Shreveport

(12,000), on the Red River near the Texas line, is the emporium of the northwest.

The extent of the Louisiana Purchase is indicated under United States. The

" Territory of Orleans," with about the present boundaries, was organized in 1804

;

and Louisiana was admitted as a State in 1812.

Arkanss^s.— A block of 53,850 square miles, with the Mississippi alluvium,

swaiiii)s. ami bayous for its eastern border, rising to rolling uplands and the Ozark

hills of 1500 and even 3000 feet in the centre, with large grassy prairies on the west

and north, — such is this State of 1,128,179 inhabitants, one-fourth colored.

Its navigable interior waters exceed those of any otlier State. It is evenly divided

by the great river whose name it bears. Tlie latter, 1514 miles long,— the longest

but one of the affluents of the Mississippi,— rises high in the Colorado Rockies, flows

through deep narrow canons and over a rocky bed till it emerges on the naked, arid

prairies of Colorado and Kansas, and turning southward through the Indian Territory

— in which it receives the broad, shallow Canadi.in of 900 miles and the Cinnamon ol

650 from the south, and the Neosho of 450 from the north— becomes navigable to its

mouth, G50 miles, despite bad shallows at low water; it drains a basin of 189,000

square miles, with a mean discharge of 63,000 cubic feet. Just above its mouth, with

a bayou connecting them through the bottom-land, the White River of 800 miles length

enters the Mississipjji ; rising in north-western Arkansas, it flows through southern

Missouri and retiu-ns to its own State, receives at Jacksonport the Black of 400 miles

and becomes navigable for steamers the remaining 300 miles to its mouth. Farther

north, the St. Francis of 450 miles comes from Missouri, winds through the delta

plains for a long distance nearly ])arallel to the Mississippi, and enters it just above

Helena ; the space between the two is a mass of " lakes," cypress swam|is, and bayous.

The southern half of Arkansas is drained by the Washita of 550 miles feeding the

Red in Louisiana.

The soil of Arkansas is richly fertile ; its climate varies from malarious he.at near

the river to cool salubrity in the hills. The leading ))ursuit of the inliabitants aside

from raising their own food is growing cotton ; but the State is destined to great ipi-

portance as the seat of vast and easily worked antimony «ud manganese mines, much

iron and lead, fine marbles, etc. Its oil-stone is famous and not surpassed in the

world. Its forests of pine and varied hard-woods are practically untouched, and the

sport they furnish, with the hot mineral sj)ripgs for which the State is noted, are

themselves valuable resources.
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The only place of any size is the capital, Little Rock, on the Arkansas, with 26,-

000 people ; it lies on the tirst elevated ground above the mouth of the river. Fort

Smith (11,300), on the same river, where it emerges from the Indian Territory, Pine

Bluff (10,000), half way from Little Eock to the :Mississippi, Helena (5000) on the

great river, Camden at the head of navigation on the Washita, and Jacksonport with

the same position on the White, are nuclei which may be great in the future.

Arkansas was part of the Louisiana Purchase, was admitted as a Territor3' in 1819

and as a State in 1836.

Missonri.— The 69,415 square miles which make up this huge block lie almost in

the geographical centre of the continent, and in more ways than one it forms a con-

necting link and a line of demarcation between strikingly different sections. It is

strongly Northern and strongly Southern. In climate and production it belongs as

distinctly to the Northern United States as its neighbor Arkansas does to the South-

ern : it has almost as sharp alternation of heat and cold and as raw a winter air as

New England, and is predominantly a section of stock and grain raising and dairying,

while cotton culture is confined to a narrow strip in the extreme south,— a fact which

has had the most important social and political consequences, for of its 2,679,184

present inhabitants only 154,000 are colored, and in 1861 it was kept in the Union
by a small military force and furnished several hundred thousand soldiers to the fed-

eral army. Yet it was not only a slave State but one of the most intense in bitterness

and rigorous in repressive laws, and the last great struggle of the two systems before

the Civil War was headed by its politicians in overthrowing the Missouri Compromise

and by its inhabitants in the violent usurpation of the Kansas government. Physi-

cally also it links the upper to the lower 3Iississippi Valley: the delta portion of the

great river begins at Cape Girardeau in the south-eastern part, below which place the

river is leveed and a broad strip of the State is a mass of bayous and cypress-swamps,

one of the latter being a hundred miles long and extending far into Arkansas, and the

whole of tliem occupying 3000 square miles. Above this is a line of limestone bluffs

along the river reaching back to the hilly broken region of the Ozarks, and continued

westward by the great treeless and nearly rainless ]»lains which extend through Kan-
sas to the foot-hills of the Rockies. North of the Missouri it is rolling upland with

great stretches of open prairies, but cut by many small streams with wooded valleys

and high banks.

Tlirougli the heart of the State flows a great artery, the chief tributary of the

Mississippi in length and size of drainage basin, though not in volume of waters, .nud

indeed accounted by many the main channel, being far longer than the upper Missis-

sippi itself and discharging more water at their junction,— 120,000 cubic feet per

second against 105,000 for its principal. Rising high in the Rocky Mountains of

Montana, three primary streams (one of them having its source within two miles of

the head-waters of the C<iluml>ia and near those of the Colorado) unite at Gallatin

City in Montana; the combined torrent flows some 400 miles through a broad valley

bordered with lofty mountains, often cutting a passage through magnificent canons in

the rocks or hurling itself over ledges in vast cataracts, and at Fort Benton in Mon-
tana, with 2500 miles still to run, becomes navigable for steamboats; receiving the

great Yellowstone half a mile wide with a source 1100 miles away,— a sea of liquid

mud.— it flows for hundreds of miles diagonally through the lonely open Dakotan
plains, receives from the west the Platte through Nebraska and the Kansas from
Kansas, and turning eastward divides Missouri', pouring into the clear quiet stream of
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the "Fiither of Waters" an im])etuous torrent of mud and uprooted trees from its

1^900 miles of course, much of it tlirough caving chiy; the alien currents How side by

side for a hundred miles without mingling. It drains a basin of 518,000 square miles.

The south-western part of the State is drained by the Osage of .500 miles, '200 of it

navigable at high water, and the Gasconade of 300, both emptying into tlie Missouri

near the centre ; the eastern by the very long but not powerful Maremac of 800 miles,

'

emptying into the Mississippi below St. Louis ; and the south-eastern by the Black,

which empties into the While in Arkansas, and by the St. Francis.

Besides its agricultural production, Missouri is a mining State of great impor-

tance : a great seat of lead and zinc mining in the United States, — producing more

of the latter than any other State of tlie Union,— and a leading iron district. The
manufacturing interests are also large.

The chief place of Missouri is the great city of St. Louis, the queen of the Missis-

sippi Valley and one of the leading business centres of tlie continent, on the sagaciously

chosen site of an old French fort. It lies on three successive terraces and a broad

plateau beyond, the first high ground below the mouth of the Missouri, now twenty

miles from the heart of the city but rapidly eating away the few miles of alluvium

that border the bluffs ; and the obstacle of the river h.as been overcome by an im-

mense bridge, one of the great engineering works of the country. From 10,000 inhab-

itants fifty years ago, St. Louis has grown to 451,770 now, with a great foreign

commerce, vast manufacturing interests (third in the Union, first in the flour indus-

try), and with sciiools, colleges, and libraries of wide and just repute. As the empo-

rium of the two great basins (and of part of the Ohio Valley and of Illinois), it is

destined to be one of the world's great cities.

The only other large cities are both on the Missouri in the extreme west. Kansas

City, built in and above a series of ravines at the junction of the Kansas River and

the boundary line of the State of that name, has had a growth remarkable even in a

country of marvellous developments : from 5500 souls in 1865 it grew to 32,260 in

1870, to 55,785 in 1880, and it has by the census of 1890, 119,668. It is the market

of a rich agricultural country and a point of shipment for coal, iron, and lead

;

manufacturing and pork-packing are its main industries. St. Joseph, higher up the

river, is a manufacturing, pork-packing, iron-founding, brick-making city of 52,000

people, rapidly growing. Both these have large brewery interests. Hannibal on

the Mississippi, 100 miles (by land) above St. Louis, with 12,800 people, where is

another bridge across the great river, is the only other considerable place. Jefferson

City, the capital, is a village of some 6700 people.

Tennessee and Kentucky,— These two States are so nearly a physical ,nnd climatic

and productional and social unity that it is profitless repetition to detail the

general characteristics under separate heads. They occupy a piece of country

bounded on the south by the 35th parallel, occupying on the east the western ridges

and plateaus of the Alleghanies, limited on the north by the tortuous line of the

Ohio, and on the west by the IMississip]ii; a latitudinal line with a "jog" divides tliis

mass nearly in the centre, making Tennessee, the southern half, an extremely long

and rather narrow rhomboid— about 500 by 100 miles— of 42,050 square miles, and

Kentucky a very irregular mass of 40,400. The Big Sandy affluent of the Oliio

determines jiart of the latter's eastern limit, and tl?e Cumberland ridge the rest, with

the valley of Virginia deejily notching the junction of the States. The Mississippi

bottom-lands are fat, tropically luxuriant, swampy, full of shallow lakes, and mias-
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matic ; the rest of the country is sufficiently elevated to save it from the tropic

heats, and is mild, equable, and salubrious. But even the slight difference in

latitude between the two States has changed the political and social equilibrium.

Tennessee is a heavy cotton State, Kentucky's cotton crop is insignificant ; hence

almost a fourth of the former's l,767.ol8 people are colored ;
while Kentucky out

" of its 1,858,635 inhabitants has only about 273,000 colored, largely in the southern

counties.

Tennessee is currently divided into East, Middle, and West Tennessee, names

which represent realities; the first is a portion of. the Great Appalachian Valley con-

tinuous with the Valley of Virginia, with the Unaka or Smoky or Iron or Stone

Mountains to the east and the Cumberland plateau on the west ; the second a huge

basin drained by the Tennessee River ; the third a light-soiled jjlatcau ending witl»

the Mississippi bottoms. In all three divisions there are extensive forests which

afford a great variety of timber-trees. The eastern section abounds in pine woods

;

the larch, cyi)ress, and cotton-wood grow in the western, while Middle Tennessee has

great forests of red cedar. Kentucky begins in the east with the Cumberlands, here

a series of steep narrow parallel valleys with sharp hill-spires nowhere over 3000 feet

hisrh; its central basin corresponding to tliat of Middle Tennessee is the famous

" blue-grass " region ; the western p.art is a wooded region once open prairie, .and the

bottom-lands are thick with densely timbered swamj)s.

The two leading i-iver systems of this section are tiiose of the wonderful Tennessee

and the Cumberland, affluents of the Ohio. Tlie former, the longest river east of the

Mississippi except the Ohio, is a geographical curiosity which runs toward all four

quarters of the compass, and after flowing three degrees south from its sources, turns

north and enters the Ohio almost exactly at the parallel of its beginning, Midillo

Tennessee and North Alabama lying in the bend of the gigantic horseshoe it forms.

Its formation is at Kingston, Tennessee, 800 miles from its embouchure, by the junc-

tion of the Clinch and Holston, rising in south-western Virginia, the former of 300,

the latter of 350 miles ; with navigable w.aters it flows soutli-west and west through

Alabama, fatally broken by the Muscle shoals, then navigable again for 270 miles to

its mouth in a substantially northern coin-se. The Cumberland of 6.50 miles is a

curiously exact copy of the Tennessee in the character of its course : rising in the

mountains of eastern Kentucky, running south-west and then west with the same

curve through Tennessee which tlie other makes through Alabama, running almost

parallel with its fellow, at one spot within three miles of it, and entering the Ohio

but fifteen miles higher up; it is navigable to Nashville, 192 miles, and at high water

much farther. Tennessee has no other considerable streams, though the Forked Deer,

Big Ilatchie, and Obion flowing to the Mississi])pi are navig.able at high water ; but

the Green of 300 miles and navigable 150, the Kentucky of 350 miles and navigable

60 to Frankfoit, and the Licking of 220 emptying opposite Cincinnati, are Kentucky

rivers of high importance.

Tlie blue-grass pastures of Kentucky, available all the year round, have made it

worlil-famous for horses and mules and thorough-bred cattle ; it is scarcely less noted

for tobacco and whiskey, and has large industries of iron, glass, and salt. Tennessee

has the same character of agriculture, besides cotton and jieanuts and early winter

wheat; lumber-sawing and forest products are imjiortant ; besides iron-smelting,

copper and zinc arc largely worked ; wool-cardiug and boat-building are industries of

some consequence.
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Kentucky contains perhaps the most remarkable natural curiosity of the country,

the famous Mammoth Cave, in the centre near Green Kiver. It is a very large

example of a characteristic formation of limestone districts, the subterranean waters

dissolving the stone irregularly and leaving fantastic channels and rock sculptures,

huge chambers and narrow flumes, forming deep pools and cascades, and creating

pendants and tipright shafts; but its immense size and length and the navigable

branches of a considerable subterranean stream (Elcho River) enable tourists to

explore it, and inspect its varied beauties, and its animal and insect life, bred in ever-

lasting darkness and so destitute of organs of sight, is of great scientilic interest.

FiiANKKoirr, Kv.

Tennessee's chief city is also its capital— a rare fact in the United States : Nash-

ville on the Cumberland, a handsome and rapidly growing manufacturing city of over

7G,000 people ' (86,000 including suburbs), with a large colored element; one of the

leading Southern cities of wealth, society, and intellect, as well as of business energy,

and full of institutions for the higher education, including Fisk University for train-

ing colored teachers. Its second is Memphis, now officially termed the " Taxing

District of Shelby County :

" a place of varied and painful history. It is the fore-

most city of the Mississi]>pi from St. Louis to New Orleans, and the only good city

site from Cairo to Vieksburg : on a bluff sixty feet above the great river, with a

natur.al sandstone wharf, and a depth of water sufficient for the largest ships, never

frozen over. For many years it has been the chief cotton ]iort of the central South,

and seemed destined io speedy greatness ; but it was terribly ravaged again and again

by yellow fever, half depopulated, ruined and bankrupted, and gave up its name and
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corporate existence to escape its burdens. Tlie change has been purely beneficial : its

municipal government is excellent; sanitary improvements have made recurrence of

disaster unlikely, and its prosperity is advancing rapidly. It has about 65,000 inhab-

itants. Chattanooga in the southeast, the third city, is a very energetic iron and coal

centre of 29,000 on the upper Tennessee in a knot of converging hills and valleys of

the Cumberland system ; and Knoxville (22,500). on the Holston. is tlie business

centre of eastern Tennessee. Jackson (10,000), on the Forked Deer in the west, is

a cotton mart of considerable importance.

The one great city of Kentucky is Louisville at the falls of the Ohio, next to

Pittsburgh and Cincinnati the largest place on the river, containing about 161.000

people. It lies on a plain twenty-five feet above flood-mark of the river, which

makes it an import mart of foreign commerce, and is here spanned by a bridge nearly

a mile long. Its manufacturing is even more important than its commerce : iron-

founding, the making of iron pipe and ploughs, and tanning are the chief elements.

Covington (37,000) and Newport (25,000) are suburbs of Cincinnati on the two sides

of the Licking River at its mouth. Lexington (22,000), formerly the cajjital of the

State, is the head of the blue-grass region, and the seat of Kentucky University.

Frankfort the capital (8000) is a picturesque village on the Kentucky where it cuts a

deep channel in limestone walls ; Paducah at the mouth of the Tennessee (13.000)

has an admirable location and is a cotton and tobacco port; Bowling Green (8000)

is at the head of navigation on the Barren River, a branch of the Green.

Kentucky was part of the territory claimed by Virginia, and became a State in

1792; Tennessee, illegally organized from North Carolina as the " State of F'ranklin"

in 1785. became a State in 1796.

Ohio. — This first State of the "great West" to receive the overflow of Eastern

emigration (admitted in 1802), and which is consequently still the most Eastern in

social structure, was at the last census the fourth in population after New York,

Pennsylvania, and Illinois, making almost a tie with the latter; it has now 3.672,316

inhabitants, and its rival about the same. As it had 2,000,000 before the great

flood of foreign immigration began, its population is nearly all • of old native

stock ; and less than 100,000 are colored. It has been a sort of New England of the

West : the blood and tlie traditions of the Puritans are both strong in it, tlie " West-

ern Reserve" of Connecticut in the north-east, largely settled by Connecticut families,

was a fountain of anti-slavery teaching and effort, and tlie Stale lias attained a jiri-

macy something like that of Virginia among the colonies, owing to the ability and

integrity of its public men.

The western limit of Ohio is arbitrary; Lake Erie and the Ohio River determine

it on the nortli and south, except for the north-west fiercely contested with Michigan,

which was bought off with its peninsula on Lake Superior; the river also bounds it

on the soutli-east. Its area is 41,060 square miles. It is a rolling ])lateau entirely,

without mountains, and a soil of almost unbroken fertility, much of it equal to any]

in the world; its climate is violent in extremes of heat and cold, observations atJ

Toledo ranging from 100° in summer to— 16° in winter, at Cincinnati (nearly 3°

farther south) from 103' to 6°; its annual rainfall avemges about 36 inches, and the

Great Lakes are oceanic in their fertilizing j)ower. In short, it is a very fertile north

temperate district, and rich in production of cereals and fruit, in stock-raising and
dairying, and hi wool-growing. It is of scarcely less importance in mining, the coal,

iron, and oil measures extending into it from Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and
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the former underlying all eastern Ohio ; its soft coal is in some parts so near the sur-

face that men dig little coal wells in their yards for family supply as they would

wells for water ; its iron-founding industry is very great, and the quality of some ojres

the best in the country, and its resources of petroleum and salt, building and mill

stones, fire, pottery, and tile clays, cement, limestone, etc., are of vast importance.

. It is one of the foremost manufacturing States, over a fourth of its working popula-

tion being engaged in those industries.

It has no large interior rivers : a low irregular water-shed drains about a third of

it to the Lake and the rest to the Ohio by a series of short parallel streams, most of

them forming at their embouchures the sites of important places, — the most notable

being the Maumee, Sandusky, and Cuyahoga, of the Lake series, and the Great and

Little Miami, Scioto, Hocking, and Muskingum of the Ohio series. By themselves

and the railroad lines and canals they have determined, they have largely directed the

business development of the State.

Ohio is imperial in its rich and populous cities scattered all over the State : no large

State in the Union is so thickly dotted with thriving centres. The largest of them is

the old border settlement of Cincinnati in the extreme south-west, on the Ohio oppo-

site the mouth of the Licking, in a semi-circular valley of two high terraces shut in

by hills at the north. Founded in 1788 and named after the celebrated ])ost-Kevolu-

tionary military oi-der, it was for many years a pioneer village in a country ravaged

by the Indians, and in 1820 had but 9602 inhabitants ; but with the breaking of Indian

power and the vast agricultural develo]iment of the surrounding section came sudden

greatness. Its most remarkable growth was from 46,338 in 1840 to 115,438 in 1850;

it nearly doubled again in the next twenty years, and has by the last census 296,908

inhabitants, which Covington and Newport across the river in Kentucky increase to

360,000. Over a fourth of these are foreign-born, some 50,000 being Germans, which

element is a conspicuous social and political force in the city (largely massed in the

northern section), and has been a determining element in making the city the leader

of theWest and no mean rival of Boston and New York in musical culture. Cincinnati

is indeed no mere aggregation of manufactories and pork-packing establishments and

importing houses ; it holds high rank in the intellectual life of the country ; the

Cincinnati College is one of the best, and the public library is of national fame.

Next in rank is the great rolling-mill and oil-refining city of Cleveland, on the

Lake at the mouth of the Cuyahoga,— with 261,353 inhabitants, — the largest on

the Great Lakes except Chicago and Buffalo closely following. It lias a spacious and

deep natural harbor artificially im])roved, and crossed by a magnificent drawbridge

vi.iduct 3211 feet long; its foreign commerce is very large, but its coal, iron, ])etro-

leum, lumber, stone, glass, drain-pipe, cement, etc. handling or making are the chief

sources of its rapid growth — from 17,034 in 1850. Its educational institutions and

libraries are nuinerous and of high reitutc. The beauty of its elevated avenues and

drives along the Lake is widely celebrated. The schools are liberally supported and

capably taught.

The other leading Ohio cm])oriuin of the Lake business is Toledo at the western

end, built mainly on ])iles in the swamp at the embouchure of the Maumee into a large

sheltered bay. The bone of contention between Ohio and Michigan in 1836, its

growth long jjaralyzed by over-greed of real-estate speculators, so that it had but 3829

inhabitants in 1850, it has now over 81,000, with an immense trade in lumber, flour,

and grain (the chief barley mart of America), and heavy manufacturing interests.
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Xot far to the east on the Lake is Sandusky (18,500), the only other large place on

tlie Ohio shore, on a broad bay of the same name, — an elegant city of krge trade

and manufacture.

Columbus, tlie capital and third in size (88,000), is a rapidly growing city on a

broad plain pierced by the Scioto, with heavy trade and manufactures, and the seat of

the Ohio State University, the State Library, and numerous other notable and noted

institutions. Lower down the same river are Chillicotlie (11,000), and Portsmouth

and its mouth (12,000), a ribbon several miles long with the hills belund. On the Great

Miami in the west are Dayton the fiftli city (61,000), furnished with water-power by

a hydraulic canal from Mad River, and with great volume and diversity of manufac-

tures ; and Hamilton (17,500), 25 miles from Cincinnati : while on its tributary, the

Mad Kiver, is Springfield (32,000), the seventh city,— all manufacturing cities.

The Muskingum system has along it Canton (26,000), Newark (14,000), Zanesville

(21,000), and Marietta at its mouth, the oldest settlement in the State. Akron

(27,600), noted for drain-tile and cement, and Youngstown on the Mahoning (33,000),

a city of rolling mills and sixth in rank, are in the northeast. Mansfield (13,500) is

in the north centre. Steubenville (13,000) in the east is the second in size of the

Ohio Eiver ports in the State.

Indiana, — Like Ohio, this was cut from the "North-west Territory"; and as a

Territory, its limits were the Mississipj)! to its sources, Lake Superior, and part of

Ohio. With its present bounds, including 36,.350 square miles, it came into the Union

in 1816. It has the southern curve of Lake Michigan, witli no good harbors on it ; on

the south is the Ohio, and its south-western boundary is the Wabash (tlie chief north-

ern affluent of the Ohio), whose system drains nearly all of Indiana, — the immediate

basins of the Wabash and White containing 21,000 square miles. Rising in Ohio, the

Wabash has a course of about 550 miles, navigable about 300 from the junction of the

Eel at Logansport ; it runs north-west to Huntington, west to Logansjiort, south-

west to near Covington, then south and south-west to the Ohio. Its chief tributary

is the White, over 800 miles long, formed by two main forks, one running south-west

through the heart of the State, the other west. The Maumee in the north-east,

debouching in Ohio, formed of tlie St. Joseph's and the St. Mary's, has some navi-

gable water in Indiana ; the Kankakee branch of the Illinois has its rise in the north,

and by a trifling portage from its head-waters to a creek feeding the St. Joseph's

from Michigan (which makes a bend through northern Indiana), the Indians used to

pass from the Mississip])i to Lake Michigan. The streams of this State are generally

sluggish and sliallow, but their valleys are often deep wooded glens of picturesque,

beauty. The State has no mountains : its surface is undulating upland or broad

prairies broken by groves of oak and ash, with sandy tracts, marshes, and lakes in the

north. Like all this belt of States, it has a very fertile soil, a violently uneven

climate, and a rather he.avy rainfall from the Lakes, and a character of ])roductioii to

correspond ; and along the soutliern streams it is apt to be raalaribus. The coal

deposits are large, excellent, and well developed ; and the kaolin and fire-brick and

pottery clays are 'of high importance.

The metropolis of Indiana is its capital, Indianapolis on the White River, near the

geographical centre of tlie State ; this is one of the cases where a great city has been

]ilanned from nothing and the future has justified the selection, it having been laid

out in an unbroken forest in 1820, and after a slow development leaping from 18,611

in 1860 to 48,244 in 1870, 75,056 in 1880, and with 105,436 in 1890 with a still
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greater future before it. But the site was sagaciously chosen. It is laid out on a

great plain, with avenues radiating from a circular central park (originally the gover-

nor's residence), and crossed by transverse streets. Being near the centre of tlie

western corn belt, it is an immense market for grain, flour, pork, etc., and it has heavy

manufactures.

The leading Ohio River port is Evansville, the commercial head of the south-west

(50,750), the principal mart for corn, wheat, and pork on the river below Cincinnati;

it has a large tobacco trade, is in the midst of easily worked coal-beds, and lias exten-

sive and varied manufactures ; it contains a great library and art-gallery having a

$500,000 endowment. New Albany (21,000), on the river five miles below Louisville,

is a sort of manufacturing suburb to that great city; Jeffersonville (10,700), exactly

opposite Louisville, is entirely suburban to it. Madison and Lawrenceburg are smaller

j)laces on the river. On high ground above the Wabash near the western border is

Terre Haute (30,000), a very handsome and fast growing market and centre of trade

and manufactures, near large coal mines; lower down the river is Vincennes (900(1),

one of the old French chain of western fortresses; higher up is Lafayette (16,000),

of the same character ; and at the head of navigation is Logansjiort (13,000). South

Bend on the St. Joseph's, near the old Indian portage, has 22,000. The emporium

of the northeast is the great manufacturing and railroad centre of Fort Wayne
(35.000) ; and south of it near the eastern centre is the important point of Eichraond

(16,600).

The population of Indiana is now 2,192,404, of which about 150,000 are of

foreign birth, and over 40,000 are colored.

Illinois.— This imperial State of 56,650 square miles, — about the size of England

and nearly as large as all New England; having wrested from Ohio the position of third

in population in the Union; stretching north and south 385 miles, from north of the

Latitude of Boston to that of Hampton Roads, and consequently ha\ing a mean tem-

]ierature 11" higher in the north than in the south ; with the greatest of North Ameri-

can rivers washing its whole western side, its greatest affluent bathing the southern

end, the best commercial site on the Great Lakes belonging to it in the north-east,

a large navigable stream laving its south-eastern side for 200 miles, and another

jiiercing its heart diagonally from side to side,— this favored child of nature is the

ty))ical ])rairie St.ate, the surface consisting almost entirely of a flat or undulating

plain, channelled by streams bordered with steep bluffs. One level plain, the Grand

Pi'airie, is over 200 miles in length ; and the Great American Bottom, in the south-

west between the two great rivers, contains 450 square miles. There is some wood-

land, increasing as the pr.airie l;inds are ])rotected from fires; and there are two ridges,

the highest land in the State,— the loftiest, reaching an altitude of 850 feet, running

from the Ohio to the Mississippi not many miles above their junction ; the other

in the north-west, rmming almost nortb and south and crossing the upper Illinois

just before it turns southward. The climate and agricultural production of the

State are like th.at of Ohio and the others of the central plain ; its mining capacities

are not so great, though there is coal and iron,— the chief mineral is lead from the

north-west.

The Illinois River, the great artery of the State, has played a remarkable part.

Its 350 miles of course from the junction of the Des Plaines .and Kankakee to

the Mississip](i are all navigable; the first is about 150 miles long, the second 230:

but the former was in Indian days by far the most important, for a portage of only
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a mile and a half led from its first waters that could float a canoe to those of

the brook called the Chicago River, then flowing to Lake Michigan (the water-shed

of the St. Lawrence and Mississippi systems is about a mile west of Chicago),

A ViKw i>f Chicago.

and this was one of the grand Indian highways from the Mississip])i to the Great
Lakes. It is worth noting that the site of the leading mart of the West under civili-

zation was one of the best trodden spots in the West before white men set foot on
the continent.
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The greatest city west of the Alleghanies, and the second in size in America

exceeded by imperial New York alone, is Chicago, originally built on a low swampy
site around tlie mouth of the Chicago River, and now spreading many miles along the

lake and into the interior, with its streets artificially elevated, and the current of the

river reversed to carry the city drainage into the Illinois. First really settled about

1833, and with 4479 inhabitants in 1840, it had 29,963 in 1850, 109,206 in 1860,

298,977 in 1870, and 503,285 in 1880, and has now over a million (1,099,850 by the

census),— a nearly incredible growth due partly to the sudden development of the

country around and partly to its own transcendent site. It is "the largest primary

grain, live-stock, and lumber market in the world," and the distributing point for

supplies to the whole central valley of North America. The most destructive fire

known to history, starting October 9, 1871, obliterated 2000 acres of its buildings,

including the entire business heart of the city, destroying nearly $200,000,000 worth

of property, and rendering a third of the population homeless; but it was rebuilt in

far finer style in a wonderfully short time, and the city's prosperity suffered little

check. Its intellectual life has not been choked by this great material growth :

besides excellent schools and libraries, there is a strong Baptist college, the University

of Chicago, with an annex (the Dearborn Observatory), managed by the Chicago

Astronomical Society, and having one of the largest telescopes in the country ; also

a Catholic college, several theological seminaries and professional schools, etc.

The second city in the State is Peoria (41,000), just below a lake-like expansion

of the Illinois about midway of its course, and in the midst of rich coal-fields; a

flourishing mart of trade, and with heavy manufacturing interests and large distil-

leries. Joliet, higher up, on the Des Plaines branch, is a city of large manufactures

and valuable limestone quarries. The population is enumerated at 23,000. Quincy,

on the Mississippi (32,000), the third city in the State, beautifully situated on a high

bluff above the river, is a manufacturing centre; Eock Island (13,600), higher up,

opposite Davenport in Iowa, with a great bridge across the river from a slender island

in the channel which gives its name to the city, is a place of large manufacturing with

immense hydraulic power obtained by damming the interior cliannels ; Alton (10.000)

is nearly opposite the mouth of the ]\Iissouri, and East St. Louis (15,000) is suburban

to St. Louis. Springfield, the capital (25,000), is west of the centre on the Sangamon,

an uunavigable affluent of the Illinois; Jacksonville (13,000) is between it and the

Illinois ; it has charitable institutions for the insane, the feeble-minded, the blind, and

for deaf mutes,— the last two State charities ; Bloomington (20,000) is about in the

centre ; Galesburg (15,000), between Peoria and the river, with two widely reputed

colleges ; Aurora (20,000), on the Fox Kiver, about 40 miles west of Chicago ; Kock-

ford (23,500), on the Rock River in the centre near the northern border ; and Cairo

(10,000), at the mouth of the Ohio, the market of lower Illinois, — on a low site

formerly overflowed, but now extensively diked, so that the admirably placed city

will probably grow rapidly.

Illinois has now 3,826,351 inhabitants ; in 1880 nearly one-sixth were of foreign

birth, but less than 50,000 colored. The German element is heavy.

Michigan.— Two unequal peninsulas, as different in physical character as if sepa-

rated by a tliousand miles of water instead of by the Strait of Mackinaw, make up
the 59,815 square miles of this richly diversified State. The southern (about three-

fourths of the whole) is a bullet-shaped body forming nearly the entire eastern shore

of Lake Michigan and all the western side of Lake Huron, bordered also by the St.
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Clair and the "rivers" which supply and drain it, —the line just falling short of

Toledo in Ohio, and as compensation for yielding which it was given the northern

peninsula, jihysicaliy part of Wisconsin, with 300 miles of coast on Lake Superior

and half that on Lake Michigan, besides a little on Huron ; also with some islands in

Superior.

Tiie former has fertile prairies in the south-west, and beautiful natural ])arks called

•'oak openings" in the woods; but it is as yet, and has long been, far the greatest

lumber-j)roducing district in the Union. When first opened to civilization, its surface

was practically one gigantic forest of white ]nne, sugar-maple, and other deciduous

and evergreen trees ; and even now, desjute the axe of tlie j)ioneer and luniberniMii,

the clearings for the homes of its 2,093,889 inhabitants, and the devastation of the

steam saw-mills, and despite also of appalling forest lires, — which have raged for

weeks over vast regions, blotting out villages, destroying hundreds of lives, making

hundreds of square miles a blackened waste, and firing again and again the half-

rotted wood and leaves which constitute here the very earth itself for many feet in

depth,— the northern ]>ortion of the main section is still magnificently forest-clad.

Thi'ough these woods brawl swift streams drawing bands of sjjortsmen to fish for

trout and grayling, their sources being often in handsome firm-shored lakes of con-

siderable size. From a low central water-shed, the western rivers, drain a country

growing more and more sandy till the shore of Lake Michigan is bordered with shift-

ing dunes; the eastern reach at Lake Huron a bold rocky shore, pierced by the

immense arm of Saginaw Bay and the smaller one of Thunder Bay, matched on the

north-west by Grand Traverse and Little Traverse bays. The first two receive

Saginaw and Thunder Bay rivers, fair samples of the streams of the State, all short

and rapid and but limitedly navigable. Of the eastern streams besides these, the

Cheboygan entering the Straits of Mackinaw, the Au Sable between Thmider and

Sagin.aw bays, and the Huron and Raisin flowing to Lake Erie, are the largest ; of

those deboucliing in Lake Michigan, the St. Joseph's in the extreme south, bending

through Indiana,— once an Lidian highway to the Mississippi by a portage to the

'Kankakee, — is the most considerable, and the Kalamazoo, the Grand, the Muskegon,

the Marquette, and the Manistee have all played important parts in business develop-

ment, and all expand into lake-like estu.aries at their mouths.

The northern peninsula is the great copper district of North America, the de])osits

lying mainly on a large rocky secondary peninsula called Keweenaw, jutting into

Lake Superior, 600 feet higli in general level and 1200 in sjwts. The metal is mostly

found not as an ore, but in rock-imbedded masses of nearly pure native cojijier, such as

were formed into tools by the aborigines many centuries ago ; sometimes it is alloyed

witli silver. This portion is notable also for beds of the purest and the most refrac-

tory iron ore in the country (Michigan's iron product far exceeds even that of

Alabama or of Pennsylvania), of peat which is used to smelt it, and of marble.
It is in general a rough barren plateau, with a semi-polar climate, raw and bitter with
the cold Superior vapors

; but its southern side has heavy untouched forests. Its

100,000 people are chiefly miners and their families, one mine employing 2000 men

;

and its chief places are metal-shipping ports and smelting, rolling, and manufacturing
villages. Calumet (12,500)— on Keweenaw near the richest copper mine in tlie world,
which produced in 1882 one-eiglith of the world's total product— is the lar-rest;

its port is Houghton, on a deep arm of Keweenaw Bay, an inlet of Suj^erior formed'
by the peninsula. Marquette on the Lake, Ishpeniing and Negaunee a few miles
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inland, and Escanaba on Lake Michigan at the mouth of Green Bay, are the other

principal towns in the north.

The southern peninsula is a rich farming country, with the rigor of the polar

winds tempered by the waters of Lake Michigan, tlie foremost salt and lumber dis-

trict of the Union, and one of the leading sections in fislieries,— its fish from the

cold waters of rivers, ponds, bays, and open lake being of the finest quality, and the

freezing, smoking, and j)ickling of them and the preparation of caviare being a large

industry.

Michigan's great city is Detroit, one of the five Lake ports of over 100,000 people,

and o!ie of the leading cities of the North-West, and from 1836 to 1850 the capital of

the State. It lies on a slope from the Detroit River, here lialf a mile wide, with

Canada on the other shore, and is imjiortant in foreign commerce, in the shipment of

grain, lumber, and metals, in pork-packing, tanning, manufacturing, etc. One of the

old chain of French forts, established in 1701, which withstood a long siege from

Pontiac in 1762, it had but 9102 inhabitants as late as 1840 ; then rising with

great leaps, it had 45,019 in 1860, 116,340 in 1880, and has 205,876 now, besides

a suburb (Springwells) of 8000.

The greatest development outside Detroit has been through the enormous lumber

business on the line of tlie Saginaw, Grand, and Muskegon, each almost one line of

saw-mills. The second city in population is Grand Rapids (60,000), on the Grand in

the western part of the State, at the head of steamboat navigation, the village of

Grand Haven (5000) being at its mouth ; higher up is Lansing the capital (13,000)

with the State Agricultural College, and still higher up is Jackson (21,000), the

emporium of the southern interior, a place of miscellaneous manufacturing contain-

ing the State prison. Fully equal in gross development has been tlie valley of the

Saginaw, with its branches, the Shiawassee and Tittibawassee, and its affluent the

Flint. Near the mouth are Bay City (28,000) on one side and West Bay City

(13,000) on the other, — really one city, with large salt works ; not far up is Saginaw

(46,000), consolidated with East Saginaw city in 1890 ; and on the Flint is the

city of Flint (10,000). The best harbor on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan is •

Muskegon (23,000), at the mouth of the river of its name, and higher up the river

is Big Rapids (5000). Manistee at the mouth of its river (13,000) is a lumber port.

Between Jackson and Lake Michigan is Kalamazoo (18,000), on the river of its name,

a manufacturing city, containing the State insane asylum ; and higher up the stream

is Battle Creek (13,000). Ann Arbor (9500), between Detroit and Jackson, is made

illustrious by Michigan University, one of the foremost educational institutions in

the country. Adrian (9000), near the Raisin, is the market of the southeast ; Port

Huron (13,500) is near the beginning of the St. Clair River, opposite Sarnia in

Canada; and Alpena (11,000) is a lumber port at the mouth of Thunder Bay

River.

Michigan as a Territory, formed in 1805, included most of the Nortli-West; it was

admitted as a State in 1837.

Wisconsin,— Stretching from Illinois to Lake Superior, and from Lake Michigan

to the young Mississippi, already a great river, the "Wolverine St.ate " of 56,040

square miles dotted with m.-irshes continues the great fertile rolling plain and prairies

northward to the region of Laurentian rock, flinty soil, and sugar-ma])les ; but its

streams run often between steep rocky banks and tlirough chiselled " dalles " or canons

in foaming rapids. The highest ground (except isolated elevations in the south-west
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called " tnoiiiuls," rising to 1700 feet) lying near tlio borders of the Great Lakes, the

streams draining to them are short and with one exception inconsiderable, and the

leading rivers flow to the ^Mississippi. The exception is the Fox, one of the most

important business streams in the State, with a course of 250 miles passing within

a mile and a half of the Wisconsin, with which it is connected by a canal, forming a

navigable channel from the Mississipjii to Lake Michigan,— a very great Indian way;

it passes through Winnebago Lake and discharges into Green Bay. The Menominee

and Oconto, about 130 miles long each, also flow into Green Bay. The greatest

tributaries of the Mississippi are the St. Croix, a powerful and rai)id river rising near

the shores of Superior, flowing south for 200 miles and forming for some distance

the western boundary of the State, and just before its close expanding into a "lake"

36 miles long by three miles broad ; the Chippewa, a branching stream of 300 miles,

draining much of the north-western portion ; the Black, of 200 miles ; and the great

Wisconsin of near 600 miles, draining a swarm of lakelets near the shore of Superior,

and flowing south and then west through the entire heart of the State. These little

lakes— clear rock-bottomed pools in the primeval stone— nest thickly at the northern

border ; southward they become larger and more scattered, and far the greatest and

most important of all is Lake Winneb.ago near Green Bay, 30 miles long by 11 wide,

with an area of 220 square miles; Devil's Lake near the Wisconsin, a loch in a stone

basin with neither inlet nor outlet, is the best known of many remnants of the glacial

ice sheet ; and Horicon Lake, the source of Rock River which feeds the Illinois, is

now nothing but a marsh.

The long cold winters are dry and salubrious, and have not prevented a ])0])ula-

tion of 1,686,880 from settling here, including a greater proportion of Germans and

Scandinavians than in any other State. Some sections are almost entirely Norse or

Swedish, the cities have sometimes almost a preponderance of Germans, and these

elements exercise a powerful influence on the politics of the State.

The State is favorable to grain and stock-raising, hops and maple sugar and other

north-temperate products, and ranks high as an agricultural district; but it is .also a

leading lumber and manufacturing section, the grand supply of the timberless W^est-

ern regions, with some iron and copper mining and good fisheries.

Milwaukee on L.ake Michigan, 90 miles north of Chicago, is the business head of

the State and the fourth in size of the Lake ports, with one of the best harbors on the

Lakes. Its site is in a clay swamp across the estuary mouth of the Milwaukee River,

and its tributary the Menominee which joins it half a mile from the Lake; these

streams are navigable for the largest steamers two or three miles up, and it is a city of

draw bridges. It is f.amous for its beer, and handsome pale-yellow bricks from

adjacent clay. It is a leading wheat port of the world, and one of the greatest

sliipping points of other grains, flour, and lumber, being the natural outlet of Wiscon-

sin and Minnesota and ]iart of Iowa; and the great water-power of the river is utilized

in manufactures of great volume. From a village of about 2000 people in 1840, it

sprang to 20,061 in 1850, 71,440 in 1870; 158^509 in 1885, and has 204,468 at

])resent. Nearly half its population are foreign, much the larger portion Germans, and

the remainder chiefly Scandinavians, Bohemians, and other EastEuroj)eans. It is a

thrifty, cleanly, orderly city, with a low death-rate.

The only other large Lake ports are Racine (21,000) to the south, a place of heavy

manufacturing and considerable commerce, with many noted charitable and educa-

tional institutions; and Sheboygan (16,000) to the north, an outlet of a good agricul-
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tural and lumber district. Manitowoc (8000) lies still farther north. The line of the

Fox is headed by Oshkosh (23,000) across its mouth on Lake Winnebago, a flour and

lumber port ; by Appleton (12,000), a few miles below its exit from the Lake, near

the "grand chute," or rapids, — a place of wooden-ware manufactures ; and by Green

Bay (9000) at its mouth. At the foot of Lake Winnebago is Fond du Lac (12,000),!

whose prosperity is based upon the same elements. An even greater develo{)nient'

has fallen to the lumber cities of the western part: Eau Claire (17,500), on the head

of navigation of the Chippewa, is the emporium of North-western Wisconsin, and

growing with immense rapidity, and La Crosse (25,000), on the Mississippi at the

mouth of a small river of its name, is the second city both in size and activity.

Chippewa Falls (9000) is a few miles above Eau Claire. Janesville (10,800), on Rock

River, is the market of the extreme southern portion ; and Watertown (9000) is

higher up the same river. Madison the capital (13,500) has a picturesque situation

on an isthmus between two handsome navigable gravel-bottomed lakes ; it contains

the University of Wisconsin, established in 1849. Marinette (11,500) and Menomi-

nee (5500) are on opposite sides of the Menominee River at its mouth in Green Bay.

Wisconsin was made a territory in 1836, and included the vast district from Mich.

igan to Western Dakota and Iowa; it became a State in 1848.

Minnesota.— The northernmost State of the Union, witli Manitoba and Keewatin

above it, lies in the semi-Arctic belt which extends above the Canadian Great Lakes,

its rich soil paralyzed more than half of every year ; the snows are deep and lasting,

the winter cold is steadily enough below the freezing-point so that St. Paul can main-

tain an " ice palace " like Montreal, the sudden Arctic " blizzards " leave many a way-

farer stark in the. roads, and the hunters and trajipers in tlie northern woods rely on

dog-sledges like the Eskimos, in place of the birch canoe of the summer. Yet its dry

equable cold is less taxing to the system than the violent changes and the raw rains

and fogs of the north-eastern States, and it is a favored sanatorium for Eastern con-

sumptives. To it also flock m vast numbei's the emigrants from Northern Europe,

following the rule that settlers prefer a climate like their own : the races of Southern

Europe dread a climate of jjredominant cold, the native of bracing if rigorous northern

latitudes sickens in the languorous southern air. No other State— except perhaps

W^isconsin, its neighbor— has so largo an element of North-Europeans : there are

populous settlements of Swedes and Norse and Danes, there is a colony of Russians,

there are Finns and Lapps ; it is anything but impossible that the dwindling people

of Iceland may leave their once fair island, now becoming a second Greenland, and

settle here e?i masse. This excellent foreign element has the fortune of being

absorbed into a native growth of the ha])piest kind : migration within the L^nited

States also moves on parallels of latitude, and the early settlement of Minnesota, as

of Ohio, was liy good New England families,— St. Paul was for many yearr almost a

typical New England city.

Of the 83,365 square miles of Minnesota's surface,— over a fourth larger thin New
England,— more than two-thirds are rolling prairie, with belts and groves of wood-

land ; tlie remainder partly a vast tract of white-pine forests in the north-east, which

extends into Canada, a series of huge marshes thick with stunted firs in the saiiie sec-

tion, the "Big Woods" in the south-west (a hard-wood forest 100 miles long and 40

miles wide), the rocky country bordering Lake Superior, and 4000 square miles of

water in over 7000 lakes and lakelets, lying within a few miles of each other over

neat'ly the whole State,— most of them small clear forest j)onds, some of them of
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unusual size : the Lake of the Woods wliicli Canada shares has 612 square miles,

Red Lake in the Indian country 342, Leech Lake and Mille Lacs about 200 each,

Winnihicrosliish 142.

Tliis State contains the great continental water-shed— not a ridge, but a low broad

plateau of impercej)tible slojte — which turns part of its drainage toward the Gulf of

Mexico and part toward Hudson's Bay; and another only a few miles from Lake

Su])erior, rising to 759 feet above its shoi'es, which brings a few short torrents to the

system ending in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the St. Louis being the diief of the

latter.

The Mississippi rises in the rivulets which swell the little Itasca Lake, a beautiful

expanse of water in forest-clad hills, 1575 feet above the sea, and issues from it a

brook twelve feet wide and two feet deep. Flowing in a vast sweep first north, then

east, then south, then west, it fii-st enters the larger Pemidji or Traverse Lake and

emerges from it 120 feet wide ; a little farther on it passes through the still larger

Cass Lake, aiul is 172 feet wide at the outlet; flowing through marshes and the much

larger Winnibigo.sliish Lake, it joins with the outlet of Leech Lake, the largest of all,

through rapids called the Falls of Pecagama, at which point, 270 miles from its

source, it becomes navigable for small steamers
;
passing onward through oak and

maple forests, marshes, sand-hills, and prairie, below the mouth of the Crow Wing
Uiver it turns southward, and at Sauk Rapids, 650 miles from its mouth, enters a

rocky country extending for hundreds of miles. Seventy miles below this are the

Falls of St. Anthony, of 18 or 20 feet, where the river is 1200 feet in width ; and 60

miles south it broadens to an expanse called Lake Pepin, 25 miles long by one to three

in width. In all, about 900 miles of the gi-eat river, or between a fourth and a third

of its total course, lie in Minnesota.

It receives two powerful tributaries : the noble Minnesota 440 miles long, running

southward and then north-eastward through the heart of the State, and emptying just

below Minneapolis ; and the St. Croix from near the shores of Lake Superior, 200

miles long, cm])tying not far below on the other side, and forming a considerable part

of the Wisconsin boundary.

The Red River of the North, on whose banks lies Winnipeg, the metropolis of the

Canadian North-We.st, has its farthest source in a little jiond ten miles from Itasca;

and in its early course — which is southward, as the Mississippi's is northward,

curiously— is a thread on which are strung innumerable lakelets. Turning west-

ward for a space, it suddenly changes again and flows steadily north to Lake Winni-

peg, 650 miles from its source, through a plain— not properly a valley— thirty

miles wide, the flattest considerable ]iiece of land on the continent,— a treeless

prairie of almost unbroken level for hundreds of miles, in whose caving soil its slug-

gish course is a mere winding trench. Its entire northward course divides the State

from North Dakota.

The most noted part of Minnesota's rich agricultural production is of wheat and

flour, in which it ranks among the first of the States in volume and the very first in

quality, the fine flour from its hard spring wheat being unequalled in the world. It

has Iteen seriously devastated by the locust and the chinch-bug, but expanding area of

production seems singularly to have decreased their visitations. The State is .also in

the ma])le-sugar belt, its oats and potatoes are famous, and stock-raising is a heavy

industry. Manufactures are developing: the chief branch is still the making of

flour.
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Minnesota has two great cities in name (though practically only one) ; and they

together are the leader of tlie North-West, one of the greatest business centres of

tlie Union, develoj)ing with a rapidity wliicli outstrips the boldest conjecture, and if

they unite under one name, likely to be the fourth in size of the Union. The nucleus

was the comparatively old city of St. Paul, the head of navigation for large steamers

on the Mississij)pi, and the capital of the State, — a handsome quiet place which had

risen only to 2(1,030 inhabitants in 1870 ; eight miles above, at the Falls of St. Anthony,

the manufacturing village of Minnea])olis had at that time 13,0Gti, and St. Anthony
across the river 5013. Then came the sudden upspringing of the flour manufacture.

Sioux Indians.

caused by what is still known as the " new process," which made Minnesota wheat,

previously regai'ded as inferior, the most valuable in the market ; liuge mills were
erected to utilize the enormous power of the falls, and in 1880 Minneapolis liad 46,887

souls and St. Paul 41,473. Even this growth, however, is trifling com])ared with the

leap in the next five years, when Minneapolis contained 129,200 and St. Paul 111,397,

and the residence limits of the two were but two and a half miles apart ; and at

present tlie two contain 297,894, by the census of 1890. Both are .seats of immense
trade as well as of general manufacturing ; and the character of their population

and its intellectual activities are exceptionally high.

The second city in size is Duluth, at the western end of Lake Superior, whose
sudden growth— from 3483 in ISSO to 17,685 in 1885, and to 33,115 now — rivals
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even Chicago; it is becoming one of the greatest shipping points for wheat and lum-

ber. The fourth is Stillwater (11,000) on the St. Croix, 20 miles from St. Paul, a

great lumber centre; and the third Winona (18,000), on the Mississippi KJO miles

below 8t. Paul, a port of enormous wheat shi[)ments and lumber trade and manufac-

ture. Brainerd (5700), on the upper Mississippi just above the (Jrow Wing, is the

market of Northern Central Minnesota, and growing very ra]iidly. Red Wing
((5000), on the Mississippi at the upper end of Lake Pepin, is also a wheat, Hour, and

lumber port. Mankato (9000) is a manufacturing city at the great bend of the

Minnesota ; and F'aribault (7000), between this and the Mississipjji, is remarkable

for the number of its educational and charitable institutions.

Minnesota, organized as a Territory in 1849, and admitted as a State in 1853, had

nevertheless but 6077 white inhabitants in 1850 ; and it was nearly all a roving and

hunting ground for the ferocious Sioux, who in the Civil War took advantage of the

draining off of the male population to organize a frightful massacre of the settlers, a

thousand of whom were butchered and indescribable outrages perpetrated. They were

finally conquered and removed from that section ; there are several Indian reserva-

tions in the northern part, of comparatively tractable Ojibwas. With 172,0l,'.'5 inhab-

itants in ISOO, it had 780,773 in 1880 and 1,118,486 in 1885, and has now 1,3(11,826.

The Dakotas.— Conterminous with Minnesota on the north and extending below it

on the south, is the vast region formerly constituting the Territory of Dakota but

divided since 1889 into the States of North Dakota and South Dakota. The two

divisions are separated by the seventli standard parallel, making the area of the

northern State 70,795 square miles and that of the southern 77,650. The growth of

population has been very rapid since 1880. when the census returned 135,177 inhabit-

ants for the Territory. In 1890 Xmt1i Dakota had a population of 182.719 and

South Dakota 328,808.

North Dakota's eastern boundary is the western side of the flat Red River basin

with that of its affluent the Cheyenne ; westward of this in the northeast is a

small plateau containing a salt lake of 400 square miles, 50 miles long by 14 wide,

— Mini Wakan, Devil's Lake ; and westward again is the valley of the Mouse which

feeds the Assiniboin. Just below the early Cheyenne begins the James, of 600

miles, flowing nearly the whole width of both States and joining the Missouri in

the southeast of South Dakota ; this section is also drained by the Vermilion of

170 miles, and the Big Sioux of 300, all traversing treeless, rolling prairies and end-

ing near the corner where South Dakota, Nebraska and Iowa meet, with .Minnesota

not far off. South of the Red River basin and east of these is the Coteau des

Prairies, a narrow plateau dotted with small salt lakes, beginning near the James
River and extending over into Minnesota ; it is 200 miles long, from 15 to 20 miles

broad, and from 1000 to 2000 feet above sea-level. West of all these, in a great

curve from north to south, stretches the Cotetm du Missouri, a grassy plateau se))ar-

ating the basin of the James from that of the Missouri, which runs diagonally

tlirough its centre with 663 miles of its course in the Dakotas (all navigable, but

needing an expert pilot), from the mouth of the Yellowstone to that of the Big

Sioux, and whose basin— with the basins of its tributaries and their watersheds—
comprises five-sixths of the entire area of the Stntes. These affluents are not navi-

gable to any distance : the chief are tlie Little Missouri (450 miles) in the west of

North Dakota, coming from Wyoming; the Big Cheyenne of 500 miles, crossing

South Dakota near the centre, and formed of two " forks " encircling the Black
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Hills on the nortli and south; the White Kiver of 330 miles, running through the

Mauvaises Terres ; the Xiobrara forming part of the boundary with Nebraska, as

<lo those " Bad Lands '' in the extreme southwest, both described under Nebraska.

The Black Hills (so called from their heavy clothing of dark pines) are a spur

of the Rockies pushed abruptly out into the prairie, their highest summit (Harney

Peak) 7403 feet above the sea; with well-watered valleys and grassy upland "parks,"

the whole '•' forms an oasis of verdure among the open plains." They contain rich

deposits of gold, which first drew the stream of immigration thither, besides silver,

lead and tin. But neither of the Dakotas is primarily a mining district. Both

belong to the great wheat belt of the north central valley, and have the dry air and

terrible but bearable winters (markedly milder iu the southern half) of the semi-

arctic zone ; and even the mining proprietors have generally found better profit in

becoming farmers and herdsmen, utilizing for great cattle ranches the vast plains

till lately a grazing-ground for the fast-disappearing bison. The Dakotas lead all

the States in the quantity of wheat produced, raising yearly 60,000,000 bushels.

This immense product controls the market of the world. Dakota wheat is also

unrivalled in quality and commands higher prices than any other. The yield in

South Dakota is much smaller than in the northern State ; here corn of an

excellent quality is the chief product of agriculture.

As in Minnesota, the North-European elements of the population are very large,

and the prevalence of Scandinavian blood and traditions in this region will give it a

distinct local flavor of political and literary importance. The business develop-

ment of the old Territory was along distinct and widely-separated lines, with

little of common interests; it was the impossibility of connecting these isolated

centres or reconciling their conflicting interests that finally led to the formation

of the two States of to-day. The oldest settlement was at Pembina, on the Red
River of the North at the Manitoba boundary, established in 1812 by Lord Selkirk

in the belief that it was part of the British Hudson's Bay Company territory

included in his purchase of Assiniboia; but the leading settlements on the river

are now Fargo (5000), opposite Moorhead, in Minnesota, one of the chief financial

and commercial cities of North Dakota, Grand Forks (5000), lower down at the

mouth of the Red Lake'-River, and Wahpeton (1500) higher up. Jamestown (2300)

in North Dakota and Huron (.3000) in South Dakota head the trade of the James
River, while that of the Missouri in the northern State is led by Bismarck (2200), its

capital. In South Dakota, Sioux Falls (10,000), the chief city, represents the busi-

ness of the Big Sioux ; Yankton (3700) ten miles above the mouth of the Niobrara.

was for many years the only considerable town in the old Territory ; then follow,

Pierre (3200), the temporary capital, on the Missouri at the geographical centre of the

State, and Aberdeen in the north. Deadwood (2400) is the Black Hills emporium.
Iowa is a choice portion of the Great Central Plain reaching from the Mississijipi

to the Missouri and. its affluent the Big Sioux, and occupying— with its 56,025 square

miles in a square block— nearly three degrees of "latitude corresjjonding to the district

from New York Hai-bor to Lake George. It is all undulating jirairie, rising in long

gentle swells from the Mississippi to a water-shed running diagonally from a height of

1700 feet in the north-west to a slight elevation in the south-oast ; the larger section

on the east and drained to the Mississippi by a scries of (nearly all) iiarallel streams

witli a south-eastward course, the western part drained to the Missouri by shorter and

swifter rivers flowing first south-west and then south as the Missouri turns eastward.
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The chief of the latter group (beginning at the north) are tlie Little Sioux increased

by the Maple (300 miles), and the Boyer (130 miles), debouching in Iowa; and tiic

Nishnabatona (220 miles), the Xodaway (200 miles), the Little Platte (300 miles), the

Grand (300 miles), and the Chariton (250 miles), all emptying in Missouri. The lead-

ing Mississippi affluents are (from the north) the Upjier Iowa (150 miles), the Turkey

(160 miles), the Maquoketa (175 miles), the Wapsipinicon (250 miles), the Iowa and

Cedar (the " main " stream 375 miles, the " tributary " 400, the two forming the sec-

ond largest system of the State and joining not far from their mouth), the Skunk

(275 miles), and lastly the Dcs Moines, far the greatest and commercially most impor-

tant of all, rising in Minnesota and running diagonally across the entire State in a

course of 550 miles, forming its great central artery, with a basin of 10,000 square

miles and a south-eastern corner prolonging the State to include its entire channel.

Some of these have been navigated for some distance, but the navigation is of slender

importance. The northern part of the State has a continuation of the many small

clear pebbly lakes of Minnesota, some of them— the Walled Lakes— being sur-

rounded by a natural wall of loose stones.

Iowa's winter climate is severe from the Arctic winds, but bearable from its dry-

ness; the summers are tempered by the same cause, and the State is one of the

healthiest in the Union, — the streams having generally rocky channels instead of

miasmatic bottom-lands, and the dry pure air making it a valued sanatorium for con-

sumptives. It is predominantly an agricultural State, one of the leading food-produc-

ing sections of the continent; very evenly settled by an immigration of excellent

quality, largely native and Northern ; with many local markets, but few important

centres except the numerous Mississii)pi and Missouri River ports, the former exceed-

ing the number of those of ,any other State on the river. It has some good wood-

land, but needs it all for its own building ; is quite rich in coal, clays, and building-

stones, and a prominent but decreasing lead producer from the same stratum which

extends through Northern Illinois ; and is becoming of importance in manufactures,

— but the working part of its 1,911,896 inhabitants are mostly farmers.

The capital, Des Moines, across the river of its name at the mouth of the Raccoon,

with 50,000 people and growing fast,— with large mamifactories mostly of heavj' iron

goods, and the seat of a university,— is the largest city. Dubuque on the Missi.s-

sippi (30,000) is the third, the oldest settlement in the State (named from the French

trader who mined lead and trafficked with the " loways "— a branch of the Sioux—
at this place), the mart of the lead district, not far from Galena in Illinois, and the

uppermost considerable Iowa town on the river. Down the river are Clinton (13,600),

opposite Fulton in Illinois ; Davenport (26,800), opposite Rock Island, at the foot of

the "upper rapids " in the Mississippi and drawing enormous power therefrom ; Mus-
catine (11,500), at the end of a great western bend of the river; Burlington (22,500),

the southeastern metropolis and the capital from 1838 to 1857; and Keokuk (14,000),

the " Gate City," at the extreme southeastern corner, just above the mouth of the

Des Moines, at the foot of the "lort-er rapids " and of a great and costly ship canal,

and opposite Warsaw in Illinois. These are all heavy shipping points for grain and

lumber, and active manufacturing places ; they lie usually on slopes rising to bluffs

which command magnificent views, and at most of them the Mississippi is bridged.

The two great Missouri River emporiums are Council Bluffs (21,500), looking

Jown on the bottoms which extend three miles thence to the river opposite Omaha in

Nebraska ; and Sioux City (37,800) near the mouth of tlie Big Sioux and the lines of
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Nebraska and South Dakota, the second in size, a manufacturing place and supply

point for the country to the west. Next to the capital, the most important interior

centres are Cedar Kapids (18,000) on the Cedar, in the east of the State, Waterloo

(G700) higher up that river, Ottuniwa (14,000) on tlie Des Moines, Marshalltown

(9000) in the centre, and Creston (7000) in the extreme south.

The present territory of Iowa was part of the Louisiana jiurehase; but it has

iiiiderE^one niiinerons changes of name, limits, and ownership, belonging at different

times to Missouri, Micliigau, and Wisconsin Territories, and as a Territory including

most of what is now Minnesota. It became a State in 1846, and gained its present

bounds in 1849.

Nebraska.— This typical section of the western valley is developing with such

rapidity that statistics about it are worthless almost as soon as they are published : it

is in precisely the position of Illinois in 1850. Made a territory with imperial bounds

by the too famous Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854, it still swarmed witli murderous

Indians and liaving no railroads, and its streams not being navigable, its settlement

w:is very slow ; though admitted as a State in 1867, it had but 122,993 inhabitants in

1870. Building tlie Pacific railroad and removing the Indians gave it a treniendo;is

impetus, and its growth has scarcely been excelled in America: in 1880 it had

452,402, in 1885, 740,645, and by the census of 1890, 1,058,910. It has salt, clay,

and building stone, and some coal, and manufactures and tlie smelting of ores of the

jirecious metals are important ; but its agriculture is of course overwhelmingly pre-

dominant. Its 30 to 40 inches of rainfall suffices to give immense crops over its

77,510 square miles of nearly flat prairie, with a fertile soil under a tough sod used

for fencing, stretching from the Missouri to the foot-liills of the Rockies,— thougli ttie

ravages of the "grassliopper " (locust), now [iractically at an end, have been terrible

drawbacks ; in the dreaded winter blizzards, the " draws " or ravines give shelter to the

cattle. The chief break in the fertility of the land is the tract of shifting sand-hills

in the norti)-west, — gradually becoming fixed by coarse grasses,— and at tlie western
extremity the wonderful Mauvaises Terres or Bad Lands : a basin 30 by 90 miles in

extent, and one to two hundred feet below the prairie, set with thousands of columnar
masses of rock and com])acted clay sometimes two hundred feet high, separated by a

maze of tortuous ])assages, and thick with bones of the hysena, rhinoceros, and other

animals long vanished from the continent. On the extreme north-west are some
high isolated peaks or "buttes," one of which reaches to 8000 feet.

The streams of Nebraska are totally unnavigabie. Near tlieir sources they are

shallow sluggish canals in the alluvium, without banks, thinly fringed with poor
timber; tlieir valleys steadily deepen and become channels in a broken country,

edged with bluffs and fairly wooded, and the currents are bi-oken by rapids every few
miles, so that the State has vast water-power. One-fourth its entire surface is reck-

oned to consist of wooded bottoms. The great central stream is the Platte, flowing
through its entire extent,— in length one of the leading rivers of the continent, in

volume a creek: its two branches— the North and South Forks— rising in Colorado,
and after a couree of 800 miles uniting in the centre of the State, 450 miles from the
^lissouri, flowing through a valley twenty or thirty miles broad, and joining that

river not far below Omaha. It drains a fertile basin of 300,000 square miles, but is

much of the way a series of shallow parallel channels with long slender islands

between ; its chief tributaries are the Loup and the Elkhorn, streams of great beauty.

Forming, by itself and its aflluent the Keya Paha, part of the northern boundary,
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the turbulent rocky Niobrara joins the Missouri above Yankton in South Dakota,

for no less than 180 miles of its course of 450 flowing through a deep canon, then

traversing the desert country of the sand-hills, finally draining a broad rich valley.

In the south, the Kejiublicau River flows through ])arched ])lains to feed the Kansas.

A chief source of Nebraska's prosperity are its vast natural j)astures, the blue-

joint of the uplands and the tule of the bottoms affording such nutriment over 80,000

square miles of well watered country thiit hundreds of thousands of Texas and Kan-

sas, Dakota, Montana, and even Oregon cattle are yearly driven there to be fatted for

the markets of the East. The vast herds of buffalo (bison) which formerly grazed

there are practically exterminated.

The population of Nebraska, as of all the North-western States, includes great

numbers of Scandinavians and natives of Bohemia, Hungary, and other parts of

eastern Euro])e; and the chief city, Omaha, is a rendezvous for many nationalities,

publishing, among others, Swedish, Danish, and Bohemian newspapers. This city,

whose growth is of the peculiar American rajndity,— 10,083 in 1870, 30,.^1S in

1880, 61,835 in 1885, and probably 140,500 at present,— lies on a plateau 80 feet above

the Missouri, 18 miles north of the junction of the Platte. It is the seat of an

immense supply trade to and export from the mining and agricultural sections of

the West, and has heavy manufactures and the largest silver-smelting works in the

country. Lincoln the capital (55,000), in the southeast, is a great trade centre, and

nas salt works near. Hastings in the southern centre, not far south of the Platte

(2817 in 1880, 7980 in 1885, about 13,500 now), is destined to an important future.

Beatrice in the southeast (13,800) has quarries, and Grand Island (7600) is north of

the Platte in the centre, where an island 50 miles long divides it into two main

channels ; both are growing fast. Nebraska City (11.500) is a trade and manufac-

turing port on the Missouri, 26 miles below the mouth of the Platte. In a few

years there will be important trade centres which scarcely exist at present.

Kansas.— No other State of the West has so thrilling and important a his-

tory, and none so monotonous and unsalient a surface, as this rectangle of 82,080

square miles cut fi-om the western prairies, with totally arbitrary bounds except for

some 150 miles of the Missouri in the north-eastern corner. It contains the geo-

graphical centre of the United States (excluding Alaska), and it was the centre and

pivot of tlie most vital episode of United States history except the Revolution itself.

It is nearly pure jjrairie, sloj)ing gently from the west to the east and south (that is,

toward Missouri and the Indian Territory), and its streams of course all flowing in

those directions. It lias no hills, ])ractically no woods except fringes of the river-

bottoms, almost no swamps or ponds. Its western plains are an almost rainless dis-

trict formei-ly known as the " Great Amcjrican Desert," but in fact rich prairie land

needing oidy irrigation to make it as good as any in the West ; and its thousands of

creeks .ire gradually being utilized to create extensive irrigation systems, for lack of

which this section is still sparsely settled. But the better parts are filling up with

extreme rapidity: with only 135,807 inhabitants in 1805. after the bitter and bloody

struggle between the sections for su])roinacy in pojiulating it, the close of the War
gave it a vast impetus, and it had 364,399 in 1870, 996,096 in 1880, and 1,268,563 in

1885; it has 1,427,090 at present, with large elements of population from central and

eastern Euro])e. Its mining resources are small except for large co.al deposits ; but

these are stimulating important manufactures. It is, however, essentially a State of

food products.
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It has no wavigable (at least navigated) streams except the bordering Missouri in

the north-east. Its central system, draining the whole northern half, is that of the

Kansas (properly the Kaw), a close parallel to the Platte of Nebraska : 300 miles

above its junction with the Missouri at Kansas City, it is formed by the junction of

the Smoky Hill of 400 and the Solomon of 300 niiles through the parched and tree-

less ])lains of western Kansas, the latter receiving the Saline of 200 ; not far

below the junction it receives from Nebraska the important Republican of 550 miles,

rising in Colorado, and farther down the Big Blue of 300. The southern half is

traversed and draine<l by the ^Vrkansas and its tributaries: that great river, i-ising in

the liockies 10,000 feet above the sea, flows tortuously 500 miles along three-fourths

the length of the State, turning south near the centre into the Indian Territory; in

the south-west a maze of brooks feed its affluents, the Cimarron and the Salt Fork,

and in the south-east its'other tributaries, the Verdigris of 300 miles and the highly

important Neosho of 450, both debouching almost at the same spot. Fort Gibson in

the Indian Territory. In the east, south of the Kaw, the Osage of terrible memory

(its early course known as the Marais lies Cygnes, though at the scene of the mas-

sacre not a marsh, but flowing between steep wooded banks) gathers to join the

Missouri near Jeffci-son City in Missouri.

The four cities which till recently were the only considerable centres of popula-

tion in Kansas, and are still among the first seven, lie in a little quadrilateral at the

east, of only 50 miles at most,— two on the Missouri and two on the Kaw. The

lower one on the former, Leavenworth, is the fourth city, with 20,000 souls ; it is a

manufacturing place, built on a natural limestone levee, which cannot be eaten away

by the muddy torrent whose banks cave and change continually. Higher up is

Atchison (14,000) ; the river is bridged at both. Topeka the capital (31,000) is on

the Kaw, and Lawrence (10,000) nearer its mouth ; at the mouth, divided merely by

the State line from Kansas City, Mo., is Kansas City (38,000) ;
now the chief city, it

numbered in 1880 only 3200. Wichita (24,000) had but 4911 inhabitants in 1880

;

it is the emporium of the south, on the Arkansas at the mouth of the Little Arkansas.

The chief trade centres of the east are Emporia (7500) on the Neosho, Fort Scott

(9000) near the Missouri border. Parsons (7000) in the extreme southeast west of

the Neosho, and Ottawa on the Osage (6000).

Montana.— Till a few years ago, the camps of silver, gold, or copper miners or

prospectors (not always the same thing), a few small villages for the supply of their

needs, and a few scattered herdsmen's ranches, were the only civilized habitations in

this immense State of 146,080 square miles (next in size to California), the eastern

plains being merely roaming-grounds for vast herds of buffalo and for the Indians who
hunted them : but the rapid appropriation of the central prairie lands has forced the

stream of immigration to advance to the mountains, and even among them in the

deep green valleys or " divides ; " old settlements are growing and new market centres

springing up, manufacturing and smelting by improved machinery are developing

still others, and its recent admission as a State (1889) will increase its agricultural

and manufacturing importance.

Its eastern half is the westernmost portion of the great valley, drained through its

lieart by about 900 miles of the Missouri's earliest course, and by practically the whole

of the Yellowstone's,— whose torrent of liquid mud is navigable, as is the Missouri, for

about .300 miles within the Territory,— as well as by affluents of each that et^ual Eastern

rivers of world-wide note : the Big Horn of 550 miles, ths Powder of 350, etc., feed-
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ing the Yellowstone; the Mussel-shell of 300, and others not much less, swelling the

Missouri. Many of them, however, tiiough figuring bravely on the map, are little

more than dry channels except in the rainy season.

3Ioiitana lies across the main ranges of the Rockies, and the western boundary is

the Hitter Root parallel ridge, which joins its principal in the south-west ; in the lofty

valley between the two gather streams which unite to form Clark's Fork of the

Columbia. Scattering ranges are thrown out far to the east, as the Little Rockies

north of the Missouri and the Powder River range south of the Yellowstone. But

the plains themselves rise on rocky foundations to the mountains, and the river-chan-

nels wind througli parti-colored rocks worn by air and water into shapes of fantastic

architecture, — turrets, cusps, gables, gate-ways. The elevation of the Rockies rises

from the north to over 10,000 feet. Emigrant Peak being 10,6"29 ; but along its whole

line the peaks are clothed in perpetual snow. The vast unsheltered plains east of the

Rockies bear the terrible winter winds and snows of all this northern region, and

many thousands of cattle from the wandering herds of stockmen sometimes perish in

the "blizzards"; but in the "divides" between the ranges— those of the great

divide between the Rockies and the Bitter Roots being mostly broad and beautiful

basins with smooth grassy meadows— they often find sufficient shelter and plentiful

])asturage the winter through. These valleys in their early stages are usually mere

rock gullies or "caiions," at the bottom of which foam shallow turbulent streams,

uniting around " buttes " or abrupt rock faces ; often the channelling waters have cut

away their intervening walls and left the terminal Ijuttes standing solitary in endless

shapes of ])icturesque architecture, sometimes two miles aw^ay from any other mass,

alone on a rocky plain.

More than 43,000 square miles of Montana's surface is covered by Indian reserva-

tions : Gros Ventres, Piegans, Blackfeet, Flatheads, Crows. River Crows, Bloods.

Assiniboins, Kooteways, Pend d'Oreilles, Sioux,— about 1!0,000 in all, in a condition

which renders them unable to gain a livelihood on a territory two-thirds the size of

New England. The civilized inhabitants numbered but 39,157 in 1880, of whom 7170

were colored, Chinese, settled Indians, and half-breeds ; there were -84,000 in 1884,

and there are 132,159 now. The city development was at first entirely in the

mountains, on the early Missouri and Columbia, being merely supply centres for the

workers in the rich gold-mining districts : Helena the capital (13,800), Butte (10,700),

Anaconda (4000), Great Falls (4000), Missoula (.3r)00), Livingston (3000), Bozeman

(2000) ; but the great agricultural development beginning on the plains is building

up towns along the Missouri and Yellowstone,— Benton, the head of navigation on

the former. Miles City, Billings, etc., on the latter.

Wyoming.— The mighty mass of the chief Rocky Mountain chain extending diag-

onally through the State, with lofty snow-clad peaks, sides dark with pines and firs,

foot-hills clothed with deciduous trees, river-bottoms lined with cotton-woods and

willows, deep rock caiions; high cold rolling plains, with flat-topped buttes, singly or

in groups of architectural forms startlingly suggestive of liuman architecture ; a breach

in the mountain which forms a pass (Bridger's) at a height of 7000 feet, but which is a

broad undulating jilain with no elements of grandeur, altogether different from the

terrific gorges of the Andes, and forms a base from which the mountains seem but

trivial ; in the north-western corner, the Yellowstone National Park, an area of 3575

miles of magnificent caiions and numberless geysers of nearly boiling water and mud
volcanoes and gigantic cataracts, in tiie heart of the mountains, kejjt from the greed of
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speculators and the defacement of advertising througli purchase by the government,

—

such are the 97,890 square miles of Wyoming. Its mountain system is called by many

different names,— the Shoshone, the Elk, tiie Teton, the Bishop, the Gros Ventre, the

Wvoming, the Owl Crceli, tlie Wind Kiver, the Sweetwater, tlie Seminoe, the Rattle-

snake, the Laramie, the Medicine Bow ; easternmost of the main range, the Big Horn
;

;ind in the northeast the mass of the Black Hills extending into South Dakota.

The Teton division contains the highest peak in the Territory,— Mount Hayden. for-

merly the Grand Teton, 13,858 feet, — one of three prominent peaks long known a.s

the Three Tetons; and Motmt Moran of 12,809 feet. Fremont's Peak of the Wind

River is 13,576 feet; Medicine Bow is 12,231, Chimney Rock of the same range

11,853. The foot of the Big Hoi-n range is washed by the river of the same name,

flowing to the Yellowstone ; in tlie north-east the waters gather into the Powder,

tributary to the s.ame river; in the south-east they flow to the Platte; while on the

west and south of llie Rockies they take devious courses but find their way at last

partly to the Colorado and the Gulf of California, partly to the Snake and the Colum-

bia. In the National Park are gathered the early waters of the Missouri and the

Yellowstone, the latter plunging over two precipices of 140 and 397 feet.

Wyoming's soil is too flinty and its best parts too scattered to give it for a long

time a considerable population. It li.as gold and silver, iron and coal, good pasturage,

and in all much good agricultural land; but the mining of coal and the pasturing of

sheep and cattle by a few Mormon herders are as yet its leading industries, despite

the first Pacific railroads crossing its entire breadth. In 1880 it had 20,788 people,

many of them miners in the Black Hills gold district; it has 60,705 now. About

4000 Indians are on reservations, half of them Shoshones on a reservation of 2375

square miles. It was admitted a State in 1890.

There are no large plaoe.s. The capital is Cheyenne (11,700), in the extreme

southeast ; thence along the railroad line in the south are Laramie City (6500),

Eawlins (2500), Green Eiver City, Evanston at the Uiah border, etc., and South

Pass and Atlantic City are not far off the line.

Colorado.— Until recently the youngest of the States of the Union, with a bulk but

little larger than the one last named (103,925 square miles), is cut on the south from
the same Rocky Mountain section, and differs from it oidy in lying farther to the east,

thus including a large section of the great prairies which the other lacks. Its entire

western half is composed of the highest summits in the United States, rising from the

enormous base of the Rockies, and inclosing a series of " parks " or elevated watered
valleys which extend with slight breaks through its entire length in the State. The
main chain of the mountains here splits into a confused mass of lateral, parallel, and
obliqu? ranges,— the Roan or Book, the Elk, the San Juan, the Saguache (Sawateh),

the Cochetojia, the Sangre de Cristo, the Culebra, the Uncompahgre, the Raton, the

Medicine Bow, the Park Range, and the Front Range of the main body, and so on;
and the chief of the giant peaks can scarcely even be mentioned here. Long's Peak
and Pike's Peak, of 14,271 and 14,147 feet respectively, are far the best known as

landmarks of the old overland emigrant route ; but others are higher, no less than

twenty-two being over 14,000 feet, the loftiest being Blount Harvard of the Sawateh
range, 14,875 feet. The most striking in appearance is Holy Cross (14,176 feet), with

a deep ravine and a transverse ridge which outline a vast cross in snow. All these

mountains are covered with perennial snow. In the " parks " they inclose — North
Park, Middle Park, South Park, San Luis Park— rise the streams which flow in all
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directions: in the first are the sources of the Nortli Forlc of the Platte, in the second
tliose of Blue River flowing to the Grand which feeds the Colorado, in the third the

earliest waters of the South Fork of the Platte and the Arkatisas, in the last the head-

waters of the llio Grande. On the east the abrupt rocky faces of the mountains look

down on low rounded foot-hills called "hog-backs," themselves facing vast treeless arid

Hoa»EsiioB CaSos, Grkkx Kivkk.

prairies covered thick with gorgeous wild-flowers, which irrigation turns to farming
land as rich as that of Illinois itself, and which is beginning to receive a share of the

never-ceasing stream of ilaslern and European immigration. Till recently mining had
been its sole celebrity : the gold and silver mines of Gunnison and Leadville are

among the- marvels even of Western richness, and Denver itself began in

the " gold fever ;
" but its rapidly inoi-easing population of 412,198 people will
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soon make even this a subordinate interest, as the growing in-igation works reclaim

the desert.

Tlie great city of Colorado is the largest between Kansas City and Snn Francisco

;

it is Denver, just east of the great range, across the South Platte on a site 5196

feet above the sea. Founded in 1858, and with but 4749 jieople in 1870, it leaped

into immense importance as the grand distributing point of sup))lies for and produc-

tions from the mining districts of the Rockies ; it hail 35,629 in 1880, has fully

107,000 at present, and will rival the great lake and river cities yet, having extensive

manufactures as well as trade. The second in size is Pueblo on the Arkansas, the

emporium of Southern Colorado, with 3217 inhabitants in 1880 and 24,500 now.

The third is Colorado Springs with a population of 1 1.000. Leadville (10,500), Boulder,

Canon City, Central City, are mining centres ; Greeley and Evans are agricultural marts.

Utah and Nevada: the Great Basin; the Mormons.— West of the great central

body of the Kocky iNIouiitain chain runs at a distance of several hundred miles a

mighty parallel range, which almost equals in grandeur of mass and the height of its

snowy summits the Rockies themselves, but which unlike the latter is not an abso-

lutely unbroken water-shed ; and between the two, barred from the vapors of both

oceans and of the Great Lakes, and cut off from all drainage to the sea, lies a gigan-

tic plateau from 4000 to 5000 feet above the ocean level, of scanty rainfall and nearly

a desert, known as the "Great Basin," and ])olitically divided between the Territory

of Utah next to Colorado (84,970 sq. ni.) and the State of Nevada next to California

(110,700 sq. m.),— ending on the south with the "Plateau Proviiice," the district

of the canons, described in the following section. Thi.s basin is not a single plain : it

is a series of broken ridges from one to five thousand feet above the level at their

bases, mostly parallel to the great chains, with intervening valleys several miles wide

whicli where the subordinate ranges are interrupted spread out into considerable

])lains, sometimes level, sometimes hilly and broken ; these separate valleys or basins

form " sinks " for the mountain rills fed by such rains as fall upon this di.strict, which

therefore begin and end with themselves, sometimes ending in an alkaline lake, some-

times in a marsh, sometimes merely sinking and dis.appearing in a broad expanse of

alkaline sand-flat, covered with sage-brush and greasewood and thin coarse grass.

The climate is bitter and violently capricious : deep snows, intense cold, and furious

storms in winter are followed by sultry heat and equally violent winds in summer,

—

the latter bringing no coolness, but only filling the air with whirling clouds of alka-

line dust which is caustic enough to eat into the membrane of nose and lips and eyes.

It was long thought that the sage-brush plains were hopelessly sterile, and that the

only .agriculture possible was in the few valleys high enough to be permanently

watered,— for, up to the snow line, the land in these districts grows more tillable as

we ascend, and above 7000 feet is usually fair grassv upland, with the hill-sides heavily

wooded; but it has been found that witli irrigation and subsoil ploughing good

crops can be raised even from the sand-barrens.

Eastern Utah, beginning at tlie north Avith a transverse range known as the

Uintah Mountains, is throughout a high rocky district, through which the Green

River first ploughs its way in deep rock channels ; tlien joined by the Grand, they

take the name of Colorado, and the stream flows through the most stupendously

magnificent scenery on the continent till it emerges on the open plains of southern

Nev.ada and California to enter the Gulf of California. In the centre rises the

VVahaatch range, witli peaks of over 12,000 feet; and after passing broad plains upon
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the west, there begins and extends through Nevada a series of smaller ranges whoso

names and complexities defy description, their valleys giving rise to two streams of

considerable length, both narrow, shallow, and brackish, and running into each

other at several points,— the Humboldt of 500 miles, and the Reese of 150: the

former ends in the salt Humboldt Lake in western Nevada.

Near the northern borders of Utah begins the large salt inland sea around which

has centred the curious society which ])ractically is Utah, and whose central settle-

ment is the one place of any size in Utah. Great Salt Lake, 90 miles long by 25 to

30 broad, covering 2000 square miles, lying 4200 feet above the sea, with islands in

its bosom (Antelope Island being 10 miles long) which rise 3250 feet above its waters,

is the saltest body of water on earth except the Dead Sea, and so intense a brine

Till! Mormon Temple.

that nothing living has been found in its waters except a sort of shrini]) and a few

insects; it receives from the south, through Jordan River, the outflow of the still

fresh and fish-stocked Utah Lake,— both lakes the remnants of a far greater one

which formerly occupied all Noi-th-western Utah.

This Territory is the central seat of, though far fi'om being the only one con-

trolled by, the great ecclesiastical despotism of the Mormons, whose history has

repeated in what seems— even with full knowledge of the facts— an incredible

mea.sure the career of the great sects of the Oriental and African deserts, and re])eated

them in the very heart of the most advanced civilization of the world. Begiiming

in the State of New York less than sixty years ago, an unschooled farmer's lad

founded, on the faith of a new divine revelation, a hierarchic ecclesiastical, social and

political organism, now numbering fully 200,000, not only holding Utah (where they

are probably about 125,000 out of 207,905 altogether), but forming the controlling ele-

ment in Idaho and Arizona, almost dominating Montana and Wyoming, and forming
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an element to be countefl with in Colorado and Washington. Driven from State to

State and hunted from East to West— its leader murdered by a mob while in prison,

it was managed for many years by one of the ablest organizers of the world ; evaded

control by settling in a district then belonging to Mexico, and which, though a year

after it fell into the hands of the United States, was for a generation afterwanl beyond

effective supervision by the latter; its funds were sagaciously used to maintain a band

of emigration agents to allure recruits from the European peasantry, to whom the

immediate result was a great gain in material comfort; and it has steadily dissuaded

its members from mining industries, preferring to have them hold (and be held i)y)

the land, as farmers and herdsmen. The mines and the commercial advantages of

their metropolis, S.alt Lake City, have, however, drawn a considerable " Gentile " poy)-

ulation, and the increasing power of the Mormon hierarchy alarmed the national gov-

ernment into beginning in earnest to break it \\\>. An integral part of its creed has

been for thirty-five years the institution of polygamy, thus making it amenable to the

criminal laws of the land; and though for financial reasons its practice cannot be uni-

versal among the sect, the leaders have consistently made its acceptance, and its prac-

tice when possible, a touchstone of fidelity to the interests of the Mormon Church.

The national government has retained the povver of action within the Territory by

refusing to admit it as a State despite the persistent attempts of the Mormons to

accomplish it, they having organized the "State of Deseret " and applied for admis-

sion as long .ago as 1862; and has jiassed laws repeatedly to bring them to terms.

But it was not till 1882 that, disregarding the clamors of " persecution," Congress

passed a law disfranchising and excluding from juries all polygamists or believers in

polygamy ; and this was followed by criminal prosecutions against polygamists which

have sent the church leadei"8 to prison or into hiding, and seriously disorganized the

machine. Another measure in 1887 confiscated all Mormon church property, exee])t

some church buildings and priests' houses, and turned the proceeds over to the school

fund; and it is probable that with the increasing Gentile population, the political

])Ower of the church will before long be thoroughly broken. Their capital, and that

of the Territory, Salt Lake City, near the Jordan River to the southeast of the

lake, has 45,000 people, and Ogden 15,000.

The Territory is verj' rich in the precious metals, and its mining product is large

;

but the business has built up no very large places.

Nevada is a still richer mining State. For many years the " Comstock lode " at

Virginia City was the chief of the silver-bearing veins of the world ; it produced hun-

dreds of millions of dollars' worth, and made that city a place of about 11,000 people.

The State still has very valuable mines, but these demand only a small population
;

and though admitted to the Union in 1864, with but about 40,000 people, in the

expectation of a rapid growth, it had only 62.266 in 1880, shrinking to 45,761 in 1890.

The agricultural interest, however, is increasing, and may draw a fresli population.

The greater part of the mines and consequently of the industrial development are

in the Sierra Nevada. Carson, the capital (4000) and Virginia City (8500), are close

together near the California line; but Elko is in the northeast, Jlamilton and

Fioche in the south.

The Plateau Province: The District of the Caflons.— Directly west of the main
crest of the Rockies lies a tract of more than 100,000 square miles— comprised in

southern Wyoming, eastern and southern Utah, northern and eastern Arizona, and
a narrow strip of western Colorado and New Mexico, and entitled by Major Powell th-i
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"Plateau Province "— which is unique upon the globe. On the east is a country of

gigantic mountain ranges, with cultivable soil and [lerennial streams; on the west is

a low desert, broken by short rugged ranges, with alkalinff soil and shallow streams

sinking in the sands. The plateau district is a ta)>le-land, generally from one to two

Scene on the MukiJntuwk.U' (Littlk Zion Kivek).

miles above the sea ; the barrenest of deserts at levels under 7000 feet, but cool, moist,

grassy, and forest-clad on the higher planes. Its characteristic features are the Titanic

architectural forms into which the elements have chiselled the face of the land.

From whatever direction approached, the scene is one of startling novelty.

Instead of the gently sloping valleys, or the mountain ridges and conical peaks, which
are familiar to many, the eye beholds a succession of horizontal terraces and plat-
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forms, each ending abruptly in inaccessible cliffs, and di-oj)j)ing thus upon other piat-

forms many liundreils of f(;el Itelow. The walls of these cliffs are not chaotic in

shape and neutral in color, as usual, but symmetrically carved and sculptured, and

gorgeous with the richest hues of many-colored stone,— belts of brilliant hues, red,

chocolate, iiurp'le, and lavender, set off with alternating bands of gray. Nor do they

present unbroken fronts like the ordinary mountains: the infinite rills of rain or

melting snow, and the sand and gravel they bear along, have channelled them into

deep piomontories, and, interlacing, have cut oft" grand " buttes" or hillocks of stone,

sometiines a mile or more from the main body of the cliffs. Immense as are some of

these buttes, they sink into insignilicance when viewed from a distance, and seem but

mouldings or iinials on the colossal mass behind.

The feeling of having been transported to a new world is not diminished Avhen

one views the channels through which the waters of this district rush to the ocean.

The vast undulating rocky surface of the plateaus is veined tiiroughout with clefts

extending thousands of feet below to the pi-imitivo granite itself, and these form the

drainage system of all this " province." One or two of them carry sufficient streams

and preserve courses of sufficient length to be dignified by the name of "rivers" ; but

the great majority are short and enijity gorges, many of them gradually filling nj) with

the debris washed from above. They are one extreme of the scale of which the Amazon
is the other, with its enormous reservoirs of s])ongy forest and meadow, millions of

square miles in extent, and on which western New England— largely a collection of

the steep narrow ridges of ]ietty brooks— is well along toward the plateau end. In

the latter even the brooks have almost disappeared, from the fact that physical condi-

tions have frustrated every advance toward the formation of a soil which could main-

tain vegetation and permanent reservoirs of water, leaving only naked rock surfaces

to be swept and gullied by passing storms or melting snows ; and, instead of flowing

clear or laden with .soft mould, the rains bear along a load of sharp sand washed from

the rocky face of the country, down which they pour in unobstructed volume and

violence, deejjening any casual hollow to a steep rock-cliannel.

All the veins of this enormous system, ramifying by thousands in every direction,

converge to one great system eight hundred miles long; that of the Colorado, whose
channel— the most stujjendous and magnificent portions of it known as the Grand
Caiion and the Marble Canon — is the noblest example of this remarkable formation.

Taking that name from the junction of the Green and Grand, like them it is a foam-

ing torrent in a steep narrow ch.annel sometimes more than a mile below the banks, if

banks they can be called, having for many miles a descent of ciglit feet to the mile;

and where the lateral channels cut its walls, the architecture is startlingly like that of

human hands in its definiteness and precision,— towers, pinnacles, gables, ruined

castles, burning cities where the setting sun shines through broken gate-ways and

crumbling windows. It must not be supjioscd, however, that the " Province " is merely

a series of huge floors veined with abysmal channels ; there are series of different

levels like Titanic stairways. The Grand Caiion is a fine example of this. It consists

of two distinct vertical sections, an outer and an inner cliasm : the former very far

tlie grandest in every respect, from four to a dozen miles in width and half a mile to

a mile in depth, bounded by a magnificent mural front of architectural forms, buttes

and gables and temples, and recessed by vast amphitheatres setting back into the

serried walls ; the latter a gorge of simple form, from 1000 to 2000 feet dee]), with

retaining walls of comparatively unbroken profile. The Colorado forces a passage
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through a mountain wall a mile in height, and, emerging into the southern portion of

the Great Basin, flows with banks only a few hundred feet high through this torrid

desert into the Gulf of California. Its main arm is the Green River, rising in Wyo-

ming, whose strangest freak is the " Horseshoe Caiion," illustrated above. Entering

the Uintah Mountains by the Flaming Gorge, it emerges by the magnifieent cafion of

Lodore, and flows along their base for a few miles ; then it suddenly turns westward

and ploughs in their side an eyelet-shaped gorge 2700 feet deep, coming out again and

resuming its course at the foot of the range. Of course this singular channel is due

to the fact that the river existed before the mountain wall rose slowly up in its path,

and simply held to its course,— setting back and flowing over the lowest point, —
and wielded its gritty wea])ons to deepen its bed as the rocky ridge kept on rising.

Not less wonderful in character or splendid in beauty are several of the caiions

which open into the Colorado chasm : some dry except in storms, some containing

small tributary rivulets. That remarkable river receives few and scanty tributaries;

of those which feed it with permanent waters, the San Juan, the Colorado Cliiquito

or Little Colorado, and Cataract Creek, from the south, and the Paria and Kanab

Creek from the north, are the chief, and are full of sui'jirises and delights to the eye.

Kanab Creek forms one of the most stupendous and impressive gorges in the whole

plateau region, and the Toroweap valley (a dry channel) is little inferior in grandeur.

Tlie "Water Pocket Canon, lying in south-eastern Utah to the north of the river, pre-

sents at the top a singularly rolled and curved conformation of strata in place of the

usual steep angles, and takes its name from the pools of water v-hich the rains leave

in hollows of the ancient river-bed. But none of them, not even the Grand Canon

itself, excel the scenery at the head of the Virgin River, which, starting near the

Pink Cliffs in south-western Utah, empties into the Colorado some forty miles beyond

the outer gate of the Grand Caiion ; one of the cuts here represents the scene at the

mouth of the northern fork of the Virgin (called also the Mukx'mtuweap or Little

Zion River), where it unites with the eastern fork or Pnri'inuweap. The latter's

course is almost wholly a cleft nowhere over fifty feet wide, and often more than 2500

feet in depth; and the stream has swung its course from side to side like rivers of the

caving alluvium, so that it runs for long distances under enormous projecting masses

of the mountain wall which shut out the sky.

The district is as full of absorbing interest and value from a scientific point of

view as from that of the traveller or artist : scarcely any other jiart of the earth tells

so clearly to the trained geologist the story of its own growth and disintegration. It

is not the sculpture or the coloring of these mighty ledges alone or chiefly that is of

moment: it is because the work of nature here is so rigidly and even monotonously

regular, not because it is bizarre, that men of science prize it. Observe the horizontal

bands that stretch across the buttes in the first cut : every one of these is a stratum

which originally stretched across a vast expanse ; the same strata can be traced for

hundreds of miles, from the rows of buttes to the masses from which they are separated,

and from terrace to terrace. Where a jilatform a thousand feet above another breaks

the continuity, the strata are found in the same order at a proportionate height above,

showing that each platform was raised by a slow upheaval ; they are not huddled

with other strata, or shot in veins through them by fierce volcanic ujithrows. The

records of organic life which they hold imbedded tell the same story : the fossils found

in any given band in one extremity of this district are fouiul in the same proportions

in like bands at the other extremity, hundreds of miles away. The physical character
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of the whole district, the elevation and denudation of the surface, the nature of the

drainage channels, the scul]ituring of such curious imitations of human handiwork,

have all proceeded in aeconlanee with rigid laws of geologic action, which can be

studied in more naked aiul uiiconfused performance here than anywhere else.

InNEH (hJUUK Ol' (jKAND CAXO.N, i''()OT 01' TuKOWKAr.

Much of the " Province " will never be trodden by the foot of man ; since not only

are countless thousands of its labyrinths and cliff faces inaccessible except at incredi-

ble cost and labor, but their number and substantial uniformity destroy the zest which

attends the scaling of Alpine cliffs, few in number and of towering height. But

enough can be penetrated or climbed to satisfy the inmost soul of the artist or the

mere sensation-hunter, the geologist or the ])oet. Its heart cannot at present be

approached by rail nearer than a hundred miles, nor can the finest part of the Grand
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Canon ; ami there is not much probability that they ever will be. The nearest rail-

road point to the latter is Peach Springs, on the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad, where a

stage connects for the westernmost part of the Grand Caiion, 18 miles away, at a

point just before it passes through the tremendous gate-way of the " Grand Wash "

and emerges into the Great Basin. The finest section, however, is from one to two

hundred miles from the railroad, and can only be reached by a regularly equipped explor-

ing party. The section on the Green River is pierced by the Denver& Rio Grande, and

the traveller fancies for many miles together that he is passing a succession of fort-

resses with sentries on the battlements. On the west, the Utah Central, ending at

Fi-isco, forms a point of approach along the outer edge of the Wahsatch Range. But

the only real way to penetrate the secrets of the plateau district is not a hasty run to

and from the railroad, but a properly equipped expedition. The " Province " is not

absolutely destitute of civilized life : here and there, where a spring or a permanent

stream makes life possible, a stray Mormon village or mining camp may be found; and

the best starting-point for an exploring party is the village of Kanab, the base of

operations for the United States Geological Survey, situated in the heart of the

" Province," on the only living stream in all the vast section between the Paria and

Virgin Rivers, and reached by a road leading directly south from Salt Lake City.

Arizona and New Mexico. — Historically, this region belonged to the Aztec group

of Central American Indians, whose tractability of temper and advance in civilized arts

made their enslavement by the Spaniards jjossible ; it still retains most interesting

. settlements of these aborigines, — known as " Pueblos," or city Indians, from their

great communal residences and village life, instead of nomadic habits and residence in

wigwams,— its scant white inhabitants are mostly Spanish and half-breeds known to

the English as " Greasers," and it was ])art of Mexico till torn away by the treaty of

Guadaln])e-nidalgo after the war of 1847, and extended south of the Gila River by the

Gadsden purchase later on. Physically, it is a tropic country modified by the eleva-

tion of most of it, but with even the peaks not permanently snow-clad, and no real

winter, but rather a short wet season and a long dry one, with scanty rainfall and few

and shallow streams ; on the east the beginning of the great plains of western

Texas, diagonally through the centre the main chain of the Rockies, with peaks as

high as 14,000 feet, the remainder of the region a vast plateau several thousand feet

high in the north but sinking by terraced mesas to near the level of the sea in the

south, the whole crossed by great transverse s|)urs from the mountain chain, here

often called the Sierra Madre. To the east form .-nul flow the Rio Grande and its

affluent the Pecos,— the former rising in Colorado, flowing through the San Luis

Park, and, after a course of 1750 miles in a basin of 240,000 square miles, emptying

into the (iulf, forming for hundreds of miles the boundary between Mexico and the

United States. Its course in New Mexico is through a high plateau, sterile without

irrigation, richly fertile with it. West of the mountains, through the heart of Ari-

zona flow the Colorado Chiquito or Little Colorado, and the Gila of 650 miles, both ,

feeding the Colorado, the former entering it in the north at the beginning of the

Grand Caiion, the latter in the extreme south-west near its mouth, in the midst of

torrid plains, the hottest region in all North America excejit the lowlands along the

Isthmus. The mountains are heavily wooded with pines and cedars and junipers;

but along the jilains there are but scanty growths of greasewood, stinkw'eed, and sage-

brush, mesquite and cotton-wood, agave, yucca, and cactuses. The mountains are

rich in mines of ])recious metals and precious stones. Arizona's mineral resources
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are boundless, including silver in large and easily worked veins, copper deposits

among the richest of the globe, gold mines, and iron deposits that in some instances are

mountains of ore. In the north of both territories garnets are obtained, the finest in the

world, rivalling even those of the Cape of Good Hope; and the celebrated agatized

and jasperized wood of Arizona is much richer than that of any other locality.

A Latekal Ami-hithkatuk.

Irrigation, and the great railroad lines which have connected the United States

with Mexico, are rapidly making the once torrid desert of New Mexico blossom with

wealthy plantations and flourishing towns. It is still mainly a country of stock-

raising : liill-sides, mesas, and valleys alike are covered with rich grass, and Spaniards,

Indians, and settlers of English blood alike maintain great ranches of horses and cattle.

The chief drawback has been the terrible want of water : in some of the leading
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towns, till water was brought from the mountains, it was sold by the gallon at a high

price; three-fourths of all the farms in 1890 (4174) depended upon irrigation. The

fruits raised here are of remarkable size and beauty and the grape yield is enormous.

The oldest settlement in this region, and except St. Augustine the oldest in all the

United States, is Santa Fe the capital of New Mexico, founded by the Spaniards iu

1582 ; a place of about 6200 people, on a creek which flows into the Rio Grande.

Like all the old towns of this section, it is built of adobe or sun-baked brick, durable

enough in a land of few and scanty rains ; its business centre lying around a public

square or plaxa, and the streets nnpaved, narrow, and crooked. Las Vegas (2400)

to the east is a market town, and down the Rio Grande in the centre are Albuquerque

(3800) and Socorro, villages rapidly growing to inijiortant cities on the line to Mexico.

Arizona has no large towns. Prescott, the capital, a market for wool and bullion,

lies in a high valley of the Pine Mountains ; Tucson, the largest place (5000), an

old Jesuit mission settlement, dates from nearly as far back as Santa Fe; Yuma
on the Colorado, I'litenix, and Florence are of local importance.

These sections are the only ones now left in the United States where the settlers

are still subject to all the horrors of savage Indian warfare. Some of the tribes,

however, are making good progress in civilization: the Navajos, occupj-ing a reserva-

tion of over 5000 square miles in nortlieastern Arizona and northwestern New
Mexico, have doubled their numbers within a generation, — increasing from 10,000

to 20,000, and are notable stockmen and weavers of blankets, etc. The most in-

teresting to ethnologists and archasologists, and the most respectable in themselves,

are the Moquis and Zufiis, remnants of the •' Pueblo " tribes, still living in huge
communal houses several stories high, entered by ladders to the roof,— peaceable

agriculturists and domestic manufacturers.

New Mexico is estimated at an area of 122,580 square miles, with a population of

153,593 of whom some 21,000 are Indians and 100,000 Spaniards or half-breeds

;

Arizona's area is 113,020 square miles, and its population in 1890, 59,620, a third

Indians and the remainder mostly Spanish,

Texas.— The Mexican province proclaimed an independent republic by an Eng-
lish-speaking population of 20,000, in a territory nearly twice the size of France and
more than six times that of England, gave up 100,000 square miles of its limits to the

United States; but the remaining 265,780 square miles is with astonishing exactness

four times the size of New England (66,465 X 4 = 265,860), has never suifered divis-

ion, and its rich loam is with enormous rapidity drawing a jjopulation — rising from
818,579 in 1870 to 1,591,479 in 1880, and to 2,235,523 people now — which may
make it yet the Empire State in numbers. It is mainly a prairie State, with its vast

extent between the parallels of latitude— more than eleven and a half degrees, or some
650 7niles— giving it a range of climates from temperate to tro]>ic ; but it is essen-

tially tropic, bathed by tiie warm waters of the Gulf, — a State of sugar and rice and
cotton, of oranges and lemons and figs, as well as of tobacco and cereals. The coast is

a line of .sand-spits, where the finest sea-island cotton grows, with shallow interior

sounds and bays ; rising through the centre, its main bulk is a rolling prairie, with a
belt of i.ost-oak and black-jack forest in the noi-th called the " cross-timber," extend-
ing into the Indian Territory ; .and on the west it rises to the high ])lateau of New
Mexico and the foot-hills of the Rockies, with short mountain 8])ins and a broken
country. Along the New Mexico line and extending into it is the Llano Estacado or

Staked Plain (from the yucca-stalks growing on it),— a waterless, treeless, verdure-
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Sax Juan in Tiiji .Sikrkas.

less plateau from one to five thousand feet high. The river-bottoms are wooded with

a varied growth of which the most tropieal are the magnolia, cy])re8s, and cedar, pal-

metto, cotton-wood, and willow pine, pecan, sycamore, and mesquite ; and along the

barren banks of the Rio Grande the stunted growth of mesquite and post-oak becomes
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ratlier a tangled copse-wood tlian a forest, and as chaparral acquired in the Mexi-

can War a terrible familiarity which it has never lost.

The State is watered with great rivers running southerly and south-easterly

through its wliole heart. Its Mexican boundary is the long Kio Grande, navigable

for some 500 miles, but swift and crooked and obstructed by rapids and sand-bars

;

its boundary with Louisiana is the Sabine of some 500 miles, navigable for small

steamers for 400. Into the bay called Sabine Lake, which receives the last-named

river, flows also the Neches of 350 miles; Galveston Bay farther along the coast

receives the Trinity of 500; the Brazos of 950 miles, the largest river of the State

and its whole course within its limits, has its mouth directly on the Gulf; the nearly

equal Colorado of 900 miles opens into IMatagorda Bay, which also is the emboucimre

of the San Antonio flowing past Goliad,— historic names,— fed by the Guadalujie of

equal length entering it only nine miles from its mouth; .and Corpus Christi Bay is

the recejjtacle of the Nueces of 400 miles. All the larger of these are navigable at

high water from 250 to 400 miles.
.

Despite its immense growth, Texas as yet has developed no business centres of

surpassing size. Its leading sea])ort, the principal commercial point between New
Orleans and Mexico, is Galveston (29,000), on an island thirty miles long and three

miles broad,— oidy four or five feet above the sea, which more than once has rolled

upon it in a gigantic wall and threatened to sweep its contents from the earth as it

has done to smaller places,— at the mouth of Galveston Bay, a sheet of water 35

miles from the ocean to the mouth of Trinity River. It has steamer lines to the

West Indies, Europe, and the North, and its commerce is of immense volume.

The second place, of about 38,000, is San Antonio, whose nucleus, the Alamo, is

famous in Texan annals for the slaughter by the Mexicans of the chiefs of the repub-

lic ; it lies ou the San Antonio River, and is a flourishing market centre. Houston

the fourth city (27,500) is a manufacturing and commercial city not far from Galves-

ton Bay. Austin the capital (15,000) is the head of navigation on the Colorado.

Dallas (38,000) on the upper Trinity is the leading city -of the State ; Fort Worth

(23,000) a little higher up the same river, Marshall (7000), and Jefferson (3000) on

Caddo Lake near tlie Louisiana line, are the other chief places in this section.

The Indian Territory.— Besides the many reservations in the West devoted to

Indian tribes, — some of them as large as the State of Maine, and not one with so

many as 21,000 Indians on it, — the government had set apart one great tract of

64,690 square miles north of Texas and west of Arkansas exclusively for special

Indian reservations; but by the creation of the Territory of Oklahoma, which

occupies the centre and west, the Indian Territory is now reduced to 31,400 square

miles. Here are gathered, each on its own domain, the remnants of tribes from

North, South, and West; the most important and progressive being the kindred

nations of Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles,— the- chief of

the others being the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, the Kiowas, Comanches, and

Apaches, the Osages, and the Wichitas. Each tribe has its own government and

administers its own laws, except that the United States courts take cognizance of

cases where white men are involved, Indian Territory being annexed to the western

judicial district of Arkansas. The first five named are called the " five civilized

nations;" tlie others rove over lands set apart for them, but not patented to them,

in what is now the Territory of Oklahoma. The Cherokee nation has a regular sys-

tem of representative government with a legislative assembly meeting at Tahlequah.
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Tlie government maintains its relations with them by means of " Indian agents "

appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

Oklahoma.— The Indians of Indian Territory were slave holders before the Civil

War. joint'd tlie Confederacy and sent a body of troops to the conflict. In the re-ad-

justmeiits following their conquest by the government forces, the United States pur-

chased vast tracts of unoccupied land in the centre and west of the Territory, for

the purpose of settling freedmen and wild Indians on them. The district of Okla-

homa, in the centre, covering about 3000 square miles, was included in the purchase.

As this desirable section was left unoccupied, the whites maintained it to be public

land and consequently available for settlement ; while the Indians took the ground

that its occupancy, by the conditions of the sale, was limited to freedmen and wild

Indians. A steady wave of attempted squatter encroachment beat against it, and

only military force prevented its seizure by the whites down to 1889, when the gov-

ernment bought it again, and 1,900,000 acres were proclaimed by the President oi)en to

settlement. Throngs of settlers rushed in and towns sprang up with amazing rapidity.

The census of 1890 returned the population of the Territory as 61,834, including

Greer County wliich is claimed by Texas. Since that enumeration, there has been a

constant influx of people and it probably has at present 80,000 inhabitants. The

chief towns (census of 1890) are Oklahoma City (4511), Guthrie (2788), East Guthrie

(2141), and Kingfisher (1134), all in the original district. The area of the Terri-

tory, including the Cherokee country and No Man's Land, is 39,030 square miles.

California.— Stretching for 750 miles along the Pacific Coast, ivom the latitude of

Cape Cod to the latitude of Charleston, from tlie heart of the sonii-polar to the

lieart of the semi-troi)ic belt ; 200 miles in breadth, rising from shores batlied by the

warm waters of the Kuro Shiwo to the snowy hciglits of the Sierra Xevadn, the very

passes through them six or seven thousand feet high, and lakes on the lofty plateaus

ringing with the skater's steel wliile the dwellers in the plains below are swinging in

hammocks and cooling themselves willi fans,— this giant State of 158,360 square

miles, nineteen times the size of Massachusetts and more than two and one-third

times4,hat of all New England, has a climate ]>eculiar to itself: with a mean temper-

ature like that of the middle Soutliern States, but far more equable, with a brief

rainy season and a long cloudless summer, and nothing resembling winter except the

etern.al winter of the mountains.. In the northern jiart it is often damp and chill,

fo"-gV and with a heavy rainfall ; in the southern it is sometimes too hot for endur-

ance, and often breeds a mood of languorous repose ; but it is on the whole perhaps

the most perfect in America.

A strip of plain and plateau along the coast, rising swiftly to the long low Coast

Range, rarely over five or six thousand feet in lieight ; a broad rich valley of

25,0((0 square miles through the heart of the State, more than 400 miles long by 50

wide, drained from the north by the Sacramento and from the south by the San

Joaquin; a rocky volcanic basin on the north 500 feet above the sea, without drainage

and full of shallow alkaline lakes (except where Klamath Lake, 44 miles long by two

to a dozen wide, lying mostly in Oregon, dr.'iins to the ocean by the crooked canon

of Klamath River), another on the south, of lakes and marshes (including Tulare

Lake, 33 miles long by 22 in width); tlie great "Colorado desert" of sand in the

south-east, 150 miles long by 70 wide; and the sides of tlie miglity Sierra Nevada,

wooded thickly to the line of snow, — tliis is California. None of its interior rivers

are large or navigable : the chief drainage of the Rockies flows around it, the Colo-
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rado forming its south-eastern limit, the Columbia's course running far to the north.

But tiie jx'uks of the great mountain chain are scarcely less imposing than those

of the main IJocIcies themselves,— Shasta reaching to the height of 14,442 feet.

Tyndall 14,386, Brewer 13,886, Dana 18,277, Castle 13,000, etc. Tiie coast is mostly

harhorless, and little indented except for broad sweeps of bay; the one great

exception is one of the finest harbors in the countrj', and has built up one of the

leadinn- commercial cities of tiie continent.

California is a land of scenic surj)rises, of extravagant tours de force of nature,

of the marvellous in vohnne, of varied bigness. Its red-wood trees grow sometimes to

A Street is San Fkaxcisco.

400 feet high and more than 100 feet in circumference. Its cultivated plants and

fruits grow to a size that staggers credidity. Its bears are the largest animals danger-

ous to man, its vultures are the largest flying birds, in America. Its cataracts are

the most stupendous in the world in height: in the wonderful Yosemite Valley (a

national park), Yosemite Creek plimges 1500 feet in one leaj), and 1100 more in

two further descents. The Merced and Nevada fall little short of this, and their

volume is much greater; and the Tuolumne falls 4650 feet in 22 miles. This famous

gorge, the Yosemite, 4060 feet above the sea, is walled. around by mountain summits

and per]>endicular crags of surjiassing grandeur, some of them with sheer rock faces

1000 to 1500 feet high, and rishig altogether to 5000 feet above the valley, over-
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looked by Mount Dana more tlian 9000 feet above. Nestled liigh in the mountains

are beautiful lakes of crystal purity, with no outlet to the sea, but with waters fresh

and sweet.

The home of Indian tribes of low development and pliant character, first gathered

into "missions" by the Spanish Jesuits, then by the Franciscans, and living in great

comfort and i)ractical affluence, though not at all fitting for futiu-e self-reliance, till

white adventurers came about the time of the Mexican War,— California was for

many years known only as a "gold State," the discovery of gold in a Swiss squatter's

mill-race in 1848 having brought down an enormous avalanche of immigration, almost

whollv of gold-hunters without families ; the missions were broken up and the Indian

conmmnities iiluudered shnmelessly ; the po]Milntion increased at the rate of ;i5,000 a

year, amounting to a quarter of a million in the middle of the next decade, but in

such a fearful state of uncontrolled anarchy amid a crew of ruffianly gamblers that a

voluntary secret organization called the " Vigilance Committee " assumed the reins,

and hanged and banished desperadoes till the legal power became strong enough to

assume control. Till within a few years the mining interest was dominant in the

State, and permanently ruined vast quantities of the ttnest land in California by

burying it under the hill-side earth washed down in placer-mining; but the agricul-

tural interest has finally triumphed,— as it must, for it is enormous in this section of

rich land and tropic luxuriance of growth. In the character of its special industries

it approaches more closely to Southern Europe thau any other part of the United

States. Its vintages are vast in quantity, and are exported to France in enormous

volume every year for uses easily imaginable, and the finest ones rank with all but the

choicest imported wines ; and the drying of raisins, prunes, and figs is a heavy indus-

try. Oranges and lemons, citrons and pomegranates, figs and olives, are raised with

ease ; silk and tea are well founded hopes of the future
;
peanuts and tobacco are

grown. In wheat and wool it ranks among the first ; and its honey yield is immense,

the enormous beds of wild-flowers along the southern mountains furnishing the

choicest food for bees.

Its mines and new lands have made its population a wonderful melange of every

civilized strain of blood, though not perhaps much more than in other States; but

some of its elements are from its location almo.st peculiar to itself. The most

dreaded of these are the Chinese : of such teeming populousness that it is feared an

uin-estricted immigration would overwhelm the Pacific Coast with millions of unas-

similable foreigners, not only deejily alien in sjieech and religion, but of too ancient a

culture to yield it up and melt into the American mass as do the members of most

other races. Law after law has been ])assed restricting their entrance, and they are

forbidden the rights of citizenship; and the steady hostility of the masses has pre-

vented them from being more than an insignificant factor.— not above 75,000 out

of 1,208,130 inhabitants, and not increasing. Under the present United States

laws, no Chinese mechanics can enter the country, — merchants, professional men,

anol government officials not being excluded. This prohibition was enacted in 1882

for ten years.

C.'ilifornia's great city is San Francisco, whose harbor is the only good one on the

Pacific coast for '2000 miles,— from Victoria to Mazatlan in Mexico,— except that of

San Diego in the extreme south of California. San Francisco Bay is a noble sheet of

water, 55 miles long parallel with the coast, and 3 to 12 in width, entered through a

channel two miles wide called the " Golden Gate " ; and on the southern peninsula
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half a mile wide fornu'd by the bay and the ocean stands the city of 207.997 people,

where forty years ago there were but 450 in the village then called Yerba Buena. It

is the New" York of the Pacific slope, with its commerce directed toward Asia and

Australia rather than Europe and the West Indies; and dozens of steamships ply

regularly to China and Japan, the Sandwich Islands and Australia, Mexico and Pan-

ama, and Puget Sound. It is the grand central excliange and mart of the mining

districts and of the commerce of the Pacific Coast, a vast centre of cajiital anil finan-

cial transactions ; and its cool ocean breezes make it a valued resort from the summer

heats of the interior. It has a Chinese population of 20,000. Seven miles off across

the bay is Oakland of 48,700, built up by the same trattic, and largely a residence

suburb of San Francisco. Sacramento the capital (26,000), at the head of lai'ge-

Bteainer navigation on the river of its name (but with navigation by smaller steam-

boats far above and along the Feather), is a supply station for the mining sections,

and a city of manufactures and smelting, and also of beautiful perennial flower-g.ar-

dens. Marysville to the north is the head of navigation on the Feather. San Jose

(18,000), on the Guadalui)e near the lower end of the bay, a city of manufacturing

and gardens and an agricultural centre, is the only other important place in Central

California. The emporium of Southern California is Los Angeles (50,000), on a little

stream of its name nine miles from the ocean; rich with flowers and vineyards and

groves of orange, lemon, and fig, and with a climate of ideal perfection.

Oregon.— Bold rocky shores, )iierced now and then with the estuaries of slender

streams, —^ the Rogue and the Umpqua, with narrow and winding but rich and

lovely valleys rising to green-wooded mountain sides, the Yaquina, the Coquille, and

others ; to the east, a heavily forested plateau in the north, jirairie broken by hills and

groves in the south; then the low Coast Kange, called the Umpqua along the course

of that stream ; east of this, in the northern half the garden of the State, the broad

and beautiful valley of the Willamette which feeds the Columbia, once the southward

extension of that noble inlet, Puget Sound ; eastward still, the great Cascade Range,

which is only another name for the Sierra Nevada, rising northward into snow-clad

volcanic peaks, of wliich Mount Jefferson is 10,200 feet in height, and Mount Hood
looking down on the Columbia is 11,225,— and its western sides clothed to the snow-

line with a dense green forest; eastward still, occupying two-thirds of the State, an

enormous open and rocky plateau, extending to the appalling inaccessible cafion

where the broad torrent of the Snake roars in rajnds that can never be stemmed

through a channel of precipitous crags sometimes five thousand feet deep. In the

noi'th-east, broken ranges inclose fertile watered valleys of several hundred square

miles in extent,— the Umatilla, the Grande Ronde, the Powder, and others; and on

the south is the continuation of tlie great volcanic plateau of Xorthern California,

undrained to the sea, and full of small shallow saline or alkaline lakes. The interior

navigation of Oregon is by light steamers on the Willamette for 200 miles of its

course of 300, its continuity broken by a fall; the Snake on its eastern border, power-

ful in volume, is utterly uimavigable ; but its coast has good harbors, and the broad

and deep Columbia is navigable for 400 miles despite the dangerous bar .at its mouth,

the Cascades, and the rapids of the Dalles where it ])ierces the Cascade Range.

Oregon has within its 96,030 square miles a variety of clim.ates almost equal to

those of South America. All the North Pacific coast, where the warm vapors of the

Kuro Shiwo meet the breath of the poles, grows more and more heavily enveloped in

fog and mist and heavy protracted rains ; and the rainfall on the Oregon coast and
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aloji" the Columbia is from 50 to 60 inches, making it a land of forests but softeiiing

the northern winters. In the interior valley the rainfall is less,— from 37 to 44

inches, — but the climate is typically far-northern, with hot dry summers and intense

winter cold ; while on the great eastern plateau it is only 10 to 12 inches, rising to 20

on the mountain-ranges.

" Lumber, cattle, and salmon " condenses the great activities of Oregon into a

sentence. The vast plains covered with bunch-grass form natural pastures for great

herds of cattle, and Eastern Oregon is next to Texas the greatest cattle market on the

continent, furnishing the stocks of the ranchmen of Montana and Wyoming and

Colorado. The pines, red-woods, and spruces grow to heights only exceeded by those

of California, —-near 200 feet,— and of the best of qualities. Over fortj' salmon can-

neries on the Columbia (chiefly employing Chinese), taking from the fisheries on the

bar below Astoria 25 million pounds of the finest salmon in the world during the three

months' season, send their excellent product all over the world. Gold and silver

mining is also extensive and profitable.

Oregon's chief city is Portland, containing about 46,000 of the State's 313,767

souls : the leading port of the northern Pacific slope, on the Willamette 12 miles

from the Columbia and 100 from the ocean,— a mart of grain and lumber, a manu-

facturing place, and with a growing commerce with American and British ports on

Puget Sound. Salem the capital (7000), Oregon City, Albany, Eugene, and Corvallis,

are all on the Willamette ; Astoria (6000), an old fur-trading post dating from 1811,

is near the ocean, on the broad estuary mouth of the Columbia. The Dalles is at

the famous rapids of the name. Forest Grove is the seat of an industrial school

for Indians, doing the noble work which all such institutions are accomplishing.

Oregon was once a seat of some posts of the Hudson's Bay Company, and till

1833 was inhabited mainly by Indians, trappers, French-Canadian bush-rangers, and

Celtic-Scotch employes of the fur-trading companies. It was organized as a Territory

in 1848, and admitted as a State in 1859.

Washington.— This northwestern corner of the United States, with 69,180 square

miles of area and 349,390 inhabitants, admitted as a State in 1889, is a continuation

of Oregon, with some of its peculiar features exaggerated and some of them modified

after crossing the Columbia. The portion lying between the ocean and the Cascade

Range is known as Western Washington, and comprises two-fifths of the whole : a

hilly plateau of heavy rains and dense forests of gigantic evergreen timber (the Coast

Range continuing through it and rising to 8000 feet in Mount Olympus at the north),

with a rocky coast pierced by two great bays forming excellent harbors,— Shoalwater

Bay and Gray's Harbor,— on the south the Columbia, on the north eighty miles of the

broad deep quiet waters of the arm of Puget Sound called the Strait of Juan de Fuca,

and through the northern centre a hundred miles of the ramifying spurs of that noble

sound itself : a land-locked arm of the sea from five to twenty-five miles in width, of

depth far beyond the draught of the heaviest ship, and embosomed in a basin of sheer

rook so steep that the sides of a ve.ssel may grate against the bank and its keel ride

free,— a broader Saguenay, with narrow fiords radiating from it far into the land, and
interlocking arms embracing large green islands. This is the seat of the State's busi-

ness and future; to the east are the high sterile plains of the Spokane Plateau in the

northeast, future great cattle ranges like the corresponding section of Oregon, and
the Klikitat Prairies in the south; though the valleys of the Columbia which

meanders through the heart of this district, and of the Snake its almost equal
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affluent, are fertile and watered by numerous smaller streams. The two sections are

divided by the Cascade Range, whose volcanic peaks (some of them hardly yet extinct)

parallel the Rockies themselves in grandeur, the mighty Tacoma's^ snowy peak reach-

ing a height of 14,444 feet, Mount Baker, 10,500, and Mount St. Helen's 9751 feet.

The State shares the advantages and business of the lower Columbia with

Oregon, and for small steamers that powerful river is navigable four hundred miles

above the rapids of the Dalles. Rising in British Columbia, this river in a course of

1250 miles has a drainage basin of 298,000 square miles, with navigable reaches of

725 miles, three times interrupted by rapids,— at I'riest's Rapids, the Dalles, and

the Cascades; it receives one affluent— the Snake— of above a thousand miles in

length, and no inconsiderable feeders in the Okanagon of 300 miles (a string of

expansions called lakes) and the Spokane of 120.

The business of Washington is chiefly in saw-mills and lumber along Puget Sound,

and canneries on the Columbia ; and the business development is almost wholly along

the sound and the river. The largest place is Seattle (43,000), on the eastern shore of

the sound, with a fine harbor ; Olympia (5000) the capital is at the extreme point of

its southeruraost arm ; Taeoma (36,000) is at the head of easy navigation, with impor-

tant lumber and smelting interests. Walla Walla (6500) is in the southeast, some-

what east of the great bend of the Columbia, and Spokane Falls (20,000) in the east.

Idaho. — In some regards this State/ of 84,800 square miles, with only 84,385

inhabitants (including a large Mormon element), belongs to the Rocky Mountain
group of Montana and Wyoming ; but its drainage is all to tlie Pacific, its northern

"pan-handle" — determined by the Rocky and Bitter Root Mountains— is part of

the Spokane and Snake plateau rising to the Rockies, and its southern portion is a tre-

mendous black lava desert 400 miles long by 50 miles wide along the Snake, which has

cut its channel through it, part of the lava eruption which covered 200,000 square

miles in Northern California, Oregon, Wasliington, Idaho, and Wyoming, on the

Pacific 8lo])e. In this lava plain rise three neighbor hills, ancient craters, called the

Eastern, Middle, and Southern Butte, familiar to immigrants on the Salmon River
ti-ail for many a year. Farther on rise a chaotic group of mountains and valleys and
plateaus and eanons known as the Salmon Mountains, pierced by a long easy slope

known as the Wood River pass ; north from this water-shed flows the Salmon River,

which, circling through the mountains, joins the lower Snake after 450 miles of course
in a valley of exceeding beauty ; and southward flows the Wood River, joining the
Snake also in its earlier course. This powerful stream (called by the Indians the
Shoshone) i-ises in Wyoming, luit flows in a gigantic horse-shoe for 850 miles through
Southern Idaho, through deep sheer canons a thousand feet in depth ; of a series of
magnificent cataracts, the most imposing are the " Slioshone Falls," among the grand-
est on the globe, where the river, 600 feet wide in a circular amphitheatre, divides
around five islands, and re-uniting, plunges over a seini-circular precipice 200 feet in

height, with a volume in flood seasons nearly equal to Niagara.
Idaho has no one climate : its southern desert is almost rainless ; its mountains and

mountain valleys are fairly watered ; its sheltered valleys are of temperate range of
heat .and cold, its hill-sides and plateaus are bitterly cold and buried in snow for much of
the year, and on the mountain-tops the snow and ice are jierpetual. Nor has it any
one special industry to give it sudden growth : good gr.azing plains attract many
herdsmen, good watered or irrigable soil will su])]iort its mining or manufactur-

' Tliis, the native name, is superseding its appellation of Mount Rainier.
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ing workers, good forests in the northern portions promise lumbering industry, rich

mines liave made it of some note as a mining section : all together insure it a solid

and prosperous future. It was admitted into the Union as a State in 1890.

There are no large places. Boise City, the capital (2500), is in the southwest

not far north of the Snake, on an affluent called Boise River ; Lewiston (850) is on

tlie Snake, at the Washington border and the mouth of the Clearwater ; Silver City

is soutli of the Snake near the Oregon border.

Alaska.— This tremendous waste of 531,000 square miles— a fifth the size of all

the rest of the United States, some eight times as large as New England, sixty-two

times the size of Massachusetts — is in its political sense a narrow strip along the

coast to the west of Northern British Columbia, a huge block extending from the

North Pacific to the Arctic and from 141° west longitude to Behring Strait, a long

western peninsula extended by a thousand miles of volcanic islands marking off the

shallow Behring Sea (250 feet deep and filling up with mud), and a few other trivial

islands worth more than all the rest of the Territory together. With 1200 miles of

diameter from Dixon Sovind at the south to Point Barrow in the Arctic, and about

800 of breadth, it has 78(50 miles of coast-line ; it is 2000 miles from that sound to

Attu Island at the westernmost end of the Aleutian chain, and more than 3000 from

the same island to San Francisco. In all this weary stretch of a third the distance

around the globe, lying on two great oceans and a land-locked sea, there were in 1890

counted 31,795 permanent dwellers,— 4303 whites, 12,784 Innuit, 2310 Aleutians,

1819 " Creoles " (Russian half-breeds), and the remainder " Indians " of the Thlinket

and Athabascan tribes, Mongolians, etc.

The entire 2000 miles of the Pacific Alaskan coast and the Aleutian Islands are

composed wholly of a continuiition of the Cascade Range,- a high volcanic spine with

its westernmost craters far from dead, and rising into summits by far the loftiest on

the North American continent. For hundreds of miles along the southern coast,

hugging it close,— separated from each other and the maiidand by deep narrow tor-

tuous channels, through some of which the tides rush in appalling fury and enormous

height, but which form as a whole a quiet land-locked passage of 1800 miles from

Washington northward to Sitka,— extends the northern portion of that great archi-

pelago of which Vancouver's Island is the southernmost end ; more than 1500 isles of

mossy rock and evergreen forest, iji size from a mere point up to that of half the

island of Britain ; their black i>reeipitous crags beaten on the west by the furious

waves of the ill-named Pacific; their interior a mass of bare rocky ridges and summits

from one to two thousand feet in height, clothed near the top with dwarfish bushes

and briers and mosses, farther down with thick forests of spruce and heiidock and

cedar, crowned witli clul>inosses and waving ferns, and around and among them a

dense impenetrable jungle of brushwood ; sometimes heathery flowei--clad moors on

the inner plateaus, with cranberries growing thick in the sjiongy soil. In this archi-

pelago— of which Prince of Wales Island is the largest, followed by Baninoff Island, on

which is located Sitka the ca])ital of Alaska, Chitchagoff and Admiralty the northern-

most, Ku, Kii]>ranoff, Mitzoff, Zarenbo, Revilla C4igedo, Gravina, etc., and the adjacent

mainland,— rains and drizzles, mists and fogs, thunder-storms of snow and sleet,

and a couple of months of fair summer weather, make up the year ; 85 inches is about

the annual rainfall, and crops will rarely come to maturity; grass will grow
luxuriantly in the few small scattered districts where there is arable soil, but '

there is not sun enough to cure it for hay.
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All the mountainous coast that borders the interior channels of this archipelago is

a line of living glaciers; frozen rivers starting from tlie snowy wind-swept mountain

sides and pushing their congealed masses down into the fiords that pierce the rocky

shores,— more than 5000 in all, so steadily moving downward to the sea that the

snajiping ring of their edges breaking off in icebergs as the water buoys and rends

them is scarcely interrupted for a moment. At the northern end of the archipelago,

where a great inlet called Glacier Bay runs far up into the mainland, five great

glaciers find their way along the mountain sides, one of them from three to eight

miles wide and fifty to five hundred feet deep, wliile the land adjacent is buried under

a cap of ice from one to three thousand feet in depth.

North of this archipelago begins the gigantic section of the mountain chain

known as the St. Elias Alps. On its northern flank is the loftiest peak in Nortli

America, Mount "Wrangell, nearly 21,000 feet above the sea, its base washed by a tor-

rent of mud and sand known as the Copper River. In the middle is the second highest,

equally grand in its snowy majesty. Mount St. Elias, over 19,000 feet in height. On
the southern peninsula, looking down on Glacier Bay, are two other magnificent snow-

capped landmarks. Mounts Fairweather (15,500) and Crillon (15,900), for many years

the grandest of beacons to the Pacific whaling fleets: even more noble in aspect than

tlieir mightier brothers, for they rise sheer from the water, their immediate bases

high bare rocky shelves or plateaus; while the former are only dominating spots in a

crescent range thirty to fifty miles from the coast, with low evergreen plateaus at

their feet, and a line of sand-beaches broken by lagoons stretching thence to the ocean,

projecting in spits and shoals far into the waves and cut by streams of milky turbid

glacier watei- from beneath the ice-sheets, and rising sometimes into bhiffs, pierced

by Yakootat Bay, whose shores are one huge living glacier fifteen miles in breadth.

The same line of l)cach and wooded ujiland stretches back west of the Copper River

to the high white wall of the Chugatch Alps, extending northward of Prince William

Sound, between which and the immense estuary of Cook's Inlet lies the rocky penin-

sula of Kenai. The inlet is entered by tlie "Hell Gate of Alaska" (the Barren

Islanils, washed by cross-tides of terrific fury) : it is a stretch of water 150 miles in

length by a breadth at first of forty or fifty, narrowing to ten or a dozen and finally

to a mile or two in the fiord called Turnagain Canal, and all the way the tides form a

rushing wall of water sometimes fifty feet in height, advancing with a mighty roar

and burying the coast-lands deep beneath the waves. On the west are steep rugged

mountains, with caps of snow and ice, then naked bands of mossy and heathery rock,

then a thousand feet of dark-green forest ; on the east is a low expanse of marshy
" tundra," forty or fifty miles in widtli, sparsely wooded along the banks of its few
sluggish streams with bircli and po}>Iar and spruce ; at the end is a district partly of

heathery jungly marsh witli evergreen forests on the hills, but with several hundred

square miles of dry ui)land plains, the only good agricultural lands of any extent in

Alaska.

Continuous with this iidet outwardly is Shellikhoff Strait, dividing from the

mainland the great island of Kadiak, the centre of trade and commerce in Alaska

;

and west of it is the great Ilyamna Lake, the largest interior lake in Alaska, ninety

miles long by fifteen to thirty wide,— perhaps a third as large as Lake Ontario ; a

tempest-tossed expanse, divided from the Pacific side by a mountain wall whose domi-

nating peak is the huge smoking cone of Mount Ilyamna, 12,060 feet above the sea,

and emptying into Bristol Bay of Behring Sea by the Ivvichak River forty miles in
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length,— the mountain portage Laving long been utilized by Russians to connect the

two oceans. For here liegins the great peninsula of Aliaska, reaching westward with

scant continuity in jilaces till at Krenitziii Strait it breaks, and with Unimak Island

begins the series of Aleutian Islands which j)rolong the volcanic chain — the beautiful

cone of Shishaldin on Unimak rising to 9000 feet— in steadily smaller and smaller

island masses,— Unalaska the commercial head of the archipelago, Umnak, Atkha,

etc.,— till they end in Attu a tliousand miles away.

The character of Behring Sea and its Alaskan shores is as different from that of

the Pacific and its coast as if they were sundered by half tiie globe ; and there is no

connecting link, but an instant abruptness of transition. On the Pacific we find

savage rocky shores, deep waters, everywhere volcanic formation and the fires not yet

extinct, — the islet of Bogasloff, two or three miles in circumference and 280 feet high,

was actually thrown up by volcanic action from 1796 to 1825, and in that year was too

hot to stand on ; on the Behring shore, sand-reaches slowly rising to upland marsh and

moor and heathery plains. In trutii, the character of the Pacific mountain chain is

peculiar to itself, for the interior of Alaska is like the Behring shores : save here and

there a wooded ridge continuing the Rockies to Behring Strait or the Arctic, interior

Alaska is a vast spongy moor, sunken here and there into ponds and strings of pools

and quagmires, and streams with so little current that the wind will change its direc-

tion ; frozen alw.ays to within a foot or a foot and a half of the surface, thawing a few

inches in the brief unbearable summer, and swept for months by winds of sixty,

seventy, eighty miles an hour, laden heavily with snow and sleet, making the country

impassable through the packed snow-drifts even for Innuit or dogs. And the summer

thaw brings with it the terrible swamp curse of America, far worse in the Arctic

even than the tropic regions,— the mosquito ; issuing from the tundra in swarms of

such numbers and fury that dogs are kilicd by their stings around the eyes and paws,

bears and deer are driven to the water, and the natives often dare not enter the woods

at all, and wear mittens on their hands and skins wrapped about their faces. Over all

the nearly half a million square miles of interior Alaska, so far as known, about 1600

Indians live a miserable existence along a few of the greatest streams ; nearly all of

it is given over to eternal desolation.

Across the Aliaskan Peninsula the Behring shore is pierced by Bristol Bay, a bank

of sand and mud with a few tortuous channels and a shallow sheet of water overlying

the whole ; it receives the clear waters of the Kvichnk (the deep and ra])id outlet of

Ilyamna Lake), the muddy torrent of the great Nushagak,— starling clear and high-

banked from its lake, but cutting its lower alluvial banks and making its estuary

mouth a perilous maze of shifting sand-bars and mud-fiats,— and a dozen or so other

streams with broad mouths and loaded with silt. Around its head, in the "Nushagak

district," is the great trading centre of the Innuit on the northern shore of the

Aliaskan Peninsula and the mainland to Kuskokvim Bay. The latter is an immense

estuary of Kuskokvim River (not wholly unworthy a comparison with the Yukon),

in which the tides roar in a moving wall whose fury and height compare with those of

Cook's Inlet itself. The river flows first clear over a gravelly bed, then clayey white

through a vast low moor submerged for many miles at every tide, the eastern side

fringed with a bank of coarse sedge and swamp-trees like alder and willow and i)oi>

lar, along which are ranged the little Innuit villages. North of this district we come

to the delta of the mighty Yukon, the Amazon of the Arctic regions : the drainage

cb^nel of hundreds of miles of drenched and reeking moor of which it is simply in
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spots :in ovei-flowed portion, twenty miles wide 800 miles above its mouth,— its cur-

rent tearing tlie half-submerged swale to pieces and becoming a mass of mud and sods

and drift-wood, — and with a total course of over 2000 miles from its sources in the

St. Elias Alps. That delta for a hundred miles is an almost impassable labyrinth of

winding sluggish channels amid an overflowed marsh dotted with countless islets of

sedge and willow bushes ; and for sixty miles out at sea the ocean approach is the

same delta but slightly under water, an enormous mud-bank which no sea-going vessel

dares attemj)! to ))ass to enter the Yukon at its mouth : so that the navigation

of this tremendous river, pouring to the sea perhaps a larger volume than the Missis-

sippi itself,— with one huge tributary, the Tannanah, probably equal to the Danube,

— is confined to petty steamers dragging small bateaux, entering the river by a

channel from Norton Sound on the north.

Along this sound and the rivers which empty in it are numerous Innnit settle-

ments and a few Russian trading-posts,— the most important being Michaelovsky or

St. Michael's on the sound, a mart for furs; as we pass northward along the

shores of the narrowing sea, — sand dunes, rocks, tundra, succeeding each other,

—

human life grows scarcer, for the Innuit's subsistence, the whales and walruses, have

been almost driven from the northern seas ; but on the bold cliffs of Cape Prince of

Wales, Avhich narrows Behring Strait to thirty-six miles, — and where the American

and Russian landholdiugs approach within two miles by dividing between them the

barren rocks of the Diomede Islands in mid-channel, — is the largest Innuit village in

the north, the settlement of Kingigahmut ; and beyond it, in Kotzebue Sound of the

Arctic, is the last safe Alaskan harborage. Beyond this the coast trend is for a long

distance still north-west, till at Cape Lisburne begins the eastern and northern shore.

Alaska is called a "Territory " of the United States, but it is so only in part, for

it has few inhabitants to form the basis of a popular government ; its appointed

governor and judiciary are its Territorial officials, and Sitka is the nominal head,

shorn of its trim glory of the Russian time. For all this country was the domain of

Russia, a fur-trading preserve under the monopoly of a great company chartered by

the Crown, and loaded with delusive privileges and ruinous obligations; a source of

profit under the iron merchant Baranoff, it became a burden and an embarrassment

under the unpractical, pompous, martinet rule of naval officials, till in 1867 Russia

was glad to sell it to the United States for just about money enough to pay the debts

incurred on its account.

The inhabitants of Alaska are and for years will probably be a fringe of fishermen on

the coasts, with a few hunters and trappers farther back ; and they are sharply divided

by geographic lines. The Sitkan archipelago and mainland are occupied by less than

7000 Indians of the Thlinket or Koloshian race, — fish-eaters, with the bowed and ill-

developed legs and stooping gait but sinewy chest and arms of the habitual oar.sman.

Their great permanent occupation is halibut tishing (tliose iish not coming pre-

cariously at certain seasons, but being reliable all the year) ; and they all live in

small villages at convenient spots on the coast.

These Tlilinkets extend to Prince William Sound. Farther along, on the Kenai

Peninsula, are the Kenaitzes, a tribe of the Tiune branch of the great Athabascan

race, — meat-eaters, and the only hunters in Alaska; the Tinne rove far along tlie

forested ridges of the interior,— the Kuskokvim and Tannanah Mountains and

others,— and fight off the less warlike Innuit from the upper valleys. They, too, live

in permanent villages.
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An Alaska-Indian House, with Totem I'oles.

The great island of Kadiak, the trade centre of Alaska, is inhabited by a variant of

the Aleutian race (which occupies the Aliaskan Peninsula and the island chain to the
remotest west) called Kaniags, and by a mixed race bred of Russian men and
Kaniag women, known as " Creoles ;

" the latter are liunters and trappers mainly,
trading with the stores at St. Paul, the most important fur trading centre of central

Alaska, and living in a fashion much like that of the Russ. The Aleutians seem a
connecting link between the Japanese and the Innuit, the features being of the

Japanese type, the general physique rather of the Eskimo, — small in stature, with
flat noses and projecting under-jaws, high cheek-bones, coarse straight hair and
scanty beard, and brownish-yellow skin.

The great Innuit race in Alaska— a branch of the Eskimo described at the begin-
ning of North America— occupy the eastern coast of Behring Sea, from the head of
Bristol Bay in the Nushagak district, and the shores of the Arctic Ocean to and through
Greenland: they are fishermen and canoists and dog-drivers. On the Alaskan shores
the awful storms over the interior moor, and the hostility of the Tinne, keep them from
going far inland, and they are little but fishermen.

Alaska's sources of wealth consist in furs, fish, and minerals. The fur-trade the
most important of these as yet, comprises both land and sea furs, the first including
the skins of black and brown bears, foxes of different species— among others the
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silver or black fox, the Jiiost valuable and found in its highest perfection in the

Copper River region— the land otter, marten or Alaska sable, mink and niuskrat.

The sea furs consist of the skins of the sea-otter, and the fur-seal ; among the

most prolific hunting-grounds of the former are the outlying islets of the Shumagin

Islands ; the capture of these incredibly shy and keen animals, hunted amid the

wildest breakers and most dangerous rocks and furious storms of tlie North Pacific,

is the most perilous of employments. The fur-seal commerce is of much greater

importance, constituting, so far as explorations have yet determined, fully a half of

the Territory's natural resources. Until quite recently fur-seal skins to the value

of one and a half million dollars were exported annually from the little Pribyloff

group lying away out in tlie heart of Behring Sea, 200 miles from the mainland and

forming tlie one commercially valuable part of Alaska. But this important industry

is now waning, as a result of the indiscriminate slaughter of the seals at sea. The

Pribyloff trade was formerly a Russian monopoly, but in 1870 it was leased by the

United States to a corporation for a term of twenty years, the take being limited to

100,000 skins a year ; in 1890 the right was granted to another company, with the

number also limited, the take for the first year not to exceed 60,000. The govern-

ment has already realized enough from these leases to cover the sum paid to Russia

for the Territory. Since that purchase, fur-seals skins to the amount of $33,000,000

have been shipped from the Territory for the London markets. The total value of

all the other Alaskan products for the same period does not reach $30,000,000, more

than half of which was derived from other furs, notably the sea-otter.

It has been said that no alarm need be felt on account of the threatened extinction

of the fur-seal, as, in that event, the salmon, cod, and herring fisheries would im-

mediately assume an importance that would amply compensate for the loss, and

which cannot be attained so long as the seal prey upon the fish.

The fisheries of Alaska are at present of great value. The canned salmon industry

which does not date back of 1884 amounts to $7,000,000 already. The Kadiak group

forms the centre of this business, and furnishes two-thirds of the entire pack of the

country. Here are ten canning establishments— one of them the largest in the

world— eight of which are supplied from one small river, the Karluk. In 1890,

three million fish, representing a pack of 200,000, were taken from this little stream,

which gave employment to 1100 fishermen and jtaokers. The herring fisheries yield

large quantities of oil and the codfish catch foots up to .$3,000,000 since 1868.

With the one exception of the fur-seal traRe there is no falling off in these various

productions.

The minerals of Alaska include gold, silver, coal and copper. Copper is known to

exist in very rich deposits in the valley of the Copper River, but it is so situated as

to make it almost impossible to overcome the obstacles to transportation. Coal has

been located at different jioints. The deposit on the isthmus between Portage Bay
and Herendeen Bay bids fair to become of great value. But little silver is exported.

The first productive gold mines were located in 1880. The most famous of the gold-

producing quartz mines is the Tread well or Paris mine on Douglas Island; its

output, though largo, has been greatly exaggerated. The surface mines of the Yukon,
now decided to lie without the limits of the Territory, yielded $90,000 in 1890.

Vast forests, mainly of Sitka spruce, cover the coast districts and much of the

interior below 1000 feet. The exportation of lumber is, however, prohibited by law,

and the timber of Alaska cannot properly be reckoned among the resources.
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MEXICO.

Latin Amenca.— With Mexico we enter Latin America, thus named, not because

tlie so-called Latin race predominates,^— the prevailing blood is Indian, — but be-

cause the Spanish and Portuguese tongues, both descendants of the Latin, form the

official languages and at the same time the speech of the Whites and of multitudes of

Christian and peaceable Indians. The extensive and beautiful countries of Latin

x\merica emancipated themselves about sixty years ago, after having been held for

three centuries in slavei'y by the Spaniards and Portuguese. Lusitanian America, or

Brazil, sejjarated itself painlessly from the parent land, but Castilian America was

torn with violence from Spain.'-' In sj)ite of Bolivar's enthusiasm, in spite of the cour-

age of his lieutenants, in spite of the tenacity of resistance which constitutes the

chief feature of the Indian character, the struggle would have surely ended in the

defeat of the insurgents, had it not been for the vastness of the countiy, destitute of

bridges and roads, which Castile and Leon liad to hold. The decisive victory immor-

' Until quite recently it has been impossible to obtain auytliiiig like reliable statistics of population,

or of tlie state of the finances and trade in most of the countries embraced in what M. Rcclus terras

I^atin America. M. Lamas of the Paris Revue Slid Americaine has lately published a carefully prepared

work on the financial and economic status of Central and South America, based on calculations made in

1883-84. From this and otlier sources, including Drs. Wagner and Supan's latest compilations, material

has been gathered for the subjoined table of population, which gives approximately the proportions of

Whites, Indians, and half-breeds. — Ed.

Population of Latin American States.

Countries.

Mexico (1890)

Central America . . . .

Colombia s

Venezuela (1888) . . .

Ecuador (1885)

Peru (1871!)

Bolivia

Chili (1889)

Argentine Republic (1887)

Uruguay 6 (1888) . . . .

Parag\iay (1887) . . . .

Brazil (1887)

Totals

Caucasian.

2,l(r),000

364,000

384,000

313,000

100,000

• 475,000

297 ,,500

2,070,000

3,200,000

712,000

41,000

3,900,000

14,621,500

Indian.

4,330,000

1,163,000

1,245,000

854,000

800,000 *

1,849,000 4

840,000

50,000

100,000

69,000

3,900,0006

MiXKD, ETC.

15,200,000

4,'.»0,000

1,583,000

1,692,000

1,072,000

300.000

650,000

297,500

445,0CX)

200,000

220,000

5,200,000

16,5(;5,500

2 See page 737.

8 An official estimate of 1881 gives the population of Colombia as 4 million. For M. Reolus's esti-
mates see page 741.

» Including the wild Indians. 6 See notes pages 785, 786. « See page 800.
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talized the field of Ajacucho, on the Peruvian plateau ; the engagement took place on

the 9th of Deceniber, 1824, and the war had already lasted fourteen years.

Since those days of glory, that dawn of liberty, peace, and happiness, most of the

South American republics have consumed forty or fifty years of their youth in civil

wars. In imitation of the United States, these republics are composed of provinces

having the riglits and pi-ivileges of sovereign states ; they are restless, imperfectly

cemented together, and agitated by race antipathies. The Whites des]iise the half-

castes and the Indians, the Indians have a jealous hatred of the half-castes and of the

Kt'INS OF A TOI-TEC PaLACE.

Whites, the half-castes envy the Whites and scorn the Indians. Hence proniincia-

mentos and uprisings without end. A general or a politician hoists a standard on

which is written the imposing words : " Liberty, Truth, Justice,"— and blood red-

dens the pueblos and the campos. On account of these dissensions, the European

fleeing from the Old World rarely steers toward these favored shores, even toward

the tierras tempkidas, that i.s, those lands of Latin America which are made temperate

by their altitude : these are marvellous regions, and fortune is to be found in them as

well as in ttie United States and in the English domains. Costa Rica, Chili, and the

Argentine Republic, where the white race has the ]ireponderance, are comparatively

tranquil, and yet few men brave the sea to begin life anew among the Chilians and

Costa Ricans ; flie Southern Europeans, however, land in great numbers on the banks

of the Plata.
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Brazil is .1 country ajjart. It is a land where Poituguese is spoken, and where
the people are a mixture of Whites, Blacks, and Indians. Portuguese America and
Spanish America resemble each other in one respect: the inhabitants of tlieir hot
districts and their temperate districts have little love for labor. In the tierras ecu-

lietites the climate overpowers them, in the tierras templadas it renders them effemi-

nate. The sobriquet of Santa Siesta, which has been given to certain cities of Latin

Axuerica, miglit with equal ajipropriateness be bestowed upon all of them. Tlie South

Americans spurn manual toil, mental effort, the energy to undertake, the force to

persevere, the joy of achieving, — in short, everything that brings ])ain or requires

persistence. It is the foreigner here who conceives and executes all j)rojects of ad-

vancement.

The Old Mexicans: their Barbaric Rites, the Splendor of their Empire.— IMexico

embraced fully twice its present area before the loss of Texas and the cession of Cali-

fornia and New IMexico to the United States. The Mexico of to-day comprises the

plateaus colonized by the Nahua nations and wrested by the Conquistadores from the

Indian enijierors,— 751,585 square miles,* with about 11^ million inhabitants. This

vast country, then, contains only about 15 souls to the square mile, in s])ite of the

almost universal healtlifulness of the climate, and notwithstanding tiie fact tliat centu-

ries liave elapsed since the jV[exicans became a civilized peojjle.

It is now more than three hundred and sixty years since the Estremaduran Cortes,

with liis six or seven hundred followers, overthrew tlie Aztec enij)ire. It was the

Israelitisli band against the forces of the king of Damascus. They seemed " like two
little flocks of kids," and " the Syrians filled the country," but the Spaniards had

faitli in the words written 'neath the cross on their baiuier : In hoc nh/no vinces.

Cortes established the power of Spain over all this immense region, and Mexico be-

came, with the lands stretching southwai-d to tlie Strait of Magellan, the mighty Em-
])ire of the West Indies. It is probable that the witnesses of this grand midertaking,

whether priests or warriors, greatly exaggerated the power of Monteziuna's em])ire,

the wealth of its cities, the magnificence of its arts, and the numln'r of its inhabitants.

Cortes did not subdue a race conscious of its oneness, feeling in all its tribes the in-

justice conwnitted against one. Such a n.ation could never have been curbed, it would
have straightened under the oppressor and dealt him back the blow. The truth is

that the country was broken up, according to the mountains, plateaus, and valleys,

into a multitude of small ])eo])les, speaking divers languages, and under forced sub-

jection to a federation consisting of the warrior bandits of the three cities of Tenoch-
titlan (afterward Mexico), Tezcuco, and Tl.acopan. Certain of these peoples ])osscssed

the beginnings of the civilized state, otliers retained the old forms of savagerv. The
Aztecs were not the aborigines of Mexico ; they h.ad replaced, three or four hundred
years before the advent of the Spaniards, tribes coming like themselves from some
region of the north, and belonging like themselves also to the Naliua family. The
Toltecs, about the seventh century, had opened the period of Nahua invasions ; later

came the Chichiniecs, and then the Aztecs.^ But nothing of all this is authenticated.

1 These figures arc from Supau and Wagner's latest tables. Tlie area (if tlie country occupied
by the Aztecs alone Prescott places at probably less than l(i,000 square leagues, though he says that
precise boundaries cannot be assigned to their empire. Humboldt estimates the Aztec territory at KiO,-

000 to 180,000 square miles. — Ed.
2 Mr. .Tolin Foster Kirk, in his edition of Prescott's Conquest of Mexico, appends the following note

to the author's statement that the early Mexicans came from the remote regions of the north: "Some
recent writers have contended that Mexico must have been peopled originally by migrations from the
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Muiiy ethnologists, explorers, ami antiquarians trace the Toltecs to Asia, and they find

numerous proofs of their relationship to tlie Chinese, Japanese, and Malays. If the

Toltecs came from China, Japan, or Malaisia, they may have been brought hither by

the Kuro Shiwo, which flows in a curve from the Sea of Japan to the American coast.

The Indians of the ^lexican jdateaus in fact bear a considerable resemblance to the

Yellow Asiatics.

Two hundred years before tlie time of Cortes, Tenochtitlan, the city of great tem-

ples, the impregnable fortress, the seat of empire and cruelty, was built on islands

in the lagoon-lake of Mexico.' Blood-thii-sty ])riests, the chronicles tell us, officiated

there in two thousand idolatrous temples erected to divers destroying powers. Fully

70,000 persons sometimes ))erished yearly by the sacrificial knife, and tlie Spanish con-

querors found on taking Mexico the skulls of 136,000 victims in one of the edifices

in which it was customary to preserve these grinning horrors. On special merry-

making occasions, the priests cut out the hearts of hundreds of the unhappy beings

reserved for sacrifice, and offered them up to their divinities, to the great joy of the

people. The bodies of all wiio perished on the altars were afterward served up as

banquets, to which both sexes were invited, and which were prej)ared with much care

and art. At their venerated table, in company with the great of the empire, the

priests of the rain-god, Tlaloc, feasted on babes whom they had sacrificed to their

deity, in accordance with ceremonies prescribed in their ritual ; this was consecrated

food for these priests and lords. Xiuhtecutli, the god of fire, willed that his victims

should suffer a thousand deaths before yielding up the last breath ; they wei-e thi-own

upon live coals, in a large caldron, then, when almost roasted and about to die, the

priests dragged them from the furnace and, opening their breasts, tore out their heaits

and cast them at the feet of the god of flames.

But,— still following legendary accounts, which, doubtless, give a too gloomy

view of the crimes and a too glowing j)icture of the virtues,— in spite of the cruel

hierarchy of this despotism, in spite of bloody laws and human sacrifices, Anahuac,

or the Tenochtitlan plateau, was well governed. It had hospilals for soldiers, and a

sort of postal service })erformed by slave couriers. Beside the sacrificial tumuli, these

south. Aztec names and communities, and traces of Toltec settlements long anterior to the occupation

of Anahuac by the same people, are found in several parts of Central America. The most primitive tra-

ditions, as well as tlie remains of the earliest civilization, belong also to the same quarter. This latter

fact, however, is considered by Orozco y Berra as itself an evidence of the migrations having been from

the north, the first comers having been naturally attracted southward by a warmer climate and more
fertile soil, or pushed onward in this direction by successive invasions from behind. Contradictory in-

ferences have in like manner been drawn from the existence of .\ztec remains and settlements in New
Mexico and Arizona. All that can be said with confidence is that neither of the opposing theories rests

on a .secure and suflioient basis."

.\s for the C'hichimecs, whom M. Reclus classes Iiere in the Nahua family, it may be said that their

name, derived from cliir/ii, " dog," is applied to a great many savage tribes, and tliat it is by no means
certain that the (Jliichimecs liere in question belonged to the same group of nations with the Toltecs.

For evidence and arguments to the contrary, see Leuf/mis Indif/fnef lie Mexico, by Sr. Francisco Pimen-
tel, and The North Americans o/ Aiitiqnitii, by John T. Short.— Ei>.

J The found.ations of the city of Mexico were probably laid in 1.32,5 or i:i27. It is .said that the

Aztecs, after a most remarkable series of wanderings and adventures on the Mexican plateau, at length

reached the south-western shore of Lake Tezciico. Here they beheld a nopal springing from a crevice

in a rock, and on the cactus was perched a royal eagle of wonderful beauty, holding in his talons a
snake. Interpreting the omen to indicate this spot as the site of their future city, the Aztecs immedi-
ately began to sink piles in the marshes, on which they reared their light reed dwellings. The city was
first called Tenochtitlan (nopal on a stone) in commemoration of its miraculous origin, but the name
was afterward clianged to Mexico in honor of the war-god Mexitli. — Ed.
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Indians had evectod obelisks, temples, and palaces. Tliey liad a considerable acquaint-

ance with astronomy; they wrote, or rather traced, hieroglypliies on a sort of paper;

they laid out maps; they had i>ainters, souli)tors, smiths, and artists in metals; they

tilled and irrigated the soil, and it is said that their cities, which were already paved

and lighted when Paris was still a niire-j)it by day and a robber's den by night, bore

a faint resemblance to glorious Athens.

In Teiiochtitlan, in Tezcuco, in Tlascala, famous for its warriors, in Cholula, the

city of temples, the jieoj^le were fond of the arts, of luxury, jewels, gold and silver

ornaments, and elegant fabrics ; they had schools, and they sjtoke a pure language.

Perhaps the fort of the lake, the refuge of bandits, the Me.Kican Rome, in a word

Teuochtitlan, was about to break forever her bloody knife on the sacrificial stone

when suddenly the messenger of Fate, the man of Medellin,* ajipeared.

Is it to the terror inspired by their sanguinary altars, is it to the vast distance

which, in the presence of white superiority, was put all at once between what the

Aztecs believed themselves to be and what they saw themselves become under the

proud tyiainiy of the Peninsular Christians, or is it rather to race disposition that

we must attribute the sullen demeanor of the Indians of Mexico ? Save .among other

])eople8 of the same Indian stock, we know of no nation more stubbornly reti-

cent, more restive under peaceable conditions, or more indifferent outwardly to the

delights of life, than the eighty or ninety tribes which form, with the Europeans and

half-castes, what we are ])leased to term the Mexican people. Even when intoxicated

with pulque,— their brandy, extracted from the juice of the maguey,— these men

are never in joyous mood. The pulque irritates them or overpowers them ; it under-

mines and ruins their constitutions, and it is drying up the fountains of their race

;

though it sometimes makes them dream, it never brings a smile to their lips.

Hot Lands. — Temperate Lands, — Cold Lands.— If we set out from the Gulf of

Mexico on the east, or from the Pacific Ocean on the west, or from the lowlands of

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec on the south, for Mexico, Puebla, Guadalajara, Guana-

juato, or any other great Mexican city, we find before us high mountains to be

climbed,— for Mexico is a succession of plateaus, with altitudes vai\ing from 5000

or 6000 feet upward. These plateaus become more and more contracted as they

ap])roach the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Tehuantepec has a breadth of more than 125

miles from sea to sea, and an elevation of only 633 feet at the mesa of Tarifa ; this

depression is a bi-eak in the mountains which form the back-bone of the two Amer-

icas. It marks sharply the separation of Mexico from Central America.

Along the Pacific, with its nearly rainless skies, along the Gulf of Mexico, with its

super-humid climate, the coasts, closely pressed upon by the mountains, are burnt>

unhealthful, and often deadly. Acapulco, a ])ort on the Pacific, passes for one of the

hottest ])laces on the globe, and its inhabitants relate that one of their number after

death took his way to the infernal regions, but at nightfall ascended again to the

surface ; accustomed to the temperature of Acapulco, the liid.algo found it intolerably

cold in Beelzebub's realms. On the o])posite seaboard, the shores of Vera Cruz

(where the yearly rainfall exceeds 155 inches) are dangerous in summer for the

Mexican of the low countries himself, and almost infallibly f.atal to the European who
goes there to crave a smile from Fortune. This entire coast zone is called in Spanish

the tierras calienfe.% or Hot Lands. It lias an annual mean of 77° F. It is man that

vegetates here and the plant that lives. The vegetation is strong, luxuriant, and

' Cortes was from Medellin, .a town on the Guadiana, in Estremadura.
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graceful. Tliickets of aromatic shrul)s abound, witli twining vines, ropes of living

green, and trees of that magnificent growth which is found nowhere outside of the

tropics. Tlie tierras templadas, or Temperate Lands, .succeed the tierras caUentes,

xVn Imiiax Extracting PuLyLE.

along the flanks of the mountains and on the plateaus ; they rise in terraces hetween
3000 and 7000 feet. The Hot Lands are sometimes burned by a dry, oven-like heat,
sometimes steamed as in a vapor-bath by tempestuous rains falling from an electric
sky, but the Temperate Lands, with an annual mean of 68° F., rejoice in an almost
eternal spring. Above 7000 feet, the tierras frias, Cold or rather Cool Lands, are
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found. A great part of Mexico belongs to this zone. Above 8000 feet, altitude

triumphs over latitude, and tlie tir-trce of the north appears in all its varieties.

Sierras.— Volcanoes of Anahuac.— The plateau of Anahuac, where the rainfall is

only a sixth as great as in the lowlands, consists of plains more than 5000 feet in ele-

vation, and out of the reach of yellow fever, which rarely climbs to this height.

Mountains fabulously rich in metals, especially in silver, spring from those plains.

In the north, in the states of Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango, Zacatecas,

Nuevo Leon, and particularly in Bolson de Mapimi (a rocky district over which the

Apaches rove), the sun drinks the saline lakes down to the very salt. Not a tree

quivers in the wastes encircling these desolate sheets. In the presence of such bar-

renness the Estreniadurans and Castilians of the Conquest might easily have fancied

themselves in their own fulvid land. That part of the drainage which is not emptied

into the lagoons rolls toward the gulf on the east, or the ocean on the west, in very

swift torrents, at the bottom of gorges or through canons. Plantations are rare in

all this region ; rare also are the haciendas, which serve as farm-houses in times of

peace and fortresses in times of revolt.

The loftiest mountains of Mexico do not rise in the sierras which sni)])ort or ridge

the plateaus, and which are continued on the north into the United States; they

tower in isolated peaks between Mexico and the depression of Tehuantepec. Popo-

catepetl, visilile from the capital, has an altitude of 17,782 feet.' It is a volcano. In

the very jaws of the monster, and deeper still, in his dusky throat, men are to be

seen suspended by cords wound over a windlass; far from securely held by the

twisted tow or bundles of fibre, they float over the chasm in the cr.ater chimney and

collecf the sulphur from the fissures in the rock. The silvery top of Citlaltepetl, or

Star Mountain, otherwise called the Volcano of Orizaba, is 17,664 feet above the sea

:

it is even possible— for these measurements do not seem to be accurate— that it is

as lofty as Popocatepetl. The names of these two Mexican giants seem to us rude

and barbarous, but the agglutinative dialects of Anahuac are fertile in formidable

words, some of them having as many as eighteen syllaljles.

Then follow: Iztaccihuatl, or the White Woman (17,011 feet), a short distance

north of the colossal Popocatepetl ; Nevado de Toluca (14,994 feet), Cofre de Perote

(13,419 feet), and the volcano of Colima (12,684 feet). These peaks and others, all

rising south of the 20th parallel, are volcanoes, either extinct, quiescent, or active.

The loftiest owe their majestic mien to the isolation of their jjyramids, their forests,

and their almost eternal snows; not one of them sends down a great stream to the

sea. So dry are the plateaus that many a rio is arrested in its course before reaching

tlie cliasms through which the waters of the plateau are precipitated into the low-

lands. Owing to the lack of rain, Anahuac is studded with deserts. He who seeks

tropical opulence there will never find it ; on the contrary, upper Mexico is stately

and bare, a region of rigid lines and cloudless skies. Now, this high Mexico is the

true Mexico, a stern land for the settler; but the settler is likewise stern, for he is of

Indian stock, crossed here and there with the Peninsulars.

Indians.— Whites.— Half-Castes.— Of the 11 J million Mexicans, 4,330,000 are pure

1 In the Cnadro Cienr/rdttco <le los Estndos Uiwlos ifericanos by Antonio Garcia Cubas, publislied in

1884 by order of the Mexican Government, the following are given as tbe measurements of the principal

mountain-peaks: Popocatepetl, n,7iW feet ; Citlaltepetl, 17,372 ; Iztaccihuatl. l(i,07e ; Nevado <le Toluca,

15,020 ; Nevado de Colima, li,:M;i ; Ajusco, 13,626 ; Matlalcueyatl or Malintzi, 13,475 ;
Cofre de Perote,

13,416 -, and Volcan de Colima, 12,743. — Kd.
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Indians, of varying degrees of enliglitenment, from those who furnish the Presidents

of tlie Republic its writers, leaders, and physicians, to the tribe in which a patient

who is to be bled is fastened to a stake and riddled with fine arrows by a " doctor,"

until the vein that is to be opened is reached. Those tribes speak 51 -different idioms,

principally dialects of the Aztec, which was the predominant speech of the land on

the arrival of the Conquistadores. About 2 million are classed as Caucasians; about

5 million are of mixed race, a fusion of Indians and Whites on the plateaus, and of

Whites, Indians, and Blacks in the tietras calieiHes, especially in the district of Vera

Cruz. These mixed peoples all speak Spanish, either exclusively or along with the

COUKT OP THE CONVEKT OF LA Mf.HCED, MEXICO.

tongue of the Indian tribe to which each is related. Castilian is rapidly making its

way among the pure Indians themselves. Since the (/e/ite sin razon,^ as they call

themselves in their modesty, has been brought nearer to the capital by railways and

roads, since its men have become proprietors instead of usufructuaries, the Indians

of Mexico have interested themselves in the general life of the nation ;
their feeble

and barbarous agglutinative dialects are no longer sufficient for their wants. For-

merly they contented themselves with drinking pulque, directing the water-courses over

the arid soil, and warming themselves under the capa del pobre, the poor man's cloak,

as the Spaniards of America artlessly name the generous sun. In passing from the

I Unreasoning race.
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Indian tongue and Indian tlioiiglit to the Sjtanish tongue and Spanish thouglit, the

Indians must eventually forgot tlieir hatred of the proud stranger, who has so tnxlden

them under foot that they iiave even regretted the yoke of their Nahua oppressors,

and Iluitzilopochtli's tliirst for blood.

The -2 million Caucasians are by no means all pure Whites; the number would

shrink greatly if we should subtract from it all those who are not really of European

blood,— of mngire azid} Of the more or less pure white Mexicans, some are

descended from the Castilians, Andalusians, Catalans, Galicians, and Basques, who

have arrived during the last three centuries; the rest are Cliapetones, or Gachupines

(Spaniards by birth), and other EurojK'ans. Among the latter we encounter many

Gascons and multitudes of Italians. The Italians will soon be the jiredominant ele-

ment here, as well as in nearly all the rest of Latin America. As for the Negroes,

they numbered only a few thousand before the Cuban War, which drove them in

throngs to the shores of Vera Cruz.

Without counting the wholly recalcitrant Indians of the dry c.amjws,— those

hardened nomads and most skilful horsemen, mortal enemies of the townspeople and

of the white proprietors, as well as of the brick-colored f.'irni Laborers,— Mexico com-

])rises, tlien, three peoples, distinct in their history and their character, namely, the

Indians, the Whites, and the half-castes; these are becoming little by little, through

the use of the Si)anish language, a more united nation than they ever were before,

and a more genuinely Mexican nation; this very obstinate and jjatient people is

bigotedly Roman Catholic.

States. — Cities.— Mexico constitutes a confederation of states modelled on that

of the United States. These states enjoy full autonomy in local matters, but all

affairs of general interest are administered by the central government. The Republic

includes at present one Federal District, Mexico, — with 476,000 inhabitants, — and

27 States, besides the Territory of Tepic and the Territory of Lower California; the

last is a peninsula, almost separated from the mainland, stretching southward

between the Paeiiic Ocean, on the west, and the Gulf of California, on the east.

This strip of land, 700 miles long, consists of gray or tawny mountains, which are

excessively dry, but rich in metals ; it contains a population of only 30,000 on 54,000

square miles.^ The 27 States bear either Indian names, such as Tlascala, Zacatecas,

Michoacan, and Chihuahua, or Spanish names, like Vera Cruz, Puebla, Xueva Leon,

Aguas Calientes, and Hidalgo;— this last name perpetuates the memory of the

" jiatriot .i)nest," Don Miguel Hidalgo, who led the revolt of 1810 against Sjjanish

rule, or, rather, against the intolerable oppression of the Gapuchines, and Avho was

executed in 1811. The largest of the States are Chihuahua, comprising nearly 90,000

' Sangre aznl is a Spanish term signifying literally " blue blood "
; the white race is called in Cas-

tilian raxa de sani/re vziil.

2 The results of late explorations in Lower California prove that the popuhar notion that this country

consists wholly of arid, sterile mountains is without fotmdation in fact. Ihitil quite recently the entire

region has been practically unknown territory. But it is found that, in the north, especially, the penin-

sula compares favorably with the State of California in fertility of soil, agreeableness of climate, and
beauty of scenery. The mountain-range, which has an extensive pine-belt, descends to the coast by
mesas, on which tlie fmits of tlie New England States grow well. The valleys are fertile and capable of

producing luxuriant growths of grapes, figs, bananas, oranges, and otiier fruits. Gra.ss is everywhere
abundant. Tlie climate is extraordinarily healthful. Tlio streams are adequate for irrig.ating purposes,

and w.atcr can be obtained everywhere by sinking wells. IJesides the ."W.OOO inhabitants of the south,

almost all of whom are of .Spanish descent, there are rapidly growing towns in the uortli, the settlers

of which are very largely of English speech. — Ed.
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square miles, Sonora, about 79,000, and Coahuila. nearly 62,000 ; the most populous
are Jalisco, 1,250,000 inhabitants, Guanajuato, 1,007,000, and Puebia, 83."^,000.

Mexico (pop. 329.000), or Mejico, is situated at an altitude of 7800 feet, in the

Cold Lands. It stands on a plateau of the interior, between the salt lake of Tezcuco

Maya Ruins, Uxmal.

and the fresii lake of Xochiniilco, about midway between the Gulf of Mexico, where
its i)ort is Vera Cruz (po].. 24,000), and the Pacific, where Acapulco is its seaport.
Mexico passes for the most charming city of Spanish America, and it was the most
populous before the flowering-out of Buenos Ayres, which has become the chief Cas-
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tilian-speaking city after Madrid. But the scenery around the Argentine metropolis

is coiiiiiioiiplace, while Mexico contemplates the majestic peaks of Popocatepetl,

Iztaccihuatl, and others of like mien.— Guadalajara (poj). 95,000) is 5085 feet above

the sea; Puebla (pop. 79,000) lies at an altitude of 7119 feet, and Guanajuato (pop.

52,000) at 6709 feet.

Yucatan.— The Mayas.— The states of Chiapas and Tabasco, and the peninsula of

Yucatan, lying east of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, belong politically to Mexico, but

physically tliey form a i)art of Central America. The area of the entire tract is fully

85,000 square miles; the population is less than 700,000. The only large rivers of

the section,— the Grijalva, which traverses Chiajtas, and the Usnmacinto, which

becomes the Tabasco, both descend from the Gu.atemalau plateau. Although Yuca-

tan has the Gulf of Mexico on the west and north and the Caribbean Sea on the

east, it contains no important stream ; there is hardly a brook on its limestone soil.

Only a very small jtortion of the Yucatan waters flows on the surface of the country,

which is as low and monotonous as Anahuac is high and varied ; the rest fills up

subterranean lakes, on which glinnner, here and there, dim r.ays of light let in through

the fissures of the c'enotes, or natural wells. These hidden reservoirs are emptied

into the Gulf of Mexico through streams which gush forth as springs froni the very

sea-bottom.

In this eastern Mexico,— which is not Mexico at all,— at Izamal, Chichen-Itza,

Tekax, Tihoo, Mayapan, Uxmal, Mani, Ococingo, Utal.an, and PalenquB enormous

ruins with huge sculptures recall one of the great nations of this part of America,

the Mayas, who were driven from Anahuac in ancient times by the Nahua families.

This old Maya race bears witness of itself in other and living monuments. It li.as

held out obstinately until the present day, and the language has survived with the

people. The Maya tongue predominates now in Yucatan to such an extent that the

proprietors .of haciendas, and even the townspeo])le of Spanish origin, are under

the necessity of sjieaking it, since the masses are either ignorant of Castilian or scorn

to understand it. On the eastern coast of the peninsula there are still a few tribes of

Indios bravos, or uncivilized, wild Indians. The ])CO])le of Yucatan live in sleepy

pueblos and in three lifeless cities: Merida (po]). 32,000), whose name recalls an

Estremaduran town having a famous bridge ; Valladolid, another celebrated name

adopted from old Spain; and Campeche (pop. 15,000), widely renowned for its dye-

woods.

CENTRAL AMERICA.

Volcanoes. — Revolntions.— Whites, Indians, Ladinos.— Central America resem-

bles Mexico in the distribution of its surface, which embraces a cold region, a temper-

ate region, and a hot region, and in its elevated ])lains, which stretch between the

same two oceans ; its jilateaus are likewise ridged with volcanoes, and strewn with

ruins bearing record of ancient Indian peojjles. Central America has much greater

natural advantages than Mexico. It rears its plateaus between two narrow strips of

land, Tehuantepec and Panama, either of which might be named the Suez of the New
World if the luxuriant vegetation watered by tropical rains were replaced by arid
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sands ; iu one part of its own territory a natural water-way brings the two oceans

within twenty-six miles of each other ; and a ship-canal will soon make Central Amer-

ica one of the most frequented highways of the world. Again, as Central America

is narrower than Anahuac, the capitals of its states are nearer both seas than the

Types of Ladinos.

great Mexican cities are, and they are on lower, more fertile plateaus, where the cli-

mate comes nearer to the ideal of perpetual sjtring ; but the rainy season here lasts in

some places eight months, in others six. At such times the unprecedented wetness
makes one long for dry, severe, cold weatlier, and the traveller, denouncing his lot, in

vain uses his spurs to extricate his horse from the sticky mire and clay. But for this
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sour, ilanij), musty half-yeai-, but for tlio volcanoes and earthquakes, but for foreign

cupklity, which has already thrown battalions of filibusters into it, this isthmian land

would be the gem of the New World. Besides, the country has always been prolific

in revolutions. Under the cloak of frivolous ])arty names, emi)ty agitations are going

on unceasinffly, — the fruit of the overweening conceit of blatant boasters, of the low

ambitions of leaders who never received a wound (unless when engaged in acts of

open brigandage), and of greed for gain, honors, and bawbles ;
" Thank God, we have

had only two earthquakes and three revolutions this year !
" a President of San Sal-

vador is said to have exclaimed on a certain occasion. As for volcanoes. Central

America possesses 85, 40 of which growl and bark and eject fire and ashes. Some of

them are terrible. In the sixteenth century, after the Conq\iest, the Church sought

to redeem these monsters "possessed with the devil " by the sacrament of baptism;

but the holy water poured into their craters by the priests extinguished none of

the fires.

Central America stretches from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to the Isthmus of

Panama, from the terminus of the North American sierras, where the land sinks to

6.50 feet above sea-level, to the starting-point of the Cordilleras of South America; in

Panama the surface has an elevation of only 300 feet. Politically, the country docs

not reach its natural limits. On the north, Jlexico has taken the divisions of Chiapas,

Tabasco, Campeche, and Yucatan; on tiic south, a large fragment of the Costa Rican

plateau is included in the United States of Colombia, and the British colony of Balize

extends along the shores of the Caribbean Sea. Thus reduced, Central America com-

prises about 172,000 square miles, with a population of 3,110,000,' or about 18 inhab-

itants to the square mile. San Salvador contains 92 persons to each square mile ; in

Guatemala the ratio is 31, in Costa Rica 11, in Honduras 9, and in Nicaragua between

6 and 7.

The Whites predominate nowhere except in Costa Rica ; everywhere else the peo-

ple are largely Indians or Ladinos. Ladinos, that is to say Latins! Now, what

Latin elements do these Central Americans possess? Almost none, since they are

much more closely allied l>y blood to the various conquered Indian nations than to

the conquering Spaniai'ds who overran the country after 1.524, and since, moreover,

the Spaniards themselves are Celts, Iberians, Berbers, or Arabs, anything rather than

Latins. But the Ladinos spe.ak the rich Neo-Latin tongue whose accents their ances-

tors first heard in words of command from the lips of the Conquistadores. Little by

little, Spanish is becoming the speech of the peaceable Indians who toil in the cacao,

coffee, indigo, and cochineal fields, and j)atiently cultivate maize on soil that produces

as many as four crops yearly ; it is also making its way .among the Jndlos bravos, and

it is daily restricting the domain of the Indian dialects,— whether Quiche, Maya, or

Nahuatl.

Centr.al America effected its independence from Spain in 1821. A federal govern-

ment was established, which was overthrown in 1839, after years of civil warfare.

The country now comprises five independent States, of unequal size, the smallest of

which, San Salvador, is a seventh the size of the largest, Nicaragua. Beginning at

the north-west, these States arc Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and

Costa Rica.

Guatemala.— The Guatemalans. — Notwithstanding its melodiousness, the terra

Guatemala is not of Spanish derivation ; it was not bestowed on the land by the Con-

1 See page 097.
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qiiistador Don Pedro de Alvarado. Could it have come from the Indian word Uhat-

ezmallia, " Mountain ejecting water" ? One of the Guatemalan volcanoes, the Volcan

de Agua, has in fact more than once suddenly belched forth a frigiitful torrent from

its crater, and hence its name, which signifies " water-volcano."

Guatemala covers 46,774 square miles, and contains 1,460,900 inhabitants (1889).

It confronts Mexico on the west, Yucatan on the nortii, and San Salvador and Hondu-

ras on the east. It embraces the loftiest and most extensive plateau of Central

America. Though it is only 1600 feet above the sea near the frontiers of San Salva-

The Volcan de Agua.

dor, farther nortli the altiiude v.aries between 4000 and 6400 feet ; the Altos of Que-
saltenango, where snow sometimes falls, are even 8000 feet in elevation, the climate is

almost severe, the soil is sterile, the surface is rugged, and people emigrate from there

as they do from all high, stern regions. Some of the volcanoes follow the Pacific at

only a short distance from the coast. The vegetation which si)rings up along this

seaboard during the rainy season withers in the season of drought ; but on the Carib-

bean Sea hardly a month passes without showers, so tliat the eastern slope of Guate-
mala is never destitute of vegetation. On the contrary, there is a too great exuber-

ance of j)lant-life, and man is here cribbed and confined in a species of wooded
swainj) ; on the colder and drier altos, however, the Ladinos have already felled too
many trees, and we shall soon ascend here from a virgin forest to a naked Castile.
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Three of the Guatemalan volcanoes are above 12,000 feet in elevation : the Volcan de

Fuego (of Fire), its neiglibor the Volcan de Agua (of Water), and Acatenango, none

of wliich has been accurately measured. The altitude of the loftiest of the three, the

formidable peak of Fuego, has been variously estimated at 12,270, 13,120, and 13,950

feet. There are 21 volcanoes in Guatemala, several of which are active.'

The western, central, and northern parts of the counliy slope toward the Grijalva,

a large river of Chiapas, and toward tlie winding Usumacinta, into which number-

less rios empty, and which descends from the plateau in rapids until it reaches the

cataract of Tonocique ; from here its course is more quiet, and it flows through Yuca-

tan into the Bay of Catnpeche. On the north of this basin, but witiiin Guatemalan

territory, sleeps the Lake of Peten, or Laguna de Flores, at an elevation of nearly

4900 feet, and with no visible outlet.

There are few Whites in Guatemala, where the fusion of races has made less

progress than in any other of the Central American States ; their number is reckoned

at 400,000, but how many have scarce a dro]> of sangre azul in the torrent of Indian

blood ! All these so-called Whites speak Spanish, which is imperceptibly bringing

under its sway the 2G Quiche, Maya, and Nahuatl dialects still existing in the country

;

already a great many half-castes have adopted it in place of their agglutinative

tongues, and even a large number of Indians have done the same. Among these last

are many of the })agan Iiidios bravos, notably the Lacandones ; but the majority of the

Guatemalans profess the Christian religion, which in olden times brought "not jjeace

but war " to the tribes that had sculptured the monuments of Copan, Tikal, and Do-

lores. On the altos and in the temperate and hot lands, the pseudo-Whites, half-

castes, and Indians are increasing rapidly without the aid of any foreign immigration,

save from time to time an Italian, Spaniard, or Frenchman, or an occasional new-

comer from the United States. The population doubles every thirty years.

The capital, Guatemala la Nueva (poj). 66,000), is situated 5016 feet above the

sea, at 12 or 15 miles from the Pacific, near two frowning summits, the Volcan de

Agua and the Volcan de Fuego. The building of the city was begun two years

after the earthquake of 1773, which destroyed the old metropolis, Guatemala la

Vieja; the latter town had succeeded as capital Guatemala la Antigua, the residence

of the Indian kings, which was suddenly carried away in 1541 by the famous eruption

of water from the jaws of the Volcan de Agua.

San Salvador and its People.— San Salvador, the sole one of the five states which

does not extend from the Pacific to the Atlantic, covers only 7228 square miles, but

it su]>]wrts over 663,000 inhabitants. On the west it borders Guatemala, on the north

and east it is bounded by Honduras. This land, which its Indians name Cuscatlan,

"land of riches," consists of a narrow strip of coast along the Pacific, embracing

forest-covered slopes and one liigh ])lain. This table-land, which forms a ])art of the

plateau of Honduras, is 30 miles broad and has a mean elevation of about 2000 feet

;

it supports volcanoes which continue the Guatemala range. Not including the mud-

volcanoes, there are liere thirty mountains of fire, either e.xtinct or active, between

3600 and 7900 feet high ; the loftiest are San Vicente (7870 feet [?]) and San Miguel

' Trigonometricil me.isurements of Fuego, made by Captain Hale and revised by PoggendorfT, fix

its elevation at 13,108 feet. Humboldt's statement that this volcano rises above the snow-line is evi-

dently a mistake, for that would indicate an altitude of considerably over 14,000 feet. As to the number
of Ciuatcmalan volcanoes, it has been variously given. Foledo {Geoi/ra/ia de Centro-Ame/'ica, 1874)

puts it at 31. At least five are decidedly active. — Ed. 4
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(7064 feet). Izalco (6152 feet), raised in 1770, lias been constantly increasing in size

ever since; ini])osing and j»roiul, it overlooks the ocean, ami when it blazes, a column

of fire guides the mariner over the deep; Izalco is the " Light-house of SaTi Salvador."

San Salvador has no space on its narrow domains for an Amazon, and Central

America itself is too closely pressed upon by the two oceans to be able to send into

either a stream of the first magnitude ; nevertheless, the Leinj)a discharges an average

of 17,.500 cubic feet of water per second into the Pacific, the tribute of a basin of

about 0600 square miles. Among the lakes of San Salvador, Ilopango preserves its

Indian name, as do nearly all the localities of the country ; this lake, which is only a

few leagues from the city of San Salvador, resembles the Lake of the I'our Forest

r;r\ri MAT. A C'ATIIKTtn.M..

Cantons in its tortuousness, its constrictions, its elongated arms, and in its girdle of

mountains; the summits of Ilo])ango have, however, neither snow nor ice like those

around Lucerne, but they are lighted uj) at times with a lurid glare when some volcano

becomes impatient ; Ilopango is about 5|^ miles long, 4J, wide, and more than 650 feet

deep ;' in former days four virgins were buried every year in its abysses, as a sacrifice

to Xochiquetzal, the goddess of the waters.

The L.adinos constitute the majority of the po])ulation of Snn Salvador; next in

^ In 1870-1880 a series of remarkable phenomena took place in tlie Lake of Ilopango. Between Dec.

31, 1870, and .Ian. 11, 1880, tlie waters rose four feet almve their level. The .lihoa, tlie outlet of the l.ake,

was transformed from a slender stream into a furious torrent. Cutting for itself a way througli the

volcanic rock, in the coirse of two months the .Tilioa drained Ilopango to a level o4| feet hclow the-

maximum. Near the middle of the lake a volcanic centre was upheaved 1.10 feet ahove the water. On
the outbreak of volcanic activity, the fish sought refuge near tlie banks, and wlien the waters receded

their dead bodies were left behiiul in sucli quantities that in some places hundreds of men were occupied

lor days in removing them, to prevent a pestilence. — Ed.
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number are the Inilians, who are doscenJaiits of a branch of the Mexican Aztecs, and

who still speak Xalmatl in some of tlieir villages. The pure Whites form scarcely

a fortieth of this rapidly growing nation. The capital, San Salvador (pop. 16,000),

borders the Bermenillo, not more than 30 miles distant from the Pacific, and at an

altitude of 2188 feet ; it lies at the foot of the Volcano of San Salvador, 6434 feet

high. The greatest enemy of the towns in this isthmian America is neither fire, nor

torrent, nor cannon, but tiie rocking of their very pedestals. San Salv.ador was

entirely destroyed in a few seconds by an earthquake in the night of the 16th of

April, 1854. The people dared not return to their home until four years later, and

then they feared to rear the new metropolis wholly on the site of the old. Since its

foundation, in 1528, San Salvador has experienced as many as ten earthquake shocks.

The ruins of Opico show that the ancient masters of San Salvador knew how to

build huge monuments like those constructed by their hostile brothers of Guatemala,

Honduras, and Yucatan.

Honduras.— The HondvireSos. — Iloiulnras, another Spanish-speaking Republic,

embracing 46,500 square miles, with 432,000 inhabitants, separates Guatemala (on the

north-west) from Nicaragua (on the south-east) ; it borders San Salvador on the south

and sonth-west. Its only part in the Grand-Ocean is the capacious and safe Bay of

Fonseca, which mirrors the neighboring volcanoes ; on the Caribbean Sea, Honduras

stretches out a long line of coast with one excellent harbor, Puerto Caballos, which

opens on the bell-shaped Bay of Honduras. Between the Atlantic port and the

Pacific gulf is the transverse valley known as tlie Llauura de Coniayagua, which might

liave giveA passage to an inter-oceanic canal had it not been necessary to raise the

ships to an altitude of 2790 feet, and then lower them again to se.a-level. It would be

easier to thread the labyrinth of the Strait of Magellan, or double Cape Horn in the

midst of black tempests. The mean elevation of the Ilonduran i)lateau is estimated

at nearly 3300 feet, and its loftiest mountains are said to be from 6000 to 8000 feet

high ; it contains but two volcanoes. Beautiful rios descend from the mountains

such as the Patook and Ulna, on the north, and the Clioluteca, on the south.

The Whites, who have come into the country since the days of the conqueror

Don Gil Gonzalez Davila, the peaceable Indians, the wild Caribs and Xicaques, the

Blacks, who are natives of Cuba or Jamaica, and the Mulattoes, all form but a small

element of the population of Honduras; the dominant people .are the Ladinos, who

are sober and persevering, steeled to endurance, robust, and capable of exertion and

heroism. And yet at present Honduras is asleep. When it awakes, as it surely will,

the Hondurans will possess themselves of the treasures of their land; the mountains

are glutted with metals, the soil is extraordinarily fruitful, and the climate is health-

ful, with an annual mean ranging between 55° and 68° F., according to elevation.

Tlie ancient cities of Honduras may h.ave possessed a certain degree of splendor,

and the ruins of more than one of them point to this conclusion ; but the modern

towns are little more than large villages. Tegucigalpa (pop. 12,600) in the Clioluteca

basin, on the Pacific sIojjc, has recently succeeded Coniayagua as capital of the repub-

lic ; the latter, a stunted town, is situated near the remarkable ruins of TeiianqHia, in

the Comayagua valley, at an altitude of about 2000 feet, on a rio of the Ulna basin.

The Ulua i-eceives nearly a third of the waters of Honduras.

Nicaragua.— The Nicaraguans.— It was the Conquistador Don Hernando Ponce

who led the Spaniards to tlie conquest of the region which afterward became the

largest state of Central America. It extends over 51,660 square miles, but sujtpoits
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hardly 31;^,000 inhabitants, who live in indolence under warm and charming skies.

This triangular country lies between the Atlantic and Pacific, nortli of Costa Rica

and south of Honduras. It is the lowest and most tropical portion of Central

America. Almost all its waters flow to the Atlantic,— in the north, through the

Segovia or Coco, a stream with a mean discharge of 17,500 cubic feet ; in the centre,

through various rios ; and in the south through the San Juan, the outlet of the

famous Lake Nicaragua.

Lake Nicaragua, with its 3200 square miles of surface, at an altitude of 130 feet

and encircled by volcanoes, is equal to fourteen Lake Lemans, and a somewhat marshy

A NiCAKAGUAN CaKRIAGE.

rio 20 miles long ])ours into it, the tribute of a lesser lake ne.'irly three times tlie size

of the Lake of Geneva ; it has no depressions, like those of the blue Swiss basin, for

the sounding-line sinks here to a dejjth of only 260 feet. Out of its glistening waves,

which rise and break in the wind almost like ocean-billows, tower three extinct cones,

Zapatera, Madei-a, and Omete])ec. Lake 3Ianagua, whose surplus waters are dis-

charged into Lake Nicaragua through the Tipatap.a, fills a cup of 560 square miles,

154 to 157 feet above sea-level, at the base of beautiful mountains, one of which

is the celebrated Momotombo (7000 feet). Moinotombo, according to legendary

accounts, is the only volcano in Central America which did not ))ermit any of the

priests sent to baptize its crater to descend into its jaws a second time.

These lakes are connected with the Atlantic by a broad stream, but tliey sleep
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close to the Pacific, into which, apparently, a slight shock would precipitate them, for

the ridge separating them from the great ocean is low and very slender. The river

which drains them, the San Juan, discharges an average of 17,500 cubic feet per

second, and 9250 at low water. This depression, therefore, forms a natural route

for a ship-canal connecting the Atlantic and Pacific, the construction of which has

been agitated at times by different nations for more than three centuries. Such a

canal is, in fact, in process of construction here, under the control of a company
chartered by the government of the United States in February, 1889, and after

liberal concessions had already been granted by Nicaragua and Costa Rica. The
total length of the route is 169.5 miles ; out of this, 142 miles are included in the

San Juan, Lake Nicaragua and other streams and basins. The summit of the portion

of the canal actually to be cut is to be reached by three looks on either side occupy-

ing three-fourths of a mile. The work is being pushed forward with great energy.

Nicaragua has in all twenty volcanoes. The loftiest, Telica, rises to the height of

7162 feet ; the most dreaded, Coseguina, which has an altitude of 3800 feet, or accord-

ing to some estimates of 2851, overlooks the Gulf of Fonseca. In 1835 it was the

scene of one of the most tremendous eruptions on record ; the outbreak lasted four

days, during which a vast tract of land and sea was covered with ashes.

The races are much mixed ; the Ladinos constitute, it is said, three-fifths of the

nation, the pure Indians a fourth, the Blacks and Miilattoes a seventeenth, and the

pure Whites, largely of Galician origin, a twenty-fifth. A few tribes of the interior,

several of which have sprung from Aztec stock, still speak the dialects of their ances-

tors,— among others, the savage Mosquitos ; but, as a whole, the inliabitants of

Nicaragua liave adojited the Spanish language. The blacks prefer the hot regions to

the high plains, where those in whose veins are a few drops of sawjre azul live from

choice. The Niearaguans are inferior to the other Central Americans ; they are more

indolent and not as handsome.

The capital, Managua (pop. 18,000), on the shores of a lake of the same name,

scarcely outranks Granada near Lake Nicaragua, and it is considerably smaller than

Leon (po]). 25,000) the former capital and the "monumental" city of the republic.

Costa Rica.— The Costa Ricans.— About 214,000 men give the name of fatherland

to this state of 19,985 square miles, the most southern of Central America. It was

at first called Costa de los Contrastes, Coast of Obstructions, but afterward received

the appellation of Rich Coast, doubtless because it was siqiposed to abound in wealth-

producing metals. The surface is a lofty table-land, a prolongation of the plateau of

Veragua; this latter plain, 2000 to 3300 feet in altitude, begins at the Panama
depression and ought to belong to Central America rather than to the United States

of Colombia. Veragua is the Golden Castile of Columbus and the Conquistadores.

Twelve volcanoes, four of which are still very dangerous, rise from the Costa Rican

plateaus ; a thickly wooded cordillera also overlooks these plains at a mean elevation

of 6500 feet. The noblest among the volcanoes are Turrialba (11,270 feet, possibly

12,507), Irazu (11,500 feet), near the city of Cartago and visible from both seas, and

Pico Blanco (11,739 feet) not far from the Veraguan frontiers. The principal table-

land, that of Cartago, is between 4100 and 5250 feet above the sea.

The Costa Ricans are almost exclusively pure Whites ; one man in five among the

peasants and one in twenty, at the utmost, among the townsmen, bear some slight

traces of a mixture of Indian blood with the Spanish,— and Spanish here means

Galician. The ancestors of this small nation came .largely from the rainy north-
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western peninsula of Iberia, from tlie land of the little people who seek their little

fortune in Portugal, Spain, and beyond the seas. However, the country has its

Indios braoos, — the Guatusos and the Talamancas. The Costa Ricans are comely,

polite, gentle, faithful to their word, very frugal, and somewhat close-listed, like their

Galician kinsmen. The table-land on which they are multiplying is, unfortunately,

very nai-row, and a slight descent from it, whether toward the Pacific or the Atlantic,

brings one into valleys where energy of body and health of soul are impaired by the

beat of the tenth parallel of latitude. Costa Rica is too limited in extent for its

j)eo])le to hope for a great future.

The capital, San Jose, only a century old, is a town of 18,000 souls, situated at an

altitude of 4226 feet, 60 miles from the Pacific seaport of Puntas Arenas, and 76

from the Atlantic port of Limon; it superseded Cartago, a city of 12,000 inhabitants,

which is forever menaced by the volcano of Irazu, and which has already been twice

dismantled since the settlement of San Jose.

British Honduras.— The 7562 square miles of British Honduras stretch along the

Bay of Honduras, east of Guatemala and Yucatan ; it is a land of forests .and swamps,

of blazing suns and tropical nature. Indians, Half-castes, and Negroes respectively

outnumber the Whites here, and in all there are scarcely 27,700 inhabitants ; the

Castilian tongue is steadily milking its way among all classes, owing to S])anish immi-

gration from the five neighboring republics and from "ever faithful " Cuba. Balize,

the capital, on the Bay of Honduras, is a town of 5800 souls.

THE ANTILLES.

The American Mediterranean,— Between the two Americas glistens the Mediter-

ranean of the New World. It is much larger ' than the glorious inland sea of Europe,

but it is less closely land-looked, and it separates two half-continents, instead of three

great divisions of the globe. Like the classical Mediterranean, which has two clearly

defined divisions joined by the broad strait between Tunis and Sicily, the Mediterra-

nean of America comprises two b.asins : on the north-west the Gulf of Mexico, on the

south-east the Caribbean Sea. The Channel of Yucat.an, a wide pass between the

dumpy i)eninsula of Yucatan, on the west, and the Island of Cuba, on the east,

unites the two bodies of water. On the north, this inland sea bathes the flat co.asts

of the United State-s, which pour into it their "father of waters," the turbid Missis-

sippi ; on the south, Colombia and Venezuela cast the shadow of their sierras on its

coast ; on the west, Mexico and Central America sej)arate it from the Pacific by three

terraces of tierms rising from the infected seaboard ; on the east, from the P'lorida

Reefs to the mouths of the mighty Orinoco, the Antilles, a chain of islands ranging
in magnitude from an empire to an islet, divide its waters from those of the Atlantic.

These islands are ]>erhaps remnants of a vast submerged tract, for their flora and fauna

differ widely from those of both Americas.

Climate of the Antilles. — Negroes, Whites, and Mulattoes. — The Antilles lie

between the 10th and 27th parallels of north latitude. On an area of about 94,500

1 About 1,775,000 square miles, against less than 1,125,000.
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square miles their iiibabitants tmiuber loss than 5J million ; a fourth of these are

Whites. The islands have retained the name of West Indies, a title given them at

the time of tiieir discover)' by Cliristopher Columbus, who supjiosed that they were a

prolongation of that India whose treasures and spices Spain coveted. They bear,

moreover, a slight resemblance to the Gangetic peninsula ; they spring out of tropical

waters, their vegetation is brilliant, tlieir forests exuberant, their climate hot and tem-

pestuous, the yearly rainfall on certain mountains is nearly 400 inches,— and yellow

fever is as deadly in the Antilles as cholera is in India. Most of the islands rise as

mountains. The smaller ones are either limestone or of volcanic formation ; seven

A Genekal ViKW OF Havana.

fiery summits are still active, and earthquakes are frequent and destructive. Bale-

ful hurricanes often visit the archipelago; in the eighteenth century a tornado

caused frightful havoc in the French island of Martinique, destroying four thousand

seamen and forty ships, and burying nine thousand victims under the ruined towns >

the same typhoon swejjt over Barbadoes, leaving death in its path, and it swallowed
up a British fleet with six thousand mariners before Saint Lucia. But, on the other

hand, nowhere are the skies more brilliant, the stars more resplendent, the breezc^s

warmer and balmier, than on these temjjest-ravaged shores. The climate of the sea-

board is, however, blighting to such Whites as imprudently brave it ; fortunately,

owing to their promontories, peaks, and mountains, the Antilles, like Latin Amei'ica,

which tliey face on the west and north, have Temperate Lauds above the Hot Lands,
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and Cold Lands above the Temperate. The European finds here, at an altitude of a

few hundred feet, the clinuitc of the Mediterranean coasts; higher still he encounters

cold weather, and in places even a little snow. The low regions, with their rainy,

leaden skies, are suited to the Negroes and Mulattoes, who together constitute nearly

three-fourths of the motley nation of the Antilles.

The ancestors of the Negroes of the Antilles were slaves brought in shackles

across the seas from Africa, to replace the savage and warlike Caribs, who diminished

so rapidly under the cruel treatment of their masters that out of more than a million

Ilavtians, it is said, scarce one hundred fifty thousand remained a quarter of a

century after the Spanish conquest; we have this story from the chronicles, which

always exaggerate. For neai-ly three and a half centuries, the Blacks toiled in the

Antilles under the driver's whij), in the sugar-cane, coffee, cacao, tobacco, and cotton

fields, where the most dazzling fortunes of Europe were for a long time amassed.

Free to-day in the French, Dutch, and British Antilles, and on the eve of becoming

so in the Spanish isles, they protest by a haughty indolence against the servitude and

the injustice which bent generations of their forefathers over the soil. To fill their

places the planters import coolies from India or China. On two small islands, Donun-

ica and Saint Vincent, are a few genuine Carib families (twenty-five or twenty-six in

all), and thousands of the race, more or less tinged with black blood, are said to exist

in the north of Ilayti. Everywhere else these Indians have gone down to the grave,

— and Spain is guilty of their murder. The name Caribs is a corruption of Calinar

gos, the correct appellation of the people. They belong to the great family of the

Guaranis.'

Hayti is independent of all European and American powers, but it is French in the

speech of two-thirds of its inhabitants, and Spanish in that of the other one-third.

The rest of the Antilles belong to Spain, England, France, Holland, or Denmark.

The Blacks of the different islands have adopted the language and the form of Chris-

tianity of that European nation which first colonized their island ; but they have in-

troduced into their Christian creeds all sorts of African superstitions, notions, and

beliefs, and they have reduced their Spanish, English, and French to weak, formless,

grammarless jargons. To sum up, Spanish is spoken in this little world by nearly

2,000,000 people, French by more than a million, and English by something less than

a million.

THE SPANISH ANTILLES.

The Spanish Antilles, embracing Cuba and Porto Rico, comprise 49,479 square

miles, a little more than one-half the area of the entire archipelago; their inhabitants

number 2,899,000 (of whom 1,300,000 are Whites, or are rated as such), somewhat

less than half the population of all these islands.

Cuba has no rival in \tealth and size among the other Antilles. It is about equally

• 1 It is still an open question whether any atfinity exists between the Caribs and the Guaranis (a

people inhabiting the immense region stret<;hing from tlie Amazon to the Pampas of Buenos Ayres).

Tlio Caribs call themselves, in their own tongue, CaliiuKjo, Carhuuin, (JaUiponitm,a,nA, in an abbreviated

form, Calina, signifying " warrior," " a brave and valiant man." From these names Columbus formed

the word Caribnles, and the latter transformed into Cunibalrn gave us " cannibal," a term expressive of

one of the inhuman practices o£ the Caribs. Carib, it is said, is possibly the same word as Uuarani, for

both mean " warrior." — Ei>.
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distant from Florida and Yucatan. It is sej)ai-ated from the first by the Florida
Channel, 125 to 140 miles wide, and from the Mexican mainland by the Channel of

Yucatan. When Columbus set foot on Cuban shores, in the month of October, 1492,
he found 200,000 Indians, or, according to otlier estimates, 500,000, or even a million.

An Avenue of Palms in Cuba.

These inoffensive savages yieiiled tamely to the conqueror, stretched out their
necl<s to the rope, and perished all the sooner for their pliancy. It was in 1512 that
the Spaniards established themselves permanently in the island of Fernandina, as they
then designated the land which Columbus had called .Tuana, and which afterward
received the names of Santiago and Ave Maria, before adopting that of Cuba.
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Twelve years later, the enslaved race had been i-edueed to 20,00(1 men. In 1500 it

was apparently extinct, but this half-century had not wholly ett'aced their names from

the book of life; already many half-breeds had sprung from the union of the con-

querors with Indian women, and it is thought that a jiortion of the mountaineers of

the eastern department are of genuine Cuban a!id American descent. Long years

jiassed before the destroying nation began to restore life to the desert it had created.

The marvellous land which afterwai-d became the "Queen of llie Antilles" could

not retain its liold on the gloomy sons of the steppes of Castile, La Manch.a, and

Estreniadura, any more than on the joyous Andalusians. How could it when there

were countries of magic renown on the continent, — Mexico, Peru, and that never

attained El Dorado, in comparison with whose treasures all the wealth of the empire

of the Incas was poverty itself ? The Spanish settlement acquired no stability until

toward the end of the seventeenth century. At that period, Jamaica, one of the

Greater Antilles belonging to Spain, fell into the hands of the heretical English, and

1500 Sj)aniards ' abandoned the island for Cuba, where they found once more their

own language, their own religion, and their native government, under the shelter of

the thick walls of Havana. At the end of the eighteenth century and in the early

years of the nineteenth, Cuba received thousands of French from San Domingo, who

came as voluntary exiles from the vengeance of the Blacks.

The island is 800 miles long from west to east, 25 wide in the narrowest portion,

and scarcely more than 90 in the broadest ; it embraces 45,870 square miles, including

its entire cortege of islands, one of which, Pinos, has an area of 1215 square miles.

Its inhabitants number 1,522,000. The finest Cuban ports are Havana, Cienfuegos,

Nuevitas, Nipe, Bahia Honda, Malaguela, Puerto del Padre, and Manati. From these

ports we look out on vegas, hills, and mountains. The vegas, that is, irrigated plains

or valleys and stretches of plantations, are miracles of fruitfulness ; hills, rarely rising

above 325 feet, occupy a considerable part of Cuba ; among the mountains, the Pico

de Turquino (8400 feet) is the loftiest. It rises at the extreme south of tlie island,

facing the peaks of Jamaica. On many of the higher summits, and in many of the

valleys which are exposed to the moist winds, the annual rainfall is 150 inches; in

other localities it is 120, 75, or even as low as 36; yet even this last fall suffices for

the ripening of two crops of maize yearly, for the growth of rice, for the maturing of

sugar-cane, and for the perfecting of a world-renowned tobacco. •

Notwithstanding the enervating heat of such lowlands as are never fanned by the

sea-breezes, notwithstanding the visitations of yellow fever, Cuba contains more
Whites than Blacks; this may be due to the healthfulness of the climate, or to the

fact that the settlers nearly all came from southern lands and therefoi-e have little to

fear from the heat of the tropics. Out of 1,522,000 inhabitants, 988,000 have no

Black lilood (or very little), and with the exception of the years when the frightful

vomito negro throws all tlie families into mourning, these Whites furnish an average

annually of 41 births to 24 deaths in every thousand persons. The white Cubans call

themselves Spaniards, they or their ancestors having come from Spain, from the

Canaries, or from different parts of Latin America, such as Mexico or Venezuela

;

those among them who were born in the proud Peninsula, especially in Galicia, Cata-

loiiia, Andalusia, or in tlie Basque lands, bear the name of Peninsulars; 25,000 trace

their origin to the Can.ary Islands. The Peninsulars are not loved in the " ever

faithful " island, as the S])aniards were wont to speak of Cuba before the outbreak of

1 Some say 8000.
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that war which, though furious and devastating, nevertheless failed to establish Cuban

independence. However, since the blood of the Cubans has reddened the flow of

their rios, they remember that they know how to die for tlieir country, and herein lies

the germ of future liberty. During those ten years of savage slaughter, many of the

magnificent [ilantations which made Cuba the " Queen of the Antilles" were ruined.

With the restoration of peace there is a revival of prosperity, and cultivation is again

taking possession of the vegas, through the toil of the Blacks (whose legal emancipa-

tion is approaching), and through that of the ill-treated Chinese laborers. The coolies

number 44,000, the Negroes 489,000.

Among those Whites who are not Spaniards by birth or by descent, we find a

very large number of Gascons, so that pure French and Creole French — both also in

use among the families originating in San Domingo— are spoken along with Cas-

tilian in a great many haciendas, especially about Guantanamo and Santiago de Cuba.

All of the Frencl)-s])eaking pojiulation understand Spanish.

Havana (pop. 200,000), tlie capital of the island and a cigar-manufacturing centre,

lies on a capacious bay on the northern coast, nearly opposite the Florida Reefs.

Like all the rest of Cuba, it has the delightful, enervating climate of a sea-girt countiy

lying between the •20th parallel and the tropic of Cancer.

Porto Rico.— .Jamaica, the natural satellite of Cuba, owes allegiance to the English

and not to the Sjianiards; Porto Rico, the political satellite of the "ever faithful"

island, is se|)arated from it by the entire mass of Hayti. Seven degrees of longitude

lie between these two divisions of the Spanish Antilles. Porto Rico embraces .about

3600 square miles, and is almost a perfect parallelogram in figure ; it is separated

from the Dominican shores of Hayti by Mona Passage, 90 miles wide. This charm-

ing and healthful island rears no lofty sierras ; the highest of its wooded mountains,

El Yunque, has an altitude of only 3675 feet.

Porto Rico is not more than a twelfth or a thirteenth the size of Cuba, but it con-

tains above half as many inhabitants. With a population of 807,000, it has nearly

224 persons to the square mile. As in Cuba, the Whites have the preponderance

;

they number 425,000. The rest are Blacks and Mulattoes. The majoi-ity of the Whites

are of Spanish descent ; there are a few thousand Italians, Corsicans, and French, and

also a small immber of Chinese. As for the Indians, they disappeared centuries ago,

and in this unhistoric land not a monument, not a sepulchre, not a name recalls to the

posterity of the proscribers the memory of that race which their ancestors laid so

speedily in the cemetery of forgotten nations.— San Juan Bautista (pop. 25,000),

the capital, occupies an islet of the northern coast.— Ponce, a larger town, contains

nearly 40,000 inhabitants.

HAYTI.

The Haytian Republic— The Dominican Republic.— In truth, the "Queen of

the Antilles " is not the rich and blood-stained island of Cuba, but H.ayti, more blood-

stained still, and more exuberant
; yet, though nature has lavished upon it her wealth,

man keeps the island poor. The Negroes and Mulattoes neither plant nor sow, and
they can scarcely be said to live in this country " created by God, but governed by
the devil." Hayti lies on the path between Cuba and Porto Rico, 53 miles from the
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first, 75 from the second, 110 from Jamaica, and 350 north of the nearest American

promontory, Ca])e Goajira, — the most northern jioint of a ]ieninsula belonging i>artly

to Colombia and jjarlly to Venezuela. Its greatest length is 400 miles, its greatest

breadth 100. Ilayti comj.ri.ses •29,828 square miles,' ami has a coast-line of 1800 miles

— almost the same as that of France. The inhabitants nnmlter 850,000 or 900,000,

or iierhaps even a million. The western portion of the island is Frencli in speech, the

eastern Sjianish ; its surface is everywliere mountainous, and the scenery is imi)os-

ing and magnificent.

The old Indian name of Hayti (" mountainous country ") was revived after the

island had been successively called Hisj)aniola or Little Spain (tlie appellation bo-

stowed upon it by Columbus), Saint Domingue (so designated by the French colo-

nists), and Santo Domingo (thus named by the Spaniards). Its mountains rise in

three j)ai'allel chains, which reach the height of 8940 feet in the long peninsula of

Tiburon, and 10,30'2 feet in Loma Tina, near the southern shore; this latter eminence

is the loftiest in the Antilles, so far as known, though the Pico del Yaqui is spoken of

as having an altitude of 13,632 feet (?). Such sierras, in an excessively wet climate

with two rainy seasons each year, give rise to rivers of gi'eat volume, though they are

necessarily very short ; however, the length of the Artibonite is estimated at 250

miles.

This favored island bears two peoples, who speak two dissimilar languages and

have two different histories. It is divided into a West and an East, the latter the

more e.vtensive, the former the more populous. The West is French, or rather

French-speaking, or, to be more accurate still, its Negroes make use of a Franco-

Negro patois, and French is the language of their schools, their books, newspapers,

and proclamations; they call themselves Frenchmen, and feel themselves such,

in spite of French injustice to them, and in spite of the sea of blood that lies

between the two peoples. The official title of this old colony of Saint Domingue is

Hayti ; it is also sometimes called the " Black Republic." It occupies a small portion

of the body of the island, and two long peninsulas resembling two lobster-claws, one

of which h.as been half removed. The shorter northern claw extends to within 53

miles of Cuba, the southern is stretched out toward Jamaica, which is farther away

than the great S|)anish de|)endency. The Haytian Republic embraces less than a

third of the independent island of Hayti or San Domingo (9232 square miles out of

29,828), but it possesses 975 miles of coast-line, while the Dominican Republic has

only 826; and two-thirds of all the inhabitants,— 550,000 to 600,000, out of 850,000

to 900,000,— belong to the Wcistern state. Nevertheless, the latter is almost uninhab-

ited except along the sea-shore aixl in a few valleys like that of the Artibonite.

The small island of Tortuga, near the north-western shore and close to Windward
Passage, which separates Ilayti from Cuba, served as a refuge for French adventurers

in the first half of the seventeenth century. During the many wars waged at that

period between France and Spain, these fortune-seekers, pirates, buccaneers, or

rhasseiirs attacked, on their own responsibility, the great island which then belonged

wholly to Castile and Leon. Before the close of the century, the western peninsulas

and the valley of the Artibonite had been conquered by them, and the treaty of

Ryswick made these sections French soil. From 1097 (the date of the treaty) until

1789, the colony was in a most prosperous condition, and the English, Spaniards,

Portuguese, and Dutch all jealously recognized in it the model settlement. But 1789

1 Including the adjacent islands, among others Gonaive (288 sq. m.) and Tortuga (117 sq. in.).
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cnmp, followed by trngic j-cars,— civil war, the guillotine, tlie struggle of France

against Europe; and while the French were fighting for their altars' and their firesides,

slavery was abolished in their colonies. In Hayti, the newly acquired liberty was the

liriglit dawn of a day which set in gloom; a war of races broke out, and the Negroes
soon slaughtered and extirjiated tlie planters. The few who escajjed were dispersed.

Some crossed the Windward Passage and settled in Cuba ; others preferred the

P^-ench-speaking Antilles, — Dominica, Saint Lucia, Guadeloujjc, and Martinique;

some became the founders of the little Creole nation of Trinidad ; otliers set sail for

Haytian Types.

Louisiana, and others still returned to France. Some years later, a powerful French

army embarked for Saint Domingue.'' This well organized force, composed of the

conquerors of Europe, was more formidable than the Negroes whom it was sent to

' III truth, tliore were no altars .at that tune.
- Tliis force, commanded by Oeneral I>eolerc, w.as sent out in 1801 by Bonaparte, who was then first

consul of France, and who had determined to subdue Hayti and restore slavery. The Negroes acted
under tlie leadership of Tou.ss.aint I'Ouverture, who, h.aving already made himself master of the country,

had adopted a constitutional form of government, in which be was recognized as president for life. The
Blacks were soon driven to the mountains by the French, but the war was kept up until, through the

treachery of Lederc, a truce was decl.ared : during the suspension of hostilities, Toussaint was seized

and sent to Fr.ance, where lie died in prison (1803). Infuriated by this act of bad faith on,the part of

the French general, the Blacks renewed the struggle under Dessalines, with terrible barbarity. Then a
British fleet appeared off the coast. Weakened by the liavoc m.ade l>y the climate among the trooi)s, and
finding themselves unable to cope with the British, in 1S03 the French agreed to evacuate the island.— Ed.
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subjugate, but the hostile climate proved fatal to it : the soldiers melted away under

the sky of the Antilles, and at length— their numbers decimated by sunstroke,

fever, and dysentery— they surrendered to the English, who had just revived the

war against France.

Since the Blacks and half-castes have had the destiny of Ilayti in their hands, they

have not made it (as was expected of them) the guirling star of tlieir race. Neither

from the other Antilles, nor from the lower Mississip]ji, nor from Guiana, nor from

Brazil, nor from the far-away African shores, do their brethren look to thetn for an

Haytian Womks.

example of wisdom and achievement. The Haytian people had their birth in ven-

geance, and they have lived in hate. After having proscribed the Whites, they
turned against one another, Mulatto against Negro, Negro against Mulatto, and,— as

in other countries, — liberal against conservative, and the more advanced against the

more moderate (terms which, here as elsewhere, are devoid of deep meaning). Owing
to civil wars, the little nation is perhajis no larger than it was a hundred years ago,

when it comprised from 80,000 to 35,000 Whites, 27,000 Mulattoe.s, and 500,000

Blacks.

Port-au-Prince is the capital city of these more than bronzed Frenchmen, these

very childish and superstitious Roman Catholics, the great majority of whom display

more fervor iji/;^heir worship of the voudoo serpent than in their efforts to follow in
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spirit and truth tiie teachings of tlie catecliisin. Port-au-Prince is a town of 40,000

inliat)itant.s, situated in a stormy region at the liead of tlie Gulf of Gonaive.— In

colonial times, the metropolis of the island was Cape Haytien, on the northern

seaboard.

The Dominican Republic, which is of Sjjanish speech, occupies the centre and

east of Hayti ; it comprises 20,596 square miles and contains 300,000 inhabitants.'

Magnificent forests of mahogany, cedar, ebony, and other woods of priceless value

descend to the plains along the niountain-slojies. This was the first Castilian settle-

ment in America. The colony began in great splendor; hidalgos, adventurers, gold-

seekers, and missionaries from th6 Iberian Peninsula flocked thither by thousands, and

founded flourishing towns. In twelve or fifteen years the Caribs dwindled, it is said,

from 900,000 to 60,000 ; their number forty-one years after the discovery of the

island is rated at 4000. The Carib race, however, survived. The Spaniards came

to the New World to get gold and not to found families ; they allied themselves with

Carib women, and the Dominican nation owes its origin to the union of Euro]ieans

and Indians rather than to a mixture of Whites and Negroes. The reverse is true in

the Haytian Republic, where the Carib blood has almost wholly disappeared, where

the black element is almost nine times as great as the mulatto, and where the white

element has ceased to exist.

Coites was for some time a functionary in a town of San Domingo. After the

conquest of Mexico, the Dominicans, dazzled by the great fortune of Cortes, emigrated

in multitudes to the continent, and the colony, till then so flourishing, seemed on the

eve of perishing. It has never regained tlie vigor of its early years; civil warfare,

the conflicts with the neighboring state, and the indolence of its inhabitants, have

prevented a revival of jjrosperity. However, during the last few years, Whites from

Cuba, Porto Rico, and Jamaica have been stirring the Dominicans out of their

apathy. The entire population, estimated at 300,000 souls, jirofesses the Roman
Catholic faith, and speaks the Spanish language.— The cajiital, Santo Domingo (pop.

16,000), lies on the south coast, at the mouth of the river Ozama.

THE FRENCH ANTILLES.

Not all the Antilles of French speech belong to France. To say nothing of the

"Black Re]niblic," the French language jirevails more or less exclusively in several

of the Lesser Antilles, which are at ])resent subject to the British,— in Dominica,

Saint Lucia, Grenada, and Trinidad. Guadeloupe and Martinique, together with the

different islets dependent upon the former— in all, 1103 square miles, with 341,000

inhabitants— constitute the remnant of the French possessions in the Antilles.

Guadeloupe is a Spanish name; Columbus, who discovered the island in 1493,

consecrated it to the Holy Virgin of Gu.adalupe, who was then and is still venerated

in more than one Spani-sh church. Tlie 16th parallel of Latitude passes over Guade-
loupe, or rather over Guadeloupe proper or Basse-Terre, the more southern of the

two islands of which this French dejiendency is com])osed. The more northern is

called Grande-Terre. These islands arc sej^arated by an arm of the sea, named La

1 Official, though unreliable, estimates give : Hayti, 800,000: San Domingo, 504,000. — Ed.
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Rividre Sal6e. Grande-Terre('253 sq. tn.) is the smaller and less attractive of the two.

Streams, woo^s, and hills are wanting to it ; the inhabitants live in fear of droughts,

and they know how earthquakes can level villages. Guadeloupe, or Basse-Terre (365

sq. m.), is also subject to earthquake shocks, but it is as beautiful as Grande-Terre is

ugly,— with mountain-gorges, forests, extinct volcanoes, and torrents fed by a rainfall

of 86 inches ; the surface rises to the height of 4870 feet in the peaks of La Soufriere.

These two islands constitute the body of the colony, but it has scattered dependen-

cies : Desir.ade, an extinct volcano covering 11 square miles; Marie-Galante (58 sq.

m.) ; Les Saintes, comprising 6 square miles in five islands that bristle with cannon;

and far away to the north, near the 18th paraHel, surrounded by English islands,

Saint-Barthelemy (8 sq. m.), an islet destitute of water and formerly a volcano ; and,

lastly, the larger half of Saint Martin, embracing about 21 square miles;— the other

half belongs to Holland.

In all, Guadelou|)e contains 722 square miles, with 165,000 inhabitants. The
Whites, Blacks, and Mulattoes are distributed in the ratio of 7 Whites, 31 Blacks,

and 62 Mulattoes in every hundred persons. Beside these, there .are coolies brought
from India, Anam, China, and Africa. Roman Catliolicisni is almost the only religion

])rofessed, and French is the sole language spoken.— B.'isse-Terre (pop. 10,000), in

Guadeloupe, is the capital, but it is a smaller town than Pointe-a-Pitre (pop. 15,000),

in Grande-Terre.

Martinique lies 60 miles south-east of Guadeloupe. With its volcanoes, its dense
woods, its rivers and cataracts fed by an annual rainfall of 85 inches, this island is on-

chanting. Though it embraces not more than 381 square miles, it contains 175,000
inhabitants, or nearly 460 to the square mile; and yet the entire island is by no means
under cultivation

; the 255 square miles of uplands are covered with forests, rocks,

brakes, and grass through which glide deadly serpents. Earthquake visitations are as

frequent as in Guadelou]>e.

Among the 175,000 islanders there are scarcely 10,000 Whites, though in 1750
they inimbered 15,000 ; the coast-lands of Martinique as well as those of Guadeloupe
are unsuited to Frenchmen. Tlie climate is stifling, with an annual mean of 80.6° F.
As the surface reaches an elevation of 4430 feet, in Mont Pelee, the island has its

Temperate Lands, and there are even cool regions to which the planters do not ascend.
The mass of the population is conqiosed of French-speaking Blacks and half-castes of
various grades

; next in number are the laborers imported from Asia or Africa.— Fort-
de-France (|)op. 11,000), the capital and a superb port, has just one-half the popula-
tion of Saint Pierre (poji. 22,000).

THE BRITISH ANTILLES.

Jamaica.— Jamaica lies under the 18th parallel, directly west of Porto Rico and
llayli, 87 miles from Cuba, 84 fi-om Ilayti, and 394 from the Nicaraguan promontory
Cape Gracias-a^Dios. It outranks every other island of the British Antilles both in

size and jiopulation
; its greatest length is 143 miles, its width from 30 to 37, and its

coast-line 500. Of the 639,500 inhabitants occupying its 4193 square miles, only 14,-

000 are classed as Whites (they numbered 28,000 toward the close of the last century),
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and these 14,000 are of various hues of complexion ; many are even black, for at every

census Negroes who lack but little of being sooty enroll themselves among the

Whites. The half-castes of Latin America do the same ; it is what the conquered

and down-trodden everywhere have done since the dawn of history. Jamaica seems

destined to be occupied by the Negi-oes, and here, as in most of the other Antilles, the

white families (at least those dwelling in the lowlands) will jirobably gradually become

extinct. The Spaniards, better adapted to life in a tropical clime than the English,

would surely have established their race here, but these first colonizers quitted the

island when England became its mistress (1G55).

The old Indian name Xaimaca signifies, we are told, the Land of Wood and

Water ; the country does indeed abound in torrents, for copious rains fall on the high

sandstone and limestone mountains. None of the summits of Jamaica rises above the

snow-line. Toward the east of the island, in tlie Blue Mountains, Cold Ridge reaches

an elevation of 8163 feet and Great Cascade is 7746 feet above sea^level. It is in the

plains, valleys, and canons along the coast, and not in the Temperate Lands on the

shoulders of the mountains, nor in the cool zone on their tops, that the white man

suffers from the heavy, tempestuous, debilitating heat— from fever, dysentery, and

the vomito negro. Climbing along the mountain-flaidvs one finds, at varying alti-

tudes, the climate best suited to his age, his physical condition, or his constitution;

but founders of colonies have always been fortune-seekers, — they settle wherever

gold grows— on the coast, in the ])lains, under a vertical sun if that sun fructifies.

And it was in the lowlands that the English colonized Jamaica. The Blacks were

brought into the island after 1558, at which period the aboriginal race had already

been consumed in the service of the conquerors— except such part of the Indian

blood as had entered the proud families of the invaders througli native women.

When the Englishman had driven out the Si)aniards, he inundated the island with

Africans, and between 1680 and 1807 ' 2,830,000 ebony-skins were engulfed here; yet,

in 1838, when the emancipation of the slaves was finally effected, only 311,000 Afri-

cans were found on this Negro-devouring soil. The Blacks of Jamaica pass for Chris-

tians— Protestants or Roman Catholics (there are, liowever, a few Jews), but the

largcmajority hold extravagant beliefs imported from Africa. Down to the present

time, owing to an indolence which finds some excuse in the brilliancy of the climate,

they have proved incapable of bringing the entire island under cultivation ; scarcely

a fifth of the land is utilized for cattle-raising and for the cultivation of coffee, maize,

and sugar-cane. Beside the Blacks, 15,000 to 20,000 coolies are employed on the

large estates, at the expense of the Whites, who import them from India and China.

— The name of the capital, Spanish Town, recalls the fact that the Castilians pre-

ceded the English as rulers of Jamaica; when the Peninsulars were the dominant

nation in the " Land of Wood and Water," this town was called Santiago de la Vega

The British Lesser Antilles.— Tliese islands, which are for the most i>art small, are

very numerous. Tliey stretch from Porto Rico to Trinidad (which nearly touches

South America) in the form of an arc of a circle, and they constitute a sort of break-

water to the Caribbean Sea.

The Virgin Islands, east of Porto Rico, contain only 5000 inhabitants— 120 of

whom are Whites— on 64 square miles. The largest island of the grou]} is called

Tortola, a Sjianish name.

Saint Christopher, or Saint Kitt's, covers 68 square miles. Mount Misery, an

' Tlie date of the abolishment of the slave-trade.
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extinct volcano, rises here to an altitude of 3701 feet. With Anguilla (35 sq. in.) Saint

Kitt's forms a little government of 103 square miles, with a j)opulation of 32,000.

Nevis, together with Redonda, contains 12,000 inhabitants, on about 50 square

miles of well watered territory ; it is a volcano nearly 2500 feel in height. The cli-

mate is healthful.

Antigua, embracing about 108 square miles, with 34,000 inhabit.ants, bears the

name of an old church of Seville, a name bestowed upon it l)y the famous Genoese.

It consists of limestone, and is destitute of rivers and fountains; the highest elevation

is not more than 889 feet. Its dependency, Barbuda, is low (200 feet), and contains

less than 1000 inhabitants on 75 square miles of surface. Barbuda became the private

property of an English family (the Codrington family) in 1680 ; it has been leased for

a number of years to two wealthy English sportsmen. The capital of Antigua and

Barbuda (embracing together about 180 square miles, with 34,964 souls) is Saint

John's (pop. 10,000). This city controls at the same time the entire Leeward group,

which includes the Virgin Islands, Saint Christopher and Anguilla, Nevis and Re-

donda, Antigua and Barbuda, Montserrat and Dominica— or nearly 725 square

miles, witli about 124,000 islanders (2500 of whom are Whites).

Montserrat was so named by Columbus because of its resemblance to the Catalan

Montserrat, or Monserrat ; it is volcanic, and its peak of La Soufriere still emits

vapors. It has an area of 47 square miles, and contains 11,400 inhabitants ; among

these are a few Whites, who are said to be of Irish origin.

Dominica lies between the two French dependencies of Guadeloupe and Martin-

ique. It belonged at one time to France, and it has remained French in speech.

On its 275 squJire miles dwell 28,800 people, some few of whom (perhaps about twenty

families) are of pure Carib blood; these Indians speak the Creole of the island.

There was formerly a boiling lake in an old crater of Dominica, but it ceased to exist

in 1880. Among the mountain-peaks, Diablotin, an extinct volcano, rises to the

height of 5900 feet. The capital is Roseau (pop. 5000).

Saint Lucia, south of Martinique, embraces 243 square miles, and contains perhaps

1000 Whites and 43,000 Blacks. It was once a colony of France, and the islanders

still make use of the French language. The forests are infested with the venomous

hothrops, or " rat-tails," a species of serpents to be found nowhere else except on the

island of Martinique. The climate of Saint Lucia is damp; torrents flow down

from its volcanic masses, which are dominated by the two peaks of La Soufriere.

Saint Vincent (140 sq. m.) has mountains 4000 feet high, woods, rivers, a fine

climate, superb palms, fields of sugar-cane, and one active volcano, called Morne

Garrou. Among the 48,000 islanders are 3000 Whites,— in part descendants of Por-

tuguese immigrants from the African islands,— and five or six families of pure Caribs

who speak the Creole English of the island.

Barbadoes is the most eastern of all the Antilles. It supports a population of 182,-

000 on the 1(56 square miles of its limestone surface, or over 1096 persons to the

square mile. There are no elevations above 1145 feet. The climate is healthful, and

the yearly rainfall is 57 inches ; though swept by frequent hurricanes, Barbadoes is the

best cultivated of all the Antilles. Among the 182,000 islanders there are more than

44,000 Mulattoes and 15,000 or 16,000 Whites. The latter element remains stationary,

or is diminishing even, while the Blacks and Mulattoes are steadily increasing, in spite

of a very active craignation toward the other Antilles and toward British Guiana.

The principal town, Bridgetown, is a city of 2.5,000 souls.
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Grenada (including the Grenadines, a small archiiielago of 33 square miles and

7000 inhabitants) has a population of 50,393 inhabitants, (JOOO (?) of whom are

Whites, and an area of 170 square miles. The island is somewhat unhealthful, but

very beautiful ; with an animal rainfall of 72 inches, neither springs nor torrents are

wanting. Morne Michel, Morne Rouge (3750 feet), the culminating jieak, and other

i names of mountains and rivers remind us that the French once colonized Grenada.

Creole French is spoken on the island.

Tobago embraces 114 square miles. It is one of the most healthful of the West
Indies. It has no mountain higher than 1906 feet. The inhabitants number 20,600,

of whom not more than one in every 128 is a White.

Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, Barbadoes, Grenada and the Grenadines and Tobago,

together, constitute the Windward Islands— 833 square miles, with about 357,000

souls. Tobago was annexed politically to Trinidad in 1889.

Trinidad, the most southerly and one of the most considerable of the Lesser

Antilles, lies near the 10th parallel of latitude. The character of its rocks and its

proximity to the American continent make it a natural dependency of Venezuela

,
a South American island rather than one of the Antilles. It comprises not less than

1755 square miles, but only a twentieth of the surface is under cultivation ; the rest

is in dense woods, savannas, swamps, or mountains. These mountains, the principal

peak of which, Tucutche, has an elevation of 3005 feet, are in reality a continuation
of the Andes. The climate, though vei'y hot, is not deadly except in the marshy
regions, and hurricanes are rare. Trinidad was peopled toward the close of the

eighteenth century by emigrants from Dominica, Saint Lucia, and Grenada (French
islands ceded to England), and also by people from Saint Domingue, Martinique, and
Guadeloupe, so that the prevailing language is Creole French. Out of 190,000 inhab-

itants, there are only a few thousand jjure Whites ; these are principally Portuguese
from Madeira.— The chief town. Port of Sjjain (pop. 32,000), was called Porto de
Espana as long as the Castiliau domination lasted, that is, until 1797. Trinidad
(eased to be Spanish only to become English ; no other power has ever ruled in the
island.

The Bahamas.— Beside her dependencies in the Antilles, England possesses in the
West Indies the Bahamas, which rise out of a dangerous sea, north of Cuba and
south-east of Florida. This group of 700 coral islands and 2400 reefs has been aug-
mented by new formations even during recent years. It is 800 miles long, and
stretches between the 21st and 27th parallels of latitude, in water 10,000 to 13,000
feet deep. Including the Caicos and Turk's Islands, the area is 5790 square miles.

The islands are low, often rising but little above high tide, and they are very dry, for

the water sinks into the coral, limestone, and sand. With all their dependencies, the
Bahamas contain only 54,000 inhabitants; 6000 of these are Whites, the rest are

Negroes. One of these islands— which cannot now be determined— was the first

American land seen by Columbus. The principal town, Nassau (pop. 6,000), is on
the island of New Providence.

The Bermudas.— The Bermudas lie about 580 miles from Cape Hatteras and 750
from the Baliamas, in the open Atlantic; the living, life-giving sea out of which they
rise is 12,000 feet deep. This coral aix-hipelago of 150 low islets is destitute of wells
or springs, and its iidiabitants are dependent for water on what can be stored in cis-

terns from the rains ; but the climate is delightful. The inhabitants number 6000
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to 6500 Whites, and 9000 to 10,000 Blacks— in all, 1(),000 men on 20 square miles.

The English have an arsenal and dock-yards here. There is an establishment for con-

victs on Boaz Island. The capital, a mere village, is called Hamilton.

The Bermudas, Bahamas, Lesser Antilles, and .Jamaica add 1,373,000 inhabitants

and 13,320 square miles to the vast possessions of the British Empire.

THE DUTCH ANTILLES.

The Dutch dependencies in the Antilles comprise a total of 437 square miles, with

40,000 inhabitants.

Curaroa, containing 212 square miles, with a population of 25,900, lies at a long

distance from all the other Antilles except Aruba and Buen-Ayre ; the last two are

Saint Thomas.

likewise Dutch possessions. Curapoa is near the 12th parallel of latitude, only 47

miles .away from the western coast of Venezuela. It is dry and sterile, and destitute

of mountains, the highest jjoint being 1197 feet above sea-level. The language of the

island is not so much Dutch as a patois derived from the Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese

(imported by Jews), French, and Goajira Indian. The principal town is Willemstad.

Buen-Ayre, east of Curayoa, is also very near South America. It consists of

uplands which are not wholly destitute of forests ; the population is 4700 on an area

of 130 square miles.

Aruba, or Oruba, is a mountainous island lying west of Cur.ayoa, still nearer to the

mainland than the latter; it contributes 7400 men and 64 square miles to the Dutch
possessions in the Antilles.

Though Cura9oa, Buen-Ayre, and Aruba are under the 12th parallel, at the

extreme south of the Caribbean Sea, the othei- three Dutch islands break the sea near
the 18th parallel, east-soutli-east from Porto Rico, among the British Lesser Antilles.
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Saba is an enormous linu'stone tower of 5 square miles, inaccessible, except at one

jioint on the soutliern sliore ; here lliere is an arm of tlie sea, from wliicli a zigzag

path climbs the rock. Its 2500 inhabitants are engaged in building boats and knitting

stockings.

Saint Enstache has an area of 8 squaie miles ; the loG3 inhabitants never hear the

gurgling of a lirook and never taste a drop of spring water.

Saint Martin has an area of 39 square miles, 18 of which are Dutch, with a popu-

lation of 4400; the other 21 square miles belong to France.

THE DANISH ANTILLES.

The Danish possessions in the Antilles are even smaller than the Dutcli, for they

comprise only 118 square miles and 34,000 inhabitants. These islands are three in

number. They lie east of Porto Rico, near the 18th parallel.

Santa Ci'uz (74 sq. m.) contains 19,000 inhabitants, who speak English, not Danish.

— Saint Thomas (23 sq. m.), also English in the speech of its 14,000 inhabitants, ha.s

a harbor where multitudes of steamboats ])ut in. — Saint John, an uuhealthful tract of

21 square miles, is occupied by 950 islanders.

Passing from these tropical Cyclades, with their shapely woods and tempestuous

skies, to the continent cradled by the most southern waves of this same sea, we seem

not to have quitted the Antilles. On the mainland are the same Blacks and planters

;

here, too, we find a luxuriant, graceful vegetation, mild airs, lands from which malaria

rises, and heavens from which languor descends ; and we hear also a Dutch jargon,

Negro English, Creole French, and the prevailing idiom of the West Indies— the

sonorous and balanced tongue of the Conquistadores.







The Wiiarvks at Colon.

SOUTH AMERICA.

THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA.

The Colombia of Bolivar.— It was not until after 14 years of heroic fighting under

the Ifjidership of Simon Bolivar that in<le|icnclence from Spanish rule was assured to

Soutli America, by the victory of Ayacucho, December 9, 1824. But the bold and

brilliant campaign of 1819 had resulted in the liberation of all the north-western jwr-

tion of the country, that is, of tlie section hitherto comprised in the viceroyalty of

New Granada. Availing himself of the favorable moment, the Liberator secured tlu;

enactment of legislation in accordance with wliidi a great state was formed out of

the newly freed region. This state was called Colombia, in honor of Columbus. The
people comprising it were of different races, although all spoke the same civilized

tongue and professed the same Catholic religion ; the surface was exceedingly varied,

consisting here of very low plains and there of very liigh plateaus ; it was without

roads and almost pathless, and it was due to this last fact that the ])atriots lind been

able to shake off the S])a!iish yoke. Such a structure, however, was necessarily

doomed from the first. It la.sted from 1821 to 1829; then it fell to be raised again

later in the three fragments of New Granada, Venezuela, and Ecuador.

The Republic of Colombia.— Gonzalez Ximenes de Quesada, an Andalusian, had
been one of the conquerors of this region of the Andes, with Ileredia and Belalcazar.

On his arrival in the high jjlain of Bogota, the Conquistador and his Andalusian fol-

lowers found this old drained lake very like the splendid Granadan valley watered by
737
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the Genii and the Darro, at the base of the Sierra Nevada. He called it, therefore,

Nitova Granada, or New Granada. The official name of the country has recently

been EsVtdos Uiiidos de Colombia,'^ or United States of Colombia. It embraces

4()4,r)37 square milcs,'^ or, including the territories disputed with Venezuela, Brazil,

Peru, and Ecuador, fully 490,000, or possibly more than 500,000 square miles. The

inhabitants numbermorethanSj million, nearly all of whom are scattered over about

a third of the country, along its three Cordilleras. Colombia has seen fit to occupy

one section of the disputed territory, namely, that watered by the Rio Putumayo,

a large tributary of the Amazon. Antici])ating the Peruvians, the Colombians took

possession of this flat region in 1875, and Peru, bereft of her strength and her glory

h\ Chili, will not contest it with them.

The Isthmus of Panama. — The Isthmus of Panama not only separates two seas,

but sharply divides the two halves of the New World, which it nevertheless connects.

It is like a break, or, at least, a very low pass, between South America and Central

America, the terminal bastion of North America. The inter-oceanic railroad frotn

Colon to Panama, 474 miles long, takes advantage of this dejiression. The highest

grade on the road is not more than 275 feet above the ocean. Constant repairs are

made necessary by the destruction caused by jjowerful rains, by insects, and, above

all, by the persistent growth of the woods. Untiring vigilance has to be exercised to

prevent a new tropical forest from covering the road and the very stations themselves

;

a few years of neglect would give cverytiiing over to wild nature. This iron way

between two oceans starts from a small town and terminates with a ruined city. The

lifeless city is Panama, whose powerful walls are now besieged by the advance guard

of the forest ; it has 35,000 inhabitants, the greater part of whom are Negroes and

Mulattoes. The small town where the road begins has two names : the " Saxons "

call it Aspinwall, the "Latins" Colon. Aspinwall is so named from a banker who

was one of the jirincijxal shareholders in the Panama Railway Comjtany; Colon is the

Spanish form of the name Columbus. The navigator who made the greatest addi-

tions to the map of the world is honored licre with a statue ; it is erected on a square

which is surrounded by Negro cabins, and exposed to the wind from the swamps.

The atmosphere of Colon is heavy and malarial. If anything can make one forget

the fevers of the little town or the desolation of the fallen city, it is the beauty of

the valleys of the Isthmus; the train nnnblesand whistles through the virgin woods; it

makes the bridges vibrate over rios ]iolluted by slee]iy alligators; it brushes lithe tree-

trunks, gleaming branches, arches of foliage enlivened by the songs of birds, and climl>

ing vines which form the rope, trapeze, rings, and swing of grinning monkeys born

with a passion for gymnastics.

The coast of Colombia was one of the first regions of the New 'World to be visited by the Spaniards.

Columbus liitnself landed here on his last voyage, in 1502. By the middle of the Ifitli century, Spanish

rule had been established over all the north-west of South America. The colony was erected into a

presidency called New Granada. In 1718 it was raised to the rank of a viceroyalty; but, as the mainte-

nance of tliis new dignity proved too great a burden on the colonists, in 1710 it was reduced to a presi-

dency again. In 1740 the colony became a viceroyalty once more. When Bolivar succeeded in

establishing a republic here, the new state .assumed the name of the Republic of (^^olombia. In lH;il the

Republic of New Oranada was formed out of one of the three fragments of the Colombia of Bolivar.

Tliis title was retained down to 18'il, when, after a ye.ar of civil w.arfare, the present federal constitutiot

was adopted (IRfili), and " United States of ColomViia " became the official desigujition of the country

An unsuccessful attempt was made at the same time to restore the imion of the three republics of the

old federation. The constitution of ISG.'S was amended in 188'j, and the country is at present styled Lu
Republicd de Colombia. — En.

2 This estimate is from statistics obtained by Supan and Wagner for their latest tables (1801).— En.
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The little town and the city, the former on the Atlantic, the latter on the

Pacific, are the termini of the great inter-oceanic Panama ship-canal which, if com-

pleted, will cut the isthmus from shore to shore, at sea-level. A French company

under the superiuteudeuce of M. de Lesseps was formed in 1881 for the construc-

tion of the canal, but it was compelled to go into liquidation and suspend payment

and all operations in March, 1889. Though the Isthmus of Panama in reality con-

stitutes a part of Central America, it is joined politically to Colombia, the only

country in South America washed at the same time by the Pacific (on which it has

1485 miles of coast-line) and by the Atlantic (where it has a front of 140(1 miles).

Three Physical Regions.— Three Cordilleras.— The Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta.

— The surface of Colombia is distrilnited in three physical regions, in addition to the

division into Hot Lands, Temperate Lands, and Cold Lands common to all Andean
coimtries. These are: the Andean region, comprising the mountains and higli pla-

teaus of the centre, and embracing the Cold and Temperate Lands of tlie state and

those valleys of j>erpetiial spring which do not devour the Eiiro]iean as they do the

nightingale of the tropics; the narrow margin of Hot Lands along the Pacific in

the west; the Llanos or jilains of the east, another Hot Land, at the eastern base of

the Andes, on long and broad afiluents of tlie Amazon and the Orinoco.

When tlie Andes enter Colombian territory, on the south, they are divided into

two chains ; they bristle with very lofty volcanoes, the highest of which are Ciimbal

(16,044 feet). Chiles (15,880 feet), and Azufral (13,100 feet), or tlie Sulphur Moun-
tain of Tuquerres; with tiie Cerro de Pasto, which reaches an elevation of 15,092

feet, these form the mountains of Tuquerres, or mountains of Pasto. Very soon in

the place of two chains we have three, trending north-north-east. The Cordillera of

the Pacific rises on the west between the Pacific and the deep valley of the Cauca,

an affluent of the Magdalena; this range, the lowest of the three, has a mean altitude

of not more than 8200 feet, with peaks between 10,000 and 11,150 feet. Tlie Central

Cordillera, or the Cordillera of the Volcanoes, separates the valley of the Cauca from

the valley of the Magdalena. This chain lias ])eaks liigher than those of the Alps,

and it even rivals the Caucasus— at least in altitude ; it rears such summits as Purace

(16,103 feet)— which was lowered by its last eruption (1849) by about 850 feet—
Huila (18,700 feet) with three snowy summits, the Nevado de Quindiu (16,897 feet),

the volcano of Toliina (18,425 feet), Ruiz (17,389 feet), and the Mesa de Herveo

(18,340 feet). The Eastern Cordillera, between the Magdalena and the Llanos, is.

sometimes called the Monies de la Suma Paz, or Mountains of Eternal Peace, from

one of its principal peaks, the Nevado de Suma Paz, which has the same height as

Mont Blanc (15,781 feet). It is in this range that we find the culminating jieak of

all these Andes, at an elevation of 19,033 feet, in the sierra of Cocui or Chita, which

sparkles with ice and snow-masses. Seven out of the twelve volcanoes in Colombia,

namely. Chiles, Cumbal, Azufral, Pasto, Purace, Huila, and Toliina, sometimes rouse

themselves even now from their long sleep.

The Sierra Xevada of Santa Marta borders the Caribbean Sea in places and is

com]iletely isolated from the Andean chains by a semi-belt of alluvia. It is supported

on a pedestal of less than 4000 square mile.s, and yet its icy needles reach an dera-

tion of 17,400 feet. So majestic is the aspect of tliese mountains that they were

formerly thought to reach elevations of 20,000, 23,000, and even 26,000 feet. No
other massif on the globe towers to such heights from so small a socle, and no other

presents as imposing an appearance as does this when viewed from below.
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Rios: the Magdalena, the Atrato, and the Rivers of the Llanos.— The winds from

the Alhmtic bring copious ruins to the Colombian eonlillei'as, and in certain sierras

near the sea, in Choco, for exampk', the rainfall is nearly as great as on tlie eastern

Himalayas themselves ; at Buenaventura it rains eleven months out of the twelve (?).

From thirteen to sixteen feet of water falls annually on the river Atrato, 100 inches

on the Atlantic coast, and Bogota is excessively humid although it is shut off from

tlie chief sources of the rain by very high mountains.

Colombia therefore abounds in great rios. Tlie Magdalena, its main artery, is

about 1100 miles long, and carries an average of nearly 205,000 cubic feet jjer second,

Washington Hotel at UobON.

the tribute of a liasin of 100,000 square miles. It is navigable for over 600 miles,

starting from the raudales or rapids of Honda, about 60 miles from the ca])ital—
but Honda is only 690 feet above tlie sea and the Colombian metropolis is situated at

an elevation of 8635. As soon as the stream has descended from these lofty alti-

tudes, its valley— liemmed in by giant mountains— becomes terribly torrid, stifling,

and unhealthful; the mihealtlifulness is due less to the atrocious heat than to the

poison exhaled from the stagnant, extravasated waters. This valley is the true home
of the Negroes; they thrive here, while the white and Indian cross-breeds pine and

languish. The Caiiea is nearly as large as the j\[agdalena at their confluence, and its

valley is loftier and less deadly to Europeans than that of the latter stream. The
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Atrato flows tlirough a country so bciiteu by rains tliat it carries 170,000 (?) cubic

feet of water per second; it empties into the Gulf of Darion, which is surrounded by

pestilential shores.

The Llanos, which are very level, as the name indicates, stretch away, on the

east, from savanna to savanna, and from grove to grove, along endless rios ; all these

waters are torrents in the mountain, but in the ])lain they become enormous rivers

which are converted into moving seas daring the rainy season. Such are : the

Putumayo, the Caqueta, and the Uaupes, which flow into the Amazon or the Rio

Xegro, and the Guaviare and the Meta, which belong to the Orinoco basin. Inhabi-

tants are almost wholly wanting along these solemn streams. It is the kingdom of

vacancy behind an enchanting foreground.

The Colombians or Granadans.— Aside from the Llanos, Colombia consists mainly

of Temperate and Cold Lands, and the climate of the highlands is in no way unsuited

to families of European stock. The hundreds of thousands of men who flee yearly

from the old countries would find it difficult to discover among the new nations a

more favored, more attractive, or more healthful abode ; but the people weary of

Europe and those who cross the ocean because others have traversed it before them

have not yet found the routes to the Colombian Plateau. These routes are, more-

over, terribly difficult, where, along the steep and in some j)laces prodigiously lofty

flanks of the Cordilleras, one descends from their jniramos or from their nevados into

the chasm-like valleys, or ascends from these abysses to the plateaus, and from these

plateaus to the snows of their sierras.

Colombia has no unity, and perhaps never will have any. IIow could the man of

Bogota, the man of lofty Boyacii or of Santander, in climates where the annual mean
is 50°, 53°, 55°, 58°, or 60^ F., ever resemble the scattered Llaneros dwelling under the

suns of the eastern plain ? Will the mountaineer of Antioquia, peacefully clearing

his land, ever become like Iiis turbulent neighbor, the Negro of Cauca, or like the

inhabitant of the torrid and miasmatic regions of Bolivar and Magdalena, where the

yearly mean is 80.6° F. of stifling heat?

Even within the narrow limits of many of the " sovereign " states which constitute

Colombia, great and essential differences sometimes exist, owing to dissimilarities in

locality, elevation, climate, origin, and the currents and counter-currents of history.

In Cauca, the Pastuzo ' is closely related to the more or less pure Quiehua of Ecuador,

his neighbor on the south, while the Popayanejo,^ who has a great deal of Castilian

blood in his veins, is not allied to the Pastuzo, and is still farther removed from the

Negro of the lower Cauca. It is to the very prolific Antioquenos, who live along the

banks of the Cauca, on the Cordillera of the Pacific and the Cordillera of the Vol-

canoes, that the greatest future is promised in Colombia. Among their ancestors

there were many Jews and, it is said, some Moors; they ]iossess a taste for work, the

instinct of economy, and perseverance, and their jiatriarchal families of 12, 15, or 18

children reverently recognize the authority of father or grandfather.

Of the 3^ million Colombians,' 220,000 Indios bravos (wild Indians) and 200,000

pure-blooded, peaceable Indians constitute the sole remnant of the numerous Red-

skins whom the Conquistadores found here on the plateaus and in the valleys and

quebnulas. The untamed Indians owe their freedom in mountain, forest, and fen to

these very fens, to these mountains, to tliese effervescing forests (where it is so diffi-

' luhabitant of I'asto. 2 Inliabitaiit of Popayan. 3 See page Ui)7.
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cult to trace a trocha^), and also to the malaria which rises from the soil and floats in

the air over many extensive tracts— in Clioco, Cliiriqui, aiul Darien; and again, east

of the eastern mountains, along the Meta, the vastness of the Llano of Casanare

secures them against the inroads of civilization ; lastly, in the peninsula of the

Goajiros, which extends into the Atlantic at the foot of the Sierra Nevada of Santa

Marta, and in which we should exjaect to find nature prodigal of springs, the absence

of drinking-water jjrotects the Inclios bravos from any invasion of their wild liberty.

These 420,000 Indians belong to tlie various races which were thinned out one after

another by the Spaniards. Some, as the Panches, the Paeces, and the Andaquies of

the south, the Guanes of Socorro, and the Agatas, the Tunebos, and the Laches of

the Sierra Nevada of Cocui— all hardy tribes commanded by valiant men— defended

themselves to the last ; the othei-s submitted without a struggle, or soon lost hope, and

their end was speedy. The most civilized and important of all were the Chibclias,

or Muiscas, who occupied about 5800 square miles of the high plains of Cundina-

marca and Boyaca: their pontiff ofticiated at Sogamoso. Through their own exer-

tions (at least, no one knows that they had instructors), they had already acquired

some culture when the Christian routiers arrived, nearly all of whom were from

Castile or from the Andalusian cities of Seville and Granada; the Muiscas had not,

however, given evidence of their natural genius by great monuments, as had the

Aztecs of Mexico and the Mayas of Central America ; nor, like the Quichuas of Peru,

by vast conquests over a multitude of peoples who were first trodden down and then

organized and assimilated in Roman fashion. Tlie Spaniards exterminated the Chib-

chas, or allied them to themselves by numerous unions ; the children born from

these alliances spoke Castilian and were Roman Catholics. These cross-breed fami-

lies, which constitute the corner-stone of the Colombian people, certainly have more

Indian than Spanish blood in their veins, but they have wholly forgotten their Indian

ancestry, and there are few Colombians who do not boast of their Andalusian or

Castilian origin. And yet how many of them are in the main descendants of the

humble race which was beginning to leave its impress on the high plateaus of Cundi-

naniarca when the Spaniards appeared there

!

The pure or slightly mixed Whites, inhabiting chiefly Cundinamarca and Santander,

are rated at 500,000 or 600,000, and the same number is set down for the totality of

pure Negroes (estimated at 100,000 or 120,000), Mulattoes, and Zambos, most of

whom are in Magdalena, Bolivar, and northern Cauca. The rest of the population is

composed of 2 million Indians crossed with Spaniards in every degree imaginable, and

constituting the predominant element in the six States of Cnndinaniarca, Boyacii,

Santander, Panama, Antioquia, and Tolima. There is no immigration to Colombia

except from time to time an individual, a family, or a small band of friends ; the

nation is nevertheless increasing rapidly, owing to an extraordinary prolificness, espec-

ially among the Antioquenos. In 1810 it numbered a million, or perhaps not more

than 800,000. It doubles every thirty or thirty-five years: this extraordinary growth

is contiued, however, to the healthful upper and middle regions, where certain dis-

tricts of Boyacd and Santander are as densely peopled as many of the partidos of

Castile and other sections of central Spain. On the coast, and along the lower Mag-

dalena and the lower Cauca, there is little if any growth : loathsome diseases, such as

ele])hantiasis and leprosy, prevail here among the Negroes. In the Llanos the inhab

itants are visited by two scourges, measles and small-pox.

1 Path cut through thickets and underbrush, by means o£ a long knife, called a machete.
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All the Colombians piofess the Roman Catholic religion, and, with the exception

of a few savage tribe?, all speak Spanish.

This federation of nine sovereign States, with a fefleral district enclosing the

Capitol of the nation, convenes its parliament at Bogota, or Santa F6 de Bogota, a

A Native of Sasta Maria.

city of 100,000 souls, the " Hispano-American Athens." The city is regulaily laid

out; it was founded by Quesada in 1538. The climate is very equable, the mean of

the coldest month (57.2" F.) nearly equalling that of the warmest (60.8"). The town
is built on a savanna occupying the bed of a drained lake, at an altitude of 8635 feet.
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and clominated by Montserrato and tlie Guadalupe. Its rios flow toward a tributary

of the Magdalena, the Funza or Bogota, which descends from the cold lands to the

temperate by the sublime cataract of Tequendama, over a rock 479 feet high.' Tlie

falls in. the Guadalupe (a sub-affluent of the Cauca through the Force), in the

State of Antioquia, are said to be grander still ; they are certainly much higher (820

feet).

VENEZUELA.

Venezuelan Sierras.— The Spanish word Venezuela signifies Little Venice. The

entire country— sierras and llanos— has adopted the name bestowed by the dis-

coverer of this region, Ojeda (who was accomj)anied by Amerigo Vespucci), upon a

few Indian cabins raised on piles along the banks of the passage leading to Lake

Maracaybo,— a " village of the waters," like Venice, the queen of the Adriatic.

Following the Antilles from Cuba, we reach Trinidad, a mountainous island

formed by the prolongation into the sea of the sierras of the mainland. Trinidad is

separated from the South American continent by the Strait of the Dragon's Mouth,

and from the broad delta of a mighty stream by a passage called Serpent's Channel.

These mountains constitute the principal Cold Land of Venezuela, and the broad

delta lies at the terminus of the Orinoco, a river into which are poured the currents of

the most extensive Hot Lands of the State, as well as various rios rising in the Tem-

perate Lands of the mountains of Guiana.

This favored country, comprising about 430,000 square miles— not including the

plains claimed by Colombia— embraces, from north to south, a Hot Land on the

strand, a Temperate Land in the maritime sierra, a vast Hot Land called the Llanos,

and, lastly, Temperate Lands in the elevated portion of Venezuelan Guiana. The

first hot district borders the Caribbean Sea, under the 10th parallel north latitude;

the torrid heat of the tropics is augmented by the reflection from the coastal moun-

tains and the motionlessness of the air. So far, only a few towns have been built

here, and these are small and stifling. Such are : Maracaybo, which has replaced the

Little Venice of Ojeda, on the channel leading from the sea to Lake Maracaj'bo

;

Puerto Cabello, the port of Valencia and of the v.alley of Aragna, which has been snr-

named the Gai'den of America; La Guayra, the port of Caracas; and " trembling"

Cumana,'' the home of the Liberator Bolivar. In the cool season, the temperature of

this last seaport never sinks below 75° F., and the yearly mean fluctuates between 80'

and 86°. But this hot zone is of insignificant extent, for it is closely pressed upon by

the Cordillera ; in places, mountains with frightful declivities spring out of the very

waves, and temperate valleys are always sheltered in the flanks of these massifs

:

Caracas is situated in such a valley. The Cerro de Avila, between the capital and

the Caribbean Sea, culminates in the very V)eautiful Silla de Car.acas (8743 feet),

visible from the metropolis, and the Aiguille of Naiguata, not in sight of Caracas.

The littond chain of Venezuela is a jjart of the great cordillera which bears the

principal Cold Lands of the country, and the cordillera is itself a ]irolongation in a

north-easterly direction of the most eastern of the three long Colomlnan sierras. The

culminating summit of the State, so far as known, is the Nevado de Merida, a giant

I Or perhaps not over 456. ^ Twice levelled by an earthquake, once in 1766 and again in 1853.
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wbicli reaches an altitude of 15,026 feet ; it rises in tlie lofty sierra of Merida, between

the low shores of the vast marine lagoon called Lake Maracaybo and the undefined

Llanos of Venezuela and New Granada. Although very near the 8th parallel of lati-

tude, this peak is snow-capped for months every year.

The Llanos. — From the cordillera of Merida we descend by rigid declivities to the

low jjlains of the Orinoco, which— under the name of the Llanos— cover from 300,-

000 to 310,000 square miles of Venezuela and Colombia. Their surface is as level as

a lake, except that at long intervals there are niesas,^ or eminences which were islands

in the sea that once occupied these steppes, and buncos, — sandstone or limestone

ridges which in ancient times were reefs beaten by the same billows that encircled

the mesas. No trees are seen during long days of travel, except here and there a

On THE Llanos.

palm : we should say ratherfew trees, for the Llanos are gradually becoming wooded

again, except in the campos of Apure. During the rainy season the rios overflow and

cover the plains far and wide with a turbid sea. The mesas emerge from the waters

forming a refuge for the jaguar, and for the cattle, horses, and mules, which are then

no longer guai-ded by the mounted Llanero; the bancos entirely disappear in the

freshets, for they are scarcely more than 3 to 6 feet high. When the waters recede,

the rich soil in the Llanos is soon clothed with savory pasturage. But the sun which

gleams on the fermenting mould gives life also to many noxious plants and many ven-

omous animals. The Llanos produce sharp-edged leaves, poisonous shrubs and fruits,

clouds of mosquitoes, deadly reptiles, electric fish, spiny skates, water-serpents cap.able

of strangling the most powerful bull in their folds, alligators, and a species of blood-

thirsty fish called caribes. Fevers, more to be di'eaded than serpent, alligator, or

1 Tables.
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jaguai-, are bred every year in the esteros, or marshes, -which the inundations of the

rios untiringly fill, and which the sun as untiringly drains. It is fever that lays most

of the Llaneros under this glowing sod.

The Guaviare, the Meta, and the Apure, three broad affluents of the Orinoco, flow

through the Llanos.

The Orinoco.— The Orinoco rises in the Sierra Parirae. Its sources, which M.

Chaffanjon has just reached, lie 3000 or 4000 feet above sea-level. On reaching the

A 'Water-Snakk.

plain, at the foot of Mount Duida, at an elevation of 1475 feet, the stream divides

into two arms ; one, the Cassiquiare, with a breadth of 1300 feet and a depth of about

30, joins the Rio Negro,' an enormous tributary of the Amazon ; the other remains
the Orinoco. The Orinoco enters the lowlands by the rapids of Maypures and Atures :

these are thundering cataracts, though formed by only a slight descent m the level.

1 The explorations m.ide during a recent survey (1880-83) of the boundary between Venezuela and
Brazil revealed the fact that the Orinoco and Rio Negro are not connected by tlie Cassiquiare alone, but
that a great number of bifurcations exist forming a large island, which has been named lUia Pedro
II. — JEd.
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In tbe plain, the river winds l)etween llanos on the left and forests on the right, im-

peded in its flow by shallows, tongues of mud, alluvial islands, and reed-jungles swarm-

ing with alligators and turtles. The clayej', whitish floods, swollen by the milky

waters of numerous branches, would be even whiter than they are if it were not for

the black streams (transparent, however, to a depth of 15, 20, or 30 feet) which are

poured into them. The courses of these currents of such dissimilar hues are strangely

entangled with one another. At Angostura, or Ciudad Bolivar, the breadth of the

r9rinoco exceeds 16,000 feet, and yet the Spanish word angostura designates a narrow

'pass. The marvellously plastic and fertile delta, covered with an unruly vegetation,

begins 125 miles from the sea; it has an ocean front of 200 miles. The Orinoco

offers the choice of half a score of branches to large ocean vessels, — from the Boca

Vagre to the Boca de Navios ; the latter, the most southern branch, is the broadest

and the one best suited to navigation. The stream is about 1500 miles long, and

drains a basin of 366,000 square miles ; the low-water flow is 239,330 cubic feet per

second, and the mean about 495,000.

Venezuelan Guiana.— Amazonas.— Toward the south, on the right bank of the

Orinoco, the surface rises, — first in hills, and then in mountains which attain an ele-

vation of 8228 feet in the Sierra M.araguaca. This region is embraced in the Guiana

of Venezuela. Venezuelan Guiana is less extensive than the Brazilian, but it is larger

than either the English, the Dutch, or the French, — the only South American coun-

tries not ruled by South Americans. Owing to the favorable slope of the land, it is

also more healthful than the other Guianas. And yet this territory, stretching along

the Orinoco for more than 600 miles, and rich in gold, is almost uninhabited ; it sup-

ports less than 50,000 people on 145,000 to 150,000 square miles.

In the extreme south of Venezuela there is a district, comprising 90,000 to 95,-

000 square miles, which is almost as sparsely settled as Guiana itself. This tract lies

, along both banks of the upper Orinoco, and on the upijer briinches of the Rio Negro,

a tributary of the Amazon— which justifies in a measure its name of Territorio de

Amazonas. Amazonas and Guiana together embrace three-fifths of the surface of

Venezuela.

Inhabitants.— The population of the state has no considerable density except in

the coast cordillera and on the principal chain, in the regions around Caracas, Valencia,

and Merida. A recent estimate places the number of inhabitants at 2,269,000,1 500,000

to 600,000 of whom are enrolled as Whites; but the so-called Whites of tropical

America are often Indians but slightly modified by European blood. The Spanish

language, which was first nitroduced by the Conquistadores, and afterward by the

Galician, Catalan, and Andalusian traders or planters (to say nothuig of the Escual-

dunacs, who constituted a large element among the immigrants), is spoken almost

everywhere, and Roman Catholicism is the prevailing religion, except among a few

tribes of non-catechised Indians.

Like the other Spanish colonies, Venezuela suffered much from the greed and

injustice of the mother-land : Madrid, Seville, and Cadiz filled their coffers with

doubloons coined in America ; in return for all this wealth they planted fortresses

and built vulgar church edifices. When the Sjianish conquerors had completed their

work, when they had annihilated a part of the numerous Indian nations, and debased

the rest, when they had learned from their victims which were the metalliferous

mountains, when they had worn out multitudes of men in quest of gold and silver, and

1 See page 697.
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when there remainecl only two wonders undiscovered,— the Fountain of Youth and

El Dorado, — Sjfain liad a world before her to be peojiled ; but, instead of i)ouring

Spanish colonists into America, she hedged her possessions about with severe laws

U!(i;irw;r

Venezuelans.

which repelled settlers. At first she utterly disregarded the rights of the Indians,

and later on she failed to comprehend what possibilities the New World liehl out to

the Castilians. She cared for only three things: to swell the treasury of the king;
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to enrich officers, soldiers, aiul favorites; and to convert the Indians to Roman Cathol-

icism. The captaincy-general of Caracas (corresponding in a measure to the Vene-
zuela of our day) received, on the average, not more than one hundred settlers

annually; even now only a few thousand arrive-each year; these come to engage in

agriculture or cattle-breeding in the exuberant regions around the rios, to carry on

commerce, or to work the gold mines of Caratal— anew California in Venezuelan

Guiana, in the basin of the Caroni, an affluent of the Orinoco. Until recent years,

the only foreigners who contributed to the increase of the population were Canary
Islanders. Fully 40,000 of these have immigrated to the state within 40 or 50 years.

The Venezuelan people is nevertheless growing; it has more than doubled since 18.38,

when it numbered 887,000, or, according to other estimates, 1,048,000 ; the po]julation

hi 1886 was 2,198,000.

Caracas (])op. 70,000) was founded in 1567. It lies at an elevation of more than

2G00 feet, 12 or 15 miles from La Guayra, a wretched port on an unhealthful

coast; it has a charming, equable climate, with an annual mean of 69.8° F., a maxi-

mum of 78.8°, and a minimum of 53.6°. In 1812 Caracas was levelled by an earth-

(|uake : nine-tenths of all the houses fell ; a half of the 40,000 to 50,000 inhabitants

were either buried under the ruins, or fled from the city.

ECUADOR.
The Ecuadorian Andes, Lofty Volcanoes.— Ecuador is a Spanish name, signifying

"equator," and the great circle which girdles the globe midway between the two
poles does in fact pass over the northern jiart of the country, a short distance north

of the capital. Ecuador embr.aces 115,000, 150,000, 200,000, or even 300,000 square

miles, according to the distance which we set back its eastern limits into the plain of

the Amazon ; the districts along tlie undefined eastern frontier consist of alluvial

tracts as yet unturned by the ploughshare, and forests of great magnificence, which

have been respected by axe and torch down to the jiresent time, on account of their

inaccessibility. This vast level expanse, very gently inclined toward the powerful

Maraiion, constitutes, with the Pacific coast region, the Hot Lands of the state.

Between the sea and these low plains rises the double chain of the Andes, with Tem-
perate Lands, Cool Lands, .and Cold Lands— the last insignificant. The strip of

land between the Pacific and the Andes is narrow and rutrged, consisting of mountain

swells, cafions, barrancos, and quebradas; it stretches along the shore for 530 uulis,

beyond the point where the cold sea current from the South Pole is deflected to the

westward. Sufficient rain falls during the invierno, which lasts more than half the

year, to feed bro.ad and violent rivers : among others, the Esineraldas on the north,

and on the south the torrents which unite to form the Guayas or Guayaquil. Twenty
volcanoes not far from the vent-holes of Xow Granada, but 8e[)arated from the

steaming caldrons of southern Peru by more than 900 miles, are at the same time

Ecuador's greatest beauty and her greatest terror. Three of these monstei-s,

Pichincha, Cotopaxi, and Sang.ai, are still restless; they growl and smoke and eject

fl.amcs; five that are now dead or quiescent have at different times given the Whites
evidence of their living power ; eight have not stirred since the days of the Conquis-
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t.adores, aiul no one knows when they became extinct (if they are indeed extinct).

Twelve rise in the Eastern Cordillera, eigiit in the Western.

Mount Chimborazo, the highest summit in Ecuador, is in the Western Cordiller.a,

or the Cordillera of the Pacific; this mountain was long supposed to be the loftiest

peak of the earth, and yet its volcanic dome reaches an elevation of only 20,702 feet,

or perhaps of not more than 20,515— that is, 6500 to 8300 feet below the Titans of

the Himalayas; there are other tops as high and even higher in tlie Andes themselves.

North of this nevado'risc: Carahuairazo '^ (16,752 feet); double-headed Iliniza (17,405

COTOPAXI.

feet); Corazon (15,705 feet), composed of naked crags; Pichincha (15,705 feet); and
Cotocachi (16,293 feet). Pichincha, or Guagua Pichincha, "Boiling Mountain," is

a sn]ierb volcano as well as a superb nevado; its four ]ieaks stand out on the horizon
of Quito, and its cratei", measuring 2500 feet from the rim to the bottom, is believed
to be the deepest on the globe.

The distance between the Eastern or Royal Cordillera ^ and the Western, running
parallel to it, ranges between 35 and 40 miles ; the table-land supported by tlie two
chains has an altitude of about 10,000 feet, near the centre, in the Quito countr_v, and

' Chimpn-vaza, the Iiuliaii iianio of which Chimborazo is a corruption, signifies " Momitain of
Snow."

- The Indians call Carahuairazo Cliimhorazo's Wife. —Ed.
3 The Spaniards of the conquest named this cliain tlie Cordillera Real, because the royal or imperial

highway of the Yncas between Cuzco and Quito ran at its base.
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of 7200 to 8200 in the north, on the Colonihian frontier, and in the south, along the

Peruvian boundary. Transverse cliains subdivide this higli plain into eight plateaus,

all of which are either bare or covered with woods that are wholly destitute of troj)!-

cal luxuriance. It is in the rainier districts lower down, within range of the Pacific

winds, or of the almost constant stoi-ms which blow from the Atlantic .across Brazil,

that we find e.\uberant forests of stalwart trees.

In the Eastern Cordillera, Sangai (17,464 feet), in the extreme south, is the loftiest

summit ; this volcano is always in a state of eruption, sjiasmodically discharging lav.a,

water, or mud, or ejecting ashes which fiy as far as the Gulf of Guayaquil ; since the

Spanish conquest, three liundred years ago, Sangai has been in uninterrupted activity.

It is perhaps the most restless volcano in the world. On its north is El-Altar (17,730

feet), which the Indians call Capac-urcu or "Chief Mountain"; according to tradi-

tion, it once surpassed Chimborazo itself, but lost its rank among the Ecuadorian

peaks by a landslip which carried off its top, 14 years before the arrival of the men

who were to change its pagan name of Capac-urcu to a Castilian and Christian name.

Then follow among others, from south to north, forest-girt Tunguragua (16,690 feet),

whicli discharged streams of mud in 1797; Cotopaxi (19,498 feet), "capable of hurl-

in" rocks weighing 200 tons to a distance of 9 miles,"— a magnificent truncated cone

unrivalled in .altitude among active volcanoes and vying in beauty and majesty with

Fuji-san itself ; Antisana, rising to the height of 18,852 feet; Cayambi (19,161 feet),

situ.ated exactly on the equator; and Imb.abura (1.5,033 feet).

The Llanos of Ecuador : the Napo.— Nearly the entii-e Ecuadorian people is con-

centrated in the uplands, chiefly in the lofty plateau which is barred both on the e.ast

and west by the volcanoes, nevados, and pe.aks of the two cordilleras ; here, at vary-

uio- altitudes, the summer or autumn temperatures of temperate countries are to be

found the year round. Descending toward the south-east with the rivers from the

hiirh mountains, we encounter broad tracts of waste land ; the ways lead us tln-ough

forests abounding in different species of cinchona. This tree of priceless value is

being destroyed here with mad wastefulness. The rivers of this region reach the

Maraiion above or below the Pongo de Manseriche, a Peruvi.an caiion at the outlet of

which the Maraiion passes into the i)lain and becomes the principal liver of the globe

under the name of the Amazon.

All the great rios of Ecuador descend this slope of the Andes ; they issue from

gorges and leap down the steep declivities in furious cataracts ; then, at the foot of

the last fall, they grow quiet, and, broadening out, enter the virgin forest through

which they flow to the Maraiion. The Napo, the longest current in the st.ate, rises in

the defiles of Cotopaxi; it is navigable for canoes below the cataract of Cando. Its

width varies from 1300 to 3300 feet; its tranquil and linijiid waters do -not wholly

disappear in the turbulent and murky floods of the Amazon for several leagues below

the confluence of the two streams. »

The Ecuadorians: their languages, their capital,— There are jierliaps 100,000 to

200,000 wild Indians in the Llanos of the east, in the region where Colombia, Peru,

and Brazil dispute the possession with Ecuador. Aside from these uncivilized,

untamed tribes, the census of 1885 returned 1,004,651 Inhabitants,^ ncaily all of whom
dwelt in the zone very apiiropriately named Tienri /i-eticd.-

The smaller half of the population is com]>osed of about 100.000 Whites and from

300,000 to 400,000 White and Indian cross-breeds; the larger half consists of cate-

1 See page (i!(7. ^ Cool Land.
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chized or Catholicized Indians. Negroes, and Negro and White or Indian half-eastes

are rare. Thongli nearly all the aborigines of the one hundred seventeen triljes of the

kingdom of Lican ' have professed, willingly or unwillingly, belief in the Christian

doctrines, though they may now be Catholics of artless faith and deep fervor, though

they salute the passer-by witli a pious Ahihado sea el santisimo sacramento del altar^

7-

•^.

Chimborazo.

they have not all renounced the old Peruvian tongue,— the Quichua of their fathers,

— which Belalcazar's Spaniards heard on their arrival in Quito in 1534. Castilian

prevails in the towns, but its supremacy is not complete there, and Quichua, corrupted,

and mixed with Spanish words, predominates wholly in tlie country districts ; it is

nevertheless destined to disappear before the universal idiom of the Spanish Ameri-

cans. For the moment, therefore, Ecuador comprises two peoples : most of the urban

1 The name borne by the Quito country before its conquest by the Yucas about titty years before the
Spanisli invasion.

2 Blessed be the most Iioly sacrament of the altar

!
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])oj)ulation, called la gente distinyuida, speak Spanish ; but la gente de pueblo, the

rural population — peaceable, modest, shy, submissive— have been false neither to

the idiom of Cuzco nor to the memory of the glorious empire, to which, however

they scarcely belonged; and it is, we are told, as a sign of mourning for the past

grandeur of the Yncas that many of the Ecuadorians wear the black poncho. These

gentle and honest people, so mild that they give little j>romise of ever becoming a

virile race, are gayer and have more intelligeut countenances than the other Quichua

Indians. They are notoriously filthy ; " they will never discover gold if gold is

hidden in soap." The White man takes advantage of their tameness to overreach

them ; they are always buried in debt, to the advantage of the townspeople, business

men, jwliticians, and merchants. A third nation, very much scattered and broken, is

that of the Indians of the east ; these non-Quichuas are classed as a distinct race,

called the race of Antisana.

Quito (pop. 50,000), the capital, only 14 miles from the equator, is built on rios

belonging to the basin of the Esmeraldas ; it lies 9350 feet above sea-level, at the foot

of Pichincha. The climate is cool, with a yeai'ly rainfall of 47 inches (in 161 days).

From the terrace of the Presidential palace can be seen Chimborazo, smoking Coto-

paxi, eleven snow-crowned mountains, and a valley where all the vegetation of tem-

perate Europe thrives by the side of the sugar-cane, the cocoanut-tree, and the indigo-

plant. " Live at Quito, and in heaven have a little opening through which you can

gaze at Quito," the Ecuadorians say.

Some of the pueblos of Ecuador have preserved ruins of the Peruvian era, such as

causeways, fortresses, tombs, temples of the Sun, .'md palaces of the Yncas.

The Galapagos.— The Galapagos, or Tortoise Islands,' rise in the Pacific about

600 miles out from the shore of Ecuador ; the sea is deep here and comparatively

cold, although the archipelago is situated exactly on the equator ; the low tempera-

ture is due to the cold Humboldt or Peruvian Current. Of the 2950 square miles

embr.Tced in the group, 1650 belong to the island of Albemarle, which supports a peak

of 5020 feet, the culminating point of the Galapagos. The islands, which are poor in

vegetation, are composed of ancient and modern lavas ; they contain several volcanoes

not wholly extinct, and jierliaps two thousand craters which are no longer active.

There are now 204 inhabitants; wild herds bred from domestic animals introduced

in former times,— oxen, horses, asses, swine, dogs, and goats, — roam over the

islands.

PERU.
The Empire of the Yncas. —The Conquest of Peru.— The Chilians have recently

come off conquerors in a relentless and desolatiiiLr war against their neighbor on the

north, by which they obtained the cession of her rich southern province of Tarapaca
and the privilege of occupying Tacna for ten years. Poor to-day, notwithstanding

her world-wide renown for wealth, Peru possesses about 464,000 square miles of terri-

tory.^ This country embraced a much vaster area when it extended from the Rio

Galapagos is a Spanish term meaning " tortoises."
» Before the war with Chili the area of Peru was ."iOl.OOO square miles. At present the country

extends between the parallels of W 21' S. and 19^ 10 S. and between 68'' and 81° 20' 45" "W. Long. The
Peru-Boliviau frontier has not been accurately defined. — Ed.
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Mayo, near Pasto on the Granadan and Ecuadorian frontier, as far as the Rio Maule

of the Chilians : it was then called Ttahuantinsuyo, or the Four Countries of the

world, and comprised Antisuyo, Cuntisuyo, Chinchasuyo, and Collasuyo, that is to

say, the East, West, North, and South. It included at that period (before the arri-

val of tiie Spaniards) the regions which have since become Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,

and northern Chili.

The Quichua Indians had established on the shores of Lake Titicaca and on the

plateaus of Cuzco an empire based on the precepts of a religion which had been

preached in the eleventh century (according to the legend) by Manco Capac, son of

Tkmple oI' thk Sun on the Island of Titicaca.

the Sun. Like the Aztecs, they cultivated and irrigated the soil systematically ; they

reared temples glittering with gold to the Sun, their father and their god, they built

palaces to their princes, they erected massive fortresses, and their four great routes,

radiating from Cuzco, the heart of the empire, extended for hundreds of miles over
the wildest mountain-ranges and across the bleakest deserts, rivalling the far-famed

roads of old Rome. All power was vested in the emperor; but his despotism was
more or less tempered by the tolerance and gentleness which the revelator had incul-

cated on his followers. However, to tell the truth, the numerous tribes which were
subjected by the sword to the dominant j)eople were all ruthlessly trodden under foot
by their masters, and here too men were hostile brothers.

Unless all this history has been much embellished by Spanish tale-tellers, there was
never a more favored empire than that which w.as built up and cemented together by
the Yncas of Cuzco. The Peruvians of the present day, descendants largely of the
ancient Quichuas, can extol their ancestors as the men who gave the mildest laws to

the New World. Human blood never reddened the altars of their temples, and the
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gods of these old Peruvians were neither grotesque nor blood-thirsty. But on the

arrival of the Whites all happiness for the Quichuas vanished like a dream. It was

in Peru especially that the Spaniard destroyed like a conqueror instead of creating

like a master. PVom the time of the downfall of the last of the Yncas to the hour

which witnessed the departure of the last soldier of the Castilian garrisons, the num-

ber of the Indians decreased much below what it was on the day when the Peruvians,

dumb with surprise, saw advancing over their paved roads a small band of men

headed by Francisco Pizarro, formerly a swine-herd of Estreniadura. Tliis brigand

chief did not know how to read, and he commanded less than a thousand soldiers;

but his soldiers were crusnilers as well as freebooters. Considering their Catholic

fervor, their Spanish haughtiness, their physical endurance, their zeal, and their cour-

age, these were extraordinary men.

Before overrunning this country of gilded temples, as converters, plunderers, and

executioners, Pizarro and his tnalandrins had suffered as people knew how to suffer

in those times. In an early expedition, it is said, the old swine-herd had been driven to

such straits that he gnawed the pump-leather of his vessel to appease his hunger ; once he

had been wounded and left on the ground for dead. At length, when the courage of

his men was giving way, tracing a line on the sand with his sword, he cried out

:

"Let those wlio are willing and ready to go forward leap over this!"— and 16 Span-

iards out of the little wasted band cleared the mark at a bound. Such constancy had

its reward : Pizarro won the empire of the Yncas.

The Quichua nation still survives. If the Peruvians demanded the aman too soon

of the bandit troop, it was because they had lost the spirit of independence genera-

tions before. Servile, out of respect for and fear of the throne, trusting in their

priests, confiding in the benevolence of their heavenly father, tlie Sun, lulle<l to sleep

by a communism which assured to every one his bumble lot, they became cowardly ^
and cringing as soon as they saw their king vanquished, their priests wavering,

and the Sun neutral in the struggle between his people and the stranger.

It is now 350 years since the Indians of the Peruvian Andes accepted the

ignominious yoke, but they have not totally renounced all aspirations after liberty.

They have sometimes revolted, separately or en masse, and doubtless more than

one plot for extermination has been conceived in the darkness which has never

seen the light.

The story is told that some chiefs once threw two llamas into a torrent which

issues from a net-work of fountains and lakes in the Cordillera. One of the llamas

was white ; the other was black and represented the Indian race in the minds of the

chiefs. The white llama was drowned ; the leaders saw in its death a sinister omen

for their oppressors, and they roused their people : but the omen had deceived them.

Later, they again threw two llamas into the river. This time the black one disap-

peared in the current, and the conspirators, terrified by the augury, dared not appeal

to immanent, eternal justice. Though tliey have the same longings after freedom

to-day, their hope is fading. What can they accomjtlish against the coastmen who

have command of cannon with a range of ten thousand paces, of ships moved by fire

over the sacred Lake of Titicaca, and of trains of cars which whistle through the

bowels of the Cordilleras ? Tiie most terrible of all the Quichua revolts took place in

1780 ; it was headed by a descendant of the Yncas, Tupac Amaru. In a hundred

days 40,000 Whites were slaughtered, and but for the re-enforcements which arrived

from Buenos Ayres, Peru would have been free, for a time at least, and perhajis for-
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ever. In 1854 a typhus epidemio whicli decinuited tlic Indians saved the Whites from

a long meditated attack. Another uprising niiscarricd in 1860.

La Costa.— The land boundaries of Peru are Ecuador, Brazil, and Bolivia; it

confronts the Pacific Ocean on tiie west, along a cold current coming from the south :

this is the Humboldt Current, the temperature of which is here nearly "Ji" F. below

that of the surrounding waters.

La Costa, the rugged strip of coast included between the Pacific and the base of

the mountains, is a Hot Land, burnt by the sun and so little visited by rain that

twenty or thirty years sometimes fail to bring a single shower. Now, where there is

no water there is no vegetation. The Valles of La Costa are destitute of cultivated

fields, except along the Andean torrents and on the irrigating canals. From 1847 to

1877 not a drop of rain fell at Payta, a coast town in northern Peru, and when at

last a storm did break over the tawny, pulverulent campo, it washed away the clay

houses, cut torrent-beds through the streets, and caused heavy damage to the railroad

leading to Piura, a city on the road to the Andes. Thunder and lightning are

unknown in Payta, as well as in Lima and other cities of the coast: it is said that

thunder was not heard in the Peruvian metropolis from 1805 to 1877.

The Peruvian Andes: Lake Titicaca.— La Montana.— A large number of insig-

nificant mountain-ranges rise between the littoral and the Andes. One of these

chains, in northern Peru, forms the valley of Santa, which is better watered than tlie

others on account of a gap in the Andes through which the trade-winds pass ; this

valley, which was very fertile in the time of the Yncas, is to-day becoming the gran-

ary of the Limenians. Climbing the Andes, we reach the Temperate and Cold

Lands, which are to make the future of Spanish America and particularly of Peru.

On the slopes of the lierras templada^ and the tierras frias, and on the plateaus, the

white man has no fear of epidemics, auicmia, and bodily disorganization, nor of

mental decadence and exhaustion of the will-power. The Peruvian Andes are p/r

excellence the region of great longevity.

The Cordillera from the south divides above the sands of Atacama, a seaboard

which originally belonged to Bolivia but which is now Chilian. The right chain runs

off into Bolivia; the left, which is shared by Bolivia and Peru, is one of the loftiest

in South America— a long, desolate, chaotic ridge, almost destitute of snow, naked

and dry ; here the traveller is compelled to follow the beaten paths leading up to the

passes, which open, on the average, 13,000 feet above the seas. No one knows the

number of the volcanoes in this chain, nor the altitude of nearly all its peaks; Liriniii,

which was once generously set down at 2.3,450 feet, has not belonged to Peru since

the loss of tlie province of Tarapaca ; the volcano of Huallatiri reaches an elevation

of nearly 19,700 feet ; Parinacota, composed likewise of lava .nnd basalt, is 20,919

feet high; its neighbor Pomara]>c .about 20,500 ; Tacora, or Clii])icani, 19,741; Misti,

or the volcano of Arequipa, 20,013; after which the sierra sinks and there are no

more fiery summits until we reach Ecu.adori.in territory 930 miles to the north.

To whatever sublime heights these Peruvian colossi rear their heads, viewed from

the lofty pedestal which supports them, they possess neither beauty, diversity, nor

grandeur: many of them are dumpy and clumsy, and nearly all are dreary; yet

more than one is superb. Such is Misti, the imposing pyramid which no one has yet

scaled to the top, and which has been inactive for more than three hundred years ; it

overlooks Arequipa in its smiling oasis on the river Chili; this city, situated at an

^ilevation of 8320 feet, is perhaps more often visited by earthquakes than any other
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in the world: 826 shocks occurred between 1811 and 1845, or an average of two per

month.

Between the Western Cordillera, in which Misti is situated, and the Eastern, out

of which rise the principal mountains of Bolivia, namely, Illimani, Iluaina Potosi,

and the Nevado de Sorata,— all higher than Misti itself,— stretches a cold, bleak

lowland tract of 38,000 to 42,000 square miles : this tract can be considered as low-

land when compared with the Andes which bound it on the east and on the west, but

the arreat lake into which its rios flow i-eflects the sunlight at an elevation wliich sur-

LlMA.

passes that of the loftiest peak in the Pyrenees by 1440 feet. This table-land bears

the two names of Peruvian Plateau and Plateau of Titicaca: Plateau of Titicaca

because its basin is filled by Lake Titicaca, and Peruvian Plateau because the legisla-

tors of Peru, Maiu'o Ca])ae, the first of the Yncas, and his consort, Mama Ocello,

issued from an island in this lake.

The Bolivian " Sierra altisiraa," which rises on the east of the lake, soon enters

Peru. Here, though less elevated than in Bolivia, it is still very lofty ; it is deeply

cut by an infinitude of torrents belonging to the basin of the Amazon and forming

the immense rios called the Madre de Dlos, Quillabamba, Apurimac, and Mantaro;

many of its peaks surpass 17,000 feet, in the region of Cuzco, the land momor.able in

the history of the Quichua people. At the Cerro de Pasco (14,114 feet) the Eastern
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and Western sierras unite once more, but only to separate, this time into three chains,

namely the Eastern Cordillera, or the Cordillera of the Amazon, the Central Cordil-

lera, and the Western Cordillera, or Cordillera of the Pacific, or again the Maritime

Cordillera. The last, the loftiest of the three, is cut by accessible passes wluch are

only 7200 to 7900 feet above the sea, in Cajamarca : the backbone of South America

is, as it were, half severed at this point, which is at about one-third the distance from

the Panama depression to the gap of Perez Resales, in southern Chili. The Western

and Central Cordilleras are welded together again at the knot of Loja, in southern

Ecuador. The Eastern, which does not rejoin the other two, is lost on the Amazo-

nian plains. Seen from these plains, as it is on a much lower pedestal than the other

chains, the Eastern Cordillera has the most iinjiosing appearance of all the Peruvian

Andes, and, being infinitely better watered than the others, it has more attractive,

more harmonious sites, and a greater amount of fruitful soil. The boundless plain

which it overlooks bears the name of Los Bosques, or the Woods, and more generally

still that of Montana; the term Montana does not signify Mountain, but rather

Wooded Country. Here stretching from horizon to horizon are vast tracts of marvel-

lously leafy forests. Though La Costa, at a distance from the irrigating canals

(acequias), is perhaps the driest and most parched region in the globe, there is no

spot in America better watered than La Montaiia, none where the vegetation is more

hvxuriant ; here we find the favored portion of Peru (although not the richest in gold),

the tropical Peru, which was but little penetrated by the Quichuas ; these Indians,

whether dwelling in the hot lowlands or on the cold uplands, were everywhere unag-

gressive, and they seem to have feared the Montaiia, with its gloomy eaiions and dark

woods, its arrogant exubennice, and its invisible savages ever on the alert with bow
and poisoned arrow.

The Maraiion, the Ucayaii. — Peruvian Railroads.— Just as rains are exceedingly

rare on the Pacific slo})e, so there is relatively little snow in the western or central

mountaiifs, owing to the extreme dryness of the atmosphere; the Andes contain

greater masses of persistent snows directly on the equator than they do in the Peru-

vian Cordilleras, under the 20th parallel. The torrents of southern Peru are there-

fore scant whether they flow into the Valles, or descend to Lake Titieaca, or are lost

on the plateaus, which are here impregnated with saltpeti-e, borax, and nitrate of

soda ; but in the east, where rains are abundant, the great rios are foi'med which give

rise to the Amazon.

The Maraiion, which is incorrectly considered the parent Ijranch of the Amazon,
flows down from the mountain of Cerro de Pasco. Its source is the Nupe, a stream

35 or 40 miles long, which mingles its waters with those of the outlet of Lake Lauri-

cocha. Lauricocha, which was long su]iposed to be the head-waters of the Amazon,
lies 13,780 feet above the seas, 125 miles from the Pacific, and more than 1850 from

the Atlantic, into which the stream empties. The upper course of the torrent (for

the fut\ire fresh-water sea is here an im])etuous river) is 500 miles long. It flows

near Cajamarca, the ancient city where descendants of the Yncas still dwell— a city

sacred to those Quichuas who yet dream of independence ; then, instead of ])iercing

the Maritime Cordillera on the west in order to reach the near waters of the Pacific,

it cuts through the Central Cordillera by twelve or fifteen pongos, or defiles: on

entering the last of these passages, the Pongo de Manseriche, it contracts from more
than 1600 feet to 100. These narrow passes and rapids are not insurmountable

obstacles to canoe navicration.
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The word 2)onffo is a distortion of the Quichua term pu7icu, which signifies "gate"

;

as this idiom is still the jirevniling tofigiie of the country, a multitude of place-names

are the same as before the conquest ; the rest are Sjjanisli, or are oddly compounded

of words taken from the two languages, as, for instance, Polvorayacu, Powder lliver^

Cocha (lake), yacn (river), all (bridge), ?«•«< (mount), cajas (upland), ^x<w;j« (plain),

llacta (country), rumi (stone), puma (lion), hatun (great), ucku (small), yana

(black), yura (white), jowca (red),— these roots and others are widely used in naming

localities.

From the Pongo de Manseriche, the stream, the bed of which is already

less than 500 feet above sea-level, flows easterly through the wooded plains or

naked campos which constitute the larger part of the Peruvian Hot Lands. Here it

encounters the Huallaga, a navigable river which is becoming more and more a high-

way between Europe and Peru ; then it is doubled, or possibly tripled, by the acces-

sion of the Ucayali, a broad and tortuous torrent which reaches the junction from a

much greater distance than does the Maraiion itself. The Ucayali rises at least five

degrees farther south than the Maraiion ; it issues from the mountain maze which

separates Arequipa from Cuzco by a chaos of sierras, cuinbres,^ ]5aramos, valleys, and

precipices. Under the name of Apurimac,^ it flows through friglitful gorges ; it re-

ceives the Mantaro and the Quillabamba ; then dividing into arms, it winds in ample

folds through the swamps and forests of the Pampa del Sacramento and carries to the

Maraiion a stream evidently sujjerior to the river which escapes from the Pongo de

Manseriche. This is the true mother of the Amazon.

Peru has constructed lines of the boldest railroads in tlie world, connecting the

navigable affluents of the Amazon with the Pacific, across the bristling back of the

Andes. The famous Pacific Rjiilroad of tlie United States, in its route between the

plains of the Great West and San Francisco, traverses the Rockies and the Sierra

Nevada by ])asses 7000 to 8250 feet high, but the Peruvian ways reach elevations of

more than 14,500 feet. From the rainless se.iboard where summer lias neither begin-

ning nor end, they climb along imposing caiions, on cornices, curves, and bridges, and

through trenches and tunnels where summer itself is chilled by the northern Ijlasts

;

such, for instance, are the lines from Lima to La Oroya, and from Mollendo to Puno;'

a port of Lake Titic.aca. These works are in no way Peruvian except by the surface

which supports them and a part of the laborers who were employed in their construc-

tion ; the capitalists who projected them and the engineers who laid them out were

foreigners. The men who are thus binding together the fragments of the future

Latin empire, levelling the mountains of S]>anish or Portuguese America, spanning

the raudales and the cataracts which break the flow of the great rios, and cutting

arrowy paths through the pampas of the Plata, are all from the United States or dif-

ferent European countries.

The ftuichuas and their Language.— Races and Cities.— The population of Peru

' Summits. 2 From two Quichua words, npu, "master," "lord." .and rimac, "noisy."
8 Tlie corporation operating the system of railway.* running from Mollendo to Puno and Cuzco,

propose to e,xtcnd their lines sontliward along the border of the lake to the liolivian frontier, tlnis

opening easy communication with La Paz, the capital of Bolivia. This project, wlien carried out, will

not only be of great commercial importance, as a large part of Bolivian tr.ade to the Pacific will neces-
sarily pass over this line, but Peruvian statesmen foresee in the proposed bond between the two coun-
tries possible results of the highest import. Under the direction of New York capitalists, the Oroya
Kailroiid is being extended to the Ucayali silver district and to the silver-mining district of the Cerro de
PaSco. — Ed.
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is rated at 2,700,000,* though the number is uncertain ; the Peruvians live at altitudes

ranging from sea-level to 16,188 feet, the height of the dwelling in the col of Rima-

huasi, between Cuzco and Puno. Of these inhabitants, it is supposed that 1,555,000

are Indians, 372,000 Whites, and 670,000 cross-breeds ; there are 53,000 Negroes and

51,000 Chinese. The majorily of the Indians are Quichuas ; these are bordered on

the south by Aymaras, who speak a language closely allied in structure to the

Qnichua. The Quichuas derive their name from a word in their language meaning

" temperate land," in opposition to Puna, which signifies " cold land." One would

say that these ill favored, olive-colored people were in mourning for the lost gi-eatness

of their race ; there is no gayety, no rejoicing in life, hidden behind their melancholy

submissiveness of expression. Trodden under foot in former times by the Whites,

—

as they are to-day, in spite of a vain reputation for freedom,— they have no love for

the pale-faces, and they retreat as far as possible from them. This savagery augments

their gloominess of disposition ; everything in their nature, even their joy, seems to

spring from a disillusioned soul. Still, underneath their shrinking, sly deportment,

underneath this outward moroseness, this seeming weariness of spirit, and all this

apparent decrepitude, we find a lively sense of duty, a profound love of country, and

an unconquerable tenacity of purpose. Had it not been for the chance which brought

about the Spanish conquest, they would have become a mighty people, consolidating

their power, as did the old Romans, by the settlement of conquering families on the

conquered territory ; as it is, they have been reduced through the brutality of their

masters to a herd of slaves who, looking on life as a toilsome, sorrowful journey, do

their tasks and suffer uncomplainingly ; they find their only joys in solitude, the

songs of their old Indian language, a few festivals, the dull intoxication of chicha,

and the use of the coca-leaf, which, slowlv chewed, stimulates their nerves and

tempers their muscles.

The Peruvians of Indian stock have adopted the Romish religion, but they have

retained their national idioms.

Aymara is still spoken in the south ; in the centre and north— in the larger part

of the state— the prevailing speech is Quichua, the ancient tongue of the Yncas.

Quichua is a difficult, comjilicated language, but extraordinarily poetic, and capable of

expressing the almost inexpressible. This idiom, moulded on the gloomy, shy Indian

soul, is even used by numerous descendants of the Conquistadores. It is the sole lan-

guage of 1,200,000 to li million Peruvians in the departments of Iluancavelica and

Jauja ; from there it extends sporadically into Ecuador ; it is in use by nearly 2 mill-

ion men among the Ecuadorians, the Bolivians, and the few Argentines who have

remained faithful to it. Spanish, the tongue of the gente distinguida, predominates

on the coast, in the Valles, in the large towns, and it serves everywhere in official

intercourse ; it is gradually conquering the country and is exceedingly well spoken.

Though more than 50,000 Chinese have already settled in Peru, only 18,000 Euro-

peans have come to seek fortune or subsistence here. Among these, the Italians form

the predominant element, and next in order are the French. Nearly all the Euro-

peans live in Lima or in the coast cities ; very few ascend to the plateaus, but the

Chinese are found to some extent everywhere, occupied in all kinds of labor,— re-

moving guano, working on the railroads and jtlantations and at the various trades.

The capital, Lima (poj). 104,000), is a pleasure-going, fashionable, lazy city on the

Rimac, the Noisy), which has its source in the Maritime Cordillera. Lima's one-story

1 See page (OT.
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houses, its vulgar church edifices glittering with gold and silver, and its deserted

cloisters, stand on ground often shaken by earthquake shocks ; it lies at an elevation

of about 575 feet, 9 miles from Callao (pop. 34,000), its jtort on the Pacific. It is sit-

uated in the entirely rainless zone of Peru. If a great storm should ever break over

it, this town of sun-dried bricks would take the road to the Pacific along with the

Rimac. The "city of the kings," or rather of the viceroys, rises as a gray mass under

a gray sky, a checkerboard of low houses bordering narrow streets; it has the most

viirilnnt <;uardians of the ]>ublic health, for it is cleaned at all hours of day and night

•;%":;: \5;

-•R^^-: '^"^'^^^^^EmEJ'i;^^^
Guano Deposits on thk Chincha Islands.

by vultures: these voracious, bald birds see and scent from the high air, and from
prodigious distances, the smallest bit of refuse left on tlie pavement of the capital.

They fear no one, and no one disturbs them.
Cuzco, on a tributary of the Ucayali, 11,368 feet above the sea, contains 18,000

inhabitants, the majority of whom are Indians. The emjiire of the Yncas formed
around this city as a nucleus; and on one of its squares the last descendant of the
Sun, Tupac Amaru, the leader of the i)artisans of independence, suffered death by the
Spanish sword, with nil his family ; it is in the department of Lima and in that of
Puiio that the Quichu.as have best preserved the purity of their race and language.
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The Indians look xipon Ciizco as the centre of the globe, as the name Coz^co, signify-

ing " uiubilicus," indicates. The city still retains something of the rank and honors

of a metropolis, l)ut palaces are few and hovels numerous among its dwellings; it is

surrounded V)y austere numntains. Tlie climate is cold anrl variable ; it rains, accord-

ing to tlie jjroverb, 400 days in the year at Cuzco; and the roaring of the swift IIu.'i-

tanay is never stilled at any season.

The Chincha Islands.— The three Cliindia Islands lie off the coast, to the south-

ward of Callao. Their masses of ammoniacal guano were once an important source

of wealth to Peru. In tliis raiidess climate, the excreta of the se.i-birds remain in

place, and, in the course of years, form hills of guano, which is highly prized ;is a fer-

tilizer in western Europe ; it is for use on European soil that the Chinese have been

employed for years in bagging guano on these three islands. They have toiled here

in bl.asts that seize one by the throat, until they have removed to the last atom the 12

to 15 million tons of the deposits. There are, however, many other guano rocks

along the Peruvian coast.

BOLIVIA.

The Bolivian Andes ; Pnna, Puna brava.— Before the war ot i»T9-1880 Paraguay

was the only South American state that had no sea-coast. Since Chili conquered the

allied Bolivians and Peruvians and took possession " forever " of the desert of

Atacama on the Pacific, the Bolivians, deprived of this metalliferous Sahara, have

become an essentially continental people, like the slightly Hispanicized Guaranis of

Paraguay. Bolivia was formed in 1825 from the provinces of Upper Peru which

formerly belonged to the viceroyalty of Buenos Ayres ; it bears a wholly modern

name, which has no root in the old soil of the Aymaras and the Quichuas. It was

called Bolivia in honor of Simon Bolivar, the hero of South American independence.

The bound.ary-line between Bolivia and Peru on the east of the Andes, in the

basin of the Amazon, is still unsettled. If the question is decided adversely for

Bolivia, this country will be deprived of extensive valleys but of very few inhabi-

tants. In 1867, a vast tract of disputed territory was ceded to the Neo-Lusitanians

;

in 1880, the Chilians took possession oi Atacama ; however, the republic of the

punas and the ymujaii still embraces about 48.3,000 square miles ' of uncontested land,

with perh.ajis 2,300,000 inhabitants,^ whose growth is wholly independent of immigra-

tion. The surface of Bolivia is disposed in cold punas and temperate or torrid yun-

gas. Although shut off from the sea, it nevertheless jwssesses— owing to its Selvas

and low Llanos— the three terraces of the Andean countries, the tierras calientes,

/Has, and templadas. The punas embrace the Puna proper and the Puna brava.

The Puna pro])er lies at 11,400 to 1.3,100 feet above the sea; barley and potatoes are

grown here, and the guanaco, the llama, the vi<nma, inid the alpaca, which are the

beasts of burden and the wool-bearing animals of the Andean plateaus, browse in its

pastures. Above 13,100 feet stretches the Puna brava, or wild Puna, which extends

1 Bolivian official statistics place tlie area of the country at 772,548 square miles, and the population

at 1,952,080. The littoral province lost by the war of 187i>-80 covers 70,171 square miles. — Ei>.

' See page 6!)7.
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upward to the snow-line, to the dead plains and cold summits where man finds it dif-

ficult to breathe: there are jiiiramos in Bolivia so lofty that the soroche, or mountain-

sickuesii, renders life on thorn difficult for the Puneros and impossible to Europeans.

J/ike many a Tibetan convent, like the dwelling in the Peruvian col of Rimahuasi, the

houses of Santa Ana, a Bolivian village, may be classed among the really " sublime "

human habitations ; Portugalete is 14,075 feet above the seas ; Potosi lies at an eleva-

tion of 13,294 feet. Other cities and towns and numberless hamlets are built .at lofty

altitudes, in the punas bravas and on the paramos, where the dry cold of the atnios-

I)here prevents the growth of everything but the greenish lichen called llareta : the

snow whirls here, the winds whistle, the sleuder, twisted, frozen shrubs creak and

bend, and the caravans jiass with the men masked to protect their faces from the

cutting air.

Before exact measurements had been made in the Andes, it was thought that the

loftiest peaks of the cordilleras were in Bolivia ; the height of Illampu, or the Nev.ado

de Sorata, was given at 24,587 feet, instead of 21,490, its true altitude. On issuing

from Chili, the Andes exhibit a tendency to divide into two or three chains ; the

ranges thus separated a]iproach again a little farther on, and then divide once more,

and asain form a new knot. There are several of those knots in Bolivia. Frightful

paramos, ilry ])amp.as, marsh-bottoms, sandy plains, and salt lagoons are iinlx'dded

between the chains which are thus detached and thus united : wo find here unsightli-

ness, cold, and poverty, only a few hours' or a few days' journey from the beauty and

warmth, the forests and rivers, and all the youthful opulence of the yunga.

With the loss of the littor.al province of Ataeani.% Bolivia relinquished her part in

the great Western Cordillera, which is separated from the Eastern or Royal Cor-

dillera by all the coin|>aratively low country of Titicaca .and the Desaguadero : at the

utmost, she retains there a share in Mount Huallatiri (19,700 feet), on the Peruvian

frontier, .and all of Saj.ama (21,047 feet). But Bolivia still cl.aims the Cordillera

Real, which has a mean elevation of 15,423 feet, with the snow-line at 17,257 (owing

to the extreme dryness of the atmosphere). The names in this chain — some of

which possess .all the st.ately sonorousness of genuinely Spanish terms— often recall

by their str.-mge forms the fact that these mountains cast their shadows on valleys

where the Indian maintains his language ag.ainst th.U of his oppressors.

What summit I'ules in this Royal Sierra, which rears its white granitic tops along

a line of 530 miles, between punas and punas, or punas and yungas? Is it Illampu

(21,490 or 21,286), which bears the harmonious name of N"evado de Sorata? Is it

the Nevado de Illimani (21,355 or 20,994)? Chachacom.ani has an elevation of

20.355, Huaina Potosi 20,171, and many a "snow mountain " roaches an altitude of

18,045. Other Andes bristling with peaks, domes, and points more than 16,000 and

even 18,000 feet high branch off from the Cordillera Real on the east. These spurs,

more or less nearly perpendicular to the main sierra, and more or less nearly ]>ar.allel

to one another, run to the eastward, into the regions of C<H-habamb.a, Sucre, and

Potosi, as far as the llanos, selvas, and pampas of Bolivia, Brazil, Par.aguiiy, and the

Argentine Confederation— extensive level tracts slo])ing gently toward the Amazon
and the Plata. As these mountains command these vast jtlains, they make the acrop-

olis of Bolivia the key-stone of Siianish America, as Minas-Geraos is the key-stone of

New Portugal. Illampu and Illim.nii look down from a distance on the shores of

Lake Titicaca and the l)cs;it;uadorci depression.

Lake Titicaca and the Desaguadero.— The Deserts of Lipez.— Titicaca, the sacred
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lake whicli beliekl the birth of the dogmas, laws, and legends of the Peruvians,

belongs jiartly to Peru and partly to Bolivia; the latter jiossesses the eastern and

southern portions, which are nearly isolated from the rest by the long peninsula of

Capacabama. Titicaca has an area of 3250 square miles, a maximum depth of 715

feet, and it is situated at an elevation of 12,605 feet.

It is drained by the Desaguadero, or the "Outlet," a stream wholly on Bolivian

teri'itory. The Desaguadero runs east-south-east, like the two colossal sierras which

hug this closed basin on the east and west— this plain of Oruro lying between 12,100

and 13,800 feet above sea-level, and in which most of the Bolivians live. With a

breadth varying from 160 to 525 feet, and with a very tranquil course, for it descends

only 466 feet in 200 miles, the river flows to the Pampa Aullagas (12,140 feet), an

exceedingly deep lake, which receives from the Desaguadero and from the neighboring

sierra on the east more than 3500 cubic feet of water pei' second in dry weather, but

which discharges only 35. And this brook of 35 cubic feet, the offspring of several

rivers, is lost in the Cienega de Coijiasa (12,090 feet), a hollow which cannot be called

a lake althougli Sajama and Hiiallatiri despatch to it a mean of 1200 cubic feet per

second. The Desaguadero, which terminates thus at pi-esent, perhaps once reached

the far away Atlantic through the Kio de la Paz, the Beni, the Madeira, and the

Amazon. If the emissary of the Peruvian lake no longer has the power to pass the

Cienega, it is because the urn out of which it flows has shrunk with the lapse of

time: hardly a few centuries have passed since— in the days of the Yncas— the

then great and brilliant city of Ti.a-IIuanacu bathed its walls, we are told, in

Titicaca; now it is 12 miles from the lake to the old city: a few hundred years have
sufliced to lower the level of the water one hundred thirty feet. Possibly evaj>

oration is not the sole cause of the scantness of the rio that drains Titicaca
;
popular

belief here connects various sources of the Loa, an Atacaman stream, flowing into

the Pacific, and certain afiiuents of the Pilcomayo, a long river which reaches the

Paraguay near Assumption, with pertes from the Desaguadero. The Desaguadero
may be discharged in ])art into underground currents, in the same way that it is per-

haps partially fed by hidden streams, for the outlet of Titicaca issues from the lake

with twice as much water as the latter receives from the visible affluents ; it is possi-

ble that bottom springs sujiply the rest.

South of the spot where the i-emnant of the Desaguadero disappears, the plateau

becomes more and more arid ; it is only during a chance storm that the canons, fur-

rows, and fissm-es whirl a temporary flood of water down to the lake of Salinas, a

vast salt field which is white and sparkling or covered with turbid water according
to localities. The transient rios suddenly transform it into a lake which, from the
distance, would deceive a traveller ; but nakedness reigns around this false Leman;
there is mire on its shores, and briny bitterness in its bosom. The whole desolate

region is uninhabited : it is a despnhhulo, which the Indians name the deserts of Lipez.

Great rios: The Madeira.— The Yvingas. — The Puna begins about 11,400 feet

above the seas. Below this altitude, down to about 10,000 feet, we are in the Cabe-
ceras de Valle, or Valley Heads— the corn and grain district. From 10,000 down to

5500 or below 5000 feet, we find the Valles (valleys), or Medios Yungas, and below
5500 stretches the tomd land of the Yungas, so called from an Aymara word" signi-

fying " burning valley."

The Yungas (where the jaguar lurks) comprise exuberant lands lying along a
net-work of rios which go to form the mighty Madeira. These rios unite first in four
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superb currents. The easternmost, the Guapore, rises in tlie Brazilian state of

Matto-Grosso, not far from the sources of the Paraguay, on tlie uncertain slopes of

the Campos dos Parecis, wliere many a lake, many a swamp, and many a rio waver

between the Amazon and the

Plata, and are discharged into

both when swollen by powerful

rains. The Guapore, with a

length of 870 miles, drains a

liasin of 193,000 square miles

nnd carries from 23,410 to 175,-

000 cubic feet per second (ac-

cording to the season) into the

Mamore. The Mamore, whicli

is very much longer tlian the

Guapore, for it winds in im-

mense curves around the moun-

tains in Cochabamba, brings to

the rendezvous from 29,484

cubic feet per second to 247,-

000 or more ; tlie Msmiore re-

tains the name. The Beni (930

miles), or Veni, was once the

chief stream of t'ne globe, if it

is true that it drained, through

the Rio de la Paz, the lake, or

we might say the inland sea, of

Peru, of which nothing now
remains except Titicaca, the

Pampa Aullagas, and the Cie-

nega de Coijiasa ; the Beni was

then the head of the Am.azon.

Augmented by the Madre de

Dios (more powerful than it-

self ), it carries at its confluence

with the Mamore from 48,835

to more than 459,000 cubic feel

per second. The four rivers to-

gether form a stream having a

mean current of 517,000 cubic

feet and a low-water flow of

146,257 ; its floods deluge the

campos and forests.

At the junction of the Beni

with the Mamore the waters take the name of Madeira. Above and below tlie

mouth of the Beni they descend by a series of falls : about fifteen nij)ids and the

four cataracts of Bananeira, Ribeirao, Girao, and Iheotonio carry them down
the slope 236 miles long by which they re.ach the plains from the uplands.

After the last of these plunges, the river has a peaceful journey of nearly 650

A Bolivian.
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miles before reaching the Amazon. The Madeira takes its name from the Portuguese

word madeira ("wood," "madrier"), on account of tlie trees which it floats down

to the Amazon ; it is nearly 2175 miles long, with a breadth in the lower course of

5000 to GOOO feet.

The Bolivian Andes, which are even now rich in the metals that made the fortune

of Potosi, overlook valleys where the temperature varies much according to altitude.

Tropical humidity and luxuriance are to be found in the marvellous gardens of the

Yungas; cool, pleasant breezes blow over the plateaus; the settler who longs for

severe cold, grassless sod, treeless sierras, gloomy skies, and chill, blustering winds

has only to climb to the paramos of the Puna brava. This highest ha,bitable story of

the Bolivian abode is not only the most desolate but the most healthful ; the Euro-

pean, especially, lives to a greater age in the Puna than in the Valles, and in the

Valles than in the Yungas; in this last region, as in all "lands flowing with milk and

honey," the air is too mild, the sky too brilliant, and life too easy; man loses his will-

power, withers, and dies before his time.

Aymaras.— ftuichuas.— Guaranis.— Bolivia is thought to contain at present 2,300,-

000 inhabitants, not including the Inclios bravos, whose number no one knows, but

who are estimated at 250,000. At the close of the struggle for independence, the

Bolivians numbered less than a million, but they would count more than three million

to-day if the energy and blood of the country had not been squandered in civil wars

which can find excuse neither on the ground of honor or loyalty.

The majority of the Bolivians claim to be of Spanish lineage, though they are

largely of Indian origin, with very little or no sangre azul in their veins; "Latin"

blood predominates nowhere except in the department of Tarija, and it is prepondei--

ant here chiefly in the cities. As in Peru, so in Bolivia, Quichuas and Aymaras form

the essential elenient> of the nation. The Quichuas live in the south and east, in the

vicinity of Potosi, Chayanta, Sucre, and Cochabamba ; they are small, thick-set, ill

formed, with heavy bodies, short legs, and very homely features; the Quichua and

White half-breeds are entirely devoid of beauty. The Aymaras inhabit the west, the

department of Oruro, or the Plateau of Titicaca, and the department of La Paz;

then, crossing tlie frontier, they extend over the south of Peru, from Arequipa nearly

to Cuzco, south-east of a line, on the north-west of which the Quichuas begin again.

They are therefore crowded on the north and on the south by the nation descended

from their ancient masters, the Yncas. The Aymaras number at present perhaps a

million men, — three-fifths of whom are in Bolivia,— but they were once more numer-

ous, possibly far more so; the race of Titicaca,^ as it is sometimes called, from the

lake around which its villages are built, has nevertheless held out against great odds ;

first the Quichuas trod them under foot, and later the Spaniards wore them out in

the mines and on the plantations. Often rebellious, but always conquered,— in the

times of the Yncas as well as under the Castilian viceroys,— these incredibly tena-

cious men, nearly all of whom live at altitudes varying between 10,000 and 16,000

feet, have preserved their language, which is very complicated, supple, and capacious,

at once energetic and graceful ; it is said to be superior to the Quichua. With the

exce])tion of an external adherence to the forms of Roman Catholicism, they arc true

to the heritage of the past. They are short and thick-set, as ugly as the Quichuas,

or even more so, and the families which s]iring from their alliances with the Whites

retain all the coarseness of the peoj)le of Titicaca.

1 Titicaca is an Aymara word, meaning Tin Stone.
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The Guaranis who have come from Paraguay by the Pilcomayo constitute the

chief element of several districts near Santa Cruz tie la Sierra. In the Valles, a

fourth jiart of the inhabitants are Negroes.

All the Bolivians except the IiuUos braoos profess the Roman Catholic religion.

Spanish, which is tiie tongue of the Whites, the idiom of books, of newspapers, and

of business, has by no means conquered the guttural Quichua, with its long words

and complicated forms, nor the equally guttural, long-worded, and complicated

Aymara; it is destined, nevertheless, to triumph over these idioms, although they are

to-day the national speech of 3 million men— almost all inountaineers in Ecuador,

Peru, and Bolivia. The language of Cervantes, wide-spread as it is throughout the

world, and spoken by so many young peoples in America, will not retreat before two

unlettered tongues of the Cordilleras.

Cities.— Since 1857, the Bolivian government has resided at La Paz do Ayacucho.

—We know what a passion the Peninsulars have always had for showy, bombastic,

sonorous, or, in short, Castilian names ; but time, which erodes the marbles and chills

the suns, has effaced a half of these vain titles : and La Paz de Ayacucho * has

become La Paz. This town of 57,000 souls lies in a valley, encircled by lofty moun-

tains. It borders a torrent which becomes the Beni and which, below the capital,

enters the gorges of La Angostura, where it descends nearly 7900 feet in a broken

course of 47 miles. The inhabitants of La Paz dwell at an altitude of 11,942 feet,

26 miles in a straight line from the Nevado de Illimani, .and 30 from Lake Titicaca;

the nights are cool, the air dry, and the yearly mean is about 50° F. Yet La Paz is

situated between the ti-opic of Capricorn and the equatoi-.

Sucre (pop. 17,000) was once the seat of the government; the city derives its

j)resent name from an Indcjiendence general; it was formerly called Chuquisaca,

from Choqiie Saca, the Golden Bridge. The Sucrians live at an altitude of 9818 feet,

near the water-parting between the Madeira, which runs to the Amazon, and the

Pilcomayo, whioh flows to the Plata; Quichua is almost the only language spoken in

the city.

Potosi (pop. 12,000) contained 170,000 inhabitants in 1711. It was then the

metropolis of South America, the city of fabulous riches, of s])eedily acquired for-

tunes, and stupendous failures caused by extravagance and folly. Its silver-mines

were unrivalled in the world ; the product of these mines has been estimated at from
1800 million to 6800 million dollars.

CHILI.

Tierra del Fuego. — strait of Magellan.— The name of this very long country is

l)ropei-ly written Chile, though the form Chili is in general use. Its territory, which
was much enlarged by the late war of the Chilians against the allied Peruvians
and Bolivians, now embraces 299,600 square miles; the inhabitants number about
2,956,000.''

There are no llanos nor campos in Chili, and the tropical portion of the country is

1 Tlie sumame Ayacucho commemorates the victory which put an end to the war of the Spanish
colonies against Spain.

'^ See page GUT.
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occupied by a brazen desert. The surface does not divide here, as in the other S|)an-

ish-speaking countries of America, into Hot, Temperate, and Cold Lands, but rather

from north to south into Parched, Half-Parched, and Wet Lands, and from west to

east into Coast and Sierra.

The Andes make their first appearance in the rocky archipelagoes which flank the

large island of Tierra del Fuego on the south ; the most southern mass projects into

the sea as the famous Cape Horn.* Tierra del Fuego is a land of ice and of fogs

which are never rent by the sunlight. There are few bays, mountains, forests, fens,

and peat-bogs that are so rarely lit up by the sun as are these islands, where the mist

falls in drops— especially in the western part, which belongs to Chili. The eastern

portion, pertaining to the Argentine Republic, has a drier soil, a less uniformly gray

and wet climate, and a greater number of fair days; prolonging, as it does, the Pata-

gonian Pampa, it has something of the Panipean aridity of climate, in spite of the

surrounding sea, while in Chilian Tierra del Fuego it rains or snows 25 days every

month, summer as well as winter : it sometimes happens that the ground is white

with deep snows even in the season of the longest days ;
^ and the green sea is often

white all along the coast, for the winds, which are more tireless liere than anywhere

else in the world, raise monstrous billows that break in foam on the shore.

The eastern portion of the archipelago is inh.abited by giant.Patagonians ; the

Fuegians, wlio occupy the west, are of lower stature, with very big heads and power-

ful, thick-set bodies on sm.all hips and spindling legs; their hair is knotted like that

of the Furies. They fish for everything that lives in the sea, even to the whale ; and

they are skilful hunters with the bow and the sling: they go half-nude, with no pro-

tection against their atrocious climate except a coat of guanaco-skin or of seal-skin.

Their prolificness is of little avail, for the majority of the children die from exposure

to rain, snow, sea-spray, and hurricanes. The Patagonians and Fuegians together

number perhaps 10,000. It is here on Chilian territory that the first high Andes rise,

— Mount Darwin (6890 feet) and Sarmiento (67-91 feet).

Tierra del Fuego, Clarence Island, Santa Ines Island, and Land of Desolation face

the mainland along a tortuous strait which offers an interior passage from the Atlantic

to the Pacific to vessels that fear to encounter the winds and enormous waves of the

sea south of Cape Horn. This pass is called the Strait of M.agellan, after the naviga-

tor' who first entered it, and who also made the first circunniavigation of the globe.

The strait is long and broad, but it is foggy, stormy, and difficult. Its Chilian village,

Punta Arenas, contains 1200 or 1500 inhabitants; these are exiles, land-grantees, coal-

miners, men seeking the yellow metal in the neighboring auriferous torrents, and

adventurers driven by chance to this Ultima Thule of the Chilians.

The Andes: Volcanoes, Lakes and Rios.— Passing from the islands to the mainland,

the already imposing Cordillera of the Andes extends noilhward, sharply separating

two wholly dissimilar physical regions: on the east, the cold, sterile Argentine

plateaus stretch away monotonously to the distant Atlantic ; on the west, the near

waters of the Pacific are strangled in twisted channels formed by an infinite number
oi small islands. The waves can be seen from the snowy })eaks, or, rather, they

could be seen if it were not for' the fog and the rain. The sky drips here day and

night, the year round, over the scarped islands, the maze of islets, the net-work of

fiords, the evergreen beech forests, the chafing torrents, and the glaciers which

1 Cabo de Hornos. 2 The summer mean is only 7° to 9^ F. above the winter.
» A Portuguese named Magalhaes.
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descend to the very water's edge. There are glaciers lapped by the ocean as far

north as the 46th parallel. The nevados rise from G500 to 12,61)7 feet (the altitude of

Saint Valentine). Some of them are extinct or active volcanoes— how many, no

one knows.

This is incomparably the most fringed portion of tlie sligiitly indented South

American shores, and it is even one of the most jagged coasts in the world. Its

largest islands are Wellington (on the south) — a name that sounds discordant on

this Spanish and Indian littoral— and Chiloe, or Chilehue, i. e., "a part of Chili":

the latter comprises 3250 square miles, with 78,000 islanders who are Castilianized

Indians. Opposite it towers a magic land bristling with lofty peaks, nevados, and

volcanoes, covered with forests, and studded with crystal lakes; from all these emi-

nences many a strong, limpid torj-ent flows down to the coils and curves of the sea

imprisoned at their feet. Yet no cone here reaches an elevation of 10,000 feet. One

of those which growl at times, the volcano of Osorno (7405 feet), overlooks Llanqui-

hue, the Chilian Leman, a deep basin of clear water, nearly 125 miles in circumfer-

ence, and at an altitude of 141 to 144 feet : this cold lake discharges the 8800 cubic

feet of water per second that forms the source of the Maullin.

North of the Maullin, the Bueno, another full and transparent rio, receives the

waters of three lakes at the foot of the mountains, namely, the lakes -of Rupanco,

Puyehue, and Ranco ; the Valdivia drains the lakes of Calafqueu, Panguipulli, an<l

Rinihue ; then, still moving northward, we cross the Tolteii, the outlet of the lake of

Villarica, whose azure is clouded at certain hours by the shadow of the superb vol-

cano of Villarica (16,001 feet) ; then the Cauten, or Imperial River, which flows

through Araucanian territory ; then the Biobio, the longest of the Chilian streams

;

and lastly the Maule, which marks the southern boundary of the old em])ire of the

Yiicas. But as we advance toward the hot region, we gradually pass from the very

wet zone to the half-parched, and we find the rivers shrinking in volume; the sierra

at the same time becomes more and more lofty and less and less snowy : north of the

Dezcabezado de Maule there are no snow-masses and no persistent glaciers except at

very great heights.

The Chilian giants lift their heads near Santiago (the metropolis), on the south-

east, east, north-east, and north : these include the volcanoes of Maipu (17,664 feet)
;

San Jos6 (20,000 feet) ; Tupungato (20,269 feet), the most northern volcano until we
reach the fiery mountains in the lands recently annexed from Bolivia and Peru;
Juncal (19,495 feet) ; Cerro del Mereedario, or Ligua (22,304 feet) : this culminating

peak of the Chilian mountains is only 118 feet lower than the Argentine Aconcagua,'

the highest summit of the Andes and of America. Other peaks estimated at 20,000

feet and over tower above Atacama, in the north of the republic.

Atacama. — Atacama, the driest region in the world, comprises Atacama proper,

the Panipa de la Paciencia,— conquered from Bolivia,— and the Pampa del Tania-

rugal— seized from Peru. Rain never falls here, and the atmosphere is so dry that

bodies are preserved for years and even centuries in the sands, which are imjiregnated

with salt and saltpetre. It is said that there are cemeteries here in the open air,

where— instead of decaving in the ground, or resolving into .ishes on the funeral

pyre— the dead sleep unchanged (unless disturbed by the birds), seated or lying in a

circle, each with his kettle and his pitcher of maize.

As there are no wells of any description, and no torrents (for the neighboring cor-

1 Near the Chilian hordera, however, north-east of Santiago.
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(lilk'i-a, notwithstanding its elevation, has little snow and few springs, and its rivers

disai)])ear on entering the desert), recourse is had to the sea for drinking-water. The

salt floods are distilled in huge factories and then transported long distances for the

use of the thousands of men who are attracted into this desert by the fabulously

rich mines. This coast knows

neither rain nor shower nor

change of season ; there is no

winter, no autumn, no vernal

splendor, but one unending

summer. However, though na-

ture's forces are usually dor-

mant here, they sometimes

awake with sudden fury. In

18G8, an earthquake levelled

the coast town of Arica, and

at the same time two waves

from the Pacific lifted their

crests, one after the other,

against four villages on the

shore, sweeping them away

with all their inhabitants. In

1877 a still more formidable

wave rose 65 feet at Mejillones.

As thougli to inflict the

punishment of Tantalus on the

thirsty cities that man has built

under the brazen vault of Ata-

cama, thick clouds often bar

the horizon— not for an hour

or a day, but for weeks at a

time. This cloud, called garua,

bespeaks rain to no one but the

stranger unfamiliar with the

country ; it never dissolves in

showers, but descends as an

imperceptible dew which im-

parts a little freshness to the

thin grass of the lornus (hills,

mountains) ; as for the valleys

dominated by these lomas, they

receive nothing from the in-

visible mists. Taniarugal and

Atacama occupy over 500 miles

of Chili's 2500 miles of length.

The Chilians and Araucanians.— Atacama and Tamarugal contain together scarce

120,000 souls, and there are only a few thousand inhabitants south of the province of

Llanquihue and the island of Chiloe. Though Chili extends from the 21st to the

56th parallel of south latitude, nearly all of the population is concentrated between the

A FuEGiAJf Woman.
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27th and the 43d, from the sea to the foot of the Cordillera, and in different sierras

and inter-sierras. There are at least two ridges between the Atlantic and the Great

Andes. Starting from the shore, we climb the Cordillera de la Costa, only to descend

into valles; then we ascend the Cordillera del Medio, by the eastern declivity of

which we reach the Valles andinos, and at their east we encounter the Cordillera

Altisima. In middle Chili, then, the great torrents flow from the highest snows, leap

into an Andean valley, cut through the middle Cordillera, grow calm in a new vol,

then pierce the Cordillera of the coast, and finally bury themselves in the Pacific,

after having ii-rigated cami)0S which would be excessively sterile but for these water-

courses ; — but the canals from the rios have converted Chili into the garden of the

New World and the granary of the Pacific. «

The birth-rate and death-rate are both high hi Chili; but the nation would

increase by 30,000 to 40,000 yearly if it were not for an extensive emigration of

miners, navvies, laborers, and settlers. These men go with their families to establish

homes on the eastern slope of the Andes,— a migratory movement which dates from

the old days of the colonial era, when the present Argentine provinces of San Juan,

Mendoza, and San Luis formed a part of Chili. These losses are not the sole cause of

Chili's slow growth. In this country of vast domains there are no peasants, in the true

sense of the word, zealously cultivating soil in which they have an ownership: the

toilers here are hired farm-hands, shepherd-boys, and peons,— and these, weary of

bending over the spade, oi- tending the herds for the profit of others, emigrate not

only to the Argentine Republic, but also— and chiefly— to the high Peruvian valleys,

where land is cheap. In a single year Cliili scattered 30,000 of her children. And
few Europeans immigrate to Chili; Euroj)e is too far away.

The Chilians, though much more Europeanized than the Bolivians, Ecuadorians,

or Peruvians, are nevertheless largely of Indian blood by their mothers. They are

descendants of the autochthonous Araucanians and the Whites sent here from the

Iberian peninsula. The Araucanians, who formerly had their outposts on tlic margin

of the desert of Atacama, and who extended from there as far as the southern point

of South America, had not ])reserved their independence throughout all this territory

;

the north of their country, from the Maule as far as the brazen waste whicli sepa-

rated them from the Peruvian people, submitted to the yoke of the Yneas; but, on

the arrival of the Spanish routiers, the emperors of Cuzco had not Imd the time to

remould the Araucanians, mix tiiem with Quichua settlers, and assimilate them to the

great race which seemed destined to refashion the half-continent of the Andes. It

was there among pure Araucanians that the Conquistadores landed. These Spaniards,

however, notwithstanding the much earlier date of their ap])earance here, perhaps

contributed less to the formation of the Chilian nationality than did the Basques.

The Basques began to emigrate to Chili between 1700 and 1750, carrying with them
that rare excellence of the P]scualdunaes, a simple soul in a healthy body. So the

vigorous, prudent, sagacious, and hardy Chilian race is derived from strong sources,

for in its ancestry are Castilians (joyous Andalusians and stubborn CJalicians), Canta-

brian mountaineers, and Araucanians. In the lofty Andes, the Indian blood has been

but little crossed with white ; in the districts which were settled earliest, the amalga-

mation of races is now nearly complete, but south of the Tolten, along about 95

miles of coast, the Araucanians are very slightly mixed. These savages are of a tol-

erably light brown ; they are manly, proud-spirited, and truthful, and make use of a

language as sonorous as Spanish, eloquent, full of imagery, rich, regular, and concise.
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Tliey held out for two hundred and fifty years against Spain, and slaughtered more

of her soldiers than all the other peo])les of the old America together,— with the

exception of the FloriiKans, and the Charruas of tlie Argentine Rei)ublic,— and they

were not exterminated as were the latter nor sul)dued like the former: they lost their

northern districts by the slow action of fusion rather than by the force of arms.

South of the Tolten, tliey withstood first the Spaniai'ds, then the Chilian heirs to tlie

rights or the claims of Castile, and they have retained their language and customs.

If the hundred and more Araucanian caciques should coml)iiie the forces of the

five tribes of their confederation, they could dispose of 17,000 lances. But this peo-

]>le of 70,000 souls is disappearing: tradition, historj-, abandoned sites, orchards with-

out owners, all tell us that the Araucanians were more numerous in former times than

they are to-day; however, each new morning dawns on a richer, more enlightened,

and more populous Cliili. The Indians are now, it is thought, completely subdued by

their half-brother cross-breeds, who are taking possession of the coast, with ports,

villages, roads, coal-wells, mining machinery, and tillage. The Chilians are Roman
Catholics and speak Spanish,— though with a jnufHed pronunciation, it is said.

The capital, Santiago (pop. 236,000), rises between the sea and the mountains, 80

miles distant from the Pacific and 1807 feet above it, on the Mapocho, a torrent empty-

ing into the Maipu. Like its port, Valparaiso, it stands on trembling soil, which fre-

quently sinks.

Valparaiso (pop. 110,000), which is built on a dry and desolate shore (notwith-

standing its name, signifying Vale of Paradise), is one of the chief commercial cities

on the Pacific.

Juan Fernandez.— A very small, much isolated archipelago, composed of the two
islands Mas a tierra (37 sq. m.) and Mas d fuei-a (33 sq. m.), and Santa Clara, an islet

of 2 square miles, forms a dependency of Chili. These 72 square miles are occupied

by 60 inhabitants. Mas a tierra, or "More to the landward," 350 miles from the con-

tinent, supports a mountain of 3225 feet; in Mas a fuei-a, or "More to the seaward,"

450 miles from the shore, towers a peak of 6070 feet. Both islands liave forests,

waterfalls, and a mild, humid climate, free from miasmata, and forever purified by the

sea-winds.

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

The Argentine Andes. — The Argentine Republic extends over about 1,125,000

square miles, coni])risiiig within its limits long and broad deserts; this young country,

animated by all the hojies and all the enthusiasm of youth, embraces scarcely more
than 3 million inhabitants,! in fourteen organized provinces, and on wide territorios

nacionales. On the east, it borders the Atlantic and the Uruguay and Paraguay
rivers; on the west, it is bounded by the lofty Cordillera of the Andes for more than

1850 miles, at hardly 90 miles from the Pacific Ocean. This colossal chain, composed
of two- parallel sierras, rising at a single vault, straight as a wall, sends off few spurs

to the east; the Argentine Rejiublic is therefore nearly all in i)lains; these include

the Pampas in the centre, Patagonia in the south, and El Gran Chaco in the north.

» See page 697.
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Though the Cordillera is narrow, it towers to the chill heights of 16,000, 20,000,

and over 22,000 feet. Aconcagua has an elevation of 22,422 feet, and the Argen-

tines salute in it the king of their nevados as well as the monarch of all American

peaks. It rises very close to Chili but wholly on Argentine territory. Cerro del

Mercedario (22,304 feet), the volcano of Tupungato (20,209 feet), and the volcano of

San Jose (20,000 feet) are on the very frontier, and separate the two nations. Among
the cols cutting this ridge some have an altitude of 10,000 to 13,000 feet ; the others,

which are very low, serve as a route for the Ciulian emigrants who come to settle in

the western Argentine states, and herds of cattle and trains of merchandise also pass

through them from one country to the other. The day is not di.stant when one of

these puertos will be utilized for the construction of a railroad running from sea to

sea, from Buenos Ayres to Santiago de Chili.*

The Andes are very narrow along the horizon of Mendoza and San Juan, but in

their course northward tliey broaden out in contreforts which are prolonged into the

pro\inces of La Rioja, Catamarca, Santiago, Tueuman, Salta, and Jujuy ; in the north

of the Argentine Republic, these eastern contreforts are very lofty, and the Sierra of

Acoiiquija, west of Tueuman, has peaks between 16,000 and 20,000 feet high; it sur-

passes tlie Alps in altitude, and rivals the Caucasus. In the provinces of San Luis and

Cordoba, massifs united in a sort of triangular acropolis overlook plains of vast

extent; their culminating summit scarcely reaches 7200 feet. All these sierras con-

tain rich metallic veins ; they send down only weak torrents, for little snow falls,

and, owing to the dryness, there is but little persistent ice. It is even remarked that

a gradual diminution is taking place in the snows of the Cordillera; in the campos,

springs arc <lrying up and rivers are shrinking or ceasing to flow. Nevertheless, ten

of the fourteen Argentine states owe all their cultivated productions to the rios of the

Andes and of the Sierra de Cordoba.

The Rio de la Plata ; the Parana, Paraguay, and Uruguay.— Three great Argen-

tine i-i\ ers reach the sea through the Plata estuary. The llio de la Plata, between

Uruguay and the Argentine Republic, terminates a fluvial basin which is the chief

of the semi-continent after that of the Amazon, and which occupies nearly 1,160,000

square miles of the surface of South America. This estuary receives, at low water,

664,370 cubic feet per second, or more than the low-water flow of the Amazon and

about the same as the mean of the Mississippi; ordinarily it engulfs about 1,511,000.

Steamers have more than 1800 miles before them from the threshold of the sea to the

Urazilian Villa Maria, a town on the Paraguay, one of the three principal streams of

the l)asin.

The Plata opens on the sea with a breadth of 160 miles, and throughout its entire

course it is never less than 20 to 2.5 miles wide. The fertility and extent of the regions of

which it is the aorta destine it to bear in the future as many ships as any other estuary

in the world. It receives the Pai-ana, which has been swollen by the waters of the

' Legislation recently adopted by the congress of Chili provided for the construction of two linus of

railw.ay .icross the continent from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. Some years ago the Argentine gov-

ernment built a road from Buenos Ayres to Mendoza in the Andes on the boundary of Chili, within

14il miles of Santa Kosa i the latter was already connected by rail witli tlie important Pacific port of

Valparaiso. There has been a great demand for the construction of a railroad across the gap from Men-
doza to Santa Rosa; it is now hoped tliat the work will he finished by 181)3. Tljis enterprise will proba-

bly make Buenos Ayres the entrepot of the southern half of the continent, and cause most of the freight

which now passes around Cape Horn or through the Strait of Magellan, on vessels to and from Val-

paraiso and the other Pacific ports, to go overland. — Ed.
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Paraguay and Uruguay. Parana, in tlie Guarani tongue, signifies both sea and river.

To tlie minds of the India-ns, this name means liere tlie river par excellence, and, in

fact, the Parana is to sueii an extent the real stream of tlie basin that it carries at

scant waters 515,500 cubic feet per second to the estuary, while the Uruguay rolls

only 148,835 ; as for the Paraguay, it is not a current of the first magnitude. The

Paranti is already powerful when it quits its native land of Brazil, at the confluence of

the Yguazu,* at some distance beyond the Salto of Maracayd or of Guayra, or again of

the Seven Falls (Sete Quedas), a cataract 56 feet high, where the breadth of the

stream is suddenly reduced from 13,(500 feet to 200: Above Corrientes, after a voyage

of 1850 miles, it encounters and engulfs the Paraguay, which is far inferior to the

Parana, notwithstanding its 1250 miles; but, owing to its waterfall, the navigable

course of the Pax-ana is shorter than that of the Paraguay.

The Paraguay, which is Argentine by one of its banks, carries ships into the very

heart of Brazil, into the Cuy.'iba country ; it flows due south through a region tropical

in climate, and yet liealthful even for the Whites of northern Europe. It receives two

long, slender rivers, — the Pilcomayo, which is partly Bolivian, partly Paraguayan,

and partly Argentine, and the Bermejo, the main artery of El Gran Chaco. From

the Paraguay to the Uruguay, the Parana rarely contents itself with a bed less than

3 miles broad ; it is 9 miles wide on the average, enclosing a net-work of islands,

wliich are covered with oj)uleiit woods, the lair of the treacherous jaguar. The prin-

cipal channel communicates through numerous canals with the minor arms, and the

entire amphibious domain is hidden during the great annual floods under 20 to 25

feet of turbid water. In the narrowest part of its course, at the pass of Oldigado,

which is about 100 miles from the head of the estuary, the stream is only 2087 feet

broad, but the Parana makes up for this extraordinary contraction by a depth of 148

to 150 feet, with a very swift current.

The Uruguay, the second affiueiit of the estuary, likewise comes from Brazil. It

has its saltos also, one (the Salto Grande) at Macanao, the other at Concordia. At

the Falls of Macanao the stream, which is here Argentine by its right bank and Bra-

zilian by its left, descends several yards in two narrow arms which are separated by

a basaltic island : this cataract, or rather rapid, is 8850 feet long ; boats risk the

descent of it at high water. Below the Concordia cascade, the Uruguay, which is

Uruguayan on the left and Argentine on the right, offers no insurmountable obstacle

to boats, but it is navigable for large vessels only in the portions influenced by the tide.

Missiones and the Argentine Mesopotamia.— Between the Uruguay and the Parana,

solitude now reigns over a district which was less deserted a hundred years ago than it

is to-day ; a few hamlets intersiieised with paltry towns, and ruins of churches, in the

cleJti-ings, alone recall the famous settlements founded here by the Jesuits. The good

Fathers comprehended the character of theGuaranis, who were men of discipUne ; they

collected them— thoroughly "catechized"— into well ordered communities; and

the Indians of the missions were happy, for their race was not one that regretted the

loss of space and liljerty. The Jesuits were wholly unaided in this work of training,

which demanded shrewdness, firmness, intelligence, and perseverance. The Spaniards

and the Portuguese— princes, lords, and oftentimes priests— wished nothing of the

Indians Ijut their gold, their diamonds, their lands, their " El Dorado," their " Foun-

tain of Youth," and their muscles and life for the toils of the fields and mines ; no

one was eager to love them as brothers. The Jesuits contended sometimes against

1 This iiaiiie signifies Grand River.
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the rulers in Madrid, sometimes against the American viceroys, sometimes against the

bishops, and sometimes against the Indians themselves: not against the j)iire Indians,

but the Lusitanianized Red-skins, known as Mamelukes. After more than one disaster,

the Christian Guaranis, under the command of the Fathers, finally vanquished these

Mamalucos. The Jesuits' work has perished, the missions are deserted, but the Euro-

peans are already knocking at the door of this liot, tropically fruitful, mosquito-infested

country. Until recently, Spanish was almost an unknown tongue here. Guarani and

Portuguese were spoken, but very little Castilian.

The provinces of Entrc Kios and Corrientes also lie between the Uruguay and the

Parana; their surface is flat or gently rolling, and the soil is fertile. The climate is

healthful, notwithstanding the lieat, and notwithstanding the shallow lagoons, one of

which. Lake Ybera (Brilliant Water), is of vast size : it sends its outlets to both the

Uruguay and the Parana. These two provinces possess a few forests. They consti- '

tute the Argentine Mesopotamia, a land of the future, but entirely destitute of a

past; the coming century will see it stripped of its finest adornments. The settlers

who seek its exuberant campos will soon denude, violate, and drain it, subject it to

the plough, parcel it out in fields, and cut it with straight roads running through reg-

ularly laid out towns. A rich nation will have its abodes here, in this long peninsula

which could bo easily converted into an island by setting back the Uruguay into the

Parand, across their narrow isthmus. The Mesopotamia of the Argentines can offer

nothing but its opulence to this nation. Babel, Babylon, and Baghdad, which consti-

tute the glory of the true Mesopotamia, are wanting; there will be cities, warehouses,

immense herds, huge shambles, and m.agnificent quays along two streams, but centu-

ries must elajise before this land will bo loved not for what is but for what was.

EI Gran Chaco.— El Gran Chaco is a broad tract in the Argentine Republic, Para-

guay, and Bolivia, but the Argentines have by f.ar the greatest share of it : they pos-

sess all the southern Chaco, north of the Rio Salado and south of the Rio Bermejo,'

and all the Llanos de Manzo stretching between the Bermejo and the Pileomayo; the

northern Chaco is divided between the Paraguayans and Bolivians. Chaco is a

Guarani word, which signifies an uninhabited country but one abounding in game—
a place for great hunts. This extensive tract stretches away in perfectly level plains,

with extravasatcd rios in *tlie rainy season, with brackish lagoons, forests where the

jaguar roams, steppes, savannas, sterile sands, clusters of palms, mimosa woods, shrubs,

and cacti. Euro]iean towns are already springing up in this waste, which will ere long

teem with life, among the decadent tribes of Indios bravos.

The Salado, the Bermejo, and the Pilcom.ayo, long rios of the Chaco, are narrow

and scant. They flow over impervious soils and in the winter season spread out in a

kind of shallow sea; the rain which falls in their basins runs off or evaporates, but it

never collects as springs in suljterranean (taverns. The Salado, whose name indicates

that the waters are saline, and the Bermejo rise in the lofty Andean mountains which
cover the two provinces of Jujuy and Salta (regions which are or will be a "garden
of Sonth America"), as welf as the neighboring province of Tucunian, the cradle of

independence.''' The Salado reaches the Parana near Santa Fe; the Bermejo
empties into the Paraguay; the Pileomayo, which rises in the land of the Bolivian

Quichuas and which receives its name of Piscu-Mayu (River of the Birds) from
them, also falls into the Paraguay. The Paraguay starts in a sierra which has neither'

' The Argentines write Bermejo rather than Vermejo, as Cordoba instead of (Cordova.

"It was at Tucuman that the independence of the country of the Plata was declared (ISIU).
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vast snow-iields nor abundant rains, altliough it is from 16,000 to 20,000 feet high

;

after issuing from the mountains, it is fed by few fountains or rivers ; it spreads

out, and is absorbed by lagoons, swamps, woods, the j)lants, and the sun ; when it

enters the Parana above Assumption it is only 165 feet broad ; its course is so sinuous

that it has been called a " liquid corkscrew."

The Pampas and Patagonia. — Pampa means the plain, in the Quichua tongue.

An Island at the Mouth of the ParanA.

This region is, in fact, a plain, beautiful in its vastness, but desolate, parched, arid,

and, since it is about to be ])ut under cultivation, doomed to all the unsiglitliness of

Beauce, the two Castiles, i^stremadura, certain plateaus of the ^Vtlas Mountains, and, in

a word, of all great gi-ain districts. It is another Cliaco, though the climate is not as

hot, there is less moisture and fewer woods, and the rivers, which are weaker, do not

all reach the ocean, but sink into the ground. They were much stronger formerly,

and united in one mighty current, which flowed to the Colorado, a tributary of the

Atlantic; this once ])owerful current to-day bears the melancholy name of Salado, the

Saline, or the Brackish, that is to say, also, an indigent, sluggish wady, disapjjearing
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in pools and by percolation ; this wiuh/ terminates, except (hiring the heavy rains, in

a bebedero, or evaj)orating lagoon.

What is there to be seen in the northern Pampas? Lauquen,^ known as esteros,

banados, and carrtzaks,— all stagnant waters drained by the sun, — saline marshes,

mediios or dunes shifting with the wind, thorny plants, thistles of European origin,

and pastures which are but little revived by the rain, but which are nevertheless so

vast as to support many millions of sheep. Toward the south the Argentine desert

takes on a little freshness; it becomes an expanse of herbage where the traveller is

forever changing the centre of the same horizon. At long intervals, an estancia

(chateau, farm-house, cow-pen, stable, and haras) gives shelter to the herds of liorses,

cattle, and sheep that constitute the wealth of the Argentine Kcpublic,'' and to their

riispano-Indian tenders, the Gauchos.

The term Gauchos is derived from the Araucanian gatchu, signifying comrade.

These mounted herdsmen, who are fully as skilled riders as the Magyars, gallop over

the broad South American Puszta, which is as dry near its enormous stream as the

riung.arian Puszta is between the Danube and the Tisza. These men love the Pampa,

but the Pampa is far from attractive. It has no shade, the dusty horseman cannot

quench his thirst in its brackish springs, and its rios offer him no refreshment ; what-

ever warm zephyrs a sky so southern may promise, it is always a cold, dry, harsh wind

that whistles over the moor. This rude nature has produced a violent people. The

Pampeans are morose like their Pampa, hardy like their horses, and sparing of speech

as though the wind cut the words in their throats ; they are fond of alcoholic drinks,

owing to the absence of pure sjjrings, anil of meat, owing to the lack of fruits and

grain. And slaughtering the animals engenders a fondness for carnage.

Crossing the Colorado, a swift river flowing between sandstone cliffs, and desti-

tute of affluents after it quits the Cordillera, we jiass from the Pampas into Patagonia,

another singularly rugged and bare jjlain, a plateau sujiported on sandstone walls,

where the cold is extremely harsh, and the winds are icy, spiteful, and blasting.

Here and there, at long distances, torrents springing from beautiful Andean lakes

have cut valleys for themselves, forming oases covered with willows and other trees,

and having an alluvial soil that is submerged every year by the melted snows or by

the copious rains. Once out of their lacustral mountains, the Patagonian rivers

receive no tributaries. Such are the suj)erb Rio Negro, the " Patagonian Rhine,"

which is the most northern after the Colorado, and which issues, under the name of

Limay, from the charming Nahuel-ITuapi Lake, or Tiger Lake ; the Chubut ; the

impetuous Santa Cruz, fed by a remarkable cluster of mountain-lakes— San Martin,

Viedma, and Lago Argentino; and, lastly, the Gallegos, very near the Strait of

Magellan.

Patagonia, on the broad eastern slo|ie of the Andes, is deplorably destitute of

rain, while Chili, occupying the narrow western declivity, seldom emerges from under

the trickling clouds and dripping fogs. If southern Chili is nearly valueless for lack

of land, the Pampa of Patagonia is worth still less on account of the scarcity of

water. It is almost uninhabitable except in the valleys and on the shores; the pam-
pero, oi- wind of the plain, and the harsh gales from the Cordillera shake Jiothing but

bushes and thorns licre. They aid or impede the southern ostrich in his course across

1 Tlic Indian name for the lagoons of the Pampas.
2 In the single province of Buenos Ayr*" tliero are 70 million sheep and 7 million cattle.
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the waste, and the nandu, swift as an arrow ; tliey make the Indians shiver under

their coverings of skins.

These Indians of the icy steppe number about 20,000 in all ; they are of a reddish

brown color, and are more or less closely allied to tlie Araucanians ; they are known

under the names of Cheuches, Puelches, etc. Some of their tribes surpass iu size

every other nation of the world
;

giants are common among them, and undei--sized

men are extremely rare ; a trailing garment made of skins often adds in ajjpearance

A Caravan in the Pampas.

to their stature. They do not, however, merit their name of Patagonians, which sig-

nifies Big-feet ; on the contrary, they have very delicate foct and hands.

The Argentines: Immigration of the European Meridionals.— The Argentine

Republic embraces iVs of the extra-tropical zone of South America. Lying in such

latitudes, it is accessible to Eui-opeans, especially to those of the south, where the

climate resembles that of the centre of this republic. From 100,000 to 150,000 immi-

grants often debark yearly at Buenos Ayres, and sometimes as many as 2o0,()00.' A
half, or two-thirds, and perhaps three-fourths of these, or even more, come from Italy

;

the others are chiefly from Castilian, Catalan, Galician, or Basque Spain, or from the

south-west and south of France; then, follow Swiss, Germans, Irish, etc. Tlie ]irov-

inces to which preference is given are Buenos Ayres, Santa Fe, Cordoba, Entre RioS)

and Corrientes. The flood will soon reach the other states and then ovei-flow into the

' Tlie total immigration to the Argentine Republic from 1809 (the date of the last general census)

to 1888, inclusive, was 1,279,959. Iu 1889 it amounted to 289,014. — Ed.
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frontier districts, and the Plata estuary will l>e to a great part of the so-called Latin

America what the shores of Massachusetts and Virginia were to the so-called Analo-

Saxon America.

In the provinces which have been transformed by the southern Europeans, wliite

blood predominates very largely, notwithstanding early intermarriages of Whites and

aborigines; in the others the population is Ilispano-Indian or pure Indian. In

numerous Andean valleys of the north-west and in sections of the provinces of Santi-

ago, Jujuy, Salta, and Catamarca, the Quiehua idiom still prevails, and Guarani in a

part of the province of Corricntes. Castilian is spoken everywhere else. The Negro
element had a very small part in tlie formation of the Argentine nationality, since the

climate did not necessitate the importation of slave iiands, as in the tropical or equato-

rial regions. The Ciiarruas, Indians of much larger stature, on the average, than the

Europeans are, lived between the Paraguay and the Uruguay ; they had black skins.

They are now extinct, but the annihilation of this single tribe cost, says a historian,

more Spanish blood than the combined armies of Montezuma and the Yncas. At the

beginning of the present century the Charruas were already reduced to a few hun-

dred, and their final combat occurred in 1831. Several of the survivors were bought

by a showman; they were exhibited at fairs, and were doubtless jeered at as counter-

feit savages; one of them, the last perhaps of his race, died at a hospital in Paris, on

quitting a mountebank's booth.

Buenos Ayres. — Buenos Ayres lies on the right bank of the Plata estuary, which

has a breadth here of 30 miles ; it is a checker-board with squares of houses erected

along streets which run parallel or perpendicular to each other ; it is a busy industrial

and commercial metropolis, the New Orleans of South America. If, like the great

city of the lower Mississippi, or like Rio de Janeiro, it now fears the yearly visitation

of yellow fever, it is the fault of its inhabitants: the soil and climate are both health-

ful, but the streets are not yet kej)t absolutely clean, .and the sun here pardons no impu-

rities in a city. The harbor does not admit Large ships, and vessels drawing ten feet

of water anchor six miles offshore. Buenos Ayres aspires to become a queen of the

world; the 450,000 inhabitants make it already the chief city of Latin America-

111 four or five years it will outrank Madrid, and it will then be the first of all Spanish

cities.'

The Falkland Islands.— Opposite the Pat.igonian coast, and almost on a line with

the eastern entrance to the Strait of Magellan, 300 miles out to sea, is a group of

islands l)elonging to England : these are the Falklniuls of the English, the Maloj^iines

of the French. The archipelago is cut by the 5-2(1 iiarallel of latitude ; its climate is

moist and healthful, resembling that of Devonshire, Brittany, or Cotentin. It em-

braces something over GOOO square miles, in 190 islands, with 1800 inhabitants. East

Falkland and West Falkland, tlm priueiiial islands, li.'ive low mountains reaching an

elevation of 2316 feet (Mount Adam), savory pasturage, extensive peat-bogs, and deep

fiords. The winds are con.stant and violent, but they bend no trees, for there is

;nothing but grass and peat in the archipelago. The cai)ital, Stanley, is still only a

hamlet.

1 The population of Buenoa Ayres in 188G was 460,000. That of Madrid (including suburbs) was 508,-

405 in 1885.— Ed.
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URUGUAY, OR BANDA ORIENTAL DEL URUGUAY.

Urugfuay.— Herds and Slaughter-houses.— Bauda Oriental del Uruguay has scarcely

600,000 ' iiiliabitMiits on about 7:2,iiUO square uiilcs. Bauda Oriental signifies eastern mar-

gin, tliat is, eastern in relation to the Argentine Ilei)ublic and to Buenos Ayres, wliich

was formerly tlie residence of the viceroys of tlie country of the Plata. If the Tortu-

guese had ruled on the right bank of the great estuaiy, they miglit have named the

c-oiuitry on the left bank Alemplata,'^ as they called tlie region stretching on the left

of the Tagus Aleintejo.

Crowded, and, as it were, twisted, between the Atlantic, the Plata estuai-y, the

hujje river which gives it its otlier name of Uruguay, and the mighty Brazilian re-

public, the Handa (Jriental sends tlie greater part of its rios to tlie Uruguay ; the Rio

Negro, tiie most beautiful of .ill these streams, is the central current of the country.

Above their confluence, the Uruguay and the Rio Negro both border the Hens' Cor-

ner,' or tlie peninsula of Fray Bentos; tliis peninsula contains some of the most exten-

sive slaughter-houses in the world. Like the Argentine Republic and southern

Brazil, the Banda Oriental su])plies millions of cattle and slieep for colossal shambles;

these animals are fattened in the estancias, and then butchered for the tallow, skin,

and wool, and for beef-extracts.

The culminating peaks of the mountains of Uruguay are not far from the bounda-

ries of Rio Grande do Sul, near the sources of the lovely Tucuarembo, a tributary of

the Rio Negro, in a district which the crojis and mines will one day make the richest

of the Banda Oriental. But even here they do not reach an altitude of 3300 feet

;

in the west and south, they sink to charming hills, at the foot of which magnificent

rivers ]iass on their way to the Uruguay. The latter, wliich is the largest of the east-

eri". rio.s, encounters its master, the Parami, in front of the granitic island of Martin

G.arcia, which is the key to the Parana and the Uruguay.

The Orientals and the Gringos.— If concord alone can save the Sei'bs (this is a say-

ing of the lower Danubf), discord m.'iy ruin the "Orientals." Their little country,

terminated on the east by the Atlantic, and on the south by the gulf of the Rio de la

Plata, su]i])orts on the west and north the weight of two nations which will some d.ay

become excessively heavy. The western, the Argentine Republic, is sixteen times

more va.st than itself and five times more populous ; the northern, Brazil, has forty-five

times as much territory and twenty-five times as many inhabitants. The Argentines

can lay claim to the Banda Oriental by virtue of historic memories, community of

race, and identity of language (for Castilian is spoken equally on both banks of the

estuary) ; the Brazilians can urge that the north is peopled by men who have crossed
the frontier, and who use Portuguese much more than Si)anish. The inhabitants of

Brazil liave long dreamed of the Plata as their natural boundary. They have .already

once possessed Uruguay.

Of the 600,000 Orientals, about 180,000 are Gringos or foi-eigners, and 420,000
Hijos (Id pais or Sons of the country; but these figures do not give the true i)ro]>or-

tions, for all the sons of foreigners born on " Orient.al " soil are ranked among the

' Certain documents give the population at 650,000 and even 700,000. See page 097.
2 Beyond tlie Plata. a lu Spanish, Rincon de las GaUtnas.
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Hijos del ]);iis. In reality, tho Europeans predominnte,' and, as in the Argentine

Rci)ublic, these are nearly all Spaniards, Italians, and French. Many of the Span-

iards come from the Basque provinces; a great number of tho French, likewise, are

from the land of the Escualdunacs, or from tlie neighboring district of Beam. The

Inilians have entirely disappeared from Uruguay ; the Roman Catholic religion is

professed and Spanish is spoken everywhere except in the northern departments which

border on Rio Grande do Sul : there the language is Portuguese.

Montevideo, the capital, contains 75,000 inhabitants, and more than 130,000 with

the subui'bs ; it is built in the form of an amphitheatre on the northern shore of the

Rio de la Plata, 110 miles east of Buenos Ayres.

PARAGUAY.

Paraguay, the Paraguayans, their Language.— Befoi-e Bolivia lost Atacama, Par-

aguay was the only South American country having no frontage on the sea; but its

navigable river connected it for a long distance with the ocean. Conquered like

Bolivia, and much more thoroughly so, in a struggle against the two colossi,— the

Argentine Republic and Brazil,— it still retains what the two countries combined

cannot wrest from it, namely, its race and its language, its mournful souvenirs, the

memory of blood spilled even unto death, and the longing, if not the hope, for ven-

geance ; but it is so broken that nothing can rally it at present, so completely dis-

armed tliat it would be defenceless if attacked, so small that the weight of its

enemies is crushing it. It embraces less than 92,000 square miles, while Brazil and

the Argentine Republic cover nearly 4,380,000, or forty-seven times as much.

Paraguay comprises tw-o regions, Paraguay proper, between the Paraguay and the

Parana rivers, and the east of El Gran Chaco (still uninhabited), between the Paraguay

and the Pilcomayo. Such as it is, the country is bounded on the west and south by

the Argentine Republic, on the north by the Chaco of Bolivia and the Brazilian

state of Matto-Grosso, and on the east by Parana, another state of Brazil.

The Paraguay river is easily navigable the whole length of the territory. The
Parana, which is ten times more powerful, admits vessels of heavy burden to the

lower part of its waters, as far as a point 125 miles above its confluence with the Par-

aguay : here the first obstacle is the rapids of Apipe ; farther on, the Salto Chico, or

Little Fall, is encountered, and, under the 24th ])ar.allel, the Salto Grande of Guayra

or of the Siete Caidas'^ (the Seven Cataracts), where the river descends 56 feet. The

scenery varies from north to south in Paraguay, but the soil is everywhere 'fruitful

and the tropical climate is agreeable and healthful. In the north (and on the water-

jiarting between the Paraguay and the Parana) rise mountains that are neither frown-

ing nor snow-capped, and which rarely surpass 3500 to 5000 feet. In the south,

])lains jiredominate ; they support cerros or isolated cones covered with trees, they

1 Tlie population of Unigiiay in 1888 was estimated at 711,700. Of the total number of inhabitants

7.').(f4 per cent are ranked as natives; of the foreign population 7.0(j per cent are Spaniards; (i.ljl, Ital-

ians: .'i.ns, Brazilians; 'iSyj., Argentines; U.72, French; and 0.-li> English. The natives, though classed

as Whites in the table on page (i07, are in fact largely of mixed r.ace. — Ed.

2 Siete Caidas is the Spanish name; Sete Quedas, the Portuguese.
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send streams into esteros and bafiados, tliat is, into the lagoons and marshes along

the Paraguay and the Parana.

Before the war of the Triple Alliance,' the Paraguayans were an extraordinarily

thriving people. It is, of course, impossible to credit the fabulous figures which repre-

sent the nation as multiplying fourteen times in 60 years without any external aid. In

1857 a pretended census returned 1,350,000 Paraguayans on territory which could

have contained scarce 100,000 inhabitants in 1797. There is an obvious error in one

or both of tliese numbers, for such an increase is absolutely impossible except with

outside re-enforcements ; and during these sixty years Paraguay was as completely

closed to the world as Japan, China, and Korea. The Paraguayans are Roman Cath-

olics, with Spanish for their official tongue ; there is little else of the European about

them. The Conquistadores had nothing to do with a country where there were no

gold or silver mines, and which did not possess the Fountain of Youth ; therefore only

a few drops of Castilian and Flemish blood were poured into the Pai-aguayan stock, and

that little soon disappeared. The features of these Guaranis remained Guarani. They

resemble the Chinese to a considerable degree, and are mostly thick-set and short-

legged ; they are of a yellowish hue bordering on red, and their faces are devoid of all

nobility of cast or expression. The language which Avas in use on the arrival of the

Spaniards has preserved its vocabulary and its forms, having escaped more completely

than any other the influences which have wiped out so many Indian dialects even to

their very names. Outside of the official domain, the Paraguayans speak nothing

but their old Guarani, which is also employed by many Indians and Half-breeds in the

frontier districts of Brazil and the Argentine Republic.

The Paraguayans are, then, a wholly distinct people. They join to the gentleness

of a childish soul a plasticity which permitted them to be moulded like wax by the

Jesuit fathers, and later by the dictators ; the unprecedented courage which nearly

won for them the victory over tlie combined forces of Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Ayres,

and Montevideo, was only a mighty sacrifice. No nation known to history has

shed more blood for inde])endence. The story will go down to all future generations.

After the war a half or three-quarters of the Paraguayans lay under the sod of their

native land, having died by fire, hunger, and fever, some in battle, othei-s from the

miseries incident on the wholesale emigration conducted by the dictator Lopez, who
cleared the country before the advance of the enemy, from the banks of the Paraguay
to the crest of the central Cordillera, — burning villages and hamlets, and firing on

his laggards. And the country was lost. Wretched war ! The Guaranis of Para-

guay did not seem destined for such speedy effacement. They are reduced to-day to

329,774 souls,' the smaller part of whom are males, for nearly all the masculine portion

of the people perished under the terrible Lopez.

The capital, Assumption (Spanish, Asuncion), is a city of 25,000 souls, built along

sandy streets ; it borders the Paraguay,— which is here from 1950 to 6550 feet broad,

— at an elevation of only 253 feet, although several leagues from the sea.

1 The Banda Oriental took part in tlje war of tlie Arfrentino Republio and Brazil against Paraguay.
2 Not including the half-savage or wholly wil(fIndians, who are estimated at t30,000. See page (i97.
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Size of Brazil.— Origin of the Name.— Beginnings of the Country. — Tlie marvel-

lous republic of Brazil louclics all llie South Ami'ricau Stalos excujit Cliili. It is

bounded by the Atlantic along about 4000 miles, or one-iialf of its immense circuit

;

on the other half it borders Froncli Guiana, Dutch Guiana, Britisli Guiana, Venezuela,

Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, the Argentine Kcijublic, and the ]5aiida

Oriental. Its area of 3,219,000 square miles is about 93 times that of the mother-

country, Portugal. And though there are at ])resent only about 14 million Brazilians,'

they may one day number 500 million or perhaps a billion,— stupendous future for

the Lusitanian people

!

The word Brazil comes from the same root as the French word braise (embers)

:

the land which was first called the Island of Vera Cruz, and then Santa Cruz, by tlie

Portuguese, who had taken possession of it for the king of Portugal, soon received tlie

name of Brazil from a reddish wood brought into Portugal by the eai-ly explorers.

This shore was first descried in 1499, by Vincent Yaiiez Pin9on, who took possession

of the country in the name of the Sjianish government. In 1500, the Portuguese

commander, Alvarez Cabral, discovered and explored a strip of sea-coast here, and

declared the country an apanage ,of Portugal ; later on, the streams were ascended,

war was made against the Indians, and numerous tribes were mercilessly hunted down
and massacred. Those who were spared by the sword became the baptized slaves of

their oppressors ; when they were no longer adequate for the work, Negroes were

imported to wash tlie sand and alluvia for diamonds, to search for gold and cultivate

the land. Such were the beginnings of the magnificent country which the Dutch dis-

puted for some time with the Lusitanians, and which had been claimed earlier still by

the French, who were the first founders of Rio de Janeiro.

Temperate Brazil. — Amazonian Brazil.— Brazil embraces two physical regions,

which have only one feature in common, namely, the luxuriance of the forests. The

southern and central reffion, less exuberant in vegetation, but better suited to the

habitation of the white man, is the one of the two which can be said to be peopled and

civilized — the one which receives immigrants from across the sea by thousands or

tens of thousands. This is European Brazil ; the other is rather Indian and Negro
;

here mountains rise, and between the serras are undulating plateaus which are cool,

on account of their altitude, only a few leagues away from valleys and shores over-

hung by an oppressive heat. This temperate Brazil is cut into two sections by the

tropic of Capricorn : on the south, the three ])rovinces'of Rio Grande do Siil, — which

borders Uruguay and the Argentine Mesopotamia, — Santa Catharina, on the coast,

and Parana, which touches Paraguay, and the southern part of the province of Sao

Paulo, belong to the temperate zone both by their latitude and altitude ; north of the

tropic of Capricorn, the north of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Minas-Geraes, Bahia,

Goyaz, and Matto-Grosso are moderate in climate because of the altitude of their

plateaus and their serras.

North of temperate Brazil stretches the other half of the republic, the tropical or

Amazonian Brazil. The white man languishes here, but vegetation, on the contrary,

is triumphant. There is not a more luxuriant region on the planet than the Selvas of

' See pages G<J7 and 800. 2 Under tlie Eepublic the provinces have become states.
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tlie Amazon, in whicli the

livinti; cord of tlie trojiical

liindwL'od liiiiiS the litlio

treus .and creejts from

brancli to brandi across

rio, if/ara2)€, and pool, over

tlie entire forest ; but all

this o]>ulent nature knows

neither masters nor ad-

mirers. The only inhabi-

tants of equatori.ll Br.azil

are insouciant Netrroes,

apathetic Indians, and

Whites or half-Whites

who are wholly devoid of

amjre.ssive energy.
" Serras.— Campos.—
Sertao. — The Brazilian

mountains nowhere sur-

j)ass an elev.ation of 10,000

feet, which is not even a

half of tlie altitude of the

Cordilleras. They are en-

tirely unconnected with

the Andes. Their chains,

running parallel to the

Atlantic, the cross ranges,

the plateaus, or campos,

which they support, their

winding valleys, their

cirques, and the chasms

b}^ which they are cut

and sundei'ed, make up a

world covering 1,0(;2,000

square miles. In general,

the loftiest summits are

only a short distance from

the ocean ; more than one

faces the gleaming shore

of Rio de Janeiro. Some
rise in the Sei-ra do Mar,

or Chain of the Se.a,

which is most appropri-

ately named, for its peaks

contemplate the Atlantic,

across the hot plantations,

glistening gardens, and

lazy towns of the Jieira
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mar (shore). In many places one can climb in a few liours from the fringe of tlie waves

to the crest of the Serra do Mar, from wliieh streams can be seen flowing off toward

the west to meet the Parana, whicli does not reach the ocean until hundreds of

miles farther away : so many a rill wliich might enter the sea after a course of a

few leagues prefers to be absorbed into the Parana, to advance with it into the

interior of the continent, separate Brazil from Paraguay and spread out as an estuary

before Buenos Ayres and Montevideo. A ])eak in tlie Serra dos Orgaos, in sight of

Rio, reaches an elevation of 6611 feet ; in the Serra da Mantiqueira, west of the me-

tropolis, one of the siminiits, the Pico do Itatiaiossti, rises 9823 feet ; this altitude is,

however, contested, some authorities making it a little higher, others putting it at 8898

feet. This peak is perhaps the culminating point of Brazil ; if it is not, the lionor

belongs to a summit of the Montes Pyreneos (9620 feet [?]), in the province of Goyaz.

Itatiaiossti, or the "Great Flaming Rock," must have once been a volcano ; snow falls

every year on its three tops,— the Black Needles,— but it rarely lasts more than

a fortnight.

Diamonds,— inferior in quality, it is true, to those of India,— gold, all the metals,

and all the precious stones, either vein the flanks of tliese mountains or are hidden in

the alluvia of their rivers. Had it not been for tlie mines, which attracted Portuguese

adventurers into the country, and for which countless Negroes were imported, there

would be few inhabitants of European stock in Brazil, Blacks would be rare, and m
place of the Lusitanian republic we should see on the campos to-day Guarani st.ates

similar to Paraguay. The chief wealth of Brazil at present is not in the rock of the

serras and the mud and gravel of the rios : it is in the campos, which are still clad

with forests or covered witli a malodorous grass called cfqnm gordoso ; it is in the

fazendas or farms which are taking the place of the savannas and the virgin woods,

and on whicli are grown grass, tobacco, coffee, cotton, sugar-cane, cereals, maize, rice,

medicinal or tinctorial plants— in short, everytliing that Hot Lands and Temperate

Lands can jjroduce. But beyond the less torrid southern plateaus, what a struggle

goes on against a nature so active that its outbursts of mid-d.ay heat, of nightly cold,

of drought, of humidity, and of electricity, rapidly crumble granite, gneiss, basalt,

limestone, chalk, and itacolumite !
' On some of the Brazilian railroads it has been

necessary to face the granite itself with bricks in order to prevent it from falling in

pieces and filling up the cuts. It is rare that towns are destroyed here by earth-

quakes, but with what difficulty the roads are laid out, what care is required to keep

them in order, as well as to save the bridges over many of the streams, for rain falls in

torrents during six months in the year ! In most of the Brazilian mountains it storms

continually: in Sao Paulo and Parana, and in general in the Beira mar, a rainless day

is almost as rare as a rainy day is on certain jiortions of the Pacific coast of South

America. "When the sun reappears in all its glory after the deluge, the causeways,

their culverts and bridges are floating off toward the Atlantic with the miry floods.

This excessive and perpetual humidity, the heavy heat, the long droughts, the fester-

ing waters sprean out far and wide over the cam])©, are almost sure death to tlie

planter who has not chosen some high situation where the air is purified by the winds.

And even if ho selects his aliode'wisely, adversaries still lie in wait for him. As soon

as i\\Q picacla (iiathwaj') running from his dwelling reaches the forest, the settler pen-

etrates with it into the lair of his foes : there prowls the on(;a (jaguar), whicli takes

' This is a sandstone which derives its name from a peak of the Serra dos Vertentes, and which occu-

pies hundreds of thousands of square miles in Brazil.
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his tithe from the herds of the fazemhi ; in the branches of the trees the bearded mon-

keys that pillage the corn-fields gambol, accompanying their movements with howls

half-furious, half-sarcastic; venomous serpents, such as theJ«r«mca and tlie surucucu,

enormous reptiles, like the boa, glide over the elastic mould, fallen lianas, and dead

leaves of the forest; in the sod are thriving republics of ants, which sometimes drive

jAOUAl! AND SSAKE.

the fazendciro from his fazcnda; and thajacare, or Brazilian alligator, flounders in the

mud of the rios.

Nevertheless, the sertao is gradually being invaded and conquered, even in the

warm, mouldy valleys where the water and the air distil poisons— the sertao, that

is to say, the "distant land," the "interior," —-the wild wood, the refuge of beasts,

the home of the slowly Lusitanianizing Indian. Whether it be a wet or a dry sertao,

— ca^iMj^a," (7(7res<c, or by whatevei- name called,— whether it stretchout in canipos

or mattas,^ Brazilians, Portuguese, and Italians— aided by Germans in the southern

provinces, — have declared war against it. Usually, two kinds of campos are distin-

' So called from a tree. 2 Or matta, " wood."
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guisheil— tlie cerrados and the ahertos: cerrados (leafy) when they are wooded ; att&rtos

(<i|icii) wlieii they hear iiotliing but bushes aud grass.

The Parana and TJniguay : Southern Provinces.— A half of the Brazilian republic

belongs to the basin of the Amazon, a quarter to the basin of the Plata, and the other

quarter to the Sao Francisco and the small coast streams. The thousand rivers of

temperate Brazil are all absorbed by five great currents : three of these, the Pai-ana,

Uruguay, and Paraguay, have a southerly course ; two, the Tocantins and the Sao
Francisco, flow north ; two, the ParanA and the Sao Francisco, empty into the sea;

the other three pour into other rivers,— that is, unless we consider the Tocantins as

itself a great stream running to the ocean.

The Parana derives its head-waters from the peaks of a serra near Rio de Janeiro,

in the province of Minas-Geraes ; but instead of making a journey of a few hours to

the shores of this favored province, it takes an opposite route, first west, then south,

iind reaches the ocean through the Plata estuary, after a course of 2300 miles. One of

the parent rios descends from Itatiaiossii— making the second of the Brazilian

streams issuing from the principal moimtain of Brazil. The mother branch is called

the Eio Grande. The Paranahyba, the Tiete, and the Paranapanema are affluents

almost as large as the Hio Grande, and when the Parand becomes a boundary line

between the vast country and Paraguay, it is a powerful current, which is said (very

incorrectly) to have a greater volume than all the streams of Europe together. A
few leagues above the spot where it first comes in contact with the little republic of

the Guaranis, it contracts from 13,000 feet to 200, then plunges 56, not in a cataract

but in a raging rapid, down an incline of 60 degrees : it is a mightier though less

limpid Iinatra, called the Salto Grande, or Great Cataract, the Salto de Maracayli or

Salto de Guayra, and oftenest the Seven Falls. Another salto in the same region is

said to be even more imposing. It is farther down on the Yguazu : this magnificent

tributary, which is divided by jagged rocks into about thirty arms, falls from 150 to

200 feet over a horseshoe-shaped cornice having an arc of two miles. The Parand is

navigable for the largest vessels in its lower course, in the bosom of the Argentine and

Paraguayan plains ; it is bordered with forests and savannas, and flows in one

broad stream or in numerous channels. It enters the Plata estuary in company with

the Uruguay.

The Uruguay, which is also broken by saltos, is a small Parand, starting, like the

greater, in a littoral serra. It flows first west, then south-west; two-thirds of its

course lies through Brazil, whei-c it envelopes Rio Grande do Sul, the most southern,

the most temperate, and, down to the present time, the most widely colonized

province in the country— and almost equalling Paraguay in area (91,280 square miles,

against 91,970).

North of Rio Grande do Sul, and resembling it in agreeableness and healthfulness

of climate (which naturally becomes somewhat warmer in measure as we go north-

ward toward the e(]uator), are three favored provinces ; the relative coolness of the

temperature here is due to the altitude of the surface and to the winds which blow

from the south across the vast level expanse of Patagonia and the Pampas. These

provinces are: Santa Catharina (28,500 sq. m.), which extends from the Uruguay to

the Yguazu ; Parand (8.5,350 sq. m.), which stretches from the Yguazu to the Parana-

]ianema; and Sao Paulo (113,000 sq. m.), lying between the Paranapanema and the

upper Paranj'i, or the Rio Grande. These three divisions, with Minas-Geraes, which

follows Sao Paulo on the north, constitute temper.ate Brazil, the climate of which is
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suited to the European settler, and whicli is being; more and more rapidly invaded by

him,— especially by the Portuguese, the Italian, and, to a less degree, by the

German.

The Paraguay : Matto-Grosso. — The Paraguay, the longest affluent of the Parami,

flows from the Camjios dos Parecis,— plains so slightly broken that they do not

always sliarply ilivide the slope of the Plata from that of the Amazon: thus the Gua-

pore, a branch of the Madeira, and the Jauru, a tributary of the Paraguay, originate

in the centre of a level tract which the rainy season converts into a lagoon, and this

lagoon is drained indifferently into either river. Again, there is not a distinctly

marked sejiavation between the flat campos inclining on the south toward the Pilco-

mayo, an affluent of the Paraguay, and on the north toward the Maraore, the princi-

Harvestino Coffbe.

]>al branch of the Madeira. Owing to the insignificant elevation of the water-parting

between the two great South American slopes, the Paraguay must sooner or later

become one of the chief highways of commerce for the half-continent ; moreover, it

moves due south by the shortest route between the Amazon and Buenos Ayres. The
Paraguay is swollen by rivers that carry diamonds in their waters, and these gems like-

wise roll in its own floods ; it meanders through pantmiales, or meadows, which are

so low that the hi^h waters convert them into a marshy lake, covering hundreds or

perha])s thousands of square miles — called the Lake of Xarayes.

The province of Matto-Grosso (the Great Wood), on the upper Paraguay, occupies

the centre of South America. It is fruitful and vast, it has diamond mines and

boundless forests; but it is so far from the~rio and so far from the sea that no Euro-

pean turns his steps thither. It contains scarcely as many inhabitants as an ordinary

city,— aV)out 80,000 persons on 532,800 square miles.
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The Tocantins.— The Sao Francisco.— Minas-Geraes.— The powerful Tocantms is

the ]iriiici])al rio of tlie oxleiisive province of Goyaz (265,0U0 sq. m.
;
pop. 212,000).

It is over 1400 miles long and very broad. Its course is broken by cachoelras (falls

or rapids), below which, as f.ar as the Amazon, the dej)th of the water is sufficient to float

ships. Its chief affluent, the Araguaya, nearly equals in size tiie most inijjortant

streams of Europe. Though the Toncantins seems to belong to the basin of the Ama-

zon, it is, in fact, an independent rio— one of the most abundant in the world

;

it lias communication with the Amazon through the narrow channel of Tagiura.

The Sao Francisco has a length of 1800 miles and discharges 98,800 cubic feet of

Avator per second into the sea in dry weather. Its mother branches, the Sao Francisco

and the Rio das Velhas, bcHh descend from the sandstone mountains and chapadas '

of Minas-Geraes (General Mines) ; at their confluence the former carries 15,750, the

latter 7380 cubic feet per second at low water. Minas-Geraes, which is .an important

mining province, is the heart of the Nco-Lusitanian country ; its most productive dia-

mond district is the elevated_region of the Serro do Frio,* the chief city of which is

called Tejuco ; the river from which precious stones have been derived in the greatest

abundance is the Jequitinhonha. It is estimated that a hundred thousand diamond-

washers have perished in the diamond rios of Brazil, from sunstroke or from disease

engendered by the putrid mud. Minas-Geraes, with an area of 237,000 square miles,

supjwrts on its lofty plateaus a vigorous race of about 3 million miners, cattle-

breeders, herdsmen, and planters. Both the urban and the rural population is increas-

ing here rapidly.

The Sao Francisco, while still a mere torrent in the mountains of Minas-Geraes,

descends 666 feet at the Casca d'Anta ; then above the Rio das Velhas it tosses

noisily over its bed iu the ra]iids of Pirapora. Alwut 930 miles farther down, after

having already traversed not 'only the whole of Minas-Geraes but also nearly the

entire i)rovince of B.ahia,' it grows violent again, and then rushes furiously for a dis-

tance of 225 miles to the brink of the chasm of Paulo Alfonso. The Sao Francisco,

which is larger than either the Rhine or the Rhone, contracts in seasons of extraor-

dinary drought to a breadth of 50 feet ; it enters five different clefts in the green

sandstone rock, it descends 280 feet in three leaps of 30, 50, and 200 feet,— the

muffled roar of which can be heard for 16 miles when the wind is favorable, — and

even then its fury is not appeased ; before it reaches the ocean it is broken 17 times

more at the bottom of tortuous gorges which attain a dejjth of 820 feet. When the

stream finally enters the sea, it has received the waters of a basin more than three

times the size of New England, .and containing a population of nearly 2 million souls,

a sixth of whom are Brazilians.

The Amazon: the Rio Negro, the Madeira. — Tiie rivers of temperate or half-

temperate Brazil are .all much inferior to tlie rio of equatorial Br.izil, the Maraiion or

the Amazon. The Brazilians call the Amazon the Maranhao below the mouth of the

Rio Xcgro, and the Rio de Solimoes above. For tiie Indians it was, and is still, the

Tungur.agua, the Paranaguassu (Great Stream), and the Paranatinga (Rojal Stream).

A length of about 3750 miles ;
* a breadth so great that often one bank is not visible

from the other, and that the boatman in the middle of the stream sees around him

nothing but water as far as the horizon; a width of 60 miles or even of 125 during

the floods— wliich raise tlie waters 40 feet; a depth of 150 to 300 feet; a basin of

' PI.Tteaus. 2 Colli IMnuntain.

3 Bahia contains IjaWjOnO inhnhitants on nearly 105,000 square miles. * Or 3550 at tlio least.
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12,700,000 square miles; a low-water flow of 000,000 to 640,000 cubic feet per secoml,

a mean discharge of ii,8:25,000, aiul a volume of 8,825,000 at the town of Obidos in

an extraordinary rise of the waters,— a mighty deluge carried along by its own
weight, for the gradient is so gentle as to be almost imperceptible ; ^ an ajtpreciable

tide for 450 miles, or as far as this same Obidos, where the rio is only 5138 feet

broad ; 30,000 miles of navigable waters in its major channel, its/Vwos or false branches,

A Raft on the Amazon.

its ir/arapes'^ or side-channels, its affluents and the tributaries and sub-tributaries of

its affluents; eiichentes or inundations of vast extent; 120 days of high water cover-

ing numberless islands and converting the embouchures of rivers of the size of the

Rhone, the Danube, or the Volga into immense lakes ; tributaries of every color,—
sometimes blue, sometimes white like the milky Madeira, Yapura, or the Purus, some-

times gray like the Xingii, Sometimes greenish like the Tocantins (the green of which

borders on yellow) or like the Tapajos (where the green has a brownish tinge), some-

times of a dark amber like the Rio Negro, whose hue resembles the transparent

1 Only 510 feet from the foot of the mountains to the sea, a distance of 2500 miles.

^ Literally, canoe-paths.
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brown of the rivers from the Canadian granite; destructive tempests; billows like

those of the sea and currents as violent as on an ocean shore; three times as many

different kinds of fish as are found in the Atlantic itself: with all this, the Amazon

is indeed tiie true " Father of Waters."

The upper part of the Maraniiao belongs to I'eru, not to Brazil. Reaching Lusi-

tanian territory at Tabatinga, the stream sprawls out around islands, in arms and

false arms, in marshes and lagoons. Except for large bends, it moves directly east

;

as it runs near the equator (on the south), it has been called the visible equator.

North as well as south, that is to say, on the left as on the right, the solenm, turbid

rio skirts limitless forests where the trees, bound together by lianas, form double

hangings of flexible stems, with i)alms which are sometimes 80 feet tall. These

forests are the Selvas, the glory of Brazil, with rivers for roads, brooks for paths, and

Indians and Whites in search of the India rubber-tree as the only visitants. The axe

will soon open up their dim immensities to the sunlight— a destructive work. It is

because the dome of the forest protects rios, igarap6s, lakes, and lagoons,— stagnant

waters, running waters, and the humid freshness of the soil,— it is because the forest

guards the storage of the rains for the rainless season, that the Maranhao rolls an

enormous sea, which in the great floods perhaps equals a fourth of the running waters

of the world (?).

The selvas hug the Amazon so closely that cities and even hamlets are rare on its

banks: below the mouth of the Rio Negro, 110 miles, on the average, separate the

villages, and above this point they are fully 150 miles apart. There are only 407,000

inhabitants in Grao Para (414,000 sq. m.)— on the lower Amazon, on the Tocantins,

the Xingti and the Tapajos ; and there are scarcely 80,000 in Alto Amazonas (753,000

sq. m.)— on the upi)er Amazon, the Madeira, the Rio Negro, and the Purus.

Two tributaries, the Rio Negro on the left bank and the Madeira on the right,

nearly rival the Amazon itself in size. The Rio Negro, which the Indians call

Curana, Black Water, is the powerful stream which receives the Cassiquiare, a branch

of the Orinoco. Curana is not a misnomer, for its floods are of a deep brown hue

;

the childish peoples — those whom we class as savages— know how to describe by

a name the brooks, mountains, and I'ocks, and all the features of the nature which

encircles them with its severity or its grandeur. At its confluence with the Rio de

Solimoes, near Manaos or Barra do Rio Negro, its coffee-colored though clear waters

arrive calmly and slowly opposite the muddy stream, which springs upon them, shakes

them, twists them, and penetrates them. The contrast between the rage of the Soli-

moes and the listlessness of the Rio Negro is so marked that the Indians of Manaos

call one the Living River, tlie other the Dead River. AVhen the enchente is at its

culminating ])oint, the Curana rises 43 feet and inundates the surrounding country for

long distances. The Maranhao and its other tributaries reach a similar height during

the rains— onlj", the aflluents of tlie left bank rise when those of the right fall, and

vice versa ; this is one of the reasons for the enormous discharge of the liver at all

seasons.

The Madeira, which terminates at some little distance below the Rio Negro,

Idescends from the Bolivian sierras into the plain of the selvas by a succession of

rapids and falls of slight altitude (a descent of 226 feet in a length of 230 miles).

Farther on, the Tapajos mingles its greenish brown floods with the ashy gray of the

Amazon; here, as always hajipens when rivers of different hues meet in a common
channel, a battle is engaged in,— and the same struggle goes on that has already
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taken place higlier up between the Miitleira and the Amazon, and higher still between

the Rio Negro and the Soliinoes. Tlie Tajiajos encounters the great stream near

Santarem, a Portuguese name recalling that of the city on the Tagus : the Lusi-

tano-Aniericans have strewn the Brazilian country with names of Portuguese cities.

After having bathed the hills of Almcirim and the Serra de Erere, the Marauhao

receives the Xingi'i. The serras of Almeirim and Erere are only 800 to 1000 feet in

elevation, but, rising as they do from vast plains, they possess all the majesty of

mountains. The gulf at the

mouth of the Amazon is cut

into two jiarts by the large

island of Marajo; here the

tidal phenomenon known as

the pororoca, or bore, occurs

about the time of the full

moon, when the water of the

ocean rushes into the river

in three successive waves 12

to 15 feet high. The Amazon
does not terminate, like the

Mississi])pi, the Rhone, or the

Nile, in a delta, but its allu-

via are carried off by a cur-

rent tow.ard Guiana. If it

were not for this current, the

deposits would build up a

vast country at the mouth of

the river.

Indians, Negroes, and

Whites have been intricately

mixed in Brazil. Even in

South America, which is the

home par excellence of cross-

breeds, there is no other

country inhabited by such

an agglomeration of races.

Half-castes of every name and

every color are to be met in

the Nco-Lusitanian republic

Whites.—A little more than a third' of the 14 million inhabitants of the country

or something over 4,670,000, rank themselves among the Brancos or Whites : these

divide naturally into Brazileiros and Europeos. The Brazileiros or Brazilians, many
of whom are in realitj- more or less closely allied to the Indian race or to the Negro,

are descendants of the Portuguese of Portugal and the islands. The Azores, IMadeira,

and the Cape Verde archipelago contain together hardly 515,000 souls, but they send

out so many emigrants to Brazil that they have had a very large ])art in the forma-

tion of the Brazilian nationality. The first settlers of the region which later became

Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catharina, particularly, came from the Azores. A cer-

1 See pages G'J7 and »00.

A MiNA Negkess.
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tain number of Jews and a few Bohemians arrived also witli the continental or insn-

,lar Portuguese, at the dawn of Brazilian history, more than three centuries ago.

These were the better elements out of which the nation sprang. The remaining

constituents were supplied from the Portuguese prisons,— even from those that were

not to open until the day of final expiation, a royal decree having made Santa Cruz

a refuge for all Lusitanian convicts, except those condemned for heresy, high treason

and counterfeiting, or for crimes against nature. It was in this manner that the colo-

nization of the enormous country was begun by the little reino de noventa leguas, or

the kingdom of ninety leagues, as the Brazilians delight to call Portugal ; they also

name it derisively Terrinha, the very small country.

The Europeos or Eurojieans come first of all from Portugal, and for the last few

years tliey have been arriving in great numbers from Italy ; next in rank are the

immigrants from Germany, then those from Spain (chiefly from Galicia), from

France and England, and scattered rej)resentatives from every quarter of tlie habita-

ble globe. It is principally the virile and hardy Portuguese who sustain Brazil ; they

find here their native tongue and customs, and the Brazilian climate is better suited

to them than to other Europeans. A portion of them are, moreover, from the hot

zone— from the Cape Verde Islands, Madeira, and the Azores ; but the larger part

arrive by way of Oporto from Entre-Douro-e-Minho, Tras-os-Montes, and Beira, that

is, from northern Portugal. The number of Portuguese settling yearly in Brazil

averages from ten to twelve thousand. The Brazilians find them clumsy, coarse, and

rustic ; they call them pe-de-chtimbo., " leaden-foot," and they designate themselves, in

opposition, ^j»e-cfe-c«fo'a, " goat's-foot." By another antithesis, the Brazileiros are

jUhos da Terra., "sons of the country," natives, and the Portuguese _^//ios do Reino.,

"sons of the Kingdom." The latter are also nicknamed Marinheiros, or seamen

(those who come by the sea), and again, Gallegos, Galicians, or in other terms coarse,

awkward countrymen ; the Galicians are nevertheless honest, simple, faithful, and

industrious.

However closely these two elements of the White race in Brazil may resemble

each other, though making use of the same rich, poetical, nasal tongue, professing the

same Roman Catholic religion, and possessing, at least on the paternal side, the same

glorious ancestry, the Bi-azilians and Portuguese have no brotherly love for one

another. Just as before the establishment of Brazilian inde])endence the Lusitanians

of Europe tyrannized over those of America, so since the day when Dom Pedro flung

the famous cry of "Independencia ou morte !

" to the echoes of the valley of

Y]Mranga (1822), the filhos da Terra have more than once made the Jilhos do Heiiio

living in Brazil feel the weight of their injustice.

At present, the Italian immigration ranks next to the Lusitanian in importance,

and comprises, like the Portuguese, about ton or twelve thousand persons per year;

next comes the German, whicli began toward 1825 witli a few families, and which

has gradually increased until to-day it embraces two, three, or four thousand indi-

viduals annually '
: these are largely from Rhenish Prussia, West))halia, and Pomerani;i,

that IS, from tlie provinces that laid the foundations of tlie "Little Germany of the

Itio Grande." The Italian and German immigrants are mostly tillers of the soil, and

they are establishing a peasantry and a bourgeoisie here in Brazil, where for long years

' Tlie iiiimiKration to Brazil wiis 2r),845 in 1882, 26,789 in 1883, and 17,999 in 1884. In 188(> there were
2.j,741 imniif^rauts, ol whom ll,r).S2 were Italians, 0287 Portuguese, 2400 Germans, 11,319 Spaniards,

etc., and in 1888 the number reached 131,208. — Ed.
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llie inhabitants consisted wholly of officers, soldiers, merchants, planters, miners, and

slaves. In Kio (irande do Sul and the province of Santa Catharina, the German

colonies only recently still constituted a little nation, a sort of state within the state.

Certain writers have predicted that this small Teutonia would end by absorbing South

America, or at least Brazil. But the fact is, and there is no arguing against it, the

Italians arc to-day invading the very provinces where the little Teutonic nation was

shaping itself; they are conung as peasants and laborers in four times as great num-

l)ers as are the Germans ; they are as [irolific as the latter, and certainly they are

better fitted to withstand whatever baneful effects may be jjroduced by the rather hot

climate of temperate Brazil ; they are already crowding the German colonies, and

they must surely stifle them in the end.

The German colonies have not flourished except in the southern provinces ; every-

where else they have either succumbed to the climate and to the poisonous exhala-

tions from the forests and marshes, or they have perished for want of aid and of the

means of communication, and from the pressure of the wilderness, or they have fallen

a prey to the greed of emigration companies and the bad faith of fazendeiros— great

proj)rietors who are veritable feudal lords. A half of Brazil is said to be in the hands

of six thousand fazendeiros, whose vast estates, cultivated by slaves, stretch out over

lioundless campos. If it is true that there are only six thousand land-owners for a

half of tliocoiintry, each fazenda covers on tiie average 270 square miles; New Eng-

land, divided in the same pro]iortion, would be the property of about 240 landlords.

Negroes and Mulattoes.— The Blacks of Brazil are rated at 2^ million, of whom
l,13;i,0U0 were shives in 1886. It is not many years ago that slavers landed 5Q,000

Xegroes annually in the country. Except in the southern districts, where Whites can

cultivate the soil with impunity, the Blacks are the willing or unwilling toilers of

Brazil; they perform all the labor on the plantations, in the mines and diamond-

washings, and in all the more menial crafts. The most athletic, the handsomest, and

the most determined in their longings for liberty, are the Minas; these are natives of

the west coast of Africa, and they are very numerous, especially in the province of

Bahia ; as long as they were re-enforced by the slave-trade, they often revolted ; since

the traffic has been stopped, they are gradually losing their traditions, but they retain

a nobility of countenance not to be found among the Negroes descended from the

inhabitants of the Mozambique coast.

A great deal of black Ijlood has lieen infused into the nation. But though it has

so ]ienetrate(l the tissue of the Brazilian j)eople that it can never be eradicated, though

it is seemingly destined to form for a long time yet the vital element of the Lusitano-

Amerienn, or, rather, the Lusitano-Negro, race, it is on the verge of a decline.

Slavery received its death-blow in Brazil on the day that the laws declared every

human creature born on the soil of Santa Cruz free, even though his father and

mother were still in chains.' Blacks are no longer brought into the country, and the

number of white immigrants is continually increasing, 20,000, 25,000, or .30,000 arriv-

ing annually, or a half of the Negro importation of former years. The Mulattoes,

rated at about 4?j millions, form, like the Whites, nearly a third of the nation.

Indians, Mamelucos, Paulistas.— In 1500, when Alvarez Cabral landed on the

1 A law passed in September, 1871, enacted that from that date every child born of slave parents

shiiulil be free, and also declared all slaves l)elonj;ins to the .state or to the imperial household free at

that time. In 1S87 the otiicial returns gave the slave population as 723,419. In May, 1888, slavery was
abolished by law, without compensatiou to the owners. — Ed.
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Porto Seguro coast, in tlie centre of the Drazilian seaboard, his first care, it is said,

was to erect a stone cross. The Indians soon learned what this sign meant, and their

arrows did not save them. Those wlio bowed the head to baptism ])erished in the

hard service of their masters; those who revolted died under bullet and swoi'd ; tliose

who tied behind the headlands of the forests gradually retreated before the Portu-

guese invaders, narrowing day by day their grounds for pillage, war, Imnting, and fish-

ing. Hospital blankets infected with small-pox carried destruction to tribes which

had doubtless prided themselves for an instant on ])ossessing this treacherous gift.'

In these various ways peoples disappeared, effaced forever from the memory of their

bi'other savages and of their Poiluguese executioners. On the arrival of the Con-

quistadores, the dominant Indians were the Tuj>is, who belonged to the same race as

the Guaranis; the rest were of the Ta])uyo family. As in Spanish America, the

Indians of Brazil are either pacific Indians, or Indios bravos called here IncUos do matto

(Indians of the wood), Caboclos or coppers, and Bugres. On the Rio Mucury and in

the wastes of Minas-Geraes the Botooudos still rove— hideous savages, who insert au

enormous wooden disc in the lower lip ; in Portuguese this piece of wood is called

a botoqiie— whence their name. A hundred other tribes might be mentioned.

According to the census of 1872, there were about 400,000 pacific Indians, and the

wild Indians were estimated at a million.^

The intermarriage of the Tupis and the early Portuguese rovei-s gave birth to a

race of merciless warriors and intrej)id riders, who were named Mainelucos or Mame-
lukes, on account of their cruel raids on the Indians of Castilian territory ; little by

little this name came to be ai)plied to all the White and Indian cross-breeds. The

Mamelukes were valiant men ; they explored, fought, and conquered to great dis-

tances along the banks of the swift rios which descend from their native jilateau. It

is chiefly due to them that tropical Lusitania is an immense country instead of a nar-

I'ow strip of seaboard, instead of an American Portugal ; it was their adventures,

their razzias and conquests, which slowl}' carried Brazil toward the centre and south

of the semi-continent, across plateaus and into valleys that seemed at first destined to

fall to the Castilians or to remain in possession of the Guarani Indians. However,

these Mamelucos, who were not only Lusitanian but Spanish to some slight degree,

by their fathers, destroyed as much as they discovered ; they slaughtered more

men than their descendants numljer down to tlie present day, and yet the most

favored regions of Brazil are peopled by their posterity. These assassins and plun-

derers made a s])ecial business of hunting men : in about thirty months, from 1628 to

1630, they brought 60,000 Indians in shackles to the market of liio de Janeiro.

The Paulistas, or ))eople of Sao Paulo, who discovered so many mines, explored

so many rivers, and founded so many cities, are mostly of Mameluke origin ; like the

Mineiros of Minas-Geraes, who likewise have a great deal of Mameluke blood in

their veins, they excel the other Brazilians in vigor, activity, courage, and endurance

;

they emigrate in small bands to all parts of Brazil.

The Black and Indian half-castes here are called Cafuzos ; the name Zambos is

given to them in Spanish America.

Langaages.— All these men of various origins and divers colors, confusedly

crossed and continually mixing, possess the dovible bond of a common religion and a

1 Tliis is the tradition.

- The statistics of the population of Brazil given on p.age (iOT were obtained from a United States

Consular Report (February', 1887). The census of 1872, wl\ich was only a partial one, returned 3,787,289

Whites, 3,801,787 Half-breeds, 1,5154,452 Negroes, and 38(5,',t56 peaceable Indians. — Ed.
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common tongue. Nearly all the Brazilians are Roman Catholics and nearly all speak

Portuguese. However, Guarani, that old Indian idiom, is still in use in several dis-

tricts of the Parana and Paraguay basins, principally in the province of Sao Paulo.

A corruption of Tupi prevails, along with Portuguese, in the province of Grao Para,

and it is almost the sole tongue of Alto Amazonas. It is called the Lingoa Geral,

" general language," because it serves as a means of communication between the

Indians themselves and between Indians and Portuguese, in a portion of the Amazon
basin. It owes its wide diffusion to the missionaries of the era of the propaganda.

Perceiving the impossibility of preaching to each of the Brazilian tribes in its own
idiom, the Jesuit fathers sought out an indigenous language which might be gradually

adapted to general use throughout the vast territory of Santa Cruz. They selected

the Tupi tongue, which has Deen since that time the sabir of Brazil, and which will

remain so imtil all the ^ja^ois of the country disappear before Portuguese— such as it is

spoken in Rio de Janeiro, that is, with more richness than in Portugal itself, owing to

the infusion of words from Indian tongues and from Negro jargons imported from

Africa.

This Lingoa Geral is in reality a dialect of the language of the Guaranis, a people

which, though to-day menaced with speedy extinction, four hundred years ago ruled

from Uruguay to the Antilles. It differs but slightly from Paraguayan or from

the indigenous language of Corrientes and Sflo Paulo, and during the war of the

Triple Alliance the Brazilian officers from the banks of the Amazon and the Rio

Negro had no difficulty in understanding their foes, the soldiers of Lopez. The

Lingoa Geral has been .iffected by the Portuguese, and the southern Gu.arani by

S])anish, but neither Lusitanian in the north nor Castilian in the south has mate-

rially altered this old Indian speech.

Rapid Growth.— i\lthough the Lusitano-Amcrican nation receives as yet not more

than twenty or thirty thousand Europeans annually, it is rapidly multiplying. It is

supposed that the Brazilians numbered 1,900,000 in 1776, and 3,600,000 in 1818; in

1856 they were rated .at nearly 8 millions, and they have now reached fully 14 millions.

The yearly increase is from 200,000 to 250,000 souls. Brazil is visited by pestilences,

plagues, and scourges, especially yellow fever, and certain provinces are subject to

seasons of extraordinary dryness; for instance, only a few years ago a drought

occurred which dried up the fountains of Ceara, drained the Largest rios, turned the

earth to brass, and dispersed the Cearenses through the Amazon districts and south as

far as Rio de Janeiro and the southern campos; the same drought brought distress to

other coastal provinces— to Piauhy, Maranhiio, Rio Graiule do Norte, Parahyba, Per-

nambuco, Alagoas, and Sergipe. But the country is so fruitful and the climate on

the whole so healthful that the birth-rate is far higher than the death-rate, and the

population doubles naturally every thirty or forty years.

Cities.— The tjiree Br.azilian towns containing more than 100,000 souls are all

cities of the Beira mar.

Rio de Janeiro (357,000, with the suburbs) succeeded Bahia as capital about the

middle of the eighteenth century. Nearly under the tropic of Capricorn sjjarkles a

smiill sea, 125 miles in circuit and separated from the ocean by the serra in which

rise the peaks of Gavia, Tijuca, and Corcovado (3445 feet) ; Rio spreads out

around this bay— this "miracle of the w.prld"— near the pass, in sight of wooded
Corcovado and the fantastic mountains of the Serra dos Orgaos, under a gilded sky

from which descends the heavy, humid, electric, enervating heat which makes the
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Brazilians and foreigners- pay dearly for the sjilcndors of the Ueira mar. The liarbor

of Kio is filled with ships, the city is busy, regular, and elegant or unsightly accord-

ing as its streets are inhabited by white or black Fluinincnses.'

Bahia (140,000) is near the 13th parallel ; it is surrounded by the Kcconcavo, the

garden of Brazil and its most densely peopled region ; there are so many Negroes and

Mulattoes in Bahia that the Brazilians themselves look upon it as a sort of New
Guinea, and nickname it somewhat scornfully the Yelha Mulata.'' Formerly the

metropolis of the colony, it has preserved from the era of the viceroyalty ])alaces,

convents, and churches flanked along steep streets and giving it an air of antiquity

that is very rare in the New World. The bay of Bahia, called All Saints' Bay, is

second only to that of Kio: it lias a circumference of 110 miles, depths of 200 feet,

and in the pass which connects it with the Atlantic Ocean ships move over 65 to 130

feet of water.

Pernambuco (130,000), another ocean port, near the 8tli i)arallel, is in reality com-

]iosed of four towns : Recife, a name sometimes applied to the four cities combined,

Saiit' Antonio, Boa Vista, and Olinda ; the last lies on a hill about three miles from

the sea.

Femao de Noronha.— About 200 miles out from the shifting dunes of Cajie Saint

Roque is the island of Fernao de Noronha, the principal penitentiary of Brazil. It is

6 miles long by about \\ broad ; it has lofty cliffs, an extinct volcano of 625 feet, and

it comprises with the adjacent islets an area of about 6 square miles.

GUIANA.

The Guiana Island : its Httmidity, its Miasmata, its Fruitfulness.— Although Guiana

is not in tiie sea, it is im]iossible to quit the country without crossing the water: on

the north roars the Atlantic, and on every other side flow mighty currents— the

Amazon, the Rio Negro, the Cassiquiare, and the Orinoco. A])j)roacliing Guiana

from the sea, one is everywhere greeted by the floods of mire brought down by its

streams and by the Amazon, and he finds tliis mire gaining in consistency in measure

as he nears the mangrove-trees of the shore. These perpetually stirring fluvio-niarine

deposits are succeeded by a low plain of earth which loses its coherency during the

delug(i of the rainy season ; it is wholly alluvial and is penetrated by the sea, inun-

dated with sunlight, and furrowed by side-channels and rivers. It is a marsh, a forest,

a garden for any one who dares to cultivate it, and for the white man it is a tomb
wherever the warm, moist, infected atmosphere is not quickened by the sea-breeze.

From the Marsh, which is a paradise for creeping creatures, the.delight of horned

toads and hideous /n/*a toads, M-e ascend along creeks and enter the Savannas, which

are also covered for entire months by the annual inundation of the rivers. The
Savannas, which are composed of marvellously good, or mediocre, or wretched land,

according to the character of the subsoil and the contributions from the uplands,

extend to the foot of the mountains of Guiana; these mountains are of granite,

gneiss, and mica-schist, and separate the basins of the coastal streams, on the north,

fi"om the Amazonian domain on the south. They have rich stores of gold in their

I As Rio signifies river (flumen), the inhabitants are often called Fluminenses. ^ Old Mulattress.
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quartz veins, and j)ai-ticles of it are brought down to the alhivia of the shore by the

rios, which descend from rapid to rapid over their beds of hard stone. Guiana is

therefore becoming a California in regions where tlie yellow metal is worked— this

land which, in the dreams of the explorers and Conquistadores, was long the spark-

ling, dazzling, enchanting country where reigned El Dorado, the Golilen, lord of

In a Guiana Forest.

treasures that were defended by dragons with flaming breath : this most mag-
nificent king, tales of whom roused so much heroism, caused so much blood to be

spilled, and changed the destinies of America, was doubtless only a poor savage

chief, living in a rock in which scales of mica glittered.i

' Tlio term El Dorado was probably first applied by the Sjianiards, not to a city, but to a king of

whom they had heard from the Indians. According to the tales told by the Red-men, El Dorado was
wont on certain solemn occasions to anoint liis body with turpentine and then " i-oU himself in gold-dust."

Thus adornfed he entered his canoe, surrounded by his-nobles, and, alter suitable offerings to the gods,

plunged into the lake to bathe. It was this lake— only a few days' journey before them, but ever re-

ceding as they advanced— which was at first the object of the Spaniards' search. As early as 1530,

however, we hear of explorations for the city of El Dorado. — Ed.
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The mountains of Guiana, which are but little kuown, are low ; except on the west,

where they bear the name of Sierra Parimo, and where they are encircled by the

majestic Orinoco, they are nothing more than mere hills. None lifts its head into the

icy air : the boldest hardly reaches an elevation of 8200 feet. South of the moun-

tains, Brazil possesses a half of the Guiana island ; Venezuela holds a fourth, on the

west, toward the Orinoco ; the other quarter is shared by France, Holland, and

England.

FRENCH GUIANA.

Equatorial France. — From the Wet Lands to the Tumae Hnmae.— This country,

which is, in fact, almost equatorial, stretches from the sixth to the second degree of

north latitude, over 46,700 square miles of surface, not including the district vainly

claimed from Brazil. The uncontested portion extends from the river Maroni, which
separates it from Dutch Guiana, to the Oyapock, which sejjarates it from the territory

in litigation. The Maroni, a succession of tranquil reaches, which are connected

sometimes by cataracts and sometimes by rapids, rolls 35,000 cubic feet per second at

the height of the dry season. It is, however, only 400 miles long, and its native

mountains, the Tumac Humac, reach an elevation of only 1.300 feet ; but not a drop

of water is lost on its hard rocks and clayey soil, and the rainfall in French Guiana is

prodigious ; at Cayenne, for instance, according to the years, it is 8, 10, 13 feet, or

more, with a mean of 10 feet 11 inches. The Oyapock, 100 to 125 miles shorter,

is a smaller Maroni, although of great volume; it is also made up of long, quiet

stretches and short descents, and the same is true of the smaller streams which flow

between the Oyapock and the Maroni, such as the Mana, the Sinnamary, the Comte,

the Approuague, etc.

Ascending from the mouth of any one of these streams to its source, we encounter,

first, the Wet Lands, then the Savannas and hills, and lastly the Mountains; these

three regions are all covered with tlie forest of Guiana. The Wet Lands consist of

incoherent or hardened alluvia, with mangrove-trees, muddy creeks, dried marshes,

which are designated ])inotieres,^ and vast fields of grass overgrowing tracts of soft

mire, called " trembling savannas," and which are destined to become peat-bogs in the

future. It is here that France has been making abortive attempts for 250 years (since

1635) to colonize Guiana, and it is here also that all the civilized or at the very least

half civilized settlers live. In the Savanna and around its pripris, which ai-e pasture-

grounds in the dry season and swamps or lagoons in the wet, the only inhabitants are

Indians, known as Emerillons, Oyaculets, Rucuyenes, and Oyampis— all poor, insig-

nificant peoples; and by the side of these Indians are Negro descendants of slaves

escaped from the plantations of the Wet Lands, and, lastly, a few men seeking gold

here and there in the alluvium of the creeks. In the Mountain, few persons are to be

seen except Indians. This upland region, composed wholly of old, compact rocks, is

called Tumac Humac. No summit higher than 1300 feet has yet been scaled here.

Who would believe that there are four times as many Frenchmen on the sands

and granites of Saint Pierre and Miquelon, an archipelago of 90 square miles buried

under benumbing fogs, as on these 46,700 square miles in South America? Of the

inhabitants of French Guiana, numbering perh.aps 26,000, scarcely 1200 are Whites,

' From llieir pinot or wassay p.-tlms.
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not including soldiers, seamen, and officers. But there were ^ery many more repre-

sentatives of this race here when tlie prisons of P"'ranee were emptied into the coun-

try ; the French convicts are now reserved for New Caledonia, and only Anamese,

Arab, or Negro felons, who are better fitted to endure the climate, are brought here.

It is possible that other Frenchmen will come to Guiana before long, but they will

certainly not come voluntarily. This country has been fixed upon as one of the

places for the banishment of the hardened criminals of France ; the i>lan is to settle

them on the banks of the Maroni, at the very spot where an attempt has already been

made to establish a few colonies of agricultural and planter convicts. The funda-

mental element of the nation consists in Blacks descended from slaves and speaking a

Creole French quite like that of Louisiana and the Antilles. This constituent, coni-

])rising about 20,000 persons, is growing a little by a congeneric immigration, chiefly

from Martinique ; these immigrants come for the purpose of seeking gold in the

rivers.— Cayenne (pop. 8000), the capital, on an estuary, is a charming Creole town.

DUTCH GUIANA.

Surinam, its Negroes.— Dutch Guiana, lying between French Guiana and the

Guiana which the English cultivate by the arms of Hindus, Chinese, IJarbadians, and

Negroes, was founded ])rincipally by Frenchmen who took refuge in Holland after

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Less than 60 of its 46,072 square miles are

under cultivation. The Marsh, the Forest, and the Savanna guard the rest, and they

will guard it for a long time yet, for tlie treacherous climate keeps out Eurojieans.

The Negroes, who have been gradually becoming emancipated since 1863, do but

little clearing of the land ; they hardly save the plantations from going back to wild

nature. Not that the honest blacks do not live by the labor of their hands, in delight-

ful little gardens, on the hem of the forest, on the banks of a river or a brook, or of

one of those can.als which have been wisely traced by the Beaver People in the vast

marsh called Dutch Guiana. But it is in vain that they lazily cultivate around their

wretched huts, in vain that they give their time without a murmur to the planters, —
these most laborious and most peaceable of the colonial Negroes are not gaining

ground. It is impossible that they should do so, for there are fewer births than deaths

among them every year. And, however accustomed they may be to a tropical

clim.ate, they are diminishing on this marsh, owing to lack of proper care during early

childhood. As for the bush Negroes, their three tribes, which are estimated at 12,000

or 15,000, furnish few laborers for the sugar, coffee, and cacao plantations. They
have been free for over 100 years on a free territory, by virtue of a treaty signed by
the Dutch governor, and they live hapjiily without any exertion, in the depths of

luxuriant woods.

Dutch Guiana or Sin-inani, as it is likewise called from the large stream which
bathes its capital, contains, besides tlie bush Negroes and about 890 Indians (whose
numbers are continually diminishing), 66,000 inhabitants; less than 700 of these are

Europeans and less than 4500 coolies, that is, Hindus or Chinese brought to the

colony to work on the large estates in the ]>lace of the Negroes, who are being freed

by degrees, according to terms judged expedient by the Dutch. Tiie Moravians or

Brethren of Herrnhut, a sect of the Lutheran belief, have 23,000 adherents here

;
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they have made more converts among the ])agan Negroes than have tlie other Protes-

tant sects or the a]iostles of Roman Catholicism. And it is not for these conversions

alone that Surinam is indebted to them ; it is the Moravians who carry on the schools,

and it is they likewise who, by their words of peace, have preserved concord among the

Whites and the Blacks for a long time.

Dutch Guiana resembles French Guiana, though it is better drained and better

woi-ked ; it is to-day, as it was two centuries ago, a littoral marsh skirting a deeji forest.

This marsh is occupied by pacific Negroes, who are the bone and sinew of the nation

;

the clearings of the forest are inhabited by bush Negroes, and here also a few Indian

Pakajiakibu.

families hunt and Hsh— a melancholy, indolent, torpid race, which is disappearing,

leaving the world to the cupidity of the strong.

Dutch is the official language ; the idiom in general use is a childish Creole, a

Negro-Anglo-Lusitano-Dntch sabir, simple and soft like all puerile languages.— Para-

maribo, the capital, rising on the banks of the broad, tawny Surinam, and on canals,

is like a luminous Amsterdam; it is peopled by 28,000 men, almost all Blacks.

Although a regular town, it is charming, and it is admirably shaded.

Crossing the Maroni, we pass from French Guiana to Dutch Guiana; traversing

the Corentyn we pass from Dutch Guiana to British.

BRITISH GUIANA.

The Most Favored of the Three Colonial Guianas. — This English settlement, which

was severed from Dutch Guiana in 1814, has no precise limits except on the north and

east. On the north, the waves of the Atlantic rise and fall, and on the east a river

separates it from the Netherlands of America ; but on the south England contests

large tracts of territory with Brazil, and on the west with Venezuela. If these dis-
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pntes should he clecided against England, British Guiana would embrace less than

15,000 square miles. Judged in her favor, her domain here would cover more than

100,000 square miles. 'Now, neither the Brazilians nor the Venezuelans, nor any one

else, dare call England to account ; it follows, then, that this British Guiana is the

most extensive of the three colonial Guianas, instead of being the smallest. It is also

the most favored. It is the only one that has lofty mountains, imposing cataracts, and

broad estuaries at the end of its streams. Deep alluvial deposits, extending back 10,

20, and even 40 to 45 miles from the coast, give its fluvio-niarine zone a breadth superior

to that of the Wet Lands of Cayenne and of Surinam. And when from the Marsh we

reach the highlands across a splendid forest, we come in contact with mountains more

A Canoe on the Esseqi'ibo.

than 6500 feet high, instead of hills of 1300 to 1600 feet. Near the borders of Vene-
zuela, Roraima attains an altitude of 7500 feet ; it is terminated by a rocky tower
1475 feet in height, from which cat.aracts descend to tlie Amazon, the Orinoco, and
the Essequibo.

The Essequibo, the chief stream of British Guiana, receives the Potaro, which
contains a waterfall that is marvellous even in America. The great cataract of

the Potaro, called the Kaieteur F;dl, is 822 feet high, and it is not a feeble Gave, or a

Reichenbaeh, but a Loire which reaches the brink of the abyss with a width of 330
feet and a de]nh of 23, and pours over the precipice 1766 million cubic feet of water
per day, or over 20,000 per second. In this country, where the rains are excessive and
the soil impervious, cataracts are abundant, — not stairways of rapids down which a

brook struggles, but fi'ightful abysses, into which leap at one bound huge ri\'ei-s that

are swollen twice each year by the greater and lesser rainy seasons.

British Guiana is much more widely cultivated than are its neighbors on tlie east

;
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it is more densely inhribiteil, and its plantations are extending, its towns are growing,

its |io|iiilation increasing— which is by no means the case in the other two colonial

Guianas. The inhabitants number about 282,000 ; these are descendants of liberated

'Sem-oes, Hindus, Africans, Chinese, and Blacks from the Antilles employed on the

sugar jilantations, Indians more or less civilized, and about 20,000 Whites.

We must not expect to find the greatest number of these Whites belonging either

to the nation which furnished the first planters to the most flourishing of the three

Guianas, nor to that which succeeded it on these torrid shores. Neither the Dutch nor

the English are in the majority here. The Portuguese are the predominant Whites;

they number more than 1.3,000, 5000 of whom Avere born in Guiana itself. It is well

known that the Lusitanians withstand the effects of deadly climates better than any

other colonizing people : and with very good reason when they come from Madeira,

an African island opposite Morocco, with better still, if they are natives of Ihe Capo

Verde Islands, an archipelago facing the Senegal, and inhabited chiefly by mixed fam-

ilies who are in reality less white than black. Now, nearly all the Portuguese of

Guiana come from Madeira or the Cape Verde Islands. These staid men generally

dwell in the cities and towns as grocers and shop-keepers.— The capital, Georgetown

(pop. 55,000), borders the river Demei-ara (which has a breadth here of about 6500

feet), a mile and a quarter from the bar which obstructs its entrance to the sea.



CoHAL Islands.

OCEANICA.

Australia.— Archipelagoes.— Coral Islands.— Ocoanica comprises a continent,

—

tlie smallest on the globe,— and innumerable islands dispersed far and wide over vast

ocean tracts. The continent, Australia, embraces, exclusive of Tasmania, about

seven-tenths^ of Oceanica ; the latter, including the Sunda Islands and the Philippines,

contains 4,213,000 square miles.^ The islands er.-.brace the largest and most favored

in the world: New Guinea, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and the Philippines; all

of these, with the excejition of New Guinea, are usually ranked as Asiatic, but why
rob Oceanica of the grandest possessions of the ocean, and, moreover, who is able to

fix tlic boundary line between the most comjiact of the continents and the most broken

and scattered of the world's divisions? The charming archipelago of New Zealand

forms a part of Oceanica, as do also the multitude of islands, reefs, and banks which
dot the bosom of the Pacific in the direction of the United States and Spanish

America. As nearly all these sporadic lands rise south of the equator, they are often

called the islands of the South Sea.

Two hun<lred and ninety of the islands of Oceanica (exclusive of islets) are of

coral formation. They have been slowly formed, from age to age, on submarine

plateaus, by the growth of minute coral animals. These countless dwarfs have already

I See i>p. 8 and 15
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added more than 19,000 square miles to the habitable portion of the globe, and the

Cyclopean work is going on still. New reefs are continually appearing ; and scarcely

BoRABOHA, One of the Society Islands.

has the islet lifted its top above the waves, when it is clothed with vegetation ; then

man arrives and rears his hut under the shade of the graceful, lithe palms.

There are more than 39 million inhabitants in the Sundas and Philippines— in
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those enchanting islands which we are accustotned to join to the Asiatic continent.

Tiie rest of Oceanica contains as yet scarce five million souls; the population of

Australia and New Zealand is, however, increasing with almost unprecedented

rapidity.

AUSTRALIA.

Fertile Coast Regions. — Sterile Interior.— Australia, the only genuinely southern

continent on tlie globe, has a coast-line of 8700 to 9300 miles, within which lies a ter-

ritory of about 2,945,000 square miles.' It is not improbable that this fragment of

land was once connected with southern Asia, by an istlimns which has been trans-

formed, by the action of volcanic forces and by the sea, into a long chain of islands.

Like Asia, Australia has fresh, charming sliores, with stony, sandy deserts and salt-

marshes in the interior. Along the Indian Ocean are glistening bSys, leafy ravines,

enchanting vallevs, forests, and elevated uplands; rains are abundant and the climate

is temi)ered by the sea-breezes. But behind the mountains, fiery winds sweep over

flat carapos and across vast wastes; tlie river-beds are dry, the valleys defaced, and

the only vegetation consists of thorny, spiny shrubs. Xot more than a fourteenth of

the entire surface of Australia is capable of cultivation.

Fauna and Flora.—On the arriv.al of the earliest European explorers, they found

tlie Australian wilderness peopled by wretched savages, inferior to any race hillierto

known to travellers. The largest quadruped was the kangaroo ; though divers kinds

of brilliantly colored birds hovered in the Australian air, they were neai-ly all song-

less. Marine mammals swam in the coast waters, but the mountains, ravines, and

woods swarmed with awkward, ungainly animals, some of which were curious, others

grotesque. The Euro])e.ans and their mute servitors have sup]ilanted these aborigines

and these pouched and duck-liilled animals.

The flora, which is jieculiar like everything else in nature on this island-continent,

exhibits a certain grandeur. It possesses little variety, liowever. In many an exten-

sive district only one species of plant is produced, and a half, if not a greater ratio, of

all the trees belong to the acacias and the eucalypti; but certain kinds of the

1 These figures are from Wagner and Supan's tables of 1891. The following table has been com-
piled from the latest English authorities available: —

Colonies. AllKA IN Sy.
MlI.KS. roPUI.ATlON.

New South Wales (1891)

Victoria (1891)

Queensland (1891)

South Australia (1891)

AVestern Australia (1891)

310,700

87,884

668,497

903,425

975,920

1,134,200

1,137,272

393,803

31,5,048

49,782

Total . . . 2,940,420 .".o:ia!o.5
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eucalyptus (or gum-tree) grow to such heights tliat the Strasburg spire, the dome of

Saint Peter's, and tlie pyramid of Cheops would hide their tops in the upper branches.

Though the eucalyptus is inferior to the big trees of California in diameter, it attains

a heiglit 100 feet above the highest specimens of the latter.

Notwithstanding the size of the gum-trees and other trees of Australia, its forests

possess neither the severe grandeur of the woods of northern Europe and Canada,

nor the rich autumnal tints of the forests of the United States, nor the grace of the

palms of the desert, nor the wild opulence of the Selvas of the Amazon. No bird-

song is heard in the foliage, and the thin, dull-colored leaves are no protection to the

grayish grass against the burning rays of the sun. There is but little underbnisli, and

few lianas interwine between the straight trunks of the aromatic trees. Occasionally,

however, in the midst of all this seeming monotony we come upon spots covered by

an exuberant growth. On the shore of Queensland and in the northern districts,

facing the equator, the Australian forest is leafy and lu.xuriant, it has palm-trees and

lovely twining plants, and its masses of tangled foliage make it in a measure a virgin

wood.

A striking contrast 'to the luxuriant growths of the woodlands of Queen.sland is

exliibited by what are known as the " scrubs." These " scrubs," which cover a very

large portion of the surface of Australia and form the cliaracteristic feature of the

continent, are wide stretches of bush-grown country, drearily monotonous to the gaze

and exceedingly obstructive to the labor of the explorer. In books on Australian

explorations repeated reference is made to the " Mallee " scrub and the "Mulga"

scrub. The former is com])Osod of a dwarf species of the eucalyptus, which the

natives call "Mallee." The shrub somewhat resembles the osier, the stems being

very closely set, and growing to a height of 13 or 14 feet, without a single branch.

In the south-eastern part of South Australia there is an unbroken tract of 9000

square miles covered with this scrub, and similar expanses are to be found in other

sections of the country. The "Mulga" scrub consists largely of acacias which grow

in sprawling bushes, armed with spines, and matted together in such fashion as to be

absolutely impenetrable. Fortunately for the work of exploration, the "Mulga"

scrub is far less common than the "Malice."

Littoral Mountains.— Central Plains.— In the territory which the English first

occupied on the south-east, a smiling, graceful, gently rolling coastal belt is backed

against charming mountains, called the Australian AIjjs, in which Mount Clarke

reaches an elevation of 7257 feet, Kosciusko 7172, an<I Bogong 6509. These ele.va-

tions, the loftiest on the continent, are altogether too insignificant for a country which

is tropical throughout a half of its territory and hot in the other half, stretching

beneath a sky which is rainless during long seasons, in plains where the temperature

reaches 125° F., and where the sun darts the heat of 160° to 167°.

Owing to the absence of glaciers, the Australians will always be dependent upon

the rains to feed their streams, and such a portion of these alone will be stored as can

be dammed behind stone and earthern dikes. On the summit of the littoral chains,

we find a considerable breadth of high plateaus, then we descend on the west, just as

in the Andes we descend on the east, into lower plains, which are everywhere so flat

that we can often see the rivers setting back in times of inundation in the direction

of their sources. In America, these plains, called llanos, selvas, and pampas, are

fructified by an abundant rainfall and give promise of a splendid future, as soon as

man shall appear with his enterprise and his thrift; but in Australia the rains are both
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rare and capricious, so tliat the level regions in the interior suffer doubly : the drouo-ht

scorches them ; then, when the flood-gates of heaven are opened, these plains are eon-

verted into swamps; the dry, burnt sands of the rivers are invaded by furious tor-

rents which carry in their noisy floods the cattle and sheep that have died of thirst

near the dried-up springs. A single season of drought (1883-84) cost New South
Wales 5 million sheep. Such a country is better adapted to cattle-raising than to

garduning or cultivation. In wet years, the horses, horned cattle, and wool-bearing

animals multij)ly to an extraordinary degree ; their skins, tallow, and fleeces make
the fortune of the pioneer. When the sun blasts the grass and dries the fountains,

the herds and flocks perish, but as soon as the cloiuls return, the stables and sheep-

folds are alive again. The ra])id increase of wealth in Australia is due as mucli to

the vast grazing lands as to the gold-mines, but the intermittent character of the ruin-

fall, the scarcity of S]irings and the readiness with which they become dry, the slight

elevation of the mountains, the excessive heat of the sun, and the aridity of the

atmosphere,— all these things are to the disadvantage of the country. The leaves

which fall from the forest, instead of decaying and forming fertilizing matter, merely

wither, and the rock, clay, and sand beneath remain rock, clay, and sand. For these

reasons, the i-esoiirces of the continent are not projiortioned to its magnitude, not-

withstanding the vastness of its gold-fields, the value of its wool-bearing animals,

which will soon exceed 100 million,^ ami the productiveness of the cotton and sugar-

cane )ilnntntions.

The Australian Aborigines.— Is it because the heat of the sun deprived the natives

of all elasticity, boldness, and aggressiveness, or because the land did not offer them
"the ear of corn, out of which cities are formed," or the plants and animals without

which there can be no permanent form of society, or is it due to some other cause

that the Europeans, on their arrival in Austr.alia, found there a hideous, feeble race of

Blacks devoid of intelligence, heedless ami lazy,— and with all that fanatical lovers

of space and of nomad lil)erty, incapable of bowing to an idea, ineajiable of confining

themselves to a fixed dwelling-place ? Here, as elsewhere, the Whites bent their

bows against the savages.

The wild men of Australia are as isolated as its fauna and flora. They are dis-

tinguished by their fine, glossy, somewhat curly hair, from the woolly-headed Negroes

encountered by the Malays throughout the archijielago stretching between Australia

and Asia. Tall individuals among them have the stature of the medium-sized Euro-

peans. In muscular development they are much inferior to the European, the limbs

being thin and excessively lean. The bones are delicately formed, and the same
absence of calves is noticeable as among all dark races. As they go almost nude,

none of their ugliness of body is hidden— from their bulging abdomens to their

raonkey-like faces, with big lips which protrude on account of the prominence of the

jaws. Their skulls, covered with a mass of pitch-black hair, enclose very little intelli-

gence; or, at least, when the English invaded the continent, these earth-colored

Negroes were mentally children. They rove and hunt, eating everything, even worms
and can-ion. The gun, famine, misery, brandy, disease, the painful surpiise and exac-

erbation which a savage always ex|)eriences at the sight of the inventions of the

white man,— all these things have reduced the number of the aboriginal Australians

to 55,000.

' Tlieie wei-e 84 million slieep in Australia in 1889. Including Tasmania and New Zealand the

total number was 102,344,209, — Ki>.
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The White Australians.— Though Australia was discovered bj^ the Dutch nearly

two liuudred years ago, and descried by tlie Portuguese earlier still (about 1530J, it

had not a settled European on its sliores when in 1788 a few hundred convicts,

guarded by soldiers and accompanied by a governor, landed on the eastern coast of

what has since become New South Wales. It was thus that the settlement of

Austmlia began. Sydney was for a long time the only city, and thither Enghind

sent lier condemned crhninals. From 1788 down to the present time, 125,000 pris-

oners have left the British arcbipelago, the scene of their exploits, for the continent

of Australia and for Tasmania, its annex. In 1828 there were 36,000 to 37,000

Wliites in New South Wales, which then comprised .all the colonial territory. In

183.3, their number exceeded 60,000, and the recruits for the Australian field had

ceased to be confined to the criminal classes; Eni>land, Scotland, and Ireland lua<l

begun to send free families there. Suddenly gold-mines of fabulous value were discov-

ered, and floods of immigrants poured into the country with the impetuosity of ocean

waves at higii tide: 40,000, 50,000, 80,000, and nearly 100,000 came annually, accord-

ing to tlie years. The climate is so healthful, although extremely hot, that the death-

rate is very low. Owing to tlie active immigration, tlie high birth-rate and the low

mortality rate, the Australian desei-t filled up with cities with a rapidity hardly

rivalled in the United States itself; from 60,000 Whites in 1838, and from 400,000 at

tlie time of the discovery of gold, the population rose to 800,000 in 1857, to 1,200,000

in 1861, and to more than 2^ million in 1884. At present the number must be over

3 million.! piecing tlie estimate at 8 million, there are fully 1,200,000 to 1,300,000

Whites of Australian 1:)irth. Nearly all the White immigrants are from England and

Scotland; next in rank, though far fewer in numbers, are those from Ireland and

Germany. Kepresentatives of the Latin races are very rare here. The Chinese, who
were so numerous that the Australians were beginning to fear them, have decreased

very largely during recent years, and they now scarcely exceed 43,000 ; they came,

and they still come, to work the gold-mines, — the fame of which formerly spread the

world over, ^—-and the placers abandoned by tlie Whites are just those where the

Chinese make their fortune, at least such of them as ai-e not ruined by the opium
habit and by gambling— the two fatal passions of the disciples of Confucius. What-
ever antipatliy separates the Australian from the Chinese, the Chinese will perhaps

take root on the northern shores, where the climate is so luirning that the white man
is unable to till the soil himself, but is obliged to h.ave recourse to the Yellow or the

Black. In Queensland the climate is not as warm as it is along the northern sea-

board, but it is e(pially as trying to the Whites ; here the Polynesians are employed

on the sugar or cotton plantations. These laborers are oftentimes brought in by force.

New South Wales was the first Anglo-Australian colony. Victoria was detached

from it in 1851, and Queensland in 1859 ; Western Australia was founded in 1829

;

South Australia has been colonized by Europeans since 1836 ; North Australia is not

a se])arate province but depends oflScially on South Australia. South of Victoria,

Bass's Strait beats at the same time the shores of the continent and those of the

insular colony of Tasmania.

1 See page 811
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Austral New England.— The Murray.— Like the other Australian states, New
South Wales administers its own affairs at will by means of a Parliament consisting of

two rej)resentative assemblies. It embraces 309,000 square miles of territory,' or a little

more than a tenth of the continent, and over six times the area of England, with a

population in 1889 of about a million, that i.s, a third of all the Australians ; this

division constituted the entire colony of Australia from 1788 down to 1829, the year

when the Perth or Swan River Colony (which has since become the province of

Western Australia) was founded.

Sierras rise near the shore bearing (from north to south) the names of the New
England Range, the Liverpool Range, the Blue Mountains, the Cullarin, Gooruck, and

Manero Ranges, and the.Muniong or Warragong Range: in all, seven chains and

nineteen chainlets ; these mountains divide New South Wales into two sections, one

a small, diversified, charming region, the other vast, but monotonous and dreary.

The former stretches along the eastern borders between the uplancls and the sea ; this

is the New England and at the same time the Tell of Australia, — a Tell from 35 to

60 miles broad, and sometimes from 60 to 68 or 70, having for its Shellif a river 329

miles long, called the Hawkesbury. Rains arc not rare here, and though duritig cer-

tain years the fall is only 22 inches, at other times it reaches 83, and the mean is 50

inches. Travelling inland from the narrow littoral belt, we climb the mountain

chains which run parallel to the coast at an average distance of about 30 miles from

it, and which might be compared to the AUeghanies of the United States. The

greatest breadth of these mountains probably reaches 80 miles. Beyond the crest,

stretches a plateau from 20 to 50 miles broad, with a mean altitude of 2510 feet, m
which such primitive rocks as granite predominate. We make the descent from this

table-land by the Western Slopes, an undulating declivity of about 90 miles where

browse the finest merinos of all Australia. Then follow low plains, but here all resem-

blance to the physical characteristics of the United States ends. When the New
Englandcrs of America reached the ridge of the AUeghanies, a vast world lay before

them ; the valleys which they had brought under the plough were as nothing m compari-

son with the alluvia which their West displayed to them, from the sources of the Ohio

to the shores of the Pacific ; on the other hand, when the New Englanders of Australia

reach the crest of their small Al]>s, from which the eastern sea is still visible, the best

lands of their continent lie behind them. This coast region of New South Wales

resembles the New England of America in its history as well as in its situation east of

the mountains and along the ocean. It was here that the first English settlements

were formed, and here that the foundations of the Australian people were laid.

Wli.at is the Australian Great West? An immense level plain of excessively dry

and hot ])asture-ground, where it is even said that the hottest place on the globe is to

be found, — near the confluence of the Darling with the Murray. At long intervals

are low hills ; streams flow here in the rainy season, in broad, expansive floods, but

these soon dry up. Some of these streams belong to the basins of rivers which carry

them intermittently into the sea ; tlie greater part of them, however, flow into some
desolate lagoon, or they stop on the way as soon as the sky becomes clear again.

The Murray (1122 miles), the Murrumbidgee (1350 miles), the Lachlan (700 miles),

1 See page 811.
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the Macquarie, the Darling (1162 miles), the largest rivers of this Great West of

New South Wales, roll in their channels floods that, are pure and linijjid in their

native gorges ; arriving in the flat lands, they are soon sullied, and drained to quench

the thirst of the earth, the thirst of the grass and vegetation, and the thirst of the

air. The Murray, which absorbs all these rivers and many others that are long but

shallow and weak, is the Amazon of the continent ; its basin embraces about 270,000

square miles. It rises on the flanks of IMount Kosciusko, the summit of which

crowns 6950 square miles of wooded slopes; it separates New South Wales from

Victoria, it waters the plains of the Riverina, and empties into the Alexandrina

lagoon, which communicates with the South Sea. Now, it has its sources very near

the eastern sea. During a part of the year the Murray is dotted with steamboats

;

with the exception of the Murrumbidgee, it is the only river of the interior which

flows the year round.

Of the climate of New South Wales, it may be said that it varies greatly accord-

ing to latitude and remoteness from the sea. The winters are very mild ; and, though

the summer heats are excessive, sunstrokes are of far less frequent occurrence than ni

the United States. The hot winds which prevail during the warm season are not

pestilential nor unhealthful.

As Sully would have said, agriculture and grazing are the two breasts of New
South Wales, where there are nearly 50 sheep to every inhabitant. Miners in great

numbers search for gold, crush the quartz, dig the alluvium, or overrun the country

eagerly hunting for a mass of rock, a stretch of sand, or a creek which may yield

them the cherished metal. Many of these miners are Chinese, of whom New South

Wales contains about 15,000. There are less than 1650 aborigines.

As the transportation of convicts did not cease before 1843, many of the present

inhabitants are the children or grandchildren of criminals from the Triple Kingdom.

English is the sole language spoken, and the Protestant religion predominates to a

large extent, though in a great variety of sects. There is no establishment, but nearly

all the Protestants belong to the Church of England.

The increase of population is rapid both from immigration and on account of the

high birth-rate ; the number of births is two or three times that of the deaths. The

capital is the graceful and charming city of Sydney, with a population of 386,400

souls including suburbs ; it is the chief city of Australia as regards age,^ industries,

and intellectual culture : the bay which it borders, Port Jackson, is one of the

safest and deepest harbors in the world, and it is surrounded by scenery of surjiassing

beauty. It contains 9 square miles ; but owing to its numerous bays and inlets the

coast-line is 54 miles in length. The harbor is protected by five powerful forts.

VICTORIA.

Australia Felix.— Victoria, once called Australia Felix from its beauty and fer-

tility, lies at the very.soutli of the continent, where the climate is coolest. It is the

most densely peopled of all the Australian states; the population in 1891 numbered

a little over a million on 88,000 square miles, or more than 12 persons to the square

mile, that is, ten times the density of population which exists in the Anglo-Australian

1 It is about 100 years old, liaving been founded in 1788.
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colonies, as a whole, New Zealand included. There were scarcely 250 Whites here in

1836, and not over 10,000 in 1840; but in 1851 the viclincss of the gold-veins dis-

covered by a miner who had just returned from California suddenly caused a jn-o-

digious rush toward this uninhabited district. Similar rushes have been common in

Australia. As soon as rumors of a new gold-field ai-e spread abroad, there in an influx

of adventurers from all the corners of the earth, and ere long representatives of every

nation have reared their wooden towns here. Then tlie mine is exhausted and the

miners disappear. Victoria is tlie principal gold-producing colony of Australia, and

iS^'" - '

.. • s.../-^?J©

^f.'i^^i-^

Collins Street, Melbourne.

hence its extraordinarily rapid growth. It was separated from New South Wales in

1851. In 1852 there were 168,000 inhabitants, 550,000 in 1862, and now they number

something over a million.^ As everywhere else in Australia, the increase of popula-

tion is due to tlie high birth-rate as well as to the influx of immigrants from Europe:

the birth-rate for 1886 was 30.73 per 1000; the death-rate, which is remarkably low,

was 14.91 i)er 1000.

Of the 45,000 Chinese of fifteen or twenty years ago, scarcely 11,500 now remain;

and of the 5000 to 10,000 aborigines of 1836 hardly a few hundred are left, and

these wander listlessly over the plains and tln-ough the forests. In the winter they

seek the most sheltered valleys, in the summer they return to the flat country ; when
hunger pursues them, followed by their gaunt dogs which are little else than barking

1 See page 811.
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skeletons, they hunt tlie opossum, tlie kangaroo, the Australian bear or koala, the

wombat, the porcupine, serpents, lizards, and white mice, or they hire out to the white

man for a little tobacco and rum.

Victoria has a share in the Australian Alps and in the Murray River, or, in other

words, in the ])iincipal mountains of the continent and in its chief water-course : in

the Australian Alps it rears Mount Bogong (6509 feet) ; the Murray belongs to New

South Wales by its right bank, while the left bank is Victorian as far as the point

wliere the stream passes into the colony called South zVustralia. With the exception

of the Murray, Victoria possesses few navigable streams. In winter its rivers are

chafing and devastating torrents; in summer many of them dwindle to mslgnificant

currents or become detached pools of water; and some dry up entirely during sea-

sons of unusual drought. In the order of their length, the chief streams of Victoria

are: the Murray, the main stream of which bounds the colony for nearly 600 miles;

the Goulburn, a tributary of tlie Murray having its source in the Dividing Range, and

having a length of 230 miles ; the Glenelg, 205 miles long, which rises in the Gram-

pians and em])tios into the sea at the south-west corner of the colony ; the Loddon,

150 miles in length, whicli originates in the Dividing Range and flows to the Mur-

ray ; the Wimmera, which rises in the Pyrenees and the Grampians, and is lost in

salt marshes before reaching the Murray ; the Avoea, 130 miles long, rising in the

Pyrenees and also terminating in swamps and lat;es ; the Hopkins, 110 miles long,

which rises in the Pyi-enees and flows south to the ocean.

In the Australian Alps and in all" the ranges running through the colony from east

to west, Victoria may be said to be an Australia Felix. The mountains, which are

covered with dense forests, are often grand and imjiosing. In the west, where they

take the names of the Pyrenees and Grampians, the scenery is extremely picturesque,

and the rivers are broken by waterfalls of great beauty. All the country west of

Melbourne has an extraordinarily rich soil, and the scenery is varied and charming.

But beyond the mountains, north of the Dividing Range, in the direction of the Mur-

ray River, the country is rather an Australia Petrrea; here stretches a vast, monoto-

nous plain, a treeless, sparsely grassed campo ; and the little grass that grows is gray

or pale, rather than green ; low hills of schist rise out of the wan or fulvid expanse.

It is a sombre region wherever the soil is of volcanic and not of sedimentary origin.

No rivers and few brooks are to be seen, but salt lagoons abound. The climate is

very gruff and harsh, for, although the mercury sometimes sinks below the freezing-

point, it also rises on the burnt plains to 125° F. in the shade, when the wind blows

from the central desert. It is rain that is lacking here ; terrific storms are sometimes

unchained, — water-spouts which convert a brook into a mighty stream and a pond

into a sea,— but, on the whole, this section of the country is arid, and the rainfall is

much scanter than at Melbourne and in all the districts south of the Dividing Range:

the annual mean at Sandhurst is scarcely 20 inclies, with years that are almost rain-

less, while that of Melbourne is 28 (with a maximum of 44), that of Cape Otway 33.

Tliis raining country, this grazing region, with its immense estates ' where huge

flocks are pastured, is essentially English in race and ])urely so in speech. Its capital,

the largest of all the Australian cities, is Melbourne, on the Yarra-Yarra, a scant, nar-

row, miry stream wliich empties not far from the city into the broad bay of Port

Philip ; including suburbs, there are 48!),000 '^ souls in Melbourne ; its climate is said

to resemble that of Mafra, a city of Portuguese Estremadura.

1 From 75,000 to 100,000 acres. 2 This was the population according to the census of 1891.
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QUEENSLAND.
It was in 1859, eight years after the fouiidiiig of Victoria, tliat the second

province was detached from New South Wales ; it received the name of Quceiishmd.

It lies nortli of New South Wales, and possesses 2250 miles of seaboard, including all

the eastern shore, which stretches north to Torres Strait, and embracing along the

northern coast of the continent the eastern and a part of the southern shore of the
extensive Gulf of Carpentaria. In the interior are vast steppes.

Queensland now comj)rises an area of 668,000 square miles, but a division of the

tei-ritoi-y will doubtless- be made in tlie near future, for the North demands a separa-

A Village on the Darlino Downs.

tion from the South, on account of certain antipathies existing between the two sec-

tions, and owing to a divergency of interests. At varying distances from the shore,

the sea beats against coral islets. This levee of constantly growing reefs makes navi-

gation difficult and dangerous, but shi])s find ample, sheltered basins within the coral-

line dikes, and the shore is fringed with safe coves. The Queensland littoral may be

called temperate near the frontiers of New South Wales, but in measure as we move
northward we find the climate becoming more and more torrid. Almost the

sole tenants of this immense desert are English, Scotch, Irish, and Germans. In the

southern districts it is possible for the white man himself to work in the sun, and it

is in this region that the colonists have settled largely, either because the temperature

is less torrid or because of the proximity to New South Wales, from which colony

the founders of Queensland came. In the northern countries, nearer the equator,

The Whites are compelled to have recourse to laborers from tlie tropics, and they

import, among others, islanders from the Marshall Archijielago and from the New
Hebrides.

Behind the littoral chains, which prolong the mountains of New South Wales, lies

the Downs country, a thinly wooded plateau, with meadows favorable for sheep-rais-

ing, and, in places, tracts of excellent soil wliich will not disappoint the tiller except
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when tlie sky refuses him rain. Beyond the Downs, such as the Darling Downs and

Peak Downs, grazing lands resembling those which begin at the eastern base of the

Blue Mountains in Now South Wales stretch away far toward the centre of Australia;

only it is hotter in Queensland according to the latitude, and the less humid moun-

tains do not feed curi-ents like the Murray and the Murrumbidgee. The slieep

increase rai)idly here ; they make the fortune of the sheep-raise is, and at the same

time of the dealers in wool, skins, and tallow. Among the rivers of these steppes,

several, such as the Condaminc and the Warrego, flow to the Darling
;
others unite

to form the Cooper or Barcoo, the Diamantina, and the Herbert, all of which descend

lazily toward Lake Eyre (in South Australia), a desolate lagoon scarcely above sea-

level ; a vast number of small streams become dry on the route, evaporated by the

sun and absorbed by the sand, soil, and brackish hollows.

Queensland lies under a tropical sky, though the heat is perhaps less oppressive

than it is farther south ; rains, without being excessive, restore at certain seasons

freshness to the burnt soil, savoriness to the withered grass, and murmuring crystal

to the fountains ; Queensland is however of mediocre importance when compared

with the different tropical countries girdling the globe with two brilliant belts, one

north, the other south of the equator. It lacks the snows that make the wondrous

beauty of so many tropical regions, the torrents that spring suddenly into being from

the glaciei-'s edge, and all the charms and splendors of low valleys. The culmin.ating

peak of the Queensland mountains reaches a height of only 5900 to 6500 (?) feet.

But if it were twice as high, it would support no snow-fields nor rivers of ice. The

summers, therefore, though short and of moderate heat, obliterate the long rivers of

this colony. The streams, wliich a few stormy weeks had filled with rumbling floods,

become in a few days silent, rugged, torrid ravines; they are then, and for long

months, hollow roads of gravel, limestone, or basalt, with pools infested Avith sleepy

crocodiles equal if not superior in size to the crocodiles of the sacred stream of Egypt.

At the time of its separation from New South Wales, Queensland contained only

28,000 inhabitants, and these were scattered over small districts near the frontier of

New South Wales. Owing to the frequent arrivals of ships laden with English,

Scotch, and Irish settlers, owing to the rush for the gold-mines, and also to an average

of more than two births for every death, the population numbered 120,000 at the

decennial census of 1871, 214,000 in 1881, and it must exceed 400,000' to-day;— of

these, 8000, at the most, are Chinese, nearly all of whom are in the gold-mines.

The capital, Brisbane, is situated on the banks of a coastal stream terminating in

Moreton Bay, a broad shore indentation. It was originally settled as a penal station

(1825). Since the opening of the colony to free settlers the city has grown rapidly,

and it is estimated that the present population is about 93,000 (with suburbs).

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The Goyder Line.— The Northern Territory. —The old colony of South Australia

lies west of V^ictoria and New South Wales ; it comprises 378,000 square miles. The
soil is valueless except in the extreme south-east, on the lower Murray and along the

extensive gulfs of Saint Vincent and Spencer, south of what is known as the Goyder
line of rainfall. This line, drawn by the surveyor-general, Mr. Gojder, marks the

1 See page 811.
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boundary between the grain-growing lands, -wlucli stretch southward to the sea, and

the pasture-grounds, where for want of regular rains the farmer seldom sees crops

starting. In the west, the Goyder line runs along the very shores of the ocean, so

that the coast itself is brazen and sterile, waterless and uninhabited. Adelaide,

whicli is in the most favored part of the country, has a mean annual rainfall of only

21 inches, with a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 31. The Ukaparinga is the only

river whose flow is constant.

As the men who have traversed the centre of the continent, often at the price of

their lives, and explored the northern littoral have all been South Australians, the

King William Stkeet, Adelaide.

colony has aimexed the Northern Territory. The vast central desert separating the

State from the Territory has been named Alexandra Land. Since the annexation of

these 525,000 square miles, the name South Australia has become a complete misno-

mer. " Central Australia " would better define its position geographically and with

reference to the other colonies. If the attem])ls at settlement are at last successful

in the north, the Territory will probably erect itself into an independent state. At

thfe present moment, notwithstanding the most persevering efforts at colonization

and a great outlay of money, it is doubtful whether it contains 5000 inhabitants, and

these are for the most part Cliitiese.

With all the northern annexation, South Australia embraces 903,000 square miles,

about a fourth the area of the United States, Alaska included. Telegraphic comma-
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nications have been established between the soutliern colony and the northern prov-
ince, but this is not one of those regions that liighways, railroads, and electric wires
wholly transform before the heads of the pioneer settlers have whitened. Water is

wanting and forests are rare,— even rarer than they were fifty years ago, for many of
the woods have already been felled. On the southern coast are fine and favored val-

leys, but the interior is composed almost wholly of deserts, gr.ay plains, and fulvid

hills
;

grass springs up after the rains, but it is almost iiinnediately burnt by tiie sun
and the Saharan winds. None of the Australian colonies has so many lakes as South
Australia, but unfortunately these slieets are for the most jjart little more than muddy
swamps. Lake Torrens is often a mere marsh ; Lake Gairdner is a vast salt lao-oon

Thk Couur House, AuiiLAIue.

surrounded by deserts ; Lake Eyre is also a salt lake, and with the neighboring clus-
ters of smaller salt lakes is liable to be converted into a plain of saline mud. Some
of the lakes are far from any eminence, some are dominated by buttes. The country
is especially desolate in the sections along the line of the transcontinental telegraph':
nothing grows here, nothing lives, nothing moves. From one station to another
stretch reflecting plains, with thorny Ijushes, saline depressions, waterless river-beds,
naked mountains and hills, and the traveller encounters no friendly face in the burning
desert where only recently death kept watch for the ])asser-by, whether exjilorer or
adventurer; thirst, famine, disease, and the aborigines have overcome more than one
man of iron here. The savages have now disappeared, and one finds water, rest, and
sleep in the stations; but neither wood, nor verdure, nor freshness, nor fi-olicsome
brooks yet adorn the country. It is here and in West Australia that the continent
gives least promise of a glowing future for this young and ])rosperous nation.

The South Australian colony dates from 1836; it has peoi)led rapidly in spite of
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the scarcity of running waters. Infinite space opens before tlie young families and

tlie air is marvellously healthful ; the births are to the deaths as 10 to 4. All the

plants ini])orted by European colonists thrive, including grains, fruits, vegetables,

the vine, olive-tree, and orange-tree. The decennial census of 1881 returned 280,000'

niliabitants in South Australia, mostly of English parentage, though a few were Ger-

mans. There are perhaps 3500 savages in the province, exclusive of Alexandra Land
and the Northern Territory.

The capital, Adelaide (pop. 133,000), is situated on the Torrens River not far

from its entrance into Saint Vincent Gulf, a deep indentation of the south-eastern

coast ; to the east rise low mountains se])arating the shores of this gulf from the

melancholy waste where the Murray lertiiinates.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

West Austr.ilia, comprising an area of 977,000 square miles, is peopled by 44,000

'

inhabitants. Even if nine-tenths of this territory, which is still almost unexplored (at

least in detail), consists of gravel, sands, and uncultivable land bearing nothing but

spinifex, the rest, under a climate the most favored in the world, would easily support

one hundred or two hundred times the present po])ulation. Recent explorations have

shown that the south-west, where down to the present day the colonists have been

largely concentrated, is not as valuable as the north-west, where fine pasturage has been

discovered, and where the climate is more humid, along the Murchison, the Gascoyne,

the Ashburton, the Fortescue, the De Grey, and the Fitz Roy. All these regions are

however almost unknown to Europe, whose first occupation (1829) nevertheless dates

back almost sixty years. The births have always far outnumbered the deaths;

for many years, the only re-enforcement received from England consisted of convicts.

But transportation of criminals to Australia has now entirely ceased.

Perth (pop. 9,000), the capital, mirrors its dwellings in the Swan River, which

empties into the western sea not far from the town.

TASMANIA.
Tasmania. — The Extinct Tasmanian Blacks.— The i si .ind of Tasmania, formerly

called Van Diemeii's Land, is S('])arated from the Victorian littor.al by Bass's Strait.

Its area is about 26,375 square miles. The 42d jiarallel of south latitude crosses it

exactly in the centre. Tasmania serves as a summer resort for Australia. The Aus-

tralians debilitated V>y the torrid winds, and the English enervated by the tropical

heat of India and China visit this fortunate isle to seek cool shade, health, and com-

fort. Tasmania is, indeed, charming. Along its deejjly fringed and lofty coasts

delightful valleys open, which rise toward plateaus sparkling with lakes, buttocks

clothed with forests, and peaks on which the snow glistens during half the year.

There are no persistent snows, and no mountain rises much above 4900 feet, but the

rainfall is sufficient to feed the rivers and foaming catar.acts and preserve the verdure

of the grassy uplands. The rains are even too abundant all along the western coast,

1 See page 811.
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in the region wliere tin is produced, and where woods and desolate heaths abound,

and where sombre granite is tlie predominant rock. Everywhere else in the island,

winds and clouds are less jirevalent, and the primitive rocks, schists, lavas, and basalts,

the arborescent ferns, the brakes, the forests, the lovely lakes, remind one at the same

time of Switzerland and Scotland, — a graceful Switzerland, a luminous Scotland,

lying in latitudes con-espondiiig to those of Naples and Ajaccio.

The first white inhabitants of Tasmania were convicts, who arrived in 1803, and

for fifty years, down to 1853, the colony received from the United Kingdom convoy

after convoy of murderers, thieves, counterfeiters, and desperate characters who had

escaped hanging. In 184C, the white Tasmanians numbered 66,000, 29,000 of whom
were criminals; in 1889, the island contained scarcely 152,000 persons. The popula-

tion does not augment in Tasmania at the rapid i-ate that it does in most of the Eng-

lish colonics. Tasmania receives few immigrants, notwithstanding the healthfulness

of its climate, the charming grace of its valleys, and the fertility of its soil. Though

the colony possesses rich gold and tin mines, the young men quit it for Melbourne and

other parts of Australia, and for New Zealand.

The black Tasmanians have ceased to e.xist. No one knows how many thousands

occupied the island on the arrival of the first European convicts; in 1815, they still

numbered 5000. It was in 1804 that the work of extermination began. Toward the

end of 1833 a force of more than 3000 men (a quarter of whom were prisoners),

divided into 119 companies, was organized for the annihilation of these natives. In

1835, the 210 individuals constituting the abject remnant of the race were trans-

ported to tl)e little island of Bruny and afterward to that of Flinders. They have

now entirely disapj^eared, with the exception of one aged woman whom the Tasma-

nian Parliament has recently pensioned. She is the last of her people ; the last but

one was Lalla Rookh, who died in 1876. Lalla Rookh had once been a queen. She

had been married five times and liad had as husbands five kings; the fifth of these,

who died in 1869, was the last of the male Tasmanians. Lalla Rookh left neither son

nor daughter nor grandchild behind her ; the grass growing over her grave marks
the close of the dynasty; the hillock 'neath which the other aged woman will soon

sleep will mark the extirpation of a people, and there will be no Tasmanians except

such as lie under the sod; not one will tread the earth carrying in his brain the

ideas of his race, and bearing on his lips the harmonious tongue in which Lalla Rookh
was called Ligiuigi Truganina.

Hobart Town (pop. 38,000), the capital, on the estuary of the river Derwent, at

the base of a mountain 3940 feet in elevation, is situated in the most charming part

of the island,— in the south ; its growth is slow like that of Tasmania itself.

NEW ZEALAND.

Maoris and Whites. — The first European commander who contemplated these

shores (in 1642) was tlie navigator whose name Tasmania has taken, Abel Jensen

Tasman, a Dutchman. The unknown island— a huge j)ile of lofty mountains with

conical volcanoes, glaciers, and torrents— was honored by him with a name recalling

Holland, its sands and mire, its marshes, and its flat alluvia! tracts. We say the

island, for it was originally believed to be a single mass of land. The navigator
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James Cook was the first to discover the channel sc])arating North Island from South

Island ; this strait is now known as Cook Strait. It is not so wide as to make it

impossible that tlie two fragments of the New Zealand territory may one day be

united by a tuiniel. During the latter part of the first quarter of this century, a few

whalemen, seamen, adventurers, and renegades escaped from Sydney, settled one by

one around the Bay of Islands, on the north-eastern coast of North Island. At that

time the sole inhabitants of New Zealand were Maoris. Tiie Maoris belong to that fine

Polynesian race which extends from New Zealand to the Sandwich Islands, a distance

of 4150 miles, from the Sandwich Islands to Easter Island, 4225 miles, and from Easter

Island to the land of the Maoris 4050 miles: an immense empire if the ocean did not

occupy almost the whole stretch, while the land is grouped in small, isolated archi-

pelagoes.

At some unknown epoch,— thirteen hundred and ten years before our era, accord-

ing to certain authorities, thirteen or fourteen hundred after, according to others,— a

flotilla had landed a few hundred warriors, the ancestors of the race, in North Island.

These warriors found here only scattered aborigines, a few Australian Negroes, who
doubtless did not disappear without leaving traces of their existence in the texture

of the peojile which sprang from the invaders. They came, according to their tra-

ditions, from the Island of liawaiki, now an unknown country,— but very prob-

ably it was either the Hawaii of the Sandwich Islands or the Savaii of Samoa.

When the Whites (called by the Maoris, Pakehas) landed in New Zealand, the

Maoris had therefore occupied the country for hundreds and perhaps thousands of

years ; they were almost all in North Island and were split up into hostile tribes

;

but this intelligent, energetic, noble, and vigorous race, these stalwart, well built,

magnificently tattooed braves, were not disposed to yield their right to the soil, and

their blood flowed in torrents ; moreover, since earliest times they had poured out

their blood lavishly. They delighted in war; they were cannibals, and when the

battle was over the conquerors feasted on the conquered. It was hoped that so vig-

orous a people would adopt civilization without being effaced, but as they were few

in numbers and not prolific, it was impossible that they should hold their own before

the Whites whose fertile families were attracted by thousands and tens of thousands

into New Zealand, by the gold mines, the excellent pasturage, and the charming

climate.

Were there 200,000 Maoris in the double island at the time of Cook's voyage?

It is doubtful. Did they number 140,000 in 1840? It would be diflicult to say; but

all evidence goes to show that they have diminished remarkably. The decennial

census of 1881 returned only 44,092 against 489,933 non-Maoris, that is, a ratio of

one to ten or twelve, and yet they had formerly been as ten or twelve to one. There

has been a decrease (1886) of 2123, but the Whites have continued to augment with

amazing rapidity. In South Island there are only a few hundred ; nearly the entire

race is crowded into North Island, in the districts around the hot springs and geysers,

in the very region where the last struggle for independence occurred; this heroic

fight took pl.ace in the beautiful basin of the Waikato, and the battles were fought

behind earthen ramparts and palisades of stakes. The English were not the only

enemies of the Maoris ; they had to contend also against certain kindred tribes which

formed alliances with England for the purpose of accomplishing the destruction of

the free nation. Their fate is now irrevocably sealed. The inevitable j)rocess of

extinction goes steadily forward. The Maoris know that the white man never
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retreats, and tliat sooner or later lie will be heir to all their domain. They have

ceased to sell their lands as they did in the years immediately following the British

occuiiation of the archipelago (1840), when they ceded to the Company of New Zea-

land broad plains and extensive valleys for a few toilet articles and a few guns.

Through the teachings of English missionaries, the Maoris have abandoned their

native religion and adopted Christianity. At jiresent they are fusing to a certain

extent with the Whites, and from the mixture a very fine race of half-castes is

forming.

Toward 1840 France had an idea of colonizing in the southern seas, and she fixed

uiion New Zealand as a desirable spot for settlement. At that time the island

belonged officially to no one. About sixty French families soon settled in South

Island on the peninsula of Akaroa, and later on these were joined by a few others.

England annexed New Zealand, and of the French attempt at colonization no evi-

dence now remains except three or four aged inhabitants whose children and grand-

children have become Englishmen. In a very few years the French colonists were

submerged by a double wave of existence, one rolling inland from over the sea,— the

immigration from the Triple Kingdom, — the other having its origin in New Zealand

itself— in the natural mcrease of the families; the Whites are very prolific here and

the death-rate is extraordinarily low ; few regions have as healthful a climate, as the

number of hale, robust old men attests.

North Island possesses 45,000 square miles, South Island 55,000, Stewart Island

and the coastal isles and islets 4000, making an arehi])elago of 104,000 square miles.

The census of 1886 fixed the population at .578.482. exclusive of aborigines.

North Island : Volcanoes, Geysers, Boiling Springs.— North Island, which contained

250,000 inhabitants in 1886, is called in the :Maori tongue Te-Ikaa Maui, the Fish of

Maui, because, according to the legend, Maui, the Polynesian Hercules or Samson

fished this land out of the billows of the. South Sea. The official title of New
Ulster, derived from an old Irish province, is now out of use, and was never employed

except by govermnent officers, and possibly by some of tho Irish inhabitants.

As New Zealand emerges from the sea south of the equator, North Island is in

reality the southern island in climate and productions. Its nortliern ]ioint is on the

])arallel corresponding to that of Biskara, the southern touches that of Rome, but the

climate, tempered by the sea, is nowhere as burning as that of Biskara, and, except

in the uplands, it is everywhere more equable than that of Rome. For invalids

afflicted with lung diseases the air is said to be more favorable than in Madeira itself.

Other maladies find a cure in the numberless thermal springs of the heart of the

island, which abounds in extinct volcanoes, cooled lava-streams, lakes embosomed in

old craters, boiling s])rings, fumaroles, solfat.ar.as, and intermittent jets of water like

the geysers of Iceland or those of the Yellowstone Park. Not far from the centre

of North Island, Mount Tongariro (8200 feet), a still active volcano, rises above the

Taupo, the princi])al lake of the island and the source of the Waikato, the chief river

of the island. It has two solfataras. Its neighbor. Mount Ruapehu (9186 feet), at

present extinct, supports on its summit— the loftiest of the island — battlements of

eternal snow. These two mountains contemplate groups of small satellites which the

Maoris call the " wives and children of the gi.ants Tongariro and Ruapehu." The

legend relates that a third giant Taranaki defeated by the other two fled tow.ard

the western coast, where he stands to-day, grand in his isolation, a symmetrical,

beautiful pyramid capped with snow : this is Mount Egmont (8268 feet).
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South Island : The Southern Alps.— In North Island we find all the grace and
charms of Najiles, with volcanoes that are higher and more beautiful than those in

the vicinity of the Italian city, with a brilliant sky and the marvellous decoration of

the arborescent fern. In South Island are lofty, severe mountains with glaciers and
cold and treacherous torrents ; melancholy winds sweep across the sand, and rains

overhang the fiords. This Te Wahi Pananui, or Jade Island, of the Maoris has not

retained its official name of New Munster any more than North Island has kept that

of New Ulster. Its northern cape plunges into the sea nearly opposite Naples, the

Geysei<» and Hot Spkings Along thk Waikato.

latitude of its southern pronfontory corresjwnds to that of central Switzerland. If

the northern ])i-oniontory of the New Zealand group projected into the Lake of Con-
stance, the archi])elago would traverse Switzerland, cover all Italy, and terminate in

the Tunisian Sahara. What a series of climates would exist here, then, if the land
were not so narrow and so closely jiressed upon on all sides by a vast ocean!

South Island contained 327,000 souls in 1886. As it extends much fartlier in the
direction of the pole than its sister land, and as the mountains are loftier, the temper-
ature is not as mild as along Cook Strait ; still, this latter seaboard is forever assailed

by inclement winds, like the entire western and southern coast. At Nelson, which
faces the north, as at Ilokitika, which looks toward the west, as at Inverc.argill, which
fronts the south, a day free from violent winds is considered almost a miracle ; in the
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eastern part of the island, where the atinosphei-e is cihner, there are 80 or 90 quiet

days every year— but this is less than a fourth of the twelve months. However,

these strong winds are full of life-giving power. The climates succeed one another

from north to south, like those of northern France, England, and Scotland. Arctic

frosts reio'n on the mountain-tops, for the Southern Alps reach altitudes intermediate

between the highest Pyrenees and the Alps of Europe. Mount Cook, the Mont

Blanc of New Zealand, attains an elevation of 12,349 feet.

On the west, the Southern Alps plunge into an almost fathomless ocean, along an

extremely rainy coast ; the air is so humid here that the gorges of the mountains are

filled by glaciers comparable to those of the most heavily mailed Alps of Europe.

One of these, the glacier of Waiau, discharges a huge torrent from out a blue cavei-ii

resembling the arch of the Arveron ; this grotto does not open on a white, dead expanse,

but in a charming forest of aciculars and of arborescent ferns, only 696 feet above

sea-level, in the latitude answering to that of Provence, where the palm-tree flour-

ishes in the open air. We must visit polar regions to find other glaciers at this

humble altitude. On the eastern slope, the rainfall is only a fourth as great, and the

glaciers do not descend as low. The Tasman glacier, on the same parallel as that

of Waiau, stops at an altitude of 2730 feet ; it is, however, more extensive and more

ponderous.

The western coast of South Island is crowded against the sea by a very lofty pile

of mountains, but the eastern is separated from the New Zealand Alps by vast plains,

which are destined to be tilled in the near future ; it is a broad stretch of country that

lies between Lyttleton or Dunedin and the glaciers, the lakes, and the tall Kauri pines

of this Oberland. Owing to the extent of the arable land, and to the favoring

climate, which is suiiieiently cold to inspire in man a disposition for toil, the two

districts of Otago and Canterbury, consisting of naked but fertile fields, will

probably control the future of New Zealand ; moreover, the larger part of the inhabi-

tants belong to a race which has succeeded everywhere: "wherever a thistle grows,

a Scotchman will make a fortune," it is said.

' Rare Beauty of New Zealand.— Two-tliirds of New Zealand will be converted

into cultivated fields, gardens, and meadows ; the other third will remain stubborn

uplands, rock, and waste and sterile soil, with lakes, swamps, and torrents. Even this

third is not wholly lost territory; in the waters of some of the rivers rolls the metal

which is noble or base according to the hand from which it falls ; in the rocks are

hidden coal, copper, and the veins of gold which«have lately given such an impetus to

the growth of New Zealand. Notwithstanding all the other gifts of nature, few immi-

grants came to the archipelago, and South Island was almost uninhabited when the

discovery of tlie gold-fields of Otago brought in a legion of adventurers, and these

were soon followed by an army of gardeners, field-laborers, mechanics, and specula-

tors of all sorts. North Island also has its California now, along the Thames.

As the name New Zealand is a complete misnomer, it has been proposed to

rechristen the country South Albion, South Britain, or the Great Britain of the

South, and the name Victoria Island has also had its champions. In fact, the situa-

tion of New Zealand at the antipodes of western Europe and particularly of the

British Isles, its division between two large islands, its area which is almost exactly

that of Great Britain, its lofty cliffs, its severe, storm-beaten shores, stretching

under a humid, wind-swept sky, its subterranean treasurers, its cities in which the

English tongue is heard from the lips of Englishmen and Scotchmen, give it undis-
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piited right to the rank of the Albion of the- Soiitii. But the most suitable name for

it would be an inijjossible one ; to characterize it properly it would be necessary to

recall England, Switzerland, Italy, and Iceland, for New Zealand resembles to a cer-

tain extent all these four countries. The New Zealand fauna and flora are so isolated

as to furnish ground for the belief that the double island is the visible remnant of a

great continent wliich has sunk into the sea. It is not long ago that the Moa, an

enormous bird (fully ten feet tall), disappeared from the country, and even now
gigantic ferns and forests flourish here that recall another era of our planet.

The seat of the New Zealand parliament, Wellington, is a city of 33,000 inhabi-

tants (including suburbs), situated in North Island ; it borders Port Nicholson, an

ample, deep, and safe harbor opening on Cook Strait. Its pedestal sometimes rocks,

for New Zealand is subject to earthquake shocks: these "antipodal" Engllslimen

therefore build their dwellings out of brick or wood rather tlian of stone. Welling-

ton is the oldest city of New Zealand, since it dates back to 1840, but it is not the

largest. The chief city is Auckland (pop. 33,000, 51,000 with suburbs), situated on

an isthmus which is dotted with cvtinct volcanoes; at least 60 once active summits
are crowded into the narrow limits of this strip of land, and out of the waters of its

bay towers Rangitoto, or the Bleeding Sky.

The chief city of South Island is Dunedin (pop. 45,500, with suburbs) ; it

lies on the south-eastern coast, in the district of Otago through which flows the

Clutha or Molyneux, the most abundant river in the archipelago. Dunedin is the

(iaclic name for Edinburgli.*

Small Islands.— Stewart Island has an area of 1300 square miles and contains 300

inhabitants; it is the Rakiua of the Maoris. On the north, it faces Southland, the

most southci-n and consequently the coldest division of South Island.

The Chatham Islands, containing together 625 square miles, with 218 islanders,

rise to the eastward of Soutli Island, on the route from Cook Sti-ait to the Isthmus of

Panama. They were ])eopled by a thousand Morioris, when, in 1835, some Maoris

from the Taranaki coast made a descent upon the little archipelago. The New
Zealanders who set out -from their homes for the purpose of banqueting on the

Morioris did devour them all with the exception of a very few families. To-day the

Chatham Islands support only a few inhabitants composed of Morioris and men of

the most diverse races ; apparently, every people of the globe has sent some of its

representatives to tlie Chatham Islands— with the possible exception of the French.

North-west of the northern island and at equal distances from New Ze.aland and
New Caledonia, about 800 miles from the Australian Sydney, lies Norfolk Island.

This isolated tract of land rising out of the vast ocean occui>ies only 17 square miles.

It is a dependency of New South Wales. Seven hundred inhabitants dwell in the

shadow of its magnificent araucarias and of its arlwrescent ferns, along a harborless

coast. These are cross-breeds who were transjMrted into the island in 1856. They
formerly occupied the Polynesian reef of Pitcairn, where their race took birth toward
the end of the last century from the alliance of English sailors with Tahitian women.

1 The census of IHIU retuiiii? the entire New Zealand jMipulation as (J08,1S1, of which 41,52;'. are

Maoi'is. — Ed.
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NEW GUINEA.

New Guinea or Papua: the Papuans. — The smallest of the continents, Australia,

has as an annex the largest of all the islands i of the globe, New Guinea. In the north

of Australia, at the extremity of a peninsula which few cattle breeders and planters

have chosen to occupy, the jierilous waters of Torres Strait dash against rocks, and

coral reefs, and banks of sand. This shore, which has been a dangerous one ever

since its discovery, is growing more and more so as new coral reefs are continually

forming, and it must end by becoming wholly unapproachable for ships. There are

150 reefs to-day where there were only 26 in 1526.

Torres Strait lies between the continent and New Guinea, the latter an island

1553 miles in length, with a very variable width, the maximum of which is 400

miles. It embraces 303,200 square miles, and including small islands 311,965; it

contains lofty mountains, which wear in places a tiara of eternal snow, and in these

latitudes the snow-line is 16,400 feet above sea-level. An altitude of 16,730 feet is

attributed to the Charles Louis Mountains, which rise in the body of the island.

The Owen Stanley range, on a peninsula of the south-east, reaches an elevation of over

13,000 feet, and Mount Arfak, in the north-western peninsula, is from 9000 to 10,000

feet high. There has been no volcanic outbreak in the island since its discovery, but

it is probable that the fiery mountains of Bismarck Arcliipelago may have neighbors

and brothers here in the northern uplands, which have become German territory as

have also the Bismarck Islands. In Dampier Strait rises an active volcano to the

height of 5250 feet. A few lofty summits, one large stream, the Fly, which descends

from the Victor Emmanuel chain, and which, like all the torrents and rivers, is

skirted by forests of tropical luxuriance, woods, birds of the most brilliant plumage,

plants and animals which resemble in a measure those of Australia, although the

latter is a country of dry winds, open plains, and deserts, while Papua is a wet region,

— this sums up our knowledge of New Guinea.

Scientists and travellers are, however, exploring the country at present. The

English, or, more accurately speaking, the Australians, had begun to take possession

of the eastern part of the little Papuan world,— the western belonged to Holland;

they had annexed these fertile, unoccupied regions under pretext that France and

Italy were regarding them with envious eyes ; suddenly Germany, installing herself

upon the northern coast, seized from her Saxon brothers nearly half their prey,— and

New Guinea is now triply strangled by Europe.

Down to the time of these recent territorial arrangements,' the Ncthcrlanders alone

had attempted anything here (after 1828) ; their sovereignty is wholly nominal every-

where except in a few coastal archipelagoes and certain districts along the shore, and if

they should quit the island to-morrow every trace of them would disajijiear inunedi-

ately. The same thing would be true (though with varying degrees of rapidity) in

the other Hollandish Indies, if the army which guards them should return to Europe

forevei-. Nothing is so unjiroductive and transient as a military power which con-

fines itself to the mere work of subjugation and occupancy, and which has nothing

back of it but fiscal agents with their tax-lists. Though it plant massive fortresses in

the soil, its work is as vain as the figures traced on the shifting sands of the dunes-

1 Excluding Greenland. ^ Germany's occupancy dates from 1885. See page 899l
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The only conquerors who make an ineffaceable impression are the men who wield the

pick, the men who leave their bones in the fields that they clear.

It is supposed that 840,000 savages live here, in an easy fashion, — on a tract of land

so long that if it were drojiped down tipon Enrojie with the extremity of its north-

Papuans Launchi.ng a Canob,

western peninsula touching Brest, the south-eastern peninsula would terminate at

Athens. These still pagan savages, the Papuans, are for the most ])art men of

middle stature, having a complexion intermediate between black and yellow, a hue

which recalls the warm color of certain dark olive-browns of Europe and the colonies.

Fine features are not wanting among them, the nose is often of noble mould, the
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beard black, abiuulaiit, and woolly ; the hair is extraordinarily thick and frizzly. They

are energetic, and possessed of iinpetiions courage and ardent good-humor; they have

the beginnings of society, and tliey understand somewhat of the arts and sciences.

Bnt they are doomed to extinction. So long as they were confronted by no

foreigners except the few Dutchmen settled in the west, in the territory which

Holland claims, they were born, lived, and died as Pajiuans, but in the presence of

English and German activity and aggressiveness they are now obliged to toil, to

carry anxieties, to count the hours,— and they are perishing.

The portion of New Guinea wliich is controlled in a greater or less degree by

Holland comprises all the west of tlie island ; it is estimated to embrace 147,.550

square miles, or nearly a half of the entire area, witii 238,000 inhabitants, or a half of

the pojjulation. England and Germany divide the rest between them ; England

occupies the south, with the broad valley of the Fly, behind a low, niai'shy, feverish

littoral, which is wholly deficient in good jjorts; Germany possesses tlie north, lying

back of a loftier, more healthful shore, cut into beautiful bays. The English have not

yet named their ])art of the country, which includes 85,550 square miles with 489,000

inhabitants. The Germans have called their new colony, covering 70,130 square

miles, Kaiser Wilhelius Land. It is thought to contain a population of 110,000.

Bismarck Archipelago. — At the same time that Germany took ])ossession of the

north-east of New Guinea, she placed under her protection the nrchipelago formerly

called New Britain, a name wliich has just been superseded by that of Bismarck

Archipelaco. Although usually ranked among the islands of Melanesia, of which it

is even the major archipelago, New Britain rises in the vicinity of New Guinea, near

its eastern coast. It is peopled with Papuans, and is a natural annex of Papua, as it

has been a political annex since the time when its destinies were joined to those of

Kaiser Wilhelms Land. Wiiat names will the Germans give to the three great

islands of the archipelago, to New Britain, New Ireland, and New Hanover, all

bearing English titles to-day— even the last, for it was named in honor of the reign-

ing house of England? At present the three old designations are still in use. New
Britain, the island nearest New Guinea, is by far the largest ; it covers 9650 square

iniles, about the same area as that of Sardinia or Sicily. It is often called Birara, but

this native name is jn-operly ap])licd to a certain coast district and not to the entire

island. A part of the littoral is low, sw.amjiy, pestilential, and deadly to the white

man ; but there are mountains and volcanoes which give elevated districts and cool

lands to this hot, almost equatorial country cut by the 5th parallel of south latitude.

Many of the volcanoes, numbers of which are crowded into the peninsula of

Gloucester, tlie terminal horn of the island, are still .active.

New Ireland is separated from New Britain by a strait which the English have

named Saint George's Channel, like that which separates the true Britain from the

veritable Ireland. This Tombara of the natives is ne.irer the equator than the major

island of the grouj) is- \ approaches very closely to 2'^ 25' ; it bears mountains of

6500 feet which are here limestone and there volcanic, but which are in fact but

little known. Its 5000 square miles make it much larger than Corsica. The third

Large island of the group, New Hanover (570 sq. m.), rises 16 miles norlh of New
Ireland, on the other side of Byron Strait.

It is estimated that these three islands, which are covered with excessively wet,

luxuriant, and unruly forests, but which are destitute of the larger and nobler

animals, give support and asylum to 190,000 vigorous, energetic Papuans. In former
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times these men were noted cannibals. But at present they are constrained to aban-

don tlie precious customs of tlie good old days; English missionaries have made many

a gourmet asliamed of his cannibal repasts, and Germany is present to prevent civil

wars and banqueting on human fiesh. They have, however, had many dainty

dinners out of these missionaries. Their cannibalism aside, they are very intelligent

savages, skilful workmen, cleanly in their persons, and dwelling in bamboo houses

with coverings of pandanus leaves. They delight in painting their bodies as did the

Picts and the Pictavs of Celtic race ; stripes of yellow, red, white, and black, and a

mass of liair shaped like a ball, or standing up like a fur cap, make the Papuans

recognizable from a groat distance.

The Admiralty Islands — West and north-west of New Hanover, Germany has

taken possession of other archipelagoes, and other islets and isolated reefs, notably of

the Admiralty Islands. Vasco is the dominant islet among the 40 Admiralties, all of

which are encircled by coral reefs, covered with cocoanut-trees and peopled with

scattered Papuans. It rears a volcano of over 1600 feet. As the climate is extremely

humid, the island is co]iiously watered.

Bismarck Archipelago, including the Admiralty Islands, certain small Sporades

and Cyelades and isolated islands, carries Germany's recent acquisitions in these

waters to 18,150 square miles, making, with her part of New Guinea, a colony of

88,280 square miles with 300,000 Papuans.

TheLouisiade Archipelago.— Like Germany, England has also established a

protectoi-ate over the islaiid.s lying near that part of the New Guinea coast of which

she has proclaimed herself mistress. Among these islands there is but one archi-

pelago of any considerable value or size. This is the Louisiade.

Some of the Louisiade islands are so minute as to be nothing but reefs. They

continue the direction of the large south-eastern peninsula of New Guinea on the

12th j)arallel of south latitude. They have been very little explored excejjt around

the bays of the coast, and it is as yet uncertain how many inhabitants are to be

attributed to them.

MEGALONESIA.

The Most Favored of the Islands.— New Guinea may be regarded as an annex of

Australia; at the same time it is the most eastern and the most extensive division of

Megalonesia. Between Australia, Indo-Chinn, and China, anchored in an equatorial

sea, are magnificent, fairy-like islands, each with a retinue of smaller though not less

magical isles. An entire world lies here, animated, vivified, and tempered by the

ocean. We will call this world Megalonesia or Great Islands, in opposition to Micro-

nesia or Small Islands, the title given to the lands scattered between Australia and

the two Amerioas, over the broad bosom of the southern seas : in its turn Micronesia

is ordinarily divided into Micronesia jjroper, Melanesia, and Polynesia. Europe has

sway over all Megalonesia, here nominally and there in fact. Spain owns the Philip-

pines, England creeps along the northern coast of Borneo, and Portugal has retained

some little territory in Timor. Holland controls all the rest. Her islands are ranged

like a squadron from the Strait of Malacca to New Guinea.
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Megalonesia— Sumatra, Java, the Lesser Sundas, Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas,

and, on the north, the Philipjiines— may have once united the two continents

between wliicli these brilliant islands rise, perfumed by the waves. Then, except per-

haps for a pass between Lomboc and Bali, it was a sort of central Asia connect-

ing North Asia with Australia or South Asia, as Central America joins the two
halves of the New World.

Their sea, as beautiful and treacherous as the siren, is greatly to be dreaded : in

1883, a tidal wave rushed with tremendous fury over a hill 130 feet high, where a

multitude of people who had fled from the shore were fearlessly contemplating the

wrath of the ocean.' Their mountains are to be dreaded also, for these majestic cones

are not quiescent craters. More than one of them vies in destructive activity with

the most restless and fiery of the 500 living volcanoes of the world. Megalonesia

comprises two physical regions. Broadly speaking, the western islands, those nearest

Asia, possess forests of remarkable exuberance, which recall the growths of India and

Indo-China ; elephants, rhinoceroses, royal tigers, and grimacing monkeys alwund

here; and, beyond all these external resemblances to the gre.at continent, we find civ-

ilizations and religions derived from the Asiatics. The eastern islands possess little

or nothing in common with Asia— neither enormous beasts, nor felines, nor monkeys,

but the kangaroo, the ornithorhynchus, and the eucalypti and the acacias of Australia.

In the long and beautiful southern chain called the Sunda Islands, the Strait of

Bali, opening between Bali, on the west, and Lombok, on the east, sharply divides

Asiatic Megalonesia from Australian Megalonesia. It seems, however, that the con-

trast between these two groujis fif islands has been greatly exaggerated.

Negritos.— Malays. — Chinese.— Europeans.— The earliest inhabitants of these

gardens of the equator are as completely unknown to us as those of any other country

in the world. The most ancient among tiie still existing tribes on this trembling soil

are the Negritos, who bear different local names. They are found here and there,

dis])ersed and isolated, but always pagans and always savages. They occujjy various

valleys in the interior of several of the islands, notably in the northern portion of

Luzon, the largest of the Philippines. As their name implies, they are of small

stature with black faces ; they are doubtless more or less nearly related to the native

Australians and to the Negro tribes which the Aryan conquerors formerly found in

the centre and south of India.

The Malays, whose origin is doubtful, invaded the islands occupied by the Negri-

tos. They annihilated them or drove them back, or they mingled with them and
absorbed them. For centuries now the Malays have been the important race of

Megalonesia. They are divided in religion, but united by a very simple, rich, and
sonorous language, which commerce has made the general idiom of this portion of

the world ; they are gaining on the allophones along all the frontiers, notably on the

sm.all remnant of the Negritos, and, in the east, on the Papuans. Far away in the

Indian Ocean, fronting the Zambeze coast of Africa, the great African island of Mad-
agascar makes use of a dialect of their language. These Malays have navigated all

these seas, with very few shipwrecks: their large canoes are heavy and difficult to

manage, but they never capsize.

Some of the Malays are pagans ; others are Christians, especially in the Philip-

pines, but by far the greatest number of them invoke the one God and Mahomet his

prophet. Whatever religion these men profess who formerly bent the knee before

1 See page 848.
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the gods of the Pantheon of India, whether tliey arc agriculturists, merchants, sea-

men, or ]>irates, wiicther tliey are ranked among civilized, half-civilized, or savage

peoples, they are everywhere devoid of beauty. Their face bears the Mongol
impress. They have small, blunt, tiat noses, high check-bones, and black, slightly

oblique eyes ; their hair is black, their complexion of a reddish brown, their beards

scant, their bodies thick-set, and tlieir legs short. They are said to be treacherous,

cruel, morose, sly, destitute of elasticity, and without breadth of intelligence : it is

thus that we judge them ; how do they judge us?

They ruled in Megalonesia when the Europeans arrived ; first came the Portu-

guese, then the Dutch and the Sjianiards,— and now these Malays no longer own them-

selves. They are more or less strictly, more or less loosely subject to the Whites.

So far, the conqueror has not deprived them of any of the essential props of a race;

he has learned their language more widely than they have learned his, and but very

little of the so-called Aryan blood has been fused with the so-called Malayan, except

pei'haps among the S])aniMrds in the Philippine Islands. The Chinese, on the con-

trary, have been intricately mixed with the Mal.iys, and the fusing process is still

going on. The hot and brilliant climate of the islands is not at all trying to them,

and they immigrate by thousands ; as they take no pride in the nobility of their own
lineage, they form alliances with Malay women, and the people springing from
these two sources is increasing very rapidly. As it is so near southern China, which

is the hive of the yellow race, Megalonesia may possibly become for China what
North America is for the " Anglo-Saxon," and what South America is for the " Latin."

Already every city in these arcliipelagoes has its Chinese quarter, every mine and
every qu.irry has its Chinese miners .ind quarrymcn, and it is thought that fully a

million sons of Han live .at present in Megalonesia, engaged m mining gold, tin, and

other'metals, cutting the valuable woods, such as teak, ebony, mahogany, and sandal-

wood, gathering camphor, ])e])pers, cloves, nutmegs, and cinnamon, cultivating rice,

working for the planters on the sugar-cane, cacao, coffee, and indigo plantations,— in

short, doing everything, and doing it well.

The Whites, including the Dutch in the Hollandish colonies and the Spaniards in

the Spanish colonies, are not more than a twentieth as numerous as are the Chinese

;

among both of these are cosmopolites from all the countries of Europe and America.
At the i)resent time there are more Whites in the Hollandish islands than in the

Philippines, but in the latter the Spanish immigration, which is made up of people

who are almost acclimated in advance, is increasing from year to year, and the cross-

breeds will very soon constitute an imiJorUint element in the population : this is not

the case on the Dutch territory.

DUTCH ISLANDS.

The ]>opulation of the Netherlands India is estimated at nearly 32 millions; it

embraces about 720,000 square miles. Among these 32 million i.slanders, many are

merely nominal subjects of the Dutch; Holland is not even, acquainted with all the

territory which she is reputed to control here. She holds her India possessions—
embracing an area more than ten times that of New England— with a small army
in which there .are scarcely 15,000 Europeans ; as for the White civilians, they are
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rated at less than ,53,000, nearly four-fiftlis of whom were born in the islands and

about a sixth in Holland. The dearth of Europeans in these archipelagoes, which

have been absorbing Europeans for centuries, is to be attributed not only to the

unhealthfulness of the climate, but to the fact that the Dutch do not settle here witli

the idea of remaining : as soon :is they liave laid by even a small fortune, they return

to their home in Holland, ^- and home to most of them means the ]>rovince of Gel-

derland.

It is from the iucomjiarable island of Java that Holland rules over this won-

drously beautiful empire, lifty or sixty times as large as the mother-country, and
seven limes more poj)ulous.

JAVA.

Java, its Volcanoes. — Java, "the masteri)iece of creation," is a golden casket for

the avaricious Dutchman. With Madura (2040 sq. ti:.), its annex, it supports more
than 22| million inhabitants on 52,125 square miles. The United States, as densely

peoj)led, would contain about 1300 million souls instead of 63 million. It is said that

ill 1780 the Javanese numbered only 2 millions, .and in 1810 they had increased to

4,800,000. Such imprecedented growth doubtless results in a measure from the pro-

found peace which has long ruled over these favored valleys, and from the rem.arkable

progress that cultivation has made under the superintendence of the Dutch. But the

true cause of the development is ]ierhaps traceable to the fact that there is no
division of land in the island. Personal ownership of the soil is unknown; each

family of a commune receives its share, which is proportioned to the extent of the

municipium and to the number of children in the household. "The foxes have
holes, and the birds of the air have nests"; and every Javanese has his part in the

sunlight and soil, and the more children a father has, the more land he receives to

cultivate.

Lying almost directly east and west, Java has a length of 620 miles, with a maxi-

mnm width of 121. It is thickly studded with volcanoes, and re.ars at least one
hundred summits which are still, or were once, active ; and more than one of these

seemingly dead mountains is now merely quiescent. As they run from end to end of

the island, many of the gunongs^ are visible from both seas, and sometimes they
make all Java quake, sometimes they cover the land and the sea for long dist.ances

with ashes and sand, sometimes they jiourdown floods of lava on their own shoulders.

Their lurid glare has won for the island the surname of the "eyelid of hell." When
from out of chaos the elements of nature harmoniously emerged, then Java, the

beautiful, was born, say the Javanese. Vacillating, uncertain where to fix itself, a

supernatural power seized it and nailed it to the centre of the world ; the head of the

nail, near Magelang, is the hill Tidar. In the west, in the country of the Sundanese,

the mountains are closely set, but in the east, in the .Javanese district, they are more
indepcnilent and lordly, and more l)eautiful, with broader plains and more ample
valleys at their feet, and with longer and wider streams.

It is in this eastern portion that the mountain of Semeru, the highest pe.ak in the

island, rises to an elevation of 12,3.36 feet ; with the exception of Kilauea, in the Sand-

' A Malay word meaning "mountain."
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wich Islands, the crater of Semeru is the most extensive in the world. It is in this

east also that the Solo and the Brantas, the largest and the most important rivers, are

to be found. However, althougii the Javanese region supports the loftiest mountains

and unfolds the miglitiest rivers, as it is exposed to the dry winds from Australia, it

is less humid, less brilliant, and less opulent than the Sundanese region. At the

base of the volcanoes, along the coast, in the valleys and glens, as high up as 2000

feet above the sea, stretch the Hot Lands of Java, which are now nearly stripped of

their forests, and whereon is grown the rice which supports the islanders; there the

sugar-cane flourishes, and there thrive all the plants which constitute the fortune of

the planter; above this region, to a height of 4600 feet, are tiie Temperate Lands, in

which are vast forests abounding in teak, a tree which furnishes excellent ship-timber,

and which withstands decay for an unprecedentedly long period ; in the clearings of

A Bamuoo Bridgi'., Java.

the Temperate Lands coffee is grown. Higher still, in the cool districts, the forest

also ])rovails, on the batu-aiu/as or " burnt rocks," that is to say, on the lava-streams.

Java resembles the Latin countries of the Andes in these different climatic terraces,

but its woods, out of which the tiger issues to claim a tribute from the hamlets,

remind one of India and Indo-China.

From the lofty Javanese summits nothing is to be seen, then, but almost equato-

rial forests and gardens,— the island being about equidistant from the 5th and 10th

])arallels south latitude. When tlie Javanese worshipped the forces of nature, the

sun and stars, whirlwinds and thunder, and later, when (after the first century) they

became Brahmanists, and after that Buddhists, before adopting IslaTuisni, they revered

their volcanoes as the most formidable agents of the destroying power. These moun-

tains smoked above valleys where thousands of pilgrims bowed before their deities in

magnificent temples which were an honor to the Javanese art. At the close of the

fifteenth century, the date of the final triumph of the Koran in the island, the

architectural monuments inspired by the genius of India began to crumble; their

remains have not all disappeared, and in many places in the depths of the forests

im])osing ruins are still to be seen.
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In tlie centre of Java, the weight of centuries is crusliing marvellous structures;

the luxuriant vegetation is shattering bricks, stones, jialaces, fortresses, temples,

aquetlucts, batlis, and tombs. Statues o^ enormous size are falling hour by hour, and

every second sees effaced some line from the countless bns-rcliefs chiselled in ancient

times, Ijy legions of artists, in the hard trachyte. Brick roads, which once led from

temple to tem))le and from city to city, are to-day hidden in the grass, broken by

roots, and moulded by the rain drip]>ing from the overhanging forests.

The Javanese, their Language.— The Javanese, who owe their origin to the

trituration of tribes that were brayed by war and amalgamated by m.arriages into a

Malay people, are divided into three small nations, namely, the J.avanese in the

centre, the Sundanese in the west, and the Madurese in the east and in the adjacent

island of Madura. Well defined racial and dialectical differences exist, as well as

differences in mental endowment and disposition. The Javanese are said to be

physically better made than the other nations; the Sundanese, who are of small

stature, are the gentlest and are morally superior to the other two; the Madurese are

the most energetic and j)roud-spirited. All three nations are olive-colored, ugly-

featured, and almost beardless. The most numerous and most powerful, the one

which India has had the deepest influence upon both physically and mentally, the

one whose language is extending and whose customs and ideas are spreading, is the

Javanese, numbering 14 million souls; the Sundanese are rated at 6,000,000, and

tlie Madurese at 2^ million. Their idiom possesses one dead and three living

dialects. The three living are called the Krama, the Ngoko, and the Madja; the

dead language is known as the Kav.'i. The Krama is the aristocratic or court

speech, the Ngoko is the popular or " thou "-ing speecli, and the Madja is a sort of

compromise between the other two. The nobles speak to the commonalty in the

language of tlie commonalty, the commonalty address the nobles in the language of

the nobles; and, in accordance with clearly understood regulations of etiquette, every

.Tavanese plays the part of nobleman or commoner to his interlocutor. M.idja is

employed by those who stand to each other on an equal and friendly footing, or by

those who feel little constraint of etiquette. The Kawi is the language of the old

inscriptions and manuscripts. It grew out of a mixture of the Malay tongue with

the Sanskrit brought into the island by the Hindu invaders: it is Malay in its

syntax and movement and Sanskrit in its roots. It was this old tongue that inAde

the Javanese lyre vibrate in the nation's youthful days with masterpieces, great

religious poems, invocations, odes, and tragedies or comedies, and it continues to be

I'lnployed by the poets of Java, Madura and Bali, es]jecially by dramatic writers.

Although the Dutch have ruled for centuries in the island, from the seaside

towns to the loftiest mountain-hamlets, the guttural Netherlandish tongue is but very

slightly spoken here. Until (piite recently, Holland has gathered large revenues from

this portion of her domain, under what is known as the " culture system," the native

peasantry being obliged to work for the government for a certain number of d.ays

every year, and to cultivate plants for the government at its own prices. Java is a

gigantic factory, of which the natives are the hands, the 40,000 to 45,000 Dutch and

Euro])eans the foremen or overseers, and Holland the patron. The 234,000 Chinese

succeed in every business that they engage in, from the most obscure trade to the

most complicated banking enter))rise.

Batavia (pop. 101,000), founded by the Portuguese on Malay territory belonging to

the Dutch, bears a name which is neither Portuguese, Hollandish, nor Malay, but
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wliich means Holland in Latin. In the seventeenth century, this cajntal of tlie Dutch
East Indies, built on a shallow gulf and along canals, vied in ojuileiice with the chief

comniei-cial cities of the world ; its wealth has decreased remarkably. The Europeans

have ceased to inhabit the old city of Batavia, which is very unhealthful ; they have

removed their dwellings to some little distance from the coast, where they occupy,

along the river Tjiliwong, a delightful suburb called Weltevreden— at the same time

a city and a park. The governor resides in the uplands of the interior, at Buitenzorg

or Sans-Souci, a deliciously cool, shady town, more charming than Weltevreden itself.

Sourabaya (poj). 132,000) lies at the eastern end of Java, opposite the Island of

Madura. The harbor is the best in the island, and it is here that the government

^

A Stuket in Batavia.

dock-yards and arsenals are situated. The river of Sourabaya is navigable for boats

far into the interior, and enormous quantities of rice, sugar, and other products are

brought down to the coast on it.

The most remarkable Javanese ruins are shown, or we might rather say concealed,

in the division whose princip.al cities are Surakarta and Djokokarta. North 5f the

latter town are four alleys guarded by stone monsters and leading to the four

corners of the temple of Burubudur, which, down to the present time, has defied

man, the forest, volcanoes and earthquakes, and all other agents of destruction.

Burubudur stands on an artificial hillock, within sight of the volcano of Merapi

(9209 feet). It is an immense granite pyramid, built without mortar and rising in

seven terraces, the whole surmounted by a dome. Within and without, and running

in all directions from the top to the bottom, is unfolded a carved epic, an unheard-ot

quantity of bas-reliefs consecrated to the history of Buddha, who is the soul of the

tem])le, and who is honored here with 4000 statues occujiying 4000 different niches

or small open-work spires. Such is this prodigious monument, the glory of the

ancient Javanese and the shame of the modern— this nation of 20 million slaves, who
now build nothing but huts. The vast ruins of Brambanam rise near the railroad from

Djokokarta to Surakarta; Gunong Prau is about 37 miles south-east of Samarang

(pop. 72,000) ; as for Kediri and Malang, they can be reached from Sourabaya.
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SUMATRA.

Sunda Strait.— Between the western projections of J.iva and the south-eastern

capes of Sumatra runs the Strait of Sunda, whose waters do not always slumber, gently

rocked by the flow and ebb of the tide — the breathing of the ocean. In 1883, while

the volcanoes which they lap were belching forth fire and ejecting stones and ashes,

and the mountains of Java and Sumatra were sending back a responsive glare, while

all this corner of the earth was quaking to its very foundations, the waters of the

strait rose in a mighty tidal wave, at the same time that islets and islands sprang into

the air or sank into the deeps ; a flood rushed upon the cities along the coast with all

the might and weight of the sea, and with the depth and darkness of the abyss; with

one supreme effort, it swept over high hills,' and tens of thousands of men perished.

Such was the catastrophe of Krakatoa, so called from an island in the strait from

whose fiery summit the eruption began which ended in all this ruin. According to a

Javanese tradition, Java was divoi'ced from Sumatra only about a thousand years ago.

The strait is not more than 12 Tniles broad in its narrowest portion, and at that point

the water is studded with islands.

Sumatra: its Mountains and its Peoples,— Littoral Islands,— Sumatra faces Bor-

neo from a distance; the peninsula of Malacca, reaching down from the Asiatic main-

land, is separated from it by a narrow, shallow strait which was formerly obliterated

here and there by groups of islands.

Including dependencies, Sumatra embraces from 170,000 to 174,000 square miles;

the equator divides the huge island almost exactly in the middle of its 1050 miles of

length ; its greatest breadth reaches 210 miles. The climate is excessively hot but

rainy,^ and mighty rivers flow down from the mountains and plateaus ; the country

stretching at the foot of the lofty gunongs (many of which are volcanoes, cither liv-

ing, extinct, or quiescent) is all the more fertile for the heat and humidity. Of the

nineteen volcanoes at present known, seven are active. The chief of these, the

Gunong Korincha (12,139 feet), bears another and more beautiful name, Indrapura,

Peak or Son of Indra; its crater has a circumference of 5575 feet and a dejith of

2625. Near the equator rise Singal.ang, Merapi, and Ophir. The granitic cordillera

out of which these mountains tower runs very near the western coast, plunging

almost perpendicularly into the sea, with very short torrents and no plains; but on

the eastern slope are long streams, ample fields, and boundless forests through which
' roves the grave and grotesque orang-outang. Among these streams are two of some

considerable size, the Batang Hari or the River of .Tambi, which is navigable for small

steamers for 375 miles, and the Musi or the River of Palembang. In the miry

streams the stupid but cunning crocodile flounders : the largest ' and most ferocious

species of this animal are to lie found here ; in the Palembang district alone, a thou-

sand men, it is said, .are killed yearly by them. Some of the torrents from the

uplands drain large and beautiful lakes; the most extensive of these sheets. Lake

1 One wave drowned a multitude of peoi)le who had taken refuge on the top of a hillock 120 to 130

feet high.

2 The rainfall varies greatly according to the situation ; Padang, 2560 feet above sea-level, on the

western slope, is in by far the most humid region.

' Specimens 2.5 feet long have been seen.
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Toba, lies at an elevation of 2950 feet. Lake Singkara, in the country dominated by
Singalang and Merapi, discharges its snrphis waters through the Indragiri.

The Sumatrans consist of Mussubnan or pagan Mahiys, living in the " Great

Empire" of Jambi, which is traversed by the Batang Ilari, and in the valleys of the

eastern slope on the north-west of Jambi toward the river Ilokan ; of Lampungs near

the Strait of Sunda; of the Rojangs of Benkulen; of the cannibal Bataks occupy-

ing the plateau of Toba, around the great lake and on the two slopes stretching down
to both seas; and lastly of the restive, warlike Achinese, who dwell in the extreme

north-west of the island : every Achinese is a soldier, and every village has its little

army, which is bound to present itself equipped for service at the outbreak of war.

The Batano ilAi.i weak Jambi.

It is said that there are in all eleven tribes in Sumatra, but the number of inhabit-

<ants is unknown. There are nevertheless some millions, eight according to some
authorities, six according to others, or possibly not four; this Maylayan island is

longer but narrower than Madagascar, which is also Malayan, though in a different

degree and in a diflercnt sense. Sumatra is Malayan because the Malays occupy us

much of its territory as do all the other nations combined, or even more, for they are

gaining, at the same time with their language, in the west of the island. The Suma-
trans are, however, of singularly diverse descent. To speak of the 1,200,000 (?) Bataks

and the Achinese alone, these two peo])les spring evidently from a fusion of various

insular and continental races; the Bataks, who are fine-featured and of noble

bearing, perhaps resemble the Whites more than they do the Malays (all mix-

tures aside).
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The Dutch rule, officially or otherwise, over the larger jcirt of Sumatra, although

thev have left a false show of independence to a few of the empires and sultanates.

They are attempting to conquer the only openly free state of the island, Achin, or

Acheh, on tlie north-west ; but their patience, discipline, and sagacity, their cannon

and ships, as well as rivers of blood, have as yet failed to wholly subjugate this little

sultanate, peopled with perhaps 400,000 or 500,000 Achinese, or possibly with a

million (?), or even one and a half million (?) according to the most generous esti-

mates. The Netherlanders have to contend here against the pestilential atmosphere

of swamps and wet forests, .against the difficulties of pathless mountains, and the

fanaticism and f.atalism of the Mussulman Achinese, who are very sharply divided

from the rest of the Sumatrans by differences of lineage and language : the Achinese

tongue is attached to the Polynesian trunk. The best portion of Dutch Sumatra,

that p.art where agriculture is carried on most extensively, where there is the hargest

number of coffee-plantations and other j)lantation8 of the tropics, is the Padang dis-

trict, a narrow margin on the west of the island, backed against the chain in which

Indr.apura dominates ; but the metropolis, Palembang (pop. 50,000 '), belongs to the

eastern slope ; it is built on both banks of the river Musi, about 50 miles from the

mouth, at the fork of the delta ; many of the native dwellings float on the river, suj)-

ported on bamboo rafts which are anchored to the shore and which rise and fall 10 to

16 feet with every tide.

ITlas.— Banca.— Billiton.— Out of the bosom of the boundless deep sweeping

away to the south-west of Sumatra rise mountainous islands. Running from north-

west to south-east p.arallel to the cordillera of Sumatra, they are: Siinalu, peopled

with Achinese, the Banyak Islands, Nias, the Batu Islands, and the Mantawi. Nias,

the largest, h.as an area of 2523 square miles j its inhabitants are estimated by some

at 250,000, by others at more than 500,000. They inhabit sandstone mountains from

2000 to 2300 feet in elevation, coral islands upheaved to varying altitudes by volcanic

outbursts, and fertile glens and valleys stretching along rivers which are filled to the

very brim by 200 rainy days per year. Nias is linked to the Batu group in tlie origin

and language of its inhabitants.

Banca, the principal island on the opposite coast, faces the delta of the Musi, from

which it is separated by a narrow strait ; it is only moderately fertile, although the

rains are copious and forests are abundant. None of its gunongs reaches an elevation

of 3300 feet. There are only 78,000 inhabitants on Banca's 4900 square miles. The
Mountaineers (Oranggunong) are the remnant of a more or less autochthonous race

which was found here by the Malay invaders, and which was overrun and trodden

down by the latter; then, there are the Malays, who are more numerous than the

people whom they supplanted, and 23,000 Chinese, who are engaged in the tin-mines,

from which an excellent tin is extracted.

Billiton is separated from B.anca by Gaspar Strait; it resembles the latter island

in the mediocre elevation of its mountains,— none of which surpasses 2000 feet,— in

its climate, its forests, and its tin-mines ; it has likewise seen its .aborigines driven back

into the interior by the M.alays and the Chinese ; it contains oidy 38,000 inhabitants

on 2500 square miles. It lies at almost equal distances from Borneo and Sumatra.

' Gieat (liscrep.iiicic'S exist in tVie various estimati'.s of the iio)iulation of the principal cities of the

East Indies, arising apparently from differences in the area embraced.— Ed.
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THE LESSER SUNDA ISLANDS.

Bali.— A very slender strait separates Bali from the eastern extremity of Java.

Bali was probably sundered from Java by an outbreak of volcanic force in 1204, and
the 500,000 Balinese who occupy its 2000 square miles are Javanese, or more espe-

cially Madurese, in race and language; they are, however, distinguished from the

Javanese by the fact that they remain faithful to the " teeming " religions of India,

which the Javanese abandoned for the simple, severe religion of Mahomet ; they are

Brahmanists or Saivaists, with some few Buddhists, and certain ideas and institutions

of India have retained a slight degree of authority among tlier^..

The surface of Bali is lofty ; the culminating ])eak, CTunong Agong, or the Peak
of Bali, an active volcano, is said to be over 11,000 feet high. The climate is very

rainy, and the island is copiously watered and exuberantly fruitful: rice, on which the

inhabitants subsist, grows two crops every year. All the rajahs or sultans are subject

to Holland.

East of Bali, the Strait of Lombok— through which flows a swift, deep current,

with a breadth of 12 to 16 miles— separates Bali from Lombok, and, at the same time,

the islands which are by nature attached to Asia from those which have an air of

resemblance to Australia.

Lombok.— This island of 2100 square miles rises as a colossal volcano, the princi-

pal summit of which, called Gunong Rinjani, has an elevation of 13,708 feet. The
climate is dry, but numei-ous torrents; which the inhabitants have turned off into

canals, pour life-giving floods over the terraced fields, evoking fertility; the tiger,

which is unknown in Sumbawa, the next island on the east, stealthily watches the

other animals in the woods of Lombok. In the uplands of the interior dwell the

Sassaks, who are Mohannnedan Malays, and around the coasts are Brahmanist Malays

who formerly came from Bali: in .all there are about 300,000 men here under the

suzerainty of Holland. The water between Lombok and Sumbawa is called Alias

Strait.

Sumbawa divides its territory of nearly 5800 square miles among Malay chiefs,

holding their suzerainty from Holland. Its volcano, Timboro or Tomboro, is now
only about 9850 feet in elevation, but previous to the eruption of 1815, which is one

of the most dreadful recorded in history, it had an altitude of fully 14,750 feet: this

great eruption began on Ajiril 5 and did not terminate wholly until the following

July ; the cone cracked and fell ; the sound was heard at Ternate over 900 miles dis-

tant in one direction and at Benkulen, a city 1100 miles away in the opposite direc-

tion, on the western coast of Sumatra; it was also heard in Australia and Borneo.

In full day, a pitchy gloom enveloped the land and the sea to a distance of 300 miles,

and over all this ocean of beautiful straits and vast marine lakes floated the pumice-

stone and ashes ejected from the jaws of the angry gunong ; it is said that 50,000

men perished, either by the catastrophe or by the famine and epidemic which fol-

lowed ; a lake slumbers to-day in the depths of the crater. Tomboro is not Sura-

bawa's only enemy ; the inhabitants also live in dread of Vader Smid.

The 150,000 inhabitants attributed to Sumbawa are Malays, who are thouglit to

be related to the Bugis of Celebes. The island is not healthful. The waters are

unwholesome, and the land, which is dry and sterile, bristles with spiny plants.
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Sumba and Savn.— Sumba is also called Cliindana, and, on account of the abun-

dance of the odoriferous tree called sandal-wood, it also bears the Hollandish name of

Sandelbosch. The Sunibanese, who arc in a measure indej)endent, in a measure sub-

ject to the Dutch, belong to the same race with the i)coi)le occupying the western

part of Sumbawa. Sumba and Sumbawa are, moreover, one and the same name.

To"-ether with Savu, an island lying a short distance to the eastward in the direction

of Timor, it embraces 4386 square miles, with 200,000 inhabitants. The islanders of

Savu are a handsome race, and appear to be a mixture of Malays with Arabs or with

j)eople from India.

Flores.— Holland has built a few forts on Flores (a Portuguese name), but very

few Dutch have settled there. The 7720 square miles of this narrow island — 233

miles in length from east to west— are inhabited in the interior by stalwart Negi-oids

who resemble the Pajnians of Timor and New Guinea, and on the coast by Malays,

es]iocially by Bugis from Celebes. The " black Portuguese," that is, the half-caste

descendants of Lusitanian settlers and native women, still recall the triumphant pas-

sage of the "sons of Lusus" over this land. These cross-breeds are becoming less

and less Whites and more and more Malays or Blacks, but they are still recognizable

by the cast of their features.

There are six active volcanoes on the island, the lordliest of which, Gunong

Keo, reaches an elevation of 9065 feet.

From Flores, formerly Ende, to Timor, the navigator encounters Solor, Sabrao or

Adenara, Lomblem, Pantar, and Ombay (850 sq. )n.).

Timor.— Timor, the most extensive of these small isl.ands, is supposed to contain

600,000 inhaliitants on about 26,850 square miles. This estimate includes the adja-

cent islands, which are more or less closely crowded against the coast, and among

which may be mentioned : Rotti, whose fine race of inhabitants is supposed to have

been formed from the alliance of Malays with Arabs or Hindus; — Piilo Kambing, a

mere volcano, 10,679 feet high ;
— Wetter (1275 sq. m.), a large sterile volcanic island;

— Roma, equally volcanic and equally arid;— Kissa (or Jetewawa), which has a po])-

ulation of only 700, gathered I'll seven villages, but which possesses some celebrity on

!u:count of its 350 ])seudo-Dutch inhabitants, who are descendants of the Nether-

landers, French, and Germans brought here as soldiers after 1665 by the Dutch East

India Comi)any: little that is Eurojieaii remains to them except their names; some

of them, however, have light hair and blue eyes, and a complexion which is neither

black nor yellow. They are polygamous, and are liecoming more and more infused

with native blood ; they are entirely ignorant of the Dutch language, and speak the

idiom of Kissa ; some, however, making use of Malay.

Timor is of volcanic formation, but it seems to have few active volcanoes at pres-

ent. Timor Peak has been quiescent since 1638, but Lakulubar and Bibiluto, in the

north-east, have recently given proofs of life. Among the mountains, which are for

the most part naked or mottled with ])atches of dried herbs, is Gunong Alias, rising

above the south-eastern coast to a height of 11,811 feet. The soil of the island pos-

sesses little fertility, and the sky is miserly with its rains : the forests, which are

neither varied, nor leafy, retnind us of the Australian woods, especially by their lofty

eucalypti.

The Dutch occupy the south-west, wliere dwell the essentially Timorese tribes;

their cajiital is Coupang. It is in Timor that Portugal governs in an indifferent

fashion the paltry remnant of her ancient domain in the Indian Ocean ; she possesses
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the north-east (with Pulo Kambing) ; Dclli is the seat of tlie Portuguese government.
The peoples nominally subject to the Portuguese belong to the Teto family. The Teto
and the Timorese, split u]) into divers tribes, speak about forty different lanfruawes.

A Bird of Paradise.

Tliey are often at war with one anotlier, clan opposed to clan, and tribe to tribe.

They resemble very closely the New Guinea Papuans in complexion, features, and
hair, and in impetuosity of disposition ; there is certainly nothing Malayan ahoM
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them except for some inconsequential mixtures. Along the shores and in the Euro-

l)ean settlements, we find Malays, Papuan and Malay or Hindu half-castes, a few

Chinese, and a small number of Whites. Among the Lusitanians, the "black Portu-

uese," who are in fact very black, are descendants of the Lusitanian conquerors and

the women of Timor.

From Timor to New Guinea,— The iSerwati Islands dot the bosom of the sea

between Timor and the arcliipelago of Timor Laut.

Timor Laut. — This Malay word signifies the Flower of Timor. The cluster of

islands to which the name is given bears also the appellation of Tenimber
;

until

recent years this land was supposed to be a single island. It is occupied by Papuans,

as are also the Aru and Kei groups. Tiie wooded islands of Timor Laut,

Aru, and Kei contain possibly 60,000 inhabitants on something less than 5400

square miles.

Aru._ The coralline island of Aru is also called Tana Busar or Great Land : and,

in fact, compared with itself, the islands of its archipelago are mere islets. It is 106

miles long and 22 to 47 bro.ad ; the 25,000 inhabitants occupy an area nearly equal to

that of Corsica. On this strange island, the Papuans and pre-Papuans — who bear

a likeness to the Blacks of Australia— remain faithful to their old gods. Tana Busar

is divided into six low lands, by five salt-water channels, or rivers, 6.50 to 2600 feet

broad and 10 to 16 in depth. These six lands are called from north to south Vuria.

lao, Kola, Vokam, Kobror, Maikor, and Tarangan. Deep forests hide in their sombre

recesses the bird of paradise, the kangaroo, .and the flying or bounding game which

that infallible marksman, the Papuan, jiierces with his arrow ; these forests extend

equally over the flat lands of the north and centre and over the limestone hills plung-

ing into the sea, on the south, by cliffs on which the islanders seek at perilous heights

the edible bird's-nests. There are Chinese and Bugis residing at Dobbo, a commer-

cial town on a little island in the north-west ; they open stores here for the purchase

of the bird's-nests, pearl-shells, tripang and tortoise-shell, which are brought to them

by the Paj)uans of the eastern islands. Here too we find Lusitanian words in the

language, and many an Aruese shows by his features that the islanders of Am allied

themselves in former times with the proud peo]ile of Guimaraes.

Aru is attended by a cortege of 83 small islands. It is only 93 miles from this

group to New Guinea ; a deep sea stretches between, but the identity of the animals,

plants, and insects proves that these lands were once united.

K^ or Kei.— The Ke .archipelago, which lies fully as near to the small New
Guinea continent as do the Aru islands, defiantly faces the ocean with perpendicular

limestone cliffs. Great Ke covers 260 square miles. Little Ke 200 ; then follow 25

islets or small islands. The 19,000 inhabitants, all pagans with the exception of 5000

Mussulmans, are occupied in cutting the woods of their forests, which are said to

withstand decay longer than teak itself ; these men are also wonderful boat-builders

;

they supply the traders to New Guinea and Aru with praus of various sizes ; their

tools are the axe, adze, and auger, and in their vessels, which are built with-

out the use of iron, the planks are securely fastened by pegs and attached to

the intei-nal ribs by rattans ; they are very easy and defy the tempests with

perfect safety.

A few Portuguese words remain in the Malay dialect used by the mixed and not

very numerous population of Ke, who give to their islands the n.ame of Evar, Kei

being a Malay name.
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Such are the Lands which break the sea between the Indian Ocean and the shores

of New Guinea. Returning from New Guinea to the Indo-Chinese sliore by a more

northerly course, we encounter first the Moluccas, then Celebes, a vast island with

superb indentations, and finally the immense mass of Borneo.

THE MOLUCCAS.

The Moluccas rise out of a wondrously beautiful sea of a deep blue color. They
comjirise the three large islands of Gilolo, Ceram, and Boiiru, and many small islands,

the best known of which are Ternate, Tidore, Amboyna, and Banda. The Moluccas

are also called the Spice Islands, from their nutmegs, cinnamon, ginger, and cloves,

which have been judiciously exploited by the Dutch. The archipelago is mor,e or

less loosely attached by islets and reefs to New Guinea, the Philippines, Celebes, and

Timor.

Gilolo. —-Tiie fantastically shaped island which the inhabitants call Batotsima, its

neighbors Halmaheira (Gre.at Land), and which we name Gilolo, is almost a complete

reproduction on a small scale of Celebes, which lies about 150 miles to the westward
;

Celebes is eleven or twelve times as large as Gilolo.

Gilolo (6433 sq. in.) is composed of four peninsulas radiating from a common
trunk like spider's legs. It is burdened with mountains and covered with tropically

luxuriant forests,— the equator cuts this rainy Halmaheira. The mountains are vol-

canic; the most destructive of all the pe.aks is Gunong Kanor, and this favored and

miraculously opulent land, whose capes plunge into a sea where the waves whiten

agaiijst coral rocks, is often rudely awakened from its equatorial languor by the

quaking of the soil and by ejections of lava and showers of ashes. The very word

Gnnonff Kanor proclaims that Gilolo has entered the Mal.ay orbit; it is a long

time since its inhabitants ceased to be composed solely of Ilaraforas or Alfures,—
people allied either with the Papuans or the Dyaks. These Haraforas, who are tall,

of a rather light hue, and slightly bearded, are vivacious and frank in their manners,

and of joyous disposition. They hunt and fish, and cultivate the soil in one of the

four peninsulas; all of the rest of the island is occupied by Malays, who invoke God

and Mahomet his prophet. Including its large annex on the north-east, called Morotai

or Moro, Gilolo is supposed to contain 120,000 inhabitants.

The Malays and Alfures here are subject to two masters who are under the suzer-

ainty of Holland : on the north the Sultan of Ternate, on the south the Sultan of

Tidore. Along the western coast rise, from north to south, Ternate, Tidore, March,

Motir, Makian, the Kaioas, and Batchian, once famous clove-bearing isl.ands.

Ternate.— Ternate, whose surface often quakes, sometimes lights up the littoral of

the large neighboring land with the lurid glare of its volcano : "Behold Ternate and

Tidore, with their burning top belching forth billowy flames ; behold the trees bearing

pungent cloves, which Portuguese blood will one day buy ! In these islands there are

golden birds that never alight on the earth : man never looks on their living forms."

It is thus that Camoens writes of two of these islands.

A few Dutch are to be met here, a few Mohammedan Malays,— whose tongue

bears evidence of some slight racial mixtures in early times with the savage natives
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of Gilolo,— anil also a few " Oraiig sirani," or Nazarenes: these last, who are descend-

ants of the early Portuguese settlers, speak Malay with a considerable intermixture

of Portuguese words; they have not renounced their Cliristian religion. Ternate and

Tidore, togetlier, including a number of islets, embrace only 110 square miles, with

30,000 souls. These are the true Moluccas.

Tidore, Mareh, Motir, Makian, and the Kaioa Islands. — In Tidore, which is a

beautiful pyramidal volcano, the inhabitants are Mohammedan Malays.

^fareh and Motir both consist of rugged volcanic hills surrounded by fringing

coral reefs.

Makian slumbers in the shadow of a mountain which was diminished in 1646 by

a great eru2)tion which blew up the cone, leaving a liuge chasm on one side of the

crater, and destroying most of the population. That its fires are not yet extinct was

conclusively demonstrated in 1862, when an outburst of volcanic force carried its

ashes as far as Ternate, 50 miles to the northward, and once more destroyed nearly

all tlie inhabitants.

In the Kaioa group, also girdled with coralline reefs, the islanders are Malays

crossed with Papuans, and Islaniism is the prevailing religion.

Batchian.— Volcanic Batchian (836 sq. m.) is larger than its sister islands; it

has hot springs and geysers like those of Iceland, New Zealand, and the Yellowstone

National Park. Notwithstanding its mineral wealth, its coal, its dammar, its forests,

and its great natural beauty, there are few inhabitants along the coasts, and almost

none in the lofty mountains of the interior. The Mussulman Malays of the island

speak a hybrid idiom,— a Malay dialect veined with Pa})uan. Beside the Malays,

there are a certain number of "Orang sirani," who are distinguislied from the otlier

inhabitants by their Christian religion, their complexion, which is browner than that

of the Malays (but their features have some European characteristics), and b}' their

Malay language, in wliich a few Lusitanian words are still heard. Annexed to

Batchian are Tavalli (120 sq. m.) and Mandioli (66 sq. ra.) ; including these two
islands, the jiopulation possibly reaches 25,000.

Obi. — Obi, which is but slightly inferior to Batchian in size, springs out of the

waves south of the latter, in the little Moluccan Mediterranean, that is, in the sea

included between Gilolo, Ceram, and Bouru.

Damar, Gebi, Morotai, Ran.— But for a very narrow strait, Damar (36 sq. m.)

would be connected with the southern capes of Gilolo.

Gebi, witli a length of 25 miles and a breadth of 3 to 5, rises between one of the

two eastern points of Gilolo and the New Guinea archipelago.

Morotai or Moro (1042 sq. m.), a mere heap of sand encircled by coral, must have
been once connected with Ilalmaheira ; it is the largest annex of the latter. Near it

lies Ran, which covers something over 100 square miles..

Bouru.— Bouru (1275 sq. m.), lying between the Molucca sea on the north and
Banda Sea on the south, is only thinly ]K'oi)!ed along the margin of its mighty forests

and in the shadow of its almost unknown gunongs; the island itself, being but nomi-

nally subject to the Dutch, is in fact nearly an unknown land. It gives asylum to

Mohammedan Malays and to Haraforas, who are related to those of the island of

Gilolo. According to the common interpretation of certain traditions of the Tonga
Islands and of the Samoa group, it was from Bouru that the flotilla was launched

which is said to have borne the founders of the small Polynesian peoples dispersed

throughout the South Sea.
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Oeram, Mysol, Waigiou.— East of Bourn lies Ceram, or, more accurately, Serang

or Siraiig. The island, which is entirely covered with forests, is destitute of human
hal)itations except along the coast, where the people occujiy themselves in raisinsf

cacao and coffee, or live wholly without work in tlie shadow of the sago-palm. The
total population is estimated at 100,000 souls, and the area at about 7300 square

tiiiles. Ceram contains superb valleys, and giinongs from 6500 to 10,000 feet high,

which run from west to east along the 220 miles of length of this narrow strip of

land. The territory is parted among numerous Malay sultans who hold their investi-

A Village in Cekam.

ture from Holland. These petty Mussulman jjrinces tyrannize over the Alfures, as

do those of Bouru and Gilolo.

Mysol, 60 miles north of Ceram, on the way to New Guinea, bears a certain like-

ness to Ceram; it has Malays along the littoral, and Alfures in the interior, who show

unmistakable evidences of affinities with the great race of the New Guinea Papuans.

In the same way in Waigiou, which is separated from New Guinea bj- Dampier

.Strait and from Gilolo by Gilolo Passage, the jjroletariat consists of Negroids and

the aristocracy of Malays. Mysol and Waigiou contain together scarcely more than

16,000 souls, on about 3000 square miles.

Amboyna. — Near the ca|)e at the southern extremity of the western ]ieninsula of

Ceram lii-s .Amboyna (the Malay Ambun), composed of two sections joined by a

narrow sandy isthmus. It is a diminutive Java from which the Dutch draw large

j>rofits ; the red soil, into which the coral penetr.ites, derives its fertility not so much
from its own ingredients as from the copiousness of the rainfall— 18^ feet j)er year.
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The nutmeg-tree grows here in all its vigor, but the entire island is by no means

under cultivation ; there are still l)road wooded tracts in the uplands where the

volcanoes have become extinct. There are 60,000 inhabitants on Amboyna's 275

square miles; these arc first of all Malays, then Malay and Pa])uan cross-breeds,

Chinese, Dutch, and "Orang sirani." The governor of the Dutcli Moluccas resides

in the city of Andjoyna, whicli contains a population of 13,000.

The Banda Islands.— The Banda Islands rise out of an extremely deep sea, about

60 miles south of Cerara. They bear tlie most famous nutmeg-trees in the world. In

this climate, which is a total stranger to drought, and on volcanic soil which is

shaken by subterranean shocks, the nutmeg-trees are grown as they grow in their

native forests, under the shade of lofty trees: "Behold," says Camoens, whom we

liANlXV N'ULCANO.

might cite a hundred times in describing the.se seas, where so much Portuguese gran-

deur was once displayed, " behold the Banda Islands, variegated with brilliant hues,

with red fruits, and with multi-colored birds that live on the tribute of the green

nut." The superb Banda Volcano, a symmetrical cone, sends up a continuous column

of .smoke. The 110,000 inhabit.ints of the archipelago belong, by their principal

ancestry, to the great Papuan nation, but they have absorbed something from the

Malays, the Arabs, the Portuguese, and the Dutch. The descendants of the soldiers,

seamen, and functionaries installed in Banda in 1621 by the Dutch, for the purpose of

cultiv.ating nutmegs in the perke», that is to say, in the parks or enclosures which

they held by the liberality of tlie government, are called Perkeniers.

Gunong Api, Wetter, Roma.— South-west of the Bandas, the volcanic chain of this

ocean is prolonged by Gunong A])i, a volcano lost on the confines of Banda Sea and

Flores Sea. It is only 60 or 70 miles from Gunong .\i)i to Wetter and Roma, which

lie within the orbit of Timor.
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From Ceram to the Am Islands.— From the eastern capes of Ceram a chain of

islets runs off to tlie south-east in tlie direction of the Kci and tiio Aru groujis. They

are called Kihvara, Coram Laut, Goram, Manowoiko, Matal)ello, etc.

Kiiwara, a very small, sandy, and coralline island, bears a curious little town sup-

ported on piles, and entirely covering the land so that at a distance it |)resents a most

jsingular appearance ; it is frequented by Bugis traders and merchants from Ceram.

Ceram Laut, or the Flower of Ceram, is encircled by coral reefs; most of the

inhabitants are Mussulmanized Alfm'es from Ceram.

Manowoiko (49 sq. m.) never hears the sound of water rip])ling over its coral

rocks ; its 2000 inhabitants are pagan Papuans, with a Malay and Bugis aristocracy

into which some Negroid blood has filtered ; they speak the same language with the

neighboring people of Goram and with those of the east of Ceram.

Mohammedan Goram, girdled with coral reefs, contains 6.300 inhabitants; these

are Malays crossed with Alfures, and they spend their lives in tr.'ifficking at long

distances from tlieir island, navigating in mere canoes a sea bristling with reefs.

The Matabello, Kisivoi, and Uta Islands are ]irotected from the deep-sea waves

by a belt of coral. They are occupied by idolatrous Papuans.

Through Teor, likewise pagan and Papuan, through Boon, and through Kanilor,

we reach the Ke archipelago.

CELEBES.

Celebes.— The Bugis.— Celebes is cut by the equator in its northern peninsula; it

is washed by Macassar Strait ' on its longest seaboard, — the western, — o])posite

Borneo, which is from 75 to 155 miles distant. Though so near together and in the

same latitude, these two islands nevertheless differ widely in scenery, in their birds,

and in all tlieir large and small animals. It is even said that Celebes, which lies in a

confused maze of lands scattered between Asia and Australia, belongs to a centre of

creation totally unlike both these divisions of the world, and. that it jjerhaps once

formed a ))art of "Lem\iria," as iieojile have been pleased to name the jirobletnatical

continent of which the far-away Madagascar is thought to be a remnant.

With an area of 72,600 square miles, or more than 77,000 including adjacent

islands, Celebes is larger than Java, which it equals in fertility ; in wealth it is

much inferior to tlie latter, as the Dutch have not deigned to exploit it to its

fullest extent. It has hardly 1,500,000 inhabitants : as densely peopled as Java, it

would sujij.ort 30 millions. Celebes is composed of four peninsulas joined to a trunk

which faces Borneo ; as has already been remarked, this oddly .shajied island is closely

imitated in conformation by Gilolo, which lies to the eastward and which is only one-

eleventh as large. Three broad gulfs, Tomini and Tomaiki on the east, and Boni on

the south, sojiarate these peninsulas, which are burdened with volcanic mountains—
mostly extinct. Bobokaraeng, which is thought to be the highest of the Celebesian

j)eaks, rises at the very extremity of the southern peninsula, called the Land of

Macassar. These old volcanoes dominate savas, or valleys and rice-fields constitut-

ing the garden of this wonderful island, which is everywhere penetrated by the sea,

1 The correct spelling is Maiigkasara.
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everywhere inuiulsitecl by rain, and wliieli is nevertheless healthful, for it has neither

mire nor deltas nor stagnant waters. Its charming lakes are mountain lakes; its

ever wakeful torrents flow down to Macassar Strait, Flores Sea, and to the three

great gulfs. Rivers rumble and brooks babble in the shady forests which rise opu-

lent and brilliant out of a deep soil of decomposed basalt ; no tiger roams here, no

jjanther stealthily watches, crouched on the ground, ready to spring with a terrible

bound upon his victim : Celebes possesses neither the treacherous and beautiful

felines, nor the rhinoceros, nor the elephant. The only destructive or unsightly
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A Strekt in Macassar.

animal is the crocodile. Monkeys throng the woods, enlivening them with their

cliatter and their gayety.

Celebes is so far subject to Holland tliat its Malay sultans of all degrees of

importance recognize more or less strictly the suzerainty of the Low Countries, but

the Hollanders in fact occuiiy only the smaller part of the island ; they cultivate

coffee and superintend the work on the plantations. In Miuahassa, which is a region

of remarkable beauty, occupying the point of the northern peninsula, — the longest

and most spindling of the four,— the Dutch have half civilized the cross-breed inhabi-

tants, who are Papuans mixed with Malays. About the year 1800, these natives, who
were still barbarians and perhaps cannibals, spoke several different languages; at

present, they are peacefully engaged in cultivating coffee ; they learn the Malay

tongue rather than the Dutch, which has made but little progress in Netherlands
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India, in spite of the 200 years of Dutch rule. When Holland lets go her hold in the

East, the influence of the Dutch will be less apparent there than that of the Portuguese.

The Malay level has passed over the greater part of these islanders, almost all of

Watekkall near Lake Tonoano.

whom now make use of the Malay language, and most of whom have become Mus-

sulmans. But under an outward show of nniformity diversities of race are hidden,

and in more than one division of the country the Malay is heir to as many as thirty
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dialects spoken by tribes which were in no sense Malayan. The features, stature, all

the physical characteristics, show that the Bugis, the Macassars, and other Celebesian

nations originally belonged to the same family as the Dyaks of Borneo, the Bataks of

Sumatra, and the different branches of the Haraforas or the Alfures, that is to say,

to the Papuans and Polynesians, who are much taller and handsomer, and of more

generous natures, than the small, ugly, and cunning Malays.

The Malay custom known as running amuck is often witnessed in Celebes. The

natives sometimes become ferociously mad, and, seizing a creese or dirk-knife, rush

wildly through the streets, cursing and stabbing every one whom tliey meet. As soon

a.s a person is known to be in this condition, everybody proclaims the news ; the cry

of "Amuck!" "Amuck!" rouses the people; they gather together and jnirsue the

blood-thirsty madman, and knock him down as though he were a dog. It is said that

at Macassar some one runs amuck once or twice every month. This frenzy resembles

the ccqweirar/en of the Brazilian Negroes.

Macassar or Mangkasara, named Vlaardingen by the Dutch, lies on an e.Ycellent

roadstead; it is the principal city in the south, while Menado is the largest city in

Minahassa. Menado marks the embouchure of a river which has a fall of 490 feet

just below its exit from Lake Tondano.

Sanguir, the Tulours, the SuUas, Bouton, and Salayer.— A chain of islands and

islets— the tops of submerged peaks — stretches from the northern promontory of

Celel)es (Cape Polisang) to the southern cape of Mindanao in the Philijtpine Islands;

their inhabitants resemble in all respects the people of Minahassa. Among these

little islands we distinguish Siau, a mere volcano, and Sanguir, which is more exten-

sive and which was ravaged by an eruption of its crater in 1844.

North-east of Sanguir, the Tulour archipelago (or Talaut) rises just midway

between Mindanao and Gilolo. The Tulours and Sanguir together are estimated

to possess 81,000 inhabitants, on 680 square miles.

The Gulf of Tomini contains the Togian archipelago, embracing 260 square miles;

in the Gulf of Tomaiki rise the Peling Islands, which are prolonged to the east in

the direction of Gilolo, Ceram, and Bouru by the Sulla group ; these last are peopled

by Mohammedan Malays. They include Taliabu and Mangola, stretching in an east

and west direction for about 100 miles, and divided by a narrow strait near the centre.

In sight of the extremities of the south-eastern claw of Celebes are Bouton, which

is mountainous though not very elevated, Muna, lofty Kabaina, the Tokong Besi or

Blacksmith Isles, Vovoni, etc., forming an advance-guard archipelago of nearly 4000

square miles, a half of which is comprised in Bouton ; the inhabitants are of Malay

speech and resemble those on the opposite coast.

Salayer (298 sq. m.), which is vei-y long and narrow, faces the south-eastern cape

of the peninsula of Macassar.

BORNEO.
Borneo.— The Dyaks.— 1 lollaml and England hold sway in Borneo, the latter in the

north, the former in the south ; it is true that the suzerainty of both countries is in

many places merely nominal. What they rule here, and what is more or less form-

ally protected by them, constitute a small world, for Borneo is the second island on the

globe (excluding Greenland), being inferior to New Guinea alone, and it is only 17,328
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square miles siiiuller than the latter: it eontains 285,872 sqviare miles, or more than

four times the area of New Euglaiul, but the iiiiiabitants numberless than 2 millions.

Tiiere is nothing national in the designation "Borneo." It is a slight corruption

of Brunei or I>runi, the name given to a portion of the north-west coast descried by

Magellan in 1521. Borneo lies on lioth sides of the equator, not far from Java; down

to the present lime it has remained almost unknown and half uninhabited, while Java

has been entirely explored and is over-jiopulated. Borneo has not been well worked

anywhere except on the coasts. Back of the littoral margin, especially in the soutli,

stretch vast dri])])ing plains. Villages are rare except along the sea-shore, and in the

deltas and on the banks of such rivers as the Barilo (which has a length of 5G0 miles),

the Maliakkan, the two Kxipuas, and the liejang. Miry, sluggish currents flow down
to these streams ; they are generally of a black color after the storms, doubtless on

account of the extensive coal-fields which their waters skirt. All these streams

abound in crocodiles.

Borneo is glutted with treasures; it possesses coal de])osits, gold-mines which are

worketl by the Chinese, diamonds, antimony, and various other metals, fancy woods,

cabinet-woods, dye-woods, and the different spices of the East Indies. Limitless

forests, swarming with orang-outangs, elephants, tigers, rhinoceroses, buffaloes, and

small black bears, undulate on the hills of the coastal zone ; they climli along the

mountains of the interior, adding every year a stratum of leaves to the mould which

has been accumulating on the soil for centuries.

The Bornean mountains, so far as known, have never been subjected to the action

of those forces which have raised so many volcanoes out of the liosom of the Mega-
lonesian sea : Borneo seems, then, to be a small, non-volcanic continent with a girdle

of volcanic islimds. The rocky mass of Kini Balou, which rises in the extreme

north of the island, ;nid which is supposed to be the culminating jieak, is estimated to

have an altitude of 18,698 feet; this height, fixed by Admiral Belcher, is probably

somewhat over-estimated.

Pagan 3Ialays, classed under the general name of Dyaks, occujiy portions of Bor-

neo; they are said to be three times as numerous as the Mussulman Malays of the

cities and villages along the coast. The Dyaks, who are lighter-hued and taller than

the Malays, '.villi iiuieh rounder faces, have the a])pearance of belonging to a different

liumanity, but they are tending more and more to mix with these heterodox intruders,

who control the stdtanates and who have possessed themselves of all the wealth ami
social advantages; they are also mingling with the Chinese, who are the more recent

comers to the island. The Dyaks are strong, courageous, loyal, and frank, and yet

they engage in man-hunting, in which they exercise great cunning and cruelty, though
doing it as a sort of religious duty. The men of these tribes cut off heads in order

to imbibe the virtues and powers of the slain, and the skulls are preciously preserved.

These trophies ])ossess the power of conciliating the spirit of the dead ; the Dy.ak

esteems them above all his fortune, and as highly as his own life; it is his family

Inheritance. Fortunate is the man who has twenty-four of these grinning horrors ; his

hut is a ])alace ! Many of the Dyaks feast on huniiin flesh ; they say that man's
shoulder is bitter, while the brains and the ])alm of the hand are sweet to the taste.

The old customs of cannibalism and head-hunting are losing ground in measure as the

Euroi)eaiis ascend the Bornean rivers.

The Malays, who are skilled traffickers, and who, until late years, have been suc-

cessful pirates, scorn agriculture and the crafts, which have little by little fallen to
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the Chinese. In Borneo, more thnn in any otlier island of Megaloncsia, the sons of

the Middle Kingdom have a clear field before them; they number hardly 100,000,

but they already occupy the gold districts, and we liave no assurance that Uorneo will

not become a small China. If these Yellows do not take possession of its soil, it is

diiticult to see what eastern people besides the Javanese can stir the alluvia.

In the part of the island governed by the Dutch, or which is nominally obedient

to them, the Borneans have not been won over to the use of the Nederduitsch tongue

;

neither has English encroached much upon Malay, which is the important idiom of

Borneo; this is true both in the sultanate of Sarawak, which was regularly oro-an-

izod into a state in 1842 by Sir James Brooke, and throughout the vast territory of

the North Borneo Conij)any.

The Borneo of the Dutch.— Nothing would have been easier than for Holland to

lay hands on the entire island, but she had no desire to do this, and established her-

TisiiiNG Houses, Bokneu.

self ])rinci]ially on the coasts facing Java on the south, Celebes on the east, and

Sumatra on the west ; she made no attempt to occupy the north-east shore opposite

the Philippines, or the north-west, which looks out on Cochin-China and Anam. Her
part is nevertheless very large, as she possesses more than two-thirds of the island.

Her share is placed at 200,000 square miles, or three times the area of New England,

with 950,000 to 1,200.000 inhabitants, against about 85,900 square miles and 576,000

inhabitants that are either protected by or subject to the English. Holland owns the

long rivers and the broad valleys ; on the western shore she possesses Pontianak

lying on one of the arms of the delta of the Ka])uas, and on the southern const she

lias the town of Banjermnssing, which is built in a marsh, on the bank of a river

comnmnicating with the Barito in its lower course.

The Borneo of the English.— The great agricultural, mining, and trading com-

]>any which is Itacked here by England has its ports and its agencies in the northern

]>art of Borneo, in the east on Macassar Strait, in the north on the Sulu Sea, and in

the west on the China Sea. Its rivers are all insignificant, but on its territory of

27,.500 square miles rises the highest mountain, so far as known, in Borneo, namely^
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Kini Balou. England's 200,000 Bornean subjects are governed from Sandakan, a

small town, to which a vain attempt was made to give the Indian name of Elopuva or

Beautiful City. For clearing, planting, and digging the soil, for the creation of

wealth, the British North Borneo Company counts less on the native Malays and

Dvaks than on the Chinese whom it imports into the country. In 1888, two neigh-

boring divisions on the northwest coast of the island, the sultanate of Brunei,

and that of Sarawak were placed under British protection. These two principal-

ities are supposed to contain 370,000 inhabitants, on about 55,000 square miles.

These men are firet of all Dyaks, then Malays, then Chuiese. There are a few Euro-

]>eans who have governed Sarawak since 1842, the year when Sir James Brooke

ijecaine RajaK of the country ; their residence and seat of empire, Kuching (pop.

10,000), lies on the bank of the stream which has given its name to the sultanate ; owing

to the influence of the tide, the Sarawak is navigable for vessels as far as Kuching.

Off the north-western coast of Borneo is Labiian, wliich contributes to the British

Empire a territory of 31 square miles, 6000 inhabitants, a commercial port, and a

coal-mine.

THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The Sulu or Jolo Archipelago. — The Spanish Sulus, lying north-east of the Bor-

nean littor.al, form a bi-idge between Borneo and the Philippines. They are supposed

to contain 100,000 inliabitaiits on about 950 square miles. It is a mountainous archi-

pelago divided into four subordinate groups, namely, the Tawi Tawi, Ta])ul, Jolo,

and Pangutarang groups. Before the recent conquest of the islands by tlie forces of

Castile and Leon,' their Mussulman Malays skimmed the seas of this Orient with as

much daring and courage as the pirates of Algiers, S.ale, and Tunis displayed in tlie

Mediterranean. Tl)eir pillaging expeditions were especially directed .against the

Visuya Islands, tliat ])art of tlie Philippines where the language resembled their own

most closely, and they carried off an average of 3000 captives yearly. Tlie present

capital, situated in the island of Jolo, was, and still is, a sm.all Mecca.

The Philippines.— The Philippines lie nortli of the equator, the northern islands

ai.proachiug ilie tropic of Cancer and at the same time the soutliern shore of China;

from the Chinese port of Hongkong to the nearest coast of Luzon, the chief island

of the Phirip])ines, it is hardly as far as from Marseilles to Algiers. From 112,000

to 110.000 square miles, controlled in fact or nominally by Spain, and 7 million

inhabitants constitute the possessions of this arcliipel.ago; it is volcanic like Jav.a,

and rivals the latter in opulence of soil and in climate, though not in acquired

riches. Its masters have not bled the Philippine soil ; the Spaniards of Manila first

of all built churches and cloisters and catechized the natives. Few colonies exist in

which less blood has been shed, and certainly none where the subject peojile has less

h.atred for its owners and law-givers. The Philippine Islanders, living under such

favoring circumstances, are not scorned by their masters, and they may be considered

as among the most fortunate of earth's inh.abitants.

1 The Snlu Archipelago was .innoxed by Spain in 1878. It embraces about 1.50 islands, many of the

smaller of which are uninhahitcd. They once formed, tosether with a portion of Xorth liorneo, an

independent state governed by a hereditary sultan, and possessing a regul.ar nobility of important politi-

cal influence. — En.
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They spend their clays free from care, in the shelter of forests in which every kind

of building and ship timber grows in abundance, and which give refuge to no ferocious

beasts,— at the foot of palm-trees, on the margin of fields of abaca or Manila hemp,

and of tobacco that rivals in quality that of Cuba itself. Of the 52 provinces of the

archipelago, which it is proposed to reduce to 18 (Mindanao aside), there is not one

which is not capable of being put under a high state of cultivation, owing to the excel-

The Volcano of Albav.

lence of the soil, to the six months' rains, locally known as coUas, and the six months'

sunlight of the season of the nortadas.

The Philippines were named in honor of the king who ruled from the Escorial in

1571, when Spain began the settlement of these shores which Magellan (or Magal-

hjies) had discovered 50 years before. This Portuguese navigator, in the service of

the Spaniards, had landed in 1521 at Butuan, on the large island of Mindanao, and

slxjrtly afterward lie died from an arrow-wound in a marsh on the island of Mactan

:

and there his remains repo>o to-day in a grove of tall mangrove-trees.

Luzon or Lucon, its Volcanoes. — Inhabitants, Languages, and Dependencies.— Luzon

was brought under the yoke of Spain as much through the jiatient toil of her mission-

aries as through the exploits of her soldiers. It is a large volcanic island, long, and

of quite uniform breadth. Manila Bay indents it on the south, just in the region

where the extensive Lake Bay robs the land surface of a considerable area; south of
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this lake, Luzon swells out and then narrows down to a slender tongue of land, the

Isthmus of Tayabas, which attaches the island on the south-east to the sj)lendid

Caraarines peninsula, or the peninsula of the Vicols, which is deeply indented and

very oddly shaped. Among the volcanoes of Luzon, the most famous is south of

Manila • it is named Taal, and it has three craters ; it rises out of Lake Bombon or

Bono-bong, from which flows a sliort river choked with sand : with a height of only

768 feet, it is remarkable as one of the lowest volcanoes in the world ; it has never-

theless made itself terribly dreaded, especially in 1754, when in full mid-day it

enveloped the capital, 47 miles distant, in the gloom of the darkest night. Its wrath

has been appeased, and in one of its craters slumbers a lake. East of Taal is the

superb peak of Majaijai (7326 feet), which has been quiescent since 1730. In the

land of the Vicols, Isarog (6450 feet) has not been in activity within historic limes

;

Iriga (8976 feet) overlooks the charming lake of Buhi, which was formed, it is said,

on the 4th of January, 1641, by an eruption which sunk one of the sides of the crater;

Mavon (7789 feet) or the Volcano of Albay, a magnificently symmetrical mountain, is

often roused to fury ; it is said that Bulusan strikingly resembles Vesuvius, having

two peaks, — one a bell-shaped dome, the eruption cone, the other a high ridge

similar to Monte Somma.

In the centre of Luzon, where the soil is so productive that pueblos of 10,000 to

20,000 inhabitants abound, the bulk of the population consists of Tagals, while

the Vicols predominate in the larger part of the Camarines jjcninsula, and all sorts of

small peoples occupy the north and centre of the trunk of the island. These last

include the invading Ilocanes, the warlike Parapangos, the highland Igorrotes,

—

valiant, hardened pagans who are said to have Chinese blood m their veins,— Panga-

sinanes, cannibal Ifugaos who have not been converted to the Roman Catholic faith,

and Ibanags, who are Cliristians to-day, but who struggled bravely for their indepen-

dence; and in the loneliest and most elevated and remote districts live the Negritos,

Aetas, or Itas, as they are variously called ; they are autochthonous savages, and, as

their Spanish name implies, they are Negroes of small stature ; they have big lips,

woolly hair, and flat noses. They were not without influence in the formation of tlie

Tagal race, for it must be admitted that the preponderant people of Luzon is derived

from a fusion of the natives with the Mussulmans who invaded the archipelago about

ten centuries ago. The Negritos are not confined to Luzon, but are to be found in

Mindanao, in Negros, which is named from them, and in other islands : in all they

number from 20,000 to 25,000.

The Tagals or Tagalocs have been fashioned by the Spanish missionaries into a

good-natured, amiable, inoffensive race; they are distinguished for tlieir nimbleness

rather than for physical strength, though their supple, well formed bodies are not

wholly lacking in vigor. Like many eastern peoples, they bear pain unflinchingly,

almost indifferently, and they face death without shrinking. They will fight heroic-

ally for their masters, but they do their toil in a listless fashion : they are addicted

to chewing the betel-nut. Their anmsements consist of theatrical performances, cock-

fights, musical entertainments, and dancing exhibitions. As Manila, one of the great

emporiums of the East, lies on their territory, they have been subjected to a greater

number of intermixtures than most of the other islanders, and they seem to be farther

removed than the others from the true Malay type, as, for exam])le, than the Visayas,

Their Tagaloc language is gaining on the various idioms of the north and on the

Vicol tongue in the east ; since the arrival of the Spaniards, it has denationalized the
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west of the Camarines peninsula and the islands of Mindoro, Marinduque, and

Polillo. It is spoken by 1,200,000 men. It abounds in particles, and in affixes which

are capable of modifying the sense of the verbs so as to express the most delicate

shades of meaning; compared with Malay, in which these "altering" particles are

far fewer, it is a difficult idiom. Tagaloc once had its own alphabet, but it was long

ago abandoned for the Roman' characters : with the exception of a few more or less

obscene songs, a few funeral chants, and scraps of legends, its literature is worthless,

consisthig mainly of platitudes imitated from the Spanish.

The 350,000 Vicols occupy the greater part of the Camarines peninsula, and

various coastal islands. They are a peaceable, submissive nation, by no means on a

level with the vigorous, proud-spirited, and courageous Tagals ; nearly all of them

long ago adopted the religion ]ireached to them by the missionaries, and Spain has

few more obedient subjects. They are Malay in race, and they speak a Malay dialect

which very closely resembles Tagaloc.

The exact number of the Chinese population of Luzon is unknown ; there are

more than 20,000 in Manila, and the entire group of the Philippines contains perhaj^s

50,000. The native has little love for them, because they are more successful garden-

ers, agriculturists, and fishermen than he is himself ; they are odious to the white man
because they find wealth where the less patient and less plodding European finds

l)overty, or, at the most, a bare subsistence. The Spaniards have vainly sought for a

long time to keep them out of the archipelago by means of exorbitant special taxes

and custom-duties, .and excessive license-r.ates. The Sanglays, as the Chinese are

called here, liave been massacred, hanged, and clubbed to death by thousands, at four

or five different periods ; those who escaped the knife, the rope, or the bludgeon fled to^

the sea, where they were drowned, or to the woods, where they died of starvation ; .at

other times they have been banished en bloc. But the exiled always return, the dead
are always replaced, and, after each fresh attempt to rid the land of these aliens, the
" Indians " and Whites see e.ase once more entering the hut of the Chinese gardener,

fishermen, or Laborer, and fortune seated in the office of the Chinese merchant or in

the counting-house of the Chinese biinker. And gradually, from the alli.ance of the

abhorred foreigners with the Tagal women, a powerful cross-breed race is growing uji,

called the Mestizos Chinos, or Mestizos de Sanglay,' already numbering more than

200,000 persons.

The Whites, who are still very few in number, are nearly all Castilians, and there

are perhaps not more th.an a half as many Creoles as there are Chinese in the entire

archipelago. The Spanish language is slowly taking possession of the schools .and of

commerce, but it is not in general use yet anywhere except in the vicinity of the

cai)ital, in the provinces of M.anila and Cavite. But the future undoubtedly belongs

to it.

All these constituents— Christians or pagans, T.agals, Vicols, Chinese and Sang-

lays, Whites and Creoles, the subjugated and the untamed— form a nation of 3j-

million luen, including the neighboring islands.

The chief of these de|)eiident islands are: in the extreme north, the volcanic

Babuyanes; — on the east, Polillo (290 sq. ra.), where Tagaloc is spoken;— east of-

the Camarines peninsuki, Cat.anduanes (625 sq. m.), where Vicol is in use;— in the

1 Strictly speaking, tlie Mestizos de Saiiglay are hybrids derived from tlio lawful marriage of the

Chinese witli native women. Tlio cross-breeds resulting from illegitimate unions are much mote
nimierous than the Sanglays properly so called.
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south, Miiuloro (3800 sq. m.), which is gradually becoming Tagalizeil; Mariiuluque

(288 sq. m.), which is also being subjected to the Tagal sjjeech ; Eurias and Ticao, in

which Vicol is spoken ;
— Masbate (1275 sq. in.), where Vicol is in use in the north

and Visaya in the south.

The Visaya Islands.— The Visayas, wlio are Malays like the Tagals and the

Vicols, and who are much more numerous than these two peoples combined, number

fully 2Jr million ; their language is closely related to that of the Tagals and the

Vicols. They dwell in superb islands embracing an area of 23,000 to 27,000 s<iuare

miles, not including their settlements on the eastern and northern coast of Mindanao,

where thev form an important element. They are Christianized and civilized on the

coasts and " Inhdols " in the uplands; they are either pure-blooded Malays or ^Malays

crossed with divere races, notably with the Negritos. Their possessions include : the

south of Masbate ;— Samar, an island of 4834 square miles and 185,000 inhabitants,

separated by a narrow strait from Leyte, which covers 2717 square miles and contains

a population of 270,000; — Bohol (1143 sq. m. and, with Siquijor, 244,000 iidiabi-

tants), not volcanic ;— Cebu, where it is said the best Visaya is spoken; this very

long, narrow, and marvellously graceful island is similar to Bohol : it never had any

craters, and it contains neither basalts nor lavas ; nearly 505,000 inhabitants are sup-

ported on its 2125 square miles;— Negros (3.344 sq. m.), with a mountain 8200 feet

high called Malespina, the only active volcano on the archipelago ; among its 242,000

inhabitants, it is doubtful whether there are 10,000 of those Negritos from which the

name of the island is derived ;— Panay, which is very densely peopled since it con-

tains 734,000 souls on 4568 square miles;— Tablas (270 scj. m.), Romblon, and

Sibuyan, which together liave 35,000 inhabitants on 517 square miles;— Paragua (or

Palawan), from 10 to 30 miles wide but with a length of nearly 280 and an area of

5430 square miles ; it support^ a mountain 6844 feet high : it was long neglected by

Spain, and is only imperfectly known and imperfectly subjugated at present; it is one

of tlie most favored islands of this favored archipelago;— finally, north of Paragua,

on the way to Mindoro, are the Calamianes.

Mindanao.— This is a superb island, one of the largest of Megalonesia, embracing

an area of about 38,500 square miles; the Spaniards have not yet been able, or they

have not cared, to bring it under comjilete subjection to their law and faith ; Spain,

in fact, possesses nothing but a few strips of coast-land here ; the rest of the country

belongs to mountain tribes, for the most part pagans, and to 3foros, as the Castilians

term the Mussulmans; the latter are M.'days, and only recently they were pirates, but

their lj)rigandage was broken up when Spain annexed the Sulu Islands (1878). Chris-

tian and "Latin" Mindanao is limited to a few forts and pueblos of the jirovince of

Surigao, on the north and east, and to the province of Zamboanga, at the terminus of

the large western jieninsula, which bears the same rel.ation to Mindanao that the large

eastern jieninsula of the Vicols does to Luzon.

These few Sj»aniards with the Tagals who followed them, the Visayas of the

northern and eastern littorals, the Malays of the various sultanates, the tribes of

the interior, the autochthonous Negritos driven back into the densest woods and into

the most inaccessible mountains,— all this jiopulation is estimated at 209/)00. The

Philip])ine Islanders sometimes witness eruptions from their mountain-to])s, for vol-

canic Mindanao forms the jiedestal of at least three volcanoes that have not yet been

chilled by age. Apo (10,312 feet), which is thought to be the loftiest peak in the

island, overlooks Davao Bay, a magnificent itidentation of the southern coast.
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Among the dependencies of Mindanao, Dinagat (413 sq. m.) and Siargao, both of

tliem Visayan, rise east of the northern point of the island, and Basilan (or Isabella)

fronts tlie southern })oint, on tlie path from Zaraboanga to the Sulii Islands. Basilan

(405 sq. m.) is mountainous like all the Philippines. It belongs to Malay pirates,

whose practices are continually interfered witii by the Spaniards.

Manila (pop. 270,000) is the capital city of Luzon as well as of the entire archi-

pelago. It borders the ample Bay of Manila (which h.as a coast^line of about 95

miles), at the embouchure of the Pasig, a river draining Lake Bay, On one bank

rises the walled town of Manila ; on the other are several commereial suburbs, of

which the most thoroughly Chinese, or, in other words, the most active, is Binondo.

Like Havana, Manila has a world-wide f.ime for the cigars which it manufactures.

The earthquakes of 1796, 1824, 1835, 18G.3, and 1882 caused great destruction to the

city. It is the oldest European town in the East except Goa.

MICRONESIA.

Micronesia, Melanesia, Polynesia.— East and south-east of Mcgalonesia, small

islands and islets dot the bosom of the Pacific, from Asia and Australia to the double

continent of America. The name Micronesia, or Small Islands, has been given to

this part of the globe in distinction from Megalonesia, or Great Islands. It comprises

:

Micronesia in the restricted application of the term, that is, the little islands east of

the Philippines; Melanesia, or the islands of the Blacks, lying east of New Guinea,

which is still Negro, and of Australia, which has ceased to be such ; and Polynesia, or

the Numerous Islands, east of Micronesia and Melanesia.

The small and weak Micronesian peoples cainiot hope for long life. Among some
of them the English have quartered themselves and are imposing upon them their

faith and their language ; the otliei-s belong either to Spain or France ; these will

necessarily become Castilian or French in speech, and will be compelled to bid a final

adieu to the primitive jiast ; lastly, Germany is also taking possession of certain

archipelagoes in Micronesia, notwithstanding the loud protestations of England.

LITTLE MICRONESIA.

The Small Islands and Their Charming Islanders.— The Micronesian archipelagoes

are clusters of coral roofs encircling lagoons. They occupy less than a three-thou-

sandth ])art of their sea, which has an area one and two-thirds times that of the

United States. It is between the Polynesian Islands, Melanesia, the Phili|)pines, and

Japan that they emerge from the mighty Pacific Ocean. On these small tracts of

land, all nature is. on a small scale. The vegetation corresponds with the size of the

islands themselves, and no large, i)owerful, magnificent animal is to be seen hoi-e.

The 94,000 (?) inhabitants of the 600 islands of Micronesia, which together

embrace 1360 square miles, are the most mildly dis])Osed of all the islanders of the

globe. They are as far i-enioved from the unchastity of the Tahitians as from the

1 For present status of the Micronesian Islands see pages 899-901.
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cannibalism of the New Zealanders and Fiji Islanders ; the missionaries who liave

labored among them have always been struck by their remarkable excellence of dispo-

sition. They are delicate and well formed rather than tall and robust. They bear a

strong likeness to the Polynesians witli whom they have mixed in the archipelagoes

of the south-east. They have long though not thick beards, and beautiful black

hair; it is not rare to see a very noble cast of features among them. They tattoo

themselves. The sea has no terror for them, for in their little islands they live face to

face with the ocean, and familiarize themselves from their earliest years with its out-

bursts of wrath : they manage their pirogues with extraordinary boldness, skill, pre-

cision, and safety.

Their idioms, which show the influence of the Polynesian tongue in the eastern

archipelagoes, are less soft and harmonious than the dialects of this latter language,

and are not lacking, like them, in sibilants. Very many of the Micronesians have been

converted to Christianity through the teachings of the missionaries, some of whom
are Roman Catholics, while the rest belong to various Protestant sects.

Mariana Archipelago.— The Spaniards, who have ruled over this group of islands

since 1668, have attached it officially to the Philippines, as a 53d province. The
Marianas are also known as the Ladrones. The name Islas de los Ladrones, or

"Islands of the Thieves," was given them by the ship's crew of Magellan, on account

of the thieving propensities of the inhabitants. Magellan himself called them Islas

de los Yelas Latinas, or "Islands of the Lateen Sails"; they lie in a northerly and

southerly direction, nearly midway between New Guinea and Jajjan, between the

lOlh and 20th parallels of north latitude. All together they comj)rise only about 440

square miles,with less than 11,000 inhabitants, nearly all of whom are grouped on the

largest island, Guajan; like all the other members of the archipelago, Guajan is vol-

canic and mountainous. It is said that in 1.521, when Magellan landed on the islands,

they su])ported 100,000 islanders, though according to other estimates they numbered
only 50,000 or even less. The present population is derived from the Spaniards, who
have immigrated one by one from the Philippines and Mexico, and from Tagals

who have arrived from Luzon.

The governor, who is dependent upon the Captain-General in Manila, resides at

Agafia, in Guajan.

The Carolines and the Pelews.'— The Carolines, which have been officially depend-

ent on Spain since 1733, are so widely scattered that fully 1780 miles separate the

first on the west from the l.ast on the e.ast ; they lie between the 5th and 10th paral-

lels north latitude. The entire archipelago, numbering 500 islands or islets, embraces

only 560 square miles, with 25,000 inhabitants; the clim.ate is cliarming and always

equable, for the beneficent ocean furnishes at all seasons a superabundant supply of

wai'm rain to all these little archipelagoes.

Tlie Carolines include only 38 islands of any considerable size ; they exhibit two
different kinds of nature. Some are mountainous, abounding in streams, with luxuri-

ant vegetation, and adorned with Avonderful ferns ; the others are low, flat, and dry,

consisting of arid coral, and covered with trees the foliage of which is blighted by
the salt sea-breezes. There are only three that rise above a very mediocre altitude,

namely: graceful and enchanting Ualan or Kusai ; Rouk or Trouk or Hogolu, which
alone contains a half of the Carolinos (others say a third) ; and Ponape, which, though
the largest of the 500 islands, is only 12 miles across : it bears a mountain 2979 feet

high. It is in Ponape or Ascension Island, (pop. 5000) that the Protestantism brought

I See pages 900-901.
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into the Carolines by the Wesleyan missionaries lias had the least effect ujjon the prim-

itive characteristics of the peojjle. Througli the labors of these missionaries, the

English language has been quite widely diffused in Ponape and the other islands of

the grou]). They have been aided in this work by ministers of an entirely different

order— the whalers, who are experts in all sorts of vice.

One of the low Carolines, Yap or Guap, which contains only 2000 inhabitants,

was far more jwpulous before the Whites entered the island. The same was true of

Ponape, where dwelt, it is said, more than 15,000 persons only thirty years ago;
Kusai also, which has cyclopean ruins,^ with basaltic walls 16 to 20 feet in thickness,

Papuan PiiioGUEs.

bears witness that a more energetic, more skilful, and more numerous people once
occupied the Carolines— those Sporades where Polynesians, Malays, Yellows, and
doubtless Papuans, have encountered one another.— Out of these elements has sprung-

a graceful race in which beauty is not rare, either among the men or the women.

' The ruins of Ponape are still more remarlcable than those of Knsai Island. At Metalanien harbor,
on the bank of a creek, rises a massive wall constmcted of basaltic prisms, about :?00 foetin length and 85
feet high. There is a gate-way openinR on to the creek, through which the visitor passes over a sill made
of enormous basaltic columns laid flat, and entei-s a large court, on the inside of the outer walls of which
is a terrace, also Imilt of basaltic prisms. The court is divided into three parts by low walls, and in the
centre of each division is a closed chamber, likewise built of basaltic columns and rnnfcd with the same.
There are no basaltic columns near the ruins, but verj' fine ones are to be found about 10 miles distani
over .an impassable stretch of country. They must, therefore, have been carried down to the coast and
then conveyed here by water. The origin of these ruins is of as great interest as that of the huge images
Bound on Easter Island. For a description of them, see C. F. Wood's Yadalny Cruise in the South
Seag. — Ed.
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The Pelews rise west of the Carolines on the way to Mindanao. They contain

11,000 inhabitants, a small, a])athetic, and discouraged people, constituting the sole

remnant of 40,000 or 50,000 happy, gay, ingenious, and industrious islanders. Their

disheartenment and death date from their earliest contact with the Eurojieans, and

yet Europe h.as neither extorted from them, nor trodden them under foot, nor con-

taminated them.

The Marshall Islands.— East of the Carolines, north and south of the 10th par-

allel, is the 3Iarsliall grouji ; it is composed of low, coralline islands, which are divided

into the Kalick chain (on the west) and the Kadaclc (on the east). 1'hey numlier

from twenty-eight to thirty, not including the most diminutive; they form a remark-

ahly scattered "empire" of perha])S lb\ square miles, with less than lli,000 inhaiii-

tants, among whom the English planters of Queensland and of the Fiji Islands recruit

the ranks of their so-called free laborers. This going and coming of workingmen —
a small proportion of them return to the country after the expiration of their con-

tracts— and the preaching of the Protestant missionaries have been the means of

teaching the English language to a large number of the islanders ; and above all,

through these influences the natives have been induced to discard many of their old

ideas, abandon the old ways of living, and change their costumes and orn.aments for

those of civilized societies. This transforming process has in a measure been destruc-

tive to nuan himself, for humanity always comes out of the great work of civilization

mutilated.

Jaluit is one of the principal atolls of the Marshall group ; it is so large that from

the centre the curtain of palms stretching around its girdle of 56 islets is only

dimly visible. About a thousand men, or perhaps not more than 500, have their huts

on these 56 coralline levees.

The Gilbert or Kingsmill Islands.— The equator cuts this cluster of 18 low islands

or atolls, stretching along 525 miles but embracing not more than 165 sqiuire miles;

the largest island covers 15 square miles. As they are of coralline formation, they

lack soil and water and are consequently unfruitful ; the little grain that springs up

is devoured by the rats, which abound in all the islands. The climate is mild and

healthful, and the inhabitants number fully 35,000. Hardly anything grows sponta-

neously except cocoa-palms and the pandanus. The peojile subsist m.ainly on what

they i)rocure from the sea. Tiie present population is derived from the alliance of

Caroline natives with the Polynesians from the Samoa Islands. Taputeouea contains

7500 inhabitants on its 10 square miles, or 750 to the square mile. These are

all fishermen and all skilful canoe-builders. Their little dwellings are gathered

in large villages behind canoe-sheds, in the shadow of the trees wliich j>roduce

the coco.a-oil which they sell and the karaka on which they become intoxicated.

" irStels de ville " dominate the massed houses ; one of these marvellously well con-

structed council-chambers and common residences on the island of Buritari, is

over 260 feet long and 100 broad
;

yet these children of nature use neither iron

nor nails, .and it is with the fibre of the cocoa-jialm that they fasten their large

structures together.

English missionaries are actively eng.nged in preaching the Gospel to the inhabi-

tants of the Gilbert Islands. Labor contractors come here for recruits, from the Fiji

Islands, from Samoa, from Queensland, and also, but rarely, from Tahiti and

New Caledonia. In giving themselves up to this species of slavery, the islanders

escape civil wars, massacres, and tyrainiy. '
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The EUice Islands. — The eight Ellice Islands, which are purely coralline like all

Jlicronesia, togetiier cover 170 square miles; tliey are scattered over the sea, a few

degrees north of llie Fiji Islands, between the lOtii and 13tli parallels of south lati-

tude. There are only 2500 inhabitants, 1000 of whom are in Nauomea.

MELANESIA.

The largest division of Melanesia, the most extensive land of the Papuans, is New
Guinea, the situation of which joins it to Australia; but its size ranks it in Megalo-

nesia. Outside of New Guinea and Bismarck Archijjelago, the Melanesian grou])S

are : the Solomon Islands, the Santa Cruz Islands, New Hebrides, New Caledonia,

and the Fiji Islands.

The Solomon Islands. — The Solomon Islands prolong the Island of Tombara in a

south-easterly direction, and are, like it, the lofty projections above the waves of a

great submarine cordillera. They are comprised nearly between the 5tli and Tith

parallels of south latitude; they are all mountainous, and generally volcanic with a

girdle of coral reefs; from north-west to south-east, they are :
—

Bougainville, which bears the name of the great navigator who did the most

toward the e.vploration of this portion of the seas;— Choiseul, thus called from a con-

temporary of Bougainville, an active, zealous, patriotic minister wlio aspired to colo-

nize for France, but was unable to do it owing to the decrepit condition of his

country, and also because in those days of ]Ailosophy and cosmopolitanism tlie laws

of climate were unknown;— Ysabel, the deep forests of whicii are dominated by

Mount Marescot (3901 feet);— Malayta, which supports a mountain of 4265 feet;

— Guadalcanal, which is loftier than its sisters, having a peak of 8530 feet, and a vol-

cano which smokes continuously;— San Christoval or Bauro, with summits equalling

those of Malayta, etc.,— in all 12,163 square miles, with perhaps 170,000 Papuan

iidiabitants. These robust, agile men are noted for their remarkable keetmess of

vision; they have the scent of a dog and are admirable canoeists; they delight in

tattooing themselves, and are excessively fond of ornament, loading themselves with

bi'acelets, nose and ear ornaments, necklaces, etc.

The Santa Cruz Islands.— These are all small islands even to Santa Cruz (properly

Nitendi), which gives its name to the grou]), and Vanikoro, which the shipwreck of

La Peroiise has made famous. It is estimated that 5000 Blacks occupy the 723

square miles of the Santa Cruz archipelago. It lies between the 10th and 12th ]>ar-

allels S., and continues the direction of the great archipelago of New Hebrides

toward the north.

The New Hebrides.' — Both France and Australia covet the possession of tliese

very fertile islands. The country, though mountainous, is at the same time swampy

;

the climate is hot but tempered by the sea breezes. The inhabitants are Papuans

with woolly liair and heavy beards ; they are said to be of mild disjiosition, except in

their wars, which often end with cannibal banquets. The New Hebrides form the

chief recruiting-ground of the labor traffic. The British of Queensland and of the

Fiji Islands, and the French of New. Caledonia employ these savages on their 2'lanta-

1 See page 901.
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tioiis; some go also to the Samoan group and the Sandwich Islands. The fact that

there are no interpreters in the various languages of tlie archipelago proves con-

clusively that the natives who are taken away under various pretexts cannot be made

to understand for what or where they are going.

By adding to the New Ileltrides Banks's Islands, their natural annex, it is esti-

mated that there are 85,000 Blacks here on 5116 square miles. The 15th parallel S.

]«sses over Espiritu Santo (1875 sq. m.). This island, the largest and most populous

of the grou]i, is properly called Merena ; it supports 30,000 inhabitants. It has a

length of 80 miles, with a breadth of 40. It contains beautiful mountains, two charm-

ing rivers (the Jordan and the San Salvador), and extensive woods. No bird-song

A View in the ^ew HiiumuEs.

enlivens the forests, for the feathered tribes are i-are here ; rare also are the animals

of any considerable size.

Mallicolo, the second largest island of the grouji, covers 876 square miles and

contains 12,000 inhabitants. It is girt with coral reefs. A woman here exchanges

for from six to ten ]iigs, according to her beauty, or rather her ugliness.

Ambrym, on which smokes a volcano 3501 feet in height, is very rich in cocoanut-

trees, but it is almost destitute of fresh water. Its small neighbor, Lopevi, is bur-

dened with a volcano 4987 feet in height, supposed to be the loftiest mountain of the

New Hebrides.

The coralline though very fruitful Sandwich, the Efat or the Vat6 of the New
Ilebrideans, has only a few thousand inhabitants, who are accustomed (or were once

accustomed) to devour their enemies scrupulously after a battle.
;
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Erromango, consisting of coral, with a very thin layer of soil, nevertheless has a

luxuriant growth of trees, and a great deal of sandal-wood has been taken from it.

It is the third island in size, but supports only 2000 inhabitants on 402 square miles.

Tanna contains a still active volcano, called Yasowa. The islanders, who, tliough

undersized, are possessed of some Ijeauty of features, seem to have drawn to a certain

degree upon the Polynesian stock. A woman here is worth only one large, well fatted

]>ig. The Tannaites never slay a man of their own tribe for the table, but woe to the

shipwrecked alien whom fate casts upon these basaltic coasts. He is pursued with

bludgeon, lance, stone hatchet, javelin, sling, poisoned arrow, and even the carbine

;

then the savages breakfast on his flesh. They do not hesitate to eat a man of the

tribe, or even a near friend, provided he dies a natural death. Sometimes it is a

body taken from a grave, and just on the point of putrefaction, whicli makes the

dainiy feast of the Tannaites (numbering, it is said, 10,000). The flesh of the white

man, though leathery and salt, is preferred by them to pork even in its best condition
;

but the flesh of the Black is said to be far superior to that of the White.

Aneiteum is edged with coral; its mountains rise from 3300 to 3900 feet; the

Scotch have converted the small number of inhabitants— who are tall, handsome

Melanesians— into a Christian community. This island, the most southern of the

New Hebrides, lies south of the 20th jiarallel, opjjosite the Loyalty Islands, which

form a part of New Caledonia.

These constitute the principal islands of the New Hebrides group ; the natives are

diminishing because of constant internecine warfare, the prevalence of all sorts of

diseases, and because of the small number of births (the women are far fewer in

number than the men), and, above all, because of the activity of emigration. A year

has often witnessed the departure of 0000 islanders, and not more than a half or

two-thirds of these ever return. Those who remain are becoming Anglicized or Gal-

licized in language, and are gradually adopting more civilized customs. The French

have acquired extensive territory in the New Hebrides ; in some cases, these posses-

sions consist of entire islands (which are naturally small), in others of large estates on

the major islands, such as Es])iritu Santo, Mallicolo, and Sandwich. Savagery and

cannibalism will soon disapjjear, and at the same time the twenty or thirty languages

which are s])oken to-day in the archipelago will be effaced.

NEW CALEDONIA.

Healthfulness of New Caledonia. — Convicts and Kanakas.—New Caledonia will

not long remain Melanesian. The Whites must in a few years outnumber the Blacks.

When the French took possession of the island in 1853, it was estimated— though

too liberally, as is always the case in an unknown country— that it contained 50,000

to 60,000 Blacks ; at present they number only 25,000.

What more inappropriate name could have been bestowed upon this land ? What
likeness has it to misty and, in places, almost dusky Scotland? Certainly the

skies are not the same, nor the moimtains, nor the forest, nor m.an, for New Caledonia

lies within the tropics, between 20° 10' and 22'^ 26' south latitude, 800 miles east of

the Australian littoral of Queensland. It contains very few plains and it offers few
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broad valleys to the white settler, who has notliing to fear from the charming and
equable climate ; despite the swamps, New Caledonia is marvellously healthful owing
to the sea-breezes, the favorable slope of the land, the porousness of much of the soil,

and possibly to the abundant growths of the aromatic timber-tree called Niaouli.

The surface is almost wholly mountainous, and serpentine is the prevailing rock. The
mountains are here naked, there wooded, and almost everywhere glutted with metals,

which include iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, antimony, and gold. Iron predominates

among the extinct volcanoes of the south, where nature is dry and the herbage harsh.

Gold abounds in the north, especially in the district watered by the Diahot, the prin-

cipal stream of the island, which rises near mountains supposed to contain the culmi-

nating summits (5578 feet). Very pretty torrents, shorter than the Diahot, but

abundant, since the very lowest annual rainfall is fully 3 feet, drop in cascades into

the littoral zone ; several of them are discharged into magnificent bays,— small,

smooth seas protected from the mighty waves and fierce tempests of the open deep

by their girdle of corals.

There are many richly timbered districts that are destitute of powerful animals.

Before the arrival of the Europeans no large beasts roamed through the extensive

forests in which grow mast-like pines (Araucaria Cookii), palm-trees, and cocoanut-

trees, banana-trees, bamboos, India rubber-trees, bread-trees, and the imperishable

houp, from which the natives construct their boats. There were only small animals

on the island, and almost songless birds. The white man has introduced the horse,

the ox, the stag, the sheep, the goat, and the pig into these silent, deserted valleys.

This rich, though not opulent nature was worthy to become the inlieritance of the

best peasant families of the country whose power has been established here since

1853; but France saw fit to send hither her political exiles (shortly afterward recalled

by her), her convicts,— thieves, incendiaries, parricides, mati-icides, fratricides, and

assassins of all sorts. Out of the 16,000 White Caledonians, 10,000 belong to the

criminal class : some are still in chains, others have served out their sentences, but

are not allowed to return to France; many have received grants of land from the

agricultural penitentiaries. Unfortunately, New Caledonia is so small that the peo-

ple who are reputed to be honest cannot easily absorb the manifestly dissolute throng

that already peoples in part its city and its most fertile country districts. What was
possible in Australia is not so in an island only one four-hundred-fortieth as large.

Against the 16,000 Whites, there are 25,300 chocolate-colored Papuans. The men
are ugly, while the women, with their frizzly hair, big noses, flabby breasts, and with

a pipe always in their mouths, are absolutely frightful. Before the Roman Catholic

missionaries began their labors here, these people were cannibals, but they now feast

on yams and taro. They are gradually learning the French language. The 16,000

Whites and 25,300 Blacks make together 41,300 inhabitants dwelling under the clem-

ent New Caledonian sky, from which descends neither cold nor heat, the temperature

ranging on the shore from 48° to 90° F. To these 41,300 must be added the New
ITebrideans, the Chinese, the Negroes from Africa, and the Indians from the Malabar

Coast, who are brought here by the "labor dealers" and most of whom remain in the

island after the expiration of their contracts. In all, the population may be rated at

44,000, or at 62,700 inclusive of the Isle of Pines and the Loyalty Islands. New
Caledonia embraces 6680 square miles ; it has a length of 233 miles, a breadth of 30

to 37, and a coast-line of 620; the eastern slope is much narrower and much more
rugged than the western.
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Noum^i (pop. 5000), the capital, on the south-western coast, has a fine harbor on

a clinrining bay. It lies near Mont d'Or (2543 feet), wiiich is said to have been thus

named by an officer who w^as a native of Auvergne ; the name ouglit, therefore, to be

spelled Mont Dore.

New Caledonia has two dependencies : the Isle of Pines, 30 miles to the south-

east ; and the Loyalties, lying 60 miles to the eastward, across a very deep sea.

The Isle of Pines.— This island, which.is of coral itself and surrounded by coral

reefs, has a chain of littoral hills, the loftiest of which rises 1483 feet above the seas.

A Valley neak Noumea.

The centre forms a j)lateau about 250 feet above sea-level, on which ferns abound
;

the hills and valleys of the coast are clothed with tall, pillar-like pines which have

won for the island its name of Isle of Pines; the native name is Knnie. Like

New Caledonia, this island served at first as a penitentiary for political offenders. It

is now used l)y the French as the residence of prisoners not condemned to labor, who
are sent over from New Caledonia. No more favored retreat could be found for

these men, for the sea-breezes make the climate mild and beneficent. Tilie Papuans,

who numbered a thousand when France took possession here, are now reduced to 500

or 600.

The Loyalty Islands.— This small chain of islands runs parallel to New Caledonia,

from north-west to south-east ; it cotrvi^rises three good-sized islands and a large num-
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ber of islets, embracing in all 830 square miles, with 16,500 inhabitants. It is a coral-

line archipelago which has been uplifted by volcanic action to two or three hundred

feet above the sea. The largest and at the same time the central island is Lifu,

which covers 440 square niiles and reaches a height of nearly 300 feet ; it has a pop-

ulation of 8000. To the south-east of Lifu lies Mare or Nengone (250 square miles),

with an elevation of a little over 300 feet ; north-west of Lifu is Uvea or Uea, cov-

ering only 62 square miles. A belt of cocoanut-trees girdles these islands close to the

coast. Behind the palms is the Sout ; behind the Sont is the forest; and, lastly, in

the very centre rises a plateau of sheer coral, on which a dry, tasteless grass grows.

It is only in the Sout, in hollows where mould collects, tliat tlie Kanakas of the Loy-

alty Islands can cultivate food-plants.

Under the teachings of the missionaries the inhabitants of the Loyalties have been

converted to Christianity, and nearly all of them now profess the Protestant or the

Roman Catholic faith; beside their maternal dialects, they speak either English or

French, or more generally Bishelamar, a childish patois formed from a mixture of

Polynesian, Papuan, English, and French. The use of Bishelamar is not confined to

the Loyalties ; it is heard likewise in New Caledonia, the New Hebrides, and elsewhere.

THE FIJI ISLANDS.

The Fijis and Fijians.— Cannibalism. — This charming archipelago extends from
the 16th almost to the 20th parallel of south latitude ; it is about 1250 miles distant

from the New Zealand Auckland, 1860 from the Australian Sydney, and about 5000

from the American San Francisco. It is composed of two large islands,— Viti Levu,

or Great Viti, and Vanua Levu, or Great Land,— and possibly 300 small islands,

most of which are encircled by cor.al reefs.

Viti Levu lies under the 18th parallel and extends 85 to 95 miles from west to

east, with a widtli of 25 to 60 ; the area is nearly 4630 square miles. A belt of land

suited to the growth of cotton and sugar-cane and having considerable breadth toward

the soutli-east. though very narrow elsewhere, runs around the extinct volcanoes,

which rise from 3000 to 5000 feet. Viti Levu possesses the jirincipal river of the

archijielago, the Reva Reva, which pours into the ocean, through four mouths, a

mean of 8368 cubic feet per second. Considering the size of the island, the Reva
Reva surely merits its other name of Via Levu or Great Stream ; its abundance is due

to the copiousness of the rains; it is estimated that the mean annual fall on the

Fiji Islands is about 108 inches (in 155 days). Here 95, there 120 or 150, are

received, and even 240 in places situated in the patli of the monsoon.

Vanua Levu rises north-east of Viti Leva, between the 16th and 17th parallels;

it is a little longer than the sister island, having a length of 100 miles, but it is much
narrower, as its width is scarcely 25 miles from sea to sea. The area is 2510 square

miles. LikesViti, it is of volcanic origin ; but it apjiarently attains not over a half the

height of Viti, the culminating summits liaving an altitude of 2300 to 2600 feet.

Compared with these two small continents, where the forests are leafy and deep,

the other islands count for almost nothing; most of them ai'e little else than naked

islets or coral reefs that make the sea extremely dangerous to navigation. The
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entire archipelago covers a little less tiian 8000 square miles, and sup|)orts at the very

most 122,000 Fijians, or, more ])roperIy, Vitiaiis, for the correct apjiellatioii of the

group is the Vitis ; the Englisii, its present owners, adopted the name of Fijis, and

this is now tlie official title.

Though subject to the Whites, the Fiji Islands have as yet few white inhabitants,

— about 2000, nearly all of whom are of English speech. These are employed in the

government service and in trading, or cultivating on very fruitful estates coffee,

bananas, cacao, sugar-cane, and other plants, the growth of which is dependent upon

great heat and abundant rains. The insignificant number of these English, Austra-

lians, Americans, and Germans is not due to the fact that the climate is destructive to

the European element. Though the annual mean is 81.5'', witli extremes of 56.75='

and 95°, the sea-breezes, the elevation and favorable slope of the surface, and the

swift flowing rivers, make the archipelago healthful. The Whites do not perform the

work on the plantations themselves, but employ for this purpose laborers obtained

mainly from among the New Hebrideans of Tanna and from the Gilbert and Bis-

marck archipelagoes. As for the natives, who hate to labor for the white foreigner,

they number 111,000, the remnant of 150,000 found here by the English when they

took possession of the islands in 1874. The Fijians, who are slightly mixed with

Polynesians from the Tonga and Wallis groups, are Papuans with enormous masses of

hair rolled up like a ball. At a distance they have the appearance of wearing a high,

black turban a foot and a half in diameter. Until very recently (not moi-e than

twenty or thirty years ago) human flesh w.is the Fijian's greatest luxury. This canni-

balism had its source in gormandisra ; no excuse could be found for it in necessity, as

was the case among the savages of the sterile archipelagoes. "In former times, every

Fijian chief fattened slaves for his table. The method of slaughter was to knock

them down- with a club or dash out their brains against a stone. Tainted or gamy

flesh was considered preferable to that freshly killed. A human body was known as

" long pig." The victim was not always killed before being cooked ; thousands were

thrown alive into the ovens to be roasted on a bed of red-hot stones, under a layer of

dirt and leaves. The doomed man was often compelled to make ready the oven him-

self and gather the wood to heat it. The chief of one of the tribes inhabiting this

inhuman land was accustomed, whenever a slave had been served up on his princely

table, to deposit a large stone in a spot selected by him for keeping his accounts,

When he died, although he was not very old, the pile of stones had become a hill, for

he had eaten 872 human beings, among whom were numbered as many frien<1s and

feal subjects as indifferent individuals or enemies. Through the lab'ors of the mis-

sionaries, the Fijians have been induced to renounce cannibalism; many of them have

been converted to Protestantism, but the majority remain faithful to the ancient ideas

of the race, to its old conception of the visible and invisible, to its worship of natural

forces, or, in other words, to its paganism. The converts have adopted European

dress, and now, instead of being naked and clean, they are covered with dirt and

vermin.

Before the Europeans became masters of the destinies of this archipelago, canni-

alism was so universal, men were so zealously hunted down, wars were so numerous,

and affrays so bloody, that it was impossible for the Fijian nation to grow. Since

the Whites prohibited head-hunting, thus doing away with one of the principal

causes of the decrease of population, the P^ijians have not profited by the peace estab-

lished in their land. The families, instead of increasing, are even diminishing, not
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on account of the high death-rate, but because of the low birth-rate. It is said that

there are towns on the islands where more than twenty deaths occur to every two or

tliree births, and the country is full of deserted villages. Around these little towns

stone walls are crumbling which once defended the inmates against the raids of the

semi-Polynesians of Tonga. The latter have been until very recently the hered-

itary enemies of the Fijians; at the same time they have made their way, forcibly or

otherwise, into the Papuan stock, giving it mon-> of beauty, grace, vigor, and intelli-

gence. The Fijians, on the whole, though stalwart and muscular, are effeminate and

cowardly, and, though very ingenious, excessively slow-witted. Are they in their

declining days? We can readily believe it when we take into consideration the fre-

quency of epidemics which make as large a gap in the population in one year as

results in twenty years from the ordinary excess of deaths over births. Xot long

after the establishment of English rule in the islands, a species of varioloid or of

measles carried off forty thousand persons, at that time fully a quarter of the nation,

—

or, rather, forty thousand persons died from the evils consequent upon careless treat-

ment, from the despair and terror caused by the pestilence, from the malignant fevers

engendered by the putrefying bodies, and from the f.-imine caused by the dearth of

laborers to till the soil. Though the Fijians are disappearing, they will leave behind

them some few cross-breeds. At the 1881 census 832 half-castes were registered.

The Fijian language, which was originally ]Hirely Papuan, has been powerfully

influenced by the Polynesian idiom spoken by the colonists with whom the race has

been mixed ; this is especially true along the coast. Its general character has even

been transformed so that it has to-day a very close affinity with the language of the

Tonga Islands. It is said to be very rich, nicely shaded, and very difficult to acquire

on account of the lack of general terms. For instance, there is no verb to express

the idea of creeping, as distinct from the animal to which the action is ascribed : the

serpent, the worm, every creature that crawls has its special verb to denote the

movement ; there are fourteen verbs to express the act of cutting, the use of which

depends upon the object cut ; for beating there are sixteen; and similar peculiarities

exist in the substantives. It is said that Fijian contains many words in common with

tliose of the Central African languages belonging to the Bantu trunk.

iMbau, on the eastern shore of Viti Levu, north of the mouth of the Reva Reva,

was formerly the Rome of the Fijians ; its glory was eclipsed by the rising star of

Levuka, a healthful little town in the island of Ovalou ; then Levuka in its turn,

yielded the palm to Suva, an excellent port on the south-east coast of Viti Levu,

not far from the delta of the Reva Reva.

Passing from the Fijians to their neighbors of the Tonga Islands, who have modi-

fied them so intrinsically, we pass from Melanesia to Polynesia, where the English

have recently annexed a small mountainous island called Rotumah; this islet, covered

with cocoanut-trees, lies in 12" 30' soutli latitude. It is occupied by 2300 inhabi-

tants, who resemble the Tahitians, but who assert that they are descended from the

Samoans.
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POLYNESIA.

The Polynesians.— Beauty of their Islands, Gayety of their Life. — The Maoris of

New Zealand are not the only men of their race in the vast Pacific. From tlie

double island to the Sandwicli Archipelago, and from Tonga to Easter Island,

savages akin to those of New Zealand people countless Sporades and Cyciades, all

of which combined would hardly make a diminutive kingdom. These men are

copper-colored or bronzed, of Imge stature, supple, graceful, and handsome. It is a

mixed race, and certainly counts among its ancestors— by the side of Negroids and

Malays— some people of fair complexion and noble features. The Polynesians all

speak dialects of the same soft, vocalic language. They all cherish the same customs,

the same ideas, the same traditions, and all have the same fondness for the sea and the

same passion for the canoe. Their life flows ou in gayety and ease, untroubled by

any thought or care for the future, in islands the most charming that the imagination

can picture, under glowing skies, on the shores of a luminous sea, along fruitful

beaches, and in the shadow of bread-fruit-trees, three of which can furnish subsis-

tence for a man during his lifetime. The Polynesian's good-fortune is at the same

time his ill-fortune, for if he passes his days lazily and peacefully in marvellous

islands (the atolls excepted, which are of dry, barren coral), the very beauty of his

abode attracts the Whites, who, aside from a few missionaries, come to carry on com-

merce— that is to plunder— or to govern— that is to damage and destroy.

Almost all of the Polynesians have accepted at least outwardly the teachings of

Protestantism or Roman Catholicism, and, with a deeper and truer fervor, they have

adopted the vices introduced by white adventurers, if so be that Europe could

initiate savages, already terribly corrupted, into deeper mysteries of sin. Though

the South Sea Islanders may have practised all the abominations wliich Euro-

peans are charged with having taught them, long before the advent of the Whites

in their islands, their contact with the latter has brought them many eruptive and

contagious diseases.

Since the arrival of the Caucasian, they have rapidly decreased in numbers ; they

are not a fertile race, and they practise .infanticide. Lung-diseases, small-pox,

measles, and other scourges, resulting in ))art from the fact that they go clad or unclad

alternately (having been constrained by the mission.aries to wear clothes that are

move than useless in these hot climates),— these diseases more than syphilis or

poisoned alcoholic drinks threaten death to the Polynesian tribes ; it is possible that

the Pacific sun will soon rise over waters from which the last Polynesian has disap-

peared,— half-castes aside, for a race is never entirely effaced. And the white man
will say "I have civilized the South Seas."

Though the Polynesians have no greater degree of race unity than the othei

peoples of the globe, though we encounter from island to island, from caste to caste,

from man to man, faces and physiques recalling the black, the yellow, and the white

races, they nevertheless possess a unity of language (dialects aside) over a tract of sea

three times the size of Europe, and also a unity of thought, ideas, institutions, and

customs. From end to end of their charming archipelagoes, the Polynesians were

once addicted to cannibalism, and here and there they still indulge in this horrible

barbarity with all its attendant customs and practices. They all tattoo themselves
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that is, they engrave indelible designs on their faces, chests, and limbs,— a species

of documents visible from long distances, where are written in hieroglyphics their

civil status, their caste, their titles of nobility, and their notable exnloits.

SAMOA/

This charming archipelago which has become famous of late because of the rival

interests of the English, Americans, and Germans, comprises 1160 square miles, with
36,000 inhabitants; it is situated under the 13th parallel of south latitude. It was
once proposed to call it the Bougainville Archipelago, in honor of the fiimous French
navigator who was the first to explore the islands in detail (1768). Although
Samoa and Tongatabu are the only Polynesian lands in which the language contains
a sibilant, it would perhaps be better to ^pell Sanioa,^ I/umoa. — As for the name
Navigators' Islands, it is a literal translation of the word Hamoa, but it might just as

well be applied to any of the other groups peopled by Polynesians, for they are all

skilful in the management of their pirogues.

With Tonga (and with better reason still), the Sanioan group is entitled to be
called the parent land of Polynesia. A comparison of the traditions, genealogies, and
jiopular songs of all the Polynesian tribes has established this fact almost beyond
question. The Samoans, like the Tongans, also came from the north-west, perhaps
from Bouru, one of the large Moluccas. When they had peopled their little archi-

pelago, they journeyed afar over the pathless deep in flotillas of slender canoes, and
in this fashion they populated Tahiti,— which in its turn became a parent land,

—

the southern Marquesas, and perhaps New Zealand ; they sent emigrants as far as

the Gilbert Islands in Micronesia; hence the almost complete identity of language,

and the remarkable facial resemblance existing in the islands scattered over the vast

Polynesian sea.

Like the Tahitians, the Samoans, who are independent, or reputed to be such, are

not diminishing at present, but, on the contrary, are slightly augmenting. They
amount to 36,000, the remnant of the 80,000 of last century, if the archipelago did, in

fact, ever contain 80,000 inhabitants; hasty estimates of population are always

unreliable, for a mass of people in some given place is often taken to represent the

normal density of the country. Of these 36,000 persons. Protestantism lays claim to

about 30,000, while Catholicism has received into its bosom the other 6000. There
are 300 or 400 Whites representing the powerful, denationalizing nations of England,

the United States, and Germany. Though a knowledge of the English language has

been widely diffused through the efforts of the Protestant missionaries, the Polynesian

tongue of the Samoans still lives; it is written and spoken, it is preached in the

temples and chapels, it is chanted in Christian hymns, and it is heard in the obscene

songs which are so common among the Polynesians ; it resembles, in its essential

character, the dialect of Tahiti, and, except for various consonantal changes from one

language to the other, most of the words are identical.

The Samoans arc among the tallest people on the globe, and they are certainly

1 See page !K)0.

2 Tlie word Samoa is usually said to be derived from Moa, the hereditary appellation of the kins "^

Manua, and the particle Sa, which prefixed to a proper name signifies, in the Sanioan tongue, " the

tamily of." Hence Samoa may mean, and probably does, the family of Moa. — Ed.
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among the best made physically ; tliey are graceful, dignified, and courageous, and

their courage is often put to the test in civil wars. They tattoo tliemselves from the

knees upward, but they no longer display to the extent which they formerly did

these designs of which they were so proud, for many of them, renouncing Satan and

his pomps, have abandoned the semi-nudity of the olden days, and the missionaries

are gradually clothing them entirely d Peuropeenne. Their principal islands are

:

IJpolu, more charming than Tahiti itself, with a gently rolling wooded surface

reaching elevations of 3000 feet. It contains Apia, a half European village

;

Savaii, which attains a loftier elevation (3510 feet), and is much larger, disputing

with Hawaii the honor of being the traditional Ilawaiki, whence the train of canoes

set out which bore the Maoris to New Zealand ;

Tutuila, Manua, near a submarine volcano, Sili, Ofu, etc. ; all the Samoan grou]),

including Savaii and Upolu, are surrounded by a breakwater of coral.

TONGA

This archipelago was formerly called the Friendly Islands, a name derived from

a chance impression received by the discoverer (Captain Cook) on a hasty visit ; the

hazards of another moment would probably have given it the title of Hostile Islands.

As for the name Tonga, it signifies in Polynesian the " islands " : it follows, there-

fore, that the expression Tonga Islands is tautological.

The grou)) embraces 150 small islands and islets, making all together less than

400 square miles. Almost all the islands are low, the atolls and coral reefs especially,

and few of them rise above 160 feet. They dot the sea between the 10th and 22d

parallels south latitude. The inhabitants number 20,000 to 25,000. They are well

formed, and of joyous, laughter-loving disposition ; they incline toward the Negroid

type and liave doubtless been much mixed with the Fijian race, if they are not in

fact Fijians who have been subjected to the influences of an element more purely

"Polynesian" than the Papuan element. These extraordinarily prolific people liave

sent throngs of emigrants to the different Pacific islands, notably to the Fijis : they

have, therefore, flowed back toward the prob.ablo sources of their race, but they have
done this as conquerors rather than as friends. The tuas, a species of slaves, are

descendants of the old conquered race. The Tongans have all become Christians in

name and form of worship, but, us can be readily believed, they are still deeply influ-

enced by their ancient lore and their old conscience. About 5500 children have been
gathered into schools here, and the grouji is gradually becoming Europeanized, at least

outwardly; it has a sort of constitutional government, and a parliament with the

party divisions of European countries. Many of the Tongans write and speak Eng-
lish, which has been brought into the archijielago through commerce, and through the

Protestant missions, which have made more converts than the Roman Catholic.

The princijial island, which embraces nearly a third of the area of the archipelago,

and more than a third of the population, is called Tongatabu, or Holy Island. Vavao
peopled Nukabiwa and the other northern Marquesas. The basaltic and doleritic

Tufoa supports a low but dangerous volcano. On Late rises the culminating peak of

Tonga.

The Wallis and Fotuna Islands,— North of Tonga is the Wallis group (10 sq. m.),
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tlie ])i-iiici|ini islaml of which is Uvea. The 5000 inlmbitaiits, who liave been con-

verted to liDiiiaii Catholicism by the French, have just been subordinated to French

rule. Tliey are increasing in numbers.

North-west of Wallis are the Fotunas (21 sq. m.), volcanic islets supporting

2500 inhabitants, who have become good Roman Catholics, and who are increasing

like the islanders of the Wallis archipelago.

COOK ARCHIPELAGO.

Cook Archipelago is named in honor of its discoverer. Captain James Cook, the

celebrated navigator. It is also eometimes called the Hervey Archipelago, but, prop-

erly speaking, the Ilerveys are merely the smallest two and the most sparsely peopled

Huts ok ihk Uook Islanders.

of the islands. None of the gi'oup has any considerable size ; they are all girdled

with coral reefs and lie north and south of the 20th parallel. Together they com-

prise 306 square miles with 8900 inhabitants. Nine only are of sufficient size to
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be entitled to be called islands ; these are either volcanic or coralline, and are

difficult of access owing to their dangerous reefs and a deficiency of harbors. The
largest, and at the same time the only ones which rise in mountains, are Mungaia

(26 sq. m.) and Rarotonga (30 sq. m.), the latter reaching an elevation of nearly

2950 feet. It is thought that several of the waves of migration which peopled Poly-

nesia with a homogeneous race started from Rarotonga.

Thirty or forty years ago many of the inhabitants of the Cook Islands were fierce

man-hunters and cannibals; but cannibalism has disappeared under the influence of

the English missionaries.

The Pol3rnesian Sporades.— From the Cook Islands, a long train of scattered islets

runs off in the direction of the Sandwich Archipelago, which lies 40 degrees away,

the Sandwich group being under the 20th parallel of north latitude, and the cluster

in which Rarotonga dominates lying under the 20th parallel of south latitude. All

together we call this chain the Polynesian Sporades, though different names are

applied to different groups. They are mostly coralline, low and covered with cocoa-

nut-trees; many of them contain guano deposits which have been exploited and

already nearly exhausted by the English and the Americans. Among them we note

Maiden (34 sq. m.), arid and empty : Christmas Island, with a circuit of 52 miles

;

and Fanning (21 sq. m.).

HAWAII OR THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Next to New Zealand, this is the most extensive of all the Polynesian archipela-

goes, but it is also the one where the Polynesian race is decreasing to a most lament-

able degree. It is becoming more and more the custom to call the entire group

Hawaii, from the name of the principal island, which embraces 4400 out of the 6548

square miles of the archipelago. The Sandwich Islands rise from the sea at a long

distance from the waves which roar or murmur along the shores of the other Polyne-

sian islands. They lie in the vicinity of the ti-opic of Cancer, on the route from
California to China, the Indo-Chinese archipelego and India.

Hawaii: Mauna Loa, Kilauea.— Hawaii, which might be called the corner-stone

of the country if it did not at the same time constitute two-thirds of the structure,

rises in the south-eastern part of the archijielago, under the 19th and 20th parallels ; it

has an area of 4385 square miles and contains 25,000 inhabitants. It rears the most

powerful volcano in the world, Mauna Loa or Grand Mountain (13,760 feet). It

might more appropriately be named Smoking Mountain or Red Mountain. There is

not another crater on the globe that brews in its caldron such quantities of glowing

lava as Kilauea, a fiery lake resting on the flank of the giant Mauna Loa, at an eleva-

tion of over 3900 feet and having a circuit of 7 miles. When the seething lava is

emptied from the crater, as happened in 1840, 1866, and 1880-1881, it is 1475 feet

from the rim to the vent-hole where the black shades begin ; when the burning floods

palpitate, when the monster groans and roars, when he hisses and smokes, a heavy,

devouring stream overflows from the vast, irregular abyss of the crater, and spreads

over the island ; and when the river stops in its course, it has blotted out many a
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valley and glen. The eriii)tion of 1880-1881 lasted 268 da3's, and the lava-flood, lit

up at night by columns of blood-red fire, moved 315,000 feet, from the jaws of Kilauea

very near to the port of Hilo. A little loftier, though much less destructive is Mauna
Kea (13,954 feel), or White Mountain, so called from a few patches of snow which

remain in summer in the folds of the mountains. IVIauna Hulalai, whose throes were

once mucli di-eaded, has slumbered since the early years of the ])ro,scnt century.

As in Iceland,— though in a very different climate,— Hawaii owes its great ster-

ility to the coating of lava which is always faithfully renewed before it has been

broken up and disintegrated by time. Except for a few charming glens and an occa-

sional large forest, this is a harsh, arid block, with few streams, for the water all sinks

through fissures into the hollows under the stratum of lava; the Waipio, a torrent

north of Manna Loa, makes a leap of nearly 2300 feet.

Many antiquarians believe Hawaii to be the Ilawaiki of tradition, the ancient

home of the Maoris.

The Lesser Sandwich Islands. — The other islamls of the group lie directly to the

north-west, running in a straight line as far as Ka\iai and Niihau, situated under the

22d parallel north.

Maui (490 sq. m.), 25 miles from Hawaii, bears a mountain of 10,171 feet, called

Haleakala, or the Mansion of the Sun, a quiescent or extinct volcano; Maui sup-

ports 16,000 inhabitants; the chief of its five dependent islands is named Kahulawi

(55 sq. m.)

Lanai (116 sq. m.) supports only 214 persons; it is exceedingly barren, on account

of a very scant rainfall on its volcanic soil.

Molokai (190 sq. m.) is an ungainly island containing 2400 inhabitants. It has no

mountain which attains an elevation of 4000 or even of 8500 feet: it is nevertheless

so uneven and broken that it has received the name of Kaaina]iali, signifying Land of

Precipices. It contains one of the most melancholy settlements in the world, a vil-

l.age of 800 lepers, rigidly isolated from the rest of mankind: a cure would bring

pardon to them, but they never recover, and die in exile.

Oahu'is more fruitful than its sisters, but like them it is volcanic; it has a moun-
tain 3891 feet in elevation. It contains the metropolis of all these islands, Honolulu

(pop. 20,000), a magnificent port. On Oahu's 650 square miles there are 28,000

inhabitants.

Kauai (550 sq. m.) consists of old lava which, since the volcanoes have been qui-

escent, has formed a fertile soil ; sugar-cane thrives here and the olive-tree is becom-

ing acclimated. The population, nevertheless, numbers only 8700 persons, who
occupy favored valleys and admirable cirques. A peak of 6234 feet casts its shadow
at certain hours of the day over valleys of harmonious outline. Niihau (112 sq. m.),

an adjacent island, is sterile and bare, with only 200 inhabitants.

Kanakas and Whites: Chinese and Portuguese. — When Cook discovered this

archipelago, in 1778,' he estimated the population at the generous figure of 400,000;

the number was surely exaggerated. But there is no doubt that the native population

has decreased with alarming rapidity since that time. In 1823, the Kanakas of the

Sandwich Islands numbered 142,000; in 1850,84,000 remained; in 1860, 70,000; in

1860, 63,000; in 1878, 44,088; in 1884, the census returned 40,014 out of a popula-

tion of 80,578.

' Tlie Boletin de la Soc. Geoy. de Madrid, 1877, states that a discovery had been made by the Span-
iards previous to this date. — Ed.
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While the number of the Ilawaiiaus is shrinl<ing thus, that of the foreigners is

increasing. The augment is not so much among the English and Americans, who

were formerly tlie chief exploiters of these islands, and who brought tliem under the

sway of Protestantism and imposed upon them their language as the official idiom by

the side of Polynesian, but at this moment a new order of things is being insti-

tuted, which may possibly deprive the English-speaking Protestants of their prestige

in Hawaii. The extraordinary activity of Chinese immigration was threatening

destruction to the little Polynesian people; nearly 18,000 of these Yellows had

already invaded the archipelago, when the Honolulu rulers, in their terror of "John

Chinaman," turned for relief to almost the only Christian people— Roman Catholic,

it is true— possessed of sufficient endurance to labor at all hours of tlie day the year

On the Coast of Oahu.

round under a burning tropical sky. These men are tlie Portuguese from the Afri-

can islands, and they are now coming by thousands into Hawaii. They are vigorous

peasants who will not become Anglicized, and it will be impossible to "Kanakaize"

them if re-enforcements continue to arrive every year from the mother-lands— from

the Azores, Madeira, and the Cape Verdes— in proportion as hands are needed to

plant and cut the sugar-cane, take care of the precious woods, harvest the cotton and

coffee, and tend the herds and flocks in the pastures. Tlie census of 1878, which

was anterior to the great Chinese immigration, returned 1276 Americans, 883 English,

etc., and 3420 half-castes ; these last are the hope of the Polynesian race in Hawaii,

which will not go down without a struggle for life. The Sandwich Islanders no longer

content themselves with fearing the Chinese .and attempting to proscribe them, nor

with calling the Lusitanians of the African islands to their aid : they are at present

introducing into the archipelago Micronesians and Polynesians, who are more or less
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closely allied to themselves in race and speech, and they also hope to welcome Maoris

from New Zealand.

^ It is in the Sandwich Islands, on the very confines of the Polynesian domains, that

;the childish language of this race contains the fewest number of consonants: the

Hawaiian dialect has only five consonants, while there are ten in the Maori and

Tahitiaa tongues, and fifteen are in use in the speech of the Tonga Islanders.

THE FRENCH SPORADES.

The Society Islands : Tahiti. — Near the 17th parallel S. lie the Society Islands

among which the most famous, the most beautiful, and the most extensive is Tahiti;

it contains 402 square miles. It is composed of two sections, of unequal size but

closely resembling each other ; both rise in a succession of bold terraces toward cen-

tral peaks, and they are connected by a low, slender isthmus. They have the same
graceful outlines and the same grandeur. Their form is intermediate between the

circle and the ellijjse. Tahiti possesses an ideal climate, with a mean of 75° F. in

the plains and valleys along the shore, a low-temperature extreme of 60°, 59°, or 57°,

and a maximum of 91°. Nearly the entire Tahitian nation dwells along the coast,

amid groves of fruit trees and forest trees that spring spontaneously from the soil,

warmed by the sun and fed by the rains of this favored clime. The men are tall and

well formed, the women pretty and seductive.

Quitting the hem of the waves, we begin almost immediately the ascent of the

mountains. In the main island we can climb to an elevation of 7340 feet, the altitude

of Mount Orohena; in the smaller section. Mount Koniu (3707 feet) is only half the

height of the Tahitian giant. Several of the mountains were once volcatioes ; they

are all mute now, — such as the Diadem,— and it is often between black basaltic cliffs

that the sun throws rainbow hues over the cataracts of the torrents which, fed by the

heavy and long rains, rumble tirelessly down the steep mountain sides and over the

rugged slopes.

It is estimated that Tahiti contains not more than 120 square miles of cultivable

soil on its mountain piles; but these 120 square miles might be transformed into an

Armida's garden, in which 200,000 Tahitians could thrive. At present the island sup-

ports only 11,000, including its large annex on the west, Moorea or Eiomeo (50 sq. m.),

— a very charmhig island encircling a mountain more than 3900 feet in elevation,

—

and including also the two islets of Tetuaroa, on the north, and Maitea (1698 feet), on

the east. The T.ahitians live without a care; they gather the bread-fruit, bananas, and
coco.a-nuts ; they liask in the morning and evening sun, they delight in the noonday
shade; they sport in the Hini)id streams and the smiling sea. They have retained all

the enjoyments of a primitive state of existence, at least such of them as have not

caught the anxieties and th« maladies of a decadent j)eople from the Europeans. But
it must be said that it is now necessary to visit the remoter villages of the interior in

order to witness in their original form the voluptuous dances which were formerly

common everywhere on this enchanting island. The Tahitians are still passionately

fond of amusements, they are heedless and childish, and addicted to intemperance.

The prevalence of habits of intoxication dates from the advent of the missionaries in
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the islands, who have very injudiciotisly forbidden the dancing and singing of

former days.

It is believed to have been these islanders, descended, it is said, from Samoans,

who sent far away to the northward the men that first witnessed the flaming of tlie

Hawaiian volcanoes. Did they number, as is claimed, 80,000 when Cook landed in

Tahiti, before any other European, or when Bougainville, amazed at the beauty of the

island, named it New Cythera? Probably not; but they diminished later on with

Papeete.

astoni.shing rapidity. At one time it was even thought that they had disappeared,

but for the last few years they have been augmenting. The French have colonized

but slowly here, and the native population has not been drowned out. The protecto-

rate of 1842 having become direct possession, France will crowd the Tahiti.ans more

than she has hi'therto done. Still, as they live upon little and do not sell their lands,

they will disappear only so far as their language is concerned ; they will probably

form alliances with the French and the race will be perpetuated under the name and

appearance of Frenchmen. Of the 10,800 inh.abilants returned by the census of 1881,
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nearly 1000 are French, about 600 other Europeans or Americans, and nearly 500

Chinese. The Polynesians of these islands are mostly Protestants, the rest are

Roman Catholics (tliough all are pagans in reality), converted to Christianity by mis-

sionaries largely from England. They have been subject for a long time to British

influence much more than to French, and many of them speak the English language.

— I'he capital, Papeete, is a mere village on a very safe harbor protected by a coral

reef.

Huahine, Raiatea, Tahaa, Borabora.— The other Society Islands, which are neither

protected nor possessed by France, are

:

Huahine (28 sq. m.), 100 miles west-north-west of Tahiti. It is surrounded by

coral reefs. A channel of modern origin divides it into two sections. Its volcanic

soil is owned and occupied by 1665 Polynesians.

Raiatea, a third larger than the preceding, but scarcely as populous, has an eleva-

tion of 1970 feet ; it is girdled with a belt of coral like its neighbor on the north,

Tahaa. The latter, which has about the same area as Huahine, contains about 1500

inhabitants. [Rai.atea was ])laced under French protection in 1887.]

Borabora, a double-headed mountain of something less than 2000 feet, is, like its

sisters, encircled by coralline reefs. It contains 1800 inhabitants, who have at their

disposal about 20 square miles of territory. Tubal or Motuiti and Maupiti are much
like the other members of the group.

The people of these islands all resemble the Tahitians. English missionaries have

succeeded in inducing them to profess Christianity according to the forms of the

Anglican Church. The independent islands embrace together 195 square miles,

with a population of 7500, or, according to some authorities, 3500. They have been

Europeanized to a certain extent, and show an inclination to adopt all the vices of

Europe.

The Marquesas Islands.— The Marquesas, which are of volcanic origin, bear a

resemblance to the Navigators' group in general appearance and in coast outlines.

They have been but slightly assimilated as yet by France. There are only 80 French-

men among the inhabitants, to nearly 100 other Europeans and less than 5000 Poly-

nesians— all on 500 square miles, in eleven islands scattered between the 8th and

11th parallels of south latitude, fully 750 miles north-west of Tahiti. Two of the

islands are much larger than the others, namely, Nukahiwa and Hiwa-Oa. Nuka-
hiwa nearly touches the 9lh parallel with its southern capes. In the beauty of its

sea, the harmonious outlines of its mountain, and the charms of its sky, it is another

Tahiti, though smaller and less enchanting. It rears its culminating rock to a height

of .3865 feet, or a half the stature of the Tahitian Orohena. There is a sort of cen-

tral plateau, called the Towii, from which the torrents fall like avalanches on the

neighboring shore, and one of them makes a leap of 1100 feet, or, it is even said, of

2130. Along the rim of the waves we encounter here and there valley expansions

where soil, sun, and rain are favorable to the growth of bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts,

bananas, sugar-cane, cotton, coffee, and taro, the root of which is much liked by the

natives. Nukahiwa might be made to produce everything, but even the few Kana-
kiis now inhabiting it are rapidly dying out, and the island in fact produces almost

nothing. In 1855 the population numbered 2700; 17 years later not more than 1600

remained. As for the French, they nearly all live at Taiohai, a small but busy port,

on a charming bay of the southern coast. This village is the capita] of the Mar-

quesas Islands, for it is here that the French Commissioner resides.
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Hiwa-Oa, like the other islands of the archipelago, has belonged to France since

1842, but the French did not enter it until 1880, wiicn they took possession of it to

avenge the death of two sailors who had been eaten the previous year by the tattooed

cannibal inhabitants. Pliwa-Oa is a volcanic block 4134 feet high, the loftiest in the

archi})elago. Almost all its glens are uninhabited to-day; in 1872, only 3000 souls

remained, against 6000 in 1855. A similar shrinking process is going on all through

the Marquesas group: in Tauata, Hiwa-Oa's rugged satellite, the same seventeen years

(1855-1872) witnessed a decrease of the population from 600 to 300 ; in F'atuhiwa,

an extinct volcano of 3675 feet, there were 1200 souls in 1855, in 1872 only 250
remained ; the population of Huapoa (3901 feet) di'minishcd in the same period from
1100 to 900, that of Huahuna (2428 feet) from 300 to 19; Iliau, which seems to

have been always uninhabited, swells above the waves 2100 feet.

In 1855, 11,900 inhabitants ; in 1872, 6045 ! And less than 5200 to-day ! Whence \

this rapid depopulation of the Marquesas Islands? The cause is not to be sought in

emigration, but in the ravages made by Death, who never retreats here before a flood

of new-comers into life. France, nevertheless, has not brutalized these Polynesians;

she has left them to their past in so far as their grouping into tribes, their maxims of

government, their worshii), their ideas and philosophies are concerned. She has,

however, put an end to civil warfare and cannibalism, and for this reason an increase

of population would naturally be looked for. But, like the Maoris, the Fijians, and
the Hawaiians, the Marquesans are diminishing in numbers.

The Tubuai Islands.—A few hundred miles south of Tahiti, lying partly north and
partly south of the tropic of Capricorn, are the Tubuai Islands, which have belonged
to France since 1881. A very small contribution to the possessions of the French
Republic, for the entire group can put into line only 356 inhabitants, a half of whom
live on Ravaivai. The loftiest and at the same time the largest of the islands is

Tubuai (40 sq. m.) from which the archij)elago derives its name. These two major
islands and Rimatara, Ohiteroa or Rurutu, and Narurota, an uninhabited islet, consti-

tute the Tubuai Islands, or, as they are also called, the Austral Islands. Together
they embrace 110 square miles. They were wholly uninhabited when, tow.ard the end
of the last century, a few Tahitians airived. The inhabitants, therefore, belong to the

most beautiful of .all the Polynesian families. There are only 8 Whites among them,
and 5 of these are Frenchmen.

Oparo.— Three hundred and sixty miles south-east of the Austral Islands is Oparo
or Rapa; this island, which now belongs to the French, is valueless except as a place
for ships to put in on the route from Eurojie to New Zealand by way of Panama.
It has an area of 16 squ.are miles and contains a peak 2172 feet in elevation. The
150 inhabitants are of good jihysique, gentle and amiable. They live under a very
tame sky, in a temperature rarely rising above 75^ F. Sterile and solitary, the island

looks out over a limitless sea and up to a cloudless sky.

There are remains of native forts, built of huge stones, on the tops of the highest
hills. The blocks are well squared and smoothed, and joined with a hard cement.
Some of them weigh fully two tons.

The Tuamotu Islands.— East and south-east of Tahiti are the Tuamotu Islands,

which likewise form a part of the French colonial possessions. This Polynesian n.ame
signifies " distant islands," and the group is in fact far away from Tahiti, between the
14th and 25th degrees of south latitude. Though stretching through 1550 miles,

from the first on the north-west to the last on the south-east, and though numbering
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79, not including islets and reefs, they iieveitlieless embrace only 348 s<iuare miles,

with 5091 inhahitants, of whom 1050 are in Anaa.

Before France, out of regard for lier new subjects of Tahiti, bestowed the ])re8ent

name upon the group, it was called Paumotu, or the Conquered. The most appropri-

ate appellations are the old names of Low Archipelago and Dangerous Arehijjelafro :

the islan<ls are low, for the volcanic forces have hardly lifted them above the level to

which they were raised by the polypes, and the reefs are extremely dangerous to

navigation. There are no mountains,. no streams nor springs. The land is dry and
stei-ile, offering no ))roductive soil to the inhabitants. These inhabitants are Pt>lvne-

sians in language rather than lineage— for the Tahitians have been mi.xed here with

Negroids of unknown parentage. They subsist on fish, and on the taro-root and
cocoa-nuts: the cocoa-nut palm, which is always found on coral reefs, gi'ows hereon
the outer .shore, along the sea, or on the inner margin, bordering the pale green

waters of the lagoon, which are constantly renewed through the narrow jiasses left by
the coral animals in the circular dike of the atolls.

The Gambler Islands. — The Gambier or Mangareva Islands lie south-east of the

Tuamotu group, in the vicinity of the ti<oi)ic of Capricorn. They have been under
PVench protection since 1844; they are the cemetery of a Polynesian people. In

1844 there was a ]>opulation of 1800 or 2000 where to-day 44") individuals are to be

found. The Mangarevans were originally caimibals, but through the labors of

Roman Catholic missionaries they have been induced to ado])t Chrietianity, and they

are now peaceable and tame. They derive their name from the humid and fertile

little island of Mangareva, the chief member of the group. It is an entirely moun-
tainous island, and contains a worn-out volcano named Mount Duff (1083 feet).

Taravai, Akamaru, Aokena, Karaakha, etc., add enough to the area of Mangareva to

carry the whole archipelago to 12 square miles.

EASTER ISLAND.

Giant Statues.— A Decadent People. — Easter Island lies not far from the 'llih

parallel S., at a longdistance from the Fi-ench Sporades, and at the same time a little

nearei' to the Chilian coast of South America than to Tahiti. It rises isolate and

rugged out of a boundless sea. It is called also Waihu, Mala Kiteraghe, Uapa Niii,

and Tepito-te-Fenua. The last is the true name of the island, but .any one of these

indigenous titles is preferable to the civilized appellation bestowed ujion it in 1722

by the Dutch admiral who discovered it. It was on Easter Sunday that the rock was

Hrst seen by Eurojieans, and Tei)ito-te-Fenua became Easter Island.

It is not over 30 miles in circuit, and the area is about 45 square miles. The

volcanoes are extinct, but they are still clearly distinguishable by the reddish craters;

one of these craters, that of Kau, is a huge, synmietrical, well-like opening, more than

two miles in circumference and over 800 feet deep. The highest sunnnit of the

island dominates the sea by not more than 1500 feet. The soil consists of red lava

and pumice-stone, and ])roduces nothing but bushes; there are no trees, and but very

little water. Although lying in the latitude corresi>onding to that of the north of the

Red Sea, the climate is far fi-om clement. The ocean is terribly rough, and mildness,
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warmth, and heat are all uiikiiow ii, except in the lioUows of the extinct craters, where

one is sheltered from the blasts from the sea.

Not lono-er a"o than 1860 Easter Island contained 3000 inhabitants ' ; these were

pagan Polynesians whose ancestors came, according to their traditions, in two pirogues

from an island far away to the westward. When these navigators, driven by the

western winds, landed in Tepito-te-Fenua, it was not uninhabited. They found there

a peoi>le, all the males of which they immediately massacred. Then they formed

alliances with the wives and daughters of the slain, and from these unions sprang the

race of men who carved the 200 statues— from '20 to 30 feet in height— which are

to be seen to-day in the island, some upright, others prostrate, some broken, others

intact. One of these is 75 feet tall, or twice the height of any of the others, but the

sculptor did not complete his work. The nnages are in fact busts rather than

statues. The face, which is said to have a striking resemblance to those carved in

ancient times by the Aymaras of Peru, occujjies fully a lialf of the figure. These

busts were idols— gods cut out of trachytic lava, each bearing his own name, which is

still remembered by the aged men on the island, altliough two centuries and a half

have elapsed since the artists of Tepito-te-Fenua ceased to chisel in the rocks the

images of the sovereign rulers of heaven and eartli. Like many an old European

sculi)tor who gave a life-time to the portal of a cathedral, the Polynesian artist, it

seems, devoted all his days to the carving of these colossal deities, content if from

youth to old age he succeeded in chiselling one or two.

Though tl)ey have adopted Roman Catholicism through the teachings of French

missionaries, tliese Kanakas have remained pagan at heart, and they still have faith in

the power of the old divinities. Not, however, in those whose images have been

overthrown, for, according to the legend, these perished during a nightly battle

between the idols: every god, every spirit, whose likeness was defaced by the image

of a rival spirit or god, gave up the ghost immediately, but the omnipotent deities

represented by the colossi still standing retained all their power. From 3000 the

inhabitants have diminished to 150,'' and the decrease goes steadily forward. There

are in all 67 men, 39 women, and 44 children. For each new birth there are three

deaths, and ere long the solitary nation cast on this wind-beaten rock will be extinct.

Yet it was a vigorous, active j)eo])lo when in the fervor of youth it added gods of

stone to gods of stone : possibly 6000 inhabitants once cultivated the soil belched

from these volcanoes, or fished in the surrounding seas. Their descendants have

been drawn away to work the plantations of the Polynesian islands and to extract

guano from the Peruvian rocks ; diseases of various kinds have carried off the rest,

and iunnortal nature has ceased to renew herself in Easter Island.

1 The number is also giveu at 1000. 2 of wliorn 20 are Tabitiaus.
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Since the [mldieaticm of M. Reclus's work, the Pacific islands, which were until

a comparatively recent date " a region of romance and adventure," a field for occa-

sional missionary labor or for commercial enterprise, have been assuming a more and
more imjiortant role in the play of the practical politics of the world. The imme-
dfate cause of this change lies in the active efforts of Germany to secure her trade

and establish her power at several important points in the islands. For the sake of a

clear understanding of the significance of Germany's recent proceedings in the

Pacific, we outline briefly the i)osition of the various European ])o\vers— Spain,

France, Great Britain, and Holland— in Oceanica at the moment when (in 1885)
Prince Bismarck startled the world by one of those bold moves of which he was then
master, namely, the declaration of German sovereignty : (1) over that portion of New
Guinea which does not lie under Dutch or English sovereignty ; and (2) over the

islands of this part of New Guinea, and the islands of the archipelago previously

known as New Britain, and now renamed Bismarck Archipelago, and all other islands

northeast of New Guinea, between the equator and 8° of south latitude and between
141° and li)4° of east longitude. We follow M. Reclus's grouping of the islands,

that is, making Oceanica embrace Australia, and also the northern archipelagoes

formerly attached to Asia— the Sundas and Philippines.

Spain: the Philippines and Sulus. the Mariana Islands, and claiming the

(Jaroliues, and Pelews.

France: New Caledonia, including the Loyalty Islands and Isle of Pines, and

Tahiti, with the Marquesas Isl.ands, the Low Archipelago, the Tubuai grouji, and the-

Gambler Islands.

Great. Britain: Australia, willi New Zealand, Tasmania, and part of New Guinea,

the Fiji Islands, the Island of Rotumali, aiul all the islets and rocks between the Pith

and 15th jiarallels south latitude and the 175th and 180th east longitude.

Holland: all the Sundas e.\ce])t northern Borneo and eastern Timor, the Moluccas,

and western New Guinea.

Germany had little or nothing to do with the early explorations in the Pacific, but

within the present century German ineichants and traders had established themselves

without any government aid in many of the islands, especially in the Friendly group

and in Samoa, building up j)Owerful nuuiopolies in various kinds of trade. One
of the most successful of those c<jmmercial companies was the firm of J. C. GodefTroy
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& Son, who had ahiiost a iiiono])oly of the copra' or cobra traile in the Pacific. But

in 1880 the sudden fall of copra prices forced this powerful Hamburg firm to suspend

payment. It was then that the Imperial Government began to support the trading

interest with its naval forces and tlirough consular intervention. In 1880 foruial

treaties of commerce were signed with Tonga and Samoa.

Then followed the coup de main of 1885— the anne.Kation of a part of New
Guinea, to which the name Kaiser Wilhelms Laiul wa.s given (in honor of the

Emperor) and of New Britain Archipelago, now- known as Bismarck Archipelago (in

honor of the Chancellor). About 90,000 square miles were thus, by a stroke of the

pen, added to the Gei-man Empire. In A])ril, 1883, the ])ortion of New Guinea not

under Dutcl\ rule had been formally taken possession of by Mr. II. M. Chester in the

name of the Queen and the Queensland government. But the Briti.sii Parliament

had thus far refused to ratify the action of Queensland, when suddenly a portion of

New Guinea became Kaiser Wilhelms Land, and New Britain was transformed into

Bismarck Archipelago. The movements of the German Chancellor were more effec-

tive than the representations of the Australian Colonies had been, and England was at

last aroused to an appreciation of the danger which threatened her possessions :incl

her commerce in the Pacific. In April, 1886, di))lomatic arrangements were entered

into between tlie two governments whicli provided tluit for ])olitical purposes the

Western Pacific should Vje considered as embracing that ]>art of the ocean lying be-

tween the 18th and 30th parallels south and between 165° west longitude and ISO'-' east,

A conventional line of demarcation between the British and German spheres of uitlu-

ence within the area thus defined was then laid down. This line, starting from the

north-east coast of New Guinea, at a point near I\Iitre Tiock on the 8th parallel south,

runs due east to the intersection of 8° S. with 154° E. Then it bears north-east to a

point south of Bougainville Island, at tlie intersection of 7° 15' S. with 155° 25 E.

From there it is carried south-east to the south of Choiscul and Ysabel islands, and

from the intersection of 8*- 50 S. with 159'" 50' E. it holds due north-east to

the south-east corner of the Marshall Isl.aiids, where it turns directly north, run-

ning to 15° N.

East, south-east, or south of this line Germ.'my engaged not to acquire land,

accept protectorates, or interfere in the extension of British influence, also to

give u]) all territory acquired and all protectorates established in that part of

the Pacific.

It was, however, especially stipulated that these arrangements should not apply to

the Samoaii group, which was affected by treaties with Great Britain. Germany, and

the United States, nor to Tonga, also affected by treaties between Great Britain

and Germany ; nor to the island of Nine (Savage Island), — which groups were to

continue to form a neutral region ; nor to any island or places in the Western Pacific

at that time under the sovereignty or protection of any other civilized power. This

last proviso was a most important one. In Samoa or the Navigators' Islands, Apia

liad been since 1879 under a municipality directed by the consuls of Germany, Great

Britain, and the United States. The United States had control of Pangopango, a

harbor of great importance as a naval station, the Germans virtually possessed Salua-

fata, another excellent port, and they also had a practical hold on Apia ; the land

around Sanga harbor was likewise niortg.aged to them. The detcrniiiiation of the

1 The kernel of the cocoa-nut cut into siiiiill pieces, ami dried in tlie sun .
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Geriiians to forcibly annex Samoa led to troubles that were not adjusted until ]<S89,

wlien a conference of the three powers interested was held in Berlin and an act was

signed by them guaranteeing the neutrality of the islands. The citizens of the

respective powers have equal rights of residence, trade, and personal protection.

The independence of the Sanioan government is recognized, the Samoans having the

right to elect their king and govern themselves in accordance with native laws and

customs. Future alienation of lands is prohibited, except in certain specified cases,

and a local administration is provided for Apia.

After the signing of the protocol between Germany and England by which the

area of German aggressions was limited as stated above, the Berlin government

turned its attention to the Carolines and Felews, which lay within the German spliere

of influence ; and the Spaniards who had for two centuries included among their

dependencies the Marianas, Carolinas, and Falaos, but who had never taken actual

jtossession of them, were suddenly roused out of their torpor by the arrival of a German

gunboat and the unfurling of the German flag on the island of Yap. There was

talk of war at Madrid ; but the difficulty was at length referred to the Pope for

arbitration, who' found that the Spaniards had done more for the civilization of the

archipelagoes than any other nation ; but he at the same time pointed out that,

tliougli the Spaniards laid claim to the sovereignity over the islands, both the German

and British governments had formally declared in 1875 that they did not recognize

such a claim. A treaty was signed at Rome, October 22, 1875, by which it was

agreed that the German government should recognize Spain's priority of occupation

and sovereign rights over all the islands between the equator and the 11th parallel N.,

and between 13.3° and 164° E. At the same time Spain was to grant German subjects

full freedom of trade, navigation, and fishing, with the right of forining plantations.

And the German government was to be allowed to establish a naval station or coaling

station on one of the Carolines or Pelews.

A few days previous to the signing of this treaty the German flag had been

hoisted at Jaluit, on one of the Marshall group, where Germans have almost a

mohopoly of the trade.

In 188G, Germany pledged herself to do nothing which might hinder France from

eventually taking into her possession the isles and islets connected with the Society

Islands. She also entered into the same engagement with reference to tlie New
Hebrides Archipelago, which lies not far from the French island of New Caledonia.

The specification of the New Hebrides at once stirred the Australians ; they fear

any farther extension of French influence in the neighborhood of New Caledonia,

and are determined to prevent the establishment of more penal stations in their

vicinity from which criminals can escape and settle on their territory. The French

government officially disowned any intention to take possession of the New Hebrides,

but, under pretext of avenging outrages and reputed massacres, in spite of diplo-

matic protest and in violation of treaty obligations, the tricolor flag floated over

the New Hebrides, and French troops were quartered on the islands until March.

1888.

During 188(5, Germany also annexed Bougainville. Choiseul, and Ysabel in the

Solomon Archipelago. All three lie within the German si)here of inffuence.

During 1887, France established a protectorate over the Wallis Islands iind the

Fotunas. west of Samoa, and in 1888 over Raiatea, not far from Tahiti.

In 1888. Great Britain proclaimed a formal protectorate over the State of Nortli
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Borneo ; tlie neighboring territories of Brunei and Sarawak were also placed under

Britisli protection. Christmas Island was added to the Straits Settlements in 1881).

To sum up, the principal ^licronesian islands (using the term in its broader

sense) are at present distributed as follows : The Marianas, Spanish ; the Carolines

and Pelews, Spanish ; the Marshall Islands, under German protection ; the Gilbert

Archipelago, independent, but within British sphere of influence ; the Ellice Islands,

within British sphere of influence ; Solomon Islands, divided by the sphere of influ-

ence line between England and Germany ; on tlie German side, Bougainville. Bourka.

Choiseul, and Ysabel ; on the British, Treasury Island, Malayta, Guadalcanal, New
Georgia, and San Christoval ; Santa Cruz Islands, independent, but within British

sphere of influence ; New Hebrides, independent ; New Caledonia, Isle of Pines,

and Loyalty Islands, French; the Fiji Islands, British; Samoa, independent; Tonga

or the Friendly Islands, independent, though seeking British protection ; Cook

Islands, under British protection; Hawaiian I.slands, independent; Society Islands,

partly independent, partly French (see pages 892-894) ; Marquesas Archipelago,

French ; Tubuai, French ; Oparo. French ; Low Archipelago (Tuamotu), Frencli

;

(xambier Islands, French ; Easter Island, independent.

M. A. H.

.Ianuaky 1. 1892.
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Bad Lands, see Mauvai.ses Terrcs.
Bathn's Bay, 539.

Bating River, 455-450.
Bafulabe, 4.55.

Baghdad. 278, 280, 28;^.

Baghmati River, 314.
Bagiiini. 4.54.

Bahama Islands, 7.3t.

Bahia, 802.

Baliia Honda. 724.
Bahor, 428.
Bahr al-Ghazal, 400.

Bahrein Islands, 291.

Baikal, Lake, 247.
Bakel, 4.50.

Baker, Mount, 689.
Bakhoy River, 4,55-i.'S6.

Balaitous, 148.

Balaton, I^nke, 115.

Bald Mountain, (i27.

Balearic Islands, 104, iioti', 173-
174.

Bali, 851.

Bali, Strait of, 840, a5I.
Balize, 720.

Balkan Mountivins, 205, 200.
Balkash, Lake, 2.55-250, 378.
Balsam Cone, 027.
Baltic Provinces, 84-86.
Baltic Sea. 52-^54.

Baltimore, (i22.

Bambaras, 458.
Bannnako, 449, 453.

Banca, 8,50.

Baiuia Islands, 858.
Bangalore, 328.
Bangkok, ;143.

Bangor, 000.
Bangweolo, Lake, 407-4<i8.

Banjerniassing, 8<i5.

Banks's Islands, 870.

Bantus, 399.
Baranoff Island, 584, 090.

Barbadoes, 733.

Barbary, .392-.393, 420-444.
Earca, '417-418.

Barcelona, 180-181.

Bareilly, 329.

Bari, 201.

Barmen, 103.

Baroda. 329.
Barre-des-Ecrins, 144.

Barren Islands, ()91.

Basel, 140.

Basilan, 871.

Basin of Minas, 555.
Basque lauds, l(i9-170.

Basques, lOit-170.

Bassein, 3;».

Basse-Terre, 730-731.
Bassorah, 281.

Bass's Strait, 815, 828.

Bastia, ItW.

Basutos, 478-479.

Batang Hari, 848.
liatavia, 840-847.
Batchian, 8,56.

Bath, 600.

Eathurst, 4()0.

Baton Rouge, 576, WO.
Battle Creek, 6.54.

Battleford, 50().

Eatuecas, l(i8.

Batum, 200.

Bavaria, 10()-108.

Bavello, Forest of, 164.

Bay, Lake, 867-8<)8.

Bay (jity, 0,54.

Bayou teehe, 0.39.

Bear River, 578.

Beatrice, 004.

Beance, 148.

Beaufort. 030.

Bedford Basin, 5.56.

Behring Sea, 090.

Beira mar, 789-790. 802.

Belfast (Ire.), 49.

Belfast (Me.), (iOO.

Belfort Gap, 144.

Belgium, 12.5-129.

Belgrade, 219, 220.
Belida (Blidah), 428.

Belt, The, 0.3.

Beluchistan, .307-308.

Bemba. Lake, 407-408
Bemjiosta, 188.

Benaco, Lake, 190.

Benares, 327.

Bengal, 314-315, 320,

Bengazi, 418.

Beni, River, 707.

Benin, Bight of, 4<)2

Ben Nevis, 41.
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Hcrlicrs, :«l2-:«l.i, -.i'M, ^2\-i22. 4_'(i-

427, 4:i-.'-4;i-).

Berezina Uiver. 7>i.

Berlin, ](i:i.

Berniiiila Islands, 7:U-7.'l,"i.

Berne, 14(1.

Berre. Elanj; tie, 151.

Besaneon, Ki'i.

Belsihoka Hiver, 'M.
Bevrimt. 2S!I.

Bli'iitan, :i:i().

liiafra, Bifflit of, 4<«. Miti.

Bias Itiver, :il-.'.

BioUio lliv<'i'. 772.

Jiiildefiird, l)(K».

Bielnklia. 24li.

BiK Black River, li.'iK.

Big Blue I!iver, (ill.').

Big Hatcliie Uiver. I'M.

Bi;r Unrn Mnuntain, fiti7.

Bij; Horn River, ()l)."i.

Bit; Rajiids. ().")4.

Big Sandy River, ()2l).

Big Sionx River, (iiifl.

Big M'ddds. mi.
Billings. IKit).

Billiton, Md.
Binglianiton, (il2.

Bingiil Dagh, 272.
'

Birkeidiead, .'!7.

Birniingliani (Ala.), (i:it).

Bimiingliani (Cimn.), (ilO.

Birniingliani (Eng.), .'i7.

Bislioj) Slonntains, (>()7.

Bismarck. IHll.

Bismarck Archipelago, *i(>-s;iit,

900.

Bitter Root Mountains, (itiG.

Biwa, Lake, .W.t-:«4.

Bizerta. 42li.

Black lire it her, (!27.

Blackhiirn, :W.

Black Dome, .sec (Juvot's Peak.
Black Kore.st, m.
Black Hills, (kll.

Black .Mountains, (!27.

Black Race, 14.

Black River (.\rk.), IV40, (i4.i.

Black River (Wis.). <>.TO.

Blackstone, River, (JOli.

Black Warrior Itiver, (J.i'i.

Block Island, lldll.

Blociiilontcin, 48;").

Blonniington, li,")2.

Blue Mimiitains, (114.

Blue Ridge, Ii27, <>:«).

BUk^ River, (IIW.

Blue River, «' Yangtsz' kiang.
Boliokara"ng, Mount, S.'!!'.

Bod, .sec Tiliel.

Bodensee, i:!li-i:ix.

Bfpotia, 22S.

Boers, 47.j-47li, 477. 4fS0-482, 482-
4H4, 4H4-4fC). 4S."i-lHli.

Bogaslotr, 092.

B<tgdo-Ivureii, :i7."'>-;i70.

Bogdo-lania, :«2.
Bogong, Mount, H20.
Bogota, 74;!-744.

Bohemia. IKJ, 117-118, 12;i.

Bohemians, 122, 20il.

Bohol, 870.

Bois.'- City. filK).

Boise River, (i'.K),

Bokhara, 2r,l--_'02.

Bologna. 204.

Bolsena, Lake of, 1(>4.

Bolton, :i8.

Boml)ay, .B()-.'!27.

Bone, 428, 4a<l.

Borabora, 804.
Bordeaux, KiO.

Bord.j-bou-Arerid.i. V3K
Borgne, Lake, im.

,

Borneo, St;.'l-8(i<).

Boniholm, Island of, fiji.

Borvsthenes River, 78.

Bosna River, 218.

Bosna Serai, 218.

Bosnia, 209, 218-211).

Bosphorus, 2()<l-210.

Boston, 004.

Bothnia, Oulf of, .-)2.

Botocuilcis. 800.

Boulder, 070.

Boulogne, 149.

Bourbon. Isle of, .'jfMi.

Bourget. Lake of, 140.

Bouru, 8.T().

Boutoii, Sli;).

Bowling Green, <>4t).

Boyer River, 002.

Bozenian, CA^i.

Bracciano, Lake of, 194.

Bradford, m.
Brahmanism, •V24-320.

I

Brahmans, .i24-:i2li.

Brahmaimtra River, :ii4-:il.")

Brainerd, lifiO.

Brakiias, 43(>-458.

Brambanam, 847.

; Brantas Itiver, 844.

Brantford, .ViO.

Bras d'Or, 557.

Brattleborough, WW.
Brazil, 185-18«, 188, .5:«-.5.14, 78X-

802.

Brazos River, (i82.

I Bremen, 10:i.

Brescia, 204.

Breslau, 10;i.

Brest, 150, 131, 101.

Brest, Roadstead of. l.TO.

Brewer, Mount, (i85.

Bridgeport, lilO.

Bridger's J'ass, fkKi.

Brighton, :W.

Brisbane, 822.

Bristol (Conn.),(K)8.
Bristol (Eng.), 37.

Bristol (R. I.), (i07.

Bristol Bay, (i92.

British Channel, or Englisn Chan-
nel, 28-29, :», 149-1.50.

British ('(dumljia, .545. ."pli7-508.

Brittanv, 14!V-1,50, 170.

Broad River, (!27, 02 .

Brocken, 95.

Brockton, 000.

Broekville, .5.i((.

Brooklyn, Oil.

Brown, >Iount. .5iM.

Brownssille, 082.

j

Bruges, 129.

[

Brunei, 804.

Briinn, 125.

I

Brunswick, 000.

j
Brusa, 278.

Bru.ssels, 128.

! Bucharest, 223.

Buckly, Mount. 027.

Bucsesd, 110.

Buda, 124.

Budapest, 124.

Buddhi.sm, 320, .-iSl-MS.

Buen-.\yre, 7.35.

Bueno River. 77-'.

Buenos Ayres, 784.

Buffalo, 012.

Bug River, 83.

Bugia, 428.

Bugis, 80.3.

Bukken Fjord, 55.

Bukovina, 110-117, 123
Bulgaria, 209, 21(>-217, 2n-21f..
Bulgaria. Great, 217.

Bulgarians, 217-218.
Burgos. lOli.

Burlington (la.), 062.

Burlington (Vt.), ti02.

Bunnah, 340-;Ml.
British, .3:i7,;U0, note.

Burme.se, :>41.

Burnu. or Bornu, 454.

Buriibudur, Temple of, 847.

Butte, 000.

Buzzard's Bay, 002.

Byzantium, 210-212.

C'AIiKS, (iltLF OK, 424-42li.

Caribs, 722.

Cadiz, 181,

Cairo (Egypt). 4or,,

Cairo (111,), 052,

Calabria, I'.Ki,

Calafquen, Lake of. 772.

Calcutta, 315, .320.

Caledonian Canill. 41.

California, 320, .')82. 084-087.

Callao, 7Ki.

C'alle, La, 420.

Calumet, 0.53.

Cannirgue, 151, 154.

Caniarines Peninsula, 8fi8, 869.

Cambodia, .34(>-:M8.

Cambridge (Eng.), .'i2.

Cambridge (Mass.), tXM.

Camden (Ark.), l>42.

Camden (X. .T.), (il4, 018.

Cameroons, 4ii()-407.

Camp.agna of Rome, 2l>2.

Campania, 190.

('ampeche, 710.

Campine, The, 120.

Canada, Dominion of, .531-.5.32,

,544 -.540.

Canada, 54t>-.5,54,

Canadian North-west, ,5(>0-,5ii4,

Canadian River, .577, 040.

Canary Islands, 490-498.

Candia, see Crete.
Canea, 21(i.

Canigou, Mont. 148.

Cannes, 151.

Cannouchee River, 631.

Caii(ui (-ity. 070,

Canons. District of. xee Plateau
Province.

Canso, Gut of, .5,50,

Cantabrian Mountains, 109,

C.antal Mountains, 141-142.

(Canton (China), :iOO,

Canton ( Ivwangtung), .132.

Canton (O.), IH9.

Cajie Blanco. 42r».

Cape Bon, 420.

Cape Breton, .5.5(i-,5.57.

Cape Cod, lil)2.

Cape Colonies, 47.5^82.

Cape Farina, 420.

Cape Fear, (i28.

Cape Fear River, 027.

Cajie Girardeau, .570, 1^42.

Cape Havtii'ii. ''*>

Cape llattcras. 028.

Cape Ilenlopen, 020.

Cape Lookout, 028.

Cape Ma.Y, 01'.
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C'ftpe Palniiis, 514.

Cape .St. Roque, 514.

('ai>e Town, 482.

(ape VenlB Islands, 498-199.
Caprcse, 1!I3.

Canica.s, T-W.

C'ariiitliia, 123.

Carlctun, ^yii.

Carlisle, lillt.

Carlsrulic, 1(X5.

Carnao Moiniinents, LW.
Carnarvon, Castle of, .38.

Carniola, 122.

Caroline Islands, 872-873, !K)0-<I01.

Carpathian Movmtains, 22, 114-
IKi, 221.

Carrantual, Mount, 44-4.5.

Carson, (172.

Carson Lake, .578.

Cartagena, 181.

Cartago, 718.

Cartilage. 42(i, 4:«l.

Cascade Range, 517, 087.

Cascades, The, (189.

Ca.shniere, 312.

Cashmere (City of), 328.

Caspian Sea, 75, 7(i.

Ca.ss Lake, (158.

Cassi<|uiare River, 513, 522, 747,

note.

Castile, mi-WT.
Castilians. lliil.

Castle. Monnt, (585.

('atalans, 173.
( 'atalonia, 173.

Catanduanes, 869.
Catiinia, 201.

Cataract Ocek, 676.
Catawba River, 627, 629.
Cat-tiiil Peak, (127.

Cattaro, Gulf of, 112.

Cattegat, (13, (14.

Cauoa River, 740.

Caucasia, 2(14-271.

Caucasus Mountains, 18, 21, 204-
2(15,

Caus.ses, 143,

Caiiten River, 772.
Cauvery River, 316, 318.
Cavour" Canal, Ue.
Cawnjinre, .328.

Cay.ambi, 7.'>2.

C'lvenne. 8(i."i.

Cayor, 4."i8.

Cavuga Lake, 610.
Cehu, 870.

Cedar Lake, .564.

Cedar Rapiils, 663.
Cedar River, (162.

Celano. I!l3-li>4.

Celebes, 8")!I-S(«.

Celestial .Mountains, 251, 37(1, iwie.

Celts, l.'id-l.W.

Central City, 670.

Ceidnilonia, 2.'M.

Cerani, K"i7.

Cerigo. *SM.

Cerro de Avila, 744.

Cerro ilel Merccdario, 772, 778.
Cerro de Mulahacen, 175.

Cervin, Mont, 23, VM.
Cettinve, 220.

((Hi'niies, 142-143.
Ceylon, .!.il-:m.

Chaeo. El Gran, 780.

<'had, Lake,3!H, 4,-)0-451.

t'haleurs, Bay of, .555.

('bandicrlain, 661.
Chaiupagne Pouilleuse, 14S.

I'lianiplain, Lake, .569, 601.

Cliandernagar, :K1.

Changclian. :KK1.

Chang.sha, :i68.

Cliaiinel Islands, 50.

Chariton River, 662.

Charles Louis Mountains, 836.

Charles River, 601.

Cliarleston (S. C.), (lliO.

Charleston (W. Va.), 627.

Charlestown, 627.

Charlotte, 628.

Charlottesville, 626.

Charlottetown, 557.

Charruas, 784.

Chatham (Conn.), 608.

Chatham ((Jut.), .5.50.

Chiitbam Islands, 8X5.

Chattahoochee River, 631.
Chattanooga, 646.

Chaudiere Falls, .550.

Chaudiire River, 552.

Cheboygan River, 653.

Chemnitz, 104.

Clienab River, 312.

Chenoua, 428.

Cher River, 153.

Cherbourg. 149-1,-|0, 1.51.

Chesapeake Bay, 620.

Chetimaches Lake, 639.

Cheyenne, 667.

Che.yenne River, 660.

Chiana Canal, 193.

Chibchas. 742.

Chicago, ().52.

Chichcn-Itza. 710.

Chichimecs, (W, 7(X), note.

Chickahominv River, 624.

Oiickas.awha River, 637.

Chicoi)ee, 604.

ChiiTa, Gorge of the, 428, im.
Chignecto Channel, 555.

Chiiiuahua, 708.

Chili, 769-777.

('hilians, 774-777.
Chillieotbe, 649.

Chiloe, 772.

Chimborazo, 751.

Chimney Rock, 667.

China, 242. :i.53-370.

Chinclia Islands. 764.

Chinese, 12. 242, 3,53-3.56, 360-:i61,

686, 869, 891.

Chinese Empire, 3.5:1-382.

Chinese Langu.age, .'162.

Chingtu, :i68.

Chinon, 1.53,

Chippewa Falls, 6.56.

Chippewa River, 6.55.

Cliippewvan Monnlains, 516.

Chitcbag'olT Island. 6!H).

CIioc(.trua. Mount. iKHj,

Choctawliatcliee River, 633, 6:15.

Cholula, 702.

Chowan River, 627.

Christiania. .59.

Christ ianshaab. .539.

Chuds. 80.

Chugatch Alps, 691.
CIningking. :i68.

Chu(piisa<^a. 769.

('burcbill River. .54.5.

Cimarron River, 665.

Cincinnati. 646, 648.

Cinnamon River, 640.
Cirta. 439.
Citha-ron. 227.

Claremont, 601.

Clarke. Mount. 812.

Clay, Mount, 6(K).

Cleveland, 648.

Clinch River. 644.

Clingman's Peak, 627.
Clinton (la.). 662.

Clinton (Mass.), 6(55.

Clitumno River, 193.

Coahuila, 709.

Coast Range. 517, 684, 687.
Cobetpiid Bav, .5.55.

Cocheco River. 601.

Cochetopa Mountains, t)67

Cottin's Island, 554.
Cofre de Perote, 701,
Cohoes, 612.

Colchester. 608.
Cold Ridge, 732.

Colima, 704.

Collingwood, .550.

Collinsville, (K)8.

Collo. 427.

Colombia, 737-744.
Colombians, 741-743.
Colon, 7:>'8.

Colorado, 580, 667-670.

Colorado Chiquito River, 67(1, 678.

Colorado Desert, 580, 684.
Colorado River, .580, 670, 674-676
Colorado River (Tex.), (182.

Columbia, (WO.

Columbia River, 517, .568, 581, ,582,

687, ()89.

Columbus, Christopher, 15, .509,

Columbus (Ga,), 631.

Columbus (O.), (H9.

Comayagua, 716.

Condjahee River, 629.

Concord, 601.

Coneouli River, 633, 635.

Congaree River, 629.

Connecticut, 607-610.

Connects -.t River, (1(X), 602, 608.
Cook Islands, 887-888.

Cook, Mount, KU.
Cook's Inlet, 691.

Coomassie, 464. 466.

Coosa River, liSo.

Coosawliatchie River, (1'29.

Copper River, 091.

Co<piille River, 687.

Cordillera Real, 751, 765.

Coromandel Coast, 318.

Corpus Christi Bay, 682.

Corvallis, 688.

Costa, La, 7.58.

Costa Rica, 172, 718-7'-'0.

Cotcau des Prairies, 660.

Coteau du Missouri, G60.

C("ite d'Or, 162.

Cotentin, Peninsula of. 50, 150.
C()tf)paxi, 7.50. 7.52.

Council Bluffs, ()6'2.

Courland. 85, 8(1.

Covington, 646.

Cracow, 125.

Cremona, KK).

Creston. 663.

Crete. 21.5-216.

Creux. I'ape, 173.

Crillon, Mount, 691.

Crimea. The, 89-!iO.

Croatia. 123.

Cross Timbers, 680, 684.

Crow Wing River, 6.58.

Ctesiphon. 278, 283.

Culta, 72-2-7'2.5.

Culebra Mountains, 667.

Cnmana, 744.

Cumbal. 7.39.

Cundierland (Eiig.)..30. .'{2.

Cumberland (Md.), 622.
Cumberland Mountains, (J44.
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Cumbei'laiul River, l)-14.

Curav'oa, 73").

Currituck Souiul, <)28.

Cuyalioga Iliver, (j48.

Cuzco, 7i>^>-7l>4. ,

Cycladi'S. 2:«.

Cviuri. 1311-157.

('ypre.'is Swamp, 632.

(yrfiiaica, 417-418.

Cyrejie, 41H.

Cvtiiera, 2:i4.

Czcclis, lis, nil.

l),MiU, 404.

Diiirliestan, a>4, 2(i8.

Diiui.e, HI).

D.iiilouei;a.O:il.

Daliiia, •.'ill--.1>2.

DalioMicy, 4U<).

Dakar, 4.58.
'

Dakota. North. (iliO-tilll.

Dakota, Soutli. (iliCMitJl.

Dal Iliver, .")().

Dalai-laiiia, :i»2.

Dallas, (LSI'.

Dalles. Tlie. liXH.

Dalles Hapiils, ()89.

Daliualia. 112, 12:).

Daiiiar. Wli.

Daiuascus. 2Hil.

Dan Iliver, (>27.

Dana, Mount, G8o.
Danliury. 1110.

l>anes, ()4-l).'J: traces of Danes in
Nornianily, ti.5.

I>an<{erous Arcliipelago, .sec Tua-
niotu.

Dan^'ra-yuin, .'i80.

D.antzic. Iffi-lW.
Danube, 08, lOil-llO, 2(J6; see

Donau, 105, lOU.

Danville, l)2(i.

Dapsan;:. '510.

Darilanelles, 210.

Darilislan. '-'M;.

Darfor or Darfur, 410-411.
Dariel, Pass of, 2ti4, 2()5.

Darielinji. .>.'!0.

Dariinj; Iliver, 818.
Dartiiioutli, .')5fi.

Darwin, .Mount, 770.

Daupliin Iliver, .Oti'J.

l>avenport, ()()2.

Davis Strait, Xf.).

l)avton,l>4!l.

1 )ead Sea, 28li.

Deailwood, mi]
Death Valley, .ISO.

Dehra Tabor, 411. 415.
Debreezen, 125.

Deecan, ;il5-;il8, :!l!l, 321-324,
327.

Deep River, IK)8.

DeerHeld River, (i04.

Degas. 413.

Delagoa Bav, 48<).

Delaware, (il!M)20.

Di'laware l!ay, ()20.

Delaware CMly, 1)20.

Delaware River, (ill).

Dilaware Water (iap, lilU.

I )cl!;aila, 4i(5.

Delhi, .328.

Dellis, 427.
Oi-los, 232.

Delphi, 2211-227.

Deniavend. 272, 2117.

I>-nierara River. 808.
Dejiniark, lilMW.
Denver, I)l)8-ti70.

Derby, 30.

Derg, Lough, 4li.

Desaguadero, The, 7li(i.

Deseret, see Mormons.
De'.sirade, 731.

Des Moines, IKG.

Des Moines Iliver, ,574, 662.

Despenaperros, i)elile of, 17G.

Des I'laines River, 1)50.

Desjjoto Dagh, 20S».

Dessoubre River, 144.

Detroit, 054.

Detroit River, 542.

Devil's Lake, 055.
Devoluy, .Mont, 146.

Devonian hills, 30.

Dhawalaghiri, 310.

Diahba, 440.

Diamond Mines, 479.

Diarbekr, 283.

Dihoiig, 314.

Dieppe, 149.

Dihong. 314.

Dijon, 102.

Dinagat. 871.

Diomede Islands, liiM.

Dira of Aunnvie, 429.

District of Columbia, G22-<i24.

Diu, 330.

Di.xon Sound. (>!tO.

Djebel Akhdar. 291.

Djebel Amur, 4.10.

Djeti-Shahr, .fee Turkestan, Chi-
nese.

j

Djihuii River, 274.

Djokokarta, 847.

Dnieper, 78, 79.

Dniester, 79.

Dodona, 214.

Dofrines, .tec Dovre Fjeld.
Dome Mountains, 141.

Dominica. 7.33.

Dominican Republic, 730.

[

Don River. 74-75, 78.

j

Donau, 105, lOii: see Danube.
[ Donetz river aiul coal-basin, 78.

I

Dongola, 40>i.

Dordogne River, 1.5.')-154.

Dore Slountains, 141.

Doro, .Strait of. 2.32.

Doubs River. 1,55.

Doubs, Falls of the, 155.

Douro. 1(!0, 182, 188.

Dover (N. II.), Ml.
Dovre Fjeld. .54, 55.

Downs, 821-.S22.

Drave, 110.

Dravidian Languages, 322-324.
Drl^sden. 104.

Drome Iliver, 1,56.

Duaish, 456-4.58.

Dublin. 49.

DuJ)rovnik, 112.

Dubuque, 61)2.

I>uluth.6.5iMi(iO.

Diina River, 84.

Dundee, 44.

Dunedin, 835.

Dunkirk, 149.

Dupba Bum, 3.36.

Durance River, 154, 1.50.

Durban, 484.

Dii.sseldorf, 104.

Dutch, 132.

Dwina, 72.

Dwina, SouthiMn. 84.

Dvaks, 8(i4.

Dykh-tau, 265.

Dzangho, 314, .380-381.

Dzungaria, .378-379.

Eakth, Thk; its For.m, Size,
Akea, 1-3.

East River. 611.

Easter Island, 897-S98.
Eastern Butte, 689.

East on, 618.

East Saginaw, 654.

East St. Louis, 652.

Eaii Claire, 6.56.

Ebro River, 172.

Echo River, 645.

Ecuador, 750-754.

Edinburgh, 44.

Edisto Island, 629.

Edisto Iliver, 629.

Edough, 4'JS.

Eel River, 619.

Egypt, 396^07; Former Deiien
dencies. 408-411.

Egvptians, 401-406.

Eh'sts, 85-86.

Eifel,95.
El-Altar, 752.

Elatea, 227.

Elba, Island of, 195.

Elberfeld, 103.

,
Elbe River. 96, 117-118.

• Elbruz, .Mount. 18, 69, 264, 265.

Elburz Mountains, 297.

I

Elche. Balms of, 174.

Elephanta, 327.

El Gran Chaco, 322, 780-781.
Elizabeth, 614.

Elk Mountains, (ii)7.

Elkhorn River, 663.

Elko. 072.

El lice Islands, 875.

Elmira, 612.

El Obeid, 410.

Elsinore, 63.

Emigrant Peak, 666.

Emporia, Wio.

England. ;i0-:!8.

Englisli Language, 27, 28, 35-36.

English People, 32-36.

Enterprise, 634.

Ephesus, 278.

Epidaurus, 228.

Erie, 619.

Erie, Lake, 542.

Erie Canal, 610.

Erin, 44.

Erivan, 271.

Erne, Lakes and River, 43-46.

Err(Hnango, 877.

Erynnmthus, 230.

Erzerum, 278.

Erzgehirge, 95.

Escandjia River, O.'i;), (i35.

Escaiuiha, 654.

Escualdunacs. 109-170.

Escuara, 169-170.

Eskimo.s, 5.35-.538,

Espiritu Santo. 876.

Essequibo River, 807.

Essonne Ri\'er. l.')2.

Esthonia. 84-81).

Estrella. Serra da, 182.

Estremadura. 1(;0-169.

f:tna, Mount, 197-198.

Etowah RiviT, 6.35.

Etruscans. 194.

Euboea, 2:.'2.

Eugene City, 688.

Euphrates Iliver. 279-282.

Erne River. 152.

Europe, 17-2.i6 ; Gener.al Descrip-

tion, 17-28.

Europeans, 21-28.

Evans, 670.
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Kvnnston, IW.
Evaiisville, (ioO.

Everest, Mount, sec riaurisnnkar.
Everslrtdes, (vSi.

Faihwkathkh, MoiNT, .)«4, tidl.

Falic" Kiver, 14S.

Falklaml Islamls, "iai.

Fall llivcr, (ilO.

Falstci' Islaiiil, Ki.

Farso, li<il.

Faribault, (iliO.

Farmiugton Kiver, see Tunxis.
Fiiriie Islamls, >>!).

Faro of Messina, 1!H>.

Farsistan, *J7-aW.
Fatuliiwa, S'.Ki.

Feather River, <W7.

Felialieeu, 40<i. 40i).

Felu Falls, 45(i.

Fernaudina, KH.
Fernando Po. 4!lil-500.

FernAo de Noronlia, 802.
Ferrara, 204.

Fez. 44.f.

Fezzan, 418-420.
Fibreno, laMM.
Ficlitel>;ebirge, 9.5.

Fiji l.slands. XSO-SS."!.

Fingal's Cave. 50.

Finland, HH-8!I.

Finland. Gulf of, 78.

Fiidanders, S2, H8-8!).

Finns, 80, 81. 82.

Finster-Aarliorn, VM.
Fiords of Scandinavia, .jo-.^7.

Firllis of Scotland, 4<J-H.

Fitclibnrf;, 00.').

Flaming Gorfie. 070.

Flanders, 120-128.

Flemings, 12.5, 128, l.W.

Flint (.Mich.), 0,54.

Flint Kiver (Ga.), <i:il.

Flint Kiver (Mich.). (w>4.

Florae, Springs of, 14.'i.

Florence (Ara.), 080.

Florence (Italy), 204.

F"loies, 852.

Florida, (i;t2-<m.

Florida Keys, o:i2.

Fly Hiver. kiH.

Folgeton. .55.

Fond du Lac, 050.

Fontibre, Springs of, 1 72.

For, see Darfor.
Forest Grove, (i.S8.

Forked l>eer Kiver, 044.

Formosa. '.W.K

Fort-de-France, 7:il.

Fort Garry, .51)0, 504.
Fort Soott. 0<)5.

Fori Smitli. M2.
Fort Slimier, CM.
Fort Wavne, (i.50.

Fort Woi-tli, ()82.

Fotnna Islands, 887.
Fnnntain of Ali, 2i>7.

Fom- Forest Cantons, Lake of the,
i:i8.

Fo.v Kiver, 055.

France, 141-104.

Fia >iiia, J07-10,S.

Franconia Mountains, (KJO.

Frankl'ort (Ky.). 040.

Frankfort on tlic .Main, 10.1.

]'"ranz-.7o.sef Land, 02-0.').

]•'laser Kiver, 517, .508.

Frederick, 022.

Fredericton, 555.
Freetown, 4tiO.

Fremont's Peak, 0(>7.

French, 1.5(>-1.5!i.

French liroail Kiver, (i27.

French Language, 27. 1.5t>-1.5!l.

French Kiver, 548.

Frisco, ()78.

Front Kange, 007.
Fuegiaiis, 770.

Fuego, Volcan de, 714.

Fuhchau, 'Mi.

Fubslian, 'Mi.

Fuji-san.:J8-2-384.

Fulahs, 4.52-15.i, 454, 4.58.

Fulhe. ,«•(• Fulahs.
FuUul.le. 4.52.

Fumajolo, VXS.

Funclial. 4!Ni.

Fundy, Hay of, 5,55.

Fiinen, li^i.

Futa .J alien, 455-45)i, 4e)0.

Gaboon Kivek, 470.

Galapagos, 754.

Galatz,'22:i.

Galehas, 2IK).

Galesburg, ().52.

Galicia, 170-172.
Galicia, 110-117, 123.

Galicians, KS2.

Galla, 410.

Gallatin, Kiver, .574.

Gallegos, 172, 1JS2.

Galveston, l).S2.

Galveston liay, (i82.

Gambia Kiver, 45(i, 4.58.

Gambler Islands, 807.
Ganda, 320.

Gandak River, ;il4.

Gander River, 5.58.

fJando, 4.53.

flanges River, ;)1.'5-;!13.

Gard, I'ont du, 150.

Gard River, 1.50.

Garda, Lago di, 1!K).

Gardiner, 0(Kl.

Garigliano River, l!i;M!t4.

Garonne, 1.5.!-154.

Gasconade River, M'.i.

Gascony, Gulf of, 140.

Gaspe, ,551.

Gatinais, 1.52.

(iatineau River, 550.
Gauhati, 314.

Gaul, 141, 1.5<i, 158.

Gauls, 1.57-1.58.

Gaurisankar, 2, 237 2:«, 310.
(j.ivarnie, 147.

Gave, 147.

Gebi, 8,50.

(Jedrosia, :!07.

t-ienesee River, 012.
Geneva, 141.

Genii, (ilacier of the, 175.

(ienoa, 203.

George, Lake, 012.
(ieorgetown (Rrit. Gui.), 808.
(ieorgetown (1). C), (>23, 024.
(ieorgetown (S. C), Ii:i0.

Georgia, 03(Mi.32.

Georgian Kay, 542.
Georgians, 27(1.

(ierbicr de .lone, 1,52.

German Language, 100 101.

Germans, O.S-102; in Austria, 118-
llil; in Itussia, 84,8,5.

Germany, <.I4-108.

(iettysburg, Oli).

( i hadanies. 420.

Gliauts, 31.5-:'.18.

Ghazni, 305.

Ghebers, ;i02.

Ghent, 12<l.

Ghor Valley, 2H5-280.
Gibraltar, 181.

Gibraltar, Strait of. I(U-105.
Gila River, (i78.

Gilbert Islands, 8,"4.

Gilolo, 8,55.

Girgcnti. 108.

Giromle River, 1.5.3-1.54.

Gita Nzige, 4(XI.

Glacier Bay, (iiil.

Gla.sgow, 4i^V-44.

Glenmore, 41.

Gloninien River, ,50, 50.

Gloucester, 000.

Goa, XiO.

Gobi, Desert of, .374-375.

Godavari, 310, 317.

Goderich, 5,50.
*

Gogra River, 3i;)-314.

Gofct.sche Dengliiz, 2{iO-207.

Golconda, 327.

(Jold Coast, .«'c Guinea.

i

Gold Hill, 072.

Goldi. 248.

Goletta, 420, 43!l.

Goliad, ti82.

Gondar, 411,415.
Gomlokoro, 41(1.

Gonds, 310.

Goram, 8.5!l.

Goshen, 488.

Giitha River, .'lO. .58.

Gothenburg, .5S.

Gottland, 00.

GouH, 428.

Goyder Line, 822-824.
Grampian Hills. 41.

Granada, 181.

Granada, 718.

Grand Ka.ssani, 404.

Grande Chartieuse, IW.
Granile Konde River, 087.
Gramles Rou.ssos, 144.

Grande-Terre, 7;K>-731.

Grand Forks, lilil.

Grand Haven, 0.54.

Grand Island, 004.

Grand Prairie, 0.50.

Grand Rapids, 0.54.

Grand River (Col.),0(i8, (170, 074.
Granil Kiver (la.), 0(>2.

Grand Kiver (.Mich.), 053.
Grand Traverse liay, 0,53.

Grand Wash, 07H.

Gran Sasso d' Italia, 1!I2.

Granville Corners, 0(Ki.

Griitz, 125.

Gravina Island, OilO.

Gray's Harbor. 0.S8.

Great .Vnierican Rottom, (i.50.

Great Basin, 517, 578-.580, 070
Great Bear Lake, .502.

Great Disnuil Swamp, 025.
Great Kanawha Kiver, 02l>.

Great Lake, 5.5H.

Great Lakes, 512, .540-544.

Great .Miami River, 048.
Great Pedee Ri\'er, (i2*.l.

(ireat Salt Lake. 578, ()71

Great Slave Lake. 5G2.
Great Smoky .Mountains, 0'27

Great Wall, 35().

Gredos, Sierra de, HiO, 170.

Gre(;ce, 22:!-2.!0.

Greece Proper, 22(^228.
Greek Religion, 82.

Greeks, 208-200, 2:H-'2;«i; in .\.sia,

275-270.
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(irei-lev, l>70.

(ireeii Bay (Wis.). •'">*>

CrciMiliUKl, ."..iM-,')4().

(ircrii Moiiiitiiiiis, 'rfill, t)01.

(•vrf\i Kiver (Kv.), 570. (H4.
(irioii Itiver («"">.). (>70, (i7().

(irccn River ('itv, ii<)7.

(iri'iiiiila, Islaiiil nf, 7:>4.

(;riMiiil)li>, lii'_'.

(ii-ijalva River, 710.

(iri(|ualaiul, 47'.)-4S().

(iri.sdii.s, 1411.

<iriniin^t'n. \'X\.

(iriiss (;iiM;kiwr, 114. 110.

<;ros Vciitri' .Mcjiuitains, i><i7.

(initli. 1:HI.

(Jiiailalajara, 710.

( iiiaWalaviar River, 174.

<inaila1caiial. S7.~».

(liiadalete, liattle of, 177.

(luadaliiuivir. 171).

( r ludalupe Iki\er. tW'J.

(iiiailarrauia, Siirra ile, Kili.

filladrlouiK'. 7.'Ml-7.'»l.

(iiiailiaiia River, lliS-lilll.

<iuanajuato, 710.

<iiia]mi'e Ri\'i'r, 7f>7.

(iuaranis, 7(ii>, 770-7.SO, 7S7, «00.

(iiiurilafni. Cape, 417.

(iiiateiitala, 71'J-714.

(Guatemala, Nuova, Vieja, .\ii-

tif;ua. 714.
(iiiateinaiaiis, 714.
<;cia,vai|iiil liiver, 7."iO.

(iiiayra. I.a, 744.

Giieinviller. IJalloii do, 14:5-144.

(Jiielpli.aW.
<iiieriii('a. Oak of. Ili'.l.

(iiieriisev. I.'sland of, oO.
(fiiiaiia. '.")!'.'. .SO-.'-KOS.

Hritisli, SOC-SOH.
Dllteli. KO.-|-HOi:.

Kreneli. .S(l4->iO.-).

Venezuelan. 748.

(iiiiiiianles. 1H4.

(iiiiiia. Kali of, 4.")(i.

(iiiiiiea, 4t)_'-4<>4.

(iiilfstream, 20.

<iiinnisoti, filiS.

(liiiioii^ .\soiiff. iSol.

(iiiiioiij; Kanor. (Cm.
<JiiiKni^ Keo, HTyJ.

(iiiiioii); Koriiielia, H4S.
<;iiMoM}i Riiij.aiii. M.)l.

(iiirmsir. lii(7-J0S.

(iiiyot'.s Peak. (>27.

(iuzerat, a2«-:i2<i.

(Jwalior, 327-:y.S.

I1a.\ki,km Lakk, 1:«.

Ilabra River, 4:il-4:i2.

lladraiiiaiit. 2il.5.

Ila-mus, '-'Oii.

lia^i'erstowii. (122.

I labile. Tlie, l:!2.

Ilaidarabad, .W.
JlaiTian, :i.")0. :««).

JIairv IJear. (127.

Hakodate. :;'.*).

Haleakala. .Mount, HIK).

Halifax-. .Vii;.

Halle. 104.

Halvs. 27:i-274.

Haiidmr';. lo:;.

Hanida AIlalu.4.-i;'..

Hamilton (Ciui.), .V)0.

Hamilton (Xev.), 072.
llaiiiilton (().), (i4!l.

Hammerfest, lit.

Hani!<ton Roads, 024.

I

Hamuli, •iO.').

I

Han, tti'c China.
Hantcelian. '.Miti.

Hankow. ;i(iX.

Hannibal. 04:!.

H.anoi. :140, :C)0, :»2.

Hanover (Ger.), 10.'f.

Hanover (N. H.). (iOl.

Hanyang, .'tlW.

Hanir, 417.

Harlior (irace, ."wii.

Hardan.i^cr Fjord, 55, 5<>.

Hardwa'r, •ii:i.

Harnev Peak, liO].

Hari)er'.s Ferry, 022.

Harri.slinrf;, (iio.

Hartford, IJOH-OOO.

Harvard, Mount, Oli".

Harz Mountains, 'X>.

Hasa, 2i)o.

Hastings. I'AU.

I Hau.-^sa, 452.

j
Haiit-d'Honeck, 144.

Havana, 725.

[

Haverhill, (HV).

1
Havre. Le, 101.

Hawaiian Islands, HHH-WI2.

Hawasli River, or the Hawasi, 410.

Hayden. Mount, iHti.

Hayel, 2>.I5.

Hazardville. cm.
Hebrides. .50-51, .")2.

Hecla, Mount. (iO, 07, imle,

Heidelberg, 105.

He,iaz,2>l4.
Helena (Ark.), (hl2.

Helena (Mont.), 0<i<).

Helicon, 227.

Heligoland, 00.

Hellas. 220-22.S.

Hellenia. 22:i-22i>.

Hellespont. 20(1, 210.

Helinand River, ;!05.

Helsinsfors, SX.

Herat, :iO(i.

Herault River, 14:!.

Herculanenm, 202.

Hermon, Mount, 2H4.
Hermopolis, 2:Ki.

Herzegovina, 200, 218-219.
Hiawassee Kiver, 027.
Hida, :m.
Higli Fens of Holland, i:!l-l.i2.

.Highlanders. 42-4:!.

Hiniala.va Mountains, 2, 237, 238,
;!0(l-310. '

Hindu Kush. 2.'i>>. 202, .rnVSOS, :W>.

Hindustani. :>22.

Hi\va-()a. 8!W, WHi.

H'lassa. :W2.

Hobart Town. 82il.

Holxiken. 014.

Hooking River, 048.

Hodna, Lake, 4:!2.

Hohen/ollern, KKi.

Holland, 12il-i:i4.

Hol.steiu. o:-l-(«.

HolstonRiver. ()24, 044.

Hiilv Cross. Mount, 0()7.

Hol'yoke, im.
Holy Sea, Baikal Lake, 247.

>londo, :iS2-384.

Honduras, 710.

Honduras, British. 720.

Hongkoni;, .'("(I.

Honolulu, 8!K).

Ho(«l, Mount, .5.S1, 087.

Hooghlv River. :!15.

Hooker, Mount, .504.

Hoosae River, 002.

H<X)!«ic Tunnel, (ilM.

Horeb, Mount. 284.

Hori(N)n Lake, 0.55.

Hottentots. 481-482.
Houghton, (i.5:i.

Houltoii, («KI.

Housatonie River, (i02, 008.

Houston, 082. '

Hova, 504.

Htuihine, 804.

Hudson River, (ilO.

Hudson's Bay, 544.

Hudson's Bay Company, 500-502
Hue, ;Mil.

Huila, Jlount, 7:!0.

Hull (Can.), &>().

Hull(Eng.), :i8.

Huinber River (Eiig.), :!1, :!8.

Hmnber Hiver (Newfoundland),
.558.

Humli<d<It Lake, ,578.

Humliolilt River, .578.

Htingarians, 1'20-1'.>2.

Hiuigary, 112-110, 123.

Huntsville, (viti.

Hurdes, 108.

Huron (Dak.), 001.

Huron, Lake, .542.

Huron Kiver. 053.

Hwang Ho, .1,50-:&S.

Hwuen River, .sec Miu.
Hyeres, Rade of, 151.

Hjnnettu.s, Mount, 2'27.

Iberian Mottntains, 22.

Iberian I'eiiin.sula, 104,

Iberians, 1,50-1.57.

Ibi Gamin, 3i:i.

Icehmd, (i5-0il.

Ida, Mount, 215.

Idaho, OXiMiiK).

Ile-de-Fraiice, 141.

Hi River, :t78.

lUampu, Mount, 705.

Illinois, (i.50-0.52.

Illinois River, ,574, 050-051.
Illuluk, OilO.

Ilmen, Lake. 78.

Ilopangcr, Lake. 715.

Ilyamna Lake, Oiil.

Ilvannia, .Mount, 001.

Iiiuitra, Falls of, 78, 88.

Inibros, 210.

Imerina I'lateaii, 504.

Imperial or Grand ('anal, '.MiO.

India, 240, 308-.'!:!5: French, X'n)-

;W1 : Portuguese, XW.
Indiana, (HiMi,50.

Indianapolis, (Hil-(i,50.

Indian Reservations, 00(i, 007, 080,

082.

Indian Territory. .588, ()82-()84.

Indie Kara Sn, 200.

Iiid'o-China, '210, :i:i.5-:»2 ; British,

;«7-3:W: Freneh, :M.'l-:!.5'2.

Iiidrapiira, siw Gunong Korinclm
Indre River, 153.

Indus River, 310-313, :i80-:381.

Ingur River, '2'iO.

Inn River, <J8, l.'W.

Innuit, liilO, 005.

Inverness Castle, 40, note.

Ionian Islands, '232-'2.')4.

-

Iowa. 00l-()(i3.

Iowa River. *J*)2.

Iran, 210, '2il.5-:i03: Countries De-
tached from Iran, 303-308.

Iranians, '_'i«l-:i02.

Iiiizu. Mount. 718.

Ireland, 44-4y.
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Irish, The, 4I1-4S.

Jrisli I,iuit;uaKe, 48-4il.

Irkutsk. i")2.

Iron (iati". Pass of the, 110.

Iron Mountain. ti'iT.

Irofiuois Indians. (il4.

Irrawadrlv, Mi, :M0.

Irt.vsh'Rivcr. 24.">-'.i47.

Isi'ie Kiver, l.'iti.

Islalian. sc- Ispahan.
Isliiieniinj;, (i,"i:!.

Isk<r. L'44.

Isle Kivcr, ir)4.

Isuiailia, 407.

I sola Sacra, liK!.

Isonzo lUver, 111, 122.

Ispahan, :i02-;)03.

Isser Kiver, i'M.

Issik, Lake. 2.")().

Islria, 12-.'-12:i, li«.

Italian Lanijuage, 200-202.
Italians, 200-202.

Italy, l.sx-20}; t'ontinental, 188-
1112; IVninsular, 11I2-UI4 ; -In-

sular, 1!k;-200.

Itasca. Lake, ,'>72-.")74, (i,")8.

Itatiaiossii, 7iKI.

Ithaea, 2;H.

Ithaca (N. Y.), U12.
Iturup, :i8(i.

Iviva, 17.'1, 174.

Izamal, 710.

Iztaecihuatl, 704.

Jackson (>Ii<h.), 054.

Jac-kson (Miss.), (m.
Jack.son (Tenn.), l>4ti.

Jarksonport, (i42.

Jacksonville (Fla.), KM.
Jacksonville (III.), <i52.

Jai;annath,:tl7.
Jains, :!2H-:i2il.

Jaipur, :12K.

Jalisco, 700.

Jamaica, 7;!l-7.'i2.

Jambi, 818, 840.

James Hay, ,540.

James liiver. 024.

Jamestown (Dak.), liiil.

Janesville, (TiO.

Jan Mayen, 00.

.lannina, 2i;i.

Tannina. Lake of. 214.

Japan, 242. .W2-:)!«).

Japanese, :!8ii-;«S.

Java, 84:^-847.

Jefferson (Tex.), 682.
JelTi rson City. (^4:i.

Jefferson, Mount (N. H,), (HX),

JeOer.son, Mount (Or.), 087.
JcRi'rson River, ."i74.

.leffcrsonville, 050.

Jena, 104.

Jerez de la Frontera, 181.

.ler.scy. Isle of, .50.

Jersey City, Oil, l>14.

.Jerusalem, 280.

.lews. 14.

.Ihelum. ."12.

Jii.'Ili. 127.

.lilkulsa. 07.

Ji liet, 0.-i2,

.lohi Islands, ni'r .Sulu.

Jordan River (I'al.), 284-280.

.lordan River (I'.). ."H, 071.

Juan de Fuca, Strait of, 088.

Juan Fernandez, 777.

Jucar River, 174.

Julianshaah, 530.

Jumna River, 313.

Juncal, Mount, 772.

JunKfran, 24, l.'!5.

.luniata River, 010.

Jura Mountains. 22, 143-144.
Jurjui-a Mountains, 428.

Jurumtchal, 200.

Jusledalshrae, ,54-,').').

Jutland, 03-04.

Ka.\kta, 458.

Kaliinda, 473.

Kahru, 2, I'vtr.

Kabul, m;.
Kalml River, "O1-305, 312.

Kabvks, .302, 4:i2-4:35.

Kadiak Island, 001.

Kaffraria, 478.

Kafiri.stan,-(»).

Kalirs, 482, 482-J83.
Kaieteur Fall, t07.

Kaifun;;, :'.(i8.

Kailasa, Mount, 380.

Kaioa Islands, 855, S.'iO

Kairwaii, 4S)—137.
Kaisariyeh, 278.

Kalahari Desert, 488-180.
Kalamazoo, i'tiA.

Kalamazoo River, 053.
Kalevala, 80, note.

Kalmuks, 200, 374.

Kanui River, 24, 74.

Kamchatka. 2."iO,

Kamib, (i"8.

Kanab Creek, 070.

Kamikas, 877, 878, 800, 801.

Kanazawa, .300.

Kandahar, 300.

Kandy, :m.
Kankakee River, 049.

Kano, 4,')4.

Kaiisas. 004-G()5.

Kansas City, 04.3, 668.

Kansas River, .574, 642, 005.

Karakorum, 247.

Karakorum Mountains, 310.

Kara Su, 200.

Karategin, 202.

Karavanka, 111.

Karikal. 3:»).

Kars, 271.
KarsI, The, 111-112.
KasDagh, 278.
Kasembe, The, 470.
Ka.shan, .302.

Kashgar, ,378.

Ka.slri,22l)-227.

Kastro, 210.

Katavothra, Mount, 227.
Katavothras, 228, 2.30.

Katshe, 380.

Kauai. 8!K).

Kaw River, ai-i' Kansas River.
Kazaks, .ice Kirghiz.
Kazan, 73, 70-80, i»2.

Kazbek, 2«>4. 205.

Kearsarge. Mount, tiOO.

Kedarnath, 313.

Keene, Ottl.

Keewatiii. rM, 5))0.

Ke Islands, 854.

Kcnai Peninsula, G91.
Kennebec River. 508, 000.

Kentucky, O4;i-O40.

Kentuckv River, 044.

Keokuk,"002,
Kephallinia, 2:i4.

Kerbela, 280-281.
Kerka, 112.

Kerkha River, 281-282.

Kerry, Mountains of, 44^5.

I Kertch, Strait of, 78, 80.

j
Keweenaw Bay, 0.53.

Keweenaw Peninsula, 653.
Kev.a Paha, 0<)3.

Key West. IK4.

Khalkhas, 374.

Khatczm, 202.
Kharkov, 03.

Khartoum, 410.

Kharun Itiver. 281-283.
Khalmaiulu. 3.'!().

Khelat, or Kalat, 308.

Kherson, 78.

Khioini. 220.
Khiva, 201, 2(i2.

Khmers, .343, .i40-.348.

Khoi-Khoin, sre Hottenlits
Khong, Cataracts of, 344.

Kholen. 378.

Khowarezm, Sea of, 258.

Khulm, 204.

Kiev, 78, 03.

Kilauea, 888-800.

Kilia, 2(J().

KiliTuanjaro, 305.

Killarni-y, Lakes of, 44-15.
Kimberley, 470.

Klncliinjiuga, 310.

Kingigaiimut, OiH.

Kiiigsniill Islands. 874.

Kingston (Can.). .550.

Kingston (N. Y.), 012.

Kioto, .lee Miako.
Kirghiz, 25.'i-254, 250-200.

I

Kirin, 371.

j
Kishenev, !r2-fl3.

I Kissa. 852.

Kissimmee Lake, CXi.

I
Kissimmee River, ()33.

1 Kistiui River, 310, 317-.318.

1
Kittery, 001.

!
Kiusiu, .'i84.

Kizil Irniak, 274.

Kiiileii ^fountains, .54. .55.

Klamath Lake, (iH4.

Klamath River, 084.

Klikitat Prairies, 088,

Klvntchevskava, 2.50.

Kiioxville, (Ud,
: Koh-i-Baba, .•lOI'.-lllH.

Koliistan, 201.

Ktikii-nor. .375.

Kollas. 412.

Kong Mountains, 4iiO, 402.
Kilnigsberg, 103.

Koniu, Mount, 8ir2,

Kordofan, 410.

Korea, 371-373.

Kosciusko, Mount, 812.

Koshtan-tau, 2(>5.

Kosi River, 314.

Kc.sso-gol, 247.

Kotzebue Sound, 004.

Kra. Isthmus of, .338.

Krakatoa, tvl8.

Kremlin. The, !I2.

Krenitzin Strait, 002.
Kroumirs, 42(>.

Kroiunirs, Mountains of the, 420
Krus, 4(i2.

Kshatrivas, .324-320.

Ktaadn, Mount, .508.

Ku Island, 0!KI.

Kuban River, 204.

Kuching, m>.
Kuen-lnn Mountains, 2;«,.37.5, 380
Kufarah, 420.

Kuka, 454.

Kuld.ia, 370,

Kunduz, 202-264.
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Ku|iranoff, ()90.

Kur Kiver, L'Wi.

Kurilisli Mountains, 2H().

Knnlistan, ^78, 2m, 28.'i.

I<ui-ds, 27li.

Kiirfjaus, 72.

Kurik' Islands, ;»!.

Kiiskokviin Bay, tiil2.

Kuskcikviiii llivt'r, 0il2.

Kvicliak RiviT, (i'.d, ()!I2.

Kwantituiiy, iJtkl.

Kwilii-Niadi, 470-472.

Kydiius, 271.

Kj-theka, Fountain of, 277.

Ijalic, s''e Elbe.
Laln'ador, ."jo-t.

Labrador, New foundland, 53!l.

Labuan, Will.

Lacaiidones, 714
Laccadives, ;i.'J4-;>.'i.'5.

Laclilan River, 81(>.

Lackawanna lliver, GKi.
Lacoiiia, 2:iO.

La Crosse, *i.5t).

Ladinos, 712, 71.'), 71(i, 718.

Ladoga, Lake, 7{>-78.

Lafayette, (i."iO.

Lafayette, .Mount, 600.
La<;os, 4!^l-4iri.

Lacuna de Flore.s, see Peten,
Lake of.

Laliore. VIK
I.,ake of tlie Woods, iAiS, 548, (oS.

Lanai, SiKI.

Lanark, Falls of, 41.

Lancaster, lillt.

Laneliau, :!(i8

Landes, 148-I4it.

Land's End, :«.

Lan{;ua.i;es, Five principal, 27-28.

Lanneniezan, Plateau of, 154.

Lansing, «>.54.

Laos, Aii.

Lapland, 5!MiO
Laramie (lity, 6fi7.

Laramie Mountains, TOT.
Larzac, Causse, 14.'?.

Lasetlie Mountains, 215.
Lasst^n's Butte, .582.

Las Vegas, (iXO.

Latin Races, 24-2().

Laurentian .Mountains, or Laur-
entides, 514, 545.

Lawrence (Kan.), 0i>5.

Lawrence (Mass.). (>05.

Lawrenceburg, twO.

Leadville, ()li8.

Leaf River, ().'i7.

Leavenwortli, (>t>5.

Lebanon, 28H-'284.

Leech Lake, Ii.j8.

Lee.ls, .•57.

Leghorn, 204.

Lehigh Uiver, 016.
Leicester, ;J8.

Ijeipsic, 104.

Leith, 44.

Ijeitha River, 122.

Lenian, Lake, l.'iS.

Leniberg, 125.

Lemnos, 21().

Lena River, 248.
Leominster, (iOli.

Leon (Nic), 718.
Leon (Spain), IWj, l(i7.

Leopold, r25.

Lepanto, Gulf of, 228.
Lerna, Marsh of, 2'28.

Letts, 85.

Leuca Ori, 215, 21(!.

Levuka. 883.

Lewis Kiver, nee Snake.
Lewiston (Ida.), (i'.Xl.

Lewiston (Me.), «K).

Lexington (Ky.), (H(i.

Leyden. 133.

Leytc, 870.

Liakhura, 221).

Liard River, 502.

Liau ho, 370.

Liberia, 4(iO-4G2.

Licking River, ()44.

Licona River, 4(i8.

Liege, l-2'.l.

Lifu, 880.

Liguria, 189, 102, 203.

Ligurians, \M-\S1.
Liim Fjord, 04.

Lille, 180.

Lima, 7()2-763.

Limoges, 1.50, 101-102.

Lincoln, WH.
Lipari Islands, I'.tS.

Lipcz, Deserts of, 7<j0.

Lirima, Mount, 758.

Lisbon, 180-188.

Lisburne, Cajjo, 0!V4.

Lison Kiver, 144.

Lithuania, Sti, 88.

Lithuanian Language, 85, 80-88.

i

Lit.sbie, 415.
' Little Colorado River, see Colo-

rado Chiquito.
Little Kanawha River, 020.

Little Miami River, 048.

Little Missouri River, 080.

Little Pedee River, 62fl.

Little I'latte, iWi.

Little Rock, 042.

Littli^ Rockies, 000.

Little Siou.v River, 60'2.

Little Traverse Bay, (^53.

Little Zion River, see Mukiintu-
weap.

Liverpool, .37.

Livonia, 8.5-86.

Livs, 80.

Lizard Point, .30.

Ljubotin, 205.

Llano Estaeado, .580, (i8ft-«8i.

Llanos, 82-2, 740-747, 748, 752.

Loango, 470-473.

Lob-nor, .'J7(i.

Locarno. Lake of, see Maggiore.
Loch Lomond, 41.

Loch Ness, 41.

Lock Haven, 010.

Lockwood Isl.and, 10, lUite.

Loess formation, .'?57.

Lofoten Islands, 02.

Ijogansport, 0.50.

Lohit River, 314.

Loing River, 1.52.

Loire River, 150, 152-153.

Loma Tina, 720.

Lombok, 851.

London (Can.), 550.

London (Eng.), .36-37; Mortality,
.37, nute.

Long Branch, 614.

Longfiord, 539.

Long Island Sound, 007,

Long's Peak, IWTi.

Longwood, .501.

Lorca, Valley of. 174.

Lorelei, 07.

Lorient, 1.50, 151.

Los Angeles, (>87,

Lot River, 154.

Lone River, 144, 155.

Louiabourg, .557.

Louisiade Islands, 8.39.

Louisiana, 03iM)40.
Louisville, (i4t).

Loup River, 003.

Louvain, 129.

Low Archipelago, see Tuamotu.
Lowell, (505.

Lower California, 520, 708.

Lowlanders, 42.

Loyalty Islan.ls, 879-880.
Lozc're, Mountains of, 142.

Lualaba River, 408.

Luang-Prabang, 352.

Lubeion, 148.

Lucayos, see Bahamas.
Lu<'ca, '204.

Lncknow, .327.

Luvon, see Luzon.
Luderitzland, 475.

Lukuga River, 408.

LuleA, m, .57.

Lund, .58.

Lure, Mountains of, 140.

Ln.sitania, 182.

Lusitaniau Race, 184-180.

Luxemburg, 133-l:!4.

Luzon, 807-809.

Lwow, 125.

LycHius, Mount, 2;t0.

Lynchburg, 025.

Lynch's Creek, 020.

Lynn, (iOO.

Lyons, 160.

Lyse Fjord, 55.

Mab.\, 4.54^55.

Macao, 3()9-370.

Macassar, 803.

Macassars, 8(i3.

Macassar, Strait of, 859.

Macedonia, 212.

Macedo-Wallachians, 221.

Mackenzie River, 514, .545, 502.

Mackinaw, Strait of, .542, 0.52.

Macon, 632.

Mac(iuarie River, 818.

Macta River, 4.'il.

Madagascar, ,502-504.

Madeira Island, 4!K>.

Madeira River, 706-708, 79(>-797.

Madison (Ind.), »;.50.

Madison (Wis.), 050.

Madison, Mount, liOO.

Madison River, 574.

Madras, .327.

Madrid, 180.

Madura, 84.3, 840.

Masander, 274.

Magdalena River, 514, 740.

Magdalen Islands, ,554.

Magdeburg, 104.

Magellan, Strait of, 770.

Maggiore, Lago, i;«), liK).

Magna Graecia, 10(i.

Magyars, 115, 118, 120-122.

Mahanadi River, 310-317.

MahtS .'531.

Mailbebiau, 142.

Main River, 07, 107-108.

Maina, 2;U-230.
Maine, 598-^)00.

Maine River, 1.53.

Mainots, 227-'2'28, 2:U-'230.

Maitland River, .5.50.

Majaijai, Mount, 808.

Maiorca, 173-174.

Makian, 856.
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.Malabar Coast, :il5-31(i.

Malacca, :K7-;1;J8.

Malailetta. 14<i.

Mahifja, 181.

.Malanasv Trilifs, 5()4.

.Mala-uela, 724.
Malaisia, 'XVi.

Millar, Lake, .irt.

Malay Peninsula, .'i;i7-.'i.'t8.

Ma-lavs, Xifi, ;i:i7-:i:W, 840-.S4-J, 849,

S-W, a-)5, 85l>, 8(iO-SU;i, 3li4-8(i5,

8(1<I, 870.

Maldives, Xi5.

.Malindi, 492.

.Maliiies, 129.

Malinke.s, 452, 4."j8.

Maliiitzi, ,wf' Matlalcueyatl.
.Malliciila, 87<i.

.vlalta. 198.

.Maluti Mountains, 478.

;»Ian)elucfis, 8(10.

Mammoth Ca\-(', 570-572, (i45.

M amove River, 7li7.

Man, Isle of, 49-,5(l.

Maiuiar, (4ulf of, :i;n-:«2.

Managua, 718.

Manajiiia, Lake, 717.

Manas River, :il4.

Manasarowa Lake, :)12, JiSO.

Manati, 724.

Manrlia, La, 167.

Manchester (Ens;.). !7.

Manchester (X. IL), tiOl.

Manchuria, .i70-:i71.

Mandalay, :U1.

JIangareva, 897.

Manhattan Island, (ill.

Maiii, 710.

Manila, 8<)8, 8()9, 871.

Manistee, (!54.

Manistee River, (i5;i.

Manitoba. 545, 5li2, im, 5(iB.

Manitoba, Lake, .MS, 5(!2.

Manitou r>ay. 542.

Manitoulin, (irand, .542.

Manitowoc, (xxi.

Mankato, (!60.

Mannheim, 105.

Manowolko, 859.

Mans. Le. 1(12.

Mansfield (O.), (;49.

Mansfield. Mount, (iOl.

Manlinea. 228, 2">0.

Mantua, liO.

Mamia. 885, vofi', 88(1.

Manzanares River, KW, 180.

Maoris, 8:«l, 8Jv4. 8iK).

Maple River, (i(i2.

Maquoketa River, Iili2.

.Maracaybo, 744.

.Maraiaybo, Lake, 74H.
Marais des Cygnes, .i'-e 0.sage

River.
Marajo, 797.

.Maranhao, xce Maranon.

.Maranon River, 7.52, 7()0-7(il , 794-7.
Miirbore, 147.

March, 8.5(1.

Maremac River, 04:!.

Marcmmas. 17(1.

.Margcridc Mountains. 142.

Mariana Arcliipelago, 872.
JIarle-tialante, 7:il.

Marietta, (Uil.

Marindui|ue, .869,870.

Marinette. (1.5(1.

Mavitza River. 20(1.

Marlborough, ()05.

Marmora, Sea of ,
20!i. 210.

Marmore, Cascata del, 1915.

Marne River, 152.

.Maroni River, 804.

Maronitcs 287-288.

Mari|uesas Islands, 8<f4-8!Xl.

Marquette. (1.5:i.

.\larc|uctte River. (K).

Marseilles. 15(i, 1(!0.

Marshall. (182.

Marshall Islands, 874, 901.

Marslialltown, (itJ.'l.

Marsh of (iuiana, 802.

Marti Sana (anal. 192.

Martha's Vineyard, dOU.

Martinique, 7lib, 7.'51.

Martinsburg, ()27.

Marwick, 1)07.

Maryland, (i20-()22.

Masbate, 870.

Masr el-Kahireh, .«> Cairo.
Massachu.setts, (iO2-fi0(i.

Massachusetts Bay, (102.

.Massimi, 453.

Massowah, 417.

Matabello, 859.

Matagorda liay, (i82.

Matapan, Cape, 2;i0, 2:i4.

Matlalcueyatl, 704, iiuIp.

Mattapony River, 1)24.

Mafterhorn, ..cc Cervin.
Matto-Crcs-so, 79;i.

Maui. 890.

Manle River. 772.

Matdlin River, 772,

Matilmain, .'ili7.

Maunu-e Itiver, (US, 049.

Manna Hulalai, 890.

Mauna Kea. 890.

Mauna Loa, 888-890.

Maurienne, Mountains of, 144.

Mauritius, .WB-SOS.
Mauvaises Terres, titi^i.

Mavapan, 710.

Mayas, 710,

Mayenee, 108.

Mavotte. .50),

Ma'/.afran River, 4.iO.

Mbau, 88H.

Mecca, 294.

Medicine B4)w Mountains, (107.

Medina, 2!H,

Medjerda River, 42(1, 4:!0.

Mcdoc, 153.

Megalonesia, 8;i9-871.

Megantic, Lake, .5.52.

iMcghna River, .'!15.

Mejan. Causse, 14H.

.Mejillones, 774.

Mekong River, »41, :M4 :J45.

Melanesia, 87.5-88:i,

Melbourne, 820.

Mellegue, 41)0,

Mclc.s, 232.

Memphis (Egypt), 40(1.

Memphis (Teini.), (145.

Meini)hremag<)g. Lake, 5,52.

Memramcook, Isthmus of, ,").53,

Menado, 8(»,

.Menam River, ,'Ul-.f42,

Menominee. (1,5(1.

Menoujinee River, 055.

Menton, 151.

Merapi, 848.

Merced River, (185.

Mcrida (Sjjain), 1(19.

Meridu (Ync), 710.

Meriilen, (110.

Merrimae River, COO.

.Mers-al-Kcbir. 427.

Merthvr-Tvdvil, :!9.

Merv, 259, "201.

Mesa de llerveo, 739,
Meshed, .•«)3,

Mesopotamia, 278-2X2,
Messene, 22>*.

Messenia, 2:i0.

M&ssina, 204.

Metz, 108.

Meuse River, 12.5-12(), 12!f-130.

Mexicans, 099-702, 704-708.
Mexico, 520, ()97-710.

Mexico, City of, 70O, 702, 709.
Me'zenc, 142.

Miako, 389-390.

Michaelovsky, (iiW.

Michigan, (1,52-0,54.

Micliigan, Lake, ,542.

Micrones'a. 871-901.

Micronesia, Little, 871-875.

Middle liulte, (189,

Middletown, (110,

Midi, I'ic du, 148,

Milan, 20.3.

Miles Citv, (KK).

Miletus, 274, 278.

Milford, (;(k5,

Mille LiKS, (1.58.

Mihvauki e, 1155,

Min River, 3,58.

Minaha.ssa, 800, 8()3,

Minas-deraes, ISO, TA.
Mincio River. liK'.

Mindanao, 8(18, 8',o-.S71,

Mindoro, 809, 870.

Mineiros, 8(KI.

Mingrelia, 200.

Minho River, 172, 182,

Mini Wakan, 000,

Minnea])olis, 0,59,

Minnesota, (!.5(!-0t'0.

Minnesota River, 574, 058,

Minorca, 173, 174
Miqnelon, 5,59.

Mirainichi Ray and River, ,5.55.

Mississippi. 037-<l.'l!t.

Mi.ssissippi River, 512, 514, ,572-

.577, ()37, 058.

Mississippi Sound, 039.

Missolonghi, 228.

Mi.ssoula, 000.

Missouri. (142-043.

Missouri River, 574-.575, (142-043.

Misti. ,<('( Anquipa.
Milchell's IVak, .«ec Guyol's.
Mitylene, 27(1.

MitzoiV Island, (190.

Mjiisen, Lake, ,50.

Mobile, 030,

Mobile liay, (134.

Mobile River, 0;i4.

Modena, 204.

Mrdlin, 83.

Moen, t)3.

Moghrel), 420-421.
Mohave Pesert. 580.

Mohawk River. (110.

Molokai, 81iO.

Mol«ceas, 8,5,5-S59.

Morabas, 492.

Mona, Islanil of, 49.

Monaco. 151.

Monadnock, Mount, 000.

Mona Passage, 7.5.

Moncton, 5.55.

Mondego River, 182.

Mongolia, 37.'I-375.

Mongols, .37.3-375.

Mongo-ma-Loba. 407.

Monmouth, 015.

Mono, Lake, ,578.

Mononiotaj)a, 489.
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Monongaliela River, 572, 016.
Monroe, Mount, (iOO.

Monrovia, 4<)U'.

Moiiscrrat, lSO-181.

Moiitani., iKt-I'Mi.

Mi'Mtana, La, 7liO.

Jlont Wane, -S.S-^i, i;«, 144, liX).

Mont Ceiiis Tunnel, 144.

Monte Cinto, 1(>4.

Montenegro, 220.

Monte Rosa, 2:1, iM, IfW.

Monte Rotonilo, ItH.

Montevideo, "H(i.

Mtmte Viso, IIH).

Montgomery, (kW.

Montpelier, (i()2.

Montpellier, l(i2.

Montreal, .'>.")2.

Mont Saint-iMiclicl, l.jO.

Montserrat, Toii.

Mont Tendre, i:!<!."

Moorea, 8!<2.

Jlooseliead Lake, ,')it8.

Moosilanke, Mount, im.
Moran, .Mount, (ili7.

Moravia, 117-U.S, 12:!.

Moravian Dictlireu, Siii).

Morliilian, l.'iO.

Morea, 22X-2:i2.

Mormons, •)71-(i72.

Moro, svi- Morotai.
Morocco, 440-444.
Morocco, City of, 44.'!.

Morotai, 85<).

Moscow, TJ, 78, 79, 92.

Moselle River, 97, 98, 108, 134, 143.

Moskva River, 73, 92.

Mossame<Ies, 475.

Mostaganem, 427, 429.

Mostar, 219.

Mosul, 2«3.

Motir, 85().

Mount Desert, .598.

Mouse River, (HiO.

Mozamliique, 492.

Mozambique Channel, .502.

Mukden, 371.

Mukiintnweap River, ()76.

Miillliausen, 108.

Muluya River, 441.
Mundo River, 174.

Munia. 147.

Munich, 108.

Munku Sardyk, 247.

MurchLson, Mount, 504.
Murcia, 174, 181.

Murray liivcr, HKi, 818, 820.
Murruuiliiditce, 81(),

Murshidahad, 320.

Murzuk, 418-120.
Muscat, 295.

Muscatiiie, 062.
Muscle Shoals, 03.5, Mi.
Muskegon, 054.

Muskegon River, 0.53.

Muskingum River, VAH.
Mussel-shell River, OliO.

Muzza Canal, 192.

Mwata Yanivo, The, 470.
Mttutan Nzige, see Albert

Nyanza.
Mycenie, 228.

Mysol, 857.

Nagas.\ki, .387.

Nagoya, 390.

Nanaimo, .5()8.

Nanchaug, 309.

Nancy, 1.50, 101.

Nanda Devi, 314.

Nanga Parbat, 310-312.
Nanking, '.MHi.

Nantes, 1.52, 1.5t), 100.

Nantucket. (iOO.

Naple.s, 202-203.
Naples, IviuKdom of, 19().

Napolose, 2.S9.

Napo River, 752.

Narbada River, 310, 318.

Nar River, 193.

Narragausett Bav, 000.

Narurota, 8IKi.

Nashua (N. H.), 001.
Nashville, 04.5.

Na.ssau (New Prov.), 7:34.

Natal, 482-484.
Natcliaug River, 1508.

Natchez, (ioS.

Naugatuck River, 008.
Navas de Tolosa, Las, 170.
Naviglio Grande, 192.

Naxos, 232.

Neagh, Lough, 45.

Nebo, 280.

Nebraska, O0:HiO4.
Nebraska City, (>()4.

Neln-aska River, .see Platte Eiver.
Neches River, 082.

Neckar, 97.

Nedjed, 2111, 292, 295.

Nedjof, Lake, 280.

Nefuds, 291.

Negaunee, 053.

Negoi, 110, 221.

Negritos, 840, 8(i8, 870.

Negroes of Africa, 395-39*;.

Negro, Rio, 747, 795, 79(i, 797
Negros, 870.

Nelson River, 564.

Neosho River, 040, 065.

Nepal, 329-:i:i0.

Nepulii-Nior, 70.

Neste River. 1.54.

Netherlanders, Netherlands, see
Holland.

Netherlands India. 842-.843.

Nethou, Pic de, IMi.

Neufchatel, 144, note.
Ncufchatel, Lake of, 138.

Neuse River. Ii27.

Neusiedler See. 115.

Nevada, (.70-072.

Nevada River, 085.
Nevado de Illimani, 765.
Nevado de Merida, 744-746.
Nevado de Quindiu, 739.

Nevado de Sorata, see. Illampu.
Nevado de Suma Paz, 739.

Nevado de Toluca, 704.

Neva River, 70, 78, 92.

Nevis, 733.

New Albiiny, 6.50.

Newark (N. J.), 614.

Newark (O.), 649.

New Bedford, (i05.

New-Berne, 628.

New Britain, (J09-610.

New Britain Archipelago, 838.

New Bninswick, .545, .555.

New Brunswick (N. J.). 614.

Newburg (N. Y.), 612.

Newburyjtort, 005.

New Caledonia, 877-s,S0.

New Castle, 619, 020.

Newcastle. 38.

New Castile, 16(Mfl9.
New England, 597-.598.

Newioundland, 545. .5.58-559.

Newfoundland, Banks of, .5.58.

New Guinea, 836-839, 899, 900.

New Hampshire, 600-001.
New Ifauover, 838.

New Itaven. 009.

New Hebrides, .S75-877, 901.

New Ireland, 8:i8.

New .lersey, 614-615.
New London, 009.

New .Mexico, .580, 678-680.
New Orleans, 576, 6^59-040.

New Siberia. 248.

Newport (Ivy.), 646.

Newport (R.' [.), 607.

New River, 024, (i29.

Ne%v South \\'ales, 811, 816-818.
New Westminster, BiH.
New York, 610-614.
New York Citv. 610-(il2.

New Zealand, 829-8;».

N 'garni, l^ake, 488-489.
Niagara, 54:!.

Niagara Falls, 543.
Nias, 8,50.

Nicaragua, 71(i-718.

Nicaragua, Lake, 717.

Nice, 151, Kil.

Nicoliar Islands, 3:38.

Nicosia, 277.

Niemen River, 96.

Niger River, 3!V4, 448-J50.
Nijnii-Novgorod, 73.

Nikko, .'JW.

Nikolaiev, 93.

Nile, 397-K)4, 408, 409, 410, 411-
412.

Nile, Blue, 411-412.
Ninies, 162.

Nindjin-tangla, 380.

Nineveh, 278.

Ningpo, ;i6(>.

Niobrara River, 661, 664.
Nipe, 724.

Nipigon Lake, 548.

Nipissing, L.ake, 548.

Nippon, see Japan and Hondo.
Nislinabatona River, (ili2.

Nodaway River, 662.
Nogai, 90.

Noir, Causse, 143.

Norfolk, (;25.

Norfolk Island, 8,35.

Normandy, 149-150.

Norristown, (ilS.

North .Ydanis, 604.

Northampton, (iOl.

North Cape, )i2.

Nortli Carolina, 627-628.
Nortlifield, 608.

North Fork of the Platte River,
663, 0(i8.

North Island, 8.32.

Northumberland Gulf and Strait,

555.

Nortli-west Territories, 545, 562,
.566.

Norton Sound, 694.

Norwalk, 610.

Norway, ,58-59.

Norwegians, 58-59.

Norwich, (J09.

Nossi-Iie, .504.

Nottaway River, 027.
Nottingham, 38.

Noumea, 879.

Nova Scotia, 545, 555-556.

Nova Zembla, 70.

Novi-Bazar, 218.

Nubia, 408-409.

Nueces River, 682.
Nuevitas, 724.

Nukahiwa, 894.
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Nuremberg. 108.

Nurlia>;s, liOO.

Nns.airinh, Mimntains of the, 285.

Nusliagak River, (i!l2.

Nyaiij;we Kapids, 4(18.

Nyanza, sre Vietoria Nyanza.
Nyassa, Lake, :S'M, 490-492.

Oahi;, 8i)0.

Oalituaak, see Upolu.
Oakland, IW7.

Ob River, -'45-247.

Obi, h.V<.

Obion River, 044.

Obc.k, 41li-417.

Ocean drove, Iil4.

Oceanica, KOH-iWl.
OckliK-konnee River, 631.

Ocinnlgee River, 031.

Ococingo, 710.

Oconee River, (i.31.

Oconto River, ()55.

Oder River, DO.

Ode.fsa. 80, !t2.

Oesel, sii.

Oeta, Mount, 227.

Ogdensburg, 012.

Ogeechee River, 031.

Ogowai River, 470-472.

Ohio, (i4(Hi4!l.

Oliio River, ,572, 616-617.

Ohiteroa, S'.Ki.

Oisans, Mcjuntains of, 144.

Oise River, 152.

Oka River, 24, 73.

Okanagon River, 689.

Okeeeliobee, 4jake, 633.

Okeechobee River, (i32.

Oketin<ikee Sw.anip, 630.

Okliolsk, Sea of, 380.

Oklirida. 214, 218.

Oklalioina, 0H4.

Oland, Island of, 60.

Old Castile, 100.

Oldbani, 38.

Olonos, 2.'i0.

Olympia (Greece), 228.

01ympia(t;.S.), 68il.

Olympus, Mount (Thes.saly), 206,

212.

Olympus, Mount (U.S.), ()88.

Omaha, 0*>4.

Oman, 2it5.

Ombla, 112.

Ombrone River, 104.

Onega. Lake, 70.

Oneida Lake, 010.

Ontario, Lake. ."43.

Ontario, Province of .544, 545,
540-5."»4.

Oastenaula River, ()35.

Oparo, m>.
Opieo, 710.

Oporto, 188,

Oran, 427, 429, 439.

Orange, 014.

Orange River, 477^78.
Orangii Free State, 484-485.

Orb River, U:i.

Orbe River, 144.

Oriliomenus, 228.

Oregon, 087-(i88.

Oregon River, see Columbia.
Oregon City, 688. -

Orel, 93.

Orenburg, 18, note.

Orgilos, Serra dos, 790,

Orihuela, 174,

Orinoco River, 512, 514, 747-748.

Orissa, 317.

Orizaba, Volcano of, 704.

Orkn(>y Islands, 50. 51.

Orleans, 102.

Orleans, Forest of, 148.

Oroefa, 07.

Orohena. Mount, 802,

Orontes River, 2K4-285.

Orteler Spitze, 110.

Osage River, 1W3, 005.

Oslikosh, 6.">6.

Osmanlis, m-c Turks.
Ossa, Mount, 220.

Oswego, t>12.

Oswego Canal, 012.

Oswego River, tilO.

Otonabee River, 550.

Otsego Lake, (ilO.

Ottawa (Can.), 5,50.

Ottawa (Kan.), 0()5.

Ottawa River, 540, 548-550.

Ottumwa, ()t>3.

Owen Souiul, 5,50.

Owen Stanley Range, 836.

Owl Creek Mountains, ()07.

Oxford, 32.

Ovapoek River, 804.

O'zaka, 3<K).

Ozark Mountains, 574, 575-570.

640.

Padang, 848, imte 2, 850.

Padnia River, 315.

Padua, 204.

Paducah, 046.

Pagan, .HI.

Pakehas, H:i0.

Pabeo Vouiui, 227.

Palatinate, 107.

Palatka, I'M.

Palawan, xee Paragua.
Paleniliang, 8.50.

Palenipie, 710.

Palermo, 203.

P.ali, 320.

Palk .Strait, .331.

Palma, 174. IKl.

Palnias, Las, 4(K!.

Palmyra, 280.

Palti, Lake, 381.

Pains Maeotis, 78.

I'amir, 23.S. 2.54.

Panilii'o Ksluary, 627.

Pamlico S<iund. 027, 628.

Pampas. .522, 7S1-7H3.

I*amunkey River, 024.

Panama, 7;W-7ii9.

Panama, Isthmus of, 712, 738-739.

Panamint Mountains. 580.

Panay, S70.

Panguipulli, L.ake, 772.

Panjnad River, 312.

P.antellaria, Island of, 198.

Papeete, 8i>4.

Papua, see New Guinea.
Papuans, 837-8.38, 875, 882, 883.

I'aragna, 870.

I'araguav, 78t^7.S7,

Paraguay River, 779, 780-781, 786
79.3.

Paramaribo, 800.

Parana River, 778-779, 78(), 7i)2.

Paria Creek, (i76.

I'arinacota, 7,58.

Paris, 1.59.

Parkerslnirg, 627.

Park Range. Oii7.

Parnassus, Mount, 22<>-227.

Parnes .Mi>untains, 227.
Paros, 232.

Parsons, t)05.

Parv'muweap River, 676.

Pasandava I$ay, .503.

Pascagoula River, 037.

Passamaquoddy B.ay, 5.5.^

Paste, Mountains of, 739
Patagonia, 782-783. ,

Patagonians, 770, 783.

I'ataiisco River, 622.

Paterson, 014.-

Patmos, 275.

Patna, 328.

Patook River, 716.

Patras, XMi.

Paulistas, 800.

Paumotu, see Tuamotu
Pavia, 1!K).

Paweatuck River, (i07,

Payta, 7.58.

Paz, La, 709.

Peace River, 545, 562.

Peach Springs, (i78.

Pearl River, (i37.

Pecagama, Falls of, 658.

Pecos River, 078.

Pedido River, (i32.

Pegu, 337.

Peipus, Jjake, 78.

Peking, »14.

Pelew Islands, 874, VJOO-OOl.

Peling Islands, 8()3.

Pelion, Mount, 220.

Peloponnesus, 228-232.
Pclvoux, Mont, 144.

Pembina, tjtil.

Pemidji Lake, (i,58.

Peneus River, 22(>.

Pennsylvania, 01.5- (il9.

" Penn.svlvania Dutch," 618.

Penoh.sc'ot Hay, .5<«t.

Penobscot River, 598-599, tiOO.

Pensacola, i'M.

Pensacola Bay, 632.

Pentelicus, Mount, 227.

Peoria, (>.52.

Pepin, Lake, ()58.

Perekop, Istlimus of, 89.

Perim, 2'.ltl

Perm, 18, note.

Pernambuco, 802.

Persepolis, 303.

Persia, 295-:W3,

Persian Gulf, 291,2%.
Persian Language, 301.

Pei-sians, 29il-:!02.

Perigord, 154.

Perth, 828.

Peru, 754-7l>4.

Perugia, 193.

Perugia, Lake of, 194.

Pe.stb, 124.

Petehora River,72.
Peten, Lake of, 714.

Peterborough, .5,50.

Petersburg, 025.

Petitcodiae River. ,5,55.

Petite Anse Island, Ii39.

Penis, .SVC Fulalis.

Phanaricn, Pbanariot.s, 211.

Phasis, River, 2()0.

Pliiladelphia, 018.

Philippeville, 427.

Philippine Islands, 840, 842, 806-

871.

Philippopolis, 216.

Phocis, 228.

Pha'nix, (MO.

Piaoenza, UK).

Piave River, 192.

Pichinelia, 751.

Piedmont, 188, 203.
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Pieterinaritzl)urg, 484.

Pike's Peak, (iUT.

Pik'iiiiiayu River, 780.

Piiidus itouiitaiiis, liiU.

Pino ISluff, iri-2.

Pines, Isle ut', .S"!!.

Pink t'lilTs, ti7(i.

Pinsk, Mai'slies of, 78.

Pioehe, 07-.

Piqne il'Kstats, 148.

Piiieus, i'M.

Pisa, li(U.

Piseataqua River, liOl.

Pisuerj;a River, Wi.
J'ittsljius;!], 572, 618.

Pitlstield.CKM.
Plata River, 'ii-2, .)14, 778-77i).

I'lateaii Provinee (U. S.), 1)72-078.

Platte River, .174, <i42, 003.

Ploinl) iln Cantal, 141.

Plvnioiith (Eni;.), :i8.

Plynimitli (Mass.), OOO.

Pnoni Penli. ;i4S.

P(i River, 11I()-1>I2.

I'oik River, 111.

Peiiit liarniw.OiK).
Point lie Galle, xn.
Point-'a-Pitre, 7:!l.

Point Levi, ."i.52.

I'oland, s:i-H4.

Polar Lands, l.")-lli.

Pole.s, 82, 84: in Russia, 84; in

Austro-IIungary, IIU; inGer-
nntnv, 102-103.

Polillo. KOll.

Polynesia, 884-808.

^Poniarape, 7.58.

Ponierania, O.'i.

Pompeii, 2()2-20:i.

Ponapc, 872-87.i.

Ponce, 72,'i.

I'oneliartrain, liake, 576, 639.
Pondielierry, :i.'iO.

INjnLio de Alanseriche, 7t"»2.

Pontianak, 8(i5.

Pontine .Marshes. 103.

Popocatapetl, 704.

Population: of the world, 8, 15;
greatest density in Europe,
KM.

Poreuiiine River, .500.

Port Arthur, .")."iO.

I'ort-au-Princo, 728-730.
Port Hur<in, 0."i4.

Port .Jackson, K18.

Portland (Conn.), (»S.

Portland (Me.), 000.

Portland (Or.), 088.
Port Louis, .507.

Port Malion, 174.

Port Natal, 484.

I'orta Delgada, 405.

I'orto Ferrajo, 105.

Port of Spain. 734.

Porto Rraya, 408.

Porto Rieo, 725.

Porto Seguro, 800.

Porto Veci'hio, 102.

Port Royal, 030.

Port Said, 407.

Portsmouth (Kng.), 38.

Porismoutli (N.H.), (iOl.

Porlsmontli (().), 040.

Fortsmoulli (Va.), 025.

Portugal, 182-188.

Portuguese, 1S4-1S0.

Portuguese Congo, 473.

PortugiU'SC Language, 28, 180.

Potehefstrom, 48<>.

Poti, mi.

Potonuic River, 020-021, 024.

Potosi, 765.

Pott.sville, (il8.

Poughkeepsie, 012.

Powder River (Mon.), Ofj5.

Powder River (Or.), ti87.

Poyang, Lake, 330.

Prague, 124.

Pra.slav, 218.

Prescott, OSO.
Presidios, 44:1-444.

Presque Isle, 000.

Pretoria, 486.

Pribyloff Islands, 090.

Priest's Kapids, (i80.

Prince Kdward Island, 545, 557.

Prince of Wales. Cape, 004.

I'rinee of Wales Island, OiXJ.

Prince's Island, 5(XI.

I*rineeton, (ilo.

Prince AVilliam Sound, 6',)1.

Pripet River, 78.

Provence, Coast of, 151.

Providence, 000-007.

Providence River, OCHj.

Prussia. 102-103.

Pruth River, 221.

Psiloriti, 215.

Puebla, 710.

Pueblo, 070.

Puerto Caballfis, 716.

Puerto Cabello, 744.

Puerto de\ Padre, 724.

Paget Sound, 507.

Puglia, La, I'.Hi.

Puisaye, 152.

Pukhtun-khwa, .'iee Afghanistan.
Pulu-Pinang, 3;)8.

Punai, 327.

Puna.s, 7(>4-705.

Punjab, 312.

Punta Aremis, 770.

Purace, 7.'W.

Purus River, 703.

Puszta, 114, 115.

Puv-de-I)6nie, 141.

I'uy-de-Sancy, 141.

Puyehue, Lake, 772.

Pyramid Lake, 578.

Pyramids, 4<Ki-407.

Pyrenees Mountains, 22, 146-148.

(Ju'Ai'PELi.E River, ,504.

Quebec, 5,52.

tiuebec. Province of, 544, .545, .54t)-

554.

(^ueeu Charlotte's Islands, 508.

(^leenslanil, 811, 821-822.

tiuetta, 307.

Quichuas, 755-758, 701-704, 708,

760.
Quiloa, 402.

Quincy, 052.

Quinebaug River, (iOS.

Quinte, Ray of, 550.

Quito, 754.

Races ok Men, 11-14.

Racine, 0.55.

Radom, 83.

Ragusa. 112-

Raiatea, WH.
Rainier, Mount, .582, IWO.

Rainy Lake, .504

Rainy I.,ake River, 548, 564.

Ra'.sin River, 053.

Ralei!;h. 028.

Ram ( langa, ."^IS.

Rancip, Lake, 772.

Ranguii, :i37.

Rapidan River, 624.
Rappahannock River, (i24.

Raton .Mountains, 007.

Rattlesnake Mountains, 067.

Ran, 850.

Ravaivai, 89<).

Ravan-hrad, Lake, 313, 380.
Ravenna, 204.

Ravi River, 312.

Rawlins, (i07.

Reading, 018.

Reb River, 411.

Recife, sec Pernambuco.
Red Bank, 015.
Red Lake, 058.

Red Race, 10.

Red River, 3,50.

Red River of the North, 514, 504,
058.

Red River of the South, ,577, 03'J.

Red Hi-A, 280-200.

Red Wing, 000.

Ree, Lough, 40.

Reese Ri>'er, 671.

Regina, .500.

Religions: distribution, 14.

Rennes, 102.

Republican River. CM, 005.
Restigoiiche River, .5,55.

Rety.zat, 11(>.

Re'union, .tre IJourbon.
Revilla Gigedo Island, 000.

Reykjavik, (i8-0U.

Rezzanese, ll>2.

Rlieims, 101.

Rhine, 07-<W, 120-1.30, KiO-130
Rhode Island, 60(M«7.
Rhodes. 277.

Rhone River, 138-130, 151, 154-

1,56.

Riad, 2il5.

Richelieu River, .552, 569.

Richmond (Ind.), 0.50.

Richmond (Va.), 025.

Rideau River, .5.50.

Riesengebirge, 05.

Rif Mountains, 441.

Riga, 02.

Rilii Dagh, 206.

liiui.atara, 806.

Rimini, 103.

Rinibne, Lake, 772.

Rio de .laneiro, 801-802.

: Rio Grande (Brazil), 70-2.

i Rio Grande del Norte, 580, G78,

I 682.

Rion River, 2(16.

. IMukiu Islands. .'JSG.

i
River of Exploits, 5,58.

Rjukandfos, (.Cataract of, 56.

Roan or Book Mountains, 667.

Roanoke River, 624, 627.

Rochefort, 131.

Rocbelle, 1.50.

Rochester (X. II.), 601.

Rochester (N. Y.), 612.

Rockford, 6.52.

Rock Island, 6.52.

Rockland (.Me.), 600.

Rocky Mountains, 516-517, 577-

.5t8, (Kili, 667.

Rodriguez, .507.

Rogue River, (>87.

Rome, 195-196, 202.

Rome (N. Y.), 612.

Ronda. 181.

Rostov, 93.

Rotterdam, 1.33.

Rotti, 852.

Rotiimah, 883
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Eoubaix, 101.

Koiion, lf>L', 161.

Eoiik. »VZ.

Rouniania, 220-223.

Eoumauiaiis, 20S-209, 221-223; in
Traiisylvauia, 122.

Koumolia; 20!l. '2Ui, note.

KouiiK'lia, Kasteni, 216-217.

Ruapoliu, Mount, 832.

Rubaga, MM).

Riigen, Island of, 96.

Ruiz, 7311.

Riiki River, 408.

Rummcl River, 430.

Rumi of Cuteli, 312-313.

Kupaneo, Lake of, 772.

Rupert's Land, 543, 500.

Rurutu. Sit6.

Russia, W, 1!), G!M)3.
Russian Language, 27, 81.

Russians, 27,' 80-83, ;K}-92.

Great, 20, 80, 81.

Little, 81-82.

Wliite, 82.

Ruthenians, 81-82, 119.

Rutland, 002.

Sa.vle, 104.

Saba, 730.

Sabine Lake, &S2.

Sabine River, 0-39, 682.

Saco, 000.

Saco River, 509.

Sacramento, 687.

Sacramento, Paii'.ria del, 761.

Sacramento River, 684.

Sagaing, .'141.

Sagbalin. 2.'j0, 382.

Saginaw, IBI.

Saginaw Bay, 053.

Saginaw River, (i53.

Saguache Mountains, 667.

Saguenay River, 551.

Sahara, 3i»;j-3iH, 444-448.
Sahara of Algeria, 432.

Sahel, 42(1, 428, 430.

Saliel of Algiers, 428, 430.
Sahel River, 4;i0.

Saigon, l^i.

Sainia Lake, 78, 88.

Saintcs, Los, 731.

Sairam Lake, 379.

;Sajama, Mount, 763.

Sakalava, .504.

Sakaria River, 274.

Sakkarah, I'yraniids of, 406-407.
Salamvria River. 200.

Salat River, 1.54, 172.

Salaver, 863.

Salein (Mass.), 606.

Salem (Or,). 688.

Salembria River, 226.

Sal ford, .37.

Saline River, (J63.

Salisbnrv, 008.

Salmon Alonntains, 689.

SaluK.n River (Ida.), 689.
Salmon River (N. H.), (iOl.

Salonica, 212,

Salt Forks River, 66,5,

Salt Lake Citv, ,578, 672.

Saluda River. 629.

Sahvin River, JMO, 341.

Salzburg, 123.

Samar, 870,

Samaria. 289.

Samarkand, 261.

Samea'.ida, (K).

Samelats, or Lapps, 59-60,

Samen, 414.

Samhar, 414.
Samoa, 885-886, 900.
Samos, 277.
Samothraki, 216.

San Ant(jnio, (i82.

San Antonio River, 682.
Sandakan, 8(i6.

Sandusky, ()49.

Sandusky River, 048.
S.andwich (New Heb.), 876.
Sandwich Islands, 888-892.

San Francisco, 686-ti87.

Sangai, 7.52.

Sangonera River, 174.

Sangre de Cri.sto Slountains, (i67.

Sangnir, 863.

San Joaquin River, 684.
San Jose, 687.

San 3mi, 720.

San Juan liautista, 725.

San ,Juan Mountains, 667.

San Juan River (Col.), 676.

San Juan River (Nic.), 717.

San Salvador, 714-716.

San Salvador, City of, 716.

Sanskrit Language, 319, 320.

Santa Barbara, Cauldron of, 495.
Santa Cruz de Santiago, 498.

Santa Cruz Island, 730.

Santa Cruz Islands, 873.

Santa Fc', 680.

Santa Rosa Bay, 632.

Santee River, 629.

Santiagcj de Chili, 777.

Santiago de la Vega, see Spanish
Town.

Santo Domingo, 730.

Santo Domingo, see Hayti.
Santorini, 232.

Sao Francisco River, 794.

Saone, 154, 1.55.

Sao I'aulo de Loanda, 474-475.

Sao Thome, or St. Thomas, 500.

Sapporo, 3!«.

Saragossa, 172, 181.

Saratoga, 612.

Saratov, 93.

Sarawak, 8()5, 86(>.

Sardinia, 162, 198-200.

Sargasso Sea, 495.

Sarhad, 297-298.

Samia, 550.

Sarts, 260,

Saskatchewan, 564, 56(!.

Saskatcliewan River, 514, 545, 502-
.5()4.

Satilla River, 631.

Satjiuia Mountains, 316.

Sauk Rapids, ()58.

Savaii, 881).

Savalan, Mount, 297.

Savannah, 632,

Savainiah River, 631.

Savannas of (4uiana, 802.

Save River, 110.

Savu, 8.52.

Sawatch Mountains, see Saguache.
Saxons, 26-27.

Saxony, 104.

Scandinavia, 18, 20, 52-63,

Scandinavian Moinitains, 54-55,

Schehlt, 125.

Schenectady, 612.

Schleswig-Holstein, 6.3-64.

Schuylkill River, til6.

Sohwarzwald, see Black Forest.
Scilly Islands, .50.

Scio,' 276-277.
Scioto River, 648.

Sctxlra, 213.

Scodra, Lake of, 213.

Scotch people, 42-43.
Scotland, 39-44.

Scranton, 618.

Scutari, in Allninia, 21.3.

Scutari, in Asia, 212, 278.
Seas, 3, 7-8, 15-16.

Seattle, 689.

Sebaou, 4.30.

Segnra River, 174.

Segu Sikoro, 449, 453.
Seihun River, 274,

Seine River, 149, 1,52,

Sekoli River, 4<i8, note.
Selenga River, 247.

Seleucia, 278, 283.
Selinuntum, 196.

Selma, 6S).

Selvas, 4-6, 522, 796.

Semeru, Mount, 843-844.
Seminoe Mountains, (367.

Semites, 11-12.

Semmering Pass, 110-111.
.Seneca Lake, 61().

Senegal, 458.

Senegal River, 453-456.
Sem^gambia, 455-460.

Engli.sh, *iO.

Portuguese, 460.

Serang, see Ceram.
Serbs, 21!»-220.

Sertao, 791-792.
Servia, 218, 219-220.
Seto-utsi, 384.

Sevangha, Lake, 266-267.
Sevastopol, 89.

Severn River (Can.), 548.
Severn River (Eng.), 38.
Seville, 181.

Seybouse, 430.

Seychelles, 507-508.
Sfiikiots, 215.

Sban-a-lin, 370.

Shanghai, 3,64-3()6.

Shannon River, 46.

Shari, 4.50-451, 467, note.
Shasta, Mount, 582, ()85.

Shatt-el-Aiab, 272, 281-282.

Shauhing, 366.

Shawangunk, 614.

Shebovgan, 655.

Shcchem, 289.

Sheffield. 37.

Shellif River, 429, 430-43L
Shellikhoff Strait, 691.

Shenandoah River, 624.

Sherbrooke, 5.54.

Shersliel, 427, 428.

Shetland Islands, .50, 32.

Shetncket River, (;08.

Shiawassee River, (i54.

Sbilluks, 410.

Shintoism, 388.

Ship Island, 0.38.

Shiraz, 300, 303.

Shishaldin, 692,

Shoa, 415,

Shoahvater Bav, 6,88.

Sho.shone Falls, 089.

Shoshone Mountains, fJ67.

Shoshone River, sec Snake River.
Shreveport, 040.

Shumla, 218,

Siah-jiosh, 3(Xi.

Siam, ;J41-.343.

Siangtan, .'5()8.

Siberia, 241-242, 244 252.

Sicily, liKi-198.

Sicyon, 228.

Sidon, 289.
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SUlra, Giilt of, 418.

Sierra Leone, 4H0.

Sierra Madre, dKi, 078.

Sierra Morena, 170.

Sierra Nevada, 22, 17,5-170.

Sierra Nevada (U. S.), 517, 582,

070, 084.

Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta,
739.

Silths, ;128.

Si liiaiis, »iO.

Silclvim, .!;iO.

Silcolv. ;i84.

Silesia, 102-10.'?, 12.3.

Silla dc Caracas, 744.

Silver City, O'lO.

Siincoe Lake, 548.

Simla, .WO.

Sinai, Mount, 284.

Sindli, .see Indus.
Si-ngan lu, 350, 308.

Singa|)ore, 'XSH.

Sinhalese, 3:«-:»4.

Sioux City, (i02.

Siou.x Falls, ^^^^\.

Sioux Indians, (Xil.

Sir River, 250, 258.

Sita Eani, 304.

Sitka, 584, 0!tO.

Sivasamudram, Falls of, 318.

Siwah, 407.

Skager-Rack, 57.

Skaptar, («!-07.

Skhar Dagli, 2a5.

Skipatars, 212-215.

Skjaergaard, The, 00-62.

Skunk River, 002.

Slave River, ,562.

Slavo-Greek Peninsula, 204-223.

Slavonia, 123.

Slavs, 27, 80-81, 08-100, 118, 119-

120, 208-209, 218-219, 208.

Slovacks, 118.

Sniokc-Soiinding Falls, 490.

Smoky Hill Kiver, WJ5.

Smolensk, 78.

Smyrna (.Vsia Minor), 275, 278.

Smyrna (Del.), 020.

Snaefell, t)7.

Snake River, .581, 582, 087, ()89.

Society Islands, 892 894.

Socorro, (i80.

Socotra, 508.

Sofala, 489.

Sofia, 218.

Sokota, 411.
Sokoto, 4.54.

Solo River, 844.

Sologne, 148.

Solomon Islands, 875, 901.
Solomon Uiver, (Rio.

Somali, 494.

Sone River, 314.

Soninke's, 4.58.

Sonora, 709.
Sonrays, 4.52.

Sora, Cascades of, 193.

Soracte, 193.

Sorgues, 14(>, 152, 1.54, 150.
Soudan, 394, 448-407.

Central, 448-4.55.

Egyptian, 4IV.I-ln.

Maritime, 4.5.5-4()7.

Souk Harras, 429, 4.'i0.

Soul, 373.

Soultz, IJallon de, 143 144.
Sound, Tlie, 03.

Sourabaya, 847.
South .\ustralia, 811, 822 828.
South Bend, 050.

South Carolina, 028-«i30.

Southern Butte, (i89.

South Fork, Platte River, 663,668.
South Island, 83.3-834.

South Manchester. 008.
South Pass, Ofi".

Si)ain,4, Ifi4-I81.

Spaniards, 170-180.

Spanish Language, 27, 178-180.
Spanisli Town, 7.32.

Sparta, 228, 2.30.

Spartanburg, 030.
Spessart, 95.

Sphinx, 40fi.

Siiitzbergen, 02-63.

Spokane Falls, 089.
Spokane Plateau, 688.
Spokane River, 089.

Sporades, 232.

Sporades, Polynesian, 892-897.

Spree River. 103.

Springtield (111.), I),52.

Springfield (Mass.), 004.

SpringHeld (O.), 049.

Springwells, 0.54.

Srinagar, 328.

St. Albans, ()02.

St. .\ndre\vs 15av, K32.

St. Anthony, 059.

St. Anthony, Falls of, (i58.

St. Augustine, iV.M.

St. Barthelemy, 731.

St. Boniface, .500.

St. Catherines, 550.

St. Cliristopher, 732-733.

St. Clair, Lake, 542.

St. Clair River, .542.

St. Croi.x River, 5.55.

.St. Croix River (Wis.), 574, 055,
()58.

St. Denis (Isle of Bourbon), 500.

St. Elias Alps, ()91.

St. Elias, Mount, .584, 691.

Ste. Marie, Island of, 504.

St. Etieinie-en-Forez, 100-101.

St. Eustache, TMy.

St. Francis (Ark.), (HO, 043.

St. Francis River (Can.), 552.

St. George's Bay, ().32.

St. Gothard, Mount, 1:56, 1:38.

St. Helena, .500-.502.

St. Helen's, .Mount, .581, 089.

St. John (New Briuiswick), 555.

St. John, Island of, 73().

St. John River, 5.55, 5i)9.

St. John's, .5.59.

St. John's River, 632-<")33.

St. Jose|)h, 04:i.

St. Joseph's River (Ind.), 049,
0.5:i.

St. Kitt's, see. St. Christopher.
St. Lawrence, Gulf of, .544.

St. Lawrence River, 512, 543-
.544.

St. Louis (Mo.), 043.

St. Louis (.Senegal), 458.

St. Louis River, 058.

St. Lucia, 7;i'i.

St. Malo, 1.50.

St. Martin, 731, 7:iO.

St. Mary's River (Fla.), 631.

St. Mar'v's River (Ind.), (i49.

St. Mary's Strait, or River, 541-
542.

St. Maurice River, 551.

St. Paul, 0.50. 0,59.

St. Paul, Island of, 695.

St. Peter, Lake, .551.

St. Petersburg, 78. 79, 92.

St. Pierre (Martini(iue), 731.

St. Pierre, Island of, 559.
St. Stepheit, ,555.

St. Thomas (Can.), 550.
St. Tlumias, Island of, 736.

St. N'alentine. Mount, 772.
St. Vincent, 7:33.

Stabia^ '-'02.

StalTa, 50.

Stamford, 010.

.Staunton, 02(),

Stavanger, .55, 08, note*
Steiermark, 122-

Stella, 488.

Steppes, 19, 70-72.

Stejipes of Asia, '241.

Stettin, IIU.

Stcubenville, M'd.

Stewart Island, 8:35.

Stillwater, 000.

Stockholm, .58.

Stone Mountains, 0*27.

Stony River, .502.

Straits Settlements, 337-3:38.

Strasburg. 108.

Stratford (Can.), 550.
Straw Lake, 188.

Stromboli, Volcano of, 198.

Strudel, 1(«).

Struma River, 200.
Stuttgart. 100.

Stymphalus, Lake of, 228.

Styria, 122.

Suanetians, 270.

Suchau, :3(iO.

Suchau, :3()8.

Sucre, see Chuquis.aca.
Sudras, 320.

Suez, 407.

Sulina River, 206.

Suliots, 214.

Sulla Islands, 80.3.

Sullivan's Island, 030.

Sulu Archipelago, 860.

Sumatra, 848-850.

Suinba, 852.

Sumbiiwa, 851.

Sumniam River, 430.

Sunda, Strait of, 848.

.Sundarbans, 315.

Sundas. Les.ser, 851-855.

Smiderlatul, 38.

SunHower River, 6,38.

Suugari River, 248, :i70.

Superior, Lake, 541-.542.

Surakarta, 847.

Surat, 329.

Surinam. 805-806.

Susquehanna River, 610.

Sutlej River, 312, :«0.

.Suwanee River, 031, 633.

Suzdal, 73.

Svartisen, .55.

Swabia, 10.5-100.

Swansea, :39.

Sweden, .57-58.

Swe<les, 57,

Sweetwater Mount,''.ins, 667.

Switzerland, i:U-141.

French, 140.

flerman, K39-140.
Italian, 140.

R(unansch. 140.

Sydney (.Vus.), 81.5, 818
Sydney (C. B.), .5.57.

Syra, or Svros, 2:32.

S.yracuse (Sic), 198.

Syracuse (N. Y.), 012.

Syria. 28:!-289.

Szabadka. 125.

Szeged, 114, 125.
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Taal, JIount, 8f)8.

Tabasco, 710.

Tabasco Uiver, spc ITsumaciiito.
Tabliis, ,S7u.

Table Mmiiitains, 62.S.

Tabriz, .it'c Taiiris.

Tac'oina, (iWI.

Tacdiua, Mount, sec Kainicr.
Tacora, 75«.

Tadjiks, .ice I'prsiaiis.

Tafiia River, 4:i-2.

Ta.salocs, xci' Tagals.
Tarsals, ,S(i,V»iil.

Tagus Kiver. 107-108.

Tabaa, 8i«.

Tabiti, H!I-J-8<H.

Table(Hiali,(KS2.
Talioe, Lake, 578.

Taioliai, 8114.

Taiwan, .sec Formosa.
Taivnen fii, »i8.

Tajnra, Hay of, 410, 417.
Takazza Kiver, 41-.'.

Ta kiaug, .sec Yangtsz' kiang.
Takla-Mak.in, :i7S.

Tallahassee, 0:U.

Tallabatcbee Kiver, 638.
Tallapoosa Kiver, 0:^5.

Tamincono Kiver, 448.

Tampa Hay, 032.

Tanais, 78.'

Tangan.vika, Lake, 3iM,408, 490.

Tanna, 877.

Tannanali Kiver, 0!4.

Tapajos Kiver, 7i)."i, 797.

Tapti Kiver, 310, 318.

Tar Kiver, G27.

Taranakli-lama, 37(i, 382.

Tarentaise, Mountains of, 144.

Targot-gaj), ;<8().

Tarn River, 143, 154.

Tauata, 8<Xi.

TasbkemI, -'00-261.

Taslu.sak, r,W.

Tasmania, 8b1, 828-829.
Tasmanians, 10, note, 829.
Tatras, 110.

Taunton. ««.
Taunton River, 6a5, 606.
Taupo, L.ike, H32.

Tauris, 30.3.

Taurus Mountains, 272-27.3.

Tav Kiver, 41.

Tavgetus, Mount, 228, 2;J4.

Tciierkesses. 208-270.
Tebernoziotn, 72.

Tclioruk, 2(«).

Tegucigalpa, 710.

Tebamali, 292.

TeJiran, 302.

Tehnantoppc, Isthmus of, 702.
Tekax, 710.

Tell, 420; Moroccan Tell, 442.
Tell-ros-Is. 70.

Tcmbi Kiver, 448-449.

Tpmpe, Vale of, 220.

Tenampua, 710.

Tenasserim, 337.

Teneriffp, 490-4!J7.

Tenes. 420.

Tengri-nor, .380.

Teniet el-lliid, 429.

Tennesai-e, t>43-«>lfi.

Tennessee Kiver, (>.^'>, 614.

Tenocbtitlan, sve Me.\ieo.
Tequendama, Falls of, 744.

Terceira, 4'.i.'l.

Ternate, 8ri.'>-8.^0.

Terre Haute, (i50.

Tete, 490.

Tetnuld, 2f>5.

Teto, So.-f-N.'H.

Teton, (irand, .wcHayden, Mount.
Teton Kan.ge, (K17.

Teverone River, or .\nio, 193.
Te.xas, .WO, 08(M)82.

Teyde, Peak of, 4!*!.

Tezcueo, 099.

Tezciu-o, Lakeof, 70<l.

Thames River (t'an.), 548.
Thames River (Conn.). 608.
Thames River (Eng.), 31-32.

Thar, Desert of, 312, 31.5.

Thasos. 210.

Thebes, 403.

Tlieiss, sec Tisza.
Therasia, 2.32.

Thessalv, 220.

Thian-siian, 238, 254.
Thomaston (Conn.), (iOS.

Tliomp.sonvilIe, COS.

Thoisliavn. 05.

Thousand Isles, .543.

Tbra.symene. Lake, 194.

Three Rivers, ,"i2-.'j."):i.

Thunder Hay, 550, 0.53.

Thunder liav River, 653.
Tbiiringer \Vald, 95.

Tiber River, 193.

Tiberias. Sea of, 285, 286.
Tibesti, 420.

Tibet, 376, 379-:i82.

Tiburon, Pcnin.sula of, 726.
Ticino Kiver, 1:38-1.39, 190.

Tidore, 8,5<>.

Tient.sin, m^.
Tierra del Fuego, 770.

Tiriis, 271.

Tigre, 414, 415.

Tigris River, 280-281.
Tiboo, 710.

Tikal, 714.

Timavo River, HI.
Timboro, 8.51.

Timbuktu. 449, 453.

Timor, 852-H.54.

Timor Laut, 854.
Tino, 232.

Tirich Mir. :i0<>.

Tirnova, 218.

Tista River. 314.

Tisza River, 110, 112-114.
Titieaca, Lake, 755, 7.59, 765-700.
Tittibaw.issee River, 654.
Tlaeojian, 09it.

Tl'-scala, 702.

Tlemscn, 439-440.
Tobago, 7:i4.

Tobolsk, 252.

Toeantins Kiver, 794.
Togian -Archipe'ago, 863.
Togo, 405.

Tokio, Ki'i' Vedo.
Toledo (().). (HO. 648.
Toledo (Spain), KiO.

Tolima, Volcano of, 739.
Toltecs, «99-7;)0.

Tolten Kiver, 772.

Tomlmra. .sec New Ireland.
Tombigbee River, 634, 6155, ()37.

TomlHiro, .see Timboro.
Tomsk, 2.52.

Tondano, Lake, 8R1.

Tonga Islands, H8()-887.

Tongariro. Mount, 832.
Tiingataliu, s«<i.

T..nli Sap, Lake, .343, .344.

Tonli Sap River, AH.
Tonquin, 349-.352.

Tonquinese, 352.

Topeka, tifiS.

Topino Kiver, 193.
Torellas, Puig of, 174.
Tormes River, 1()6.

Tornefi, .57.

Toronto, 5.50.

Torf»weap, 676.
Torres Strait, 836.
Tortuga, 726.

Toulon. 151, 101.

Toulouse, 100.

Tourccpiiig, 102.

Touron. Hay of, 348.
Tours. 102.

Transleithania, 122, 12.3.

Transpirts, Kiver of, sec Imperial
Canal.

Transvaal, 18.5-48(i.

Transylvania, 110, 123.

Trarzas, 4,50.

Tras-o.s-Montes, 182, 184.

Traverse Lake, (>58.

Tremab River, 312.

Trenton, 014-015.
Trieste. 121-125.

Triglav, 111.

Trincomali, 3;i4.

Trinidad, 734.
Trinity River, 682.
Tripoli. 417-420.
Tripoli, fity of, 418.
Tripoli Proper, 418.

Tristan d'Acunha, .502.

Troumouse, Cirque of, 147, 175.
Troy (Asia -Minor), 278.

Trov-(X. Y.),012.
Tsana, Lake, 411-412.
Tsi-afa-javona, ,502.

Tsrnagiira, 220.
T.sunoyama, .384.

Tuamotu Islands, 8iX;-897.

Tuaricks, 44(i, 451.

Tubal. 894.

Tuhuai Islands, 85)6.

Tuekasegee River,*62T.
Tucson, 680.

Tucum.an, 780.

Tufoa, X8G.

Tula, 7S.

Tulare Lake, 0*4.

Tulour Islands, 863.

Tulu Saggar, 337.

Tumac llumac, 804.

Tungting, Lake, 359.

Tunguragiia, 7.52.

Tunguses, 24S.

Tunguska River, 247, 248.

Tunis, 426, 439.

Tunis, Gulf of, 426.

Tunis, Province of, 426, 4,39.

Tnnxis River, 008.

Tuolumne River, 085.

Tupun.gato, Mount, 778.

Tu(|uerres, Mountains of, 739.

Turan, or Great Steppe, 239, 241,

255.

Turanians, 2.59.

Turia River, 174.

Turin, 203.

Turkestan, Rus.sian, 253-2<>4; Chi-
nese. .376-.378.

Turkey in Asia, 271-289.

Turkey River, 002.

Turkish Language, 208.

Turkomans, 2.55, 2.59.

Turks, 208; in Asia, 275-276; in
Caucasia, 270.

Turk's Islands, 7:«.

Turnagain ('anal, (>91.

Turijuiuo, Mount, 724.
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TuiTialba, Mount, 718.

Tiisrany, lil4-l!io.

Tuscarora, Gulf of, 16.

Tuz-sol, •-'74.

Tviulall, Mount, G85.

T'vi-e, mt.
Tyrol, The, 123.

U.VLAN, 872.

Ubsa-nor, 374.

Ucayali River, 761.

JJfa, 18, nole.

UKan<la, -.m.

Uintali .Ntountains, G70.

Ulin, KW.
Ulua Kiver, 71(i.

Umatilla River, 687.

Uinnak, (i!l2.

Unijiqua Mountains, 687.

Unipqua River, ()H7.

Unaka Mountains, (i27.

X'nalaska. -Ml, (Wi.

UncoMii;aIif;re Mountains, f)67.

Unimak, .-.S4, ()!!_'.

United Kinfidiim of Great Brit-

ain .and Ireland, 28-52; po|i-

ul.ation, 2il, note.

United States, .Wl, .5')!)-6!l(i; Gen-
eral Description, ."»6i>-.584;

Organization and Govern-
ment, 584-588; Origin and
History, .">88-5il6; Race fjine-

age, 5!'Hi-5;i7 ; States and Ter-
ritories, ,5i*7-lJiKi.

Unyaniwezi, 4ii8.

Upernavik, 540.

Upolu, 881).

Upper Iowa River, 61)2.

Ui)sala, 58.

Ural Mountains, 18, 6<l-70, 246.

Ural River, 18, 76.

Urdu, 322.

Urga, .375-376.

Urno, or Wurno, 454.

Uruguay, 78,')-786.

Uruguay River, 770, 702.

Urumiali, Lake of, 207.

Usliant, Island of, 150.

Usliba, 21)5.

Uslio, Mount, 411.

tJskudar, spc Scutari, in Asia.
t^ssuri River, 2.50.

V'sumaointo River, 710, 714.

Utah, 578, 670-672.

Utah Lake, 578, 671.
Utalan, 710.

Utica, (ir2.

Utrecht, 13.3.

Uxmal, 710.

Uzbegs, 260, 262.

Vaal Riveb, 478, 479.
Vaddas, 334.

Vaigatch, Island of, 70.

Vaisviis, ;J26.

Vala'is, 1.38.

Valdivia River, 772.

Valdoniello, Forest of, 164.
Valencia, 174, LSI.

Valetta, La, lOS.

Valladolid (Spain), VVi, 181.
Valladolid (Yuc), 710.
Valparaiso. 777.

Van, Lake, 274.
Vancou\er Island, 54«, 568, H'M.
Van Dienien's Land, .see Tasma-

nia.

Vanoise, La, 1+4.

Vanua Levu, 880.

Vardar lliver, 206.

Varna, 217.
Vatnajiikull, 67.

Vaucluse, Fountain of, 146, 152,

156.

Vaucluse, Mountains of, 146.

Vclay, Mountains of, 142.

Veleta, 175.

Venezuela, 744-7.50.

Venice, 204.

Ventoux, Mont, 146.

Vera Cruz, 700.

Verdigris River, 665.
Vermilion Ray, 630.

Vermilion River, IKK).

Vermont, 601-602.

Verona, 204.

Verona, Canal of, 102.

Ver.sailles, 162.

Vesuvius, Mount, 202.
Via Mala, 1:')6.

Vicksburg, 638.

Vicols, ,SIW, 860.

Victoria. 811, 818-820.

Victoria (B. C), .5I>8.

Victoria, Lake, 258.

Victoria Nvanza, 308, 3!)9.

Vienna, 123-124.

Vienne River, 153, 161,

Vigneniale, .\Iont, 147.

Vilaine River, 162.

Villarica, Lake of, 772.

Villarica, Volcano of, 772.

Vilna, 03.

VinCBinies, 650.

Vindhya Mountains, 315, 316.

Virgin' Islands, 7.32.

Virgin River, 676.

Virginia, 624-626.

,
Virginia, West, 626-627.

' Virginia Citv (Nev.), 672.

Visaya Islands, 870.

Visayas, 870.

Visla, .sw Vi.stula.

Vistula River, 83, 06.

Viti Islands, see Fijis.

Viti Levu. 880.

Vitim River, 248,

Vizzavona, Forest of, 164.

Vladimir, 73.

Vladivostok, 2.50.

Vojrelsbers. il5.

Vonia, 412-413.
\'olga River, 24, 72-76.

Volkhov River. 7(i-78.

Volturno River. 193.

Vor.arlbc^rg. 123.

Viiringfos, 56.

Vosges Mountains, 22. 143-144.
Vulcano, Island of, 108.

Vuoxen River, 78, .88.

Wabash Rivkh, WO.
Waccanuiw River, 629.

Wadav, 454.

M'adv'el-Kebir, 4.30.

Wahhabees, 205.

Walipeton, i'M.

Wahsatch Mountains, 670.

Waigiou, 857.

Waihu, see Ea,ster Island.
Waikato River, 8.30, 832.

Waipio River, 800'.

Wales, 38-.30.

Walker Lake, 578.

Walla<!hians, 221.

Walla Walla, 680.

Walled Lakes, (;62.

Wallis Islanils, 886-887.

Wallonia, 128.

Walloon.s, 125, 128.

Walloostook River. 599.
Wapsipinicon River, 662.
Warren (li. I.), 607.

Warsaw. 83, it2.

Warwick, (K)7.

Wash, The, 28, 31.

Washington, 623, 624.
Washington, Mount. 60f/.

Washington. State of, 688-689.
Washita River, 630, MO.
Waterburv, 600.

Wateree River, 620.

AVater Hen River, .562.
' Waterloo, 66.3.

Watertown (N.Y.), 612.

Watertown (Wis.), 656.

Wei. 'Mi.

Weliand Canal, .543.

AVelle River, 450-451, 467.

Welleslev, 337.

W(dlington, 835.

Wellington Island,772.
Welsh, 30.

Wends, 103.

Wenner, Lake, 56.

VVeser River, IXi.

West Bay City, 6.54.

West Branch, 616.

Westerly, 607.

Westerii .Vustralia, 811, 828.

Westrield, IK)4.

West Indies, 533.

West Virginia, 62l)-(i27.

Wetter, Lake. ,56.

Wheeling. 627.

White !\ii)untaiMS, CKK).

White Itace, 11-14.

White Itiver (.Ark.), 640.

White River (Dak.), 661.

White River (Ind.). 640.

White Sea, 70. 72.

White Sulphur Springs, 627.

Whitncv, Mount, .582.

Whydal'i. 465, 4(Kj.

Wichita, 1)65.

Wight. Isle of, 49.

Wilkesbarre. 618.

Willamette River, 687.

Williamsport, 610.

Willimantic, (KW.

AVillimantic River, 608.

Wilmington (Del.), 620.

Wilmington (N. C), 628.

Winoliesler. 62().

Windemere. Lake, .30.

Wind River Mountains, 667.

Windsor (N. S.), .5.56.

Windsor (Out.), .5.50.

Winipiseogee, Lake, 600.

Winnebago. Lake, 6.55.

Winiiemucca Lake, 578.

Winnihigoshish Lake, f),58.

Winnipeg, City of, 564, 566.

Winnipeg, Lake, .545, 562.

Winnipeg River, .548, .5<>4.

Winiiipogrisis, Lake, 5()2.

Winon:i. 660.

Winsted. 608.

Wirbel, 100.

Wisconsin. 654-(),56.

Wisconsin River, ,574, 655,

WithhKoochee River, 6:51.

Wolofs, 4.58.

Wood River, 680.

Wood River Pa.ss, 689.

Woodstock (Can.), 550.

Woonsooket, ()07.

Worcester. 604.

Wrangell. .Mount, 691.

Wuchang, 3(i8.
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^Vuchau fu, 368.

Wuriio. 454.

Wuiteiiiberg, 105-106.
AViirzlmrf;, 107.
"Wyp, The, .38.

Wyoniiiii;, (kaMiOT.
Wyomiiij; Mountains, (IIJ7.

Wyoming Valley, 616, 617.

XiNor. 795, 707.

Xocliimilco, Lake of, 709.

V.VDKIN RiVEH, 627, 629.
Yakootat Ray, 691.
Yakutes, 248.

Yalahuslia River, B.'SS.

Yalung River, 358.

Yanaon. 330.
Y'angcliau, .3(16.

Yangtsz' kiaug, 358-360.
Yankton, 661.
Yantic River, 608.

Yaciui, Pico del, 726.

Yaquina River, ()87.

Yarkand, 378.
Yaroslav, 73,

Yassv, 223.

Yazoo River, 638.

Yedo, 388, 3tJS.

Yekatfrinbiirg, 252.
YoUow Eartli, ;i,57.

Yellow Race, 12, 14.

Yellow River, see Hoang ho.
Yellowstone National Park, 574,

66(Hi67.
Yellowstone River, 574, 642, 6(i5,

()67.

Yemen, 291,292, 295.
Yenisei River, 247.

Yerba Buena, koi- San Francisco.
Yermak Timofeief, conqueror of

Siberia, 244.

Yezfl, ;i03.

Yezo, 3H4-.386.

Ymes Fjeld, ,55.

Yncas, 754-7.56.

Yokohama, 390.

Yoma Mountains, ,337.

Yonne River, 152.

York. 619.

York River, 624.
Yoruba. 4(Wi.

Vosemite Falls, 582,685.
Yosemite Valley, 6.S5.

Voungstown, 649.

Ypiranga, Valley of, 798.
Yucatan, 710.

Yukon River, 517, 584, 692-694.
Yuma, 680.

Yungas, Htd.

Zaccar, 429.
Zafarines, 444.
Zaghouau, 428.

Zagora, 226.

Zagrab, 119.

Zambeze liiver, 490-492.
Zamlioanga, 870.
Zamora. 10<j.

Zanosville, f)49.

Zante, 2;i(i.

Zaute, Island of, 234.
Zanzibar. 492-494.
Zarenbo Island, 6!)0.

Zealiind, 63.

Zella. 417.
Zerafshan River, 256, 261.
Zezere River, 182.

Zig River, 431,4.32.

Zugspitze, 95.

Zulus, 483, 488.
Zurich, 140.

Zurich, Lake of, 136, 138, 140.
Zuyder Zee, 129.
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